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| Foreword 
This edition of the Minerals Yearbook discusses the performance of the 

worldwide minerals industry during 1985 and provides background informa- . 
-*-- ‘tion to assist in interpreting developments during the year being reviewed. - 

| Content of the individual volumes follows: | | 
Volume I, Metals and Minerals, contains chapters on virtually all metallic 

and nonmetallic mineral commodities important to the U.S. economy. In 
. addition, it includes a statistical summary chapter, a chapter on mining and 

| _ quarrying trends, and a chapter discussing the statistical surveying methods 
| used by the Bureau of Mines. | | | 

a Volume II, Area Reports: Domestic, contains chapters on the mineral 
industry of each of the 50 States, the U.S. island possessions in the Pacific 
Ocean and the Caribbean Sea, and the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. This 
volume also has a statistical summary. - | | . : 

| Volume III, Area Reports: International, contains the latest available : 
- mineral data on more than 150 foreign countries and discusses the importance _ 

_ of minerals to the economies of these nations. A separate chapter reviews the — | 
international minerals industry in general and its relationship to the world __ | 
economy. = : ne a ne | 

7 ‘The Bureau of Mines continually strives to improve the value of its 
_ publications to users. Therefore, constructive comments and suggestions by 

. readers of the Yearbook will be welcomed. —_| , , oe, 

| a a Se : _ Robert C. Horton, Director 
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- Nonfuel Minerals Survey —s_© ~ Nonfuel Minerals Survey 

| By Staff, Office of Statistical Standards ss 

| The Bureau of Mines Minerals Informa- an annual basis. The most recent authority | 
_ tion organization collects worldwide dataon for the Bureau of Mines Minerals. Informa- 

- virtually every commercially important tion activity is the National Materials and | 
nonfuel mineral commodity. These data Minerals Policy, Research and Develop- 

, form the base for tracking and assessing the ment Act of 1980 (Public Law 96-479, 96th 
health of the minerals sector of the U.S. Congress), which strengthens protection for 
economy. — = _ proprietary data provided to the U.S. De- 

| This data collection activity was institut- partment of the Interior by persons or firms | 
_ ed by the 47th Congress in an appropria- engaged in any phase of mineral or mineral- 

| tions act of August 7, 1882 (22 Stat. 329),to material production or consumption. : 
_ place the collection of mineral statistics on - | oo . 

= DATA COLLECTION SURVEYS | 

_ The Bureau of Mines initiates the collec- Mineral Officers, State geologists, Federal 
tion of domestic nonfuel minerals statistics organizations (e.g., Mine Safety and Health 
with an appraisal of the information re- Administration), trade associations, and in- 

7 quirements of Government and private or- dustry publications and directories are - 
ganizations of the United States. Those. some of the sources that are explored to | 
information needs that can be satisfied by develop and update survey listings. With 
data from the minerals industries are for- few exceptions, an attempt is made to can- 
mulated as questions on Bureau of Mines vass the entire population of appropriate 

: survey forms. Figure 1 shows a typical establishments. The iron and steel scrap 
survey form, Alumina (6-1013-A). Specific industry is an example of one of the excep- 
questions pertaining to the production, con- tions where a sampling plan is employed 
sumption, shipments, etc., of mineral com- rather than a complete canvass of the | | 
modities by industrial establishments are entire industry. 
structured to provide data that will be Prior to mailing, the survey form must be 
aggregated into meaningful totals. One approved by the Office of Management and 
hundred and sixty-six monthly, quarterly, Budget (OMB). Under the Paperwork Re- | 
semiannual, and annual surveys cover the duction Act of 1980,OMB approves the need 
entire mineral economic cycle from produc- or requirement for collecting the data and 
tion to trade and consumption. protects industry from unwarranted Gov- | 

Once the survey form has been designed, ernment paperwork. 
a list of producers or consumers is devel- The Bureau publishes a “Survey Forms 
oped. Many sources are utilized to deter- Catalog,” which describes the content of : 
mine the companies, mines, plants, and each survey. Copies of the catalog may be 
other operations that should be included in obtained by contacting the Office of Statisti- 
the survey to produce meaningful national cal Standards, U.S. Bureau of Mines, Wash- 
and State totals. Bureau of Mines State ington, DC 20241. | 

| 1
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. NONFUEL MINERALS SURVEY METHODS 3 

, SURVEY PROCESSING | 

The 166 surveys yield more than 60,000 sively to provide complete data entries on 
responses from approximately 27,000 estab- the survey forms, to verify questionable 
lishments annually. Each of the completed entries, and also to encourage those not : 
survey forms returned to the Bureau under- reporting to either complete and return : 

- goes extensive scrutiny to ensure the high- survey forms or provide the information 
est level of accuracy possible in recording orally. Periodic visits to important minerals | 

. mineral data. Bureau specialists ensure establishments are also made by Bureau 
that no error is introduced owing to report- commodity specialists or State Mineral Offi- 
ing in units other than those specified on cers. These visits are made to gather miss- 
the survey form. Relationships between re- ing data and also to point out the impor- 
lated measures such as crude ore produced tance of the companies’ reporting to the _ 
and marketable product are analyzed for production of accurate national as well as 
consistency. Internal numerical relation- State and county statistics. By showing the 
ships such as column and row totals are use of these statistics and the impact of 

_ Checked. The data reported in the current nonresponse, the Bureau hopes to encour-. 
reporting period are checked against prior age as complete and accurate a canvass as 

' reports to detect possible errors or omis- possible. oo ms | 
sions. | The OMB “Guidelines for Reducing Re- | 

For automated surveys, the specialist re- porting Burden’ stipulates that the mini- 
views the form for correctness and com- mum acceptable response rate shall be 75% 
pleteness before the data are entered into of the panel surveyed. In addition, the 

_’ the computer. The computer is programed Bureau strives for a minimum reporting | 
to conduct a series of automated edit checks level of 75% of the quantity produced or | 
to ensure mathematical consistency and to consumed (depending on the survey) for | 
identify any discrepancies between the data certain key statistics. Response rates are 
reported and logically acceptable responses. _ periodically reviewed, and for those surveys 

_ . The Bureau of Mines is modernizing and not meeting the minimum reporting level, 
automating all of its survey processing plans are developed and implemented to 
methods. Automation of the commodity da- improve response rates. - 
ta subsystems supports the processing of Estimation for Nonresponse.—When ef- | 
individual surveys and the preparation of forts to obtain response to a Bureau survey | 
statistical tables for publication. A central fail, it is necessary to employ estimation or | 

| data base includes the minerals data gath- imputation techniques to account for the | 
ered through surveys as well as pertinent missing data. These techniques are most 

_ data from other sources. The data base _ effective when the response rate is relative- 
enables Bureau specialists to retrieve the ly high. The Bureau is continually striving 
data required for analysis of minerals prob- to develop and make use of the most effec- 
lems and for answering specific user ques- tive techniques. Some of the imputation 
tions. methods depend only on knowledge of the 

Survey Responses.—To enable the reader prior reporting of the establishment, while | 
to better understand the basis on which the others rely on external information to esti- | 
statistics were calculated, each commodity mate the missing data. Survey forms receiv- 

chapter of the “Minerals Yearbook’ in- ed after publication cutoff dates are edited, : 
cludes a section entitled ‘Domestic Data and necessary imputations are made for 
Coverage.” This section briefly describes the missing data. The data base is updated, and 
data sources, the number of establishments these revisions will be reflected in subse- 

surveyed, the response percentage, and the quent publications. 
method of estimating the production (or Protection of Proprietary Data.—The 
consumption) that is accounted for by Bureau of Mines relies on the cooperation of 
nonrespondents. the U.S. minerals industry to provide the 

Although the response to Bureau surveys minerals data that are presented in this and 
is generally very good, the Bureau must other Bureau publications. Without sub- 
employ an efficient procedure for handling stantial response to survey requests, the | 
instances of nonresponse in order to pro- Bureau would not be able to present reli- 
duce reliable aggregated data. Second mail- able statistics. The Bureau in turn respects 
ings of the survey form may be made. the proprietary nature of the data received 
Followup by telephone is employed exten- from the individual companies and estab-
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lishments. To ensure that proprietary either large producer could readily estimate 
_ rights will not be violated, the Bureau the production of the other. It is this obliga- 

analyzes each of the aggregated statistics to tion to protect proprietary information that 
ascertain if the statistics of an individual results in the “Withheld” or “W” entries in 
company or establishment can be deduced ‘Minerals Yearbook” tables. When thecom- 

: from the aggregated statistics. Forexample, pany gives permission in writing, the Bu- 
: _ if there are only two significant producers reau may release data otherwise withheld 

of a commodity in a given State, the Bureau _ because of proprietary considerations. 
will not publish the total for the State since | 

FOREIGN DATA Oo 

| - Volume I of the “Minerals Yearbook” statistical agencies, the U.S. Department of 
| _ contains a “World Review” section in each State, or international organizations such 

| commodity chapter that usually includes a as the United Nations and the Organization 
world production table. These tables are of Petroleum Exporting Countries. Missing 
prepared in the Bureau’s Division of Inter- data are estimated by the country specialist 
national Minerals. These data are gathered based upon information gathered from a 

| from various sources including published variety of sources. , | 
reports of foreign government mineral and _ oo 

—  . PUBLICATIONS AND DATA SERVICES _ | 

In addition to the three volumes of the mineral supplies. 7 
| “Minerals Yearbook,” the statistical data The ‘Mineral Perspectives” series reports _ 

collected are published in other reports, the on the mineral resources, industries, and 

_-_ principal series being the “Mineral Indus- related infrastructure of those foreign coun- 
try Surveys.” Mineral Industry Surveys are_ tries or regions of the world that assume 
concise monthly, quarterly, or annual re- major importance to our Nation’s mineral 
ports that contain timely statistical and needs. | 
economic data on nonfuel mineral commod- “Minerals and Materials/A Bimonthly 
ities. The surveys are designed to keep Survey” provides timely information on 

- Government agencies, the minerals indus- selected commodities. Data and analyses 

tries, and the business community regularly are presented that are germane to policy 
| informed of trends in production, distribu- issues of current interest. Brief narratives 

tion, inventories, and consumption of non- are supplemented by statistical graphs and 
fuel minerals. tables. Data are provided for the current 

One of the earliest publications contain- month and the previous 22 months, and 

ing information on mineral production, re- estimates are made for the upcoming 
sources, reserves, imports, exports, uses, month. 

7 recycling, substitution, environmental con- The “Minerals Yearbook” and ‘Mineral 
siderations, and related subjects is ‘Mineral Facts and Problems” are available from the 
Commodity Summaries.” Published in Jan- Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Govern- 

| uary, it covers approximately 90 mineral ment Printing Office, Washington, DC 
commodities for the previous calendar year. 20402. For additional information on the 

“Mineral Facts and Problems” is a one- other Bureau publications, contact the Divi- 
volume reference book containing world- sion of Publication, U.S. Bureau of Mines, 

wide production information and demand 4900 LaSalle Road, Avondale, MD 20782. 
forecasts for all nonfuel minerals. It is Two types of machine readable (computer 
published every 5 years. In the 1985 edition, compatible) data are provided. A 10-year 
each commodity chapter covers the struc- time series of domestic supply-demand rela- 
ture of the industry, uses of the commodity, tionships data on each commodity is avail- 
reserves and resources, technology, supply- able on 5-1/4-inch floppy disks from the 
demand relationships, byproducts and co- National Technical Information Service 
products, strategic considerations, economic (NTIS), 5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, 
and operating factors, and forecasts to 1990 VA 22161. These disks are compatible with 
and 2000. Each chapter also compares U.S. many types of microcomputers and popular 
and world reserves with cumulative de- microcomputer application software pack- 
mand to appraise the adequacy of world ages. These data have been published every
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5 years in “Mineral Facts and Problems” Classification (SIC) codes, and the addresses 
and are being updated annually in “Miner- to which the survey forms are mailed. 
al Industry Surveys” and on the floppy Information on purchasing copies of mail- 
disks. Copies of Bureau survey mailing lists ing lists can be obtained from the Office of 

_ are also available on magnetic tape or in Statistical Standards, U.S. Bureau of Mines, 
printed form. These lists include the compa- 2401 E Street, NW., Washington, DC 20241. 

ny and plant names, Standard Industrial |
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Mining and Quarrying Trends 
~ in the Metals and Industrial 
- Minerals Industries | 

_ By Thomas W. Martin, Daniel L. Edelstein, and Garrett H. Hyde / 

a MINING AND QUARRYING TRENDS’ _—_—iaj 

| ' This chapter includes tables from 1984 tion exceeded 1 million ounces. pe 
_ that were not available in time for publica- | Overproduction by nations that rely on 

tion ‘of the 1984 Minerals Yearbook, but export of mineral commodities to support 

_. does not include corresponding tables for their economies and‘service their interna- 
1985. The value of raw nonfuel minerals tional debt; the strong value of the dollar 

_ produced in the United States during 1985 relative to that of other currencies, which 
was estimated at $23.2 billion, ‘an increase favors imported products; relatively high 
of $0.07 billion over the value for 1984. This domestic labor costs compared with those of : 
is the third consecutive year that the value developing nations; and the use of industri- | 

. has increased, and except for a decrease in al minerals. such as carbon fibers, glass | 
1982, the value for each year has increased fibers, and plastics in products historically | 
since 1971, or 13 out of 14 years. However, constructed from metals have all contrib- 
while the value of industrial minerals pro- uted to create chronically depressed world 
duction continued to grow, reflecting the metal prices and markets in which the U.S. 
growth of the domestic economy, the value producer finds it increasingly difficult to 
of metal mine production decreased in 1985 compete. As.a result, the U.S. mining indus- 
by 6%. This drop was more than offset bya try continues to operate in a transitional 
3% increase in the value of industrial min- state with many companies forced to re- 
erals production because the value of indus- trench by closing or selling properties and 
trial minerals produced was more than assets, reducing employment, and renego- a 
three times larger than the value of metals. tiating labor contracts. The mines that 

_ The decrease makes 1985 the third year in continue to operate have developed improv- 
the past 5 years in which a drop in the value ed mining methods and operating tech- 
of metal mining production occurred in the niques, and many have embarked on mod- 
United States where production continued ernization programs in order to survive. 
to lag behind growing world production. Virtually every mining operation in the | 
Domestic production of such major commod- United States today has undergone substan- 
ities as aluminum, copper, iron ore, phos- tial change over the past 5 years, and the 
phate rock, and zinc continued to decline mining industry is working harder and | 
owing to a number of international and more effectively as indicated by the continu- 
domestic factors. Gold continued to be the ing gain in productivity. This demand for 
most active commodity in the domestic cost and productivity improvement is, in 
metal mining industry. Despite lower turn, fueling the development of new tech- 
prices, gold output increased to 2.5 million nology. The result has been numerous small 
troy ounces, a 19% increase over that of improvements as well as some potentially 
1984. The estimated annual production ca- major new developments. 
pacity of new gold mines beginning produc- Legislation and Government Pro- 

: 7
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grams.—Two laws were passed in 1985 pro- zation Act, which was approved by the 
_ viding for the minting of gold or silver President, $2.5 million was set aside for a 

coins. In July, the Statue of Liberty-Ellis Government and/or industry research proj- 
| Island Commemorative Coin Act was signed ect to develop new steelmaking technolo- | 

by the President. This bill provides for the gies. © Bag Me eR 
minting of silver:and gold coins in commem-: A section entitled “Negotiations and Ac- _ 
oration of the centennial of the Statue of tion Regarding Agreements to Restrain | 
Liberty. The other law, the ‘Gold Bullion Copper Production Voluntarily” was at- — 
Coin Act of 1985, provides for the minting of tached to a spending bill, House joint reso-. 
gold coins to compete with the South Afri- lution 465, signed by the President. This 

_ can krugerrand and specifies the use.of provision, although not binding by the law, 
| | newly mined gold. from natural deposits'in is meant to express the intent of Congress | 

the United States. . - | _.. and directs the President through the U.S... 
| 7 _ Legislation was introduced in Congress Trade Representative to negotiate produc- 

: designating lands in seven areas for inclu- ‘ tion restraints with major copper exporting — 
7 sion in the National Wilderness Preserva- countries. The President earlier vetoed the 

tion System. Only one bill, covering 13,300 same copper provision when it was attached 
| acres in Kentucky,.was signed into law. The toatextile import restraint bill, 

other bills, specifying a total of 2,873,724 A wide variety of trade bills was intro __ 
a acres throughout Colorado, Utah, Ne- duced. Toward the end of the session, a 

braska, Michigan, Nevada, and the Great © bipartisan group of 33 Senators introduced _- 
_ Smokey Mountains-in North Carolina and Senate bill 1860, the Trade Enhancement 

. Tennessee; were.in various stages of the Act of 1985, to amend the Trade Act of 1974 __ 
legislative process. = tt to eliminate barriers and distortions to — 

| +» A number. of bills of concern to the trade, to provide authority for a new round — 
os ‘Mining and minerals. industry were intro- of. trade negotiations, and to promote US. 

| _ duced, including several pertaining to the. exports. This bipartisan, comprehensive 
- _. National Defense-Stockpile activities. They measure indicates that Congress may be 

| _include removing the President’s authority moving away from the protection of specific 
.to establish goals and place administration . industries.in favor of broader changes in | 

| _responsibility with the U.S. Department of .U.S. trade policy. | ee 
| . Defense, adding coke to the stockpile, estab- . Two bills, both entitled “Federal Tech- — 

| lishing an agriculture barter program to nology Transfer Act of 1985,” were intro- _ 
- acquire materials, and disposing of 10 mil- duced concurrently in the House and Sen- 

| lion troy ounces of silver from the stockpile. ate. Both bills establish a Federal Laborato- 
All of the bills have been referred to the. ry Consortium (FLC) to assist in the trans- 
appropriate committees. The only change in _ fer of technology from labs to private busi- — 

| the law occurred. when amendments to nesses. In the House version, the FLC would 
prohibit the President’ from reducing stock- " be established within the National Science 

_.. pile goals below the goals in effect on Foundation, and in the Senate version, it 
| October 1, 1984, at any time prior to Octo- would be established within the National 

| ber 1, 1986, were approved as part of the Bureau of Standards. The House bill also 
_ Defense Authorization bill in the House and _ contains provisions concerning Government 

_ the Supplemental Appropriations bill in the ' sharing of patent-license royalties with the 
Senate for fiscal year 1985. | inventors and standards that would ef- 

Six major pieces of legislation concerned _fectively guide Federal employees to avoid 
with problems of the U.S. steel industry conflicts of interest. 
were considered during 1985. They included In November, members of the National 
a bill to form a Government corporation to Critical Minerals Council were. sworn in. 
revitalize the industry, a bill to ban the Priorities of the group, as mandated by 
importation of consultation steel products Congress, include the first long-range as- 
from the European Economic Community sessment of national material needs and 
until new arrangements are negotiated, a establishment of an advanced research and 
bill to amend the Steel Import Stabilization development plan. The Council must also 
Act, a bill to remedy violations of bilateral advise the President on trends in minerals 
steel products trade agreements with the and materials matters that affect national 
European Communities, and companion and economic security. The group can rec- 
bills in the House and Senate to establish a ommend methods to increase exploration 
breakpoint tariff system on imports of cer- and development methods for critical min- 

- tain ferroalloys. Under an amendment to erals within the United States and the 
the National Bureau of Standards Authori- boundaries of the Exclusive Economic Zone.
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The first public hearing of the Council was tion were the cause of reduced metal. explo- 
. heldinJanuary19860 = = . ration expenditures. This led to the consoli- 

The long dormant issue of regulation of dation of exploration operations and to staff 
mining and minerals processing waste un- reductions by several major companies. — 
der the Resources Conservation and Recov- Gold and precious metals continued to be | 
ery Act (RCRA) of 1976 became active as a the major commodities sought domestically, | 

| result of legal action by a group of citizens with up.to 90% of the exploration and 
against the Environmental Protection development activities estimated to be for 

_ Agency (EPA). In response, EPA proceeded thesemetalsin1985.. | — | 
with regulation of copper dump leach solu- © New exploration methods and techniques | 
tions and mining waste and tailings from continue to be developed despite the reduc- 
‘gold, lead, silver, and zinc mining. The ed. exploration activity, as companies in- 
agency. also initiated the first phase of crease their efforts to identify suitable tar- 

' rulemaking for other mining wastes and | gets and develop them at a lower cost. For 
_ submitted its “Report to Congress. Wastes many years, satellite data have identified 
From Extraction and Beneficiation of Me- potential mineralized areas, but the use of | 
tallic Ores, Phosphate Rock, Asbestos, Over- satellites will probably increase in the fu- | 
burderi From Uranium Mining and Oil ture. New satellites will give resolutions 
Shale.”? Following review, this report is to down to 10 meters and generate far more 

| be the basis upon which EPA plans tomake information than earlier systems. These 
decisions regarding the regulation of min- satellite pictures, combined with computer 

_ingwasteunderRCRA. = _——____ analysis, can save exploration companies 
_. ~ “A proposed transfer of responsibility from vast sums of money. If prospecting for a 

‘the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) to mineral in a remote area, the first step is to 
the US. Forest Service for the underground purchase Landsat satellite data tapes of the 

_ minerals in 205 million acres of national area. The data can be fed into a computer 
forests was agreed upon by the two agen- together with comparative data fora known — 
cies. The Forest Service currently makes area of the mineral deposits.* The computer _ 
recommendations on the mineral lands and __ builds up a spectral picture (pattern vector 
the BLM issues the leases. The two agencies of different infrared and. ultraviolet wave- = 

: have shared in the stipervision of oper- lengths) for the mineral. Then working with 
ations. The transfer would result in consoli- a deduction process like natural selection, 

_ dating responsibilities for minerals and ef- the program locates areas where there is 
fect an estimated annual savings of between more than an 85% likelihood of success. The 
$27 million and $32 million. = program can find logical rules and assump- 

_-. ° Before adjournment, the House of Repre- tions that might never occur to the human 
sentatives passed major tax reform legisla- prospector. Recently, a major mining com- 

. tion. The bill changes provisions in the pany completed a survey of the spine of the | 
current tax law dealing with corporate tax Andes, covering 5,000 kilometers from 
‘rates, investment tax credit, capital gains southern Chile to Peru. After Landsat im- 
treatment of minerals and timber produc- ages identified promising areas, then geolo- 
ers, percentage depletion allowances, and gists went in by helicopter to collect sam- 

_ the existing 25% credit for increases in ples. This technique proved highly effective 
_ research and developnient. . oo and is reported to have identified promising 

Exploration.—Mineral exploration activ- precious metals deposits. _ 
| ity in the United States continued to decline The use of computers is spreading to all 

in 1985. Starting in 1981, the BLM has phases of exploration as hardware becomes | 
collected data on claims and annual filings more powerful, more portable, and less 
of assessment work on Federal lands. A costly. During analysis and interpretation, 
summation of these filings provides an esti- the computer does much of the time- 
mate of the prospects the industry is cur- consuming, costly work such as drawing 
rently exploring or examining. The BLM maps, computing statistics, and searching 
data show that from 1983 to 1985 new for anomalies. As an example, a gyrosystem 
claims in the Western States have declined linked to a computer for the accurate sur- 
by 38% and assessment filings have declin- veying of boreholes has been successfully 
ed by 22%, resulting in a total decrease of used at a number of minesites in the Repub- 
24%. These figures confirm the drop in lic of South Africa.‘ The new system, made 
exploration activities. Again, low metal by Boart Drilling, accurately measures 
prices created by worldwide excess produc- borehole inclinations and determines the
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| precise locations of intersection points in was less labor intensive but could ‘still 
the boreholes. Based on eight boreholes achieve the rapid advance rates required... 

| surveyed for clients, the company has found After extensive research into new meth- 
_ the system to be a vast improvement over ods, roadheaders were selected because they _ 

. conventional borehole surveying tech- can achieve rapid advance rates, and an 
niques, which use magnetic compass- advantage was also foreseen in reducing the 
inclinometers and miniature photographic number of working areas and eliminating 
systems. The system is not affected by congestion and conflict with mine produc- | 

_ magnetic fields emanating from the sur- tion. After driving more than 8,500 feet of . 
rounding rocks, drill rods, or the electrical preextraction development headings . on 

| components of the instrument. Two accel- haulage and grizzly levels for ongoing sup- 
erometers measure the inclination of the port of block caving at the mine, roadhead- 
probe in the borehole. The system is lower- ers have cut drifting costs by 30% and 

. ed down the hole on a seven-core electric increased the rate of adyance by 87%. ~ 
cable. All data are relayed through this when compared to conventional drill and 
cable to a Hewlett-Packard minicomputer blast methods. Such results were achieved 

| housed in a logging truck on the surface. in formations ranging from 19,000. to 
: The use of the computer has significantly 30,000 pounds per square inch compressive 

improved sampling intervals and has re- strength, rock that is more or less typical of 
sulted in virtually instantaneous data proc- a low-grade porphyry copper. By midyear 
essing. The computer is capable of plotting 1985, the San Manuel Mine had four road- | 
the shape of the borehole viewed in any di- headers in operation, One roadheader is 
rection, such as a plan view from above ora equipped with high-pressure, water-assisted — 
horizontal view. Typically, the gyroscope cutting heads, utilizing water pressures of — 
data are logged every 10 meters, compared 9,000 pounds per square inch to assist 
with every 54 meters with conventional machine performance. Although still exper- 
‘Surveying systems. Even'with this increase imental, high-pressure, water-assisted cut- 

_ In logging data, the new system can obtaina ting should allow the roadheaders to suc- 
complete printout of all survey details in cessfully cut: the hardest. rock, to ,reduce 
about 60% of the time required to log a destructive vibration in the machine, and to 

. borehole using magnetic photographic dramatically reduce dust. .— re | 
, methods. 7 _____ Hydraulics has permitted automation of 

Development.—The strategy of curtailing the drilling process on a much greater scale 
development during periods of low prices than with pneumatic drills, but. the opera- 

| and expanding development during profit- tor still plays a crucial part in drilling 
_ able periods has historically been a stand- productivity. Differences in the handling of _ 

ard mining practice to deal with fluctuating booms and drills haye been found to cause 
metal demand and prices. With the chronic variations in productivity levels by up to 
weakness of the market over the last 5 30%. The operator also controls the accura- 
years, rather than relying on this strategy, cy of the profile and pull of the round. The 
‘companies have been forced to develop inno- spacing between holes, their pattern, and 

| vative techniques to reduce mine develop- alignment are critical as any underbreak or 
ment costs. An excellent example is the overbreak results in an increase in costs. 
change from the use of conventional drill Computer technology to fully automate the 
and blast methods to roadheaders at the drilling jumbo is now available, and several 
San Manuel Mine, Arizona. Beginning in companies have entered the market. _ 
1980, the mine started reducing its work Tamrock of Finland produced a com- 
force in response to falling copper prices, puter-controlled © jumbo, Datamatic, on 
and early in 1983, all drift development was which booms move in accordance with a 
curtailed.§ However, by mid-1983, San drilling pattern preprogrammed into its 
Manuel management was faced with the memory.‘ The location, length, and direc- 
need for drift development to meet future tion of each hole are predetermined, and 
production goals and decided to begin a the jumbo automatically executes each hole 
program by the end of the year. At the peak in succession. A constant laser beam pro- 
of its effort, San Manuel had approximately vides the reference from which all coordi- 
100 workers working 3 shifts per day driv- nates are calculated. This reference beam 
ing between 500 and 700 feet of drift per enables the computer to work out the drill’s 
month. With the poor economic climate, a position and calculate the required boom 
method of development was needed that joint angles for each successive hole. There-
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- fore, hole alignment is very fast, because it ever, can manually take over the entire 

- does not.depend upon the position or direc- drilling cycle or continue to drill on a 

tion of the rig itself. Besides drilling ac- semiautomatic basis. In the latter case, the 

cording to the preprogrammed pattern, the boom is maneuvered and positioned auto- 

‘Datamatic can also be operated with coordi- matically, but hole collaring is controlled by 

nated or direct control. With coordinated the operator. When drilling conditions re- 
control, the driller positions the booms in -quire a change, new programming must be 

‘the desired direction while the computer introduced into the computer. _ 
calculates the boom joint positions. If, as . The Tround Blast Hole Drilling System, a 
occasionally will happen, it is impossible to new hard-rock. drill that can perform at 
collar the -hole in the predetermined posi- rates ranging from two to four times faster 

. tion because, for example, it coincides with than a conventional drill, was:tested with 

a rough promontory on the face from which _ the cooperation of a major oil company at a - 

the bit slips, the driller can manually move gas well in Arkansas in formations consist- 

-- ‘the boom to a-new position and press a_ ing of hard sandstone and shale.* The test 

: button. The computer will then automati- results were viewed as positive. Based:on a 

| cally compensate for drill direction so that technology known as the Open Chamber - 

‘the hole terminates at the same predeter- System, the drill involves multiple projec- a 
mined point. A visual display unit also aids tile cartridges fed into and ejected from a 

| the operator by continuously showing boom novel arrangement of firing chambers. This 

alignments, penetration rates, and drilling arrangement, along with the complete elim- 

patterns, including the holes that have been ination of the reciprocating breech element 

7 “and are to be drilled. The operator thus has of -conventional guns, makes possible 

a visual check on the proceedings, permit- extremely high rates of fire, if required. The 

| ting him or her to alter pressures, rotation drill utilizes. multiple projectiles, which 

/ rates, and drifter positions to maximize when fired in salvo, do not impact simulta- 

productivity. , es ' neously, but: produce delays. measured in 
‘Montabert, a French manufacturer, de- millionths of a second owing to slight varia- 

veloped a fully computerized jumbo, Robo- _ tions of projectile weight and gas dynamics. | 

fore, that automatically controls the vari- Against rock, this rapid secession of impact 
ous drilling functions in a drilling cycle? generates shattering shock waves ahead of 
After a 2-year test program, an operational conventional drill bits. — _ 
machine has been installed in the Arbed . Underground Mining.—Faced with a 
iron mines in France. In addition to provid- chronically depressed domestic mining | 
‘ing fully automatic drilling capability, the economy, surviving operations have been : 
jumbo offers accurate special feed position- forced to curtail their work force and im- | : 
ing to about 20°; hole collaring positioning prove productivity. In nearly all operations, 
to about 2.5 inches; a traveling speed from this has involved major changes and the 
hole to hole of about 10 seconds, compared development of new methods and. tech- : 
with 24 seconds during manual operation; niques. Inco Ltd. of Canada, a company that 
smoother boom movements because speeds operated at a loss for the 3 years prior to 
progressive; and improved drilling efficien- 1984, is a typical example of the changing 
cy. The basic boom movements are recorded mode of operations that characterize today’s 
by means of sensors. These sensors direct mine management.® In a priority program 
the gathered data to a computer that con- to reduce costs, the company established a 
trols the boom cylinders. Using the same formal mine research department with a | 
microprocessors, other functions are also broad mandate to develop easier, safer, and 
computerized, such as boom auxiliary move- more productive mining systems. The ini- 
ments (extension and feed anchoring), auto- tial focus of this program was directed 
mated control of the drilling phase (feed toward ground control, stoping methods, 
advance and retraction), drifter regulation, and equipment development. Basic ground 
control of safety parameters (oil level and control research and the application of rock 
temperature, etc.), as well as other safety mechanics to bulk stoping systems were 
devices to avoid boom interference. After determined by Inco to be essential tools in 
having positioned the rig and the booms, the development of efficient mining meth- 
the operator selects the required drilling ods at greater depths. As a result, numeri- 
pattern, which is fed into the computer. cal modeling techniques are being used to 
There is no other human intervention dur- design the mining geometry, sequence, and 
ing the drilling cycle. The operator, how- destressing program required to produce
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optimum ground conditions. Microseismic ation, (2) hydraulic control of the drill | 
| source location systems are also being eval- string for greater accuracy, (3) positive 

uated for their potential in forecasting im- breakout of the rods to eliminate the use of 
pending problems. A spray-on, fiberglass- wrenches, (4) power to drill 9-inch-diameter 

| reinforced epoxy resin is being developed holes up to 400 feet long, (5) motorized 
with the expectation that it will reduce or wheels for maneuverability, and (6) break- 
eliminate rockbolt support. The epoxy down features so that the rig can pass a 24- 
would provide support similar to shotcrete by 24-inch opening. The company is now | 
at 10% of the shotcrete volume and 25% of incorporating mechanized rod handling and 
the time required for rockbolt installation. microprocessor monitoring and control to 
There would also be a reduction of the provide full automation of the drill. When 
material handling problems associated with completed, one employee will be able to 
shotcrete. monitor two or more drills. A prototype 

- A major problem faced by Inco was the continuous loader capable of producing five 
high cost of underground stoping methods. times the output of conventional load-haul- 

| Historically, near surface, larger ore bodies dump units has also been constructed. The 
| have been mined with bulk methods such as__ unit has an oscillating lip that changes the 
oe blasthole and caving, while smaller, irregu- angle of repose of the muckpile, thus pro- 

a lar ore bodies and ores at depth or in pillars viding a continuous flow of muck to a short 
have been recovered by selective methods chain conveyor. The application of micro- 
such as cut-and-fill or undercut-and-fill. processor monitoring, sensing, and control - 
However, as larger ore bodies have been is now being developed for this loader. | 
depleted and as mining has progressed to —_ Concurrently with its research program, | 
deeper levels, reliance on the small blast, the company reopened an idle mine at the 
high-cost’ mining methods increased. By start of 1983 and designated part of the 
1981, only one-third of Inco’s production mine as a working model for higher produc- 
was recovered by bulk methods, and despite tivity development. Named the Research 

| the use of mechanized equipment, the pro- Mine, it has been used to test such ideas 
. _ ductivity of the mines was decreasing at as concentration of production faces, a 

: that time. © : multidisciplined work force, and financial 
To reverse this trend, the vertical crater incentives to improve productivity. To con- 

retreat (VCR) method was instituted. This centrate production in as few workplaces, 
combines the productivity advantages of levels, and stoping methods as possible, and 
bulk mining with the ground control advan- to maximize the output from each place, the 
tages of selective fill methods. At Inco, the model at the Research Mine has been de- 

: ore zone is divided into a series of panels signed so that all production comes from 
| that are silled at the top for down drilling three active stopes on one level, using’ a 

_ and developed at the bottom for ore remov- VCR method that leaves no pillars. Inco 
al. A panel is drilled from top to bottom, plans to mine a typical block within 3 years, 

| and explosive charges are placed near the compared with the 15 years historically 
bottom of the holes. Each charge is fired required. Using this method, productivity 
separately. A horizontal slice 10 to 12 feet improved and only 38 operating employees 

| thick is removed with each shot. Only the were required per shift. This created anoth- 
swell is removed after the blast. Final er problem; under the existing job classifica- 
cleanup of the panel is done by remote tion system, the 38 employees required the 
(radio) controlled loaders. The panel is then skills of 26 job classifications. To address 

_ filled with consolidated backfill, and the the problem, 6 new job classifications were 
excavation of adjacent panels proceeds ina created that included the skills of the 26 
sequential manner. The company reports former classifications. According to the 
that VCR mining has increased bulk-mined company, the reclassification has increased 
ore from 32% to 70% of the total tonnage. flexibility in movement of people from one 

Another part of the Inco program is to job to another, and it has provided job 
build prototype equipment that can be ap- enrichment and higher pay for employees 
plied to a particular mining concept or need while simplifying administration. Under- 
rather than adapting the mining to suit ground computer terminals are used for 
available equipment. Under this program, transmission of timekeeping, personnel rec- 
Inco has built a prototype in-hole drill that ords, production data, and supply ordering. 
features (1) low mast height to reduce the The normal time for paperwork has been 
size of openings required for machine oper- reduced by 80%.
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The concept of incentive earnings, which model of the test area has been constructed 
historically has been provided only for peo- and is being calibrated with mine measure- : 
ple in production or development where ments for use as a predictive mine design 
output can be measured. (tons per worker tool. If the test stope proves successful, the 
shift or feet advance), was also examined. mining method will be used throughout the 
The present system leaves about 60% of the mine. | | | 
employees in a supporting role with little A new mining prop has been developed to 
sense of motivation or participation. A withstand high loads and to yield gently as 
unique incentive system was devised to pay closure occurs in the highly stressed open- _ 
support crews as a function of the output of ings of deep South African gold mines.*® The 
production crews. The system has improved Bestoprop, a patented design, uses a special- 

_ the level of service for production crews and — ly shaped timber inside a convoluted thin- 
encourages cooperation among all work wall steel casing. The timber has longitudi- - 
groups. The system also provides a financial nal radial grooves cut into the sides, deep at | 
benefit to support crews when their work- one end and tapering to a shallow point at a 
ing number is reduced. According to the predetermined position along the length. 

/ company, the changes generated from these The wood fiber fills the space as the prop , 
operations at the Research Mine has made compresses. Small convolutions at the ends | 

a significant impact on the productivity of of the steel casing allow it to concertina as" 
the company’s other mines. Inco’s innova-_ closure takes place. By using different tim- 
tive approach and research effort must be bers and by varying the lengths and widths 

- considered successful in that the company of the grooves, different load bearing and | | 
_ Was operating at a profit by the end of 1984 yield capacity props can be constructed. It is 

and throughout 1985. oo therefore possible to design props for the 
Another example of the innovative na- loading conditions of individual mines. | 

ture of mining today is a new mining The Bureau of Mines, in cooperation with | 
method for use in highly stressed ground mines in the Coeur d’Alene Mining District, 
subject to rock bursting. Under a three-way has investigated the use of lightweight con- 
memorandum of agreement between the crete to form continuous tunnel liners in : 

Hecla Mining Co., the University of Idaho, deep mines in which ground support is | 
and the Bureau of Mines, an extensive rock difficult owing to high rock pressures. The 
mechanics investigation is being conducted lightweight concrete is made by mixing a | 
at an experimental stope in Hecla’s Lucky special prefoamed agent directly into the 
Friday Mine at Mullan, ID. Termed the concrete mix, thereby reducing the density 

~ Lucky Friday Underhand Longwall (LFUL), of the concrete. Typical densities for light- | 
this experimental stope is a radical depar- weight concrete range from 25 to 100 | 
ture from traditional overhand cut-and-fill pounds per cubic foot. Depending on the 
mining. Development in the 500-foot-long, design application, a lightweight concrete 

: mechanized underhand cut-and-fill stope is can be developed with adequate strength 
through a modified spiral-ramp system, lo- and with energy absorbing characteristics 
cated in the footwall. The ramp is being that are essential in soft, caving, squeezing, 
supported with innovative ground-control and bursting ground conditions. Several 
systems such as cable bolts and steel-fiber- successful field trials of the lightweight 
reinforced shotcrete. Ore from the stope is concrete liner have been made at cooper- . 
trammed in 2-yard, front-end loaders down ator mines. The first test section has been in 
the ramp system to a 5-foot-diameter ore place for 3 years, and there has been no 
pass. The reinforced shotcrete is also used evidence of structural distress since place- 
in the ore pass for both primary support ment. 
and as a liner system. A rock mechanics One test placement used an innovative | 
investigation includes the development ofin airbag formwork that can greatly reduce 
situ stress data using overcoring and meas- forming costs in underground mines. The 
urement of rock response during mining formwork is shaped with dumbbell ends 
using multipoint extensometers in the foot that function as self-sealing bulkheads. Al- : 
and hanging wall, surface closure points in so, a section of a spiral access ramp was 
the access ramp, and load cells placed with- lined with shotcrete containing steel fibers 
in the high-density sandfill. Geological site and silica fume. This became the primary 
characterization studies include fracture ground support, replacing rock bolts and 
mapping and coring for physical property mesh. The test was a significant develop- 
testing. A two-dimensional, finite-element ment because the rising cost of rock bolts
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has now made mine operators look for costs are lower owing to the all-electric 
alternative, less costly ground control tech- traction system and lower tire costs. Micro- 
nologies. The same material was used to processor-controlled speed regulation elimi- 
line an adjoining 200-foot-long raise-bored nates wheel spin and no tire wear has been 
ore pass. Silica fume is a cement additive noted on the prototype truck. The micro- | 

_. obtained from the manufacture of silicon processor also regulates and controls all _ 
metal. It appears to significantly increase vital electrical functions. The first series of 
the strength of shotcrete and allows the electric trucks is expected to be on the 

_ shotcrete to be built up several inches in market in 1986. pe a 
thickness in a single application with re- | Four spray coolers were designed and | 
duced rebound. = ~— _. built as part of a Bureau of Mines program . 

_ The first practical electric truck system to investigate direct-contact (warm air to 
for underground mines has been developed cool water) spray cooling systems.’? A 

: in Sweden.? Powered through an overhead single-stage cooling unit was tested in a 
trolley line system, the truck has now New Mexico uranium mine, and a two-stage 
completed more than 2,500 miles of under- cooler and a three-stage cooler were tested 
ground operation in the Kiruna Mine. Each in a South Dakota gold mine. During these : 

| motor of the four-wheel-drive truck powers in-mine tests, the two-stage cooler reduced __ 
a pair of wheels. The motors have acontinu- 16,387 cubic feet per minute of 76.8° F wet 
ous rating of 308 horsepower each, but for bulb air to 69.3° F wet bulb using 55 gallons 
noncontinuous use, which is typical of min- per minute of 50° F water. This represents a | 

, ing operations, considerably higher levels cooling power of 39 refrigeration tons. A 
| can be generated, providing more power for three-stage unit cooled 26,200 cubic feet per 

high-speed haulage up steep ramps. The minute of 80.1° F wet bulb air to 73.5° F wet 
new truck has none of the ventilation prob- bulb using 50 gallons per minute of 48.7° F 

| lems, fumes, and heat associated with diesel water, demonstrating a cooling power of 59 
trucks. It has a load capacity of 55 tons and __ refrigeration tons: The spray chamber cool- 

| _ easily achieves speeds of up to 16 miles per ing performance is considered excellent. In- | 
hour on 12% inclines. On level ground, it service maintenance requirements have 
runs at up to 32 miles per hour and acceler- been minimal thus far. The units continue 
ates from zero to 25 miles per hour in 4 to undergo long-term evaluation. - | 

| seconds unloaded or in 8 seconds loaded. Surface Mining.—Several surface mines 
_ Mechanical switches or turnouts are not were shut down in 1985 and others curtailed 

| used on the trolley line. At junctions or production. As in underground mining, the | 
crossover points, the pickup arm is lowered companies were forced to innovate and 
and the truck proceeds under battery power _ reduce costs to remain in operation. A good | 
for several feet until it is in the branch example is the $400 million, 3-year modern- 
under the trolley line where the pickup arm ization plan announced for the Bingham | 
is again raised. The truck also operates Canyon copper mine, which suspended oper- 
under battery power when it meets another ations in March 1985.13 The company plans 
truck on the line and at the ends of the line to install a large portable, in-pit crusher. 
when the ‘truck proceeds to the loading or _ that will feed a 5-mile belt conveyor system 
dumping point. To engage the trolley line, from the mine to a new grinding facility. 
the operator steers the truck under the The belt system will convey the ore from 
approximate center of the line, presses a the lower levels of the pit through an 
button, and the computer takes over. With existing railroad tunnel to the grinding 
the aid of sensors on the pickup arm, the plant. The new plant will house three grind- 
contacts are precisely located and the sys- — ing lines, each consisting of a grinding mill 
tem locked into position. More than 30,000 and two ball mills. Ore slurry will be 
automatic connections and disconnections transported from the flotation portions of 
made during the mine trials have shown _ the two existing concentrators through two 

_ that truck speed during connection can be 13-mile-long slurry pipelines. Existing facil- 
| up to 9 miles per hour, and disconnection is ities that will be eliminated by the project 

possible at any speed. The trolley arm _ include the rail ore haulage system between 
allows the truck to deviate more than 6 feet the mine and concentrators, the Bonneville 
from the center line. concentrator, and the crushing and grind- 

Operating costs of the electric truck are ing units at both the Magna and Arthur 
reported to be only 50% to 60% of similar concentrators. The modernization is plan- 
size diesel trucks. In addition, maintenance _ ned for completion in late 1988. Production
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capacity will be reduced 25% compared ripper produced 560 tons per hour, while 
with production before closure, but the the conventional parallelogram unit ripped 
amount of refined copper produced will 155 tons per hour. This represents a produc- : 
drop only 10%. This is due to improved tion increase of about 350%. The tests also 
processing efficiency. Optimally, the new demonstrated that there is a cost savings 
installation could bring about a reductionin using the new impact ripper. The standard 

_ production costs of $0.20 per pound accord- ripper costs were about $0.41 per ton, com- 
ing to the company. © oe | pared with $0.13 per ton with the impact 

_ The use of computers in open pit mines ripper. Cost for blasting was $0.19 per ton. — 
continues .to expand. More and better soft- Futher development of mobile crushers . 

_ ware is being developed to aid the miner in continued, and a trend is beginning toward 
every aspect of operations. Optimum drill- the use of high angle conveying systems. 
ing locations and sophisticated borehole These provide a lower cost alternative to | 

| grade, and tonnage programs are used for transporting materials out of a pit with 
exploration. and reserve analysis. Geome- trucks. Continental Conveyor and Equip- 

_ chanical data are input to design the mines. ment Co. Inc., which installed the first | 
and pit slopes and to determine ground ‘commercial high angle conveyor at a west- 

_ pressure limits. Computers plan the produc- ern U.S. coal mine, is constructing a high | 
tion sequence designing optimal bench lay- angle conveyor for Majdanpek Copper in = 
out and haulage rock. placement, often for Yugoslavia. The ‘conveyor will be 6.5 feet | 

. years. in advance. Blasthole designs are wide and have a lift of 304 feet and is . 
determined, and simulation programs are designed to carry minus 10-inch copper ore 

. available to assess the effect of blasting and with a density of 1.6 tons per cubic yard at a 
_ : blasthole. patterns.. However, the use of rate of 4,000 tons per hour up a 35.5° 

__ microprocessor technology for onboard op- incline. The design uses.a sandwich belt 
eration of equipment is the emerging new principle and will permit installation of a 
development, and the merging of electronic second conveyor to elevate ore from a deep- - 
and mechanical technologies in heavy er pit location and transfer it-onto the tail 

"equipment continues to accelerate. Severe of the first unit. Operation is scheduled to 
conditions, such as vibration, extreme tem- start in 1987. Goodyear Rubber Products Co. 
perature, dust, moisture, and physical has developed a wraparound conveyor belt 
shock, are rapidly being overcome, and that can convey material up.a 30° slope with 
mining equipment is becoming covered with potential speeds of 800 feet per minute. The : | 

- sensors,that feed information to microproc- folding conveyor belt, which encloses the 
_ essors, which in turn make rapidly calcu- material from loading to unloading, is made. 

_ lated decisions to optimize the operation of with specially constructed hinges fastened 
theequipment. | | to the cover flaps at each.edge. The flaps 
_, The Caterpillar Tractor Co. announced a allow the sides of the conveyor to cover the : 
new impact ripper that significantly ad- material. A prototype belt. has been in- - 
vances ripping technology.‘ A hydraulic stalled in a fine coal processing unit in | 
impactor transmits additional forces to the Ohio. The Australian Mineral Industries 
tip of a specially designed shank, adding Research Association is investigating the Oo 

| force to the power normally delivered dur- potential to develop a high angle conveyor 
ing conventional ripping by drawbar pull. that does not rely on framework to support 
The operation of the impact ripper is fully the conveyor. The proposed concept, which 
automatic and does not commence until the could be extended to open pit operations, is 
tip comes in contact with high-strength based on the recent successful installation 
material. When the ripper tip passes back ofa Flexowall belt in Belgium. This convey- . 
into low-strength material, the impactor or raises 3,000 tons per hour of coal over a 
automatically shuts down. The ripper can vertical lift of 40 feet as a freely hanging 
also be used for secondary breakage by catenary without a supporting frame. Such 
positioning the ripper tip over a bolter and a design would cost much less than present 
activating the impactor manually. Compa- designs and would also be very mobile. | 
ny tests compared a D9L tractor dozer The world’s two largest tractor dozers 
equipped with an impact ripper with one were both introduced in 1985.** Both incor- 
fitted with a parallelogram ripper. The porate new design features and claim supe- 
testing ground was cemented limestone rior performance with reduced fuel con- 
with a seismic velocity of 11,000 feet per sumption. Komatsu Ltd.’s D475A is a 91-ton 
second. The results showed that the impact dozer capable of producing engine output of
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740 horsepower. The combination of the regarding the reservoir dispersivity, the 
. “new high-output engine and lockup torque average cation-exchange capacity of the 

converter is reported to increase workload formation, and the distribution coefficients 
‘by 40% and decrease operating costs by up describing cation-exchange reactions. The 

‘to 30% compared with earlier models. The test results also demonstrate the existence __ 
-D475A has a capacity of 30 cubic yards with of permeability anisotropy and of disturbed — 
a straight blade, and 37 cubic yards witha flowfields 222 
universal blade. It can also be equipped § The Bureau of Mines has conducted re- 
with a single or multishank variable-type search to improve technology for recovering __ 

| _ ripper. The physical ripping limit is rock Precious metals from low-grade resources, — 
with a seismic velocity of 9,800 feet per and results were published.* Many of the 
second and maximum ripping depth with a reported findings are recent, and some of — 
‘singleshankof5.5feet. 8 © the work described is: ongoing. Topics 
" Caterpillar Tractor’s D11N is a 93-ton discussed include cyanidation of carbona- 
dozer capable of producing engine output of ceous gold ores to enhance gold recovery,a 
770. horsepower. The D11N is 5% heavier .2ew method for precipitating mercury dur- _ 

| than the D10, and a new engine provides 18 CY anide leaching of gold ores, a staged 
| 10% more power. The increased power and Heap leaching process to generate suitable 

| _ .weight is reported to improve the new solutions for direct electrowinning of gold, 
| | dozer’s productivity. by 10% to 15% over US of anion-exchange resins to recover gold 

7 | that of the D10. Blades-have been redesign- _'0™ cyanide solutions, and precious metals 
/ ed with a more open profile and greater TCOVETY from electronicserap. 

heel clearance. Capacity with the universal A midget a oeerine able to rest on the | 
blade is 40 cubic yards. The standard shank _£€2 floor at a depth of 1,500 to 2,000 feet will 
ripper, arrangement is 8 inches shorter than s oe y 1 ‘cal lable for seabed it =piation | 

| that of the D10. A shorter shank provides ou SO PES he ben One a ee 
‘room for a deep arrangement with a longer ohn an all as een am ad ne ¢ any al 
shank offering the user more versatility. © equipment are ‘located houses ve of 

Maximum peneration with a dep HDDI9§ San with six divers The ctr la 
>. oe . wil ellum-oxygen atmosphere com- 

| Remote Mining.—Low-grade ore combin- pressed to the operating depth of the sub- 
| ed with high processing costs prevent many marine. ‘The vessel; where the divers can 

deposits from being mined by conventional stay in saturation for a month or more,was 
methods, but the development of solution built for either maintenance, repair, or: 

| mining continues to emerge as an alterna- ingtallation of oil well heads or mineral _ 
__ tive method ’for mining of such metals a8 exploration of the seabed. It can operate 

_ copper, gold, silver, and uranium. The Bu- without repeated reference to a surface 
reau of Mines continued active research on yogcel in all weather and up to 150 miles 

in situ leaching and published several re- from shore. The submarine will eventually 
ports. One report describes the development be equipped with a nuclear reactor that will 

and application of a. computer program, enhance the ship’s range and enable it to 
P HASEQ/ FLOW, for simulating the geo- operate under the Arctic ice. With the _ 
chemistry of leaching. The geomechan- nuclear propulsion unit, the submarine’s 
ical flow simulator is capable of describing length will increase to 117 feet and its range 
‘the dynamic changes in chemical composi- _ to 300 miles. me 

tion of an aqueous solution during flow § The Bureau of Mines also evaluated the 
through a permeable medium. The report extent of recoverable phosphate resources 
describes several applications: generic in the Southeastern Coastal Plain of the 
batch equilibria, flowing equilibria, urani- United States by the experimental borehole 
um roll-front deposition, and roll-front mining method. Phosphate resources at 
leaching. Another report describes a mine overburden depths greater than 100 feet 
test of the new potassium chloride-po- are, as a rule, currently unsuitable for 
tassium carbonate two-stage in situ urani- recovery through conventional mining 
um leach process carried out at the Inter- methods because of economic, environmen- 
continental Energy Corp. Zamzow project tal, or technical considerations. In the iden- 
site in south Texas.’” Substantial quantities tified deposit areas, borehole mining oper- 
of high concentration uranium were pro- ations are projected to yield a more favor- 
duced, indicating the feasibility of the leach able rate of return and to be environmental- 
solution. The test results yield information ly more desirable than conventional surface
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mining. The resources have been classified Syncrude’s specifications. The feeder- 
as hypothetical and speculative and are breaker channels broken material onto the 
subject to updating as additional explorato- boom conveyor, which. can be raised or 
ry data become available. Hypothetical and lowered to feed onto collecting conveyors, as 
speculative phosphate resources witha min- well as directly into haulage equipment. — | 
imum in situ grade of 5% PO, amenable to Heater plates, built into the hopper walls, © 
borehole mining are estimated to total prevent frozen tar sand from sticking to the. 

about 425 billion tons. With projected bore- Sidesofthehopper, 22 i 
hole mining capabilities. and current con- __ Superconducting magnetic separators are 
ventional beneficiation procedures, this re- becoming commercially available. Their use 

- gource would make available approximately would be applicable to ores where magnetic 
_ 10 billion tons of phosphate rock product at fields of high intensity are required to. 

 an-estimated grade of 30% POs, .-—=«§-—=—S——«Separate the components of solid mixtures. 
 Beneficiation.—New technology and cost- containing weakly magnetic particles. In a | 

reducing techniques were also the dominant Conventional electromagnet consisting of a : 
- factor in the processing of ores throughout ©°PPer coil and an iron yoke field, intensity 

the industry. Some notable advances were i8 limited to about 2 tesla owing to the. 
made in the crushing of materials. Rexnord . ®4turation magnetization of the iron. The | | 
announced a new cone crusher designed to ‘echnology of superconductive magnets 
fit an existing 7-foot crusher foundation helps overcome this limit. During operation, 

_ with minimum modifications that provides ‘he magnetic system is kept at tempera- 
twice the production capacity of the existing ere clove to bso? eth py using lique- 

_ J-foot cone." A prototype, which features a lec | tof 2 ne Col d we nee cctromagnes 

| heed diameter 90 inches anda sclod-up SEU of superconducting wire made of 
_ Power rating of 1,000 horsepower, is being “hot o70" C, has no electrical resistance. 

___ tested at Bougainville Copper Ltd.'s Pangu-' Therefore, these alloys permit current den- __ | a concentrator. According to the manufac-_ ..,. re, Unese alloys perm current den 
na concen . ee | sities 50 to 100 times higher than standard 
turer, the following design features have ,, opper wire. : rr | 

_. -increased the volumetric limit of the crush- A superconducting magnetic separator - 

_ er compared with units of comparable'size.” ya, constructed for a kaolin clay processing __ 
_ The head diameter is approximately 10%  pjant in Georgia by Eriez Magnetics. With ok 

_ larger, increasing volumetric capacity by 4, magnetic field strength of 2. tesla, the : 
the square of the diameter or 15% to 20%; machine is expected to remove particles of —_ | 
head throw is 40% greater, increasing volu- forritic impurities ranging down to microm- | 

_ metric capacity by an equivalent amount; eter size, thus producing a brighter, purer . | 
_ the larger diameter of the cavity feed zone jay product. The new separator, measuring | 
_ also has increased volumetric capacity by 13 feet by 13 feet by 7 feet and weighing 230 

20% to 25%; and the elimination of the feed = short tons, occupies 34% less space and 

distributor has reduced the restriction of weighs 47% less than conventional separa- | 
_ feed material flow and resulted in a 15% to tors of the same strength, thus reducing | 

_ 20% increase in capacity. In addition, the pjant floor space requirements as well as 
machine has a hydraulic tramp release foundation and installation costs. Compared. 

_ system to provide a larger release stroke with similarly sized, conventional separa- 
capability that remains the same through- tors, electrical consumption by. the new 

_ out the liner wear life and a single head device will be 80% to 90% less, translating 
design that fits all crushing cavities. into annual savings of $150,000. The compa- 

The world’s largest feeder breaker with a ny is also operating a new 5-tesla laboratory | 

throughput capacity of 300 short tons per model to test customer samples and obtain 
hour was constructed by W. R. Stamler data for scaling up to commercial oper- 
Corp. for use in overburden and frozen tar ations. a 

sand at Syncrude operations in Canada.” Another magnetic: drum separator has 
The 250-short-ton feeder breaker is 27 feet been developed by KHD Humboldt Wedog 
long by 30 feet wide by 28 feet tall. The AG.* The separator, named “Descos,” is 
hopper capacity is approximately 110 tons, designed for both dry and wet high intensity 
with an intake height of 15 feet. The unit magnetic separation, and the company has 
can be fed by 12-cubic-yard front-end load- successfully tested a prototype of operation- . 
ers or rear dump trucks. The feeder breaker al size. Bauxite and andalusite have been 
also incorporates a special 40-foot-long by tested in continuous operation (dry process) 
7-foot-wide boom conveyor, constructed to with relatively high throughput capacity of
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up to 100 tons per hour. In processing flotation. After vacuum filtration, the final 
bauxite from Brazil, the FeO; content ina moisture content of. the concentrate was 
washed and in a calcined state can be reduced by 1 to 2 percentage points, and the 

. sufficiently reduced so that the product required cell volume for conventional flota- 
‘meets specifications for the world refractory tion was reduced by 50%. The reduced cell . 

| material industry market. In the prototype, volume cut energy requirements by 8,668 
the magnetic flux density outside the drum _ British thermal units per hour per ton 
exceeds 3 tesla. Later models will have field of ore. Based'on the results of the proto- 

| intensities up to 5 tesla. The drum of the type cells at Hammaslahti, a commercial 
| actual ‘separator has a diameter of 4.8 feet machine “Skim-air’” is being marketed: Op- 

and a length of 5 feet. The consumption of erations in Finland include the recovery of — 
electric power and cooling water correspond copper from magnetic iron ore tailings, use _- 
to those of conventional, wet high intensity in a nickel-copper concentrator at Kotalah- 

: magnetic separators with considerably low- ti, the Vuonos copper-cobalt concentrator, — 
| er field intensity. The complete plant is skid and flotation of copper from slag. Several 

mounted and may therefore also be used in other cells are being considered for use in. 
existing preparation plants for pilot and the United States and Canada in gold and 

| field tests. oe _ +. gopper applications... , / 7 
In general, gravity separation processes A flotation plant using a process devel- 

are inefficient when used on ores with five oped by the Bureau of Mines was installed | 
liberation sizes. A new type of mineral jig, at a phosphate mine in Conda, ID” The _ 
which will gravitationally concentrate Bureau’s process uses fluosilicic acid to 
heavy minerals in particle sizes consider- depress the phosphate minerals while the __ 

| ably finer than is currently possible, has carbonates are floated with a fatty acid: 
been developed by Gev Logics Pty. Ltd.5 emulsion. The carbonate float is followed. — 
The jig employs high centrifugal forces to immediately by a silica float with amine 
concentrate the particles. Although still acetate. In 0.5-ton-per-hour pilot tests at the 

| under development, the centrifugal jig is Conda mill, reconstituted feed material was 
reported to have worked very wellinalarge deslimed before flotation. Reducing the.de- | 

- number of tests with reported recovery of sliming size made an additional,16% -.of | 
| particles down to 20 micrometers and with phosphate available for recovery in. the. 
7 | a specific gravity differential of 1 to 1.5. flotation circuit. Phosphate recoveries to- . 

| ‘Tests on tailings from a gold amalgamation taled 80% to 90%. A technique was also... 
and tabling operation recovered 60% of the devised by the Bureau of Mines to recover 
gold rejected by the table, achieving a _ coarse (plus 1,200-micrometer) North Caro- | 
concentrate grade of 120 grams per ton of lina phosphate now discarded as waste.” . | 
gold from a jig feed grade of 1.7 grams per Concentration utilizes the difference in par-. 7 
ton. A new prototype is currently under ticle sphericity between the relatively flat . 

| construction that has been designed for calcite and the rounded phosphate pebbles. 
higher centrifugal forces to allow effective Sizing, treatment in a continuous hydraulic . 
concentration and recovery performance to classification system, and grinding upgrad-. 
be extended down to 10-micrometer parti- ed a 17.0% POs reject to 24.5% P.O; with a 
cles. | | : phosphate recovery of 63%. . 

| Flash flotation cells developed by Outo- = Instrumentation and control technology 
kumpu Oy and installed in Finnish concen- for mineral processing continues to produce 
trators have resulted in a dramatic increase substantial operating improvements. A re- 
in recovery.” They are used in classification port describing research on an advanced 
circuits to process cyclone underflow and model-based control for semiautogenous 
produce a final concentrate of coarse miner- grinding was released by the Bureau of 
als that would otherwise be returned as Mines. This research was performed under 
circulating load to the grinding mill. Oper- Bureau of Mines contract by the University 
ating experience at the Hammaslahti con- of Utah.”* The report describes the deriva- . 
centrator has shown that the gold content tion and verification of a simplified flota- 
of copper concentrate increased from 3.5 tion model and discusses the implemen- 
grams per ton to 4.4 grams per ton. In tation of a Kalman filter for estimating the 
addition, copper recovery has increased values of unmeasured variables for input to — 
about three percentage points when treat- controllers. It also describes several control 
ing high-grade ores, with 30% to 50% of the strategies using the model-based approach. © 
copper recovery occurring during flash The strategies emphasize the nonlinear na-
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ture of the flotation plant. The report also ber screens were wearing out every 90 days; 

discusses expected future trends in the im- the current polyurethane screens are repor- : 
plementation of such model-based flotation ted to last up to 300 days. Co 
control strategies. oe | With the current interest in precious 

Another example of improving technolo- metals, a market for portable gold recovery —__ 
gy is a new mass flowmeter that combinesa equipment appears to have emerged. Vard- | 
unique twin-loop sensor design with asmart ax Consultants Inc. has reportedly sold six 
digital transmitter to measure mass flow fine gold recovery plants.*? The portable | 
directly.° It is reported to have a high units are totally self-contained and engi- 
sensitivity to mass while remaining inde- neered specifically to recover micrometer- 
pendent of other variables such as density, sized precious metals. They are modular 
viscosity, temperature, and fluid inhomoge- and can be built for production levels from 

| neity. The microprocessor-based transmit- 30 cubic yards per hour up to 500 cubic. 
ter preserves the high degree of accuracy’ yards per hour. The raw material is com- 
available from the sensor and eliminates pletely scrubbed in a grizzly feeder and 
the instabilities characteristic of analog cir- then put through a gravity concentrator. 
cuitry. During operation, the fluid enters The 1/4-inch-size screened material goes 

_ the flowmeter and splits into two looped through a series of accelerator concentra- | 
tubes that carry the fluid in a helical path. tors to recover the fine and floating gold. A 
A driver causes the tubes to vibrate like a secondary system separates visual gold 

_ tuning fork. Sensors mounted on the flow- from black sands concentrate. Davage Tech- 
sensing tubes measure the deflections that nology Inc., the operator of a gold recovery | 
occur owing to the Coriolis force. Because system recently developed by the Battelle 

_ this effect is directly dependent upon Memorial Institute, is making a mobile 
mass flow rate, calculations, which are per- version of the system.** The 10-ton-per-hour | | 

| formed reliably and repeatedly by the unit, much smaller than the Vardax plant, . - 
microprocessor-based transmitter, yield ac- is contained in‘a semitrailer with its own | 

_curate mass flow rate readings. These read- powerplant. It operates automatically on 
ings are presented in analog, frequency, and __ either dry material or slurry. It requires 50 
digital formats. | ae _ gallons of water that can be recirculated. 

A northern Minnesota taconite company The five-step process uses no chemicals. The _ 
reports that the use of large complex poly- system has operated. successfully during 

_ urethane castings are reducing downtime _ three 30-day runs on placers in Arizona and | 
_ and maintenance costs in iron ore proc- Nevada, recovering more than 95% of the 

essing.*! Cast polyurethane discharge cones, gold present. ce | 
pan liners, and trommel screens weighing Another system that uses modular tanks | 

| up to 1,500 pounds each are said to last two to leach gold ores. has been developed by. 
to three times as long as rubber and metal Hitec Ore Processing Inc.** Any type of gold- 
components in handling hard, abrasive tac- bearing ore can be treated with tickle agita-. 
onite ores. The largest, most complex of the _ tion or flood leaching, depending on the ore 
parts developed by Irathane Systems Inc. type. Leaching time is quite rapid compared 
are the discharge cones. In service for near- with heap leaching. Tanks are charged, 
ly 2 years in this taconite plant’s 400-ton- leached, flushed, and discharged in 9 hours. | 

_ per-hour, 36-foot-diameter autogenous mill, Gold recoveries are reported to be between 
they are expected to last at least 6 years, 80% to 90% with low capital and operating 
twice as long as the cast iron cones pre- costs. Typical operating costs for a 2,000- 
viously used. Because the cast polyurethane ton-per-day plant, using a 2.8-gram-per-ton 
parts can be patched with polyurethane-_ ore, should be about $3.50 per gram. Capital 
based trowelling compound, service life costs for such an operation would be about 
could exceed the 6 years anticipated. These $2 million. Savings come from the lower 
wedge-shaped components measure about 6 material handling costs, compared with 
feet high by 3 feet deep with a maximum heap leaching and conventional methods. 
width of 5 feet. At 1 taconite company, 9 Tundra gold mine near Talon, NV, will be 

such cones replaced 18 smaller cast iron the first site where tank leaching is used. 
cones and the installation took only one- Health and Safety.—Preliminary injury 
half as long as for the metal units. Six years statistics compiled by the Mine Safety and 
ago, a severe wear problem with trommel Health Administration show that fatalities 

screens was also solved with the use of in 1985 were the lowest in history with 56 
polyurethane. Steel-reinforced natural rub- miners killed in metal and industrial min-
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erals mines. Although employment has’ that rapid evacuation of the workers can 
: dropped, the fatality rates are still very low, occur. Bureau of Mines research led to the 

| matching the previous low set in 1983. A design, prototype fabrication, and successful 
new record low was also set for injury rates _ testing of an improved stench ‘fire-warning 
in 1985 at 4.26 per 200,000 employee-hours.  system.*” Stench systems are the most wide- 

| Two reports were released by the Bureau ly used means of warning miners in under- | 
of Mines on ground-penetrating radar ground noncoal mines of fires or other | 

. (GPR) systems to detect hazards. The first is emergencies. A stench system alerts miners 
| on a system that is capable of penetrating that an emergency condition exists by in- 

10 feet into the mine roof to identify anom- Jecting an odorant into the mine air. Al- 
alistic conditions.** It consists of a transmit- though stench warning systems have been 
ter with carrier frequencies of 250, 500,.and used successfully for over 60 years, present , 
1,000 megahertz, utilizing a dipole antenna %yStems suffer several serious shortcomings, 
and a receiver. A computer was used for including odorant toxicity, unreliability of 

, data acquisition and data processing. Data Warnings, widely varying stench concentra- 
_ analysis by computer enhancement reveal- nS; and gener The fF eni system over- 

ed recognizable return radar signatures Cmes the deficiencies of existing systems 
| from the middle main roof of the test site. PY substituting tetrahydrothiophene for te 

These stratigraphic anomalies can be cata- ejorant. y ab ethy mer stencs | 
loged for recognizable features, which from 5 tench view ton. The improved Fd vector re- 

| | the past history of the mine, may have been liably ee ters stench Pai d nb either 

eg ae rata vontrol Problems. ventilation-air or compressed-air streams at 
nena ; Po ca precisely controlled rate. The Bureau has : 

scribes testing of a GPR SY stem in the also designed and operated four other proto-_. 
| central Florida phosphate district to deter- type warning systems for underground non- 
| mine the feasibility of utilizing GPR tech- coal mines that are presently undergoing | 

nology for subsurface cavity detection.*¢* The prolonged in-mine testing.** | 

test area is situated in karst topography Firefighting has made considerable prog- 
where sinkhole development is prevalent. ress in recent years owing primarily to the 

_ State regulations require subsurface drill- yge of inert gases. In French underground 
ing of dam sites to identify underground mines, the use of nitrogen has changed the 
anomalies; however, this method is not methods used to fight open fires.*® With 

totally accurate in locating the subsurface large quantities of nitrogen available on- 
cavities that could develop into sinkholes. site, it is possible to reduce the intensity of a 

The GPR system that was devised success- fire and to extinguish it in a relatively short 
fully penetrated over 50 feet of overburden time. In a few hours or a few days after the i: 
and gave recognizable radar return signals yse of the gas, it is possible for miners to 
characteristic of a rock-cavity interface. come back to safe conditions in the work- 

Fires in underground metal and industri- ings. For this reason, all French coal mines 
al mineral mines are one of the most life- are now equipped for the rapid use. of 

threatening hazards faced by the workers. nitrogen. Portable nitrogen generators are 
Contaminated air is the primary killer, and on-site, and contracts have been made with 
the most reliable defense against the spread liquid nitrogen suppliers that guarantee | 
of contaminated air throughout the mine is delivery in short periods of time. 
early fire detection and warning systems so
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Table 1.—Material handled at surface and underground mines in the 
United States, by type | 

(Million short tons) 

Surface Underground All mines? 
Type and year Crude 1 Crude 1 Crude ore Waste Total ‘ore Waste Total ore Waste Total, 

Metals: 
1980 ~~ 520 1,180 1,700 77 11 88 597 1,190 1,790 1981 ___§______ 592 1,050 1,650 82 15 97 674 1,070 1,740 1982________ 371 677 1,050 60 12 72 431 689 1,120 19838 _-_-_- 380 557 938 AT 6 53 427 564 - 991 1984___ 420 614 1,030 57 10 67 476 624 1,100 Industrial minerals: 
1980 __ 2,060 620 2,680 78 (7) 78 2,140 620 2,760 19817 _ = 1,150 . 584 1,740 68 6 74 - 1,220 590 1,820 19824 _____ 837 366 1,200 61 2 63 899 368 1,270 - 1983 ___ * 1,070 155 1,230 62 1 62 1,130 155 1,290 19844 1,060 286 1,340 40 1 41 1,100 287 1,390 Total metals and . . . industrial min- 

erals:* 
1980__-______ 2,580 1,800 4,380 155 11 167 2,730 1,810 4,540 1981_____ 1,750 1,640 3,390 151 20 171 1,900 1,660 3,560 1982_ 1,210 1,040 2,250 121 14 135 1,330 1,060 2,390. 1983________ 1,450 712 2,160 ~ 109 7 116 1,560 719 2,280 1984_____ 1,480 901 2,380 97 11 .—s: 108 1,570 912 2,490 ——————_—_—_———_—_—_-_-—— 

~ Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 
_ #Less than 1/2 unit. 

. 5Includes industrial sand and gravel. Construction sand and gravel data were not available for 1981 and 1983 because of biennial canvassing. . 
. _ {Crushed and broken and dimension stone data were not available for 1982 and 1984 because of biennial canvassing.
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Table 5.—Crude ore and total material handled at surface and underground mines | 
in the United States in 1984, by commodity 

(Percent) 
a 

cr! 

Crude ore Total material 
Commodity Under- Under- Surface ground Surface ground 

—— sw eS TOU 

METALS 
Antimony ______~~___ — 100.0 _- 100.0 
Bauxite_____________ 100.0 _- 100.0 — 
Copper _____-________ 88.5 11.5 95.6 4.4 
Gold: 
Lode___ ~~~ 92.7 7.3 97.8 2.2 
Placer___ ~~ ~~~ 99.7 3 97.7 2.3 

Tron ore__ ~~ ~~~ ~~ ee 1100.0 WwW 1100.0 WwW 
Lead________~_--_-__ Ww 2100.0 WwW 2100.0 
Manganiferous ore _________§___________________ 100.0 _- 100.0 — 
Molybdenum________________ 1100.0 Ww ——s-:1.00.0 WwW 
Nickel___________~_~_ ee ee 100.0 _- 100.0 __ Silver ____-______ 39.0 61.0 78.1 21.9 Tungsten________ = 6 99.4 1.5 98.5 
Uranium —~___________ ee 64.6 35.4 95.3 4.7 
Zine _-. ~~~ _— 100.0 — 100.0 ch hed 

Average® _9§_ 88.1 11.9 93.9 6.1 eee 
a 

INDUSTRIAL MINERALS 

Abrasives*__=§_§=§ === 1100.0 Ww 1100.0 WwW 
Asbestos _______________ 100.0 — 100.0 _- 
Barite_-_-_____________ ee 100.0 __ 100.0 — 
Clays _--___-_____ 99.3 7 99.6 A 
Diatomite______.___ 2 100.0 __ 100.0 __ 
Feldspar _____________ 100.0 a 100.0 __ 
Fluorspar___________________ Ww 2100.0 W 2100.0 
Gypsum_____~___________ ee 84.6 15.4 84.6 15.4 
Mica (scrap) _-_______~_~_ = 100.0 _- 100.0 — Millstones ______________________ 100.0 — 100.0 _- Olivine ________ ~~~ 100.0 _— 100.0 _- 
Perlite __-__________-~_____ ~_ Le 1100.0 W 1100.0 W 
Phosphate rock _________=_______~_ =e 1100.0 W 1100.0 WwW Potassium salts ___________________2___ — 100.0 __ 100.0 Pumice ___________ = 100.0 -_- 100.0 _— Salt _-_--_-_-_____ 6.4 93.6 6.2 93.8 Sand and gravel____-_ = = 100.0 __ 100.0 _— Sodium carbonate (natural).._-$_§__________ __ 100.0 _— 100.0 Talc, soapstone, pyrophyllite_____________ 90.0 10.0 98.3 1.7 Vermiculite __-_____________ 100.0 _- 100.0 __ tt 

Average? __--_-_= 96.3 3.7 97.0 3.0 eee 
eee 

Average, metals and industrial minerals?’__________ 93.9 6.1 95.7 4.3 
eee 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Surface” or “Underground.” 
Includes underground; the Bureau of Mines is not at liberty to publish separately. 
Includes surface; the Bureau of Mines is not at liberty to publish separately. 
3Includes unpublished data. 
‘Abrasive stone, emery, garnet, and tripoli.
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Table 6.—Crude ore and total material handled at surface and underground mines 
in the United States in 1984, by State 

(Percent) 

a 
Crude ore Total material 

State Under- Under- Surface ground Surface ground 

Alabama ________________-~~_~~_~_~-~~~ +--+ -+- 100.0 _ 100.0 __ 
Alaska ____________~___~_ ~~ 100.0 —_ 100.0 _— 
Arizona_____ ~~~ ee 88.2 11.8 93.7 6.3 
Arkansas____—~___-~_____-~__~ ~~~ 100.0 _- 100.0 — 
California __________~______ ee 99.5 3) 99.4 6 
Colorado ~_~_______~______ ee 75.8 - 24.2 71.7 28.3 
Connecticut ______________ 100.0 —_ 100.0 — 
Delaware________________~_~_ 100.0 _- 100.0 __ 
Florida _______~________ ee 100.0 — 100.0 __ 
Georgia __. ____________-~-~-_~-~~----~-------- 1100.0 Ww 1100.0 WwW 
Hawaii _____________________-~__ ~~~ _-+---+-+- 100.0 —_ 100.0 __ 
Idaho _________________ ee e+ 94.5 5.5 98.1 1.9 
Illinois _._~§_-§__~_§_~_____ ee 99.3 1 99.1 9 
Indiana_________________~_~_ ~~~ +--+ ~--+--+-+-- 94.0 6.0 44.2 55.8 
Iowa______________ 96.9 3.1 96.9 3.1 
Kansas _______________~___ e+ 91.9 8.1 92.4 7.6 
Kentucky____________~_-~_-_~--_-~--~--~-~-~----- 100.0 _- 99.9 1 
Louisiana______§____________ ee 77.6 22.4 77.9 22.1 
Maine_______________ ee 100.0 —_ 100.0 _— 
Maryland______________--_-_---~--~-+~-~-~------ 100.0 _— 100.0 _— 
Massachusetts. ___._§__________-______--~------- 100.0 _— 100.0 —- 
Michigan ________________-~---~~-~-~-~~-~-~~--~-~-+- 1100.0 Ww 1100.0 Ww 
Minnesota _____________-~_---_~~___--~--+-~---~-- 100.0 — 100.0 — 
Mississippi __________________----_----~-+------- 100.0 _— 100.0 — 
Missouri _________________~___-~~~---~~----+-~-- 58.9 41.1 58.9 41.1 
Montana _________~_________ ~~ 82.1 17.9 89.2 10.8 
Nebraska________________-_~_-___--~--+-~---~-~-+ 100.0 — 100.0 __ 
Nevada _______________ 98.4 1.6 99.4 6 
New Hampshire____________--_---~--~-~--~--—------ 100.0 __ 100.0 _— 
New Jersey_________-__-__-----~---+-~-~------- 1100.0 WwW 1100.0 WwW 
New Mexico ________________-~_-~-~~~--~~--+---+--+ 67.3 32.7 89.7 10.3 
New York _________________~_~__-~---~--+---+-- 84.0 16.0 83.3 16.7 
North Carolina ____§_._§_____-_ ee ee 100.0 _— 100.0 _— 
North Dakota ___________~_----~--~~-~-------- 1100.0 Ww 1100.0 Ww 
Ohio. ___§__________~_ ee ee 89.9 10.1 89.4 10.6 
Oklahoma ___________________-~~-_-+_--~-~--~-~-+- 100.0 — 100.0 __ 
Oregon _________-~_~-~~_-----~~~--~-~-~-+-~------- 100.0 _- 100.0 __ 
Pennsylvania __________-___-~---~~-+~-~~--~---~--- 1100.0 WwW 1100.0 Ww 
Rhode Island. ____. __/______-___-_---~--~--~---+---+- 100.0 __ 100.0 __ 
South Carolina __________-___--_---_--+-~-+-~----- 100.0 _— 100.0 _- 
South Dakota ___________-_-~_--~-_-~---~--+---+-- 80.7 19.3 79.9 20.1 
Tennessee ____________~_~~_~__-~_--~-~-~_-~-_-+-- 62.0 38.0 66.0 34.0 
Texas _________________ ee 99.5 5 99.6 A 
Utah____§_______ eee 98.8 1.2 99.1 9 
Vermont __________-~-~_~-~~--~~-~-~-~-~--~-~~-+-~--+-~~- 100.0 __ 100.0 _- 
Virginia __________~_~_--~-~--~-~-~-~-------- 1100.0 Ww 1100.0 WwW 
Washington ____________-___-_---~_-~~-------- 1100.0 WwW 1100.0 Ww 
West Virginia _______________---------~-------- 96.4 3.6 96.7 3.3 
Wisconsin _____________-__-~--~_-~-~--~-~-~--_-+- 100.0 — 100.0 _— 
Wyoming. ___________~_-_---~~-~-~-~_-~-~-~-~-~--~--- 61.7 38.3 81.9 18.1 

Average* ________________----_-~--~-~~-----~-- 93.9 6.1 95.7 4.3 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Surface.” 
1Includes underground; the Bureau of Mines is not at liberty to publish separately. 
2Includes unpublished data.
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Table 7.—Number of domestic metal and industrial mineral mines! in the United States 
in 1984, by commodity 

_—_—— eee 
Total Less 1,000 10,000 100,000 1,000,000 More 

. number than to to to to than Commodity of 1,000 10,000 100,000 1,000,000 10,000,000 10,000,000 
mines tons tons tons tons tons tons -_---—_——————— ee e—S 

METALS 
Bauxite_______________ 6 _- _- 4 2 — __ 
Copper _____~_______ 25 2 3 3 — 9 8 Gold: 
Lode___ 82 35 8 8 20 10 1 Placer____ ~~~ ______ 31 5 8 11 5 2 _— Tron ore__- _~ ~$ 3 21 _- 1 3 4 5 8 Lead_. ~~~ 13 3 1 1 6 2 __ Silver____§_§ = 33 9 7 7 8 2 __ Titanium (ilmenite) _~______ 3 a_ — _~ 2 1 _- Tungsten____§__§________ 9 5 2 ~- 2 — _~ Uranium —~_~§_ ~~ _§____ 41 9 9 17 6 __ _- Zine___ 11 _— 1 1 7 2 _— 

Other*? _-_-_______ 21 2 5 5 4 5 — _——— eee ee 
Total.___________ 296 70 45 60 66 38 17 OP ee eeODODququoooooeeeeeeeeeeeo 

INDUSTRIAL MINERALS 

Abrasives? = = 12 2 4 5 1 —_ —_ Asbestos ______________ 3 _— — — 3 _— _- Barite.._-_____________ 15 _— 4 7 4 — _— Clays __-______________ 944 56 226 531 131 — _— Diatomite _____________ 10 —- 2 4 4 _- _- Feldspar ______________ 15 __ 3 5 6 1 — Fluorspar __-___~9________ 4 1 2 _— 1 _— _- Gypsum ______________ 69 2 4 23 38 2 — Mica (scrap) ____________ 12 1 2 5 4 __ _- Perlite __.-____________ 11 __ 3 5 3 _— — Phosphate rock __-________ 36 _— __ 1 11 17 7 Potassium salts __________ 5 __ _ -— 1 4 _— Pumice_______________ 23 4 9 7 3 _— — ~ 2) | 19 __ 3 4 6 6 —_ Sand and gravel__________ 6,076 111 913 3,020 1,960 71 1 Sodium carbonate (natural) _ _ 5 __ _— __ 2 3 _— Talc, soapstone, pyrophyllite _ _ 40 8 14 14 4 __ — Other* _____________ > 31 7 3 15 5 1 _— eee 
Total.__§_________ 7,380 192 1,192 3,646 2,187 105 8 EI ——<—— ooo” 
Grand total. _______ 7,626 262 1,237 3,706 2,253 143 25 

eee 
'Excludes wells, ponds, or pumping operations. 
Includes antimony, beryllium, manganiferous ore, mercury, molybdenum, rare-earth metals, and tin. 
3Includes abrasive stone, emery, garnet, and tripoli. 
“Includes aplite, boron minerals, graphite, greensand marl, iron oxide pigments (crude), kyanite, magnesite, millstones, olivine, vermiculite, and wollastonite.
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Table 8.—Twenty-five leading metal and industrial mineral mines in the United States 
in 1984, in order of output of crude ore 

gg 

Mine State Operator Commodity Mining 
eee EE 

METALS 
eee 

Morenci __— _§______ Arizona ______ Phelps Dodge Corp ..__ _ __ Copper _ ___ Open pit. 
Minntac__________ Minnesota__ ___ United States Steel Corp __ Iron ore __— Do. 
Sierrita ____§______ Arizona ______ Duval Sierrita Corp ____ _ Copper ____ Do. 
Empire __________ Michigan _____ Empire Iron Mining _ _ __ _ Iron ore ___ Do. 
Utah Copper _______ Utah ________ Kennecott ___________ Copper ____ Do. 
Hibbing Taconite ____ Minnesota_ _ __ _ Pickands Mather & Co_ _ _ _ Iron ore ___ Do. 
San Manuel________ Arizona ______ Magma Copper Co ______ Copper _ _ __ Caving and 

open pit. 
Tilden ~_~§_§_§ _-§______ Michigan _____ Tilden Mining Co_______ Iron ore ___ Open pit. 
Tyrone___________ New Mexico_ _ _ _ Phelps Dodge Corp ___ ___ Copper ____ Do. 
Erie Commercial_ _ _ _ _ Minnesota___ _ _ _ Pickands Mather & Co_ __ _ Iron ore ___ Do. 
Chino ___________ New Mexico_ _ _ _ Chino Mines Co________ Copper _ __ _ Do. 
Ray Pit __________ Arizona ______ Kennecott ___________ ____do ___ Do. 
Thunderbird _______ Minnesota_ _ __ _ Oglebay Norton Co Iron ore ___ Do. 
Pinto Valley _______ Arizona ______ Pinto Valley Copper Corp _ _ Copper ____ Do. 
Round Mountains __ _ _ Nevada ______ Copper Range Co_____ __ Lode gold __ Da. 
Peter Mitchell ______ Minnesota_ _ _ _ _ Reserve Mining Co______ Iron ore ___ Do. 
National Pellet —~_—-do _~_____ The Hanna Mining Co__ __ ___-do ___ Do. 

Project-Itasca. 
Green Cove________ Florida_______ Associated Minerals Corp _ _ Titanium __ Dredging. 
Bisenhower_______ _ Arizona ______ ASARCO Incorporated ___ Copper ____ Open pit. 
Minorca _________ Minnesota__ _ _ _ Inland Steel Mining Co ___ Iron ore ___ Do. 
Inspiration ________ Arizona ______ Inspiration Consolidated Copper _ ___ Do. 

Copper Co. 
National Pellet Minnesota__ __ _ The Hanna Mining Co _ _ _ _ Iron ore ___ Do. 

Project-St.Louis. 
Butler Taconite _____ ~__-do ______ ~_--do ______ __~_do ___ Do. 
Henderson ________ Colorado______ Climax Molybdenum Co., Molybdenum Caving and 

a division of AMAX Inc. open. pit. 
New Cornelia____ ___ Arizona ______ Phelps Dodge Corp ______ Copper ____ Open pit. 

Eee Ss 

INDUSTRIAL MINERALS? 
Sw 

Noralyn __ 9 ~ / Florida_ ______ International Minerals & Phosphate Open pit. 
Chemical] Corp. rock. 

Kingsford _________ ~__-do______ —~_--do __~__________ ___-do ___ Do. 
Ft. Green _________ ~---do ~_____ Williams Co __________ ____do ___ Do. 
Hookers__________ —~~—-do ______ W. R. Grace & Co_____ _ _~__-do ___ Do. 
Ft. Meade_________ —~__-do ______ Mobil Oil Corp ________ ___-do ___ Do. 
Lee Creek_________ North Carolina _ _ Texasgulf Inc _________ ___-do ___ Do. 
Haynsworth _______ Florida_______ American Cyanamid Co _ _ _ ___-do ___ Do. 
Clear Spring _______ —__-do ______ International Minerals & ~ do ___ Do. 

Chemical Corp. 
Lonesome _________ —~__-do ______ American Cyanamid Co __ _ __.-do ___ Do. 
Suwanee _________ ~_—-do ______ Occidental Petroleum Corp _ ___-do ___ Do. 
Big Four__________ _~_~-do ______ AMAX Phosphate Inc.,a ___.do ___ Do. 

division of AMAX Inc. 
Wingate Creek____ __ —~—--do ______ Beker Industries Corp _ _ __ _~__-do ___ Do. 
Swift Creek _§____ __ _~_--do ______ Occidental Petroleum Corp _ —~— do ___ Do. 
International_______ New Mexico_ _ _ _ International Minerals & Potassium Stopes. 

7 Chemical Corp. salts. 
Payne Creek _______ Florida_______ Agrico Chemical Co ____ _ Phosphate Open pit. 

rock. 
Hardee __________ _~_—-do ______ C. F. Mining Corp_______ ___-do ___ Do. 
Irwindale _________ California _____ Koppers Co., Blue Diamond Sand and Dredging. 

Materials. gravel. 
Radum___________ ___-do ______ Koppers Co., Kaiser Sand ___.do ___ Do. 

and Gravel. 
AMAX.______ New Mexico_ _ __ AMAX Chemical Corp., a Potassium Stopes. 

division of AMAX Inc. salts. 
St. Lucie. _________ Florida_______ General Development Corp _ Sand and Dredging. 

gravel. 
Saddle Creek _______ ~—--do ______ Agrico Chemical Co _____ Phosphate Open pit. 

rock. 
Hobbs ___________ New Mexico.._ _ _ New Mexico Potash Corp _ _ Potassium Do. 

salts. 
Retsof ________-__ New York _____ International Salt Co ____ Salt______ Stopes. 
Rockland ______~__ Florida_______ USS Agri-Chemicals _ _ _ _ _ Phosphate Open pit. 

rock. 
Perkins _______..__ California _____ Teichert Aggregates _____ Sand and Dredging. 

gravel. eee 

1Excludes brines and materials from wells. 
?Crushed and broken and dimension stone were not available in 1984 because of biennial canvassing.
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Table 9.—Twenty-five leading metal and industrial mineral‘ mines in the United States 
in 1984, in order of output of total materials handled 
an 

Mine State Operator Commodity methed 
a 

. METALS 
a 

Tyrone__________-_ New Mexico_ — — — Phelps Dodge Corp .._ _ _ __ Copper _ ~~~ Open pit. 
Morenci ___ _ ____-~— Arizona —__—~—~- ___-do ~__________- ___-do ___ Do. 

Utah Copper ______~- Utah ______-~- Kennecott __________-_ ___-do ___ Do. 

Sierrita _________-~ Arizona __~__—~— Duval Sierrita Corp _____— ___-_do ___ Do. 

Empire _______-~-- Michigan __ ~~~ Empire Iron Mining ___ __— Iron ore ___ Do. 

Chino ______-_--~- New Mexico_ _ — — Chino Mines Co_______~ Copper ___— Do. 
Inspiration ____~~—_~ Arizona ___—__ Inspiration Consolidated ____do __~ Do. 

, Copper Co. 
Ray Pit _____----~- __—-do ______ Kennecott __________~- ___-do ___ Do. 
Minntac_________~- Minnesota_ _ _ — — United States Steel Corp __ Iron ore ___ Do. 
Hibbing Taconite __ _— ____do _____~_ Pickands Mather & Co_ _ _ — ____do ___ Do. 
Tilden __________-_~- Michigan ___~_~— Tilden Mining Co_—__ ~~~ ___-do __— Do. 
Thompson Creek_ _ — _ — Idaho____—__~_ Cyprus Mines Corp _ _ _ _ — — Molybdenum Do. 
Battle Mountain _ __ __ Nevada _____~— Battle Mountain Gold Co _ _ Lode gold _~— Do. 
Thunderbird _____~~— Minnesota__ — — — Oglebay Norton Co___ ~~~ Iron ore __~— Do. 
San Manuel_ _______ Arizona ______ Magma Copper Co ____ ~~ Copper _ ~~ _ Caving and 

open pit. 
Pinto Valley __—____ ___-do _____~_ Pinto Valley Copper Co _ _ _ ___do __~ Open pit. 
Erie Commercial_ _ _ _ — Minnesota_ _ _ _ _ Pickands Mather & Co_ _ __ Iron ore __~— Do. 
Candelaria _______~ Nevada ______ Nerco Minerals Co __ __ ~~ Silver_ ___~ Do. 
Eisenhower __ —___— ~~ Arizona _____~ ASARCO Incorporated ___— Copper _ ___— Do. 
Mercur ___—~—___--~ Utah ________ Barrick Mercur Gold Mines Lode gold __ Do. 

ne. 
Climax_______~_ ~~ Colorado___—_— ~~ Climax Molybdenum Co., a Molybdenum Do. 

division of AMAX Inc. 
Henderson _______~ _~__do _____~_ ___.do ~_____-___-~~- _.__-do __~ Caving and 

open pit. 
Maggie Creek __—___ Nevada _____~— Carlin Gold Mining Co_ _ — — Lode gold __ Open pit. 
Round Mountains _ _ _ — ____do ______ Copper Range Co ______~_ ___-_do ___ Do. 
Peter Mitchell ____ ~~ Minnesota_ _ — —_ _ Reserve Mining Co _____~_ Iron ore ___ Do. 

a 

INDUSTRIAL MINERALS? 
i 

Noralyn ______—___ Florida_ —____~— International Minerals & Phosphate Open pit. 
Chemical Corp. rock. 

Ft. Green ________~_ ____do ______ Williams Co __________~ ____do ___ Do. 
Kingsford _________ ___-do ______ International Minerals & ___-do ___ Do. 

Chemical Corp. 
Suwannee______—__ ___-do ~_____ Occidental Petroleum Corp — ____do ___ Do. 
Haynsworth ______~_ ___-do __ ~~ American Cyanamid Co _ _ _ __—-do ___ Do. 
Clear Spring _______ ___-do ______ International Minerals & ___-do ___ Do. 

Chemical Corp. 
Lonesome ________~ ___-do _____~_ American Cyanamid Co _ _ _ ___.do ___ Do. 
Hookers __ . _ _____~— ___-do ______ W.R. Grace & Co______~_ ___-do ___ Do. 
Wingate Creek ____ __ ~___do ______ Beker Industries Corp _ — — — ____do ___ Do. 
Swift Creek _______~_ _~__-do ______ Occidental Petroleum Corp _ ____do ___ Do. 
Big Four_______._~ ___-do ~~~ AMAX Phosphate Inc., a ___-do ___ Do. 

division of AMAX Inc. 
Ft. Meade___ _____~_ ____do ______ Mobil Oil Corp _______~- ___.do ___ Do. 
Lee Creek ________~_ North Carolina _ _ Texasgulf Inc ________-~- ___-do ___ Do. 
Ft. Meade_________ Florida_______ Gardinier Inc ________~_ ___-do ___ Do. 
Hardee _________~— ___do_____-_ C. F. Mining Corp. — ~~ —__ ___-do ___ Do. 
Mabie Canyon ____ _ _ Idaho_______~_ Conda Partnership ____ __ ___-do ___ Do. 
Saddle Creek __ _____ Florida_____—— Agrico Chemical Co ____~_ ____do ___ Do. 
Vernal. ________— Utah _________ Chevron Resources Co __ _ _ ____do ___ Do. 
International_ ______ New Mexico_ _ _ _ International Minerals & Potassium Stopes. 

Chemical Corp. salts. 
Payne Creek _______ Florida_______ Agrico Chemical Co __~__ Phosphate Open pit. 

rock. 
Henry ___________ Idaho________ Monsanto Co _________ _.__do ___ Do. 
Copperopolis _______ California _____ Calaveras Asbestos Corp __ Asbestos _ _ — Do. 
Irwindale ___ ~_____ ____do ~~ Koppers Co., Blue Diamond Sand and Dredging. 

Materials. gravel. 
Conda___________ Idaho________ J. R. Simplot Co________ Phosphate Open pit. 

rock. 
Radum___________ California _____ Koppers Co., Kaiser Sand Sand and Dredging. 

and Gravel. gravel. 

1Excludes brines and materials from wells. 
2Crushed and broken and dimension stone were not available in 1984 because of biennial canvassing.
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Table 12.—Mining methods used in open pit mining in the United States in 1984, 
by commodity 

(Percent) 

. Total material handled 

Commodity Preceded Not preceded 
by drilling by drilling 

: and blasting —_ and blasting? 

METALS . 

Poo ee 
Gold: 

Lode ______-____~~ ee 97 3 
Placer ~. 02 ee 1 99 

Tron ore ~~~ ~~ ee 95 5 
Manganiferous ore_ $$$. ..-_-____ ~~~ ee -- 100 
Mercury __..._-_____~ ~~ ~__~_ ee 15 85 
Molybdenum —___ ~~ 25 5-5 5 eee 100 _- 
Rare-earth metals __ 2 2 100 _- 
Silver... Le 85 15 

- Titanium (ilmenite)... ~~ ~~ .— 100 
Tungsten... ~~ 52 5 ee 5 95 
Uranium. ~~ ~~~ Le 34 66 

INDUSTRIAL MINERALS . 

Aplite _.-_-_~_~_ eee 15 85 
Asbestos __ 2 eee 62 38 
Barite ~-____~_~___________ ee 74 26 
Clays ____________ ee ee ee — 100 
Diatomite _._________________ ee __ 100 
Feldspar __ ~~ > 5 66 34 
Fluorspar ____ 2 ee 100 _— 
Gypsum ______ eee 98 2 
Iron oxide pigments (crude)_ — __..§______.~~-~-_----_-------------- |: _- 100 

Kyanite oe ne ee ee 100 __ oo 
agnesite __._._.______________~+-~-  e 100 -- 

Mica (scrap) ___$_______..-_-.----~-_.~--~--~---~----------+- 16 84 
Millstones ~~ ~5 2. 5 2 ee 100 lo 
Olivine_____~_~_~_~_~___~____ ee 100 — 
Perlite _._-___________ ee 72 28 
Phosphate rock ______.._..____.--___-~~---_--~~_-~~__~_~ ~~ +--+ 12 88 
Pumice__—_~_~__ ~~ ee 48 52 
Salt 2 ee 8 92 

c, soapstone, pyrophyllite_ .._.._____---_.1.----._~----~-----+~--+-- 
Vermiculite. 55 45 

Average... _______ ~~~ ee 40 60 

1Includes drilling or cutting without blasting, dredging, mechanical excavation and nonfloat washing, and other 
surface mining methods. 

Table 13.—Development and exploration activity in the United States in 1984, by method 

Metals Industrial minerals Total? 

Method Percent Percent Percent 
Feet of Feet of Feet of 

total? total? total? 

DEVELOPMENT 

Drifting, crosscutting, or tunneling — 373,000 67.9 11,300 ~ 100.0 384,000 68.5 
Raising ________.-_.----- 63,400 11.6 Ww Ww 63,400 11.3 
Shaft and winze sinking. _ ~~~ 1,530 3 WwW WwW 1,530 3 
Solution mining. _____.__-_~ - 111,000 20.3 WwW Ww 111,000 19.9 

Total?__ $$ -. -_________ 549,000 100.0 11,300 100.0 561,000 100.0 

EXPLORATION 

Churn drilling _-._.$_._...----- 27,000 6 Ww Ww 27,100 6 
Diamond drilling... 222 836,000 17.9 112,000 61.5 949,000 19.5 
Percussion drilling .___._....—-~ 982,000 21.0 31,000 17.0 1,010,000 20.9 
Ro drilling ____.---_ ~~. 2,540,000 54.4 39,400 21.6 2,580,000 53.2 
Trenching "=== aaa222 29,200 6 WwW Ww 29,200 6 
Other drilling... --- 258,000 5.5 __ — 258,000 5.3 

Total?____~-_________ 4,680,000 100.0 183,000 100.0 4,860,000 100.0 

Grand total?’______-_______ 5,230,000 XxX 194,000 xx 5,420,000 XX 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data) XX Not applicable. 
1Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 
2Based on unrounded footage.
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Table 16.—Total material (ore and waste) produced by mine development in the United 
States in 1984, by commodity and State | 

(Thousand short tons) . 

Drifting Shaft and P? 
| winze Raising cr ossculting, Stripping Total! 

sinking tunneling 
LL 

Te EAS Ssnsnnresapereseneeneeewoerreterreep 

COMMODITY 
ae a 

METALS 
Copper___. 2 -- 58 122 59,400 59,600 Gold: 

Lode __ ~~~ Ww W 252 36,700 37,000 Placer ~-_ 2 ~~ ?) (*) 166 64 230 Lead _-_- ~~ -- WwW 1,040 WwW 1,040 Silver. ~~~ Ww WwW 259 7,360 7,620 Uranium _~___ ~~~ —— WwW 234 5,170 5,400 Zine. __~__~_~ ~~ - W WwW 335 _- 335 Other? = 17 1,650 4,700 10,620 17,000 
EE eee Totalt_______ 17 1,710 7,110 119,000 128,000 

SS A eS St fl SSS i SPU Fs SAAD 

INDUSTRIAL MINERALS 
Talc, soapstone, pyrophyllite.._.§_§_§_§_____ — Ww W 1,060 1,060 Other __ 2 4 102 1,740 1,850 —$ 

Total’. 2 4 102 2,800 2,910 I LY —— ne ———— 
Grand total? = 19 1,720 7,210 122,000 131,000 — 

: STATE | 
EC EA A ene erenrnnenyenn acne 

Alaska ~~ 2 _- WwW . WwW 64 64 Arkansas _____2 _- _— —_— 8,080 8,080 California... Ww 2 180 | 10,900 11,100 Colorado. ~~~ 5 5 ee ~— 1,540 4,700 WwW 6,240 Idaho__ ~~ Ww WwW 94 1,200 1,300 Kentucky _________. ~~ 2 1 (?) . 38 __ 5 Missouri_______~.~__ ~~ _— _- 1,020 31 1,050 Montana_______~_ (?) WwW 3 7,590 7,590 Nevada __-_______________ — Ww 81 26,400 26,400 New Mexico. ______.____~_~_____ -_- 35 276 WwW 311 Oregon — ~—~—-~-~--~-~-------~-- . — -- 3 Ww 3 Utah _-__ 2 Ww WwW 168 WwW 168 Washington_______._____________ _. _- (*) WwW (?) Wyoming __-_______________ — ~— Ww 5,160 5,160 Undistributed>__- ~~~ 5 18 140 685 62,800 63,600 CONN CU 
Totalt____________________ 19 1,720 7,210 122,000 ~=—=>_ 181,000 _—— ee 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other” or “Undistributed.”’ 
1Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 
2Less than 1/2 unit. 
SIncludes bauxite, beryllium, iron ore, molybdenum, nickel, tungsten, and items indicated by symbol W. 
“Includes asbestos, barite, diatomite, fluorspar, mica (scrap), millstones, perlite, pumice, salt, wollastonite, and items indicated by symbol W. 
5Includes Alabama, Arizona, Milinois, Louisiana, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee, 

Texas, Vermont, and items indicated by symbol W. 

Table 17.—U.S. industrial consumption of explosives 
(Thousand pounds) 

OR 
— 

Quarrying Construction Coal Metal _ and | Total work and Total Year mining§ —— mining! ‘mineral, «= jimeral other industrial 
mining? uses — eee 

1980.__________ 2,503,359 559,229 624,184 3,686,772 587,690 4,274,462 1981_._-_________ 2,249,262 695,449 493,771 3,438,482 902,567 4,341,049 1982._-_-__. 2,269,565 530,384 423,353 3,223,302 687,189 3,910,491 1983.92 2,126,263 481,129 467,710 3,075,102 655,150 3,730,252 1984... 2,758,659 437,217 479,873 3,675,749 681,109 4,356,858 
SS 

terreno 

Some quantities of this use are included with “Construction work and other uses” to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
?Includes some quantities from “Coal mining,” “Metal mining,” and “Quarrying and industrial mineral mining.” 
PEs for 1980 are not comparable to data for prior years owing to change in reporting by the Institute of Makers oO osives.
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Table 18.—U.S. consumption of explosives in the minerals industry 
(Thousand pounds) 

Quarrying Coal Metal , 
Year mining mining “aineral. Total 

| mining 

PERMISSIBLE EXPLOSIVES 

1980 52,476 81 716 58,273 
1981. 49,814 166 1,638 51,618 
1982 43,401 287 1,317 45,005 
19838_- 35,181 311 657 36,149 
1984 37,721 195 345 38,261 

OTHER HIGH EXPLOSIVES 

1980______ 24,912 25,085 50,138 100,135 
1981__- = 22,314 23,384 43,223 88,921 
1982. 19,360 13,108 29,322 61,790 
19838_- 17,964 8,861 31,833 58,658 
1984 20,357 7,771 ——-29,658 57,786 

WATER GELS AND SLURRIES 

1980. 93,916 171,218 99,947 365,076 
1981__- 99,796 174,528 86,671 360,995 
19822 104,364 90,738 80,503 275,605 
1983__ 94,578 49,699 94,261 238,538 
1984__ 99,340 78,959 102,849 281,148 

AMMONIUM NITRATE: FUEL—MIXED AND UNPROCESSED 

1980____ LL 2,882,055 362,850 473,383 3,168,288 
1981__ LLL ____ 2,077,388 497,371 362,239 2,986,948 
1982. LLL 2,102,440 426,251 312,211 2,840,902 
1988 __§_ LLL 1,978,540 422,258 340,959 2,741, 75T 
1984 (2,601,241 350,292 347,021 3,298,554 

| TOTAL 

1980 LLL (2, 508,359 559,229 624,184 3,686,772 
1981_____ = 2. 249,262 695,449 493,771 3,438,482 
1982____ LLL (2,269,565 580,384 423,353 3,223,302 
1983 LLL 2,126,268 481,129 467,710 3,075,102 
1984 (2,758,659 437,217 479,873 3,675,749 

FROTH FLOTATION*® 

Froth flotation is a process for separating the slurry to selectively render surfaces of 
and selectively concentrating finely divided the specific mineral particles hydrophilic 
minerals. The process involves the crushing (wettable) to suppress the attachment of 
and grinding of ore to a fine enough size to bubbles on their surface to further enhance 
liberate or free the mineral species from mineral separation. Flotation is generally a 
each other, followed by the selective recov- multistage process, particularly in complex 
ery of the desired minerals by the injection ores containing several recoverable miner- 
of air into a mineral-water slurry. Chemi- als. Some of the minerals floated in the first 
cals added to the slurry as collectors are stage, or rougher (bulk) float, may subse- 
selectively adsorbed on the surfaces of parti- quently be depressed in later flotation 
cles of the desired minerals making them stages. Surface-active reagents called modi- 
hydrophobic (water repellent) and allowing fiers may be added to the slurry to affect the 
air bubbles to attach to the particles’ sur- flotation response of the minerals. The de- 
faces. The hydrophobic particles are borne velopment of flotation as an economic min- 
to the surface by air bubbles rising through erals beneficiation process has allowed the 
the slurry and become concentrated in a mining of previously uneconomic complex 
surface froth, which is skimmed off to form and low-grade ores. Flotation is used to 
a mineral concentrate. Conversely, other obtain more than one-third of U.S. mineral 

_ reagents called depressants may be added to concentrates, and its importance to miner-
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als processing has been ranked with that of hibit the flotability of a mineral. 
the development of smelting. Flocculants.—Reagents that cause aggre- 

Every 5 years the Bureau of Mines con- gation of small mineral particles into larger 
ducts a survey of domestic mineral process- clusters. 
ing plants that employ froth flotation. The Frothers.—Reagents used to promote a 
survey requests operational data on capaci- froth of sufficient stability or permanence, 
ty, recovery rates, ore and concentrate principally by reducing surface tension, 
grades, and consumption of utilities as well that is adequate to permit removal of 
as consumption of reagents. Data received mineral-carrying bubbles. 

from the plants surveyed indicated that in = 3. Reported data on consumption of wa- 
1985 more than 422 million short tons of ore ter, energy, and grinding media pertained 
and raw coal was processed by froth flota- to all operations inherent in the minerals 
tion to produce over 80 million tons of processing plant; they were not limited to 
mineral concentrates. This required almost the flotation section of the plant and may 
8 billion kilowatt-hours of electricity, 947 include data on other separation or classifi- 
billion gallons of water, and 14 billion cation processes, such as gravity or magnet- 

pounds of chemical reagents. Of particular ic separations. Energy consumption data 
significance is the overall decline, since wore not reported for some ore types proc- 
1980, in the number, capacity, throughput, ...eq by flotation. | 

and reagent consumption of domestic flota- 4. In past surveys, reagents used in ef- 

tion plants, particularly those processing fiyent treatment were excluded from the 
copp er, rad and zinc sulfide has | di tabulations of flotation reagents if reported 
hed ty 985 flotation survey has been modi- separately. The 1985 survey specifically in- 

led Irom previous surveys to ensure gr eater cluded effluent treatment chemicals; these 
accuracy in reporting and to obtain a more have been tabulated separately 

detailed breakdown of reagent consump- 5. Operating data have been resented on 
| tion. Therefore, some of the data may not - Uperating : P . 

| directly correlate with that of the previous See ted on on we tly ae ily beck 
data shown in tables 23-27. The following . . . ? 
list describes some of the assumptions made annual capacity was estimated using gener- 
in the 1985 survey and some of the factors al plant practice for the type of ore being 
that distinguished it from previous surveys. lente w rele aerate 350 deve 

1. In previous surveys, estimates were . . 
made to account for nearly all nonreporting Per year, 3 shifts per day, while coal prepa- 
companies, with the exception of coal proc- ation plants were assumed to operate 2 
essing plants and small precious metal pro- Shifts per day, 250 days per year. 
ducers. Estimates were not made for all of _. © In previous surveys, reagent consump- 
the nonrespondents to the 1985 survey ow- +10n was reported per ton of material proc- 
ing to insufficient information, particularly essed by flotation, and total consumption 
for plants that processed only part of their 45 calculated from plant throughput. The 

production by flotation, most notably, those 1985 survey canvassed the total consump- 
processing industrial mineral (nonmetallic) tion of reagent plus the quantity of reagent 
ores. per ton of ore passing through that part of 

2. The 1985 survey differed from previous the circuit, as shown in tables 27-38. 
surveys in that reagents were listed and Data for the 1985 flotation survey were 
grouped by their chemical identity, rather received from 171 flotation plants. Data for 

than by the previous mixture of generic and eight more plants were estimated from past 
trade names. In the 1985 survey, modifiers flotation surveys and from production data 
have been differentiated between pH regu- reported on other Bureau of Mines surveys. 
lators and dispersants. Other reagents have An additional 55 flotation plants surveyed 
been classified according to the following were determined to be inactive, and 161 
definitions:*! other plants failed to respond to the survey. 

Collectors.—Reagents used to render the Owing to insufficient data on their operat- 
surface of the mineral to be floated hydro- ing status or production of concentrates 

phobic to improve the adherence of air from froth flotation, no estimates were 
bubbles to the mineral surface. made for these nonreporting plants. How- 
Activators.—Reagents that enhance col- ever, it was estimated that 140 of the 

lector adsorption, thereby promoting miner- nonreporting plants were coal preparation 
al flotation. plants, 8 were small gold or silver produc- 

Depressants.—Reagents that reduce or in- ers, 4 were metallic carbonate plants, and
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9 were industrial mineral plants. Industrial Mineral Plants.—Of the 12 
_ industrial mineral plants that did not re- 

DATA COVERAGE spond to the survey, estimates for consump- 

Sulfide Plants.—Consumption data for tion data eal made for the 2 eles ar 
the five base metal sulfide ore nonrespon- quartz-mica plants an potash plant, 
dents, comprising 14% of the ore treated in representing less than 1% of the ore treated 

1985 shown in table 23, were estimated from shown in table 25. Owing to insufficient 
past flotation survey reports and 1985 mine data, estimates were not made for two 

production data reported to the Bureau of nonreporting kyanite plants nor for nonre- 

Mines. Data for the gold and silver proper- porting glass sand plants. The data shown 
ties that did not report were not estimated 1 table 35 for glass sand may account for as | 

owing to their relatively small size and little as 55% of glass sand processed by 
uncertain operational status. flotation. | 

Metallic Carbonate Plants.—Owing toin- | Coal Preparation Plants.—No attempt 
sufficient data, no estimates were made for was made to estimate data for nonreporting 
the metallic carbonate plants that did not coal preparation plants, many of which _ 

respond to the survey. Reporting companies were probably not operating, operating in- 

accounted for 100% of the data shown intermittently, or no longer using froth flota- 

table 24. tion. 

RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY | 

The economic pressures of the interna- the primary incentive for industry interest 

tional marketplace have forced innovative in electrochemical flotation technology. A - 

improvements in existing froth flotation typical copper flotation mill could antici- 

and other minerals beneficiation technology pate savings on the order of $1 million 

and have prompted the development of annually by eliminating pH control re- 

revolutionary new methods. Two new agents in pyrite-copper mineral separa- 

concepts currently being transferred to tions, for example. Other benefits include 

industrial-scale operations are (1) control of increased revenues from higher recoveries 

the electrochemical environment of the that result from improved selectivity, and 
slurry, and (2) control of bubble size in lower operating costs that result from sim- 
column flotation. _ pler flowsheets and fewer chemicals. 

Froth flotation makes use of differences In principle, electrochemical control is 
in the chemical properties of the surface of already being utilized in mill practice for 
finely ground minerals to obtain separation. the separation of copper from molybdenum 
Bureau of Mines research has shown that by using the reducing agent sodium hydro- 
changing the electrochemical potential of sulfide to adjust the electrochemical poten- 
many sulfide minerals can be used to con- tial of the copper minerals to below the 
trol their surface properties and, thus, their flotation threshold. However, hydrosulfide- 
flotation response.‘? The principal reason losses due to oxidation have led to excessive 
for this is that the surface chemical reac- hydrosulfide consumption. Consequently, 
tions between collectors (such as xanthate) . some mills have gone to the expense of 
and most sulfide minerals are electrochemi- using nitrogen-purged flotation cells to re- 
cal processes. Furthermore, the electro- duce oxidative losses. 
chemical potential regions where the indi- Column flotation cells are becoming more 
vidual minerals float are sufficiently dis- widely used in flotation mills.“* Column 
tinct to suggest that precise control of the cells do not use mechanical agitation to 
electrochemical potential could be used to suspend particles and disperse air. They are . 

selectively separate the valuable minerals. tall columns that can be considered as 
This would substantially reduce the need having two distinct regions separated by the 
for chemical modifiers such as cyanide and_ ore feed port situated about two-thirds of 
the need for pH control reagents, such as the way up the column. The interaction of 
lime. Consequently, the chemical accumula- downflowing ore particles and the rising air 
tion that complicates downstream stages of bubbles below the feed port in the lower 
a multistage flowsheet would be reduced, collection zone determine mineral recovery. 
and significant savings in flotation reagent In the upper cleaning zone, product grade is 

costs would be realized. determined (almost independently) by the 
The projected savings in reagent costs are rising mineral-laden froth and the down-
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flowing washwater. Thus, a single column ed through abrasion, corrosion, and frac- 
cell can substitute for several flotation ture. Research* has shown that the relative 
stages, as is the case in some copper- contribution of each of these factors de- 
molybdenum separations where single col- pends on the metallurgical properties of the 
umn flotation is achieving upgrading that media (usually steel), the type of ore being 
previously required as many as seven stages ground, and the grinding conditions (wet or 
of mechanical cells. Also, because air bub- dry). Abrasive wear is influenced by the 
bles can be generated external to the col- rheological properties of the ore slurry and 
umn cell, column cells have the advantage is the dominant wear mechanism for non- 

. of allowing for more efficient control of the sulfide ores. For sulfide ores, electrochemi- 
bubble size. Bubble size is known to have an cal reactions between the sulfide mineral 
impact on metallurgical performance, es- and the grinding steel increases the corro- 
pecially on recovery of fine particles. Bub- sive wear. The electrochemical reactions 
ble generators and delivery tubes developed also dissolve metal ions into solutions, re- 
by the Bureau of Mines permit adjustment ducing the efficiency of subsequent flotation 
and control of bubble size from less than 0.1 __ steps,** creating an environmental problem 
millimeter up to 3 millimeters in diameter in effluent disposal, and affecting water 
using a minimum quantity of frother. In recyclability. As a result, research into 
addition, delivery tubes can be operated grinding media wear and the development 
indefinitely without plugging and changed of methods to reduce it are helping to 
without interrupting operation when worn reduce other production and environmental 
out. Increased utilization of column flota- costs. 
tion cells should result in significant reduc- With respect to flotation mill size classifi- 
tions in both capital and operating costs as cation problems, screen classifiers are re- 
well as in improved metallurgy. ceiving attention as potential substitutes 

For a number of years, improvements in for cyclones in closed circuit grinding down 
beneficiation technology have been the re- to the 270-mesh level. Screen characteristics 
sult of evolutionary extensions of present such as capacity, blinding avoidance, and 
practice. Where mill throughput was suffi- screen cloth life have been improved, mak- 
ciently large, the trend has continued to- ing them more cost effective. Vibrating 
ward larger grinding mills and flotation screens up to 12 by 28 feet have been 
machines. Several years ago, the largest employed. Classification of grinding mill 
flotation machines were 1,350 cubic feet. output with respect to mineral as well as 
Today, cells are available with a capacity of particle size would help reduce overgrind- | 
2,500 cubic feet. Flotation circuits continue ing and energy consumption. Mineral- 
to be remodeled with fewer, but larger specific classification would enable the re- . 
machines. Larger equipment reduces the moval of a mineral as soon as it is liberated, 

_number of units required, which helps low- whether or not it has been reduced to a 
er maintenance costs, reduces floor space particular size. Incorporation of a flotation 
requirements, reduces energy costs, and cell into the grinder output just ahead of 
simplifies computerized process control the hydrocyclone size classifier (flash flota- 
systems. | tion) is one method of mineral classification 

Introduction of angular spiral liners** for that is currently being evaluated on a 
grate discharge ball mills is the most signifi- commercial scale. 
cant recent improvement in commercial Automatic control is being applied to an 
grinding circuits. When placed in service at increasing number of flotation concen- 
the San Manuel, AZ, concentrator of Mag- _ trators.* However, fully automatic control 
ma Copper Co., grinding media consump- using advanced computer technology has 
tion decreased by 19% and grinding energy _ yet to be realized. Problems include lack of 
consumption decreased by 16%. Similar appropriate sensors and lack of a sufficient- 
savings were obtained after installation in ly detailed model of the processes being 
Corporacién Nacional de Cobre de Chile controlled. The most important sensor in a 

: mills in Chile. These are substantial savings flotation control system at present is the on- 
in the two highest cost areas of mineral stream X-ray analyzer, which provides 
beneficiation—energy and grinding media chemical analysis of the metal content of 
consumption. Further savings are resulting process streams. Mineral content, the 
from a better understanding of the mecha- parameter needed for control, can only 
nisms of grinding media loss. Grinding me- be inferred from these chemical data. 
dia (balls, rods, and mill liners) are consum- The problem is particularly acute if the
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pulp consists of a complex mixture of sul- particle handling; no requirements for 

fides. Based on elemental analysis alone, it chemicals such as cyanide, avoiding con- 

is difficult to distinguish, for example, be- tamination of products or effluents (a dis- 
tween chalcocite (CuS,), cubanite (CuFe,S;), persant may be required for some applica- 
chalcopyrite (CuFeS.), and pyrite (FeS,). tions); dry processing capability eliminating 
These minerals have very different flota- the need for water; and more facility for 
tion properties and require very different automation. Mineral processing flowsheets 

conditions for optimum flotation. Research need to be reexamined for the potential use 
continues to develop more comprehensive of this new magnetic separation technology. 
models of flotation systems and to identify WBy Thoms ¥ Th W. Marti . _. . 

oye omas . in, superviso: e ’ 

new control parameters to more fully utilize spokane Research Center. Statistical data compiled by 
the advanced process control technology Stephen ve Smith, supervisory mineral data assistant, : 

available today. For example, the Commi- Environmental Protection Agency. Office of Solid 
nution Generic Center at the University of Waste and Emergency Response. Report to Congress. 
Utah. sponsored by the B f Mi fi Wastes From the Extraction and Beneficiation of Metallic 

» Spo y the bureau Of Mines,10or Ores, Phosphate Rock, Asbestos, Overburden From Urani- 
example, is conducting research in particu. ™y Mining an d Oil sane EPA/ S30 SW eon Dec. 1985. | ; 
vate characterization by automated image Technology's Role Grows Rapidly. V. 10, No. 3, 1986, 
analysis for the measurement and predic- PP.«! | a 
tion of mineral liberation. If this technology veving Unit proves Te ea Cute I poten en’ 
can be adopted to on-line measurements, V Aes NO, 198 a iemnent New Rock Drill. V.9, No. 12 
mineral content would be available as a i9%5,p8 0 6 ee 
control parameter. “Douglas, W. Roadheaders Open New Horizons at San 

. Manuel. Eng. and Min. J., v. 186, No. 8, 1985, pp. 22-25. 
The search for more selective reagents TKulkkoron, K. New Trends in Lo ule Drilling. 

dominates industrial flotation research Colliery Guardian, . 223, No, 2, t0es, pp. BO2-55A terized 
efforts.*® The first comprehensive confer- Jumbo Offers Fully-Automatic Drilling Cycle. Vv 186, No. 
ence devoted exclusively to mineral process- » 1989, p. 3d. . | 
. : . ®*Dayton, S. H. New Ideas for Mining Underground. Eng. 
ing reagents, “Reagents in the Minerals and Min. J, v. 186, No. 1, 1985, pp. 52-65. ne 
Industry,” was held in Rome, Italy, in ; ye Mining Equipment. Mining Property. V. 10, No. 

September 1984. The domestic mineralsin- ’ “Kennedy, A. The Kiruna Electric Truck—A New 
dustry uses flotation reagents worth more Concept in p Haulage. Min. Mag. (London), Dec. 1985, 

than $180 million annually. However, cus- PPisThimons, E. D., J. F. McCoy, and J. R. Marks. Water 

tom designed reagents are generally made Spry Golr for Cline St Working Bovienmsns in 
by chemical companies only for the larger South Africa, Apr. 1986, v. 1,6 pp. ° 
deposits because of the costs of the research Mining i ngineering. Modernization Breathes Life . 
. . . Back Into Bingham Canyon. V. 38, No. 2, 1986, p. 82. 

compare to the size ot me market. . ‘Mining Journal London), New Tracior Based Ripping 

veral new thio reagents have been claim- 1p ey eee eee The World’s I 
ed in the patent literature to be effective doe No. gen a World's Bull 
collectors for sulfide minerals. Further- _ *‘Schlechter, R. S., L. W. Lake, and M. P. Walsh. 

h t vict fi lfid : . Development of Environmentally Attractive Leachants. 
ee t ie ete a ure for har 1 enn V. UL, Geochemical Flow Modeling. BuMines OF R 108-85, 

is likely to change substantially as 85, 336 pp. ae 
: hechter, R. S., L. W. , T. R. Guilinger, J. R. 

electrochemical control becomes commer- Price, and "F Babock. Development ef avironmentally 
; ; divi ractive . V. IV, A Mini an i 

cial practice. The need for oxidizing and jy onfim Leach Solution, BuMines OFR 1386, 1985, 150 
reducing chemicals should increase, with a PP. 

; : U.S. Bureau of Mines (comp. by). Precious Metals corresponding decrease in the need for cus- Recovery From Low-Grade ae. y) > ngs: Bu, 
tom designed collectors, modifiers, and pH reau of, Mines Open - Industry. Briefing Session a at an 

controllers. allo estern Mining Conference, Denver, UU, Fen. 
; ; 12, 1986, BuMines IC 9059, 1986, 56 pp. 

New developments in magnetic separa- 19Mining Journal (London). New Submersible Vessel. 

tion technology include higher fields, result-  V.gp No WGh DUGP 08 and J. J. Giambra. 
ing from industrial utilization of supercon- Phosphate Resource Potential for Borehole Mining in the 
ducting magnets, and selective magnetic “ni on eta iain. Babine 1 O04, ae be 
coatings. Present applications of magnetic Offers Increased Throughput Capacity, Reduces Costs. 
separation include removal of contaminants V. 186, No. 8, 1985, P. 49. silds World’s Largest Feeder- 
in silica, quartz, feldspar and other oxide or Breaker. V. 186, No. 1, 1985, p. 57. 

industrial minerals, and improving the Fan New, Superconducting Magnet Takes 4 Bite 
. >. . Out of Energy Costs, Improves Efficiency. V. 186, No. 8, 

“whiteness” of particular clay minerals. 1985, p. 49. By P “ wy 

Magnetic separation offers several potential ,,.. Sere erecar ec ais Magnetic Drum Separa- 
advantages that include separation based a Centrifugal Jig for Fine Minerals. Mar. 1986, . 

: ° p. 257. 
on a bulk materials property instead of a 2s - Flash Flotation Pulls C Sexes From 

_ highly variable surface property; better fine Grinding Circuit. V. 186, No. 4, 1985, p. 70.
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Sn . oo , 5°Froger, C. E. Nitrogen Fights French Underground "World Mining Equipment. Phosphates: A Review of Fires, World Min. Equip., v. 10, No. 5, 1986, pp. 34-37. Processing Techniques. V. 10, No. 4, 1986, pp. 40-44. 4°By Daniel L. Edelstein, physical scientist, Division of 
Davis, B. E., T. O. Llewellyn, and G. V. Sullivan. A Nonferrous Metals, and Garrett H. Hyde, physical scien- Novel Technique for the Recovery of Coarse North Caro- __tist, Division of Extractive Metallurgy Technology. Statis- lina Phosphate. Soc. Min. Eng. AIME Preprint 85-333, tical data compiled by Barbara M. Carrico, chief, Branch of 1985, 6 pp. Nonferrous Metals Data. 

*°Zaragoza, H. R., and O. A. Bascur. On the Develop- “1Reagent classification prepared by Silvia Termes, ment of a Model-Based Control Strategy for Copper-Ore research chemist, Avondale Research Center. 
Flotation. BuMines OFR 38-86, 1986, 70 pp. *2Gebhardt, J. E., N. F. Dewsnap, and P. E. Richardson. “Engineering and Mining Journal. New Mass Flow- Electrochemical Conditioning of a Mineral Particle Bed meter Improves Accuracy. V. 186, No. 3, 1985, p. 133. Electrode for Flotation. BuMines RI 8951, 1985, 10 pp. _ **Mining Magazine (London). Large Polyurethane Cast- ‘8Zipperian, D. E. Characteristics of Column Flotation ing Cut Ore Milling Costs. Mar. 1986, pp. 252-253. Utilizing Aspirated Aeration. Soc. Min. Eng. AIME Pre- *Mining Journal (London). Placer Gold Recovery _ print 84-394. 

eWorld: Mania Oa pment: Mebile Gold System f Ope nrPery oi te 1918 84 Magen me Copper Co Sa Me orld Mining Equipment. Mobile ystem for ration te . a r Co., San Man- Placer Evaluation. V. 10, No. 3, 1986, p. 10. udl, AZ. pda Ppe $4_____ Tank Leaching. V. 9, No. 11, 1985, p. 8. “Twasaki, I, K. A. Natarajan, J. N. Orlich, and S. C. 55Church, R. H., W. E. Webb, and J. R. Boyle, Jr. Riemen. Corrosive and Abrasive Wear in Ore Grinding. Ground-Penetrating Radar for Strata Control. BuMines RI Proceedings of the International Conference on Wear of 8954, 1985, 16 pp. Materials, Vancouver, B.C., Canada, Apr. 14-18, 1985, °6Church, R. H., and W: E. Webb. Evaluation of a __ p. 509. 
Ground-Penetrating Radar System for Detecting Subsur- *6Adam, K., and I. Iwasaki. Pyrrhotite—Grinding Media face Anomalies. BuMines RI 9004, 1986, 21 pp. Interaction and Its Effect on Floatability at Different 37Pomroy, W. H., and T. L. Muldoon. Improved Stench Applied Potentials. Soc. Min. Eng. AIME Preprint 84-9. Fire Warning for Underground Mines. BuMines IC 9016, *’Wills, B. A. Automatic Control of Flotation. Eng. and 1985, 33 pp. Min. J., June 1984, p. 62. 

°*Pomroy, W. H., and R. E. Helmbrecht. Design and “$Crozier, R. D. Plant Reagents Part 1: Changing Pat- Operation of Four Prototype Fire Detection Systems in terns in the Supply of Flotation Reagents. Min. Mag. Noncoal Underground Mines. BuMines IC 9030, 1985, 25 (London), Sept. 1984, p. 202. 
opp. 

Table 19.—F roth flotation plants operating in 1985, by type of ore and State 
——-_--———— eee 

Type of ore and State Number 

Anthracite coal: Pennsylvania. ____________.....2_-__-- 2 

Og , mia ———~—~——~--- ~~ ee, 
Nevada___—---_----_ 1 

Total mH 
2 Bastnaesite: California --------++-- ee e 1 

Bituminous coal: 
Alabama_____-______- eee. 2 Colorado. _--___--__ ee 1 Illinois —_ ~~~ -___- 

an Kentucky moo ee 8 Maryland moo 
1 Missouri __-_--___-- 2 
1 Ohio mora + -- - -- ee 3 Pennsylvania —_-______ 

11 Utah ---_--_-_-___ 
1 Virginia __-__--___~_____ eee 12 West Virginia. _________ 2 28 

Total TTT mm eh eo ee ee eH He ee et 15 . Borate: Nevada___-______ 
1 

Copper. 
Arizona ~- +75 --- ++  ee 3 Idaho __~_-~_~--__-_ 8 et 2 Montana___________ (ee ee 1 New Mexico__-________- et 2 

Total -- te -- > ~~ - = ee 8 Copper-lead-zine: Missouri _____________~ 3 

Copper-molybdenum: 
Arizona 7a + 

6 Utah --_- ~~ 
1 

Total woe eee ee 7 

See footnote at end of table.
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Table 19.—F roth flotation plants operating in 1985, by type of ore and State’ —Continued | 
ee eee 

, a Type of ore and State Number 
nN a en ene 

Copper-zinc-iron: Tennessee ___ ~~~. ~~ 2 5 5 ee eee 1 | 

Feldspar-mica-quartz: 
Connecticut ._____..-_---_---- ee 1 
Georgia eee ee ee ee ee ee 1 

New Mexico. ___.________~~~ ~~~ ee 1 
North Carolina___ 29-2 - 2 ee eee 7 | 

Total _-___-_-_____~_____-__ 10 

Glass sand: 
California __________~ 2 
Georgia _--_-____ ~~~ ee 1 
Louisiana _____._-~- 1 
Michigan __________. ~~ 2 
Pennsylvania ______________.---~-~~ LL 1 
Tennessee _____. ~~~ ee 1 

Total __._-__-_- ee 8 | 
Gold: Nevada ____-~.§-_-_-_-_~__ 1 

Gold-silver: 
Idaho____-____~ ee 1 
Montana____~______~ ~~ Le 1 
Washington ________--~-------------~--------------- ~~~ -- 1 

Total _---- 2 Le 3 

Iron: 
Michigan ____________-__-_--_~~-~ ~~ ee 2 
Minnesota____~_.~ $$ 5 ee 1 
Missouri _____...~~~2 ~~ ee ee 1 

Total _.__-___~______-_- eee 4 | 

. Lead-zinc: | 
Colorado___ ~~~ eee 2 
Idaho_ 9 _~__~~-~ 3 
Missouri _____.--- 2 ee 2 
New York ____-_.-§________ ~~ 1 
Oregon ____§_______---~ ~~~ ee 1 

Total _.---_-_-_-_~--- 9 

Limestone-magnesite: 
Maryland ___ ~~~ ---_--~---~~~--- eee 1 
Nevada________~-~--~~~--~-_~ 1 
Texas. ~----~ ~~ 1 
Vermont______---.~~-~-- ee 1] 

Total __-__-__-_--_~_ ~~ 4 
Mercury: Nevada______._--_--.-.~---___ ~~ eee 1 

Molybdenum: 
Colorado. 2 
Idaho__________--- ee 1 
New Mexico_______.-__.~-______ ee 1 

Total _---________ i 4 

Phosphate: 
Florida. ____________~ ~~~ ~~ 20 
North Carolina _________.----.-~_ ~~ 1 
Utah _________- 1 

Total _-__-_______ ~~~ 22 

Potash: — 
New Mexico____~--____---____ ~~ 4 
Utah _.____---~~_- Le 1 

Total _-__--__-~___--__ 5 
Silver: Idaho _____-___-----~~_ ~~~ 1 
Tale: Alabama ________-~~ ~~~ Le 1 
Tungsten: California. _____._. ~~ 1 
Vermiculite: South Carolina. 2-2-9 2» 3 ee 1 
Zine: Tennessee. ___________-~_--~ ~~ ee 4 

Grand total ____-_______________ ee ”~SmDG 
——— 

1Includes only those plants responding to, or estimated for, by the Bureau of Mines.
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Table 22.—Consumption, value, and function at flotation plants in 1985 
a 

Consumption 

Function and name Total 
(thousand Pounds 
pounds) per ton _—_—_—_ eee 

FLOTATION REAGENTS 
Collectors: 

Ethylxanthate _________________~_____ ee 1,833 0.041 Amylxanthate _________________ eee 741 014 _ feopropylxanthate— - - - - --___---~~------~---------------------- 102 013 Isobutyixanthate ________________~-______u_ ieee 123 .006 Unspecified xanthates _________________________ 224 .006 
alkyl dithiophosphate - - - - - ~-___--~-~---___----~-------------- 1,232 .018 Aryl dithiop osphate___________ 49 065 Unspecified dithiophosphate _____________________________ 64 .024 . Xanthogen formate _________________________ . 48 .006 
Thionocarbamate ____________________________ oe "n 952 017 
Mercaptobenzothiazole_-______.________________________ 38 070 Mixtures of thio reagents _____________________~____________ — 338 _ 025 
Unspecified thio reagents —_.§__§_-___________________ 26 .003 
Primary amine______-___.--~_~________________ 885 177 
Secondary amine ___________________________ 4,847 223 
Diamine________-_~______~_____ ee 241 .027 
Unspecified amine _____._________________ 5,418 718 
Aminederivative ______.___________________ 6,891 221 Aminesalt ____--_-_______ 11,306 305 
Quarternary ammonium salt _____________.______________________: 1,874 221 Fatty and rosin acids and soaps___________________________.________ 156,373 1.385 

. Fatty acidester ______.____ 186 .150 Fatty acid derivative _________________________ 11,221 .190 Petroleum sulfonates.» ee 500 309 Petroleum derivative__________________________ 11,001 470 
Unspecified sulfide collector... __§_______.________________ 795 .028 Unspecified nonsulfide collectors_.___________________________.__.__. 90 057 Phosphorus derivatives. ___________________________ 18 .060 Sulfates___§_____-_____ ee 564 3.360 Fuel oil _-__-_-_-- 2 ee 145,783 544 Kerosene _______________~ oe 9,341 131 Other ________-_ 610 .140 

Total pounds*_____ 2 374,312 
Value_______~____ $75,361,184 

Depressants: 
Causticsoda __________-________ 24 2.000 Hydrofluoric acid ____________________ i 525 1.144 Phosphorus pentasulfide_______________-_________ 2,816 .190 Cyanide salt _-__________2_ ee 3,890 318 Sodium dichromate ________..____.______ 311 .210 Sulfidesalt _--_______-_____ ee 19,745 1.762 . Sodium silicate. ______________ ~~ 1,905 .202 Sodium silicofluoride __.______.2_- 2 239 .940 Zinc sulfate__..._-_____-._-___- 2,141 .299 Lignin derivative ~~ 35 300 Starches, celluloses, derivatives.._._.____________________._..___.__. 34,277 1.669 Gums and dextrans ____§_______________ 1,732 .208 Synthetic polymer_ — — - --—--_------__, -- 22rd 55 .030 nspecified depressant_____________________________ 101 .023 Other -______-____-- 

124 9.000 

Total pounds’_______________ es 67,919 Value____________ ee $14,725,536 

pH regulators: 
Hydrochloric acid __________________________e 156 .059 Sulfuric acid ________-_____o 157,959 1.486 Sulfur dioxide --------- 1,624 187 Carbon dioxide_ -___-_____________ 14,846 830 Caustic soda (NaOH) _____________ 57,191 1.327 Lime ____-~-_--___~__- 598,726 2,768 Soda ash_ - -- -__-__-___-__- 2,088 5.210 Ammonia or ammonium hydroxide -~------ + Le 28,392 294 

Total pounds ~--------~-- 860,982 Value___-_-_-~-______ ee $36,960,194 

Frothers: 
Aliphatic alcohol -__-_-_.-__-_--_--_~-_ eee 6,594 049 Pine oil ______-___--~-~_--_--- ee 1,090 .025 Phenol________-_--_--_--- ee T77 .036 Polyglycol_ ______---_-~--------_- ee 31 .093 

See footnote at end of table.
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Table 22.—-Consumption, value, and function at flotation plants in 1985—Continued 
eee | . . : Consumption. 

oe . | Total Function and name . (thousand Pounds 

| pounds) per ton 

FLOTATION REAGENTS —Continued | 
Frothers —Continued | oe 

Unspetiied polyol. 22 ~~ 72272777772 77772722 7722222722222 tC yol__— ee 444 ‘ Petroleum based blends meee ee ee 2,326 1.516 

Total pounds ____________--__ 14,941 - 
Value... - ----~~2222222 22222 27222222222 2222220222077 $8,817,894 . 

Flocculants; = -. . . | 
Aluminum salts ________.~-- ee 819 144 Gnionic polyacrylamide ~----+--- +--+ eee 1,754 .007 . . Rationic polyacrylamide - - ~ - - - ------__----~--~-----+-------2 2222 166 .026 Nonionic polyacrylamide _.._..._.________.._____________._____. 224 .006 Unspecified polyacrylamide__..........___.._________________._. 197 027 Polyacrylate 9... _________ ttt - 439 012 Polyacrylonitrile wee eee ee ee 486 2.499 Polyethylene oxides___._____.._._._______.____________-_______ 21 001 Unspecified polymer _________...._...________________.________ 2,379 214 : 

| Total pounds ____________.______-_-e 6,485 | | . Value. ~~ 1272222222272 2227022222222 22227 $5,166,789 

Activators: - : — | 
Copper salt — —— — —— —— ~~ ------~---------------------------- 3,163 - 283 

oe um sulfide or hydrosulfide _. 9.2.2... -_-_________ 14,673 : .662 
Hydrofluoric acid _____.--___--_.- 22 - e 599 -. > 818 
Sodium hydroxide_______..2__~~_ ee |—6 86 -780 - | Other -- 76 .023 

“Total pounds ____ 18547 
' Value. ~~~ 2222222222222 2722702222222 $8,171,890 : _ 

Dispersants: — OO . OO “Sodium silicate.-.--.----___....--- 3,204 .099 . Polyphosphate - - - _ -___~-~~---------------+----2 2 lll lllle 924 028 

Total pounds maw eee ee 4,128 
Value_____ . $1,059,555 . 

| Total reagents: | | | | 
Pounds __~________~ ee. 1,347,314. Value _____-_- ~~ ~~ $150,263,042 . . 

: REAGENTS . | 
PH regulators: : 

Sulfuric acid — _ — ______--_--_---- 2+ eee 9,879 4.181 Caustic soda (NaOH) ----- ee 1,738 2,578 © Lime__ ~~~ ee 26,284 1.317 . 

Total pounds? _ _ - --~-------~--~--------------------------- 37,900 
Value__. ~~ ee $2,244,760 

| Flocculants: . 
Aluminum salts ___-__-__-___.2 2 ee. 7,436 .416 Starch-cellulose ______- ~~~ 1 .004 Anionic polyacrylamide we ee eC 2,753 .081 Rationic polyacrylamide — - - — —-_-_-_~_~___-----~-----------222222- 853 215 Nonionic polyacrylamide -_________.___________________________. 9 . 195 Unspecified polyacrylamide____._________________________________ 974 015 Polyacrylate __-.-.-----__-- eee 62 .200 Polyamide __—-----_____-.~- -_____ i _____ ttt 26° .320 Polyethyleneimines___________._-_______~__--______ 11 800 Unspecified polymer ___-________..-__---_ 2 11,739 161 

Total pounds’ - - - - --~--~----____---~--------~------------- 23,863 
Value. _-~---------~--- $14,185,648 

Dispersants: 
Figninsulfonate--.-.-_.._ 2,682 10.600 

Total pounds ~------ + ee 2,682 
Value__—~-----_---_- $174,330 

Total reagent: . 
Pounds —~-~-___-____.~ ~~ 64,445 
Value -_-~_~_-_ ~~ $16,604,738 

See footnote at end of table.
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Table 22.—Consumption, value, and function at flotation plants in 1985 —Continued 

= - Consumption 

_ . Function and name - thea 4 Pounds 

co oe | pounds) Peron 

| | OTHER REAGENTS | 
Filtering aids: . Co 

Nonionic surfactants ____~._____.-_---------------------------- 6,391 - 199 
Polyacrylamides _ . _ _ _ _ _ -------------------------------------- 36° . . 028 

 Polyamines_____.--_-_----------+---------------------------- 844 216 
Unspecified polymer _- _ .~.-----------------------~------------- 782° 210 

: Total pounds'. _ _- ----------~----------------------------- 8,054 oe 
Value_______-_-----------_------------+-------------- $5,670,295 

Grinding aids: - 7 : - - 
a Sodium hexametaphosphate_ __ = _______------------------~----+------ . 4 .- 500 

io Total pounds Be eee eee ee eee eee 4 — 
Value___________-~---------------------------------- $4,080 

1Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. | | oo , 

i a Table 23.—Froth flotation of sulfide ores an 

| | _ 1960 | 1965 . 1970 1975 1980 1985. . 

Operational data: . | - | — 
. Number of plants_______--- «= 9% - 108 105 86 71 42 

. Capacity of plants? | . 
ot thousand short tons_— 191,100 - 217,700 301,700 346,500 354,400 278,713 

'  Oretreated ____.___do___~ 155,100 200,800 281,700 278,400 279,900 233,100 
Concentrates produced —_do__— — 5,855 - 7,213 8,863 7,395 7,356 8,178 

es Concentration factor_—— ~~ ~~ — 26.5 27.8 - 318 37.6 38.1 . 28.5 
Reagent consumption: - 

llectors . thousand pounds. 25,346 23,983 32,133 27,972 38,704 22,283 
| Depressants _ _ - __ _ _ _do__ __ 6,338 10,863 17,061 33,313 51,433 29,426 

Activators ____..__.do____ 7,859 8,983 8,488 11,333 7,530 17,836 

| Modifier:? a , 
pH regulators in flotation - 

~_..~~-~-~-do____ NA NA NA NA. NA 621,457 
pH regulators in effluent , 
treatment _____do____ NA NA NA NA NA 5,295 

- Dispersants in flotation ; 
So do___- NA NA NA NA NA 356 

Dispersants in effluent treat- - 
ment _______-do____ NA NA NA NA NA -- 

. | Total _______do____ 489,707 765,677 1,198,743 1,107,425 864,791 627,108 
Frothers ________--do___-~ 12,411 — 15,502 20,612 18,814 17,717 ~ 9,611 

- Flocculants:? _ 
In flotation ____——do___ _ 1,129 551 2,624 4,708 1,984 1,190 
In effluent treatment 

— do___- NA NA NA NA NA 1,804 

Total ______do____ 1,129 551 2,624 4,708 1,984 2,994 
Other reagent: Filtering aid 

do. ___ NA NA NA NA NA 1,176 

NA Not available. | 

1 Annual capacity for 1960-80 calculated from daily capacity assuming 350 operating days per year. , 
2Only the totals are available for historical data, which excludes effluent treatment.
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Table 24.—Froth flotation of metallic carbonate and oxide ores : 

oo! 1960 -. 1965. 1970 .. 1975 1980 1985 

Operational data: - ° — . - Number of plants. __ _ ______ 13 14 «18 13 13 9 
- Capacity of plants! an . - | : thousand short tons__ 4,900 6,800 22,750 31,500 52,850. 41,059 

Ore treated:________do____ 2,854 16,079 22,213 30,149 . 42,903. 24,490 ' Concentrates produced _do____ 941 7,086 13,040 15,582 24,049 °. 19,670 - Concentration factor________ 3.0 2.3 1.7 a 1.9 . 18. . 1.7 Reagent consumption: ae Collectors _ thousand pounds__ 22,573 23,695 31,819 22,931 18,487 - 6,515 Depressants ____ .___do___= 610 1,588 2,627 18,226 80,3893 33,798 Activators _________do____ 1,280 _- . _- _- ~~... 16 ee 

Modifier:? . . 
pH regulators in flotation . a 

do____ _ NA NA NA NA NA -_—s 61,477 . ' . pH regulators in effluent = 
treatment _____do____ NA NA NA NA NA - 20,898 no Dispersants in flotation - . . = 

ae do_ . __ NA NA. | NA NA | NA 3,280 ho Dispersants in effluent treat- — | . . 
ment ________do____ NA NA . NA - NA — NA _— 
ee ee 

Total_______do____ 6,639 15,280 — 31,635 89,457 793,053 85,655 - Frothers ___.______do____ 1,345 865 164 . 397 808 - 433 

 Flocculants:? co In flotation ______do____ 1,306 458 220 1,985. ~¥9,185 1,347 
In effluent treatment _. a vie 

do_ _.— . NA NA | NA NA NA 18,460 | 

Total_______do.___ 1,306 458 220 - 3,985 ~ 79,185 19,807 Other reagents:? / : 7 : 
Filtering aid ____ —do____ NA NA NA NA — NA 5,231 
Grinding aid ___ __do____ NA. NA NA NA NA 4 

- FRevised. NA Not available: . -_ Po 
1Annual capacity for 1960-80 calculated from daily capacity assuming 350 operating days per year. 
Only the totals are available for historical data, which excludes effluent treatment. oo 

| | | Table 25.—Froth flotation of industrial mineral ores we . 
a 1960 1965 - -.. 1970 _ 1975 1980 - 1985 

Operational data: a Number of plants. _____-__ 55> 640 56 5 . 75 51 
' Capacity of plants! 

thousand short tons_ _ 50,400 © 66,850 — 132,300 163,650 - 196,400 184,313 _. Ore treated __ =. __do____ 36,191 52,653 80,963 100,989 — 149,850 137,351 Concentrates produced _do____ 11,888 17,376 23,823 29,111: - 42812 32,711 Concentration factor. _______ 3.0 — 3.0 3.4 3.5 3.5 ‘4.2 
Reagent consumption: . ‘ 

Collectors?_ thousand pounds__ 163,967 188,119 528,669 345,208 ~ 431,942 339,602 Depressants ________do____ 9,231 . 4,346 11,023 7,314 11,719 4,695 Activators______._.__do.___ = 2,988 511. 484 393 1,122 — 635 ooo ——_—_—_—_—_—_—_—=—[oooooeeeounau>E”oNDn—onnmx022@0”0”0>”#”#4$]”7)]#*”#*#”0—“—==. 
Modifier:* a = . 

pH regulators in flotation os . 
do____ NA NA NA NA NA 177,267 pH regulators in effluent 

treatment _____do____ NA NA NA NA NA 10,684 
Dispersants in flotation 

do____ NA NA NA NA NA | 491 
Dispersants in effluent treat- 

ment ________do____ NA NA. NA - NA NA 2,682 eee NN 08 
Total _____.__do____ 82,456 54,889 161,470 112,639 116,819 191,124 Frothers __________do____ 2,475 4,870 2,863 . 4,740 | 6,508 1,150 ev - quae 

Flocculants:* : 
In flotation ______do____ 875 3,207 751 2,477 2,614 1,137 In effluent treatment 

do. ___ NA NA NA NA NA 1,777 NA 
Total _______do____ 875 3,207 751 2,477 2,614 2,914 

eee 
NA Not available. 
1Annual capacity for 1960-80 calculated from daily capacity assuming 350 operating days per year. 
7Includes fuel oil used as an extender or activator. 7 | 
Only the totals are available for historical data, which excludes effluent treatment.
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| , | | Table 26.—Froth flotation of anthracite and bituminous coal | 

] . 1960: 1965 — _ 1970 1975 1980 = 1985 

Operational data: . a : - . . 
Number of plants_ _ _ —~_ _____ 31 69 66 78 80 . 17 

- Capacity of plants! . an 
_ thousand short tons_ — 6,750. 11,750 15,600 16,075 19,575 36,278 

Rawcoal treated _____do_-__. _ 4,112 ~ 9,500 13,006 13,079 12,901 __ 27,720 
-. Clean coal produced _— _—do_ _ —- 2,795 7,033 8,418 8,179 7,557 19,540 
Reagent consumption: | — | 

llectors . thousand pounds_ _ 8,142 4,055 7,772 4,615 4,917 5,913 

Modifier? a . - | | | 
. pH regulators in flotation 

do..._ 1,609 298 2,716 298 - 26 719 
pH regulators in effluent a - 

| _ treatment - - - --do_ ~~~ NA NA NA NA NA 1,023 

_ Total _______do____ 1609 = 298 2,716 228 + i. 2% 1,802 
Frothers ________. —do___~- 585 _ 1,555 2,564 - 2,668 - 3,044 3,748 © 

:  Flocculants:? co | | _ | 
, In flotation _ . — —.. _do_ ~ —- «394. 2,301 2,204 | 1,303 3,521 2,811 

| me In effluent treatment | - - : 
a do. _ — — -NA NA NA NA NA __.: 1,823 

Total ______do_____ 394. —s- 2,801 2204 —-:1,308 3,521 4,634 
- Other reagent: Filtering aid . . . 

edo ie NA ' NA “NA NA NA 1,647 

NA Not available. oon 7 
. 4 Annual capacity for 1960-80 calculated from daily capacity assuming 250 operating days per year. 

Lo . ?Effluent treatment not available for historical data. . | 

| | . ~ Table 27 —Froth flotation of copper in 1985 : 

- — OPERATING DATA - 

Plants: | . | Energy used, kilowatt-hours: 
Number _________-_-_-_-~-_--- 8 Total ________._ ~~ millions__ 1,051 
Design capacity! _ thousand short tons. _. 56,135 Perton ___________________ 15.3 

Oretreated:!! a Rod consumption, pounds: 
Quantity - - -----=------~-do-— ~~ 68,815 Total _________~_~- thousands_ _ 7,402 

rade: Per ton? ___________-_______ 0.885 
Copper ~_-__-__-_=-~-percent. 0.85 Ball consumption, pounds: : 

: Gold____.-—-~ troy ounce per ton_ _ - 0.001 Total __.________-_~_ thousands_ _ 90,015 
Silver. .~_-- ~~~. ~____do____ 0.326  Perton? ___.___ == 1.308 

Water used, gallons: ; . Liner consumption, pounds: 
: Total _._____.._.__.__~_ millions. _ 47,687 Steel total _________ thousands_ _ 3,706 

New or makeup wo ~~~ _do__ 12,627 Perton*? __________________ 0.092 
Reclaimed ____-__________-do____ 35,059 Rubber total ___ ___ _ _— thousands_ _ 48 
Perton______-__________u_____ 693, Per ton? __________________ 0.004 

CONCENTRATES PRODUCED 

Byproducts 
antity Grad Reco —_—__-- sr 

Type Sener rade very Grade 
short tons) Percent) — (percent) Type (troy ounce Reco end 

per ton) percen 

Copper _______-- 1,853 25.02 79 Silver ____...-____ 11.277 88 
Gold__ ~~. -_- 013 49 

REAGENT CONSUMPTION 

Total Per ton 

Function and type Quantity Val tit 
(thousand ue Quantity Value 
pounds) (thousands) (pounds) 

Flotation reagents: 
Collectors: | 

Ethylxanthate ______________-_-~__---_--- 632 $354 0.028 $0.015 
Amylxanthate _____-____-___--_--_-_-_--_- 307 194 .025 .016 
lsopropylxanthate se TTT rrr rrr 154 104 .005 .003 
Alkyl dithiophosphate ______.__________---- 629 546 015 .013 
Thionocarbamate ____-__-____-~---------~- 146 202 011 015 
Mixtures of thio reagents ______.______---__~- 338 473 025 035 
Unspecified thio reagents _.._________--__---~- 26 18 .003 .002 

Total _..______-__ ~~~ ee 2,232 1,891 XX XX 
Depressants: Cyanide salt - - - - ----~-~-~---------- 5 4 014 012 

pH regulators: Lime _____.______________---_- 224,268 10,667 3.397 - 162 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 27.—Froth flotation of copper in 1985 —Continued _ . 

| . Total | Per ton 

| the unds) (thousands) (pounds) —-Value 
Flotation reagents —Continued | | . 

Frothers: | , ) Aliphatic alcohol.__§_- 2 = = ee 1,044. $650 037 $0.023 Pine oil --______~ 271 116 .021 .009 Polyglycol ether __________________j-- iL 20 20. — .006 .006 Unspecified polyol...___________.___* 1,566 834 041 .022 

a Total _--________ ee 2,901 1,620 xx XX. OS oo —_—_—_—_—_—_— Flocculants: 
Aluminum salts ______________________ 155 22 055 — 008 Anionic polyacrylamide _.__________________ 74 46 _ . 026 .016 Nonionic polyacrylamide.___________________ 111 200 .006 011 Unspecified polymer _.__._______________ “113 65 .036 .021 —_—————— 

Total _--__-___-_ ~~~ ee 453 333 XX XX a OS 
el Effluent treatment: 

Flocculants: . . | 
Anionic polyacrylamide _.__________________ 136 109 _ 009 .007 Unspecified polyacrylamide ______§_9___=______ 694 386 . .024 013 Unspecified polymer _.-_______________ 602 452 .034 .026 

Total _-____________o__ ee 1,432 - 947. XX XX Filtering aids: Nonionic surfactants__________________ 74 49 .008 005 

XX Not applicable. — 
oo 1These values are for the flotation section only and would exclude material processed by other separation methods. Other operating data ere for the entire plant (grinding mill and concentrator). 

"Weighted average only for respondents reporting this data. . 

Table 28.—Froth flotation of copper-molybdenum in 1985 | - 

OPERATING DATA - 
ee 

Plants: Energy used, kilowatt-hours: Do Number _____________________ 7 Total _____________ millions__ 1,664 ' Design capacity! _ thousand short tons__ 165,966 Perton_________________ 13.2 Ore treated: Rod consumption, pounds: 
Quantity ._______________do____ 125,766 Total ___________ _thousands__ 11,206 Grade: | Perton? __________________ 0.556 Copper ___________~_-_percent__ 0.54 Ball consumption, pounds: a Molybdenum ~---~ ~~~ _do____ 0.05 Total _____-_______ thousands__ ~ 133,713 Gold_ _____-~ troy ounce per ton__ 0.002 Perton? ___-____ tt 1.063 Silver_______________do____ 0.030 Liner consumption, pounds: Water used, gallons: a Steel total _________ thousands__ 16,388 Total _______________~_ millions. _ 49,465 Perton? ________ 0.161 New or makeup ___________do____ 20,728 Rubber total________thousands__ __ 15 | Reclaimed __.§.__________do____ 28,736 Perton? ___________ et 0.002 Per ton___-_____-___-_____.__- 393 . | a 

CONCENTRATES PRODUCED 

. yproducts antity Grad Reco _ OO 
Type qeantity, rade very Grade R short tons) (percent) (percent) Type (troy ounce ( reend 

per ton) pe _ roo eee OD 
Copper __-______ 2,052 27.46 83 Gold_.______ 0.054 62 Molybdenum _ _ _ _ _ _ 32 48.64 25. Silver _______ 1.467 81 

| 
REAGENT CONSUMPTION 

Total Per ton 

Function and type quantity | Value tit 
Quantity Mnousand (thousands) (pounds) -—-Vallue —_———— eee 

Flotation reagents: 
Collectors: 

Ethylxanthate __________________ 417 $250 0.022 $0.013 Amylxanthate __________________1 261 167 .007 .004 lsoprop lxanthate_________________ 70 50 .004 .003 utyixanthate ~---- Ln 123 84 .006 .004 Unspecified xanthates _.______________ 224 388 .006 .010 
See footnotes at end of table. .
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| _- Table 28.—Froth flotation of copper-molybdenum in 1985 —Continued | 

. a so oe oo Total Per ton . 

a . oe Function and type Quantity Value Quantit 
a . (thousand (thousands) (pounds) Value | 

- Flotation reagents —Continued . - 
Collectors —Continued . 

_' Alkyl dithiophosphate _______.____.-------- 405 $352 021. $0.018 
Unspecified dithiophosphate ___—__._.____-_--—-- 62 93 .023 035 

. Xanthogen formate _______-_-------------- 48 80 Ct - 006 .010 
Met . Thionocarbamate ...___________--------~-~----, 709 1,426 018 .037 

| Unspecified sulfide collector_ ____—_-~--------- 765 — §60 .028 .020 
2 Fuel oil _-. 9/5» 75 ee eee 2,207 - 442 .037 ~ 007 
oo Kerosene __________~___-~-~-------~-+-~+-- 55 10 .003. .. 001 | 

oe “Total _--____-_-__------------------ 5,346 3,902 XX Xx 

| : Depressants: Fe ns, | oo | | 
. Phosphorus pentasulfide__ _ ____.___----~----- 1,926 573 1.068 318 

Cyanide salt __._____+~---_-~+--~--------- 3,652 1,548 680 287 | 
Sulfide salt . ..______/.---+--_-+--~--------- 19,649. 3,587 6.874 1.255 

| 3 Sodium silicate__________-__-~------~-------+ 102 20 1.720 3440 

Total _o=--_-_§______ 1 ee 25,329 5,723 XX . XX 
Activators: Sodium sulfide or hydrosulfide_________-_-~- 14,618 6,576. 677 305 

| - pH regulators: | . - . a | 
Sulfuric acid ___...-______-+------------- 2,263 7 7.040 .021 
Caustic soda (NaOH) _..-____--_--_+--------+--- 3 1 - 057 .020 

- Lime _____-~-----~--~------------------- 357,129 12,158 2.839 .09 

Se 359,395 12,166 XX XX 

: . Frothers: . | . a | . 
- Aliphatic alcohol _.~_.._-____---_-----+---- 2,936 1,532 .051 .02 

Pine oil _-. ~~ - - ee Le - 227 TT ~ 012 | .004 
Phenol. ___§_.____-§_-_=__~~--------------+=+ 777 © 605 | .036 023 
Polyglycol ether _________--_-----------~--- 219 - 133 .006 — 004 

- Unspecified polyol. ______._____...---------~-- 687 232 021 .008 

| Total __--__--_----------+_-------- 4,746 2479 XX XX 

.  Flocculants: . 
Anionic polyacrylamide. ____—_________-__--~~~- — 157 110 .006 | .004 

- Nonionic polyacrylamide. ___________-_---~-- 52 122 .003 .007 
Polyacrylate _______~---------~-------- 374 250 .010 007 

oe . Unspecified polymer __________-------~-~--~~- 66 = 58 118 .099 

. Total _._-_________~_-___-_----~----- 649 540 XX XX 

| Dispersants: . 
. ' Sodium silicate________.-_--_---_----~--~--- — «61 10 .160 .032 

. Polyphosphate ______.—_______~--__--~ ~~ _- 273 169 .016 .010 

Total _____-_§___-- ee 324 1799 ~=~*=“‘<‘éK XX 
Effluent treatment: pH regulators: Sulfuric acid ____—__-~- 352 1 1.056 .003 

~ Flocculants: 
Anionic polyacrylamide eee ee 6 13 .020 | .043 
Unspecified polyacrylamide ____________-_--—~~- 211 183 O11 .009 
Unspecified polymer __._._________-----_--- 46 34 .002 .002 

Total _-_.____________-__--------_- 263 230 XX XX 

Filtering aids: 
Nonionic surfactants _______~__-_---------~- 701 513 .700 512 

' Unspecified polymer _____________----_----- 15 8 255 135 

Total ______________~ ~~ ee 716 521 XX XX 

XX Not applicable. 
1These values are for the flotation section only and would exclude material processed by other separation methods. 

Other operating data are for the entire plant (grinding mill and concentrator). 
"Weighted average only for respondents reporting this data.
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| Table 29.—F roth flotation of lead-zinc in 1985 | 

OPERATING DATA 

. Plants: Energy used, kilowatt-hours: “ Number ____~__- 2 9 Total ____________-_ millions. _ 63 Design capacity’ _ thousand short tons__ 4,824 Perton________ 17.7 Ore treated:! Rod consumption, pounds: 
Quantity -—~_---~___~_do___ 3,580 Total _._________ _ thousands_ _ 258 . rade: Perton? __________________ 0.090 : Lead. ____________-__percent_ _ 5.87 Ball consumption, pounds: : Silver _ ____-_ troy ounce per ton__ 1.976 Total __.________ _ thousands. _ 1,792 Gold________________do____ 0.059 © Perton? __.________ 0.511 Zinc________.____-_percent__ 3.34 Liner consumption, pounds: oO , Water used, gallons: Steel total ________ thousands... _ 152 Total _._-____._._.____-~ millions. _ 1,860 Perton? __________________ 0.054 New or makeup ___________do____ 1,602 Rubber total. __ _ _ _ _ _ thousands_ _ 17 Reclaimed... __-________do____ 257 Perton? __________________  —~--—*0.170 Perton._____________ ee 520 . _— 

CONCENTRATES PRODUCED 

Byproducts ———— 

| antity Grade Recove | Grade | vy (percent . Type howsand (percent) (percent) Type ve troy Recovery 
ounce per percen 

ton) 

Lead___________ 271 74.21 96 Silver ________ 20.700 48 
Zine __-______ 5.18 4 

| Gold ________ 1.065 78 - 
Copper _______ 1.30. 62 Zine __-__~______ 188 ~ 55.28 90 Gold oT .073 10 

. ~ Silver 2 2 2.330 3. 
) Lead ______ 9.75 . 8. 

Copper ______ 1.20 18 
i 

REAGENT CONSUMPTION | OO 
tn Total Per ton | | 

Function and type . Quantity Value Quantit | 
. (thousand y Value | —_ pounds) (thousands) (pounds) . . _ OO 

Flotation reagents: 
: Collectors: 

. Ethylxanthate ____._-_____________________ 123 $96 0.137 _ $0.107 | Amylxanthate ___._________________ | 6 7 .900 ' 1.017 | Isopropylxanthate_______.._.._.___________ 219 136 .082 051 | Alkyl dithiophosphate ~- + - ee e  Le 47 39 .080 .067 _ Aryl dithiophosphate ______________________ 17 27 .046 . O74 Thionocarbamate _.______________________ 1 1 .100 .200 Unspecified sulfide collector.._._______________ 29 25 095 .082 a atch 
Tota] _-_-__-__ ~~ ~___ 442 331 XX XX 

ooo ————————ooEEEE Depressants: 
Cyanide salt ____-___-____.___________ 86 73 - 027 .023 Zinc sulfate____..._..__________________ 607 180 215 .064 —— 

Total _-._-__~ ~~ ee 693 253 XX XX —_——— 
OFT CHT EEE. m.T BB EEE 

Activators: 
Copper salt — ——— ——-——----------------- 624 370° 185 .110 1um sulfide or hydrosulfide _.._____________ 60 15 .102 .026 herb 

Total _-_-_--______ ee 684 385 . XX XX oO | ne —— 
pH regulators: 

Lime _____~___~~_- et 934 35 367 014 Soda ash. ____----_-____________ 47 5 .906 .091 —— EE 
Total _--_-_________ ee 981 40 XX XX ——— 

——————————«“_—£_§_=_=[=_ Frothers: 
Aliphatic alcohol ___-..2~.-2-_-____ 199 119 .058 035 Polyglycol ether _____-___________________ 17 14 .053 1.761 Petroleum-based blends _________________ | 1 1 .020 .013 —— 

Total _--______ ~~ et 217 134 XX XX ne eee Flocculants: 
Anionic polyacrylamide ___.________________ 1 1 .100 102 Nonionic polyacrylamide._._________________ 1 3 011 .027 hack 

Total ___-_-~_-_~____ 2 4 XX kx ee 
—_———— ren 

See footnotes at end of table.
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| ‘Table 29.—F roth flotation of lead-zinc in 1985 —Continued 

: 7 ae oS : Total . Perton 

Function and type a . antity Value . Quantity oe 

ee hte (thousands) (pounds) Value 

Effluent treatment: | . — 
| pH regulators: = | | “ oe 

Sulfuric acid ~~~. 2 ee 108 $3 .500 $0.016 
. . Lime Le 2,767 - 106 2.582 .099 

Total _.-.__-_-________. ee 2,875 109 XX XX 

Flocculants: | a | 
. Anionic polyacrylamide ~____.-...---__----~- 101 78 315  —— .242 

_ Unspecified polyacrylamide _______.____-.--~- 1 2 .009 ~ 025 

| Total _____________________________ 102 80 xXx XX 

Filtering aids: - es - . 
“ Nonionic surfactants ______.________-.--__- 246 130 .108 .057 
Polyacrylamides. ____ ~_.~.__.______.-___- ee a .001 .001 | 

a Mota 2 eee 130 XX _- XX 

. XX Not applicable. ; | . 
1These values are for the flotation section only and would exclude material processed by other separation methods. 

Other operating data are for the entire plant (grinding mill and concentrator). oe 
-*2Weighted average only for respondents reporting this data. 

| . Table 30.—Froth flotation of molybdenum in 1985 

oe OPERATING DATA a a 

Plants: | - - Energy used, kilowatt-hours: . 
~ Number’. ___-~--~---------_-- . 4 Total _______._ ___~_ millions. _ 255 

' Design capacity’ _ thousand short tons__ . 36,923 Per ton ________ ~~ ~~ 16.0 
Ore treated:! So me Ball consumption, pounds: 

Quantity... ._________-do____ 24,054 Total _.________. _ thousands_ _ 27,701 
Per ton? __________________ 1.736 

Grade: Molybdenum_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _percent_. _ 0.20 Steel liner consumption, pounds: 
: Water used, gallons: Total __________-_ thousands. _ . - 5,320 

Total___§_-_._________ ~~ millions — 7,066 Perton? __________________ 0.221 
New or makeup ______..___do.___ 2,847 
Reclaimed. _____.......-do___~ 4,219 
Per ton 294 

CONCENTRATES PRODUCED 

. Quantity Grade —_- Recove ry 
| Type (thousand (percent) (percent) 

Molybdenum _________--__-------------- eee 67 61.73 85 

| | REAGENT CONSUMPTION 
Total Per ton 

Function and type uantity Value Quantit y 
. thousand (thousands) (pounds) Value 

Flotation reagents: : 
Collectors: 

Petroleum derivative _____§_§_~§_§ ~~ 2 > ee 9,397 $8,457 811 .730 
Fuel oil ~~~ ~~ 2,854 319 228 026 
Other _________________ Le 610 73 .140 017 

Total _-_____________ Le 12,861 8,849 XX XX 

Depressants: 
Phosphorus pentasulfide____________________ 890 450 .068 .035 
Cyanide salt _________________ 15 13 .050 .044 
Sulfide salt _. 22 2 2 2 2 Le 41. 8 .005 001 
Unspecified depressant_____________________ 101 105 .023 .024 

Total _-_____--- ee 1,047 576 XX XX 

See footnotes at end of table.
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| Table 30.—Froth flotation of molybdenum in 1985 —Continued _ 

| oo | ‘Total . _-.- Per ton 

Function and type antity Value , Quantity . 
yy. — | housand (thousands) (pounds) —-Value 

Flotation reagents —Continued | | 

- pH regulators: — 
Caustic soda (NaOH) ____§__________________ 1,500 $135 270 $0.024 

- Lime __ LLL 8,000. 367 443 ~ 020 

oo Total ________-~__~_ ~~ -_-_------_- 9,500 502 XX ‘XX 

Frothers: | . 
Aliphatic alcohol ___.§_§_§_-§__-_______ ~~ __e 563 314 045 025 

. Pineoil _-_--_-________-__ ieee. 488 190 .048 _. 019 
Polyglycol ether _._§_§_________ ~~ Le Le 210 193 .036 .033 
Unspecified polyol... -§_-§__§________~_________. 80 32 019 007 

© Total _._______-___-__ 1,341 729 XX XX 
Dispersants: Sodium silicate _.._._._.._.------------ 82 . a) 516 .103 

XX Not applicable. . . 
These values are for the flotation section only and would exclude material processed by other separation methods. 

_ Other operating data are for the entire plant (grinding mill and concentrator). . 
2w eighted average only for respondents reporting this data. | 

| - Table 31.—Froth flotation of zinc in 1985 - co | 

| OPERATING DATA } — - 

Plants: Energy used, kilowatt-hours: an 
Number ___________-~_-------- 4 Total _._.__.____~~_~ millions_ _ 34 
Design capacity! _ thousand short tons_ _ 5,655 Per ton _-__~____~~~________ 13.4 

Ore treated:' Lo Rod consumption, pounds: oo, 
Quantity______________~_do____ 3,310 Total _. ._______~ _ thousands__ 212 

Perton? _______ 5 0.214 
Grade: Zinc __________—__ _percent__ 3.8 Ball consumption, pounds: 

Water used, gallons: , | Total _.__.____.__~— thousands_ _ 545 
Total ___.__________ ~~ millions__ 1,233 Per ton? _______ 2 0.132 
New or makeup ___________do___= - TT — Steel liner consumption, pounds: 
Reclaimed. ..__..____do____ 1,156 Total _._._______ _~ thousands_ _ 6 

| Per ton_—--_-------=--------- 581 Perton? ___________ Le 0.010 

=. __CONCENTRATES PRODUCED | 

| antity Grade Recove ry 
Type | Ghowsand (percent) (percent) 

SSS See eS SPs ess Ts SSS PSSST 

Zinc _-________------_---- eee 185 63.52 938 
—_——_——_——_—_—_—_—_—_—n ee nn lw!!! 

7 REAGENT CONSUMPTION 

. Total Per ton 

| Function and type uantity Value Quantit 
y 

chousand (thousands) (pounds) Value 
a 

Flotation reagents: 
Collectors: 

Amylxanthate ________________________ 3 $3 0.004 $0.004 
Alkyl dithiophosphate _____________________ 126 105 _ 047 .039 | 
Mercaptobenzothiazole_______________-. ~~ 38 35 070 -063 

Total ___-____-_-_______-_______ a 167 143 XX XX 
‘Activators: Copper salt — ---------------------- 1,371 509 614 .228 ; 
Frothers: Polyglycol ether... _§__§.§.-___________ 118 99 .052 .043 
Flocculants: Nonionic polyacrylamide ____~__________ 49 89 065 LT 

LL SSS STS Tsp sss str Ss i UUs sv ssl? 

XX Not applicable. | 
These values are for the flotation section only and would exclude material processed by other se tion methods. Ore 

treated may have been previously upgraded by other concentration methods. Other operating data are for the entire 
plant (grinding mill and concentrator). 

*Weighted average only for respondents reporting this data. |
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| Co _ Table 32.—Froth flotation of iron in 1985 - 

~ ) OPERATING DATA 

Plants: | . Energy used, kilowatt-hours: 
Number ____ 2 = = 4 Total __._________ ~~ millions__ 2,045 
Design capacity! _ thousand short tons__ 39,989 Per ton ____.._--~-------.__ 40.1 

Ore treated:! . Rod consumption, pounds: | . 
a Quantity. _.._____________do____ 24,205 Total ______.____ _ thousands. _ 9,179 

Perton? __. ~~ 0.669 
Grade: Iron _._________ __percent__ 56.21 Ball consumption, pounds: . 

Water used, gallons: 7 Total ___________ ~ thousands_ _ 9,853 
Total_____.______ ~~~ millions. _ 210,370 Per ton? __________________ 0.918 
New or makeup ______~..—-do____ 14,406 Liner consumption, pounds: 

- Reclaimed________.._...-do__._ 195,963 Steel total ________ — thousands. _ 6,865 
Perton__._-_- ~~ 3,965 Per ton? __________________ 0.129 

Rubber total _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ thousands_ _ 10 
Perton? _.____-___ 0.005 

| | | | CONCENTRATES PRODUCED | 
- _ | i tity Grade cove | Quan Recovery : : Type (fhougand (percent) (percent) 

| Iron __________--_.---------------------------------- 19,48 66.23 95 

| a REAGENT CONSUMPTION | 
7 : 7 — | Total . Per ton 

. Function and type | antity Value Quantity | | | | : | hous (thousands) (pounds) “Value 

a Flotation reagents: | | 
Collectors: _ | 

Diamine. _..._~__._...-~__-- eee 150 $164 0.018 $0.020 
Unspecified amine. ____. ~~~ 22 ee 493 641 .150 195 
Amine salt __ =~ Le 4,866 2,919 210 .162 
Fatty acid ester -. Le 186 279 .150 225 

a Total _______.____1_______________- 5,695 4008 $$ =XX  .. XX 
Depressants: Starches, celluloses, derivatives _.________ 33,638 6,728 1.870 314 
Activators: Acetic acid... ..-.-_-_-- 2 ee 76 14 .023 .004 

pH regulators: a Tn 
Carbon dioxide... ~~ ~~ ~~ ie 14,846 1,485 830 .083 

_ Caustic soda (NaOH) ~--------~------------ 46,449 4,180 2.590 .233 

Total ___________________-_________ 61,295 5,665 XX XX 
| Frothers: Aliphatic alcohol _.__......._-.---_____ 408 131 .035 015 

| Flocculants: Ce 
_ Anionic polyacrylamide __.._.__....____-____ |. ‘151 121 .001 001 

Polyethylene oxides... .--..-_..._______ 21 17 001 001 
‘Unspecified polymer ___.____.2~~-~________ 1,099 857 .880 .686 

Total _--__. 2 LL 1,271 995 XX XX 

Dispersants: 
Sodium silicate... ~~ ~~ LL 1,810 362 100 020 . 
Polyphosphate ____-_____--_-._----_-____ 629 390 .040 025 

Total _-________ Le 2,439 752 XX XX 
Effluent treatment: | 

pH regulators: Lime ______.___.______________ 20,330 1,626 1.130 .090 

Flocculants: TT 
Aluminum salts _________~-_-_--_----._- 7,294 1,021 .410 .057 
Unspecified polymer ______________________ 11,018 8,247 358 .268 

Total _..--______ Le 18,312 9,268 XX XX 
Filtering aids: Nonionic surfactants. ____._.__-________ 5,231 3,714 .290 .206 
———— 

XX Not applicable. 
1These values are for the flotation section only and would exclude material processed by other separation methods. 

Other operating data are for the entire plant (grinding mill and concentrator). 
*Weighted average only for respondents reporting this data.
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Table 33.—Froth flotation of limestone-magnesite in 1985 | 

OPERATING DATA oO 

Plants: | ' Energy used, kilowatt-hours: - 
Number ___ = ___ _-__~__-__--___ . 4 Total __________~~~ millions__ a . 
Design capacity’ _ thousand short tons__ 370 Per ton... _ =~ 6.3 

Ore treated!____ ____________do____ 194 Rod consumption, pounds: 
Water used, gallons: . . Total ___________-— thousands_ _ 66 

Total ____._______ ~~~ millions. _ _ 224 Perton? __________________ 0.331 
New or makeup ___________do____ 3 Ball consumption, pounds: 7 
Reclaimed ___-.___.-.-__do____ 221 3=—s Total __________~_~ thousands_ _ _ 91 
Perton___________~__~_____ = . 555 Perton? __________________ 0.923 

—eeeeSSSSSSSSSSCONCENTRATES PRODUCED 
: Quantity 

Type (thousand 
. Short tons) 

_' Limestone-magnesite ~---------------- +--+ 238 

: _ Total | Per ton 

| Function and type Quantity Value Quantit | | 
(thousand y Value | pounds) (thousands) (pounds) | . | - 

Flotation reagents: 7. 
Collectors: . 

Amine derivative ____________ ~~ 2 ________ 6 $6 1.000 $1.000 
Amine salt ____________--~-~-1----_------ 73 _ 88 .066 684 
Fatty and rosin acids and soaps ________________ 4 “ 4 .500 897 
Fatty acid derivative ________________-__--- 188 55 . = 2.120 - 615 
Fuel oi] _-_-_-_-___~_-_ ~~ LLC 377 45 4.240 509 

Total ___________- Le 648 198 XX XX 

Depressants: a | oo : 
Sodium silicate. _.____._._______ LLL Lee 35 83 2.600 .216 
Other #---------+--+----------------- 124 . 6 9.000 414 

Total _________________ 159 9 XxX xx | | 
pH regulators: Sulfuric acid______§_~~_9_~____________ 6 __ 700 .028 

| _  Frothers: . | . - | 
Pine oi! __-__/ ~~~ __~_ LL 25 14 .330 .185 oe 

_Polyglycol ether -_--_---_---------------_ (5) (3) .030 .021 . 

Total _____ ~~ eee 25 14 XX XX oe 

Flocculants: Ce 
Aluminum salts ______________~__________ 61 7 5.200 — .562 
Unspecified polymer _______~_~_____________ 16. 17 700 .749 

| Total __._________________________. 7 24 XX XX 
Effluent treatment: . . 

Flocculants: Polyacrylate ___________.__________ 5 14 070 .186 
Grinding aids: Sodium hexametaphosphate ___________ 7 4 500 300 

NIN NSS 

XX Not applicable. 
1These values are for the flotation section only and would exclude material processed by other separation methods. 

Other operating data are for the entire plant (grinding mill and concentrator). 
2Weighted average only for respondents reporting this data. 
SLess than 1/2 unit. ;
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| | Table 34.—Froth flotation of feldspar-mica-quartz in 1985 
a 

OPERATING DATA 

Plants: / Rod consumption, pounds: 
Number __-_________-~_=___ 10 Total _______=____ thousands__ - 2,709 

_ Design capacity’ _ thousand short tons__ __ 2,920 Perton? __-_-___-__ =e 1.159 
Oretreated'.._ = dg 2,084 . Ball consumption, pounds: - 
Water used, gallons: oe Total ___________-_thousands__ 160 

. Total ___._.-..___ ~~ millions. _ 10,356 Perton? __________________ 0.257 
- Newor makeup _._..____.-do.___ 2,033 Liner consumption pounds: 
Reclaimed __....___.___---do____ 8,323 Steel total _________ thousands_ _ 346 

'  Perton. 2 4,429 Perton? __-____________ 0.200 
Engery used, kilowatt-hours: Rubber total ____ _ _ _ _ thousands__ 6 
“Tol millions_ _ 83 Perton? _-________________ 0.011 

| Perton________________-_---- / 445 . | | 

CONCENTRATES PRODUCED | nN 
a . antity. 

" _ Type erent, 
a . short tons) © 

Quarta — — ~~ ~~~ nnn nono rr tron rnnnnrnnrnnene nnn enn nee nnn ---- Bee 
; eldspar _____________-__----~_-_ ~~ , 
Mica _. ~~ eee eee 67 

- Lithium dioxide ___...__-__.-- 2 ~~~ ee Ww 
eee nee eT LE LL CC CTT SSS 

. - REAGENT CONSUMPTION 

. Total . _ Per ton 

- Function and type antity = value Quantit 
y 

| | | thovsand (thousands) (pounds) Value 
a 

_ Flotation reagents: _. | | 
Collectors: . 

Unspecified amine... _-__________~_________ 125 $117 483 .454 
Amine salt ____________~__ 287 252 333 .292 

. _ Fatty and rosin acids and soaps__$_$_____________ 1,000 350 1.500 525 
SO Fatty acid derivative _... 12 22 ~~~ 251 107 877 313 

. : Petroleum sulfonates ______________________ - 210 133 2340 .148 
. . Fueloil _--~~-_- Le 886 96 .668 .072 

a Total 2 eee 2,759 1,055 XX XX 

- Depressants: - | 
Hydrofluoric acid __._-§_-___~§.~ ~~~ 525 |. 202 1.144 441 

. _ Lignin derivative ________________________ 35 1 .300 .006 

“Total eee 8560 208 XX XX 
Activators: Hydrofluoric acid___-_.~_______________ 599 271 813 368 

- pH regulators: 
Sulfuric acid _______~__~ ~~ 1,743 of 1.543 .049 
Caustic soda (NaOH) ______________________ 197 91° 598 .068 

Total _-_--_-___-___-_-_ ee 2,540 . 147 XX XX 

Frothers: 
Aliphatic alcohol. _. $$. -§- 5 35 = 5 ee 40 21 101 055 
Pineoil _.______________~______ 39 24 .037 .022 
Polyglycol_ __ _.-.______________________ 8 1 .060 004 
Polyglycol ether __._-_..~§-_-________________ 35 25 .095 .067 
Petroleum-based blends ____________________ 48 34 334 237 

Total _-_______ 170 105 XX XX 

Flocculants: 
Aluminum salts ______________~___________ 351 10 .140 .004 
Unspecified pllymer ______________________ 33 36 .040 .043 

Total _-_______________ 384 46 XX XX 

Effluent treatment: Ce 
_ pH regulators: 

Caustic soda (NaOH) ____________________ 719 14 3.420 .068 
Lime _____~~_~_~_-~__~__ 1,299 55 2.421 .103 

Total _---_---______ Le 2,018 69 XX XX El 

See footnotes at end of table.
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| Table 34.—F roth flotation of feldspar-mica-quartz in 1985. —Continued : 

Oo Total ) Per ton — 

| _ Function and type : | Quantity Value Quantity | 
. | : | (thousand (thousands) - (pounds) Value _ 

Effluent treatment —Continued , 7 

rie apecified lyacrylamid : 5 $6 0.040 $0.050 nspecified polyacrylamide _____...____..._-- . . . 
Polyacrylate _..._______.___i ~~. --_----- 55 .  §2 253 «289 
Polyethyleneimines___.______.__._--__--_- ll. 9 800 .696 . 
Unspecified polymer ___________._---.--.-- 29 38 009 012 

Total _._____~_________-__----_---- 100 ~=———«<212 _ XX XX 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. XX Not applicable. | 
_ 'These values are for the flotation section only and would exclude material processed by other separation methods. __ 
Other operating data are for the entire plant (grinding mill and concentrator). 
*Weighted average only for respondents reporting this data. . oe 

| | Table 35.—Froth flotation of glass sand in 1985 | 

oo OPERATING DATA a 

Plants: - | Rod consumption, pounds: | 
Number _________.~.-.-----~-— 8 Total ____.____~~_~— thousands_ _ 341 
‘Design capacity’ _ thousand short tons_ - 4,467. Perton___-_____-_-------- 0.324 

Ore treated'________________do___- 2,774" —_ Ball consumption, pounds: — mG 
Water used, gallons: — . Total __._____._.- — thousands. — 265 

Total .~..._______ ~~~ millions. _ 5,593 Per ton? ____________._____ 1.104 
New or makeup ______._~.—do_.__ 383 ; a 
Reclaimed ___....._._------do--__ 5,210 © ; a 
Per ton_____._~_._______~____- 1,464 | | : | 

— __ CONCENTRATES PRODUCED _ ee | | 
oo Quantity | 

| Type | 4 (thousand 
- : , oe short tons) 

Glasssand ___________________----_-__----_---2-_---_--------_-------- 2,879 , 
| , | _REAGENTCONSUMPTION ___ __ | 
a 7 Total a Per ton 

Function and type antity Value Quantit 
y 

| housand | (thousands) (pounds) Value 

Flotation reagents: . . - 
Collectors: 

Diamine_________________._--_-----_-- 91 $76 0.140 $0.116 
Fatty and rosin acids and soaps ___ __ _ ________._-_~- 2,639 812 1.18 363 
Petroleum sulfonates ____________.__.-_---- "143 35 420 .104 
Petroleum derivative ________-______-_____ 596 70 885 104 

- ‘Total ee 3,469 993 XX XX 
Depressants: Sodium silicate ______________-____- 20. -- .100 .001 
Activators: Sodium hydroxide ________.____-_-_ _- 36 3 730 .058 

pH regulators: | oe 
Sulfuric acid ________.__________________ 1,922 95 2.465 122 
Caustic soda (NaOH) _.__--_.-_.-____--.- __ 1,885 173 1.425 .130 

Total ___________.___-___-___-______ 3,807 268 XX XX . 

Frothers: Te 
. Pine oil __________._-.~____-=--- ee 4 2 .007 004 

Polyglycol_ _.______------.-~-~---------- 15 13 150 129 
Petroleum-based blends _____§_____.___.___- 3 3 8.400 1.127 

Total ________________________ eee 22 18 xx XX 
Dispersants: Sodium silicate _________.________ = 344 24 3.440 287 

Effluent treatment: 
pH regulators: Sulfuric acid — - —----------------- 210 1 .563 .018 

occulants: Unspecified polymer —___.______._____ 20 17 1.150 978 

XX Not applicable. 
1These values are for the flotation section only and would exclude material processed by other separation methods. 

Other operating data are for the entire plant (grinding mill and concentrator). 
*Weighted average only for respondents reporting this data. .
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oe _ Table 36.—Froth flotation of phosphate in 1985 : 

tk - » OPERATING DATA . 

Plants: . a . Energy used, kilowatt-hours: 
Number_________ 22 Total _-___.______~ millions__ . 1,849 
Design capacity’ “ thousand short tons__ 160,087 Per ton _.--___________-__- 11.3 

Ore treated:! Rod consumption, pounds: a 
Quantity — — —-_-_-_-__-__-_do____ 120,687 Total ___________-_ thousands. _ - 304 

rade: . oo - Per ton? ________________W_ - 0.008 
a P205 .-_________-___percent__ 9.94 Ball consumption, pounds: 
Water used, gallons: . . Co ' Total ___________-_ thousands_ _ 540 

Total _.-____._.___._~ milliona._ —=_565,852 Per ton? __-_____________-__ 0.491 
Newor makeup ___________do____ 58,487 : . oo ; Reclaimed... __________do____ 507,364 7 | | Per ton_ ~~ ______-_______-_--- . 3,164 . 

. ___ CONCENTRATES PRODUCED . 

: : 7. t + - Mfuantity "Grade ——Recove | | . Type 7 ce | Ghousand . (percent) (percent) 

P2Os__-_-- ee 27,081 . $121 70 

REAGENT CONSUMPTION 
| a ge _ Total -Per ton 

: oo 7 _ Functionandtype _ Quantity Value §—-_ Quantity . oo oo . thousand ‘(thousands) (pounds) Value 

Flotation reagents: Sm . 
. -- Collectors: . rd _ * 

Secondary amine _______________________| 4,847 $1,600 0.223 ' $0.074 
Unspecified amine________________=____-__ 4,800. ° 2,880 1.200 — 7200 
Amine derivative __________________.__._ | 6,885 .. 2,444 = 221 .078 
Amine salt ___ =~ — 6,080 (2,356 | 337 131 
Quarternary ammonium salt ~._.§_~§_§__.___~___ 1,644 ~ 553 319 107 

atty and rosin acids and soaps__§_______:______ 151,447 23,015 . 1.419 216 
Fatty acid derivative _.2--_-__-_§_ =e 10,770 1,389 ~ 194 .102 
Petroleum sulfonates______________________ 110 50 .300 135 . ‘Petroleum derivative ____.____-_____________ 676 68 074 00OT 

. . Fuel oil$__§__- 5 130,943 12,521 1.268 121 | - . Kerosene ________~_ 2 ee 8,863 1025 | .170 .020 

- Looe Total. ~~ -~--_--- eee eee 275,410 47,950 XX XX 

Depressants: 7 . 
. Sodium silicate... 1,740 139 .190 015 Starches, celluloses, derivatives.______-________ 374 ~ 52 350 .049 

Total _--_-___~_ 2 eee 2,114 191 XX XX . . . ~ ' Se SSeS SSS Ss SSS PSS ne 
pH regulators: ; : Sulfuric acid _-_______________________ 134,866 3,398 1.320 033 Caustic soda (NaOH) _-_-____9_ =e 5,649 455 .526 .042 Ammonia or ammonium hydroxide __________ --- 28,362 2,626 .294 .027 

Total ______________ ie 168,877 6,479 XX XX . 
OO ——— 

-Frothers: 
Polyglycol ether _________________________ 82 41 019 | .009 Unspecified polyol. _.__-_____________ 13 11 .400 330 Petroleum-based blends ______.______________ 50 32 .200 .128 eee 

Total _-_-_____________ 145 84 XX XX Flocculants: Anionic polyacrylamide ________________ 19 17 .003 .003 Dispersants: Sodium silicate ____________________ 126 19 .009 .001 Effluent treatment: 
pH regulators: Sulfuric acid___-§_§_._~_______________ 8,440 228 7.910 214 locculants: Anionic polyacrylamide _______________ 1,655 2,188 742 .981 ; 

eee 
XX Not applicable. 
1These values are for the flotation section only and would exclude material processed by other separation methods. Other operating data are for the entire plant (grinding mill and concentrator). 
?Weighted average only for respondents reporting this data. 
‘Includes fuel oil used as an extender or activator.
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_ Table 37.—Froth flotation of potash in 1985 

oe OPERATING DATA | cue 

Plants: : : Water used, gallons: _ - | | 
Number ___________~.____--_- 5 Total __..._______ - millions__ 793 
Design capacity! _ thousand short tons__ = _—«15,850. New or makeup_______.—do____ 278 

Ore treated:? : : _ Reclaimed __-_____-__-do.___ 514 
Quantity. _______________do____ 11,100 Per ton ~~~ 22 Le 71 

: Energy used, kilowatt-hours: 
Grade: K2O ___..______-_-_percent__ 11.30 Total ___________-~~ millions__ 121 

‘Per ton -~____-_----~-----~~-- 10.9 

oo. CONCENTRATES PRODUCED _. . 

tity Grade Recove , Quan ry 
Type | Shoot fans) | (percent) (percent) 

K20 ______------ ee 1,669 59.15 79 | 

. REAGENTCONSUMPTION _s| - 

oe | _ Total , Per ton 

. Function and type . Quantity Value Quantit 
J ; y 
a aes (thousands) (pounds) Value | 

Flotation reagents: - . | 
Collectors | ——- 

Primary amine_—~——_~—~_~_____~~.~__________ 675 $454 0.138 $0.093 
Quarternary ammonium salt _____9_-.22________ 230 | 83 .069 .025 

' °. Fatty and rosin acids and soaps — _ ~~~. ..--_____ 990 198 350 .070 
. Petroleum derivative __ 9... ._--_____ 26 10 060 024 

| _Fueloil ~------_-__-____------~~-----=-~-- 1,953 213 425 046 

| | Total -§_--___________ 3,874 958 Xx XxX 
Depressants: Gums and dextrans __~._~_______-_____ 1,732 332 .208 .040 
pH regulators: Hydrochloric acid ~..__~~- 2 -L____- 156 6 .059 .002 

Frothers: -_ oe 
' Aliphatic alcohol. _ ~~... eee 525 - 294 054 .030 

Polyglycol ether __.._-___~__~ ~~ ee 1 1 .002 002 . 
Petroleum-based blends __________...-______ 246 . 89 112 .018 

- Total _---_----_- = 772 334 XX XX 

| Flocculants: : | . . | 
Anionic polyacrylamide —~----- ee 46 42 .008 .007 

_ Unspecified polyacrylamide _....~.-.--._-__.____ 17 31 009 .016 
Unspecified polymer ______~..~.~ ~~~. ~_____L__ 424 215 192 097 

| ee 487 288 XX XX 

XX Not applicable. . 
These values are for the flotation section only and would exclude material processed by other separation methods. 

Other operating data are for the entire plant (grinding mill and concentrator). . .
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| _ Table 38.—Froth flotation of bituminous coalin1985 

, OPERATING DATA . _ " 

Plants: oe NO, Water used, gallons: _ oe 
Number _- 2 75 .° Total ____.______-~-~_ millions. - 38,886 
Design capacity’ _ thousand short tons. _ 36,114 Newormakeup_____.____do____ 4,095 

Raw coal treated_____________do____ 27,666 . Reclaimed _____.____-_do____ 34,791 
Energy used, kilowatt-hours: Per ton -.~_----------~-.~ ' 326 

Total... ._________~ millions. _ 399 
Per ton. 2 5 6.5 . 

| . CONCENTRATES PRODUCED | | 
oo . . - . antity | ne em 

oo | - short tons) 

Clean coal wooo eee | 19,509 

| | | ___ REAGENT CONSUMPTION 
a oO Total , Per ton. : 

Function and type | a | Quantity Value: - Quantity _ | 
- ee Crouse’ (thousands) (pounds) Value 

. fae . . . — ose , 

Flotation reagents: - . 8 | 
. Collectors: . . ; 

| Fatty acid derivative __-__ 2-22 ~~ 1l $17 0.043. _ $0.065 | 
_- Petroleum derivative _._._......--_...-..-- 306 _ 249 191. 155 

Unspecified nonsulfide collectors..............- 90 125° 057 =. | O79 
Phosphorus derivatives. ~~~... _______ 18 3 +060 =«=—-——“‘«~—=OONN 
Fuel oil -. 5,062 3,025 12 | 222 
Kerosene ween nee 423 55 142 ’ 096 

7 | Total _______-_-- 5,910 3474 XX XX 
— pH regulators: . , | ae 

Caustic soda (NaOH) ~ Le 738 63 526 045 
Lime __ LLL il 1 014 001 

. Ammonia or ammonium hydroxide _...__..____ . 30 7 .640 154 

| Total _.-_-____=- = 79 71 Xx XX . 

Frothers: te. | | 
Aliphatic alcohol... ~~. 5 5 5 5 5 ee eee 688 671 127 - 12 
Polyglycol_ ~_.-.... ~~~ Le 8 5 080 052 
Polyglycol ether ___. -._-_____ ~~ 906 674 .233 173. 
Unspecified polyol. 2-2 2 5 LL 161 36 .038 .009 
Petroleum-based blends ________.___________ 1,979 1,456 174 128 © 

. . Total_-----------_~---~-------_---- 3,742 2,842 XX a. ?.4 

Flocculants: . : 
| Aluminum salts _ =. ~~ 2 ee Le 12 2 055 007 

Anionic polyacrylamide -e eee ee 1,274 “1,726 .408 553 
Cationic polyacrylamide —— ~——-~~-~------~-~- 166 87 .026 .013 
Unspecified polyacrylamide __ ~~... _-_____ 180 146 .033 027 
Polyacrylate __...-~-.~~~_~__ ee 63 54 _— _- 
Polyacrylonitrile_—.___......___---_.--_-- 486 243 2.499 1.250 

_ Unspecified polymer ____ ~~~. ~~__________ 628 502 .204 163 

Total _.---_ Le 2,809 2,760 XX XX 

Effluent treatment: , 
pH regulators: 
Caustic soda (NaOH) ____ ~~~ 1,019 128 3.040 882 
Lime __ ~~~ ~~~ LL 5 (?) .019 001 

Total _-- Le 1,024 128 XX XX 

Flocculants: FO 
Starch-cellulose _.._-- 2 = 1 3 004 .007 
Anionic polyacrylamide woe 854 716 .056 047 
Rationic polyacrylamide — ~~ ———-—---_---~---- 853 507 215 164 
Nonionic polyacrylamide__________________ 9 5 195 107 
Unspecified polyacrylamide__________________ 56 46 127 104 
Polyamide____§___~ ~~ = 26 17 320 211 
Unspecified polymer _._.___________________ 24 24 .109 108 

Total _----~ ~~~ Le 1,823 1,318 XX XX 

See footnotes at end of table.
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| ‘Table 38.—Froth flotation of bituminous coal in 1985 —Continued 

Total Per ton 

, | -* . Punction and type Quantity Value Quantity 
- ease (thousands) (pounds) Value 

Filtering aids: 
olyacrylamides________.-.-.-.-2 ~~ 36 $29 0.031 $0.024 Polyamines ___ ~~ 2.22» 5 ee 844 584 261 181 Unspecified polymer -------- ee 167 559 .270 197 a a a era | 

. . Total ~~ ee 1,647 1,172 XxX xX 
nn CL A St rene 

XX Not applicable. 
1These values are for the flotation section only and would exclude material processed by other separation methods. . Other operating, data are for the entire plant (grinding mill and concentrator). 
?Less than 1/2 unit.
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Statistical S - 
Oo / By Sarah P. Guerrino! a | | 

. ..This chapter summarizes data on crude available, some series deviate from the fore- 
| nonfuel mineral production for the United going definition. For copper, gold, lead, | : 

States, its island possessions, and the Com- silver, tin, and zinc, the quantities . are 
monwealth of Puerto Rico. Included also are recorded on a mine basis (as the recoverable _ | 
the tables that show the principal nonfuel content of ore sold or treated). However, the 
mineral commodities exported from and values assigned to these quantities are 

. Imported into the United States and that based on the average selling price of refin- 
compare world and.U.S. mineral produc- ed metal, not the mine value. Mercury is 

| tion. The detailed data from which these measured as recovered metal and valued at | 
| tables were’ derived are contained in the the average New York price for the metal. | . 

individual commodity chapters of Volume I The weight or volume units shown are 
and in the State chapters of Volume II of those customarily used in the particular 

| this edition of the Minerals Yearbook. industries producing the commodities. Val- 
_. Although crude mineral production may ues shown are in current dollars, with | no 
be measured at any of several stages of no adjustments made to compensate for | | extraction and processing, the stage of changes in the purchasing power of the | 
measurement used in this chapter is what is dollar. | 
normally termed “mine output.” It usually ——————— | | refers to minerals or ores in the form in “Mineral data specialist, Division of Ferrous Metals. The . : _author was assisted in preparation of this chapter by which they are first extracted from the Barbara M. iearrico, mineral. data specialist, Division of iy 3 ; . , mine ta assist- . ground, but cus tomarily . includes the output ant, Division of Industrial Minerals: "Wanda West, pro. _ from auxiliary processing at or near the gram assistant, Division of State Activities; and William “mines. | | i Wie ae mineral] data specialist, Division of International 

Because of inadequacies in the statistics | | | 7 

| 67
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Table 1.—Nonfuel mineral production’ in the United States | 

— 1983 1984 : - 1985 

. Mineral .. Value ae Value . _ ~ Value 
| Quantity (¢housands) @antity (thousands) QUSMtty (thousands) 

Antimony ore and concentrate oo a 
short tons, antimony content_ — : 838 Ww 557. WwW W WwW 

Bauxite ____thousand metric tons, 
. . dried equivalent._ 679 $11,309 ——s 856 $15,643 674 $12,855 

Copper (recoverable content of ores, . 
etc.) __.______- metric tons__ _ 1,038,098 1,751,476 °1,102,613 "1,625,116 1,105,758 1,632,483 

. Gold (recoverable content of ores, etc.) . r 
troy ounces__ °2,002,526 ™849,071 2,084,615 751,833 2,475,486 786,345 

Iron ore, usable (excluding byproduct - 

iron sinter) ___ thousand long tons, 
. gross weight_ _ 44,295 1,938,496 WwW WwW. Ww _ WwW 

Iron oxide pigments, crude _ ° 
short tons_— — 41,875 2,427 53,017 . 2,819 46,585 2,826 

Lead (recoverable content of ores, etc.) CF me 
-metric tons_ _ ¥449,295 ¥914,745  °322,677 — 7181,745 413,955 174,008 | 

- Manganiferous ore (5% to 35% Mn) : oy - oe a . 

. short tons, gross weight_ _ _ 88,523 - 216 88,423 860. 19,882 WwW 

Mercury ______—— %6-pound flasks_ _ 25,070 WwW 19,048 ' W 16,5380 Ww 
Molybdenum (content of ore and. Co 

concentrate) __ thousand pounds__ 48,805 166,612 102,405 = 326,780 111,936 347,812 
Nickel (content of ore and concentrate) , . a 

Co »  ghort tons_ — . -_—" _. . 14,540 WwW 6,127. w 
Silver (recoverable content of . . oo : ae 

ores, etc.) _ thousand troy ounces__ 43,431 T496,850 *44,592 *368,006 39,357 | 241,740 
Tungsten ore and concentrate ot oe - 

metric tons, contained W_ _ 1,016 . 10,528 © 1,173 13,409. = | 9838 9,143 
Vanadium (recoverable in ore and . ne ” 

concentrate) ____——-—short tons_— 2,171 30,675 - 1,617. | 24,551 |. ws s-W 
Zinc (recoverable content of ores, etc.) ; oe 

; oe metric tons__ 275,294 251,204 252,768 | 270,833 226,545 - 201,607 
Combined value of beryllium concen- / | ae oe Te 

. trates, magnesium chloride for mag- . o a . 
7 nesium metal, rare-earth metal con- Se , mo 

, centrate,:tin, titanium concentrate - = —-- a uv 
° (ilmenite and rutile), zircon concen- a = 

trate, and values indicated by sym- oo 
bol W ~____-___---_-~-~---- XX 133,220 XX 2,427,624 XX 2,212,104 

Total. __._._-____-_-_---__-- XX 75,857,000 | XX 76,004,000 XX — 5,621,000 

INDUSTRIAL MINERALS oe . 2 a : 

_ (EXCEPT FUELS) | | | 

Abrasive stones” _____ short tons__ 1,101 482 1,290 602 1157  ——s-15 
Asbestos __ _ ______ metric tons__ 69,906 27,866 — 57,422 24,288 57,457 ~~ 20,485 . 
Barite ____ — thousand short tons__— 754 29,208 . 775 25,445 739 21,501 .- 
Boron minerals_____.___.do___~ | 1,303 . 439,181 1,367 456,687 ' 1,269 404,775 © 
Bromine® _____ thousand pounds__ — 370,000 91,000 385,000 95,000 320,000 « 80,000 
Calcium chloride___— —_short tons__ WwW W £838,000 93,000 WwW WwW 
Cement: 

Masonry_— thousand short tons__ 2,921 186,240 3,281 219,877 3,187 213,096 
Portland___________-do___~ 67,183 3,315,690 74,376 3,810,446 74,250 - 3,817,335 7 

Clays_______-----~--~-do___~_ 40,858 931,091 ™43,702 "1,082,127 44,974 1,011,377 
Diatomite ____________~-do____ . 619 114,279 627 120,926 635. 127,030 
Feldspar_____..—_—.-short tons__ 710,000 . 22,500 710,000 23,500 700,000 _ 22,800 

. Fluorspar _ ___—__-~~~--do___- “61,000 “10,000 ©72,000 Ww 66,000 . WwW 
‘Garnet (abrasive) ______~-—do____ 29,767 2,533 29,647 ©2,487 36,727 * 2,973 

Gem stones® ________________ NA 7,425 NA 7,450 NA 7,425 
Gypsum ___. thousand short tons__ 12,884 101,361 14,319 113,671 14,726 114,229 
Helium (Grade-A) 

million cubic feet_ _ 31,299 345,465 1,642 ¥61,575 1,865 69,938 
Lime _____~ thousand short tons__ 14,867 757,611 15,922 811,183 15,690 809,000 
Magnesium compounds___ short tons_ — 618,227 182,495 WwW W WwW Ww 
Mica (scrap)__ thousand short tons_ _ 140 6,479 161 7,139 138 6,330 
Peat ______--------~-do___-_ 725 18,667 814 19,907 882 21,892 
Perlite ________-—_-_-_short tons__ 474,000 15,664 498,000 16,638 507,000 17,160 
Phosphate rock a 

thousand metric tons_ _ 42,573 1,021,095 49,197 1,182,244 50,835 1,203,265 
Potassium salts (K2O equivalent) 

do_ ___ 1,513 220,800 1,639 241,800 1,266 178,400 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Nonfuel mineral production’ in the United States —Continued © oo 

| 1983 1984 — 1985 

Mineral. Value _ 4 Value ; Value 
. Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 

. INDUSTRIAL MINERALS , oO 
(EXCEPT FUELS) —Continued : 

- Pumice____' thousand short ‘ tons. - 449 $4,486 502 ~—ts«$4,929 508 «$4,558 
Salt__. ~~ ______do____ 34,573 597,081 39,225. 675,099 39,484 741,799 
Sand and gravel: . . oc . 

Construction ____—.—.-do___~_ €655,100 ©1,935,000 —s-_: 773,900 2,244,000 800,100 °2,438,000 . 
. Industrial ________.__.do____ 26,620 335,200 29,380 377,200 29,430 374,070 

Sodium sulfate (natural) ___—do___~_ 423 39,425 435 40,125 389 35,860 
Stone: , 

Crushed ___________-do__~_~ 861,600 3,327,000 €956,000 °3,755,600 1,000,800 4,053,000 
Dimension_ _____~———-do____ 1,090 147,843 “1,157 ©154,949 1,121 171,667 . 

Sulfur, Frasch process oe 
| thousand metric tons_ _ 4,111 414,210 5,001 546,106 4,678 573,570 

Talc and pyrophyllite . / . 7 
. thousand short tons_ _ 1,066 20,280 © 1127 28,167 1,269 29,188 

Tripoli _________.__-~— short tons__. 111,020 649 124,482 699. W WwW 
Vermiculite_— thousand short tons__ 282 27,170, 315 — 31,500 314 32,400 ~ 
Combined value of aplite, asphalt (na- - 

tive), emery, graphite (1983-84), heli- 1 . 
um (crude), iodine, kyanite, lithium oO oe 
minerals, magnesite, marl (green- 
sand), olivine, pyrites, sodium carbon- 

. ate (natural), staurolite, wollastonite, . a 
and values indicated by symbol W _ _ XX 867,486 XX 937,900 XX. —-.1, 007,903 

7 Total _..____...--.--_ ..°.-XX 15,263,000 XX "17,157,000 § XX 17612000 | 

| Grand total ______-----~- .0.¢ 721,120,000 XX 23,161,000 XX 23,232,000 

Estimated. "Revised. NA Notavailable. |W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included in 
“Combined value” figure.. XX Notapplicable. — . _ 

1Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by producers). 
2Grindstones, pulpstones, and sharpening stones; excludes mill liners and grinding pebbles. ' ee 
3Excludes output in New Mexico; withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with industrial - 

minerals “Combined value” figure for 1983. . . 
‘Excludes abrasive stone and bituminous limestone and sandstone; all included elsewhere in table.
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_ _ Table 2.—Nonfuel minerals produced in the United States and principal | 
producing Statesin 1985s 

: | Principal producing States a | | pal producing DS sroduci , Mineral | in order of quantity a Other producing States . 

Antimony ore and concentrate _ Idaho. . So Soe a Aplite._------________ Va. : Asbestos ----_-_____.__ Calif. and Vt. 
. Asphalt (native)... = Tex. and Utah. | 8 BS CS Barite._-_----~-________ Nev., Ga., Mo., Mont _______ Ill., Tenn., Wash. Bauxite... 2-22 _ Ark. and Ala. 

_ Beryllium concentrate___.__  - Utah and S. Dak. . ; . . Boron minerals _______ __ Calif. 7 ae a oO, Bromine ______________ Ark. and Mich. . - a - Calcium chloride _________— Mich., Calif., Wash. — Te, . Cement_____________ Tex., Calif.,Pa., Mich_____ _ _ All other States except Conn., Del., Mass., —— te Minn., N.H., N.J., N.C. N. Dak., R.I., Vt. . Clays -2-- Ga., Tex., N.C.,Wyo._______ All other States except Alaska, Del., Hawaii, . L., Vt., Wis. : Copper(mine)__________~-  Ariz.,N. Mex., Utah, Mont ___ Calif., Colo., Idaho, Ill., Mich., Mo., Nev., Tenn. Diatomite _.-.__________ Calif, Nev., Wash.,Oreg. . Emery _-_____________ N.Y. . - _ Feldspar __-_-___________ N.C., Conn., Ga., Calif ..____. Okla. and S. Dak. “ Fluorspar ~~. Ili., Nev., Tex. — os _ Garnet, abrasive _________ Idaho, Maine, N.Y. an Be So . 7 Gold (mine) ___________ Nev.,S. Dak., Calif., Mont __ __ Alaska, Ariz., Colo., Idaho, Mich., N. Mex. . - — - Oreg.,S.C., Utah, Wash. | Gypsum ___________._ | - Tex., Mich., Iowa, Okla____ Ariz., Ark., Calif., Colo., Ind., Kans., La., Mont., . Nev., N. Mex., N.Y., Ohio, S. Dak., Utah, © 
. Va., Wash:, Wyo. Helium. ~~~ == Kans., Tex., N. Mex. a ’ . lodine-_-_~~ = __ Okla.and Mich, . : oe _ Tronore____i-__._..._. . Minn, Mich., Mo.,Tex______ — Callif., Colo., Mont., Nev. Iron oxide pigments (crude) _ _ _ Mich., Ga., Mo., Va. ‘ | , - Kyanite._____._.______ Va.andGa. Be . . Lead (mine) ___._~ Mo., Idaho, Colo., N.Y ______ Ariz., Tl, Mont., Nev., N. Mex., Tenn. Lime -____......._..... Ohio, Ky.,Mo.,Pa_________ All other States except Alaska, Conn., Del., So . ~ -  Ga., Kans., Maine, Miss -» N.H., N.J., N. Mex., 

N.C.,R.L,S.C., Vt. - . " Lithium minerals___._-__. N.C. and Nev. . ae an a Magnesite _____________ Nev. ‘ . Co , oe Magnesium chloride __._ _ _ _ _ Tex. - , ; a Magnesium compounds _____ Mich., Calif., Utah, Del. _ Tex. ae | Manganiferous ore________ S.C. . po 7 Marl, greensand _________ N.J. and Del. - 
Mercury _______-__ Nev. . oo Mica (scrap) ___________ N.C., N. Mex., S.C.,Ga _____ _ Conn., Pa., S. Dak., Tex. . Molybdenum. .___________ Colo., Ariz., Idaho, N. Mex___ _ Calif., Nev., Utah. Nickel_____§_§_§_________ Oreg. : ‘Olivine 2 = N.C. and Wash. 
Peat_________ Mich., Fla.,Ind., Tl] __-____ Calif., Colo., Ga., lowa, Md., Mass., Minn., “ 

Mont., N.J., N.Y., N.C., N. Dak., Ohio, Pa., 
S.C., Wash., Wis. Perlite _._-____________ N. Mex., Calif., Ariz., Nev ____ Colo. and Idaho. Phosphate rock ___________. Fla.,N .C., Idaho, Tenn ___ _ Mont. and Utah. ‘Potassium salts_________ N. Mex., Utah, Calif. 

Pumice___-__~__________ Oreg., N. Mex., Calif., Idaho___ Ariz., Hawaii, Kans., Okla. - Pyrites, ore and concentrate __ Tenn., Colo., Ariz. . Rare-earth metal concentrate _ Calif. and Fla. 
Salt _-----_-_ La., Tex., N.Y.,Ohio ____ _ | Ala., Calif., Kans., Mich., Nev., N. Mex., . 

N. Dak., Okla., Utah, W. Va. . Sand and gravel: 
Construction._-________ Calif., Tex., Mich., Ariz, =| All other States. Industrial _--_________ Ill., Mich., N.J., Calif. = | All other States except Alaska, Del., Hawaii, — 

Iowa, Maine, N.H., N. Mex., N. Dak., Oreg., 
__ §&. Dak., Vt., Wyo. | Silver (mine)._§_-§________ Idaho, Nev., Ariz., Mont ____ _ Alaska, Calif., Colo., Ill., Mich., Mo., N. Mex., 

N.Y.,S.C., S. Dak., Tenn., Utah, Wash. Sodium carbonate (natural)_ __ Wyo. and Calif. 
Sodium sulfate (natural)____ _ Calif., Tex., Utah. 
Staurolite -.-_________ Fla. 
Stone: 

Crushed ____________ Tex., Fla.,Pa,Ga________ _ All other States except Del. Dimension ___________ Ind.,Ga., Vt -.-.____ | All other States except Alaska, Del., Fla., . 
Hawaii, Ky., La., Miss., Neb., Nev., N.J., 
N. Dak., R.1., W. Va., Wyo. Sulfur (Frasch) _. | Tex. and La. 

Talc and pyrophyllite ______ Mont., Tex., Vt.. N.Y _______ Ark., Calif., Ga., N.C., Oreg., Va. Tin ~~~ Alaska and Colo. 
Titanium concentrate ______ Fla. 
Tripoli _-.--. ~~~ _____ Ill. and Okla. 
Tungsten ore and concentrate _ Calif. and Colo. 
Vanadium _____________ Idaho and Ark. 
Vermiculite _.-._________ Mont., S.C., Va. 
Wollastonite..._________ N.Y. 
Zinc (mine). $$ Tenn., Mo., N.Y.,N.J____ _ Colo., Idaho, Ill., Ky. Zircon concentrate ________ Fla. 
nen
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Table 3.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in the United States and 
principal nonfuel minerals produced in 1985 | | 

Value Percent eneipal mi State _ (thousands) _ Rank of U.S. Principal minerals, in order of value 

LT 

Alabama_______ $405,915 20 1.75 Cement, stone (crushed), lime, sand and gravel (con- 
struction). 

Alaska. _.____ 89,969 42 39 Sand and gravel (construction), gold, stone (crushed), . 
in. 

Arizona _______ 1,550,085 4 6.68 Copper, sand and gravel (construction), cement, molyb- 
. | | enum. . 

Arkansas ______ 256,697 29 1.11 Bromine, cement, stone (crushed), sand and gravel 
(construction). 

California ______ 2,094,796 1 9.02 Cement, sand and gravel (construction), boron minerals, 
stone (crushed). _ 

Colorado_ ___ ._ 408,178 19 1.76 Molybdenum, cement, sand and gravel (construction), 
o stone (crushed). 

_ Connecticut. _ _ __ 72,386 43 ol Stone (crushed), sand and gravel (construction), feld- 
. spar, sand and gravel (industrial). 

Delaware ______ 14,029 50 .02 Magnesium compounds, sand and gravel (construction), 
. marl. 

Florida. _______ 1,559,266 .. 8 6.71 Phosphate rock, stone (crushed), cement, sand and 
gravel (construction). 

. Georgia _..____ 946,075 7 4.07 Clays, stone (crushed), cement, stone (dimension). 
Hawaii. _______ 53,272 (44 23 Stone (crushed), cement, sand and gravel (construction), 

| | e. 
Idaho_ ~~~ ____ 348,154 22 1.50 Silver, phosphate rock, molybdenum, lead. 
Illinois. ~~ ___ 459,920 17 1.98 Stone (crushed), cement, sand and gravel (construction), 

a sand and gravel (industrial). 
Indiana _______ 302,954 25 1.30 Cement, stone (crushed), sand and gravel (construction), 

e. ; 
Towa ~~ 228,017 32 .98 Stone (crushed), cement, sand and gravel (construction), 

Kansas_ 322,170 23 Ct 1.39 Cement, salt, stone (crushed), helium (Grade-A). 
Kentucky _..___. —.—_ 267,558. 27 115 Stone (crushed), lime, cement, sand and gravel (con- 

oo - struction). 
Louisiana ______ 522,268 15 2.25 Sulfur (Frasch), salt, sand and gravel (construction), 

cement. 
. Maine ________ 41,108 46 18 Sand and gravel (construction), cement, stone (crushed), 

| garnet. SO 
Maryland _____— 258,274 28 1.11 Stone (crushed), cement, sand and gravel (construction), 

- Clays. . Massachusetts _ _ _ 117,205 38 50 Sand and gravel (construction), stone (crushed), stone 
me (dimension), lime. - 

Michigan ______ 1,347,853 6 5.80 fron ore, comment, magnesium compounds, stone 
| . crushed). = 

Minnesota__ _ _ _ _ . 1,547,958 5 6.66 Iron ore, sand and gravel (construction), stone (crushed), 
sand and gravel (industrial). 

Mississippi _____ 102,793 40 44 Sand and gravel (construction), clays, cement, stone 
crushed). 

Missouri... 734,960 9 3.16 Cement, stone (crushed), lead, lime. 
Montana_ ______ 200,272 34 86 Gold, sand and gravel (construction), silver, copper. 
Nebraska ______ 99,970 41 43 Cement, sand and gravel (construction), stone (crushed), 

. Nevada _______ 630,883 12 2.72 Gold, diatomite, cement, silver. . 
New Hampshire _ _ 82,900 . 47 14 Sand and gravel (construction), stone (dimension), stone 

(crushed), clays. 
New Jersey _____ 177,576 35 16 Stone (crushed), sand and gravel (construction), sand 

. and gravel (industrial), zinc. 
New Mexico_ _ _ _ _ 656,889 11 2.83 Copper, potassium salts, molybdenum, cement. 
New York ______ 657,308 10 2.83 Stone (crushed), cement, salt, sand and gravel (construc- 

, tion). 
North Carolina _ _ 432,756 18 1.86 Stone (crushed), phosphate rock, lithium compounds, 

sand and gravel (construction). 
North Dakota_ _ _ _ 24,184 48 -10 Sand and gravel (construction), lime, salt, clays. oe Ohio _____~____ 607,127 13 2.61 Salt, stone (crushed), sand and gravel (construction), 

cement. 
Oklahoma __ _ — __ 251,607 30 1.08 Stone (crushed), cement, sand and gravel (construction), 

sand and gravel (industrial). 
Oregon. —~_____ 130,296 36 56 Stone (crushed), sand and gravel (construction), cement, 

e. 
Pennsylvania _ _ _ _ 804,474 8 3.46 Stone (crushed), cement, lime, sand and gravel 

(construction). 
Rhode Island _ _ — _ 12,192 49 05 Stone (crushed), sand and gravel (construction), sand 

and gravel (industrial). 
South Carolina __ _ 275,929 26 1.19 Cement, stone (crushed), clays, sand and gravel 

in . 
South Dakota_ __ _ 207,339 33 89 Gold, cement, stone (dimension), sand and gravel 

_ (construction). 
Tennessee ___ _ _ _ 472,287 16 203 Stone (crushed), zinc, cement, pyrites. 
Texas._________ 1,733,359 2 746 Cement, sulfur (Frasch), stone (crushed), sand and 

gravel (construction). 
Utah _._______ 312,359 24 134 Cement, copper, gold, sand and gravel (construction). 
Vermont_______ 49,854 45 21 Stone (dimension), stone (crushed), sand and gravel 

(construction), talc. 
Virginia _______ 381,276 21 164 Stone (crushed), cement, sand and gravel (construction), 

e. . 
Washington_____ 243,670 31 105 Cement, sand and gravel (construction), gold, stone 

(crushed). 

See footnotes at end of table.
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| : Table 3.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in the United States and 
principal nonfuel minerals produced in 1985 —Continued | 

, s . V; alu e- Percent | . oo . . . , mo, 

: . tate (thousands) Rank of Us. Principal minerals, in order of value 

| West Virginia ___ —- $105,409 39 A5 Stone (crushed), cement, sand and gravel (industrial), 

Wisconsin _ — ———— 125,110 37 54 Stone (crushed), sand and gravel (construction), lime, 
- _ sand and gravel (industrial). 

Wyoming _____~_ ~ 552,463 14 2.38 Sodium carbonate, clays, cement (portland), sand and 

. . "gravel (construction). a 

' Total... -- 23,232,000 XX 100.00 Se . 

oe XX Not applicable. _ - . 
- _‘Mncompilete total. : | pe Co Bass | 

, : Table 4.—Value of nonfuel mineral production per capita and per : 

| | | _. square mile in 1985, by State a 

ee Value of mineral production 

' Area - Population ~ — a a. State *’ (gquare miles) _ (thousan ds) Total | Per square mile Per capita | 

oe CO 7 (thousands) Dollars - Rank Dollars Rank 

Alabama__—_ ~~~ _ $1,708 4,021 . $405,915 9861 © 24 101 20 

Alaska__.-.---- 591,004 ~  §21 89,969 152 50 173 10 © 
- Arizona -----~-~- 114,000 3,187 _ 1,550,085 13,597 11 486 8 

oy _ Arkansas ___—---~ .  §8,187 2,859. 256,697 4826 — 31 109 ~—-s«&18 
_ California ____~- 158,706 26,365 2,094,796 13,199 © 18 79 24 

Colorado ___ ~~-~-~ -. 104,091 - 3,231 408,178 3,921 35 126 — 16 
Connecticut __.._— | | 5,018 3,174 72,386 14,425 a) 23, 4] 
Delaware ___~--— 2,044 622 - 14,029 1,971 44 6 . 50. 
Florida___—---~--- 58,664 11,366 1,559,266 26,580 1 137 14 

Georgia _.------ 58,910 56,976 946,075 16,060 7 158. sd 
Hawaii_._.___--- 6,471 1,054 53,272 8,232 21 51 37 

. Idaho. -——-_ . : 83,564 1,005 348,154 4,166 33 346 . .6 
Illinois _. ____--~_ 56,345 11,535 459,920 8,163 23 40 39 . 
Indiana ______~- 36,185 _ 5,499 302,954 — 8,372 20 55 35 
Iowa __.~---~-~- 56,275 - .- 2,884 228,017 4,052 34 79 25 

. Kanses.-._---- 82,277 _ . 2,450 $22,170 - $916 36 131 415 
Kentucky ___-_-~- 40,409. 3,726 267,558 6,621 25 72 27 

Louisiana ______~—- 47,751 4,481 522,268 10,937 15. 117 Cs 
. ' Maine _____-~-- 33,265 1,164 - 41,108 1,236 48 35 42 

Maryland ___-~~- 10,460 4,392 . 258,274 24,692 2 . . bF 32 

Massachusetts -._— . 8,284 - §,822 117,205 14,148 10 20 48 

Michigan ____--~- 58,527 | 9,088 = 1,347,853 23,0380 3 148 12 
- Minnesota —— ~~ ~~ 84,402 4,193 1,547,958 18,340 5 369 5. 

Mississippi ------ | 47,689 2,613 102,793 2,155 43 39 40 

Missouri. __ —~_ ~~ 69,697 5,029 734,960 10,545 16 146 ° £4.18 
Montana _ ~~ ~~~ - - 147,046 - 826 200,272 1,362 45 242 8 
Nebraska _______ 17,355 1,606 99,970 1,292 47 62 31 
Nevada__._-_-__— 110,561 936 630,883 5,706 27 674 2 
New Hampshire - _ — _ 9,279 998 32,900 3,546 40 33 44 
New Jersey __—--- 7,787 7,562 177,576 22,804 4 23 46 
New Mexico_——_ ~~ 121,593 - 1,450 656,889 5,402 29 453 4 
New York _.____- | — 49,108. 17,783 657,308 13,385 12 37 41 
North Carolina _ — _ — 52,669 6,255 432,756 8,217 22 69 28 
North Dakota_ _ — _ _ 70,703 685 24,184 342 49 35 43 
Ohio ___-_---_-~- 41,330 - 10,744 607,127 14,690 8 57 33 
Oklahoma _ ____ ~~ 69,956 3,301 251,607 3,597 38 76 26 
Oregon _____--~- 97,073 2,687 130,296 1,342 46 48 38 
Pennsylvania — — — — — 45,308 11,853 804,474 17,756 6 68 29 
Rhode Island _ ~~~ _ 1,212 968 12,192 40,059 17 13 49 
South Carolina — ~~ _ 31,113 3,347 275,929 8,869 19 82 23 
South Dakota _ ~~ —— . 77,116 . 708 207,339 2,689 41 . 293 7 
Tennessee _ _ — __ ~~ 42,144 4,762 472,287 11,207 14 99 21 
Texas. ______---~ 266,807 16,370 1,733,359 6,497 26 106 19 
Utah _____----~- 84,899 1,645 312,359 3,679 37 190 9 
Vermont___.-~--. 9,614 535 49,854 5,186 30 93 22 
Virginia _______- 40,767 5,706 381,276 9,353 18 67 30 
Washington _ _ — ~~~ 68,138 4,409 243,670 3,576 39 55 34 
West Virginia_ _ — —-— 24,231 1,936 105,409 4,350 32 54 36 
Wisconsin _— ~~~ —- 56,153 4,775 125,110 2,228 42 26 45 
Wyoming ___---- 97,809 509 552,463 5,648 28 1,085 1 

Total? or 
average ___—— 3,618,701 238,114 23,232,000 6,416 XX 98 XX 

nanan 
XX Not applicable. | 

1Incomplete total. 
goeengtudes Washington, DC (which has no mineral production), with an area of 69 square miles and a population of
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Table 5.—Nonfuel mineral production’ in the United States, by State . 

| ee 1983 1984 1985 oo 

7 Mineral : ; Value 4 . Value. ontie, . Value 
me Se OC Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 

Cement: , ‘ 
Masonry ____-— thousand short tons_ _ 210 $13,417 259 - $17;247 268 $18,113 
Portland _~_____-_.___.__--do____- 3,279 == 150,255 3,656 167,191 3,721 165,972 

. Clays?____~ ~~~ do__ 1,863 20,758 1,906 30,500 - 1,873 13,1389 
Gem stones___. >_> 2 NA 1 NA 1 NA ‘1 . 
Lime ________-— thousand short tons_ _ 981 41,149 1,163 _ 50,560 1,216 52,295 

_ Sand and gravel: co SO . 
-Construction___.__......-do____  °8,600 ©23,500 10,348 26,188 . °11,000 “32,000 

Sto ndustrial ~--+------~~--doL___ 418 3,256 442 3,600 524 4,533 7 
ne: mo 

_Crushed_ __________-~~-_do____ 20,558 95,874  °©22,000 © 98,500 25,853 109,176 
Dimension ______..~__.____do____ 7 2,661 &g ©2,674 11 2,381 - 

Combined value of bauxite, clays (bentonite), , | 
phosphate rock (1983), and salt ~._____ XxX 10,956 Xx 13,380 XX 7,805 

Oo Total.___________________ XX 361,327 XX  — 409,841 XX 405,915 

Gem stones.______________2____- NA | $60 NA $60 NA $60 
. Gold (recoverable content of ores, etc.) . 

. - troy ounces. _ 39,528 . 16,758 19,433 T7009 44,733 14,210 
Sand and gravel (construction) 

thousand short tons__  °45,200 ©97,200 30,861 66,883  °29,000 - %63,000 
Silver (recoverable content of ores, etc.) . 7 : 

thousand troy ounces__ 4 47 _ FA) TL. Ww. Ww 
_ Stone (crushed) ___ thousand short tons__ 1,981 9,460 ©2500 ©10,800 1,907 - 8,585 
Combined value of cement (portland, . . 

. 1984-85), copper (1983), lead (1983), | - 
7 tin, and values indicated bysymbolW-___ XX 971 xXx T2548 XX 4,164 

Total... 2---------- KK 124,496 XX ™37,296 XX 89,969 : 

| , ARIZONA _ | 

Clays ___._____ thousand short tons__ 151 $1,425 138 $819 186 $1,503 
Copper (recoverable content of ores, etc.) 

-. metric tons....-—-_- 678,216 1,144,285 746,453 1,100,182 796,556 1,175,995 
: Gem stones____ 9-9 ie NA 2,800 NA 2,700 NA 2,700 

Gold (recoverable content of ores, etc.) 
. _ troy ounces. _ 61,991 26,284 "54,897 19,799 52,053 16,535 

Gypsum______. thousand short tons__ 265 1,929 261 2,332 251 1,926 
Lead (recoverable content of ores, etc.) . 

metric tons. _ 7234 T112 Ww. Ww 581 244 
Lime ________- thousand short tons__ 340 16,700 359 17,304 476 21,226 
Molybdenum (content of concentrate) : 

thousand pounds._ _—_ 28,934 80,210 24,013 76,112 24,125 63,389 
Pumice ______— _ thousand short tons_ — 2 15 2 21 Ww 2 
Sand and gravel (construction).___._do___.  °23,200 ©75,000 30,439 101,959 . °37,000 "118,000 ; 
Silver (recoverable content of ores, etc.) - 
P thousand troy ounces. _ 4,492: 51,383 T4247 ™34,570 4,885 30,007 
tone: , 

Crushed___—._ thousand short tons__ 4,755 24,079 5,200 ©27,300 5,929 23,111 
Dimension ______________do____ ) 1 e) (3) W WwW . 

Combined value of cement, perlite, pyrites, 
salt (1984), sand and gravel (industrial), tin 
(1984), and values indicated by symbol W _ xx 87,449 XX 102,839 XX 95,447 . 

| Total__.---_-____________ XX 1,511,672 © XX "1,485,987 XX 1,550,085 | 
| | ARKANSAS 

Clays ____._._ — thousand short tons__ 879 $9,956 1,019 $7,838 1,052 $10,769 
Gem stones_ __. _ ~~~ ~~~ NA 200 NA 200 NA 200 
Sand and gravel: 

Construction... thousand short tons__ &6,900 ©19,600 8,334 - 23,786 €8,500 *24,400 
5 Industrial _.___________-do___ 386 4,796 459 6,207 412 5,414 
tone: 

Crushed______~~--..._~-do___~_ 13,448 51,267 °15,200 °59,800 14,815 $0,874 
Dimension __———~~.—____~.do____ 9 573 —_ __ 5 305 

Tale $$ ~~ ee edo 7 66 Ww Ww WwW Ww 
Combined value of abrasives, bauxite, bro- 

mine, cement, gypsum, lime, tripoli (1983- 
84), vanadium (1984-85), and values indi- 
cated by symbol W_______________ XX 159,972 xXx 174,797 XX 154,735 

Total. ~~ - - - - XX 246,430 ».0.@ 272,628 xx 256,697 

See footnotes at end of table.
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_ Table 5.—Nonfuel mineral production’ in the United States, by State —Continued _ 

es ~ 1983 1984. 1985 
. Mineral ~ , “4. Value we Value : Value . 

| | . Quantity (thousands) @U@ntity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 

Boron minerals ___ thousand short tons__ 1,303 | $439,181 1,367 $456,687 1,269 $404,775 
Cement, portland ________----do___~ 7,567 420,949 8,715 520,026 9,462 601,506 
Clays’_______________..._do____ ___ 1,816 18,255 2,100 23,868 2,203 26,600 
Gem stones_ _ 9. _.. __ __~---_-=--~-- NA 300 NA 500 NA. 550 
Gold (recoverable content of ores, etc.) —_ 

a . _ troy ounces_— 38,443 16,300 85,858 30,965 165,101 52,446 
Gypsum____. —~ thousand short tons__ 1,213 10,668 1,382 12,443 1,332 . 12,201 

: Lime ___________-_-~-_~-do____ 358 22,994 406 26,827 367  _—- 24,733 
- Peat... .--__-.--__--_---~~-do__=_ 13 612 Ww W wis WwW: 

Pumice ___.______---___--do____ ~ 65 1,582 80 1,600 78 1,491 
Sand and gravel: 7 . 

Soe Construction-_.._..._._._----do___-_  °91,000 €308,700 ‘102,420 360,427 °112,800 ©430,000 
Industrial __..__..__-__.-do____ 2,150 34,066 2,281 . 39,176 2,255 37,434 

Silver (recoverable content of ores, etc.) . . 
5 thousand troy ounces_ _ «aT 308 WwW WwW 115 709 
tone: a . 

Crushed______ thousand short tons__ 35,582 146,289 °38,600 ©158,000 41,199 174,395 
| Dimension _______.____~~-do___~_ 20 2,839 ©22 ~  ©2.990 23 2,449 

Talc and pyrophyllite ____.._._.-do____ 41 1,289 74 1,642 100 2,493 
Combined. value of asbestos, calcium chloride, 

. cement (masonry), clays (fire clay), cop. | 
per, diatomite, feldspar, iron ore, le . 
(1984), magnesium compounds, molybde- — _ 
num (1984-85), perlite, potassium salts, 
rare-earth metal concentrates, salt, sodium. 
carbonate, sodium sulfate, tungsten ore a - 
and concentrate, wollastonite (1983-84), and : - 

a values indicated by symbol W _______- XX 359,218 XX —  *360,085 XX 323,014 

Total____.-_---_------___ XX 1,783,550 = «XX _~—s—"1,995,236 XX 2,094,796 

| COLORADO | - | | 
Clays _._._._____-~ thousand short tons__ 459 $2,650 308 $2,111 303 $1,743 . 

. . Gem stones_______~-._.___-_____-_ NA . 80 NA —680- NA 80 
Gold (recoverable content of ores, etc.) . Ok , 

troy ounces_ _ 63,063 26,739 60,010 21,643 43,301 13,755 
Gypsum____—__~— thousand short tons__ WwW WwW 291 © wi. 233 - 1,800 
Sand and gravel: . os 

Construction. ._......____-do____ 21,200 €81,600 28,024 87,324  °27,500 88,000 
Industrial =. ~..2.._____do____ 212 3,233 149 2,213 Ww W 

Silver (recoverable content of ores, etc.) 
Sto thousand troy ounces__ 2,146 24,546 2,200 17,909 549 3,370 

ne: 
Crushed____.— thousand short tons__ 6,790 22,749 ©7200 €26,200 7,037 25,930 
Dimension _______._..___do____ 1 86 1 ©87 2 204 

Combined value of cement, copper, iron ore, oo 
lead, lime, molybdenum, peat, perlite, , 
pyrites (1984-85), salt (1984), tin (1984-85), 
tungsten ore and concentrate, vanadium 
(1983-84), zinc, and values indicated by 
symbol W _____.~__~___ ~~ ______ XxX 175,969 XX *278,609 XX 273,296 

Total____.__~______-______ XX 337,652 XX ¥436,176 XxX 408,178 

CONNECTICUT 

Clays _._._.___—~_ — thousand short tons__ 86 $515 99 $565 106 $632 
Lime ___________________do____ 5 400 WwW WwW —_ _- 
Sand and gravel (construction) _ _ __do_ ___ 5,000 ©17,900 6,718 22,817 ©6,000 21,000 

tone: 
Crushed______~_----~ ~~ -do____ 7,692 45,890 £8,300 “49,400 7,217 43,937 
Dimension ____________.-do____ 18 1,028 “18 1,080 20 1,285 

Combined value of feldspar, gem stones, mica 
(scrap), sand and gravel (industrial), and 
value indicated by symbol W_________ XX 5,480 XX 5,834 XX 5,532 

Total___________~__-_____ XX 71,213 XX 79,696 XX 72,386 

DELAWARE 

Marl (greensand) __ thousand short tons__ _- _- 1 $18 2 $29 
Sand and gravel (construction) _ ___do____ ©1400 $3,200 1,003 2,795 1,300 4,000 

Total* __._.________-__-___ XX 3,200 XX 2,813 XX 4,029 

See footnotes at end of table.
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, Table 5.—Nonfuel mineral production‘ in the United States, by State —Continued . | 

. . 1983 oo 1984 1985 . 
a Mineral » , Value . Value. . Value a a : : Quantity (thousands) Quantity (Grousands) Quantity (thousands) —— 

CNOA 

FLORIDA | | 
- Cement: . 7 — . Masonry ____~_ thousand short tons__ = 313 $19,557 | 383 | $24,624 316 $17,137 © Portland _______________do____ © 3,329 164,048 3,564 172,548 3,282 148,908 Clays ____-___._..._._____do____ . 684 31,566 772 34,048 672 | 33,074 . Gem stones_____-_____.____.___.- | NA 6 NA | 6 NA... 6 Lime ____..-_ thousand short tons_._ W 13,881 171 9,379 Ww WwW Peat_____--___-__________do____ 114 1,999 263 5,454 - 243. 5,333 Sand and gravel: . — 

Construction. ____________do____ “14,900 ... °31,500 21,032 48,494  °22500 ©49,500 Industrial _-__________-_do____ — 329 8,447 — 1,583 9,815 2,123 - 12,642 Stone (crushed) _____.______-_do____. 57 ,282 235,700 °68,500 290,000 69,266 — 287,237 Combined value of magnesium compounds, - . phosphate rock, rare-earth metal concen- _ . _ trates, staurolite, titanium concentrates - . . - . ilmenite and rutile), zircon concentrates, 2 Oo 7 and value indicated by symbol W ____ _ _ XX = 174,122 XX 915,996 XX .. 1,005,429 © 

Total____._-_______.__.... © - Xx 1,275,826 XX 1,510,364 XX 1,559,266 

co, Do | | GEORGIA oo . . a 

Clays -._______ thousand short tons__ 7,859 $560,005 8,679 $600,029 8,671 $575,097 Gem stones___§_§ ~~~ NA 20 NA 20 NA; 20 Sand and gravel: a. . | Construction___ thousand short ‘tons__ “3,800 _°9,400 5,847 = 18,623 5,000 ©13,400 Se 5 Industrial _.____________do____ 539 7,298 478 6,795 © 571. 6,675 . tone: - ; 
. Crushed________________do____ 41,100 186,193 °45,900 220,000 52,062 —- 256,588 _ Dimension ____________~__dou___ - 1838 21,019 | 202 20,007 185 19,466 . Tale ~~ do 14 101 1b 104 16. 111 | . -- Combined value of barite, bauxite (1983-84), oo - 
cement, feldspar, iron oxide pigments co, | _ (crude), kyanite, mica (scrap), and peat___ XX 65,536 XX 79,914 XX 74,718 

. Total, ~- ~~ 5 ee XX 849,572 XX 940,492 XX 946,075 

. HAWAII a | 

Cement: oO _ Masonry ____~ thousand short tons__ 6 $641 5 $792 7 $588 Portland _______________do____ 216 20,673 186 18,282 16 16,050 Sand and gravel (construction) a S thousand short tons__ 440 1,000 436 2,031 "500 £2,100 tone: 
, Crushed________._______do____ 5,532 29,703 "5,400  —s-- °29.700 5,627 34,183 Dimension _____.________do____ (8) 3 __ __ __ a2 Combined value of other industrial minerals XX 391 XX 442 XX 351 CE saa lc ee 

Total_ ~~~ XX 52,411 XX 51,247 XX 53,272 eo eee ees’, 
: IDAHO . 

A 

Antimony ore and concentrate, antimony 
content___..._._____-_ short tons__ 85 WwW 557 WwW WwW WwW Clays _____.__ _ thousand short tons__ 6 $91 5] Ww 22 wi, Copper (recoverable content of ores,.etc.) 

metric tons_ _ 3,556 6,000 3,701 $5,455 3,551 . $5,242 Gem stones___________________ - NA 100 NA 150 NA 175 Gold (recoverable content of ores., etc.) 
troy ounces_ _ Ww Ww W WwW 44,306 14,074 Lead (recoverable content of ores, etc.) 
metric tons_ _ 25,893 12,376 WwW Ww 33,707 14,169 Lime ________ ~ thousand short tons__ 85 7,686 87 5,616 93 5,803 Phosphate rock __ thousand metric tons__ WwW W 4,722 126,586 3,784 102,430 Sand and gravel (construction) 

thousand short tons__ €3,000 &9 800 4,725 18,509 ©4,000 ©11,400 Silver (recoverable content of ores, etc.) 
thousand troy ounces__ 17,684 202,308 18,869 153,608 18,828 115,645 Stone (crushed) ___ thousand short tons__ “1,935 7,480 *1,800 ©7,100 2,019 6,977 

See footnotes at end of table.
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. , Table 5.—Nonfuel mineral production’ in the United States, by State—Continued 

7 oo ) — 1983 | 1984 SCSCS~*S 1985 
, Mineral Value Value ; Value 

| 7 - : Quantity (thousands) QU2Mtity (thousands) @U@ntity (thousands) 

. IDAHO—Continued a 

- Combined value of cement, clays (bentonite . | | . 
and fire clay, 1984-85; fuller’s earth, 1985) . a 

_ garnet (abrasive), um (1984), molybde- 
. . num (1984-85), perlite, pumice, sand and 

gravel (industrial), stone (dimension), tung- — 
sten ore and concentrate (1983), vanadium — . . . 

. , (1984-85), zinc, and values indicated by . 
_ symbol W ________-__--------- XX - $169,318 XX *$100,326 xX $72,239 

| Total.___--_--__--_------ KX. 415,159 XX_—s 712,850 XX 848,154 

| | ILLINOIS a Oo 

Cement (portland) _ thousand short tons. «1,857 ~—s« $74,975 «= s«i997)~=—Ssi(ié«S8,GZD_s«x1O.«S=Citi«éS8GL 
Clays?_________.__.__._._do____ W7 ~—-8,860° ss 2588 940 2650 876 

. - Gem stones. ~~ ee NA 15 NA 15 NA. 15 
Peat ____...~ — thousand short tons_ _ W W- — 49 Ww Ww Ww 
Sand and gravel: : . . 

Construction_________...-do____ °21,100 ©58,400 25,969 «72,477 +=: °26,600 . ©77,000 
5 Industrial ____=2______.~-do___-_ 4,060 42,871 4,100 52,197 4,056 56,915 
tone: . me - — , | 

- Crushed__ ~~ __§_______-_do____ 42,761 166,860  °48,500 191,600 41,044 164,117 
Dimension _________.____do____ 2 71 -- | -- 2 107 
Combined value of barite, cement (mason- oo . 

. ry), clays (fuller’s earth), copper SO . . 
, (1985), fluorspar, lead, lime, silver, Oo 

Ce tripoli, zinc, and valuesindicated by _. 
symbol W _________________. XX 60,355 XX 72,010 XX 74,679 

Total_-_§_§____ XxX 406,907 = XX 471,861 XX . 459,920 

a oe INDIANA | | 

. Clays ______ ___ thousand short tons__ 2558 2$1,421 2653 2$2,085 740 $2,776 
Gem stones___ 2 NA 1 NA 1 NA 1 
Peat______—_-_ thousand short tons__ 81 - 1,973 61 ~ 1,358 «64 WwW 
Sand and gravel: . oo, 

. . Construction._._..._...--do____ °14,400 ©37,900 16,071 44,744 ~—°18,600 - 55,800 
5 Industrial ~.~_§__§_§_~_____—~_do____ Ww Ww 194 1,129 182 1,209 
tone: _ 

Crushed______....___—~ do ___ 24,051 82,782  °26,700 “99,400  °23,384 681,119 
Dimension ________.___---do___~_ 144 11,015 159 ©14,269 188 - 20,186 

Combined value of abrasives (natural), 
cement, clays (fire clay, 1983-84), gyp- . 
sum, lime, stone (crushed marl, 1985), and 
values indicated by symbol W ______ __ XX 115,450 xx 130,250 XX 141,863 

Total. _~_~ ~~ xx 250,542 XX 293,236 XxX 302,954 

IOWA | | 

Cement: | 
_Masonry _.—__ thousand short tons__ 37 $3,425 42 $3,260 39 $3,372 
Portland __.____________do____ 1,644 87,836 1,730 92,699 1,618 77,890 

Clays ___________________do____ 576 3,258 623 2,695 503 2,450 
Gem stones_____________________ NA 1 NA WwW NA . 1 
Gypsum_____—-. thousand short tons__ 1,612 13,518 1,527 12,421 1,639 13,682 

~ Peat____-________._______do____ Ww WwW 11 400 11 415 
Sand and gravel (construction)_.__do.____  °11,800 ©32,800 13,882 37,027  °12,000 ©30,500 
Stone (crushed) _____________do____ 24,844 101,097  °23,800 £100,000 23,657 94,496 
Combined value of lime, stone (dimension, 

1983, 1985), and values indicated by sym- 
bol W__ Le xX 5,425 XX 4,943 XX 5,211 

Total. ___§__~_~§~ XxX 247,360 xx 253,445 xXx 228,017 

KANSAS 

Clays ___.___-_-— thousand short tons__ 718 $3,921 918 $5,537 878 $5,326 
Gem stones______________________ NA 1 NA 1 NA 1 
Helium: 

Crude ______—-_—-_ million cubic feet_ — 188 3,572 402 8,844 WwW Ww 
Grade-A _________~~~___do____ 715 27,125 1,015 38,063 WwW WwW 

Salt?________-_-_ thousand short tons__ 1,719 67,195 1,712 71,558 1,790 71,970 

See footnotes at end of table.
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, oS Table 5.—Nonfuel mineral production’ in the United States, by State —Continued 

Sete os - 1983 1984 1985 
| oo . Mineral . Value . Value . Value | : Quantity (thousands) Quantity (¢housands) Qantity (nousands) 

| | ee _ KANSAS—Continued | . 
Sand and gravel: . 

Construction___ thousand short tons__ ©1240 ©$26,600 11,796 $26,358 °©18,200 ©$31,800 
Industrial ______________do____ 199 2,184 W WwW 134 1,124 

Stone (crushed) ____________do____ 12,687 45,121  °13,600 ©48,500 15,653 57,155 
. Combined value of cement, gypsum, lime ~ Oo 

- (1983-84), pumice, salt (brine), stone (dimen- 
sion), and values indicated by symbol W __ XX 91,866 XX 113,149 XxX ~ 154,794 

Total. ~~~ 2 xX 267,585 XX 312,010 xX 322,170 

TTC AA ST TS pneu inunmnnsnen 

Clays _.___._-_ _ thousand short tons__ 2669 2$2,142 T 2662 T 292,533 775 $6,487 a Gem stones. __ ~~~ 5 /NA 1 NA 1 NA | 1 
Sand and gravel: Ce 
’ Construction. __ thousand short tons__ 5,500 ©13,000 7,839 18,252 “7,600 -— °19,000 

~ Industrial ~~~... -do____ 10 - 124 WwW Ww Ww Ww 
Stone (crushed) —_______~-.._do____ 33,399 117,842  °37,300 “133,000 838,022 §134,978 . Combined value of cement, clays (ball clay, . fo 

1983-84, fire clay, 1983),-lime, stone (crush- Cote ~ ed sandstone, 1985), zinc, and values indi- . . 
' cated by symbol W_______________ XX 91,408 XX ¥103,422 XX 107,092 

Total______------~-------_ Xx 224,517 XX 257,208 XX 267,558 

7 LOUISIANA | OO 

Clays _.__.____ _ thousand short tons__ 2505 $10,793 547 2$10,858 334 $7,017 
- Gem stones.___-__§______-=_____ NA 1 NA | 1 NA © 1 . Salt ______.__-_ thousand short tons__ 11,544 100,936 13,101. =112,142 12,325 138,955 

Sand and gravel: _— “ . 
. Construction______.._._____do____  °14,200 “46,600 17,040 54,664 °15,000 "48,000 

Industrial _-.__._____-____do____ 291 4,252 266 3,757 . 267 — 3,838 
Stone (crushed) _-_._____.___do____ 5,758 . 25,702 &4,100 “19,500 94,820 925,956 | 
Sulfur (Frasch) _. thousand metric tons. - 1,643 Ww 2,007 WwW 1,698 WwW 
Combined value of cement, clays (bentonite, 

- . 1984), gypsum, lime, stone (crushed miscel- 
laneous, 1985), and values indicated by . . symbol W ___~ XX 258,477 xX 310,548 XX ~ 298,501 . 

. Total.--- ~~~ XX 446,761 XxX 511,470 XX 522,268 

I Clays ________ — thousand short tons__ 43 $93 43 ' $97 50 $100 
Gem stones___________._________ NA WwW NA 400 NA 400 . Sand and gravel (construction) 
oo, thousand short tons__ “4,800 ©12,100 7,885 19,228 7,200 “18,000 Stone (crushed) _____________do____ 848 2,851 1,300 “4,400 1,459 5,114 
Combined value of cement, garnet (abrasive), 

peat (1983-84), and stone (dimension) _ _ _ _ XX 11,319 XX 13,814 XX 17,494 

Total. ~~~ ~~ XX 26,363 XX 37,939 XX * 41,108 _—_—_— SSS 
MARYLAND 

rg 

Clays?________ _ thousand short tons__ 484 $1,747 347 $1,484 336 $1,647 Gem stones... $$$ ~~ NA 2 NA 2 NA 2 
Lime _______. — thousand short tons__ 7 383 7 419 10 608 
Peat ______._--.-~--_--~_do____ 4 W 5 Ww Ww Ww Sand and gravel (construction)...__do____ 10,600 ©37,800 14,234 46,671  °17,000 ©58,000 
tone: 
Crushed_ ____-~-~-______do____ 19,284 80,429  °©22,100 “94,000 24,406 98,584 Dimension ______.___.___do____ 12 682 °17 ©8364 18 1,218 

Combined value of cement, clays (ball clay), 
sand and gravel (industrial, 1984-85), 
and values indicated by symbol W____ __ XxX 78,366 XxX 98,261 XX 98,215 Oe GO 

Total. ~~~. ~~ _____ XX 199,409 XX - 241,701 XX 258,274 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 5.—Nonfuel mineral production’ in the United States, by State—Continued 

| | | | 1988 —~=~<“—*‘“=;:*~SOKSC(‘Ci‘:; 1985 
| | Mineral - Value oy Value au Value 

- | a Quantity (thousands) @™@Mtity (thousands) @¥@Ptity (thousands) 

| | ae _ MASSACHUSETTS | 
: Clays ___ _ ._—_._. thousand short tons__ | 237 $1,298 240 $1,212 205° $1,388 

Lime _~________________-do____ 156 10,671 171 12,426 159 ~=—._—«*10,935 
_ Sand and gravel (construction). -.-do___-.  °10,400 €36,200 14,168 42,189 14900 © °47,500 

Stone: | . ok or 

'. Crushed. ----do--__ ~——-‘ 7,740 36,002 €g,400 39,000 9,354 42,881 
Dimension _ __ __.. ______~-do___~— 51 10,488 °57 | “11,657 73.  -. 18,724 ‘ 

Combined value of gem stones, peat, and sand Ce — 
. and gravel (industrial)_ ___+—---~--- XX 1,016 XX. 898 . XX °° «TTT 

‘Total. ee XX 95,675 XX 107,382 XX 117,205 

Clays ___._.___-_ thousand short tons__— 1,199 $5,693 1,321 $5,052 1,477  ~—». «$5,514 
Gem stones. - .§ - 2 5 - ee NA . — 15 NA “15 NA ee * 5 

, Gypsum_______ — thousand short tons__ 1,097 8,104 1,534 10,3804 1,772 11,883 
Iron ore (usable) . : es _ ot 7 

thousand long tons, gross weight_ _ 10,713 _ Ww 13,263 | UW 12,629 UW 
oO Lime _-_.___~_ thousand short tons_ — 503 23,142 622 . 80,092 885 - . 24,790 . 

Peat do 215 4,286 227 ~ 4,341 282. —«sti‘<‘é*“‘~«CCL 4 
- Salt _..-_-__ ~~ _______do____ 1,355 93,306 1,491 93,860 991 - 15,080 

Sand and gravel: , a . oo 
Construction._____.______do.___  °23,000 ©52,300 36,071 76,540 °38,000 -.. °93,000 

s Industrial _____.________do__._ 3,545 27,577 3,400 33,060 8,845 25,469 
tone: - a 

Crushed______._.____.--do____ 24,768 82,152 °28,100 . .°92,000 30,685 95,953 
| Dimension _____________-do___ _ 4 . 112 e4 €129 4 113 

Combined value of bromine, calcium chloride, - a 
cement, copper (1985), gold (1985), iodine, , De 
iron oxide pigments (crude), magnesium . - | oo, . 
compounds, silver (1985), and values indi- 4 
cated by symbol W_________.-___-_ XX 882,239 XX 1,068,214... XX — 1,010,672 - 

Total________------------ XX ~—=—-:1,178,926 XX. 1,408,607 XxX 1,347,853 

| | | MINNESOTA re 

Gem stones______________-______- NA $ NA $5 NA. $ © 
Iron ore (usable) a . Se 

thousand long tons, gross weight_ — 30,699 1,842,455 35,602 1,561,516 | 34,977 1,430,353 
_ Manganiferous ore ______— short tons. — 11,314 WwW 68,019 WwW _— __ 

Peat _________-~ thousand short tons__— WwW WwW 24 W 34 1,720 
Sand and gravel: . 

Construction...._._..____-do____ 24,600 &53,000 22,612 49,087  °25,000 55,500 
. Stoendustrial ~-----------~-do____ 685. 12,932 wi. WwW 884 16,910 

ne: 
Crushed____.---------~--do___~- 8,580 25,320 8,900 25,800 7,756 . 22,601 

. | Dimension ______________do____ 28 11,365 &39 ©13,369 37 13,598 
Combined values of clays, lime, and values . 

indicated by symbol W ____________ XX 9,953 XX 26,470 XX 7271 

Total. ___-___------------ XX 1,455,080 XX 1,676,247 XX 1,547,958 

MISSISSIPPI 

Clays _____.--~~ thousand short tons__ 1,446 $23,846 ° 21 974 F 2$10,366 1,558 $34,864 
Sand and gravel (construction)_.__do____  °11,000 ©34,600 12,205 34,955  °13,400 © 42,000 
Stone (crushed) _____________do____ 1,651 4377 — °2,000 ©5,800 1,582 4,282 
Combined value of cement, clays (ball clay 

and fuller’s earth, 1984), and sand and 
gravel (industrial) _..___-.________ XX 26,882 XX 742,016 XX 21,647 

Total________________-__- XxX 89,705 XxX *93,137 XX 102,793 

MISSOURI | | 

Barite______-__-_ thousand short tons__ WwW WwW Ww Ww 47 - $2,791 
Cement: 

Masonry __________--~--~-do___~_ 146 $7,339 143 $7,033 139 6,630 
Portland __________--_-~~-do____ 3,499 157,249 3,981 178,225 3,669 159,757 

Clays?___________-_____-_do____ 1,418 11,848 1,575 14,666 1,545 10,271 
Copper (recoverable content of ores, etc.) 

metric tons_ _ 7,725 13,033 5,818 8,575 13,410 19,797 
Gem stones___ _~____._--~----~----— NA 10 NA 10 NA 10 
Tron ore (usable) 

thousand long tons, gross weight_ — 877 27,054 1,370 Ww 1,110 WwW 
Lead (recoverable content of ores, etc.) 

metric tons__ 409,280 195,620 278,329 156,766 371,008 155,955 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 5.—Nonfuel mineral production‘ in the United States, by State —Continued 
ee 

. et . 1983 - - 1984 —_ 1985 

| Mineral. a Value . Value . Value 
: — Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) . 

ee LT SSS ee OSS SS SSS SS Sse rep srr ec inepesiPuamt 

oS MISSOURI—Continued . 
eee 

Sand and gravel: . 
Construction. __ thousand short tons__ ©7,700 ©$17,700 7,967 $19,364 7,500 ©$20,000 

_ Industrial __-____________do____ 600 7,541 614 8,129 535 7,330 
Silver (recoverable content of ores, etc.) _ | 

thousand troy ounces_ _ 2,021 23,124 1,401 . 11,406 1,635 - 10,044 
Stone (crushed) ___ thousand short tons__ 39,454 120,700 41,600 *137,000 50,646 162,097 
Zinc (recoverable content of ores, etc.) 

_ -metric tons__ 57,044 52,052 45,458 - 48,707 . 49,340 43,908 
Combined value of clays (fuller’s earth), iron Se 

oxide pigments (crude), lime, stone (dimen- 
sion), and values indicated by symbol W _ _ | XX 92,598 XX 142,016 . Xx 136,370 

'. Total--- LLL XX 725,868 XX 731,897 XX 734,960 
eee earn Oe 

MONTANA | 
ee ee 

Antimony _.——..__—— —_-_short tons__ . 253 WwW — — _- _— 
: Barite____..__- thousand short tons__ . 10 | $750 WwW WwW Ww. WwW 

~ Clays ~~ dow 194 6,205 229 7$5,642 279 $8,296 
Copper (recoverable content of ores, etc.) 

- metric tons__ 33,337 56,245 Ww WwW 15,092 22,281 
Gem stones__ $$ NA 800 NA 450 NA 400 
Gold (recoverable content of ores, etc.) | 

. troy ounces___—_ 161,436 68,449 181,190 65,348 160,262 50,909 
Lead (recoverable content of ores, etc.) . . . 

. metric tons_ — 1,163 556 WwW WwW 846 356 
Lime _____—_ _-~ thousand short tons__ 86 WwW 89 5,097 WwW WwW ; 
Sand and gravel (construction).___.do_.___ _ °5,000 ©10,200 7,776. 21,269 £9,000 ©26,000 
Silver (recoverable content of ores, etc.) 

_ thousand troy ounces__ 5,708 65,299 5,653 46,018  — 4,010 24,630 
Stone (crushed) __ thousand short tons__ 872 2,320 “950 €2,400 11,730 © 105 044 
Combined value of cement, graphite (1983-84), 
gypsum, iron ore, molybdenum (1983), peat, 
._phosphate rock, sand and gravel (industri- 

_ . al), stone (crushed traprock, 1985), stone 
(dimension), talc, vermiculite, and values 
indicated by symbol W ____________ XX 81,644 XX F93,811 XX 62,356 
Me oo . ce nc ne Sm i EPEC 

Total__=_-___--~~_____-__ XX 291,968 XX ¥240,035 XxX 200,272 een Oars 

NEBRASKA 
ee A A a rhe shh ap ar SP nsrehsitnrreyurenscsshcsoponensaanunsnenianrenyesnen tunes 

Clays ____.___ _ thousand short tons__ 164 $501 180 $556 244 $718 
Gem stones_ ~~~ -NA WwW NA | WwW NA 10 . 
Sand and gravel: . 

Construction___ thousand short tons__ °10,100 —_°25,000 11,8389 27,791 ©11,600 28,800 
Industrial ______________do____ 4 Ww WwW Ww W Ww 

Stone (crushed) _.__.._. _______do____ 4,442 22,612 4,500 23,400 4,175 19,134 
Combined value of cement, lime, and values 

indicated by symbol W ____________ - XX 39,296 XX 48,621 XX 51,308 . i 

‘Total. ----__-_---__-___-_-_ XX 87,409 XX 100,368 XX 99,970 
ee ee nen 

| NEVADA 
Ee 

Barite___..._.. thousand short tons__ 663 $21,736 615 $14,924 590 $10,904 
Clays _.-._-___-__________do____ 58 2,348 220 27,191 280 23.776 
Gem stones. _____~.~~___~_________ NA 1,200 NA 1,300 NA 1,300 
Gold (recoverable content of ores, etc.) . 

troy ounces__ 960,657 ¥407,319 1,020,546 ™368,068 1,276,114 405,369 
Gypsum_______. thousand short tons__ 998 7,896 1,192 8,860 1,207 8,942 
Lead (recoverable content of ores, etc.) 

metric tons__ 14 7 W W (3) (3) 
Mercury ______—_~—— 176-pound flasks_ _ 25,070 WwW 19,048 Ww 16,530 WwW 
Sand and gravel: 

Construction___ thousand short tons__ — 7,500 “16,200 8,202 20,505 °9,500 24,800 
Industrial _______.___.___do____ W Ww 489 Ww 479 Ww 

Silver (recoverable content of ores, etc.) 
thousand troy ounces__ 75,179 759,252 6,477 52,727 4,947 30,383 

Stone (crushed) ___ thousand short tons__ 1,269 5,358 “1,100 ©4700 1,334 6,218 
Combined value of cement (portland), clays 

(fuller’s earth and kaolin, 1984-85), copper, 
diatomite, fluorspar, iron ore, lime, lithium 
compounds, magnesite, molybdenum, per- 
lite, salt, tungsten ore and concentrate 
(1984), and values indicated by symbol W _ XX 111,178 XX 151,787 XX 139,191 ——— OO 

Total_____--______-______ XX *632,494 XX ™624,062 XX 630,883 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 5.—Nonfuel mineral production! in the United States, by State —Continued ’ 
Sa 1983 _ , 1984 . 1985. 7 

Mineral Value . Value , Value 
| Quantity (thousands) @¥2ntity (housands) Quantity (thousands) 

. Se UU Ua asa ES EE EE EEE ata — — . — / 

| Sand and gravel (construction) 
5 thousand short tons_— ©4,000 &$12,100 5,637 $16,054 6300 °$19,800 
tone: 
Crushed_ _——___..__..-~.do___~- 946 2,853 °g50 ©2700 ~=——:11,612 6,434 

. Dimension ________.-_—--do____ _ 58 4,082 *59.ti‘(‘<t«K«SIB Ct 79 6,532. 
Combined value of other industrial minerals XX 101 XX 160 XX ~ . 13847, 

Total.__________---___--_- XX 19,086 XX 23112 §$§.XX 32,900. 

| Clays _.__._._—_- thousand short tons__ 62 $596 T62 $611 130 $2,050 
Gem stones___________-~.-----~~—- NA 1 NA 1 NA 1 
Peat___._.___. — thousand short tons__ WwW ww. 5 128 Ww 311 
Sand and gravel: . 

Construction._._.._._.__._-.--do__.. 10,800 ©34,300 9,545 $31,878  °10,600 ©36,700 
Industrial _.._.______-_-_do__.. 2,386 31,819. . 2,712 32,287 2,820 —631,119 

Stone (crushed) __________-------- 12,301 70,421  °13,500 ©75,000 15,692 *: 94,339 
Zinc (recoverable content of ores, etc.) . oe ’ “4 

metric tons_ — 16,475 15,033 WwW Ww WwW WwW 
. Combined value of magnesium compounds oe . oO 

(1983), marl (greensand), stone (dimension, 
oe 1983-84), and values indicated by symbol W XX 2,445 - XX - 16,331 © XX ~ 18,056 

, Total-__-_-_~__~____ ie XxX 154,615" XxX 156,236 XX —s:177,576 

: a Clays ___._____- thousand short tons__— 50 $115 {re 300) 60. $161 
Gem stones. _________-_---~-+--- NA . 200 NA 200, NA _ 200 
Gold (recoverable content of ores, etc.) 7 a - - 

troy ounces__— WwW WwW ws. W 45,045. 14,309 . 
Gypsum__..__. — thousand short tons__ 169 1,016 318 1,622 350 1,570 . 
Lead (recoverable content of ores, etc.) 2 . . 

metric tons_ — 258 123 ee _- Ww OW 
- Lime _____—_._—~— thousand short tons. — 17 WwW ~— —_ — anon 

Perlite _.______2_______-_do___ 394 13,297 416 14,115 419... 14,521 
Potassium salts __ thousand metric tons__ 1,278 174,700 1,418 204,100 1,120 156,000 
‘Pumice ______—_ _ thousand short tons__— 110 1,070 132 1,269 152 1,114 
Sand and gravel (construction) _ . _ _do_ _ ~~ °7,000 - . °20,000 8,363 ' 92.389 ©8400 €22,800 
tone: . . 

- Crushed_ _ ____------~~- _do.__— 4,730 15,118 ©4700 17,000 3,641 15,232 
Dimension ______...___--do____ ~ 418 141 *19 ©149 20 QT 

Combined value of cement, copper, helium . 
Oo (Grade-A), mica (scrap), molybdenum, salt, . 

silver, tungsten ore and concentrate (1984), . 
and values indicated by symbol W_ _ ~~ — — XX 291,411 XX "974,855  § XX 430,705 

Total_________.~-~----~---~- Xx 517,191 xx ™635,842 XX . 656,889 

NEW YORK 

Clays ___.____- thousand short tons. 871 23969 = «548 «2$0,435 700 $3,129 
Gem stones_ __. ~~ -__-_----_----~- NA 30 NA 30 NA . 30 
Lead (recoverable content of ores, etc.) 

metric tons_ _ 1,299 621 WwW W WwW WwW 
Peat____..__.-_ thousand short tons_ _ 18 — OW Ww WwW WwW WwW 
Salt _._-_-_________.____-do___— 4,859 100,119 5,644 123,755 6,928 142,318 
Sand and gravel: 

Construction. _._.._____.-do____ 18,700 €54,200 25,968 80,866  °28,000 &gg 500 
Industrial __..__._______do____ WwW Ww 25 260 WwW Ww 

Silver (recoverable content of ores, etc.) 
5 thousand troy ounces__ 33 379 Ww WwW WwW WwW 
tone: 
Crushed____ thousand short tons__ 31,991 134,752 °33,100 ©135,000 35,139 165,136 

. Dimension ___________-__do____ 24 4,310 €15 &4,271 16 3,666 
Zinc (recoverable content of ores, etc.) 

metric tons__ 56,748 51,783 WwW WwW WwW WwW 
Combined value of cement, clays (ball clay, 

1983-84), emery, garnet (abrasive), gypsum, 
lime, talc, titanium concentrate (ilmenite, 
1983-84), wollastonite, and values indicated 
by symbol W ______------------ XxX 156,351 XX 265,873 XX 254,529 

Total__________--_-------~- XxX 503,414 XX 612,490 XX 657,308 

See footnotes at end of table.
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_ Table 5.—Nonfuel mineral production’ in the United States, by State —Continued 
oT : 1983 1984 1985 

. Mineral . carr Value — « Value . Value _ Quantity (thousands) Quantity _ (thousands) © Quantity (thousands) oe 

| | NORTH CAROLINA _ | 
Clays _________ thousand short tons__ 22,068 236,681 2,327 $8,987 2,688 $10,477 _‘Feldspar ______________short tons._ 508,641 13,610 510,275 | 13,994 490,998 13,851. Gem stones...” NA 50 NA 50 # #£=$\NA 50 Mica (scrap) _____ thousand short tons__ 69 4,266 99 3,762 80 3,726 Sand and gravel: os a 7 7 Construction. ___...-_____do____ 5,600 ©16,900 6,312 18,159 ©6,100 “19,500 - Stoundustrial ~----~~—~______do____ 1,066 11,689 1,158 12,864 1,294 13,086 | ne: . 

* = Crushed__ ~~ _---_________do____ 38,694 145,001  °38,100  °168,000 41,771 194,818 Dimension _.______._...._do..-. 87 8,267 | Ww WwW — 85 6,182 Talc and pyrophyllite ~-~~----~-do___ | 89 1,452 87 1,587 | 85 1,604 Combined value of cement (1983), clays . . . : (kaolin, 1983), lithium compounds, olivine, . a | peat, phosphate rock, and value indicated . . a y symbol We XX 190,641 © XX 224,077 XX 170,012 . 
Total_.-_------------__-__ Xx 398,557 XX 451,480 XX 432,756 

. NORTH DAKOTA ; 

Gem stones___ NA - $2 | NA $2 NA $2 Lime __._____ _ thousand short tons__ 57 6,798 60 5,912 56 5,562 : Sand and gravel (construction).__.do-___  °3,800  °15,000 6,426 11,351 6,900 “13,800 | Combined value of clays, peat, salt, and stone . | So a (crushed, 1985) ~~ 2-2 = XX 3,570 XX . 4,529 © xx 4,820 
Total_ 2-2 XX 25,370 — XX 21,794 XX 24,184 . 

| OR, oe | - OHIO 

Cement: . OC Oo , 
Masonry __.__ thousand short tons__ 97 $7,454 “101 _—C $8,092 -110 = $10,412 . _ Portland _-__-__________do____ 1,575 71,599 1,525 69,810 1,769 84,929 Clays 2 do _ 1,716 8,061 1,960 10,4738 = 2,114 10,581 Gem stones___- 22 NA W NA WwW NA | ‘ 10 Lime __...___-_ thousand short tons._ . 1,906 84,928 1,859 87,951. 1,730 -. 84,142 Peat_______~~_______ dol WwW WwW 13. - 845 - 16 413 ‘Salt _- edo 2,565 85,988 Ww WwW 4,783. 143,949 Sand and gravel: . - : . oe 7 - Construction. _______-___-do____ ©27,200 . 84,600 31,748 104,709 °38,000 . °109,000 . Stomndustrial wade 1,226 17,848 1,506 20,829 1312 = 21,945 ne: . . . wo Crushed. -_-§____.______do____ 32,987 § 114,059 °38.500 ©139,000 38,310 136,544 -_ Dimension ~~~ ~~~ dol 49 2,928 °37 ©3454. 53 3,661 Combined value of abrasives, um, and 

- values indicated by symbol W -~-- XX 1,684 XxX 108,240 XX 1,541 
Total. 22 XX 479,144 XX 552,903 XX 607,127 

. OKLAHOMA 

Cement: 
Masonry _____ thousand short tons__ 45 $3,074 49 $3,506 43 $2,854 Portland ____§~__________do____ 1,719 83,685 1,782 84,701 1,589 72,583 Clays _-____.-_________ do ___ 862 2,288 979 2,498 997 2,338 Gem stones___....2 ===” NA 2 NA 2 NA 2 Gypeum_-______ thousand short tons__ 1,851 11,571 1,549 13,485 1,595 12,548 Pumice __________________do.___ 1 Ww Ww Ww W Ww Sand and gravel: 
Construction ___.________do____ °7,500 ©17,300 10,984 26,582  °12,600 32,300 Stodndustrial ~------ do 1,184 18,221 Ww Ww Ww Ww ne: 
Crushed. ___-_~--~-._____do____ 23,865 76,941  °25,500 86,000 31,173 98,811 Dimension ______________do____ 10 737 e12 e771 11 836 Combined value of feldspar, iodine, lime, salt, 

tripoli, and values indicated by symbol W _ xx - 17,367 XX 28,187 XX 29,335 
SL ee 

Total..--_-_---__.--u_____ aX 226,186 xXx 245,732 XX 251,607 
See footnotes at end of table. |
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| _ Table 5.—Nonfuel mineral production’ in the United States, by State —Continued 

. o BS , ~ 1983 : 1984 1985 

- | Mineral eee a Value : Value as Value 

Oo : . oe Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) Quantity (¢housands) 

oo : | | OREGON — | 7 - 

| - Clays _______-__ thousand short tons__ 188 $275 189 $288 188 $285 
~ - Gem stones. 5 5 2 NA 600 NA 400 | NA 350 

. Gold (recoverable content of ores, etc.) . ; v . 

' —. troy ounces_ _ - 322 137 Ww Ww. WwW WwW. 

_ Nickel (content of ores and concentrates) . a oo - =. 7 
. short tons_ — __ —- 14,540 W 6,127 Ww 

; . _ Sand and gravel (construction) ee . - | 

. thousand short tons... “11,000 €37,000 12,776 - $7,117 = ©12,500 36,800 

_ Silver (recoverable content of ores, etc.) Oe . . 

thousand troy ounces__ 1 10 _— WwW — WwW _— _— 
Stone (crushed) ___ thousand short tons_ — 13,089 39,873  °12,500 €37,500 15,386 | 54,244 

Talc and soapstone___-_-__----do---- @ ———:128 () 66 (3) -. 30 

Combined value of cement, copper (1988), Lo . - 

diatomite, lead (1983), lime, pumice, sand . o 
- -- and gravel (industrial, 1983), stone (dimen- __ io 

sion, 1983 and 1985), and values indicated - - 
by symbol W ____---------~----- XX . 82,922 XX 45,031 XX 38,587. 

; |  Total.------------------- ss XX 110,940 XX 120,402 XX 130,296 

— - | PENNSYLVANIA | : 

Cement: " . / - be 
Masonry ___—~ thousand short tons_— 262 — $17,095 298 = $20,849 303:.- $20,970 

_ Portland _______-.---~-do__~_~ 5,154 218,539 — §,735 281,590 5,535 288,036 

Clays?_ ..___.___------~---do__—- 916 4,311 963 4,050 1,142 5,293 

= Gem stones_________------~--+--- ~ NA 5 —.:-NA 5 . .NA 5 

Lime .____ =. — thousand short tons_— 1,507 81,682 - 1,620 90,182 1,492 85,269 

Peat___._-§______» ~~ ~-do____ 22 628 24° 693 | 21 602 

Sand and gravel: 7 — . 
‘ Construction. .____._-_-_----do/___  °11,800 . %52,000 14,472 . 64,285  °17,000 . °74,000 

St Industrial .._.-___-_~----do___= Ww W wi... Ww 693 9,846 

tone: me ° oo 

. - Crushed... 2 ~~ ---do-_=~ = 1,523 | 226;948 °56,200 ©228,000 64,765 310,859 
Dimension ________----~-do____ 53 5;799 °44 6,001 51 8,214 . 

Zinc (recoverable content of ores, etc.) . 

oo ’ metric tons_— 16,792 - 15,322 __ __ __ __ 

i Combined value of clays (kaolin), mica =~ m - o 

oO (scrap), and values indicated by symbol W _ XX 12,812 XX — 12,701 XX 1,380 

| - Total. = ~~ ee xx 635,141 XX 708,356 XxX 804,474 
nnn SSCS a CR 

RHODE ISLAND . 
ee rn Sf Tn SS PSs SSP SSS sf SS SS 

Sand and gravel (construction) 7 | | | 
- thousand short tons... “1,000 ©$2,400 1,483 $5,282 1,200 ©$4,600 

Stone (crushed) ______._-__--do___-~ 971 5,507 *1,000 *5,800 11,185 107 016 

Combined value of gem stones, sand and . 
gravel (industrial, 1984-85), and stone . 
(crushed traprock, 1985)______-----~- XX 23 XX 486 XX 576 

Total. ________-.--------- XX 7,930 XX 11,568 XX 12,192 

o SOUTH CAROLINA 

Cement, portland. thousand short tons__ WwW WwW 2,319 $103,891 2,207 $104,705 
Clays?_______________-_~-do___~_ 1,813 $34,830 1,834 36,809 1,896 37,695 
Gem stones___________.~__--_---- NA 10 NA 10 NA 10 
Manganiferous ore _ thousand short tons. — 22 W 20 WwW 20 WwW 
Peat____________________do___~_ Ww W 5 WwW Ww 173 
Sand and gravel: 

Construction... _______do____ 5,200 €15,000 5,845 17,097 &4,900 ©14,000 
Storer! ~ oe dow 842 13,169 882 14,889 794 14,092 

ne: 
Crushed_ _____-_---~-~-~-~-~do____ 15,786 61,054  °17,900 ©72,500 17,079 72,520 
Dimension ____________~~do____ 17 1,165 “16 ©1092 8 541 

Combined value of cement (masonry), clays 
(fuller’s earth), gold (1985), mica (scrap), 
silver (1985), vermiculite, and values 
indicated by symbol W ___________~ XX 105,366 XX 29,562 XxX 32,193 

Total. __-___--_-__-------_~- XX 230,594 XX 275,850 XX 275,929 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 5.—Nonfuel mineral production in the United States, by State —Continued 

, 1983 1984 1985 
. Mineral a. - Value . Value “ae Value 

Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 
Se 

ieee yen cnepee . 

- SOUTH DAKOTA 
EEE 

Cement: . - . . .Masonry _____ thousand short tons__ 4 $359 5 $283 4 WwW Portland _______________do____ 603 37,435 619 30,773 655 WwW Clays?__- ~§_-_-____________do____ 123 353 119 343 = 117 $309 . Feldspar ___________._ short tons__ 7,109 107 7,219 124 13,721 Ww Gem stones________________ NA 70 NA 70 ' NA 10 Gold (recoverable content of ores, etc.) 
troy ounces__ 309,784 131,848 310,527 111,994 356,103 ~ 113,119 CO, ‘-Gypsum___-—__ __ thousand short tons__ Ww WwW WwW WwW 34 ' 269 Sand and gravel (construction) ____do____ &5,100 ©11,500 5,786 12,168 § °6,400 ©16,000 Silver (recoverable content of ores, etc.) . P thousand troy ounces_ _ 62 713 50 407 63 — 388 

tone: : 
-Crushed______ thousand short tons__ $,906 12,982 €3,800 ©12,800 4,071 (14,412 
Dimension _______§_______do____ 42 15,794 °60 “18,642 . W Ww Combined value of beryllium, clays (ben- - 

tonite), lime, mica (scrap), and values | . . indicated by symbol W ____________ | XX 11,482 XX 711,265 xXx 62,772 

Total. ~~~ XX 222,093 XX = 198,869 XX = ——s.207,339 Oo 

TENNESSEE 

Clays ________-_ thousand short tons__ 1,066 $26,516 *71,165 *7$21,690 ~ 21,244 2$25,913 
Gem stones_____§_______________ NA 5 NA 5 NA 5 
Phosphate rock __ thousand metric tons__ 1,193 29,073 1,368 33,275 1,233 27,600 | 
Sand and gravel: 

Construction___ thousand short tons__ °6,100 ©18,700 6,304 19,830 7,200 ©22,000 
5 Industrial ______________do____ 483 5,455 650 6,903 569 6,156 . 
tone: 

oe - Crushed_________§_______do____ 30,578 111,578  °36,200 “138,000. 37,939 9155,760 . Dimension ________=_____do____ 7 1161,  °&% ©1,097 5 773 Zinc (recoverable content of ores, etc.) . . metric tons__ 109,958 100,386 116,526 124,854 104,471 92,971 . Combined value of barite, cement, clays (ful- 
ler’s earth, 1985), copper, lead (1984-85), 
lime, pyrites, silver, and stone (crushed 

_ granite, 1985) _-§__-___________ XX 114,493 XxX F131,918 XX 141,109 
Oo ——— — a Total_______.~_____ XX 407,312 XX "417,572 XX 472,287 

TEXAS 
OO 

LL 
preteen . Cement: 

Masonry _____ thousand short tons__ 276 $19,704 291 $24,409 2638 $22,114 , Portland _______________do____ 9,760 534,298 10,423 557,421 10,242 532,494. Clays _-_________________do____ 3,955 22,575 *° 273.517 ¥ 217,091 4,107 28,059 Gem stones____§_-_____=________ NA 225 NA . 175 NA 175 Gypsum___.___ _ thousand short tons__ 2,049 16,357 2,166 19,431 1,981 17,299 Helium (Grade-A)____ million cubic feet__ 524 18,340 vf WwW W Ww Lime _.______-_ _ thousand short tons__ 1,067 60,193 1,157 61,214 1,192 65,927 Salt _--_--- ~~ dol 8,028 65,670 8,184 69,672 ’ 8,390 80,434 Sand and gravel: mo 
Construction_____________do____ ©58,500 €208,000 62,389 199,461  °57,800 ©198,000 5 Industrial ______________do____ 1,788 29,637 2,028 29,282 1,968 29,095 

tone: 
Crushed_ —--~---~~~~~____do____ 76,328 239,187  °89,200 300,000 85,764 306,821 Dimension ______________do____ 50 11,071 ©47 11,236 387 11,760 Sulfur (Frasch) __ thousand metric tons__ 2,468 WwW 2,994 WwW 2,979 WwW Talc and pyrophyllite . 

thousand short tons__ 250 3,933 T240 4,125 261 5,245 
Combined value of asphalt (native, 1984-85), 

clays (fuller’s earth and kaolin, 1984), 
fluorspar, helium (crude), iron ore, mag- 
nesium chloride, magnesium compounds, 
mica (scrap, 1984-85), sodium sulfate, 
and values indicated by symbol W_____ _ XX 279,291 XX T419,861 XX 435,986 ——— ee VD 

Total__-_________~_________ XX 1,508,481 XX 1,713,378 XX 1,733,359 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 5.—Nonfuel mineral production’ in the United States, by State —Continued | 

1983 1984 1985 

a | Mineral ae Value Value Value 
| | | oe Quantity (thousands) Wantity (thousands) Quantity (housands) 

eer 

a 
Beryllium concentrate _— ..—-—short tons__— WwW Ww 6,030. $6 5,738 $6 . 
Clays __.__..—-_ _ thousand short tons__ 2227 21,569 2315 22,223 332 - 2,509 
Copper (recoverable content of ores, etc.) no 

. metric tons._ _—-169,751 286,403 Ww. WwW WwW W 
Gem stones_ __~_-______.-~_~------ NA — 80 NA 80 NA. «80 
Gold (recoverable content of ores, etc.) 

. oo: | troy ounces.__ 238,459 101,107 Ww W = 185,489 43,039 
oo Gypeum_-_.----- thousand short tons__ 805 2,736 277 2,671 418 4,033 - 

Lime ___ do 315 16,771 297 16,471 225 11,912 . 
Salt _..__.______.u_-_.~.do____ 936 23,184 1,246 28,651 1,189 28,468 
Sand and gravel: . - 

' Construction... ..__..---do____ £9,800 ©19,800 15,217 34,507  °14,000 ©36,400 
Industrial _________-_.---do__~~ 24 WwW 11 Ww Ww Ww 

Silver (recoverable content of ores, etc.) . 
. thousand troy ounces__— 4,567 52,242 Ww. Ww WwW | WwW 

Stone (crushed) __. thousand short tons__ 4,407 14,636 5,200 ©16,400 4,657 14,180 
Combined value of asphalt (native), cement, . 

clays (fuller’s earth, 1983-84), iron ore 
(usable, 1983), lead (1984), magnesium , . 

| compounds, molybdenum, perlite (1983), 
phosphate rock, potassium salts, sodium . 
sulfate, stone (dimension, 1983 and 1985), . 
vanadium (1983-84), zinc (1984), and values - 
indicated by symbol W __~_.~_--_-_--~- XX 138,051 XX 424,328 XX 171,732 

Total___._.__-_---------- ». 0.4 656,579 XX "525,332 “XxX 312,359 
en ne a tA tl tt LS 

. . VERMONT | 

- Sand and gravel (construction) ' 
S thousand short tons__ 3,000 &$6,200 3,802 $8,071 2,700 ©$7,000 
Stone: 
Crushed. .______..------do___~ 1,339 5,579 “1,800 *7,000 =: 1,689 7,468 

. Dimension _ __.________—-do___~ 116 19,995 116 ©20,462 116 26,346 
Combined value of talc and other industrial 
minerals. -_._-_-..-------~--- XX 10,355 XX. 9,565 XX 9,040 

_ Total__-------L_----_---- XX 42,129 XX 45,098 XX 49,854 

Clays _________ thousand short tons__ 784 $5,467 712 $6,004 814 $6,977 
Gem stones. ________~______.---_--— NA 20 NA 20 NA 20 
Iron oxide pigments, crude _——short tons__ WwW WwW WwW Ww 2,280 WwW 
Lime ___—~__~_~ thousand short tons. — 557 24,637 562 24,799 633 28,103 
Sand and gravel (construction) _ _ _ _do_ _— — 7 200 €30,800 8,860 87,359 °10,200 ©42,000 
tone: . 
Crushed___—_.~-------- _do____ 37,959 159,558 °47,200 “196,000 51,686 221,900 © 
‘Dimension _________~____do____ 93 2,238 ©22 - ©3052 10 3,136 

Combined value of aplite, cement, gypsum, 
kyanite, sand and gravel (industrial), talc 
(soapstone), vermiculite, and values indi- 
cated by symbol W _ ____---------- XX 66,629 XX 74,355 XX 79,140 

Total. _______-____~___-_- XX 289,344. XX 341,589 XX 381,276 

. WASHINGTON 

Clays __._.____- — thousand short tons__ 2982 2$1,715 292 F 2$1,598 243 $1,402 
Gem stones. ___.--______~------- NA 200 NA 200 NA 200 
Peat____.____--— thousand short tons__ Ww Ww Ww Ww 12 292 
Sand and gravel: 

Construction. __.____-.---do___-_ °15,800 50,300 28,369 61,070 °22,700 “62,300 
Stoendustrial ~-----~---~~~-do____ 337 4,581 356 5,201 322 5,589 

ne: 
Crushed. __ -----__----__do____ 10,451 29,607  °10,400 31,700 9,543 31,052 
Dimension — —__-_--~____.-~—do____ 1 37 —_ __ 1 53 

Combined value of barite, calcium chloride 
(natural, 1985), cement, clays (fire clay, 
1983-84) diatomite, gold, gypsum, lime, 
olivine, silver, talc (19 ), and values 
indicated by symbol W ____________ XX 101,025 XX T102,855 XX 142,782 

Total_.__-__-_--_--------~-_ XX 187,465 XX 202,624 XX 243,670 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 5.—Nonfuel mineral production’ in the United States, by State —Continued 
en SS sf rcs 

1983 1984 1985. 

: Mineral | . . Value . ~ Value . Value 
Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) = —_— OC EES ees 

| WEST VIRGINIA | — 
— EEE 

TE EE CC 

Clays _____.__-_ thousand short tons__ 2249 — 2$532 381 $3,410 331 $3,342 
Salt _.__-______ doe 1,026 W 1,004 WwW 895 Ww 
Sand and gravel (construction) __ ___do____ &700 - ©3400 976 3,198 ©900 €3,000 
Stone (crushed) ______.______do____ 9,439 37,962 €9,100 €37,300 9,393 ~ 38,348 
Combined value of cement, clays (fire clay, 

1983), lime, sand and gravel (industrial), 
and values indicated by symbol W___ ___ XX 62,079 XX 68,279 XX 60,719 

‘Total, XX 108,978 XX «112,187 = XK =—s«105,409 
TL ST a SS a eS SS SSS SSS SSS Ws pS SPSS ERS 

oe ' WISCONSIN . 

Lime ________-_ thousand short tons__ 319 $17,624 373 $19,892 - 841 $19,001 
Peat____________.___-___do____ 9 Ww 9 Ww 10 WwW 

_ Sand and gravel: 
Construction.______._.__.___do____  °%14,200 €28,800 . 17,785 38,245  °16,000 ©36,000 

5 Industrial ~_____________do____ 621 7,208 1,060 11,821 1,197 14,624 
tone: | ~ 

Crushed______._________do____ 14,252 39,896 ©15,800 ©45,000 14,496 42,380 
_ Dimension _____________do___~_ 24 2,884 "24 = =—s- °2. 863 22 2,733 

- Combined value of abrasive stone, cement, 
and values indicated by symbol W___ ___— XX 4,779 XX 11,527 XX 10,372 

Total.-_-______- XX 101,191 XX 129,348 XX 125,110 

| . | _ WYOMING os 

Clays ____._._ _ thousand short tons__ 2,140 $49,059 *2,628 *$67,921 . 2,302 $64,146 
Gem stones___ > 2 5 2 NA 250 NA. 225  ####$$NA 225 
Gypsum________ thousand short tons__ 382 2,963 376 2,618 — 516 4,488 
Sand and gravel (construction) _ _ _ _ do_ ___ €2,400 ©8,000 | 4,586 18,372 €3,500 ©11,000. . 
Stone (crushed) ______...__._do____ 2,019 7,769 *1,900 7,600 2,030 _ 97,329 

_ Combined value of beryllium concentrate : | 
: (1983), cement (portland), iron ore (1983), 

lime, sodium carbonate, and stone (crushed 
. granite, 1985)__-§_-_/__~§_-§_ XX 561,860 XX 458,187 XX ~ 465,275 

Total_____--___..__ LL XX 629,901 XX = *549,923 XX 552,468 

“Estimated. "Revised. NA Not available. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. XX Not 
applicable. . 

Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by producers). 
Excludes certain clays; value included with “Combined value” figure. 
SLess than 1/2 unit. Co ; | 

- “Partial total, excludes the values of magnesium compounds, which must be concealed to avoid disclosing company 
. proprietary data. os 
a 5Excludes bentonite and fire clay. oe 

SExcludes marl; value included with “Combined value“ figure. 
"Excludes salt in brines; value included with “Combined value” figure. 
Excludes sandstone; value included with “Combined value” figure. . 

_ *Excludes other stone; data included with “Combined value” figure. 
10Rxcludes traprock; data included with “Combined value” figure. 

Table 6.—Mineral production! in the islands administered by the United States 
. (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

ee 
1983 1984 

Area and mineral | —_—__— OO —__ 188 
Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value KL nS 

American Samoa: Stone ___._§_____________ NA NA NA NA (?) 1 
Guam: Stone _____-________---~__~______ 329 2,192 ©8345 2,280 548 3,731 
Virgin Islands: Stone_________.__________ 237 2,305 "249 ©2,397 214 2,405 

eee 

*Estimated. NA Not available. 
Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by producers). 
2Less than 1/2 unit.
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Table 7.—Mineral production’ in the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico” 

: (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) . 

- Mi al 1983 1984 1985 . 
i a iner —— Cr nw ll laa»aaamn 

a . . Quantity Value Quantity Value ~. Quantity Value 
Eee 

Cement (portland) _________--------~- - 931 82,509 997 87,568 962 72,602 

Clays _______.-_-_-------------- 125 251 128 266 118 264 

Lime __________________~-~_----- . 85 3,885 35 4,531 23 8,249 

Sand and gravel ___.__________--+~~-~-- NA NA 43 WwW __ __ 

Stone: 
Crushed ______________~~---~-~~-~ 5,536 26,611 €5,813 ©27,615 5,493 25,799 

. Dimension_____________-------- Ww Ww 35 455 _- _- | 

. Total? $$ = = Le XX ~~: 118,256 XX 120,495 mm. ©.¢ 101,914 
pr 

€Rstimated. NA Not available. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; not included in “Total.” 

XX Not applicable. . 
1Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by producers). 

- 21 otal does not include value of items not available or withheld. 

| - Table 8.—U.S. exports of principal minerals and products, excluding mineral fuels 

a 
1984 1985 

. Mineral . J Value . Value 

Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 

METALS 

Aluminum: . po 
Ingots, slabs, crude _ —.__________-~~- metric _tons__ 259,598 $396,798 347,292 $441,598 
Scrap ___________--_----------~~-~---do___- 258,404 275,686 374,646 350,669 . 

Plates, sheets, bars, etc. _____________---~-~do____ 198,399 496,841 167,874 . 411,337 
Castings and forgings __________-____-~--do___~ 11,590 69,845 12,408 74,498 
Aluminum sulfate _________.-____------do____ 2,789 1,185 5,698 1,178 - 

Other aluminum compounds ___________~---—do___-_ 37,616 31,700 | 32,390 27,829 

Antimony, metals and alloys, crude ____———— —-~short tons__ 511 915 362 876 

Bauxite including bauxite concentrate thousand metric tons__— 82 12,735 56 6,407 © 

Beryllium ________________-_~-------~—-pounds_~ 39,315 2,562 119,428 6,375 

Bismuth, metals and alloys _________..____---—do__~- 311,511 1,091 268,669 603 

Cadmium metal _____$_______._____.——-—metric tons__ 106 208 86 342 

Chromium: 
Ore and concentrate: . 

Exports _.____________—~— thousand short tons__ 55 2,957 101 4,600 
Reexports____._____________~-----~do___- 4 864 4 670 

Ferrochromium ________§__/§_-_______~--~__do__~_ 15 10,542 ~ 10 7,688 

. Cobalt (content) ____.____._______ _ thousand pounds__ 670 7,661 627 7,855 

. Copper: - . 
e, concentrate, composition metal, unrefined (copper 
content) ____________________—~ metric tons__ 74,528 91,558 168,024 175,307 

Scrap _____._-_-__---____----_-------do____ 80,810 96,266 134,300 132,386 
Refined copper and semimanufactures _______——do____ 135,885 351,999 101,121 448,227 

- Other copper manufactures________________do____ 13,817 30,438 7,883 17,522 

Ferroalloys not elsewhere listed: ; 
Ferrophosphorus ______________—~—~ ~-short tons__ 39,603 5,279 49,674 5,776 

Goi soy mec ~~~ ed 27,485 16,158 14,498 24,581 

Ore and base bullion ____________-—-—-—-_troy ounces_ _ 1,498,617 528,284 1,078,369 334,331 
Bullion, refined _______.__._/___________.=do____ 3,482,473 1,284,718 2,888,309 919,433 

Iron ore___________________~—~_ thousand long tons__ 4,993 239,257 5,033 240,557 
. Iron and steel: 

Pig iron. _~_____________--__--~~-~-=short tons__ 56,674 5,685 31,614 3,543 
Iron and steel products (major): 

Steel mill products ____________.-___~—do___-_ 977,284 904,011 929,954 855,078 
Other steel products_______________—_-do___~_ 261,246 518,942 200,387 465,672 

Iron and steel scrap: Ferrous scrap including rerolling 
materials, ships, boats, other vessels for scrapping 

Lead thousand short tons_ _ 9,840 938,402 10,191 940,416 
ad: 
Ore and concentrate ____________.__-~— metric tons__ 11,858 4,760 9,987 4,503 
Pigs, bars, anodes, sheets, etc _____________--do___~_ 7,445 15,214 27,342 20,977 
Scrap _________~---~-_____-~_______-do____ 45,097 11,575 59,949 12,963 

Magnesium, metal and alloys, scrap, semimanufactured 
forms, n.e.c ~-_-__ _____________~—~—~—-short tons__ 48,337 136,661 40,322 113,600 

Manganese: 
Ore and concentrate ____________________do____ 237,606 15,643 56,040 4,286 
Ferromanganese _______________-~-~_--~-do___~ 6,764 4,397 6,927 4,762 
Silicomanganese _______________~-~--~--~-do___~_ 5,333 2,287 3,089 1,359 
Metal _.____________-~---_-------_~-do___~_ 4,082 5,915 5,162 7,242
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Table 8.—U.S. exports of principal minerals and products, excluding mineral fuels 
—Continued 

i 

Oo | : | | 1984 | 1985 | | 
Mineral , ——CSadlue=~S~COSt*éwV dite =~ , | 

. Quantity (thousands) . Quantity (thousands) 

METALS —Continued . ae . 

Molybdenum: 
and concentrate (molybdenum content) _ 

thousand pounds. — 63,366 $242,770 638,859 $247,690 = 
Metal and alloys, crude and scrap _———_———__---do___~ 306 1,209 | 574 2,365. 

. Wire. ______~_______________-- ~~~ -do_ . 474 5,954 546 6,130 
Semimanufactured forms, n.e.c...._._._.__.-~--do_-._~ > 257 6,368 408 — ——- 8,890 
Powder ____§_.__-__________----~~--~~-do__- 461 3,272 369 - 2,298 — 
Ferromolybdenum _________.-~—-----~-~-do___~_ 650 1,567 1,262 2,698 
Compounds__ ___ ~~~ -----~------~~----~--do_-_- 26,602 56,453 23,769 46,109 

Nickel: : . ; 
Primary (unwrought commercially pure, anodes, ferronickel, 

. powder and flakes)____...._...__-_.~ ~-short tons_— 35,807 131,480 24,354 96,503 
_ Wrought (bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections; plates, sheets, ae 

strip; tubes, pipes, blanks, fittings, hollow bar; wire) . 
do___— 6,857 75,219 ~ 8,155 89,289 

Compound catalysts and waste and scrap_._ — _ —— ——do___-— 15,861 38,722 18,920 49,516 . 
Platinum group metals: : | 

Ore and scrap ___________---_-~~~-1troy ounces._ _ °563,345 123,349 . 362,384 76,993 
Palladium, rhodium, iridium, osmiridium, ruthenium, 7 oo 
osmium (metal and alloys including scrap) —~—-——-do__—~~ ™377,802 74,748 339,254 56,116 

Platinum (metal and alloys). ______..-.-~-~~do___~ 220,885 16,749 187,013 _  §4,052 — 
Rare-earth metals: Ferrocerium and alloys _~— —-— -short tons__— . 34 ' 309 29 317 
Selenium ——.——-~--------~~--~~~-=~~— Kllograma_— 122,929 1,587 .  —-: 154,122. ~ 1,481. . 

icon: : , 

Ferrosilicon ________._._-_.-__.~ ~~ —-~short tons__ 29,364 21,135 12,969 12,671 
Silicon carbide, crude and in grains (including reexporis) . a . oo, : 7 

do___— 6,023 8,613 5,186 =. 17,446 
Silver: - . ’ 

Ore, concentrate, waste, sweepings — _ 
thousand troy ounces__— 14,108 119,965 12,145 79,086 

Bullion, refined ___~9.-.._.-__._---—--~-~-do___~_ 10,340 86,339 12,611... ~ 81,746 . 
Tantalum: a oo . 

Ore, metal, other forms ____.._—— — thousand pounds__ — 608 | 24,603 =x. 491 ~- 19,265 
; mine ree ~ ono rrcrrrrrrrrrrren 151 “17,026 148 15,188 

; Ingots, pigs, bars, etc.: Exports ____——— ~~~ metric tons_ — 1,429 14,409 — 1,478. ~-—s«:16,744 
Tinplate and terneplate _____.__.___----~-do___~- 154,679 93,033 155,119 =: - 85,000 

Titanium: . 
Ore and concentrate _____.._._.__.—~—~—-~short tons. _ 8,651 1,936 27,759 6,953 
Unwrought and scrap metal _____.____-~--do____ 4,484 9,359 6,992 17,475 
Intermediate mill shapes and mill products, n.e.c__ _do_._ _ — 2,849, 61,502 3,395 ~ 10,423 
Pigments and oxides ________.-_-_.--~----~-do____ 108,247 102,828 103,201 112,870 | 

Tungsten (tungsten content): . : 
Ore and concentrate _.____.._...—-—-—-~— metric tons_ — 129 1,240 124 "831 
Carbide powder _. __.________-------~ --do___- 448 12,415 661 15,734 oO 

_ Alloy powder... ._.___-_-_--_--_--------do___- 816 17,329 1,449 . 33,331 ; 
Vanadium: . 

Ore and concentrate (vanadium content) 
thousand pounds. — 24 109 5 9 . 

Pentoxide, ete __________--__.-.~----.~-do___~- 7,423 14,514 3,053 6,300 
Fine eat — - ~--- =~ == === == =~ == ~~ ~~ ~~ 938 5,205 908 | 4,791 . 

c: 
Slabs, pigs, or blocks ______...___._— . metric tons_ — 760 975 1,011 1,525 

. Sheets, plates, strips, other forms, n.e.c___ _ _ __ . _-do___- 975 2,421 776 1,973 
Waste, scrap, dust (zinc content) ____._.__._~~-do_-_~ 42,079 23,871 45,984 22,080 
Semifabricated forms, n.e.c _.._._._._..._.__~_-do___- 1,428 2,349 2,674 3,500 
Ore and concentrate ______._______-_-~_-do___- 30,579 18,353 23,264 - 8,216 

Zirconium: 
Ore and concentrate ______.____.__~ _-~ short tons_— 9,528 2,647 16,855 - 38,965 

Oxide _______ ~~~ odo 422 1,263 1,048 3,332 
Metals, alloys, other forms _________...____-do___ — 808 42,523 1,153 51,558 . 

INDUSTRIAL MINERALS 

Abrasives (includes reexports): 
Industrial diamond, natural or synthetic: 

Powder or dust________.— ~~~ thousand carats_ — 47,992 74,337 51,593 81,806 
Other __________-_-~~_-~ ~~ _____~_-do__ 3,301 30,441 3,291 29,530 

Diamond grinding wheels — — aaa 536 5,141 553 6,603 
Other natural and artificial metallic abrasives and products — XX 299,719 XX 289,716 

Asbestos: 
Exports: 

Unmanufactured __________. ~~ metric tons_ — 39,779 18,221 45,075 16,366 
Products_—______.---. ~~ --~-~~---~------ XxX 162,690 xXx 193,476 

Reexports: . 
nmanufactured ___..__._.__ ~~ metric tons__ 140 125 581 123 

Products_ —..__----~~-----~~--~---~-+------+- XX 657 XX 289 
Barite: Natural barium sulfate ________..—-—-~short tons__ 1,449 574 5,876 692 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 8.—U.S. exports of principal minerals and products, excluding mineral fuels 
, oO a —Continued 

| > 1984 1985 . 
Mineral - and? Value ‘ Value _ | | Quantity (thousands) Quantity @nousands) _ 

_ INDUSTRIAL MINERALS —Continued Co _ 

. _ Boron: a 5 . Boric acid__.-§._________________-__short tons__ _ 44,728 | $24,402 49,457 $21,598 Sodium borates, refined .__.. 22 do 576,231 134,000 623,375 151,000 - Bromine compounds ___________.___ thousand pounds__ 53,200 16,200. 61,000. - - 23,400 Calcium: oO : . Other calcium compounds including precipitated calcium - : carbonate ________.____________-_short tons.._ 37,000 17,000 - 49,000 25,000 . Chloride _________________________ dol . 34,062 20,568 26,148° — 6,348 a _. Dicalcium phosphate_________§______-___-_do____ 40,000 | 33,000 58,600 -—s-: 43,000 Cement Hydraulic and clinker________________do____ 80,007 13,496 97,897 21,478 ays: ; oe, : Kaolin or china clay __________ thousand short tons__ 1,418 170,137 1,881.  ~— 174,204 Bentonite_______.~_- ~~ dow 563 _ 45,3875 . 640 44,973 Other. _-____. dol 718 ~~ -80,221 759 90,694 : Diatomite____§________ dol 127 29,461 120 28,519 | Feldspar, leucite, nepheline syenite ___________short tons__ 10,080 920 _ 9,280 680 Fluorspar__ ~~~ ee eee dol _ 12,266 1,292 9,671 1,063 Gem stones (including reexports): — a 
Diamond __________._________ thousand carats__ 2,273 574,719 2,378 — 571,300 Pearls. ee | XX: 8,265 XX * 3,600 Other _____ = XX = — 98,150. XxX 56,500 a Graphite, natural =. $$ _short tons. — 7,096 2,807 | 10,159 © = 3,830 

. . Crude, crushed or calcined ______ thousand short tons__ 131 . 12,711 83 13,021 . Manufactured, wallboard and plaster articles. __._§______ XX 17,141 XX. 13,398 Helium ____§_________________ million cubic feet__ 392 21,461 439 25,316 : : Lime_ short tons__ 24,714 6,805 - 19,383. 5,155 Lithium compounds: —— . . “| . Lithium carbonate _.__________ _ thousand pounds_ _ 18,069 — 24,487 13,916. — 19,006 Lithium hydroxide ______=_-_____________do____ 8,198 * 14,108 7,853 ~~ = 18,709 ‘ Other lithium compounds _ $$$» do _  §,480 | 69,765 . 5,608 | 12,453 | esium. compounds: Oo oo os oe Magnesium co dead-burned _______________short tons__ 17,275 _ 8,641 24,805 5,529 Mi Magnesite, crude, caustic-calcined, lump or ground__do____ 82,053 14,026 21,567 9.773 ca: 7 | Waste, scrap, ground____________ thousand pounds_ _ 15,306 2,038 . 17,378 _ 2,870 Block, film, splittings..._.________________do____ 348 549 82 = 159 Manufactured, cut or stamped, built-up_____-___do____ NA 4,519 NA 5,108 - Co Mineral-earth pigments, iron oxide, natural and synthetic . . 
. , . Short tons__ 32,428 81,832 ~ 29,720 . 27,574 Nitrogen compounds (major) _ —__———. thousand short tons__ 10,439 1,635,430 10,799 1,553,387 Phosphate rock ________._____ thousand metric tons__ 11,316 *392,032 10,284 281,515 os Phosphatic fertilizers: 

Phosphoric acid ______..-._______._____do____ 867 181,055 — 716 =: 141,162 | Superphosphates __..__________________do____ 2,847 149,150 5,524 176,515 Diammonium phosphates_________________do.___ 6,346 1,200,579 6,131 1,048,322 Elemental phosphorus_.___.____________ metric tons_._ 14,852 22,375 17,131 27,024 Pigments and compounds: Zinc oxide (metal content) __do____ 288 627 359 1,005 
otash: . 
Potassium chloride__.....2--_-§___________do____ 621,820 57,200 699,770 _ NA Potassium sulfate.___.._.______________do____ 67,320 13,940 91,000 NA Quartz, crystal: 
Cultured _._..______________ thousand pounds_ _ 277 11,021 185 3,723 gah tural - ---------------------------do___- 42 234 60 290 t: , 
Crude and refined__._________ thousand short tons... 820 15,299 . 904 15,988 Shipments to noncontiguous territories.________do____ 718 2,301 23 5,196 Sand and gravel: 
Construction: 

. Sand ____~~_-~ doe 1,210 8,094 997 6,212 Grave] ______-_--________________ do. 635 2,231 516 2,723 Industrial sand ~-__-___________________do____ 1,193 27,656 866 22,580 Sodium compounds: 
Sodium carbonate_____________________ _do___ 1,648 160,774 1,771 186,064 Sodium sulfate ___.______________ do. 76 9,587 119 11,899 Stone: 
Crushed_______________________ dol. 2,378 23,970 2,372 29,347 Dimension __________________________do____ NA 23,007 NA 13,835 Sulfur, crude________________ thousand metric tons. 1,334 156,067 1,365 189,248 Talc, crude and ground___________ thousand short tons. 256 16,162 237 14,282 NG 

Total 2 --- e XX 13,988,499 XX 13,065,121 TT 
eee 

"Revised. NA Not available. XX Not applicable. 
4Not comparable to prior years owing to regrouping of nickel forms. 
*Silicon carbide (crude and refined) has been deducted and is shown separately elsewhere in this table.
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Table 9.—U.S. imports for consumption of principal minerals and products, excluding rs 
| | : mineral fuels . | 

1984 1985 

Mineral 

| Quantity anousandey tity nousands) 

Aluminum: 
Metal ____________._____~— metric tons__ 881,956 $1,292,724 868,674 $1,017,453 
Scrap____—___~_i--~-----~-_---~-~do____ 137,675 145,748 127,501 108,625 
‘Plates, sheets, bars, etc _. ...___.._.._.do____ 457,562 1,027,631 423,769 847,476 . 

- Aluminum oxide (alumina) a , co . 
thousand metric tons__ 4,466 976,364 3,979 809,664 

Antimony: . = 
Ore and concentrate (antimony content) me . 

oo short tons. — 4,299 6,798 6,638 12,381 
Sulfide including needle or liquated _ ___——do___- - 712 157 167 256 

- Metal _-_-_-___-__-~____._____-__-do____ 3,898 8,037 5,129 10,983 
. Oxide... _-__~_-21_-.~~~-do____ 17,884 - 26,348 10,620 - 20,765 

Arsenic: . , 
White (As2O3 content) ______._____-_-do____ 13,985 9,454 » 16,472 14,059 

. Metallic 2 ~~ dow - 304 - 2,127 407 2,150 
Bauxite, crude __._______- thousand metric tons__ 710,228 ‘NA 9,944 NA 
Beryllium ore_____________.. ~~ ~short tons. _ 1,332 ‘1,177 1,646 1,427 
Bismuth, metals and alloys (gross weight)_ — _ _ pounds_ _ 1,948,394 5,892 1,998,865 ~ 10,172 
Cadmium metal ________.______—~metric tons__ 1,889 5,183 1,988 . 4,122 
Calcium metal ___. 2. --- _ __-_~~ pounds__ 248,973 670. 492,244 . 1,395 . 

. Cesium compounds and chloride ___—___~——do__ ~~ 53,652 1,552 ~  - 60,587 1,595 - . 
Chromium: a . OO . 

Ore and concentrate (CraOs content) oS oO oO . 
_ thousand short tons__ 134 15,477 176 ~ 20,170 

Ferrochromium (gross weight)_ ____ __———do_ ~~~ 426 - 188,451 331 156,546 . 
-Ferrochromium-silicon ————— —=_._—.—~~do__~_- 8 . 8,786 - 4 2,085 . 

. Metal __- 222 edo 5 24,073 4 19,615 
Cobalt: . . a . . 

Metal _____________ — _ thousand pounds__ 23,316 - 202,954 | 16,6138 = 181,379 
Oxide (gross weight). ____________..——do___-_ 706 5,285 . 246 2,258 
Salts and compounds (gross weight) ___———do_—_-~ 2,284 5,371 1,413 _ . 4,431 . 

Columbium ore... - /_-__-____~--.do__ ~~ 3,265 6,080  ° 2,899 4,673 
Copper (copper content): 

| and concentrate________.__-— metric tons__ ~ 11,056 9,863 2,869. 1,739 
Matte _.__________ ~~ _ doi 2,094 2,586 3,997 6,997 
Blister ___.__-§______.___-_-___--_-do___- 38,949 | 52,950 . 12,979 _ . 15,529 a 
Refined in ingots, ete _.___._____.-_~~-~do____ 444,699 620,674 377,725. . 491,798 
Sere a ool ted inalading aglewakuen 23,005 28,925. |  — 28,014 25,680 

Ferroalloys not elsewhere listed, including spiegeleisen . Oo 
short tons__ 5,321 27,304 | 5,225 ~ 25,969 

Gallium _______________-__ ~~~ kilograms__ 9,669 4,050 7,961. | 3,447 
Germanium — - ~~~ —~—-~-~~-~~-~-~~~~~d0~ ~~ 116,719 7,589 14,841 ' 8,829 — 

Ore and base bullion _________~—-~ troy ounces_- 1,837,052 653,307 1,865,022 587,002 
Bullion, refined _._______.___._____-do___- 6,031,550 2,293,606 6,360,977 2,109,475 

Hafnium____. _________...——~_~short tons__ 1 115 1 . 185 
Indium______..._._._—. thousand troy ounces__ 1,022 - 4,577 980 — 3,480 
Iron ore ___________-. ~~ thousand long tons__ 17,187 529,065 15,771 452,240 - 
Iron and steel: | 

Pig iron _____________.___~—-~-short tons__ 702,355 83,985 338,258 . 50,619 
Iron and steel products (major): 

Steel mill products ___~_.__.__...-do___- 26,169,048 10,201,074 24,278,482 9,565,642 
Other products ______________._do___~- T] 146,133 ¥1,155,886 1,211,146 1,308,921 

Leer? including tinplate __— thousand short tons_ - 512 46,946 601 45,620 

Ore, flue dust, matte (lead content)_ __ metric tons_ _ 29,888 11,923 2,649 979 
Base bullion (lead content). __...___.-do_~~- 43 57 760 398 
Pigs and bars (lead content) _________——do___~- 161,489 86,189 131,353 53,864 
Reclaimed scrap, etc. (lead content)_ _____—do__—~ 5,026 2,029 —. 3,168 - 1,212 
Sheets, pipes, shot _________.._.____do___- 1,667 4,044 1,981 2,517 | 

Magnesium: . 
etal and scrap _________.——~— _ short tons_- 5,296 12,260 4,866 10,303 

Alloys (magnesium content) ______._._-do___- 3,596 10,791 3,651 12,774 
Sheets, tubing, ribbons, wire, other forms (magnesium 
content)_ __...____--...--_.__do___- 489 2,620 754 2,010 

Manganese: 
Ore (35% or more contained manganese) __ _do__ —- 338,094 16,024 - 386,859 22,561 
Ferromanganese_— ___——__~___....-do__~~- 409,310 117,678 366,874 104,389 
Ferrosilicon-manganese (manganese content) 

do_ — —- 91,339 44,746 109,719 51,423 
Metal _______~_-__-~---_-~- ~~ do___- 13,314 12,978 8,566 9,052 . 

Mercury: 
Compounds __——~-~-_~--~~-~-~~-~-~pounds__ 249,083 1,111 329,889 1,625 
Metal __________-~- ~~~ 176-pound flasks_ - 25,327 7,274 18,890 5,337 

See footnotes at end of table.
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oe Table 9.—U.S. imports for consumption of principal minerals and products, excluding | | | : mineral fuels —Continued . . 

a a, 

ee | ty (thousands) Wantity = ¢nousands) 
METALS —Continued . mo 

. Molybdenum: r . 
Ore and concentrate (molybdenum content) , | ce 7 oa ' thousand pounds_ _ 28 $183 112 $566 Waste and scrap (gross weight) _________do____ NA 2,565 NA 2,830 

Unwrought (molybdenum content) ____do____ 142 2,170 145 2,370 - Wrought (gross weight) _._________do____ 132 3,023 94 . 2,801 Ferromolybdenum (gross weight). _ _____ _ _do___ — 2,086 4,438 1,424 3,721 Material in chief value molybdenum (molybdenum : Lo content)______ ~~ ____ do 5,266 19,441 2,239 7,829 Compounds (gross weight) __._______._do____ 3,487 6,251 3,815 6,678 Nickel: 
| Pigs, ingots, shot, cathodes. _ ._____short tons_ _ 103,017 461,371 97,779 446,009 Plates, bars,ete ~... dow __ 8,650 58,120 - 10,100 _ 89,660 | Slurry ______ edo 82,509 116,956 _ 68,210 | 101,101 - Serap-i dow 6,199 20,542 6,552 16,430 . Powder and flakes__-§_-§_$___ 7 = do 15,829 78,736 12,753 67,717 . Ferronickel _.§_.. -_-§_-§__._.___ do. 43,048 68,429 36,528 | 60,253 Oxide. -— 2 edo 5,526 22,413, 5,079 - 20,722 ' Platinum-group metals:  —_- 

oo . Unwrought: 
Grains and nuggets (platinum)___ troy ounces_ _ 19,786 5,647 20,827 6,807 Sponge (platinum) ______.________do____ 1,527,841 617,888 1,464,645 542,133 Sweepings, waste, scrap___________do____ 526,738 61,920. 530,724 62,342 Tridium_ = ~~ 5 ee dol 18,225 7,472 20,972 _ 9,615 Palladium __-~_~______-_=______do____ 1,795,939 273,222 1,396,810 174,333 Rhodium___________-________do____ 155,671 83,979 201,028 173,310 ~ Ruthenium __._~_~-_~_______ dol 198,257 16,652 _ 162,887 16,474 Other platinum-group metals _______do____ 10,602 3,796 15,701 ' 4,707 . Semimanufactured: . 

| Platinum____ ~~ ~~~ dol 60,140 22,682 78,206 23,946 Palladium ___~_~§2~_~__~_~_~_______ dow 158,012 24,192 84,492 9,532 . Rhodium —- _. ~~. dow 2,389 516 145 73 _ Other platinum-group metals _______do____ 506 122 13,157 2,422 Rare-earth metals: 
Ferrocerium and other cerium alloys __ kilograms_ _ 138,128 1,651 118,385 1,302 _ Monazite __________________ metric tons__ 5,661 2,202 5,694 ‘1,984 Metals including scandium and yttrium 

. oc kilograms_ _ 4,316 619 . 3,185 - 285 Rhenium: . ° 
Metal including scrap______________ pounds_ _ 1,962 450 4,943 . 1,225 Ammonium perrhenate (rhenium content) _ _do__ __ 4,754 1,052 3,325 — 669 Selenium and selenium compounds (selenium content) 

Silicon: - kilograms. _ 376,946 8,054 400,658 8,358 icon: 
Metal (over 96% silicon content) _____short tons. _ 25,221 55,381 51,801 83,367 Si Ferrosilicon____......___________do____ 143,651 72,874 155,421 74,019 ver: 
Ore and base bullion ____ thousand troy ounces__ 13,018 105,587 3,533 20,180 Bullion, refined ______..._________do____ 93,546 784,838 137,398 855,550 Sweepings, waste, doré______________ do_.___ 8,402 72,772 11,671 76,218 Tantalum ore_____________ _ thousand pounds_ _ 2,199 19,054 737 8,187 Tellurium (tellurium content) _ _______~ kilograms__ 35,383 725 30,050 871 Thallium —~-~-----~-- ~~ _ _ pounds__ 2,964 96 2,655 50 | 

Concentrate (tin content)__________ metric tons__ 3,272 20,862 1,686 10,659 Dross, skimmings, scrap, residue, tin alloys, n.s.p.f. 
. do. ___ 1,211 1,318 877 2,804 Tinfoil, powder, flitters,ete _.______________ XX 3,292 XX 3,290 . Tin compounds_______________ metric tons___ 838 5,301 827 5,164 Titanium: 

Ilmenite’ ___________________short tons__ 619,444 43,846 798,632 66,821 Rutile ___________.____________do____ 180,508 44,910 179,663 43,967 Metal __-______________________do____ 5,533 35,469 5,479 39,408 Ferrotitanium and ferrosilicon titanium ___do____ 579 861 483 982 Pigments ____-__________________do____ 193,501 186,952. 196,213 206,809 Tungsten ore and concentrate (tungsten content) 
metric tons_ _ 5,807 51,715 4,746 36,706 Vanadium (vanadium content): 

Ferrovanadium ________.__ thousand pounds__ 2,341 11,839 1,557 7,757 Pentoxide______________________do____ 297 1,269 22 180 zi Vanadium-bearing materials _._._______do____ 1,266 552 605 535 inc: 
Ore (zinc content) _____________ metric tons__ 86,172 29,186 90,186 33,626 Blocks, pigs, slabs _.._§_____________do____ 639,228 635,940 610,900 508,003 Sheets, etc... _________________do____ 850 1,308 3,559 - 2,757 Fume (zinc content) __§_..____________do____ 314 171 _- —_ Waste and scrap _____.____________do____ 6,259 3,940 8,247 1,848 Dross and skimmings _______________do____ 5,027 3,161 4,942 2,419 Dust, powder, flakes________________do____ 7,572 9,505 8,681 10,781 Manufactured _.______________________ XX 927 XX 718 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 9.—U.S. imports for consumption of principal minerals and products, excluding 
mineral fuels —Continued | 

1984 1985 

Mineral Se” ale 

| | ) Quantity _ (thousands) Quantity (thousands) . . ' . 

METALS —Continued 

Zirconium: ps : 
Ore including zirconium sand _ ____—-—-— short tons__ 66,436 $7,548 43,787 $4,599 
Metal, scrap, compounds ___________~-do___- 1,844 20,330 4,202 24,962 

INDUSTRIAL MINERALS . 

Abrasives: . 
Diamond (industrial) _______-_ thousand carats__ 43,710 113,632 46,222 127,191 

. Other _ ~~ ___ e+ XX ' 268,062 XX ~ 255,686 
Asbestos ~~ metric tons__ 209,963 64,749 142,431 44,093 

arite: - 
_ Crude and ground ______— thousand short tons__ 1,776 74,945 2,127 82,913 - 

. Witherite _______________ ~~ short tons__ 226 153 142 94 
Chemicals__—§ _________._______--~do__~~ 35,208 20,524 32,907 19,978 

Boron: 
Boric acid (contained boron oxide) ___ —__——do__ ~~ ~. F4,000 _ 8,449 6,000 ~ 5,121 
Colemanite (contained boron oxide) . . 

thousand short tons__ 20,000 12,128 33,000 24,620 
Ulexite__________________---_.-do__-- 47,000 10,202 31,000 11,120 

Bromine (contained in compounds). thousand pounds__ 16,080 10,996 17,079 - 11,065 

Calcium chloride. _________...—-— —-short tons__ ’ 22,078 1,817 77,736 10,967 
Cement: Hydraulic and clinker _ thousand short tons__ . 8,846 *294,207 14,487 _ 437,429 
Clays___.-___..__-__----~ ~~ --short tons__ ' 31,585 4,868 40,902 5,981 

Cryolite _._________---------~-~~-do____ 22,722 13,124 16,596 “10,003 

Feldspar: “ Co an . . 

Crude _________~_-----_~----~~-do___- ae e . 1 _ 936 ~ 1,126 

Ground and crushed_ ___ ________~-——do_~_~ - 5 28 14 16 25 

| Fluorspar ____._____/____-___------~--~-~do___- 703,711 65,241 552,959 yj. 49,639 ° 

Gem stones: - 
. Diamond __________———-_- thousand carats__ » FB 928 2,905,317 8,151 8,006,762 

Emeralds ______.~__________--—~—-do____ 4,410 ‘154,644 2,741 © 189,000 
Other __________________ eee XX - §91,555 XX 534,113 

Graphite, natural ___________~—- _-—short tons__ 58,246 14,579 52,737 16,186 
Gypsum: 

Crude, ground, calcined_..__ thousand short tons__ 8,915. 74,357 9,924 64,331 
Manufactured _____ ~~ ~§ -§- - + XX 95,310 XX 91,091 

Iodine, crude _______._____~— thousand pounds__ 5,067 724,808 4,971 26,761 
Lime: oO 

Hydrated ____._______._--~—~~-short tons__ 59,906 3,669 48,827 3,407 
Other ________~_______-__~-___~-do___~ 187,579 9,722 145,230 8,810 

Lithium: a, . 
Ore. _______-_--__-----------~~-do___~ ™150 . 33 4,716 1,277 
Compounds ______________~---~-~~~-do___~_ ~ 462 2,313 1,402 5,774 

Magnesium compounds: 
_ Crude magnesite_________.______--do___~- TTBS 232 1,350 332 . 
Lump or ground caustic-calcined magnesia _ _ do_ — __ 54,893 9,594 65,709 10,407 

- Refractory magnesia, dead-burned, fused magnesite, 
dead-burned dolomite _____.____~-—-do__-_- 155,162 F26,186 179,207 32,075 

Mi Compounds ___ - _________-----~~-~-do__~_~ 46,153 10,036 36,751 10,085 
ica: ; 
Waste, scrap, ground ______~ thousand pounds__ 23,198 3,251 20,057 2,920 
Block, film, splittings ___________~--~-do__-~- 1,480 644 1,684 1,080 
Manufactured, cut or stamped, built-up _ _ _ _do__ —_ 856 ~ 2,836 978 3,154 

Mineral-earth pigments, iron oxide: . . 
Ocher, crude and refined _____— ——~—-_short tons__ 7 31 26 22 
Siennas, crude and refined____——____———do__ ~~ 160 / 72 270 49 
Umber, crude and refined ___________—do___~_ 6,401 1,012 4,921 195 
Vandyke brown __________---__~~-~do__-- 659 244 404 140 
Other natural and refined __________-—-do__~_- 996 444 1,026 561. 
Synthetic ___-___.-_------_----~-do__-_- 30,015 19,720 33,151 20,999 

Nepheline syenite: 
Crude ________~~_____---------~_-do__-_- 410 17 920 62 
Ground, crushed, ete ________-____—-do__-_~_ 377,535 14,201 331,684 11,373 

Nitrogen compounds (major) including urea . 
P thousand short tons_~— 8,476 984,524 8,544 880,348 

eat: 
Fertilizer-grade ___.._____——~~-~short tons__ ' 453,387 58,491 452,018 54,244 
Poultry- and stable-grade__ _________~-do__-_- 31,685 4,318 25,370 3,606 

Phosphates, crude and apatite. thousand metric tons__ 9 274 34 1,593 
Phosphatic fertilizers: 

Fertilizer and fertilizer materials______——do__ ~~ 119 7,536 30 5,929 
Elemental phosphorus __—_~_-____-~~-do__ ~~ 4 6,482 2 3,530 
Other _______________-~~-~-~-~-~-~-do__ ~~ 11 1,550 3 492 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 9.—U.S. imports for consumption of principal minerals and products, excluding 
| a | mineral fuels —Continued 

. a a 1984 ; 1985. 
Oo Mineral . | a ””*é‘dess— (ae Value 

| | | a . Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 

| INDUSTRIAL MINERALS —Continued 

Pigments and salts: | 
Lead pigments and compounds _____ metric tons_ _ 19,081 $15,022 16,272 $12,468 

'_. Zinc pigments and compounds. ___________do____— 52,432 . 48,178 '  §2,310 48,244 
Potash __ $$ 2 doe C:C«*,947,700 658,100 7,570,900 499,100 
Pumice: a 

Crude or unmanufactured _____—__~short tons__ - 16,708 402 781 . 198 
Wholly or partly manufactured __ __ __ __ -do____ 192 T48 857 103 

~~ Quartz orystal (Braziliva lascas) 1 thousand pounds. 569 3 00Cté<“‘«‘iS . razilian lascas) __ thousand pounds_~_— . . 
Salt______._________- _ thousand short tons__ . 7,545 74,100 6,207 65,593 

_ Sandand gravel: . . . . 
; ‘Industrial sand_______....________do____ 26 926 | 81. 1,513 

Other sand.and gravel ______________do____ 151 1,603 246 1,572 » 
Sodium compounds: | . : 

Sodium carbonate ___________..___-do____ 17 2,301 56 8,089 
'g Sodium sulfate _.. ...____-.._____do____ 7 265 21,198 .. 194 14,492, 
tone: 

Crushed ___ ~~~. ~.______do_.__ 2,923 15,071. 2,725 10,209 
Dimension _________~ ~~~ ___ xXx 223,150 | — XX 295,094 

- Calcium carbonate fines ___ ‘thousand short tons__ — 292 . 2,471 281 1,432 
Strontium: . . : 

Minerals____._______.______ short tons__ 48,852 4,293 37,552 3,321 
Compounds _________.___________do____ 4,755 3,386 7,403 (5,586 

. _ Sulfur and compounds, sulfur ore and other forms, 
nes_._________.___ thousand metric tons__ T? 557 7200,189 2,104 199,240 

Talc, unmanufactured _____ — thousand short tons__ 45 9,156 - AT 9,532 

Tota «XX ~—s*81,497,867 XX (29,450,174 

- FRevised. NA Not available. XX Not applicable. : 
' . ‘Includes titanium slag averaging about 7 0% TiO. For details, see “Titanium” chapter. . 

a Table 10.—Comparison of world and U.S. production of selected nonfuel mineral | 
pO commodities | : 
(Thousand short tons unless otherwise specified) 

. 1984 1985” ; . 

| ; . US. US. 

Mineral World US. Percent World US. — Percent 
produc- produc- produc- produc- 

| tion! tion role. tion? tion prod: 

a | tion tion i ee 

METALS, MINE BASIS | : 
Antimony (content of ore and concentrate) . 

short tons__ 60,396 557 1 60,621 Ww NA 
Arsenic trioxide? ______ metric tons__ 44,099 6,800 15 45,030 2,200 5 
Bauxite® ____ thousand metric tons__ 88,173 856 1 85,133 674 1 
BeryL ____________-_ short tons__ 9,838 6,030 61 9,688 5,738 59 
Bismuth_______ _ thousand pounds__ 8,415 WwW NA 9,175 WwW NA 
Chromite ____._~_.__ ~~~ ~_____ 10,312 _- __ 10,951 __ —_ 
Cobalt (content of ore and concentrate) . 

short tons__ 35,869 _- — 39,867 __ -_- 
, Columbium-tantalum concentrate (gross 

weight) ______ thousand pounds__ 78,827 __ — 83,857 _— _- 
Copper (content of ore and concentrate) 

thousand metric tons__ 7,986 1,103 14 8,114 1,106 14 
Gold (content of ore and concentrate) 

thousand troy ounces_ _ 46,408 2,085 4 48,217 2,475 5 
Iron ore (gross weight) 

thousand long tons_ _— 817,428 51,269 6 845,251 48,751 6 
Lead (content of ore and concentrate) 

thousand metric tons__ 3,256 334 10 3,392 424 12 
Manganese ore gross weight) ________ 26,027 _— — 26,922 _- _- 
Mercury. — — thousand 76-pound flasks_ _ 195 19 10 196 17 9 
Molybdenum (content of ore and concen- 

trate) _______-_ thousand pounds__ 214,506 103,664 48 215,139 108,409 _ 50 
Nickel (content of ore and concentrate) _ _ 833 15 2 857 6 1 
Platinum-group metals? 

thousand troy ounces__ 7,648 15 (*) 7,951 Ww NA 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 10.—Comparison of world and U.S. production of selected nonfuel mineral . 
| commodities —Continued | : 

(Thousand short tons unless otherwise specified) 

a 
: 1984 . 1985” 

US. U.S. 

Mineral World US. Percent World _ US. percent 

produc- produc- world produc- produc- world tion tion produc- tion tion produc. 

. tion tion 

METALS, MINE BASIS —Continued | 

Silver (content of ore and concentrate) ; a 
thousand troy ounces_ — 415,239 44,592 11 412,273 ~ 39,357 10 

Tin (content of ore and concentrate) 
metric tons__ 198,482 WwW NA 191,103 WwW NA | 

Titanium concentrates (gross weight): ; . 
Ilmenite___________~________ 3,402 Ww NA 3,654 WwW NA . 
Rutile _________-~_-~.~__~_____ 388 Ww NA | 402 ' Ww NA 

Tungsten ore and concentrate (contained - . 
tungsten) - __~_.__-—- Metric tons. _ 46,478 1,203 3 - 46,989 - 996 2 

Vanadium (content of ore and concentrate) 
short tons_ — 34,291 1,617 5 — 83,665 W NA 

Zinc (content of ore and concentrate) a . a Se 
thousand metric tons_ _ 6,564 - 278 4 6,676 _ 252 4 

METALS, SMELTER BASIS . 

Aluminum (primary only) — — — — —do_ _ _ - 15,664 4,099 26 15,289 3,500 23 
Cadmium _________-~—-~_ metric tons_ — 19,171 1,686 9 18,662 . —- 1,608 9 
Cobalt __ ______.___—~_-short ons 25,608 _— _~- ' 28,217 a_ _— . 
Copper smelter (primary and seconda: —— 

PPS P thousand metric tone _ 8,344 1,188 14 8,331 1,138 14 . 
Iron, pig__________--~~—~--~--- 546,317 51,961 10° 555,222 “ 49,963 9 
Lead, smelter (primary and secondary)® - ; 

thousand metric tons_ — 5,494 1,072 20 5,569 — 1,124 — 20 - 
Magnesium (primary). ____-___--~--— 360 159 44 361 ‘150 © 42 
Nickel? _-__§_._§____________-_-— 771 45 6 782 oe 36 an) 
Selenium® ________-_~ kilograms_ — 1,350,702 253,598 19 4,122,835 WwW NA 
‘Steel, raw__._.___.----------- 782,008 992,528 12 788,119 988,259 11 
Tellurium® _________-_ _ kilograms_ — 99,594 Ww NA 98,500 OW NA — 
Tin. ______._____—_ metric tons__— 199,669 104 000 2 193,715 103000 2 
Zinc (primary and secondary) ae 

thousand metric tons_ _ 6,463 331 5 6,567 312 5 

INDUSTRIAL MINERALS 

Asbestos___ __._.______.__--do____ 4,106 57 1 4,111 57 1 : 
Barite _________-.__--_------ 6,352 11775 12 6,671 11739 1. 
Boron minerals ___________-__---— 2,775 1,367 49 2,679 1,269 47 
Bromine_______— thousand pounds_ — 873,550 11385 000 44 835,090 11390,000 38 
Cement, hydraulic... _.___...-_-~- 1,045,468 1278 699 8 1,071,225 1278 859 7 . 

ays: 
Bentonite? ________________- 6,493 113 438 53 6,245 113,195 51 
Fuller’s earth® _._._._._/§________- 2,528 111 899 15 - 2,704 112.059 46 
Kaolin? ____ ______________-— 23,354 117 953 34 23,361 117 793 33 

Corundum ________—-~_-short tons. — 16,265 _- ~— 16,805 _- ye 
Diamond ____——~— thousand carats... _ 63,517 _ _- 66,371 _- _- 
Diatomite_________._________- 1,933 627 32 1,951 635 33 
Feldspar____________--------~- 4,167 710 17 4,294 700 16 
Fluorspar__ _____._.__-___--_- 5,270 12 1 5,268 . 66 1 
Graphite _______—_~—-~-short tons__ 685,507 WwW NA 676,740 WwW NA 
Gypsum _____~___.-~-~___-~-- 86,767 14,319 17 89,220 14,726 17 
Iodine, crude ___.— thousand pounds_ — 27,419 ‘WwW NA 27,141 WwW NA 
Lime_________.-__---.-~--- _- 125,630 12 1215956 13 128,581 11 1215,718 13 
Magnesite______._____-__-_.-- 13,121 Ww NA 13,208 WwW NA 
Mica (including scrap and ground) 

thousand pounds_ _ 608,700 322,000 53 537,792 275,100 51 
Nitrogen, N content of ammonia _ ~ — _ _ — 93,029 13,368 14 94,302 18,238 14 
Peat ______.-_---~_-~--~----- 282,719 800 (4) 283,106 839 (4) 
Perlite... _____--~_-~_-.------- 1,808 11498 28 1,798 11507 28 
Phosphate rock (gross weight) 

thousand metric tons_ — 152,488 49,197 32 151,363 50,835 34 
Potash (K20 equivalent) ____ __do__ ~~ 29,348 1,564 5 28,618 1,296 5 
Pumice®____________.__--_-~- 12,662 11502 4 12,110 11508 4 
Salt _._____--------------+-+- 188,699 11 1239 256 21 187,693 11 1239519 21 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 10.—Comparison of world and U.S. production of selected nonfuel mineral 
| : commodities —Continued 

(Thousand short tons unless otherwise specified) . 

a | 1984 1985? 

7 . US. , US. 
. | Mineral | World US.. Percent =— World US. percent 

produc- produc- wot d produc- produc- wot d 
: oe | tion? tion produc- tion’ tion: produc- 

. tion tion 

| INDUSTRIAL MINERALS —Continued . 

- Sodium compounds, natural and manu- . . | | 
factured: oe 
Sodium carbonate_____________ 31,126 8,511 27 31,628 8,597 27 
Sodium sulfate. ______________ 4,697 872 19 4,647 827 © 18 

~ Strontium® _____________short tons__ (187,236 __ _- . 188,700 _- _— 
. . Sulfur, all forms : 

> - thousand metric tons_ _ 52,607 10,652 20 54,856 11,609 21 
Talc and pyrophyllite.____________ 8,351 1,127 14 8,305 1,269 15 
Vermiculite®__§_ $= = 545 315 58 . 556 314 56 

SS SS tpi enews? 

. PPreliminary. NA Not available. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
1For those commodities for which U.S. data are withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data, the world total 

excludes U.S. output and the U'S. percent of world production cannot be reported. oe 
 . 2World total does not include an estimate for output in China. 

5US. figures represent dried bauxite equivalent of crude ore; to the extent possible, individual country figures that are 
included in the world total are also on the dried bauxite equivalent basis, but for some countries, available data are 
insufficient to permit this adjustment. 

“Less than 0.5%. : | 
Primary and secondary blister and anode copper, including electrowon refined copper that is not included as blister or 

an . . , 
. ®Includes bullion. | | 

Refined nickel plus nickel content of ferronickel, and nickel oxide. 4 
®World total does not include estimates for output in the U.S.S.R. or China. 

; “Data from American Iron and Steel Institute. Excludes production of castings by companies that do not report steel ingo . 

"Goracludes tin content of alloys made directly from ore. - 
11Quantity sold or used by producers. : | 1Includes Puerto Rico. - : |
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The combined production value of natu- | ments, a new record high. Production of 
ral abrasives, which consist of tripoli, spe- crude special silica stone decreased 10% in 

. cial silica stone, garnet, and emery, decreas- quantity and 14% in value, and shipments 
ed in 1985. Shipments of processed tripoli of finished special silica stone products | 
increased slightly in quantity but decreased decreased 35% in quantity and 63% in 
6% in value. Production of garnet, an abun- value. Both the quantity and value of spe- : 
dant iron-aluminum silicate, increased 24% cial silica stone finished: products sold or 
in quantity and 20% in value. There was an — used were the lowest since 1981. Production © 

11% increase in the quantity and a 7% of emery, an impure aluminum oxide, 
increase in the value of refined garnet decreased 56% in quantity and 61% in | / 
shipped when compared with 1984 ship- value of product mined and shipped. 

7 . Table 1.—Salient U.S. abrasives statistics 

So BES”*~«~a2S*”*~«~dCSSS*~*~<“*«~MAS*“‘SC*CdSSCS : 

. Natural abrasives production by producers: | 7 | 
Tripoli (crude) __.._________ short tons._ _ 107,330 112,928 . 111,020 124,482 Ww 

- Value ________________ thousands__ $617 $653 $649 $699 Ww 
‘Special silica stone’__________- short tons__ 2,501 1,285 . 1,101 1,290 1,157 

Value ________________ thousands__ $1,096 $553: «$482 $602 $515 
: Garnet?_____.____________short tons__ 25,451 27,308 29,767 29,647 36,727 

Value ___.___________~_ thousands__ $2,059 $2,321 — $2,533 $2,487 $2,973 
Emery | —-- 7777777777777 7 Short tons_ _ Ww WwW WwW Ww W 

alue ____.___________-_ thousands. _ WwW. WwW WwW Ww WwW 
Manufactured abrasives® _________short tons._ £586,915 418,224 418,153 4531,264 £478,897 

Value _______________.__thousands.__ $225,503 $167,471 $167,480 © $208,281 “$171,974 
Foreign trade (natural and artificial abrasives): | . 

Exports (value)._________.....__-do.___ ‘$189,719 $174,126 $192,794 $191,003 $191,272 
Reexports (value) ________....___do____ $27,758 $22,650 $24,111 $27,248 $23,845 
Imports for consumption (value) _.._.___do.___ $801,695 $245,048 $289,865 $381,694 $382,877 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. . ; 
Includes grindstones, oilstones, and whetstones. Excludes grinding pebbles and tube-mill liners. 
2Primary garnet; denotes first marketable product. . 

b “Includes Canadian production of crude silicon carbide and fused aluminum oxide and shipments of metallic abrasives 
producers. 
Excludes U.S. and Canadian production and value of aluminum-zirconium oxide. 

95
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The nonmetallic manufactured abrasives 12% in quantity. Imported stone increased 
industry, which consisted of crude silicon 14% in quantity and 21% in value with an | 
carbide and fused aluminum oxide, experi- average price of $8.52 per carat, a 6% 
enced a 10% decrease in shipments and a_ increase from that of 1984. Imports of syn- 
20% decrease in value. The average unit thetic grit, powder, and dust from Ireland 
values of these shipments, including high- increased slightly in quantity but accounted 

_ purity fused aluminum oxide, dropped from for 75% of the imports in this category. The 
| those of 1984. average value of the synthetic grit, powder, 

The metallic abrasives industry, which and dust imported from Ireland increased __ 
_ consisted of primary producers of steel, from $1.44 to $1.49 per carat. Total exports 

- chilled and annealed shot and grit, plus cut plus reexports of abrasive materials de _ 
| wire shot manufacturers, reported a 9% creased slightly in value. a , 
_ decrease in quantity and an 8% decrease in’ Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- 

value shipped from those of 1984 shipments. duction data for abrasive materials are 
US. exports of diamond grit and powder developed by the Bureau of Mines from six 

_ reached a new record high at 50 million separate, voluntary surveys. Of the 51 oper- — 
carats, a 5% increase over 1984 exports. | — ations canvassed, producing natural and __ 

| Total imports of abrasive materials in- manufactured abrasives, all responded, 
creased slightly in value. Imports of indus- representing 100% of the total production 
trial diamond increased 6% in value and shown in tables 1, 5, 6, 8,15,16,and17. 

, . | FOREIGN TRADE | a 

Exports plus reexports of industrial dia- of 28.4%. The value of imported diamond 
monds, loose, increased 7% in volume to wheels increased 28% to $10.5 million. . 

| 54.9 million carats, and 6% in value to The value of imported abrasive materials , 
| $1113 million. This was a record high was essentially unchanged from that of 
a ‘quantity. The diamond content in diamond 1984, and exports plus reexports decreased _ 

| wheels, exported and reexported, was slightly in value. Net imports were valued _ 
| | 593,000 carats, a slight increase; the de- at $167.8 million. | 

_. Clared value was $6.6 million, an increase : | | | . 

| | Table 2.—U.S. exports of abrasive materials, by kind 7. 

| 7 _ (Thousands) | | 

| | 1984 1985 
Kind . | - Quan. «.. Quan | an ity «Value = Qn Value 

NATURAL ABRASIVES | | 
Industrial diamond, natural or synthetic, powder or dust _ carats__ 47,213 $72,484 49,725 $78,235 
Industrial diamond, natural or synthetic, other ________do____ 859 6,626 1,556 10,227 
Emery, natural corundum, pumice in blocks _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ pounds_ _ 3,783 947 1,918 833 

MANUFACTURED ABRASIVES 
Artificial corundum (fused aluminum oxide)__________do____ 24,588 15,329 24,531 15,004 
Silicon carbide, crude or in grains ________________do____ 11,365 8,086 10,004 7,147 
Carbide abrasives, n.e.c.. 2 75 5 5 dol 911 1,250 1,420 1,005 
Other refined abrasives _________-____________do____ 29,939 17,078 21,152 12,364 
Grinding and polishing wheels and stones: 

. Diamond ___.-___-..._..__.__________ carats__ 532 5,085 552 6,544 
Polishing stones, whetstones, oilstones, hones, similar stone 

number__ 827 2,360 726 2,208 
Wheels and stones, n.e.c ~...._§_____________ pounds__ 3,465 20,171 3,445 19,343 

Abrasive paper and cloth, coated with natural or artificial abrasive 
materials______________________________do____ 11,915 36,045 10,405 38,576 

Grit and shot including wire pellets _.._..__.________do____ 18,313 5,542 16,172 .. 4,786 

Total __-___----------------- ee XX 191,003 XX 191,272 

XX Not applicable.
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Oo a a Table 3.—U.S. reexports of abrasive materials, by kind 
: 0 a. . (Thousands) — 

a“ co . 1984 . 1985 

i Kind | Quan vy. Que yy 

NATURAL ABRASIVES | | - 

. Industrial diamond, natural or synthetic, powder or dust _ carats__ 799 $1,853 "1,868 $3,571 | 
Industrial diamond, natural or synthetic, other _ _-_-__—do__—— 2,442 23,815 1,735 19,303 

| Emery, natural corundum, pumice in blocks — —~------- pounds. _ 927 230 30 13 

: MANUFACTURED ABRASIVES _ . oe | 

"Artificial corundum (fused aluminum oxide).___..-.--do---_ _—-282——«<128 BT 40 
Silicon carbide, crude or in grains ______-_~-.---_-do____ 680 = 527 367 299 
Carbide abrasives, n.e.c____. -5 / -» - - 2 dol __ ~ 10 71 — _- 
Grinding and polishing wheels and stones: 

Diamond __________~--_---~-----~~—--—~— carats__ 4 56 1 59 
Polishing stones, whetstones, oilstones, hones, similar . 

stone _._______ se -— ~number__ _- _- 7 16 
Wheels and stones, n-e.c ___________---~~-~—~pounds__ 32 200 55 266 

Abrasive paper and cloth, coated with natural or artificial abrasive _ 
materials. ________--------------~-~----do___- 109 . 870 — AB 278 : 

| Total __________-_-___-__L_ i --_--- XX  —- 27,248 XX 28,845 

XX Not applicable. . . ee 

| "able 4.—U.S. imports for consumption of abrasive materials — 
Ce a (natural and artificial), by kind | | 

- - . oe (Thousands) . . 

. ' a oe 1984 1985 

Cs | | tity _ Value tity Value 

Emery, flint, rottenstone, tripoli, crude or crushed __._short tons. — 20 $421 24 $475 
“ Silicon carbide, crude__. _. _ ______..__.__~----do___~_ 64 29,992 . 56 22,854 

: Aluminum oxide, crude: _____ 22 2-_~___---_--do____ | 175 75,755 152 60,444 
Other crude artificial abrasives____..______.....__-do____ 8 3,513 . 14 4,570 

7 Abrasives, ground, grains, pulverized or refined: Pots . 
_ Rottenstone and tripoli_ ______._--..--------do---~ _- _- _- _- 

Silicon carbide _ __ . _-/____-_-_-_-+-----------—-do___~ 7 9,343 6 9,007 
Aluminum oxide___ ~~. /§_/_/______-___-__-__-do___~ 21 17,140 18 13,982 
Emery, corundum, flint, garnet, other, including artificial - 
abrasives ___$_§_§__._§_______ doe 3 5,475 2 5,343 

Papers, cloths, other materials wholly or partly coated with natural 
or artificial abrasives_____________.-----------~--- (*) 71,525 -  @) 78,219 

Hones, whetstones, oilstones, polishing stones __...._.._ number__ —~ 2,191 1,154 7,102 1,757 
' Abrasive wheels and millstones: 

Burrstones manufactured or bound up into millstones . 
: : short tons__ @ £49 (7). 14 

_ Solid natural stone wheels__________._.._--~ number__ 291 165 429 300 
. Diamond __.._...--_-.--------------~-do___~_ 229 8,207 420 10,477 

Abrasive wheels bonded with resins _________--—pounds__ 9,662 16,469 11,208 16,891 
Other ___________-_____.----------~-----~+---- (4) 12,313 (9) 16,299 

Articles not specifically provided for: 
Emery or garnet ____.__________-~---------~--~---~-~ | (2) 250 (2) 554 
Natural corundum or artificial abrasive materials _-____ ~~ - 2) 8,886 (4) 8,367 
Other n.s.p.f -._-.-_-.-_--____-_~_-~---------+- (4) 4,494 (4) 4,094 

‘Grit and shot, including wire pellets _____ __ _ ____-~-~ pounds_ _— 18,759 2,385 6,757 1,478 
Diamond, natural and synthetic: . 
Diamond dies_ —— ..___._._._____..-~-~~—-- number__ 12 526 14 561 
Crushing bort ___-___..._--.----------~- carats—_ 219 291 390 568 
Natural industrial diamond stones_ _ — _ _ __-_-----do___~- 7,125 58,838 8,174 74,433 
Miners’ diamond___ ______—-_~~------------do___~ $1,157 7,690 $1,271 6,019 

_ Powder and dust, synthetic __________--------do___-_ 28,381 38,684 29,633 38,860 
"Powder and dust, natural ____________-------do___~_ 6,828 8,129 6,754 7,311 

Total _._____-_-__-----------~---~-------~-- . XX 381,694 XX 382,877 

XX Not applicable. 
1Quantity not reported. | 
?Less than 1/2 unit. 
3Includes 43,000 carats of synthetic miners’ diamond in 1984 and 111,000 carats in 1985.
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Industrial diamond imports totaled 46.2 categories except miners’ diamond. Of the 
| million carats of loose material valuéd at 25.8 million carats from Ireland, 22.3 mil- 

$127.2 million, an increase of 6% in quanti- lion carats was synthetic powder and dust 
— ty and 12% in value. Imports of synthetic with an average value of $1.49 per carat. 

| powder and dust increased to 29.6 million The share of imports of industrial diamond 
carais with an average value of $1.31 per from Ireland was 56% of total quantity and 

| carat compared with 28.4 million carats at 34% of total value. | | 
$1.36 per carat in 1984. Imports from Ire- The Republic of South Africa, the largest 
land increased 3% in this category and U.S. source of imported industrial diamonds _ 

: accounted for 46% of the synthetic powder in terms of value, shipped to the United | 
a and dust increase. Industrial diamond stone States‘a total of 4.7 million carats valued at __ 

- imports increased 1.2 million carats, while $45.9 million, a decrease of 41% in quantity — 
the value increased $0.49 per carat to $8.52. and 8% in value. The share of imports from _ 

oO Ireland, the largest U.S. source of industrial _ the Republic of South Africa was 10% of the 
diamonds in terms of quantity, shipped to total quantity and 86% of the total value. Of 

: _ the United States a total of 25.8 million the 4.7 million carats, 3.9 million carats 
: carats, mostly synthetic, valued at $43.1 were industrial stones with an average 

| Million. Although the quantity increased value of $11.49 per carat, a 47% increase 
slightly, the value increased 8%, primarily from that of 1984. . ee - 
because of increases in the unit prices of all a | Fe : 

| ~ TJRIPOLI . | : a 

Fine-grained, porous silica materials are both in Alexander County, IL, which pro- 
grouped together under the category tripoli duced crude and finished amorphous (mi- _ 
because they have similar properties and crocrystalline) silica; and Keystone Filler 
end uses. Processed tripoli, sold or used, and Manufacturing Co., in Northumberland 

= increased slightly in quantity and decreased County, PA, which processed rottenstone,a 
_ slightly in value; most of the increase in decomposed fine-grained siliceous limestone __ 

| quantity was for filler material, and the or shale. | ; ee : 
value decreases occurred in both abrasive _ Prices quoted in the Engineering and _ 
and filler end uses. _ Mining Journal, December 1985, for tripoli | 

Because tripoli grains lack distinct edges and amorphous silica were as follows: —_ 
: and corners, they were used as mild abra- Tripoli, paper bags, carload lots, fob. oo . 

sives in toothpaste and industrial soaps and White Bie a Air floated through 
as buffing and polishing compounds in lac- 200 mesh _________________ 3.55 
quer finishing in the automobile industry. Rose and cream, Seneca, MO, and | 
The mineral was also used as a filler and Rees aR ad 2.90 
extender in paint, plastic, rubber, and Double ground - - -----~---~- 2.90 
enamels. Amorphous silica, 50-pound, paper | bags, . 

| The five tripoli producers were Malvern Ree 30 ee. prides __---sogT.00 
Minerals Co., Garland County, AR, which Through 200 mesh, 96% to 99% _____ 72.00 
produced crude and finished material; Through 398 mech, 96% 198%, Tone 69-50 
American Tripoli Co., which produced crude Through 325 mesh, 98% to 99.4% ____ 78.00 

material in Ottawa County, OK, and fin. Thrower $ep mesh $8.8%--------- 98:00 
ished material in Newton County, MO: Below 15 micrometers, 99%_ _ ______ 137.00 

. . , Below 10 micrometers, 99%________ 164.00 Illinois Minerals Co. and Tammsco Inc., Below 8 micrometers, 99% ________ 196.00 

Table 5.—Processed tripoli' sold or used by producers in the United States, by use? 

Use 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 

Abrasives _.____________________short tons__ 34,494 35,798 38,078 40,812 40,022 Value.______________________thousands__ $2,206 $2,477 $8,208 $3,738 $3,670 Filler_.__§_§___________________short tons__ 56,932 55,314 65,188 65,941 68,800 Value_______________________ thousands__ $4,393 $4,557 $6,077 $6,989 $6,452 

Total ___________________ short tons__ 91,426 391,111 108,211 106,753 108,822 
Total value_______._-___ thousands. 336,600 $7,034 $9,280 $10,727 $10,122 eee ee Oe 

‘Includes amorphous silica and Pennsylvania rottenstone. 
Partly estimated. 
‘Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding.
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| SPECIAL SILICA STONE PRODUCTS | | 

Production of special silica stone products main types were as follows: 

included oilstones and whetstones from | 

_ Arkansas and Indiana, grindstones from — oe | 
Ohio, and deburring media from Wisconsin. Trade name — Use 

| Four main grades of whetstones were _——OOTA S 
rodu r in t high: i Washita Stone _____.__- | Rapid sharpening. 

A k ced, g ang} 8 from h © . 18 ‘quality Soft Arkansas Stone _ _ _ ~~~ General purpose. 

| rkansas Stone, with porosity of 0.07% and Hard Arkansas Stone ___ __ Polishing blades toa 
r I vy. wn : very fine edge. 

re acterwee by a waxy luster, . do to Black Hard Arkansas Stone _ Polishing the most per- 
as ita Stone, with a porosity of 16% and ~ fect edge possible. - 

resembling unglazed porcelain. The four © ©£_—<——— 

° | - Table 6.—-Special silica stone finished | | | 

| : products sold or used in the United States’ | 

a Do ae ~ Quantity Value 

a Year (short (thou- 
tons) _ sands) . . 

oo Sn :) 523 =—is«$8,928 SO 
© 1982 ~_ + 713. 5,360 y 

. 1988 __-________-___-- 602 3,814 | : 

1984 ~_-.__________-~-~- 683 © 8,975 © oe . 

os, 1985 ___-__---------- 443. 1,452 . 

-lIncludes grindstones, oilstones, and whetstones. Ex- 

ee cludes grinding pebbles and tube-mill liners. an . 

| - Table 7.—Producers of special silica stone products in 1985 

. ~Company and location Type of operation a Product 

Arkansas Oilstone Co.: Hot Springs, AR_ ____—~—-~- Stone cutting and finishing Whetstones and oilstones. 

Arkansas Whetstone Co. Inc:: 
Hot Springs, AR __ ________---~-~--~~----- ____do__~__------~- Do. 

Do _______ eee + Quarry _____~-~_~-- Crude novaculite. 

Baraboo Quartzite Co.Inc.: . | . : 
Baraboo, WI __________~__-------~---=- Crushing and sizing _ — — — — Deburring media. 

Do __-____ a ee + -- Quarry ~__--__~---- Crude silica stone. 

Buffalo Stone Corp.: Hot Springs, AR ______—---- Tumbling and sizing Metal finishing media and 

. novaculite. deburring media. 

Cleveland Quarries Co.: 
Amherst, OH____-___~____--_------~-+--- Stone cutting and finishing Grindstones. 

Do ____________ e+e Quarry ______~----_~- Crude silica stone. 
Dans Whetstone Cutting Co. Inc.: 

Royal, AR___ ~_______--------------- Stone cutting and finishing Whetstones and oilstones. 

Do __~ ee Quarry ________-_-- | Crude novaculite. 

Halls Arkansas Oilstones Inc.: Pearcy, AR ____—~-~- Stone cutting and finishing Whetstones and oilstones. 

Hindostan Whetstone Co.: oo, 
Bedford, IN______~_-_~_--_~----~----+- ___-do____ ee Cuticle stones. 

Do _________~-_~---~-~-~---~-+-+--- Quarry _____~~--~-~- Crude silica stone. 

Hiram A. Smith Whetstone Co. Inc.: 
Hot Springs, AR ________-___--_~-------- Stone cutting and finishing Whetstones and oilstones. 

Do ______ ee --- Quarry ________~--~- Crude novaculite. 
Norton Co. Oilstones, Norton Pike Div.: . 

Hot Springs, AR _________--~---------- ____do___ ~~~ ~~ Do. 
Littleton, NH______—___..-_---------- Stone cutting and finishing Whetstones and oilstones. 

Pioneer Whetstone Co.: Hot Springs, AR _____--~- ~__-do_ Do. 
Poor Boy Whetstones: Hot Springs, AR (inactive) — — — - ~__-do_____-~---~~~- Do. 
Wallis Whetstone Inc.: 

Malvern, AR _______--_-~------_-~----- ____do___ ~~ -e Do. 
Malvern, AR (inactive) _______-__--~----~+- Quarry _______-~-~-- Crude novaculite. 

Washita Mountain Whetstone Co.: Lake Hamilton, AR Stone cutting and finishing Whetstones and oilstones. 
nn
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Arkansas finished stone production Springs, AR, remained idle for the second | 
| accounted for 78% of both the total value year. Arkansas Oilstone Co., Hot Springs, 

| and the total quantity of special stone AR, reported no mining activity but contin- | 
products sold or used by U.S. producers. ued production with purchased raw materi- 

_ American Trails Whetstone Co. Glen- als. — / : ne 
_ wood, AR, and Poor Boy Whetstones, Hot | an L | | 

—_ a GARNET — Sa a 
The United States continued to account upgrading classification facilities and mak- 

for an estimated 70% of the world’s garnet ing additional processing changes. These 
production; the remainder was produced improvements parallel an improved market 

_ primarily, in order of size, by India, Austra- demand, especially for ‘sandblasting and 
lia, China, and the U.S.S.R. Three domestic water filtration. In addition, IGE installed _ 

_____ producers continued to be active, one each two new dust collectors at its mine oper- 
| | in New York, Idaho, and Maine. Barton ation. _ oo | | 

Mines Corp., Warren County, NY, sold gar- Production of garnet increased 24% in 
| net for use in coated abrasives, glass grind- quantity and 20% in value. There was a 

ing and polishing, and metal lapping. The significant increase in the quantity and — 
NYCO Div. of Processed Minerals Inc., Es- value of refined garnet shipped when com- 
sex County, NY, reported that its byproduct pared with that of 1984. 

| garnet was not recovered in 1985. Emerald | oS | | 

mines in Benewah County, ID, and reported _ producers in the United States - 
that its garnet was used chiefly in sand- ——_—. 

| blasting and water filtration. Industrial Year Quantity —_Yalue 
| Garnet Extractives Inc. (IGE), near Range- a tons) _—_—sands) 

ley in Oxford County, ME, produced al- -_ ee | 
mandine garnet and a garnet-containing {933 "77~~77~~~77-~-- ss BRRUB SBR utility grit concentrate which was used 1983 ~-~------+--+---- | 30 300 pe) 
largely in sandblasting and water filtration. j935 —=~"7=777777777> 30,634 6,102 
The firm doubled its mine capacity by ©©®———@—————_____________"__ | 

| | : CORUNDUM AND EMERY | : 

Corundum.—There were no imports of public of South Africa by one firm in | 
abrasive-grade corundum during 1981-85. Massachusetts. Another Massachusetts : 
Demand was met by withdrawal from firm accounted for one-half of the total 
stocks. In recent years, the domestic supply domestic consumption. Corundum was used 
had consisted almost entirely of material in grinding and polishing optical compo- 
imported from Zimbabwe through the Re- nents. | : 

Table 9.—Natural corundum: World production, by country! 
(Short tons) . 

Country 1981 1982 1983 1984? 1985° 
en ent ee ee 

India__-_-$________~______-_ 1,424 1,494 787 487 550 South Africa, Republic of________________ 100 68 54 23 711 USS.R° 9,500 9,500 9,600 9,600 9,600 Uruguay® _-___-_________ 240 50 55 55 44 Zimbabwe ___-____-_-__-____________ 13,450 9,606 5,644 T &6 100 6,600 ar 100600 
Total. _______________-_ 24,714 20,718 16,140 16,265 16,805 $$ $$$ EES | Emenee? 

“Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. 
1Table includes data available through June 24, 1986. 
Reported figure.
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| Emery.—One company, John Leardi Em-__used as a nonslip additive for floors, pave- : 
ery Mine, continued to operate an emery ments, and stair treads. | 
mine near Peekskill in Westchester County, World production of emery was principal- | 
NY. The crude material, a corundum-con- ly from Greece and Turkey. In 1984, produc- 

_ taining silicate rock, was processed by two tion of emery in Greece was reported to be 
companies—Washington Mills Abrasives 8,929 short tons, and production in Turkey 
Co., North Grafton, MA, and Emeri-Crete was reported to be 22,074 tons. 

, Inc., New Castle, NH. Domestic emery was | 

INDUSTRIAL DIAMOND | | 

| Domestic production of synthetic indus- duction in a stockpile goal in effect on 
trial diamond was estimated ‘to be 76 mil- October 1, 1984. 
lion carats, the same as in 1984. The five The U:S. Government industrial diamond 
companies producing synthetic diamond in stockpile inventory, as of December 31, was 
the United States were E. I. du Pont de at 22.0 million carats of crushing bort; 
Nemours & Co. Inc., Industrial Diamond however, the 12.5 million carats of stone 
Div., Gibbstown, NJ; General Electric Co., exceeded the current goal for stone of 7.7 

_ Specialty Materials Department, Worthing- million carats. Available for disposal, from 
__ ton, OH; Megadiamond Industries Inc., Pro- enabling legislation effective October 1, 

_ vo, UT; U.S. Synthetics Corp., Orem, UT; 1984, was 5.0 million carats of stone. The 
and Valdiamant International, a division of inventory of small diamond dies was 25,473 | 
Valeron Corp., Ann Arbor, MI. Secondary pieces, compared with a goal of 60,000 
production of industrial diamond, as sal- pieces; however, no purchase authorization 

_ vage from used diamond tools and from wet has been issued. OO 

and dry diamond-containing waste, was The United States remained the largest 
| estimated to be 1.5 million carats. consumer of natural industrial diamond a 

On July 8, the President approved Na- stones but was totally dependent on foreign 
tional Security Council (NSC) recommenda- sources, importing approximately 9.4 mil- 
tions for modernizing the strategic and  }jon carats. 
critical materials stockpile. Under the NSC. Exports plus reexports of industrial dia- 

Proposal, the stockpile would be structured mond dust and powder, including synthet- 
into two tiers. Tier I would contain materi- io, was at a record high level for quantity of | 

_ als required by military, industrial, and 5) ¢ million carats valued at $81.8 million. _ 
essential civilian users during a military Exports plus reexports of stone totaled 3.3 
conflict, which would not be available from million carats valued at $29.5 million 

domestic or reliable foreign sources. Tier II , ao 
would contain a supplemental reserve of | 
material already possessed by the Govern- Table 10.—U.S. imports for consumption 

ment. According to the guidelines, industri- of industrial diamond 
al diamond stone would be only in tier II (excluding diamond dies) 
with a goal of 7.9 million carats. The De- (Thousand carats and thousand dollars) 
partment of Defense Authorization Act, —————.O TD 
1986 (Public Law 99-145), signed by the §=—— “22 ——_Suamtity_ Value 
President on November 8, 1985, stated that 1983---___-_-_-_----------- 24877 88,617 

no action may be taken before October 1, 198522277777777777777772 Da 191 
1986, to implement or administer any re _ =—————————___——
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: WORLD REVIEW surcharge of 5% over and above the 20% | 
a a _ _ surcharge already in effect on taxes paid by 

_ De Beers Consolidated Mines Ltd.'s sales 41) domestic diamond and gold mines. The | 
in 1985 through the Central Selling Or, ganl- new surcharge was added in view of mining | 

_ zation were estimated to be $1.8 billion profits obtained owing to the favorable compared with $1.61 billion in 1984. Sales rand-dollar exchange rate in 1984. The 
during the second half of 1985 were unu- Chamber of Mines, a mining trade associa- | 
sually strong. - oo tion, responded by saying that any addition- _ | Australia.—Argyle Diamond Mines Joint al profits had been absorbed by increased — Venture produced a total of about 17 mil- capital expenditure. | | 
lion carats from its alluvial operation before De Beers reported about 95% of 1985 

_ the operation was closed in October. The | South African diamond production, or — 
second phase, production from the AK-1 about 9.7 million carats. Its Finsch Mine, 
kimberlite pipe, commenced on schedule in the largest diamond mine in the Republic of SO December. The firm estimated that the AK- South Africa, produced 4.9 million carats, 
1 deposit would produce about 25 million and its Premier Mine produced 2.7 million carats per year for about 20 years. = —_ carats. Other sources indicate that in 1984, 
Botswana.—The new Jwaneng Mine ex- 739 of South African production was from | panded its diamond production. Although | Cape Province, 26% from. Transvaal, and oo 

mining was centered in the middle lobe, the balance from the Orange Free State. 
stripping proceeded on the northeastern § The Finsch Mine worked slightly lower 
lobe. The ore grade increased by 28% at the grade ore, in accordance with manage- 
Jwaneng Mine, by 30% at the Letlhakane ment’s plan. The Premier Mine experienced 
Mine, and by 8% at the Orapa Mine. — no further collapse of the gabbro sill. In- 
Brazil.—Mineragéo Tejucana S.A. a vestigations indicated that retreatment of - 

member of the Union Miniére Group, the mine’s stored tailings appeared to be 
planned an expansion of its current annual feasible, and the processing was scheduled. output of industrial diamonds from 52,100 to begin during the year. _ oS 
carats to 62,500 carats. Coupled with an Swaziland.—Trans-Hex Ltd. was involv-. 
increase to 540 carats per year of industrial ed with its joint venture partner, the Swazi- 

| diamonds at the Morro Vermelho plant, land Government, in a $5 million expansion | Brazilian output of industrial diamonds was _ of mining activity at its kimberlite pipe. : anticipated to increase by 10,900 carats? The open pit extraction of industrial and 
Burma.—The Ministry of Mines carried low-quality gem diamonds, plus smaller. 

out exploration for diamonds by test pitting amounts of good-quality gems, was expected 
and drilling. It discovered 68 diamonds with to last at least 8 years. The expansion in . 
a total weight of 65.31 carats in the period capacity was expected to go on-stream in 
April 1, 1984, to December 31, 1984, mostly October 1985. oe 

- industrial diamonds, Zaire.—Société Miniére de Bakwanga 
Japan.—DEBID (BVI) Ltd. of the British (MIBA) produced 6,896,000 carats in 1984, 

Virgin Islands was reported to have taken a and exported 6,902,000 carats worth $57.9 
95% share of the new Japanese company, million. MIBA invested $9.7 million in a 
Debius Industrial Diamond Japan Co. The new hydroelectric power station plus addi- 
new company was to deal exclusively with tional funds for geological exploration and 
the inspection and sale of imported natural research, modernization of workers’ hous- 
and synthetic industrial diamonds in Japan. ing, and improving the security of the 

South Africa, Republic of.—The Minister operations. 
of Finance announced a special temporary |
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| | TECHNOLOGY __— diameters no larger than 0.8 millimeter.‘ 
| re A British company developed new fur- 

A Japanese firm developed a process for nace techniques, which improved general 
_ mass producing large size industrial-grade production and permitted the introduction 

diamonds. Graphite material was subjected of new drill bit, matrices. These improve-_ 
to pressures of 50,000 to 60,000 atmospheres ments were accomplished through the use. | 

and temperatures of 1,400° to 1,600° C for of a special atmospherically controlled 
100 hours. Diamonds with diameters of 6 ceramic-tube radiant furnace. Diamond grit. 
millimeters were produced in a single cycle. drill bits produced using this technique 
Current mass production techniques were reportedly outperformed previous designs 
limited to the synthesis of diamonds with drilling hard-rock formations.° | 7 

_ | | | MANUFACTURED ABRASIVES 7 

_ Superior Graphite Co. began production can producers. The industry production and 
of ceramic grades of beta-silicon carbide at processing flowsheets were discussed in de-. | 

its facility in Hopkinsville, KY: A continu- _ tail along with the physical chemistry of the 
ous, proprietary high-temperature process- fusion reactions required to produce high- 

ing technology is being employed that pro- quality white and brown fused aluminum | 

duces a free-flowing inexpensive grain that oxides. The paper also featured the individ- 
- can be used as is or can be further processed ual company operations and the marketing 

to finer grits. Silicon carbide is currently areas served. The scientific rationale for the 
made by batch processes and pulverized to use of sintered alpha-silicon carbide (SASiC) 

‘meet abrasive, metallurgical, or refractory as an advanced material for the chemical 
industry ‘specification. The main markets processing industries was postulated.? The — 
targeted for the new line of silicon carbide physical, mechanical, and corrosion-re- 

"are the newly emerging high-tech ceramic sisting properties of SASiC along with high- 

‘and advanced refractories fields. In the density and high-temperature performance 
United Kingdom, TAC Engineering Materi- were compared. with those of conventional 
als, a subsidiary of Turner and Newell Ltd. alloy and ceramics and shown to be superi- 
established a research and development or. Special features of the article were the 

unit for engineering small production runs. tables comparing the corrosion resistance of - 
and prototypes using sintered silicon .ni- selected materials in liquid media with 
trides and. selected oxide ceramics at SASiC and another table listing the range. 

7 Trafford Park, Manchester, England.* The of uses for SASIC in six industries: oil and : 

company was aiming for markets in the @8 production, chemical processing, paper- 
metal extrusion, welding, textile, automo. ™aking, heat treating and furnacing steel, 
tive, and other related industries. _ _ nuclear, and mining and mineral process-— 

In mergers, closures, and acquisition, '8- The latter table also lists the environ- 

Norton Canada Inc., Hamilton, Ontario, ments to be expected, the primary benefits 
Canada, and Carborundum Abrasives Inc. 0 be derived, and processing applications. 
have agreed in principle for Norton Canada Several noteworthy techniques and prod- 
to acquire and operate the coated abrasives UCctS were announced for the rapidly grow- 
business of Carborundum Abrasives Cana- ing advanced ceramics and/or high-tech 

 da’s Sand Papers Div. in Plattsville, Ontar- ™aterial fields that are silicon carbide and 
io, Canada. The agreement also included a nitride related. De Beers Industrial Dia- 
provision for Norton Canada to produce and mond Ltd. reported that cubic boron nitride, 
market Carborundum’s bonded abrasives harder than either cemented carbides or 

line.” Satellite Alloy Corp., a U.S. producer CCT@aMics, was being successfully used m 
of silicon carbide, closed its Springfield, PA, machining where diamond tooling is pre- 
production facility in March. The plant was cluded because of the reaction between the 
sold and dismantled. tool and the workpiece.’° In another devel- 

opment, silicon carbide and nitride compo- 
TECHNOLOGY nents, formed by hot isostatic pressing, 

tested favorably when compared with typi- 
A technical article encompassing a wide cal cast metal products." If continuing re- 

range of fused materials employed in abra- search proves equally successful on improv- 
sives, refractories, and foundry markets was ing high-temperature fabrication tech- 
published.* The article highlighted the in- niques, it could result in material with 
ternational fused aluminum oxide industry sufficient strength to justify use in turbine 
with special emphasis on the North Ameri-_ blades. A joint study by Kubota and the
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Agency for Industrial Science (Japan) has machine which employs a_ single-stick | resulted in a unique silicon nitride which is bronze-bonded cubic boron nitride tooled 
| stronger at elevated temperatures (above honing facility for hydraulic boring. The 1,000° C) than at ambient temperatures.” machine averaged 35 seconds per bore in a | The successful transfer of this physical cast iron valve block for bores 50 millime- . property to a polycrystalline fabricated part ters in diameter and 100 millimeters long. 

could accelerate the development of high- ooo CO performance cer amic motors and turbine cog nustrial Minerals (London). World of Minerals. No. ee . oS , Jan. 1986, p. 8. . a. | blades. Rare earth oxides, such as lantha- qa Company News and Mineral, Notes..No. 213, 
num and praeseodymium, reportedly are upe 1985, Company News and Mineral Notes. No. 219, _ used as the sintering additives. Lastly, a Dec. 1985,p.91.0 | | | Oo new technique was advanced for “welding” 5. —T5a¢ oonetic Diamond Breakthrough. No. 213, 
ceramic materials.’* Initial research and ‘od Dizmn ew Craelius, KS and KM Diam ond Impreg- __ . oT: . na ond Bits. No. 215, Aug. , p. 67. development studies centered on silicon car: °—__ Company News and Mineral Notes. No. 218, a bide and nitride ceramics. a Nov. 1985, p. 81.” a | : nin} Brick and Clay Record...Refractories News—Norton — The proprietary joining process employs (i, Buys Carborundum Abrasives. V. 187, No. 5, Nov. _ an adhesive material sandwiched between _ 1985,p.180 on 
the ceramic faces and then rapidly fused p, foresncy Onvies (angyale the High Purity, High together electrically into a monolithic 1985, pp.37-57. Co CO 
shape. By altering the composition of the aarti Niatorvy inet Alpha Silicon, Carbide: An special adhesive material, most ceramic 92, No. 25, Dec. 1985, pp. 121-128 | 
materials should be amenable to this form- Min eaetrial Noval Tuy a Company News and 
ing technique. The successful develop- 11, Company News and Mineral Notes. No. 213, 
ment of this method should lead to a wide J Se Popropany News and Mineral Notes. No. 213, 

| _ Variety of intricate and inexpensive ceramic June 1985,p.78 | components for both traditional and high- Dec. 1985, p Company News and Mineral Notes. No. 219, 
. tech uses. - | . | | 14 Company News and Mineral Notes. Diamond A West ‘German firm developed a fully a8 ¢ OB Complete Honing System. No. 209, Feb. 

: automated three-station precision honing © : | oO : 

| _-— Table 13.—Crude artificial abrasives manufacturers in 1985 | | 
. . Company . ) Location . | Product 

The Exolon-ESK Co __-_-_____________ Hennepin, IL wee Silicon carbide. _ Do. Thorold, Ontario, Canada______ _ Fused aluminum oxide . , a - (regular) and silicon 
carpide. st. , General Abrasives, a division of Dresser Niagara Falls, NY _..________ Fused aluminum oxide . Industries Inc. Goaue and high- 
purity). . Do_-_ ee Niagara Falls, Ontario, Canada ___. Fused aluminum oxide 
(regular) and silicon . : carbide. , Norton Co ___~-_-__2 Huntsville, AL._-_-_______ Fused aluminum oxide 
(high-purity) and 
aluninum-zirconium 

: : oxide. Do___~ ~~~ Worcester, MA _____________ General abrasive process- . ing. Do. Cap-de-la-Madeleine, Quebec,Canada _Silicon carbide. Do. Chippewa, Ontario, Canada______ Fused aluminum oxide 
(regular and high- 
purity) and aluminum- 

, . 
zZirconlum oxide. Sohio Electro MineralsCo _........_.._.  NiagaraFalls,NY ___________ Fused aluminum oxide 

, , (high-purity). , Do. Niagara Falls, Ontario, Canada ___ Fused umin um oxide 
( ar). Do_.______~ Shawinigan, Quebec, Canada____ _ Siliees carbide. Washington Mills AbrasivesCo__________ Niagara Falls, Ontario, Canada ___ Fused aluminum oxide 
(regular). 

eee
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| Table 14.—Producers' of metallic abrasives in 1985 — a | , | 

. . 7 Product (shot | Company | Location | and/or grit) 

Abrasive Materials Inc _..__._._._.____ Hillsdale, MI___$_.-_-_____________ Cut wire. - 
DurasteelCo _____________----____ Pittsburgh,PA _______________=_ Steel. 
Ervin Industries Inc ____._-._/.___-_2-______ Adrian, MI___~§ ~~~ eee Do. 
Do____ Butler, PA _______~ 2 LL Do. Oo 

Globe Steel Abrasives Co __.§_-§_§_________ Mansfield, OH. -_ $$ _-§_- ee Do. 
Jumbo Manufacturing Inc _______§______ Tippecanoe, IN _________________ Chilled and anneal- . 

iron. 
Metaltec Steel Abrasives Co ____________ Canton, MI___~_~~~_~_~_~§___=______ Steel. 
National Metal Abrasive Co _______§_____ Wadsworth, OW _____-_-___________ Do. 
The Pangborn Co____§____~§____~_______ Butler, PA _________-__- ______ - Do. 
Pellets Inc___§_§_~§ ~~ Tonawanda, NY_____~_~_§__________ Cut wire. 
Steel Abrasives Inc... _-___§_§__________ Fairfield,OH _______~_~______ Chilled iron. 
Wheelabrator-Frye Inc _______________ Bedford, VA __-_________________ Steel. 

1Excludes secondary (salvage) producers. . . a 

_ Table 15.—Crude manufactured abrasives produced in the United States and Canada, | 
: by kind a oo, 

: . (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) | . 
enna re 

Sa TE A SS Ar Secs vesseaRivssesS 

Kind | a 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 

_. Silicon carbide? _.. = LLL 86 112 109 137 113 
Value __-______~_______ ee ________ ~— $68,839 $54,507 $52,016 $57,125 $42,563 

Aluminum oxide (abrasive grade)! ____.-§_________ 203 - 132. 137 177 169 
Value __-_______________--~_-___-.__ $78,712 $45,975 $50,565 $63,818 $54,061 

Aluminum-zirconium oxide ________._~__-______ WwW 8 WwW WwW WwW 
Value ~_-_2 LLL Ww $4,600 WwW - WwW WwW 

Metallic abrasives? __ $$ _-§_-§_-§_-§_-_____________ 228 166 172 217 197 
Value ______~__ LLL LL ____ Ss $82,952 $62,389 $64,849 $82,288 $75,349 

Total _-------___~-____- ee _ 3587 418 3418 3531 . 8479 
Total value_____________-__-____ 43$225,503 $167,471  °$167,480 %$208,231 ° 4$171,974 

eee SSeS | 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. . 
1Includes material used for refractories and other nonabrasive purposes. 
Shipments for U.S. plants only. 

_ 3Excludes U.S. and Canadian production and value of aluminum-zirconium oxide. ae 
“Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Table 16.—End uses of crude silicon carbide and aluminum oxide (abrasive grade) in the © | 
. United States and Canada, as reported by producers 

: 1984 1985 

Use Quantity Value Yearend Quantit Value Yearend stocks y | stocks 
(short tons) (thousands) (short tons) (short tons) (thousands) (short tons) 

nn eee 

SILICON CARBIDE . 

Abrasives ______~_________ 50,946 $22,217 6,704 46,664 $18,451 6,245 
Metallurgical _-____________ 71,140 28,718 6,140 53,433 19,018 5,448 
Refractories and other_________ 14,509 6,190 3,036 12,508 5,094 1,708 

Total _-____-___-______ 136,595 57,125 15,880 112,605 42,563 13,396 

ALUMINUM OXIDE | 

Regular: Abrasives plus refractories? 156,814 53,740 9,175 152,401 46,705 16,993 
High purity _______________ 19,856 10,078 1,950 16,422 7,356 1,769 

Total _..-__-..---_-_- __ 176,670 63,818 11,125 168,823 54,061 18,762 
ee eee 

1 Abrasives combined with refractories to avoid disclosing company proprietary data.
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Table 17.—Production, shipments, and annual capacities of metallic abrasives in the — 
: . United States, by product! © | | 

. | Production Shipments Annual — 

Product Quantity Value Quantity Value —° capacity” 
a . (short (thou- (short (thou- (short = 

. ~ tons) sands) tons) sands) tons) oo 

1984: | | : 

Chilled iron shot and grit _____________ ~~ Ww Ww WwW W W 
Annealed iron shot and grit_____.______--~_-~- WwW WwW WwW WwW —W 
Steel shot and grit. __.._._._.__________~~ 196,921 $69,653 197,946 $74,368 274,500 
Other?______________---~--------- 20,427 8,015 20,053 7,920 41,500 

Total________-_________________ 217,848 77,668 217,999 82,288 XX. 

1985: | _ — 
Chilled iron shot and grit _...___________ WwW Ww. WwW WwW Ww 
Annealed iron shot and grit... _________-_~ WwW WwW WwW Ww Ww. 
Steel shot and grit. ____________-__-_-~- 182,655 54,404 187,381 70,647 237,000 

Other®__§ $$ 5 Le 17,718 7,584 10,088 4,702 41,100 

Total_________2 2 200,368. 61,988 197,469 75,849. °° XX - 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” |XX Not applicable. a 
1Excludes secondary (recycle) producers. . 

, 2Total quantity of the various types of metallic abrasives that a plant could have produced during the year, working 
three 8-hour shifts per day, 7 days per week, allowing for usual interruptions, and assuming adequate fuel, labor, and 
transportation. ne os ee. 

. 3Includes cut wire, aluminum, stainless steel shot, and items indicated by symbol W. _ .
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Aluminum! 

| By Frank X. McCawley? | | | 

World production decreased in 1985 as aluminum continued to supply a large 
_ many of the world’s major producing coun-_ share of the U.S. market. Although U.S. 

tries slowed production in response to high exports of aluminum increased substantial- 
inventories and low metal prices. The larg- ly, the United States remained a net im- 
est decrease was in the United States, porter of aluminum. : —— , 
where production decreased 15%. from that Domestic Data Coverage.~—_Domestic pro- 
of 1984. U.S. annual capacity. decreased. duction data for aluminum are developed 
owing to the closure of three facilities. A by the Bureau of Mines from two separate, | 

_ major innovation to the domestic aluminum voluntary surveys of U.S. operations. Typi- | 
_ industry was the introduction of alumina cal of these surveys is the “Aluminum” 

tolling into metal by independent compa- survey. Of the 11 companies to which 
nies for major foreign and domestic metal monthly survey requests were sent, all re- 

_ corporations. Despite low prices and an_ sponded, representing 100% of the total 
oversupply of metal, new smelters came on- primary aluminum production shown in | 
stream and production increased in Austra-_ tables 1, 6, and 14. 
lia, Brazil, and Canada. Foreign sources of | a 

| 7 Table 1.—Salient aluminum statistics 
a (Thousand metric tons and thousand dollars unless otherwise specified) . | 

ee es 

United States: : | 
Primary production __-_-. ~~ ~~ ~~ ____ 4,489 3,274 3,353 4,099 3,500 

Value_______________________ $17,520,841 $5,485,121 $5,754,298 $7,319,844 $6,249,614 
Price: Producer list, ingot, average cents per 
pound_________ 76.0 76.0 17.8 81.0 81.0 

Secondary recovery ___..____._______ 1,394 1,466 1,564 11,760 11,762 
Exports (crude and semicrude) __________ 787 748 7716 734 908 
Imports for consumption (crude and semicrude) 848 _ 878 1,091 1,477 1,420 
Aluminum industry shipments? _________' 5,644 5,090 5,857 6,509 6,385 
Consumption, apparent_______________ 4,614 4,370 5,035 5,279 5,174 

World: Production. _________~ ~~~ ____ 15,079 13,408 13,910 P15,664 ©15,289 

*Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. | 
1Beginning with 1984, metallic recovery from purchased, tolled, or imported new and old aluminum scrap expanded for 

full industry coverage. Prior to 1984, aluminum recovered from all types of purchased scrap not expanded for full 
industry coverage. . . 

2To domestic industry. 

| 109
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Legislation and Government Pro-  cled U.S. Department of Defense aluminum 
grams.—The Environmental Protection to meet the National Defense Stockpile 
Agency (EPA) and the Aluminum Associa- (NDS) goal found that with reprocessing 
tion tentatively agreed to new guidelines to and changes inthe stockpile procedures, 

| regulate the effluents from aluminum Department of Defense scrap aluminum 
| plants discharged into water. The original could make about a 1% increase per year in 

| regulations promulgated by EPA in March | meeting the aluminum stockpile goal. How- 
1984, under the Clean Water Act, placed ever, cost of recycling would be about. the 
strict limits on the discharge of effluents same as purchasing like amounts of alumi- —_—_| 
from nonferrous metals plants including num on the open market. 

, primary aluminum smelters, secondary alu-. On-July 8, the President approved the 
minum smelters, and aluminum fabricating National Security Council. (NSC) recom- 

| plants. The revised guidelines would in- mendations for modernizng the strategic — 
. crease the limits for fluoride and other and critical materials stockpile. Under the 

pollutants from primary plants and for NSC proposal, the NDS would be structured | 
metals, including aluminum, chromium, into two tiers. Tier I would contain materi- 
and zinc, from casting, cooling, and demag- als required by military, industrial, and 

ging operations from secondary plants. The essential civilian users during a military 
| Aluminum Association in a consolidated conflict that would not be available from 

, lawsuit with other metal companies and domestic or reliable foreign sources. Tier II 
metal associations had filed petitions to would contain a supplemental reserve of 

_ review the original regulations. In agreeing material already possessed by the Govern- 
, . to the new EPA guidelines, the aluminum ment. The status of aluminum was deferred _ 

companies and the Aluminum Association until further detailed studies could be 
| agreed to dismiss their lawsuit. EPA was to made. At yearend, this proposal was under 

issue new regulations, which affected only consideration by the Congress. The Depart- 
| the aluminum industry. | ment of Defense Authorization Act, 1986 

| Under a proposal for the fiscal year 1987 (Public Law 99-145), signed by the President 
budget, the Office of Management and Bud- on November 8, 1985, stated that no. action 

| get proposed the sale of the Bonneville may be taken before October 1, 1986, to 
Power Administration (BPA) to private in- implement or administer any reduction in a 

| terests. The plan was part of a larger stockpile goal in effect on October 1, 1984. 
scheme that proposed selling several Gov- The current aluminum metal goal is 700,000 
ernment assets to private interests. short tons but there is only 2,080 tons in the 
' The General Accounting Office (GAO) | stockpile. | | 

| _ study (GAO/RCED-86-23) on the use of recy- oe 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION , 

Primary.—Domestic primary production 1985, the operating rate of U.S. primary 
was about 3.5 million metric tons in 1985. smelters was about 66.4% with 1.74 million 
As 1985 began, soft metal ingot prices and tons of the 4.7 million tons of annual 
high world inventories continued to hurt capacity shut down compared with 78.2% of 
the domestic industry. U.S. producers that the 4.9 million tons operational at yearend 

_ began reducing production in mid-1984 to 1984. The status of the primary industry at 
offset declining prices and high inventories yearend 1985 was 6 smelters permanently 
continued to shut down production capacity closed, 5 smelters temporarily closed, 18 
throughout the year. In late 1985, U.S. operating at reduced capacity, and 4 oper- 
annual smelter capacity was reduced to 4.7 ating at full capacity. . 
million tons because of the permanent clo- Throughout the year, production capacity 
sures of Reynolds Metals Co.’s 61,700-ton- was shut down as follows: Alcoa shut down 
per-year smelter at Arkadelphia, AR, the a total of about 431,500 tons of annual 
113,400-ton-per-year smelter at Jones Mills, capacity at Alcoa, TN, Evansville, IN, 
AR, and the permanent closure of Alumi- Massena, NY, Rockdale, TX, Vancouver, | 
num Co. of America’s (Alcoa) 14,500-ton-per- WA, and Wenatchee, WA; Kaiser Alumi- 
year experimental chloride plant at Palest- num & Chemical Corp. shut down 55,300 
ine, TX. The Arkadelphia and Jones Mills tons of capacity at Tacoma, WA, and Ra- 

plants both stopped production of metal venswood, WV; Reynolds shut down a total 
in October 1985, and the Palestine plant of 245,000 tons at Listerhill, AL, Arkadel- 

stopped operation in 1983. By yearend phia and Jones Mills, AR, Troutdale, OR,
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and Longview, WA; Alcan Aluminum Corp. the aluminum smelters, which consumed 

shut down 54,400 tons per year at Sebree, about 30% of BPA’s power output, and toy / 

| KY; and Alumax Inc. shut down a total of protect BPA revenues. The 10-month in- 
 §4,400 tons at Mount Holly, SC, and Fred- centive rate, effective September 1, reduc- 

erick, MD. Additional closures during the ed the power rate to an average of 18.8 

year were 65,300 tons of annual capacity at mills/kW*h dependent on a guaranteed us- 
Commonwealth Aluminum Corp.’s Golden- age of 2,050 MW. The incentive rate was to 
dale, WA, and 100,200 tons per year of run from September 1, 1985, to June 30, 

| capacity at Noranda Aluminum Inc.’s New 1986, and reduced the standard rate of 23.5 
Madrid, MO, smelters. | mills/kWeh, about 6 mills from September 

The U.S. aluminum producers made sev- through March, 3 mills in April, and 1 mill 
eral important adjustments that could in May and June. | 
change the future domestic aluminum in- In a long-range plan to provide stable 
dustry. In general, companies moved into power to the aluminum and other indus- 
new ventures such as fiber optics, ceramics, tries of the Pacific Northwest at competi- 
plastics and vinyls, electronics, and other tive costs, BPA conducted a DSI Option 

| nonaluminum industries. In addition, the Study in early 1985. The final report was | 

- companies were relying less on the produc- released in June 1985, and based on the 

tion of primary ingot, and instead were study,-BPA explored three courses of action. 

| concentrating on plans for increasing oper- BPA considered (1) a variable rate structure 

ations in the fabrication end of the industry. for the industry that would respond to the _ 

In December, Alcoa announced plans to fluctuations in the market price for alumi- | 

close down 350,000 tons per year of unspeci- num, (2) establishment of a joint partner- 

fied primary capacity. Reportedly, future ship program for aluminum plant conser- 

supplies of metal could come from outside vation-modernization to finance the mod- : 

sources. ernization of aluminum smelters,and stabi- 
‘Consolidated Aluminum Corp., St. Louis, lize BPA revenues, and (3) the establish- 

MO, a subsidiary of Swiss Aluminium Ltd. ment of a functional long-term link between | | 

(Alusuisse), Zurich, Switzerland, reorganiz- the BPA rate for Industrial Firm (IP) power 

ed its U.S. operations into two groups, a_ sold to industries and the weighted average | 

basic aluminum business and a value-added BPA rate charged for Priority Firm (PF) | 

. diversified organization. The basic group power sold to preference customers, mainly | 

was made responsible for production and regional utility organizations. One other 

- gale of ingot and mill products from its two- option considered was no action. Final deci- | 

_ thirds interest in the Ormet Corp. plants in sions on these proposals would be made by 

Hannibal, OH, and its wholly owned plant BPA after public comments and the Envi- 

’ at New Johnsonville, TN. The diversified ronmental Impact Statement have been 

group included the Madison, IL, aluminum completed.* In December, BPA proposed an 

and magnesium extrusion and rolling mill; initial variable sliding rate scale of 13.8 to 

_a lamination plant at Iuka, MS; a metal 29.1 mills/kWeh tied to the world market 

filtration-metal treatment plant at Hender- price of aluminum. 
_ sonville, SC; and the Benton, KY, composite Reynolds announced that it would termi- 

| plant. The reorganization of Consolidated nate its 8-year power contract with the 
Aluminum from primary production to Arkansas Power and Light Co. (AP&L) on 
value-added fabrication apparently followed January 1, 1987, rather than pay higher 
the lead of its parent Swiss company, Alu-_ electric costs imposed by the utility compa- 
suisse. | : 7 ny following the July 1985 startup of a 

In March, BPA provided the Direct Ser- nuclear powerplant at Grand Gulf, MS. 
vice Industries (DSD, which included the AP&L was required to absorb about 21% of 
aluminum producers of the Pacific North- the nuclear plant cost as a participant in a 
west, a 4-month incentive rate of 19.8 mills four-utility consortium, and Reynolds re- 
per kilowatt hour (mills/kWeh) providing portedly was required to share costs of any 
the companies purchased a total of 2,282 new AP&L generating capacity. Estimated 
megawatts (MW) of power from March 1 to costs to Reynolds of the increase in power 
July 1. This rate replaced the incentive rate was about $20 million per year. The increas- 
of 22.7 mills/kWeh that ended February 28. ed power costs were a factor in the shut- 
In September, BPA again provided an in- down of the Arkadelphia and Jones Mills, 
centive rate to DSI customers, mainly, AR, smelters in October and the permanent 
to maintain the continued operation of closing of the plants in November.
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i In November, National-Southwire Alumi- cents per pound or below. Between 62 cents _ | num Co. announced that it would petition and 72 cents, there would be no discount, _. the Kentucky Public Service Commission to and above 72. cents, Alumax would repay reduce the cost from 28 to 22 mills/kWeh the cost discount. During the period 1991 
for power it purchases from the Big Rivers through 1993, Alumax would be obligated to 
Electric Corp., Henderson, KY, for the repay the discounts. _ ee | 

| 172,000-ton-per-year Hawesville, KY, smelt- The expansion of the Reynolds’ extrusion 
_ er. National-Southwire reportedly alleged plant at Torrance, CA, including the instal- 

that Big Rivers is paying too much for coal. lation of a new 3,150-ton extrusion press _ 
National-Southwire also indicated that it was completed in October. The expansion | 
could be subsidizing the Alcan 163,000-ton- and modernization project increased. the 
per-year Sebree, KY, smelter power pay- annual capacity of the plant from 12,000 to 

_ ments as a result of an Alcan-Big Rivers 21,500 tons. The new press is computer- | ' agreement for linking power costs to the controlled and is capable of producing seam- | 
| London Metal Exchange (LME) price for less tubing., After a 2-1/2-month. strike, 

metal. Other factors affecting Big Rivers production resumed at Reynolds’ aluminum | was the notification by the Rural Electrifi- extrusion plant in Grand Rapids, MI, fol- __ 
cation Administration (REA) that the utili- lowing ratification of a new contract by the. 
ty was to pay back $1.1 billion in loans 3850 hourly workers. | : 
obtained from REA since 1961. Big Rivers N ational Aluminum Corp., a subsidiary of _ 
was further saddled with a $756 million National Intergroup Inc., announced plans | : debt for a coal-fired powerplant it does not to construct a new extrusion plant in An- 

a need. About 75% of the power sold by Big niston, AL. The plant would contain several 
3 _ Rivers was purchased by the National- extrusion presses and a paint line and was | Southwire Hawesville and Alcan Sebree - expected to be operational by fall. 1986. 

smelters, and discussions among all parties National Aluminum has other extrusion 
_ concerned ‘were expected to be long and plants at Murraysville, PA, and Indianapo- | . . . detailed. The ultimate operations of the two lis,IN. = BO 

| smelters could rest on the final decisions on Mitsubishi Aluminium Co. of Japan and. power rates. | : Thermal Components Inc., Montgomery, __ | Alumax, in November, requested a re- AL, announced the formation of an equity | , hearing on the September 1 ruling by the joint venture, Thermalex Inc., to construct _ Maryland Public Service Commission that a new 36,000-ton-per-year aluminum extru- allowed Potomac Edison Co. to increase sion plant at Thermal Components facility 
‘power costs for the 160,000-ton-per-vear in Montgomery. The plant, including a 
Eastalco smelter at Frederick, MD. A rate 1,650-ton press, heating furnace, and relat-. increase from 24 to 24.8 mills/kWeh was ed equipment was expected to be transfer- 
granted Potomac Edison and an addition- red from Mitsubishi Corp.’s Fuji, Shizuoka 
al increase to 26.4 mills/ kWeh to cover Prefecture, plant’ for installation at the 
charges associated with the startup of a new Montgomery facility. Production was ex- | 
power station was under consideration. In pected by the summer of 1986. ee December, Alumax signed an agreement Pechiney Corp., the U.S. subsidiary of with the State-owned South Carolina San- Pechiney, France, was to acquire Interna- __ tee Cooper Power Co. electric utility to tional Container Corp.’s aluminum aerosol reduce the power rate for the 181,000-ton- can mill at Waterbury, CT. A new company, per-year Mount Holly, SC, smelter from Pechiney-Cebal Corp., would operate the 32.9 mills/kWeh to a low of 26 mills/kWeh mill as a subsidiary of Pechiney Corp. The in the years 1986 to 1991 based on the mill had an annual capacity of 30 million 
market price of aluminum ingot. The agree- aerosol cans but was expected to be expand- ment followed a decision by Santee Cooper edtoa capacity of 60 million cans. _ 
that granted Mount Holly a decrease to 30 Alcan Cable, a division of Alcan Alumi- 
mills/kWeh for the fiscal year beginning num, announced the $600,000 expansion July 1. According to the agreement, Alu- and modernization of its aluminum cable 
max must operate the smelter at 290 MW, facility at Williamsport, PA. The expansion 
to receive a 26-mill/kWeh rate, otherwise included a new metal processing furnace 
the rate would increase proportionally with and _ related equipment. Nichols-Home- 
a decrease in demand to 243 MW. Further- shield, Aurora, IL, announced the expan- 
more, the discount would only apply when sion of its aluminum Wire operations in 
the average monthly market price is 62 Florence, AL, by consolidating production
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into one large facility. A small wire produc- hourly labor costs, and BPA energy costs . 
tion line, which operated at a plant in were reduced. The new management an- 
Davenport, IA, was being moved to the nounced the smelter would be converted 
Alabama plant. into an international alumina tolling facili- 
_Norandal USA Inc., a subsidiary of ty following the complete processing of the 
Noranda Aluminum, completed its acquisi- existing ARCO inventory of alumina in | 
tion of the Revere Copper and Brass Inc.’s_ April 1986. | . : oe 
aluminum rolling mill at Scottsboro, AL, as In September, a group of investors headed 
part of its program to increase its value- by Joseph A. Frates, who successfully ac- 
added products involvement. The sale of the quired Kaiser Steel Corp. in 1984, began an 
mill by Revere required the approval of the attempt to take over Kaiser, Oakland, CA, 

. bankruptcy court of New York. Revere had by filing an intent with the Securities Ex- 
been operating the mill under chapter 11 of change Commission. The group reportedly 
the Federal Bankruptcy Code, and sale of announced that it would dispese of all 

the mill as part of Revere’s reorganization Kaiser assets except the aluminum and 
_ plan required approval of the court over- industrial chemicals. Kaiser rejected the 

seeing the reorganization. The mill would Frates group’s initial offer; however, in 
continue to produce sheet and plate with December, the group had acquired 14.4% of 
primary aluminum supplied by Noranda’s Kaiser and was offering shareholders $20 

_ 204,000-ton-per-year smelter at New Ma- per share consisting of $7 cash and $13 in 
drid, MO. The Revere Scottsboro primary securities. The group also announced that it | 
smelter was not included in the transaction. would consider replacing the company’s 

Commonwealth Aluminum was incorpo-_ directors with their own selection. By year- . 
rated as the U.S. subsidiary of Comalco Pty. end, it was apparent a major proxy fight 
Ltd., Australia, which in late 1984 was forming between Kaiser and the Frates 
purchased most of the aluminum operations group. , , | 
of Martin Marietta Corp. They included a Alcan and Reynolds announced that. 
168,000-ton-per-year Goldendale, WA, pri- Reynolds would purchase Alcan’s Metals 
‘mary smelter; a 109,000-ton-per-year rolling Goods Div. The division, housed in St. Louis, 
mill and 204,000-ton-per-year recycling MO, operated 27 service centers, which | 
plant at Lewisport, KY; an alumina unload- distributed aluminum, nickel, stainless 
ing port at Portland, OR; and other assets. steel, and steel. Reynolds indicated the 

: Newly formed Northwest Aluminum Co., centers would be incorporated into its 

a group headed by a former executive direc- Reynolds Aluminum Supply Co. Div., which 
tor of BPA for DSI companies, was granted operated distribution service centers in the 
the exclusive rights to negotiate the pur- Southeast, lower Midwest, and West. 
chase of Martin Marietta’s 82,000-ton-per- In March, Kaiser renegotiated a new 3- 
year The Dalles, OR, smelter. The smelter year labor contract with the United Steel- 
was shut down by Martin Marietta in De- workers of America (USWA) for a reduction 

_cember 1984 when no buyer for the oper- in wages and benefits. Kaiser’s new labor 
ation was found. contract replaced the master contract that 

In September, Atlantic Richfield Co. would have expired on May 31, 1986. The 
(ARCO) sold the ARCO Aluminum Co.’s_ contract called for a total wage and benefit 
163,000-ton-per-year Columbia Falls, MT, cost reduction of an average of $4.50 per 
aluminum smelter to a group of investors hour, the loss of some paid holidays, and 
headed by a former ARCO executive. The modifications to vacation time and health 
group, Montana Aluminum Investors Corp., insurance benefits. In return, the workers 
began operation of the smelter through the would receive a series of preferred stocks 
Columbia Falls Aluminum Co. The plant that would accumulate in a trust. About 
was purchased with financial underwriting 6,500 workers were covered by the contract, 
from the Montana Board of Investments which was expected to save the company 
under a provision that overhead, salaries, about $50 million per year.
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| _ Table 2.—Primary aluminum production capacity in the United States, by company _ 

 —”O”””™”*~*“‘Reaendeapacity === 
: Company _(thousand metric tons) _ 1985 ownership (percent) 

Oo - 1975 ——-:1985 SO . 

Alcan Aluminum Corp.: | | 
| ‘Sebree, KY?_________---------- 109 168 Alcan Aluminium Ltd. 100%. — 

Alta Ine: 2 | 236 254 AMAX Ine, 50%; Mitsul & Co erndale, WA (Intalco)*_ ___.____---— nc., 00%; Mitsul le 
° ( or 45%; Nippon Steel Corp.,5%. 

Frederick, MD (Eastalco)? __.__..--~- 160 160 Do. 
- Mount Holly, SC __.__..---------- 199 181 Do. 

; Total ___.___-_-.--------- 575 595 . a 

. Aluminum Co. of America: | | 
; Alcoa, TN _.-___-------~--~---- 245 200 Aluminum Co. of America, 100%. 

Badin, NC___ =. --_-__-__---_- 109 115 Do. | 
Evansville, IN (Warrick) _...._.__.—~— 254 270 Do. . 

_ Massena, NY ____---.---------- 122 205 | Do. 
Palestine, TX® __=~-~____- _--_ -- —- Do. 

eS Point Comfort, TX ____..-..-..-- 163 | Do. - 
_ Rockdale, TX __.--____---------~- 258 310 | Do. 

' Vancouver, WA ~~ ~_~_._--_-_-~--~_ 104 110 Do. , / 
Wenatchee, WA __.___________-_ 163 205 Do. 

oo ‘Total _---_-_-______-_____- 1,418 1,415 . | | , 
Columbia Falls Aluminum Co.: . 

Columbia Falls, MT ~....-._-_____ 163 168 Montana Aluminum Investors 
. | Corp., 100%. 

Commonwealth Aluminum Corp.: 
_ Goldendale, WA5_____._.-.----~-- 109 168 Comalco Pty. Ltd., 100%. 

Consolidated Aluminum Corp.: | 
. . Lake Charles, LA®____-.--_-_-_____ 88 2.  W_. Swiss Aluminium Ltd., 100%. 

New Johnsonville, TN. -___------- 128 181 Do. / 

Total _..-_____-__--_- ~~ 161 131 

Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corp.: . 
' Chalmett, LA. _~_~_-____________-~ 236 236 Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corp., 

, 0. ' 

. . Mead, WA (Spokane) _._.________- 200 200 Do. 
Ravenswood, WV .______-------~- 148 148 Do. . 
Tacoma,WA _______~_~.~_~---- 73 73 ~~: Do. . 

a 

| Total _...--_... 657 - 657 

Martin Marietta Aluminum Inc:.: . 
The Dalles, OR _._____./--_------ 82 82 Martin Marietta Corp., 87.2%; 

private interests, 12.8%. 
National-Southwire Aluminum Co.: 

Hawesville, KY... ~______ 163 172 National Steel Corp., 50%; 
Southwire Co., 50%. 

Noranda Aluminum Inc.: 
New Madrid, MO____.._..__-- _- 64 204  ##Noranda Mines Ltd., 100%. 

Ormet Corp.: | 

Hannibal, OH_ ~_---_-.----~---~- 236 245 Consolidated Aluminum Corp., 66%; 
_ Revere Copper and Brass Inc., 34%. 

Revere Copper and Brass Inc.: 
Scottsboro, AL _.._____--_------ 103 105 Revere Copper and Brass Inc., 100%. 

Reynolds Metals Co.: TO 
Arkadelphia, AR --------------7 62 -~- Reynolds Metals Co., 100%. 
Corpus Christi, TX_._-_....... __-_ 103 _- Do. 
Jones Mills, AR____..-_-__._______ 118 _— Do. 
Listerhill, AL_____.-__--_-____- 188 183 Do. 
Longview, WA ____-_~--_--------- 190 191 Do. 
Massena, NY ____.~_-__--..-____ 114 114 Do. 
Troutdale,OR _..--.----.---_-- 118 118 Do. 

Total _..-_.-_-----_-~~---_- 883 606 

Grandtotal _.____..._____-_.. 4,723. —«4,706 

1Purchased from ARCO Metals Co. in 1985, which purchased from Anaconda Aluminum Co. in 1982. 
2Alumax Inc. purchased equity share from Howmet Inc. in 1988. 
5Experimental 16,000-ton-per-year chloride reduction plant opened in 1976, closed Dec. 1985. 
“Purchased from ARCO Metals in 1985, which purchased from Anaconda Aluminum in 1982. 
5Purchased from Martin Marietta Aluminum Inc. in 1985. 
®Sold to Reynolds Metals Co. in 1983.
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Secondary.—Consumption of purchased because of an oversupply of primary alumi- | 
new and old aluminum scrap was about 1.9 num ingot in the company’s system. The 
million tons, the same as that of 1984. Rockwell smelter, acquired as part of How- 
Recycled used beverage cans (UBC) contin- met Aluminum Corp., a subsidiary of Pechi- 
ued to be a major source of old scrap. ney, in 1983, was producing about 75 million 
According to the Aluminum Association, pounds of rolling ingot and billet annually 
33.1 billion aluminum cans were recycled in for Alumax’s Lancaster, PA, rolling mill 

1985 representing about 51% of aluminum and Magnolia, AR, extrusion plants, respec- 
cans shipped.‘ The recycling effort of UBC tively. | oe : 

_ represented an estimated energy savings of || Charles Batchelder Co. Inc., a Connecti- : 
~ about 9.5 billion kilowatts of electricity. cut secondary aluminum smelter, asked 

In September, Alcoa opened a new alumi- creditors to delay their request for pay- 
num UBC plant in Edison, NJ, which proc- ments in order to avoid filing a chapter 11 
essed cans from 11 Eastern States. The petition for bankruptcy protection. The 
plant was expected to sort and bale about 36 company’s financial problems were the re- 
million cans per year. The recycled cans sult of an explosion in April 1984 that 

| were sent to Alcoa’s Tennessee facilities for caused.a loss of production for a long period | 
remelting and fabrication into can sheet and a low volume of sales after production 

stock, > resumed. The company was seeking a loan 
Allied Metals Co., Chicago, IL, delivered of about $3 million to help reestablish its 

its first 37,000-pound shipment of molten financialcondition. BS 
metal from its Division Street plant to a Huron Valley Steel Corp., Beltsville, MI, 

_  diecasting facility in August. The plant, ceased production of secondary aluminum | 
acquired from Harco Aluminum Co. during ingot at its Trenton, MI, facility. The plant. 

_ a bankruptcy sale in 1984, was modernized produced about 36 million pounds of second- 
_ for molten metal operation with a new ary aluminum from scrap. The company 

190,000-pound-capacity reverberatory fur- was expected to remain in the secondary | 
‘nace, and three 18,000-pound-capacity hold- aluminum business by providing aluminum 
ing vessels to accommodate the molten scrap to the U.S. Reduction Co. for process- 
metal, and a 60-short-ton-capacity crane to ing at the Toledo, OH, facility. / 
load the vessels on custom-made trailers. A new secondary aluminum smelter was 
The new equipment reportedly reduced the scheduled to open in Hammond, IN, by 

_ cost of heating gas per pound of metal Standard Alloys Corp. The corporation, 
_ produced. : headed by a former officer of Wabash Alloys 

Alumax, San Mateo, CA, closed its Rock- Inc., expected secondary aluminum sales to 
well, TX, secondary smelter at yearend 1984 exceed $35 million per year. | 
for an indefinite period of time reportedly | 7 

| CONSUMPTION oo 

Apparent consumption of aluminum met- increase in consumption of metal by this 
al decreased by less than 2% in 1985 com- sector was less than 2%. The low growth 
pared with that of 1984. Although the larg- rate was, in part, the result of improved 
est consumer of aluminum in 1985 was the _ technology to produce a thinner walled and 
containers and packaging industry, ac- lighterweightbeveragecan. | 
counting for 27% of the total shipments, the
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Table 3.—U.S. consumption of and recovery from purchased new and old aluminum 
a scrap,' by class | | a 

, (Metric tons) 7 

Be cl Co ti Calculated recovery _ 

mo ass nse —~ATaminum _ » Metallic 

: 1984 a | | . | 
. Secondary smelters __________________-_-____ 792,907 633,287 . 684,500 

- Primary producers______ ~~ ~_~§_~9 ~~ Le 782,105 654,642 701,926 " 
Fabricators __.§_-9§ $9 > 2) 5 ee LLL 192,288 - 164,342 175,949 
Foundries —~§_§_--_~§_§__~ ~~ 94,141 — 78,482 84,417 
Chemical producers ______-___~--__----------~------ 37,217 16,707 17,277 

Total. =e 1,898,658 1,547,460 1,664,069 
Estimated full industry coverage __________.--~---__--- 2,010,000 1,637,000 1,760,000 

| | a 2 1985 | | 
Secondary smelters ___________2___ Le 853,722 702,136 757,674 
Primary producers... ________._-_~~~-.-~-~~-~~---_ 725,890 611,371 655,250 
Fabricators _.___.._-_-__2_~~_____~ 178,494 154,310 165,074 

| Foundries ___ 9 2 pe LL 93,680 78,209 84,163 
Chemical producers _____._. _______-------~-----~------ 26,758 12,246 + ~ 18,118 

. Total ete «1,878,544 1,558,272 1,675,274 
Estimated full industry coverage ____________._~_________ 1,978,000 1,638,000 . 1,762,000 

1Bxcludes recovery from other than aluminum-base scrap. — : | | 

| Table 4.—U.S. stocks, receipts, and consumption of purchased new and old aluminum © 
: ° - scrap' and sweated pig in 1985 | | | 

co — - (Metric tons) . a . . 

— | _ | . Net Co Stocks, 
Class of consumer and type of scrap Stocks rec eipts? tion. P Btocks, 

Secondary smelters: | | | | | . 
New scrap: | 

Solids _._-._-__.2.~___ Le 11,979 213,196 208,819 16,356 
Borings and turnings _________.___________- 7,211 124,742 = 125,180 6,823 
Dross and skimmings ___§_~§_§_____~_§~§_~_______ TT 741 60,119 63,537 4,323. 
Other? _____. ee 2,909 32,695 34,682 922 

| Total _________-------------------- _*29,840 430,752 432,168 28,424 
Old scrap: . 

Castings, sheet, clippings. __._________________ 7193 148,400 148,593 7,000 
Aluminum-copper radiators _________._______~- T1265 — 15,381 15,429 © 1,217 
Aluminum cans _____ $$ -§ 52 5 5 6,816 #178,495 *178,083 2,228 
Other®___§ 37 2,231 2,234 34 

Total _____________~__ Le 715,311 339,507 344,339 10,479 
Sweated pig —---- + ee *9 324 75,249 97,215 7,358 

Total secondary smelters ___ $$ _§___§______ 54,475 845,508 858,722 46,261 

Primary producers, foundries, fabricators, chemical plants: 
New scrap: 

Solids ______._____ ~~ ee 17,373 443,826 438,738 22,461 
Borings and turnings ______________________ 192 24,473 24,559 106 
Dross and skimmings __-§_-__-§___§______________ F690 22,462 22,766 386 

Other? = ee T7209 46,751 48,487 5,473 

Total _--__________________________ "25,464 587,512 534,550 28,426 

Old scrap: 
Castings, sheet, clippings.___._______________ T959 52,117 52,162 914 
Aluminum-copper radiators__________________ 11 1,532 1,515 28 
Aluminum cans ______~__~___~__________ 25,956 317,232 392,407 10,781 
Other§______________ 2,742 19,467 20,467 1,742 

Total _-_-_-___________ oe ™29 668 450,348 466,551 13,465 
Sweated pig _____________________________e 654 23,363 23,721 296 

Total primary producers, ete_______________ 755,786 1,011,223 1,024,822 42,187 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 4.—U.S. stocks, receipts, and consumption of purchased new and old aluminum 
| : scrap’ and sweated pig in 1985 —Continued : 

. : (Metric tons) | 

an Class of consumer and type of scrap Stocks, reowiote? - Consump- Stoc xe, 
— ooo TC LEA 

All scrap consumed: . 
New scrap: . 

co Solids _____________-___---___--_______ - 729,352 657,022 647,557 38,817 | 
; Borings and turnings ____-§_- --______________ 7,403 . 149,215 149,689. . 6,929 

_. Dross and skimmings____§_/§___~_~_§__________i_ T8431 82,581 86,303 4,709 
Other __-__-______ LLL 710,118 79,446 ~~ = 88,169 6,395 

' Total new scrap______._______-.-_-____ "55,304 968,264 966,718 56,850 

Old scrap: Dn 
Castings, sheet, clippings__________.~.~___ 2 _L_ 8,152 200,517 200,755 =. —s-7,914 
Aluminum-copper radiators ____§_§_§_§_~§_~_________ 1 276 16,913 16,944 1,245 
Aluminum cans _____~..2-/----~-2-----=~ "82,772 . ° 550,727 _ 570,490  ~—- 18,009 
Other _-~___~ ~~ LL 2,779 ‘21,698 ~ 22,701. 1,776 

Total old scrap _______________________ 744,979 789,855 810,890 23,944 
- Sweated pig __________-----_----_--__-__.. "9978 | 98,612 100,936 7,654 

| | Total of all scrap consumed________---_____ 110,261 1,856,731 1,878,544 88,448 

‘Includes imported scrap. According to reporting companies, 6.63% of total receipts of aluminum-base scrap, or 123,060 
metric tons, was received on toll arrangements. os oe 

7Includes inventory adjustment. | —— | | 
3Includes data on foil, can stock clippings, and other miscellaneous. 
“Used beverage cans toll treated for primary producers are included in secondary smelter tabulation. | 

. ‘Includes municipal wastes (includes litter) and fragmentized scrap (auto shredder). 

Table 5.—Production and shipments of secondary aluminum alloys by 
| independent smelters in the United States | 

| | (Metric tons) 
SS PSS repr arssatussnassnasheeo 

- . ” : a 

: . + 1984 1985 

| | | os Net Net | | . a _ Production shipments? Production -shipments* 

Die-cast alloys: - : 
13% Si, 360, etc. (0.6% Cu, maximum)_______________ 110,904 111,549 - 111,361 . 111,042 
380 and variations _____$_~~§ $2 ee 286,458 285,374 279,892 278,868 . 

Sand and permanent mold: 
95/5 Al-Si, 356, etc. (0.6% Cu, maximum)_____________ 30,188 30,487 26,475 27,474 
No. 12 and variations. ___§__~§_~~2~9~~_~_~___________ W Ww WwW WwW 
No. 319 and variations ._-_-$-$_§_$_$_~~_~_~_~___._______ 53,647 — 53,184 43,940 44,720 
F-132 alloy and variations___§_§_~§_§_____~___________ ——-:18,585 . 13,296 12,116 12,419 
Al-Mg alloys _____~.~-_- ~~~ Le 548 632 292 410 
Al-Zn alloys ______~~ ~~~ LL 4,095 4,309 5,154 4,955 
AI-Si alloys (0.6% to 2.0% Cu). $$» 5 -5-__- 4,293 4,337 5,593 5,490 
Al-Cu alloys (1.5% Si, maximum) _________________ 2,573 2,512 1,807 2,113 
Al-Si-Cu-Ni alloys... 222-2 ee 2,406 2,250 1,012 1,012 
Other ~~ _-______ 481 495 664 653 

Wrought alloys: Extrusion billets _._________________ 107,292 105,684 97,168 96,929 
Miscellaneous: 

Steel deoxidation _._._. > = 23,778 23,084 27,735 28,010 
Pure (97.0% Al) _______-- Le 168 169 _ 168 168 
Aluminum-base hardeners _____________________ 1,557 1,566 1,236 1,275 
Other? ____-_______ 6,799 6,788 14,504 . 14,305 

Total______-_~_-~__~_~___ Le 648,722 645,716 629,117 629,843 
Less consumption of materials other than scrap: 

Primary aluminum____§____~______________ 41,443 — 45,034 _— 
Primary silicon _-_-- _-.-_-____~__~______ 35,093 _- 25,028 _- 
Other _______--~__~ ~~~ 2,316 -- 2,227 _- 

Net metallic recovery from aluminum scrap and sweated pig 
consumed in production of secondary aluminum ingot® __ _ _ _ 569,870 XX 556,828 XX —— eee 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Sand and permanent mold: Other.” 
XX Not applicable. 
Includes inventory adjustment. 
2Includes other die-cast alloys and other miscellaneous. 
5No allowance made for melt-loss of primary aluminum and alloying ingredients.
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| Table 6.—U.S. apparent aluminum supply and consumption | 

. Se . -. (Thousand metric tons) 7 

| BT «1982 —«1983C9BA98H 

| _ Primary production _____._____.__._.---__-___-____--_ 4,489 3,274 3,853 = 4,099 3,500 
Change in stocks:! Aluminum industry _________~___________> -694 +4184 +4547 -388 +312 

. Imports____~_-~~__~ ~~ Le 848 878 1,091 1,477 1,420 
Secondary recovery:? . 

a . Newscrap_________~__~________ 1,031 884 953- 935 912 
. Old scrap__________________-/ ~~~ 758 782 820 825 850 

: | Total supply _________________________________ 6,432 6,002 6,764 6948 6994 | 
Less total exports. ___§_________._--_-----~-~-----~-~~---- 187 748 77 © 734 © 908 

Apparent aluminum supply available for domestic manufacturing _____ 5,645 5,254 5,988 6,214 6,086 
Apparent consumption®______________---__~--------+--+-- 4,614 4,370 ~— 5,035 5,279 5,174 

7 1Positive figure indicates a decrease in stocks; negative figure indicates an increase in stocks. 
2Metallic recovery from purchased, tolled, or imported new and old aluminum scrap expanded for full industry 

coverage. | - : : . 
3Apparent aluminum supply available for domestic manufacturing less recovery from purchased new scrap (a measure 

_ of consumption in manufactured end products). | . 

Table 7.—Distribution of end-use shipments of aluminum products in the United States, 
os : | | : : by industry - : | : 

. Oo 19838 1984 1985? 

uantity . Percent Quantity —§ Percent Quantity Percent: 
Industry . Ghowand of (thousand of (thousand of 

metric _—s_ grand metric grand metric ° grand 
; . . tons)  _ total tons) total tons) total 

Containers and packaging__________ “AIT "97.7 1,829 26.1 1,863 26.9 
Building and construction __________ 1,302 20.3 ~ 1,295 18.5 1,381 19.9 
Transportation. ____$__._________ T1062 "165 | 1,370 19.5 1,364 19.7 
Electrical ____§_._____.__._____~- . 589 9.2. 677 9.7 642 9.3 
Consumer durables ____-____-_---_ | 478 7.4 502 7.2 ATT 6.9 
Machinery and equipment__________ © 353 hh 375 5.4 377 5.4 
Other markets___.___§__________-_ 261 41 274 3.9 265 3.8 
Statistical adjustment _~__________— F435 TO5 +187 2.7 +16 2 

- Total to domestic users__________ 7 T5857 91.2 6,509 93.0 6,385 92.1 | 
Exports _________________-__~_ 563 8.8 488 7.0 $46 7.9 

| |  Grandtotal.______--____.-__ _ "6,420 100.0 6,997 100.0 6,931 100.0 

Preliminary. "Revised. : | | 
Source: The Aluminum Association Inc. 

Table 8.—U.S. net shipments’ of aluminum wrought and cast products, by producers 
(Metric tons) 

oo | _ 1983 1984 1985? 

Wrought products: - | 
Sheet, plate, foil _. ________________-~-___-____-__--_- 73,248,948 3,259,163 3,288,544 
Extruded rod, bar, pipe, tube, shapes; drawn and welded tubing_ ____ _ __ T1 037,526 1,182,458 1,240,482 
Rolled and continuous-cast rod and bar; wire ___ ____._.____________ ¥423,024 451,493 378,700 
Forgings (including impacts)___..~________________ ~~ Le 52,711 65,398 67,180 
Powder, flake, paste _________________ ue F35,675 44,758 48,670 

Total ____-__--__________~-------~----~~~--+-+--+- *4,797,884 5,003,270 5,023,576 

Castings: 
Sand ________--~~__-~_~-~~_-~ ~~ ee 775,508 89,651 © 120,736 
Permanent mold _____________________~__-----~.-------- 137,122 160,566 151,745 
Die ________--~----~-~~-~--~__ ~~ ee 592,475 679,159 565,017 
Other______----_------~-~~___ ~~ 55,881 61,092 36,850 

Total _____---_~_~---~--~_~--~-~~-~_~~~~-~_ ~~~ 860,981 990,468 874,348 

Grand total _______~-~-_____~-~~_~__~~~-~~~~~_---___ ™5,658,865 5,993,738 5,897,924 

PPreliminary. "Revised. 
1Net shipments derived by subtracting the sum of producers’ domestic receipts of each mill shape from the domestic 

industry’s gross shipments of that shape. 

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce.
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| Table 9.—Distribution of wrought products in the United States 
a . _ | @ercent). 

| | 19838 1984 1985? 

Sheet, plate, foil: . —_ 
_ Nonheat-treatable_______.....----__. ~~ ee 56.9 53.8 55.4 

- Heat-treatable____) 55 5 5 eee eee eee 3.1 3.6 2.7 
Foil -_ rt 1.8 18 13 

Rolled and continuous-cast rod and bar; wire: 
Rod, bar, wire _-_ ~~~ 3 ee 2.3 2.3 1.5 
Cable and insulated wire. _§__ 2-22-2222 ~~ LLL 6.5 6.7 6.1 

Extruded products: 
Rod andbar _-_._--____-__-----~-------~-----~--------~------ "11 1.1 1.3 

_. Pipe and tubing _____-§_-_-___-_- - ee eee 1.8 16 28 
_ Shapes___-~--_-_-______---- + +--+ ----------- 181199 

Tubing: : . 
Drawn. eee 6 5 NA 
Welded __-__-___-__ er 5 5 NA 

Powder, flake, paste... -. -__-- 2 ee 1 9 1.0. 
Forgings (including impacts) — --__-____-_-_-------~-----------------_ 1313 

| Total _.________- eee ee-__---------_ 100.0 1000-1000 

PPréliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. pO = | 
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce. Se | - : _ 

ee STOCKS | | 

"Inventories of aluminum ingot, mill prod- of Commerce, decreased ‘from about 2.65 
ucts, and scrap at reduction and other million tons at yearend 1984 to about 2.35 
processing plants as reported by the Bureau million tons at yearend 1985. oe | 
of Industrial Economics, U.S. Department | | : | 

— : PRICES a 

The producer list price for 99.5%-pure Both the LME and New York Commodity 
aluminum ingots remained at 81 cents per Exchange (COMEX) prices for aluminum — 
pound throughout 1985. Several domestic futures followed the same general trend as 

__ producers continued to maintain the trans- the market prices. However, the LME cash 
action price, a price more comparable with price, as published by Metals Week, was 
the market or spot price. At yearend 1984, usually about 2 to 8 cents lower than the 
the average weekly market price for alumi- U.S. market price until November, when 
num ingot, usually 99.7% pure, as publish- the difference in prices was about 4 cents 
ed by Metals Week (McGraw-Hill), was 50.2 per pound. COMEX prices, when compared 
cents per pound. By yearend January 1985, with market prices, were usually 2 to 4 
the price had risen to about 52 cents. The cents lower per pound for metal with short 
price remained relatively stable until April delivery dates and about 1 to 2 cents higher 
when it began to soften, reaching about 46.5 per pound with longer delivery dates. Pro- 
cents by July 1. It remained weak during ducer U‘S. transaction prices, as published 
the summer and early autumn before de- by Metals Week, were usually plus or minus 
clining to a 1985 low of 45 cents in mid- 0.5 cent per pound of the market price. The 
November. During the last half of Novem- following table summarizes aluminum 
ber and during December, the market price prices at selected dates during the year, in 
increased rapidly, closing out the year at a cents per pound: | 
weekly average of about 53 cents per pound.
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— | COMEX 1* COMEX 2? -COMEX3! LME (cash) US. market USS. trans- 

| 1984: December 31 __.__.-. 47.21 47.92 51.82 47.64 49.75-50.75 49,72 

| 1985: , 
January 28__._________ 49.48 ‘49.99 53.62 49.63 50.75-52.00 51.33 
February 25 _________ 49.25 49,84 58.54 49.74 51.25-52.25 51.54 | 
March 25____________ 49.15 49.69 58.89 49.83 51.25-52.50 51.82 
April 29. = 48.65 49.18 52.76 50.72 52.25-53.00 52.71 
May27_____________ ss 48.1 48.58 (62.07 50.11 51.75-52.50  —»--51.98 
June 24_- 44.83 45.27 48.30 46.67 47.75-48.75 48.27 
July29__ 44.52 44.97 48.29 45.77 47.00-48.00 47.04 
August 26 ___ 44.97 45.46 48.67 46.26 — 41.75-48.35 46.78 
September 30 _________ 43.09 | 43,72 47.20, 44.60 46.25-46.75 45.69 
October 28 ___________ 42.96 43.47 46.67 43.55 45.50-46.00 45,44 

, | November 25 ________- 43.63 44.17 47.18 43.39 45.25-46.00 45.66 
December 30__. ---- ~~ 51.08 51.49 54.64 48.76 52.00-53.50 52.21 

*COMEX delivery positions: i—within 1 month: 2—within 3 months; and 3—within 12 months. | 

| Source: Metals Week. | 

| Secondary aluminum prices, as quoted in was 61 to 62 cents per pound. Alloy 380 was 
| the American Metal Market, followed a about 3 to 4.cents per pound lower than 

price trend similar to that of primary alu- alloys 413 and 360. Buying prices of old 
minum. Secondary aluminum alloy 360 and sheet and cast aluminum scrap ranged from 
413 began the year at about 68 to 70 cents a high of about 35 cents per pound in 

| __ per pound. In July, alloy 360 had declined to February to a low of 28 cents in July and 
| 57 to 58 cents and alloy 418 was 58 to 59 August. UBC scrap, processed and delivered 

cents. Prices of these alloys began to in- to producers, was bought throughout the : 
crease about September, and by yearend, year at a range of from 29 to 39 cents per __ 

| alloy 418 was 62 to 68 cents and alloy 360 pound. ; | 

FOREIGN TRADE | 

| Exports of all forms of aluminum from metal while Japan, Venezuela, and Bel- 
the United States increased substantially gium-Luxembourg supplied most of the 

| from the 1984 level. Canada, Japan, and semicrude forms. Bahrain, a large supplier 
| Mexico accounted for most of the increase, of ingots in 1984, reduced its supply to the 

reflecting increased shipments of crude United States by about 60%. 
. metal and scrap to J. apan and of crude USS. tariff rates in effect during 1985 for 

metal to Canada and Mexico. Exports of aluminum products from countries with 
plates, sheets, bars, etc., decreased from most-favored-nation status were as follows: 

1984, reflecting a decrease of shipments to : 
the United Kingdom. Imports of aluminum ~~~ jtem  TSUSNo. Import duty 
in all forms decreased slightly from those of §—©==<-———--——— 
1984, but total imports remained substan- U"wrought metal (in coils) 618.01 2.8% ad : 

Vv rem. 

tially greater than the quantity of alumi- Unwrought (other than Si- 
num exported. In descending order, the  “!@lloys)---------- 618.02 Oe eent 
major aluminum shipping countries to the . pound. - 
United States were Canada, Japan, Vene- bab te (are Plates, 61825 3% adva- 
zuela, Brazil, Belgium-Luxembourg, the Ww 3 lorem. 

United Arab Emirates, and Argentina. Can- “**°anesrap------- 618.10 2% ad 
ada provided most of the ingot and scrap ————————_______________—_—_-
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| Table 10.—U.S. exports of aluminum, by class 

1984. 1985 

Class . Quantity Value Quantity Value 

(mene (thousands) (metric (thousands) 

Crude and semicrude: - | 
Metals and alloys, crude. _. $2 ~-§ -5 /§_-§ » » 5 5 eee 259,598 $396,798 347,292 $441,598 
Scrap ____ ~~~ 258,404 275,686 — 374,646 350,669 
Plates, sheets, bars, etc... ~~. -§ -_-_-___________ 198,399 496,841 167,874 411,337 
Castings and forgings ________________________ 11,590 69,845 12,408 74,498 
Semifabricated forms, n.e.c _. 2 5 5 5 5 5,822 34,259 5,656 32,984 

Total___________-______-___---___ - 933,813 1,273,429 907,876 1,311,086 

Manufactures: a 
Foil and leaf 2-5 25 2 LL 21,369 33,320 19,497 28,800 
Powders and flakes__§ ~~ ~~~ _~§_~§~_§__ 3,219 11,951 2,492 - 9,838 

. Wire and cable _~____________~____ 4,824 14,585 5,619 15,358 

Total. ~~ LLL 29,412 59,806 27,608 - 58,996 

Grand total > >. 75 5 ee 763,225 1,333,235 935,484 1,365,082 

. Source: Bureau of the Census. | , 

| Table 11.—U.S. exports of aluminum, by country | , 

Metals and alloys, Plates, sheets, , 
crude bars, etc.? Scrap Total — 

Country Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 
(metric (thou- (metric . (thou- (metric _ (thou- (metric (thou- 

. tons) sands) tons) sands) tons) sands) tons) sands) 

1984: ‘ . 
Argentina ______ 44 $197 119 $717 18 $17 181 $931 
Australia_______ 1,517 2,494 1,537 6,642 339 445 3,393 9,581 
Belgium-Luxem- 

bourg________ 10 25 495 2,441 1,632 1,610 2,137 4,076 
Brazil... _~_____ 278 1,404 1,090 5,589 270 549 1,638 7,542 
Canada____ ____ 17,356 34,324 130,978 335,468 21,630 23,794 169,964 393,586 
Chile _._______ 165 260 - 88 . 436 139 218 392 914 
Colombia_ __—_—— 134 544 173 1,537 6 20 313 2,101 
Germany, Federal 

Republic of __—_ 99 760 1,894 10,296 5,881 5,894 7,874 16,950: 
Hong Kong ___—_ 3,370 4,703 375 1,982 231 322 3,976 6,957 
Israel ___-§_~§ 5 115 492 2,553 13,135 28 73 2,696 13,7006 
Italy _________ 40 272 °° ~=— 4,967 17,703 2,823 2,820 7,830 20,795: 
Japan_________ 139,717 209,866 3,517 14,561 170,596 - 184,264 313,830 408,691 
Korea, Republic of _ 21,166 28,784 976 4,369 1,168 1,400 23,310 34,553: 
Mexico ________ 15,845 25,222 21,865 50,487 32,056 35,638 69,766 111,347 
Netherlands_ __ — _ 7,851 10,033 1,705 7,893 3,780 3,512 13,336 21,438 
Taiwan________ 14,519 19,367 975 8,980 16,193 13,287 31,687 41,634 
United Kingdom _ — 113 702 21,774 49,296 208 274 22,095 50,272 
Venezuela ______ 66 274 8,782 22,771 2 3 8,850 23,048 
Other_________ 37,193 57,075 11,948 46,692 1,404 1546 50,545 105,313 

Total.______ 259,598 396,798 215,811 | 600,945 258,404 275,686 733,813 1,273,429 | 

1985: Tn 
Argentina ______ 38 150 132 828 57 41 227 1,019 
Australia_______ 227 600 1,110 5,605 24 37 1,361 6,242 
Belgium-Luxem- 
bourg._______ 55 39 513 2,956 2,934 2,555 3,502 5,550 

Brazil__~_~_~_____ 234 1,066 1,006 5,334 941 886 2,181 7,236 
Canada________ 36,200 50,867 127,064 303,756 15,840 15,599 179,104 370,222 
Chile __..._____ 111 147 15 118 53 76 179 336 
Colombia_ — __ ~~ _ 33 113 1,598 3,766 21 333 1,652 4,212 
Germany, Federal 

Republic of ____ 288 856 1,556 9,833 4,844 4,342 6,688 15,031 
Hong Kong —___- 4,167 4,789 862 2,908 130 164 5,159 7,861 
Israel __§  - 172 828 4,082 15,911 29 49 4,283 16,788 
Italy _________ 21 169 2,300 12,215 5,029 4,393 7,350 16,777 
Japan________- 198,341 239,255 3,753 17,121 263,620 243,664 465,714 500,040 
Korea, Republic of _ 21,065 24,729 1,485 4,420 783 770 23,333 29,919 
Mexico ________ 20,011 27,786 22,958 57,115 49,772 53,891 92,741 138,792 
Netherlands _ _ — _ _ 27,346 29,762 1,189 7,104 5,271 4,538 33,806 41,404 
Taiwan ________ 15,007 17,660 1,316 5,800 21,601 16,221 37,924 39,681 
United Kingdom _ _ 1,414 2,170 2,923 17,046 1,581 1,556 5,918 20,772 
Venezuela _ _ ——_—_ 50 285 5,091 13,807 2 5 5,143 14,097 
Other_________ 22,512 40,327 6,985 33,181 2,114 1,549 31,611 15,057 

Total. ______ 347,292 441,598 185,938 518,819 374,646 350,669 907,876 1,311,086 

Revised. 
Includes castings, forgings, and unclassified semifabricated forms. 

Source: Bureau of the Census. .
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| Table 12.—U.S. imports for consumption of aluminum, by class _ 

— : . - 1984 1985 

Class | Quantity Value Quantity Value 
7 ne a ety’ (thousands) «= “Mette thousands) 

Crude and semicrude: . 
Metals and alloys, crude... -§ $25 5 5 5 2 ee 881,956 $1,292,724 868,674 $1,017,453 
Circles and disks _.._____~_~_ ~~ 2 __ ee 13,219 31,672 11,764 _ 25,180 
Plates, sheets, etc., n.e.c ~.§ -. -_________________-_ 393,738 893,013 344,943 . 721,308 
Rods and bars ___-_-/ » 5 5 5 5 5 46,531 90,337 63,714 86,162 
Pipes, tubes, ete... ~~. 5 5 LC; 4,074 12,609 3,348 — 14,876 
Scrap _. 22 Le 137,675 145,748 127,501 108,625 

. Total... 1,477,193 2,466,103 1,419,944 | 1,973,554 

Manufactures: ; 
Foil -. ~~ Le 24,496 90,629 25,934 82,879 
Leaf -_-_~____--_-~~--~~ ee (7) 108 (4) 108 
Flakes and powders... 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 2 4,673 8,601 4,480 7,593 
Wire____.---~--------~----------------- 3,017 6,633 4,238 8,123 

Total. eee 32,186 105,971 84,652  —«- 98,703 

| Grand total ________..------------------ 1,609,379 2,572,074 1,454,596. 2,072,257 __ 
—_— 

. 11984—aluminum leaf not over 30.25 square inches in area, 1,375,995 leaves, and aluminum leaf over 30.25 square 
. inches in area, 85,741,332 square inches; and 1985—aluminum leaf not over 30.25 square inches in area, 1,505,626 leaves, 

S and aluminum leaf over 30.25 square inches in area, 68,118,504 square inches. | 

| - Source: Bureau of the Census. | — a, |
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| WORLD REVIEW | | | 

World primary aluminum production ca- October 1984, but commissioning. the pot- 
pacity decreased slightly in 1985. Although line was delayed owing to poor aluminum 
there were significant reductions of annual prices. However, about. mid-1985, Alcan 
capacity in Japan and the United States, stated that the current value of the Austra- 
they were offset by capacity expansions in lian dollar made production at the Kurri 

, Australia, Brazil, and Canada. Several oth- Kurri smelter competitive with world 
| er countries announced plans to increase prices. : 

annual primary smelter capacity within the | Partnership of the Portland, Victoria, 
next several years. | aluminum smelter continued to change dur- 

World production of primary aluminum ing the year. Alcoa of Australia Ltd. and the 
fell slightly to 15.8 million tons in response Victorian State government, the major 
to high metal inventories and lower prices. Partners, increased their shares of. the 

| The United States led the world in reducing Smelter to 60% and 40% from their original 
metal production. Several of the West Euro- 49% and 25%, respectively, when the Aus- 
pean countries and Japan also lowered tralian Commonwealth Superannuation | 
production, but their lower production was Fund Investment Trust and Hyundai Corp., 
offset by increased production in Australia, the Republic of Korea, decided against pro- 
Brazil, and Canada as new production ca- posed stakes in the partnership. In Septem- 

_ pacity potlines were brought on-stream. ber, First National Ltd., a banking arm of 
Primary aluminum inventories held by the National Australia Bank, agreed to take 

members of the International Primary Alu- @ 10% share in the smelter reducing both 
minum Institute (IPAI), which represent Alcoa's and the State eerment s Shares 

the bulk of the stocks held outside the PY °%. a Detober, the Guine international 
_ centrally planned economy countries, de- as dia 0% tute et inthe to ae ce 

creased from 2.59 million tons at yearend wv ade nd 1985 the 7 Tes d © shi f 
1984 to'2.18 million tons at yearend 1985. the 300.000- ton- ore ven y omel ter projec t was 
IPAI reported that total metal inventories, Alcoa 5 f Aus sli 2 50%: Vic P ay State 
including secondary aluminum, was 3.96 . wake Ate ae 0%: and 
million tons at yearend. government, 380%; First National, 10%;-an 

During 1985. t ‘ate international China International Trust, 10%. The first 
_ euring » bWO separate international 150 000-ton-per-year potline was about 55% 
conferences by independent aluminum pro- | co mpl ete and was ex pe cted to come on- 

ducers met to discuss cooperation among stream about November 1986. The second 
countries in matters of common interest. 150,000-ton-per-year potline was scheduled | 
Nine independent producers from Argenti- for startup in 1988. ——- 

na, Bahrain, Brazil, Dubai, Egypt, Indone- ‘The proposed 220,000-ton-per-year smelt- 
sia, Norway, Switzerland, and Venezuela 9, project for Western Australia, sponsored | 
met in Buenos Aires to discuss aluminum by Reynolds, Griffin Coal Mining Co. Ltd., 
supply, demand, and pricing. The results of nq the Western Australian government, 

the meeting appeared to be some coopera- was suspended indefinitely in 1985. The 
tion in regard to pricing of aluminum and withdrawal of the fourth partner, Kukje 

the formation of a study group. In Cairo, Corp.-ICC Group of the Republic of Korea, 
the Second Arab Aluminum Conference left the group without a 50%-equity partici- 
(ARABAL 85) was attended by 12 Arab pant. 
countries, India, and 11 European countries Bahrain.—Gulf Aluminum Rolling Mill 
to discuss ways of maintaining or improving (Co, constructed a 40,000-ton-per-year com- 
the Arab aluminum industry's competitive- puter-controlled aluminum foil rolling mill 
ness 1n world markets. in Bahrain. The mill was sponsored b 
Argentina.—In July, Aluminios Argenti- Bahrain, Iraq, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, ani 

nos S.A.LC. (ALUAR) cut its production Saudi Arabia, and major equipment will 

rate by 10,000 tons per year but increased consist of a four-high reversing hot mill and 
its annual capacity by 6,000 tons to 146,000 a four-high nonreversing cold mill. Width of 
tons in June and planned to increase annu-__ the mill was 1,751 millimeters. | 
al capacity to 150,000 tons by February Belgium-Luxembourg.—National Lux- 

1986. embourg Aluminium Co. (NLAC) increased | 
Australia.—Alcan Australia Ltd. brought its foil and casting capacity at its Dun- 

the third potline into commission at its delange plant by the installation of a con- 
Kurri Kurri smelter. The new 50,000-ton- tinuous casting plant. It also increased its 
per-year potline, which increased annual molten metal processing capacity in its 
capacity to 140,000 tons, was completed in casthouse by 20%. NLAC, which came on- .
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stream early in 1985, is a subsidiary of the | 180,000-ampere-cell design with current fed 
U.S.-based National Intergroup. on, to the cells at 1,000 volts. The cells were 

. Brazil.—Cia. Brasileira de Aluminio considered to be the most energy efficient 
(CBA) announced that it would increase the -and environmentally acceptable in the 
annual capacity of its Sorocaba, Sao Paulo, world. The 536 pots in the older South Plant 

| ' smelter to 340,000 tons by the end of the were removed, rebuilt; and modernized with 
| century. CBA increased annual capacity improved technology at a cost of $110 mil- 

from 125,000 to 155,000 tons in 1985 and lion. The original plant was built in 1957 
planned to increase capacity to 170,000 tons and expanded in 1968. An agreement be- _ 
in 1986 and to 240,000 tons by 1990. CBA, a tween the government of Quebec and Reyn- __ 
subsidiary of S.A. Industria Votorantim is olds provided a reduction in power rates 
the only wholly Brazilian-owned producer during the plant’s first 5 years of operation. — 

| ofaluminum. ~ Alcan Aluminium Ltd. and the Canadian 
__ Consorcio de Aluminio Albrase Alunorte Association of Smelter and Allied Workers 

| S.A. inaugurated its first 80,000-ton-per- at Alcan’s Kitimet, British Columbia, . 
| year potline at the proposed 320,000-ton- 268 .000-ton-per-year smelter signed a new 

‘per-year smelter in November 1985. The  jabor agreement effective July 24, 1985. The 
smelter is about o0 7 ups vcler Otte 3-year contract called for some wage in- 

| mo of :t 51% owne, j vert e pm. ‘i € creases and some job security benefits. 
Power 18 ' Fa Ve ‘le r “f De. CVRD). Aluminiere de Bécancour Inc., jointly 

| overnment, Cia. Vale do Rio Doce ( > owned by Pechiney (50%), Alumax (25%), 
and 49% ny coneoraum a 33 Japanese and Société Générale de Financement du 
companies, 1Pppon amazon /tuminium 0. Quebec (25%), announced that construction 
Differences between the two partners over , . or 

a a . | of the Bécancour smelter in Quebec was 
Pricing for aluminum remained unresolved ‘several months ahead of schedule and about 
Bf yearend, sreond stae o nome oreo $45 million below cost. The first potline of 
should proceed under current market condi- the 230,000-ton-per-y ear smelter was sched- 

oo tions. | : uled to begin operation about mid-1986, 

~ Vale do Sul Aluminio S.A.—jointly owned with the second 115,000-ton-per-y ear potline 
by CVRD (52%), Shell do Brasil S.A. (44%) Scheduled to begin operations in 1987. 
(a subsidiary of Billiton Metais S.A.), and __ ‘*!can announced the indefinite postpone- 
Reynolds. (4%)—reportedly planned to ex- moO oti Quebec, caine ta lon enat 
pand its 86,000-ton-per-year Santa Cruz | uCcO » » OW: ‘t0w met 

; smelter another 90,000 to 110,000 tons per al prices and nigh metal inventories. The 

| year. The plant came on-line in 1982, and O8!nat project, announced in 1vo4, Calle 
provisions were made for adding two 90,000- for construction of a 250,000-ton-per-year 

ton-per-year-capacity sections in the origi- smener costing about FO mon. Os 
nal project. “ anadian Reynolds and American Can 

In December, the Brazilian Government Canada Inc., a subsidiary of American Can 

-. ereated a study task force to report on the ©0-., Greenwich, CT, formed a hew company, 
possibility of ending the electric power dis- Bevco, to market aluminum and steel bever- 

count to aluminum producers. Should the age cans produced at American Can’s exist- 
task force recommend ending the discount, ing Canadian can plants and Reynolds’ U.S. 
future increases in Brazil’s smelting capaci- can facilities. The Bevco partnership covers 
ty could be affected. only beverage cans and will market 8-, 16-, 

Reynolds reportedly was negotiating to and 32-ounce aluminum cans produced by 
construct a $50 million can production Reynolds. In 1984, Reynolds announced that 
plant in Brazil. The plant was expected to it may construct three canmaking plants in 
have an annual capacity of about 800 mil- Quebec to utilize the metal from the Baie 
lion cans. Comeau smelter expansion. 

Canada.—Canadian Reynolds Metals Co. The government of Ontario, which had 
Ltd., a subsidiary of Reynolds, Richmond, restricted beverage container materials to 
VA, expanded the annual capacity of its steel or glass, drafted new regulations that 
Baie Comeau, Quebec, smelter from 159,000 allowed other types of nonrefillable contain- 
to 272,000 tons in September at a cost of ers for beverages but only in tandem with a 
about $400 million. The North Plant expan- materials recovery program. The regulation 
sion contained a potline of 240 cells in two also provided that refillable glass contain- 
parallel buildings and used the Pechiney ers would be guaranteed a protected share
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of the market. Aluminum beverage can use capacity. | - 
in the Province was expected to utilize | Alusuisse and Pechiney signed an agree- 
about 29,000 tons per year ofaluminum. =‘ ment to form a joint subsidiary to operate a 

China.—Construction began on a 200,000- facility to manufacture aluminum slugs for | 
ton-per-year aluminum smelter in Datong, aerosol cans and soft tubes. Pechiney Cebal, 
Quinhai. The plant to be built in two phases a subsidiary of Pechiney, would have a 
that reportedly would coincide with con- 51% share in the company and Alusuisse, 

_ struction of an alumina plant in Shanxi a 49% share of the plant at Alusuisse’s 
Province and a hydropowerplant on the Beaurepaise slug plant in Isére, France. The 
Yellow River at Quinhai. The first 100,000 agreement also called for doubling the | 
tons of annual capacity with a foundry and _plant’s annual capacity to 15,000 tons. 
environmental control facilities was sched- Alcoa sold its French soft alloy extrusion 

uled to come on-stream by yearend ee vrai and anodizing mill at Chateauroux to Norsk 
e Japanese companies NNissho-iwal Hydro A/S of Norway. Norsk Hydr rt- | 

Corp. and Nippon Light Metal Co. Ltd. edly would invest | between $11 and “$2.16 
reportedly have agreed to assist China in million to modernize the mill. The mill 
building an integrated aluminum smelting produced extrusions mainly for the con- 
operation at Pingguo in the Guangxi region. struction industry and had an annual ca- 
The first phase of the project would be a pacity of about 8,000 tons 
100,000-ton-per-year smelter with possible fectricité de France, a state-owned utili- | 

completion by 1987. | ty company, and Pechiney concluded an 
China was considering the purchase of agreement to obtain a special fixed low 

Japan’s idled 100,000-ton-per-year Toyo rice for 3 billion kilowatts of power annu- 
smelter from Sumitomo Aluminium Smelt- ally for 10 years. Pechiney agreed to present , 
ing Co. Ltd. as the first step in construction fectricité with 2 billion francs worth of 
of a 200,000-ton-per-year smelter near Xian nonvoting securities, which pay dividends 
in Shaanxi Province. Another possible Jap- ye ” P | . 

. . . . on Pechiney’s corporate profit. . 
_anese plant for the Xian project was partof — Germany, Federal Republic of.—Ver- 
the Ryoka Light Metal's 76,000-ton-per-year 6149 ‘Alon nium Werke AG (VAW) be- 
Sakaide smelter. . My ane Davy Me Koo Corp. a United Kingdom 82” construction of a foil rolling plant at 
engineering company, contracted to build a Grevenbroich. The plant will consist of four. 
6,000-ton-per-year aluminum foil rolling fully automated computer-controlled foil 
~ nner . an 7 mills with rolling speeds of 2,000 meters per 

‘mill for China’s Shanghai aluminum mill | wute and a foil width of 2,000 millime- lant. It was expected 1 o 
id.1988. ox to be completed by ters. The improved technology for the foil 

| Colombia.—Industrias Metalurgicas Uni- mills reportedly would increase productivi- 

das S.A. purchased Alean Alurinium’s 50% ty about 97% in comparison with world foil 
equity interest in Aluminio AlcandeColom- ™U'8 . a un 
bia S.A., a sheet rolling and extrusion Ghana.—Volta Aluminium Co. (VALCO) 
facility. Industrias Metalurgicas already restarted two of its five 40,000-ton-per-year 

owned one-half of the fabrication facility. potlines at the Tema smelter. The smelter, , 
France.—Pechiney delayed startup of its 90% owned by Kaiser and 10% by Reynolds, 

89,000-ton-per-year St. Jean-de-Maurienne, Was shut down in 1983 owing to low water 
Savoie, aluminum potline owing to poor at the Akosombo Dam, which led to a 

market conditions. The potline, originally an 2 pydreclectric power. In ae 
scheduled to begin in the fourth quarter WALCO and the Government o a 
of 1984, increased annual capacity of the signed an agreement, after 2 years of nego- 
smelter to 130,000 tons. In addition, Pechi- tiation, that increased the price VALCO 
ney shut down 17,000 tons of old capacity at would pay for power and restricted the 
St. Jean and 20,000 tons at its l’Argentiere, amount of firm power provided annually to 

Hautes-Alpes, smelter. the smelter. Under abnormal conditions, 
anny in ar Py etlon fonadey at power may be qurther curtailed in favor of 
uminum-lithium (Al-Li) alloy foundry at anian essential domestic requirements. 

its Issoire facility in central France. It will Iceland.—Icelandic Aluminium Co. Ltd. 

produce 1.5-ton Al-Li ingots for the aero- (ISAL), a subsidiary of Alusuisse, Switzer- 
space industries. The plant was expected to land, was considering plans to increase 
come on-stream in late 1987 and may even- capacity at its 86,000-ton-per-year Straum- 
tually be expanded to 12,000 tons of annual svik smelter to 130,000 tons. The China
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National Nonferrous Industries Corp. operates a 20,000-ton-per-year smelter at 
discussed a 10% participation in the expan- UJson. | | 

- sion with Alusuisse and the Icelandic Gov- Mando Machinery Corp., Anyong, the | 
| ernment. =. | Republic of Korea, and Ford Motor Co., 

'  India.—The new aluminum complex own- Detroit, MI, reached an agreement to form 

ed by National Aluminium Co. Ltd. (NAL- a joint venture company to produce about 
CO), a Government-owned company in Tol- 450,000 metal aluminum radiators for 

cher, Orissa, was expected to be commis- South Korean automakers. Mando was the 

| sioned in September 1986 with the startup leading manufacturer of automotive parts 
of one of two 109,000-ton-per-year potlines. in the Republic of Korea. - 
Reportedly, Hindustan Aluminium Co. Ltd, | Mexico.—Alcan Aluminium sold its 49% 
jointly owned by Kaiser and private inter- interest in Alcan Mexicana S.A. de C.V. to 
ests, implemented a program to increase Aluminio S.A. de C.V., in which Alcoa holds 

| the annual capacity of the Renukoot, Uttar a 44% interest. Alcan Mexicana was a 
7 _ Pradesh, smelter from 120,000 to 150,000 holding company with three operating sub- 

tons per year. | : : sidiaries involved in aluminum semifabrica- 
Italy—The Italian state-owned Ente tion, building products and truck bodies, 

| Participazione Finanziamento Industria and marketing and fabrication. — —_ 
Manifattura (EFIM) postponed the closing Netherlands.—Hunter Douglas Ltd. Eu- 
of the 35,000-ton-per-year Bolzano smelter. rope began installing an integrated cold 
New plans announced the closing of the mill strip annealing facility for heat-treated 

| 30,000-ton-per-year Porto Marghera smelter aluminum alloys in its Rotterdam plant. 
between 1987 and 1989. oo The new installation was not expected to 

: _ + Japan.—The Ministry of International increase the annual capacity but should 
Trade and Industry (MITI) agreed to reduce modernize the plant and increase efficiency. 
tariffs on aluminum plate, sheet, and strip The plant modernization would be complet- | 
from 11.5% ad valorem to 9.2% early in edbymid-1986. ~° Oo 

- 1986, and further reduce the 9.3% tariff on New Zealand.—Comalco and the New 
these mill products to 3% and the 9% tariff Zealand Government reached an agreement 

_ on aluminum ingot to 1% effective January for a new electric-power-pricing formula, 
1, 1988, with intermediate reductions April based on the Pechiney Independent Price, 
1, 1987. oe to calculate power charges at the 244,000- 
Showa Light Metal Co. Ltd., jointly owned _ton-per-year Tiwai Point aluminum smelt- 

by Showa Denko K.K. (50%) and Comalco of _ er. The new formula replaced Comalco’s use 
. Australia (50%), announced the closing of of the Alcan World Price, which was discon- 

: its 59,000-ton-per-year Chiba smelter effec- tinued in 1984. The future of the Tiwai , 
tive in May 1986. Point smelter was in doubt after the Gov- 

Furukawa Electric Co. Ltd. purchased ernment increased electricity prices to the 
Alcoa’s 13% share of the Furukawa Alu- smelter by 25% on April 1. The smelter is 
minium Co. Ltd., and aluminum semimanu- jointly owned by Comalco (60%), Sumitomo 
facturing company. The purchase termi- Aluminium (20%), and Showa Light Metal | 

: nated Alcoa’s minority joint interest in the (20%). Late in the year, the smelter was 
manufacturing company from Alcoa’s 33% operating at about 12,000 tons below annual 

| interest 5 years ago, and increased Furuka- capacity owing to a pot attrition policy. 
wa Electric’s interest to 94%. The remain- Norway.—Ardal og Sunndal Verk A/S 
ing shares of the Japan-based company are (ASV Group), owned by the Government of 
owned by the trading house C. Itoh & Co. Norway, planned to increase annual capaci- 
Ltd. _ ty at the Ardal plant from 187,000 to about 

Korea, North.—Reportedly, North Korea 230,000 tons through modernization pro- 
will operate an aluminum smelter at Pyong grams. Modernization of an old 22,000-ton- 
Kouk. Construction apparently started in per-year potline, shut down in May, should 
1984 with economic and technological as- increase the line to 44,000 tons per year. 
sistance obtained from the U.S.S.R. A com- Improvements in the remaining sections of 
pletion date was not available. the plant were expected to raise the annual 

Korea, Republic of.—Pechiney, France, capacity to 220,000 tons. Using the compa- 
reportedly discussed sale of its 50% equity ny’s own technology, modernization began 
in Aluminium of Korea Ltd. (Koralu) to its on five pots with completion expected by 
partner Hyundai Industries, which would late 1985. 
give Hyundai complete ownership. Koralu Annual capacity of the Sdér-Norge Alu-
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minium A/S (Soral) 66,000-ton Huenes scheduled to begin in mid-1985. The smelter 
smelter was to be increased to 100,000 tons. is owned by Norsk Hydro (49%) and the 
The Huenes plant is owned by Alusuisse Government of Norway (51%). 
(75%) and Norsk Hydro (25%); however, Discussions between ASV Group and 
following the expansion, Alusuisse’s share Norsk Hydro on a merger of the two organi- | 
would be reduced to 50%. The project zations were continued throughout the 
should be completed about 2 years after year. By yearend, no agreement was reach- _ | 

_ necessary approvals are received. ed owing to major differences on the type of 
Norsk Hydro’s Karméy Fobriskker an- joint venture organization. Merger of these 

nounced plans to expand the Karméy Island _ two organizations could give the new com- 
smelter from 160,000 to 210,000 tons per pany a total annual capacity of over 600,000 

year by 1987. Technology developed by tons after expansions. 7 
Pechiney would be used, and work was 

| | ~ Table 14.—Aluminum, primary: World production,' by country | 

. (Thousand metric tons) 

rc 

Country 1981 1982 1983 19847  1985° 
a 

Argentina ____2_______________--_----------------- 134 138 133 134 136 
Australia. 222 2 2 2 2 ee 379 381 478 758 2851 
Austria. =~. ~~ --§ 5 ee eee ee *Q4 94 94 95 294 
Bahrain _______________-----__------------------ 80 W117 TTT 
Brazil. __~_-§_-§_-_._______----_-------~-~----~~-~------- 256 299 401 455 540 
Cameroon ______________-.---~------~--+------~---_+-- "65 "9 2. TT 13 15 
Canada___ _§_.____..___-_---~~-~----~~-~-+~--~---------- 1,116 1,065 1,091 1,227 71,282 
China® ________ ¥350 380 F400 F400 410 
Czechoslovakia ______...___--_~------~--~--~-~-+-------- 33 34 36 32 32 
Egypt. _-§__-______--_-----_------~-~-+~_--------+---- 134 141 140 166 + ~=— «75 
France ____§___~.__--_ ~~ -~~_--_-~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~ + 436 390 361 342 2293 
German Democratic Republic®___._______.____..----~--------+- 60 58 57 58 58 
Germany, Federal Republic of ____.__.______-------~------- 729 123 743 717 745 
Ghana __________~__-----~----------------------- 190 174 42 — 48 
Greece?_____ eee 8146 8185 136 136 2123 
Hungary ___.~__.___-_.-_---~-_~-~--_-~---~~----~~=+----- 74 74 74 74 274 
Iceland ______.___~__--------------------------- "74 "15 76 80 74 
India®__________._-__-.------~----~----=---------- 213 217 204 269 268 
Indonesia? ________...___---------~--------------- __ 733 115 199 218 
Iran - e+ "13 45 39 42 42 
Italy__-___________-_ eee 274-283 196 2830 | 2245 
Japan* ___ = 5 e+ 771 351 256 287 227 
Korea, North®_________________________--- ee 10 10 10 10 10 

| Korea, Republic of? __.._.________.-_----------------- 18 | 15 13 18 18 
Mexico*? __________/_____~_ eee 43 41 40 44 43 
Netherlands. _______.____~--_--__~__-_-----~~~----- 262 251 235 249 253 
New Zealand _________~__-_-~-~-_-~~---_-~---~-~-~~-~---~- 154 T1638 219 243 240 
Norway? ______--_-----~------~-~--~--------------- 634 *638 715 761 2724 
Poland®_____§ ~» -§/ /5 /_- 5 eee 66 43 44 46 247 
Romania® ____________________ ee -- 7242 208 223 215 220 
South Africa, Republic of _. __.-__.___-_.___--------------- T84 T1106 161 167 168 
Spain _______________~~_-----~-----~+-----------+- 397 367 358 381 2370 
Suriname’?___________ eee 41 43 84 =F &23 23 
Sweden® _-_-_=§_ = eee 83 79 82 83 234 
Switzerland _____________-~___---_---~-~--------~------ 82 75 - 6 79 273 
Taiwan? _____ = eee 31 10 — _- _- 
Turkey ~~. _-_ eee eee ee 40 *36 30 38 38 
USS.R.°_ 2 eee eee 1,800 1,875 2,000 2,100 2,200 
United Arab Emirates: Dubai _______~__._----------~----- 106 149 151 155 155 
United Kingdom _______________.____-------------+-- 339 241 252 288 2275 
United States____________________ ue _--_- = 4,489-s« 33,274. 83,858 = 4,099 73,500 
Venezuela _._§_$___________~___ ee ee 314 274 335 386 396 
Yugoslavia? _________________~____-------+-+-+-+--+---- 173 7220 258 268 270 

Total _________~____.___-_-._-----------~------ 115,079 718,408 13,910 15,664 15,289 
nT SN 

. Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. 
. 1The Bureau of Mines defines primary aluminum as “The weight of liquid aluminum as tapped from pots, excluding 

the weight of any alloying materials as well as that of any metal produced from either returned scrap or remelted 
materials.” International reporting practices vary from country to country, some nations conforming to the foregoing 
definition and others using different definitions. For those countries for which a different definition is given specifically 

in the source publication, that definition is provided in this table by footnote. Table includes data available through June 

Reported figure. 
3Primary ingot. 
4Excludes high-purity aluminum containing 99.995% or more as follows, in metric tons: 1981—6,222; 1982—4,345; 

1983—2,679; 1984—4,358; and 1985—4,783. 
5Primary unalloyed metal plus primary alloyed metal, thus including weight of alloying material. 
6Primary unalloyed ingot plus secondary unalloyed ingot. 
7Data represent exports of ingot aluminum, presumably all primary.
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Spain.—Empresa Nacional del Alaminio closed, with the remaining one-half schedul- 
S.A. (ENDASA) and Alaminio de Galicia ed for closure in 1985. The closure would 
S.A. (ALUGASA) were merged into one new leave the new Spanish company with about 
company known as ENDASA. The new 338,000 tons of annual aluminum capacity. 
company will be owned by the Spanish state Sweden.—Granges Aluminium AB began 

_ holding company Instituto Nacional de In- operation of a new 20,000-ton-per-year UBC . 
dustria (INI) (72%), Alcan (23%), and Span- scrap remelting and rolling plant at 
ish banks (5%). Pechiney sold its 37% inter- Finspang to produce can body stock. The _ 

- est in ALUGASA to INI in April, and Alcan _ plant had an annual capacity to produce up 
_ had a 36% interest in ENDASA prior to the _ to 15,000 tons of can stock and was built to 

| merger. Following the merger, the shut- achieve Sweden’s goal of a 75% aluminum 
down of the 25,000-ton-per-year Valladolid can recycling rate. Material from the plant 
smelter was begun, and one-half of the would be mainly for Sweden’s domestic 
20,000-ton-per-year “Series I’ installation at consumption. = = oo | 
the 100,000-ton-per-year Avilés smelter was | : 

Table 15.—Aluminum: World capacity, by continent and country? | 

(Thousand metric tons) | | | - — 
eee 

. Continent and country | 1983 1984 1985 
EE LL 

LL 

North America: i : 
Canada _______ 2 — 1,284 - 1,234 1,347 
Mexico_.____.__.-.-_---2-~- - eee 45 45 45 
United States... 4,996 4,896 4,706 

- South America: 
Argentina. __ _--/ - 5» ee 140 140 146 
Brazil ~._-_-.-_-_~-_-~ 419 519 629 
Suriname ________. eee 60. 60 - 60 
 Venezuela______~_ ~~ 400. 400 400 
Europe: oO ° , 

Austria ____.__~ 22 ee 92 92 92 . 
Czechoslovakia_______-_._ ~~ 60 — 60 60 
France_________-~~~_ ee -. 878. 333 333 
German Democratic Republic... .._--§.-._-_______________ 85 85: 85 
Germany, Federal Republic of._.§ _-/§_-/._~_-________________ 772 177 — TTT 
Greece____ ee 145 145 145 
Hungary ______--~~ ee 76 76 er 
Iceland ~_______-_-___-__~---- eee 86 86 _ 86 
Maly ~ cjg (7 r7T nrc 276 276 276 
Netherlands _-___-_-_ ~~ ee 266 266. 266 
Norway _______-___-_-__-_ "770 ™770 770 
Poland. _§--_-__~____ ~~ 55 110 110 
Romania ___-__~_______~ 250 250 - 250 
Spain ___-__________ ee 389 389 379 
Sweden _________~_~ 82 82 82 
Switzerland. ____________ ~~ _____ 86 86 86 
USS.R _-_~_-_-__- 2,320 2,490 2,550 
United Kingdom_______-_~_~_~__________ 287 287 — 287 
Yugoslavia _--_-_-_____ ee 357 357 357 Africa: 
Cameroon____________~__ 80 80 80 | Egypt _.._______ TTT 166 166 170 Ghana_________ ~~ ee 200 200 200 Ase eth Africa, Republic of — — - ---__________-_-----_-----aa- 172 172 172 

1a: 

Bahrain _________-______ 170 170 170 China -_____-~~ 413 413 413 India_ ~~ ~~~ ee 363 363 363 Indonesia _________________ 150 225 225 Tran __ ~~ 50 50 50 Japan ___________ 712 712 425 Korea, North________________ ee 20 20 20 Korea, Republic of___________________ 18 18 18 Taiwan ~____________ 50 50 50 PUNY ne ccag 77 60 60 60 United Arab Emirates: Dubai_________________ 149 149 | 149 
Oceania: 

Australia __________~~___~ 594 812 862 New Zealand __________~____-2 ee 244 244 244 

Total - ~~ ---~-__----- eee 0,787 "13.215 18,071 
mene 

LL LC A a Gp ereeeseenrepenmtuansmmss 

Revised. . 
Detailed information on the individual aluminum reduction plants is available in a 2-part report that can be purchased from Chief, Division of Finance, Bureau of Mines, Bldg. 20, Federal Center, Denver, CO 80225. Part 1 of ‘Primary Aluminum Plants, Worldwide” details location, ownership, and production capacity for 1983-90 and sources of 

energy and aluminum raw materials for foreign and domestic primary aluminum plants, including those in centrally planned economy countries. Part 2 summarizes production capacities for 1983-90 by smelter and country.
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_ Switzerland.—Allegedly, an environmen- Venezuela.—Construction began at the 
talist group took responsibility for a bomb. Industria Venezolana de Aluminio C.A. 
attack on the Usine d’Aluminium Martigny (VENALUM), San Felix, Guayana, smelter / 

_ §.A. 10,000-ton-per-year smelter at Martig- _to increase annual capacity by 30,000 tons 
ny. The plant was expected to be idled up to _ to 310,000 tons. The smelter, owned 80% by 

_ 6 months after the March attack. The at- the Government and 20% by six Japanese 
| tack was aimed at a power facility to be companies, would be modernized by improv- 

constructed on the Rhone River. ing the efficiency of the existing potlines 
_ United Kingdom.—To increase casting rather than by the addition of pots. : 

| capacity, British Alcan Aluminium Ltd. Yugoslavia.—The Government company, 
announced plans to build new casting facili- Boris Kidric Tvornica Glirice Aluminja, 

_- ties with associated furnaces.at its 125,000- announced plans to modernize and expand 
ton-per-year Lynemouth primary smelter. the 50,000-ton-per-year smelter at Kedrice- 
The company also started a program to vo, Slovenio. The expansion to 70,000 tons 
convert Lynemouth’s smelting pots to auto- per year was expected to be completed by 
matic feeding of raw materials. The conver- 1990. a 

: _ sion was expected to take about 5 years. Zaire.—A consortium, led by Alusuisse, 
Alcan Enfield Alloys was expected to decided to postpone the Aluzaire aluminum : 

close one of its two United Kingdom-based project at Banana, Cabinda. Lack of prog- 
secondary aluminum plants. The plant, the _ ress by the Zairian Government to establish 
London Colney works, had an annual ca- infrastructure support for the 210,000-ton- 
pacity of 20,000 tons. Operations at the per-year smelter was the major factor in the | 

_ plant would be transferred to the secondary decision to abandon the project. 
smelter at Bradford. . a Co, 

| - oe : TECHNOLOGY — | 

Development of Al-Li alloys continued tion of the particles, detrimentally affect | 
during the year.* Both domestic and foreign the mechanical properties of the metal. 
aluminum producers began production of Breakup of the surface oxides depends on 
Al-Li. alloys, and several of the producers the dehydration and constitual changes 

_ announced plans to construct commercial that occur during degassing of the powder. 
| production facilities. Evaluation of the al- An investigation on the effect of different 

loys.in the form of extrusions, forgings, and fluoride additions on the vaporization of 
sheets were being conducted by the major cryolite indicated that there is a relation- 
aerospace companies. The use of these al- ship between the cationic radius of the 

' loys could reduce the weight of a large fluoride added and the vapor pressure of the : 
commercial aircraft by as much as 15%, liquid cryolite.* Other parameters that in- 
thus, increasing the payload and decreasing ' fluence the total vapor pressure above the 

_ fuel consumption. . melts are the bath temperature, the acidity 
Metal matrix composites (MMC), using of the bath owing to aluminum fluoride 

aluminum combined with fibers, whisk- (AIF) additions, and the amount of lithium 
ers, or particles of oxides, carbides, and ni- fluoride (LiF) and aluminum oxide (Al.Q3). 
trides, impart strengths up to 10 times the The catalytic effect of fluorides on the Al,O; 
strength of aluminum and stiffness up to phase transformation, and the formation of 
twice that of steel. Densities of most aero- the crust in aluminum cells was studied.® 

_ space MMC were about one-third that of Commercial alumina was heat treated with 
steel. MMC materials can be used in aero- additions of 2 weight percent of different 
Space applications because of their large fluorides and ranked according to the effect 
weight reductions of up to 50%. Fabrication of the fluorides on the transformation tem- 
of MMC to near final shapes reduces ma- perature of the Al.O; phase. The coherence 
chine wastes. The advantages and disad- of the alumina-network crusts was explain- 
vantages of MMC were discussed.¢ ed. 

The effects of surface oxides on the me- Several investigations were conducted on 
chanical properties and microstructure of the electrolysis of aluminum chloride 
high-strength corrosion-resistant and high- (AIC]s) electrolyte for production of alumi- 
temperature aluminum powder metallurgy num. Using bench scale cells, the effects of 
(PM) alloys were investigated.’ Oxide sur- AICI, concentration, convection, electrode 
face layers, when incompletely broken up or spacing, and current density on the cell 
nonuniformly distributed during consolida- voltage, current efficiencies, and power effi-
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| | By Patricia A. Plunkert! _ 7 

The production of primary antimony duction data for antimony are developed by 
| products decreased slightly compared with the Bureau of Mines from two voluntary 

that of 1984 as a result of a general soft- surveys of U.S. operations. Typical of these 
: ening of demand in the antimony market. surveys is the “Primary Antimony” survey. 

| Imports for consumption were also down Of the 10 operations to which a survey 
: from those of 1984. In September, the Gen- request was sent, all responded, represent- 

eral Services Administration (GSA) com- ing 100% of the primary smelter production 
pleted the sale of excess antimony metal shown in table 1 and 100% of the total 

_ from the National Defense Stockpile (NDS). antimony content of primary antimony pro- : 
| Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- duction by class shown in table 3. 

: a a | Table 1.—Salient antimony statistics | 
| OS (Short tons of antimony content unless otherwise specified) _ | 

| 7 - 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 

United States: : . | . 
Production: . 

Primary: . 
Mine (recoverable antimony)__._§_§__§____________ 646 503 838 557 Ww 

| Smelter?_____----___-------- Ll ___ =—s17,844 12,282 + -14,557 "17,639 «=:16,449 
Secondary ________--__-____-.--------_-__ 19,856 16596 14,204 "14,823 13.572 . 

- Exports of metal, alloys, waste and scrap__—_.._-§_-§__§________ 324: 830 304 51l 362 
Exports of antimony oxide ________________________ 375 277 365 480 885 
Imports for consumption ____.___________________ 17,970 18,387 12,885 23,089 20,694 
Reported industrial consumption, primary antimony’___ ___ __ 11,592 9,414 10,418 12,465 11,701 
Stocks: Primary antimony, all classes, Dec. 31_ _ _ _ ~~ 9,158 5,973 3,935 T6895 6,033 
Price: Average, cents per pound?_____________________ 135.5 107.2 91.3 151.2 13L.1 

World: Mine production -_____-_-...-.-------------~ 63,510 61,131 55,880 60,396 °60,621 

*Estimated. PPreliminary. _ .'Revised. |W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
Includes primary antimony content of antimonial lead produced at primary lead refineries. 
*New York dealer price for 99.5% to 99.6% metal, c.i.f. U.S. ports. . 

Legislation and Government Pro- The compliance date for existing plants was 
grams.—On September 20, the Environ- September 20, 1988.2 | 
mental Protection Agency issued final regu- The Comprehensive Environmental Re- 

| lations under the Clean Water Act for sponse, Compensation, and Liability Act of : 
nonferrous metals manufacturing oper- 1980 (Public Law 96-510), commonly known 

| ations that limit the discharge of pollutants as the Superfund, expired on September 30, 
_ into navigable waters and into publicly 1985. At yearend, various reauthorization 

owned treatment works. The primary anti- bills, such as S-51 passed by the Senate on 
mony subcategory, 1 of 25 subcategories September 26 and HR-2817 passed by the 
covered by this regulation, set limits on House of Representatives on December 10, 
effluent discharges from both new and ex- were under consideration by the Congress. 
isting primary antimony plants that gener- On September 18, GSA completed its 
ate process wastewaters. Daily and monthly latest sale of excess antimony metal from 
average maximums on the antimony, arse- the NDS. Of the 1,000 short tons of metal 

nic, and mercury content of effluents ema- authorized for disposal by Public Law 98- 
nating from these plants were specified. 525 during fiscal year 1985, a total of 997 

| | 133
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tons was sold. The total sale of excess that would not be available from domestic 
antimony metal during calendar year 1985 or reliable foreign sources. Tier II would 

| was 928 tons. Any future sales of antimony contain a supplemental reserve of materials 
from the stockpile will require additional already possessed by the Government. Anti- 
legislative authority. GSA reported that mony was included in tier I of this proposal 
yearend Government stocks of antimony with a gcal of 4,585 tons. At yearend, this 
metal in the NDS totaled 37,843 tons of proposal was under consideration by the 

_ stockpile-grade material. The stockpile goal Congress. The Department of Defense Au- | 
remained at 36,000 tons. thorization Act, 1986 (Public Law 99-145), 

| On July 8, the White House announced signed by the President on November 8, 
that the President had approved the Na- stated that no action may be taken before 
tional Security Council (NSC) recommenda- October 1, 1986, to implement or administer 

| tions for modernizing the strategic and any change in a stockpile goal in effect on 
| critical materials stockpile. Under the NSC October 1, 1984, that results in a reduction _ 

proposal, the NDS would be structured into in the quality or quantity of any strategic 
| two tiers. Tier I would contain materials and critical material to be acquired for the 

required. by military, industrial, and essen- NDS. . a. : . 

tial civilian users during a military conflict | o | | 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION | co 

, MINE PRODUCTION - mony Corp.’s (USAC) antimony mining op- _ 
; . eration at Thompson Falls, MT, was closed — 

Sunshine Mining Co. produced antimony during 1985. = | 
as a byproduct of the treatment of tetra- Antimony was also produced by ASARCO 

hedrite, a complex silver-copper-antimony Incorporated as a byproduct of the smelting 
| sulfide, one of the principal ore minerals in of some domestic lead ores. 

the Kellogg, ID, area. United States Anti- : So 

m Table 2.—Antimony mine production and , 
. shipments in the United States | 

| (Short tons of recoverable antimony) 

| . | Year Produced Shipped _ 

1981___________ 646 590 a | 
"1982 508 365 | | 
19838 _______ 838. 878 a 
1984______ 557 711 
1985 Ww W 

. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary 
data. 

SMELTER PRODUCTION crease plant capacity and enable the compa- 
ny to use a wider range of feed materials. In 

Primary.—Production of primary antimo- adaitien to improving its production facili ji 
ny products decreased compared with that es, the company also announced that it 
of 1984 owing to a decrease in demand. was moving downstream into consumption | 
Amspec Chemical Corp. announced that with the acquisition of a New Jersey plas- | 

it planned to add a second antimony fur- tics firm, Monmouth Plastics Inc., which 

nace to its plant in Gloucester City, NJ. The Produced flame retardant materials, the 
new furnace reportedly would enable the ™ajor use for antimony trioxide. 
company to produce antimony trioxide from The other producers of primary antimony 

a greater variety of raw materials including Products were: Asarco, Omaha, NE, and El 
ores, crude oxide, and metal. Installation Paso, TX; Chemet Co., Moscow, TN; Laurel 
was scheduled to be completed by May 1986. Industries Inc., La Porte, TX; McGean 

Anzon America Inc. announced that it Chemical Co. Inc., Cleveland, OH; M & T 
was upgrading its antimony facilities in Chemicals Inc., Baltimore, MD; Sunshine 

Laredo, TX, in order to make the plant Mining, Kellogg, ID; and USAC, Thompson 
more flexible. The planned addition of a_ Falls, MT. 

new blast furnace reportedly would in-
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| Table 3.—Primary antimony produced in the United States 
| (Short tons of antimony content) 

7 Class of material produced | 

| Year | | Metal Oxide Residues antmonia, Total 
lead 

1981 _--_-- eee 790 16,425 88 «BG 17,844 | 1982 _______ 539 11,564 179 Ww 12,282 | 1988 ____________.-2 i211 13,153 283 Ww 14,557 | 1984 ______ 1,113 "16,379 147 Ww 717,639 1985 ee 943 15,398 108 Ww 16,449 

. "Revised. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; not included in “Total.” 

Secondary.—Old scrap, predominantly various sources, supplied the remainder. 
lead battery plates, was the source of most The antimony content of scrap was usually 
of the secondary output. New scrap, mostly — recovered and consumed as antimonial lead. 
in the form of drosses and residues from _ 

Table 4.—Secondary antimony produced in the United States, by kind of scrap : | 
, and form of recovery - . 

| a : (Short tons of antimony content unless otherwise specified) : 

YT | 
| KIND OF SCRAP | 
oe ‘New scrap: Lead- and tin-base__§___§_____._______________ 1,326 1,184 . Old scrap: Lead- and tin-base________~_______. i - 13,497 12,383 

Total eee 8288.57 

oo | FORM OF RECOVERY 
In antimonial lead __-_~____..-.___~__~___ eee - 13,862 12,456 In other lead- and tin-base alloys Wanna ne 7-2 ---------- +--+ +--+ 961 L116 

| Total = eee 888 TB | Value (millions) -~------------- + ~~~ ee $44.8 $35.6 

"Revised. 

| CONSUMPTION AND USES | 

Reported domestic consumption of prima- glass. 
| ry antimony decreased compared with that Antimony metal alloyed with lead was 

of 1984 but remained slightly above the used in lead-acid storage batteries, industri- 
average 11,000 tons per year of material al chemical pumps and pipes, tank linings, 
consumed during the previous 5-year peri- roofing sheets, and cable sheaths. In these 

| od. Antimony compounds were used in plas- _ alloys, antimony increases strength and 
tics both as stabilizers and as flame retard- inhibits chemical corrosion. In 1985, the 
ants. Antimony stabilizers were used to Battery Council International reported that 
retard heat and light degradation in plas- the total domestic shipments of replace- 
tics such as polyvinyl chloride. Antimony ment and original equipment automotive 
trioxide in an organic solvent was used to batteries in the United States were about 
make fabrics, plastics, and other combusti- the same as those of 1984. However, there 
bles flame retardant. Antimony was also were about 360,000 less units exported in 
used as a decolorizing and refining agent in 1985. 
some types of glass such as special optical
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Table 5.—Reported industrial consumption of primary antimony in the United States — 

(Short tons of antimony content) | OO 

Class of material consumed 

‘ Byproduct Total 
: Year Metal Oxide Sulfide Residues antimonial : 

lead 
SL 

1981 ___________--_-_------------- 1,646 9,885 32 83 546 11,592 
. 1982 ______ eee 1,282 7,924. 29 179 WwW 9,414 : 

1988 _._____________ + -- 1,245 8,867 23 283 WwW 10,418 

1984 _______ ee e---~ 71,548 10,747 28 147 WwW 12;465 

1985 _.-______________ +--+ ----+--- 1,507 10,053 33 108 | W 11,701 
er
 

TRevised. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; not included in “Total.” 

Table 6.—Reported industrial consumption of primary antimony in the United States, 
| by product 

| (Short tons of antimony content) / So | 

Product 981982198319 

Metal products: . . oo 7 
Ammunition_ —_._.__.---------~--------------+- 409 294 175 | OW 410 

Antimonial lead_ _____-_-------~---------------- 1,257 793 926 845 | 568 

. Bearing metal and bearings______—----------------- - 206 143 148 «= "182 179 
Cable covering. __ __ _ __ _-_---------------------- 24 25 31 Ww WwW 

Castings __________------_-_-_-------------~ li 9 9 11 11 | 
Collapsible tubes and foil __ _____._-----_------------ 9 1 Ww Ww W 

Sheet and pipe._____ ______-------+------------ 36 26 483  _—_—-80 Ww 
Solder. _-___-~__---__--------~--------------- 105 124 154 232 338 
Type metal__._- ________--------~----~--------+-- 19 11 10 31 31 

Other __. __ _-_________-_-------------------- 69 67 71 337 105 

Total. eeeeee--- 514981562 TL,718 ‘1,642 

| Nonmetal products: oo 

Ammunition primers ____--_-_-_----~-~--~-------- 25 20 16 21 27 

Ceramics and glass. __________--------~--------- 782 1,358 1,252 1,292 1,187 

Fireworks _______.__-_-_~~-~--------~---~-+--~----- 4 6 4 7 4 

Pigments______.__-----~----~---~------------ 341 330 198 178 147 

. Plastics__.§ -§ $$ ./_-- -__ __ e+ 1,551 1,050 993 1,108 998 |. 

Rubber products ___-____-_+-----------~-------- 232 221 70 - 21 25 
Other ______________----_--~-~---~-~-~----+------ 111 103 119 161 ~ 141 

Total. __________~--~---~-~---_-~~---~--~------ 3,046 3,088 2,652 ¥2,788 2,529 

Flame-retardant: 
Adhesives ________.-__--------~-~~-~~~~-~~~-~-+-- 585 . 179 184 343 310 
Paper. -___-__--~-+--~-~----~---~--~------- 131 103 133 159 111 
Pigments__________-----~----~---~---~--~------- 40 25 14 8 8 . 
Plastics...» --/ -- -- - -- - ++ 4,509 3,312 . 4,441 5,858 5,529 
Rubber ____________~-~-_------~----~-~-~-+-~--~-~---- 174 104 220 342 315 
Textiles_____.—_----------~-----~------------ 962 1,110 1,212 1,249 1,257 

 Total.__________---~------------------~--- 6,401 4,833 6,204 7,959 7,530 . 

Grand total. _____._____-_---_--~~-~-~~-~-~--~---- 11,592 9,414 10,418 °12,465 11,701 
ere en PSS Ss PS SS Sp sh SSS SSS SSS SS 

TRevised. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” 

Table 7.—Industry stocks of primary antimony in the United States, December 31 

(Short tons of antimony content) 

ee 
Stocks 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 

Antimonial lead? ___ __.________---___------------+-- 117 WwW WwW WwW W 
Metal _________-----~------~------------------- 916 556 805 F582 800 

Ore and concentrate ___ _________~__-__----------+---+- 2,529 532 446 1,304 1,164 
Oxide ____________-_--------~-----~--~---------- 4,707 4,711 2,614 4,926 3,954 
Residues and slags __. _________-_-~----~-------~------ 864 150 51 69 99 

Sulfide _.________-___------+---_--------------- 25 24 19 14 16 

Total ______________---------~-------------- 9,158 5,973 3,935 6,895 6,033 
i 

TRevised. |W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; not included in “Total.” 
1{nventories from primary sources at primary lead refineries only.
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| PRICES Oo 

The New York dealer price for imported throughout the year. At yearend, the quota- 
antimony metal was $1.35 to $1.40 per tions were as follows: clean sulfide concen- 
pound at the beginning of the year. The trates, 60% antimony content, $20.50 to 
price fluctuated throughout the year and $24.00 per metric ton unit (equivalent to 
reached a high of $1.42 to $1.47 per pound at $18.60 to $21.75 per short ton unit), and 

__ the end of March. At yearend, the dealer lump sulfide ore, 60% antimony content, price was listed at $1.28 to $1.32 per pound. $23.00 to $26.00 per metric ton unit (equiva- Asarco’s published price for high-tint an- lent to $20.85 to $23.60 per short ton unit). 
timony trioxide in lots of 40,000 pounds was 
$1.65 per pound at the beginning of the | : 
year. The price was reduced several times Table 8.—Antimony price ranges in 1985, during the year and reached a low of $1.45 by type | per pound in September. Asarco’s published Suen 
price remained at this level through year- Type Price per 
end. Other domestic producers also adjusted. =§=£——————____________ Pound _ : their prices during the year to remain Domestic metal’ ________________ $2.00 
competitive with generally lower priced im- Ane ei Trrrtttacrcrc: | 20 ie 
ported material. | —— $$$ = 

Metal Bulletin (London) published Euro- 2Based on antimony in alloy. 
pean price quotations for antimony ore and —gp*y-Paid orion. wableed by ASARCO Incorporated, 

_ concentrates. Both prices decreased steadily _ for high-tint antimony trioxide. 

: , FOREIGN TRADE | 

| Exports of antimony oxide increased sig- decreased compared with those of 1984, led 
nificantly and reached their highest level by a 40% decrease in imports of antimony 
since 1967, the year the Bureau of Mines oxide. China remained the principal source 
began reporting this data. In addition to of imported material and increased its 
exports of antimony oxide, the United share of total U.S. antimony imports from _ States also exported 1,982 tons (gross 34% in 1984 to approximately 40% in 1985. | weight) of other antimony compounds with — In 1985, a few source countries for anti- _ a value of $4.7 million. Approximately 45% mony metal and oxide were eligible for of these compounds was shipped to the special duty-free status under the General- _ Federal Republic of Germany, and the bal- ized System of Preferences, namely, Bolivia, 
ance was divided among 26 other countries. _ Brazil, Hong Kong, Mexico, and Peru.? 

Total imports of antimony materials 

| Table 9.—U.S. exports of antimony metal, alloys, waste and scrap, by country 

1984 1985 
Country Gross Val Gross Val | chon .) (thousands) hoe (thousands) 

Australia___-__~~-~2 41 $129 _- _- Belgium _____-__~-_________ _~ -- 99 $242 Canada _________- 20 33 2 10 Dominican Republic __________________________ 9 14 4 15 Germany, Federal Republicof____________________ 2 3 2 3 India ___ _ __ 59 223 Italy. ~~~ ee 19 25 __ __ Japan___ === = 21 45 48 34 Korea, Republicof _.-_....._________________” . 19 15 — __ Mexico ___-_-___-~____-~_~ 24 67 41 103 Netherlands________._____________ 60 168 11 30 Spain _______ __ __ 28 41 Taiwan ________~-~_______ 223 127 _- -- Trinidad ________-_____________ 5 11 _. _- United Kingdom ___________._________ 5 19 21 76 Venezuela ________________________ 28 150 1 2 Other ___________-_-__ 36 111 46 97 A 
Total?____-__-- 511 915 362 876 _— 

OO 
1Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Source: Bureau of the Census.
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| ‘fable 10.—U.S. exports of antimony oxide, by country 

- _ | 1984 _ ~ . | 1985 : 

~ Country — Gross. | Antimony Value Gross Antimony —- Value’ 
a ; \ehert content (thou-. . weight content? (thou- 

Oo | tons) (short tons) sands) (short tons) (short tons) sands) 
; . . a . 

Australia._=_- 2 80  —s_—d66 $348 4 3 $15 
Canada_____________--_-- 98 81 - 248 . . 868 305 1,051 
Germany, Federal Republic of _ — — — 57 47. 123 123 102 ' 260 

Israel __. -. -. -. -___--~---- 18 15 © - 16- 2 2 4 
Italy. _.._-.-____-__------+- 83 69 - $316. . 1389. 115 - 538 
Japan__________-_------- 69 . §7 157 25 21 78 
Korea, Republic of ______----- 3 2 12 7 6. 57 

_ Mexico ______ 28 . 23 92 59 49 87 
Netherlands______.___----- 21 17 62 er) 2 6 
Singapore __________-_---~-- 36 30 112 =. as 3 (12. 
United Kingdom ______~--_-- 53 44 113 ee) 256. sé 

. Venezuela ___________------ 16 13 65 6 5 24 
Other __________-_------- 14 42. 40 19 16 67 

| - Tota______.____-_---- 578 480 1,693 1,067 885. ss, 876 - 

1Estimated by the Bureau of Mines. co a - 
2Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. : : | 

Source: Bureau of the Census. a me ms a 

| | Table 11.—U.S. import duties forantimony = = — | 

ite TSUS Most favored nation (MFN) - Non-MFN | 

“em No. - ~ Jan. 1, 1985 ~ Jan. 1, 1987 ~ Jan. 1, 1985 | 

| Ore ___-_~_~-__-__~~----- 601.03 Free ____--~~_ Free ________ Free. | — | 
Needle or liquated __.._.-_----- | 603.10  0.1lcent per pound. 0.1 cent per pound 0.25 cent per. 

pound... . 
Metal, unwrought _______~-_~- 632.02  .3cent per pound_ Free _.__.—__ 2 cents per pound. 
Antimony oxide. _.___.__-.-- 417.50  .1cent per pound_ _._-do _____~ Do. 

_ Table 12.—U.S. imports for consumption of antimony, by class and country 

: | | 1984 1985 _ 

Country Gross . Antimony Value Gross Antimony . Val 
. weight content weight content ue 

. . (short tons) (short tons) (thousands) (short tons) (short tons) (thousands) 

Antimony ore and concentrate: . 
Bolivia _..__..-__------ 1,923 1,253 $2,016 973 642 $1,349 
Canada___________--__- 18 9 11 756 421 406 
Chile -.._-_-________-__- 319 188 279 429 276 486 
China_____.-.~-___--_-~- 270 158 249 4,555 1,798 5,144 7 
Guatemala___.__._____—- -- _- _- 655 320 391 
Honduras _____~__.~-__~~- 192 96 119 273 150 223 
Hong Kong ____~__~_-~_—- 61 25 56 22 14 25 
Malaysia___________-__-- _- _— _- - 65 17 25 
Mexico ___________-~-_-~- 3,976 970 1,288 4,000 2,055 1,948 
Peru _____~___~-_~_---_- 139 84 160 _- _- _- 
Singapore _____________- -- _- _- 1,727 661 1,754 
South Africa, Republic of —— — —~- 1,075 596 1,079 —_ _- a 
Taiwan __.________----- _- _- _- 450 90 94 
Thailand___.______--_-_- 1,918 920 1,541 443 181 406 
United Kingdom ____—~—-_ ~~ _- —_ _- 43 13 130 

Total. _________---_ ~~ 9,891 4,299 6,798 14,381 6,638 12,381 

Antimony oxide: - 
Belgium-Luxembourg — — — — _ —_ 591 491 1,513 607 504 1,549 
Bolivia _______-_------- 1,206 1,001 1,981 685 569 1,325 
Brazil. .._-_-__-_-----~- _- _- _- 92 76 194 
Canada____.-___---_-- 101 84 10 19 16 65 
Chile __.________-----~- 61 51 76 __ _- -- 
China. _______--___--_--_ 5,983 4,966 13,612 3,404 2,825 8,789 
France _______-~----~~_-_~- 1,721 1,428 4,615 1,436 1,191 5,134 
Germany, Federal Republic of _ — 123 102 609 97 80 653 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 12.—U.S. imports for consumption of antimony, by class and country —Continued 

| 1984 1985 

| . Count: Gross Antimony Gross Antimony 
ny weight content? thee 6) weight content! Chee eas) 

' (short tons) (short tons) : (short tons) (short tons) 

Antimony oxide —Continued | . | . 

Hong Kong _____________ 174 144 $384 482 401 $1,281 | 
Italy___-_- 2 ~~~ 59 49 117 _- _- _- 
Japan_______~__ 3 2 60 7 6 35 
Korea, Republic of _. ~~ ___ _— -_ _- 20 17 68 

_  Netherlands_____________ 20 . 17 42 _- —. _- 
South Africa, Republic of _ _ __ _ 7,463 | 6,194 2,207 3,534 2,933 785 
Switzerland _____________ — —_ _ 31 26 126 

. Taiwan ________________ 20 17 36 _- -- 
USS.R___~_ 44 37 66 _- _— _ 
United Kingdom __________ 315 261 1,020 206 171 761 

Total.______________ 17,884 14,844 26,348 10,620 8,815 20,765 

Antimony sulfide:* - | 4 | 
. Austria. __~_____~________ 2 1 15 _- ee _- 

Belgium-Luxembourg —_ — — — ——_ 11 7 ~~ 80 | 6 4 15 
_ Canada____________-__~_. _- _- _- 10 7 17 

China_____________-__-- . 37 26 47 126 84 187 
Germany, Federal Republic of _ _ 2 1. 20 1 “1 10 
Ivory Coast _______~__--~ _ . _— -- _ 24 16 26 
Japan____ ~~ __ | __ 3) — 8) 1 
South Africa, Republic of _ _ — —_ 20 13 45 _- a _. . 

. Total. ______-----~-~- 2 — BO 157 167 112 256 

1Antimony ore and concentrate content reported by Bureau of the Census. Antimony oxide and antimony sulfide 
- content estimated by the Bureau of Mines. oO 7 

2Includes needle or liquated. . 
-  SLess than 1/2 unit. . 

Source: Bureau of the Census. oe . . 

| Table 13.—U.S. imports for consumption of antimony metal, by country — 

NN RA | 

ss Country Gross | Value Gross Value 
7 weight weight ae 7 (short tons) (thousands) (short tons) (thousands) 

Belgium-Luxembourg __________________________ 257 $282 1 $4 
Bolivia _.________-__-~~-~-~~~~~-_ 357 552 -- _— - 
Canada _________~__ Le 5 235 1 175 
Chile ____________ ~~~ ee 49 198 _— _- 
China _-~____~__ ~~ ee 2,641 6,208 3,398 . 8617 
France _____ > 5 Le __ __ (4) 4 
Germany, Federal Republic of _____________________ 1 64 (4) | 30 
Hong Kong__________-_-_~~-~-~-~-~~_._______ — -- 228 601 
Japan ___________~___ ~~ ie (7) 12 (7) 6 
Mexico ___________~~--~-~~-~_ ~~~ Le 467 365 1,247 1,006 
“Peru___~~_=__-~--_~-~ 33 42 101 205° 
Spain ________~-_-~ Le 17 28 58 150 
Taiwan ____~___ ~~~ Le __ _— 95 185 
USS.R _-~_--_----~-~- 19 34 _- _- 
United Kingdom ee ee 22 17 -- — . 

Total __-_______~_~-_~ ~~ 3,898 8,037 5,129 10,983 
a 

1Less than 1/2 unit. 

Source: Bureau of the Census.
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Oo WORLD REVIEW | oe 

Canada.—In June, Durham Resources announced the reopening of its Annabella 
. Inc. reported that production of antimony and Los Lirios antimony-tungsten mines 

| concentrates had resumed at its Lake after:a 4-year shutdown. Production levels | 
: George Mine in New Brunswick. At full of 33 tons per day of antimony ore, grading 

: capacity, the mill reportedly could process 3.5% antimony, were reported. The compa- 
- 100,000 tons per year of ore averaging ny expected production levels to increase to 

4.15% antimony. Shaft extension tothe new 83 tons per day by yearend 1985. _ . | 
| ore zone at the mine was completed and Japan.—Antimony trioxide production, 

| development work on the ore body contin- mainly from imported material, was 9,087 
ued. The new ore zone, underlying the tons, a decrease of 15% compared with 1984 
original ore body that reportedly was de- production levels. Antimony metal produc- 
pleted in 1981, was estimated to contain tion increased from 279 tons in 1984 to 326 
about 850,000 tons of ore.. oo tons in 19855 

| China.—Amspec announced that it had In October, Dowa Mining Co. Ltd. an- 

, signed a letter of intent with numerous nounced the start of antimony trioxide 
| Chinese Government agencies to construct production at its Kosaka smelter. The com- 

| an antimony plant similar to Amspec’s pany reportedly planned to increase its | 
facility in Gloucester City, NJ. Reportedly, production levels from the initial 22 tons of } 

| _the plant would be situated in Yiyan, Hu- antimony trioxide per month to 44 tons per 
han, and have an annual capacity of 3,000 month in January 1986. The company also 
to 5,000 tons of antimony oxide. Construc- announced plans to begin production of 
tion was expected to start within a couple of sodium antimonate from.imported raw ma- _ 

| years. | | terial in the near future® ~ we 
ee Guatemala.—Minas de Guatemala S.A. : | ee | 

| Table 14.—Antimony: World mine production (content of ore unless otherwise specified), 
by country! | | | 

: | | (Short tons) - 

Country 1981 1982 1983 1984P 1985° 

| Australia?___ $e 1,241 1268. —-_:-5592 1,014 1,100 — Austria 2 665 735 "726 687 660 Bolivia... ~~ 16,866 15,408 10,969 10,231 — 9,500 
Brazil -_____~_~_~___ T68 LL __ —_ _— 
Burma ______§_~_~___§___ €110 —_ Lo a _- 
Canada@__ 1,840 —_ __ 610 1,205 
China®___- = 11,000 13,200 16,500 16,500 - 16,500 
Czechoslovakia _§_$_§_§______________ 805 T10 990 1,100 | 1,100 
France___§__§ ~~ = 344 340 122 — _- 
Guatemala®____~_________________ 4563 550 __ 100 220 
Honduras® _____________________ 22 __ oe 350 440 Italy _-_-_-_________ ee 767 874 __ 269 4546 
Malaysia (Sarawak) ________________ 211 153 148 19 20. 
Mexico® _-§__=- 5 = 1,984 1,725 2,777 3,377 3,300 Morocco ___ $5 ™565 998 500 1,071 1,100 : Pakistan-_-_______~__ - 22 (6) (6) 1 __. | 
Peru (recoverable) ______~__________ 755 814 786 741 720 
South Africa, Republic of (content of con- 
centrates).__________________ 10,814 710,070 76,947 8,201 - 8,150 

Spain___-_-_-_-________-__ ee 712 506 539 643 635 Thailand__-_-_____ 2 1,322 734 1,315 2,172 - 2,250 Turkey_--_______ 924 1,189 926 1,121 1,100 USS.R*® 9,500 9,900 10,000 10,300 10,400 United States® ___________________ 646 503 838 557 Ww 
Yugoslavia _____________________ 1,604 1,672 1,047 F 7 050 1,400 
Zimbabwe______________________ 160 227 158 282 275 ee  : , 

Total _._________.-------___- ™63,510 61,131 55,880 60,396 60,621 

“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. _W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
Table includes data available through May 27, 1986. 
Antimony content of antimony ore and concentrates, lead concentrates, and lead-zinc concentrates. 
Partly estimated on the basis of reported value of total production. 
*Reported figure. 
* Antimony content of ores for export plus antimony content of antimonial lead and other smelter products produced. 
®Revised to zero. 
Reported figure from Consolidated Murchison Ltd. 1983 Annual Report. 
8Production from antimony mines; excludes amount produced as a byproduct of domestic lead ores.
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| Mexico.—Anzon America Inc. and Cia. Ltd., Siam Cement Co., and the Government 
Minera y Refinadora Mexicana S.A. an- of Thailand announced the formation of a 
nounced plans to install a new concentrator joint venture company, Associated Minerals 
for low-grade ore at their mine in Wadley, Co. Ltd., to explore and eventually mine | 
Mexico. Upon completion, production ca- antimony deposits in the Bor Thong District _ pacity was expected to be increased by 1,100 of Chonburi Province. Exploration was ex- 

_ tons of concentrate per year. | pected to commence by yearend.’ 
Thailand.—BP Minerals International | os 

TECHNOLOGY | a 

General Electric Co. announced the fabri- that of an 8-inch floppy disk. Fujitsu | cation of indium-antimonide infrared sen- announced that it planned to commercialize . sor arrays, using an epitaxial process, that the disk, together with a disk drive unit, | exhibited significantly improved sensitivity. within 2 to 3 years.® | : The new type of sensors, which can be —_____ 
operated at reportedly higher temperatures __ =Physical scientist, Division of Nonferrous Metals. lk. nai . : : Federal Register. U.S. Environmental Protection Agen- than bulk type indium antimonide Sensors, _cy. Nonferrous Metals Manufacturing Point Source Cate- _ permit the use of passive cooling techniques Ory Effluent Limitations Guidelines, Pretreatment 4 ; i . tandards, and New Source Performance Standards. V. 50, in space applications. The sensors were St 183, Sept. 20, 1985, pp. 38276-38402. | hricated at se company s Electronics jus. International Trade Commission. Tariff Schedules ratory in yracuse, NY.® ot the United States Annotated 1985, 3rd Supplement. es USITC Publ. 1610, Sept. 1, 1985, varying pagination. _ _ Fujitsu Ltd. of Japan announced the re ~ tyfeiai Bulletin Gendowy crnee Sign Antimony Plant cent development of a new material for Contract. No. 6979, Apr. 19, 1985, p. 15. 
erasable optical disks. The material, which qoapan wre No 60. Dee. 13, 198s ar 24, 1986, p. 6. 
was coated with a thin film of selenium- 5 vindustriall Minerals (London). Antimony Joint-Venture a indium-antimony alloy, was reportedly sta- — igned. No. 214, July 1985, pp. 13, 15. 
ble in both the recording and erasing Sept. 2, 1985, p31 and Space Fechnology - V. 123, No. 9, 
modes. A 20-centimeter diameter disk made Japan Chemical Week. Fujitsu Develops New Material of this material had a reported memory for, Erasable Optical Disc. V. 26, No. 1298, Feb. 14, 1985, . . : 2 PD | a capacity of one gigabyte, about 600 times
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| By Robert L. Virta : 

U.S. apparent consumption of asbestos States. | | 7 
declined in 1985. Shipments from domestic Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- 
mines remained unchanged while imports duction data for asbestos are developed by | 
for consumption decreased 82% from those the Bureau of Mines by means of a volun- 
of 1984. Adverse publicity on asbestos- tary industry survey. Of the three can- 

_ Yelated health risks and a proposed Envi- vassed operations to which a survey request 
ronmental Protection Agency (EPA) ban of was made, all responded, representing 

_ certain asbestos products contributed to the 100% of the total production data shown in , 
poor market. conditions in the United tablel. . | 

| | Table 1.—Salient asbestos statistics _ 

) | 1981 1982 1988 1984 1985 7 | 
United States: 

° Production (seles): 
— . Quantity_______________ metric tons__ 75,618 63,515 69,906 57,422 57,457 Value’ iounuit camanufectarese ne $30,685 $24,917 $27,866 $24,288 «= «$20,485 

| ee caatity __-_.--~ metrie tons. 64,419 58,771 54,634 39,919 45,656 alue_—____.--_._.____ thousands. $21,508 $19,713 += $19,683 «$18,346 = «$16,489 Exports and reexports of asbestos products: 
Value__—_~_-__—_________._do____ $145,180 $127,867 $129,582 «$168,847 «$198,765 Imports for consumption (unmanufactured): 
Quantity _---__________ metric tons. 387,618 241,737 196,387 209,968 142,431 : alue________.___..____thousands__ _ $108'898 $64,925 $57,956 $64,749 $44,093 Consumption® --------~-~-~ ~~ metric tons. 348,800 246,500 217,000 226,000 162,000 World: Production _—---___----_---~-do____ "4,349,466 *4,086,213 4,178,660 4,105,884 °4,111'298 eee eee 

;Eatime in ted. Preliminary. "Revised. 

Calculated as the total of U.S. beginning stocks plus production plus imports minus ending stocks and exports. 

| Legislation and Government Pro- government employees who were not cover- 
grams.—On February 1, 1985, the EPA ed by OSHA regulations or by State plans 
announced that occupational safety and adopted under the Occupational Safety and 
consumer risks associated with asbestos Health Act.? The ruling specifies that the 
would be referred to the Occupational Safe- average asbestos exposure for workers en- 
ty and Health Administration (OSHA) and gaged in the removal, enclosure, or encap- 
the Consumer Product Safety Commission sulation of any material containing more 
under section 9 of the Toxic Substances than 1% asbestos by weight cannot exceed 2 
Control Act (TSCA).? This action was re fibers per cubic centimeter per 8-hour work 
viewed by the House Energy and Commerce _ period. 
Subcommittee on Oversight and Investiga- The EPA proposed a rule to establish 
tions. As a result of the investigation, EPA Recommended Maximum Contaminant 
halted the referral plan on March 8, 1985. Levels (RMCL) for synthetic organic chemi- 

The EPA proposed a temporary rule to cals, inorganic chemicals, and microbiolog- 
limit asbestos exposures for State and local ical parameters in drinking water.‘ Asbes- 

143
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, tos was included under the inorganic chemi- under a permit system. The permit system 

cals category. The proposal recommends would limit the mining and importation of 
establishing a RMCL for asbestos fibers asbestos to 30% of the 1981, 1982, and 1983 

a, exceeding 10 micrometers in length. average values and would phase out asbes- 

| On December 18, the EPA submitted to tos use within 10 years. : 
the Office of Management and Budget a OSHA continued to review a proposed 
proposal to immediately ban the manufac- standard for occupational exposure to | 

| ture, importation, and processing of certain asbestos. The two permissible exposure 
asbestos construction materials (asbestos limits to airborne asbestos being considered, —_— 

| cement pipe and fittings, roofing felts, floor- 0.2 fiber per cubic centimeter or 0.5 fiber — 
ing felts, felt back sheet floorings, vinyl per cubic centimeter, would be a reduction 
asbestos floor tile, and asbestos clothing) from the existing asbestos exposure stand- | 
under section’ 6 of the 1976 TSCA.® In ard of 2 fibers per cubic centimeter per 8- 

addition, the mining and importation of hour work period. : | 

- asbestos and importation of asbestos prod- Stockpile goals for asbestos were un- 
ucts not directly banned would be placed changed from those of 1984. - 

Table 2.—Stockpile goals and Government inventories for asbestos as of December 31 
a 7 (Metric tons) | , 

, . Stock- Totalinventories 
| goals 1983 1984 + +—«1985 

Amosite ___________.-_______------------------- 15,422 38,591 30,855 30,855 
Chrysotile___________________--__- --_---------- 2,722 9,753 9,754 9,772 
Crocidolite. ________---_-------------------------_ a 754 33 33 

| 7 Total _._______-______-___-__--_------- == —-18,144 49,098 == 40,642 = 40,660 

_ Source: General Services Administration, Federal Property Service. . 

Environmental Impact.—Fifty asbestos by the Asbestos School Hazard Abatement _ 
producers and insurance companies agreed Act of 1984. Approximately $600 million is 
to establish an asbestos claims facility in to be distributed to local jurisdictions for 
the United States.” The facility will settle asbestos abatement over a 7-year period. 
asbestos liability claims with the objective The State of New Jersey enacted legisla- 
of avoiding long and costly litigations. Only tion limiting asbestos exposure during the 
about one-third of the $1 billion spent on removal of asbestos from buildings to 330 
asbestos compensation cases in the past 10 nanograms per cubic centimeter (approxi- 
years has been paid to the claimants. mately 0.01 fiber per cubic centimeter).® 

In 1985, the EPA awarded $45 million in The purpose of the regulation was to pre- 
grants and loans for controlling asbestos vent improper or unnecessary removal of 
hazards in schools. Funds were authorized asbestos materials from buildings. : 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

Mine shipments were unchanged in quan-__ tos Ltd. in California was the leading US. 
tity but decreased 15% in value from those producer of asbestos, followed by Calidria 
of 1984. The decrease in value was due Corp. and Vermont Asbestos Group Inc. 
primarily to a depressed market and high Calidria, a subsidiary of Union Carbide 
producer inventories. Corp., was sold to a private investor group 

Asbestos was produced in three mines in and renamed KCAC Inc.® 
California and Vermont. Calaveras Asbes- 

Table 3.—Asbestos producers in the United States in 1985 

State and company County Mine type of 

California: 
Calaveras Asbestos Ltd __.____~-~~- Calaveras _______~_ Copperopolis _ _—__ Chrysotile. 
Calidria Corp _____________-._. SanBenito _______  SantaRita ______ Do. 

Vermont: Vermont Asbestos Group Inc _~_ Orleans _____~-~-~- Lowell__ ____—--~ Do.
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| CONSUMPTION AND USES | : 

- Total U.S. asbestos consumption decreas- approximately 1% of the total consumption. 
ed 28%. Approximately 92% of the asbestos The end-use pattern for chrysotile pre- 
consumed was chrysotile and 3% was cro- sented in table 4 has been estimated from 
 cidolite. Small. amounts of amosite were data supplied by U.S. producers and the 
reported used. Chrysotile grade 7 was most Asbestos Institute in Quebec in cooperation 
commonly used, followed by grades 4,6, and with the Government of Canada. The data | 
5. Spinning grades 1, 2, and 3 represented account for 92% of the asbestos consumed. 

: Table 4.—U.S. asbestos consumption by end use, grade, and type 

, (Thousand metric tons) | 

Chrysotile’ | Cro- Total 
Se Amo- ar Oth- 

End use Grades Grade Grade Grade Grade Grade ,.,; site ido asbes- 
land2 3 4. 5 go Or? Total Se tite = oF tas 

1984 total _____--____- 0.1 20 251 217 174 41586 2199 04 57 __ 2260 

1985: | 
Asbestos-cement pipe — _ — -- -- 16.8 1.9 4.5 ~-—- 282 _ 4.8 _- 280 
Asbestos-cement sheet _ — _. —- oe ro) 3.9 2.7 6.6 -- _- _— 6.6 
Coatings and com- ; 

pounds __________ _- _- -- -- _- 23.1 23.1 _- _- _. 2al 
Flooring products — — — — — _- -- _— -- _- 7.0 1.0 -- —- oe TO 
Friction products ___ __ __ 2 5B 6.5 40 227 889 _. _. __ 389 
Insulation: . 

Electrical _..---- 2° ete loooL _ 3 A Qu LL 5 
Thermal _______- — Le (°) () -- ke Qow LoL 1 

Packing and gaskets ___ __ 2 6 33. 3 2.0 64 .. ° 1. . 64 
Paper ____________ ee 5 168 18 j. .  __ 168 
Plastics _. ._____ ee 1 ._ 6 Too Lek T 
Roofing products —— ~~~ __ __ _- () 5 25.7 262 a __ 222 

- Textiles _______---- __ 1.2 () __ _- _. 1.2 __ —- ee 12 
Other _.---------- ss. 1 8 2 @) 3.6 48 2 .' 1. 50 

Total__-------- 9s. 17 188 ‘4121 183.7 1040 150.4 3 48 73 "1555 

1Estimated distribution based upon data provided by the Asbestos Institute, Montreal, Canada, and the Buream of 
Mines, asbestos producer survey. 

. *Bureau of the Census. Se Ho : . 
SLess than 1/10 unit. 
“Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. a 
5Does not include “Other” category in total. “Other” contains unspecified fiber type and end use. 

| PRICES 

Depressed markets and high producer domestically produced asbestos in 1985 was 
inventories of the last few years have caus- $357 per metric ton. The average unit value 
ed negotiated asbestos prices to be lower of exported asbestos was $361 per ton. 
than listed prices. The average unit value of 

| Table 5.—Customs unit values of imported asbestos 

(Dollars per metric ton) 

1981 1982 1988 1984 1985 

Canada: 
; 

Chrysotile: 
Cement ____ eee 272 234 257 284 _- 
Crude ________ ~~~ ee _- 380 199 1,084 576 
Spinning ______________-_-__ eee 927 917 932 699 731 
Other ___________ eee 373 384 384 431 283 

South Africa, Republic of: 
Amosite ________________-_____ 7128 771 840 869 830 
Crocidolite... - ee 676 646 629 105 569 

Source: Bureau of the Census.
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FOREIGN TRADE | | 

‘There was a 16% increase in the total ucts, followed by Japan, Mexico, Brazil, and : value of asbestos fibers and asbestos prod- Venezuela. , oe ucts exported from the United States. The Canada provided 92% of the asbestos asbestos fiber portion was 8% of total value. imported into the United States, and the Exports of brake linings and disk pads Republic of South | Africa provided 8%. accounted for 75% of the value of all asbes- Several other countries provided minor tos products exported. It is the only export amounts. Approximately 91% of asbestos category that increased in value from that fiber imports were chrysotile. The value of of 1984. Canada remained the largest im- imported asbestos fiber decreased 32%. - porter of U.S. asbestos fibers and prod- . 

Table 6.—Countries importing U.S. asbestos fibers and products | 
oe _ (Thousand dollars) . 

Country Unmanu- Manu- Unmanu- Manu- | “-  factured factured Total factured factured §_—« Total | ___ fibers products _ fibers products | 
7 Australia... = = 55 2457 2,512 1 1,879 1,880 , Brazil... 215 3,688 3,898 251 3,592 — 3848 Canada ______________ TE88 112,012 T112,900 714 148,668 149,377 Germany, Federal Republic of . 1,023 2,540 8,568 15 1,948 2,023 | Japan --____ 8,279 9,062 12,341 3,294 10,140 18,484 Korea, Republic of _______ _ 479 1,259 1,738 190 1,814 2,004 a Kuwait _.____________ 31 - 857 888 31 437 468 Mexico.______________ 6,997 4,649 11,646 6,261 6,488 12,744 Saudi Arabia._._________ 4 4,904 4,908 2 1,409 1,411 Thailand _.___________ 1,916 179 2,095 2,330 332 2,662 Turkey... 18 350 363 _ 544 544 United Kingdom ~~~ ~~~7~~ 192 619 811 50 926 976 Venezuela.__.__________ 571 3,975 4,546 267 3,487 3,754 | | Other -_-_____ 2,557 16,144 18,701 2,900 12,325 15,225 

Total! =. 18,221 162,690 180,911 16,366 193,479 209,845 
e . 

: 

-*Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Source: Bureau of the Census. 
| 

Table 7.—U.S. exports and reexports of asbestos and asbestos products 
| } 1983 1984 1985 

Products , Quan- Value Quan- Value Quan- Value : (thou- ° (thou- : (thou- | tty sands) tity = sands) tity, «= Sno C
e
 

NS) 

EXPORTS 
Unmannfactured: 

Crudes, fibers, stucco __________ metric tons__ 40,476 $14,879 26,381 $14,106 29,382 $12,705 Sandand refuse_________________do__. 13,760 4,519 13398 4,115 15,698 3,661 $$ $e 15,693 8,661 Total do, 54,236 19,898 39,779 18,221 45,075 —s- 16,866 —— eT 45,075 16,366 ————_—_————«—«€££*_*_*__= ES Manufactured: 
Asbestos fibers.____.____________ do ___ 1,587 5,198 958 5,067 607 3,798 Brake linings and disk brake pads ______do___ NA 70,456 NA 108,808 NA 144,262 Clutch facings and linings _________ number__ NA 20,285 NA 28,206 NA 20,718 Gaskets __________________ metric tons__ 337 2,196 275 1,815 78 900 Insulation. ______..._________do_.__~ NA 3,270 NA 5,720 NA 4,566 Packing and seals________________do.__~ 1,015 10,174 — 1,150 9,068 1,192 6,716 Shingles and clapboard____________ do... - 3,082 1,935 2,098 1,615 984 893 Other articles of asbestos.__________ do. --_ 4,953 5,593 1,759 2,595 1,521 2,437 Other articles, ns.pfo..--_________do.__. NA 9,477 NA 10,306 NA 9,191 88806 NA COS 191 lll Total _-- XX 128,584 XX 162,690 XX 193,476 —— 162690 XX 193,476 oo 
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 7.—U.S. exports and reexports of asbestos and asbestos products —Continued 

1983 1984 1985 _ 
Products | Value Value Value . oo " Quan- (thou- Quan- (thou- Quan- (thou- . . tity . sands) tity _ sands). tity sands) 

| REEXPORTS | - | : a oe 
Unmanufactured: . | a. oe oe | 

Crudes and fibers ___________-_ metric tons__ __ 333 $271 140 — $125 © 369 $71 - Sand and refuse _____§___________do____ 65 14 a To 212 52 

Total _--_-_________________do____ 398 285 140 125 581 128 7 a OO 1 ——————SSOX—X—_— Manufactured: . a oO 
Asbestos fibers__________________do____ 3 4 . 1 5 A 3 Brake linings and disk brake pads ______do____ NA 318 NA 47 NA 103 . Clutch facings and linings _________ number__ NA _167 NA 194. NA 13 Gaskets _________________-_ metric tons__ () 117 46 136 1 18 _ Insulation. _~__________________do____ NA 10 @. .. 10. NA 8 . Packing and seals _________.._______do___ | 1 10 ()- 1 4 63 Other articles of asbestos..._________do______. 59 203 NA . 264 NA 20 Other articles, n.s.p.f~-__._________do____ NA 166 a= NA | 1 

| Total _-__________ XX 998 Xx 657 XX 289 

NA Not available. XX Not applicable. a . . 1Less than 1/2 unit. | os : . | 
Source: Bureau of the Census. — . Oo , 

_.Table 8.—U.S. imports for consumption of asbestos fibers, by type, origin, and value - 

South Africa, : 7 - Canada Republic of Other | a Total 

Type Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 
(metric (thou- © (metric (thou- (metric (thou- (metric. _—_ (thou- 
tons) sands) tons) sands) tons) sands) tons) sands) | 

1983. 2 184,303 $49,733 11,754 $7,740 330 $483 =: 196,387. $57,956 

1984: 
. oo Amosite _______ a -. TB 621 __ __ 715 621 | Chrysotile: . . - Crude ______ 85 92. __ 2 a — 85 92 Spinning fibers 2,041 1,369 __ __ 93 123 2,134 1,492 Allother____ 198,525 54,806 . 7,541 3,428 307 326 —-201,378 58,555 Crocidolite (blue) _ _ __ __ 5,656 3,989 __ _ 5,656 3,989 , — 
eS 

Total___._ 195,651 56,267 13,912 8,033 400 449 209,968 64,749 | —— 8099S 64,749 
1985: | Amosite —— __ __ 121 100 _ ao 121 | 100 

Chrysotile: . 
Crude ______ 94 86 | 174 100 __ __ 268 187 Spinning fibers 1,990 1,454 a __ 90 110 2,080 1,564 -  Allother____ —-:127,807 36,045 522 301 37 16 127,866 36,362 Crocidolite (blue) _ _ __ __ 4794 2,726 Le _. 4,794 2,726 Other (unspecified 

asbestos type)__ _ 1,728 962 5,374 1,997 200 196 7,302 3,155 
SS SPSS sss SsSSsssSSSSNSSSSSUMEsensnema -_ 

Total__.__ 181,119 38,547 10,985 5,224 327 322 142,481 144,098 eee EE EET ET 
*Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Source: Bureau of the Census. 

WORLD REVIEW 

World production of asbestos increased producer of asbestos, followed by Canada, | 
slightly from that of 1984. The major pro- the Republic of South Africa, Zimbabwe, 
duction changes occurred in Canada, where Italy, China, and Brazil. 
shipments were down 95,000 tons, and in Depressed economic conditions and ad- 
the U.S.S.R., where production was estimat- verse publicity on asbestos-related health 
ed to be 100,000 tons greater than that of risks have contributed to poor market con- 
1984. The U.S.S.R. remained the largest ditions, limited growth in asbestos produc-
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tion, and resulted in a decrease in explora- Mangnai in Qinghai Province.*? This plant 
| tion and development. has a production capacity of 12,000 tons per 

| There were temporary shutdowns in sev- year. The construction of a second plant was 
| eral mining operations in Canada. In addi- being considered for the Province, where 

tion, four mining companies are forming a__ reserves are estimated at 20 million tons. 
partnership to improve their position in the © Cyprus.—Asbestos was produced from 
market. Many companies were delaying one mine in the Troodos Massif. The mine is 
expansion of their operations until the ef- operated by Cyprus Asbestos Mines Ltd. 
fects of the proposed EPA asbestos ban on Prior to 1985, Cyprus Asbestos produced 

_ future markets are known. Expanding mar- mainly chrysotile grades 3S and HSH. The 
‘kets for asbestos were in the Far East and company began developing new grades of 
in developing countries. a chrysotile when sales of grades 3S and HSH — 

| Australia.—The New South Wales (NSW) declined. In 1985, full-scale production of 
| State government rejected the Woodsreef chrysotile grades 4 through 7 was begun." 

Mines Ltd. application to extract 25 million Approximately 40% of production is grade 
| - tons of asbestos from mine tailings at its 4T, and 30% is grade 5R and 6D. Most of the 

| plant near Barraba.’° Woodsreef Mines-had asbestos produced is exported to Europe, the 
received.approval from the Australian Gov- Middle East, the Far East, and India for | 
.ernment to extract asbestos from mine tail- asbestos cement products. - | 
ings using a wet process. The NSW Miner- U.S.S.R.—Chrysotile asbestos production 

| als Resources Department was not satisfied was estimated to be slightly greater than 
- with the safety provisions of the mining that of 1984.1* Reconstruction and modern- 

project. — oe ization of equipment at the Uralasbest com- 
Canada.—Four Canadian asbestos pro- plex was reported to have increased mine 

ducers, Asbestos Corp. Ltd., Bell Asbestos efficiency. In addition, the Baikal-Amor 
Mines: Ltd., Campbell Resources Inc., and Mainline Railway was being developed to 

| Lac d’Amiante du Quebec, signed a memo- improve access to the Kiyembay complex in 
| randum of intent to form a partnership that Siberia’s South Muya mountain range. | 

| would strengthen their resources and im- Approximately 45% of the production 
et prove their position in domestic and export was exported, mainly to centrally planned 

markets. All four companies operated economy countries. In recent years, surplus 
. mines in the Thetford area of Quebec. The fiber also has been marketed in market 

| partnership would control over 50% of the economy countries. | : 
| asbestos output in Quebec. Earlier in 1985, United Kingdom.—The Health and Safe- 

Asbestos Corp. had devalued the book value ty Commission introduced new proposals to © 
| of its Asbestos Hill Mine in northern Que- improve control of asbestos in the work- 

bec and suspended operations indefinitely place.'* These proposals were in response to 
at the Thetford Mines’ Quebec plant. Under a European Economic Community directive 

| the partnership, three mines and two of five on worker protection and asbestos usage. 
| - processing mills owned by the four compa- The key provisions included assessment of 

| nies will be closed. Approximately 725 of the nature and degree of exposure and 
the 2,225 employees will be dismissed, and preventive measures to minimize exposure. 
producticn will be limited to 300,000 tons of Emphasis was placed on air monitoring, 
chrysotile per year. medical surveillance, and provisions for © 

China.—A new asbestos dressing plant washing, changing, eating, and drinking. 
for concentrating ore began operation at 

| Table 9.—Asbestos: World production, by country? 

(Metric tons) 

Country? 1981 1982 1983 1984? 1985° 

Argentina __________-__________ 1,280 1,218 1,240 ©1250 1,200 
Australia_______________--_____ 45,494 18,587 3,728 () _- 
Brazil (fiber)... _._______________ 138,417 145,998 158,885 131,000 135,000 
Bulgaria _______~___-____________ 400 600 700 : 500 600 
Canada (shipments) _______________ 1,122,000 834,000 858,000 837,000 742,000 
China® __-____ 106,000 110,000 160,000 135,000 140,000 
Colombia® ________________ 5,400 5,400 5,400 49 982 10,000 
Cyprus _________ 24,440 18,952 17,288 7,429 6,000 
Egypt --_-_-___.----_-_---~--___ 325 424 245 “325 325 
Greece ________ ee 457 17,016 31,811 45,376 48,000 
India __-_ 24,515 26,761 24,873 25,450 25,000 
Indonesia® ____ 5,000 25,000 25,000 25,000 25,000 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 9.—Asbestos: World production, by country: —Continued 
. (Metric tons) 7 

Country? ] 1981 "1982 1983 1984? 1985° —_—_-eoaasasaaa— 1985 
Italy_---_-_-___e 137,086 116,410 189,054 147,272 140,000 Japan-_______ 2 3,950 4,135 4,000 4,000 4,000 Korea, Republicof__.______________ 14,084 15,988 12.506 8,062 10,000 Mozambique.______________ 71,425 F852 - ©8000 “800 800 South Africa, Republicof__________ 235,943 211,860 221,111 167,389 165,000 ' Swaziland __-__________ 35,264 530,145 26,287 25,832 26,000 Taiwan_______________ 2,317 2,392 2,819 1,355 1,500 Turkey _-______. 3,860 958 1,510 1,499 1,500 USS.Re__-- 2,105,000 2,180,000 2,250,000 2,300,000 2,400,000 United States (sold or used by producers)___ 15,618 63,515 . 69,906 57,422 — 457,457 Yugoslavia._.-._._ = . 18,591 11,657 10,502 8,556 “6,916 Zimbabwe _____________ 247,600 194,400 153,000 165,385 165,000 

cee 
th laa Total -_-______________-____ .  ™4349,466 “4,036,213 4,178,660 4,105,884 4,111,298 | 

| ° e « o 
, 

. : 
“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. | ne . . Table includes data available through Apr. 29, 1986. . *In addition to the countries listed, Afghanistan, Czechoslovakia, North Korea, and Romania also produce asbestos, but output is not officially reported, and available general information is inadequate for the formulation of reliable estimates of output levels. 
*Revised to zero. | | Oe 
“Reported figure. | . 

| | | TECHNOLOGY | oo 

_ Preliminary laboratory testing for the tion and analysis procedures. These stand- mutagenicity of surface-treated chrysotile ards were prepared on polycarbonate filters Indicated that it was less biologically and consist of chrysotile asbestos fibers _ reactive than untreated chrysotile.1*° The mixed with NBS SRM 1648, an urban-air treated chrysotile, which is being developed particulate matrix. The RM was typical of a by Société Nationale de l’Amiante of Que- general urban environment with low con- : _ bec, was produced by exposing chrysotile to centrations of ambient chrysotile. The SRM phosphorus oxychloride and phosphorus was representative of an ambient air sam- pentachloride vapors. Phosphorus com- ple collected near an asbestos source. | pounds were chemically bonded to the Wel oun by ¢ Industrial Minerale | | . : ysical scientist, Division o ustri inerals. . chrysotile fiber surface when the gas Asbestos Information Association News and Notes. reacted with the chrysotile. The lower mu- May 31, 1985, p. 1. ici 4 Federal Register. Environmental Protection Agency. tagenicity was attributed to the Phosphorus _, Feder Abatement Projects. V. 50, No. 134, July 12° 1985, compound coating. If a safe form of modified pp, 28530-28540. lei ; - ———. Environmental Protection Agency. National 
chrysotile is developed, chrysotile could con Pri Drinking Water Regulations; Stathetic Orn tinue to be used commercially. Use of chrys- Chemicals, Inorganic Chemicals and Microorganisms: otile rather than asbestos substitutes would Froposed Rule. V. 50, No. 219, Nov. 13, 1985, pp. 46880- be advantageous to industry because the Agenvironment Reporter, Special Analysis. Bur. of Nat. . . ° * airs Inc., Washington, DC, + Oy » pp. . engineering and physical P ropert les of * Asbestos Information Association News and Notes. Dec. chrysotile are well known and existing tech- 31, 1985, p. 1. | i used "Chemical & Engineering News. Asbestos Defendants nology could continue to be used. The use of. (Hhemical & Enginee 68, No. 25, June 24, 1985, p. 19. substitute materials would require some ioe industrial Minerals (London), Comment. No. 211, Apr. modification to current industrial produc- 5 D. . . . bestos ion Association N tes. tion processes and possibly require the de June 2 to 85m armation tion News and No 

lo nt of new products. -term Industrial Minerals (London). Company News and ve ality , f orod tes 5 ne long vet | Mineral Notes. No. 216, Sept. 1985, p. 109. quaty Of products using substitute materi. "ii" Wontd of Minne ww 217, Oct. 1985, pp. 11- als has not been documented, and long-term 12. | | 
health effects also are unknown. Aug. 1985, pee News and Mineral Notes, No. 215, The concentrations of airborne asbestos A 1 iriffiths, J. Asbestos. Ind. Miner. (London), No. 223, . e e 

e pr. > pp. . in ambient environments were determined 14Work cited in footnote 13. 
using transmission electron microscopy.” ‘Industrial Minerals (London). Company News and However, ambient asbestos levels determin- Mineral Notes. No. 208, Jan. 1985, p. 70. . . . . . Langer, A. N., R. P. Nolan, and I. Weisman. Chrysotile ed by this technique varied by several and Chrysophosphate. Pres. at 15th Annu. Meeting, Asbes- orders of magnitude owing to the lack of cadet eo Assoc, Sept. n Bye erpneton, VA; standard reference materials (SRM). The Laboratory, Mount Sinai School of Medicine of the City * . hiversity of New Yor ew Yor . , 

National Bureau of Standards (NBS) in "Small, J., E. Steel, and P. Sheridan. Analytical Stand- cooperation with EPA developed reference ards for the Analysis of Chrysotile Asbestos in Ambient materials (RM) and SRM for use in testing, Environments. Anal. Chem., v. 57, No. 1, Jan. 1985, . . . pp. 204-208. refining, and calibrating sample prepara-





By Sarkis G. Ampian? : 

Domestic production of barite, after in- the remaining 7%. | 
creasing in 1984, resumed the downward § Demand for barite, after increasing in 
trend started in 1982 by decreasing 5% to 1984, returned to the downward slide that 
739,000 short tons valued at $21 million. began in 1982 owing to a decrease in drilling 
Production from Nevada, the leading pro- activity, prompted by oil oversupplies. How- 
ducer, decreased 4% to 590,000 tons. Pro- ever, this decrease was accompanied by the 
duction from Georgia and Missouri, the return to drilling deeper wells that consume 
second and third leading States, respective’ more barite. U.S. mine production contin-— 
ly, decreased. Imports for consumption of ued, although still depressed, spurred on by 

crude barite rose 19% to 2.1 million tons, regional sales and lower rail rates, which 
and ground barite imports increased nearly. increased the competitiveness of domestic 
60% from 45,024 tons to 71,024 tons valued ores in the gulf coast and midcontinent | 
at $4.7 million. Imports of barite for the areas. Barite grinding capacity, despite nu- , 
fourth straight year led domestic produc- merous closures, mergers, and acquisitions, 
tion, and the 2.1-million-ton import figure continued in a position to meet present and 
for 1985 was only 200,000 tons below the future requirements. 
record high imported during 1982. Ground Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- 
barite imports, except for the drilling boom duction data for barite are developed by the 
years of the late 1970’s and early 1980’s, Bureau of Mines from one voluntary survey 
were negligible. The principal use for bar- of U.S. operations. Of the 108 operations to | 
ite, as a weighting agent in oil- and gas-well- which a survey request was sent, all re- : 
drilling fluids (muds), accounted for 938% of sponded, representing 100% of the total | 
U.S: consumption. Chemicals, glass, and crushed and ground production sold or used | 
filler and/or extender uses accounted for shown in table 1. | 

: Table 1.—Salient barite and barium chemical statistics 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

a 1981 1982 1988 1984 1985 

United States: 

“'Sold or used by producers____------ ---- 2,849 1,845 154 115 739 
Value_______________________ $102,489 $69,522 = $29,208» $25,445 $21,501 

Exports _______________--_-_---- 62 49 23 1 6 
Value___________-_--_--_---- $9,947 $6,510 $3,514 $574 $692 

Imports for consumption (crude)_ -_.__---- 1,932 2,320 1,396 1,731 2,056 
Consumption (apparent)!_____..__.-_-- 4,719 4,116 2,127 2,505 2,789 

Crushed and ground (sold or used by processors)? _ — 4,716 4,088 2,745 2,883 2,184 
Value__________________________ $406,255 $822,700 $194,880 $220,806 $154,468 

Barium chemicals (sold or used by processors) — — — — 34 25 22 26 24 
Value_____________________-__-__ $20,670 $18,720. $16,860 = $17,105 $16,036 

World: Production. ..___.---------------- 9,057 ¥8,002 5,982 P6352 °6,671 
a 

€Kstimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. 
1Sold or used plus imports minus exports. 
2Includes imports. 
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| DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

| The term “primary barite” denotes the the continued low oil prices that discour- 
first marketable product and includes crude aged exploration drilling activity and the 

_ run-0f-mine barite, flotation concentrates, world barite oversupply and lower ocean 
| and material concentrated by other benefi- freight. rates, in part owing to lower bunker 

| ciated processes such as washing, jigging, or fuel costs and excess bottoms. These factors 
magnetic separation. Run-of-mine barite, combined to make foreign ores more at- 

| | the lowest cost primary barite, sold or used tractively priced than domestic barite. In _ 
_ by producers represented 59% of total pro- addition, the shrinking domestic market, : 

| duction compared with 64% in 1984; flota- the world’s largest, has turned a soft mar- 
_ tion concentrates was 8% of total 1985 ket situation into a buyer’s market. The 
production; and the balance was other bene- competitiveness of the domestic industry, 
ficiated material. | . | both for producers and grinders alike, con- 

Reported primary production decreased tinued to be threatened by imports of 
7 5%. Nevada and Georgia remained the two ground barite into an already depressed 

leading barite producing States. Other pro- marketplace, which could further soften 
ducing States, in descending order, were foreign barite prices. | 
Missouri, Montana, Tennessee, Washing- A majority of the mining and grinding 
ton, and Illinois. Barite was produced as a_ facilities still operational continued to be 
coproduct of fluorspar mining and milling either suspended or on minimal production 
in Illinois, and in Washington, production schedules. Most changes to mining, milling, 
was limited to stockpile shipments; in all and/or grinding capacity were largely mod-. 
other States, barite is the primary product. _ ernizations and flowsheet changes to reduce 

The leading domestic barite producers production costs to remain competitive in 
were Dresser Minerals Div., Dresser Indus- the current soft market situation. Many 
tries Inc.; IMCO Services Div., Halliburton  capital-intensive projects, both ongoing and 
Co.; and NL BAROID/NL Industries Inc., planned, have been deferred indefinitely. In 
all with mines in Missouri and Nevada; and some circumstances, companies closed their 
Milchem Inc., with mines in Nevada. An- grinding plants and were obtaining speci- 
other producer in Nevada was FMC Corp., _fication-grade drilling mud barite from cus- 
and in Missouri, DeSoto Mining Co. and tom grinders. 
General Barite Co. ee, In mergers, acquisitions, and closures, 
The domestic barite industry experienced Milchem, a subsidiary of Baker Internation-, 

| a downturn during the year primarily ow- al Corp., and Eisenman Chemical Co., a 
| ing to a decrease in drilling activity. This subsidiary of N ewpark Resources Inc., 

downturn, except for a slight upturn in formed a partnership, Milpark, to run their 
1984, returns to the trend of declining merged mining and grinding facilities. Ei- 
barite production rates that have been prev- senman’s Corpus Christi, TX, mill and 
alent since 1981, the record-high production Milchem’s Argenta Mine, and plants in 
year (2.8 million tons). Production data also New Orleans, LA, Galveston, TX, and Okla- 

, revealed that, despite a downturn in drill- homa, were operational. 
ing activity, lower rail rates to the gulf The Environmental Protection Agency 
coast and midcontinent areas based on unit issued a final general National Pollutant 
trains and guaranteed tonnage contracts Discharge Elimination System permit for 
enabled modest domestic mining cam- oil and gas stratigraphic and exploration 
paigns. Nevertheless, the persistent oil glut tests in the Outer Continental Shelf of 
and lower energy consumption rates exac- Alaska, excluding development or produc- 
erbated at yearend by Mideast overproduc- tion operations, in Federal water.? A similar 
tion continued to thwart an upturn in oil- draft permit factsheet was issued for oil and 
and gas-well-drilling activity. Other factors gas operations in portions of the Gulf of 
depressing the domestic marketplace were Mexico.
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Table 2.—U.S. primary barite sold or used by producers, by State | | 

Runofmine — onteatiates materia) Total 
Number “Qua "Quan Quan Quan 

State . wy Val uy Val ny Val "y Val | 
‘tions (thou. (thou- (thou- (thou. (thou- (thou (thou- (thou. 

short © sands) short — sands) short sands) short sands) 
tons) tons) tons) tons) - . 

1984: | | | | 
Georgia ___________-- 2 — _- WwW W WwW WwW Ww Ww 
Mlinois____-_. 1 __ __ Ww Ww __ _- Ww Ww 
Missouri____.________ 3 Ww Ww __ _- Ww Ww Ww WwW 
_Montana____~________- 1 WwW W -_- -— Ww Ww Ww WwW 

: Nevada _____________ 10 449 $10,527 __ __ 166 $4,397 615 $14,924 
Tennessee __ __________ 1 WwW Ww _- _- _- _- WwW _W 

Washington..---------_ hh CMW 

Total _..____-__-- 19 499 12,298 60 $4,146 216 9,000 775 725,445 

1985: 
Georgia ____________- 2 _ _- WwW Ww Ww Ww Ww Ww 
Illinois... -------- 1 _- _. . W WwW — Le Ww Ww 
Missouri _______________- 3 26 896 __ _. 21 = 1,895 47 2,791 
Montana_________—_-~-~ 1 Ww WwW — ee _— _- WwW WwW 
Nevada _____________ 9 389 7,485 _- __ (201 3,419 590 10,904 
Tennessee ____ ______-~-~ 1 WwW WwW -- —- _— _- Ww Ww 

Washington__---------_ 2 WCW 

Total ___________- 18 486 9,441 58 4,099 246 7,961 739 21,501 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included in “Total.” | 
Includes some flotation concentrates. 

» Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

| CONSUMPTION AND USES 

Consumption of crushed and ground bar- feet. Wyoming, absent from the top States 
ite decreased about 24% from 2.9 million this year in well footage drilled, again had | 
tons in 1984 to 2.2 million tons in 1985. This the highest average well depth, nearly 7,500 
downturn, after an increase in 1984, rein- feet. The U.S. average increased nearly 500 

states the downtrend in barite consumption feet to 4,700 feet. The main reason that 
that has occurred since 1981, when the barite consumption decreased was because 

~ record high of 4.7 million tons of crushed of the 64% reduction in the number of wells 
and ground barite was established. This drilled. This decrease, however, was offset 

decrease indicated a downturn in barite by an increase of barite per foot of drilling, | 
required for oil-well drilling, which account- which rose to 16.8 pounds per foot of drilling 

_ ed for 98% of total sales. The oil- and gas- compared with 15.5 pounds per foot in 1984. 
well-drilling industry completed over 52,000 The increase was due to deeper drilling 
wells and drilled over 243 million feet of rigs that require more barite. Another 
hole.‘ The figures indicated a decrease from benchmark of drilling activity, the Hughes 
that of 1984 in the number of wells and feet Tool Co. rig count, showed the average 
_.drilled of 836% and 30%, respectively. number of operating domestic rigs decreas- 

Total well footage drilled exceeded 10 ed by over 18% to 1,980 rigs.’ The decrease 
million feet in five States: Texas, 95.0 mil- in rigs reestablished a downward trend 
lion feet; Oklahoma, 29.8 million feet; Loui- that, except for 1984, saw the number of rigs 
siana, 26.6 million feet; Kansas, 15.3 million fall from the 1981 record high of 3,969 rigs 
feet; and Ohio, 10.5 million feet. Generally, to 2,282 rigs in 1983. The 1986 average rig 
the deeper a hole is drilled, the more barite count of 1,980 is the first time since 1976 
is used per foot of drilling. Among the five (1,658 rigs) that the count was below 2,000. 
leading States, Louisiana had the highest The estimated rig count during the year 
well depth, over 5,500 feet, and Kansas, the ranged from a low of 1,858 to a high of 2,452. 
lowest, had an average depth of about 3,800
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| Table 3.—Crushed and ground barite' sold or used by processors in the United States, _ 
So by State | | Be 

| | 1984 oO 1985 | 
State — Numberof Quantity, = Value = Number of —_ Quantity Value _ (thousand : (thousand . - | oe plants short tons) (thousands) plants short tons) (thousands) . 

. Louisiana _~__________ 13 1,315 - $109,413 10 937 $60,702 
Missouri_.§_-§_§________ 2 WwW WwW 3 15 1,529 
Nevada.___________ 9 478 15,691 4 274 13,426 
Oklahoma. -________ 5 91 6,737 4 : 719 6,206 
Texas... 14 783 63,186 13 700 49,163 
Utah _~- 4 55 3,976 4 35 2,493 
Other? _______.__._ 11 161 21,803 9 144 20,944 ————— OSE 

Total ~~ ______ 58 ——- 2,888 220,806 47 2,184 154,463 
EEE 

_ W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” 
__Uncludes imports. , | 
_: *Includes Arkansas, California, Georgia, Illinois, Montana, New York, and Washington (1984). 4 | 

_ Table 4.—Crushed and ground barite' sold or used by processors in the United States, 
: by use a | 

. (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) . 

" 1984 1985 

Quantity Value Quantity Value 
TL TE A TSA CTS SSS i PFEFFER? 

Barium chemicals, filler and/or extender, glass_____.______ 188 23,7838 = 142 21,504 
Well drilling __-__..-.-.----------_-------_-- 2,695 197,023 2,042 132,959 

. Total ~~~ 2,883 — 220,806 2,184 154,463 enna ss ee 
1Includes imports. . 

| Table 5.—U.S. barium chemicals produced and sold or used by processors 

Z } 1984 : 1985 
| Pro. Sold or used by Pp Sold or used by 

. Barium chemical . duction __ Processors d otic —___ Processors 
Plants? ‘(ghort_ Quantity Value Plants” (short Quantity Value : 

tons) (short (thou- tons) (short (thou- | 
tons) sands) tons) sands) 

Barium carbonate_______ 2 WwW Ww WwW 2 WwW Ww WwW 
Barium chloride __ — _____ 2 W Ww Ww 2 WwW WwW WwW 
Black ash. _§___._____ 1 Ww W WwW 1 WwW WwW WwW 
Blanc fixe. .~_~.~.~______ 1 WwW W WwW 1 WwW WwW WwW 
Other ___ ~~~ 2 27,364 26,249 $17,105 2 24,057 23,811 $16,036 OO OL T 910,000 

Total_ eee ee ' 3 27,364 26,249 17,105 3 24,057 23,811 16,036 
Eee 

ee 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” 
1Only data reported by barium chemical plants that consume barite are included. Partially estimated. 

_3A plant producing more than one product is counted only once.
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_ Table 6.—U.S. hydrocarbon well drilling and barite consumption | | 

Barite oo cece cme ce ween - a . 

| used for Wells drilled (thousands)! Suc- Average AVerage 
Year drilling on Ga DY pam. wells pare Per well 

_ . (thousand Oil. Gas holes Total (percent) (feet) (shor 
short tons) . on 

1965 __-_._______ 987 18.07. 4.48 16.28 38.78 58.1 4,510 25.45 . 
| 1966 ____________ 1,022 16.78 4.38 15.23 36.39 58.1 4,478 - 28.08 

1967 ~~ 965 15.38 3.66 13.23 32.22 58.9 4,385 29.95 
1968 ~. ~~ - 1,006 14.33 3.46 12.81 30.60 58.1 4,738 32.88 
1969. 1,235 14.37 4.08 13.74 32.19 57.3 4,881  . 38.37 
1970 _-__ 1,119 13.02 3.84 11.26 28.12 60.0 4,952 39.79 
1971 1,044 11.86 3.83 10.16 25.85, 60.7 . 4,806 40.39 | 
1972_____ 1,183 11.31 4.93 11.06 27.30 59.5 4,932 43.33 

| 19738 ____-_____ 1,326 9.90 6.39 10.31 26.60 61.2 5,129 49.85 
1974 _____ 1,440 12.78 7.24 11.67 31.69 63.2 4,750 45.44 
1975 1,638 16.41 758  . 18.25 37.24 64.4 4,685 43.98 
1976___________ 1,986 17.06 909 ° 18.62 39.77 65.7 4571 49.94 
1977 ~~~ 2,372 18.91 11.38 14.69 44,98 67.3 4,687 52.73 : 
1978 ____________ 2,632 17.76 12.98 16.25 46.94 65.4 4,829 56.07 
1979 __________ 2,967 19.38 14.68 - 15.75 4981 684 4,791 59.57 | 
1980 __-_________ 3,385 26.99 15.74 18.09 60.82 70.3 .. 4,675 55.66 . 
1981___________ 4,526 37.67 17.89 22.97 78.53 70.8 4,602 57.63 
1982 __~___§_____ 4,048 40.30 18.95 26.55 - 85.80 69.1 (4,616 i i47.18 
19838 -- 2 2,648 37.21 15.63 23.49 76.33 69.2 4,268 34.69 
1984___________ > 2.695 41.10 15.71 25.23 82.04 69.5 4,246 32.85 
1985 _-_________ 2,042 26.24 10.15 15.97 52.36 69.5 4,658 39.00 

lIncludes exploratory and development wells; excludes service wells, stratigraphic tests, and core tests. | 

Source: American Petroleum Institute. | | _ a 

| : | | PRICES OO | a 

Price quotations in trade publications for $62.50 per ton..The value of the Louisiana 
barite remained unchanged. These prices and Texas ground material, in direct re- | 

. Inay serve as a general guide but do not sponse to both foreign competition and soft 
_ reflect actual transactions. market conditions, declined 18%. Material 

_ The reported average value per ton of from the other major grinding States re- 
domestic barite, based on actual. sales, mained relatively unchanged. The average 

decreased nearly 13% f.o.b. plant. The aver- customs value of barite exported to Canada 
age reported value per ton of ground drill- was about $275 per ton; the customs value 
ing-mud-grade barite from Louisiana and of material exported to Mexico and Latin 
Texas was $67.28; the average value of that America was about $110 per ton. | 
from California, Nevada, and Utah was . a 

| Table 7.—Barite price quotations | 

Price per short ton! 
Item SU one an 

7 | 1984 1985 ee hk 
Barite:? 

Chemical, filler, glass grades, f.0.b. shipping point, carlots: . 
Handpicked, 95% BaSOg, not over 1% Fe _____________________ $90.00 $90.00 
Magnetic or flotation, 96% to 98% BaSO,, not over 0.5% Fe __________ 106.00 106.00 
Water-ground, 95% BaSOg, 325 mesh, 50-pound bags ______________ $80.00-165.00 $80.00-165.00 

Drilling-mud-grade: 
Dry-ground, 83% to 93% BaSOxz, 3% to 12% Fe, specific gravity 4.20 to 4.30, 

.o.b. shipping point, carlots _..-_§____________________ 80.00-115.00 80.00-115.00 
Crude, imported, specific gravity 4.20 to 4.30, f.o.b. shipping point. ____ __ 55.00- 75.00 | 55.00- 75.00 

Barium chemicals:§ 
Barium carbonate: 

Precipitated, bulk, carlots, freight equalized (per pound) ____________ .24 25 
Electronics-grade, bags _._..__..~~_~_~_~____ 510.00 510.00 

Barium chloride: 
Ae cae a cee arlots, works — -—----~~------------- 450.00 450.00 
Anhydrous, , carlots, same basis _____________.__________ 565.00 565.00 

Barium hydrate: Mono, 55-pound bags, carlots, delivered (100 pounds)_ _ _ _ _ __ 46.00 46.00 

See footnotes at end of table. .
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_ Table 7.—Barite price quotations —Continued | 

Item __- Price per short ton? . 

| | 1984 1985 

Barium chemicals* —Continued . —— Oo _ . . 

Barium sulfate: | a 7 | ) 
Blanc fixe, technical-grade, bags, carlots_______.-_-_-____----~- 400.00 400.00 
U.S.P., X-ray diagnosis-grade, powder, 25-kilogram bags, 10,000-kilogram 

lots (per pound). _____._________--------~------------- 59 59 
Barium sulfide (black ash), drums, carlots, works _____..________~ ~~ | 460.00 460.00 . 

1Unless otherwise specified. ; | 7 a 
2Engineering and Mining Journal. V. 185, No. 12, Dec. 1984, p. 27; and v. 186, No. 12, Dec. 1985, p. 11. 
3Chemical Marketing Reporter. V. 226, No. 27, Dec. 31, 1984, p. 21; and v. 228, No. 25, Dec. 16, 1985, p. 41. 

ce FOREIGN TRADE | 

| Exports of natural barium sulfate or bar- tage of the lower priced foreign ores to meet 
- ite increased fourfold from about 1,500 tons their demands in this highly competitive 

to nearly 6,000 tons. This represented an gulf coast area. Average value per ton of 
increase in exports after 5 consecutive years material shipped from the principal source _ 
of decline from the record high of 1979 countries was Mexico, $42.84; India, $38.66; 

_ when 109,000 tons was exported. The 1984 China, $38,47; Thailand, $37.93; Morocco, 

| and 1985 ground barite exports are the $37.27; Indonesia, $36.86; Peru, $36.50; — 
smallest since 1969, when barite export Chile, $27.81; and Ireland, $26.60. The cost- 

_ gtatistics were first listed in the ‘Minerals lier, high-quality barite, generally material 
Yearbook.” Export and import data provid- _ with a specific gravity greater than 4.2,is __ 
ed by the Bureau of the Census do not usually blended with lower grade ore, for- 

| indicate the grades of barite traded; howev- eign or domestic, during grinding to meet 
7 er, based on the value of individual ship- American Petroleum Institute specifica- 

| ments, an estimated 80% was ground drill- tions for 4.2 drilling-mud-grade barite. Im- 
ing-mud grade, and an estimated 20% was ports of ground barite increased nearly 58% . 
chemical, filler, or glass grade. Crude barite to over 71,000 tons from about 45,000 tons in | 
was not exported in 1985. Canada and 1984; of this, China and Morocco supplied. 
Mexico, traditionally either first or second 67% and 24%, respectively. Ground barite 
among export recipients, were replaced by imports up to those of 1983 had been lim- 
Liberia, the Barbados, and Mozambique, in ited. to premium-quality pharmaceutical. 
decreasing order, as the leading buyers of grade from Belgium-Luxembourg, Canada, 

| U.S. ground barite and accounted for 64% France, the Federal Republic of Germany, 
of the total exports. Canada and Mexico and the Netherlands, unavailable domestic- 
received about 15% of the total. Exports to ally and averaging $300 to $600 per ton. The 
Mexico, a major oil producing country, de- average c.if. value of the Chinese and 
clined to only 5 tons from a high of 18,000 Moroccan imports, $53.22 and $73.30, re- 
tons in 1983. Both Canada and Mexico _ spectively, suggests that this barite is proba- 
continued to rely more on domestic produc- bly drilling-grade material. The last signifi- 
tion. The strong U-S. dollar, which weak- cant imports of mud-grade barite, excluding 
ened at yearend, along with low exploration that of 1984, occurred during the drilling 
levels continued to have an adverse effect boom years of the late 1970’s and early 
on barite exports. 1980’s when imports, mainly from Morocco, 

Imports of crude barite increased 19% Mexico, Singapore, and China, in decreas- 

from 1.73 million tons to 2.06 million tons. ing order, averaged under 10,000 tons per 
The 1985 barite import figure was still 11% year. Continued imports of ground drilling- 
below the record high of 2.32 million tons grade barite, in an already soft market 
set in 1982. The average unit c.if.¢ value of situation, will probably result in the closure 
this material dropped 8% to $38.04 per ton, of some grinding plants and adversely affect 
indicating that prices of foreign ores con- the few domestic mines that still supply ore 
tinued to decline in response to oversupply for blending. The value of imports from 
and lower ocean shipping rates. Domestic Thailand, about $115 per ton, indicates that 
producers and consumers, faced with high this ground material was probably destined 
rail rates from domestic drilling-quality for domestic filler and/or extender markets 
barite mines in Nevada to gulf coast area that are usually supplied by U.S. producers. 
grinding plants, continued to take advan- Crude barite, for the most part, entered
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through customs districts near most drill- Imports of barium chemicals decreased 
ing-mud markets along the gulf coast for 7% to about 33,000 tons valued at over $20 | 
delivery to grinding plants in the area. The Million. Barium carbonate, the predomi-. 
import distribution by customs districts in ‘nant chemical imported, declined nearly | 
1985 (1984) was New Orleans, LA, 58% 14% to nearly 12,500 tons. The Federal 
(53%); Houston, TX, 38% (31%); Laredo, TX Republic of Germany, China, Italy, Brazil, 
(Port of Brownsville, TX), 4% (8%); and Port Canada, and Japan, in descending order, 
Arthur, TX (includes Port of Lake Charles, were the major suppliers. 

| LA), 0% (8%). | 

| Table 8.—U.S. exports of natural barium sulfate, by country | | 

} 1984 1985 
Count Quantity Value Quantity Value . wary (short (thou- (short (thou- 

| tons) sands) tons) sands) —__———_—_———$—.. $e ocr rons) _Sans 
Argentina________§__~ ~~~ 2 &~=$9 59 $43 _ Barbados ___ > §_- 5 ee 259 30 1,266 149 Canada __-_____ = 107 254 897 244 , Japan _________ - 62 20 21 — 8 
Liberia ~_~______~_~_____ — __ 1,485 16 
Mexico ---- ee 87 193. - 5 1 
Mozambique ____________~_~_~____ -- ~~ 1,018 82 
Paraguay _____________.____ _— -— 762 “81 
Philippines________.~____~_ 36 13 14 3 
Venezuela _______________ ee 39-21 50 24 
Other ______~_ 235 34 301 42 

Total! 2 1449 574 5876 692 

1Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

‘Source: Bureau of the Census. | 

| Table 9.—U.S. imports for consumption of barite, by country | 

} | 1984 1985 
~ Country Quantity Value! Quantity Value! 

(short (thou- - (short . (thou- 
tons) sands) tons) sands) a ee 

. 
, 

Crude barite: 
Chile ~-____~_~_~ 87,202 $3,136 72,219 ~ $2,008 China ~______~_~__ 905,158 40,038 890,659 34,265 India _____ > 133,785 4,997 443,406 17,142 Indonesia_ ~~~ $2 _— _— 33,013 1,217 Ireland _______~_ 39,683 1,509 19,499 519 Mexico ___________ 59,446 1,275 35,533 1,522 Morocco_ ___~~_____~_~~_ 335,375 18,582 319,207 11,897 Peru__—___~__ 64,006 2,618 28,991 1,058 Switzerland __-_________________ — __ 80,919 3,410 Thailand ________~__ 64,753 2,618 115,316 4,374 Other ___- ~~~ 41,552 1,937 — 17,162 803 

Total? 9. 1,730,960 71,708 2,055,924 78,216 

Ground barite: 
Belgium-Luxembourg _______________________ 103 41 20 6 Canada ___-_____~___ ee 1,565 374 3,539 499 China ________~_______ 31,382 1,691 47,779 2,543 France _____~~~-_____________ 80 24 20 5 Germany, Federal Republicof _._________________ 324 92 353 106 Mexico _____~______________ 1 () __ _- Morocco_ ____-----.~-~~_~_-_~_~___ 11,112 887 17,107 1,254 Netherlands ______________________ 368 115 146 46 Thailand ___________~______ ee 67 10 2,050 234 Turkey ____-_ ~~~ Le 22 3 _- -- Other ______--_-_~~- _— _- 10 4 — 

Total__-______~ ~~~ 45,024 3,237 71,024 4,697 $$ S$ ee 
1C.if. value. 
Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 
’Less than 1/2 unit. 

Source: Bureau of the Census.
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— Table 10.—U.S. imports for consumption of barium chemicals | 

: a i 
. ra - Barium Barium 

. . Lithopone (precipitated _ . : . . ve | oe pe b aia m sulfate) chloride hydroxide | 

ear = Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value’ Quantity Value 
- (short  —— (thou- © (short (thou- (short (thou- (short (thou- 

tons) sands) tons). sands) tons) sands) tons) sands) 

| 1981._______________ NA NA . 8,402 $5,369 3,601 $1,170 ~~ 3,668 + ~—- $2,451 
" 1982.9 NA NA 8,135 5,580 2,930 878 3,570 2,758 | 

1988________________ NA NA 9,087 5,911 3,402 1,016 4,799 3,751 
1984-0 NA NA 9,302 6,381 3,680 1,576 5,452 3,973 
1985. NA NA 8,971 6,295 2,839 1,125 __5,708 3,959 

a . . : Barium carbonate, _ Other barium. Barium nitrate | precipitated compounds 

- -_. Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity . Value 
° (short (thou- (short (thou- (short (thou- 
. . tons) sands) tons). sands) tons) . sands) 

1981... 270 $87 5,709 $2,328 664 $538 
1982. 682 263 7187 8,055 753 629 
1983. TTT 275 8821 3,884 946 1,256 
1984-02 1,278 478 14,476 7,269 1,020 847 : 
1985 ~ 1,339 643 12,457 5400 1,593 2,556 

N A Not available. . | | a —_ SO a } 

Source: Bureau of the Census. 

a Table 11.—U.S. imports for consumption of crude, unground, and crushed or ground 
oe OO | witherite! | 

| oe - | Crude, unground ~ Crushed or ground 

_ Year Quantity Value Quantity Value 
. (short tons) (thousands) (shorttons) (thousands) — 

1981-88 7 $2. 92 $85 
1982_____ ee 292 82 41 44 
1988 ___. 1 4 49 12 

, 1984_____ 41 24 185 129 
1985. “1 6 141 — 68 

4 Barium carbonate. . . 

Source: Bureau of the Census. 

| a WORLD REVIEW : 

_ Estimated world production of barite in- Gabon.—The Government was seeking 
| creased slightly to 6.7 million tons. The assistance in exploiting its Bourekiki barite 

United States produced 11% of the world deposit, which has stated ore reserves in 
total and imported 31% of the world output. excess of 1 million tons. Initial plans 
Canada.—The Newfoundland and Labra- called for a $15 million mining operation, 

dor Department of Mines was involved ina with the barite being marketed mostly in 
number of industrial minerals projects in- the neighboring countries of Angola and the 
cluding a major study of their barite re- Congo. 
sources.” The projects were designed chiefly Greece.—The downturn in worldwide oil 
to exploit the areas’ mineral deposits. and gas drilling activities forced Silver and 
China.—The Ministry of Geology and Barytes Ores Mining Co. to operate its 

Mineral Resources reported the discovery of Kavos and Pikridou Mines on the Island of 
a barite deposit containing about 400 mil- Milos on an intermittent basis."! The facili- 
lion tons of recoverable ore.* The ore body ty, capable of producing 6,000 tons of 3.9 

: between the Hunan, Guizhou, and Guangxi specific gravity filler-grade material, com- 
Provinces is close to the surface and easily pleted installation of a 12,000-ton-per-year 
minable. The Government was pressing to flotation plant to upgrade the ore to meet 
develop new barite mines to ensure its  drilling-mud specifications. 
market shares in the drilling-mud, chemi- India.—Mineral and Metal Trading Corp. 
cal, and filler-extender industries.°® started on its long-range plans of diversify-
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ing and expanding along the lines of some of Turkey.—Barit Maden Turk AS, a major 
the large Japanese trading companies.’* barite producer and grinder, trebled its 
Future activities were to include mining, grinding capacity by acquiring Matosan 
mine financing, trading, and distribution Ltd.’s facilities.* Barit’s grinding capacity 
aimed at increasing its turnover by 1990. will be increased to nearly 300,000 tons per 

7 One announced mining plan was a joint year after new equipment is installed at its | 
venture with Andhra Pradesh Mineral and Bahce, Adana plant, about 50 miles from 
Development Corp. (APMDC) to develop a_ the Port of Iskenderun on the Mediterra- 
barite operation in southern India. nean coast. Barit produces drilling-mud- 
APMDC, with nearly 80 million tons of grade barite from its mines in Marash, 

barite reserves (one-third of the country’s Adana, Sivas, and Kayseri Districts. | 
total), reportedly contributed over 98% of The State mining company, Etibank, was 
India’s total barite production.** In addition looking for foreign partners to upgrade its 
to Andhra Pradesh, the other producing 100,000-ton-per-year open pit mine at Beyse- 
States, in descending order, are Rajasthan, hir and the associated grinding and bagging | 
‘Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, and Bihar. _ facilities at Antalya.* The foreign partner 

Indonesia.—Large deposits of high- was also expected to help in establishing 
quality barite were discovered on Lembata new overseas markets. | | 
Island in East Nusa Tenggara.“ The find United Kingdom.—Minworth Metals Ltd. 
was made by P.T. Bariod Indonesia, a joint began exploratory work and opencast min- | 
venture between NL BAROID/NL Indus- ing operations for exploiting the larger and 

_tries and P.T. Indokar. Indonesia plannedto thicker barite veins found at Cumberhead 
discontinue barite imports from Thailand in the Clydesdale District of southern 
when the new mines and mill complex come Scotland.*° The entire complex is planned to | 

. on-stream. | cover approximately 3 hectares of ground 
.Malaysia.—The Government’s Malaysia divided between three separate mines with-. | 
Mining Corp. announced a feasibility study in 1 mile of each other. Minworth was also 
for its newly outlined barite deposit, con- planning to build a 35,000-ton-per-year 
taining upwards of 500,000 tons of reserves, washing and heavy-media separation plant 
at Sungei Pedah. at Carluke, about 20 miles to the east of 

| Mexico.—Church and Dwight Co. Inc., Cumberland, for the production of oil well | 
Piscataway, NJ, purchased 49% interest in drilling-grade material. - 
Sales y Oxides, a Monterrey-based producer Venezuela.—The Ministry of Energy and | 
of barium and strontium carbonates.'* Pro- Mines’ preliminary findings from a number 
duction capacity increases were planned for of mineral-related projects conducted dur- 
the strontium chemical stream. ing the year revealed a large deposit of | 
Oman.—IMCO Services, a division of Hal- drilling-mud-quality barite in the North- 

liburton, placed its grinding plant on- western Region.*! Venezuela, a large oil , 
stream early in the year.'¢ . producing country, currently imports about 

_  Pakistan.—The Geological Survey’s ex- 100,000 tons of barite annually for its oil 
tensive exploratory and evaluation work and gas exploration activities. 
over the last 4 years located several viable Yugoslavia.—New deposits of barite, with 
industrial mineral deposits..7 One area of reserves estimated at 2 million tons, were 
note is the barite associated with lead-zinc found on Mount Bobija near Ljubovija in 
mineralization in the Khuzdar District. Serbia.” Although the Government already 
Tunisia.—Expansion plans at the Zriba produces about 350,000 tons per year of 

fluorspar operations, scheduled for comple- barite, mostly for export, plans were under 
tion in 1986, called for increasing byproduct way to increase the concentrator’s capacity 
barite production to about 40,000 tons per an additional 35,000 tons annually. 
year.
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| ~ Table 12.—Barite: World production, by country’ 

(Thousand short tons) 

Country? 1981 1982 1983 1984? 1985¢ 

Afghanistan?» -§ 2 5 5 1 2 - €2 reo 2 
: Algeria __.._______________________ 98 112 €120 97 100 

Argentina_____ 2. ~~ ee 54 40 67 49 55 
Australia ~~ 2 Lk 45. 31 - 13 22 22 
Belgium® _____________________ ee 44 44 44 43 44 
Bolivia... 1 ~~ _~_____-__-__-— 2 1 ° 1 1 2 

' Brazil _.-.--..__._... --------_--~ 128 . F155 140 158 160 . 
Burma! ___________________ ee 8 18 ll *12 12 
Canada ____ ek 95 . 8 50 52 50 
Chile. 2 Le 236 ~ 322 126 24 24 
China®______________ ee 880 990 1,100 1,100 1,100 
Colombia _-________________-___---- r3 4 4 4 4 
Czechoslovakia® ____§__§____ ae 67 . 67 67 ™66 66 
Egypt _________------------------. | 2 3 4 &4 4 

. Finland ___._______-__-___________ __ __ 4. 10 10 
France______2-_~---~~------------ 210 158 168 163 165 
German Democratic Republic® __________--~ 39 39 ' 39 T39 37 
Germany, Federal Republic of. ____._.____~-- 182 - 183 181 184 187 
Greece® ______________2_____ ee 52 F483 33 3 19 

- Guatemala ~._.-2-_________-1_---_- 6 2 €(6) - & (°) 
India_--_-______________ 390 359 356 463 670 
TIran®é_ 83 8s 94 100 100 
Treland. ~~ > 5 5 ee 302 F293 220 243 243 
Italy _. 2 ee 195 198 * 158 118 - 110 
Japan ______~_~_~__~-_-__-~-----+---- 62 66 77 73 785 
Kenya_______________1 == ee e7 _- °) (6) ) 
‘Korea, North® _-_~_~_-_________~ ~~ ~____ 110 ae oe __ mF 
Korea, Republic of... _._..-.--------- . _- | _- 1 3 2 | 
Malaysia ____________-~__~__-~_-_---- 21 28 24 26 45 
Mexico. -_/ _-/_-_-/_- § 5 Le 350 401 394 “AT0 ~ §40 
Morocco __ ~~ - _~~~-~~-_~------- 513 565 «818 469 468 
Pakistan. T30 7) 29 35 40 
Peru. 451 413 ©180 “180 180 
Philippines 1... 1 --- 2 10 1 (8) __ 
Poland. ~~~ ~~ eC 94 100 89 89 88 
Portugal... .____--_----------- 1 41 1 e(8) (°) 
Romania® __ $$$ -§_-§_-§ -§ 5 ee Le 87 86 86 80 80 
South Africa, Republic of__...________-_- rQ 4 7 5 3 
Spain... = 58 55 58 76 10 
Thailand ~~~ Le 338 365 207 193 190 
Tunisia ~~~. ~.-~_~_______ ~~~ 27 34 22 | 13 22 
Turkey... ____-_____---------- 205 "127 87 218 220 
U.S.S.B.® ~~ 560 570 570 T580 595 
United Kingdom __ ~~. ..-.--___-_____- 69 89 40 69 TT 
United States? _.__._.~§ 2,849 1,845 754 775 7739 
Yugoslavia _.-__.. ~~~. ~~ _____ 49 35 39 ©40 40 
Zimbabwe_———~___.~__~--~—~-~--~-~-~---~-~-~ -— 1 1 1 1 

Total. $$$ 5 eee 9,057 8,002 « 5,982 6,352 6,671 

“Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. 
1Table includes data available through June 17, 1986. 
2In addition to the countries listed, Bulgaria also produces barite, but available information was inadequate to make 

reliable estimates of output levels. . 
5Year beginning Mar. 21 of that stated. , 
“Data are for fiscal years beginning Apr. 1 of that stated. 

- 5Barite concentrates. 
SLessthan1/2unit. 
7Reported figure. 
5Revised to zero. 
*Sold or used by producers. 

TECHNOLOGY 

A short survey highlighting the qualities quent applicability in glass and chemicals 
of Turkish barite deposits, including data manufacturing and its use in drilling muds. 
on reserves, resources geology, mining and A comprehensive paper featuring barite 
production methods, and recent produc- was published in a treatise on the indus- 
tion statistics, was published.?* The paper trial minerals of the Federal Republic of 
features nonograms and graphs showing Germany. The article examines barite ge- 
the relationship between barium sulfate ology, mining and production methods, re- 
(BaSO.) content and density and its subse- serve estimates, and the individual compa-
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Bauxit in: - Bauxite and Alumina _ 
By Luke H. Baumgardner! and Ruth A. Hough? | 

For the major U.S. aluminum companies, 30%, further increasing U.S. reliance on / 

1985 was a year of restructuring and expan- foreign sources of supply. 
sion into peripheral fields. There was in- Domestic Data. Coverage.—Domestic pro- 
creased interest in specialty aluminas for duction data for bauxite and alumina are 
abrasives, ceramics, electronics, and refrac- developed by the Bureau of Mines from : 

; tories. Domestic and world production of three separate voluntary surveys of U.S. 
bauxite and alumina declined from 1984 operations. Typical of these surveys are the 
output levels, and world alumina capacity quarterly and annual “Production of Baux- 

decreased by 7% with the closing of five ite” surveys. Of the six operations to which 

plants in Japan and the United States. The a survey form was sent, all responded, 

permanent closure of three refineries re- representing 100% of the 1985 U.S. bauxite 

- duced domestic annual alumina capacity by production shown in tables 1, 2, and 18. 

| a Table 1.—Salient bauxite statistics | 
. (Thousand metric tons and thousand dollars) . 

United States: : ee 
Production: Crude ore (dry equivalent) _—___ 1,510 732 679 856 674 

Value______________-_-_-___- $26,489 $12,334 $11,309 $15,643 $12,855 
Exports (as shipped). ___._____________~- 20 49 74 82 56 
Imports for consumption! ____________-_ 12,802 10,122 7,601 10,228 7,944 
Consumption (dry equivalent)__________~- 13,525 9,217 9,100 10,519 8,206 

World: Production -_-/»__-- ---------- "85347 ™79.318 78,644 P88,173 €g5,133 

Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. 
1&xcludes calcined bauxite. Includes bauxite imported to the U.S. Virgin Islands. 

Legislation and Government Pro- na, purchased under two 1984 GSA con- 

grams.—There were no changes in the Na- tracts, began during the year but had nei- 
tional Defense Stockpile (NDS) goals for ther been completed nor added to the inven- 
bauxite during the year. The goal for metal tory by yearend. | | 
grade bauxite, Jamaica-type, was 21.3 mil- On July 8, the President approved Na- 

lion tons,? and for Suriname-type, 6.2 mil- tional Security Council (NSC) recommenda- 
lion tons. The goals for calcined abrasive tions for modernizing the strategic and 
grade and refractory grade were 1 million critical materials stockpile. Under the NSC 
and 1.4 million tons, respectively. The Gen- proposal, the stockpile would be structured 
eral Services Administration (GSA) report- into two tiers. Tier I would contain materi- _ 
ed inventories at yearend of 12.7 million als required by military, industrial, and 
tons of Jamaica-type and 5.4 million tons of essential civilian users during a military | 
Suriname-type, metal grade bauxite. The conflict that would not be available from 
final deliveries of metal grade, Jamaica- domestic or reliable foreign sources. Tier II 
type bauxite were accepted for the stockpile would contain a supplemental reserve of 
by GSA, increasing the inventory in 1985 by material already possessed by the Govern- 
1.02 million tons. Deliveries of 76,000 tons of ment. According to the NSC guidelines, two 

calcined refractory grade bauxite from Chi- forms of bauxite would be listed in tier II. 

163
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| _ The goal for metal grade bauxite would be ard went into effect on November 25. Do- 
_ 3.88 million tons of aluminum metal equiva- mestic companies, including the bauxite 

lent (identical to the 1985 yearend metal and alumina industries, were to determine 
_ grade bauxite inventory), and the goal for whether any of their products contained — 

calcined refractory grade bauxite would be substances hazardous to their employees or 
279,339 tons. customers, and if so, how they were to be 

The Occupational Safety and Health Ad- labeled’ © = : | 
ministration hazard communication stand- : : | | 

| DOMESTIC PRODUCTION | 

| | Production of bauxite in the United Industries, the plant in Eufaula. Mullite Co. 
| States was 674,000 tons, or about 21% lower of America mined bauxite in Henry County, 

| than the 856,000 tons produced in 1984. AL, and. in Sumter County, GA, for cal- 
_ Near Bauxite, AR, the Aluminum Co. of ining to refractory grade bauxite at the 
America (Alcoa) mined bauxite to supply its company’s plant near Andersonville; GA. , 

_ local alumina plant and to calcine for use in Domestic alumina production capacity 
| proppants and abrasives. Nearby at Bryant, was reduced by 1.935 million tons per year 

AR, American Cyanamid Co. mined and_ with the permanent closure of refineries by 
calcined bauxite for shipment to the compa- Martin Marietta Aluminum Inc. at St. 
ny’s plants in Michigan and Illinois for the Croix, VI, in May; by Ormet Corp. at Burn- 
production of aluminum sulfate. The Poro- side, LA; and by Kaiser Aluminum & Chem- 
cel Corp. at Berger, AR, calcined bauxite ical Corp..at Baton Rouge, LA, at yearend | 
purchased from a local supplier to produce 1985. Of the nine domestic alumina plants 
activated bauxite used principally by the that were in operation in 1982, only four : 
petroleum industry. In the southeastern were still operating at yearend 1985. 

| bauxite mining district, Harbison-Walker Total production of alumina (calcined 
Refractories Co., a division of Dresser Indus- equivalent) during the year declined to 
tries Inc., mined bauxite west of Eufaula, about 3.4 million tons, the lowest level since 
_AL, for calcining to refractory material and 1960. Based on an average annual capacity 
as raw material feed for the production of figure of 5.4 million tons, apparent capacity : 

: | proppants at another division of Dresser utilization in 1985 was about 64%. - 

Table 2.—Mine production of bauxite and shipments from mines and processing 
plants to consumers in the United States . 

(Thousand metric tons and thousand dollars) 

Shipments f; d | Year Mine production processing plants to consumers! 
| As D 

_ Crude equivcient Value? shipped equivalent Value? —_————————_ eee ppt equivalent 
1983. 826 679 11,309 977 913 26,370 1984 ______ 1,054 856 15,643  —«- 1,882 1,227 35,719 1985 _--_---- 787 674 12,855 993 989 34,506 —_—_ OO 
‘May exclude some bauxite mixed in clay products. 
2Computed from values assigned by producers and from estimates of the Bureau of Mines. 

Table 3.—Recovery of dried, calcined, Table 4.—Percent of domestic bauxite and activated bauxite in the shipments, by silica content 
United States meee 

(Thousand metric tons) SiO2 (percent) 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 ee OE OO 
mn From 8tol5 __ 65 63 Ww Ww Ww ’ Crude bactal processed | = Morethan15-- 8587s WSsiCWstOSWW 

“ar treated As Dry W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary 
recovered equivalent data. OEIC _eduivaiont 

1984 361 168 294 
1985 329 166 284 oe 

‘Dried, calcined, and activated bauxite. May exclude 
some bauxite mixed in clay products.
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: Table 5.—Production and shipments of alumina in the United States. 
(Thousand metric tons) 

. 
T tal 

: Year | Calcined © Other ———_—> 
: | alumina alumina? Asproduced  Calcined : | _or shipped? = equivalent 

~ Production:® . 
1981___- 5,490 700 6,190 5,960 1982. 3,810 465 4,280 — 4,130 19838__§- 3,540 680 4,220 4,000 19847 _ 8 4,160 560 4,720 4,545 1985. 2,860 860 3,725 3,465 | Shipments:® 
1981__-_ 5,610 715 —- 6,820 6,085 1982. 3,730 420 4,150 4,020 1983___ 3,480 670 4,150 3,945 19847 8 4,230 570 4800 4,620 | . 1985 2,890 760 3,650 3,425 

“Estimated. Revised. 
‘Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. _ 
2Trihydrate, activated, tabular, and other aluminas. Excludes calcium and sodium aluminates. 
"Includes only the end product if one type of alumina was produced and used to make another type of alumina. 

- Table 6.—Capacities of domestic alumina plants,! December 31 
(Thousand metric tons per year) 

Company and plant . 1984 1985 

Aluminum Co. of America: - . . Bauxite, AR _______________o ee 340 340 Point Comfort, TX ____._~---~-__---- e400 1,600 
- Total__-—_____-__-_ eto. 940 ~ Martin Marietta Aluminum Inc:: St. Croix, VI ee ee 635 __ 

Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corp.: . 
Baton Rouge, LA ____ =~ 955 _- . Gramercy, LA______ 2 770 770 

oo Total ______—-_- 85 770 | Ormet Corp.: Burnside, LA __________= 545 _- Reynolds Metals Co.: Corpus Christi, TX —- = 1,700 1,700 

| ___, Grand total ___-----_---+--+__--_- ee 684 SC; AO | —— | 

1Capacity may vary depending upon the bauxite used. 

CONSUMPTION AND USES 

Consumption of crude and dried bauxite tries. As in 1984, the only domestic bauxite 
declined substantially from 1984 levels asa refined to alumina was mined and process- 
direct result of reduced alumina demand ed _ in Arkansas, and virtually all of the 
and alumina plant closures. Calcined and alumina produced was consumed in non- 
activated bauxite consumption was about metal uses. | 
the same as that of 1984. Of the total The market for proppant sales to the U.S. 
bauxite consumed during the year, 987,000 petroleum industry, which looked promis- 
tons, or 12%, went to refractories, abra- ing in 1984, was beginning to weaken by 
sives, chemicals, proppants, and other non- yearend 1985 as domestic drilling slowed in 
alumina uses. The 27 U.S. primary alumi- response to lowered world oil prices. De- 
num smelters that operated during all or mand for bauxite-based refractories by the 
part of the year consumed about 82% of the _ steel industry, the principal user, exhibited 
total domestic alumina produced, while the no improvement during the 12-month peri- 
remaining 634,000 tons (calcined equiva- od and characterized the flat or downward 
lent) served as feedstocks to the abrasives, trend in consumption of all specialty baux- 
ceramics, chemicals, and refractories indus- _ ites.
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| | Table 7.—U.S. consumption of bauxite, by industry | 

(Thousand metric tons, dry equivalent) 

. Industry Domestic Foreign Total! 

1984: . 
Alumina___________~____ eee 724 8,741 9,465 
Abrasive? __________________ ee W wi. 328 
Chemical. _____§____________~_____-_~-+--+_- ~~ ~~ -+--+-+- 339 3268 . - 251 
Refractory. ._________.--____-_---_-------------+----- 119 301 420 
Other______________-~---------~-_~--------------- WwW Ww ' 56 . 

Total!?_- = eee 977 9,542 «10,519 

1985: . . 
Alumina____§_~_________~___ ~~~ ~~~ 664 6,555 7,219 
Abrasive? _________________ eee WwW W 305 

. Chemical. ___________---------1-~------------~---++- 330 3244 219 
Refractory. ._________-_-_---------------+--~-~-~--~----- 111 297 408 
Other______- _~__________ eee WwW W . 55 

Total’ 2___ e+ 868 7,388 «8,206 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Chemical” or “Total.” . a 
1Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. . 
2Includes consumption by Canadian abrasive industry. 
3Includes “Other.” 

Table 8.—U.S. consumption of crude and processed bauxite 

(Thousand metric tons, dry equivalent) 

| Domestic Foreign 1 
Type | origin origin Total 

1984: , - | 
Crude and dried _________~~________ ee 826 9,007 9,833 

- Calcined and activated _...__________-~----------------- 151 5385 686 

Total _..-________________-___-__ ee 977 9,542 10,519 

1985: | - 
Crude and dried ______-.___________~-~----__----~-~-~---+- 129 6,797 7,526 
Calcined and activated _________~__.-_______--~~---~----- 140 541 680. 

Total’___ = eee 868 7,338 8,206 

1Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. . 

Table 9.—Production and shipments of selected aluminum salts in the United States, 
in 1984 . 

Total shipments 
including interplant 

N umber Production transfers 
Oo (thousan : 

Item producing metric Quantit y Value 

plants tons) sand (thou- 
metric sands) 
tons) 

Aluminum sulfate: 
Commercial and municipal (17% AlgOs) __________-___ 62 1,025 946 $120,371 
Iron-free (17% AlgO3) _-__________--~_----~--_-_ 19 103 85 10,711 

Aluminum chloride: 
Liquid and crystal (82° Be). ______________-_-_-- 3 6 Ww Ww 
Anhydrous (100% AICl3)_ ____________-_-_----~~- 4 19 Ww W 

Aluminum fluoride, technical __________-~_____-~ ~~~ 4 WwW Ww Ww 
Aluminum hydroxide, trihydrate (100% AlzO3*3H20)_ ______ 7 609 612 161,573 
Other inorganic aluminum compounds? ______________-_ XX XX XX 59,553 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. XX Not applicable. 
1Includes sodium aluminate, light aluminum hydroxide, cryolite, and alums. 

Source: Data are based upon Bureau of the Census report Form MA-28A, “Annual Report on Shipments and 
Production of Inorganic Chemicals.”
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Table 10.—Stocks of bauxite in the United Table 1 1.—Stocks of alumina in the United . States,! December 31 | States,! December 31 
(Thousand metric tons, dry equivalent) (Thousand metric tons, calcined equivalent) . 

| Sector _ | 1984 1985 Sector | 1984 1985 eee 19841985 
Producers and processors _______ 499 418 ~=Producers®@___ 229 194 Consumers________________. 4,382. 3431 Primary aluminum plants ___-____-_ 1,485 1,488 Government_________._____ 17,338 18,357 a : —_—— Total® _.__-____________ 1,714 1,682 Total -___-____________ © 722.919 © 22,901 ————__ BS a Estimated. "Revised. - . - 1Excludes consumers’ stocks other than those at pri- 1Domestic and foreign bauxite; crude, dried, calcined, mary aluminum plants. activated; all grades. | . . 

a : PRICES oo | 

‘Metal grade bauxite is rarely traded on $117 to $145 per ton, f.0.b. barge, Louisiana, world commodity markets, and sales of for Chinese material, 85% AI.O; typical. _ metal grade calcined alumina are equally Guyana refractory bauxite, minimum 86% limited. Neither the inter- and _ intra- Al.Os, ranged in price from $154 per ton in company long-term sales contracts nor the J anuary to $168 in December, f.o.b. car, 
government-to-company contracts normally Baltimore, MD, or f.o.b. barge, Burnside, 
are made public. A few trade journals quote LA. In each case, adjustments were applied 
spot sales and prices of specialty forms of to the base price for various grain-size 
bauxite and alumina. __. 7 specifications, size of order, and fuel cost 

The average value in 1985 of domestic factors. | a 
crude bauxite shipments, f.o.b. mine or The estimated average value of ship- 
plant, was estimated by the Bureau of ments of domestic calcined alumina was Mines to be $16.53 per ton. The average $179 per ton. Trade data of the Bureau of value of calcined domestic bauxite was esti- Census indicated an average value of $203 mated to be $113 per ton. Base prices quoted per ton, f.a.s. port of shipment, and $215 per 
by principal sales agents for imported cal- ton, c.i.f. U.S. ports. 
cined refractory grade bauxite ranged from 

Table 12.—Average value of U.S. imports of crude and dried bauxite! — 
a, (Per metric ton) 

| : . - 1984 1985 
Country Port of Delivered to Port of Delivered to 

shipment US. ports shipment US. ports . . (f.a.s.) (c.i.f.) (f.a.s.) (c.i.f.) a NS) CE 
To US. mainland: 
Australia.) $14.76 $23.70 $14.72 $23.35 Brazil _._-______. 8 28.34 38.47 30.27 39.53 Guinea _-_____-_ 28.85 36.42 29.76 36.26 Guyana_____ == 36.30 52.11 42.40 54.31 Jamaica_________ 31.44 36.91 30.81 35.09 Suriname______-___ = 38.22 48.27 37.09 48.26 

Weighted average____________ 29.79 36.99 28.95 35.72 I 
1Computed from quantity and value data reported to U.S. Customs Service and compiled by the Bureau of the Census, U.S. Department of Commerce. Not adjusted for moisture content of bauxite or differences in methods used by importers to determine value of individual shipments. 

Table 13.—Market quotations on alumina and aluminum compounds 
(Per metric ton, in bags, carlots, freight equalized) 

Compound Dec. 31,1984 Dec. 30, 1985 TT 6. 81, 1984 Dee. 30, 1988 
Alumina, calcined -_-_--.--_------2-- eee $418.88 $418.88 Alumina, hydrated, heavy —___________- oo 209.44 209.44 Alumina, activated, granular, works_________________________.. 227 905.00 905.00 Aluminum sulfate, commercial, ground (17% AlgOs) ~~ 259.04 259.04 Aluminum sulfate, iron-free, dry (17% AleOs) --- + ee 439.82 439.82 

Source: Chemical Marketing Reporter.
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| | FOREIGN TRADE | . 

ss OF the 7.9 million tons of crude and dried Australia supplied 76% of the alumina 

bauxite imported by the United States, imported for consumption and Jamaica, | 

Guinea supplied 47%; Jamaica, 29%; Aus- Suriname, and Canada, in order of decreas- 

tralia, 10%; and Brazil, 7%. Although im- ing quantities, accounted for most of the | 

ports from Australia increased, compared balance. Supplies from each of the four 

with receipts in 1984, the quantity was not major source countries declined from the 

sufficient to offset the decline in imports 1984 level. : 

from Brazil, Guyana, Jamaica, and Suri- Exports of dried bauxite totaled 31,819 _ 

name. | tons, of which 59% was shipped to Canada 

China was the leading supplier of calcin- and 37% to the Federal Republic of Ger- 

ed refractory grade and abrasive grade many. Of the 24,274 tons of calcined bauxite 

| bauxite imports, although a portion of the exported during the year, Mexico received 

refractory bauxite was delivered to the NDS 84%; France, 11%; and Canada, 5%. Ex- 

under a GSA purchase contract. Calcined ports of alumina dropped by 50% compared 

abrasive grade bauxite imports from Aus- with 1984 exports, primarily as a result of 

tralia were nearly the same as those of reduced shipments to Norway. Canada and 

1984. Guyana supplied a small amount of Mexico received about 72% of the exports. 

abrasive grade bauxite to the United States Other aluminum compounds exported in- 

while imports from China more than dou- cluded 5,700 tons of aluminum sulfate, 

bled over those of 1984. Fused crude alumi- 11,100 tons of aluminum oxide abrasives, 

num oxide, produced in Canada from calcin- and 32,400 tons of unclassified aluminum 

ed abrasive grade bauxite, was shipped to compounds, including aluminum fluoride 

U.S. plants for the manufacture of abrasive and synthetic cryolite. 

and refractory end products. — : 7 | 

Table 14.—U.S. exports of alumina,’ by country __ | 

(Thousand metric tons, calcined equivalent, and thousand dollars) 

rr 
ee 

| 1983 1984 1985 

Quantity Value Quantity _Value__Quantity_Value 

Argentina ________--__---~-- (?) 469 1 558 (7) 455 

Belgium-Luxembourg _ — ~~ —--—-—- 1 . 3,188 2 2,616 2 2,369 

Brazil._________--------- 21 5,881 ?) 268 1 821 
Canada__________-------- 25 19,664 80 37,238 132 36,185 
France __________-------- 3 3,474 2 3,412 1 2,717 
Germany, Federal Republic of _ — ~~ 3 6,086 3 6,008 4 6,732 

Ghana ____________-_---- 19 3,173 __ __ _- __ 
Japan_____________------ 2 4,636 3 8,064 1 2,515 
Mexico ___________------- 99 29,697 111 33,376 104 29,115 
Netherlands_________--___- 2 2,690 11 4,017 3 4,021 
Norway_________-___----- 265 59,794 369 81,228 45 7,417 
Sweden_____________--__- 98 14,147 60 10,350 22 2.966 
United Kingdom ______-____- 4 4,195 3 4,014 3 5,361 
Venezuela ___________----- 52 12,287 4 2,833 1 1,192 
Other.______________---_ 8 12,588 10 15,127 q 12,967 

Total_____.___________-_ 602 181,920 659 209,110 327 114,833 
herder nc 

1Includes exports of aluminum hydroxide (calcined equivalent) as follows: 1983—8,100 tons; 1984—13,100 tons; and 

1985—16,700 tons, and aluminum oxide abrasives. 
2Less than 1/2 unit. 
3Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Source: Bureau of the Census.
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' . Table 15.—U.S. imports for consumption of bauxite, crude and dried, by country | 
(Thousand metric tons) 

| —_—_—— eee 
. Country 1983 1984 1985 OO 

Australia __________- eee _- 560 829 Brazil... =-§ -§ 5 555 786 560 Guinea __ 3,600 3,718 . 3,752 Guyana ________ 167 264 225 Jamaica®._-§____ 3,036 74,559 2,325 Sierra Leone _____._-. 2 ee _- _- 56 Suriname _________ 2 239 325 176 Other. ___.__~___ 4 15 20 

| Total® _______ eee 7,601 10,228 7,944 7 

"Revised. | | , "Includes bauxite imported to the U.S. Virgin Islands from foreign countries. 
2Dry equivalent of shipments to the United States. 
3Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Note: Total U.S. imports of crude and dried bauxite (including the U.S. Virgin Islands) as reported by the Bureau of the Census were as follows: 19883—7,903,202 tons; 1984—10,436,135 tons; and 1985—7,257,840 tons. 

Source: Bureau of the Census. 
| . 

- Table 16.—U.S. imports for consumption of calcined bauxite, by country | | 
. (Thousand metric tons and thousand dollars) 

oo 1984 _ 1985 ; 
_ Country Refractory grade Other grade ' Refractory grade Other grade 

/ : Quantity Value’ Quantity Value’ Quantity Value’ Quantity Value! CO 

Australia ___ =_-_______ (?) ‘281 24 2,928 _— — 23 3,705 China __-___~__~____ 78 7,428 18 1,389 - 169 13,131 41 2,077 Guyana ______~________ 110 . 14,768 _— __ 102 12,402 4  —-538 Suriname -____________ 4 154 (7) 4 (7) 8 (?) 11 Other ___ ~~~ _- _o (7) 56 ) 4 (7) 92 a een 

Total®. -- 190 22,626 42 4,377 272 25,546 69 6,424 

1Value at foreign port of shipment as reported to U.S. Customs Service. 
*Less than 1/2 unit. . 
’Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Source: Bureau of the Census. __ . | . . 

| Table 17.—U.S. imports for consumption of alumina,’ by country 
(Thousand metric tons, calcined equivalent, and thousand dollars) 

_——_ eee 
1983. 1984 1985 

Country I eee eee Quantity Value? Quantity Value? Quantity . Value? ee eS OES 
Australia___~.9~~~__________ 3,049 544,322 3,055 593,722 3,014 564,261 Brazil___-__.~~-~-~________ 3 1,565 39 7,123 50 10,142 Canada____~_~_~___________ 159 67,762 204 91,603 177 76,133 France ____~-~.~ ~~ ~_______ 6 10,982 9 14,455 7 11,968 Germany, Federal Republic of ___ _ 13 15,797 20 24,080 18 19,480 Jamaica __-______________ 399 87,973 572 125,974 372 . 66,171 Japan____~~-_~_~__-______ 25 7,927 3 3,680 4 4,918 Suriname ________~________ 318 59,225 392 75,317 326 42,949 Venezuela __ ~~. ~~ _ 35 4,394 116 15,158 _- __ Other_____~~ ~~~ ______ 24 11,073 55 25,253 11 13,640 ————— RY 

Total$____§ 4,030 811,021 4,466 976,364 3,979 809,664 —_—_—— eee 
Includes imports of aluminum hydroxide, crude aluminum oxide, and refined and ground aluminum oxide. 
2Value at foreign port of shipment as reported to U.S. Customs Service. 
“Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Source: Bureau of the Census.
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_. WORLD REVIEW a | . 

World production of bauxite by 23 coun- Alcoa of Australia Ltd. announced that / 
tries totaled 85 million tons in 1985. Austra- alumina production at its 1.4-million-ton- | 
lia, Brazil, Guinea, and Jamaica, as in 1984, per-year Kwinana refinery in Western Aus- 
contributed about 68% of the world total, tralia would be reduced in the fourth quar- 
and these four countries also supplied about ter to an operating rate of about 70% of. 
94% of the U.S. crude and dried metal capacity. Production at the company’s Pin- 
grade bauxite imports. Three of the world’s jarra and Wagerup refineries was not af- 

| 25 alumina-producing countries, Australia, fected, and Alcoa’s total production for the | 
| the U.S.S.R., and the United States, ac- year in Western Australia was 15.1 million 

counted for nearly 50% of the 31.9 million tons of bauxite and about 4.6 million tons of 
tons of alumina produced. : alumina. Production by Worsley Alumina 

In November, members of the Interna- Pty. Ltd, owned by Reynolds Alumina 
tional Bauxite Association (IBA) recom- Australia Ltd. (40%), Shell Co. of Australia 
mended minimum prices for bauxite and Ltd. (80%); BHP Minerals Ltd. (20%), and 
alumina. In 1986, the minimum for metal Kobe Alumina Associates (Australia) Pty. 

grade bauxite was to be 2.5% to 3.5% of a Lid. (10%), totaled 3.3 million tons of baux- 
reference price for 99.5% primary alumi- ite and 1.0 million tons of alumina. The 

| num ingot. The reference market price of Boddington gold deposit, discovered by the | 
metal was to be derived by using an average’ Worsley Alumina group during develop- 
‘of spot prices and long-term prices from ment of its bauxite reserves, reportedly 
West European and U.S. markets. The min- could become one of Australia’s major gold | 

| imum price range proposed for cell-grade _ mining operations. Initial plans call for the 
alumina was 12% to 16% of the primary annual production of more than 5,000 kilo- 
ingot price. | grams of gold per year. The company was . 

| Australia.—Despite a sluggish year for reported to be awaiting approval of various 
the world aluminum industry, Australia permits after having been granted an envi- © 
increased bauxite production to 32.4 million ronmental permit. | | | 
tons from 32.2 million tons the previous Brazil.—The 1985 bauxite production was 

-year. Alumina production remained at about 6.7 million tons for this country 
~ about the same level as that of 1984. In controlling 10% of the world’s bauxite re- 

Queensland, Comalco Ltd. produced 7.6 mil- serves. Alumina production was approxi- 
lion tons of bauxite at its mining operations mately 1.0 million tons. Shell Brasil S.A. 
at. Weipa. The calcining units at Weipa planned to invest $33 million in an expan- 
operated at about 86% of capacity, and the sion of the Aluminio do Maranhao S.A. 
company shipped 230,000 tons of calcined (ALUMAR) refinery and primary smelter 

: abrasive grade bauxite. Reportedly, Comal- project at Sdo Luis, in which the company — 
co filed for a patent covering a new synthet- held a 29% interest. The two other partners 
ic proppant with better physical charac- in ALUMAR were Alcoa Aluminio S.A. and 
teristics than those of proppants currently Camargo Correa S.A. Bauxite was supplied 
produced from calcined bauxite. to the 500,000-ton-per-year alumina plant 
Queensland Alumina Ltd. (QAL)—owned by from the Trombetas Mine under a contract 
Comalco (30.3%), Kaiser (28.38%), Alcan with Mineracdo Rio do Norte S.A. (MRN), a 
Australia Ltd. (21.4%), and Pechiney consortium owned 46% by Cia. Vale do Rio 
(20%)—produced 2.1 million tons of alumi- Doce (CVRD) and a group of North Ameri- 
na at the Gladstone, Queensland, refinery. can and West European companies. MRN, 
QAL reduced production in April, but  Brazil’s only exporter of bauxite, produced 
announced it was restarting the idle third and shipped an estimated 4.1 million tons of 
unit during the last quarter of the year in ore. At yearend, when the $28.50 per ton 
order to meet commitments. At the Gove, base price for Trombetas bauxite was due to 
Northern Territory, mine and refinery of expire, the Government, MRN, and its cus- 
Nabalco Pty. Ltd. (a Swiss Aluminium Ltd. tomers were negotiating to set a new con- 
subsidiary), bauxite production was 5.88 tract price. Also in December, the 32 Japa- 
million tons, and alumina production, 1.26 nese companies holding an interest in the 
million tons—both close to the 1984 output. Nippon Amazon Aluminium Co. (NAAC) 
More than one-half of the bauxite mined postponed their decision for the third time 
was locally processed into alumina. on whether or not to proceed with the
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construction of the 800,000-ton-per-year discussions into December in an effort to | 
| Alumina do Norte do Brasil S.A. (ALU- persuade the Government of Guinea to | 

NORTE) alumina plant adjacent to the reduce the $13 per ton levy currently 
| Aluminio Brasileiro S.A. (ALBRAS) pri- imposed on Halco’s bauxite production. 

mary aluminum smelter that started pro- Guyana.—After 2 years in which bauxite 
duction earlier in the year. ALBRAS had _ production was slightly above 1 million 

_ signed contracts with the Suriname Alumi- tons, 1985 output increased to nearly 1.7 | 
num Co. and Venezuela’s Interamericana million tons. The U.S. firm, Green Con- 
de Alamina C.A. INTERALUMINA) refin- _ struction Co., continued overburden remov- 

ery to supply the smelter with alumina al under Government contract. No alumina 
until 1990. | was produced at the Linden refinery, which 

| _ China.—The Government was reportedto has remained dormant since it closed in 
have signed an agreement calling for Pechi- 1982. However, Guyana entered negotia- 
ney of France to provide technical assist- tions during the year with the German 
ance for the Hejin alumina plant currently Democratic Republic and a Brazilian com- 

. under construction in Shanxi Province. The pany in a plan to reopen the 355,000-ton- 
refinery is expected to achieve the designed per-year alumina plant. Estimated costs 
annual production rate of 660,000 tons by were reported to be between $12 and $20 

1990. In 1985, bauxite deposits in Shanxi million. Loans were being sought from the 

| Province were reported to contain about International Bank for Reconstruction and 
30% of China’s resources. Contracts with Development and from the European Eco- 

foreign companies were being sought by the nomic Community to improve all areas of 
China National Nonferrous Metals Industry the country’s bauxite and alumina industry. 
Corp. for the development of a number of Guyana reported that it had reached an | 
mineral projects, including a mine, a agreement to sell bauxite to the U.S.S.R. 
300,000-ton-per-year alumina plant, and a_ from 1986 through 1993. The final contract | 

: 100,000-ton-per-year primary aluminum _ was to be signed early in 1986 and no terms : 
smelter in Pingguo County, Guangxi or prices were announced in advance. In 
Zhuang Autonomous Region. The $800 mil- another agreement, the Bauxite Industry | 

lion vertically integrated project was plan- Development Co. (BIDCO), Guyana’s state- 
: ned to utilize power from a hydroelectric owned sales organization, signed a 5-year 

project on the Hong Shui River. | contract with Reynolds International Ser- | 
Ghana.—After the rebuilding of the rail- vices Inc., in which Reynolds was to serve as 

road between the Awaso bauxite mine and a consultant to BIDCO in technical, produc- | 
the shiploading facilities at Takoradion the tion, and marketing areas of the bauxite 
coast was completed early in the year, ore and alumina operations through 1989. | | 
production rose to 124,000 tons, a substan- Hungary.—Bauxite production for the 
tial increase over 1984 output, although year was about 2.8 million tons, and alumi- | 
considerably below the mine’s annual ca- na output was reported to be 801,000 tons. 
pacity of 300,000 tons. _ In November 1985, Hungary opened the 
Greece.—The state agency, Hellenic Alu- Fenyoefoe No. 1 bauxite mine after 4 years 

minium Industry S.A., responsible for the of development and construction. At the 
planned 600,000-ton-per-year alumina plant designed production capacity of 650,000 tons 
project, signed contracts under which the per year, the reserves were expected to be 
U.S.S.R. agreed to provide equipment and depleted in approximately 40 years. About 
services for the construction of the plant 70% of the ore production was to come from 
and to buy 380,000 tons per year of the . underground workings and the balance 
alumina produced for a period of 10 years. from open pit operations. Most of the output 
The foundation work for the plant had been was expected to be processed at the Almas- 
started at Agia Efthimia, on the Gulf of fuezitoe alumina plant. Production also 
Corinth, and the project was expected to started at Tatabanja’s Nagyegyhaza bauxite 
take more than 4 years to complete. mine in mid-1985. The open pit operation 

Guinea.—Production from the three was expected to produce 150,000 tons by the 

bauxite mines in Guinea was 13.1 million end of the year, and 1986 production was 
tons, with Compagnie des Bauxites de scheduled to reach 350,000 tons. By 1987, 
Guinée (CBG) contributing about 8.5 million after the underground operations started, 
tons of the total. Alumina production by the output of 500,000 tons per year was plan- 
Frialco Co. was about 580,000 tons. Halco ned. Ore from this mine was also to be 
(Mining) Inc., 51% owner of CBG, continued _ processed at the Almasfuezitoe refinery.
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| India.—Bauxite production for the year European and Soviet sales in 1986. Kaiser | 
was reported to be 2 million tons, and and Reynolds Metals Co. bought out ARCO | 

, alumina output was about 560,000 tons. A Metals Co.’s 27% share in the Alumina 
| substantial escalation in cost resulted from Partners of Jamaica (Alpart) refinery in 

the delay in commissioning the Bharat mid-August and 2 weeks later announced 
Aluminium Co. (BALCO) bauxite mining the closing of the. 1.3-million-ton-per-year 7 

project in Orissa. Officials associated with plant. = = oo . 
, the project reported that instead of the |§ Japan.—Alumina production in 1985 was 

planned May 1985 startup, the operation reported to be 978,000 tons, the lowest since 
was expected to open in mid-1987. The 1982. Sumitomo Aluminium Smelting Co. _ 
Government of India approved new regula- Ltd. announced that it was selling part of 
tions to facilitate exports of bauxite and for its 770,000-ton-per-y ear Kikumoto alumina | 
the fiscal year 1986, exports totaling 400,000 Plant to Sumitomo Chemical Co. and per-— 
tons of ore were scheduled. The U.S.S.R. ™anently closing down the major part of 
agreed to provide both technical and finan- the facility. High operating costs were cited 

cial help to India to assist in the bauxite 48 the principal reason ‘or the decision. | 
| and alumina project at Vishakapatnam. 100 00 oven Krak an closed Its 

The project was to include a bauxite mine lant ” fer ress ‘hi sivawyusna é t with 
and refinery in Andhra Pradesh and a Nippon Light Metal Co “Ftd to wefinie 

Peete in Orissa. Com ple Hon of the under a tolling arrangement, the bauxite 
,000-ton-per-year facility in Orissa was Mitsui 7 

itsui had contracted to buy from Gove 
scheduled for 1987 when the U.S.S.R. plan- Alumi Ve 

| . . umina Ltd., Northern Territory, Austra- 
ned to start its annual purchases of 1 mil- la | - | S 

lion tons of bauxite and 200,000 tons of  Venezuela.—With initial funds allocated 
alumina. The National Institute of Science, j, 194° C.V.G. Bauxita Venezolana C.A. 

_ Technology, and Development issued a re (RAUXIVEN) began work in January 1985 
port-recommending that India should devel- on the development of the $360 million Los 

_ op Middle East alumina markets with pijiguaos bauxite mining project. Addition- 
smelters in Algeria, Bahrain, Dubai, Egypt, 4) funding through a $108 million loan was. 

_ Iran, and Libya rather than increase its approved by the Inter-American Develop- 
| bauxite exports. The report noted that Chi- ent Bank late in 1985. In the first stage of 

na could be a major potential market for evelopment, the mine was to have an 
| India’s aluminum industry after NAAC’s annual capacity of 3 million tons, and provi- | 

new plant starts production in 1987. _._ sion was made in the design of the mine and _ 
: . J amaica.—Bauxite production of 6.2 mil- ore transport systems to expand output to5 

lion tons and alumina production of 1.6 million tons per year. The first ore was 
million tons were both lower than in 1984. expected to be barged down the Orinoco 

When Alcoa closed its Claredon alumina River to the INTERALUMINA plant at 
plant for an indefinite period in February, Puyerto Ordaz in 1987, raising Venezuela’s 
the Government of Jamaica entered into aluminum industry to a fully integrated 
negotiations with the company to bring the status. The alumina plant was supplied 
plant back into production. A 2-year con- with bauxite imported from Brazil, Guyana, 
tract was signed in which Alcoa was to Sierra Leone, and Suriname in 1985. Plans 
operate the plant as a contractor to Clar- were reportedly under discussion for the 
endon Alumina Production Ltd., a newly expansion of the INTERALUMINA refin- 
formed state-owned company, and the refin- ery by 300,000 to 500,000 tons per year to 
ery was reopened in August. Jamaica was satisfy proposed increased capacity in the 
reported to have found customers for the country’s two primary aluminum smelters. 
200,000 tons of alumina produced during In 1985, approximately 360,000 tons of alu- 
the balance of 1985 and was optimistic that mina was exported and the balance of 
500,000 tons of the plant’s 800,000 tons of INTERALUMINA’s 1.085-million-ton out- 

annual capacity could be placed through put was supplied to the local smelters.
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: Table 18.—Bauxite: World production, by country' 
(Thousand metric tons) . 

a 
Country 1981 1982 1983 1984  -:1985° 

Australia _~___.~.__.__--_---------- 25,441 23,625 24,372 32,182 32,400 
Brazil] __-__________~____------~-~--_-- 5,770 6,289 7,199 6,433 ' 6,650 
China®____§_-________ ~~ ee 1,500 1,500 1,600 1,600 1,650 
Dominican Republic? __________----~-~- 457 ~ 141 _- _- De 
France_____—~___---~~-~-+--~--+--+---- 1,827 1,662 1,663 1,607 $1 484 
Germany, Federal Republic of___..___—-~-~ _ (4) (4) (4) (4) (4) 
Ghana _________~~__~~---------~--- | 181 64 70 115 124 
Greece___ ____~.-_~-------------+-+- 3,216 2,853 2,455 2,296 2,500 
GuineaS __ ____________-~_--_-_----- 11,112 11,827 12,421 13,160 13,100 
Guyana?___ __- __.-/ -. _- --_-___-+------ 1,681 1,783 1,087 1,333 1,675 
Haiti? ®§__§_~§_§ 5 5 eee 427 377 __ __ — 
Hungary____.______.----_--------- 2,914 2,627 2,917 2,994 32.815 
India______~_~.__-__-_~--------+-+-+- 1,923 1,854. 1,923 1,994 32,038 
Indonesia __ _______._------~-------- | 1,203 700 778 1,003 3830 
Italy _.____-_____-__-__--_-~--~--- 19 23 23 (*) — 
Jamaica? ®§ _ =e 11,682 8,361 7,683 8,734 6,239 
Malaysia __________._~__---_---~--+- 701 589 | 502 680 540 

| Pakistan__________.__------------- 2 74 3 3 2 
Romania® ___§_$_~§_____~______---_-_--- 3712 680. . 650 — 620 600 
Sierra Leone ___.______-_-------+-~--- “610 631 785 1,000 800 
Spain. _____-_.--_-~-------------+- 9 4 —  O& 7 7 
Suriname ____________-_--_----~-~-~-- ¥4,006 4,205 3,400 3,454 3,000 
Turkey. __§_§__~________-_~--~/--+--+---- F590 508 306 132 132 
USSREF ee 4,600 4,600 4,600 4,600 4,600 
United States? __. ___.._______-__---- 1,510 732 679 856 3674 
Yugoslavia ___________~--~--+~--~--- 3,249 3,668 3,500 3,347 33,250 
Zimbabwe. __________-------~------ 5 8 23 23 . 23 

. Total. _-§ -_ __-____---_---~--~---~- *85,347 ¥79,318 78,644 —— «88,173. 85,188 
a 

*Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. | . . 
1Table includes data available through July 8, 1986. 
2Dry bauxite equivalent of crude ore. 
3Reported figure. . 
“Lessthan 1/2unit. | | 
5Dry bauxite equivalent of ore processed by drying plant. 
®Shipments. oe | 
7Revised to zero. | | 
SBauxite processed for conversion to alumina in Jamaica plus kiln-dried ore prepared for export. 
°In addition to the bauxite reported in the body of the table, the U.S.S.R. produces nepheline syenite concentrates and 

alunite ore as sources of aluminum. Estimated nepheline syenite production was as follows, in thousand metric tons: 
1981—2,500; 1982—2,500; 19883—2,500; 1984—2,500; and 1985—2,500. Estimated alunite ore production was as follows, in 

. thousand metric tons; 1981—605; 1982—610 (revised); 1988—615; and 1984—-615. Nepheline syenite concentrate grades 
25% to 30% alumina, and alunite ore grades 16% to 18% alumina; these commodities may be converted to their bauxite 
equivalent by using factors of 1 ton of nepheline syenite concentrate equals 0.55 ton of bauxite and 1 ton of alunite equals 
0.34 ton of bauxite. 

| Table 19.—Alumina: World production, by country? | 
(Thousand metric tons) 

er 
Country 1981 1982 1983 1984° 1985° 

Australia ___~______------~~------~--- | 7,079 6,631 7,231 8,781 38,792 
Brazil _._____-_-_---_~~-_-~--+~----- 497 606 787 891 1,000 
Canada _______~-_~_=--~-+_-_------- 1,208 ©1,127 1,116 1,126 1,020 
China®______________-____-----_-- 750 800 800 800 825 
Czechoslovakia® _________.._.__------- T90 TRO T80 T85 85 
France_____-___---.--~--~------+-- 1,095 960 853 - 898 875 | 
German Democratic Republic __ ~~ _____--+-- 45 46 42 43 44 
Germany, Federal Republic of_ _______.---~- 1,651 1,510 1,580 1,701 1,700 

' Greece___._-_--_----~-+-------~---+-- F494 F404 410 482 500 
Guinea____~___-_-.---------~----~-~- 608 549 583 508 580 
Guyana*______-______---_--------- 157 73 _- _- _- 
Hungary____-.---_-_----------+-+--- 192 710 836 811 3801 
India® _~__ 5 5 5 - e+ 500 500 450 560 560 
Ireland. _______-_~--~-~---~--~----+-+-+-+- _— _- 66 653 560 
Italy ______---------~-~---------- 786 698 466 607 3555 
Jamaica _____.--_-~--~----~~-~-~--~-+--+- 2,556 1,758 1,851 1,749 1,622 
Japan _______-~----~----~--~------- 1,344 959 1,065 1,172 3978 
Romania®____________---_---~------ 540 514 512 510 480 
Spain. _____-_--~------~---~-------- 695 673 737 742 725 
Suriname ___—~.~_-----~~---~-~--+---~-- 1,165 1,055 1,129 1,208 1,000 
Turkey_______------~--~-_--~------- 131 84 57 75 76 

See footnotes at end of table.
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_ Table 19.—Alumina: World production, by country? —Continued 
. (Thousand metric tons) | oe . an 

| _ Country 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985° 

| USSRe 2,800 8,000 3,200  —- 3,300 3,500 UnitedKingdom______ 90 88 93 105 100 UnitedStates®____ 5,960 4,130 4,000 - 74,545 3,465 Venezuela.________ — oo 560 -1,189 - —s«1,085 Yugoslavia __-_- 2-8 1,037 1,017 1,010 *1,000 . 1,000 
| ‘Total_--_- 732.070 = "27,972 29,514 ——- 33,491 * 31,928 

_ °Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. a 1Figures presented generally represent calcined alumina; exceptions are noted individually. —— *Table includes data available through July 8, 1986. . . - OS 3Reported figure. | . a, *Calcined alumina, plus calcined alumina equivalent of alumina hydrate. . an 

| Table 20.—World annual alumina capacity, by country Se . | 
a - (Thousand metric tons, yearend) — Ce 

Country a 1983 1984 = 1985 
: Australia ________-.-__-__ eee 7,910: 9,750 § 9,750 Brazil__ $$» 650 1150  —° 1,150 Canada__________ = «21,2250—~— | si225Ss«i; 2085 - China_________- 850 850 = ~—s 850 Czechoslovakia __________-_---_- 100 100 - . 100 France — — __ ~~~ ___-__-----_--- ees 20 1,060 1,060 © German Democratic Republic __.___.-________________ . 65 65 65 : Germany, Federal Republicof________________ 1,745 1,745 1,745 | Greece ________-___- 8 500 500 500 Guinea______ = 700 700 700 Guyana _________~_~__ - 855 — 855 355 Hungary________~__- 895 895 895 © India 675 675 675 Treland__________~ 800 800 800 Italy _--_-___-_-- 920 920 920 Jamaica 2,825 2,825 : 2,825 po Japan______________ 2,615 T2390 1,605 Romania_—____-____~_~_~___ ee 540 540 540 Spain_______-_____ 800 800 800 De Suriname _________~__ 8 1,350 1,350 1,350 Taiwan__— ee (4) (7) __ Turkey__________-__-___- eee _ 200 200 200 USSR ee 4,500 4,500 _ 4,500 United Kingdom _____~____. 140 140 140 United States____________ 7,145 6,345 4,410 Venezuela__________~_____ =e 1,000 1,000 1,000 Yugoslavia -------- e 1,685 1,635 1,635 ee VL O85 

Total ~-_~______ eee ™41,460 "42,515 39,795 | ee tO 
TRevised. 
Revised to zero. : a 

TECHNOLOGY 

The Bureau of Mines continued research ered. A technique was developed by the , on recovery of alumina from kaolinitic clay Bureau to dewater the red mud waste 
using hydrochloric acid. Because the calcin- residue generated by Bayer process alumina 
ing of the clay was estimated to consume plants. A red mud slurry sample from the 
about 12% of the total energy required to processing of Jamaican bauxite was diluted 
produce alumina, the Bureau examined di- to 10% from 20% solids and treated with a 
rect pressure leaching of uncalcined clay as mixture of two commercial anionic, high- 
a possible means of reducing processing molecular-weight, polymer flocculants. The 
costs. Alumina extraction in excess of 90% red mud and flocculants were mixed in a 
was achieved at digestion temperatures _ baffled vessel that discharged the flocculat- 
ranging from 108° C to 225° C; however, ed slurry into a stainless steel trommel 
some problems in filtering were encount- where the material was dewatered to a den-
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sity of 27% solids. After 15 days of draining staff of Guyana Mining Enterprises Ltd. 
_ In a screen-capped column, the solids con- reported that froth flotation with carefully 
tent increased to more than 40%.° 7 controlled pH limits could selectively recov- | 

Laboratory and pilot plant research on er a high-alumina, 2.5% SiOz, 0.7% Fe.Os 
| the use of Jamaican clay and red muds from concentrate from the plus 325-mesh fraction 

local alumina plants to produce ceramic of the washer tailings. Such a concentrate products was described. The author esti: was considered acceptable as chemical- 
mated that the world’s Bayer plants were grade bauxite or, after additional process- _ producing 40 million tons of red mud (dry ing, as premium-grade calcined refractory . | 

_ basis) per year and stressed that new meth- auxite.’ | 
ods of disposing of this growing environ- “aPhysioal ecienti t, Division of Nonf Metals ; sical scientist, Division of Nonferrous Metals. ‘mental problem must be found. Red mud 2Mineral data assistant, Division of Nonferrous Metals. from three different Bayer plants in Jamai- (Au quantities in this chapter are given in metric tons 

are unless otherwise s 1ed. 
ca was blended with local clay , granulated “Sawyer, D. L., ar, and T. L. Turner. Pressure Leaching in a heated atomizer, and pressed into tiles Alumina From Raw Kaolinitic Clay Using Hydrochloric 
prior to firing at 1,180° C to 1,190° C in a SHood GD. G. M. Wile. POA Stan! dBJ | 
kiln. The tests indicated that the ceramic Scheiner. Dewatering of Red Mud. Paper in’ Recycle & products could have a content of more than Seimdary Rewovery gf Molais ediy EP Taylor HY 50% red mud. 1985, pp. 655-664. _ _ _ Beneficiation of Guyana bauxite by wash- fis, F. Now Poslitis forthe Utilization of Red Ing to reduce total silica (SiO) content to ‘Rev, v. 10, No. 8, Jan. Mar. 1985, pp. bE. cciati . 
4.5% or less traditionally has resulted in Bauxite Tailings, Panes on fice Me tals 1988 ed been 6 
the loss of 30% to 50% of the crude ore. The Bohner. Metal § Soc. AIME, New York, 1985, pp 17-30. |
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B a eryllium 

| By Deborah A. Kramer! | | 

The United States continued to be the 150%. Exports of beryllium metal increased 
leading world producer of beryllium ores dramatically to over three times those of 
and the leading producer and consumer of 1984. 
beryllium metal, alloys, and oxide. How- Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- 
ever, weak demand in the electronics indus- duction data for beryllium are developed by 
try, especially for beryllium-copper alloys, the Bureau of Mines from two separate, 
contributed to a decrease in domestic beryl- voluntary. surveys of U.S. operations. Typi- 
lium consumption. As a result, U.S. mine cal of these surveys is the “Beryllium Min- 
production declined moderately, and world eral Concentrate and Beryllium Ore’ sur- 
production fell slightly. vey. Of the 14 operations to which a survey 

Beryl imports, mainly from Brazil, in- request was sent, 13 responded, represent- __ 
creased moderately from the low level in ing 100% of the total mine shipments 
1984, and metal imports increased about shown in tables 1 and 5. : oS 

| Table 1.—Salient beryllium mineral statistics 
. : (Short tons of beryllium metal equivalent unless otherwise specified) 

| 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 | i NC 
United States: | | | 

Beryllium-containing ores: . Mine shipments __________.______________ 2938 218 267 241 230 | 
Imports for consumption, beryl!’ __-.____________ 86 106 88 53 66 . 

Consumption, reported. __§_-.§_-_______________ 826 215 280 360  =—- 316 
_ Price, approximate, per short ton unit BeO, imported 

cobbed bery] at port of exportation.____________ $94 $121 $126 $88 $87 
Yearend stocks___._ $$ ~~~ 98 214 281 226 199 

World: Production! -§_-§_»_»§_»_»$ 55 5 5 ee A24 360 398 P395 ©387 | 

“Estimated. Preliminary. | 
Based on a beryllium metal equivalent of 4% in beryl. . 

Legislation and Government Pro- essential civilian users during a military | 
grams.—The General Services Administra- conflict that would not be available from 
tion added 30 short tons of beryllium metal domestic or reliable foreign sources. Tier II 
to the National Defense Stockpile in 1985. would contain a supplemental reserve of 
At yearend, Government stocks were beryl, material already possessed by the Govern- 
17,987 tons; beryllium-copper master alloy, ment. According to the NSC guidelines, 
7,387 tons; and beryllium metal, 290 tons. beryllium would be categorized in tier II, 
The National Defense Stockpile goals for and the goal would be 437 tons of beryllium 
these materials remained at 18,000 tons, metal equivalent. At yearend, this proposal 
7,900 tons, and 400 tons, respectively. was under consideration by the Congress. 

On July 8, the President approved Na- The Department of Defense Authorization 
tional Security Council (NSC) recommenda- Act, 1986 (Public Law 99-145), signed by the 
tions for modernizing the strategic and President on November 8, 1985, stated that 
critical materials stockpile. Under the NSC no action may ‘be taken before October 1, 
proposal, the stockpile would be structured 1986, to implement or administer any re- 
into two tiers. Tier I would contain materi- duction in a stockpile goal in effect on 
als required by military, industrial, and October 1, 1984. 177
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The Environmental Protection Agency publicly owned treatment works. Daily and 
issued final regulations under the Clean monthly average maximum effluent limits 

| Water Act for specified nonferrous metals for beryllium varied according to type of 
manufacturing operations that limit the manufacturing operation and_ effluent 
discharge of pollutants by existing and new _ source.? | oo 

| operations into navigable waters and into | | a ae 

| DOMESTIC PRODUCTION | oo | 

Shipments of beryllium ores declined serves. The project, expected to cost about 
slightly from those of 1984. Production of $10 million, was scheduled for completion in 
beryllium metal and beryllium oxide ce- 1986. | | 
ramic material increased slightly, but The Cabot Wrought Products Div. of Ca- 
beryllium-copper master alloy production bot Corp. produced beryllium-copper and 
declined significantly. other beryllium alloys at its Reading, PA, 
Brush Wellman Inc. remained the only plant. In October 1985, Cabot announced 

| major domestic producer of beryllium- that it would sell most of its alloys and 
containing ores. The company mined ber- metals facilities, including its beryllium- 
trandite ore from its Spor Mountain, UT, copper alloy sector, as part of a restructur- 
open pit and processed the ore and imported ing program. The divestiture reportedly 
beryl] into beryllium hydroxide at its Delta, would include beryllium-copper alloy facili- 
UT, mill. According to its annual report, ties at Reading, PA, and Kokomo, IN, as 

| Brush Wellman processed 95,000 tons of well as the recently completed rolling mill 
bertrandite ore and recovered 377,000 at Elkhart, IN.‘ | | 

| pounds of beryllium contained in concen- = _In November, Emery Energy Inc. acquir- 
trate. At yearend, the company’s ore re- ed Moody Beryllium Corp., which owned a | 
serves were estimated to be 5.65 million deposit of beryllium ore near the Brush 
tons, with an average beryllium grade of Wellman mine in Utah. Depending on the © 

. 0.23%, which is equivalent to 0.64% berylli- availability of financing, the company 
um oxide. A small quantity of beryl alsowas planned to develop the deposit, containing 

7 produced domestically. an estimated 500,000 tons of ore, grading 
Brush Wellman began excavation of two 0.64% beryllium oxide. | 

: new pits at its Utah mine to develop re- 

_ CONSUMPTION AND USES Oo _ 

Beryllium consumption in 1985 declined exploration equipment, marine equipment, 
from that of 1984, partially owing to a and industrial equipment. Specific applica- 
weakened demand in the electronics indus- _ tions of the large-diameter products include 
try, a major consumer of beryllium-copper drill collars, instrument housings, housings 

alloys. | for undersea communications signal boost- 
Copper-based beryllium alloys, containing ers, and heavy load bearings and bushings. 

0.5% to 2% beryllium, continued to be the Beryllium-copper alloy wire was used to 
most widely used beryllium products. These manufacture current-carrying springs, 
alloys were manufactured in a wide variety electronic sockets, and test probes. Be- 
of shapes including bar, casting ingots, ex- ryllium-copper alloy bar and plate were 
trusions, plate, rod, strip, tube, and wire. used in systems such as robotic welding 
Although properties differ depending on the machines and materials handling devices. 
alloy composition, they normally include Beryllium also was used to make nickel- 
high electrical and thermal conductivities and aluminum-based alloys. Nickel-based 
and high resistance to corrosion, wear, and alloys were used for electrical and electro- 
fatigue. Beryllium-copper alloy strip was nic components that are subjected to ele- 
used primarily to produce small parts for vated temperatures, including bellows, dia- 
electronic and electrical applications by phragms, and thermostats. The beryllium- 
high-speed stamping methods. These parts, aluminum alloys were used to reduce mag- 
which include connectors, springs, and con- nesium losses during preparation of alumi- 
tact parts, were used in automotive, aero- num and magnesium alloys by forming a 
space, radar, and telecommunications sy- protective oxide coating that prevents air 
stems. Large-diameter beryllium-copper al- exposure of the molten alloy surface. 
loy rod and tube were used in oil and gas Metallic beryllium was used primarily in
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aerospace and defense applications such as__ in high-performance computers, microwave 
optical systems for satellites, inertial - systems, automotive and defense electron-— 
guidance systems, X-ray sources, and detec- _ ics, aircraft engine components, and tele- 
tor windows. Beryllium’s light weight, ex- communications systems. Properties of be- 
cellent thermal conductivity, and high | ryllium oxide ceramics that were important 

_ stiffness-to-weight ratio were important for to these applications were excellent electri- 
these applications. - | cal insulating properties and high mechani- | 

_ Beryllium oxide ceramic material was _ cal strength and hardness. | a 
used mainly as integrated circuit substrates 7 De | | | | 

— PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS ee —— 

7 At the beginning of the year, the price was given in dollars per pound of contained 
quoted in Metals Week for beryl ore was $96 _ beryllium: 
to $106 per short ton unit (20 pounds) of | | | | | 

_ contained beryllium oxide. Late in Decem- Vacuum cast ingot, 97% pure _______ | $225 | 
ber, this price was reduced to $85 to $100 Moi Dire o ound lotsand agg | 
per short ton unit. a a Beryllium-copper master alloy. - ~~ --- 10. 44 70 

____ At yearend, the following prices for beryl- _Beryilium-copper in rod'bar wire ~ a S10 ae 
lium materials were quoted in American Beryllium-copper in strip - — - 000g. _ 1.25 
Metal Market, in dollars per pound, except “Svundlts. 236 | 
for beryllium-copper master alloy, which Beryllium oxide powder_—_- == _ (55.70 

- | : a - ~ FOREIGN TRADE | - an 

Exports of beryllium alloys increased dra~ the United Kingdom were the primary des- 
matically in quantity from those of 1984, tinations, accounting for 80% of the total 

__ but the average value declined. The Federal U.S.exports.- Be , 
Republic of Germany, Spain, Sweden, and oO | | 

| Table 2.—U.S. exports of beryllium alloys, wrought or unwrought, a 
| | and waste and scrap,' by country : . 

: | 1984 1985 
. | _. Country Quantity Value | Quantity Value 

oo (pounds) | (thou. (pounds) (thou- 

Belgium-Luxembourg - -____-_____---------.-_-_- 2 79 $1 1,256 $126 
Brazil]. _________-+ 2 2 ee 1,125 8 , -- —— ' Canada .___- 2,824 208 2,233 336 Finland____.--___--_____- 2 47 6 35 5 France ____-_-- 8,062 937 4,632 802 Germany, Federal Republic of _.________________._________. 2,627 325 17,685 1,674 Hong Kong. _ --_-____-___--_- ee 3,114 32. 3,067 . 24 ; India __ 100 1 440 37 Ireland -__-__----.-_-_------- TTT. gg 26 _. _- Israel __ 2 ee _, . 246 4 3 1 — Maly. Ili lTllilllilil ee se 382 12 Japan .__--___----- alli 3g6 609 2,279 489 Korea, Republic of __--.-_____----_- 2 lle 772 34 3 1 

Malaysia _______-____________-____ -- -- 2,000 12 Mexico: _._-__-__------ ee, 1,227 12 643 ll Netherlands _______._._.______________.___________._ 4 15 ‘271 65 Portugal ____________- ee 490 7 _- -- South Africa, Republic of _......_____=_________________. _- a 200 4 Spain __-__ ~~~ _. _. 49,010 280 Sweden __-______-___--- 6 1 17,450 73 Switzerland __ 22-222 LLL II IIIT ITTTT 433 23 «1,642 209 Taiwan _-.____________--_.._____________________- 1,051 14 4,405 51 United Kingdom ___________-- 1,493 246 ‘11,785 2,158 Other ---- ~~~ 6 FY q 5 

Total ----___-_----- 8 eee eee 89,815 562 119,428 «6,875 OOOO eee 

wig eomniting of beryllium lumps, single crystals, powder, beryllium-base alloy powder; and beryllium rods, sheets, and 

Source: Bureau of the Census.
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- Beryl was the only beryllium raw materi- valued at $265,029 were imported into the 
al imported into the United States. Beryl United States, of which 89% was imported 
imports increased from those of 1984, but from Brazil and 10% came from the United _ 
the average value remained about thesame. Kingdom. Imports of beryllium oxide. or 

| The average value of imported beryl in 1985 carbonate and other compounds, totaling 

7 was $867 per ton; the value in 1984 was 9,864 pounds and valued at $258,467, were __ 

7 $884. Brazil continued to be the principal received from the Federal Republic of Ger- 

| import source, representing over 76% of many and the United Kingdom. Beryllium- 

a total beryl ore imports in 1985. In addition copper master alloy imports of 15,930 

| to ore imports, 111,458 pounds of wrought, pounds, valued at $66,579, were received 

SO ‘unwrought, and waste and scrap beryllium from China. —. 

oe Oe Table 3.—U.S. import duties for beryllium - 
a 

| . Ite a TSUS Most favored nation (MFN)- | ~- Non-MFN 

: - " No. Jan. 1, 1985 ~ Jan. 1, 1987 ~~ Jan. 1, 1985 

Ore and concentrate._______. _ 601.09 Free oe sFree_____---_ Freee. 
| Unwrought beryllium waste and 628.05 8.5% ad valorem__~_ 8.5% ad valorem_ _ 25% ad valorem. | 

7 Beryllum, wrought______-_ 628.10 9%advalorem_.___ 9% advalorem___ 45% ad valorem. 
Beryllium-copper master alloy — 612.20 7.2% ad valorem _ _ — — 6% ad valorem_ _ _ 28% ad valorem. 

Beryllium oxide or carbonate _ _ 417.90 .. 3.7% ad valorem __~~—_ 3.7% ad valorem_ _ 25% ad valorem. - 

Other beryllium compounds _ _ — 417.92 4% advalorem — ~~~ __--do__-+_-~- . Do. 

| Table 4.—U.S. imports for consumption of beryl, by country | | 
. 

see 
: | Country nO Quantity Value Quantity Value 

mo (short (thou- - (short (thou- 
| : . . _ tons) sands) tons) sands) _ 

Argentina _____________1--__-_»__---------- __ __ «1g $107 
Brazil____________________-___----_-_------ 744 $680 1,262 1,077 
China__________________---__------------- 264 238 102 96 

. Madagascar _________-__----_--~~--~-+-------- _- —_ 11 13 
Portugal ____.__.~~____-------~----~--~-------- 33 31 -- _— 
Rwanda____§_ -_. ____-_~____~~__------~~--+-~-~----- a _- 33 | 23 
South Africa, Republic of __.....______--_--_~-------- 93 58. 39 38 

- Switzerland ____________--_-----__---------- 112 © 98 66 59 
Zimbabwe ———__-~---~----------------------___ 86 OD 

Total _______--------------------------- 1,332 1,177 1,646 1,427 

Source: Bureau of the Census. | 

| WORLD REVIEW a 

The United States was the world’s largest reserves at this deposit were estimated to be 
mine producer of beryllium. World beryl 1.8 million tons grading 0.85% beryllium 
production, led by the U.S.S.R. and Brazil, oxide. Highwood Resources planned to be- 
was slightly higher than that of 1984. China gin plant construction in 1986. 
also was thought to be a substantial produc- China.—China planned to double its non- 
er, but production data were unavailable. ferrous metal production over the next 5 

Canada.—Highwood Resources Ltd. com- years. As a part of this development, China 
pleted a 1,600-foot decline at its Thor planned to construct a beryllium oxide 
Lake beryllium-rare earth prospect near plant in the Xinjiang Uygur autonomous 
Yellowknife, Northwest Territory. Approx- region. 
imately 60% of the material extracted from Japan.—Working through its Japanese 
the decline was considered to be ore grade, subsidiary, Brush Wellman planned to con- 
and bulk samples of this ore were to be struct a plant near Tokyo to manufacture 

tested in order to determine optimum beryl- _beryllium-copper alloy coil, clad metals, and 

lium and rare-earth recovery methods. Ore other copper alloys. The company planned
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to begin production in the fall of 1986, with market. Japan currently imports most of its 
the metals targeted towards the electronics requirements for beryllium-copper alloys. — 

: Table 5.—Beryl: World production, by country’ | 

(Short tons) | 

Country 1981 1982 1983 _ 1984P 1985° 

Argentina_____§_§_§_~§_____~_ ee 8 7 26 °17 17 
Brazil _-§________ eee T940 T1251 1,039 1,551 1,650 
Madagascar*?____§________~_§_________ T e565 75 (5) 51 55 
Mozambique ________________-_-_--_ tg 9 7 r e7 7 
Portugal. ___§________________w___ T19 T13 3 11 11 
Rwanda ______________________ ee 65 76 35 49 | 55 - 
South Africa, Republic of ~~~. ~~ __~______ 134 64 23 dl _- 
USS.R® 8 2,000 2,000 2,100 — 2,100 2,100 
United States* (mine shipments) __________ 7,334 5,451 6,665 6,030 55,738 
Zimbabwe________________________ 46 57 52 21 55 | 

Total... -- 10,609 9,003 9,950 9,838 9,688 

°Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. . 
1In addition to the countries listed, China produced beryl, and Bolivia and Namibia may also have produced beryl, but 

available information is inadequate to formulate reliable estimates of production. Nepal reports producing small . 
amounts. Table includes data available through Apr. 15, 1986. 

- 2Includes ornamental and industrial products. . . 
3Less than 1/2 unit. . a 
“Includes bertrandite ore, calculated as equivalent to beryl containing 11% BeO. 
5Reported figure. . . 

| TECHNOLOGY : | | 

A 6-pound beryllium structure was devel- as part of a $750,000 melting and casting 
oped to support a 95-pound sensor system pilot plant that will be used to experiment 

mounted on the U.S. Army’s Scout helicop- on high-quality beryllium-copper alloys. 
ter. Brush Wellman received a contract to Castings produced by the direct chill meth- 
supply 1 year’s requirement of these sup- 0d are expected to have a maximum weight 
port blanks, which is estimated to be about 0f5,000 pounds. = ae 
100 pieces worth approximately $2 million. A review of the world beryllium industry 
This is one of the first large-scale applica- W@S Published that discussed the supply, 
tions of beryllium metal in a conventional demand, _USes, ané etalli developments a 
weapons system. Beryllium was selected oy, ceramic, and metallic products. 

over aluminum alloy or grap hi POxy 1Physical scientist, Division of Nonferrous Metals. 
composite material because of its light 2Federal Register. Nonferrous Metals Manufacturing 
weight and rigidity which eliminates shak- Point Source Category; Effluent Limitations Guidelines, 

. : ons Pretreatment Standards, and New Source Performance 
ing that could impair visual accuracy. As a Standards. V. 50, No. 183, Sept. 20, 1985, pp. 38276-38402. 

; Crisafulli, T. Cabot Undertakes Major Revamping. Am. 
result of this program, Brush Wellman 44t"Mark..7.93,No 201 Oct 11 1988 ppd iL 
invested $3 million in hot isostatic pressing “Weiss, B. Beryllium Structure Being Used To Support 
capability at its Elmore, OH plant 4 Scout Sensor System. Am. Met. Mark., v. 93, No. 228, Nov. 

- , . . 25, 1985, p. 14. 
Cabot reportedly installed a direct chill 5Griffiths, J. Beryllium minerals—demand strong for 

casting unit at its Reading, P A, laboratory. miniaturization. Ind. Miner. (London), No. 213, June 1985, 
. : . os pp. 41-51. 

This casting unit was the first unit installed
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Bismut ismuth 

By James F. Carlin, Jr.' OS | 

Domestic production of bismuth was de- tional Security Council (NSC) recommenda- 
_ rived by processing bismuth-rich residues tions for modernizing the strategic and 

from the production of intermediate metal- critical materials stockpile. Under the NSC 
lurgical products, such as lead bullion, proposal, the stockpile would be structured 
which contain bismuth as a minor constitu- into two tiers. Tier I would contain materi- 
ent. One company accounted for all domes- als required by military, industrial, and 
tic primary production. Consumption con- essential civilian users during a military | 
tinued to be mostly in the Northern and _ conflict that. would not be available from | 
Eastern United States. The aluminum, domestic or reliable foreign sources. Tier II 

- chemical, cosmetic, pharmaceutical, and would contain a supplemental reserve of 
steel industries were major users. Domestic material already possessed by the Govern- | 

- consumption remained about the same, and ment. The status of bismuth was deferred 
the price generally declined during 1985. until further detailed studies could be 

Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- made. At yearend, this proposal was under 
duction data for bismuth metal are devel- consideration by the Congress. The Depart- 
oped by the Bureau of Mines from a volun- ment of Defense Authorization Act of 1986. , 
tary survey of the only U.S. bismuth refin- (Public Law 99-145), signed by the President 
ery. Production data are not published to on November 8, 1985, stated that no action | 
avoid disclosing company proprietary data. may be taken before October 1, 1986, to | 

. Legislation and Government  Pro- implement or administer any reduction in a 
grams.—Government stocks remained at stockpile goal in effect on October 1, 1984. 
2,081,298 pounds. The National Defense Federal income tax laws provided a deple- 
Stockpile goal remained at 2,200,000 tion allowance of 22% for domestic oper- 

pounds. | ations and 14% for U.S. companies produc- 
On July 8, the President approved Na- ing in foreign countries. 

Table 1.—Salient bismuth statistics | 

(Thousand pounds unless otherwise specified) . 

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 

United States: 
_ Consumption ___ -___-_-~--~-------- 2,398 1,876 2,285 2,648 2,648 

Exports'_______._______________- 79 53 306 812 269 
Imports, general ____________...___ _ 2,436 2,026 1,972 1,948 1,999 
Price, average, domestic dealer, per pound _ __ $2.32 $1.61 $1.72 $4.27 $5.18 
Stocks, Dec. 31: Consumer __________-_~_ 509 542 577 * 480 507 

World: Mine production?________________ "8,263 8,733 8,461 P8415 £9,175 

Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. 
1Includes bismuth, bismuth alloys, and waste and scrap. 
2Excludes the United States. 

183
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a | DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

| A single primary refinery operated by quantities of secondary bismuth were pro- 
| ASARCO Incorporated at Omaha, NE, duced by several firms from bismuth scrap 

accounted for all primary production. Small materials. 

| CONSUMPTION AND USES | 

Domestic consumption remained at about provement. The category of metallurgical 
| _ the same level as that of 1984, which was additives registered a significant increase in 

the highest level since 1979, reflecting a usage, while the category of chemicals 
continuation of the general economic im- showed a moderate decrease. 

a Table 2.—Bismuth metal consumed in the | 
| | United States, by use | 

: (Thousand pounds) - 

| | | Use | 1984 1985 | 

| , Chemicals! _---------- s78—ts«i 8H | | 
Fusible alloys ___ _______ 609 610 

ae Metallurgical additives ____ _ 424 668 oe | 
_ Other alloys. _.______-_ 20 21 

| Other? ~-------------_ 22 _————s9 

| | Total __...._._____ .__ 2,648 2,643 a | 

| 7 ‘Includes industrial and laboratory chemicals, cosmet- 
; ics, and pharmaceuticals. Lo 

— | . *Includes experimental. ' 

| | PRICES 

During the first 2 months of the year, the ued throughout most of the year. Domestic | 
quoted dealer price of bismuth continued at dealer quotations were $6.50 to $6.70 per 
the relatively high level that prevailed at pound at the beginning of the year and 
the end of 1984, reportedly reflecting a finished the year at $3.50 to $3.80 per 
tightened supply situation caused by sever- pound. The published price of a major 
al leading world producers diverting their foreign producer, Mining and Chemical 
bismuth to centrally planned economy Products Ltd. (United Kingdom), was $6.50 
countries at premium prices. By March, the per pound until November when the firm 
price started a steady decline that contin- suspended its list price. 

FOREIGN TRADE 

_ Exports of bismuth declined moderately Starting January 1, 1985, the U.S. import 
but still remained at the relatively high duties for bismuth were unwrought metal 
levels of the past 3 years. The United King- (TSUS 632.10), free for most favored nations 
dom remained the major export destination, (MFN) and 7.5% ad valorem for non-MFN; 
accounting for about two-thirds of the ex- alloys (TSUS 632.66), 6.4% ad valorem for 
ports. Imports continued to be the major MFN and 45% ad valorem for non-MFN; 
supply for domestic consumption. Mexico and compounds (TSUS 418.00 and 423.80), 
remained the major source of U.S. imports, 8.8% ad valorem for MFN and 35% ad 
with Belgium-Luxembourg and the United valorem for non-MFN. 
Kingdom being substantial contributors.
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Table 3.—U.S. exports of bismuth, bismuth alloys, and waste and scrap, by country 
a 

1984 | 1985 : 

Country Quantity fone - Quantity ne 
(pounds) = sands) (pounds) = can ds) . 

Belgium -Luxembourg _-__________~-_-~/--_-------------- _— Oo 41,850 $160 
Brazil == eee __ __ 817 3 
Canada________________ ~~ eee 45,855 $290 «17,285 147 
Chile ______________ eee _ __ 780 8 
China, eee __ __ 7,202 64 
Colombia ________________--~----~~--~__- eee ee 98 1 _— _- 
Germany, Federal Republic of __________-._--------------- 47,690 172 __- __ 
Greece _________________ + ee ee ee ee 2,000 6 -— a 
Hong Kong_____-_.~-_--__--------=-~----~-----~------ 10 1 380 2 
India ____________________ eee __ __ 1,226 8. 
Ireland ___________ ~~ ~___ ee 100 1 32 16 
Israel __ _ 5 5 eee ee 245 2 957 . 6 
Italy__________________ eee __ __ 245 3 
Japan. eee 2,462 14 7,582 51 
Korea, Republic of _._._.__.___..-----------------+----- 188 15 __ — 
Mexico __________ ~~ eee 1,200 17 _— — 
New Zealand _________ ee eee ' 40 1 __ — 
Peru_____________________- eee 300 3 __ __ 
Singapore _________..___.--__-------~-~~+--~-~-=----=--+~ 863 28  ~=1,885 5 
South Africa, Republic of _.....___-_-_-----------+--+--+---- 136 2 247 10 
Spain ____ ee 22,267 95 88 1 

a Switzerland ______.__________------~.---~~ ~~ +--+ 66,431 251 —_ — 
Taiwan________________-~--~---__ +--+ 1099 27 529 12 
Thailand_______________________-------_-- eee 32 4 __ _- 
United Kingdom ______________-_-__~----------------- 120,495 161 187,433 100 
Venezuela ______.__________~ ~~~ ee _— __ 1,171 q 

Total _.._______________ eee -------- 311,11 1,091 268,669 603 

Source: Bureau of the Census. 

Table 4.—U.S. general imports of metallic bismuth, by country - 
craven pee rt tt PPC RS ARS 

1984 1985 

Country | Quantit Value Quantity Value 

(pounds) §— NH Geounds) nd 
Belgium-Luxembourg_____________---_--------_--. 15,807 $218 460,842 $2,388 | 

‘Canada ______________~___- eee 242,582 793 127,868 897 
China _________ eee 11,204 27 44,888 - 181 
Germany, Federal Republic of_____________-_-------~~-~- 77,167 345 96,060 585 
Hong Kong _____-.-__~-----~-------------+------ _- _- 7,725 38 
Japan _______________-___-___ eee 209,193 557 99,430 496 
Korea, Republic of... _-_._----~------~-------+---+ 124,943 410 29,761 119 
Mexico.___.___._____.--» ~~ ee 430,518 1,124 678,155 2,928 
Peru______________----__-~-_-_-- ~~ +--+ 391,813 924 173,306 910 
Spain Wee eee eee 493 2 __ __ 

nited Kingdom___________.--_-_--------------~--- 384,674 1,492 280,830 1,630 

Total. eet ------ 1,948,894 5,892 1,998,865 10,172 
ef ch i i i SS sc SSS SS SRS 

1General imports and imports for consumption were the same in 1984 and 1985. 

Source: Bureau of the Census. 

WORLD REVIEW 

World production of bismuth rose slightly Centro del Peri in Peru, Industria Minera 
| in response to increased demand. Australia México S.A. and Industrias Pefoles S.A. de 

remained the major producer of bismuth, C.V. in Mexico, Korea Tungsten Mining Co. 
although reportedly, bismuth-rich residues Ltd. in the Republic of Korea, Mining and 
in Australia have been stockpiled in recent Chemical Products in the United Kingdom, 
years. and Métallurgie Hoboken-Overpelt SA and 

Major world refiners included Dowa Min- Société Industrielle d’Etudes et d’Exploita- 
ing Co. Ltd. and Mitsui Mining & Smelting tions Chimique in Belgium. 
Co. Ltd. in Japan, Empresa Minera del
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Table 5.—Bismuth: World mine production, by country . 
a | | (Thousand pounds) 7 

Country? 1981 1982 1983 1984” 1985° 

. Australia (in concentrates)®$§____________ 2,600 3,310 ™3,110 *2,980 3,090 | | Bolivia (in concentrates) ____.._.________________ 24 11 13 eT 220 | Canadat____-__-_.-_ 370 417 445 485 440 China (in ore)®__-_-_____- 570 570 570 570 = —«s«d570 Japan (metal) _-.. 22 1,054 1,071 1,263 1,241 1,370 Korea, Republic of (metal)..__________.________ 220 209 220. — 278 220 Mexico®_ = 1,446 1,336 1,202 955 1,100 —PRPerw§ 3 1,409 1,351 1,179 1,473 1,650 Romania (in ore)? 22 == 180 180. 180 180 180 U.S.S.R.(metal)® 9. = = 165 170 . 180 180 185 United States(metal)._....___.__.tCsitCitCS™S Ww W WwW WwW WwW . Yugoslavia (metal) __~________. 2 225 108 99 66 $150 
ee nnnn nnn nm een SC STD 

Total. 2 F263 8,733 8,461 8,415 9,175 

peciinated. _ PPreliminary. ‘Revised. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; not included in “6 ‘0 ” | 

’Table includes data available through Apr. 8, 1986. | . 
In addition to the countries listed, Brazil, Bulgaria, France, the German Democratic Republic, the Federal Republic of Germany, and Namibia are believed to have produced bismuth, but available information is inadequate for formulation . of reliable estimates of output levels. — 

= *In recent years, bismuth-rich residues have reportedly been stockpiled owing to weak demand and low prices. . a “Refined metal and bullion plus recoverable bismuth content of exported concentrate. a 5Bismuth content of refined metal, bullion, and alloys produced indigenously plus recoverable bismuth content of ores . and concentrates exported for processing. 
®Reported figure. “ . . 

TECHNOLOGY : 
| A new procedure was developed to en- sulfonated aromatic organic acid. These ma- 

hance high-quality, low-temperature solder- terials were shown to give superior mechan- | | ing of electronic components on printed ical joints.? | | 
_ Circuit boards. The procedure employs a —————— : 58% tin-42% bismuth eutectic alloy melting 1Physical scientist, Division of Nonferrous Metals. ° : *The Bulletin of the Bismuth Institute. No. 49, 1986, at 138° C and a rosin-free flux based on a pp. 1-4. |



. Be By Phyllis A. Lyday! re ae 

U.S. production and sales of boron miner- calcium borate and calcium-sodium borate | 
_als and chemicals decreased during the ores and boric acid, primarily for: various 
year. Glass fiber insulation continued to be glass uses, continued. . | | 
the largest use for borates, followed by Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic da- 
textile-grade glass fibers, miscellaneous, ta for boron are developed by the Bureau of 
and borosilicate glasses. _ | Mines from two separate, voluntary surveys  =— 

California was the only domestic source of of U.S. operations. Of the three operations 
_ boron minerals, mostly in the form of sodi- to which a production. survey requést was 
um borate, but also as calcium borate and_ sent, all responded, representing 100% of 
calcium-sodium borates. The United States the total boron sold or used shown in tables 
continued to provide essentially all of its 1 and 7. A Bureau canvass of the three U.S. 
own supply while maintaining a strong ‘producers also collected data’ on domestic _ 
position as a source of sodium borate prod- consumption of boron minerals and com- 
ucts and boric acid to foreign markets. — ‘pounds shown in tables2and3.° me 
Supplementary U.S. imports of Turkish oe | ee 

: Table 1.—Salient statistics of boron minerals and compounds : : 
| (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) _ - : 

. } : . | 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 

United States: OO - 
Sold or used by producers: ; _ 

_ Quantity: co . o 
Gross weight? _______________ 1,481 1,234 1,303 1,367 1,269 

| Boron oxide (B2Os) content _____~ _ 740 607  —s-: 687 667 ‘636 Value_______.--___._________ $485,387 $384,597 $439,181 $456,687 $404,775 
Exports: | . 7 . 

Boric acid: | a 
Quantity?_____§_____________ 46 35 38 45 49 
Value __________________ $24,602 $19,082 $20,688 $24,402. $21,598 

Sodium borates: 
Quantitys____§_-§ 4298 4297 4295 ™576 623 
Value® 2 $58,000 $59,000 $51,000 $134,000 += $151,000 

Imports for consumption:® 
Boric acid: : Lo 

Quantity ____-______ Le 1 v2 4 T4 6 Value ______.~____ $763 $1,903 $3,456 $3,449 $5,121 
Colemanite: 

Quantity _--____~.~______ LL 22 rT? 16 F20 33 
Value ____________-~_______ $15,202 $6,386 $8,309 $12,123 $24,620 Ulexite: _ . | 
Quantity ___-_______________ T18 14 11 T47 31 
-Value ____~__~_-_____~ $2,690 “$2,800 $3,116 $10,202 $11,120 

Consumption: Boron oxide (B2O3) content® _ _ _ 378 266 341 375 360 World: Production_—__..__....__. ~_____ 2,820 2,508 2,464 P2775 ©2,679 
TL AA 

“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. . 
1Minerals and compounds sold or used by producers, including both actual mine production and a marketable 

equivalent of brine products. : 
Includes domestic and imported orthoboric and anhydrous boric acid. 
“Sources: 1981-83, U.S. Exporters; 1984-85, The Journal of Commerce Port Import/Export Reporting Service. | 
Refined. 
5Boron oxide (B2Os) content. Data for 1981-84 revised to indicate conversion to BaOs content. 
See table 2. 
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: Legislation and Government Pro-_ ities. The affected facilities were each 
a grams.—A U.S. Environmental Protection crusher, grinding mill, screening operation, 

Agency standard of emission performance bucket elevator, belt conveyor, bagging op- 
for new stationary sources of nonmetallic eration, storage bin, and enclosed truck or 

_. mineral processing plants included new, railcar loading station.” . 
, 7 modified, and reconstructed boron facil- . 

| : oO DOMESTIC PRODUCTION | : 

| Boron minerals, sold or used, decreased in Byproducts included potassium compounds. | 
- | _ quantity and value during the year. The One of.the evaporative boilers continued to _ 

majority of the output continued to be from produce pentahydrate borax by extracting 
a Kern County, CA, with the balance from heat from process steam used in other 

| San Bernardino and Inyo Counties, CA. operations to produce distilled water that 
| _ American Borate Co., a wholly owned could be recycled through a closed loop. 

subsidiary of Owens-Corning Fiberglas system. The Westend plant continued pro- 
_ Corp., continued:to mine colemanite, acalci- duction of boric acid and produced sodium 

- um borate, and probertite-ulexite, two simi- borates by a carbonation process that also 
| lar calcium-sodium borates mined'and sold produced lime, soda ash, and sodium sul- 

| as one, at its Billie Mine in Death Valley fate. Production capacity was 210 tons per 
National Monument. The mine had acapac- day of the combined: borate products. 
ity of 350,000 short tons of ore containing Screening and grinding facilities were at 
180,000 tons of salable product per year. both plants. Shipments were by rail via a 

, Colemanite was ground and processed at company-owned spur to the Santa Fe Rail- 
| the washing and calcining plant at Amargo- road at Ridgecrest, CA. Borates were mar- 

ga, NV. The plant had a capacity of 6,300 keted by Kerr-McGee under the trade 
_ tons per month of concentrate. A flotation names Three Elephant Borax, Three Ele- 

| ' plant adjacent to existing facilities at Amar- phant V-Bor, and Three Elephant Pyrobor. 
gosa prepared colemanite by a patented | United States Borax & Chemical Corp., a 

| process. The colemanite product was truck- member of the RTZ Group of London, Unit- 
_ed to Dunn, CA, for blending, storing, and ed Kingdom, continued to be the primary 
shipping by rail primarily to manufacturers world supplier of sodium borates. U.S. Bo- 
of textile-grade glass fibers. Probertite- rax mined and processed crude and refined 

- ulexite ore also was trucked to Dunn, where hydrated sodium borates, their anhydrous 
| it was ground, screened, and blended to derivatives, and anhydrous boric acid at | 

specification, stored, and shipped by rail to Boron, in Kern County, CA. Production of 
_ customers. Most shipments of the blended crude sodium borates—Rasorite 46, a penta- 

| probertite-ulexite were to manufacturers of hydrate, and its anhydrous derivative— _ 

glass fiber insulation. American Borate were discontinued for sale in foreign mar- 
announced a temporary closure of all borate kets because new trade laws allowed refined | 
mining and processing operations that borax to enter Europe duty-free. Installa- 
would be in effect during 1986. The closure tion of equipment to improve the recovery 
would affect about 300 employees at 4 of borax from the tailings was completed in 
locations, including the headquarters at Las 1984, becoming operational in 1985. Centri- 
Vegas, NV. The reasons cited for the clo- fuges separated clay matter from borax in 
sure were the strength of the U.S. dollar, aqueous solution. The borax was recovered 
which had the effect of increasing world- by evaporating in solar ponds. The process 
wide prices of boron minerals, and the increased borax recovery by 6% to an esti- 

increase in world supply. The length of the mated total recovery of 91% of the ore 
closure would depend upon future market processed. 
conditions. A second plant at Boron used a propri- 

Kerr-McGee Chemical Corp. operated the etary process to produce technical-grade 
Trona and Westend plants at Searles Lake, boric acid and waste sodium sulfate from 
in San Bernardino County, to produce re- U.S. Borax’s extensive kernite ore reserves. 
fined sodium borate compounds and boric Boric acid was produced to compete with 
acid from the mineral-rich lake brines. At the colemanite used in glass manufacture. 
the Trona plant, a differential evaporative The boric acid plant, the world’s largest, 
process was used to produce boric acid, lowered energy requirements by using 
pentahydrate borax, and anhydrous borax. kernite ore as feed. Kernite required less
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energy than borax because it was processed borates under the Twenty Mule Team trade. 
into boric acid as an ore. name. - | | | 

_ Shipments from Boron were via the Santa Duval Corp., which was dissolved and 
| Fe Railroad. The majority of material was renamed Pennzoil Sulphur Co. in 1985, sold 

shipped to U.S. Borax’s storage, loading, its solution mining project at Newberry | 
_ and shipping facilities at Wilmington, CA. Springs, CA, to Mountain States Mineral 

The Wilmington facility also produced some Enterprises Inc. Mountain States was able 
_ boron specialty chemicals and borated soap to obtain private investors to proceed with 

products. U.S. Borax marketed domestic the boric acid pilot project. we 

SO CONSUMPTION AND USES | | 

U.S. consumption of borates decreased. pounds per square inch (psi) and elastic | 
Glass fiber insulation and glass fiber rein- modulus of 10 million psi. Glass fibers tend 

_. forcement for plastics continued to be the to limit flight speeds to less than 200 miles 
largest consuming industries. - per hour. In comparison, boron filaments, — . 

The use of borates in thermal insulation created by slow deposition of boron vapor on 
for new construction decreased. Glass fiber tungsten filaments, offer nearly 60-million- 

insulation was the largest area of demand psi elastic modulus and about 500,000-psi 

_ for borates. Cellulosic insulation, the fifth tensile strength.‘ a | | 

largest area of demand, also decreased. | Other uses of boron in glass fibers includ- 
_ Owens-Corning, a major glass fiber produc- ed asphalt roofing shingles, accounting for 

er, acquired Armco Inc.’s Aerospace and about 60% of asphalt-roofing sales in 1983. 
Strategic Materials Group, which included Glass fiber screens accounted for about 65% 
Hitco Fabricated Composites Div., for $415 of the market in window and door screens, | 

_ million. The purchase made Owens-Corning _ particularly in the Sunbelt States. : 
a producer of advanced composite materi- _ White Consolidated Industries Inc. rede- | 
als. Composites are glass, graphite, boron, . signed its dishwasher line and all of its 
and aromatic polyamide (aramid) fibers brands, which included White-Westing- 

/ with organic matrix resins. Hitco, which house Appliance Co., Frigidaire Co., Gibson 
___. was fully integrated in composites, supplied Appliance Co., and Kelvinator Appliance 

resins, fibers, fabrics, preimpregnated fab- Co., and which were expected to use glass | 
7 rics, and shapes. fiber composites on the inner door. _ 7 

_. The second major market for borates, Consumption of borates in borosilicate 
manufacturing high-tensile-strength glass glasses remained the fourth major end use, 
fiber materials for use in a range of prod- “and demand increased. Complex glass batch | 
ucts, showed an increase in demand. Com- calculations for borosilicate glasses were - 
posites allowed the designer to tailor struc- performed on microcomputers. The comput- 
tures to meet applied loads more effectively erized glass formulations procedure had the | 
through deliberate fiber orientation, and advantages of improved accuracy of formu- 
more efficiently by reducing fiber content lation when many complex raw materials 
where loads are moderate. Composites in were employed, established tolerance limits | 
aerospace have been growing for more for each oxide level, and the capability to | 
than 30 years because of their high specific incorporate physical and chemical parame- 
strength and specific modulus, excellent ters into the batch formulation process.® 
corrosion and fatigue resistance, and design Boron compounds in cleaning and bleach- 
flexibility. These qualities have made com- ing were also an important consumption 
posites ideally suited to numerous aero- sector. In addition, boron compounds con- 
Space primary and secondary structures. tinued to find application in the manufac- 
Thus, weight may be decreased in certain ture of biological growth control chemicals 
structures by 20% to 50%. Typical glass for use in water treatment, algicides, fertil- 
fiber tensile strengths can exceed 400,000 _izers, herbicides, and insecticides.
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. ‘Table 2.—U.S. consumption of boron Table 3.—U.S. consumption of orthoboric. 
_ minerals and compounds, by end use __ acid,byenduse = 

. (Short tons of boron oxide content)! ae . _ Short tons of boron oxide content) — 

ne End use  4984.—«1985 End usé (19841985 
“Agriculture.________________ 15,008. 15,008 Agriculture__._____________. m2 194 
‘Borosilicate glasses ____________ 82,418 34,629 Borosilicate glasses _.__..______- 5,730 11,015 . 
Enamels, frits,glazes______-___- 11,172 12,295 Enamels, frits,glazes__...._....-. 410 1,835 
Fire retardants: — . OO Fire retardants: ” 

| Cellulosic insulation._________ 29,150 26,522 -  Cellulosicinsulation.___.___-_. 6,598 4,770 
Other. ~~ ~~. Le 1,752 298 _ Other. 1,694 274 

Glass fiber insulation ____.____.___ 117,451 103,490 Insulation-grade glass fibers __———-—-~- 516 144 
Metallurgy _..._______=_____ . 4,182 . 3,807 Metallurgy ____________----~- 703-382 
Miscellaneous uses ___________- 20,615 22,521 #Miiscellaneoususes ___.____---~ 11,998 11,284 
Nuclear applications ___________ 1,107 1,088 Nuclear applications ~------- +--+ 926 932 

. Soaps and detergents ____.______ 28,705 24,548 - Soaps and etergents ________-~--~ 605 424 | 
Sold to distributors,end use unknown: 43,226 44,147 Sold todistributors,end use unknown 15,864 16,181 
Textile-grade glass fibers:__..._-_ 69,870 71,785 — Textile-grade glass fibers._.-_.--. 17 403 18,360 

| —s Potal -- 2 _--__--~ 374,601 359,633 ‘Total _.-_.._--------- 62,589 65,295 

| ‘Includes imports of boric acid, colemanite, and ulexite. | | a : : 

| a _ Table 4.—Borate prices per short ton? - Oo | 

| | oo dollars) 

Borax, technical, anhydrous, 99%, bulk, carlote, worke?______________-______________- no 602 
Borax, technical, anhydrous, 99%, bags, carlots, works?_.___ _-_______---1--+------+--- 647 

- Borax, technical, granular, decahydrate, 99.5%, bags, carlots, works? _____________------- 232 
. Borax, technical, granular, decahydrate, 99.5%, bulk, carlots, works? _________-___-.---- 187 . 

Borax, technical, granular, pentahydrate, 99.5%, bags, carlots, works?_________________--- 259 
Borax, technical, granular, pentahydrate, 99.5%, bulk, carlots, works?__-§_ = 5 214 
Boric acid, technical, granular, 99.9%, bags, carlots, works? _.____________.----------- 614 
Boric acid, technical, granular, 99.9%, bulk, carlots, works? _.-_-___.1.-_______-u -__---- 569 
Boric acid, United States Borax & Chemical Corp., high-purity anhydrous, 99% BeOs, 100-pound . 
bags, carlots, Boron, CA_____.- -_/-_--_____-----~-~~-~---~-----~---------- | 2,297 

Colemanite, American Borate Co., calcined, minus 70-mesh, 45% BeQs, bulk, f.o.b. Failcars, 
Dunn, CA __ . 502 

Colemanite, American Borate Co., concentrate (uncalcined), minus 70-mesh, 38% B2Os f.o.b., | . 307 

Colemanite, Turkish, 40% to 48% ByOs, ground toa minus Tomes, fo. railears,KingsGreck SC = 400 
1U.S. fob. Plant or port prices per short ton of product. Other conditions of final preparation, transportation, 

quantities, and qualities not stated are subject to negotiation and/or somewhat different price quotations. 
2Chemical Marketing Reporter. Current Prices of Chemicals and Related Materials. V. 228, No. 25, Dec. 16, 1985, p. 41. 

Boron compounds were also used in met- magnets used in starter motors for automo- 
allurgical processes as fluxes, as shielding bile engines. Weight savings of approxi- 

_ slag in the nonferrous metallurgical indus- mately 5 pounds per motor were expected. 
: try, and as components in electroplating GM also planned to offer the magnets for 

baths. Small amounts of boron and ferrobo- _ nonautomotive uses.” | 
| ron were constituents of certain nonferrous Many important but low volume end uses 

alloys and specialty steels, respectively. Mil- of borates and boron-containing chemical 
ward Alloy Inc. of Lockport, NY, began derivatives comprised a diverse miscella- 
construction of a plant to produce titanium- neous category that included ceramics. Dow 
boron master alloy rod that is widely used Corning Corp. purchased a ceramics firm, 
in the grain refining of wrought aluminum  Boride Products Inc., that manufactured 
products. The plant was scheduled to begin boron carbide devices used in industrial 
production on January 1, 1986. General nozzles and other structural applications. 
Motors Corp. (GM) announced the construc- Dow announced plans to spend $5 to $25 

tion of a manufacturing plant for the pro- million to become established in ceramics. 
duction of a neodymium-iron-boron magnet Other major companies that reported use of 
that has been trademarked Magnequench. boron in ceramics were Advanced Refracto- 
The facility was to be completed in May ry Technologies, Babcock & Wilcox Co., 
1986. The new magnet would substitute for Corning Glass Works, PPG Industries Inc., 
the traditional copper-coil-wound electro- and United Technologies Corp.*
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: FOREIGN TRADE | | | 

Owens-Corning, through its American Bo- ly for use in textile-grade and insulation- 
_ Yate subsidiary, imported boric acid, cole- grade fibers. Brokers also imported Turkish 

manite, and ulexite from Turkey, principal- colemanite. 

Table 5.—U.S. exports of boric acid and refined sodium borate compounds, 
| | by country 
T
Y
 . - 1984 1985 

Boric acid! Refined Boric acid! ii _ Country oo — sodium bone: Quantity Value borates? Quantity Value 
. (short (thou- (short (short (thou- (short 

| tons) sands) tons) __ tons) sands) tons) ener 
Argentina ______--~..-~-~__________ 1 $1 —_ -- -- _- Australia ~.___- 22 1,145 635 6,917 1,428 - - $826 8,326 Belgium-Luxembourg — ~~~ ~__.________ oe -- _- — -- 14 Brazil. $$$. ee 160 128 3,187 8 5 3,387 Canada_____-_-__------_--_-___- 7,657 3,902 354,398 — 4,826 2,560 351,392 Chile -- ~~ LL 2 4 783 -- -- 138 China___- ~~ -— -- -- 20 12 11,353 Colombia__._.-_-.--_--2 2 299 191 2,237 239 147 5,024 Costa Rica __ 2222 Le qT 6 | 42 -- one 438 : _ Denmark. ___ = 21 12 ss 6H ST _- Dominican Republic _.-__........___ -- -- -- -- me 44 Ecuador _____~ 2 64 37 563. 4 3 845 El Salvador ___ 2 2 > 2 3 22 10 6 40 Finland _-_~_~~__~_-_-~_2 ei --: _- 2 _- -- -- France ___________________..._.. 44 82 ry 3 1 __ German Democratic Republic - eee eee a -- .] -- | -— ~— Germany, Federal Repu lic of _-.----. 168 (298 -- 6 . 13 -__ Guatemala.____._-_2 -— a 173° _— -- 62 ‘Haiti _--- 12 - 6 -— -- ~— TF ‘Honduras _____~_.~2- 37 13 _— _- _- 62 Hong Kong ____.~.~--. 2 ~~ 329 180 8,087 209 122 2,323 India ~~ ~~~ 9 3 6,884 -- =- 11,590 Indonesia ~~ ~~~ 81 46 4,834 144 73 5,126 Tran__- = LL -= -- -- 21 12 -- Israel. -- 2 ee 36 21 376 25 15 309 Italy ~~~ ek a 2 -- -- --~ Jamaica _--_-_--__------eieeiiee ti 11 -- 25 3 -- : , Japan. 23,748 = 18,782 52,464 21,701 12,796 61,073 Kenya __-______ _- -. 27 -- -- -— Korea, Republic of ....2-.-22~_~~-_ 1,223 685 . 8,118 1,186 731 18,209 Madagascar ___ ~~ _— -- -- -- -- 78 Malaysia_______.-__-....-.______ 24 «26 2,237 18 16 3,866 Mexico _______-__-_~ Le (3002 2 =—Ss«1,836 321,741 3,815 1,868 321,678 Netherlands... $$. 2229-5 _-_______ - 40 68 341,325 oe -- 360,264 New Zealand __-_.-...._._________.- 1,914 837 3318 2,118 972 3,250 Nicaragua __ ~~... -~ -- 91 -- -- 66 Pakistan ___ 2-2 ~~ 2 -- -- 305 -- -- 233 Panama _____~___~_~_____ 10 10 59 20 6 9 Papua New Guinea _________________ 128 57 T183 84 42 193 Peru _-__ ~~ 3 2 46 6 4 34 Philippines _.___.22-_~_~_~__ 252 222 . 1,360 63 46 1,065 Puerto Rico _._._____~_ = -- ~- 605 _- -- _— 

Simeaprene ott ttt ttt rr rrr rrrrrt 9 0S 1,690 “7 | 6 oat ingapore _________ ~~ , South Africa, Republic of _. 222. __ 187 8. Pott: 11 26 ou pain -- _- ; -- as Sri Lanka __~~ 22 7 4 12 12 7 8 Sweden____-_-~ ~~~ 64 37 114 =- _- -- Taiwan ____~~~- 22 1,537 861 10,377 1,664 936 -- Thailand. _~__~-_~-~22 157 107 . 667 167 110 1,454 Trinidad ______- ~~~ ~____u_ -- -- -- 11,200 5 78 United Kingdom __.._-________ 20 15 122 -- -- 123 Uruguay _-_-__-~_-- 2 131 43 25 4 4 36 Venezuela ________~ ~~~ 1,378 680 1,648 354 189 1,107 Zimbabwe _____---_..~.~_______ -- -- -- -- ~- 339 Other. ~~~ ~~~ 16 6 11 -- -- -- ee 
Total#________. ee 44,728 24,402 *°576,281 49,457 21,598 623,375 

Serpe pensnennennnnes 

"Revised. 
1Bureau of the Census. 
*The Journal of Commerce Port Import/Export Reporting Service data. 
5U.S. exporters of sodium borates. 
“Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding.
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Table 6.—U.S. imports for consumption of boric acid, by country 
: | 

~ oo | 1984 . 1985 

. Country Quantity § Value? Quantity Value? 
(short tons) (thousands) (short tons) (thousands) 

| Canada ___________------------------------ (?) ) 73 _ $56 
France ____~_______________ +--+ -- 139 $110 219 196 

Germany, Federal Republic of ____-_--~------------ 86 87. 51 63 

Italy____ 2 eee - -- - -- = ---- 2,287. 965 1,873 - 1,039 

: Japan_____________----------------------- 4 _- _- 

New Zealand. ___________-.------------------ _- _— 44 25 

Turkey _._______.__-----~----------------- 5,236 2,280 8,058 3,665 

United Kingdom ________--------------------- | (?) () () (*) 

USSR._______----.-_--------------------- 

Total __._---__-_------------------------- 7,748 3,449 10,423 35 121 

11).S. Customs declared values. _ | : a 
2Less than 1/2 unit. | | 
3Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. . . 

Source: Bureau of the Census. 

| | WORLD REVIEW | | 

Borates in the form of borax and ulexite finished products in the same location. Ini- _ 

occur in two geologic types of deposits in tially about one-half of the production was 

: Peru, Argentina, Bolivia, and Chile. Thirty- planned for the domestic. market, with 

| five “salars’ and fifteen “spring apron” 100% expected to be used in China within 7 

type deposits have been identified. The years. 

_ distinction between the two was theorized India.—The only source of borax in the 

| to be a function of the distance that boron- country was in the Puga Valley in the 

bearing fluids traveled from the source to Province of Kashmir at an altitude of 14,500 

deposition of the boron minerals.° feet. Associated with the borax was gypsum, 

| Bolivia.—The Government authorized which was used to produce sulfur. Over 6 

, the Complejo Industrial de los Recursos tons per day of borax was processed in 

| Evaporiticos del Salar de Uyuni to seek plants in Jammu. 

international bids for the exploration, de- Turkey.—The borate mines were operat- 

velopment, industrialization, and market- ed by Etibank, the Turkish state mining 

ing of the salts of the Salar de Uyuni. The organization. Exports in 1984 totaled 

7,000-square-kilometer area in southwest- $101.77 million, or 35% of Turkish mineral | 

ern Bolivia was reported to contain the export revenues. A new mining law was 

largest and highest grade reserves of lithi- enacted on June 15, 1985, that replaced the 

um salts in the world, and boron reserves 1954 legislation and amended both the 1978 

were estimated at 3.5 million tons. law that nationalized many mining activi- 

Chile.—A second major brine project in ties, including borates, and the 1983 law 

| the Salar de Atacama in northern Chile was that returned some mines for exclusive 

planned for production of boric acid, lithi- State development, excluding borates. De- 

um carbonate, potassium chloride, and po- velopment of foreign investment in Turkish 

tassium sulfate. Negotiations commenced in minerals remained optimistic. After the 

1984 and an agreement was reached in 1985 change in the mining law, the Government 

between AMAX Exploration Inc. and became more oriented towards private sec- 

Molibdenos y Metales S.A. to begin a feasi- tor investment by allowing exploration for 

bility study. borates, although the existing borate min- 

China.—A complex to be built in Kaifeng ing operations continued to be excluded 

for the manufacture of glass fiber, which from foreign investment. Newly discovered 

uses boron, was projected to cost between reserves of boron could be privately owned, 

$75 and $90 million. Design of the complex but the mined output must be sold to 

was to be a joint venture named Heery/ITL Etibank for marketing. Because of Turkey’s 

of Heery International, and Innovative En- limited resources and extensive needs, the 

gineers Ltd., both of Atlanta, GA. The availability of external financing for public 

complex was to be the first in the world to and private capital investment was ex- 

make glass fiber, thermosetting resins, and _ pected to be a crucial factor in the future.
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- The boron derivatives plant at Kirka was B.O;. About 55 tons per hour of concentrate : 

continuing through a startup phase. The was fed into the plant at full capacity. The | 

feed was from a surface tincal mine with an plant, which produces anhydrous borax, | 

annual capacity of 1.3 million tons of ore, was designed by Garrett AiResearch Manu- | 

from which was produced about 830,000 facturing Co., of the United States, and | 
tons of concentrate. The average ore con- engineered by a Turkish company. A 3.2- | 

tent was 25% boron oxide (B.0;). The 10%  million-kilowatt-per-hour powerplant sup- 

clay fraction of the ore was removed by plied the energy needs of the plant. Etibank 

cyclones, classifier, and centrifuge dryer to planned to be capable of operating at full | 

produce a concentrate that averages 32% capacity by yearend 1985." 

| Table 7.—Boron minerals: World production, by country’ : 
a (Thousand short tons) _ | / 

| _ Country 1981 - 1982 1983 _ 1984P 1985° 

Argentina _.___.-__.____--.-. 138 136 125 157 155 
Chile _._-_.____-----..------ | 4 (7) 1 4 4 
China® ___-___________..--_-- 30 80 30 30 80 
Peru®__________-____--_---- 18 15 11 11 11 
Turkey_____-_._.----_-.--~-- 929 868 774 986 990 
USSR&_ 220 220 220 220 220 
United States? ____.____.------ 1,481 1,284 1,303 1,367 41,269 | 

Total _._.___________----- 2,820 2,508 2,464 2775 2,679 

 Rgtimated. Preliminary. | | . oe | , 
1Table includes data available through May 27, 1986. 
2Less than 1/2 unit. | | 
3Minerals and compounds sold or used by producers, including both actual mine production and a marketable ore 

equivalent of brine products. 
“Reported figure. - . | 

| - TECHNOLOGY 

A new process for producing kraft pulp generally displayed tensile strengths of the 

for paper production was developed by the commercial boron fiber standard.’ 
Finnish Paper Institute. The lime circuit of U.S. Borax began production on a film in : 

: the kraft process can be eliminated and the cooperation with the Bureau of Mines en- 

process simplified by using 20 pounds of titled “Boron—the Light-Heavyweight.” | 

borax for every ton of pulp produced. About Prints of the film are available for circula- | 

80% of the North American production of tion to secondary schools, colleges, and 

about 40 million tons per year of pulp was other interested organizations."* 
by the kraft process. The process would be A conference on Advanced and Engineer- 

economical for new plant construction or ed Ceramics, held at Tuscaloosa, AL, 

replacement of kilns." discussed boron nitride powders for ad- 

Amorphous boron transformer materials, vanced applications. Also included were 

usually alloys composed of iron, boron, and titanium-boride materials for applications 

silicon with optional additions of cobalt or in severe conditions of temperature, pres- 

nickel, showed greatly reduced magnetic sure, and environment.’ 
losses at high frequencies. The cobalt, iron, Boride ceramics tailored to meet particu- 

silicon, and boron materials are useful for lar applications showed properties of hard- 

magnetic recording head applications.‘ ness, strength, and chemical stability. The 

Owing to their stiffness-to-weight and annual production of boron carbides has | 

strength-to-weight ratios, boron-aluminum been about 500 tons per year, with the 

composites were considered as a structural dominant production process being carbo- | 

replacement for titanium in advanced gas thermic reduction. The chemical stability of 

turbine engines. One approach toimproving diborides in Hall-Heroult cells for alumi- 

metal matrix composite toughness was to num production, together with their wetta- 
develop stronger and larger diameter fibers bility by liquid aluminum and high electri- 
by secondary fiber treatment. Larger diam- cal conductivity, was promising. Energy 

eter boron fibers were produced by chemical savings of 25% have been demonstrated 
vapor deposition; however, these fibers have using titanium-boride replacement for
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: 16 7Chemical Week. The New Supermagnets: More Pull - graphite cathodes."¢ a ._, and Less Weight. V. 137, No. 20, 1985, pp. 61-63. _ Two finer grades of zinc borate Synergist  *——— Advanced Ceramics: How the Chemical Industry : were in experimental production. The 3- to aoe gn 9 High-Tech Material. V. 187, No. 25, 1985, 
oS 15-micrometer material was intended for 0 ®Norman, J. & and K N. Santini An Overview of | . o1 ccurrences and Origin of Sout. erican Borate Depos- use as a flame retardant and smoke sup- its With a Description of the Deposit at Laguna Salinas, | pressant where nonimpairment of physical Peru, Paper.in Borates: Eeonomic Geology and Production. 

, characteristics is critical. Zi rate . Soc, Min. Eng. AIME, 1985, pp. | ted with es 18 critical. A zinc bora al ‘..1°Dickson, T. Etibank at Kirka—From Ore to Deriva- coated a 2 Pee maty eboRy materi tives. Ind. Miner. (London), No. 210, 1985, pp. 65-67. 
was used in the wire and cable industry...” Janson, J. Auto Causticing Alkali and Its Use in ce ty Pulping and Bleaching: Paper. Puu (Finland), v. 61, 1979, - 

1Physical scientist, Division of Industrial Minerals. . . "White, R. M. Opportunities in Magnetic Materials. Federal Register. U.S. Environmental Protection Agen- — Science, v. 229, 1985, pp. 11-15. 
cy. Standards of Performance for New Stationary Sources; 18DiCarolo, J. A. Fibers for Structurally Reliable Metal Nonmetallic Mineral Processing Plants. V. 50, No. 148, and Ceramic Composites. J. Met., v. 87, No. 6, 1985, Aug 1, 1985, pp. 31328-31340. - ° pp. 44-49. a 

3Chemical Week. Armco Composites for Owens-Corning.. . 14U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Mines. V. 187, No. 9, 1985, pp. 11-12. * News Release. May 23, 1986; contact Ann Englund (202) 
‘English, L. K. Aerospace Composites. Mater. Eng., 634-1008. a eo . . 

v. 102, No. 4, 1985, pp. 32-36. 15Ceramic Industry. Raw Materials for Advanced and 5Chemical Week. Chemicals: The New Foundation for Engineered Ceramics. V. 125, No. 5, 1985, pp. 32-33.» Housing Starts. V. 137, No. 14, 1985, pp. 6-10. **Robbins, J. Advanced Ceramics—A Plea To Know SLehman, R. L. Microcomputers Can Be Used To Opti- More. Ind. Miner. (London), No. 211, 1985, pp. 75-81. 
mize Batch Formulation. Glass Ind., v. 66, No. 8, 1985, . “Modern Plastics. Flame Retardants. V. 62, No. 9, 1985, 
pp. 14-17. pp. 63-65. :
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| ye | _ By Phyllis A. Lyday: | | 

_ Of the 835 million pounds of bromine dom, 7%; six other countries accounted for 
produced worldwide.in 1985, the United the remainder of world output. The U‘S. 

| States produced 38%, followed by Israel, portion of world production has decreased , 

26%; the U.S.S.R., 18%; the United King- since 1973, when the United States produc- 

oo - Table 1.—-Salient bromine and bromine compound statistics . 

. So oe (Thousand pounds and thousand dollars) | 

. re Loe 1981 1982 1983 1984 - 1985 

. United States: . : a 
Bromine sold:!> . | 

SO - Quantity__________-_--------------- 60,790 @) ) () (2) 
Value ____.___--.-_-~--------~----- $11,000 (7) . (7) (?) (?) 

_ Bromineused:. . . : 
- Quantity... ------------i------ 316,307 © ?) (2) (2) (?) 

Value __.._---~---~------~---------- $75,100 (?) (?) (7). (7) 

Elemental bromine: a : 
. Quantity ____._._____-_____--_ ii Ww NA 34500 468,200. 46,252 

' Value. ee WwW NA 3$1,000 °$15,200 ©$1,400 
Bromine compounds: 

| - Gross weight... _.____..-_--------- 67,500 555,600 561,300 553,200 61,000 
Contained bromine_—_ ~~... -_-- _* 56,000 547,200 552,000 545,100 551,900 
Value_______~--_~-~-~~-~--~-~--- $33,100 $21,100  5$21,600  5$16,200 $23,400 

Imports: a . 
- Ammonium bromide: | . 

Gross weight_ __._.....-.-~~------- 678 1,599 1,634 1,450 2,786 
Contained. bromine_—.—..___.-.------ 553 1,304 1,333 1,183 2,729 

. Value_ 2 $436 $989 $962 $854 $1,593 
- Calcium bromide: 

Gross weight —- _-----------~-~---~ 22 82 1,722 1,598 5,093 
Contained bromine_—.—..._.._..------ 18 65 1,377 1,278 4,072 

- Value... ~~. $6 $40 $900 $203 $917 
Potassium bromate: 

- Gross weight_ ___.._.---.---------- ™362 -390 679 . 661 1,069 
Contained bromine. ___.._..--.---- 174 187 325 350 512 

. Value__ =... -~--~---~----+- $323 $336 $572 $610 $899 
Potassium bromide: 

Gross weight-—_ _------------------ 107 281 436 367 968 
. Contained bromine____._..._.-.----- 72 189 293 246 ‘ 650 

Value__ ~~~ ~~~ ~~ +--+ $80 $204 $303 $268 $685 
Sodium bromide: | 

Gross weight.— — —-~-~-------------- 20 645 2,534 1,916 2,901 
Contained bromine_._.—~...._._-_---~-~ 16 501 1,927 1,488 2,253 
Value__ ~~ ~~ eee $12 $423 $971 $851 $1,108 

Other: 
. Gross weight. — ~~~ -------7777 777777 7,933 6,191 12,070 15,150 10,087 

Contained bromine_— ~~ —__.__._-~----- 4,755 4,060 10,241 11,535 6,863 
+ Value_._-__~------------------- $4,068 $3,953 $8,105 $8,210 $5,863 

World: Production. ._. ~....._2-_.____--~----- 758,346 843,963 801,863  °873,550  °835,090 

aetna PPreliminary. "Revised. NA Notavailable. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary 
ta. 
1Elemental bromine sold as such to nonproducers, including exports, or used in the preparation of bromine compounds 

by primary U.S. producers. 
Bromine sold or used estimated at 401 million pounds in 1982, valued at $103 million; 370 million pounds in 1983, 

valued at $91 million; 385 million pounds in 1984, valued at $95 million; and 320 million pounds in 1985, valued at $80 
million. 

SBureau of the Census. 
“The Journal Commerce Port Import/Export Reporting Service. 
5Bureau of the Census. Includes methy] bromide and ethylene dibromide. 19 5
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| ed 71% of the world supply. The decrease in mochloropropane (DBCP).5 — ce | 
world share has been a result of environ- Yearend legislation to renew the Compre- 
mental regulations and the emergence of hensive Environmental Response, Compen- 

| Israel as a major producer. In 1985, five sation, and Liability Act of 1980 (Su- 
| companies operated nine bromine produc- perfund), which had expired at yearend — 

| ing plants in Arkansas and Michigan. The 1984, was still under consideration. One of 
: quantity of bromine sold or used in the the-concerns was the inequities of the law 

United States was about 320 million pounds that allowed taxes to be avoided on import- 
, valued at $80 million. Exports of bromine ed chemical intermediates. During 1984, 

contained in compounds amounted to 52 only 7 of the 20 largest volume organic 
million pounds. Prices of elemental bromine ' chemical imports had been taxed under the 
in bulk were listed between 33 and 34.5 existing law, yet these chemicals contribute —_. 

| cents per pound. Primary uses of bromine to pollution.¢ : | ee | 
| compounds were as a scavenger for lead in EPA proposed to amend regulations un- 

| gasoline, oil and gas well fluids, and flame der the Resource Conservation and Recov- 
retardants. : ee | ery Act (RCRA) by listing two wastes gen- _ 

| Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic da- erated during the production of methyl — 
ta for bromine are developed: by the Bureau. bromide? © =) 2° 9.) 
of Mines from a voluntary survey of U.S. The Occupational Safety and Health Ad- 
operations. Of the nine operations to which ministration (OSHA) determined that the 
a survey request was sent, all responded, current .permissible workplace exposure © | 
representing 100% of total elemental bro- limit of 20 parts per million (ppm) of EDB_. 
mine sold or used. did not provide workers adequate protection 

Legislation and Government Pro- against cancer and other adverse health 
grams.—The Environmental Protection effects. OSHA was in the process of re- 
Agency (EPA) ordered the quantity of lead viewing provisions to be included in the 
in gasoline to be reduced to 0.1 gram per final standard.* a Oe | 
gallon by January 1, 1986.2 Regulated lead EPA granted Arkansas final RCRA au- 

- _ reductions posed a concern to the bromine _thorization effective J anuary 25 that dele- 
industry because they had the effect of gated to the State dual State-Federal regu- 
decreasing demand for a major bromine latory authority. EPA. was to continue ad- 
chemical, ethylene dibromide (EDB), as a_ ministering and enforcing the prohibition | 
lead scavenger in automotive engines. requirements of the Hazardous and Solid 

- On March 12, use of EDB as a fumigant Waste Amendments until the State receives 
on certain fruits and vegetables was authorization. tas | | 

| canceled.* An extension for use of EDB on Great Lakes Chemical Corp. filed a third- 
| | mangoes was denied. An EPA position pa- party complaint against EPA in the U'S. 

per to the U.S. Department of State stated District Court for the Western District of 
| that as of September 1, “Imported mangoes Washington at Seattle alleging that the 

| with EDB residues would be prohibited agency was liable for damages the plaintiffs - 
from entry into the United States.’’ assert resulted from contamination of 

The U.S. Department of Agriculture was ground water with EDB. The three causes of 
in the process of computerizing a directory action against the agency were as follows: 
of ground water research projects. The data breach of contract and implied warranties; 
were being compiled on 46 Federally funded exceeding statutory authority; and negli- 

. projects. Included in the study were four gence, trade libel, and commercial dispar- 
reports on EDB and three reports on dibro- agement.?° | 

. DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

Three companies comprising the U.S. Chemicals Inc. In 1985, Great Lakes, The 
Bromine Alliance accounted for over 99% of | Dow Chemical Co., and Ethyl Corp. account- 
U.S. elemental bromine capacity. Great ed for 48%, 32%, and 24% respectively, of 
Lakes had become the largest producer in plant capacity. Plant capacity did not re- 
1981 with its acquisition of the bromine flect production capacity, which was de- 
assets of Velsicol Chemical Corp., giving pendent upon brine supplies, bromine con- 
Great Lakes a major control of total domes- centration in the brine, and individual 
tic plant capacity that included Arkansas plant extraction processes. Arkansas brines
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contained about 5,000 ppm and Michigan _—Dow operated one plant in Arkansas and 
brines about 2,600 ppm of bromine. The two in Michigan. Plans continued to phase 
only other domestic elemental bromine pro- out brine production at the Midland, MI, : 
ducer was Morton. Thiokol Inc., which was_ plant in 1986 and to continue brine oper- 
the only domestic producer of some inorgan- ations at Ludington, MI, and Magnolia, AR. 
ic bromides. _ - | , , : 

: Table 2.—Bromine producing plants in the United States in 1985 — 

Se . Elemental . 
| a bromine 

. State and company . | County Plant . Production copatty? 
. So . (million 

. pounds) 
A 

Arkansas: 
Arkansas Chemicals Inc ___ ___________ Union ____ El Dorado _ _ Well brines __ 50 
The Dow Chemical Co _._-_-_-_________ Columbia _ _ Magnolia __ —~-..do _~___ 110 

| Ethyl Corp __._-__-_______ ~_—do ___ __._.do ___ —~~--do ____ 160 . Great Lakes Chemical Corp ___________ Union ___ _ El Dorado __ ____do ____ 105 , Do __-~~--__~-____-----__-_.  ____do___ ~—— Marysville._ _. do ____ 80 
Do __~ ~—~-do ___ El Dorado __ —~_~-do ____ 50 

Michigan: —_. . . 
The Dow Chemical Co ______________ Mason ____ Ludington _ _ ~_~-do ____ 20 Do (2. eee ----_____.  Midland___ = Midland___ ss ____ -do ____ - 85 
Morton Thiokol Inc __ ~~~ -§ »5 5 7 5 Manistee_ _ _ Manistee_ _ _ —~__-do ____ 5 

Total_ _-___----_-___----_- eee 665 

1Chemical Marketing Reporter. Chemical Profile. V. 228, No. 4, 1985, pp. 53-54. a . 

| | ‘CONSUMPTION AND USES | 

| Demand for EDB decreased because of as follows: soil fumigant, 65%; space fumi- 
reduced demand for leaded gasoline as a_ gant, 15%; chemical manufacturing, 10%; 

| consequence of the regulation of lead con- and exports, 10%."! : | 
centration. New regulations were to begin Inorganic synergists containing bromine 
January 1, 1986, that would allow 0.1 gram fulfilled a need to produce fire retardant 
of lead per gallon of gasoline. The bromine- products that reduce smoke by enhancing . 
to-lead ratio in gasoline used in the United the effectiveness of the active agent. The 
States has averaged 0.386, or 1 pound of emphasis was on brominated compounds 
bromine for approximately every 2.59 that boost performance but do not affect 
pounds of lead. Domestic production in 1985 basic. properties. Brominated. compounds — 
was estimated at 103 million pounds of EDB__ were used to make fire retardants for a wide 
containing about 88 million pounds of bro- variety of thermoplastics such as polycar- 

_ mine for domestic and exported consump- __ bonate, polypropylene, nylon, polystyrene, 
tion. Ethyl closed its remaining Baton epoxies, polyesters, urethanes, and poly- . 
Rouge, LA, antiknock manufacturing units ethylene terephthalate. For example, alkyl | 
and exported leaded antiknock products ethers and methacrylate esters of brominat- 
produced by E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. ed bisphenol-A and vinyl bromide were used 
Inc. through a joint venture agreement that in the production of fire retardants for 
included all domestically produced anti- thermoplastics. During 1985, domestic con- 
knocks. sumption of bromine compounds in flame 

The 1983 ban on EDB for fumigant and retardants, reported by the Fire Retardant 
certain pesticide uses had brought about Chemicals Association, was 37.4 million 
substitution with methyl bromide. Domestic pounds. Bromofluorocarbon fire extinguish- 
methyl bromide consumption was estimated ers were more versatile than sodium bicar- 
at 42.5 million pounds in 1985. Ethyl and bonate or carbon dioxide extinguishers be- 
Great Lakes were the sole domestic produc- cause they could be used on all classes of 
ers with 8 and 36 million pounds of capaci- _ fires, were nontoxic, and left no residues.!2 
ty, respectively. Dow had closed 21 million Solids-free bromide solutions formulated 
pounds of capacity at Midland, MI, in 1983. in densities of 11 to 15.5 pounds per gallon 
Distribution of methyl bromide in 1985 was were used alone or in combination with
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| calcium chloride in “completion” and tive to the eyes and nose. Bromochlorodi- 
“workover” fluids for oil and gas wells. methyl hydantoin was being sold as a sani- 
Accounting for between 25% and 30% of «tizer for pools, spas, and hot tubs. A bro- 
domestic bromine consumption, the fluids minated compound was also used as a pre- 

a have been developed to only about 5% of servative-inhibitor in emulsions and disper- 

their potential market in oil and gas S!0nS. | Be 
drilling.* However, the plunge in oil prices . AmeriBrom Inc. was seeking registration — 
reduced well completions and decreased of dibromonitrilopropionamide as a biocide. 

consumption of bromine compounds in drill- Consumption of chemicals’ in waren and 
ing. Until 1982, sodium bromide had been wane water treatment wes gsuma 3 at $2 
used mainly in chemicals for photography, fo 10N. ' the epo hed ' to, by 65% ne. 
‘water treatment, pharmaceuticals, bleach- var Chi € marke f cast. t y fe ° oa 
ing agents, and the formulation of other year. orine was torecast to continue to 
. . ve te. sen: be the most widely used disinfectant, but 
inorganic and organic chemicals; its usage en 
. . “yes use of hypochlorites and other halogens 
in well completion had been limited to wells | : | 

ce | : . . ee such as bromine was expected to grow four 
) in Alaska and offshore California. Bromide times as fast." aa , 

vio st ee on _ line, often m see te Other uses of bromine included a bromine | 

f © bas ‘te ‘a bec nM te as a md Stl "4 ~ compound used as an intermediate in the 
7 vot arite mu he oil be ey ot c vat ‘© manufacture of metaphenoxybenzaldehyde 

| | not contaminate t | ‘ oil-bearing forma ian for production of synthetic pyrethroids, 

_ and have enough density to contain the such as fenvalerate, cypermethion, deca- 
| 7 formation pressures. Drillers commonly methrin, and permethrin. Potassium bro- 

used sodium bromide, calcium bromide, or mide and sodium bromide emulsions were 
zinc-calcium bromide. If calcium was pres- used in photographic films, plates, and pa- 
ent in the formation, the introduction of pers. Potassium bromate was also used in 

| calcium bromide could cause the well to photographic film development. . 
plug in some instances; therefore, sodium One brominated dye was reported in use - 

bromide was used most widely. About 80% as an organic pigment in “Synthetic Organ- 
_ _ of the demand for sodium bromide in 1985 ic Chemicals, 1984,” published by the U.S. | 

| was in well drilling. | : International Trade Commission. Pigment , 
Bromine chloride was considered more Red No. 168 was reported to have been . 

| effective than other chlorine chemicals in produced by Mobay Chemical Corp.; Dyes 
_ killing microorganisms and was nonirrita- and Pigments Div. | co 

: | 7 | PRICES Oo . 

: Bromine was sold under contracts nego- do they represent bid and asked prices. 
tiated between buyer and seller. Price quo- They were quoted here to serve only as a 
tations do not necessarily represent prices guide to yearend price levels. 
at which transactions actually occurred, nor , 

Table 3.—Yearend 1985 prices for elemental bromine and selected compounds | 

ee 
Value per 

Product pound (cents) 

Ammonium | bromide, National Formulary (N.F.), granular, drums, carlots, truckloads, freight 131 
equ. eee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee eee 

Bromine, purified: 
Carlots, truckloads, delivered. ._§_..-§_§________-.~~-_~--~-___~~-------~-+~-~-~-~+-+ 75 
Drums, carlots, truckloads, delivered east of the Rocky Mountains?_____________------- 87 
Bulk tank car, tank trucks (45,000-pound minimum), delivered east of the Rocky Mountains? __ _ _ 33- 34.5 

Bromochloromethane, drums, carlots, f.o.b. Midland, MI ______.~____-_~_____-____-~--~-- 112 
Calcium bromide, bulk, 14.2 pounds per gallon at 60° F, f.o.b. works? ____._._.___________---- 21- 36 
Ethyl bromide, technical, 98%, drums, carlots, freight allowed, East _____________-------- 76 
Ethylene dibromide, drums, carlots, freight equalized — —— ~ — —-----------------~------ 38- 46 
Hydrobromic acid, 48%, drums, carlots, truckloads, f.o.b. works ______--____-_-_-_--------+- 38.5 

Hydrogen bromide, anhydrous, cylinders, extra 30,000 pounds, f.o.b. works _._______.-------- 700 
Methy] bromide, distilled, tanks, 140,000-pound minimum, freight allowed __________-_-_----~- 56.75 
Potassium bromate, granular, powdered, 200-pound drums, carlots, f.o.b. works _~____________-— 106 
Potassium bromide, N.F., granular, drums, carlots, f.o.b. works ________.___..-...__----- 112 
Sodium bromide, 99% granular, 400-pound drums, freight, f.o.b. works______...___-_-_------ 104 

1Delivered prices for drums and bulk shipped west of the Rocky Mountains, 1 cent per pound higher. Bulk truck prices 
1 to 2.5cents per pound higher for 30,000-pound minimum and 4 to 5.5 cents per pound higher for 12,000-pound minimum. 

2Reported to the Bureau of Mines by primary producers. 

Source: Chemical Marketing Reporter. Current Prices of Chemicals and Related Materials. V. 228, No. 25, Dec. 16, 1985, 

PP.
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a : , FOREIGN TRADE | 

EPA granted a one-time extension of 4 1, 1985, and ending on January 1, 1995. The 
_ months for exports to Japan of domestic phaseout covered most of the significant 
citrus fruit treated with EDB. Japan had products manufactured by the domestic bro- 
refused to accept cold-treated citrus as a mine industry. For most of the high-profit 
‘substitute because of the damage cold treat- brominated flame retardants, tariffs will 

| ment had caused to 1984 shipments." . © remain for at least 5 years because they 
Israel has enjoyed a margin of tariff were among the products most affected by 

preference for imports of bromine com- the agreement. Protected bromine chemi- 
pounds into Japan of 7.9% to 9.6% more cals included primarily brominated fire re- 

| than U.S. producers. When the staged re- tardants such as tetrabromobisphenol-A, 
ductions agreed to during the Multilateral decabromodiphenyl oxide, and _ octabro- 
Trade Negotiations are completed, the modiphenyl oxide. A number of domestic 

_ -Yange in the margin of preference was producers of bromine compounds could be 
expected to be reduced to between 3.8% and adversely impacted by unfair competition 

_ 1.9% because Israeli bromine chemicals en- from imports from Israel. On June 138, 1985, 
ter Japan duty free. U.S. producers had an amendment to the Generalized System 
increased tetrabromobisphenol-A prices to of Preferences (GSP), Executive Order 

_ dapan by 12% in 1983 and by 17% in 1984. 12519, provided separate import categories 
A similar pattern of price increases had for selected bromine compounds, thereby 

. prevailed for other major flame retardants. allowing the Government to monitor im- 
US. producers, in effect, set their prices, ports. Ammonium bromide and calcium 
c.i.f. Japanese port, to be competitive with bromide were each given separate numbers 
the Japanese import price of Israeli prod- for the Tariff Schedule of the United States 

: ucts.’* For all products, U.S. prices, exclud- (TSUS), and eight other brominated com- 
__ ing duty, increased more rapidly but, never- pounds collectively were given one num- 

theless, remained below Israeli prices. Ad- ber.’® The U.S. Bromine Allianee composed 
_ ding the duty differentials to U.S. prices of Dow, Ethyl, and Great Lakes had propos- 

| actually raised ‘them above the Israeli ed a total exemption, alleging that a free- 
prices.” Israeli flame retardants had been trade pact could cause the domestic indus- 
sold out until 1984, but increased Israeli try damage because of the collateral effects 

| production capacity. was expected to change of the phasedown of EDB as an additive in 
the market share in Japan in favor of leaded gasoline. The alliance predicted im- 
Israel. a ports of Israeli bromine products would rise 

On June 11, the United States-Israeli from $9.7 million in 1988 to more than $40 
Free Trade Area Agreement (Public Law million by the end of the decade. It claimed 

- 99-47) was signed into law. The agreement that the U.S. industry could not compete 
will eliminate customs duties on all trade because of Israel’s state-supported bromine 
between the two countries during a 10-year industry, access to cheap raw materials, and 
reduction in duties beginning on September Government-owned shipping."® 

WORLD REVIEW 

The Pesticide Action Network (PAN), an Wales, compliance of all motor vehicles was 
international coalition of about 300 environ- to become compulsory on January 1, 1986. 
mental and consumer groups, launched a_ These decisions could adversely affect the 
worldwide campaign to put tighter controls use of EDB as a scavenger for lead in 
on the export and labeling of pesticide gasoline and decrease the demand for 
products. PAN listed 12 pesticides, includ- bromine.?! 
ing DBCP as the greatest polluters.?° Canada.—Legislation that reduced the 

Australia.—The Australian Transport limit for leaded gasoline from 0.77 gram per 
Advisory Council (ATAC), representing _ liter (g/l) to 0.29 g/] beginning January 1, 
each State and the Commonwealth, rec- 1987 , was expected to have the effect of 
ommended that unleaded gasoline be made decreasing the use of EDB as a lead scaven- 
available beginning July 1, 1985. ATAC also ger by about 23% the first year.?? 
agreed that automobiles manufactured af- China.—A_1-million-pound-per-year bro- 

| ter January 1, 1986, and most other vehi- mine extraction unit began operation in 
cles, after July 1, 1988, should be designed October at the Laizhou Bromine Works, 
to run on unleaded gasoline. In New South Jinan, Shandong. The unit was supplied
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with brines from wells in the area. Four supply of brines for production of bromine 

additional units were scheduled for con- by 43%. Total investment was announced at 

struction at the plant between 1986 and nearly $1 billion and also included expand- 

1990. | | ed chlorine production. Brines from the. | 

European Economic Community.—The potash process, containing about 14,000 

trend toward a lead-in-gasoline limit of 0.15 ppm broraine, were processed at a bromine | 

g/l continued to affect the consumption of plant at Sdom. DBC completed an expan- 

bromine in Europe. At the beginning of the sion of bromine and bromine compounds 

year, Austria, the Federal Republic of Ger- production to 120,000 and 100,000 tons per 

many, Norway, Sweden, and Switzerland year, respectively, and was actively develop- 

were enforcing the 0.15-g/l limit for all ing markets for bromine compounds, such. 

leaded gasoline. In Denmark, the limit ap- as fire retardants, agricultural chemicals, | 

plied initially to regular gasoline only, but and oilfield chemicals. ICL announced | 

was extended to premium gasoline in July. record-high total earnings for the 1984-85 

Belgium, Finland, the Netherlands, and the fiscal year, up nearly 50% to $56 million. 

| United Kingdom planned to reduce lead The company was spared the economic 

. limits to the same level in the near future, effects of the declining market for EDB. 

and the European Economic Community Much of the increase was attributed toa 

issued a proposal for a directive requiring move into downstream operations, includ- 

all member states to enforce a maximum ing the bromine and bromine compounds — 

lead limit of 0.15 g/1 by July 1, 1989. operations of DBC. The effort was designed _ 

Israel.—Israel Chemicals Ltd. (ICL) was to increase the group’s foreign sales rapidly — 

interested in selling a 26% share of the firm from $381 million in 1984-85 to an annual 

to offset an investment program. ICL also level of more than $700 million. Exports of 

agreed, in principle, to issue shares of its _ the group expanded by 15% in 1984 and 

Dead Sea Bromine Co. Ltd. (DBC) subsidiary were projected to double within 5 years. In 

on the American Stock Exchange to raise addition, the complex also produced salt — 

capital for major expansion projects. These — and magnesium oxide as byproducts. DSW 

projects included the Dead Sea Works Ltd.’s_ was installing two plants to produce 300,000 

. (DSW) planned expansion of potash produc-__ tons per year of potassium sulfate as anoth- 

tion capacity, which would increase the er byproduct. | 

Table 4.—World bromine plant capacities and sources | 
| a A DOsi9eEem»mw um [Mm r u'usp© ‘ ‘\“— 

Capacity : 

Country and company Location (million Source 
pounds) 

China: 
. 

F Laizhou Bromine Works_ _ ————------~------- Shandong _--— 1 Underground brines. 

rance: . 

Atochem ___________-----~--~----~------ Port-de-Bouc_ _ — 80 Seawater. 

Mines de Potasse d’Alsace S.A ___-—---------- Mulhouse ___ 19 Bitterns of mined potash 
production. 

Germany, Federal Republic of: 
Kali und Salz AG: 

Bergmannssegen-Hugo Mines_____.._-----  Lehrte __~~- 9 De 

Salzdetfurth Mine_______.______-----_ _ Bad 
Salzdetfurth. 

India: 
Hindustan Salts Ltd __________--~-----~---- Jaipur _____ 

Mettur Chemicals... ___ __.___--_--~--------- Mettur Dam _ _ 1.6 Seawater bitterns from 
salt production. 

I Tata Chemicals ~ eee ee Mithapur_ _ _ — 

sraei: 

Dead Sea Bromine Co. Ltd________---------- Sdom ____~-_ 220 Bitterns of potash produc- 
tion from surface 
brines. 

Ttaly: ; 
ieta Azionaria Industrial Bromo Italiana_ _— — — — — Margherita di 2 Seawater bitterns from 

J . Savoia. salt production. 

apan: 

Pasahi Glass Co. Ltd_____----------------- Kitakyushu _ — 9 Seawater bitterns. 

5 Toyo Soda Manufacturing Co. Ltd ______----~-- Nanyo _____ 26 Do. 

ain: 

P Derivados del EtiloS.A ~___-_-_-----~------ Villaricos ___ 2 Seawater. 

US.SR.: 
NA____________~___~-- +--+ +--+ NA ______-_ 150 Well brines. 

United Kingdom: 
Associated Octel Co. Ltd______------------- Amlwch ____ 66 Do. 

eee ee eee Ee 
NA Not available. |
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| New Zealand.—The Government planned of bromine and iodine at another plant was 
to reduce the present lead limit in gasoline also to be expanded. The completion of the from 0.84 to 0.45 g/l at a future date. The new plant and the expansion of existing , implementation could result in decreased halogen production capacity would make consumption of bromine by about 15% the the complex the largest enterprise in the first year. chemical sector.** Another iodine plant at 
U.S.S.R.—A new complex to produce tet- Neftechala was to include ion-exchange rabromobisphenol was planned at Nebit- equipment through which the product Dag. Scientists of the Turkmen Academy of would cascade to processing equipment at a | Sciences Institute of Chemistry researched lower level, but footings for the equipment ways to extract other coproducts from the had been installed for only one level.?¢ _ bromine and iodine brines. The production 

Table 5.—Bromine: World production, by country! | 
a (Thousand pounds) 

| 

7 Country? 1981 - 1982 1988  —_19g4P 1985° ! sss ENT | France®___ = 36,000 "37,000 = *35,000 ~-—-*37,000 44,000 | Germany, Federal Republicof _________________ _ 7,864 6,775 6,914 7,288 6,000 India® 770 770 770 770 770 _ Israel®__-_____-_---- eee 397,047 154,000 154,000 198,400 220,000 — Ttaly® —- 1,320 1,320 1,100 1,100 1,320 | Japan® ___ 26,500 26,500 26,500 26,500 26,500 _ Spain®___ 900 800 700 660 800 | USSR _____--_--__------------_______ 150,000 ~—-150,000-~—-150,000 154,000 154,000 | United Kingdom_______§-§_»-§ 60,848 65,698 56,879 62,832 61,700 | __ United States® ¢_____-__ LL i _____ 3877097 401,100 ~—-370,000 385,000 320,000 | 
Total__—-~-___---__-----__---__------ 758,346 "848,968 ~—801,868 873,550 835,090 rtd Pt 

*Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. . 
1Table includes data available through May 6, 1986. 
2In addition to the countries listed, several other nations produce bromine, but output data are not reported, and available general information is inadequate for formulation of reliable estimates of output levels. 5Reported figure. , 
“Sold or used by producers. 

|  JECHNOLOGY 

Great Lakes continued research on poly- neering Co. to produce a zinc-bromine bat- crystalline silicon manufacture using bro- tery that powered Ford’s ETX electric test mine. Polycrystalline silicon of ultrahigh- vehicle. This was the first advanced second- purity semiconductor grades (99.97% pure) ary battery to power an electric vehicle is obtained by reduction of purified tetra- successfully. DOE also contracted with En- chlorosilane or trichlorosilane with purified ergy Research Corp. to produce a 50-kilo- hydrogen. Bromosilanes could also be used watt-per-hour battery module that would be in making polycrystalline silicon. J. C. joined to supply a 500-kilowatt-per-hour sta- Schumacher Co. announced plans to start a tionary energy storage battery. After test- 75-ton-per-year pilot plant to produce bro- ing, a 100-megawatt-per-hour zinc-bromine mosilanes using a bromine process.?? battery could be used by utility companies The stoichiometry and relative rate of to level their demand loads.” bromochloramine oxidation of a substance 
in the presence of monochloramine were 2Physical scientist, Division of Industrial Minerals. : . Federal Register. Environmental Protection Agency. described. The results were important not Regulation of Fuels and Fuel Additives; Gasoline Lead only because the methods have been used to Coctent V. 50, No. 45, Mar. 7, 1985, pp. 9386-9399. measure oxidants in the environment under _, °———.. Environmental Protection Agency. Deletion of eas h b hl . Approved Treatments Using EDB on Citrus Fruits, Papa- conditions where bromochloramine may be jas, and Other Fruits and Vovctcbles top eek ae present, but also because they were believed nee, PP. Rein ical News. Alternatives for EDB *) 3 * esticide oxic emi ews. rnatives tor to be the first describing the reaction of 4, Mangose not ogre al New 43, 1985, p. 10. bromochloramine with any substance. P Taked USDA Compiling Computerized Directory of 

esticide Groundwater Projects. V. 13, No. 42, , p. 6. The USS. Department of Energy (DOE) ®Chemical Week. How Superfund Taxes are “Avoided.” contracted with Exxon Research and Engi- _ V. 136, No. 14, 1985, p. 9.
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—_—_—_ -_ . o Market of Bromine Compounds Imported From Israel. 
"Federal Register. Environmental Protection Agency. Submitted to U.S. Trade Representative, Nov. 20, 1984, 

Identification and Listing of Hazardous Waste Manage- 23 pp. 

ment System. V. 50, No. 80, Apr. 25, 1985, pp. 16432-16436. 18Federal Register. Presidential Documents. V. 50, No. | 
S————, U.S. Occupational Safety and Health Adminis- 116, June 17, 1985, pp. 25037-25062. 

tration (Dep. Labor). Ethylene Dibromide. V. 50, No. 82, 18furopean Chemical News. ECN Market Report. V. 44, 

Apr. 29, 1985, p. 17455. No. 1166, 1985, p. 8. 
*Pesticide & Toxic Chemical News. Arkansas, New 20Chemical Week. Pushing To Tighten Pesticide Ex- 

Mexico Granted Final RCRA Authorization by EPA. V.14, _ ports. V. 136, No. 24, 1985, pp. 17-18. — . 
No. 10, 1985, p.18. 21International Lead and Zinc Study Group (London). 

10____, Great Lakes Files Third Party Complaint Lead in Gasoline, 1985. Feb. 1985, 14 pp. 
. Against EPA Over EDB. V. 14, No. 8, 1986, pp. 13-14. . 22Work cited in footnote 21. 

‘11Chemical Marketing Reporter. Chemical Profile. 23Work cited in footnote 21. - . 
V. 227, No. 7, 1985, p. 54. 24Work cited in footnote 21. 

12Verbanic, C. J. Is 1986 Bromine’s Turnabout Year? 25Sarkisyan, K. Ashkhabad Turkmenskaya Iskra (in 
Chem. Bus., v. 8, No. 3, 1986, pp. 20-23. Russian), Jaly 19, 1982, p. 4. 

13Work cited in footnote 12. - 26Gopanyuk, S. Irresponsibility Slows Construction on - 
14Manufacturing Chemist. Water Chemical Growth Neftechala Iodobromite Plant. Baku Vyshka (in Russian), 

. “Moderate.” V. 57, No. 1. 1986, p. 21. Apr. 10, 1982, p. 2. oo 

15Toxic Materials News. One-Time, Four-Month Exten- 27Chemical Week. A Bromine Route to High-Purity 

sion of EDB on Exported Citrus Granted by EPA. V. 12, — Silicon. V. 136, No. 28, 1985, pp. 11-12. . . 

: No. 14, 1985, p. 110. | 28Valentine, R. L. Bromochloramine Oxidation of N,N- 
161). S, Bromine Alliance. Comments and Observations Diethyl-p-phenylenediamine in the Presence of Monochlo- — 

Concerning an Analysis of the Economic Role in the U.S. _ramine. Environ. Sci. Technol., v. 20, No. 2, 1986, pp. 166- , 

Market of Bromine Compounds Imported From Israel. 170. 
Submitted to. U.S. Trade Representative, Jan. 10, 1985, 28Chemical Marketing Reporter. Sodium/Sulfur, 

9 Pp. — . Zinc/Bromine Studied for New Batteries. V. 228, No. 22, 

171CF Inc. An Analysis of the Economic Role in the U.S. _ 1985, pp. 7, 26.



~ Cadmi 
By Patricia A. Plunkert! | , 

| Domestic production of cadmium metal duction data for cadmium metal and com- decreased only slightly in 1985, despite the pounds are developed by the Bureau of _ 7 closure of a domestic zinc refinery and its Mines from a voluntary survey of U-S. cadmium plant in April. A reduction in the operations. Of the five metal-producing total inventories of cadmium metal and plants to which a survey request was sent, cadmium compounds together with an in- all responded, representing 100% of the crease in imported metal led to an increase total cadmium metal production shown in 
in apparent consumption of cadmium. Can- tables 1 and 5. Of the 11 operations that | ada continued as the principal source of produced cadmium compounds to which a 
imported cadmium. The price of cadmium survey request was sent, all responded, 
metal declined, continuing a trend that representing 100% of the cadmium content 
began in mid-1984. | of production of cadmium compounds 

Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- shown in tables 3 and 4. 

| Table 1.—Salient cadmium statistics | 

; 1981 ~~~«21982~=S*«W:9SSS~« 1985 : 
United States: 

, Production! ____ —---~~—~-~—___~— metric tons__ ‘1,603 1,007 1,052 1,686 1,603 . Shipments by producers? ______________do.___ 1,382 1,832. © 1,495 1,811 1,791 : Value ____________________ thousands__ $3,838 $2,628 $1,786 $2,581 $2,436 Exports ___.__________.._____metric tons__ 289 11 170° 106 86 _ Imports for consumption, metal __________do____ 3,090 2,305 2,196 1,889 1,988 Apparent consumption________________do____ 4,378 3,728 3,763 ™3,300 3,720 Price: Average per pound?_________ | $1.93 $1.11 $1.13 .. $1.69 $1.21 World: Production. ________________metric tons__ "17,880 "16,422 17,527 19171  °18,662 
*Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. 
1Primary and’ secondary cadmium metal. Includes equivalent metal content of cadmium sponge used directly in production of compounds. 
7Includes metal consumed at producer plants. 
SAverage quoted price for cadmium sticks and balls in lots of 1 to 5 tons. 

Legislation and Government Pro- pollutant and to establish emission stand- grams.—On July 29, the Environmental ards under the Clean Air Act.8 
Protection Agency (EPA) announced the The Comprehensive Environmental Re- availability of nine ambient water quality sponse, Compensation, and Liability Act of criteria documents that updated and revis- 1980 (Public Law 96-510), commonly known 
ed previously published criteria. Cadmium as the Superfund, expired on September 30, is one of the nine substances for which 1985. Various reauthorization bills, such as revised criteria were published. The docu- S-51 passed by the Senate on September 26 
ment detailed acceptable cadmium concen- and HR-2817 passed by the House of Repre- tration levels for both freshwater and salt- sentatives on December 10, were under water systems.’ consideration by the Congress. 

On October 16, the EPA issued a notice of On July 8, the White House announced intent to list cadmium as a hazardous air that the President had approved the Na- 

203
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tional Security Council (NSC) recommenda- of Defense Authorization Act, 1986 (Public 

tions for modernizing the strategic and Law 99-145), signed by the President on 

. critical materials stockpile. Under the NSC November 8, stated that no action may be 

proposal, the National Defense Stockpile taken before October 1, 1986, to implement 

would be structured into two tiers. Tier I or administer any change in a stockpile goal 

would contain materials required by mili- in effect on October 1, 1984, that results in a | 

tary, industrial, and essential civilian users reduction in the quality or quantity of any | 

during a military conflict that would not be strategic and critical material to be ac- 

- available from domestic or reliable foreign quired for the National Defense Stockpile. 

sources. Tier II would contain a supple- Therefore, as of December 31, 1985, the 

| mental reserve of materials already pos- National Defense Stockpile goal for cadmi- 

| sessed by the Government. The status of um metal remained at 5,307 metric tons, 

cadmium was deferred until further detail- and the stockpile inventory was 2,871 tons 

_ ed studies could be made. The Department of cadmium metal. / a | 

| | - DOMESTIC PRODUCTION ee 

Domestic production of cadmium metal this facility was operating at approximately 

decreased slightly compared with that of 50% of capacity. The production of cadmi- 

1984, despite the announced indefinite clo- um compounds decreased significantly in 

sure by ASARCO Incorporated in April 1985 with production levels at approximate- 

1985 of its zinc refinery and cadmium plant __ly two-thirds those of 1984. _ a 

in Corpus Christi, TX. Prior to its closing, - | . 

: Table 2.—Primary cadmium producers in | | 

. the United States in 1985 
| a 

| Company Plant location | 

| : AMAXInc___..------- Sauget, IL. | 
ASARCO Incorporated _ ~~~ Corpus Christi, TX,and 

Denver, CO. 
Jersey Miniére Zinc Co __—— Clarksville, TN. a 

St. Joe Resources Co __— ~~~ Bartlesville, OK. . 

Table 4.—US. oduction of cadmium 
Table 3.—U.S. production of cadmium vulfide? , | 

compounds other than cadmium sulfide’ | 
(Metric tons) | 

. (Metric tons) a 

a 7 Quantity 
Quantity Year (cadmium 

Year (cadmium content) 

content). 
—_————— Soi) --------------------- 527 

1981________________--------- 885 1982____________------------- 374 
1982_________________-_------ 971 1988 ____________------------- 670 
1988____________+______------ 1,024 1984_____________-_-_--------- 771 
1984_____________-____ +--+ 1510 1985_____________--_---------- 477 
1985... 02. —§ —— 

ver Oa OO l{ncludes cadmium lithopone and cadmium sulfosele- 

1Includes plating salts and oxide. nide. | | 

CONSUMPTION AND USES 

Apparent consumption of cadmium in- sumption by use categories was estimated 

creased compared with that of 1984. Al- as follows: coating and plating, 34%; batter- 

though the Bureau of Mines does not collect _ ies, 27%; pigments, 16%; plastic stabilizers, 

actual consumption data, apparent con- 15%; alloys and other uses, 8%.
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| Ferro Corp.’s Color Div. introduced a line — | — | | of cadmium pigments, consisting of 16 pure Table 5.—Supply and apparent | pigments and 16° lithopones with color consumption of cadmium | | _ ranges from yellow to maroon. SCM Pig- | (Metric tons) - 
ments, a division of SCM Corp., announced eee 
the development of a new line of cadmium _1983 19841985 pigments that the company reported were Stocks,Jan.1---_________ 1417 732,—Ss«901 10% to 25% stronger in tinting strength Production _____________. 1,052 1,686 1,608 

. than conventional cadmium pigments.  —S>=Imports, metal -__________ 2,196 1,889 1,988 Varta Batteries Inc. announced the intro- Total supply __________ 4,665 4,307 4,492 
duction of a rechargeable 1.2-volt button S220 yorgp7-7-77777-- «Mga cell that it believed to be the thinnest o_o 
nickel-cadmium battery ever developed and Apparent consumption’ ___ 3,763 3,300 3,720 that it reported could be used to miniaturize Revised. 
a wide range of products.5 1Total supply minus exports and yearend stocks. 

oe STOCKS . 
| Total inventories of cadmium in all forms producers showed the sharpest decline ow- 

decreased approximately 24% compared ing in part to the closure of Asarco’s Corpus : with those of 1984 and reached their lowest Christi refinery. a 
level in over 30 years. Stocks held by metal - : | 

oe oe Table 6.—Industry stocks, December 31 | 
, a Oe (Metric tons) 

oo } | 1984 1985 
oo — o CS oe Cadmium . Cadmium se ae wo . Cadmium in Cadmium in oo . wo a - metal ' com- metal com- 

. Joe pounds pounds 

Metal producers_______________________ 208 Ww 136 Ww . . Compound manufacturers____._____________.__._____ 79] . 7548 111 377 | Distributors ~-_-____._-__-_-_- 52 2 59 3 
— ‘Total _-____ "351 ™550 306 380 
“Revised. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Compound manufacturers.” 

| a Be _ - PRICES. | | 

At the beginning of 1985, AMAX Inc. pound. Both published domestic producer published a domestic producer price of $1.55 prices for cadmium metal remained at $1.00 per pound for cadmium metal whereas St. per pound through yearend. 
Joe Resources Co. National Zinc Div.’s pub- Dealer prices in January were listed at lished price was $1.25 per pound. Both price $1.11 to $1.15 per pound for cadmium metal]. quotes remained at- these levels through These prices fluctuated during 1985 but June. On July 2, AMAX lowered its price to trended downward to close the year at $0.77 $1.00 per pound, and on July 25, National to $0.83 per pound. 
Zinc also reduced its price to $1.00 per 

Oo FOREIGN TRADE 

Exports of cadmium metal and cadmium in descending order of receipts, France, in alloys, dross, flue dusts, residues, and Sweden, Netherlands, and Canada, received scrap decreased compared with those of approximately 80% of U.S. cadmium _ 1984. The four largest recipients in 1985, exports.
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| - Cadmium metal imports for consumption | Oo os. at - 
| increased compared with those of 1984 but Table 7.—U.S. exports of cadmium metal — . 

| remained well below the average 2,400 tons = and cadmium in alloys, dross, flue dust, - : 
of material imported during the previous 5- | residues, and scrap | . a 
year period. The principal supplying coun-  ————_.$_____-____________— 

try continued to be Canada, which provided | Year | | Quantity ene : 
over 50% of the total imports in 1985. tons) sands) 

Imports of metal and flue dust from most 1983 Be yg $351. 
favored nations (MFN) continued to be duty j9g4° 7 106 = 208 =. 
free. A statutory duty of $0.15 per pound 1985____-_-------------- 86842 
continued to be imposed on cadmjum metal = =————i‘“Cs—sS | : _ : 
imported from non-MFN. a Source: Bureau oftheCensys. eo 

Table 8.—U.S. imports for consumption! of cadmium metal, by country . : - . | - | 

| a } | _ - 1984 1985 | 
| Country a Quantity - Value Quantity’ Value 

ee (metric (thou- (metric (thou- 
: - . tons) sands) _ tons) sands) : 

Australia. 88B8TRR a5 $1,043 
Belgium-Luxembourg __.—.-__-+----------------------- *). . 8° . 12. .. 96 - 
Canada_____________________ ee ----------.  _-3862,—— 817 —s«i1,044. ~ 2,159. : 
Finland____________________-_-_____----- +--+ -+-- 47. 126 30. — 61 
France ___________2~~--/____-__------------+-----+ | 897 «19 20 “BB 
Germany, Federal Republic of ________-_-_-_--------~--------- 155 343 203 356 

- Japan ________-_ ee ---. (7) 2 we ee 
Korea, Republic of _________._-----------~---+--+------- 84 191 ~— es 

Mexico __-_ = ee ee 174 344 162 238. 

| Norway___________~.--------------------+---------. 35 9400 OL a 

Peru_____________ ee eee ee 103 227 | 27 _ 48 

Sweden _________________=__- ee 10 25 6 = Wb 
United Kingdom ____.________---+------~-+------------- - WW. 13. _- _— 
Yugoslavia ______---~_-----~--.~-~-~------~---------- 10 37 24, 49 | 

‘Total’. eee 1,889 5188988 4122 

1General imports were as follows, in metric tons: 1984—1,898 and 1985—1,988. a OS 
2Less than 1/2 unit. © oS _ 

| 3Includes waste and scrap (gross weight). oe a co 
“Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. . . . a Se : 

Source: Bureau of the Census. . | . 

a WORLD REVIEW | . | | 

Greece.—Metra S.A., a subsidiary of the land was begun. Included in the proposals. 
Government-owned Hellenic Industrial De- were a restriction on cadmium electroplat- 
velopment Bank, announced that it was ing and the importation of most products 
granted the rights to develop a 2.6-million- containing cadmium-coated components, © ) 
ton sulfide ore deposit in the Molai District the enactment of regulations for the recov- 
of Laconia. The ore contained lead and zinc ery of nickel-cadmium batteries, and the 
with some cadmium, copper, and silver. The progressive reduction of the cadmium con- 
company reportedly planned to mine the tent in zinc used for galvanizing from 0.1% 
deposit at the rate of 300,000 tons of ore per . to 0.025% over the next 5 years. These 
year for about 10 years.* proposals require Government approval be- 

Hong Kong.—Sylva Industries Ltd., a fore enactment.® 
wholly owned subsidiary of Gold Peak In- Discussions between the Swiss Govern- 
dustries, announced that it was the coun- ment and the Swiss Plastics Industries Fed- 
try’s first manufacturer of button-type re- eration resulted in an agreement to restrict 
chargeable nickel-cadmium batteries.’ the annual consumption of cadmium in 

Switzerland.—An evaluation of proposals pigments and stabilizers to a maximum of 5 

restricting the use of cadmium in Switzer- tons by 1988.° 7
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| | Table 9.—Cadmium: World production,’ by country . | 

| a - So ao, — - (Metric tons) : . a 

eee ECO DoCS OCA TSS CC 

Country 1981 1982 1983 1984P 1985° 
a ne TO PE SOP SESS AS AL LS ee . 

Algeria®_..__=_.______--------------- 65 65 - 50 50 50 | 
Argentina. ______._._--_-~-~---------~-~-- —_ 21 &19 | ©20 - 20 

- Australia (refined). _______--------------- | 1,031 1,010 1,104 - ~—-1,049 1,000 
Austria ________________-__---~_-_---- . 55 48 46 49 50 
Belgium ____________-_--_--_-.--_------ 117% © 996 1,260 1476  . 1,200 
Brazil ___________________- eee 45 73 189 = 225 225 

_ Bulgaria® ______-_ eee 210 200 © 200 200 200 
Canada (refined). ______ ~._------1--_---- 1,298 TR54 1,456 - 1,602 1,400 
China®______ ee 270 300 300 300 —-300 
Finland ______________.--_-_-~-___-_-_- 621 566 616 614 610 

_ France. _____--------~-~------------- 668 2793 513 563 510 
German Democratic Republic® _.__.$__.._______- 16 16 | 15 "15 16 
Germany, Federal Republic of. _____-__.___~~-~ ~- 1,192 1,030 1,094 ‘L111 1,075 
India. __.___1-_-----~------4-2+----~ wo 8 131 181. 148 3194 
Italy. _______________--_----------- 2489 2475 450 520 450 
Japan _________i_ iin eee 1,977 2,034 2,214 2,423 2,640 
Korea, North® __________._..-_-----_--- 140 100 100 100 100 
Korea, Republic of. —._....._.-----~------- 300 320 320 320 300 
Mexico (refined) __________.._-_--------- 590 607 642 © 571 600 
Namibia________________-___--_---=-- __ 110 51 40 30 
Netherlands _________________--2--+--- 518 497 513 636 — 600 
Norway _______________--____.------- 117 104 117 150  —° 150 
Peru ___________________-- +--+ ++ 307 421 451 390 420 
Poland_________._____--------------- 580 570 ©570 °570 600 
Romania®_____________~--.-_--------+- 85 80 80 715 75 
Spain _______________--------- ~~ 303. 286 278 290 300 
USSR& _______ eee 2,900 2,900 3,000 _ 8,000 3,000 ; 
United Kingdom_—_ _____-_---------~-~----- 278 354 340 390 375 
United States?___________.-______------ 1,608 ——-1,007 1,052 - 1,686 31,603 | 
Yugoslavia _____________----~---------- 208 174 48 270 250 
Zaire_______________~~-_------------ 2230 7280 308 ~ 318 320 
Zambia ____________-~------~---------~ | “4. __ _ _- — 

5 T17,380 16,422 17,527 19,171 18,662 
a 

A 

*Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. 
1This table gives unwrought production from ores, concentrates, flue dusts, and other materials of both domestic and | 

imported origin. Sources generally do not indicate if secondary metal (recovered from scrap) is included or not; where 
known, this has been indicated by footnote. Data derived in part from World Metal Statistics (published by World Bureau 
of Metal Statistics, London) and from Metal Statistics (published by Metallgesellschaft Aktiengesellschaft, Frankfurt am 
Main). Cadmium is found in ores, concentrates, and/or flue dusts in several other countries, but these materials are 
exported for treatment elsewhere to recover cadmium metal; therefore, such output is not reported in this table to avoid 
double counting. Table includes data available through Apr. 8, 1986. 

2Includes secondary. 
3Reported figure. 
*Revised to zero. 

: TECHNOLOGY | 

Researchers at the Corning Glass Works, 12%, eclipsing a previous efficiency level of 
Corning, NY, reported the discovery of a 9%. The cells were made of copper-indium 
new cadmium-bearing fluoride glass system diselenide/zinc-cadmium sulfide and were 
that was 10 times more resistant to water part of an effort to produce solar cells for 
corrosion than zirconium-based fluoride large-scale terrestrial solar power applica- 
glasses: The new glass, a mixture of cadmi- tions and for potential uses in space." 
um, lithium, aluminum, and lead fluorides, Researchers at Los Alamos National Lab- 

was developed under an Air Force Office of oratory in New Mexico reported the discov- 
Scientific Research contract aimed at seek- ery of a peptide that protected plants from 
ing improved glass systems. The main prac- being poisoned by toxic metals. The un- 
tical advantage of the new glass was its named compound, a chain of seven amino 
higher resistance to water corrosion, which acids, reportedly bound cadmium and al- 
could lead to applications in infrared optics lowed plant cells to tolerate otherwise toxic 
and optical windows.*° concentrations of the metal. This discovery 

Boeing Aerospace Co. reported the devel- could lead to new methods of growing more 
opment of thin film polycrystalline solar nutritious crops and to the development of 
cells with energy conversion levels of nearly biochemical filters that remove toxic met-
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- als. The scientists speculated that the pep- the Clean Air Act. V. 50, No. 200, Oct. 16, 1985, pp. 42000- . . 42004. oo - ne might be used to awe sleet, meta’ from *Gross, S. Tailor-Made Technology, Pin-Point Marketing - contaminated soil, sewage sludge. an waste and High-Yield Resins Spark Vigorous Growth. Chem. | effluent. » Sewas' dge, Week, v. 137, No. 24, Dec. 11, 1985, pp. SAS 3-SAS 46. ° . . ‘Advanced Battery Technology. V. 21, No. 4, Apr. 1985, Developments in cadmium technology p6 , : | during th ) racted i i- “Mining Journal (London). Greek Lead-Zinc Project. Akg : © ve a were abst awed tie vadmi V. 304, No. 7816, June 7, 1985, p. 406. um Tacs, @ quarter'y publication avail- “7 agyanced Battery Technology. V. 21, No. 12, Dec. 1985, | able through the Cadmium Association, 34 _p. Le 
. Metal Bulletin (London). Cutting Down on Cadmium. Berkeley Square, London W1X 6AJ, Eng: No. 7004, July 19, 1985p. 10. ) nO 

and. ®*Page 10 of work cited in footnote 8. | . —_—_____ —— _*°Lasers & Applications. Corning Discovers New Fluo- _ 1Physical scientist, Division of Nonferrous Metals. ride Glass System. V. 4, No. 10, Oct. 1985, pp. 30, 32. a | . *Federal Register. Water Quality Criteria; Availabilit Photonics Spectra. Boeing, Sovonics Boost Efficiency _ of Documents. V. 50, No. 145, July 29, 1985, pp. 30784- of Solar Celis. V. 19, Issue 12, Dec. 1985, p. 8. | 30796. a Chemical & Engineering News. Peptide Protects 5____. Assessment of Cadmium Under Section 122 of Plants From Cadmium. V. 63, No. 26, July 1, 1985, p. 22.



alcium and Calcium 
Compounds 

| - . By Lawrence Pelham! | 

| Calcium, the fifth most abundant element elsewhere. | 
in the Earth’s crust, is very active, and Calcium metal was manufactured by one 
occurs in nature in combination with other company in Connecticut. Natural calcium 
elements. The Bureau of Mines publishes chloride was produced by three companies 
individual reports for several of these calci- in California, two companies in Michigan, = = © 
um minerals and compounds. The commer- and one company in Washington. Synthetic | 
cial name for calcium fluoride is fluorspar; calcium chloride was manufactured by one : 
calcium carbonate is known as limestone; company in Louisiana, two companies in 
and calcium oxide and hydroxide are called New York, and two companies in Washing- | 
lime. Information on these materials can be _ ton. ae oe, | a 
obtained in the “Fluorspar,” ‘Crushed Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- - | 

_ Stone,” and “Lime” chapters of the “Miner- duction data for calcium chloride are devel- 
als Yearbook.” Other calcium compounds oped by the Bureau of Mines from a volun- 
are covered in the chapter concerning the _ tary survey of US. operations entitled “Cal- | 
element with which it is combined; for cium Chloride and Calcium-Magnesium 
example, calcium bromide is discussed in Chloride.” Of the 11 operations to which a 
the“Bromine” chapter. This chapter covers . survey request was sent, all responded, . 
calcium metal, calcium chloride, and vari- representing 100% of the total production 
ous other calcium compounds not covered shown in table 1. - | 

| | DOMESTIC PRODUCTION | | 

Pfizer Inc. produced calcium metal at maintenance free batteries and a pure calci- 
Canaan, CT, by the Pidgeon process—an um wire used in the steel industry to modify 
aluminothermic process in which high- inclusions. Elkem Metal Co., a Norwegian- 
purity calcium oxide, produced by calcining owned company with headquarters at Pitts- 
limestone, and aluminum powder are bri- burgh, PA, producéd calcium alloys at its 
quetted and heated in vacuum retorts. The plant in Alloy, WV, including a calcium- 
vaporized calcium metal product is collected _ silicon alloy containing about 30% calcium, 
as a “crown” in a water-cooled condenser. 65% silicon, and 5% iron, and two propri- 
Pfizer accounted for an estimated 50% of etary alloys that contain barium, and bari- 
total calcium metal production in market um and aluminum. The Foote Mineral Co. 
economy countries. at Exton, PA, and ASARCO Incorporated at 

Pfizer produced commercial-grade calci- New York, NY, also produced calcium al- 
um containing 98.5% calcium in seven loys. The Pesses Co. produced calcium alloys 
shapes, high-purity redistilled metal con- for use in the production of iron, steel, and 
taining 99.2% calcium in four shapes, and nickel alloys. 
an 80% calcium-20% magnesium alloy. National Chloride Co. of America, Cargill 
Pfizer also produced an alloy consisting of Inc.’s Leslie Salt Co., and Hill Bros. Chemi- 
25% calcium and 75% aluminum for use in cal Co. produced calcium chloride from dry- 

209
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| lake brine wells in San Bernardino County, Occidental Chemical Corp. manufactured 

CA: Hill Bros. Chemical also produced from calcium chloride at Tacoma, WA, using 

a second operation near Cadiz Lake. Total limestone and hydrochloric acid. Reichold 

output in California was slightly less than Chemicals Inc. produced a small amount of 

that of 1984. Natural calcium chloride pro- synthetic calcium chloride as.a byproduct of 

) duction in California was much less than pentachlorophenol manufacture at Tacoma, 
in Michigan. The Dow Chemical Co. and WA, before closing the operation perma- 

Wilkinson Chemical Corp. recovered calci- nently in February. _ a 
wm chloride from brines in Lapeer, Mason, = At yearend Allied was in the process of 

and Midland Counties, MI. Dow continued closing its Solvay complex in Syracuse, NY. : 
to phase out all brine operations at its 80- Allied was expanding its plant in Amherst- 
year-old plant in Midland, MI, and relocate bury, Ontario, Canada, in order to continue , 
its calcium chloride operations to Luding- serving calcium chloride customers in the 
ton, MI. The phaseout was planned to be Northeastern United States. Texas United 
completed by mid-1986. Tahoma Chemical Chemical announced plans to build a new | 
Co. Inc., a new company, began producing granular calcium chloride plant in Lake . 
calcium chloride in Washington in Novem- Charles, LA, with an annual capacity of at 
ber. | : - least 20,000 short tons of a dry form of 94% 

Allied Chemical Corp. recovered synthet- to 97% calcium chloride. Construction had 
ie calcium chloride as a byproduct of soda begun and completion was expected in May 

ash production at its Solvay plant near 1986.7 © St _ | | 

Syracuse, NY, and as a byproduct at its Calcium hypochlorite was produced by 

Baton Rouge, LA, plant using hydrochloric two U.S. companies: Olin Corp. and PPG 

acid and limestone; Texas United Chemical Industries Inc. Total U.S. capacity for pro- | 

Corp. produced calcium chloride from ducing calcium hypochlorite was 116,500 

purchased hydrochloric acid and limestone tonsperyear. =~ - an 

| at its plant near Lake Charles, LA; and — — Oo a 

| Table 1.—U.S. production of calcium chloride (75% CaCl, equivalent) | - 

Natural Synthetic. Total : 

Year $$ 

OS ee) housands) —(ehort tone) (thousands) (short tons) | (thousands) | 

1981 _-.-_____ 704,691 $61,692 212,299 $27,086 - 916,990 . —- $88,778 
1982 _________ 616,513 61,483 236,894 31,279 858,407 92,762 
1988 _-_______ 663,949 71,330 192,688 29,727 856,637 101,057 
1984¢_________ 838,000 93,000 198,000 31,500 1,036,000 124,500 
1985 _._______ Ww Ww W ee 801,000 92,200 

“Estimated. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. . 

, CONSUMPTION AND USES 

Calcium metal was used in the manufac- Calcium chloride was used for road and 
ture of batteries, as an aid in removing pavement deicing, dust control and road 
bismuth in lead refining, as a desulfurizer base stabilization, coal and other bulk mate- 
and deoxidizer in steel refining, and as a__rial thawing, oil and gas drilling, concrete- 
reducing agent to recover refractory metals _ set acceleration, tire ballasting, and miscel- 
such as chromium, thorium, and rare laneous uses. 
earths from their oxides. Some minor uses The principal use of calcium chloride was 
were in the preparation of vitamin B and_ to melt snow and ice from roads, streets, 
chelated calcium supplements, and as a_ bridges, and pavements. Calcium chloride is 
cathode coating in some types of photoelec- more effective at lower temperatures than 
tric tubes. The nuclear applications of calci- rock salt and has been used mainly in the 
um metal give it strategic significance; for- Northern and Eastern States. Because of its 
eign sales must be approved by the U.S. considerably higher price, it was used in 
Department of State. State Department ap- conjunction with rock salt for maximum 
proval had been denied to countries that effectiveness and economy. 
were not a signatory of the United Nations Calcium hypochlorite was used to disin- 
Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty. fect swimming pools, which accounted for
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85% of domestic demand, and in other forcement bars, accelerate setting time, and municipal and industrial bleaching and san- enhance strength, §  .. 7 oo: itation processes. It was-used as an algicide, Calcium carbide and calcium-silicon alloy __ bactericide, deodorant, water purifier, disin- were used to remove sulfur from molten pig fectant, fungicide, and bleaching agent. iron as it was carried in transfer ladles from Calcium nitrate was used as a concrete the blast furnace to the steelmaking fur- additive to inhibit corrosion of steel rein- nace. co oe os | 

a PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS = 
_ The published price of calcium metal. ‘Calcium metal was usually shipped in crowns in quantities greater than 20,000 | polyethylene bags under argon in an air- 

_ pounds increased on January 1 to $3.76 per tight 55-gallonsteeldrum. —>- | ton and again. on November.1 to $3.92. The Calcium chloride was sold as flake or | 
price of .calcium-silicon. alloy remained | pellet averaging about 75% CaCl, or as a 

_ unchanged. Yearend published prices and _ liquid concentrate averaging 40% CaCl. 
_ Specifications were as follows: ©. _, Prices remained unchanged from those. of 

: | He 1984. Yearend 1985 published prices’ and 
= specifications were as follows: . a Value per pound o | . re . 

TO . } _ Value per ton — | Calcium metal, 1-ton lots, 50-pound OO ee ee full crowns, 10 by 18inches, a Calcium chloride concentrate, regular SP  , Ca+ Mg 99.5%, Mg 0.7%_-____- — $825 $8.92 grade, 77% to 80%, flake, bulk, ° | | Calcium-silicon alloy, 32% calcium, | . , pe’. Carload, works___- 2 = $153.00 carload lots, f.o.b. shipping point _ _ . 12 ‘72. 100-pound bags, carload, Samebasis___- =. —-_—« 196.00 T= Anhydrous, 94% to 97%, flake or pellet, | | , “bulk, carload, same basis _____- 217.00 . Source: Metals Week. V. 55, No. 53, 1984, p. 5; Metals — 80-pound bags, carload, same basis_ _ _ - 279.00 Week. V. 56, No. 52, 1985, p. 5. Brining grade, 80-pound bags ______ _ 285.00 — Ot Calcium chloride liquid, 100% basis, . Calcium metal was usually sold in the s5¢"tamc'pang “um baree-----—- 108.00 form of crowns, broken crown pieces: or Calcium chloride, United States Phar- | | 
nodules, or billets, which are produced by — 300Peela, granu freight equalized __ 1,800.00 melting crowns in an argon atmosphere. § —————————_____ The metal purity in these forms was at least _ . . , . so ee : : Ch Mark. , V. 228, No. 27, 98%. Higher purity. metal was. obtained by 198s ro. emical Mar ong Reporter, ° redistillation. a a | | oe : 

FOREIGN TRADE | 

Calcium chloride was exported to 37 coun- cluding precipitated calcium carbonate, to- tries. A significant decrease in calcium taled 49,000 tons valued at $25 million chloride exports occurred primarily because compared with 37,000 tons valued at $17 , of the phasing out of Allied’s Syracuse, NY, — million in 1984. Material in this category plant and Dow’s Midland, MI, plant. Ex- was sent to 57 countries. The leading desti- ports of calcium phosphates were 58,600 nations, in descending order, were the Unit- : tons valued at $43 million compared with ed Kingdom, the N etherlands, Mexico, Bel-: 40,000 tons valued at about $33 million in gium, and Canada. | 1984. The leading destinations, in descend- Calcium chloride imports increased signi- ing order, were Venezuela, Colombia, Cana- ficantly with large gains by Canada and da, and Mexico, with material sent to a total Sweden. The increase by Canada was a of 52 countries. direct result of planned expansion by Allied Exports of other calcium compounds, in- at its Amherstburg plant in conjunction
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with decreasing U.S. capacity. Crude calci- at $14.6 million, mainly from Norway. 

um chloride imports increased 246% to The USS. International Trade Commission 

75,381 tons valued at $9.1 million, mainly determined on March 28, under section 

from Canada. Other calcium chloride im- 735(b) of the Tariff Act of 19380, that the 

| ports, which increased 747% to 2,355 tons domestic industry had been materially in- 

valued at $1.9 million, were supplied almost jured by reason of imports of calcium hypo- 

equally by Brazil, Canada, the Federal Re- chlorite from Japan being sold at less than 

public of Germany, and Sweden. _.°. fair value. An antidumping order was 

| ~ Imports of other calcium compounds in- issued by the U.S. Department of Com- 

cluded 15,800 tons of calcium carbide valued merce. oe - 

at $5.0 million from Canada; 3,700 tons of Calcium metal was imported from four 

calcium hypochlorite valued at $5.1 million countries. China supplied 249,913 pounds; 

from Japan; 274,000 tons of crude calcium France, 113,885 pounds; the USS.R., 

carbonate chalk valued at $1.7 million from 101,575 pounds; and Canada, 26,871 pounds. _ 

the Bahamas; 7,300 tons of calcium carbon- U.S. import duties in effect during the year 

ate chalk whiting valued at $1.6 million, for calcium metal were 3.6% ad valorem for 

mainly from France; 12,000 tons of precipi- countries” having most-favored-nation sta- 

tated calcium carbonate valued-at $4.9 mil- tus, 3.0% ad valorem for less developed and 

lion, primarily from, in descending order, — developing countries, and 25% ad valorem 

_ the United Kingdom, Japan, and France; for non-most-favored nations. a | 

and 139,000 tons of.calcium nitrate valued : a oe 

: | - ‘Table 2.—US. exports of calcium chloride, by country a, 

} | a O 1984 - 1985 | 
Country. ee 

a . _ Short tons Value Short tons Value 

Brazil___________.-_---------------------- - 209 $67,916 70 $22,483. 
Cameroon ___________----_~------+~-------- 885 277,159 1,333 179,239 
Canada ____.___..___________-__------_----- 20,976 = 2,658,345 14,755 2,494,945 
Egypt _______________--------------------- 816 7,086,176 1,872 522,866 
Mexico _____________-_-__----------------- 295 113,470 786 216,595 
Netherlands _______________----------------- 2,340 7,634,897 874 138,583 
Norway______-__-_----_------------------- 1,453 344,531 _. _ 

Saudi Arabia... __~-__-___.-.-_--------__-_- 27 29,098 2 . 2,244 
Sweden________________-__----------------- - 1,541 752,141 968 1,136,964 
Trinidad and Tobago_____________-------------- 895 323,492 214 48,565 
United Arab Emirates ______________------------ 2,364 377,780 2,713 636,939 

- ‘United Kingdom _________-____--------------- 606 203,065 288 87,003 
Venemela _______________------------------ ATA 221,441 73 58,690 , 

Other -—__ ~~~ ---------------------------__ 1181478150 2195 TO BAO 

Total __._________---______-- +--+ -H-- 34,062 20,567,661 26,143 6,342,956 
een 

Source: Bureau of the Census. — . 

Table 3.—U.S. imports for consumption of calcium and calcium chloride 

a 
Calcium Calcium chloride 

Year ——$— eS 
Pounds Value! Short tons Value! 

1981______________--------------- 235,436 $751,456 86,865 $4,088,361 
1982__________ ee 333,054 966,665 60,623 3,010,212 
1988__________________-_____----- 332,834 866,409 13,784 1,317,016 
1984___________ 248,973 669,586 22.078 1,816,915 
1985____________________-___--_-- 492,244 1,395,198 77,736 10,967,328 

cee 
1UJ.S. Customs, insurance, freight. 

Source: Bureau of the Census.
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Table 4.—U.S. imports for consumption of calcium chloride, by country 
a ] Count 1984 | 1985 re | _ wey Shorttons Value! Short tons Value! | 

Canada -——____________________.__-________ 18,820 4$1,188,591 65,458 $7,272,298 Germany, Federal Republic of Wee ee ee 87 ~~ 246,331 621 - $27,445 Mexico ______________- 2,424 69,758 1,572, 54,489 Sweden ___--_--_------ 2 LITT TT Tay 261,761. 9,279 2,411,923 : Other _____ 33 50,479 806 901,173 
Total ~~ ---~----------- tee ti---___ 22,078) ,816,915. 77,736 10,967,828 

, 
° e 

: . . ‘U.S. Customs, insurance, freight. — - 
| Source: Bureau of the Census. oo . - 

| WORLD REVIEW | 

Calcium metal was produced in Canada, _ Total world production was an estimated China, France, Japan, and the U.S.S.R., in 2,000 tons. 
addition to the United States. The market oo | oo ae Le, : Physical scientist, Division of Industrial Minerals. _€conomy country production of calcium _,Ehysical: Marketing Reporter. V. 228, No. 22, 1985, ; metal was estimated to be about 1,500 tons. _p. 31. | | : :
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| By Wilton Johnson: _ | | 

_ U.S. cement demand increased for the consuming regions except the South experi- 
_ third consecutive year, reflecting continued enced gains in cement shipments. The 

_ growth in the construction industry. U.S. Northeast. region experienced the largest : 
cement production remained essentially gain with 12%, followed by the West, 7%, | | 
unchanged. According to the U.S. Depart- and the North Central, 3%... a 
ment of Commerce, the value of new con- Acquisition of U.S. cement plants by for- 
struction put in place increased 10% to $343 eign firms continued. By yearend, approx- 
billion. Housing starts remained essentially imately 32% of clinker and 35% of finish 
unchanged at 1.74 million units. Public grinding capacity had been acquired by | 
buildings, highways and streets, and other foreign interests. a | | 
public construction accounted for the bulk Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- 
of construction activity. — | duction and consumption data for cement 

Imports increased 64% to 14.5 million are developed by means of the portland and. 
short tons, the highest level in recorded masonry cement voluntary survey. Of the | 

_ US. history. Clinker imports were 32% of _ 144 cement manufacturing plants to which oe 
the total. a | an annual survey collection request was | 

| Shipments of portland and masonry ce- made, 100% responded, representing 100% 
ment from U.S. plants, excluding Puerto of the cement production and consumption | 
Rico, increased 4% to 83 million tons. All data shown in table 1. | | , 

_— | _. Table 1.—Salient cement statistics _ | a 
. | - (Thousand short tons unless otherwise specified) a 

_ | : 1981 ~ 1982 - 1988 1984 1985 

United States! | —— 
Production? ______________ 71,710 63,355 70,420 77,700 77,895 | 

_ Shipments from mills? 3_____ _ _ 71,748 64,066 70,988 80,166 83,082 
Value? 4 _______ thousands. _ $8,723,096 $3,263,585 $3,534,324 $4,152,258 $4,286,399 
Average value per ton? 34 == $51.89 $50.94 $49.95 $51.80 $51.61 
Stocks at mills,” Dec. 31 .______ 7,372 6,758 6,711 6,866 1,232 
Exports____- 300 201 118 80 98 
Imports for consumption ______ 8,968 2,911 4,221 8,689 14,120 
Consumption, apparent®® _____ 78,821 65,623 73,435 84,318 87,456 

World: uction ~-_________. 977,384 978,362 1,010,116 P 1,045,468 *1,071,225 ee re 

1Excludes Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands. 
2Portland and masonry cement only. 
‘Includes imported cement shipped by domestic producers. 
“Value received, f.o.b. mill, excluding cost of containers. . 
SQuantity shipped, plus imports, minus exports. 
S Adjusted to eliminate duplication of imported clinker and cement shipped by domestic cement manufacturers. 

215
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| DOMESTIC PRODUCTION | 

One State agency and 48 companies op- PORTLAND CEMENT BC 

| rales seapetenten Oro art pm Clinker production in the United States, 
to Rico manufacturing hydraulic cement. excluding Puerto Rico, decreased 4% to 66.3 | 

Some of the data are arranged by Stateor Million tons, and clinker imports received by groups of States that form cement dis- by USS. cement producers increased 105% to 
tricts. A cement district may represent a 3-9 million tons. A total of 74.6 million | group of States or a portion of a State. The tons of portland cement was ground in the States of California, Illinois, New York, United States. Stocks at mills increased by ' Pennsylvania, and Texas are divided to 380,000 tons to 6.8 million tons at yearend. a 
provide more definitive marketing informa- _ Production Capacity.—By yearend, mul- : tion. Divisions for these States are as fol- tiplant operations were being run by 25 — lows. ~ | : companies. The size of individual compa- - 

California, Northern.—Points north and ies, as a percentage of total U.S. clinker 7 : west of the northern borders of Kern and production capacity, ranged from 0.3% to 
oe San Luis Obispo Counties and the western 10.6%. The 5 largest producers provided 

borders of Inyo and Mono Counties. 34% of total clinker production; the 10 
California, Southern.—All other counties largest producers provided a combined total inCalifornia. = «© | | _ of 55%. The 10 largest companies, in terms 

| Chicago, Metropolitan.—The seven Illi- of clinker production, were Lone Star Indus- | nois counties of Cook, Du Page, Kane, Ken- tries Inc., General Portland Inc., Lehigh 
: . dall, Lake, McHenry, and Will. . Portland Cement Co., Gifford-Hill & Co. 

| Iilinois.—All other counties in Illinois. Inc., Southwestern Portland Cement. Co., 
New York, Western.—All counties west of Dundee Cement Co., Blue Circle Inc., Ideal 

a dividing line following the eastern bound- Basic Industries Inc., Kaiser Cement Corp., . _ aries of Broome, Chenango, Lewis, Madison, and Moore McCormack Resources Inc. 
Oneida, and St. Lawrence Counties. At yearend, 266 kilns at 124 plants were 

New York, Eastern.—All counties east. of being operated by 45.companies and 1 State | | the above dividing line, except Metropolitan agency in the United States, excluding New York. re Puerto Rico. Annual clinker production ca- 
New York, Metropolitan.—The five coun- pacity at yearend was 86.3 million tons. An 

ties of New York City (Bronx, Kings, New. average of 46 days downtime was reported 
York, Queens, and Richmond) plus Nassau, for kiln maintenance and repair. The indus- 
Rockland, Suffolk, and Westchester Coun- try operated at an average 77% of its 
ties. | _ apparent capacity. Average annual clinker 

Pennsylvania, Eastern.—All counties east capacity of U.S. kilns was 325,000 tons, 
of the eastern boundaries of Centre, Clin- average plant capacity was 696,000 tons, 
ton, Franklin, Huntingdon, and Potter and average company capacity was about 
Counties. | 1.9 million tons. Three plants produced 

Pennsylvania, Western.~—All other coun- white cement. In addition, 11 plants oper- 
ties in Pennsylvania. . ated grinding mills using only imported or 

Texas, Northern.—All counties north of a purchased clinker, or interplant transfers of 
dividing line following the northern borders clinker. Of these, seven produced portland 
of Brazos, Burnet, Crockett, Jasper, Jeff cement only, and four ground clinker for 
Davis, Llano, Madison, Mason, Menard, Mi- both masonry and portland cement. Based 
lam, Newton, Pecos, Polk, Robertson, San on the fineness to which Types I and I 
Jacinto, Schleicher, Tyler, Walker, and Wil- cements must be ground and allowing for 
liamson Counties. downtime for maintenance, the U.S. cement 

Texas, Southern.—All counties south of industry’s estimated annual grinding capac- 
the above dividing line. | ity was 102 million tons.
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| Clinker was produced by wet-process outthe year. _ . | 
kilns at 53 plants (includes Puerto Rico) and Centex Corp.’s Corpus Christi, TX, ‘plant | 
by dry-process kilns.at 68 plants; 5 addition- closed and was used as a cement distribu- 
al plants operated both wet and dry kilns. tionterminal.. | | | 
The initiation of major plant modernization _ Corporate Changes.—Allentown Cement oe 
and expansion projects, including the instal- Co. Inc., headquartered in King of Prus- 
lation of dry-process kilns and preheater- sia, PA, acquired National Gypsum Co.’s 
precalciner systems, continued to decline. Evansville, PA, cement plant and distribu- 

| At yearend, there were 59 suspension and tion terminals at Bowie, MD, and Jersey 
18 grate preheaters in operation. City, NJ. | 

Capacity Additions Planned.—Box-Crow __ Ash Grove Cement Co. of Overland Par k, 
Cement Co. formerly Dal-Tex Cement KS, purchased Arkansas Cement Corp.'s 
Corp., continued construction of a 1-million- Foreman, AR, cement plant and distribu- | 

| _ton-per-year cement plant near Midlothian, tion terminals at Little Rock and Ft. Smith, 

TX. The plant, which will be equipped with AR; Shreveport and Alexandria, LA; and 
a coal-fired preheater-precalciner system, Oklahoma City, OK. : 7 7 
was expected to go on-stream in December . Blue Circle Industries PLC, a large Brit- | 
1986. a ish cement company: acquired Atlantic Ce | 

. ment Co.’s 1.5-million-ton-per-year portlan 

anita ued Grone Co. began om Cement plant at Ravens, NY te 8,000on 
| lant in Brooks ville FL. The plant also will Peter slag cement plant at Sparrows 

Pant Ih PrOOksvine, Biz ve Plant also wil’ Point, MD, several distribution terminals __ | 
feature a 125-megawatt power generation along the east coast, and a fleet of cement- 
facility and the capacity to produce 350,000 _ carrying barges. : 
tons per year of lime. The cement portion of Columbia Northwest Corp., a subsidiary 

the plant was expected to go into production of Ashland Oil Inc., sold its Bellingham, 
7 in N ovember 1986. The power generation WA, plant and distribution terminals in _ 

and lime facilities were expected to begin Anchorage, AK, Portland, OR, and Pasco 

operation the first part of 1987. and Seattle, WA, to SME Cement Inc. of 7 
Plant Closings.—General Portland closed Bessemer, PA. : , : 

_ the final kiln at its Tampa, FL, cement Independent Cement Co. purchased Lone 
plant and signed a clinker supply contract Star Industries’ Hagerstown, MD, plant and 
with Mexico’s Cementos Apasco S.A. to Baltimore distribution terminal. 
replace clinker production at the plant. The Kaiser Cement sold its Hawaiian cement 

plant will be used exclusively for grinding plant and distribution facilities to a new , 
_ Mexican clinker into finished portland ce- partnership formed by Lone Star Industries | 

ment. | | and the Australian firm Adelaide Brighton _ 
Genstar Cement and Lime Co.’s San An- Cement Holdings Ltd. 

dreas, CA, plant remained closed through-
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Table 4.—Daily clinker capacity in the United States, December 31 

| . Short tons per —__Number___ conatity oftoral | Ur peri Plants Kilns* (short tons) capacity 
ba a 

. . 
, 

1984: | | 7 ee OS | 
Lessthan 1,150 _._.__.-.-___ 2 25 44 21,334 1.5 
1,151 to 1,700. = 28 47 38,708 13.7 

: 1,701 to 2,800... 29 55 55,077 19.4 
2,301 to 2,800_ 22 22 47 54,797 19.3 

_- 2,801 and over eel 28 88 113,532 40.1 | 

Total ___________-_-_---------- eee 132-281 283,448 100.0 

1985: a | , - | | 
| Lessthan 1,150 _________.._-.._-________ Le 2 Al 19,457 9.0 

1,151 to 1,700_. ee 27 58 45,283 16.3 
1,701 to 2,800... - 24 43 44,745 16.1 : : 2,301 to 2,800_______..------ a 49 52,596 . 19.0. 2801 andover -------_--- IU IL TLILILILLIILIIIIIil BB 16,289 

| — ‘Total eee 126 215 278,320 100.0 

'ncludes Puerto Rico and white cement producing facilities. 
*Total number in operation at plants. oo 

7 Table 5.—Raw materials used in producing portland cement in the United States! —_- 
| . (Thousand short tons) . 

Raw materials oo 1983 1984 - 1985 

Calcareous: . . . 
Limestone (includes aragonite, marble, chalk) ________._________ 73,075 78,484 77,627 | 

_ Cement rock (includes marl) _ ~~~... ~~~... __- 21,644 27,010 24,255 
| Coral. 2,030 1,108 1,277 

_ Other__ ee 243 
Argillaceous: : i 

| Clay. ee 5,736 6,045 5,685 

Other (inclad 5 staurolite, bauxite, aluminum dros alaaina’ 777777 Son 508t" $182 includes staurolite, bauxite, aluminum umina, 
volcanic material, other)... _.....2-2-..--_____________ 118 47 123 

Siliceous: ee . . 
_ Sand and calcium silicate... 2.222 1,669 _ 1,958 1,930 

Sandstone, quartzite, other._.__.___.______.__________ 691 696 608 
Ferrous: Iron ore, pyrites, millscale, other iron-bearing material wee eee 1,058 1,282 ——-:1,807 

| Gypeum and anhydrite _.__-__.._______________________ 3474 «8,967 3,959 Blast furnace slag... --~~~~__~~~~~~22227272777222222 49 27 97 
Ply ash - — —---~~-~~~-+-------~-------------------- 870 +841 796 

Mec LL 103 — 296 311 

Total __-_-_- 113,528 124,798 121,350 
eee ene TT SSS ESET SST 

“Includes Puerto Rico. : 

MASONRY CEMENT United States. Two plants producing ma- 
: . | sonry cement exclusively were Cheney 
Production of masonry cement remained [Lime & Cement Co., Allgood, AL, and River- 

at 3.3 million tons. At yearend, 96 plants ton Corp., Riverton, VA. 
were manufacturing masonry cement in the |
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Table 6.—Masonry cement. production and stocks in.the United States, by district 
| | Z : 1984 oS 1985 

- a | Produc | SCRE Produc | QUA, : uc- , ‘roduc- . | District aces = tion =—-Dec. 31 Plants on” haat during Hgvoand how tring Chgusand Chou. | year - tons) short year tons). short 
- tons) . tons) 

New York and Maine__________________ 4 77 14 4 71 13 Pennsylvania, eastern _..______________ 6 240 31 6 233 37 Hevind Vigan WotVigsis—--—-—--- = $s BB Ohio TTT 4 1088 4 113 25 Michigan and Wisconsin___._.._________ 5 206 55 6 203 47 Indiana and Kentucky _.________________ 5 393 69 5 395 68 Minois_____~___-~___ 2 W WwW 1 WW WwW Georgia and Tennessee_________________ 4. 171 24 4 188 2 South Carolina__________________. 77 2 WwW W 2 Ww WwW Florida.________________ 5 390 20 4 395 2 Alabama _________________ 7 236 29 7 256 37 Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi___________ 3 97 :) 3 99 10 South Dakota_______.________ 1. 6 2. 1 4 2 Towa _-_-___-__ 3 40 8 3 AQ 11 Missouri._________________._____ 3 148 23° 4  . 189 26 Kansas and Nebraska________________ 6 71 32 6 «56 30 Oklahoma___________- = 3 52 9 3 46 11 _  Texas,northern __.___________ ss 7 219 18 199 18 Texas,southern ____________ |... it Boos 13 GB 64 8 Idaho, Montana, Utah _________________ 4 7 6 2 3 4 Colorado and Wyoming.________________ 20 Ww WwW. 2 Ww Ww ‘Arnzka, Oregon, Washington ---- +e 1 Ww WwW 8 9 6 Arizona, Nevada, New Mexico.____________ 38. 95 | 4 8 98 5 California, northern.__________________ -_— . _- — 1. W WwW California, southern.._________.___ 1 WwW WwW 1 WwW WwW Hawaii_________-__ 2 Br BY 6 1 ‘Other __-______ =e -- 318 42 = 292 15 eS 
| Total or average ___________________ 96 3,286 470 96 3,258 2456 

: «ays . ° a ° 6“ 9 
" 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other. Includes imported cement. | | . *Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. i 

| ALUMINOUS CEMENT. duced at the following three plants in the | | . Oo . United States: Lehigh Portland Cement, Aluminous cement, also known as calci- Buffington, IN; Lone Star Lafarge Inc., um aluminate cement, high-alumina ce- Chesapeake, VA; and Aluminum Co. of ment, and Cement Fondu, is a nonportland America, Bauxite, AR. - _ hydraulic cement. It continued to be pro- | = | 

ENERGY | | 

Approximately 81% of the energy con- lion Btu per ton. Approximately 56% of sumed in cement production was in the clinker production was by the dry process. form of fuel for kiln firing to produce Kilns without preheaters averaged 5.7 | clinker. Average energy consumption per million Btu per ton of clinker produced; ton of clinker was 4.6 million British ther- those with suspension preheaters averaged mal units (Btu). 3.9 million Btu per ton, and those with The average consumption of electrical grate-type preheaters averaged 5.4 million energy decreased slightly to 138.2 kilo Btu per ton. 
watt hours per ton. Assuming a 40% energy Coal accounted for 95% of kiln fuel con- efficiency in conversion of fuel to electrical sumption, natural gas accounted for 4%, energy, this represents a fuel equivalent of and oil and waste fuel accounted for the 1.2 million Btu per ton. Thus, average fuel remainder. 
consumption for kiln firing plus electrical Energy-saving additives for cement pro- energy, primarily for finish grinding, was duction, such as fly ash and blast furnace approximately 5.8 million Btu per ton. slags, continued to be used. The use of fly Average fuel consumption for kiln firing ash decreased 5% to 7 96,000 tons. The use of in wet-process plants, 5.6 million Btu per slags increased 259% to 97,000 tons, the ton, was 33% higher than average fuel first increase following 5 consecutive years consumption in dry-process plants, 4.2 mil- of decline.
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| | “Table 7.—Clinker produced in the United States; byfuel ==8=§«-—— | 

| Clinker produced | 7 _ Fuel consumed 

Fuel | ere quanti Coal Natural gas 
: ° active (t ouaand - Percent (thousand Coouaan _ (thousand 
_ . | year short tons) ° . Short tons) barrels). cubic feet) 

1984: | . . . 
Coal ---_-~ “26 12,923 18.5 2,822 » ae -- 
Coaland oil, ~_ 2 2g 15,454 22.2 | 2,862 373 © oe 
Coal and natural gas _______ 59 30,405 43.6 — -§,802 _- 10,461,227 
Gil and natural gas —— ~~ —— 1 72 | 1 _- 56 2 | SC - «95,210 

_ Coal, oil, nat gas _______ 17 10,879 15.6 2,066 311 3,570,680 

| Total _____-______- 182 _—_—_69,738 100.0 18,052 740 14,127,117 

- Coal ee - 25 13,435 20.0 _ ~ 2,631 _— oe 
Coaland oil. _____.._____ 25 15,450. 23.0 2,710 510 — 
-Coaland natural gas _._____.. 58 28,886 43.0 4,831 oe 8,020,775 
Qi! and natural gas ———~—---— _- _— -- - __~ 35 _- 
Coal, oil, natural gas .._____. _ 23 — 9,405 14.0 1,434 210 2,623,539 

Total 126 67,176 100.0 ——«:11,,606 155 10,644;314 

‘Includes Puerto Rico. oo 7 / | ne : 
. Includes 0.6% anthracite, 94.7% bituminous, and 4.7% petroleum coke in 1984; 1.3% anthracite, 94.5% bituminous, 

and 4.2% petroleum coke in 1985. a Ce . a 

| 7 Table 8.—Clinker produced and fuel consumed by the portland cement industry in the 
| a a United States, by process | , 

. | , a ° ~~ Clinker produced . - Fuel consumed — 

oo ‘Process a Plants | Quantity Percent Coal? gy, Ol Natural gas | 
— during (thousand . of total (thousand 42-gallon (thousand 

year short tons) short tons) barrels) cubic feet) | 
ee 

1984: | . . 
Wet _.-- 58 25,950 37.2 5,672. ' 199 ~ 6,015,128 
Dry__.-----.--_.-__-- 69 40,653 . 58.3 6,819 526 ~ 8,241,622 

. Both _____-_-.-----+-- me 5 3,130 450 | 561 15 870,367 

. Total -- 2 132 69,733 100.0 13,052 740 14,127,117 

1985: : SC — 
Wet ---2 et 53 26,066 38.8 5,227 210 4,341,724 
Dry-_-----.---------. .. 68 37,797 56.3 5,800 525 5,471,841 
Both ______-__. ~____ = 5 «3,813 49 — 579 20 830,749 . 

; Total _---._-________ 126 67,176 100.0 11,606 - 755 10,644,314 
eee 

Includes Puerto Rico. 
2Includes 0.6% anthracite, 94.7% bituminous, and 4.7% petroleum coke in 1984; 1.3% anthracite, 94.5% bituminous, 

and 4.2% petroleum coke in 1985. .
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| : TRANSPORTATION | : ae a | 

The pattern of cement transport did not With respect to shipments of cement from 
differ significantly from that of recent plants to terminals, the preferred modes of 
years. U.S. shipments of portland cement to . transportation were railroads, 42%, and 
consumers were primarily in bulk (95%), by waterways, 37%. Transportation by truck 
truck (93.4%), and were made directly from accounted for 19%. Cement used at produc- 
cement manufacturing plants (66%), rather ing plants accounted for the remaining 2%. 

: than from distribution terminals. i eo | 

Table 10.—Shipments of portland cement from mills in the United States,! in bulk and in 
: | 7 containers, by type ofcarrier —__ ' | 

. Oo (Thousand short tons) - Be 

. Shipments to ultimate consumer oo 

Shipments from. From terminal From plant . | 
Type of carrier plant to terminal to consumer to consumer ~ . Total 

| In In In a mf 
bulk tainers bulk tainers bulk tainers | 

1984: Oo : 
Railroad __________ 8,776 78 565 16. 3,030 34 3,645 Truck____________ 8 TTT 171 22,415 607 47,026 — 3,628 73,671 

: Barge and boat ______ 7,922 90 145 -- 305 _- 450 
Unspecified? _______ ~ 462 a 34 __ 7A 5 113. 

Total _________ 20,987 339 23,159 623. 50,485 $3,662 *% 477,981 
1985: . , | | 

Railroad __________ 9,089 89 1,079 | 8464 75 4,619 
| Truck... 4,073 185 22,885 554 48,586 3,474 75,449 

Barge and boat ____ __ 7,866 89 472 __ 158 _- 630 
Unspecified? _______ 520 _ 6 _- 36 4 46 

Total _-_______ 21,548 363 24,442 555 52,194 | 3,553 880,744 nn 
MIncludes Puerto Rico. - . a 
“Includes cement used at plant. ; | 
SBulk shipments were 94.5%, and container (bag) shipments were 5.5%. 

. “Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. | 

CONSUMPTION AND USES : | 

Cement consumption in the United Manufacturers of concrete products used 
States, excluding Puerto Rico, increased 12% of the total to produce concrete blocks, 
4.0% to 87.5 million tons. Domestic produc- pipes, and precast, prestressed, and other 
ers’ shipments increased 4% to 83.0 million concrete products. The remainder was used 
tons, which included 5.5 million tons of by highway contractors; building contrac- 
imported cement. Additional imports of 4.0 tors; cement dealers; Federal, State, and 
million tons were shipped by other im- other government agencies; and other mis- 
porters. cellaneous users. : 

Domestic cement shipments to all regions According to the U.S. Department of 
of the United States increased except for Commerce, the value of U.S. construction 
the South. The Northeast region registered put in place increased 10% to $348 billion? 
the largest increase, 12%, followed by the Of this total value, 33% was in private 
West, 7%, and the North Central, 3%. housing; 26% was in private industrial and 

The end-use distribution pattern for port- commercial buildings, including farms; 6% 
land cement did not differ significantly was in public buildings; 6% was in high- 
from that of recent years. Ready-mixed ways and streets; and the remainder was in 
concrete producers were the primary con- other public construction and public utili- 
sumers, accounting for 70% of the total ties. 
quantity shipped by domestic producers. Total value of private construction put in
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place increased 9% to $281 billion. The conservation and development areas ac- 
value of residential units put in place in- counting for the balance. | 
creased slightly to $148 billion and that of Housing starts were essentially unchang- 

| industrial-commercial construction put in ed at 1.74 million units, consisting of 1.07 
place increased 19% to $88 billion. Total million single units and 668,000 multiunits, 
value of public construction put in place according to the U.S. Department of Com- 
increased 5% to $58 billion; of which, the merce. On a regional basis, housing starts 
value of public buildings increased 13% to decreased 15% in the South to 734,000 _ 
$20 billion, highway construction increased units, increased 15% in the Northeast to 
23% to $20 billion, and other public con- 194,000 units, increased slightly in the West 

-. struction remained essentially unchanged to 401,000 units, and decreased 7% in the 
at $14 billion, with military facilities and North Central region to 206,000 units. 

Table 11.—Portland cement shipped by producers in the United States, by district? 

: } . 1984 1985 
ss Quantity Quantity 

— District ; (thousand eae Average (t: gusand ee Average 

- short _ per ton snort per ton . tons) sands) tons) sands) 

New York and Maine ____________ 3,263 $168,527 $50.12 3,689 $175,255 $48.16 
Pennsylvania, eastern _...§___________ 4427 224,707 50.76 4,272 236,159 © 55.28 

Marylnd, Virginia, West Viginia 122-2. ~=s«(‘«‘éRk:SC*«Cd'OASsaRDGC(it«éROSCt«iKSCs | yd Virginie, West Vieenia 272 ’ 3 0, 
| Ohio. rte 1,525 69,810 45.78 1,769 84,929 48.00 

Michigan and Wisconsin._.___._.__._ - 4610 208,282 45.17 4,695 207,137 44.11 
Indiana and Kentucky _____~_---.____ 2351 96,039 40.85 2,389 102,499 42.90 
Hlinois _ 1,997 82,622 41.37 2101 . 86,211 41.08 
Georgia and Tennessee __.__.___.___. 2,188 ~—:102,569 46.99 2,162 101,784 AT UT 

. South Carolina ___ 2319 108,891 44.80 2,207 104,705 aT .44 
Florida 22 ee 3564 172,548 48.41 3,282 148,908 45.37 
Alabama ___ se 3656 167,191 45.73 3,721 165,972 44.60 
Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi ____— _— 2303 119,651 51.95 2,133 111,026 52.05 
South Dakota _________._________ 619 30,773 49.71 655 82,774 50.03 

~ Jowa__ ee 1,730 92,699 53.58 1,618 77,890 48.13 
Missouri __§___...-_-.-________ 3,981 178,225. 44.77 3,669 159,757 43.54 
Kansas and Nebraska ______.________ 2689 145,717 54.19 2,550 138,462 54.29 
‘Oklahoma _. 2 s«izS TBD 84,701 48.90 1,589 72,583 45.67 
Texas, northern_____._....__.._.. 5,029 ~—-- 300,613 59.78 5,287 305,355 57.75 
Texas, southern. ~~ ~§ 2 5,394 256,808 47.61 4,955 227,704 45.97 
Idaho, Montana, Utah ______.________ 1,724 94,469 54.80 1,743 97,943 56.19 
Colorado and Wyoming ____-___-____ 1,738 — 109,780 63.16 1,582 100,832 63.73 
Alaska, Oregon, Washington __________ L711 94,916 55.47 1,700 94,159 55.38 
Arizona, Nevada, New Mexico — ___ —_.___ 2,209 148,704 67.32 2,192 145,476 66.36 
California, northern _______________ 2,507 149,566 59.66 2,595 158,656 61.13 
California, southern _______________ 6,208 370,460 59.67 6,868 442,850 64.48 
Hawaii ____._-__-------------- 186 18,282 98.29 215 16,050 74.65 

: Total? § or average ___.___.________ 74,376 3,810,446 51.28 14,250 3,817,335 51.41 
Foreign imports* ____._..___________ 2,509 121,935 48.60 5,582 252,480 45.64 
Puerto Rico 2-2 997 87,568 87.83 962 72,602 TAT 

Grand total® or average __.________ 77,881 4,019,948 . $1.62 80,744 4,142,417 51.30 
ee Se 

MIncludes Puerto Rico. Includes data for three white cement facilities as follows: California (1), Pennsylvania (1), and . 
Texas (1). Includes data for grinding plants (13 in 1984 and 11 in 1985) as follows: Alaska (1), Florida (1 in 1984 and 2 in 
1985), Michigan (2 in 1984 and 1 in 1985), New York (1), Pennsylvania (2 in 1984 and 1 in 1985), Texas (4 in 1984 and 3 in 
1985) and Wisconsin (2). 

- 2Includes cement produced from imported clinker. 
SData may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

_ Cement imported and distributed by domestic producers only.
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Table 12.—Masonry cement shipped by producers in the United States,’ by district : 

. ve 1984 oo 7 1985 

- . ae Quantity . a Quantity . 
District (thousand - caine Average (thousand talue ~ Average 

= | ———BOrY =—sgands) «Porton == short = ands) «= Perton 
New York and Maine _________ tis 78 - $5,086: $65.21 - 76 $5,074 = $66.76 Pennsylvania, eastern.____§____§_§___ 226 14,779 . 65.39 . 230 15,006 65.24 OREN Wave ORE LS Be and, Virginia, West Virgi jae .- 16,912. 9D ; . . Ohio woe TTT 101 8,092 80.12 110 10,412 94.65 _ Michigan and Wisconsin __-__________ 216 14,264 66.04 _ 211 (13,771 = 65.26 Indiana and Kentucky_.._.___________ —_.-—- 38 21;965. 57.35 396s: 27,,994 70.69: Illinois__-$___~- WwW. ..W Ww Ww. — WoW _ Georgia and Tennessee _____ = 174 12,165 69.91 . 192 13,152 68.50 South Carolina__-_ === = Ww Ww WwW Ww WwW WwW Florida___.-~22- ~~ 383 24,624 64.29 316 = 117,187 54.23 . Alabama___~__.- == 259 17,247 66.59 = = 268 18,113 67.58 Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi _________ 104 —~=«<“‘<i‘éw‘‘TBOOC CAT 80 4,803 60.03 South Dakota _-._-_ =~) - 5 283 56.60 4 \ a Ww Towa -___-__~ 42 38,260 ~ 17.62 39° 3,372 86.46: Missouri _____~__~ ~~ ___ 143°. 7,033 49.18 139 6,630 47.69 Kansas and Nebraska__________.___ | — 410 ~ 4,244 60.63 57 ~—s3, 716 65.19 | _ Oklahoma __ = 49. . 3,506 71.55 43 2,854 66.37 Texas, northern..---§_--§2.---________'  . 202 . 16905 83.69 187 15,965 85.37 | Texas, southern._____-______________. 89 7,503: 84.30 - 16 6,149 80.91 : Idaho, Montana, Utah___________._____ 6 416 - 69.33 oe & 361 72.20 Colorado and Wyoming ________.»_._-_____ Ww W Ww | W WwW WwW . Apaske, Oregon, Washington —————-______ Ww Ww WwW WwW WwW. Ww Arizona, Nevada, New Mexico__________ _ 94 7,013 74.61 99 7,468 75.43 California, northern. _-._~__~__________ -—- ~- -- WwW WwW WwW California, southern --§_-________ WwW WwW Ww WwW Ww - WwW Hawaii ____ = 5 792 158.40 7 588. 84.00 Other.___--_-_-_ 310. ~—-_:- 20,980 67.68 293 19,143 65.33 —_————— ED 

_.  Total*oraverage._-_- = 3,281... 219,877 67.02 3,187 213096 6686 | Foreign imports*_________________ (*) 1 15.62 62 3,488 $6.25 

Grand total? or average_____________ 8,281 219,878 67.02 3,250 216,584 66.64. 

__ W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” os : 1Does not include quantities produced on the job by masons. 
| . -®Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. : o a SCement imported and distributed by domestic producers only. Source of imports withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. | - : 

“Less than 1/2 unit. : 

oo Table 13.—Cement shipments, by destination and origin? : | 
(Thousand short tons) - 

. 
" ae .. Portland cement? . Masonry cement . 

. Destination and origin — a tS and 
: . 1983 1984 1985 1983 1984 1985 T

L
 

Destination: 
. Alabama _________ 1,088 1,204 1,806 - 85 94 100 Alaska®_ = == 180 197 156 WwW WwW Ww Arizona________ 1,645. 2,001 2,318 WwW WwW Mf Arkansas_______2 2 655 717 773 Al 44 45 California, northern _.._____________—sststs—st™ 2,608 3,166 3,439 © __ WwW WwW California, southern _._____________ ssi” 4,427 6,150 6,691 WwW WwW Ww Colorado ______________ 1,478 1,674 1,574 | 26 30 23 - Connecticut? _________-__ 626 759 870 15 16 17 Delaware® ______________ 145 164 194 = 11 10 District of Columbia?_._§ = = = 116 105 = «116 1 1 1 Florida _-_-_-_______________ 4,866 6,253 6,140 396 480 468 Georgia________________ 2,256 2,775 2,875 189 209 228 Hawaii _-_--___________ 216 186 214 6 5 7 Idaho __ 268 276 236 1 1 1 Illinois ~~ ~~~ ~~~ 1,053 1,236 1,391 28 31 28 Chicago, metropolitan? __________ 1,188 1,378 1,388 36 41 45 Indiana __ ~~ ~§ ~~~ 1,148 1,248 1,353 68 76 76 Towa__-—-------__-__ at 1,204 1,078 12 14 11 Kansas ~~ _--§ ---_-__~ 983 1,248 1,293 21 23 20 Kentucky. ____________ oe 813 973 1,014 76 81 78 Louisiana____________-_ ee 2,490 2,650 2,420 74 80 65 Maine__________-____ ee 223 265 283 8 10 10 Maryland. _______~~-_______ ee 1,266 1,351 1,503 113 129 139 Massachusetts® _-________________ 1077 1,292 1,895 34 44 45 Michigan _______-__-_~-. oe 1,457 1,908 2,108 70 90 104 Minnesota®_____________________ 1,124 1,173 1,419 38 40 40 

See footnotes at end of table.



a Table 13.—Cement shipments, by destination and origin! —Continued : 
. (Thousand short tons) 

———— 
ol, . oo, . Portland cement? Masonry cement 

. Destination and origin ———— 
. . 1983 . 1984 1985 1983 1984 1985 

_— LLL LL CAL LET EC PCC AS SS 

Destination —Continued 

Mississippi ___ 9... ~~ -_______L__ 716 790 758 51 60 57 
Missouri ___~___~_-_~~~ ~~ 1,383 1,650 1,735 37 48 39 
‘Montana ___-_=~~- ~~ tttiéi 252 190 2 2 1 
Nebraska _ ~~~. ~~~ 715 823 783 11 12 11 
Nevada ___~___~~-___~_~_-_-~ ~~~ ee 459 503 637 a _- (4) 
New Hampshire® _______________________ 260 314 874 8 15 15 

- New Jdersey® ___ 1,337 1,672 1,748 «656 68 - 48 . 
New Mexico _____~______-~____ 598 | 618 620 12 10 10 
New York, eastern ______._§_§___________ 366 488 621 22 31 36 
New York, western. _-§_____-= 746 7713 812 36 40 43 . 
New York, metropolitan? ____________________ 1,312 1,408 1,722 51 50 50 
North Carolina __ ~~~ ee 1472 1,724 1,796 196 224 238 
North Dakota®________§_ > 317 346 286 6 6 5 
Ohio-_ 2 2,311 2,607 2,646 116 129 135 
Oklahoma _____~_~__ 2 1,758 1,751 1,829 66 60 40 
Oregon ___---_~__~_____-_- ee 558 609 709 1 4 (4) 

_ Pennsylvania, eastern ~~~ __ 1,481 1,649 1,774 54 57 63 
Pennsylvania, western. ___§____________________ 828 920 1,118 54 60 70 
Rhode Island® _______§_-§_-___________ 147 197 165 3 a) 4 
South Carolina _~__ 5 ee 858 984 ~=1,019 106 116 119 
South Dakota ______.-_._~~ ~~ 274 224 292 4 4 4 
Tennessee ~_-____ 1,207 1,371 1,480 127 142 154 
Texas, northern _—§___-___________________ 4,936 5,466 5,474 171 182 171 

- Texas, southern __._§_$_$_§_§__- $$ ____~_~_ 5,138 5,584 5,433 114 123 101 
Utah. ~~ 792 973 ~=1,059 1 1 2 
Vermont?_._ 2 2 Le 133. 145 212 — 4 4 4 
Virginia ~~ 1,646 1946 2,116 ° 147 (166 177 

- Washington _______~__~_ 1,077 1,156 1,208 6 7 6 
West Virginia _.__-____~_________ 444 445 - 387 29 29 29 

_ Wisconsin __.___~ 1,247 1,418 1,240 36 40 39 
. Wyoming ______~-____~--~--_ ee 380 394 413 2 2 2 

US. total _.___.__.___--_-------.-..._. 69,698 80,738 83,688 2,876 3,243 93,264 
Foreign countries® __ ~~.» $5 5 5 231 190 177 91 103 108 
Puerto Rico ~~ ee 920 1,000 962 _— _— _- 

Total shipments® ________-__.____._..._._.__ 70,849. 81,928 84,778 2967 3346 3,73 

Origin: 
United States?____.__-------.-.---.---.._-_ 67,188 74,376 74250 2,921 3,281 3,187 
Puerto Rico ___. ~~ ~~~ ee 931 997 962 ~- ee __ | 
Foreign:® _ | : 

Domestic producers _~_______--_.-.-__.____- 827 2,509 5,532 — 2 (4) 62 
Others ___~___~~~~_ Le 1,908 4046 4,034 44 65— 124 

Total shipments®_________._.______._.___ 10,849 81,928 84,778 2967 3346 3,373 
— 

__ W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Foreign countries.” 
1Includes cement produced from imported clinker and imported cement shipped by domestic producers, Canadian 

cement manufacturers, and other importers. Includes Puerto Rico. 
7Excludes cement (1983—211,000 tons; 1984—225,000 tons; and 1985—253,000 tons) used in the manufacture of 

prepared masonry cement. 
3Has no cement producing plants. 
“Less than 1/2 unit. * 

“Direct, shipments by producers to foreign countries and U.S. possessions and territories; includes States indicated by 
sym . 

®Data may not add totals shown because of independent rounding. 
"Includes cement produced from imported clinker by domestic producers. 

_ ®Imported cement distributed by domestic producers, Canadian cement manufacturers, and other importers. Origin of 
imports withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data.
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: Table 14.—Cement shipments, by region and subregion _ | 

. Portland cement Masonry cement — 

° . Thousand Percent of Thousand Percent of 
Region and subregion® = short tons grand total short tons grand total 

' 1984 1985 1984 1985 1984 1985 1984 1985 

Northeast: 
New England _ —---------------- 2,972 3,299 3.7 4.0 94 96 2.9 2.9 

. Middle Atlantic .._.___________- 6,905 7,790 8.5 9.3 306 340 94 10.4 

| | Total -._________________ 9,877 11,089 122 8183 400 486 123 183 — 

South: - a ae 
Atlantic ___.__.-____-_______. 15,747 16,148 19.5 19.3 1,365 1,409 42.1 43.2 
East Central _-_____-_________. 4,838 4,558 ‘5.4 5.5 377 389 11.6 11.9 
West Central _______.__________ 16,168 15,429 20.0 18.4 . 489 423 15.1 13.0 

: Total _._________________ 36,258 36,135 449 482 2,981 2221 688 681 

North Central: . 
Bast _._-__~_ ~~~ =_________. 9,790 = 10,067 12.1 12.0 407 427 12.6 13.1 
West -2 2 = _ 6663688688082 ATi ti«8«D. 

Total _________-_______-____ 16458 16958 204 20.2554. 556 T1700 
| West: : Te | 

~ Mountain __~_._-._-_____________ 6,691 7,046 8.3 8.4 46 39 =—sosd14 12 
Pacific __....--_-_-i.-________ 11,464 12,417 14.2 14.9 12 13 CO 4 A 

| Total®____________________ 18,155 19,468 «225288 58 52 18. 16 

Grand total*________-______ 80,738 83,638 100.0 100.0 3,243 3,264 © 100.0 .100.0 
esses PSAs Pal ii hse hehe iver wappuensassanenaeaamaseein 

Includes imported cement shipped by domestic and Canadian cement manufacturers and other importers. o 
2Geographic regions as designated by the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. 
5Does not include proprietary data from table 13. 
“Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. | 
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Figure 1.—Shipments of cement by geographic region of destination in 1985.
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Table 16.—Portland cement shipped from plants in the United States, by type | 

| : 1984 1985 | 
- Type — Quantity - Value? - Average Quantity Value” Averave , d (th ton (thousand =~ (thou ee short tons) ands) Pe ton short tons) sands) PF ton 

General use and moderate heat 7 ao. Me (TypesIandID ~.__-_______ = 70,648 $3,576,736 $50.63 73,700 - $3,699,651. $50.20 High -early-strength (Type II) —— ——— _ 2,505 136,375 5444. 2,772 151,104 54.51 Sulfate-resisting (Type V) __________ 479 25,633 53.51 373 22,645 60.71 : Oil well _------2 2 . 2,278 133,760. 58.85 1,942 113,773 58.58 White ___________ 278 46,987 169.02. 311 53,756 =: 172.85 Portland slag and portland pozzolan____ 808 43,960 54.41 802 44210 - 55.12 Expansive.-__.__________ 50 3,909 78.18 35 3,380 96.57 Miscellaneous*.._______________ 839 52,588 62.68 _ 810 53,898 66.54 : ——————— _ 
: 

: tat . Total‘ or average ________ ts 77,881 . 4,019,948 51.62. 80,744 4,142,417 51.30 

Includes Puerto Rico. oo *Mill value is the actual value of sales to customers, f.o.b. plant, less all discounts and allowances, less all freight charges to customer, less all freight sparges from producing plant to distribution terminal if any, less total cost of operating terminal if any, less cost of paper and pallets. 7 ‘Includes waterproof, low-heat (Type IV), and regulated fast-setting cement. __ . . “Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. ce —— 

OS PRICES | 
The average reported unit mill value of ~ Table 17.—Average mill value, in bulk, _ all types of portland cement decreased of cement in the United States? : | slightly. The average reported unit mill  @Pershortton) | — value of masonry cement prepared at ce- eee 

ment plants decreased: slightly, following 4 ‘Year -—~Portiand Frepared - a : ny : rie nt y 5 consecutive years of increases. _ ceme: cement of cement... According to Engineering News-Record ~~ TT 
(ENR), yearend prices of bulk portland ce- {9g27~~~~7 ro ene | eras ment for 20 U.S. cities averaged $64:98 per 1988 --____ 49.89 63.74 | 50.45 Oo ton.® This was 25% above the average re- 1985 ____ 2130 666d oe aL at | ported mill value obtained from the Bureau re of Mines canvass of cement producers. The sales to customers feb ae is the agtual value of lowest ENR quotation was $55.00 per ton allowances, less all freight charges from producing plant for New Orleans, LA, and the highest was {2 distribution terminal Of a ee a oat of operating $78.78 per ton for Boston, MA. 2Masonry cement made at cement plants only. oo 

| FOREIGN TRADE | _— - 

According to trade data reported by the Spain, accounted for the major portion of | U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of cement imports. | the Census, the United States and its poOs- Imports of clinker increased 109% to 4.6 sessions and territories experienced the million tons. In decreasing order, Spain, most dramatic increase in imports ever Canada, and Mexico collectively accounted recorded. Imports of hydraulic cement and for 64% of clinker imports. 
clinker increased 64% to a record-high level Growing competition among foreign ce- of 145 million tons. Canada and Spain ment producers for a larger share of the supplied 23% each of the total, followed by U.S. market caused a flurry of domestic Mexico, 17%; Venezuela, 11%; Japan, 8%; activity including (1) the construction of and 28 other countries, 18%. Cement im- new or modification of existing import ter- ports accounted for about 16% of US. minals, (2) the introduction of floating silo apparent consumption. ships, (8) the idling of clinker production Imports of white nonstaining portland capacity in favor of imported clinker, and cement increased 9% to 274,000 tons. Four (4) the initiation of direct negotiations be- countries, Canada, Denmark, Mexico, and tween foreign suppliers and domestic
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_ consumers. Among the more notable devel- importing cement from Greece at its 30,000- | | opments were (1) the formation of two ton import terminal. The terminal is owned : lobbying organizations—the American Ce- jointly by a local ready-mix producer and _ ment Trade Alliance (ACTA) and the Ce ~ Italian interests. | 
ment Free Trade Association (CFTA)—and 4. Falcon Pacific, a subsidiary of Saudi (2) the initiation of the Cement Competitive Research and Development Corp. of Paris, Assessment study by the U.S. Department France, anchored its 7 5;000-ton silo ship at of Commerce. . . _ the Port of Los Angeles. The ship was to be _ACTA was formed by 18 cement produc- continually supplied by feeder vessels. | ers to seek Government action to deal with 5. Gulf Portland Cement opened a new what it termed the adverse impact that import terminal at Port Sutton in Tampa, | unfairly priced or governmentally subsidiz- FL..The terminal consists of three storage ed imported cement has on the U.S. cement __ silos with a capacity of 13,000 tons. _ | _Industry. CFTA, on the other hand, was 6. Lone Star Industries acquired 50% - composed of five independent importers interest in the Falcon Cement Co. import : with the objective of discouraging the adop- terminal constructed in 1984 by the Saudi : tion of Federal legislation or other protec- Arabian firm, Redec International, to im- | tionist policies that might curtail cement port cement from Spain into the Houston | imports. : area. The new partnership was called Lone : The U.S. Department of Commerce Ce- . Star-Falcon. , ment Competitive Assessment study fo- —'7. Norval Inc. of Long Island, NY, opened _ _ cused primarily on problems and issues a new 30,000-ton import terminal at the encountered by the U.S. cement industry Port of Philadelphia. | | during the last 15 years. The study examin- § 8. Tampa Cement Inc. opened an import _ ed cement imports or other aspects of world _ terminal at Port Sutton in Tampa, FL. The 7 _ trade only to determine their affect on four storage silo, 30,000-ton capacity termi- domestic supplies and prices. | | nal is owned by UMAR International, a | _ Other. pertinent developments with re- Delaware corporation that is in turn owned _ gard to foreign trade include the following: by Spanish shareholers. . _ I. Apple Valley Red-e-Mix of Minneapo- Exports of hydraulic cement and clinker lis, MN, imported Spanish cement into the increased 22% to 98,000 tons, the first port of New Orleans where it was off-loaded increase following 3 consecutive years of | and barged up the Mississippi River to decline. Canada continued to be the princi-. | Minneapolis. _ CO , pal recipient of U.S. cement exports receiv- 2. Eastern Cement Corp. continued work ing 91% of the total, followed by Mexico on its 48,000-ton import terminal at Port with 4%. The remaining 5% was shipped to Monatee, FL. — 41 other countries. | | ‘ 3. Essex Cement Co., Newark, NJ, began 

Table 18.—U.S. exports of hydraulic cement and cement clinker, by country 
| 7 1983 1984 1985. 

: Country Noho” how = uantity Value Quantity (thou. . '- tons) sands) tons) sands) tons) sands) 
Bahamas_______________ 220 $43 118 $31 479 $46 Canada____________ 106,011 12,188 72,409  —S-10,704 88,626 18,735 , Egypt ____-___________ | () - (2) 4 1 1,314 121 Korea, Republic of -_._______ _ 18 20 13 12 151 67 Malagasy Republic____.______ 18 16 _- — 2,010 281 Mexico __________________. 6,121 2,921 3,464 1,525 3,908 1477 Norway________________ 95 55 132 77 151 90 Panama _________________ 80 61 6 11 479 46 Trinidad _________________ 1,489 230 2,002 247 520 61 Venezuela___.____________ 912 167 33 93 114 128 Other? __-_- ™3 429 1,664 1,829 "795 150 426 

Total _-_.-____________ 118,393 17,360 80,007 18,496 97,897 21,478 

1Less than 1/2 unit. 
"Includes 40 countries in 1983, 52 in 1984, and 33 in 1985. 
Source: Bureau of the Census, U.S. Department of Commerce.
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Table 19.—U.S. imports for consumption of hydraulic cement and clinker, by country | 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

| | 1983 | ~ 1984 ] 1985 | 
Country © Qu st Value Quantits Value bit ‘Value 

—_—_—— antity ————"———-_. Quantity ————————————- 
ay Customs Cif y Customs Cif? Customs Cif 

Canada___-___ 2,201 «86,198 «92,851 «2,945 «116,815 128,920 ©=«-3,898.««181,117 145,005 
. Colombia ____—-~ 68 3,345 4,169 227 5,133 6,927 662 16,430 20,244 

France. —_ 153 6,435 7,507 225 7,044 9,180 - 552 ~18,866 - 18,319 
Greece_.-----~-~ = _- _- _- soe a _- 511 9,760 12,202 
Japan ________ (7) 100 118 183 5,237 | 7,595 1,134 28,786 37,105 
Korea, Republic of — 69 3,228 4,144 . 332 10,046 12,129 484 26,194 29,738 
Mexico____———-— 826 30,844 33,539 . 2,003 64,574 74,877 ‘2,502 $75,755 — 87,339 
Spain... .____~- 737 -23,833 29,303 | 1,760 ‘49,584 61,218 3,383 80,448 103,353 
Venezuela. ___ __ 60 1,705 2,188 1,022 25,281 32,224 1,569 38,282 50,320 
Other _______- 154 5,751 7,756 149 10,493 10,412 298 16,791 20,148 

| Total_______ 4,268 161,489 181,525 8846 294,207 348,482 14,487 487,429 523,773 

1Cost, insurance, and freight. < a 
2Less than 1/2 unit. _ 
3Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. | 

Source: Bureau of the Census, U.S. Department of Commerce. an | not 

Table 20.—U.S. imports for consumption of clinker, by country oO 
- . . (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) — a . 

_ 1983 1984 . 1985 a 

Country Q . bit Value Quantit Value . bit -. Value 
! uantity ———_—_——— antity ———————-_. Quantity —____————_ 

| | ey Customs Cif? 7 Customs Cif! y Customs Cif? 

- Canada ______-— | 446 14,786 16,534 485 16,947 19,406 - S 746 | 22,156 ‘25,763 
France___..-_.. 152 6,389 7,439 225 7,491 ~ 9,180 414 ~~ «9,434 11,789 
Greece___ ~~ -- -- _- se me 407 7,900 9,390 
Japan _______- -- _- —_ 69 | 2,927 2,693 291 6,397 7,840 
Mexico_ _ ~~ __~— 192 6,899 7,373. ATT 11,608 18,077 581 14,671 16,387 
Spain. __..~___ 214 5,559 6,437 523 11,885 . 14,860 1,656 31,877 39,917 

. - Venezuela. ____— _- _— _- 294 5,623 - 7,484 290. 5,570 7,022 
Other _______- _- a __ 141 73,319 73.935 248 5,062 6,305 

Tote? _____ 1,005 «88,688 «87,784 «2,215 «59,801 «70,685 «= «4,688 «(103,067 124,418 

1Cost, insurance, and freight. | 
2Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Source: Bureau of the Census, U.S. Department of Commerce. 

Table 21.—U.S. imports for consumption of hydraulic cement and clinker, 
by customs district and country 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

1984 1985 

Customs district and country Quan- Value Quan- Value 

tity Customs Cif} tity Customs Cif 

Anchorage: 
Canada_______--~-~~~____-~ 82 4,839 5,607 40 2,441 3,212 
Japan. __ _____ ~~~ _- —_ _— 46 957 1,374 
Korea, Republic of ________~— a __ — 49 1,984 2,766 
Singapore __________-_~- _- _- _- 4 277 433 

Total._._______-____ 82 4,889 5,607 139 == 659 1,185 

Baltimore: 
Denmark. _ ___~_---___-~-~- 6 444 831 __ _- —_ 
Japan_______-~-------+- () 17 23 ) 16 23 
Mexico ______---_~--~~-~- — _- _- 6 179 219 
Netherlands__ __.____-___~~ (7) 2 2 (?) 26 28 

See fcotnotes at end of table.
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| Table 21.—U.S. imports for consumption of hydraulic cement and clinker, | by customs district and country —Continued | 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

7 a - 1984 1985 
Customs district and country Quan- Value Quan- Value 

| a ity Customs C.if. tity Customs C.if.? 
Baltimore —Continued 

| 

Spain ———-_-_----______ __ __ _ 105 2,836 3,824 | - Venezuela ___ ~_____ a _- _— 84 1,055 ' 1,377 
— TotalS_ 6 463 856 196 4,112 5,471 

Boston: —s_. 
Belgium-Luxembourg ______ _ - __ __ (?) 12 15 Canada___-___ 10 - 320 335 60 1,819 1,855 Spain — ——------------_- _— __ __ 89 2,152 2,236 enezuela 22 = = _- ~- — 6 170 225 

Total..._______ 10 320 335 155 4,153 4,331 Bridgeport: Canada ___________ 1 22 22 — —_ __ . Buffalo:Canada________ | soe 713 27,643 30,438 911 31,909 34,299 : OT TFTETETETNETETEFEFETFETeEeE—OOOOOOeEEEET———— 
Charleston: 

France ________________ _ me ) 17 20 , Germany, Federal Republic of _ _ __ oe — (?) 6 7 Spain- 2 __ __ __ 130 2,449 3,240  Venezuela____ a -- a 29 499 532 
Total® _. __ __ 160 2,971 3,799 

ooo 
_ Chicago: | . : 

Belgium-Luxembourg_______ ~?) 10 11 _- __ __ | Canada________________ Le __ __ (2) 1 1 German Democratic Republic __ a __ — (7) 2 3 _ Germany, Federal Republic of _ _ (?) 15 20 (7) 43 57 Japan. (?) 1 1 (?) 6 9 Yugoslavia. =.= 22 ) 5 7 (?). 9 16 | 
Total.___-_______ a) 31 39 (2) 61 86 | Cleveland: Yugoslavia__.._____ _ — 4 8 __ . _— __ . oy 

er roeeetnennn Detroit: 
- Belgium-Luxembourg _____ __ (7) 6 7 — _— _— - Canada__ 293 18,588 19,243 417 20,901 22,268 - | Netherlands.___§_______ (?*) 7 9 __ _— — 

Total.__.- = 293 18,601 19,259 477 20,901 22,268 Duluth: Canada_________ 156 5,077 6,312 184 5,936 7,429 4D ee eeeeeonDnanDuouoanaoEllleeeeeEe™eeoEeoeoeeeeeeee 
El Paso: 
Canada___________ — __ __ (*) . 16 16 Mexico _______________ 318 11,683 11,683 541 18,653 18,653 ee 

Total... 318 11,683 11,683 541 18,669 18,669 —— Et OF «15,009 —————————ouoanauauuaaoooelleeeeeeee 
Great Falls: 
Canada_______________ 2 180 130 (?) 61 61 Germany, Federal Republic of __ __ __ a (?) 35 49 

Total... 2 2 130 130 (?) 96 110 I ——eeoOoDuuooQQoaaaooolleeeee 
Honolulu: 

Japan. 6 341 511 — —_ _- Korea, Republicof_________ _ 18 1,604 1,714 52 4,600 5,035 

Total._.-.________. 24 1,945 2,225 52 4,600 5,035 OY U8 . 
ree Houston: 

Canada_______________ __ _— __ 9 320 459 Colombia_______________ 42 830 1,316 112 1,961 2,493 Germany, Federal Republic of _ _ (?) 62 16 (?) 135 169 Greece __.____________ _— _— — 29 711 1,108 Italy. 29 964 985 __ __ _— Mexico ______________._ 124 2,654 3,250 — _— _- Netherlands_____________ __ __ __ (?) 10 13 Spain._.__________ 230 5,987 6,767 518 11,887 13,937 Venezudla ~~~ ~~ 777777777 -_- a __ 22 668 775 Yugoslavia. ._-§_-$.9-________ (7) 80 126 1 43 59 eee 
Total ____________ 425 10,577 12,520 692 15,735 19,013 —_—— Ett 19,018 Teele 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 21.—U.S. imports for consumption of hydraulic cement and clinker, = | 
. | by customs district and country —Continued ce 

. | _— So _ (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) . a 

| | TTT ggg BE 

| Customs district and country Quan- Value Quan- . Value | . 
a oe a tity Customs Cif? tity Customs Ge 

, | Laredo: : ° - DO, a 
Canada________________. ) 1 - 4d a - — 
Mexico ___§___~-_________ . 8. 3,210 . 3,210 | 68 2,368 2,328 
Venezuela _______________ - 1 . 5 5 ee a . 

: Yugoslavia_____________-  ®- 51 9 = oo — 

| Total.» __--______ 89 3,267 3,306 68 2,368  —=—-2,828 

Los Angeles: | : SO 
Denmark ___ ~~~ _- oo — 9. 662 1,032 

. France_____----------- te a __ 3 16 19 " 
Germany, Federal Republic of _ _ (7) 10 15 _— me 
Japan_____ ~~ 24  ~—-<6381——=e Th 344, 9,002 10,543 
Korea, Republic of _.._—____ 243 6,550 8,027 294 17,846... —s-- 19,216 

; Mexico _______________-_ —_ __ _— (*) «8 8 | 
Spain _____~_ ~~ __ _ 107 2,828 3,764 256 6,288 8,973 

. Taiwan... ________ __ _- —_ (7) 7 tC O88 
. Yugoslavia__...02002 ____ 1 81 198 2 199 384 

| ~ Total® 375 10,095 12,779 909 33,5838 = 40,201 

Bahamas... ~~ _~9_~§________ 2 68 90 8 219 246 
Bahrain _______________ Le __ oo 4. . 115. 129 
Barbados. _________-__-~_ -- — —_ 4 129 “148 
Belgium-Luxembourg _— —_—_~— 3 220 1,671 2.) 101 186 oo 
Colombia_—....-.-...-_~- _— — _- 23 616 178 
Costa Rica _....-___.--__ __ __ __ (?) - 10° : 11. 
Mexico ________._~______ 2719 - 8,460 10,876 333 9841 © 12,513 | 
Spain — ooo rrrtrt rrr 284 7,257, — 9,583 272 7,295 9,455 | 

. - enezuela meee eee 230 5,984 . 7,362 — 579 14,338 18,814 

, Total. 798 21,989 . 29,582 1,225 32,664 42,275 
| Milwaukee: Canada _________~ 93 2,844 . 3,159 -_- _- _— 

Mobile: . - , . - 
Canada____------~-- ~~~ (7) 8 8 __ _— . 
Greece __ _- a __ 228 3,956 _ §,829 

: Spain.______-_----.. _. — 48 1,725 2,464 681 11,811 16,141 
Venezuela _____--------_~ | 104 1,778 2,672 59 ~1,011 - 1,359 | 

Total. _____._________. 182 3,506 5,139 968 16,778 22,829 

New Orleans: | . 
Belgium-Luxembourg — _ __—__ __ __ __ (*) 16 19 
Canada. —_-~__.~_~ ~~ _ - 182 8,151 11,084 214 9,682 - 18,251 
Colombia_— ~~... 2 _ 16 301 506 _- __ — 
France ______ ~~ ~_~_ 76 ‘1,727 2,383 394 9,572 13,172 
Guatemala______________ __ __ __ (eo) 3 6 
Mexico ___._-§___§_________ 216 4,780 6,033 9 228 . 342 
Spain... _______ 65 2,029 2,620 151 3,636 5,767 
Venezuela _____§__~__ 81 2,001 2,780 197 4,243 6,079 

Total. ______________ 636 18,989 29,406 965 27,380 38,636 

New York City: . 
Canada____§_§______~____ 44 1,406 1,587 139 2,366 3,371 
Colombia______._..--__- _- ~— _- 6 126 243 
France _______~~--- ~~ _ 27 447 572 _- __ _- 
Greece ________-____-__ _— __ _— 64 962 1,499 
Guatemala___________ ~~ _ -- _- -- 35 750 900 
Italy.__________________ @) 4 6 26 530 541 
Norway__-__----~----~--~- _- —_ _- 46 1,753 8,981 
Spain________-____-__ _ 413 12,010 14,994 576 16,625 20,877 
Venezuela __________-- ~~ 131 2,449 2,914 66 1,120 1,549 

Total. _____________ 615 16,316 20,073 958 24,232 32,961 
Nogales: Mexico ____________ 157 7,097 7,361 314 12,149 12,149 

Norfolk: Oe 
Canada_____~_~_~_________ (7) 3 3 __ _— — 
France ______~__________ 28 3,001 3,475 20 1,723 1,781 
Germany, Federal Republic of _ _ __ __ __ (7) 9 12 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 21.—U.S. imports for consumption of hydraulic cement and clinker, : by customs district and country —Continued 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) _ 

~ 3 "1984 | ) 1985 
Customs district and country Quan- Value Lo Quan- _ Value . . ~ “4 , ° 

SAAS ° i ren Eee Me a tity -  @ustoms Cif? tity - Customs Cif? 
. . 

Norfolk —Continued | 
a 

_  - Namibia___--- __ __ 8 218 281 - Spaine-_____ _— —- oo 55 1,573 1,833 © - Venezuela ~ eee 28 732 . 979 78 1,879 2,419 
Total... 56 3,736 4,457 161 ~ §,402 - 6,326 Ogdensburg: Canada______ --2- 415  —s_- 18,168 _ 18,178 343 12,456 12,492 _ Pembina: Canada_______ 65 3,390 3,390 48 2,242 - 2,246 

Philadelphia: . . 
. Germany, Federal Republic of _ _ ?) : 3 ; 7 __ —_ Korea, Republic of _.______ _ -- _- -- 22 880 930 

Total®__§ = (7) 3 7 22 880 930 
Port Arthur: - 

. Colombia_______ 20 345 462 _— -- -_- Greece _-.-__-______. ti ae a _— __ 179 3,945 4,061 Spain -_ 2 -- -- oe 6 409. 586 ’ Venezuela___-__________ -- --= a a 20 . 476 590 
. Total®___-___ 20 345 . 462 205 4,830 5,238 _ Portland, ME: Canada_____ __ _ 21 2s 768 - 168 —6«6 278 298 

Portland, OR: - Se ——- a: Canada___________ 42 1,695 1,857 | 11 607 659 Japan... 2 £0 42 51 —s«d,178 2,011 ‘Korea, Republic of _.___-___ | — ~- ~~ 19 489 625 
Total®___§___ —--- 42 - 1,785 1,899 81 2,274 3,296 

Providence: . . . 
* Bahamas__§______ — _— __ ~ A 109 165 Canada________________ 4 107 358 -- —_ —_ . Venezuelai_______ . 10 413 687 55 1,383 2,115 

. Total®?______ 14 520 1,045 59 1,492 2,281 St. Albans: Canada___________ 571 18,101 18,139 548 18,007 18,007 
San Diego: . sO . Colombia_______________ 40 652 462 __ —_ __ : | Japane___ 94 2,241 3,648 308 8,333 11,254 “Mexico __-_-._-_________ -ABL 15,581 19,121 368 14,008 15,720 . Venezuela______________ 7 139 259 10 413 467 | OS YT | Total. 2 592 18,613 23,490 686 22,754 27,441 . eee San Francisco: 
_. Belgium-Luxembourg _______ a _- _- XG) 51 86 Canada______________ -- -- -- 34 1,295 1,447 Germany, Federal Republic of _ _ (). 7 9 -_- -- _- Italy__--_-_ _- __ __ (?) 18 23 Japan______________ 60 2,298 2,559 157 © 3,597 4,446 Korea, Republicof________ _ 71 1,892 2,389 41 895. 1,164 Sweden_--__.___- = ) 8 10 __ _. _- Yugoslavia._.._.._______ __ __ _- () 3 6 Sti‘ “T 

Total®____-_ 131 4,205 4,967 238 5,859 7,173 ——_—_—_—— OF TS TT ee ———£££Z[[___“‘“*_ San Juan, PR: 
Barbados.___________ 5 240 294 30 1,094 1,430 Belgium-Luxembourg ______ _ 9 884 1,297 10 841 1,292 Brazil__-.~~2~.-_-_____ 1 39 45 1 70 89 Canada_______ = = 1 1 1 _— -- -_- Colombia___..__________ 48 1,170 1,331 14 1,747 2,126 Costa Rica 22 2 19 1,039 1,261 1 15 35 Denmark_______________ 1 146 175 2 125 228 Dominican Republic ________ 6 206 262 19 350 485 Germany, Federal Republic of _ _ -- _- —- 2 126 191 Honduras ______________ _- -_- _-~ 3 102 157 Panama _______________ 24 231 272 6 280 305 Spain ———-—--------___. 12 598 833 98 2,780 3,184 enezuela__§_§_________ 8 293 447 84 2,812 3,541 4 Total® ______________ 135 4,847 6,218 329 10,342 13,063 ———_—_—_—_—— EN 1003 

See footnotes at end of table.
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| ; Table 21.—U.S. imports for consumption of hydraulic cement and clinker, 
DO - by customs district and country —Continued | — 

. : - (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) . _ oo 

| 1984. | «4985 a 

| Customs district and country Quan- Value Quan-. Value 

a ae tity Customs Cif! tity Customs — Cif.) 

Germany, Federal Republic of _ — *). - 5 - 6 a = SS 
a Spain -—_-------------- __ a __ 87 $39 $90 

enezuela _....._.------ 10 279 347 am YI 1,242 1,508 

; Mota. 5 10 284 . 358 14 1581 ‘1,898 

Seattle: | | : | oS 
~ Canada. ------_---- | 251 10,563 11,761 368 14,839 16,239 

Italy._______.--------- -- _- _- i) 1 . 2 
Japan_______.________- ® 2 81 207 5,696 1446 
Yugoslavia. _____________ _- __ _- @ 8 “9 

, Total.______________ 251 1058  #$(11,798 + 595: 20,544 28,706 

Temp: | - ————— 
Colmbia._....___-_----- 10 238 838 286 7,078 8849 
Costa Rica 2. -~----- (7) 3 | 3 —- me et 
Denmark___.—~.-_------- 25 W : Ww 61 WwW Ww 
France -_____=_-~______ - 94 W we 136 WwW : Ww 

; Germany, Federal Republic of _ _ QA | 16 20 - a oe . a, 
. Greece ___._____------- -- -- _- oh (186 : 206 

Mexico ________-.--~--- 362 10,645 . 12,808 . —° 862 20,328 25,340 
Spain ____ ~~. .~--.--_+-- 565 17,143 19,990 401 10,176 12,701 

Venezuela _-_-__ ~~~ 414, 11,884 13,620  -230—~—«<“‘«z «KB 
Total®____:________- 1,469 45,691 53,345 «1,987 ——«=5 8,681 12,760 - 

Virgin Islands of the United States: ] } | } _ 
“Barbados. : _- __ -— . @& 17 22 
Colombia_ _—...-..~----- — 2 128 ~~ ~=— 129 - 18 814 - 865 . 
Dominican Republic meee ee 4 120 142 6 229 268 
Leeward and Windward Islands _ 7 285 441 *) 6 «= 9 | 
Mexico _..—..--_-~---~- | 8 464 - 513 —_ — a 
Panama ..____.~_-~---_-~ 2 73 , 91 4 177 179 
United Kingdom ~~~ —_ ~~~ . __ -- -- *) 7 10 

| Venezuela __..------~-~-- == -~ ~-- 10 216 320 

Total. ____________-- 23 1,070 1316 38 1,526 1,668 

Wilmington: | TTT 
Branl._._--___.--.--_---~ 2 72 84 _— _- a 
Colombia__.....-.------ 49 1,474 . 2,130 142 _ 4,094 4,889 ; 
Spain — os 772 trr rrr 6 167 202 6 169 _ 205 

enezuela __.__<_____-_~-- -- -- -- 4 162 202 

Total. ____.--_______ 5T 1,713 2,416 152 4,425 5,296 

Grand total? __________ 8846 294,207 348,482 14,487 487,429 «528,778 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included in “Total.” | . a 
1Cost, insurance, and freight. . 
2Less than 1/2 unit. Lo 
SData may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. . 

Source: Bureau of the Census, U.S. Department of Commerce.
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Table 22.—U.S. imports for consumption of cement and-clinker 
| _ (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) | 

. | _ . Roman, portland, Hydraulic _ White . : ‘other hydraulic - Cement nonstaining Total? Year cement , clinker — portland cement . 
_ Value Value Value Value Quantity —§ (cus- Quantity (cus- Quantity (cus- Quantity (cus- toms) toms) toms) toms) 

1981 -_______________ 654 (94,658 1,226 46,447 117 —-:10,140 3,997 151,240 | 1982 __-___ 2,369 81,710 470: 18,885 90 —- 10,791 2,929 110,886 1988 --__________ 3,104 109,791 1,005 33,688 160 18014 4,268 161.489 1984. 6,379 204,899 2,215 59,801 252 29,507 8,846 294.207 1985... 9,581 306,472 4,633 108,067 274 27,890 = 14,487 437.409 
; *Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. | os | _ Source: Bureau of the Census, U.S. Department of Commerce. | 

Oo WORLD REVIEW 
. 

World cement production increased Cement Co.’s Quattamia plant. slightly to 1.07 billion tons. The United France.—Ciments Francais finished mod- States accounted for 7% of world produc-_ernizing its facilities at Beaucaire by adding tion. In order of production, China, the a five-stage preheater kiln with a precalcin- U.S.S.R., and Japan were the three princi- ing system, which increased production by pal producing countries and accounted for 3,000 tons per day. The company also added 36% of world production. The 10 largest a precalciner and traveling grate cooler to : cement producing countries accounted for the Dopol kiln system at its Bussac plant, 60% of the world’s total. Exporting coun- which increased production by nearly 900 tries continued to view the United Statesas tons perday. a primary market for their excess cement. India.—The Indian cement industry con- Thirty-three countries exported cement to tinued its program of plant construction, the United States in 1985 compared with 23 modernization, and expansion. Kesoram In- in 1984, dustry and Cotton Mills, Hyderabad; put its Rock Products’ magazine report on the new 1,980-ton-per-day preheater-precalciner world cement industry described the follow- kiln and 150-ton-per-day raw material roller ing’ significant activities in cement plant mill into operation; Cement Corp. of India construction, modernization, and expan- added a new 3,300-ton-per-day dry-proc- sion:* | ess kiln and coal grinding system to its Australia.—Adelaide Brighton Cement Neemuch plant; Mysore Cements Ltd. puta commissioned its 590,000-ton-per-year new 1,650-ton-per-day dry-process plant grinding plant. The new plant will serve with a five-stage preheater kiln into oper- markets in Brisbane, southern Queensland, ation at Damoh; the Indian Rayon Corp. and northern New South Wales. commissioned its 1,650-ton-per-day dry- Belgium.—S.A. des Cimenteries CBR process plant with preheater kiln at Rayon; completed work on its 2,87 0-ton-per-day Raymond Cement Works put into operation clinker production line at its Antoing plant. its expanded 4,200-ton-per-day dry-proc- The line included a five-stage preheater ess five-stage preheater-precalciner plant; : kiln with precalciner and is designed to Shree Cement Ltd. commissioned its 2,000- burn low-volatile fuels. — | ton-per-day Beawar plant and started up its Egypt.—Egypt continued ‘to vigorously Sikka plant, a 2,800-ton-per-day operation. expand its cement production capacity by Korea, Republic of.—Halla Cement Man- putting into operation five new kilns: a ufacturing Co. completed work on its 1.3- 3,600-ton-per-day kiln at Tourah Portland million-ton-per-year dry-process preheater- Cement Co., Tourah plant; one 4,900-ton- precalciner plant; Hyundai Cement Co. Ltd. per-day and one 5,500-ton-per-day kiln at expanded capacity of its Danyang plant Helwan Portland Cement Co.’s Helwan and from 1.5 to 3.8 million tons per year; and Assiut plants, respectively; a 4,900-ton-per- Sung Shin Cement Industrial Co. Ltd. ex- day kiln at National Cement Co.’s, Helwan panded the capacity of its Danyang plant plant; and a 4,900-ton-per-day kiln at Suez from 2.8 million to 3.5 million tons per year.
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| - South Africa, Republic of.—Pretoria United Kingdom.—Blue Circle Industries : 
: Portland Cement Ltd. began operating its 5-year program to modernize its cement 

660,000-ton-per-year plant at Dwaalboom, manufacturing and distribution facilities 
: Northern Transvaal, and Blue Circle Indus- was virtually complete with the conversion 

tries upgraded its No. 6 kiln at its Lichten- of its Cauldon plant at Staffordshire and the 
burg plant in Western Transvaal, increas- Dunbar operation in Lothian to single pre- 
ing its clinker capacity by 550,000 tons per calciner kiln operations. . oe 

: year. . an . 

| | Table 23.—Hydraulic cement: World production, by country! | 
LC . . . (Thousand short tons) . a ce 

Country 7 1981, 1982 1983 19847. s4985® 

Afghanistan?____________.-----.------- 8 9 *°100 F €99 ' 8g5 
Albania® _-__ LLL Cs«dT83700 ¥915 925 T925 985 © 
Algeria. 9 = 34,916 4,850 ™5,300 ™6,100 6,100 . 

: Angola®_ 276 276 243 — 386 _ 886 
Argentina, §__-___.----_------------. 7,881 6,199 6,198  * °5,644 - 5,500 
Australia _______________-------------- 76620 «6,382 5,331 | 6,022 6,600 
Austria ~. 2222 ee 5,829 5,525 5,409 5,400 5,500 | 

, Bahamas ________ 2 ee 82 71 29 () _ 
Bangladesh® ___§_-_______-_ 380. 360 338 301  —ss« 3265 

, Barbados ____) -_-- > 2 - —_ "165 220 
Belgium _~§__$_ ~~~ 7,376 6,967 6,304 . 6,800 5,800 | 
Benin _- eee 327 = AT 8B 331 331 

. | Bolivia. 2--/_-» 5 5 5 5 ee 413. 858 361 360 =. 880° | 
Brazil _...-_____________________i___ 28,716 28,268 23,005 27,558 . 29,800 
Bulgaria.____§_§_-§_»_>»_»_»___ 6,000 6,188 6,221 6,302 $5,749 

| Burma_______ 6 350 379 (asi (wst«‘«‘«‘ A 3526 
Cameroon___ ~~~ °569 584 «672 ec | NA 
Canada __- ~~ Le -11,188 9,288 8,676 9,489 310,587 

| Chile. 2,054 —«:1, 248 1,383 1,532 1,480 
China _______ 92,594 103,697 119,325 133,468 . _ 157,100 

| Colombia _____________ ~~~ ~~: 4915 5,546 5,204 5,816 35,859 
Congo _____________ BA . 43 ws. lU® NA 
Costa Rica -_. ________________________ 507 467 425 ©8386 386 
Cuba___ 3,629 8,487 3,562 3,689 33,483 
Cyprus... 1,141 1,177 1,039 940 3727 

_ Czechoslovakia”... $$$ -§ 5 5 55 eee 11,735 11,381 11,572 11,607 11,300 
Denmark '_______________.-------.---. 1,766 1,951 1,827 1,839: $1,917 
Dominican Republic ______________.-___ 1,049 1,046 1,217 1,260 1,270 
Ecuador___- > 1,365 1,747 ~~ 1,598 1,636 1,540 
Egypt _._________2____i__ ee 3,857 4,696 6,068  *°7,200.  _ 8,600 
El Salvador___-_-_ ~~ 505 461 476. 449 440 
Ethiopia® > 143 154 165 176 176 
Fiji____.....-.-._______----_------- 7102 97 121 108 3103 
Finland _-_~___~.~_~______~_____________- T2,001 ¥2,058 2,102 1,814 1,760 
France______ 5 5 ee 31,117 28,825 27,011 25,049 25,400 
Gabon ___-_-_- -_ 165 193 132 229 230 
German Democratic Republic. ____§___________ 13,453 12,920 12,987 12,737 13,000 
Germany, Federal Republic of._______________ 34,721 33,155 33,588 31,867 32,000 
Ghana--_ 437 322  °3209 ~~ *329 380 
Greece______-__________________-_____- T14,264 14,176 15,648 14,904 14,900 
Guadeloupe® __-_§_§_-____________________ 3176 176 176 . 196 176 
Guatemala ___._§________~_________-_-___ 567 558 498 866 870 
Haiti___________________------------ 260 234 ©238 ©2438 243 
Honduras ___-____________------------ 348 306 535 °551 550 
Hong Kong __. __________---~-___-__--__ 1,673 1,582 1,892 2,037 32,023 
Hungary __________________-- 5,109 4,816 4,677 4,569 34,054 
Iceland _______________ 134 187 127 130 3126 
India_____-___________-------- 22,884 24,800 27,950 32,000 336,431 
Indonesia ___._-____»_/_- 7,596 8,268 - 9,025 9,765 11,000 
Iran®___ 8,818 10,472 11,023 11,574 12,100 
Iraq? ee 36,173 6,173 6,173 8,818 8,818 
Ireland _.-__ 2,136 1,742 1,638 1,518 1,540 
Israel _- 2,271 2,413 2,269 3,377 2,400 
Italy ________- ee 45,804 43,793 43,229 41,648 44,000 
Ivory Coast 5 1,323 1,213 702 591 590 
Jamaica. _-__-__ 182 233 305 288 265 
Japan ______________---~-___________ 93,506 88,943 89,167 86,928 $80,311 
Jordan. ~~~ Le 1,063 876 1,401 2,192 2,340 - 
Kenya ________________~~~__~~_~____-- 1,483 “1,438 1,411 1,283 1,200 
Korea, North® ____________~_____________ 8,818 8,818 8,818 8,818 8,818 
Korea, Republic of_______.-.__._._______-_ 17,215 19,717 23,459 22,501 322,514 
Kuwait __-___________--____ Le 1,707 1,712 1,239 1,305 1,200 
Lebanon. _ ~~ -§ ~~ - Le 2,636 1,874 1,653 1,378 1,100 
Liberia _-__________ 95 88 94 93 105 
Libya®_____ ee 3,527 4,409 5,512 6,614 7,200 
Luxembourg __________~___~___ 377 379 389 375 350 
Madagascar___. 5 5 5 39 40 ©39 €39 39 
Malawi _____________________________ 86 T59 78 17 70 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 23.—Hydraulic cement: World production, by country’ —-Continued 
° pe _ (Thousand short tons) _ . | . : 

ee 
Country o -. 1981 1982 1983 1984? 1985° 

Malaysia ___________- ~~ ee 3,123 3,443 3,573 3,824 3,600 
Mali _- ~~~ ~~~ ee ©22 30 “22 28 28 
Martinique® _______-§__-________________ 3198 220 220 220 220 Mauritania__-___-____ 22 66 66 66 ts __ 
Mexico__._____-.---.-------------..~ 19,817 21,272 18,814 20,322 322,686 
Mongolia __________-.2- ~~~ eee tti(—tstéi‘iéSB*SL 386 370 ~ 386 440 . 
Morocco _ __ = -----.~-~ 2 be «3,975 © 74,122 4,242 — 8,955 34,075 
Mozambique ____._-_-__--- ~~ LeeLee si 386 — 463 “496 496 
Nepal _____ ~~~ ee 34 “28 50 >) 835. 
Netherlands woes 3,655 — 3,420 3,425 | 3,501 3,450 
New Caledonia_ -___________-__-___-____ 55 «69 6G “66 ' 66 
New Zealand __ ~~ 2 Le TS79 1,175 1,054 1,113 1,200 
Nicaragua® _________ 22 3184 110 110 =—s«d10 110 
Niger®_ $= 341 42 42 / 42 42 
Nigeria®__-§_ >. 32.756 3,968 3,968 3,968 3,968 
Norway —~___~--~ ~~~ ~~ 2,025 1,969 1,783 1,607 — $1,764 
Pakistan ________~ ~~ 73,954 4,076 5,443 5,178 © 35 212 
Panama 573 386° - 360 335 330 
Paraguay __-——__~ 2 -172 122. . 169 120 . 165 
Peru i TTT sg 395 2,855 2,585 ©2495  —-2,405 
Philippines’ wen ne ee 4,508 - 4,795 4,831: 4,040 3,500 
Poland___-..--_-__--_--------------_. 15,681 > 11,747 17,857 —- 18,409 = 316,585 
Portugal. _ ~~ _-_____-_-_-.--- 1 i 6,280 6,393 6,683 6,106 6,600 
Qatar _____ ee 284 F252 413 . 527 — 627 
Romania _________-_-.-~-_~_ ~~ 16,255 16,529 15,397 15,653 $13,448 
Saudi Arabia __._-______.-.----. i _. 5,219 7,885 -. 8,957 9,921 9,900 - 
Senegal _ 9. ee 410 401 435 424 425 
Singapore_________-.-_+-------1 2,484 2,971 3,476 3,110 32,195 
South Africa, Republic of... ==... __ 8,923 8,830 ~— ©8705 9,025 37,754. 
Spain (including Canary Islands)*® — eee 31,693 32,594 ~ 33,771 28,038 28,100 
Sri Lanka __ ~~ 2 LLL ~ 108 ©1717 558 “551 - 660 
Sudan ____~ 2 ee Le 165 202 - 220 194 3213 
Suriname ________.-.-~.-~- 78 719 82 “55 - 55 
Sweden _______2 Le 2,555 2,540 2,469 2,604 2,900 — 
Switzerland. ~~~ 222 4,793 4,513 4,564 4,609 4,630 

. Syria-__~_-__ LL 72,553 72,864. 3,996 4,720 3,900 
Taiwan ~________ ~~~ 15,809 | 14,806 16,325 15,690 315,893 
Tanzania ______.~-__~_~~-__~_~___ ie 5433; “441 “463 408 440 
Thailand _________~.-~_~_~L 6,904 7,285 8,006 9,083 9,040 
Togo ______-~~ ~~ --_-~_~ 314. 308 256 268 310 | 
Trinidad and Tobago _____________________. 154 209 430 447 450 
Tunisia ___~____ =~ ~~ Le 2,227 1,965 3,142 3,649 3,900 
Turkey __-________________-_-________ 16,582 17,392 14,986 17,348 17,600 
Uganda Hee 7 19 r €92 r €92 22 

| USS.R ~~~ —Ss«d140,180 136,335 141,268 143,453 144,000 
United Arab Emirates ____~ ~~. ______ 1,896 ¥2,447 2,280 4,415 4,400 
United Kingdom________.____-_~________ 14,031 14,288 14,767 14,860 314,709 
United States (including Puerto Rico) _. .________ 72,932 64,341 71,347 78,699 378,859 
Uruguay ___________________._______ 818 726 442 368 330 
Venezuela._____________________._____ 5,375 5,988 4899  * &5,270 5,400 
Vietnam. ____ ~~~ Le 601 €882 1,023 1,213 1,430 
Yemen (Sanaa). __.- ~~ ~~ ~~ Le 90 261 661 937 940 
Yugoslavia _.__~ ~~~ ee 10,781 10,712 10,573 10,268 9,950 
Zaire. Le "545 596 565 583 530 
Zambia _____~_~_~_~_~_~ 159 170 171 266 270 
Zimbabwe_—_——___.._~_-_~__ ~~~ _____e 648 635 (4) (4 — 

Total. ___~~-_-_--___~~- 977,384 978,362 1,010,116 1,045,468 1,071,225 
rg 

©Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. 
_ 'fable includes data available through July 8, 1986. 

2Data are for the year beginning Mar. 2) of that stated. 
SReported figure. 
“Revised to zero. 
SData are for the year ending June 30 of that stated. 
®Revised to “Not available.” 
7Converted from officially reported data provided in terms of 94-pound cement bags. 
®Excludes natural cement. 

7 TECHNOLOGY 

Cement.—Martin Engineering Co. devel- material buildup in cement kiln preheaters. 
oped a new solution to an old problem, the The technology has been used successfully 
use of compressed-air cannons to remove for many years on silos, bunkers, and hop-
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—— pers. When a quick release valve is opened, ty covers three areas, sulfur concretes, sul- 
an explosive charge of compressed air is fur spray coatings, and sulfur-extended as- 

| expelled into the structure. The sudden phaltasa paving material.” 
powerful release of energy into the material Fuller International Inc., Bethlehem, PA, 

| causes it to break away from the walls and a cement industry equipment supplier, 
flow freely to the kiln. Benefits of the new announced the results of its worldwide / 

- technology were reduced work force, in- search for ideas on new ways to use cement. 
creased productivity, and decreased energy A total of 540 entries were received from 24 | 

consumption through improved heat trans- countries. The first place award for the 
— fer and air-material flow. - most original idea involved the use of port- 

| A new high-efficiency air separator, call- land cement for reducing sulfur emissions 
7 ed the Sepax, was developed by F.L.Smidth from fossil-fuel-burning powerplants. The 

| and Co. A/S. The separator was successfully Second place, granted for the idea closest to 
tested at the Sociedad Financiera y Minera implementation, involved the use of port- 

| _§.A. cement plant in Malaga, Spain. Test land cement as an antistripping agent in 
results showed a 30% increase in output @SPhaltmixes® , | 
and a 20% reduction in energy consump- ~~~ ....... ee , 
tion. The excellent performance was due | US Des of Commmeren, There tien trade 

| primarily to effective dispersion of material Administration, Construction Review. V. 32, No. 1, Jan.- | 

separator was designed for easy integration V.216, No. 2, Jan. 9, 1986, p.40. - with different plan t configurations, not only 1986 cn ne Cement International. V.. 89, No. 4, Apr. 

| for cement grinding but also for processing ‘Brown, B. E., and L. J. Goldbeck. Using Air Cannons on 
other materials.® : | ‘See yb e Pit & Quarry, v. 78, No. 2 Aug. 

Concrete.—The Bureau of Mines summa- = “Joergensen, W. S. Develop High Efficiency Air Sepa- 
| rized its research on sulfur construction Toes, a Re Pit & Quarry, v. 78, No. 1, 

: _ materials as well as related research con- —_ "McBee, W. C., T. A. Sullivan, and H. L. Fike. Sulfur _ 
ducted by other Government organizations “jstiuction Materials. tno. Geet Tee Werinine Search 
and the private sector. The research activi- _ for New Uses of Cement. Nov. 1985, p. 80. .



Ch ium 
oO |  ByJohnF.Papp) 

In 1985, reported chromium consumption in table 5. In 1985, 83% of the metallurgical 
was 292,766 short tons, a 7% decrease from companies, 100% of the refractory compa- 
that of 1984. The reported consumption of nies, and 67% of the chemical companies re- 
chromium by the metallurgical and refrac- ported chromite consumption. Consumption 
tory industries decreased, whereas that of was estimated for the remaining 17% of the a 
the chemical industry increased. Metallur- metallurgical industry and 33% of the 
gical industry production includes ferro- chemical industry. 
chromium produced as part of the National Domestic production data for chromium 
Defense Stockpile (NDS) conversion pro- ferroalloys and metal are developed by the | 
gram. Imports of chromite increased, those Bureau of Mines by means of two separate 
of ferrochromium decreased. ~. voluntary surveys. These two surveys are 

Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic con- the monthly “Chromite Ores and Chromi- 
sumption of chromite by the primary con- um Products” and the annual “Ferroal- . 
suming industries—metallurgical, refrac- loys.” Production by the six metallurgical _ 
tory, and chemical—are developed by the industry companies listed in table 3 repre- 

- Bureau of Mines by means of the voluntary sented 100% of domestic production shown 
monthly “Chromite Ores and Chromium in table 4. Eighty-three percent of those 
Products” survey. The companies listed in companies responded to both surveys. Pro- - 
table 3 by industry accounted for 100% of duction for the remaining 17% was esti- 
the chromite consumption data by industry mated. | oo | 

_. Table 1.—Salient chromium statistics SO oo 
(Thousand short tons, gross weight) , 

(OC CC 
| CHROMITE a | 

United States: 4 
Exports _______________-_-___--- 71 8 11 55 101 
Reexports_______________________ 67 57 5 4 4 
Imports for consumption ___— ~~. ~~ - 898 507 190 305 414 

Consumption = 7 ~~ — ->------------- 889 558 320 512 560 
Stocks, Dec. 31: Consumer ______—~--~ ~- 7128 546 T456 327 300 

World: Production_____________-_-_-_- T10,018 T9026 8,829 P10,312 ®10,951 

| CHROMIUM FERROALLOYS! 

United States: 
Production?___________-_---------- 226 119 36 95 110 
Exports _____________-_-_--~---- 14 5 4 15 10 
Reexports _______---------------- 1 (3) 2 1 1 
Imports for consumption _________~_-~~~- 440 148 282 434 335 
Consumption _ _____-____-_-_-~--+--+---~- 423 262 388 395 369 
Stocks, Dec. 31: Consumer ________---_- 54 26 26 25 31 

World: Production ___.._._.__..------- 3.060 ¥2,612 2,774 P3244 €3,247 

*Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. 
1High- and low-carbon ferrochromium plus ferrochromium-silicon. 
2Includes chromium metal, exothermic chromium additives, and other miscellaneous chromium alloys. 
3Less than 1/2 unit. 
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, Legislation and Government Pro- and hexavalent chromium contained in 
grams.—In accordance with the President’s waste water and storm water runoff from 
November 1982 directive, the General Ser- refinery property.” The EPA estimated that 
vices Administration (GSA) continued to the new final rule would reduce allowable 
upgrade NDS chromium ore to high-carbon total chromium discharge by 286,000 
ferrochromium. The GSA reported conver- pounds per year, and hexavalent chromium 
sion of 125,628 tons of chromium ore to by 19,300 pounds per year. In another re- 
50,254 tons of ferrochromium at a cost of port, the EPA found chromium trichloride 
$22.7 million in calendar year 1984 and tobean acutely toxic chemical.® 
137,015 tons of chromium ore to 49,463 tons The U.S. Department of Commerce and 
of ferrochromium at a cost of $22.5 million the Federal Emergency Management Agen- _ 
in calendar year 1985. The GSA exercised cy published new NDS Specifications for 

7 its contractual option to extend NDS up-_ chemical industry chromite ore and for 
grading intoitsthird year. a chromium metal and new NDS Special | 

The U.S. Congress, Office of Technology Instructions for chromium metal. oo | 
| _ Assessment (OTA), completed a study on The U.S. Department of Energy (DOB), as 

technologies to reduce U.S. vulnerability to part of the National Uranium Resources 
| chromium supply disruption. Based on criti- Evaluation (NURE) program, geochemi- 

cality.and extent of use, and vulnerability cally assayed for chromium in stream- 
of supply, OTA found chromium to be a_ water and. stream-sediment samples from 
first-tier strategic material. Within the throughout the continental United States 

_ technological categories—mineral produc- and Alaska. The DOE’s NURE assay data 
7 tion and metal processing, conservation, were put into a computer data base. Re- 

| and substitution—OTA identified and dis- searchers located an outcrop of chromium- 
cussed potential benefits of and barriers to bearing rock by analyzing the NURE data | 
vulnerability reduction.2 The OTA also base. : | 
examined the use of and potential substitu- On July 8, the President approved Na- 
tion for chromium in superalloys used in tional Security Council (NSC) recommenda- 
defense applications.* — tions for modernizing the strategic and 

The Bureau of Mines published a direc- critical materials stockpile. Under the NSC 
tory of 45 domestic and 84 foreign chromi- proposal, the stockpile would be structured 

: um properties and deposits.‘ Nonconfiden- into two tiers. Tier I would contain materi- 
tial data on location, reserves and re- als required by military, industrial, and 
sources, geology, mine and beneficiation essential civilian users during a military 
systems, and operations were included. The -conflict, which would not be available from 

_ Bureau analyzed the chromium industry of domestic or reliable foreign sources. Tier II 
_ the U.S.S.R., a major world producer and would contain a supplemental reserve of 

exporter of chromite ore. The report found material already possessed by the Govern- 
the U.S.S.R.’s reserves to be adequate to ment. Based on a study of the 42 most 
meet its long-term needs. It also found that significant of 62 stockpiled materials, 6 of 
both production growth and exports have the 42 materials were allocated to tier I. 
declined in recent years. Salient character- Chromium was included in tier L The cur- 
istics of the Soviet chromium raw material rent NDS chromium goal is 1.353 million 
base, mining and processing facilities, for- tons contained chromium in the form 
eign trade, policies and programs, and fu- of chemical- and metallurgical-grade ore, 
ture outlook were described.» The Bureau low- and high-carbon ferrochromium, 
reviewed technological alternatives for the ferrochromium-silicon, and chromium met- 
conservation of chromium. The review al. Current NDS inventory is 1.276 million 
found that present U.S. chromium con- tons contained chromium. The proposed 
sumption could be reduced by about one- restructuring allocates 199,000 tons con- 
third by using available technology. Such tained chromium to tier I and 594,000 tons 
technology could be used to substitute al- contained chromium to tier II without speci- 
ternative materials and processes, to recov- fying distribution among the numerous 
er and recycle waste chromium, and to chromium material categories. These pro- 
design for greater chromium efficiency.® posed allocations eliminate 77,000 tons 

The Environmental Protection Agency contained chromium of unmet goals and 
(EPA) issued final water pollution rules 483,000 tons contained chromium of current 
requiring the petroleum refining industry inventory. At yearend, this proposal was 
to more stringently control total chromium under consideration by the Congress. The
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Department of Defense Authorization Act, 1986, to implement or administer any re- 
1986 (Public Law 99-145), signed by the duction in a stockpile goal in effect on 

: President on November 8, 1985, stated that October 1, 1984. _ : : 
| no action may be taken before October 1, ee 

_ Table 2.—U.S. Government stockpile goals and yearend inventories for chromium in 1985 
| (Thousand short tons, gross weight) . 

nn me . Physical inventory 
| Material - Stockpile. ————_——————“— - 

OO : Beals Stock pe Nonstock” Total 

Chromite, metallurgical ._.__...____________-____ 8,200 1,948 318 256 . 
Chromite, chemical. ____..§ $$ 52 2) 5 5 5 eee 675 242 — 2A2 
Chromite, refractory _________.-_--___-___-_____ 850 3891 _- 391 

_ High-carbon ferrochromium ___________.__________ 185 452 1 453 
Low-carbon ferrochromium ________§~§_~____~_________ 7 .. .. 800 ° 19 319 

-  Ferrochromium-silicon_____ $$$ ~>_-.§ ~»/§ -» >) ee eee 90: 57 ~ 1 38 
Chromium metal _____________.-_--~__________ 20 4 — 4 

Source: Federal Emergency Management Agency. oo 

: | ~  .  . DOMESTIC PRODUCTION a | 

The major marketplace products of chro- content. This material, although not of 
mium are chromium ore, alloys, chemicals, commercial grade, encourages DNR to in- : 
and metal. In 1985, the United States pro-' vestigate further. | | oe 

_ duced chromium alloys, chemicals, and met- Allied Corp. closed its chromium chemi- 

al from imported chromium ore. No chromi- cals plant at Baltimore, MD. The Baltimore | 
_ um ore was mined domestically. plant started production in 1845 as a pro- | 

Domestic chromium resources are being ducer of potassium bichromate. At closure, 
developed by California Nickel Corp. and the plant had a production. capacity of 
Interstrat Resources Inc. California Nickel 65,000 tons per year of hydrous sodium 
awaited Forest Service, U.S. Department of bichromate. | ee 
Agriculture, approval of an environmental ~ Foote Mineral. Co. closed its Graham, 
impact statement submitted in 1984. Chro- WV, plant. Elkem Metals Co. experienced a | 
mium would be a byproduct of nickel and’ 1-month strike at its Marietta, OH, plant. 

| cobalt production at the Gasquet Mountain Satra Concentrates bought slags and equip- 
property. Interstrat financed a feasibility ment from Satralloy Inc. in Beverly, OH. 
study for the Pine Flat Mountain claim, Satralloy has not operated the ferrochro- 
which it co-owns with Coastal Mining Co.,a mium plant since 1982. Satra Concentrates 
subsidiary of M. A. Hanna Co. Chromium’ expects to produce about 175,000 tons of 

ore would be a byproduct of nickel at the high-carbon and_ 1,000,000 tons of low- 
Pine Flat Mountain Claim. oe - carbon chromium concentrates from slags 

The Minnesota Department of Natural during the time period 1985-89. 
Resources (DNR) announced the discovery Chem-Lig International started construc- 
of chromium mineralization in the Duluth tion of a plant at Port Allen, LA. The 

Gabbro Complex in northeastern Minneso- plant was to produce chromium and iron- 
ta. DNR identified a 7-foot layer of rock ata chromium lignosulfonates for drilling fluids 
depth of 2,400 feet to have a 3.9% chromium and other applications.
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_ Table 3.—Principal producers of chromium products in 1985, by industry | | 

| Industry and company — | Plant a 

| Metallurgical: _ Oo 
oo Elkem AS, Elkem Metals Co______-__-_~----------------------- Marietta, OH, and Alloy, 

Foote MineralCo _____________-___-______-_-___-_----..---. | Graham, WV. | | 
Macalloy Inc _-_____._L--.~-_-- ~~ eee Charleston, SC. 
Metallurg Inc., Shieldalloy Corp _____---_____---~--~------~------- Newfield, NJ. 
Moore McCormack Resources Inc., Globe Metallurgical Inc__._.____________. Beverly, OH. 
SKW AlloysInc _-_____-__-_-___--_------------~---+---------- Calvert City, KY, and : 

. - _ oO . Niagara Falls, NY. 
Refractory: . : . 

. BasicInc ~~. $$ > > 5 eet Maple Grove, OH. 
- Corhart Refractories Co. Inc_________-_+1-------~~-_--~-~-~-~---~--~-- Pascagoula, MS. — 

' Davis Refractories Inc ___~____.-+--_---~++-+---~_----~-~--~-~H----- Jackson, OH. 
General Refractories Co ____________~--~-----~~~~~-~-_-~-__----~— Lehi, UT. . 
Harbison-Walker Refractories, a division of Dresser Industries Inc ___________ Hammond, IN, and | 

a Baltimore, MD. 
Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corp _ — -- ~~ ------~-~~~--~-~=--=-~-- Plymouth Meeting, PA. . 
National Refractories & Minerals Corp __________--_--------------- Moss Landing, CA, and . 

. a Columbiana, OH. . 
North American Refractories Co. Ltd ________..__.-.-_.----...---~~ | Womelsdorf, PA. — : 

Chemical: | . 
Allied Chemical Corp ____ ~~ =--2~-------~----1--~--~-- +) Baltimore, MD. | 
American Chrome & Chemicals Inc ______________.__-_-.~------~~ | Corpus Christi, TX. 

| _ Diamond Shamrock Corp., Diamond Shamrock Chemicals Co_ _—__-__-_------- Castle Hayne, NC. | " 

| Table 4.—Production, shipments, and stocks of chromium ferroalloys and chromium 
oO | metal in the United States _ 7 a 

| - | . _ (Shorttons), | oe 

| : a | M te al | oe Net production Net Producer 

. aterlal . _ Gross Chromium _ shipments stocks, 
ee . . oo | weight content Dec. 31 

1984: | . - . . a o | 
Low-carbon ferrochromium — ~~... 2 2 2 5/5 5 5 ek 
High-carbon ferrochromium ~~... -—- } 79,515 50,919 110,389 16,256 

' Chromium concentrate ___ ~~~ ~~~ =~ Le 
'  Ferrochromium-silicon_ ___._....._______._.___ } i 

Chromium metal —___~______-_~.------------ \ 15,885 8,324. 10,383 8,282 
. Other? ~-------~~--~-------------------- | a 

Total ee 95,400 59,243 120,772 24,538 ) 

1985: — ) a 
. Low-carbon ferrochromium __ ~~ ___ ~~. ~§ $$ 

High-carbon ferrochromium __~_____~_~_§_-~_____=___ } 99,027 62,556 94,470 18,775 . 
. Chromium concentrate _________~___________ 

Ferrochromium-silicon. ____ _______~~~ ~~~ ______ 
Chromium metal _____§-_-___________________ 10,536 5,637 14,002 4,786 
Other? ___-_ ee 

- Total. eee 109,563 68,193 108,472 23,561 

1Includes exothermic chromium additives and other miscellaneous chromium alloys. 

CONSUMPTION AND USES 

Domestic consumption of chromite ore chapter). | 
and concentrate was 560,421 tons in 1985. Chromium has a wide range of uses in the 
Of the total chromite consumed, the metal- three primary consumer groups. In the 
lurgical industry used 48.7%; the chemical metallurgical industry, its principal use in 
industry, 39.7%; and the refractory indus- 1985 was in stainless steel. Of the 376,452 
try, 11.6%. Most of the chromite consumed tons of chromium ferroalloys, metal, and 
and ferrochromium produced by the metal- other chromium-containing materials re- 
lurgical industry was part of the NDS ported consumed, stainless steel accounted 
conversion program. (See “Legislation and for 78%; full-alloy steel, 9%; superalloys, 
Government Programs” section of this 3%; and other end uses, 10%. Chromium
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ferroalloys, metal, and other chromium ma- —‘ The _ chemical industry consumed. chro- 
terial consumption decreased 6% compared mite for manufacturing chromates, chromic 
with that of 1984. acid, and pigments. Sodium and potassium 

The primary use of chromium in the chromate and bichromate are the materials 
refractory industry was in the form of from which a wide range of chromium 
chromite to make refractory bricks to line chemicals are made. Chromite consumption 
metallurgical furnaces. Chromite consump- by the chemical industry in 1985 increased 
tion by the refractory industry decreased 18% compared with that of 1984. : 
33% compared with that of 1984. | 

Table 5.—Consumption of chromite and tenor of ore used by primary consumer groups 
7 : in the United States oo 

. Metallurgical Refractory Chemical 
: industry » industry industry Total 

Year Gross Average Gross Average Gross Average Gross Average 
weight Cr203 weight Cr2Os3 weight Cr2Os weight ' CreOds3 

. (short tons) (percent) (shorttons) (percent) (shorttons) (percent) (short tons) (percent) 

1981 __ 503,051 35.7 147,853 37.3 238,465 42.6 889,369 37.9 
1982 __ . 283,481 35.2 79,760 36.4 194,935 44.9 558,176 38.9 
1983 __ 64,310 39.3 72,050 36.9 183,611 449  —- 819,971 420 
1984 __ © 225,727 43.5 97,469 37.4 188,960 44.8 512,156 42.3 
1985 __ . 272,885 | 38.5 65,245 38.1 222,291 45.3 560,421 412 

Table 6.—U.S. consumption of chromium ferroalloys and metal in 1985, by end use 

7 So . (Short tons, gross weight) | Oo | 

_»  Ferrochromium Ferroch . . 
, ee err romum i 

_ Enduse Low-carbon High-carbon - silicon | Other Total 
eo . ferrochromium ferrochromium 

Steel: os . : | 
Carbon ________________ 3,156 3,867 WwW WwW 7,028 
Stainless and heat-resisting ___ 9,797 275,951 6,271 583 292,602 

, Full-alloy..._.____._____ - 6,091 26,570 1,685. 83 34,429 
High-strength, low-alloy and *. . 

electric. --§ -. » 2 2,221 2075 Ww W 4,296 
Tool__.-______________. 939 3,082 250 __ 4,2) 

- Castirons ~ 536 5,708 | W Ww 6,244 
Superalloys __._________=_- 4,236 3,587 65 3,236 11,124 
Welding materials! __________ 428 > 6460 _ 14  ~— 1,148 
Other alloys? _..___________ 416 166 ¢«~—~C*— W 2,012 2,594 
Miscellaneous and unspecified _ _ _ _ 102 24 11,462 1,183 12,771 

Total. ______________ 27,922 321,626 19,733 $7,171 376,452 
Chromium content ____ ~~ 19,108 174,999 7,135 5,619 206,861 | 

Stocks, Dec. 31 -______------ 5,482 24,115 1,289 41,280 32,166 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Miscellaneous and unspecified.” 
1Includes structural and hard-facing welding material. 
2Includes magnetic and nonferrous alloys. 
3Includes 4,341 tons of chromium metal. 
“Includes 535 tons of chromium metal. . 

STOCKS 

Reported consumer stocks of chromite 1984 to 23,561 tons in 1985. Consumer stocks 

declined from 327,321 tons in 1984 to increased from 26,302 tons in 1984 to 32,166 | 
300,187 tons in 1985. Metallurgical industry tons in 1985. At the 1985 annual rate of 
stocks increased, whereas chemical and re- chromium ferroalloy and metal consump- 
fractory industry stocks declined. Producer tion, producer plus consumer stocks repre- 
stocks of chromium ferroalloys, metal, and sented a 1.4-month supply. 
other materials declined from 24,538 tons in
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Table 7 —US. consumer stocks of chromite, December 31, by industry 
| | pe oe 7 (Short tons, gross weight) | oe a | 

‘Metallurgical.____________-_________ 229,800 «119,540» s«140,924 Ss s«04,42—Sst«i4, S61 
, Refractory . =~ 128,210 113,233 75,832 69,619 48,685 

| Chemical’ 5 370,463 312,808 239,420 233,260. 207,191 

a ee 545,581 455,576 = 827,821 800,187 

| | . Table 8.—U.S. consumer stocks of chromium ferroalloys and metal, December 31, 
ete Oo ve by product a , 7 oo. 

: , oo | (Short tons, gross weight). | 

oT Product | a Ts 
Low-carbon ferrochromium __-___________ 5,198 3,459 3,474 8875 =. «5,482 

| _ High-carbon ferrochromium______________ 46,601 21,798 20,948 19,946 24,115 | 
_ Ferrochromium-silicon__-.-._-.___________ . 1,801 1,237 1,294 — 1,422 1,289 

Other! 2 LLL i468 2,598 954 1,559 1,280 

| ee Total. se 56,068 29,082 26,670 26,302 32,166 

. a a nsiudes chromium briquets, chromium metal; exothermic chromium additives, and other miscellaneous chromium 7 
, . Oys. . , 

- me OO | PRICES | ae — 

: The price of South ‘African chromite ore ed to a range of 43 to 45 cents per pound in 
, decreased, whereas that of Turkish chro- September and declined to a range of 42.5 to 

mite increased. The published price of 44 cents per pound in October. The publish- 
| South African Transvaal chromite, 44% ed price of imported high-carbon ferrochro- 

Cr.0;, no specific chromium-to-iron ratio, mium containing 60%. to 65% chromium 

_ decreased from a range of $48 to $52 per declined from a range of 45 to 46 cents per 
metric ton to a range of $40 to $42 per pound to a range of 44.5 to 46 cents per | 
metric ton, f.o.b. South African ports. The pound in January. It then increased to a 
published pricé of Turkish chromite in- range of 45.5 to 46.5 cents per pound in. 
creased from $110 per metric ton to $125 per February, increased again to a range of 46.5 

| metric ton, f.o.b. Turkish ports. to 48 cents per pound in June, and then 
The price of domestic chromium ferroal- decreased to a range of 46 to 47 cents per. 

: loys and metal remained unchanged. The pound in October. The published price of 
: published price of imported high-carbon imported low-carbon ferrochromium in- 

| ferrochromium containing 50% to 55% creased from a range of 87 to 89 cents per 
chromium decreased from a range of 43 to pound to a range of 88 to 89.5 cents per 
45 cents per pound to a range of 43 to 44.5 pound in June. It then decreased to a range 
cents per pound in January. It then increas- of 86 to 87 cents per pound in October.
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Table 9.—Price quotations for chromium materials at beginning and end of 1985 
. . ° ‘ - 

_ Material 7 January | December 

oo oe ~ Cents per pound of chromium 

US. charge chromium (50% to 55% chromium) .____~___..____________ | | @) 4) 
Imported charge chromium (50% to 55% chromium) _..________________ 43- 45 42.5. 44 
Imported charge chromium (60% to 65% chromium) ______.._-.________ 45-46. 46- 47 
US. charge chromium (66% to 70% chromium) _______________.______ | 54 54 
US. low-carbon ferrochromium (0.025% carbon)_____._._______________ 100 100: 
US. low-carbon ferrochromium (0.05% carbon) ______._______________ 95 95. 
Imported low-carbon ferrochromium (0.05% carbon) _._._______________ 89- 95 86- 37 
Simplex (low-carbon ferrochromium)__——-___--_.-.----------.-___-_ 100 _ 100 

oe . Cents per pound of product 

Electrolytic chromium metal ____._-/_-/-/_-_______________._____ 375 375 
Ferrochromium-silicon _..-~.......----.-_-__-i- "38.6 38.6. 

LL CECT LTCC A EE LLL EE EAS ASA SSA: 

"Revised. | a 
1Price listing suspended. 

Source: Metals Week. Se | | : - , 

| | | FOREIGNTRADE 3 ~C Oo | 

Exports of chromium materials from the mium metal and ferrochromium-silicon 
United States included chromite ore, chro- decreased 16% and 50%, respectively, in 
mium metal, ferroalloys, chemicals, and 1985. Of the chromium chemicals, imports 
pigments. Exports of chromite ore and con- of chromic acid, potassium chromate and 
centrate increased 84% in 1985. Exports of dichromate, and sodium chromate and di- 
all other chromium materials decreased. chromate increased 100%, 15%, and 135%, 

Imports of chromium materials included respectively. Chromium carbide imports 
_ chromium metal, ferrochromium-silicon, decreased 32%. | | 

chemicals, and pigments. Imports of chro- | a | | 

' Table 10.—U.S. exports and reexports of chromite ores and concentrates _ | 

. Exports . Reexports 

a Year Quantity Value Quantity Value 
(short tons) (thousands) (short tons) (thousands) NO hn ?_ Sousa’) (Short tons) (thousands 

1981____-_ ee 70,672 $5,893 66,566 $9,575 1982____- 8,165 1,574 56,830 9,172 1988 ____- 2 eee 11,032 1,874 . 4,561 1,350 
1984 __-_ LLL 54,928 2,957 3,855 864 1985 ee 100,810 4,600 3,676 670 OT 

Source: Bureau of the Census. -
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| Table 11.—U.S. exports of chromium materials, by type 

7 1983 1984 1985. . 

a | “ -— Quantit antity Quantity Value Principal destinations, 1985 
- Type art y ee (short (thou- P 

. . . tons) tons) tons) sands) 

Chromite ore and concentrate _ __ — 11,032 54,928 100,810 $4,600 Sweden (67%); Republic of Ger- 
. se “many (30%). . 

_ Metal and alloys: | oo : 
Chromium metal! _______ __ 238 259 222 2,964 Japan (21%); United Kingdom 

ce : _ (82%); Canada (16%). 
Chromium ferroalloys _ — — _ — — — 24,247 515,888 410,262 7,688 Federal Republic of Germany 

(51%); Canada (32%). . 
Chemicals: 

Chromic acid ~~ _~_______ 3,927  §,672 3,881 5,582 Japan (24%); Canada (28%); Re- 
- public of Korea (16%). 

Potassium chromate and dichro- 
mate _~_~___ ~~~ ~~ 11 12 71 94 Canada (58%); Australia (10%). 

Sodium chromate and dichromate 14,174 18,321 9,726 5,679 Republic of Korea (23%); Canada 
. aan China (17%); Colombia 

. : % . 

Pigments. _____~. ~~... _- 2,555 2,062 1,928 6,438 Canada (29%); Federal Republic of 
. Germany (17%); Japan (11%). 

1Wrought and unwrought and waste and scrap. 
| 2Contained 2,589 tons of chromium. 

: 3Contained 9,996 tons of chromium. ; 
“Contained 6,277 tons of chromium. - 

Source: Bureau of the Census. 

, . Table 12.—U.S. imports of selected chromium materials, by type 

a 1988 1984 1985 

| _. Type | Quantity Quantity Quantity Value . Principal sources, 1985 | 
(short (short (short  (thou- | merp 

. tons) tons) tons) sands) 

Metal and alloys: . oo 
Chromium metal! _________ 3,359 4,677 3,954 $19,615 United Kingdom (44%); Japan 

Gay China (11%); France 
‘O}. . 

| Ferrochromium-silicon —— — — — — 21,488 37,942 43,940 2,085 Zimbabwe (98%); Italy (2%). 
Chemicals: 

Chromic acid _____~_~______ 3,267 2,456 4,905 6,965 Italy (28%); Federal Republic of 
Germany (28%); Netherlands 
(16%); United Kingdom (14%). 

Chromium carbide ___ ~~ __ 237 181 123 897 Federal Republic of rmany 
. (54%); United Kingdom (33%); 

oe Japan (12%). 
Potassium. chromate and dichro- 

mate _______ ~~ __ 347 554 639 676 Federal Republic of Germany 
(35%); United Kingdom (33%); 
U.S.S.R. (18%). 

Sodium chromate and dichromate 8,933 4,617 10,836 6,380 United Kingdom (36%); Italy 
(21%); Turkey (138%); Republic of 
South Africa (12%). 

Pigments: 
Chrome green —~___.______ 21 53 202 126 Mexico (73%); Canada (15%). 
Chrome yellow _..________ 1,933 2,560 3,187 4,480 Canada (59%); Federal Republic of 

Germany (17%); United King- 
dom (13%). 

Chrome oxide green ________ 1,997 1,999 1,616 3,168 Federal Republic of Germany 
Oe Japan (29%); Romania 

‘Oj. 

Hydrated chromium oxide green 2 18 13 79 Belgium (85%); Italy (15%). 
Molybdenum orange —__ ____ — 738 1,013 1,077 2,278 Canada (70%); Federal Republic of 

Germany (13%). 
Strontium chromate _—____ ~~ 165 197 431 892 Federal Republic of Germany 

(30%); France (24%), Spain 
. (22%); Belgium (18%). 

Zinc yellow _____________ 1,381 1,186 1,731 2,121 Norway (44%); Federal Republic of 
Germany (18%); Canada (16%); 
Hungary (16%). 

1Wrought and unwrought and waste and scrap. 
2Contained 579 tons of chromium. 
3Contained 3,032 tons of chromium. 
‘Contained 1,498 tons of chromium. 

Source: Bureau of the Census.
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Table 13.—U.S. import duties for chromium-containing materials | 

Item TSUS Most favored nation (MFN) Non-MFN m —_—— 
No. Jan. 1, 1985 Jan. 1, 1987 Jan. 1, 1985 —_-.— >" eS 

Ore: Chrome ore and concentrate _ 601.15 Free. No target duty. —_ Free. . Metal and alloys: 
Low-carbon ferrochromium __ 606.22 3.4% ad valorem __ 3.1% ad valorem _ 30% ad valorem. High-carbon ferrochromium _ _ 606.24 1.9% ad valorem _ _ No target duty __ 7.5% ad valorem. Ferrosilicon chromium _____ 606.42 10% ad valorem __ 10% ad-valorem _ 25% ad valorem. Chrome metal!_______ | 632.18 4% ad valorem __ _ 3.7% ad valorem _ 30% ad valorem. Chemicals: : 
Potassium chromate and di- 
chromate ____________ 420.08 1.6% ad valorem __ 1.5% ad valorem _ 3.5% ad valorem. Sodium chromate and dichro- 
mate __ 2 420.98 2.5% ad valorem _ _ 2.4% ad valorem _ 8.5% ad valorem. Chromium carbide________ 422.92 4.7% ad valorem _ _ 4.2% ad valorem _ 25% ad valorem. Chromic acid ___________ 423.0092 4% ad valorem ___ 3.7% ad valorem _ Do. Pigments: 

Chrome green__ = ______ 473.10 4% ad valorem __ _ No target duty __ Do. Chrome yellow __________ 473.12 ~-_-do _______ ~~ do Do. Chromium oxide green ____ _ 473.14 -~-_-do ~~ _____ 3.7% ad valorem _ Do. Hydrated chromium oxide 
green. = 473.16 ~-~.do ~~ -—-do ~____ Do. Molybdenum orange______ _ 473.18 ~---do ~2 2 __ No target duty __ - Do. Strontium chromate______ _ 473.19 _~__-do _~___ 3.7% ad valorem Do. Zinc yellow ~._-_________ 473.20 -~--.d0 ~~ No target duty _ _ Do. 

‘Includes wrought, unwrought, waste and scrap chromium metal. -
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— Table 15.—U.S. imports for consumption of ferrochromium, by country 

-— Low-carbon ferrochromium High-carbon ferrochromium . Lo _ (less than 3% carbon) re (8% or more carbon) . 

Country Gross = Chromium Gross Chromium _- SO weight | content _._ Value . weight content Value . . (short (short (thousands) (short (short — (thousands) : oe tons) _ tons) © tons) tons). . 

1984: 7 a a Ct ne - Brazil. ee Re —_ 13,062 7,055. $4,616 Canada... 2 2 -- oe _- 23 416 -10 France _____§_~9_~_________ 19 14 $25 - 21 13 a 4 Germany, Federal Republic of _ _ 5,023 3,603 5,072 39 26 = «52 India 9 __ _ __ 3,420 2,856 - 1,649 Italy. 710 531. «868 4956  - 3,023 — 1,968 Japan_.- 60 39 6 << ° 86 25 “81. Norway... __________ 51 «83 TM ee SO _- Philippines _____________ __ _. __ 5,428 8,428 2;484 South Africa, Republic of ___ __ 4,997 3,066 4,018 257,919 136,199 97,010 — Spain —_ —_ — — + 925 - 682... | 429 Sweden___.--__ 4,825 3,163 4,778 1,101 689. 480 , Turkey___.___________ 1,873 (1,256 1,613 47,907 29,234 19,648 | Yugoslavia.____________ a on Poe 27,675 = =—ss«:17,925—-—s«*8,420 Zimbabwe _.____________ 8,074 5,531 6,885 38,170 . 24,868 —- 18,302 7 << 
: Total’___.__________ 25,132 17,286 28,897 ~~. 400,677 «=—s«225,487 ~—s:160,054 , 
1985: - , | So | . oe a Brazil. $2» __ Le -— —_- 10,362 5,589 3;860 Canada_______ me oe oll 145 ti‘“tst 8B Finland______._________ _ ae _. °° 8851 4,658 3,584 

Germany, Federal Republic of _ _ 4,445 3,178 4,803 ~ 4,240 | 178 =. 632 Greece 1. _-_-_______.- a oT a2). 4,082 2,489 2.988 Italy. 169 128 .° = 206 ee _ __ Japan___._-. = tC*B 337 541 602 - 398 - 589 | Netherlands_____.___...._ 78 56 8 112. 844 24 | Philippines __.__________ _ oe __ 6,483. 3,896 2,844 South Africa, Republicof__.__ ~~ —«45,151 - 8,062 3,889 198,320 105,178 78,427 | . Sweden______.__ 7,004 4,730 7,068 =. L_- ne Turkey...» 4094  —-2,795 4,135  —«-_-26,982 17,340 = -18,152 , Yugoslavia. ~~ 227277777 _ ae La 18,998 9,065. 7,155 Zimbabwe _.__.__________ 4,781 3,244 4,253 33,048 21,752 . 19,058 
 * -Potalt_ 26,286 +S“, 25 24,976 304,829 171,587 © 181,570 | 

1Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. eo Lo oe os 

Source: Bureau of the Census. | : a - a 

| | WORLD.REVIEW | oo | 

_ World chromite production increased to through stainless steel marketing. | 
11 million tons, from 10 million tons in Australia.—Australia Mining N.L. made 
1984. Ferrochromium production increased an agreement with Ascot Holdings Pty. Ltd. 

| to 3,160,000 tons from 3,155,000 tons in to explore the Omega Prospect in Western | 
1984. | : Australia, about 350 kilometers north- 
Chromite resource investigations were re- northeast of Geraldton. Previous explora- 

ported in Australia, Brazil, Pakistan, and tion preliminarily identified a 1,600-meter 
Turkey. Ferrochromium production facili- strike length. Two 0.5-meter drill holes 
ties started production in Finland and In- yielded material grading 7% and 8.8% chro- 
dia. Ferrochromium production. capacity mium content. : 7 
was being developed in India, the Republic Brazil.—The Brazilian Mines and Energy 
of South Africa, Sweden, and Turkey. Ministry located a chromite deposit about 

France and the United Kingdom were 1.5 kilometers from the Mineracéo Vale do 
disposing of their stockpiles. Japan was Jacurici S.A. operation in Bahia State. A 
building its stockpile. The Republic of second chromite deposit was located by 
Korea announced its decision to build a Docegeo, the Brazilian state mineral ex- 
stockpile. ploration company, in Parad State, about 15 

Finland and the Republic of South Africa kilometers from the famous Serra Pelada 
are the two major world chromium produc- gold mine. Brazil produces chromite for 
ers integrated from chromite ore production domestic consumption, ferrochromium for
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domestic use and export, and stainless steel Japan.—Japan announced the decision to 

.. for domestic use. | reduce its import duty on chromium ferroal- 

_ European —_— Economic Community loys. The reduced duties were to become 

| . (EEC).—The EEC. doubled its 1985 duty- effective in 1986. The duty on ferrochro _ 

| free ferrochromium quota from 228,000 tons mium was to be reduced from 8% ad va- — 

to 456,000 tons, including ferrochromium lorem to 7.2% ad valorem. The duty on 

containing not less than 4% carbon, from ferrochromium-silicon was to be reduced 

| 8,000 to 15,000 tons, and that containing not from 3.7% ad valorem to 3% ad valorem. | 

| less than 6% carbon, from 200,000 to Japan offered its ferrochromium industry 

400,000 tons. . OO financial support in exchange for the reduc- 

: ~The EEC set its 1986 duty-free quota at tion of ferrochromium production capacity. 

-. 19,000 tons for ferrochromium containing The offer was made under Japan’s industri- 

not less than 4% carbon, and 200,000 tons al restructuring law. The ferrochromium 

a, for ferrochromium containing not less than industry was to reduce its capacity by about 

6% carbon. a | 10% of its 632,000 tons of installed capacity, 

:. Finland.—In 1985, Outokumpu Oy start- to be achieved by March 31, 1987. Financial 

— ed production, at its Tornio Works, with a support was to be made through personal- 

75-megavolt-ampere furnace having a high- property-tax-payment exemption. , 

-. earbon ferrochromium production .capacity Japan added 7,910 tons of high-carbon 

- ef from 100,000 to 120,000 tons per year. The ferrochromium to its stockpile, of which _ 

-new furnace was constructed in about 15 3,296 tons was added to the national stock- _ 

months between 1983 and 1985 at a cost of pile, 3,296 tons to the joint Government- 

about $35 million. The new furnace is part private stockpile, and 1,318 tons to the 

: _of a process that uses hot gases resulting private stockpile. The material added repre-_ 

from smelting to preheat the furnace feed. sented about 4.8 days worth of consumption 

Outokumpu started production of high- by the Japanese industry, making Japan’s 

carbon ferrochromium in 1968 with a 35- stockpile equivalent to about 16.8 days of 

. megavolt-ampere furnace of 60,000-ton-per- consumption. Japan planned to adda 4.8- | 

year production capacity. Finland produced day supply in the 1985 fiscal year (April 

| chromite, ferrochromium, and stainless 1985 to March 1986). — | | | 

steel for world markets. . - Korea, Republic of.—The Republic of 

Greece.—Hellenic Ferroalloy S.A. an- Korea announced its decision to stockpile 

7 nounced its intention to increase production 1,300 tons of ferrochromium by the end of — 

/ capacity from the present 45,000 tons per 1985. 

| year to 100,000 tons per year. The capacity Oman.—Oman Mining Co. (OMC) report- 

expansion was planned to be achieved by ed confirmation of reserves of 2 milliontons 

adding a 36-megavolt-ampere furnace to its of chromite. OMC had a chromite pro- 

present 20-megavolt-ampere furnace. _ duction capacity of about 20,000 tons per 

India.—Orissa Mining Corp. Ltd. started year and produced about 7,000 tons in 1984. 

operation of its ferrochromium plant in OMC considered the construction of a. 

Bamnipal, Orissa. The plant had one 35- crusher and smelter to process its ore into 

‘megavolt-ampere furnace with about 50,000 ferrochromium. A decision to construct a 

tons per year of production capacity. plant would be based primarily on adequacy 

Indian Charge Chrome Ltd., a subsidiary of chromite ore reserves and availability of 

of Indian Metals and Ferro Alloys Ltd., investment capital. : 
- contracted for the construction of a coal- Pakistan.—The Geological Survey of Pak- 

fired powerplant to serve its presently op- istan was conducting exploratory studies of 
erating ferrochromium plant at Therubali chromite deposits in the Lasbele District 
and its plant under construction at Choud- and in Malakand. The Pakistan Develop- 
har. ment Corp. and Al-Ghurair Enterprises, of 

The Minister for Steel and Mines re- United Arab Emirates, agreed to jointly 
ported India’s detailed mineral land map- develop a chrome-magnesite refractory 
ping to be over one-half completed. Chro- brick factory. 
mite mineral reserves were set at 148 mil- South Africa, Republic of.—Union Car- 

lion tons. The Geological Survey of India bide Corp. negotiated the sale of its inter- 

reported chromite resources of Orissa tobe est in Tubatse Ferrochrome (Pty.) Ltd., 

144 million tons. Jagdlust Chrome Co. (Pty.) Ltd., Chrometco
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| Minerals Pty. Ltd., and Chrome Corp. trates from a stockpile of fines. Until 1985, . 
_ (South Africa) Pty. Ltd. to General Mining Mbooinooi produced only lump ore for sale, 

_ Union Corp. Ltd. (Gencor). The sale was to __ resulting in a 340,000-ton stockpile of fines. 
take place in January 1986. Gencor owns Samancor was to install a new ferrochro- 
South African Manganese Amcor Ltd. (Sa- _ mium production process at its Ferrometals 
mancor). Ltd. plant at Witbank. The new process 

Samancor started construction of a new involves kiln reduction of chromite with 
refining facility, called IC3, at its Ferro- coal, followed by submerged-arc furnace 
metals (Pty.) Ltd. plant, at Witbank. IC3 reduction to complete the smelting process. 
was scheduled for completion in 1986. Upon Construction was to start in 1986, and the 
completion, IC3 was to produce medium- new process was to be operational in 1987 at 
and low-carbon. ferrochromium (2% to 6% an annual :production capacity of about 

| carbon) from high-carbon ferrochromium 60,000 tons per year. This process was to | 
(6% to 8%). The high-carbon ferrochro- replace about 45,000 tons per year of con- 
mium was to be fed as hot metal. IC3 was to ventional submerged-arc production capaci- 

: have a refining capacity of about 50,000 ty. a | 
tons per year. Samancor planned construc- | Middleburg Steel & Alloys Holdings (Pty.) : 
tion of a ferrochromium plant at its Ruig- Ltd. (MSA) continued development of its 

~°. hoek Mine. Plant construction was to start direct current transferred-arc plasma fur- 
in 1986. Samancor erected a beneficiation nace at its. Krugersdorp plant. MSA was | 
plant at its Mooinooi Mine at a cost of about also studying the feasibility of using a kiln , 

, $75,000. The plant was designed to produce roasting prereduction process. 
chemical- and metallurgical-grade concen- . oe | : 

- | Table 16.—Chromite: World production, by country’ | oo 
. ' (Thousand short tons, gross weight) — . | | OO 

| Country? 1981 1982 1983 1984 «1985° , 

Albania®___-__-___---------------- 783 744 "755 794 (909 
Brazil ee 261 304 171 - 282 — 308 

- Cuba# __ 23 8  . 30 87 41 : 44 
Cyprus___ ~~~ 11 3 a ~~ a 

-. Finland*___ 2 5 2 eee 454 380 271 492 500 
Greece® 9 "927 ™32 80 68 68 | 
India_________--1----__---_-___-- 369 374 465 466 $610 
Tran®___ 2 eee 35 - 45 55 65 55 
Japan __________~__+--~-~--------- 12 12 a 8 613 
Madagascar. = == =e 110 49 50 66 66 
New Caledonia___________--_-------- oo) 55 101 98 887 
Pakistan. ____ ~_____ ~~ ~~~ ee 2 4 7 3 4 
Philippines ____..___..--_--__--____- 484 355. 294 286 "284 . 
South Africa, Republic of 7.» 1. ___ 3,164 2,385 2,460 3,314 63,682 
Sudan ____ 5 ee 698 €21 ©22 re92 22 
Turkey______-___..__-__-----_---- T442 T499 881 587 496 
USS.R&% ee 3,200 3,240 3,240 *3,240 3,240 
Vietnam® ___ 17 18 18 20 17 
Yugoslavia _._______§______ (°) ae , _- _- _- 
Zimbabwe _ _______----~------------ 591 476 463 525 551 

Total. 10,018 9,026 8829 10,812 10,951 

“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. | 
1Table includes data available through July 1, 1986. . 
2In addition to the countries listed, Bulgaria, China, and North Korea may also produce chromite, but output is not 

reported quantitatively and available general information is inadequate for formulation of reliable estimates of output 
levels. Figures for all countries represent marketable output unless otherwise noted. 

’Figures are sum of (1) crude ore sold directly for use and (2) concentrate output, both as reported in Brazilian sources. 
Total run-of-mine crude ore production (not comparable to data for other countries). was as follows, in thousand short 
tons: 1981—1,021; 1982—736; 1988517; 1984—782; and 1985—800 (estimated). 

“Production of marketable product (direct-shipping lump ore plus concentrates and foundry sand). 
5Exports of direct-shipping ore plus production of concentrates. 
®Reported figure. 
7Excludes production by Bophuthatswana, which was as follows, in thousand short tons: 1982—295 and 1983—302. 
8Estimates for 1981 and 1985 are based in part on crude output reported in Soviet sources as follows, in thousand short 

tons: 1981—3,600 and 1985—3,700. | 
®Less than 1/2 unit.
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/ -Sweden.—Construction of SwedeChrome ment of a chromite ore concentrator and 
| _AB’s high-carbon ferrochromium plant ferrochromium production plant. With com- 
"started in Malm6. SwedeChrome was to use pletion targeted for 1987, the concentrator _ 

SKF Steel Engineering AB’s plasma process was to have a production capacity of about 
| technology. The plant: was to have a total 250,000 tons per year of concentrate and the 

_ annual ferrochromium production capacity ferrochromium plant was to increase capac- 
of 85,000 to 90,000 tons. per year divided ity from 50,000 to 150,000:tons per year of 

oe equally. between two furnaces. The plant — high-carbon ferrochromium. The concentra- 
was also to supply excess thermal energy to tor was at Kefdag, and the ferrochromium 

- Malmé’s local district heating system. plant at Elazig. - ne os 
SKF’s plasma process was to use. plasma Bomar Resources Inc., United States, _ 
heaters in a shaft furnace. Advantages of entered a joint venture with Etibank and 

: this plasma process include higher chromi- Egemetal Madencilik AS to study chromite : 
um recovery, increased capability of excess resources in the Orhaneli region near Bursa 

| process energy recovery, use of less costly innorthwest Turkey. ..- | 
4 fine-sized raw materials (agglomeration not Bilfer Madencilik AS reactivated 13 chro- _ 

: _ required), and lack of constraints on fur- _mite mines in 6 Provinces because of im- 
- nace burden composition because of electri- proved market conditions. , co 

| ' . cal resistivity requirements. Site prepara- | United Kingdom.—The United Kingdom | 
tion was completed and plant construction announced its decision to dispose of -its 

oe begun. Equipment installation and produc- strategic stockpile. March 1986 was the date 
tion startup was planned for 1986. _ _ by which 25% of the stockpile was to have __ 
Turkey.—Etibank continued develop- been sold. , Oo 

| oo | ~ WORLD RESERVES | co : . 

. _ Geological aspects of the Bushveld Com- _ sill chromite resources. The Page, Chrome, __ 
| plex, the Republic of South Africa, the Bird Lake, and Euclid properties were cal- | 

~ largest resource of chromium, were review- culated to have a geologic reserve (méas- — 
| ed. The geologic implications derived from ured plus indicated) of about 2.7 million _ 

studies of chromite resources in the Pot- tons of contained Cr.O;.”° cS 
-gietersrus, Nietverdiend, and Zwartkop Australia, previously a chromite produc- 

- | ‘Mine areas were discussed. Geologic aspects er, evaluated its chromite resources. Over  _ 
of the UG-2 chromitite layer were also 50 deposits were analyzed. Demonstrated , 

) discussed.° | i paramarginal resources were set at about — 
. The Manitoba Department of Energy and 2.3 million tons and inferred subeconomic 
Mines, Canada, reevaluated the Bird River resources at about 20 million tons." , 

| . _.° TECHNOLOGY 

The Bureau of Mines conducted resource were found between samples from: the 
identification and beneficiation studies as Chugach mountain range and the Alaskan 

| part of its domestic mineral assessment interior. Considerable mineralogical var- 
_ program. Chromite deposits along the Bor- _iability was found between and within these 

der Ranges Fault, southern Alaska, were groups. Alaskan chromium deposits studied 
investigated and described, and the miner- by the Bureau from 1979 to 1984 were found 
als were characterized and beneficiated.*2 to contain 3 to 4 million tons of chromic 

| The 94 subeconomic deposits were found to oxide in 132 podiform deposits and 1 placer 
range in size from less than 1,000 to greater deposit.1* 
than 1,000,000 tons of contained chromic The Bureau researched chromite mineral 

oxide. Samples from the deposits were pe- extraction to increase extraction efficiency 
ridotites and chromites that consisted pri- and economy, and devised a process to 
marily of chromite, olivine, and serpentine. recover chromium as chemicals from do- 
Beneficiation by grinding, sizing, and gravi- mestic chromites that contain silicon and 
ty concentration yielded chromium recov- aluminum impurity levels that are too high 
eries ranging from 37% to 95%. The Bureau to permit processing by present industrial 
studied the bulk mineralogy and geoche- processes.!* The Bureau process consists of 
mistry of Alaskan chromite spinels.* Sys- reacting chromite with molten sodium hy- 
tematic differences in chemical content droxide under oxidizing conditions to form
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sodium chromate. Domestic chromites from mild thermal cycling and were problematic 
Alaska, California, and Oregon were suc-_ to melt, cast, and cut. The alloys were easily 

cessfully treated by this procedure. The hot worked and had good mechanical prop- 
Bureau devised a column flotation tech- erties unless aged. Iron-chromium-nickel- 
nique and compared it with conventional aluminum alloys were studied as potential 
flotation of Montana chromite.’* Column _ substitutes for stainless steels used in 

flotation produced higher concentrate  sulfur-containing environments.2! With mi- 

grades and recoveries than conventional nor additions of titanium, manganese, and 

chromite flotation for both deslimed and _ silicon to improve workability, sulfidation 
undeslimed chromite ore. The Bureau resistance was found to exceed that of 
upgraded high-iron domestic chromite con- stainless steel types 304 and 316; oxidation 
centrates by a carbonyl] process.’7 The high- resistance was equivalent to that of type 
iron chromites were reduced to convert iron 310; and mechanical properties approached 
oxides to the metal, then were treated with those of type 310. The Bureau investigated a 

carbon monoxide to convert part of the iron cast-on hard-surfacing technique that im- 
to iron pentacarbonyl. The iron penta- proves wear resistance.?? The cast-on sur- 
carbonyl] was then extracted from the con- face was found to be a potential substitute 
centrate. Chromic oxide content was im- for weld-rod hard facing. 
proved.by as much as 10% and chromium- The Bureau studied in-plant recycling of 
to-iron ratio increased by up to threefold speciality steelmaking particulate wastes.” 
compared with that of the starting concen- Particulate waste such as flue dust, mill 

trates. The Bureau researched environmen- _ scale, and grinding swarf was pelletized and 
tal issues associated with chromite extrac- reduced in an electric-arc furnace. Consist- 
tion from the Stillwater Complex; MT.’* ent recoveries of about 90% of the chromi- 
Specific land, water, air, and other environ- um were achieved. The Bureau cosponsored 

_ mental factors were identified and analyzed a workshop on conservation and substitu- 
as to how they would relate to mining of tion technology for chromium in bearings. 
chromite deposits. Shrinkage stoping min- Strategies such as substitution of alternate 
ing methods and gravity concentration mill- materials, including metals and nonmetals, 
ing were assumed as part of the environ- and use of extended life bearings, were 

mental issues study. With the exception of identified. 
technology for ferrochromium smelter The U.S. Department of Defense devel- 
sludge reclamation, all technology neces- oped a microprocessor-controlled chromium 
sary for development was found to be avail- plating process and studied the effect of 
able and sound. : a plating conditions on the structure of 

: The Bureau researched the potential for electrodeposited chromium.?5 
reducing the chromium content of stainless The National Materials Advisory Board 
and alloy steels to improve chromium use studied the potential industrial application 
technology. Chromium-nickel stainless of plasma processing technology. The re- 
steels with molybdenum, copper, and vana-_ port identified plasma technology as poten- 
dium for corrosion-resistant applications, tially applicable to ferrochromium produc- | 
and with silicon and aluminum for heat- tion and to the recovery of chromium from 
resistant applications, were studied.’® For dusts. Current industrial applications of 
several reduced chromium stainless steels, plasma technology to ferrochromium pro- 
tensile properties were evaluated, corrosion duction, low-grade chromium ore process- 
rates were measured, welding performance ing, and chromium recovery from steel mili 
was evaluated, stress rupture properties baghouse dust were identified. 
were measured, and oxidation tests were The National Institute for Metallurgy, 
performed. Additions such as molybdenum, Republic of South Africa, developed an 
silicon, and aluminum were found to be accurate and precise method for the de- 
potential substitutes for about one-half the termination of iron and chromium in 
chromium in stainless steels for many ap- chromite.?’ 
plications. The Bureau performed oxidation The economic recovery of chromite from 
studies, obtained mechanical properties, de- the UG-2 seam of the Bushveld Complex 
termined stress rupture strength data, and was studied by the Council for Mineral 
investigated melting, casting, and work- Technology (Mintek), Republic of South 
ing characteristics for iron-manganese- Africa.** A beneficiation process to produce 
aluminum alloys as a potential substitute chromite concentrate was developed and 
for stainless steels.» The alloys studied did tested at pilot plant and production scales. 
not exhibit good oxidation resistance during A low-grade chromite concentrate was
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found to have been economically recover- 1Physical scientist, Division of Ferrous Metals. _ 
able from UG-2 seam material currently Te tice of Technology, Assess ment. Strategic Materials: 

: ° . ° echnology To Reduce U.S. Impo erability. Superin- 
mined by Western Platinum Ltd. for its tendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, 
platinum content. a Washington, DC 20402; 1985, GPO Stock No. 052-003- 

Mintek also studied chromite reduction 0979-0, Ste negic Materials: Technology To Reduce US. 
and energy transfer in a submerged-arc Import Vulnerability—Summary. OTA-ITE-249, Jan. 1985, 

e e.: ° - s p. . " 

furnace. Chromite combined with gr. aphite sParkinson, R. C. H. Subsitution for Cobalt and Chromi- 
and reduced in an argon atmosphere at um in the Aircraft Gas Turbine Engine. Office of Technolo- 
1,300° C was found to react sequentially. gy Assessment W orking Paper, Sept. 1988, 101 pp.; NTIS 
First ferric iron in chromite ore was re- Tien, Ji K., and R. N. Jarrett, Potential for the Develop- 

duced to the ferrous state, followed by Sf Ghromium Cobalt, and Manganese for Critical Applion 
reduction of ferrous to metallic iron. Chro-— tions. NTIS PB 36 LSM KAB ality Co adity Directo 

. pe ice, W. L. Minerals Availability Commodity Di 
mium was then reduced.” Heat flows were on Chromium. BuMines OFR 52-85, 1985, 347 md TY 
measured in the submerged-arc furnace and _‘Strishkov, V. V., and W. G. Steblez. The Chromium 
a time-depen dent, two-dimensional mathe- prcustry of the U.S.S.R. BuMines Mineral Issues, 1985, 33 

matical model developed.*° - ®Foster, R. J. Technological Alternatives for the Conser- 

Ferrochromium production is energy in- {m"Manganese and Platinum-Group Metals’ A Review 
tensive, and new smelting techniques are BuMines IC 9054, 1985, 58 pp. - 
being developed by industry to lower energy ,,,/ederal. Register. V. 50, No. 134, July 12, 1985, pp. 
costs. Traditional smelting methods use 8U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Chemical 

| electric submerged-arc furnaces. As alterna- Emergency Preparedness Program. Nov.-Dec. 1985. _ 
. a gene ~ . Economic Geology and the Bulletin of the Society of 
ce to the tramitone smelting practice, Begnomic Geologists. V. 80, No. 4, June-July 1985. | 

iln roast prer uction and plasma furnace atson, D. M. Chromite Reserves of the Bird River 

| smelting are being studied. The Ministry of 1985 Energy and Mines, Open File Rep. OF 85-8, 
_ International Trade and Industry, Japan, . *’Pratt, R. Australia’s Chromite Resources. Aust.Miner. _ 

be tructi f ‘lot plant at Ni Ind. Q., v. 36, No. 4,:1985, pp. 117-132. . 
gan construction OF a pilot plant at Nip- —2Foley, J. Y., and J. C. Barker. Chromite Deposits Along 

pon Steel Corp.’s Kimitsu Works to study _ the Border Ranges Fault, Southern Alaska. (In Two Parts.) 
ferrochromium production with stainless vomits BUM aie 8000, OBS, 58 pL. tions of Chromite De 
steel production.*? Samancor was to re- “paahlin, D. C, DE. Kirby, and L. L. Brown. Chromite 

structure its Ferrometals plant to produce (in Two. Parts) 2. Mineralogy end Results of Benoficiation 
ferrochromium from chromite prereduced Teste. | BuMines IC 8991, 196 37 E pp. d Geochemistry of 
with coal in a kiln roasting process. Mintek, selected Alaskan Chromian Sumi Se Mie. TC wil. ‘ aan . , - askan Chromian Spinel Samples. BuMines IC 
Republic of South Africa, studied the reduc- 9028, 1985, 18 ‘PP. C Bark aLLB Critical and 

° ty radar “Foley, J. Y., J.C. Barker, and L. L. Brown. Critical an 
tion of chromite ina transferred arc plasma Strategic Minerals Investigations in Alaska: Chromium. | 
furnace.*? The transferred-arc plasma tech- Bubtines “ OFR 97-85, May 1985, 54 pp. | 

. ° 1a. undley, G. L., D. N. Nilsen, and R. E. Siemens. 
nology was found to be a potential alterna-  pyrraction of Chromium From Domestic Chromites by 
tive to traditional submerged-arc technolo- Alkali Fusion. BuMines RI 8977, 1985, 14 pp. , 

. . McKay, J. D., D. G. Foot, and J. L. Huiatt. Column 
BY: The plasma technology was found capa Flotation of Montana Chromite Ore. Soc. Min. Eng. AIME, 
ble of processing low-grade fine chromite preprint 85-335, Oct. 16-18, 1985, 18 pp. 

: ' ' Visnapuu, A., and W. M. Dressel. Upgrading Domestic 
. ore that is precluded from direct electric High-Iron Chromite Concentrates by Carbonyl Extraction 

submerged-arc processing. The plasma fur- of Excess Iron. BuMines RI 8920, 1985, 17 pp. 
nace was also ; igbor, M. T., S. R. Iverson, and P. C. Hyndman. 

. al studied for the purpose of Environmental Issues Related to Mineral Development in 
recycling ferrochromium metal fines.** _ the Stillwater Complex, MT. BuMines IC 9040, 1985, 33 pp. 
Mintek found that these fines could be Rhee M. vy S. J. Bullard, DE. Larson, and S. C. 

* . : : oads. rartl placement oO. romium in iniess 

remelted and consolidated in a plasma fur- Steel. J. Mater. Energy Syst., v. 7, No. 1, June 1985, pp. 75- 
nace with metal recoveries of over 90%. — SoBe J.C. andH. W Le th. An Ascess ' 

Finland reported the production of ferro- "Ai Alloys as Substitutes for Stai male : Fe-Mn-Al Alloys as Substitutes for Stainless Steels. J. 
chromium from low-grade ores.** The proc- Met., v. 37, No. 3, Mar. 1985, pp. 36-39. 

ess of producing charge-grade ferrochro- ferrite Stainiess Steel Containing Aluminum, BuMines 
mium by smelting pelletized and hardened RL S856, 1985, 15 PP. RJ | 

: : ansen, J.S., R. R. Jordan, S. J. Gerdemann, and G. F. 
concentrates from chromium ore in an  goltau, Application of Cast-On Ferrochrome-Based Hard 
enclosed electric furnace was described. Surfacing to Polystyrene Pattern Castings. BuMines RI 

e ° . . ’ . pp. 

Commercial chromium-recovery mem 23Neumeier, L. A., and M. L. Adam. In-Plant Agglomer- 
branes are being developed. A coupled- ation and Recycling of Specialty Steelmaking Particulate 

* aed. : _ astes. Paper in 4th Int. Symp. on Agglomeration, ed. by 
transport liquid-membrane chromium ex- ¢ ‘§ ‘Capes. Bookcrafters Inc, Chelaee’ MI, 1985, pp. 421. 
traction process that was demonstrated ef- 431 

. ‘ . : ray, A. G., and R. T. Nash (comp.). Conservation and 
fective on p lating solution waste was to Substitution Technology for Critical Metals in Bearings 
have been applied to a commercial process. and Related Components for Industrial Equipment and
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. Opportunities for Improved Bearing Performance. Bu- Woods. Platinum in South Africa. J. S. Afr. Inst. Min. . Metall., v. 85, No. 6, June 1985, pp. 165-185. 
Mines OFR 21-85, 1984, 446 pp. 2°Ruecuekkaragoz, C. S., S. H. Algie, and C. W. P. Finn. 

**Chen, E. S.. G. P. Capsimalis, and G. R. Weigle. The Reduction of Winterveld Chrome Spinal at 1,300" C 
Electroplating of Laminated Chromium. Army Armament Under an Argon Atmosphere in the. Presence of Carbon. 
Rese rare and 1 Pevelopment Center, Watervliet, NY, Rep. Counc. miner. pochnol., Randburg, Republic of South 
No. 5002, Nov. 1985, 24 pp. rica . Minte p. No. , , 30 pp. 
Kamdar, M. H., and R. M. Fisher. Structure of 3°Curr, T. R. Energy Transfer in the Hearths of 

_.  Electrodeposited Chromium on Gun Steel. Army Arma- Submerged-Arc Furnaces. Counc. Miner. Technol., Rand- 
ment Research and Development Center, Watervliet, NY, burg, Republic of South Africa, Mintek Rep. No. M150, 
Rep. No. ARLCB-TR-85036; SBI-AD-E440 310, Sept. 1985, Ot ed 82 PP acceseful Project Could Alter Production 

sNational Materials Advisory Board. Plasma Process- Methods, Am. Met. Mark., v. 93, No. 244, Dec. 19, 1985, 
e851 en National Academy Press, NMAB-165, . “Maske, K vu The Redu ction of Chromi te in 2 

27 + as . . ransferred-Arc Plasma Furnace. Counc. Miner. Technol, 
. Austen, C. E. Determination of Iron, Chromium, Tita- Randburg, Republic of South Africa, Mintek Rep. No. 

nium, and Tungsten by X-ray Fluorescence Spectrometry. M178, Jan. 1985, 17 p 
Laboratory Method No. 26/39. Nat. Inst. Metall. (South oa, NAY art? . . Barcza, N. A., and T. R. Curr. A New Process for the 
Atrica) Rep. NIM-1883, Mar. 1977, 8 pp; NTIS PC A02/MF _ production of Ferrochromium. Chrom. Rev., No. 4, July 

. . 1985, pp. 2-4. 
*Overbeek, P. J., J. P. Loo, and R. C. Dunne. The 33D ickles, C. A., and A. McLean. Treatment of Ferro- 

Development of a Concentration Procedure for Platinum- chromium Fines in a Plasma Reactor. J. Met., v. 37, No. 5, 
Group Metals and Chromite From the UG-2 Reef of the May 1985, pp. 30-33. 
Bushveld Complex. Pres. at 1st. Int. Symp. on Precious 3*Relander, J., and M. Honkaniemi. Production of Ferro- 
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nee Clays _ = 
Oo Be By Sarkis G. Ampian' 

~ ‘Total quantity of clays sold or used by increased demand for clay building mate- 
domestic producers increased 3% in ton- rials—brick, portland cement, floor and -nage but decreased slightly in value. Clays wall tile, and vitrified sewer pipe. An excep- in one or more of six classification catego- tion to the Nation’s buoyant construction ries, ball clay, bentonite, common clay and rates were those noted in the oil producing | . shale, fire clay, fuller’s earth, or kaolin, States of Louisiana, Oklahoma, and Texas, were produced in 44 States and Puerto Rico because declining oil revenues depressed | _ during 1985. Clay production, as in 1984, residential, business, and governmental 
was not reported in Alaska, Delaware, the construction activity. Increases in produc- 

' _- District of Columbia, Hawaii, Rhode Island, tion of the specialty clays, ball clay and | Vermont, or Wisconsin. The leading seven fuller’s earth, were caused largely by an 
| States, in descending order, were Georgia, improvement in the overall economy. Pro- | _ Texas, North Carolina, Wyoming, Califor- duction of bentonite, fire clay, and kaolin 

_ nia, Ohio, and Alabama. Unpredictable declined because their major consumers, 
shortages of natural gas and the cost of the steel, oil and gas exploration, and found- 

_ fuels were major concerns to clay producers © ry industries, were in a period of readjust- and manufacturers until yearend, when an ment with lower production levels. . 
‘oil glut caused by world overproduction Kaolin accounted for 17% of the clay 

started softening energy prices.. Industry- production but 59% of clay value. Kaolin 
_ wide efforts to economize by reducing capi- production of 7.8 million short tons decreas- __ tal and/or energy costs, although persistent ed from that of 1984. Oe 

.during the year, intensified at yearend. Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- | | Environmental restrictions and associated duction data for clays are developed by the | ‘costs, combined with persistent high capital Bureau of Mines from one voluntary survey 
costs, continued to hinder production. of U.S. operations. Of the 1,084 operations 7 Production of common clay and shale covered by the survey, 1,004 responded, 
increased because of an upturn in construc- representing 93% of the total clay and shale 
tion, due in part to the softening of interest production sold or used shown in table 1. 
rates and improving business climate, that 

, Table 1.—Salient U.S. clays and clay products statistics! | 
. (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

} 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 —_—————) $1985 
Domestic clays sold or used by producers: 

Quantity _--______- 44,379 35,345 40,858 43,702 44,974 Value --—-__~-----__--__.___----_ $988,845 $825,064 $981,092 "$1,082,127 $1,011,377 
Quantity 3,151 2,619 2,484 2,699 2,780 alue —-~-______________________ $292,914 $267,700 $254287 «$295,788 -—=«$309'871 Imports for consumption: 
Quantity - ~~~ ------____-_________ 33 24 21 32 41 alue $7,895 $4,514 $3,488 $4,868 $5,981 . Clay refractories shipments: Value __________ 600,049 $559,655 $595,299 $782,308 $629,738 Clay construction products shipments: Value ____ 1,824 923,459 $1,160,548 $1,342,196 $1,427,851 es eS ES et 

1Excludes Puerto Rico. 

| 259
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_ Table 2.—Clays sold or used by producers in the United States in 1985, by State’ : 

. (Short tons unless otherwise specified) me 

Common : y —— 
State Ball _ Ben- clay Fire Fuller's x aolin Total . _—=‘ otal 

| clay tonite ond shale clay earth . value. 

Alabama ______ _- W = 1,630,739 = 130,000 _- 111,886 71,872,625 2$13,189,148 . 
. Arizona_______ _- 32,824 153,608 _ =- a _- 186,432 1,503,279 . 

Arkansas____ __ -- _~ ‘911,835 -- -— 140,271 1,051,606 10,769,180 
- California _____ _- 112,890 2,062,256. Ww _- 28,1388 2,203,284 326,600,429 

Colorado _ —_——- -- 80 282,411 20,384 _- -- 302,875 1,742,690 
. Connecticut —_ _— -- -- 106,033 © -- -- ss 106,033 = - 681,873. 

Florida _______ __ _. 248,680 -- 887,076 36,323 672,079 38,074,154 
Georgia_ _____~ -- _— 1,782,742 -— 598,033 6,345,205 8,670,980 575,096,905 
Idaho ________. _— Ww _— WwW = 1,505 2 31505 : W 

| Illinois ______- —— _. 265467 = __ WwW LL £265,467 ‘876,123 
Indiana ___— —_~ —_ -~— 189,711 -- -- -- 739,711 2,776,446 
Iowa________-— __ __ 503,298 -- -__ -_- 503,298 2,449,981. - 
Kansas _______ oe 24,000 854,177 -~- -- --. 878,177: 5,325,709 
Kentucky ___~~ W -— 661,176 wi. -- ee 714,780 _ 6,486,980 
Louisiana _____ -_- _- 333,619 ——- ee == 333,619 . 7,016,609 
Maine________ -- -- 49,500 -- a -- ‘49,500 99,555 
Maryland ___~-~- - Ww _. 336,085 -- -- an 5336,085 51,646,991 
Massachusetts_ _ — -_ _— 264,538 -_- -- _- . 264,538 1,388,090 
Michigan _ _ _ — _— _- * 1,477,809 a _- a 1,477,309 5,518,822 

_ Minnesota — —___ —- oe WwW -- ae ww... W WwW 
 Mississippi_____ | WwW 197,531 850,706 = Ww -- 1,558,300 34,864,168 
Missouri — — ———— _- _. 1,204,854 283,697 Ww 56,701 41,545,252 . *10,271,129 | 
Montana _ _ _— —— -— . 254,898 24,190 508k __ 279,091 © » 8,295,649 
Nebraska_ _ _ _ _ = - 1. | 244,228 _- oe -- 244,228 -. 718,214 
Nevada ______- oe 79,861 — _ W Ww * 679,861 4 63 775,947 ; 
New Hampshire _ -- = WwW _- oe —_ Ww -. W 
New Jersey ____ | -- -- 120,000 10,166 _L -- 180,166 2,050,079 
New Mexico _ _ — — -- --  — 57,048 2,767 -- -- 89,815 160,714 

_ New York ____~— -- -- 699,764 = ee ~ oo 699,764 -. 3,129,207 
North Carolina __ -- -- 2,611,455 -—— ee 76,864 2,688,319 10,476,986 
North Dakota — — — -- ae WwW -- -- -- Ww  . Ww 
Ohio______-~~- --= -— 1,873,087 241,045 © = -- 2,114,082 10,580,605 
Oklahoma _ —_ —__ -- -— 996,522 -- oe --° 996,522. 2,337,657 
Oregon ______~ _- -- 188,026 _- _—_ -— 188,026 . 284,626 
Pennsylvania _ — oo _— 1,061,607 80,610 -- W 1,142,217 5,292,781 
Puerto Rico —___~— _- -- 118,192 oe _- ~~ 118,192. 263,568 
South Carolina _ — __ _ 1,029,178 -- Ww 866,812 “1,895,990 “87,695,224 
South Dakota — — — _—  W 117,065 -- -- © =. © 4117,065 * £309,052 
Tennessee _____ 664,555 -— — 579,069 _.. W _.. 1,243,624 “25,912,698 
Texas_______. 30,201 46,762 3,919,159 21,196 Ww Ww 4,106,646 28,059,057 

- Utah ________ -- 14,006 317,725 500 _- -- 332,231 2,509,304 
Virginia ______ _- -- 186,295 _- 28,000 — 814,295 6,976,908 
Washington __ ~~ _- _. 242,914 _- -- -- 242,914 ~ 1,402,107 
West Virginia — —— _- _. 288,269 98,064 So -- 331,333 3,342,451 
Wyoming — _---- _- 2,116,085  . 185,917 _- oe _- 2,302,002 64,146,205 
Undistributed___ 206,923 316,843 95,421 85,482 1,051,172 129,617 71,172,468 752,647,917 

Total _...__ 901,679 3,195,280 30,168,325 974,414 2,059,281 7,793,322 45,092,301 1,011,640,162 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Total” and/or “Undistributed.” 
Includes Puerto Rico. — So : - 
2Excludes bentonite. 
5Excludes fire clay. 
“Excludes fuller’s earth. - 
5Excludes ball clay. 
®Excludes kaolin. 
7Incomplete total; difference included with individual State totals. . .
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| Table 3.—Number of mines‘ from which producers sold or used clays in the United States | | 

Oo — | in 1985, by State - - : 

| | | - Common 

State _ Baliclay Bentonite ‘@Y  Fireclay Fuller's Kaolin Total 

| Alabama _______._-2-.-_- __ 1 26 5 _- 8 — 40 
Arizona 2 oe 5 6 -- me 11 
Arkansas __ -- ee 18 -—_ -— 5 ~ 8 .° California, = -- 5 68 1 __ 5 64 
Colorado ___________-.._- -- 1 28 8 ~< ee 37 
Connecticut__......._-.-~- -- -- 2 -- -- ee 2 

: Gora TTT tracert rit rzr __ __ | 18 | __ : a5 ui 
Idaho __ —_ 1 1 2. UL 1 3 
Mlinois_ 5 _ _ 9 Lo 2 —. HU 
Indiana __ = 5 _- _ 17 oe kk -- 17 
Iowa -__ -- -- . i --_. —- ee 11 

- Kansas ___- -- 1 20 -- -- _- 21 . Kentucky -___ = 6 oe 11 2 — 19 
Louisiana _- ~~~. -- 1 8 _- -- Oo 9 
+ nha fe tater FT -- ‘ -- Tm a F 

Mestachuseis ~~~~-~7227 -- __ s oe . 8 : a 

Minnesota ______---------_._- on 1 _. — 1 2 
Mississippi — 1 4 21. oe 2 an 28 , 
Missouri... _- _- 14 35 2 6 57 
Montana ____- eek 12 5 1 oe -- 18 
Nebraska _. ~~. _-______ -- -- 5 oe _- --, 5 

NewJersey-.---.--------- sx =r 2 FT i. i 3 | 
New Mexico _.____________ oe _- 4 2 =- -- a | 

. New York. oe -- - ii ee ee -- ~ Ui 
‘North Carolina _. 2... --~ en | a 2 52 
North Dakota ~- ee -——- -- ‘4 -— -- ae 4 ' 

| Ohio _- -- 63 16 —- ne 69 . 
Oklahoma —————- = 7 =o ooo oe oe SB 
Pennsylvania _____________ oo 87 19 ee) 58 
South Carolina.__________-_ . ___ _. 26 __ I 22 49 
South Dakota __...~2-_.-_: -— 1 1 -_— -- ~— 2 

| Tennessee. _ 2 -. 28 -- 9 -- 1 -— 33 
Texas 2-1 8 69 2 2 1 83 

Washington, -------—------— - ee _. 9 a 2 ae ee it | 

Wyoming ---_____~~_~___7 yon 107 | 20 “> OT 09 

Total----------- 1st 684 2% = 141—s«*, 084 | 
‘Includes both active and idle operations. | | | : 

| DOMESTIC PRODUCTION, PRICES, AND FOREIGN TRADE, BY TYPE OF CLAY 

| KAOLIN | | linite. It has a specific gravity of 2.6 and a 
| a . . _. - fusion point of 1,785° C. The other kaolin- : 
Domestic production of kaolin decreased group Tninerals, such as halloysite and 

slightly to 7.8 million tons. The average unit gickite, are encompassed. 
value of all grades of kaolin decreased 4% Overcapacity of water-washed and calcin- 
to $76.43 per ton. Kaolin was again produc- ¢q kaolin grades continued to worry the __ 
ed in 13 States. Two States, Georgia and major producers who are heavily tied to the 

production. Arkansas ranked third, and tition for Asian and European markets, 
: Alabama, fourth. Both Alabama and Ar- traditionally supplied by domestic water- 

kansas produce refractory- and alum-grade washed kaolin producers, intensified be- 
kaolins. Kaolin producers reported major cause of the strong U.S. dollar and foreign 
domestic end uses for their clay as follows: overcapacity. Finished paper-stock imports 
paper coating, 35%; paper filling, 18%; further compounded the problem. Kaolin 
refractories, 8%; face brick, 7%; fiberglass sales for refractories appeared to have lev- 
and insulation, and rubber, 5% each; and _eled off. The refractory industry adjusted to 
catalysts and chemicals, 3% each. new lower levels of production brought 

Kaolin is defined as a white, claylike about by changes in technology and im- 
material approximating the mineral kao- ports. Production of the three paper-grade
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kaolins was mixed compared with that of a wood gasification facility. The facility — 
| | 1984. Low-temperature calcined kaolin pro- included provisions for a cogenerating inter- _ 
- duction increased 3%, while that of water- nal combustion engine, which was to pro- | 

_ washed and delaminated decreased 5% and vide exhaust heat to dry the wood chips | 
_ 49%, respectively. prior to gasification. J. M. Huber, at its 

_ Several major acquisitions started at Langley, SC, air-float kaolin plant, began. 7 
yearend 1984 were finalized during the fueling its dryers with methane gas, instead — 

| _ year. The Engelhard Corp. Specialty Chemi- of. natural gas, drawn from decomposed _ 
| cals Div. purchased Freeport Kaolin Co. waste in a local landfill. Preliminary. esti- | 

| _ from. Freeport-McMoRan Inc. for $100 mil- mates indicated savings of approximately 
lion. Rationalization of the present Engel- $70,000 yearly from the conversion. Evans. 
hard and Freeport operations was proceed- Clay Co., McIntyre, GA, planned to install 
ing. A letter of intent for The Morie Co. Inc., additional bulk kaolin storage capacity and 

: Energy and Minerals Inc., to buy Ottawa _silo-to-railcar loading equipment. The emis- 
| . Silica Co. was terminated by the parent ‘sions were to be. controlled by specially — 

_ company, South Jersey Industries Inc., at’ installed baghouse collectors at each trans- 
a yearend. Ottawa Silica produces filler-grade fer point. Engelhard started operating its 

— _ kaolin from sand kaolin deposits near newly expanded proprietary oil-refining 
| _ Kosse, TX. Other diversified mineral-based catalyst. plant at its Attapulgus, GA; site, 

7 companies were reportedly interested in which also produces attapulgite-type ful- - 
| acquiring Ottawa Silica. In another compa- ler’s earth products. The catalyst is pre- 

ny move, Standard Oil Co. Indiana) sold the pared from kaolin-type clays. aos | 
_ shares of its minerals subsidiary, Cyprus C-E Minerals, a division of Combustion- 

: __ Minerals Co., to its shareholders..The new Engineering Inc., completed a large expan- 
a _ operating company, Cyprus Minerals, in- sion at its Andersonville, GA, complex,The 

| cludes Cyprus Industrial Minerals with ka- complex is capable of supplying 600,000 tons 
. Olin and ball clay operations in Georgia, per year of various alumina-silica kaolin 

South Carolina, and Tennessee. —_ calcines for refractory and foundry use. The 
| ~All Georgia and South Carolina kaolin expansion featured a virtual 100% conver- 

filler-extender-pigment producers, _water- sion to coal firing from natural gas, and a 
washed and air-floated, continued to mod- new integrated instrumental quality con- _ 

__ernize, instead of expanding, to reduce op- trol’ procedure designed to automatically | 
7 ‘erating costs. Emphasis continued to be monitor material along the entire flowsheet 

| placed on energy related costs. In this from mining to finished products. The coal 
regard, the first superconducting magnet was furnished from C-E’s own. metallur-_ 
for use in removing iron-bearing impurities _gical-grade coal mines in West Virginia. 

, from wet kaolin. processing streams was Properties in Minnesota and Vermont 
| installed by the J. M. Huber Corp. in its. were proposed for kaolin mining and proc- 

Wrens, GA, complex. The new magnetic essing ventures. Northwestern Portland Ce- 
separator reportedly requires 80% less elec- ment Co. and Vermont. Minerals and Pig- _ 
tric power than the currently used vari- ments Co. announced plans for operating in — 
eties. Georgia Kaolin Co. was planning to the Mocassin Springs development east of 
convert the spray-dryers in its American Redwood Falls, MN, and on Bald Mountain, 

: Industrial Clay Co. plant in Deepstep, GA, in northwest Bennington, VT, respectively. 
from natural gas to wood gas produced from oe | 

| : Table 4.—Kaolin sold or used by producers in the United States, by State 

TARR ggg State —— — 
Short tons Value Shorttons — Value ——$—— eo tons ae 

Alabama____________--____________ 238,520 $18,631,800 111,886 $1,959,747 Arkansas____-___________________________ 85,898 5,681,092 140,271 8,877,441 California ____________._____~ ~~ 59,705 1,838,393 28,138 760,752 Florida ______----------------------_____ 38,004: 488,872 36,323 2,843,000 Georgia.___--_--_____-_-___ = 6,508,319 562,696,774 6,845,205 534,980,001 Idaho _____--_------~---- 1,464 Ww 1,505 W Missouri ______---___--___-_____ = i oo 68,137 1,946,674 56,701 1,701,080 North Carolina ____-______-_-____ ___u-_ 46,787 1,075,548 76,864 1,943,619 
South Carolina ______-__------~~_-~-_________ 776,567 33,404,087 866,812 35,809,338 
Other? _________-________ 134,268 6,674,390 129,617 _—_—‘7,240,880 

Total ___.-___---__-_----~__-_________ 7,952,669 684,887,180 7,798,822 595,615,758 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” 
"Includes Minnesota, Nevada, Pennsylvania, Texas, and data indicated by symbol W.
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Exports of kaolin, as reported by the U.S. nearly 33% to $102.93 per ton. Department of Commerce, decreased only Kaolin prices quoted in the trade journals 38% to 1.38 million tons valued at $174 remained unchanged. Chemical Marketing Million, despite a strong U.S. dollar and Reporter, December 31, 1985, quoted prices foreign competition. Kaolin, including cal- as follows: | | | cined material, was exported to 70 coun- | . tries, 2 more than in 1984. The major WV earlond lots Loe Gaicined, bags, | $255.00 recipients were Japan, 32%; Canada, 20%; _ Paper-grade, uncaleined, bulk, car- the Netherlands, 119%; Italy, 8%; and Mexi- sed T eoatnay CCreia: Per ton: | 94:00 co, 7%. Kaolin producers reported end uses No. 2 coating ______ | 75.00 for their exports as follows: paper coating, Nod etn --~--~------- 78.00 61%; refractories, 12%; paper filling, 11%; Filler, general purpose, same basis _ 
paint, 9%; rubber, 3%; and other, includ- Does von ted, water-washed, uncal. ~ 58.00 ing ceramics and plastics, the remainder. cined, paint-grade, 1-micrometer _ Kaolin imports decreased 12% to 9,387 Dry ground, infin che ame 7 182.00 tons valued at $996,000. The unit price of basis, per ton______________ 60.00 | kaolin imported from the United Kingdom, Natio acters poy ier: colloi- | . . . . pound the largest importing country, increased bags, 5,000-pound lots, per pound__ | 2A 

__ Table 5.—Kaolin sold or used by producers in the United States, by kind 

7 | . 7984 1985 , 
Kind Short tons Value Shorttons Value 

Air-float 2, 1,158,291 $62,401,704 - 1,275,783 $66,186,128 Calcined? ~-_-_____ 1,204,117 157,909,408 1,108,098 116,819,429 - Delaminated _______~_- 764,566 72,529,476 785,508 72,075,882 Unprocessed__ - 891,645 16,734,107 914,268 14,419,612 Water-washed_______________ 20 Te 3,939,050 824,812,440 8,759,725 326,664,707 
Total ~~~ 7,952,669 684,387,180 7,798,822 595,615,758 

"Includes both low-temperature filler and high-temperature refractory grades. 

Table 6.—Calcined kaolin sold or used by producers in the United States, by State 
: State . ‘High-temperature ) Low-temperature 

Short tons Value Short tons Value 
——_- —_—__-— ee Shorttons Value 

1984 
Georgia and Alabama ___._.__________ 578,520 $40,976,800 1510,372 — 1$107,065,496 Other -_ 958,255 25,020,187 356,970 34,846,920 —$—$— ee 0, 104,846,920 Total _---- 636,775 45,996,987 567,842 111,912,416 ————— ee ES 1211,912,416 —————————_——[£*_=*C**=*=*___:__ EES 

1985 | 
Georgiaand Alabama ________-_- = 432,495 10,565,958 1532,275 191,979,229 Other _-________i 290,537 28 691,212 552,791 35,088,030 ——$—$$ i et _ “5,083,030 Total ~~~ 528,082 19,257,170 585,066 97,062,259 

1Excludes Alabama. 
"Includes Arkansas, California (1984), and Idaho. 
‘Includes Pennsylvania, South Carolina, and Texas. 

Table 7.—Georgia kaolin sold or used by producers, by kind 

1984 1985 
Kind Short tons Value Short tons Value 

Air-float ~~~. 591,869 $27,989,088 739,563 $81,824,375 Calcined* __- 850,872 129,410,496 945,106 100,875,989 Delaminated ____________ = 764,566 72,529,476 735,508 72,075,882 Unprocessed_________..-~ 395,094 9,799,488 196,312 5,594,126 Water-washed_________.__ = 8,906,418 822,968 236 8,728,721 324,609,679 —— ee Se) 824,609,679 Total _--_-- 6,508,319 562,696,774 6,345,205 584,980,001 
1Includes both low-temperature filler and high-temperature refractory grades.
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Table 9.—South Carolina kaolin sold or used by producers, by kind 

} Kind 1984 } 1985 | 
Short tons Value Short tons. Value 

Air-float! __._____________------------------- 530,208 $82,188,917 504,880 $81,670,613 
Unprocessed . .. _-.-.---------~---------------- 246,359 1,215,170 362,482 3,638,725 

Total... .__._.____-__----------~----------+- 176,567 33,404,087 866,812 35,309,338 

eee eee eI 

| 1Includes water-washed. | | . 

Table 10.—South Carolina kaolin sold or used by producers, by kind and use 

(Short tons) 

. _. Kind and use 1984 1985 

Air-float:! | | 
Adhesives. _..______-_--_-----------~----------~-----

-------- _ 16,751 14,528 

Animal feed and pet waste absorbent ——- ~~ -------~--------~--------=-- - 6,844 - 5,333 

Ceramics?___ _.__________-_--~---------~--------------
-------- _  §,848 18,542 

Fertilizers, pesticides and related products — _ . _------------------------- 19,300 | 33,855 

Fiberglass. ________.-------------------------------
-------- 82,149 67,095 

Paint._____._____________--------~-+---+--~+~-------
----------- 365 364 

. Paper coating and filling_ ____.---~-------------------------
----- 1,488 1,843 

Plasties _._._._______-__--.-~--~---------------+----
-------- ~ 12,851 138,051 

Rubber .._______.-_--------~--------------------------
---- 204,627 188,945 

Refractories®>.._._____.__-_-.-----~--~------~-------
----------- 9,318 30,052 

Other uses*___.__. ____-________------------------~-------------- 108,514 85,495 

Exporia’__________--------------~------------------------- 62,658 50,227 

| Total _._______-__-------------------------------------- 580,208 504,330 
Unprocessed: Face brick and other uses — - — - - ---------------------------- 246,359 362,482 

- Grand total ..._.__--------- eee ---------- T1667 866,812 
i 

~ 1Includes water-washed. | 
2Includes floor and wall tile, pottery, and roofing granules. 
Includes refractory calcines and grogs; refractory mortar and cement; high-alumina refractories; and firebrick, blocks 

and shapes. : . | 
“Includes animal oil, catalysts (oil-refining); chemical manufacturing, ink, medical, sewer pipe, and unknown uses. 

5Includes ceramics, adhesives, paper filling, pesticides and related products, and rubber.. ,
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Figure 1.—Kaolin sold or used by domestic producers for specified uses. 

| : BALL CLAY | firing clay used principally for bonding in 
. . ceramic ware. The clay is of sedimentary Reported production of domestic ball clay origin and consists mainly of the clay min- 

increased about 4% to nearly 902,000 tons eral kaolinite and sericite mica. 
valued at about $35 million. Tennessee Industrywide enlargements, moderniza- _ provided 74% of the Nation’s output, follow- tions, and/or mergers started to occur 
ed, in order of production, by Kentucky, again. H. C. Spinks Clay Co. announced Mississippi, Texas, and Maryland.? Produc- plans to open a new ball clay mine in the tion, as in 1984, either increased or remain- Paris, TN, area and began expansion of its 
ed relatively unchanged in all States. The facilities to ship water-slurried clays by 
principal ball clay markets were ceramics, tank cars. Spinks previously only produced chiefly dinnerware, pottery, sanitary ware, dry-processed clay. Most of the major ball 
and wall tile. Domestic producers also en- clay producers were currently either pro- _ joyed a robust export market, despite a ducing or planning to produce slurried strong U.S. dollar, usually over 20% of total clays. American Olean Tile Co., a subsidiary production. Continued recovery of the do of National Gypsum Co., announced plans mestic construction industry, spurred on by for a $13 million expansion of its Lansdale, . declining interest rates and the improved PA, manufacturing facilities, to be complet- 
overall economy during the year, increased ed by mid-1986. The enlargement was to the demand for ball clays. include state-of-the-art ceramic tile manu- 

Ball clay is defined as a plastic, white- facturing equipment capable of producing a
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more versatile product line to meet the ever $39.37 per ton in 1984. Shipments were | 
- changing consumer demand in sizes and made to 30 countries, the same as in 1984. | 

| shapes of glazed floor tile for residential and The major recipients were Mexico, 60%; the _ 
, | commercial uses. _ Federal Republic of Germany, 20%; and 

, | The average unit value for ball clay Canada, 16%. The large Mexican ceramic _ 
| reported by domestic producers increased market continued to be partially supplied 

over 7% to $38.49. Chemical Marketing by its domestic clay because of international __ 
Reporter, December 31, 1985, listed ball clay financial difficulties, and its ceramic ex- 
prices as follows: ports, predominantly to the United States, / 
Domestic, air-floated, bags, carload lots, _ are fabricated largely with U.S. and domes- 

——p ennewsee, Per ton seplienk ba” « 8 “He clays. a ee | 
mestic, crus. moisture-repellent, 8 : ° 
carload lots, Tennessee, perton _________ 2400... Ball clay imports, again almost entirely : 

| a | from the United Kingdom, decreased 36% 
: | - o —_ ° to 1,269 tons valued at $148,000. The unit | 

Ball clay exports increased nearly 24% to value of these imports increased 15% to 
204,000 tons valued at $6.8 million. Unit $116.63 per ton. | a 

_ value decreased slightly to $33.21 from | ee a So 

Table 12.—Ball clay sold or used by producers in the United States,by State = . 

State a Air-float ~~ Unprocessed Total - 
. . Short tons Value —‘ Short tons Value - Shorttons § Value 

1984 os Ce as a . 
California _..-__~ ~~~ -_ _ 246 $2,958 246 $2,958 . 

| -. Tennessee™._ 5 5 479,358 . $17,000,841 1125,560 18,523,445 . 604,918 20,524,286 
| Other®’ _...-____-____-____  2251,090 710,118,879 311,175  . $458,536 262,265 10,572,415 | 

Total’. 5 730,443 27,119,720 _—«16,981 3,979,989 ——=—-867,424 81,099,659 

Tennessee _______ ~~ ___ 1502,301 120,463,910 162,254 4,136,759. © . 664,555. 24,600,669 © 
Other? ____ = 203,634 9,036,635  _ 33,490 1,070,953 287,124 ~~ 10,107,588. 

| Total _______-_------__ 705,985 29,500,545 «195,744 5,207,712 «901,679 34,708,257 | 

. MIncludes water-slurried.’ ss 
2Includes Kentucky, Maryland, Mississippi, and Texas : 
SIncludes Kentucky, Maryland, Mississippi, and New York. - 

Table 13.—Ball clay sold or used by producers in the United States, by use | 
(Short tons) oe a | 

- yor SSO™*~C~*~‘—sS~*~™S:::::::C«SSSS 
Use ~ Air  Unproce ,,  Air-  Unpro-e i 

float! eased Total poott essed «= s«‘Ttall 

Adhesives ________________________- Ww __ W W _ > W 
Animal feed _________.______-_______ WwW Ww 8,535 Ww W 18,948 
Crockery and other earthenware____________ WwW -- Ww WwW WwW WwW 
Drilling mud________________________ W __ Ww W __ Ww 
Electrical porcelain._____._____________ 18,787 7,059 25,846 42,240 __ 42,240 
Fiberglass and catalysts (oil-refining) __ _______ Ww _- Ww WwW Ww WwW 
Fine china and dinnerware ______§__§_§_§_.____ 35,704 — 35,704 27,491 _- 27,491 
Firebrick, blocks and shapes ______________ WwW WwW WwW WwW WwW WwW 
Floor and wall tile _.__________..______ 92,115 35,981 128,096 97,586 31,466 129,052 
Glazes, glass, enamels ____~_____________ 2,461 273 2,734 1,606 __ 1,606 
Grogs and calcines, high-alumina, mortar and ce- 

ment, other refractories... .~.______.____ 93,752 8,207 101,959 91,791 13,837 105,628 
Kiln furniture_______________________ 1,789 _- 1,789 1,708 _- 1,708 
Paper coating and filling ___.___________~_ 11,062 _- 11,062 5,532 _- 5,532 
Pesticides and related products_—_________ ~~ Ww _- Ww WwW _- WwW 
Pottery __________-----------______ 180,759 17,022 197,781 140,375 . 638,118 208,493 
Rubber ___ = W LL W W W Ww 
Sanitary ware_____§_____________-_--_ _ 92,683 45,379 138,062 114,788 38,309 153,097 
Miscellaneous ________-_-_-_-----------~ 119,061 19,649 130,175 130,540 23,479 140,076 
Exports____________.-------------- 82,270 3,411 85,681 52,278 25,585 77,818 

Total..__.______--_--_-______ 780,443 136,981 867,424 705,985 195,744 901,679 

"Revised. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Total” and/or “Miscellaneous.” 
lIncludes water-slurried. 
2Incomplete total; difference included in totals for specific uses.
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FIRE CLAY | | and Ontario, Canada, to the newly formed . | employee-owned National Refractories and | Fire clay sold or used by domestic produc- Minerals Corp., a company organized by the 
ers decreased 15% to about 974,000 tons _ former management of Kaiser Refractories valued at $18.0 million. Fire clay is defined and Kelso and Co., an investment banker, as detrital material, either plastic or rock- for an undisclosed sum. The Allied-Signal’s like, containing low percentages of alkalies, givestiture included its North American iron oxide, lime, and magnesia to enable the Refractories Co. (NARCO), which, subject to 
material to_ withstand temperatures of financing, was purchased by Kirtland Capi- 1,500° C or higher. It is basically kaolinite tal Corp. and members of NARCO’S man- 
but usually contains other materials such agement. N ARCO, headquartered in Cleve- as ball clay, bauxite clay, diaspore, and land, OH, operates 10 manufacturing facili- shale. Fire clay commonly occurs as under- ties in the United States and Canada. 
clay below coal seams and is generally used An exception to the industry malaise was for refractories. the $8 million expansion by Didier-Taylor _ Industrywide expansions and moderniza- Refractories Corp. of its Cincinnati, OH, tions were slowed during the year, while plant. The expansion included a one-third acquisitions and/or mergers were common- increase of the existing area to boost pro- place. Plants continued to be either operat- duction of continuous steel casting refracto- ing intermittently or on minimal produc- ries, a clay-derived mullitic and/or zirconia- tion schedules. The clay refractory industry based material. 
has been in a period of low production since —_ Exports of fire clay decreased about 3% to 1982, reflecting lower demand by major 223,000 tons valued at $17.8 million. The | consumers—steel, nonferrous metals, ce- unit value of exported clay increased 6% to _ Yamics, glass, and minerals processing. The $79.86 indicating that, despite a decrease in fire clay industry’s problems were further exports, the trend of shipping a higher _ exacerbated by the technological changes in percentage of higher quality material con- steelmaking processes that require more tinued. Fire clay was exported to 24 coun- higher alumina-based refractories, either tries, a decrease of 7 from that of 1984. direct-fired or specialties, which contain J apan received 27%, while Belgium-Lux- less fire clay. These uncertainties in the fire embourg, Canada, and Mexico received clay industry resulted in the divestiture 24%, 18%, and 11%, respectively. No im- _ of refractory manufacturing operations of ports were again reported for fire clay. Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corp. and Unit value for fire clay, reported by Allied-Signal Inc. Kaiser sold most of its producers, ranged from about $2.00 to North American clay and nonclay refracto- $380.00 per ton. The average unit value ry manufacturing and administrative facili- remained relatively unchanged at $18.46 ties in California, Indiana, Missouri, Ohio, _ per ton. 

Table 14,—F ire clay sold or used by producers in the United States, by State 
} state 1984 1985 | 

Short tons Value Short tons Value —_—————— ate Short tons Value 
Alabama____-_-__-- = 144,267 $8,488,675 130,000 $3,217,200 Colorado ___ 14,795 169,403 20,384 166,330 Missouri _. 2-2) = 427,681 8,540,260 283,697 5,072,854 Montana______ 2 _- _— 503 2,641 New Jersey _.---_______ 12,018 211,000 10,166 250,079 New Mexico_________.__ 1,813 11,080 2,767 16,547 Ohio _-__ 303,327 5,004,394 241,045 4,442,140 Pennsylvania__.__._....._..__.__..________ 60,507 305,196 80,610 772,095 Texas____ 24,251 189,894 21,196 156,190 Utah --_ 411 3,289 500 3,300 Washington ________________ 6,000 WwW -- -- West Virginia,______________- 98,064 2,794,824 98,064 2,794,824 Other? --_-___-_ 51,840 422,871 85,482 1,092,536 $$$ eS 1,092,536 Total ______----- eee 1,144,974 21,140,886 974,414 17,986,736 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” Refractory uses only. 
~ "Includes California, Idaho, Indiana (1984), Kentucky, and value indicated by symbol W.
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BENTONITE | State of Wyoming $30 million to reclaim | 

: . . about 100 sodium bentonite mines on 5,000 
Bentonite production decreased over 7% acres in Crook County, northern Wyoming. 

to about 3.2 million tons valued at almost ‘The funds were also to be used for reclaim- | 

$102 million. A 12% decrease in production jing several other minesites, one of which 
of swelling bentonite in Wyoming, the larg- wasa shale mine. | 

est producing State, accounted for most of | Qn December 31, 1985, Chemical Market- 
this decrease. Domestic production for drill- ing Reporter quoted domestic bentonite, 200 

| ing mud, foundry sand, and pelletizing iron mesh, bags, carload lots, f.o.b. mines, as 
ore all declined. a ~ unchanged at $43.50 per ton. The average 

Bentonite was again produced in 13 nit value reported by domestic producers 
States. The high-swelling or sodium benton- increased 10% to $31.90 per ton. Per-ton 
ites continued to be produced chiefly, values reported in the various producing 
in descending order, in Wyoming and Mon- States ranged from $14 to over $70, but the 
tana. The calcium or low-swelling benton- avyerage value reported by the larger pro 
ites continued to be produced in the other ducers was near the Montana average of 

States. Calcium bentonite production in about $32. a re 
Mississippi is suitable for the production of Bentonite exports increased nearly 14% 
both absorbent and acid-activated products. to 640,000 tons valued at almost $45.0 mil- | 

| : The major western and southern benton- ion. The unit value of exported bentonite 
ite producers continued to cancel or defer decreased nearly 18% to $70.27 per ton; this 

planned enlargements and/or moderniza- was attributed to higher percentages of | 
tions. Most plants continued sporadic oper- lower cost iron ore pelletizing grades 
ation at new lower production levels. The shipped over the costlier drilling-mud and 

| industry depression continued to be caused foundry grades exported. Domestic benton- 

: by lower oil- and gas-drilling activities dur- ite producers continued to face increased 

ing the year, exacerbated by the downturn competition in foreign markets; in particu- 
, in the steel and foundry industries. These lar, the Canadian iron ore markets where _ 

: three industries traditionally consume Méediterranean bentonites have. made in- 

about 90% of the total domestic output. roads into an area traditionally served by 
Some drilling activity increased in the first domestic producers. 

three quarters of the year but slowed again —_ Bentonite was exported to 67 countries, a : 
at yearend. decrease of 4 from that of 1984. The major | 

Exceptions to industry retrenchments recipients were Canada, 49%; Japan, 15%; 
) were largely confined to the calcium ben- the Netherlands and Singapore, 4% each; . 

tonite or southern bentonite producers. and the United Kingdom, 3%. Domestic 

American Colloid Co., Skokie, IL, completed bentonite producers reported their exports 
a $3.5 million expansion at its Aberdeen, were foundry sand, 39%; drilling mud, 27%; 
MS, facility, to produce acid-activated clays and other, 33%. 
for purifying and filtering edible and noned- Bentonite imports, consisting mostly of 
ible oils and juices. In a novel barge loading both untreated clay and chemically or arti- 
scheme, to increase export competitiveness ficially activated material, increased over 
by lowering transportation costs, American 35% to nearly 23,000 tons. The chemically 
Colloid began using an abandoned bridge activated category, slowly increasing in 
over the Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway to quantity for the past several years, increas- 

load barges with granular product asa first ed over 35% to 14,448 tons valued at $3.7 
leg in shipping clay to Asian markets. The million, primarily because of increased 
Belen City Council, Belen, NM, approved shipments from Mexico, which were 64% 
the issue of industrial revenue bonds for the more than those of 1984. The chemically 
maintenance of a city-owned facility, oper- activated bentonite was imported from six 
ated by the lessee, United Desiccants Div. countries, one less than in 1984, with Mexi- 

of United Catalysts, to manufacture and co supplying 74%; Canada, 22%; the United 

market clay desiccants used in shipping Kingdom, 3%; and the Federal Republic of 

moisture-sensitive electronic and photo- Germany, Japan, and Switzerland, the re- 
graphic components. maining 1%. 

The Office of Surface Mining granted the
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Table 15.—Bentonite sold or used by producers in the United States, by State . 
State Nonswelling Swelling Total =—_ OO 

Short tons Value Short tons Value Short tons Value ONS Value 
| 1984 | 

Arizona __~ = 20,466 $300,618 28 $835 20,494 $301,453 California___._.._-______ 69,098 5,099,773 25,445 1,593,017 94,543 6,692,790 Colorado____~~_~_______ 139 1,896 11 204 150 2,100 Kansas ___~_~____ -- — — 20,000 750,000 20,000 - 750,000 Mississippi" _ eee 227,625 6,385,218 — — 227,625 6,385,218 Montana’. -- — 212,223 5,615,989 212,223 5,615,989 Nevada __-._~_~_________ -- _-— 20,092 1,191,011 20,092 1,191,011 Texas __.~___________- 35,850 WwW 26,495 Ww 62,345 925,694 Utah_____ — -- 3,994 139,810 3,994 139,810 Wyoming”.____________ _- -- 2,414,905 66,686,549 2,414,905 66,686,549 _ Other® ~_ 1158,171 15,591,798 203,398 25,928,019 361,569 310,594,123 OO 

Total® ~~. 511,349 17,379,303 2,926,591 81,905,434 3,437,940 99,284,737 ooo ee iY 04, LOE 
ne 1985 

Arizona __ 31,924 713,571 900 27,000 32,824 740,571 California. ..__________ 92,379 6,681,403 20,511 1,349,102 112,890 8,030,505 Colorado... 74 740 6 60 80 800 Kansas ___- = _— _- 24,000 888,000 24,000 888,000 Mississippi _.._________ 197,531 6,106,229 _ _~ —— 197,531 6,106,229 Montana _____________ -_— _- 254,398 8,232,639 254,398 8,232,639 Nevada ______________ _- _- 79,861 3,775,947 79,861 3,775,947 - Texas 2-22 30,791 687,227 15,971 | 212,470 46,762 849,697 . Utah_- -- -— . 14,006 420,721 14,006 420,721 Qyoming ~-------~--_- -- oe 2,116,085 63,064,643 2,116,085 63,064,643 er oe 1145,250 13,250,695 “171,593 26,565,388 816,843 9,816,033 _--_--—__—_——————————————— OD B00 
| Total. ______ 497,949 17,389,865 = 2,697,381 84,585,920 3,195,280 —- 101,925,785 

a 

"Revised. . W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” . Includes Alabama, Idaho, and Louisiana (1984). . 
*Includes Idaho and South Dakota. 

- | ‘Incomplete total; difference included with individual State totals. 

Table 16.—Bentonite sold or used by producers in the United States, by use | 
oe (Short tons) | : 

| 1984" a 1985 . . . ‘Use oe ” ” — | ewelling Swelling Total | ewelliag Swelling Total - . TN 

Domestic: . 
Adhesives... _- 6,757 6,757 2,000 6,938 8,938 Animal feed __-____________ 49,811 186,321 186,132 38,265 92,219 130,484 Catalysts (oil-refining) __________ 8,763 a. 8,763 5,748 2,470 8,218 Cement, portland _____________ _- WwW WwW _— Mf WwW Drilling ing mud ___ _ “Soden 14,878 1,346,191 1,861,069 17,9138 1,168,728 1,186,641 iltering, clarifying ing, decolorizing: 

Animal oils, mineral oils and 
greases, and desiccants_ _____ 1,074 5,119 6,193 _ 7,300 3,071 10,371 Vegetable oils._.__________ _- _- _- 29,200 ~— 29,200 Foundry sand __________ 227,886 520,177 748,063 206,388 522,199 728,587 Glazes, glass,enamels _________ _ -- WwW WwW _- _ Ww WwW Medical, pharmaceutical, cosmetic__ _ -- 5,081 5,081 _— 3,968 3,968 . Oil and grease abeorbents ________ _ 100,951 45 100,996 34,448 45 34,498 Paint___-_______ _— 10,852 10,852 _- 7,161 7,161 Pelletizing (iron ore) _._________ _- 404,493 404,498 —_ 290,567 290,567 Pesticides and related products____ _ 425 10,268 10,693 897 235 1,182 Waterproofing and sealing ------- 1,597 72,795 74,392 3,482 119,876 123,308 Miscellaneous'____._______ «108,016 67,524 170,540 126,302 79,334 205,636 — EE 00 

Total _-.-_-_________ 508,401 2,585,628 3,094,024 471,893 2,296,811 2,768,704 oon A 00, 1S — —————eeoeoeq*@oneoonnnonnooaoaa Exports: 
Drilling mud __~__~_~_~______ —_ 153,188 153,188 _- 117,130 117,130 Foundry sand _______________ 1,310 161,038 162,348 24,978 142,420 167,398 Other?____-____- = 1,638 26,742 28,380 1,078 140,970 142,048 EES 

Total _-_____________ 2,948 340,968 343,916 26,056 400,520 426,576 
eon 

Grand total ___________ 511,849 2,926,591 3,437,940 497,949 2,697,381 3,195,280 ee kee ee TOS 
"Revised. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Miscellaneous.” 1Chemical manufacturing; fiberglass; firebrick, blocks and shapes; gypsum products; mineral wool and insulation; paper coating and filling; pet waste absorbents; plastics; rubber; ink; uses not specified; and data indicated by symbol W. cludes animal feed, face brick, paint, plastics, waterproofing and sealing, and uses not specified.
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Figure 2.—Bentonite sold or used by domestic producers for specified uses. 

FULLER'S EARTH | Fuller’s earth is defined as a nonplastic 
clay or claylike material, usually high in 

Production of fuller’s earth increased 8% rnagnesia, hich has adequate absorbing, 
to almost 2.1 million tons valued at about decolorizing, and purifying properties. Se- 

$129 million. This increase in production, piolite-type clays are also included for sta- 
after the first reported decline in 1984, tistical convenience. 
marks a return to the upward trend in _— Production from the region that includes 
production that the industry has enjoyed Attapulgus, Decatur County, GA, and Quin- 
for over 10 years. Generally an increase in cy, Gadsden County, FL, is composed pre- 

absorbent-grade clay production was par- dominantly of the lath-shaped amphibole- 
tially offset by a 16% decline in attapulgite- like clay mineral attapulgite. Most of the 
gelling clay production in Florida. The aver- fuller’s earth produced in other areas of the 
age unit value increased slightly to $62.87 United States contains varieties of mont- 
per ton. Production was reported from oper- morillonite. 
ations in 10 States, or 1 less than in 1984. Industrywide enlargements, moderniza- 

The two top producing States, Florida and tions, acquisitions, and/or merger plans, 
Georgia, accounted for 48% of domestic slowed because of the economic downturn in 
production. All States, except Florida, Mis- the past 2 years, were beginning to be 
souri, and South Carolina, showed gains in activated again. Oil-Dri Corp., Chicago, IL, 
production. finalized the purchase of Anschutz Mining 

Increases in consumption occurred in oil Corp., near Ochlocknee, GA, for $1.75 mil- 
and grease absorbents while consumption of lion in cash and notes. The newly acquired 
pet waste absorbents declined. assets included buildings, equipment, land,
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and mineral leases all situated directly ducer of attapulgite-type fuller’s earth used | 
adjacent to Oil-Dri’s plant and mining oper- primarily in absorbent, thickening, and —— 
ations. A stock offering was also announced drilling-mud markets. Floridin also com- 
by Oil-Dri to raise capital for expanding and pleted doubling its production capacity for | 
improving both Ochlocknee facilities. The its specially processed finely ground atta- 
projected growth of the premium segment pulgite used as thickening and suspending 
of the cat litter market and Oil-Dri’s em- agents in paint, wallboard, adhesives, and 
phasis on developing agriculturally related asphalt coating and/or sealants applica- 
and specialty absorbents were cited for the tions at its-fully automated Quincy, FL, 

_ additional reserves and plant capacity. In plant. Floridin and the Seaboard Coast Line 
another acquisition, United States Borax & . successfully developed a double-tier stack- | 
Chemical Corp., Los Angeles, CA, a subsid- ing arrangement for shipping up to 55 tons 
iary of The Rio Tinto Zinc Corp. PLC of the of bagged clay in a boxcar. Previously, | 

- United Kingdom, purchased. the assets of single pallets, weighing up to 30 tons, were _ 
Pennsylvania Glass Sand Corp. (PGS), permitted in a 50-foot boxcar. The novel — 
Berkeley Springs, WV, a subsidiary of ITT shipping techniques should increase the | 

-_ Corp., for $80 million. The purchase includ- competitiveness of rail shipments. _ | 
ed PGS’ Floridin Co., a major Florida pro- oe Ce | | 
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Figure 3.—Fuller’s earth sold or used by domestic producers for specified uses.
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| | _ Table 17.—Fuller’s earth sold or used by producers in the United States, by State | 
, TS 

: . . : . s : . ] State | Attapulgite Montmorillonite . Total 

, -- Shorttons —s-: Value Short tons Value Short tons - Value 

1984 Oo - _ 
_ Florida _. ~~ ____ 459,502 $30,785,273 « _— oo 459,502 $30,785,273 — Georgia __ 7 363,669 238,601,595 205,414 $8,812,997 569,083 82,414'592 Virginia... -- ee 24,000 2,400,000 24,000 | 2,400,000 Other -._--_--- 1115,190 16,371,947 2731,370 746,417,069 846,560 52,789,016 : 

. Total...._____. 1 __ 938,361 60,758,815 960,784 57,630,066 1,899,145 118,388,881 

| | Florida ___...._______ 887,076. 29,451,978 _- ao 387,076 29,451,978 Georgia .._.._________ 386,737 25,333,176 . 206,296 9,294,984 593,083 34,628,160 . Virginia. 2222 a oe 28,000 2,940,000 28,000 2,940,000 Other -----.-.------- 146,819 18,293,241 =» 904,858 «54,155,576 1,051,172 62,448,817 
to Total... 920,682 63,078,395 1,138,649 66,890,560 2,059,281 129,468,955 . 

- Mncludes Illinois, Nevada (1984), and Texas. . - oe -. “Includes Ilinois, Mississippi, Missouri, Nevada (1985), South Carolina, Tennessee, and Utah (1984). : 

: Table 18.—Fuller’s earth sold or used by producers in the United States, by use 
_ Short tons) : : 

: | 1984 1985 | 
. Use . Atta- § Montmoril- Atta- © Montmoril- So /  pulgite —- lonite  j|§§-«*‘Total = puigite ~——sdonite Total 

Adhesives. _....._________ 1,798 a 1,798 2,740 __ —s-2,740 | : Animal feed _..____________ 12,189 __ 12,189 _- __ __ Drilling mud_______________ 105,716 __ 105,716 106,980 oe 106,980 Fertilizers saving dena 52,291 10,576 62,867 +s 46,899 10,482 57,881 
tering, clarifying, decolorizing | 
mineral oils and greases_______ 18,017 184 18,801 15,321 -~ ——-:15,821 | ‘Medical, pharmaceutical, cosmetic_.__ 105 ——— 105 94 -_ . 94 Oil and grease absorbents -°___ _ _ _ 209,831 220,878 430,709 291,612 309,015 600,627 . | Paint _..---.-_______ 6,606 __ 6,606 8,244 __ 3,244 Pesticides and related products____ 96,200 . 120,223 216,423 92,266 164,546 256,812 Pet waste absorbents__________ 291,943 506,279 798,222 214.800 566,869 781,669 : Other?__ 25,872 19,841 45,7138 22,782 23,400 46,182 | Miscellaneous? _._...____.___ 28,710 30,911 59,621 17,417 27,094 44,511 
‘Total. 849,228 909,492 1,758,720 814,155 1,101,406 1,915,561 EE FOO EN OFS DOD 101,406 1,915,561 

"Drlling mud = 1,246 __ 1,246 156 __ 156 | Oil and grease absorbents_____ __ 41,020 —- 88,188 79,158 61,518 18,701 80,219 | Pesticides and related products___ _ 9,135 373 9,508 8,418 971 9,389 Pet waste abeorbents-_________ 27,642 12,295 39,987 27,882 11,434 38,816 | Miscellaneous? _.___________ 10,090 486 10,576 9,008 6,187 15,140 LST 15,140 
Total___-_____________ 89,188 51,292 140,425 106,477 37,243 143,720 EMT AS 148,720 —eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 
Grand total _____________ 938,361 960,784 1,899,145 920,682 1,188,649 2,059,281 ee ESE eee 

1Includes paper filling and roofing granules. 
*Includes common brick; catalysts (oil-refining); chemical manufacturing; glazes, glass, and enamels; gypsum products; mortar and cement refractories; plastics; pottery; and sanitary ware. 
Includes paint and uses not specified. 

Attapulgite, a fuller’s earth-type clay, $21.00 to $105.00. 
finds wide application in both absorbent Exports of fuller’s earth went to 33 coun- 
and gelling and/or thickening areas. The tries, 2 more than in 1984, but the quantity 
thixotropic properties of attapulgite clays decreased over 10% to 104,000 tons valued 
provide the important thickening and vis- at about $9.1 million. The unit value of 
cosity controls necessary for suspending exported fuller’s earth increased nearly 
solids. Mineral thickeners are used in such 10% over that of 1984 to $87.84, which was 
diverse markets as paint, joint compound attributed to a larger percentage of the 
cement, and saltwater drilling muds. high-cost gelling and drilling-mud grades 

Prices for attapulgite reported by produc- exported in 1985 compared with the absorb- 
ers ranged from $49.50 to $68.51 per ton; ent grades shipped. The major recipients 
montmorillonite prices ranged from about were Canada, 73%; the Netherlands, 17%;
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and the United Kingdom, 3%. Imports of produced over 1 million tons except for | 
fuller’s earth, usually nil, were 3,814 tons South Carolina. Texas, the major producing | 
valued at about $153,000. Imports consisted State, increased about 15%, which was | 
of over 3,600 tons of drilling-mud attapul- largely attributed to the increased use of | 
gite received at New Orleans, LA. All atta- lightweight aggregates in road surfacing. 
pulgite previously used by the domestic The increase offset the decline in building | 
drilling-mud companies was domestically construction rates because of its softening 

_ Produced clay. Continued imports of atta- oj]. and gas-based economy. Common clay — 
pulgite for the already depressed drilling ‘and shale represented 67% of the quantity 
exploration market will probably result in and 139% of the value of total domestic clay 

farther production cutbacks by the domes- production. Domestic clay and shale are 
: 1¢ suppliers. , generally mined and used captively to fabri- 

cate or manufacture products. Less than | | 
COMMON CLAY 10% of the total output is usually sold. The 

Domestic sales or use of common clay and average unit value for all common clay and 
shale increased 6% to about 30.2 million shale produced in the United States and , 
tons valued at almost $132 million. Output Puerto Rico decreased 3% to $4.37 per ton. 
rose above 5% in each of the States that The unit value ranged from $2 to over $20. 

| Table 19.—Common clay and shale sold or used by producers in the United States, 
| Se by State - 

, : State. " 1984 ~ 1985 : 
- | Short tons Value. Short tons Value —_— 

Alabama_ 5 1,528,078 $8,379,481 1,680,739 $7,962,196 
Arizona___—_____-________-_____-_____-__ - 117,184 517,140 158,608 762,708 - _ Arkansas. 938,420 2,157,080 ‘911,335 1,891,739 , _ California ______.---- +e ui ‘1,945,840 15,884,298 ~=—s-2,062,256 §=s-«17'809,172 
Colorado __-_____-_. 1-2 293,347 —‘1,989,506 282,411 1,575,560 
Connecticut __________2- 2 99,078 564,620 106,088. . 681,878 
Florida ___-____._.-_ 279,947 824,512 248,680 779,176 
Georgia._______- 2 1,601,268 4,917,857 1,732,742 5,488,744 
Mlinois _-_ 258,881 939,966 265,467 $76,123 
Indiana___-__ 653,185 2,085,427 739,711 2,776,446 | Towa _----_--- 623,169 2,694,651 503,298 2,449,981 Kansas_.-______________________________ 897,722 4,786,598 854,177 4,437,709 Kentucky ________________ 661,644 2,532,769 661,176 2,305,585 
Louisiana ________. 539,472 10,858,378 338,619 7,016,609 

_ Maine _-____- aia 96,522 49,500 99,555 Maryland ________-__.--__- 346,963 1,488,681 336,085 1,646,991 _ 
Massachusetts _.____._____________________ 239,929 ‘1,211,614 264,538 1,388,090 
Michigan _-____ 1,820,774 5,051,586 1,477,309 5,513,822 
Mississippi_ _______.___._---.------------~ "1,045,988 3,981,311 850,706 3,292,143 Missouri __-______-__-___.__-- 1,079,094 4,178,762 1,204,854 3,497,245 
Montana______-____~_- 16,422 25,743 24,190 60,369 
Nebraska _-__________________________-__ 179,946 555,818 244,228 718,214 | 
New Jersey ______._______________________ 50,000 400,000 120,000 1,800,000 
New Mexico_.._.__________________________ 64,784 182,296 57,048 144,167 
New York _-____________ = 543,368 2,484,776 699,764 3,129,207 
North Carolina __ 2,280,684 7,911,098 2,611,455  —«8,588,367 Ohio ___--___ 1,656,686 5,468,566 1,873,087 6,188,465 
Oklahoma _-____.-__ = 979,291 2,498,178 996,522 2,887,657 
Oregon ____-___--__- 189,167 288,448 188,026 284,626 
Pennsylvania ___ ~~~ ~~ 902,448 3,745,079 1,061,607 4,520,686 
Puerto Rico _______.._____________________ 127,966 266,485 . 118,192 263,568 South Carolina ______. 1,057,061 8,405,359 1,029,178 2,885,886 
South Dakota ____._....-._.-__ ~~ = 119,149 © 343,149 117,065 309,052 
Tennessee _-______.______________________ 560,278 1,165,268 579,069 1,312,029 Texas___________.______________________ 8,406,598 15,362,396 3,919,159 18,317,566 
Utah __---__-__-- 310,489 2,079,497 317,725  —-2,085,283 
Virginia ___-___--___-____ __ 687,968 3,603,785 786,295 4,086,908 
Washington ________________-______________ 285,961 1,598,120 242.914 1,402,107 
West Virginia, _______._____ ~~ 288,328 615,084 233,269 547,627 
Wyoming _-____-_________-_ 218,350 1,284,381 185,917 1,081,562 
Other? ________-_-_ 115,492 422,688 95,421 324,908 

Total _____--------------------------- "28,528,147 "128,091,668 30,168,825 181,934,671 ee ee OE ee eS Oe SEO 

1Includes Puerto Rico. 
“Includes Minnesota, New Hampshire, and North Dakota.
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Common clay is defined as a clay or first of a brick plant, signals the company’s 
_. Claylike material that is sufficiently plastic move to further diversify its building supply 

to permit ready molding and that vitrifies line by adding brick. Cherokee, based in 
below 1,100° C. Shale is a sedimentary rock Raleigh, has a plant in Mancure, and 

| composed chiefly of clay minerals that has Sanford Brick, based in Sanford, has plants 
been both laminated and indurated while in Sanford and Norwood and a Chatham 

| buried under other sediments. Clay and County plant making specialty bricks of | _ shale are used in the manufacture of struc- various sizes and colors. North Carolina is. 
tural clay products such as brick and drain _ traditionally the largest brick producing — 

_ tile, portland cement clinker, and expanded State. In another move, Old Virginia Brick 
lightweight aggregates. > _ Co. (OVB) was acquired by a group of three 

Increased production capacities, new entrepreneurs experienced in the brick in- | _ plants, modernizations, acquisitions and/or dustry. The company, in business since 
: mergers proceeded slowly during the year. 1890, produces both. wood-molded and |. 

_ The construction industry, the biggest user extruded bricks at its Salem, VA, complex, _ of heavy clay products, such as brick, light- near Roanoke. The ‘new owners planned 
weight aggregate, portland cement, sewer substantial changes in both plant oper- 
pipe, and tiles was moving along ata brisk ations and marketing strategies along with 
pace. Large inventories accumulated during automation in administration and quality 
the winter months were worked off by the control. | | | 

_. first quarter, and at midyear, the industry Increases in production capacity were 
was experiencing heavy production, some- announced by Robinson Brick Co., Denver, | | what encouraged by declining interest CO; and Cloud Ceramics Inc., Concordia, 
rates. A notable exception to boom times KS, installed a new slug cutter to replace — 
was the declining construction rates in the one that cut nearly 1 billion bricks. An 
depressed oil producing States of Texas, oxygen enrichment scheme for gas firing its _ 
Louisiana,andOklahoma. —_ tunnel kilns was successfully completed by | | In acquisitions, Jim Walter Corp., a large Watsontown Brick Co. at its Watsontown, _ 
Tampa, FL, building supply and home PA, brickworks. The new firing scheme not : | building company, purchased Cherokee only succeeded in reducing gas costs by over | 
Brick of North Carolina Inc. and Sanford -20% but unexpectedly resulted in producing 
Brick Corp., also in North Carolina, for an a more competitive, deeper, and uniformly | 
undisclosed sum. The purchase, Walter’s colored red brick. _ 

| 7 . CONSUMPTION AND USES | 

| The manufacture of heavy clay products of clay and shale in the manufacture of 
including (1) building brick, sewer pipe and lightweight aggregate increased nearly 8% | drain, roofing, structural, terra cotta, and to about 4.7 million tons. The upturn in 
other tile; (2) portland cement clinker; and overall construction uses, except for the 
(3) lightweight aggregate accounted for largest category, concrete block (55% of 
35%, 20%, and 10%, respectively, of total total production), which declined 2%, was 
domestic consumption. In summary, 65% of largely responsible. Highway surfacing in- 
all clay produced was consumed in the creased 22%, while the second largest con- 7 manufacture of these clay- and shale-based suming area, structural concrete (30% of 
construction materials. production), increased 18%. The new mar- 

Heavy Clay Products.—The value report- ket areas, such as recreational and horticul- 
ed for shipments by the Bureau of the Cen- tural uses included in the other category, 
sus of heavy clay products increased 6% to increased 24%, 
about $1.43 billion. The million standard Refractories.—All types of clay were used 
brick count for building or common face in manufacturing refractories. Bentonite, 
brick increased slightly. Shipments of clay fire clay, and kaolin accounted for 28%, 
floor and wall tile increased 9%, while 32%, and 19%, respectively, of total clay 
vitrified clay sewer pipe and fittings de- used for this purpose. The remainder, ball 
creased 7%. Increases in common clay and clay, common clay and shale, and fuller’s 
shale used in building brick manufac- earth, were used chiefly as bonding agents. 
turing occurred in most States with total Bentonite, both swelling and nonswelling, 
domestic production increasing 3%. In- was used asa bonding agent in proprietary 
creases were largely under 10% with an foundry formulations imparting both green 
average State upturn of about 6%. strength and hot strength to the sand. 

Lightweight Aggregates.—Consumption
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_ Table 21.—Shipments of principal structural clay products in the United States 
_—_—— eee 

Product 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 

Unglazed common and face brick: 
“Quantity ----—-___~~~~~ ~~ million standard brick__ 5,202 4407 ~~ 65,792 6,510 6,605 alue ~_____ ee ____million__ $540 $504 $704 $836 $887 Unglazed structural tile: 

Quantity -~----—~~—.~—~— ~~ ~~ million standard brick__ 92 49 30 32 55 
Value __ ~~ --~______ ~~ ____million__ $8 $6 $5 $7 $12 Vitrified clay and sewer pipe fittings: 
Quantity ---~-~-~—~—~—~~~~-_million standard brick. _ 463 325 375 397 368 alue ~~ ___ million. _ $73 $52 $64 $79 $78 Unglazed, salt-glazed, ceramic-glazed structural facing tile 

including glazed brick: . Quantity ~-----.~~~~~ ~~~ million standard brick. _ 35 11 W WwW WwW alue ~~ = million _ $10 $8 Ww Ww Ww 
Clay floor and wall tile including quarry tile: 

uantity ~-----~~-~~~~ ~~ —~-~million standard brick__ 288 296 333 - 340 370 
- Walue million _ $341 $354 $388 $421 $450 a Sie tin Ati Seen dich 

Total value’ ~__ = 5 do $972 $923 $1,161 $1,342 $1,428 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. . 

Source: Bureau of the Census Report Form M32-D (84), Current Industrial Reports—Clay Construction Products. _ 

Table 22.—Common clay and shale used in building brick production in the | 
United States, by State | Oo 7 
LN 

“State 1984 1985 
. Short tons Value - Short tons - Value 
eee 

EL CL ES EA eS 

Alabama —__ ~~ 721,338 $2,924,014 784,324 $3,585,969 Arizona and New Mexico... _______ 143,866 380,227 187,851 390,099 Arkansas. ____ ~~~ 493,325 1,269,049 ~ 518,199 1,887,518 California _____-~2~--2 2 378,644 1,527,701 379,976 . 2,089,790 Colorado. ___ ~~ 291,547 1,937,112 280,611 1,572,065 
Connecticut and New Jersey _____.__..-._..______ 149,078 1,314,620 . 226,033 2,481,873 Georgia. ~~~ 1,356,003 3,782,607 1,458,993 4,429,289 Mlinois __ 106,740 402,342 116,840 462,611 Indiana and Jowa_____..... 2 361,865 926,670 315,833 829,789 . Kansas ___ ~~ 193,022 535,701 | 173,882 459,968 Kentucky _-_____..--~~-- 292,800 1,354,941 285,266 1,299,938 Louisiana _______ ~~ 117,404 306,673 111,287 278,845 Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire .._._._________ 166,451 860,588 . 193,572 1,014,908 Maryland and West Virginia... ~~ _______ 375,013 1,515,289 | 376,537 1,714,440 ‘Michigan and Minnesota ___ ~~~ _~§_-_____ 51,641 128,111 64,771 168,528 
Mississippi_ __ ~~~ --------_ ie *919,621 *5,155,238 751,920 2,980,254 
Missouri -_____. ~~ ~~~ 84,373 358,183 74,025 291,796 
Nebraska and North Dakota______._________. 180,927 490,011 - 183,586 439,974 New York _____~__ 88,397 90,248 134,551 136,451 North Carolina __. $52) 25 5 ee 2,067,546 7,398,557 2,250,402 7,625,482 Ohio ____-_ 919,971 8,205,889 972,163 3,423,479 Oklahoma -________ 518,107 1,661,852 543,935 1,491,028 Oregon ____~ ~~ 18,874 41,001 17,848. 37,838 Pennsylvania ____§ 9.» $2 765,237 2,857,355 782,491 3,020,028 South Carolina _. 52 660,974 2,540,845 688,556 1,528,674 Tennessee __ =.» > 394,182 685,569 416,599 788,947 Texas ~~~ 1,725,337 . 7,331,347 1,705,625 8,450,887 Utah ~~ 217,914 1,645,138 191,480 1,402,828 Virginia ~_ ~~~ 583,405 1,634,348 680,724 1,948,756 Washington _______ 150,115 415,315 130,117 351,137 Wyoming ______________ 44,711 553,079 35,917 466,562 BE 

Total _--~------~___----------------_ = "14,588,428 55,229,570 14,973,764 56,439,651 
ee OO Eee
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_ Ceramics.—Total demand for clay in the principally ball and kaolin clays, increased manufacture of pottery, sanitary ware, fine slightly to nearly 1.44 million tons. The china and dinnerware, and related products increase in this category was also attributed _ (excluding clay flower pots) accounted for to the increased demand for residential 3% of the total clay output. This demand, housing because of declining interest rates. 

_ Table 23.—Common clay and shale used in lightweight aggregate production in the , United States, by State Lo a | 
| : Short tons / oo 

_ State Concrete Structural ighwa y walue block concrete . one Other Total . me 

1984 : | | . : Alabama and Arkansas___________ 521,001 146,007 19,364 4,200 690,572 $3,698,200 California _______.___________ 123,481 201,091 -. 19,114 348,686 2788638 Florida, Indiana, lowa____________ 185,874 39,600 26,122 _. . 251,596. 698,494 Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana _______ 538,537 192,028 48,707 12347 791,619 13,830,093 Massachusetts, Mississippi. Missouri — _ _ 256,722 80,096 23715 8 _- 360,533... 1,846,549 Montana and New York___________ 148,050 137,750 ee 285,800 2,000,500 North Carolina and North Dakota ____ 124,120 81,642 __ 24 205,786 572,927 Ohio, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania _____ __ 227,232 35,733 100 __ 268,065 . STITT Utah and Virginia_____________ 144,215 32,509 -— - 8,036 184,760 . 2,276,592 Texas_________.____________ 401,978 247,789 829,766 20,988 1,000,521 —4,997.293 
—., Total ---__-________-_._ 2,671,210 1,194,245 447,774 64,709. 4,377,988 . 33,286,663 | 

. . ; 

rr 
ean punn tee meee ree 

. | 1985 - ae | | Alabama and Arkansas_________ 708,200 190,857 14,683 -— . 918,740 4,321, 766 California_..________________ 131,897 237,737 _. —° 15,049 384,683 3,361,460 Florida and Indiana_____.________ _ 192'210 43,200 13,000  __ 248,410 689,528 Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana ________ 412-718 124,844 25,250 8,126 570,933 9,916,737 Massachusetts, Mississippi, Missouri __ _ 221,385 75,156 36461 __ (333002 L779111 Montana and New York_.____.__ 208,650 178,250 __ _- 386,900 2,456,240 North Carolina____.___________ _ 210/000 140,000 -- |. _. . 850,000 881,000 Ohio, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania _____ _ 186,536 45,448 1,460 _- 233,444 640,219 Utah and Virginia._.§___________ 146,772 32,249 5,707 ——-1,040 185,768 2395170 Texas____--.____________ 194,315 345,117 449,821 114,688 1,103,986 2.355.859 _—$——— a 81,108,936 2,855,859 | Total ___.________________ 2.612.678 1,412,858 546,382 188,898 4,710,816  28'799.090
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| | Table 24.—Shipments of refractories in the United States, by product 

. U st of 1984 . 1985 

oe . duct nit Of Value NFO Prod ti . ue ‘ Value 
| a . quantity = Quantity (thousands) Quantity — (¢housands) | 

Superduty fire clay brick and shapes__.__- _ 1,000 S-inch | 34,422 $41,887 26,509 $33,517 
. equivalent. 

Other fire clay including semisilica brick and ----do ~~ 66,368 44,742 65,959 —s—s«#0,272 
shapes, glasshouse pots, tank blocks, feeder 
parts, upper structure parts used only for 
g . | . 

High-elumina (50% to 60% AlgOs) brick and _-~-do __- 81,957 151,578 71,271 188,314 
pes made of calcined diaspore or —— 

bauxite.? : | 
Insulating firebrick and shapes _ _— — — - — -—- ----do __- 29,296 29,677 16,577 16,429 

Ladle brick _.__-_.--------+----- do __. 66,763 22,622 45,261 23,778 

Sleeves, nozzles, runner brick, tuyeres — —_ — — — ___-_do _.. 20,665 > 30,475 31,935 27,996 

Hot-top refractories ..______-----~-- Short tons — — WwW Ww Ww Ww 

Kiln furniture, radiant heater elements, pot- § -—--~-do —~- 28,769 26,526 xx |. 25,333 

ter’s supplies, other miscellaneous-shaped — 
refractory items. oo a . | . 

Refractory bonding mortars = aco do _—~ 80,317 86,589 — XX 40,478 

= Plastic rice andr ramnnging mixes con- __.-do _- 95,968 48,362 ° xx 48,846 

taining up to 87.5% . " 
. Castablererractories.- ----------  _---do___ _-219,989 88,637 XX 87,434 

Gunning mixes _______._____------ do ~~ 85,551 31,121 XX . 38,450 

Other clay refractory materials sold in lump __.-do ._— 505,525 230,092 xx 104,391 

. ‘or ground form.® oo, | . 

. Total clay refractories........_.__-._  -------- xx 182,308 XX 629,788 

_ NONCLAY REFRACTORIES | | 
Silica brick and shapes —. .._____--~--~- 1,000 9-inch 7,095 15,025 5,728. 18,608 

: equivalent. 
a Magnesite and magnesite-chrome brick and __.-do __— 25,754 112,129 24,512 118,426 

Chrome and chrome-magnesite brick and -_--do __- 38,656 154,045 30,322 125,325 

Shapes refractories containing natural Short tons — — 17,461 33,308 12,924 30,552 

gra . 
Zircon and zirconia brick and shapes; other 1,000 9-inch 5,048 36,762 1,084 37,209 

. carbon refractories: Forsterite, pyrophyllite, equivalent. 
dolomite, dolomite-magnesite molten-cast,5 . 
other brick and shapes. 

Other mullite, kyanite, sillimanite, or andalu- ___-do __— 3,734: 16,100 $3,506 _— 18,819 

site brick and shapes. 
Other extra-high (over 60%) alumina brick ____do __. 3,677 46,611 64,425 48,113 

and fused bauxite, fused alumina, dense- 
sintered alumina shapes.® 

Silicon carbide brick, shapes, kiln furniture_ _— ___-do _—- 1,674 34,845 1,284 38,834 

. Refractory bonding mortars __—_————~~-~ Short tons — — 14,223 9,792 xX 11,942 

Hydraulic-setting nonclay refractory castables __—-do __— 28,742 23,973 21,1380 20,363 

Plastic refractories and ramming mixes — _ _ _ --—-do __~ 130,966 87,041 XX 79,740 

Gunning mixes _______.___---_-~--+- ___-do __— 233,331 86,709 XX 109,180 

Dead-burned magnesia or magnesite*7___. -—---do ~-- 376,029 102,160 XX 141,836 
Dead-burned dolomite. __.___..__---- __—_do __— 309,291 18,002 xXx 23,111 

Other nonclay refractory material sold in __—-do ___ 213,433 47,834 xx 63,169 

lump or ground form. 

Total nonclay refractories __._____~~ eo eee xx 824,336 xx 874,727 

Grand total refractories. _______.~~~ eee xX 1,606,644 xX 1,504,465 
ee 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. XX Not applicable. 
1Heat short of fusion; volatile materials are thus driven off in the presence of chemical changes, giving more stable 

material for refractory use. 
2More or less plastic brick and materials that, after the addition of any water needed, are rammed into place. 
$Materials for domestic use as finished refractories and all exported material. 
“Includes calcined clay, ground brick, and siliceous and other gunning mixes. 
Molten cast refractories are made by fusing refractory oxides and pouring the molten material into molds to form 

finished shapes. 
®Completely melted and cooled, then crushed and graded for use in a refractory. 
7Includes shipments to refractory producers for reprocessing in the manufacture of other refractories. 

Source: Bureau of the Census Report Form MQ82-C (84), Current Industrial Reporte—Refractory.
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a Table 26.—U.S. imports for consumption of clays in 1985, by kind © 
- 

a 7 = _ 
a ae . ' Quantity ‘ ° Value | . 

a Kind oo. short (thou- - . a tons) sands) 

. China clayorkaolins 
Canada___-_____- 15 $125 Germany, Federal Republic of _____ = ._______-_L--ll lll IIIT TT . a 4 5 Netherlands______ 22 ~ 18 . 20 . Taiwan-____--- a: ee 2 United Kingdom __-___ = 9,288 956 oe | . . 

TTS 

Totalt_ = 9,387, 996 
Fuller’s earth, not beneficiated: - . _ Belgium __.~_.-~~_----- 24 . 4 Canada______ 44 2 France ____________ oo 7 4 Jamaica __________- 2B : 2 Senegal. __- 

* 3,638 133 
Total ~--____---- 2-2 3,738 14380 

mo, - : ‘ SLT PS PSPS eta 
Fuller’s earth, beneficiated: - . , Guinea — __-___----_-__-_--- ee 20 — 3 oo United Kingdom — _____________-_ 1 222 56 . 7 

Total _--- 6 10 
Bentonite: oo a Canada__— = 1,044 . 197 . China___ 

30. 14, oe Denmark ~~---------- +--+ ee | 2 ‘5 os apan__—— 
. : Mexico _-_ 

5,805 5) Norway more en 47 4 . . Singapore myo oe a ee ee 958 143. United Kingdom ___ 2 
215 59 

Total?______ =, 8104 511 . Common blue and other ball clay, not beneficiated: United Kingdom__~_~______ ; 92 11 

Common blue and other ball clay, wholly or partly beneficiated: . | Netherlands_._._-_____-__- “22 . 3 United Kingdom ------------- +--+ (1,155 | 134 
| Total -_____________a_ ee 1,177 13T 

Other clay, not beneficiated: . . | 7: a Canada______-____ oe 28 4 : | _ dapan_-- 
22 6 United Kingdom ____________ 1,704 19 a ated | 

| Total ---__--___--- =. ee 1,754 29 
Clay, nec. beneficiated: . . . lgium ~------------ t 4 5 Brazil____________ 28 13 Canada______________ 327 94 Denmark —----------- 

1 3 France ______________ 103 27 Germany, Federal Republicof._...___.________________.__.__7 211 40 Italy Watton neo ee 0 , apan— ————--- 
Netherlands________________ 1 1 United Kingdom ____________ 1,445 294 I 

Total ------------- et 2,131 480 

Artificially activated clay: 
Canada__________._ 

3,151 858 Germany, Federal Republicof____________ 180 133 Japan. ____-_-_- 
13 20 Mexico -_____-_________ 10,700 2,512 Switzerland ___-____________ 20 39 United Kingdom _____--____ 379 102 

Total ---~-------+---- ee, 14,443 3,664 

Grand total __-_-----_-___---uee eee 40,902 — 5,981 _  --rvsvwvwn———————— 
*Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce. __ |
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WORLD REVIEW : 

Estimated world production of all grades The Calgary-based Ekaton Energy Ltd. of fuller’s earth increased almost 7%, ka- established a wholly owned subsidiary, An- olin increased slightly, while bentonite con Research and Engineering Ltd., to pro- decreased nearly 4%. World fuller’s earth vide technical expertise on developing the production during the year was about 2.7 parent company’s kaolinized sand property million tons, and U.S. output accounted for in the Wood Mountain and Eastend acres in 76% of the total. Bentonite production was Saskatchewan® The company’s plans called | 6.2 million tons, with the United States for constructing a wet beneficiating plant to accounting for 51% of the total. Kaolin separate the kaolin and sand fractions in _ production was nearly 23.4 million tons, 1987 after an initial development program. and US. output was 33% of the world total. The kaolin was targeted for the domestic Australia.—Kaiser, Oakland, CA, was paper filler market, and the sand, for local | planning to sell most of its clay and nonclay amber glass production. Carlson Mines Ltd. refractory assets in Australia to Morganite has obtained an option to buy up to a 50% Australia Pty. Ltd., a subsidiary of Morgan interest in a kaolin sand deposit northwest Crucible Co. PLC, London, United Kingdom, of Smooth Rock Falls in Ontario. Carlson for an undisclosed sum. Kaiser (see “Fire planned to develop the deposits, which con- Clay” section) was negotiating with an em- tain proven reserves of over 50 million tons ployee group for a leveraged buyout of its of kaolin and silica sand. 
North American refractories division as Jannock Ltd. purchased the operations of part of its intent to withdraw from the Domtar Inc.’s brickworks in Ottawa and 
refractories business. _ Mississauga in Ontario and one in La Prai- 
Barbados.—American investors pur- rie, Quebec, capable of producing 130 mil- chased the assets of the country’s only brick _lion bricks annually.” | manufacturer, Building Supplies Lid., Chile.—The Government planned to en- which included a factory near its clay depos- tertain bids for developing the Solar de its in the St. Andrew area. The investors Uyuni salt deposits. The ‘concession area, intended to convert the facility into a clay located about 250 miles from La Paz in the | floor and wall tile manufacturing plant, Department of Potosi, in addition to salt, _ destined largely for export to the Florida lithium, potassium, and boron values, also and Texas markets. The U.S. group was contains large reserves of kaolin. 

striving to take advantage of the duty-free China.—A bentonite deposit, reportedly provisions of the Caribbean Basin Initiative China’s largest, with verified reserves near (CBI) that eliminates import duties for most 70 million tons, was found near Changchun _ Caribbean products through 1995. Clay in Jilin.* The deposit, situated under a coal brick tile exports from non-CBI countries seam, reportedly averages 300 feet in thick- pay a 23% import duty in the United States. ness, and at the present rate of coal produc- Future plans included a high-tech ceramic tion, upwards of 200 tons per day of benton- line for the U.S. automotive industry. ite could be extracted. A deposit of over 2 Brazil.—Caolim da Amazonas announced billion tons of a unique illite clay was a 100% expansion of its 250,000-ton-per- discovered in Ji County, Tianjin Munici- _ year paper-grade kaolin plant on the Rio pality.° The county plans to become a Jari, with construction scheduled for mid- major producer, along with Yixing Town in 1986.8 Jiangsu Province, for the distinctive purple 
Canada.—Oil-Dri Corp. of America, a sand pottery. 

Chicago-based absorbent clay company, Finland.—A large kaolin deposit, con- purchased the remaining 50% of Favorite taining about 20 million tons of ore, was Products Co. of Montreal.‘ Favorite is the found by the Geological Research Center leading Canadian marketer of absorbent and Lohja Oy in Paljakka, close to Puolan- clays. Assets include a modern automated ka in the north.” Feasibility studies were packaging plant and production facilities under way to optimize a mining and proc- for manufacturing Oil-Dri’s proprietary ab- essing scheme to yield paper quality clays. sorbents. The new management plans to Finland’s paper industry imports nearly expand Favorite’s markets into the Mari- 400,000 tons of English china clay yearly. time Provinces and Ontario and provide Germany, Federal Republic of.—The research and development support. manufacturing operations of Oil-Dri, a Chi-
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cago-based U.S. firm, were acquired by La- ton has been active in marketing a signifi- 
porte Industries Ltd. of the United King- cant portion of Laporte’s bentonite products _ 
dom for about $4 million.? The acquisition in Western Europe. This latest acquisition 
not only included Oil-Dri’s Cologne plant, by Laporte followed its pattern of increas- 

: _which manufactures granular absorbent ing its presence in European and Asian 
clay products for agricultural, industrial, markets. a | : 
and pet waste uses, but also its European Pakistan.—The Government ordered fur- 
marketing operations in Switzerland. The ther exploration and trenching to deter- 

| | - acquisition agreement provided for Oil-Dri mine. the bentonite reserves of the depos- 
to supply Laporte with Georgia fuller’s its in the hilly areas of Dera Ghazi Kahn _ 
earth clays for further processing. In addi- to eliminate Pakistan’s dependence on 
tion, the two companies planned to cooper- imports.’* In other Government action, fire 
ate in their European business and in tech- clay reserves of nearly 60 million tons were 
nology transfer. This. latest acquisition discovered in the mountainous region of the 

| in the Federal Republic of.Germany and Kala Chitta District of Attock.’* The Gov- | 
another in the Netherlands appear to fit in ernment claimed that this recent fire clay 
with Laporte’s efforts to make inroads into find would permit the country to be self- 

| European bentonite and/or fuller’s earth sufficient in refractory- and ceramic-grade 
| markets. 2 ° | clays for the foreseeable future. Large de- 

Eduard Kick GmbH, the country’s second posits of china clay have been located inthe _ 
_ largest producer, installed and commission- Tharparkar District by the Pakistan Miner- 

| ed a new 84-inch high-intensity wet magnet- al Development Corp. (PMDC).* Identified 
| ic PEM separator at its Schnaittenbach reserves were estimated to be about 4 mil- 

plant.* Kick processes the sand kaolins of lion tons, but the new deposit is in difficult 
| the Hirschau-Schnaittenbach Basin for the terrain. Nevertheless, PMDC developed a 

| local paper, ceramics, and fiberglass indus- mining and clay washing procedure, which 
| | tries. | | a | it forwarded to Government officials for | 

Greece.—A new $1 million bentonite evaluation. 
‘processing plant was under development by Philippines.—A local company, Naga 

| Silver and Baryte Ores Mining Co. to in- Hardwood Ltd., planned on developing its 
: crease its processing capacity for granu- kaolin and industrial sand deposit with a 

| lating, sodium activating, and drying clays joint venture partner experienced in sand © 
on the Island of Milos to nearly 500,000 tons kaolin technology and processing.?* 
per year.’* The company’s bentonite sales Qatar.—A geological survey for industri- 
were chiefly for iron ore pellets (70%), al minerals carried out by the Industrial 
foundries (20%), and oil and/or gas drilling Development Technical Centre of Qatar 
(10%). Large deposits of high-quality clays located promising deposits of several differ- 
were situated in the Laconia and Arcadia ent unspecified clay types.” 
Provinces in Peloponnesia.** The clays were Senegal.—Société Sénégalaise des Phos- 
reported to be suitable for manufacturing phates de Thiés (SSPT), co-owned by the 
high-quality ceramics and were the first Government and Rhéne-Poulenc S.A. of 
deposits to be found that are in economi- France, planned to treble its attapulgite 
cally exploitable quantities. production capacity at its Lam Lam Mine 

India.—The nation’s first ceramic floor and mill complex in the Thiés District from — 
tile plant was established in Andhra Pra- 110,000 to 330,000 tons per year.* The clay 
desh in a joint venture with an unnamed is used principally by the West European 
U.S. company. The fully automated plant’s domestic and industrial absorbent markets, 
output, capable of expanding to 25,000 tons the major outlet being for a pet waste 
per year, was targeted for the growing West absorbent line. 
Asian and Far Eastern export markets. The Spain.—The Government approved La- 
Geological Survey of India’s recent publica- porte’s (United Kingdom) plans to complete 
tion, in its exploratory survey of the State of the acquisition of Minas de Gador S.A.* 
Orissa, listed reserves of fire clay and kao- Minas de Gador mines bentonite in the 

lin to be 150 million and 100 million tons, Almeria region in the south and bentonite 

respectively.'¢ and sepiolite in the Yuncos area, about 25 
Netherlands.—Holland Laporte, a mem- miles south of Madrid. The company pro- 

ber of the Laporte Industries Group, ac- duces a complete line of bentonites for use 
quired Dayton BV, an independent chemi- in foundries, drilling mud, animal feed, 
cals marketing and trading company.'? Day- and bleaching earths for oil refining. In
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addition, sepiolite from Yuncos is also used U.S.S.R.—The bentonite mines and proc- 
in saltwater drilling muds and industrial essing plants at Sarigyukh near Idzhevan in 
and pet waste absorbents. Minas de Gador, Armenia were reportedly the largest in the 
which markets heavily in the Europeanand Soviet Union.* Their 1.3-million-ton-per- 
African Mediterranean countries, was re- year output supposedly represents one-third 
portedly planning, under Laporte’s direc- of the total Soviet production. 
tion, to increase its production capacity for United Kingdom.—ECC, the world’s larg- 
specialty activated clays. In a related event, est kaolin producer, increased its holdings 
Laporte and Sociedad Tolsa S.A. agreed to in Watts Blake Bearne & Co. PLC (WBB), exchange certain clay business sectors. the world’s largest ball clay producer, to 
The agreement permits each company, La- nearly 21% of its outstanding shares.” porte through its newly acquired subsid- WBB and ECC produce both kaolin and ball lary, Minas de Gador, and Tolsa, to further clay and are major factors in the domestic 
specialize within their own areas of exper- and international clay markets. ECC has _ tise. Tolsa is to specialize in the production _ reaffirmed its promise not to sit on WBB’s of sepiolite, and Minas de Gador, in the board. An agreement was announced by production of bleaching earths (attapulgite Hepworth Ceramic Holdings PLC and Brit- and/or fuller’s earth) and bentonite. This ish Steel Corp. (BSC) on merging their agreement freed additional production ca- subsidiaries, G. R. Stein Refractories Ltd. 
pacity at existing plants by ending competi- and BSC Refractories Group, respectively, 
tive products. : into G. R. Stein.*° As a result of the merger, 

Tolsa’s Toledo plant planned to produce Hepworth held 78% and BSC held 22% of 
special rheological sepiolite grades to meet the enlarged company, which strived to 
the shortfall, if it should materialize, for combine manufacturing facilities and devel- 
Tolsa’s Madrid plant, which produces ap- op the latest refractories technology. The | 
proximately 500,000 tons per year of ab- consequent rationalization of operating ca- | _ sorbent-grade sepiolite granules. Tolsa con- pacity, from 11 to 7 refractory, research, 
tinued to produce sepiolite in the Madrid- and development laboratories, and manu- Toledo area at Vicalvaro-Yunclillos while facturing facilities did not affect the Manu- 
the other Tolsa Group companies, Hifran al Works, which produced clay and/or 
S.A. and Minas de Torrejon S.A., continued alumina-silicate refractories, including 
to produce a sepiolitic marl at Lebriva in bricks, shapes, and monolithics. 
Seville and attapulgite at Torrejon el Rubio The Yorkshire Brick Co.’s Stairfoot, | in Caceres, respectively. Laporte’s Minas de Barnsley, plant fired its natural gas tunnel : Gador became the sole Spanish bleaching kilns with inexpensive methane gas recov- _ earth producer. Its Yuncos plant Capacity ered and piped from the company’s nearby 

_ was increased an additional 30,000 tons per quarries.*: The quarries were once reposito- year. ries for residential refuse. The plant’s ca- | | | A new 60,000-ton-per-year processing pacity was doubled to 20 million bricks per 
‘plant for the production of paper coater- year to take advantage of the unexpected 
and filler-grade kaolins from a kaolinitic windfall. 
sand, at Poveda de la Sierra in the Guadala- Yugoslavia.—Reserves of high-quality 
jara Province about 100 miles northeast of ceramic-grade clay, estimated at 20 million 
Madrid, went on-stream.” The plant is own- tons, have been found near Arandjelovac in 
ed by Cia. Espafiola de Caolines S.A., a joint Serbia.*? The deposit was reportedly the : venture between English China Clays PLC nation’s richest, and plans were under way 
(ECC) of the United Kingdom, Caobar S.A., to develop a 70,000-ton-per-year mining op- | and a private interest. The kaolin deposit is eration. 
said to contain roughly 20 years’ reserves of Zambia.—The Development Bank of 
clays of sufficient brightness so as not to Zambia and others financed a ceramic 
require the costly conventional bleaching whiteware factory in Kitwe scheduled to and magnetic separation processing steps. use indigenous clays.** The new plant, 
Turkey.—The State mining company Eti- equipped with state-of-the-art West German 

bank evaluated proposals from foreign min- and British manufacturing machinery, will 
ing companies for jointly developing se- produce sanitary ware, tiles, and tableware 
lected bentonite properties.2’ for local consumption.
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Table 27.—Kaolin: World production, by country* - 
(Thousand short tons) 

erence SS SSS SS SS SSS SSS i SS SN 

Country? : 1981 1982 . 1983 1984? 1985° 

Algeria® __.-_-____------_-_~.----_--~--- 21 17 19 | 39 9 
Argentina ___-_______~___~-~---------~-+- 74 80 160 100 110 

. Australia___-___.._______-------------- 188 168 127 275 140 
Austria (marketable) ____.____-_.--------~-- 87 85 92 110 95 
Bangladesh* ___-__.__. .__________-___----- 11 6 3 3 35 
Belgium __.______________----____----- 60 58 | 66 76 16 
Brazil (beneficiated) _._...._-___..--_-__----~ 518 .——s«é 4 463 536 550 
Bulgaria_________________-_-_---_.--_- 244 261 267 282 285° 
Burundi. — ~~ ~~~ ~~ ©2  & 4 2 . 85 
Chile _-_-__~~~~______ eee , 63 23 45 54 354 
Colombia ____.-.._____~.--_-_--_------- 893 943 840 1,034 990 
Costa Rica _________________-_--_-__-_____ 1 1 ey e1 ‘1 
Czechoslovakia _..._____.~--_____-~~---~--- 560 581 730 136 720 
Denmark® ___________~~_~______ ee Fil 56 TH. T15 17 
Ecuador___.---__-.-------------------- 3 5 1 4 2. 

. Egypt _.--___--------~~---__------------ 35 55 110 F €130 130 
Ethiopia (including Eritrea). _._...._._..------- 10 ©10 -  €19 (5) NA 
France®___._.______________--.--------- 365 383 319 ' 338 340 
German Democratic Republic (marketable)®_ ______—~ 220 230 220 190 190 

. Germany, Federal Republic of (marketable) _.__-_ ~~ 523 500 448 452 465 
Greece ______-~~-_-___----_-_-_-----_-~- "85 49 67 * 101 80 
Hong Kong_ _ . --------_~------------~---- 9 7) | 1 — 10 
Hungary _-___-____~----~-_~-~---_----- 58 50 41 43 $32 
India: . 

Salable, crude _. ____________-_--_------ 432 585 610 555 ~ -§70 
Processed________.--~------.--------- 126 ©110 110  —-: 128 120 

Indonesia. ___.____.__---_-__-__----_-~---- 89 85 66 92 90 
Iran® _._-___ 110 121 110 110 110 
Israel _..__________-__--~~---~----------- 41 13 30 30 — 80 
Ttaly: 

Crude __ - 5 5 - - - +--+ 82 59 58 58 366 
Kaolinitic earth ___________.------------ (84 82 28 ~ 28 329 

Japan ____.___-.-__------------------- 232 218 254 - 248 - 5245 
Kenya___—~.__---+----~-----~----------- €9 1 1- ) * 

; Korea, Republic of _..______._---_----------- 766 - 690 154 795 725 
Madagascar ___________-_-_--~---------- 2 3 *3 °3 3 
Malaysia _____...___-------------~-+~----- 49 49 63 80 90 
Mexico ____________ ~~~. ~~~ 229 190 179. 144 165 
Mozambique _ .________------------------ () (") MC | (*) “ 
New Zealand. _________________~~_~--_--- 54 26 26 28 275 
Nigeria______________-____-_--____-____ 1 ey ey (?) 0) 

y-------------------~---------- 
Perut 7 7 7 7 q 
Poland _______-.-----------~~~-------- T48 51 54 °55 56 
Portugal ___________________~---------- 58 56 63 96 3102 
Romania® ___________ ee 452 452 452 452 452 
South Africa, Republic of _.._..._____-_.------ 165 141 143 150 $142 
Spain (marketable)® _____________._-_--_---- 872 163 182 - 921 940 
Sri Lanka... -5 / / -- -- --_-______~~-~~----~--- 8 9 9 12 11 
Sweden _______-----_-------~---------- () (’) (’) ©?) (*) 
Taiwan _____ ~~~ ee 100 96 113 88 85 
Tanzania _______.-______----_-__-------- ° *] 1 2 2 
Thailand _.__ -_-_-_--~_____~__ 16 20 40 65 60 
Turkey _____-___-______~_~-_-____~--~-- 49 “50 —  &60 61 60 
USS.R®_ ee 2,800 2,900 2,900 3,100 3,200 
United Kingdom _______________-__------- 2.897 2,669 8,000 3,274 3,300 
United States®__._-§ _-§_____________ 7,660 6,362 7,203 7,953 37,793 
Venezuela ______________________------- 72 °72 12 24 25 
Vietnam®___- - § Le 1 1 1 1 1 
Yugoslavia. _.~_-_-_~__-~___-~__~~_~ ~~ 248 261 230 r e930 240 . 
Zimbabwe _________________ ~~ ____-___-~- 5 3 1 1 1 

Total______________~-__-~-----~-~-~-- 21,821 20,264 21,473 23,354 23,361 

Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. NA Not available. 
1Table includes data available through July 15, 1986. 

" 2In addition to the countries listed, China, Lebanon, and Suriname also produced kaolin, but information is inadequate 
to make reliable estimates of output levels. Guatemala and Morocco each produced less than 500 tons in each of the years 
covered by this table. 

SReported figure. 
‘Data for year ending June 30 of that stated. 
5Revised to not available. 
®Includes kaolinitic clay. 
7 Less than 1/2 unit. 
SIncludes crude and washed kaolin and refractory clays not further described. 
®Kaolin sold or used by producers.
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| Table 28.—Bentonite: World production, by country! | 
| | (Short tons) 

So -.. Country? 1981 1982 — 1983 1984” 1985° . 

Algeria® $-_ 38,600 38,600 33,100 *27,000 27,600 Argentina __ 2 135,274 135,864 149,439 89,876 99,000 Australia®__ ek 18,635 82,201 33,098 F €33 000 - 33,000 Brazil ~~~ 183,356 . 180,845 141,857 221,592 220,000 Burma_______2 2 2,554 1,618 895 _ 799 “783 Cyprus® __- 51,809 14,330 35,300 85,715 *57,300 | Egypt®_ 5,700 © 5,700 2,800 . 3,300. 3,300 France_—__ ~~ ©3307 3,627 3,407 ~ 3,831 3,500 Greece. 343,862 343,921 759,427 857,600 827,000 . Guatemala®________________. 2,750 42,750 8,800 T9400 9,400 Hungary. _______2 22 88,770 . 93,624 87,972 70,722 65,966 - Tran€_ ee 11,000 12,100 11,000 11,000 11,000 Israel (metabentonite) _____._.__.______. 13,868 13,228 7,538 6,501 13,200 , | Italy ~-------- 305,340 *261,200 327,183 - 340,600 £329,600 Japan ______ 564,141 533,993 486,034 452,034 £508,749 Mexico. —_~_-____-~ 2-2 243,009 203,837 249,276 294,700 280,000 '  Morocco___ 2 3,203 4,913 4,515. 2,012 2,200 Mozambique _____.._____.__________ 789 1,604 276 eee) . 440 New Zealand (processed) __.______________ 2,078 6,856 2,158 7,075 2,200 | Pakistan_ ___________-_---- i 71,155 71,572 735. 1,918 1,800 Peru® ____- “33,620 34,200 34,200 35,300 35,300 Philippines ____. 2222 2 6,092 5,149 739 ss «44,715 1,800 Poland® _______2-______ 55,000 §—_—- 77,000 77,000 77,000 83,000 Romania®_____-_____ 194,000. _ "198,000 195,000 198,000 198,000 South Africa, Republic of... 2 2 48,912 33,981 43,573 . 46,181 — 447,910 | Spaine_- ¥121,250 F123,800 ' 90,976 80,008 — 80,000 — _ Tanzania ~-__~ ~~~ 55 ee) “83 83 83 | Turkey___ 2 -------_ —- 83,827 “34,200 34,200 . 30,967 31,000 . United States_ =... 1 -_____ 4,947,000 3,244,800 2,886,870 3,437,940 *3,195,280 _ Zimbabwe___-—--_-.-_ 2 86,424 - 94,236 69,552 F 77,000 77,000 

. Total eee 7,545,880 5,732,799 5,777,008 6,493,265 6,245,411 

_. "Table includes data available through July 15, 1986. | . a eo In addition to the countries listed, Canada, China, the Federal Republic of Germany, the U.S.S.R., and Yugoslavia are , believed to produce bentonite, but output is not reported, and available information is inadequate to make reliable estimates of output levels. ol | . | ®Includes bentonitic clays. | 7 

. "Includes bleaching earths. oe 

| _. . Table 29.—Fuller’s earth: World production, by country! : : | a . (Short tons) 

: . Country? 1981 1982 1983 1984? 1985° « 
pe 

Algeria® =~ ™5,600 5,600 ™5,500 33.858 3,900 Argentina______.2 2 "5,783 13,002 7,431 3,980 5,500 Australia (attapulgite) _.._.____________ _- 16,280 “16,500 16,500 16,500 Italy®_ = | $6,057 6,000 5,500 5,500 5,500 Mexico_ ~~~ 72,067 46,835 45,827 50,372 50,000 Morocco (smectite). ......--.-_______ 21,771 27,121 30,187 36,824 37,000 Pakistan. _- == 19,369 15,205 23,298 21,097 19,000 Senegal (attapulgite) _...__.- 2. 36,346 109,128 110,644 127,315 128,000 South Africa, Republic of.....__________ 478 343 344 —_ -- Spain (attapulgite)_ ~~ 2 52,059 47,318 49,223 48,399 49,000 nited Kingdom _________._______ —--- *208,927 *206,132 211,644 315,261 330,000 United States* __-.2- 1,655,854 1,682,655 1,911,634 1,899,145  %2,059,281 7 ee BO SOY» 1 
Total __--------~--------------. "2,079,311 ¥2,175,619 2,417,782 2,528,251 2,703,681 

EE LL LN revere 

*Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. . 
1Excludes centrally planned economy countries, some of which presumably produce fuller’s earth, but for which no information is available. Table includes data available through July 15, 1986. 
7In addition to the market economy countries listed, France, Iran, Japan, and Turkey have reportedly produced fuller’s earth in the past and may continue to do so, but output is not reported, and available information is inadequate to make reliable estimates of output levels. 
SReported figure. 
“Sold or used by producers.
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- TECHNOLOGY oe | | | 

The Bureau of Mines published the re- riors. This work should permit the brick 
_ sults of research on the pressure leaching of industry to more readily predict the dura- . 

alumina from a typical dried air-floated and bility of material without resorting to the 
raw Georgia kaolin with hydrochloric acid more cumbersome and tedious testing pro- 
(HCl).* The optimized pressure leaching cedures presently used. The primary types. 
step with excess 20-weight-percent HCl at of clay refractories, fire clay, semisilica, 
temperatures that ranged from 150° C to high-alumina, insulating and ladle bricks, 

| 225° C successfully extracted greater than and monolithic shapes used by the metal 7 
90% alumina when digestion periods were 2 casting industry were the topic of a review 
hours or less. These data indicate a choice article.** A feature of the article included | 

_ in optimizing a flowheet for alumina from definitions and specifications for each type 
kaolin between a faster reaction at 200° C _ of refractory commonly used and correlates 
or a slower reaction at a lower pressure at its foundry applications with selected physi- _ 

| 175° C. _ cal and chemical properties. Future refrac- 
An article described the working plan, tory trends in metal casting processes, 

clay extraction and preparation, and the prompted by technological changes, were 
| chamotte** burning process.** The work also discussed in detail. . - 

highlighted the equipment, specifications, The relationship of geologic setting and 
chemistry, and flowsheets used in the man-_ kaolin characteristics to filler applications 
ufacturing process for chamottes. The solid- were the topics of a technical oral presen- 

| state transformation of refractory-grade ka- tation.“ The paper: pointed out the differ- 
| olins or chamottes into mullitic grogs was ences between the kaolins of the Georgia- | 

, studied extensively by nuclear magnetic South Carolina Clay Belt and correlated 
resonance.*’ The kaolin was shown to de- them with selected filler applications. A_ 
compose sequentially to a metakaolinite brief description of the general schemes for 
with expulsion of excess silica into a high- kaolin beneficiation in the Clay Belt were 
temperature crystalline form upon cooling. also outlined. The air-float and water- : 
The metakaolinite was successfully indexed washed beneficiation processes along with 
as a gamma-alumina structure formed sim- individual details of the classification, | 
ply by removal of hydroxyl ions from the leaching, filtration, drying, and slurry prep- 
kaolin structure by a diffusion controlled aration steps were singled out for more 
mechanism. The mullites, which are end _ elaborate treatment. Of particular interest 
products of these solid-state reactions, are was the correlation between the processing 

| widely used in refractory bricks and special- scheme practiced and the physical and 
ty products. The results of this basic re- chemical properties of the clay types en- _ 
search should allow refractories manufac- countered. oe | 

. turers to better control the physical proper- A comprehensive technical work was | 
ties of the mullite component to optimize published on the acid-activated montmoril- 
the density of these high-performance re- lonite, hectorite, organoclay, saponite, 
fractories. white bentonite, sepiolite, attapulgite, and 

| The relationship between pore structure halloysite clays.1 The work consisted of a 
and building brick durability was investi- series of articles on each of these individual 
gated.** The research showed that bricks of clay types or products falling into the all- 
poor durability had a preponderance of encompassing bentonite and fuller’s earth 
pores smaller than 1 micrometer, while categories. A special feature of each of the 
acceptable brick exhibited a majority of its segments was the worldwide treatment 
pores larger than 2 micrometers. The re- afforded each clay as to individual compa- 
sults indicated that controlling raw materi- nies and the major markets served. Another 
al composition and forming methods were highlight of the report was the chemistry of 
the key to superior brick production. Grog _ the acid-activated and organoclay processes, 
and shales larger than 200 mesh were the gelling mechanism, and the overall 
recommended over pure clay, and soft- theory of organoclays. 

. molding brick processes, over extrusion A paper on the mineral requirements of 
techniques. In addition, poor brick durabili- the paint manufacturers in the United 
ty was successfully correlated with low States, Western Europe, and Japan for in- 
porosity surfaces and/or high porosity inte- creasing specialized grade materials was
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published.“ The article also discusses the kaolin, and common clays, currently under | 
physiochemistry of the three main paint investigation for ceramic and structural 
components: pigment, medium (binder or product manufacturing. : 

| vehicle), and solvent (thinner). Special ta- A concise but detailed study was publish- 
bles listing typical analyses for paint-grade ed on the Chinese bentonite industry.** The 
kaolins as well as the current British stand- article provides the latest information on 
ard specifications for china clay extenders Chinese bentonite resources, exploration, 
in paint were also included. An interesting mining, processing, physical and chemical 
feature of the article was the wide range of properties, research, and marketing goals. 
substitutability possible in pigment materi- The Chinese bentonites are widely distrib- | 
al, chiefly to reduce raw material cost yet uted, and China is regarded as being second . 

. still capable of producing a high-quality only to the United States as a worldwide 
| competitive paint. A similar treatment was source of bentonites. Chinese specifications 

afforded the English cosmetics industry.* A with typical analyses for sodium-exchanged, 
highlight of this work was the technical organoclad drilling-mud and foundry and 
specifications for face powder kaolins and iron ore grades of bentonite were listed and | 
special clays used for their absorbing, de- discussed. A case study of the Heishen open 
greasing, thixotropic, and pigment suspend- pit and Linan underground mines was in- 
ing properties. - cluded. , —_ | : 

An indepth review was published of ma- The differences in thermal decomposition | 
jor industrial minerals, including bentonite, of sodium and calcium bentonites and their 
kaolin, plastic, and fire clays currently role in foundry sand bonding during metal | 
mined and processed in the Federal Repub- casting was explored in detail.*° The data 
lic of Germany.“ The review covered the showed that bentonite burnout and con- 
geology, mineralogy, output, production sumption depend on many factors, but the 
flowsheets, and consumption of clays bythe sand-to-metal ratio, cooling time, and time 

_ domestic refractory, ceramics, glass, and of casting in the mold emerge as the most 
paper industries. A special feature of the important. U.S. sodium and calcium ben- 
article was a table on major areas of appli- tonites were used throughout the investiga- | 
cation for crude, acid, alkaline, and organ- tion as the reference base and/or standard | 

__ ically activated bentonites. A similar detail- material. The technical rationale for the | 
ed treatment, but more heavily oriented past, present, and future industrial miner- 
toward a geological, mining, and mineralog- als usage by the U‘S: drilling industry was 
ical approach, was afforded sepiolite, atta- published.5t The paper stressed the indis- 
pulgite, bentonite, and to a lesser degree, pensability of bentonite gelling clays and | 

| kaolin, produced in Spain.“* Tables high- new material usages, such as organoclays, — | | 
lighting the physical and chemical proper- _ in oil-based drilling fluids. 
ties of foundry and gelling bentonite and The preferential absorption of selected 
ceramic grades were also listed. environmental toxins, such as dioxin, by 

| The geological and production aspects of modified smectites or bentonites was re- 
the industrial minerals exploited in Cali- searched.'? The investigation showed that 
fornia,“ Greece,“? and Jamaica‘s were smectites bound to hydroxy aluminum are 
discussed briefly in other publications. The three times more effective than activated 
California paper stressed the mining and carbon, at present the most commonly used 

_. production flowsheets for the Ione kaolin, industrial sorbent, in removing toxins from 
and the Greek work targeted bentonite and industrial effluents. Future work should 
kaolin production. A highlight of the latter lead to additional modified clay systems 
paper was an industrial minerals map of capable of removing other chemical pollu- 

| Greece depicting the major bentonite and tions and toxins. Clays have the advantage 
kaolin production sites, largely on the is- of being a relatively inexpensive commodity 
lands of Lesvos and Milos. The Jamaican compared with other industrial and reagent 
article, strictly an overview, dealt with its chemicals, such as activated carbon and 
16 major clay deposits, mostly bentonite, zeolites. |
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7 Cobalt 
| a By William S. Kirk!’ 

Domestic cobalt consumption decreased per pound. There was no domestic mine pro- 
after 2 consecutive years of increases. Ap- duction of cobalt. , | 
parent consumption dropped to 15.7 million Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic con- 
pounds. A realignment of the international sumption data for cobalt are developed by 
cobalt market occurred during 1985, precip- the Bureau of Mines from two voluntary : 
itated when a Canadian cobalt producer surveys of U.S. operations. Of the 695 oper- | 
concluded a contract for the purchase of ations to which a survey request was sent, : 
feedstock that had formerly been refined in 551 responded, representing 97% of the 
the United States. This action resulted in reported consumption shown in tables 1, 3, 
the closure of the sole domestic cobalt and 4. The remainder was estimated by | 
refinery. The spot price for electrolytic co- contacting industry sources. : 
balt fell slightly, ending the year at $11.10 | | : | 

oo : Table 1.—Salient cobalt statistics _ " 

(Thousand pounds of contained cobalt unless otherwise specified) an | 

. : = 1981 1982 1988 =—s«:1984 1985 

United States: | | 
Consumption, reported ______._______ 11,680 9,468 11,319 12,944 13,541 
Imports for consumption ___________ 15,594 12,870 17,221 25,310 17,708 

; . Stocks, Dec. 31: 
: Consumer ____.-____.____- 1,411 1,827 1,441 1,868 1,131 — 

| Processor___________-____~ 1,519 1,161 1,366 1,781 1,557 
Price: Metal, per pound____________ $17.26-$25.00 1$8.56 1$5.76 1$10.40 - —-1$11.48 | 

World: Production? _.___.____-______ 67,790 754,062 52,292 P71,738 ©79,734 

“Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. 
1Based on weighted average of Metals Week prices. 
2Based on estimated recovered cobalt. 

Legislation and Government Pro- into two tiers. Tier I would contain materi- 
grams.—In an effort to develop emergency als required by military, industrial, and 
response plans to avert accidents, such as_ essential civilian users during a military 
the catastrophic leak in Bhopal, India, the conflict, which would not be available from | 
Environmental Protection Agency compiled domestic or reliable foreign sources. Tier II 
a list of 402 acutely toxic substances.2 The would contain a supplemental reserve of 
list contained an extensive compilation of material already possessed by the Govern- 
the substances’ properties and health ef- ment. According to the NSC guidelines, 
fects. Cobalt and cobalt carbonyl were in- cobalt would be categorized in tier I with a 
cluded among the substances listed. goal of 22.57 million pounds of cobalt and in 

On July 8, the President approved Na- tier II with a goal of 6 million pounds of 
tional Security Council (NSC) recommenda-_ cobalt. At yearend, this proposal was under 
tions for modernizing the strategic and consideration by the Congress. The Depart- 
critical materials stockpile. Under the NSC ment of Defense Authorization Act, 1986 

proposal, the stockpile would be structured (Public Law 99-145), signed by the President 

295
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on November 8, 1985, stated that no action Statement (EIS) would be prepared for a 
: may be taken before October 1, 1986, to proposed lease sale of the crusts within the 

implement or administer any reduction ina Hawaiian Exclusive Economic Zone. After 
stockpile goal in effect on October 11,1984. hearings and preparation of the final EIS, 

Cobalt-rich manganese crusts on Pacific the Secretary of the Interior was to decide 
sea mounts were not likely to be developed whether to proceed with a lease sale, which | 

: in the near future, according to the Office of was scheduled to take place in middle to 
Strategic and International Minerals, Min- late 1987. Following the lease sale, detailed 

_ erals Management Service (MMS), U.S. exploration was to take at least 5 years, and | 
Department of the Interior. The MMS an- the construction of mining equipment and 
nounced that an Environmental Impact onshore facilities, another 5 or 10 years. : 

| ; DOMESTIC PRODUCTION | . 

The sole domestic cobalt refinery, at AMAX Nickel was unable to interest other 
Braithwaite, LA, closed late in 1985 because _ refiners in a toll-refining agreement. With 

_ it lost its source of raw material. AMAX insufficient raw material to support eco- 
| Nickel Inc., owner and operator of the nomical operations, AMAX Nickel was | 

. refinery, terminated the supply contract for forced to close the refinery and withdraw 
the nickel-copper-cobalt matte, which had fromthe cobalt market. _ 
been produced in Botswana. The matte had Following the completion of a feasibility 
accounted for about two-thirds of the refin- study, Hall Chemical Co., Wickliffe, OH, 
ery’s feedstock, the remainder having come awarded a preliminary engineering con- 
from the Agnew Mine in Australia, owned tract for its catalyst reclamation project. 
jointly by Seltrust Holdings Ltd. and Mount The project was expected to result in the 
Isa Mines Ltd. AMAX Nickel was reported construction of a plant, located in the gulf ——’ 

| to be hoping for an expansion of production coast region, to be operational in late 1988. 
capacity at the Agnew Mine or an arrange- The facility was to process spent catalysts | 
ment to have the Agnew matte toll refined. and have the capacity to recycle 650,000 
According to reports, however, the Agnew pounds of cobalt per year to be used in the 
Mine was unable to increase its capacity chemical industry. 
owing to ground control problems, and ~ | 

Table 2.—U.S. cobalt products: produced and shipped by refiners and processors 

(Thousand pounds) . 

1984 | 1985 

Production Shipments Production Shipments 

Gross Cobalt Gross Cobalt Gross — Cobalt Gross Cobalt 
weight content weight content weight content weight content 

Driers (organic com- 
pounds)__________ NA 1,329 NA 1,300 NA 1,188 NA 1,190 

Hydrate (hydroxide) __ _ _ NA 1,228 NA 1,219 NA 1,149 NA 1,014 
Salts? (inorganic com- 

pounds) == NA 942 NA 803 NA 539 NA 612 

Total. NA 3,449 NA 3,322 NA 2,876 NA 2,816 

NA Not available. 
1Figures on oxide withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
Various salts combined to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 

CONSUMPTION AND USES 

Cobalt consumption decreased after 2con- consumption, calculated from net imports, 
secutive years of increases. Although re- secondary production, and changes in in- 
ported consumption was 13.5 million dustry and Government stocks, decreased to 
pounds in 1985, compared with 12.9 million 15.7 million pounds, 12% less than that of 
pounds in 1984, the increase was due to 1984. The decline in consumption was due 
improved statistical coverage. Apparent to weakened demand and inventory adjust-
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ments. In the last half of the year, consum- duction of superalloys during the year, 
ers became aware that prices were declin- approximately 500,000 pounds was used in 
ing and would continue to do so. They the production of prosthetic devices (surgi- | 
therefore began reducing their inventory cal implants), according to industry sources. 
levels. In general, alloys used in prosthetic devices 

Of the 6.4 million pounds of cobalt re- and superalloys were produced in the same 
ported to have been consumed in the pro- facilities. 

Table 3.—U.S. consumption of cobalt, by end use 

(Thousand pounds of contained cobalt) — 

: ] End use ~ 1984 1985 | 

Steel: . OS 
Full-alloy ______.-___--_----+---+-~-~-----~--~-----~----~----~+--- WwW WwW 
High-strength, low-alloy __.__.______--__-----~~----~-~~-~-+--~-----~---+- Ww Ww 
Stainless and heat-resisting _____._____.-.—-_-_-~------++--+---~----~+--+-+- 74 61 
Tool __-__ ____-_____ eee eee 353 203 

Superalloys — oo oa a cieasailoyae 4,766 6,380 
Alloys (excludes alloy steels and superalloys): . . | 

Cutting and wear-resistant materials!___________.__.___.___-.-_----------- 831 1,017 : 
Magnetic alloys ___ ___._-____-_-~~-----~-----~-~-~--~-~~-~----~---+--- 2,209 1,455 . 
Nonferrous alloys __ ________-_--_~-~_---------+~~-~-~---~~+-------+-- 176 2w 
Welding materials (structural and hard-facing) ___________~___---~--~--~--- 399 WwW - 
Other alloys __________-__---~----~_-~----1~---~-+-----+-+--~------- | 15 2122 . 

Mill products made from metal powder _——~____~---_.-_-~---~~--~---~------. WwW WwW 
' Chemical and ceramic uses: . 

Catalysts = = = e+ ++ 1,296 1,253 | 
Drier in paints or related usage__________.----_---~---~~~--~---~~_----- 1,258 4,139 
Feed or nutritive additive __.__.._.___._.----_---~--~~+--+--~---~------- 58 46 
Glass decolorizer_____ .. _ .- _ __-»/ ~§ 2 ee ee ee . 4l 42 

_ Ground coat frit __ . -. -5 /5 5 75 5 ee ee + + 617 124 
Pigments _______________-__~_~____ ieee ++ 417 401 
Miscellaneous and unspecified _____._.___.__--~---~--+-~--+~-~--~---~--~ =... 434 698 

Total -___________-_-_ eee 12,944 13,541 , 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with ‘Miscellaneous and unspecified.” 
1Cemented and sintered carbides and cast carbide dies or parts. . 
2Data not comparable to 1984 data because of change in end-use definitions. : 

Table 4.—U.S. consumption of cobalt, by form - 

| (Thousand pounds of contained cobalt) oe ’ 

| Form 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 

Chemical compounds (organic and inorganic) 
other than oxide.__._____________- 2,421 1,643 2,297 2,226 1,850 

Metal._______________________- 7,450 6,055 7,165 8,746 9,463 
Oxide. eee 557 732 938 915 1,201 
Purchased scrap ___§_ ___.__.___.-_—-~- 972 871 723 879 897 
Other_____-_____-------------- 280 167 196 178 130 

Total ee 11,680 9,468 11,819 12,944 13,541 

PRICES 

The listed producer price for cobalt cath- a slight and gradual deterioration, ending : 
odes remained at $12.50 per pound, un- the year at $11.10. The decline occurred 
changed since 1982, but was no longer the despite the efforts of Zaire to maintain an 
price standard. The spot price for cathodes unofficial producer price of $11.70 per 
began the year at $11.50 per pound, reached pound. 
$11.60 at midyear, and then experienced
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| : Table 5.—Yearend published prices of | | 
. 7 | _ cobalt materials! 

(Dollars per pound) . 

| Material 1983 1984. 1985 ; 

oo Cobalt:? 4 | 
- Fine powder_________ 10.11 "1663 19.05 

. Powder____________ 6.91 13.24 14.87 
Cobalt oxide: 

. Ceramic-grade (70% cobalt) 4.90 9.40 9.98 
Ceramic-grade (72% cobalt) 5.04 9.66 10.26 

. Metallurgical-grade (76% 
| cobalt) _-§_--§ 5 5.21 986 10.61 

| _ 'Metals Week. | 
/ 2See table 1 for cathode price. | 

oO FOREIGN TRADE | 

. Exports of unwrought cobalt metal and countries to which cobalt was shipped, the 
waste and scrap totaled 911,000 pounds, major recipients, in descending order, were 
gross weight, with an estimated 643,000 France, Canada, Japan, and the United 

Co pounds cobalt content, valued at $7.3 mil- Kingdom. | | . - | 
lion. These exports were shipped to 35 Imports of cobalt metal originating in 
countries, with the following, in descending south-central Africa, that is, imports from 
order, receiving the largest quantities: Bel- Belgium-Luxembourg (Zairian _ origin), 
gium, Japan, the Federal Republic of Ger- Zaire, and Zambia, represented 56% of total 
‘many, and the United Kingdom. Exports of cobalt imports compared with 71% from — 

| wrought metal totaled 487,000 pounds, gross that area in 1984. : 
| _ weight, valued at $8.2 million. Of the 20 | | : 

Table 6.—U.S. imports for consumption of cobalt, by class 
(Thousand pounds and thousand dollars) 

, 7 Class | | 1983 1984 1985 — eee BHO 
Metal:! . 

Gross weight____._______-_______ ee 15,853 23,316 16,613 
Cobalt content® ________ 15,858 23,316 16,613 Value_______-- $110,076 $202,954 $181,379 

Oxide: 
Gross weight________.-_____ ~~ ____ ee 403 706 246 
Cobalt content®_.-§_..§ -._-§ 5 5 ee 298 522 182 Value____________~__ $1,813 $5,285 $2,258 

Salts and compounds: 
Gross weight. _____________ ee 1,671 2,284 1,413 
Cobalt content® ______________ 502 685 424 Value_____~_-__- $2,244 $5,371 $4,431 

Other forms:? _.-________-________ 568 787 489 Value___________ $1,969 $4,793 $3,356 
Total content____________________________ 17,221 25,310 17,708 

eee ae 
“Estimated. 
1Includes unwrought metal and waste and scrap. 
2Contained cobalt in nicke)-copper and nickel matte. 

Source: Bureau of the Census. .
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; Table 8.—U.S. import duties for cobalt | | | 

Ite TSUS Most favored nation (MFN).. -  Non-MFN | 

™ No. Jan.1,1985 | Jan. 1,1987 Jan. 1,1985. | 

- Alloys, unwrought _._________ 632.86 9%advalorem__ 9%advalorem__. 45% ad valorem. 
Chemical compounds: coe 
Oxide. ~~ Le 418.60 . 1.2cents per — 1.2 cents per 20 cents per 

. pound. pound. pound. 
Sulfate__~___~.~__________ 418.62 1.4% ad valorem _ 1.4% ad valorem _ 6.5% ad valorem. | 
Other_.___ ~~ ee 418.68 4.7% ad valorem _ 4.2% ad valorem _ 30% ad valorem. 

Ore and concentrate __________ 601.18 Free _.__._._.. Free ________ . Free. . 
Unwrought metal, waste and scrap _ 632.20. ___.do______ ~- do _~_____ Do. . 

| _ WORLD REVIEW | , 

After months of negotiations, Falcon- remainder of the Agnew matte was unde- | 
bridge Ltd., a Canadian cobalt and nickel cided. oo | - 

| producer, concluded a supply contract that Albania.—The scheduled completion of a 
resulted in a number of changes in the _ nickel-cobalt refinery was delayed owing to . 

| structure of the international cobalt mar- a scarcity of hydroelectric power. The facil- 
ket. Under the terms of the 14-year con-_ ity, which was being built by Salzgitter 
tract, Falconbridge was to receive the ma- Industriebau GmbH, a West German firm, | 

| jority of the matte produced by Bamang- was expected to be completed in late 1986. _ 
wato Concessions Ltd. (BCL), of Botswana. Brazil.—Cia. Niquel Tocantins increased 

Oo _ All of the matte had formerly been sent to its cobalt production by signing a toll refin- 
_ the AMAX Nickel refinery in Louisiana. ing agreement with Falconbridge. The 2- 

BCL reportedly requested termination of year contract called for approximately - 
the AMAX Nickel contract because of a 120,000 pounds of cobalt per year to be | 

| better offer from Falconbridge. The termi- refined at Falconbridge’s refinery in Nor- 

nation of the contract was subject to a way. Tocantins’ 1985 cobalt production ca- 
number of conditions, which included com- pacity of about 150,000 pounds per year at 
pensation for the balance of AMAX Nickel’s _ its Sao Paulo facility was expected to double 

_ 15-year contract and for the cost of the by yearend 1986. _ " 
impending closure of the Port Nickel refin- Canada.—Inco Ltd. and Falconbridge, 
ery. BCL matte production was estimated at both cobalt and nickel producers, intro- 

| 57,000 short tons per year. The contract duced voluntary early retirement plans in. 
_ provided for the delivery to the Faconbridge an effort to reduce the number of workers 

refinery at Kristiansand, Norway, of about at their Sudbury, Ontario, facilities. In addi- 
7,000 tons of matte in 1985, 23,000 tons in tion, Inco was trying to reduce the work 

. 1986, and its full allocation of 46,000 tons force at its Port Colborne, Ontario, refinery. 
annually from 1987 until the end of the The Ontario, Canada, Provincial govern- 

contract in 1999. The feedstock was to en- ment issued new standards on the emissions 
able Falconbridge to produce an additional of sulfur dioxide, which were to have a 
500,000 pounds of cobalt in 1987 without direct impact on two cobalt and nickel 
installing additional cobalt production ca- producers. Inco was told to achieve a target 
pacity. The Falconbridge acquisition of the level at its Sudbury operation of 292,000 | 
BCL matte was due, in part, toa decision by tons per year of sulfur dioxide by reducing 
Western Platinum Ltd. (Wesplat) of the emissions by 77% from its 1980 base level of 
Republic of South Africa, to build its own 1.273 million tons per year. Inco had al- 
refinery, ending the practice of sending its ready reduced its emissions by adjusting its 
matte to Kristiansand for refining. The feed to reduce the quantity of sulfur con- 
remaining 11,000 tons per year of BCL tained in the concentrates. Any further 
matte was slated to go to Rio Tinto (Zim- reduction, however, was to come from the 

babwe) Ltd. (RTZ). After the failure of use of new technology and was expected to 
AMAX Nickel to have the Agnew matte be expensive. Falconbridge was to be re- 
refined elsewhere, AMAX Nickel agreed to quired to reduce sulfur dioxide emissions 
terms for the sale of the majority of the from its Sudbury operations from the then- 
matte to Sherritt Gordon Mines Ltd., of current 170,000 tons per year to 110,000 
Canada, and to Outokumpu Oy, of Fin- _ tons per year. 
land. At yearend, the disposition of the Inco improved its productivity by 13% in
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1985, following a record 18% increase in of shipments of Philippine feed material to | . 1984. The improvements were effected Sumitomo Metal Mining Co. Ltd. | through the increased application of safer, South Africa, Republic . of.—Wesplat | __. less costly bulk mining methods and theuse commissioned a refinery at its Marikana of automated mining equipment. This was Mine, near Rustenburg. The new refinery . combined with productivity improvements was built to recover cobalt, nickel, and at smelting and _ refining facilities. In 1985, copper from matte that had previously been nearly 80% of the company’s Canadian ore sent to the Falconbridge refinery in N. orway _ Was mined using bulk methods, up from _ for treatment. | | 70% in 1984. : | U.S.S.R.—A 5-year plan was concluded in : . China.—The West German firm of N. orilsk, which resulted in a 50% increase _ Friedrich Krupp GmbH secured a contract in cobalt production. Plans called for an 
_ to oversee the construction of a cobalt and additional increase in production in 1986. tungsten refinery. The contract called for _Zaire.—Because of its efforts to maintain Krupp to supply machinery, equipment, an unofficial producer price of $11.70 per and technical expertise in a 2-year project pound for electrolytic cobalt, Zaire lost a to result in a plant to produce cobalt, significant share of the US. market in 1985. : tungsten carbide, and cemented carbides. Based solely on imports, after quantities of Cuba.—The Punta Gorda nickel-cobalt cobalt destined for the National Defense plant was reported to have come on-stream Stockpile were subtracted, its share fell _. in December. © i ” from 54% in 1984 to 27% in 1985. These | | Indonesia.—Ni-Cal Technology Ltd., Ber- figures, however, did not tell the whole 
muda, was reported to have signed a letter story as there were strong indications that 
of intent with P.T. Aneka Tambang (An- Zaire had built up its cobalt stocks in the 
tam), an Indonesian mining company, to United States in late 1984 in anticipation of | form a joint venture to build and operate a_ transportation difficulties in the Republic of nickel and cobalt processing plant in In- South Africa. Most of the cobalt exported by 
donesia. Construction of the facility, which Zaire during the year was shipped through was expected to be able to process 850 tons the Republic of South Africa. 

_. Of ore per day, was to begin after a 4-month Zimbabwe.—RTZ, having secured a. 
_ feasibility study was completed. The facility source of feedstock from BCL, reopened its | _ was to be located at Antam’s laterite min- Eiffel Flats refinery in August. The facility ing operation on Gebe Island. | oo had been closed since September 1983, when | Japan.—In September, Japanese cobalt its supply of matte from BCL was diverted _ refinery production returned to a near- to the United States. RTZ was said to have capacity level of over 5 million pounds per reached an agreement on a 10-year contract year for the first time since 1982. The to toll refine the BCL matte for Centametall : production increase came after resumption AH,a Swiss trading company. |
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| Table 9.—Cobalt: World production, by country’ . — | 

: | . (Shorttons) es 7 

Mine output, metal content? =~ Metal® - 
Country OOO noe 

1981 1982 | 1983 1984P 1985°. 1981 1982 1983 19847 1985° 

— Albania® ______ 380 *440 500 = 660) 660s: _- -- 0 = a 
Australiat ______ 1,616 1,631 *°1,300 *°1,200 920 _- _- _- a _- 

Botswana_ ——__ ~~ 280 280 246 «250 250 ae ee _- -- 0 UA 
Brazil _____-__- NA NA 131 “110 ~~ «-110 — -o ae -- Ue 

Canada® _______ 2,293 1,548 . 1,747 2,563. 3,390 1,003 1,148 1,460 2,340. 2,950 . 

Cuba________~_ 1,890 1,650 1,787 “1,540 ~—«:1,570 __ - lee pee ee 

Finland ______-_~ 1,140 1142 = 1,141 | 1,050 1,050 1,855 1,604 1,709 1,602 1,600 7 

France ______—_ a __ __ __ -_  » 493 T626 . 144 .-. 128 * 120 

Germany, Federal 7 

Republic of€ _ _ _ — _- _- _- ee 160 =: 160 110 =©110-. ~=—:110 

Japan ________~_ ee 7 ee yo 669° «2,141,512 998 81,408 

. Morocco._____-. . 870 873 oe a n= ~—- =e ee Pe ee 

New Caledonia’ _ _ — 407 299 F ©440 F 550 750 © met ae. _- -e 

Norway___--—-- — __ _- _- ——— _. 1,592 ~=—-: 1,094 969 1,813 61,804. 

Philippines_ _— — __— 1,099  °514 182 71 6 977° le eo Le _— 

US.S.R&__ 2,400 2,500 2,600 2,900 3,000 4,700 . 4,700 5,000 5,200. 5,300 

United Kingdom® °_ _- _- _— So 800 400 -—_. -- a . 

United States’. _ —__ a _- _- Cee OE 447 508 108° Le + - 

Zaire _..______ °17,000 12,460. °12,460 *°19,800 22,000... 12,262 "6,085. 5,908 10,003 11,000 

Zambia___._._.-- 4,410 3,584  —- 3,527 5,090 5,090 2,883 °2,696 2,653 3,828 3,830. . 

_ Zimbabwe — ~~ ~~~ “110 “110 85 “85 100 104 109 © 81. 86 95° 

‘ . Total _______ 33,895 27,031 26,146 35,869 -39,867 28,418 .¥21,221 . 19,649 25,608 28,217 - 

€Fstimated. . ’Preliminary. ‘Revised. _NA Not available. oe oe 7 “ 

Table includes data available through May 20, 1984. a 
2Figures represent recoverable cobalt content. In addition to the countries listed, Bulgaria, Cyprus, the German. 

Democratic Republic, Greece, Indonesia, Poland, the Republic of South Africa, Spain, and Uganda are known to produce 

ores that contain cobalt. Information is inadequate for reliable estimates of output levels. Other copper and/or‘nickel  . 

producing nations may also produce ores containing cobalt as a byproduct component, but recovery issmallornil, —_. 

3Figures represent elemental cobalt recovered. unless otherwise specified. In addition to the countries listed, 

Czechoslovakia presumably recovers cobalt from Cuban nickel-cobalt oxide and oxide sinter; Belgium has imported small . ; 

quantities of partly processed materials containing cobalt, but available information is inadequate to. form reliable 

estimates of cobalt recovery from these materials. . Co ; . 

_ 4Australia does not produce cobalt. Figures represent quantities of cobalt contained in intermediate metallurgical «=. 

products (cobalt oxide and nickel-cobalt sulfide). Actual quantities of cobalt mined were as follows in short tons: 1981—. 

3,199; 1982—3,911; 1988—2,521; 1984—2,340; and 1985—1,800 (estimated). _ : ee 7 

5Actual output is not reported. Data for mine output are total cobalt content of all products derived from ores of 

Canadian origin, including cobalt oxide shipped to the United Kingdom for further processing, and nickel-copper-cobalt . 

matte shipped to Norway for further processing. Data presented for metal output represent the output within Canada of 

. metallic cobalt from ores of both Canadian and non-Canadian origin. _ , oo , i 

®Reported figure. . a oe 

7Series reflects recovery from ores and intermediate metallurgical products exported from New Caledonia to France, 

Japan, and the United States. The estimated content of total ores mined is as follows, in short tons: 1981—3,074; 1982— 

2,351; 1983—3,465; 1984—4,513; and 1985—5,720. . . - 

8Estimated recovery of elemental cobalt in refined cobalt oxides and salts from intermediate metallurgical products 

originating in Canada. . 

TECHNOLOGY 

The Bureau of Mines performed a study the quantity of resin needed to process the 

of the availability of cobalt from market solution, thereby significantly reducing the 

economy countries. In the study, 97 deposits cost of the process, and the determination 

were analyzed. Since nearly all cobalt pro- that solvent extraction procedures produced 

duced has been a byproduct of nickel or a cobalt sulfate solution suitable for electro- 

copper mining, the report focused on those winning. The latter procedures remove im- 

deposits. An economic evaluation on each purities from the column eluates, separate 

deposit was performed to determine its cost the cobalt and nickel, and concentrate the 

of production. The study also investigated cobalt. 
the interrelationship of the recovery of Other Bureau research was conducted on 

cobalt and its associated primary commodi- the recovery of cobalt from Missouri lead 

ties. ores. These ores were unique because they 

Bureau researchers continued to improve represented the only domestic cobalt re- 

the process for recovering cobalt from cop- source being mined. Froth flotation was 

per leach solutions. Among the most signif- used to recover up to 65% of the cobalt 

icant improvements were the reduction of found in the mill tailings.
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__ The Bureau of Mines developed and dem- Mines conducted research to improve the onstrated an ammoniacal sulfate leach technology for recycling these metals from process for recovering cobalt and nickel superalloy scrap. The research approach | from low-grade domestic laterite deposits. involved melting and casting superalloy One of the process steps, solvent extraction scrap into soluble anodes for electrodeposi- of cobalt, required the reduction of hexam- tion of cobalt-nickel alloys by controlled mine complexes of cobalt in an ammoniacal potential electrolysis. A report was publish- | leach solution. Previously, this reduction ed that described the experimental results had been accomplished using cobalt metal from tests using alloy anodes cast from shot in a column. The Bureau published a elemental cobalt, nickel, and chromium, the report that presented experimental results main constituents of superalloys.’° Baseline and an economic evaluation comparing two data from these tests were necessary before alternate techniques with that of the shot detailed experiments could be conducted on column.* The first technique involved an the more complex superalloy scrap. The electrolytic reduction cell with an extended _ report assessed the effects of cathode poten- Surface area cathode, whereas the second tial and other parameters on cathode cur- was direct electrowinning from purified rent efficiency, alloy deposit composition, leach solution using a cell with a fluid bed and deposition potential at a cell tempera- cathode. The second alternative elimi- ture of 55° C. | 
nated the conventional solvent extraction- The Bureau investigated technology for electrowinning steps. The operating costs increasing the leaching rate of bulk super- for the shot column, and for electrolytic alloy scrap by treating the scrap with zinc. 
reduction, were essentially the same at The treatment, which included dissolution $0.54 per pound of cobalt, but the cost of of the superalloy scrap in molten zinc and direct electrowinning, $1.71. per pound of vacuum. distillation of the zinc for reuse, : - cobalt, eliminated this method as a practi- dramatically increased the leaching rate of cal alternative. | 7 superalloys. an 
Another Bureau report described an in- Another metals recycling report was vestigation of factors influencing economic published that described Bureau of Mines viability of a proposed system to mine and work on the rapid identification and sorting process cobalt-containing manganese nod- of scrap metals.’? One method, spark test- _ ules.? The report concluded that nodule ing, was the examination of the pattern of mining would not take place in the fore- sparks that resulted when a metal or alloy seeable future without significant financial was ground on an abrasive wheel. The incentives, such as price Supports, tax primary drawback of using this method was breaks, or other programs. the necessity for having experienced sort- The Bureau published a summary of a 5-_ ers. Researchers developed a spectropho- year program sponsored by the National tometric method that eliminated the need Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration for experienced sorters. The spectra of sev- to devise waste management plans for the eral alloys were measured, and it was found processing of cobalt-containing manganese that the differences in the spectra were nodules. Studies included summary de-_ sufficient for identification. 

scriptions of Pacific manganese nodules, A fundamental study was performed on process options and flowsheets, methods for the recovery of cobalt and nickel from characterizing nodules and their tailings, iron-based molten alloys by using metal and results of analyses of laboratory and solvents.** The aim of this work was to pilot plant generated tailings. investigate a pyrometallurgical process to The Bureau of Mines investigated the directly recover cobalt and nickel from iron- effects of hydrogen chloride concentration based alloys. The results indicated that and solution temperature on the solubility further research would be required to find and crystal form of the chlorides of cobalt, better solvent systems for the recovery of nickel, and manganese when sparged with cobalt. 
hydrogen chloride gas.® The results of the Bureau of Mines research was conducted investigation indicated an improved method to devise a procedure for treating cobalt- for the separation of cobalt and nickel when nickel-bearing magnetic alloy grinding dissolved in hydrochloric acid. sludge to remove detrimental contaminants As part of its continuing efforts to reduce and produce an alloy powder for recycling."* U.S. dependence on foreign sources for stra- The technique consisted of (1) treatment tegic and critical metals, the Bureau of with solvent to remove most of the sulfur
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~ Columbi d Tantalum 
By Larry D. Cunningham! ) 

The United States remained dependent form of ferrocolumbium and nickel colum- on imports of columbium and tantalum, and bium continued to increase. Columbium there continued to be no domestic produc- consumption in all steel end-use categories | | tion of either mineral. Imports for consump- increased, with the exception of stainless tion of tantalum mineral concentrates de- and heat-resisting steels. Demand for tanta- clined significantly, reflecting a lack of lum was down. Reported shipments of tan- activity in the spot tantalite market. Tanta- talum products and sales of tantalum capac- lum materials purchased for the National tors were both down significantly compar- Defense Stockpile (NDS) in 1983 and 1984 ed with levels in 1984. _ | | were delivered and recorded as stockpile Columbium price quotations were un- 
inventory. In July, the President approved changed, whereas most tantalum concen- National Security Council (NSC) recommen- trates and related product prices declined. dations for modernizing the stockpile. The Net trade for both columbium and tantalum Cabot Corp. announced a restructuring continued at a deficit, with overall trade program to sell all its metals businesses volume and value lower than in 1984 for | except columbium and tantalum, while both exports and imports. | Mallinckrodt Inc. was forced to shut down Thailand’s chemical plant for the process- , its columbium and tantalum operations at ing of columbium- and tantalum-bearing yearend. materials was completed. Commercial pro- 7 Domestic production and value of ferroco- duction is planned to begin by yearend 1986. lumbium continued downward. However, Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- | reported consumption of columbium in the duction data for ferrocolumbium are devel- | 

Table 1.—Salient columbium statistics : 
(Thousand pounds of columbium content unless otherwise specified) 

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 8S 19841985 
United States: 

Mine production of columbium-tantalum concentrates__ (7) (7) __ — _~ Releases from Government excesses_____________ __ _- _— — _— Consumption of raw materials ________________ 1,983 ©1,900 1,900 2,600 2,000 Production of ferrocolumbium ________________ 1,145 WwW Ww W WwW Consumption of primary products: Ferrocolumbium and 
nickel columbium®_________________ | 6,244 3,679 4,318 5,399 5,968 Exports: Columbium metal, compounds, alloys 

(gross weight? -.-. 2 150 100 100 100 120 Imports for consumption: 
Mineral concentrates® _________. | 1,050 580 730 1,790 1,290 Columbium metal and columbium-bearing alloys®__ (?) 9 2 10 1 Ferrocolumbium® _-_________ 6,068 3,128 2,539 4,343 4,699 Tinslags®?______ 842 636 W W W World: Production of columbium-tantalum concentrates® __ ™32,662 23,334 18,911 32,833 35,044 

“Estimated. "Revised. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
7A small unreported quantity was produced. 
2Less than 1/2 unit. 
3Receipts reported by consumers; includes synthetic concentrates and other miscellaneous materials, after deduction of reshipments. 
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Fable 2.—Salient tantalum statistics — 

(Thousand pounds of tantalum content unless otherwise specified) | . 

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 

| United States: . - / 

Mine production of columbium-tantalum concentrates_ — (4) (7) _- _- __ 

Releases from Government excesses — — — - -----~--- oe -- —- —- -- 

Consumption of raw materials _ ___—----------- 1,269 “800 900 1,300 1,100 , 

Exports: . 
Tantalum ores and concentrates (gross weight)? _ _ — 99 235 121 156 122 

Tantalum metal, compounds, alloys (gross weight)_ — 205 382 211 352 369 

Tantalum and tantalum alloy powder (gross weight) _ 97 115 123 151 143 

Imports for consumption: 

Mineral concentrates® _____-------~------ 650 440 180 680 230 

Tantalum metal and tantalum-bearing alloys? _ _ _ _ 34 71 27 47 32 . 

| Tin slags® #________--------------<-- 896 576 W W WwW 
World: Production of columbium-tantalum concentrates® _ — 889 627 690 ¥739 622 

Lo . . 

€Rstimated. ‘Revised. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. . 

1A small unreported quantity was produced. 

2Includes reexports. - 
- 3Exclusive of waste and scrap. 

4Receipts reported by consumers; includes synthetic concentrates and other miscellaneous materials, after deduction of 

reshipments. - . oo 

_ Table 3.—Columbium and tantalum materials in Government inventories 

: as of December 31, 1985 : 

_ (Thousand pounds of columbium or tantalum content) ; 

. National Defense Stockpile 

. Stockpile inventory 
Material a 

anene . goals Stockpile- | Nonstockpile- Total 

, , grade grade 

| Columbium: | 
Concentrates _____~_.___~_-------~--~------ 5,600 1,150 869 12.019 

' Carbide powder ______------------~------- 100 21 _- 21 

Ferrocolumbium ___—_.-—--_--------------- _- 598 333 1931 

Metal. ___-____------~--~----—---------- __ 45 — 145 

. Total _-_-______-_--------+---------- — 1,814 1,202 3,016 

Tantalum: 
Minerals_____________-___-----------+--

- 8,400 1,686 1,152 32.838 

Carbide powder _______-___--—---------~---- __ 29 _— 329 

Metal_ 9 _____-~-_-~-------------------- — 201 (*) 3201 . 

Total __-________~--__---~-~~-~--------- (7) 1,916 1,152 3,068 

Nn
 nrc 

1A}] surplus ferrocolumbium and columbium metal were used to offset the columbium concentrates shortfall. Total 

offset was 1,148,000 pounds. 
2Overall goals, on a recoverable basis, total 4,850,000 pounds for the columbium metal group and 7,160,000 pounds for 

the tantalum metal group. 
3A]l surplus tantalum carbide powder and tantalum metal were used to offset the tantalum minerals shortfall. Total 

offset was 271,000 pounds. 
“100 pounds. 

Sources: Federal Emergency Management Agency and General Services Administration. 

oped by the Bureau of Mines from the excess materials. 

annual voluntary survey for ferroalloys. Of Tantalum materials contracted for in late 

the four domestic operations to which a 1983 and early 1984 from Greenbushes Tin 

survey request was sent, all responded, Ltd. of Australia and Amalgamet Inc., Bo- 

representing 100% of total production. Fer- mar Resources Inc., and Norore Corp., all of 

rocolumbium production data are withheld New York City, were delivered and record- 

for 1985 to avoid disclosing company propri- ed as stockpile inventory. Yearend stockpile 

etary data. inventories reported by the General Ser- 

Legislation and Government Pro- vices Administration for contained colum- 

grams.—The NDS goals for columbium and __ bium in concentrates and contained tanta- 

tantalum materials did not change during lum in minerals increased by 213,000 

1985, and there were no sales of stockpile pounds and 254,000 pounds, respectively.
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However, inventories of all columbium and I and tier II, and the goals would be | 
tantalum materials continued to be consid- — 1,900,700 pounds and 1,023,320 pounds of 
erably below their respective goals. As of tantalum metal equivalent, respectively. At 
yearend 1985, under the offset concept, 57% yearend this proposal was under consider- 

_ of the goal for columbium concentrates and ation by the Congress. The Department of | , 
37% of the goal for tantalum minerals were Defense Authorization Act, 1986 (Public 
met. | Law 99-145), signed by the President on 

On July 8, the President approved NSC November 8, 1985, stated that no action 
recommendations for modernizing the stra- may be taken before October 1, 1986, to 
tegic and critical materials stockpile. Under implement or administer any reduction in a 
the NSC proposal, the stockpile would be stockpile goal in effect on October 1, 1984. | 
structured into two tiers. Tier I would The Environmental Protection Agency 
contain materials required by military, in- (EPA) set final rules for new effluent limita- : 
dustrial, and essential civilian users during tion guidelines and standards for nonfer- | | 
a military conflict, which would not be rous metals-forming operations, based on 
available from domestic or reliable foreign “best practicable, available, and demon- 
sources. Tier II would contain a supplemen-__ strated technologies to handle industry's —’ | 
tal reserve of material already possessed by waste water discharges.”? The standards | 

_ the Government. According to the NSC include columbium and tantalum and are 
guidelines, columbium would be categorized part of EPA’s water pollution effluent 
in tier II, and the goal would be 2,532,419. guidelines program under the Clean Water 
pounds of columbium metal equivalent. Act for Nonferrous Metals. oo 
Tantalum would be categorized in both tier | oe 

. - DOMESTIC PRODUCTION a | 

: No domestic mineral concentrate produc- ment with NRC Inc., for conversion. of 
tion of either columbium or tantalum was columbium- and tantalum-bearing concen- oO 
reported in 1985. trates, would not be renewed in 1986.* By 

Domestic production of ferrocolumbium, yearend, Mallinckrodt, representing about 
expressed as contained columbium, was vir- one-third of the domestic tantalum raw 
tually unchanged from that of 1984. Value material processing capacity, was forced to | 

_ of ferrocolumbium production decreased to shut down its columbium and tantalum 
an estimated $8.7 million. The regular operations because alternative tolling ar- 
grade continued to be favored over the high- rangements could not be made. | | 
purity grade of ferrocolumbium in the pro- On October 16, Cabot announced a re- 
duction mix. structuring program to sell those assets not 
Tantalum content of raw materials con- meeting the company’s financial perfor- 

sumed by processors in the production of mance objectives.’ Cabot’s divestiture pro- 
tantalum compounds and metals was esti- gram includes the Westar natural gas 
mated to be about 1.1 million pounds, down transmission system and all specialty met- 
by 15% from that of 1984. In addition, als businesses, except columbium and tanta- | 
consumption of purchased metal scrap was lum. The businesses to be sold represent 
estimated at about 90,000 pounds. approximately 40% of Cabot’s total assets. 

On December 19, Avon Products Inc. The company estimates that its work force © 
entered into an agreement with Interna- will be reduced by more than 2,000 employ- 
tional Minerals & Chemical Corp. (IMC) to ees worldwide upon completion of the pro- 
sell its Mallinckrodt Div. for $675 million in gram. With metal interest directed at co- 
cash.? The acquistion of Mallinckrodt, a lumbium and tantalum, Cabot commission- 
specialty chemicals and medical product ed a $3 million vacuum-arce remelt furnace 
operation, reportedly reflects IMC’s long- in Boyertown, PA. The furnace will be used 
term strategy to broaden the company’s to produce columbium metal and columbi- 
sources of income beyond its agricultural um-titanium alloys for superconducting 
businesses. At midyear, Mallinckrodt an- magnet applications.¢ 
nounced that its long-term tolling arrange-
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. Table 4.—Major domestic columbium and tantalum processing and producing ES 

| Oo | . companies in 1985 —_ : 

oO ; Oo : Products* | 

7 Co ay | . | 2 Cacti Oxide and/or FeCh 
| | mpany Plant location Metal Carbide salts. and/or 

. Cb Ta Cb Ta Cb Ta. 1 : 

Avon Products Inc.: Mallinckrodt St. Louis, MO _ _-- ee ee -— -- xX xX Le 

Cabot Corp......-.-_----- Boyertown,PA--- XX X -- -- xX Xx __ 
Do___ = + Revere,PA __ ~~ _- _- _- _- _- - x 

. Fansteel Inc___._.____.__--- | Muskogee,OK _~- xX xX —— ee x X __ 

~ Do. __ eee North Chicago, IL — — xX Bee __ __ __ 

. Kennametal Inc ____.____--— — Latrobe, PA_-_-~-- —_ XxX Xx 4 _— __ _. 

Metallurg Inc.: Shieldalloy Corp_ — Newfield, NJ ~~~ - -- X X Xx _- _- — xX 

NRC Inc? ___ Newton, MA_ ___— xX xX —_ _- _- ee 

_ Reading AlloysInc._._.._-----  Robesonia,PA --- _- —- =e _- _- -- x 

~ Teledyne Inc.: Teledyne Wah Albany, OR ~~ ~~ - xX xX _- -- xX _- p.¢ 

Chang Albany Div. | - 

oe _ X Indicates processor and/or producer. | | | 

1Cb, columbium; Ta, tantalum; FeCb, ferrocolumbium; NiCb, nickel columbium. 

- ~ 2Includes miscellaneous alloys. | | 

38 Jointly owned by Omicron Holdings Inc. and Hermann C. Starck Berlin. 

a CONSUMPTION, USES, ANDSTOCKS ts 

| Overall reported consumption of colum- lum for cemented carbide dropped 30%. The 

7 bium as ferrocolumbium and nickel colum- decline was influenced by the growing popu- 

bium rose by about 10%. Consumption of larity of coated cutting tools and by the | 

| columbium by the steelmaking industry automotive industry’s emphasis on produc- | 

rose. 15%, with the percent of columbium ing sma ven which required less 

— usage per ton of steel produced rising sig- metal cutting. Tantalum as an alloy addi- 

| nificantly. Consumption in all steel end-use tive was the only major segment in the 

categories was up with the exception of the market showing an increase and was up by ~ 

stainless and heat-resisting steels, which 63%. Tantalum continues to be a key and 

experienced a slight decline. Consumption important strengthening element in many 

in carbon steels increased by about 18%. nickew and cobalt-base anys a appica 

Columbium demand in high-strength low- on im the growing market tor healre 

| alloy steels advanced by more than 20%, sisting turbine engine components. 

exceeding 2 million pounds for the first time Factory sales of tantalum capacitors 
since 1981. | decreased by over 20% from the record-high 

A new columbium-base nitrided alloy sales in 1984, as reported by the Electronic 
Tribocor 582N (columbium, 30% tita nj. Industries Association. Weak demand for 

um, 20% tungsten) was developed and test- tanta ct capacitor products By t compa | 
, | . manufacturers, a major market, contri 

ee eee che orien Inc. Potential appli; uted substantially to the decline. The 
. . ? Sprague Electric Co. conducted a restruc- 

environments noe both Ww ear ane cor- turing program throughout 1985 to reduce 

nents ‘an dspra nozzles. on wel Compo- the number of capacitor manufacturing fa- 

De ? d f y i bi . ll cilities through consolidation of operations. 

declined ali h ly. ‘Howeve that portion S The consolidation was done without a sig- 

sed in th y: ni ever, that portion nificant loss of production capacity, but 

used in the form 0 nickel columbium con- employment at the company was reduced 
tinued to rise by nearly 380% to about py 26%." 

540,000 pounds, reflecting a shift from ferro- Data on aggregate stocks of columbium 

columbium. _— and tantalum raw materials reported by 

The Tantalum Producers Association re- processors for 1985 were incomplete at the 

ported a 21% drop in overall tantalum time this chapter was prepared. Aggregate 

shipments, indicating a sizable decline in stocks of columbium and tantalum raw 

the market. The powder and anodes and the materials reported by processors for year- 

mill products segments, both of which had end 1984 were both down from yearend 

experienced significant growth in 1984, de- 1983, by about 30% for columbium and by 

clined 31% and 19%, respectively. Tanta- more than 15% for tantalum.
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. , Table 5.—Reported shipments of columbium and tantalum materials | 
. . - (Pounds of metal content) 

SSE 
. Material : 1984 1985 

Columbium products: - 
Compounds including alloys.__________._________________ ee 941,820 1,149,120 
Metal including worked products... -_-§.§_§__§__~________ 529,800 404,300 Other -_________-__ er 500 300 

— Total _-__________ eee 1,472,120 1,553,720 

Tantalum products: | , - 
Oxides and salts _______._~_-_-______ eee ee” _ 45,900 27,600 
Alloy additive __-__.~~-_______ Le 86,630 _ 141,420 
Carbide ~—----------- ~~ ee 128,760 90,210 

_ Powder and anodes _______~_~_~_~_ 665,500 459,800 
; Ingot (unworked consolidated metal)._-..§_-§--~_-_-_______u = 9,500 220 Mill products_______-__.__--__ LLL TTT 307,600 249,500 Scrap ___________- 2 39,000 48,300 | 

| Total ______-----__------- eee _-___ 1,282,890 ——:1,017,050 

Source: Tantalum Producers Association. | 

Table 6.—Consumption, by end use, and industry stocks of ferrocolumbium and nickel 
| columbium in the United States | | | 

| (Pounds of contained columbium)' : oo 

| | | | } 1984 1985 

| _... ENDUSE : | 
‘Steel: , — | | 

Carbon ________________~_ ee 1,463,886 1,720,554 
Stainless and heat-resisting ___.-»§_-._.»_-_-§.-_22_~__-_______ 951,020 935,469 
Full alloy _-_-_--_-_-_-__ 22 ee (?) (7) 

_ High-strength low-alloy _._-_-§_§~9_-_~.~_~___~__~___L 1,693,464 —§ 2,056,532 — Tool _-_ ~~~ ee er) (3) 
Unspecified_________------_-------- +--+ - eee 27,941 | 29,135 

Total _-___-__--~-------_ ~~~ +e _____ = 4,186,811 4,741,690 
Superalloys__________.__--+----___-_ ee 1,240,295 .. 1,204,249 
Alloys (excluding alloy steels and superalloys).._____________.________.____ 19,454 21,716 
Miscellaneous and unspecified _.. 292 =-§ 252 = = 3,185 _- 

Total consumption _ ________-_-_--_------ ee 5,899,245 5,967,655 | 

Dec. 31: . 
Consumer______~___~-~- es Ww WwW 
Producer*________-_~_~~ WwW Ww. 

Total stocks® -_____._______-__- 950,000 720,000 Sa SSS RST 
*Estimated. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included in “Total stocks.” 
1Includes columbium and tantalum in ferrotantalum-columbium,, if any. ; 
2Small; included with “Steel: High-strength low-alloy.” 
5Included with “Steel: Unspecified.” 
*Ferrocolumbium only. . 

PRICES 

The published price for pyrochlore con- 62% Cb.Os. The quoted spot price of reg- 
centrates and columbium products based on _ular-grade ferrocolumbium containing 63% 
them remained unchanged. The price for to 68% columbium was unchanged at $5.66 
pyrochlore concentrates produced in Cana- per pound of contained columbium, f.o.b. 
da by Niobec Inc. continued to be quoted at shipping point. . 
$3.25 per pound of contained columbium The quoted price for high-purity ferroco- 
pentoxide (Cb.0Qs), f.o.b. Canada, for concen- lumbium containing 62% to 68% colum- - 
trates with a nominal content of 57% to bium continued to be quoted at $17.70 per
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pound of contained columbium, f.o.b. ship- market price for tantalite, on the basis of 
ping point. Nickel columbium was reported 60% combined Cb.0; and TazOs, c.if. US. 

to be selling at yearend for about $17 per ports, which began the year at $30 to $32, 

pound of contained columbium. Columbium was being quoted at $21 to $24.50 by year- 

a metal price quotes were unchanged. The end, the lowest level since first quarter 

| spot price for columbite concentrates was 1983. The contract price for tantalite from 

quoted throughout 1985 at $3.50 to $5.00 per . the Canadian tantalum producer, Tantalum 

pound of combined Cb.0O; and tantalum Mining Corp. of Canada Ltd. (Tanco), quoted 

pentoxide (Ta.0;,), c.i.f. U.S. ports. Colum- at $45 per pound of contained pentoxide 

| bium oxide was reported to be selling at since midyear 1982, was suspended on Janu- 

a yearend for about $6.50 per pound of oxide. ary 1, 1985. The contract price for tantalite 

Most tantalum prices were down from the from Greenbushes in Australia remained 

1984 levels, with declining tantalum de- suspended. Published price quotations for — 

mand and a continued lack of activity in the tantalum mill products and powders were 

| spot tantalite market. The published spot down by 10% and 20%, respectively. | 

| : a | FOREIGN TRADE | | 

Net trade continued at a deficit for both mineral concentrates declined more than 
columbium and tantalum. Overall trade 10% from those of 1984. Average unit value 
volume and value were down for both ex- for overall imports declined by 13% owing 

ports and imports. Exports and reexports of to the low unit value of concentrates from 

tantalum ores and concentrates declined Canada, which was about 97% of the total 

more than 20% to 122,000 pounds valued at quantity. Imports were estimated to contain 

$1.6 million. The Federal Republic of Ger- 1.18 million pounds of columbium and 5,000 

many, Japan, and the Netherlands were the pounds of tantalum at an average grade of 

; principal recipients, altogether accounting approximately 59% Cb.O; and less than 1% 
for more than 90% of total shipments.  TazOs. | 

Imports of raw materials and intermedi- Imports for consumption of tantalum 

| ates, such as ferrocolumbium and colum- mineral concentrates declined by 66% with . 

bium oxide, exceeded the value of exports of average unit value up nearly 30%. Brazil 

upgraded forms of columbium and tanta- and Canada were the leading sources, to- 
lum by almost 80%. Imports for consump-_ gether providing about 60% of both total 

| tion from Brazil included more than 7.2 quantity and total value. The imports from 
million pounds of ferrocolumbium with a Canada were the first since 1982. Imports 
value of $22.2 million, compared with 6.7 were estimated to contain 225,000 pounds of 

million pounds valued at $20.4 million in tantalum and 110,000 pounds of columbium 
1984. Imports for consumption of colum- at an average grade of approximately 38% 

| bium oxide: from Brazil decreased almost TazO; and 21% Cb.Os. 
40% to 725,000 pounds valued at $4.7 mil- Data on receipts of raw materials other 

lion, compared with 1.2 million pounds than mineral concentrates were incomplete. 
valued at $6.8 million in 1984. Contained in Imports for consumption of columbium- | 
the columbium oxide imports were an esti- tantalum synthetic concentrates totaled 
mated 14,000 pounds of tantalum oxide 2.75 million pounds with a value of $18.4 
valued at about $500,000. Estimated data million, compared with 2.1 million pounds 

for the ferrocolumbium and the columbium valued at $13.7 million in 1984. These fig- 
and tantalum oxides were based on entries ures are not included in the salient statis- 
in nonspecific classes. tics data. 

Imports for consumption of columbium
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Table 7.—U.S. foreign trade in columbium and tantalum metal and alloys, by class | 
(Thousand pounds, groes weight, and thousand dollars) . | . . . 

- Class 1984 1985 Principal destinations 
; Quantity Value Quantity Value and sources, 1985 

EXPORTS! 

Tantalum: ae 
Powder_-_-§__§___________ 151 17,026 143 15,188 France 42, $4,505; Japan 26, 

$2,894; West Germany 23, 
goal United Kingdom 16, 

Unwrought and waste and scrap_ 252 10,050 305 8,304 West Germany 185, $5,180; Japan 
. 13, $1,060; Belgium-Luxembourg 

25, $785; France 9, $574. 
Wrought ____._-§_________ 100 13,099 64 9,339 Japan 17, $2,869; United Kingdom 

. 9, $2,690; West Germany 11, 
$1,514; France 8, $1,247. 

Total..---._..__._-_ | -XX 40,175 XX 32,881 West Germany $9,500: Japan 
$6,800; France $6,300; United . 
Kingdom $4,600.? 

IMPORTS FOR CONSUMPTION | 
Columbium: . 

Ferrocolumbium® _________ 6,682 20,445 7,229 22,207 All from Brazil. 
Unwrought metal and waste and 
scrap... ~~ ___ 7 125 8 31 United Kingdom 7, $21; West Ger- . — | : many (*), $10. 7 Unwrought alloys _________ 18 103 S) 2 All’ from Japan. . . 

Wrought ___ ~~~ ~~ __ (3) 35 | (3) 8 All from West Germany. 
Tantalum: . 

Waste and scrap ___§_______ 183 4866 134 5,518 West Germany 51, $2,770; : 
. Reigium-Luxembourg 18, $782; 

| soageriands 8, $523; France 15, 

Unwrought metal _.--______ 46 4,878 22 2,282 West Germany 16, $1,776; 
: Belgium Luxembourg 5, $439; . 

United Kingdom 1, $63. 
Unwrought alloys _________ 1 «633 _- _- 7 | 
Wrought _._-____________ 1 48 9 254 West Germany 1, $200; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 8, $49. 

Total...._________.__ | XX __30,538 XX 30,302 —_ Brazil $22,200; West Germany 
$4,800; Belgium-Luxembourg _ 
$1,300; Netherlands $900.2 

“Estimated. XX Not applicable. | - 
1For columbium, data on exports of metal and alloys in unwrought and wrought form, including waste and scrap, are 

not available; included in basket category. : 
2Rounded. 
SLess than 1/2 unit. 

Sources: Bureau of the Census and Bureau of Mines. 

Table 8.—U.S. imports for consumption of columbium mineral concentrates, by country 
. (Thousand pounds and thousand dollars) . 

-_—_ 

1984 1985 

Country Gross Gross 
weight Value weight Value 

a ara eae eeamnenemeeemeneenenmee cme 

Brazil _--_-.-~-__--_--~ ~~~ ee 143 431 —_ _- 
Canada _-_ ~~~ ee 2,498 4,089 2,821 4,496 
Germany, Federal Republic of? ___._.....----____________ 17 38 _- _- 
Malaysia _-___________-~-~ ~~ ee 105 163° 8 __ _- 
Netherlands'____ $2. ee 8 24 _. __ 
Nigeria ____~___~__--~~- ee 495 1,284 17 177 

Total? ____________ ee 3,265 6,080 2,899 4,678 eee 

1Presumably country of transshipment rather than original source. 
*Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Sources: Bureau of the Census and Bureau of Mines.
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| Table 9,.—-U.S. imports for consumption of tantalum mineral concentrates, by country . 

| | | (Thousand pounds and thousand dollars) _ 

—— —_ 1984. ~~ ~~«1985” 

= . Country : oe eine Value — nes Value 

| Australia______-_____ =e 871 4,799 150 2,082 
Belgium-Luxembourg! 5 5 5 65 5 ee 21 81 a = __ 

| Brazil -§ = 5 351 3,895 231 —-2,262 | 
. Canada _____ ~~ __ a 233 2,553 

China ____ eee 22 203 __ __ 
French Guiana? _~__- = 8 LLL 3 36 7) 70 . 
Germany, Federal Republic oft ___ __ _____-------------------- 205 2,291 _- _— 
Guyana’ ______ = eee 1 14 — oo 
Malaysia _.___=____. eee 341 1,354 _- __ 
Mozambique __~___.»___-./-______-~__~--__---------~---_- 16 152 _- -—- 
Netherlands?___ = ~§ »2)§_ 5 5 pb 95 ee eee 105 701 __ —_ 
Portugal —. =  eeeee 11 90 ao Le 
Rwanda_________.___ Le eee ee 37 753 -- -~ 

: Singapore? ~______ 2 ee 10 122 __ __ 
South Africa, Republic of 2. 22 252-5 pp 2p 5 ee ee eee 7 32 _— — 
Spain __-_-____ et eee eee 71 672 _- a 

. Taiwan). eee 8 93 ee ee 
Thailand _______-__~_~_ eee 609 3,688 60 502 
Venezuelat___§__§_ 5 ee _- __ 1 20 

. Zaire._____—--~----~~---------~-~------------------- 11 79 57 748 

Total? _______ 1.4 ------ 2,199 19,054 737 ~ 8,187 

7 1Presumably country of transshipment rather than original source. : . 
; 2Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

| Sources: Bureau of the Census and Bureau of Mines. . 

| Se WORLD REVIEW | | 

World. production data on columbium and activities. The regulations include a ban on 
| tantalum minerals exclude columbium or transporting tin at night; trucks and boats 

tantalum recovered from contemporary and transporting tin must display identification | 
old tin slags and from struverite. Tantalum of the cargo; and tin storage sheds must 
contained in tin slags produced in 1981, have concrete walls and floors to resist 

1982, 1988, 1984, and 1985 was, in thousand break-ins. Also, at midyear, the Govern- 

pounds, 1,006, 991, 1,049, 828, and 877, ment reportedly approved a 50% reduction | 

respectively, according to data from the in the Thai tin miner’s share of the coun- 
Tantalum International Study Center. try’s contributions to the ITC. | 

Regarding the shipments of old tin slags, Australia.—For. the fiscal year (FY) end- | 
data continued to be available only from ing June 30, 1985, Greenbushes reported 
Thailand. Shipments of old tin slags from that throughput and production of tin and 
Thailand in 1985 declined significantly to 22 tantalum from soft-rock reserves exceeded 
short tons from 326 tons in 1984. Data were budgeted estimates. Ore treated was 2.1 
not available as to the disposition of the million tons in FY 1985, compared with 1.7 
shipments. | million tons in FY 1984. Tantalum oxide 

Developments having potential effects on produced in concentrates increased to 
tantalum supply included the International 136,800 pounds from 105,200 pounds in FY 
Tin Council’s (ITC) announcement on Octo- 1984. The chemical plant, which operated 
ber 24 that the council could no longer on one shift thoughout the year, produced 
continue its tin price support operations 40,100 pounds of Ta.O; and 4,400 pounds of 
owing to lack of funds. The announcement Cb.0; in FY 1985. Tantalum oxide contain- 
precipitated immediate suspension of trad- ed in tantalum glass production was 74,100 
ing on world tin markets, including the pounds in FY 1985, compared with 48,500 
London Metal Exchange (LME) and the pounds in FY 1984, with the tin smelter 
Kuala Lumpur Tin Market (KLTM). Tin operating at about 50% of available capaci- 
trading on the LME and KLTM remained _ ty. The tailings retreatment plant remained 
suspended throughout the year. In Thai- inactive, but construction was under way 
land, the Government announced new regu-_ to reestablish the plant with an annual 
lations aimed at curtailing tin smuggling throughput capacity of 1.6 million tons of
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tailings. Annual production capacity was strike from October 19 through November 
planned to be 110 tons of tin and about 24, 1984. Ore milled was down 9% to 745,724 
100,000 pounds of Ta20;. The company ex- tons from 819,772 tons in 1984, as the mill | 
pected the operation to be its lowest cost operated on the average at 2,382 tons per 
tantalite source, with cost of production day, compared with 2,240 tons per day in 
estimated at less than $20 per pound of 1984. Recovery improved to 61.7% from 
Ta2Os. - 60% in 1984, with the Cb.0; grade of ore : 

| Greenbushes completed construction of declining to 0.70% from 0.71% in 1984. Ore 
the primary crushing station for its hard- reserves increased at the end of the FY to 
rock project, which was commissioned using about 12.1 million tons assaying 0.66% 
spodumene ore. Installed ore capacity ex- Cb.O:s, compared with 11.8 million tons | 
ceeds 1.1 million tons per year. However, assaying 0.66% Cb.O; in FY 1984. 
the secondary crushing and concentrating © The Hudson Bay Mining and Smelting 
sections of the project were deferred until Co. Ltd. reported that tantalum mining and 
June 1986. When they are completed, initial milling activity, which ceased at yearend 
ore production capacity is envisioned at 1982 at the Bernic Lake, Manitoba, oper- 

| 330,000 tons of ore annually, producing ation of Tanco, remained suspended. Sales 
about 220,000 pounds of Ta,O; and 310 tons of tantalum concentrates by Tanco during 
of tin. 1985 were made from existing stockpiles. 
Developments reflecting Greenbushes’ However, the tantalum mill continued to be 

long-term view of its role in the tantalum used as a pilot plant to produce lithium- — 
market included the start of production of containing spodumene concentrates. Based 
tantalum carbide in the United States un- on favorable pilot test results, Tanco started | 
der a conversion agreement with Metal- construction of a full-scale spodumene plant | 
lurgical Technologies Inc., Houston, TX. at the Bernic Lake site. The plant, estimat- | 
Greenbushes was also converting tantalite ed to cost $6.4 million, was planned for 
concentrates to potassium tantalum fluo- completion by yearend 1986, to serve the 
ride and metallurgical-grade tantalum pow- specialty ceramics and glass markets. 
der through tolling arrangements with § Japan.—Production of ferrocolumbium 7 
Métallurgie Hoboken-Overpelt SA in Bel- rose to 1,182 tons from the 1,136 tons 
gium. | , produced in 1984. Columbium ore imported 

Talmina Trading Co. reportedly started for ferrocolumbium production declined ‘to 
production at its new Finnis River tantalite 2,176 tons, with Canada providing almost 
mine located about 30 miles southwest of 90%, compared with 2,251 tons in 1984. oo, 
Darwin, Northern Territory. Production Ferrocolumbium ‘imports increased more 
was planned at about 24,000 pounds of than 40% to 3,163 tons compared with 2,260 | 
tantalum concentrates per month. Measur- _ tons in 1984. The bulk of imports came from | 
ed ore reserves were estimated at 161,000 Brazil. Tantalum ore imports totaled 244 
tons containing 3.26 pounds of Ta,O; per ton tons, compared with 303 tons in 1984; over | 
of ore. 60% of the imports came from Malaysia. — 

Brazil.—Early in the year, Cia. Brasileira Toho Titanium Co. Ltd. announced plans 
de Metalurgia e Minercdo announced plans __to construct a refining plant in Chigasaki, — 
to invest $4.6 million in equipment to start Kanagawa Prefecture, capable of producing 
production of columbium metal at its plant 4.4 tons per month of columbium metal. 
in Araxa. Commercial production was envi- Construction of the plant was scheduled to 
sioned by midyear 1988 at an initial annual start in early 1986. When completed, the 
capacity of about 100 tons of columbium plant will be used to produce columbium 
metal. metal for superconducting magnet applica- | 

Brazil’s total production and exports of tions. 
all columbium products were 19,500 tons Late in the year, an agreement was 
and 16,000 tons, respectively, compared reached between Fansteel Inc. and V-Tech 
with the 1984 totals of 18,200 tons and Corp. to form a joint venture to produce 
14,600 tons, respectively. columbium and tantalum products in Ja- 
Canada.—As reported by Teck Corp. for pan. Fansteel will hold a 51% interest in 

the FY ending September 30, production of the venture, V Tech-Fansteel Inc. Oper- 
columbium oxide at the Niobec Mine at St. ation of a pilot plant near Mito, Ibaraici 
Honoré, Quebec, declined 7% to 6.4 million Prefecture, was planned to begin by mid- 
pounds, compared with 6.9 million pounds year 1986, with a commercial-scale plant 
in 1984. The operation was closed by a following in 1988.8
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_  COLUMBIUM AND TANTALUM © 315 

Rwanda.—Late in the year, the Société at TTIC’s columbium and tantalum extrac- 
Miniére du Rwanda (SOMIRWA) reportedly _ tion facility in Phuket. Shipments reported- 
had gone into receivership after declaring a ly were to begin in July. Thaisarco, with a 

_ cessation of payments backdated to July. A tin metal capacity of about 42,000 tons 
heavy debt burden, low prices, and curren- annually, formerly exported all of its tin | 
cy difficulties were cited as reasons for slag production, and two US. firms, Cabot 
SOMIRWA’s problem. SOMIRWA, owned and Fansteel, were major recipients. 
49% by the Rwandan Government and 51% The TTIC completed construction of the 
by the Belgian Compagnie Geologique et chemical plant phase of its columbium and 
Miniére des Ingenieurs. et Industriels . tantalum extraction facility, with commer- 
Belges, has produced about 60 tons of tanta- cial production planned by yearend 1986. 

_ lite ore annually. + Reports indicate that the plant will have an 
- Thailand.—Columbite-tantalite produc- initial annual capacity to produce in excess 
tion continued to decline and was over 40% of 300 tons each of Cb.O, and Ta.O;,: and 
lower than in 1984; there was no reported over 500 tons of potassium tantalum fluo- 
production of struverite, compared with 33 ride. __ | 
tons produced in 1984. . | _ The Thai Pioneer Enterprise Co. Ltd. 

By midyear, Billiton Thailand Ltd. had (TPE) reportedly was seeking $5.5 million in , 
closed its offshore tin dredging operation. financing to reopen its tin smelter, which 
Billiton indicated that cutbacks in produc- had been closed since midyear 1982. The © 

_ tion under the ITC’s export quota for Thai- smelter, with an annual tin metal capacity 
land and declining ore reserves had made of about 4,000 tons, also had produced 
the operation unprofitable. However, the tantalum-bearing tin slags. Also, the Thai 

_ Closure of the offshore operation was not Government reportedly granted TPE an 
expected to affect production at. Billiton’s exemption from the 4.4% tax normally : 
tin smelter, Thailand Smelting and Refin- applied to tin metal exports. . - 
ing Co. Ltd. (Thaisarco) in Phuket, which — Early in the year, the Thai Ministry of 

_ secures its tin concentrates from all Thai Science, Technology and Energy reportedly 
tin miners. By yearend, proposals by former signed a $1.78 million technology transfer 
employees of the company to buy Billiton’s agreement with J apan’s Metal Mining 
facilities and resume offshore dredging ac- Agency. Under the terms of the agreement, 
tivities had been turned down by Thai au- Japan will provide the expertise needed to | 
thorities. | oe develop a technique to separate and extract 

At yearend, Thailand’s Mineral Re- columbium, tantalum, and other rare met-- | 
_ sources. Department and Thaisarco were als contained in waste derived from milling | 

taking steps to establish a tin market in tin ores in Thailand. © | 
Phuket. Prior to suspension of trading on Zaire.—Commercial-scale production of 
tin markets in late October, Thaisarco was pyrochlore from the Lueshe carbonatite 
required to buy local tin concentrates on the deposit reportedly was planned by yearend 
basis of the Malaysian KLTM price but sold 1986. Production had been delayed awaiting 

_ most of its tin output on the basis of the decision on the choice of power for the new 
lower LME price. | operation. A 1984 study had suggested two 

In midyear, Thaisarco announced an power alternatives, a linkup with the exist- 
agreement to supply most of its high-grade ing Bukavu-Goma powerline or the con- 
tantalum-bearing tin slags to the Thailand struction of a new powerplant at Kwindi. — 
Tantalum Industry Corp. Ltd. (TTIC) for use . | | 

TECHNOLOGY | | 

The Bureau of Mines working with the separation. 
Defense Reutilization and Marketing Ser- The Bureau of Mines studied columbium 
vice (DRMS) developed identification and and tantalum occurrences in Alaska. This 
separation techniques for recovery of tanta- study is to serve as a basis for possible 
lum from electronic scrap. The joint effort future field and laboratory research.® 
enabled DRMS to sell 200 pounds of discard- Where columbium and tantalum concentra- 
ed tantalum capacitors for $12.61 per tions are relatively high, these minerals 
pound. All U.S. Department of Defense may be recoverable as byproducts of tin, 
scrapyard personnel handling electronic tungsten, gold, or uranium mining. Approx- 
scrap were to be trained to perform the imately 135,000 pounds of Cb.O; are in-
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ferred from the tin- and gold-bearing Tofty bium produced by the conventional electron 

| placer deposits in the Manley Hot Springs beam drip-melting process. The technique’s 

| District. , .. +. inherent advantages include noncontami- : 
| _ A general trend in the chemical industry nation due to its containerless feature, melt — 

- is to increase operating temperatures and homogeneity owing to effective magnetic 

| pressures, requiring stronger materials stirring, and precise temperature and at- 
, with better corrosion resistance. Additions. mospheric control during melting and melt 

| of 1% to 3% molybdenum to tantalum re- holding  —=— | OO 
portedly had a pronounced effect on de High-chromium irons are used frequently 

creasing the susceptibility of pure tanta- when abrasion resistance 1s required. In a 
lum to hydrogen embrittlement in severe brief review; initial results of an investiga- 

- corrosion conditions. Also, the corrosion tion of columbium as an alloyingelementin 
rate of tantalum is decreased significantly high-chromium irons were described.” 

by the molybdenum additions, while me-. Melts were prepared nm an induction fur- 

chanical properties such as strength and nee Pong tenes a ee Ay ° 
room temperature workability are improv- ™ : + Ouring temperatures a 

| ed? per : vy arempt | C to 1,450° C. Results suggest that cast iron 

. A process of leaching columbium oxide . with a base composition of 18% chromium, 
| from pyrochlore concentrate using hydro-. o% carbon, and fhe patance oved by have 

fluoric acid was described in results froma * mall cn arae’ th 6 “to 3% colu hi Ptr 
. study ‘initiated by the Canadian Govern- mum alloying wit up © coturmpram. 

ment."' Also, the optimum conditions for — 1Physical scientist Division of Ferrous Metals. | 
extraction of columbium oxide from the Federal Register. US. Environmental Protection Agen-, 

leach solution, using either the methyl iso- Nonferrous Meine Forming a et Soiree Category 
butyl ketone (MIBK) or the tributyl phos-. Effluent Limitations Guidelines, Pretreatment Standards. 

% : : inal Rule. V. 50, No. 164, Aug. 23, » pp. ; 

phate (TBP) process, were determined. The _ 8Avon Products Inc. 1985 Operations Annual Report. : 
a main work was performed with a pyro- 16pp. | a | 

chlore concentrate prepared from the St. «Metals Week. V. 56, No. 24, June 17,1985, p. 8. | 

: | Honoré carbonatite deposit at the Niobec cA toricont Metal Market, Alloys and New Materials. | 
_ Mine in Quebec. Investigation showed that V..93, No. 106, June 3, 1985, p.27._- | 

the TBP process extracts columbium oxide —ssf¢ Penn Central Corp. 2) Pent od neport. “PP. 
at a lower acid rate than does the MIBK ®Warner, J. D. Critical and Strategic Minerals in Alas- 
process, while the MIBK process gives a- cae iad and Columbium. BuMines IC 9087, 

| - higher purity product. os 10Gypen, L. A., and A. Deruyttere. New Tantalum Base 
The levitation melting technique was em- loys for, Chemical. ee Applications. Met. Prog., 

ployed in examining the refining behavior —“Gabra, G. Extractive Metallurgy. Process for the 
of columbium.” The starting material used Recovery of Niobium Oxide From Pyrochlore Concentrate. 

" uil., Vv. » INO. ,van. ’ . “O09. 

- for the study was impure columbium in the P ‘pofabani, R. L, D. 8. Shahapurkar, Y. v. Murty, J. A. 
: . tchett, J. ian. iobi 

form of columbium-thermite produced by Levitation Melting Technique. J. Met., v 37, No. 4, Apr. 
aluminothermic reduction of columbium ox- 1985, pP. 22-26. |. Using Niob ttigh 

ide. The purity of the levitation-melted  j,95'Foundry Manag. and Technol, v. 113, No. 9, Sept. 
columbium is compared to that of colum- _ 1985, pp. 50, 52.



| 7 By Janice L. W. Jolly’ | | | 

| By yearend, most U.S. copper mining ally weak economic activity within some 
companies planned, or were implementing, domestic markets and on the international 
programs to lower production costs in order market all contributed to depressed prices | 
to regain profitability. International mone- for 1985. Although two US. firms reported 
tary debts and exchange rate problems, profits from their copper operations, most of 

| chronic oversupply, excess world capacity, the domestic copper mining industry was 
competing alternative materials, and gener- unprofitable. — a | | 

| | Table 1.—Salient copper statistics | | : 
: Oe _ (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

| | 1981 1982 1983 1984. +1985 

. United States: a a 7 
. Ore produced ____ thousand metric tons_ _ 277,516 T181,826 177,980 171,814 162,210 

Average yield of copper __— _ —percent_ _ 0.51 0.55 0.51 — 70.58 — 0.62 
Primary (new) copper produced: . 

From domestic ores, as reported by: 
Mines ________~_____._____ 1,538,160 1,146,975 1,088,098 ¥1,102,613 1,105,758 

_ Value_____—_~— thousands_ _ $2,886,440 $1,840,856 $1,751,476 "$1,625,116 $1,632,483 
Smelters______..-___.----- 1,294,962 940,547 888,130 989,924 941,575 

Percent of world total ______-— 16 12 11 12 11 

Refineries ____...__._._-__----- — 1,419,189 1,050,445 1,028,423 ¥1,089,584 ~- 1,003,636 _ 
From foreign ores, matte, etc., as reported 

by refineries____§_§____________ 124,828 176,333 158,667 775,016 53,529 

oe Total new refined, domestic and | . 
foreign __~§_ 2-2 -_______ 1,544,017 1,226,778 1,182,090 1,164,600 1,057,165 

Refined copper from scrap (new and old) _ — _ — 482,837 467,549 401,668 *324,949 379,181 
Secondary copper recovered from old ; 

scrap only____§ ~~~ ~__-~__~____-__ 591,805 517,726 449,478 ¥460,695 502,695 
Exports: Refined ____________.____- 24,397 30,558 81,397 91,414 =: 87,937 
Imports for consumption: . 

Refined ___________-_~____ -__ 330,625 258,439 459,568 444,699 377,725 
Unmanufactured?___ _§ ~§_-§_-§ 5 ™447,140 524,830 ™675,343 ™551,802 443,932 

Stocks, Dec. 31: Total industry and : 
COMEX: 

Refined _______.___-._______- 465,000 676,000 672,000 544,000 291,000 
Blister and materials in solution __ _ _ _ _ 277,000 233,000 174,000 ¥245,000 146,000 

Consumption: 
Refined copper (reported) __________ 2,025,169 1,658,142 1,803,931 2,122,782 1,905,634 
Apparent consumption, primary and old 

copper (old scrap only)___§__§______ 72,271,050 1,761,885 2,013,739 F2,106,580 2,152,648 
Price: Weighted average, cathode, cents per 
pound, producers. _—~___~__~__~_______ 84.21 72.80 76.53 66.85 66.97 

World: 
Production: 

Mine______-— thousand metric tons__ TT TTT 7,619 7,712 P7986 °8.114 
Smelter ____-___________do____ TR 002 T7 933 8,143 P8344 °8 386 
Refineries_ ______.__._.__do____ T9178 9,022 9,230 P9,136 9,230 

Price: London, high-grade, average cents per 
pound ~----+-+--+-------~---- 279.35 67.14 72.13 762.45 64.27 

“Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. 
1Incudes copper content of alloy scrap. 
2Based on Jan.-Nov. monthly averages. 
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_ With the shutdown of several domestic Production for the remaining 11 companies 
| _. fire-refining plants and higher prices for was estimated using data from other sur- | 

Chilean ingot prevailing on European mar- _veys. So 
_ kets, copper stocks on the Commodity Ex- Legislation and Government Pro- 

: _ change of New York (COMEX) became grams.—A group of U.S. Congressmen 
highly sought after by domestic brass mills formed the Congressional Copper Caucus to __ 

| and foundries. As a result, the refined lobby for the domestic copper industry. The — 
| copper inventories on the COMEX contin- 32 Senators and Representatives pursued | 

| | ued to be worked down over much of 1985, _ legislation during the year to support the | 
| reaching the lowest level in 5 years by copper industry. The group reviewed a 

yearend. World stocks, especially those on whole range of policy options, emphasizing 
the London Metal Exchange (LME), howev-__copper’s economic and strategic importance. 
er, rose rapidly at midyear in response to Several bills that pertained to copper 
reduced demand. _ were introduced in the House of Represent- 

° _ US. import reliance,? as a percentage of atives and the Senate during the year. Most — 
the apparent consumption of refined cop- were referred to various committees. Some 
per, was 28% in 1985, the highest rate since of the more significant were as follows: | | 

| 1946, largely as a result of the drawdown of H.R. 217, January 3. A bill to return to | 
| inventories from the COMEX. Apparent the 95% copper penny. Co 

_ consumption of copper by USS. fabricators H.R. 936, February 4. A billto amend the 
| was highest early in 1985, but was moderat- Bretton Woods Agreements Act and recom- 

: ed considerably in the second half of the mend abolishment of the Compensatory 
year. A substantial increase in exports of Financing Facility (CFF) of the Internation- 

. copper concentrates occurred during the al Monetary Fund (IMF). | 
year as a result of a shortage relative to H. Res. 126, and S. Res. 114. Resolutions 
available international smelter capacity to abolish the CFF. 

. and the sale of a significant portion of a H.R. 1520, March 7. National Copper 
_ domestic mining facility to a Japanese firm. Policy Act of 1985. A bill to negotiate copper 

In addition, U.S. exports of scrap increased production limits among major copper pro- 
| as a result of weakening domestic sales and ducers. . 

more favorably priced markets in Canada, H.R. 1562, March 19. Textile and Apparel 
Europe, and the Far East. : Industry bill with Copper Free Market Res- 

| ~ Changes in ownership of domestic mines _ toration Act of 1985 attached. A bill to limit 
and copper-producing plants continued dur- copper production and stabilize foreign cop-. 
ing the year as companies moved to improve _ per production. | 
their financial status. The new owners in- S. 1670, and H.R. 3410, September 19. A | 

| cluded some foreign firms and employee- bill to establish a Government-to-Gov- 
_ based partnerships. Several domestic cop- ernment International Copper Action Com- | 
per smelters and refineries closed during mission. . 

| the year with the result that primary annu- H.R. 2187. Superfund Improvement Act of 
al copper smelting capacity decreased from 1985. | 
1.54 million metric tons in 1984 to about 1 H.R. 2557, June 20. Supplemental appro- 
million tons by yearend 1985. Capacity at priations bill with attached Senate amend- 
Operating copper mines, estimated at the ments pertaining to international loans. 
beginning of the year to be 1.51 million tons H.R. 3714, November 7. A bill to revitalize 
of recoverable copper per year, declined by the U.S. copper industry by negotiation of 
about 230,000 tons during the year as mines agreements to temporarily limit copper pro- 
were closed, including the largest domestic duction. 
mine. S. 351, January 31. The American Copper 

Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- Production Act of 1985. A bill to impose 
duction data for copper are developed by the _ limits on amounts of certain copper articles 
Bureau of Mines from seven separate, vol- that may be imported over a 5-year period. — 
untary surveys of U.S. operations. Typical S. 353, January 31. A bill to increase the 
of these surveys is the mine production duty on imported copper by the amount 
survey. Of 72 operations to which a survey offsetting the cost of domestic environmen- 
request was sent in 1985, 85% responded, tal requirements. 
representing an estimated 93% of the recov- S. 627, March 7. National Copper Policy 
erable copper content in the total mine Act of 1985. A bill to set terms for negotia- 
production shown in tables 7, 9, and 10. tion of production cutbacks by major copper
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producers of the world. | about $1.35 billion per year in subsidies to 
Two stockpile bills: H.R. 3748, November developing countries, according to one 

13, to adjust stockpile goals, and S. 1155, study.? CFF supporters. described these 
May 16, to amend the 1979 stockpile act. loans as cushions, helping a commodity- 

Of the various bills described, the textile dependent country get through poor eco- 
trade bill, H.R. 1562, was passed by the nomic periods. Opponents described these 
Congress and vetoed by the President. A loans as crutches, allowing countries to 
call for negotiations with foreign countries - keep producing regardless of the impact on : to limit their production of copper was prices. - | 
contained in H.R. 2577, which was signed Other legislative proposals were under 
into law in December, that provided contin- consideration that would affect U.S. trade, 
uing appropriations for a number of agen- such as HR. 2451, which would permit the 
cies of the Federal Government. As withthe imposition of countervailing duties on im- 
message on copper negotiations that was ports benefiting from upstream subsidies of 
part of the textile trade bill, H.R. 1562, the raw materials from which the products are 
language in the funding measure called for made. Congress was also seeking changes in 
US. trade officials to undertake negotia- the U.S. Trade Act of 1974 that would take 
tions with countries producing more than away Presidential discretion in such areas | 
200,000 metric tons of copper per year. as section 201. Section 201, commonly 
However, the report language of the bill known as the escape clause, provides for 
was nonbinding. : temporary relief for a domestic industry — 

| Multilateral lending institutions were al- that has suffered or been threatened with 
so subjects of several congressional initia- serious injury from imports. Trade bills 
tives, including amendments to the Supple- calling for 25% surcharges on imports from 
mental Appropriations bill, H.R. 2557. One _ Brazil, Japan, the Republic of Korea, and | 

: amendment, section 501, instructed U.S. Taiwan were introduced. The bills present- 
representatives to the International Bank ed a complicated formula aimed at focusing - for Reconstruction and Development (World on countries that maintain trade surpluses 

_ Bank) and other multilateral lending insti- by using a variety of unfair barriers against 
tutions to vote against proposed loans in- imports. _ | 
tended to expand copper production in de- On September 30, Public Law 96-510, the 
veloping nations while copper is in oversup- Comprehensive Environmental Response, 
ply on the international market. The other Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980 
amendment, section 502, enunciated a poli- (Superfund), expired. In December, the : 
cy statement against multilateral loans House of Representatives passed a tax bill 
that would result in overproduction of any (H.R. 2817) to extend the Superfund, which 
commodity, including copper. Three criteria included taxation of certain copper chemi- 
were established in section 502 for consider- cals, including cupric oxide, cupric sulfate, 
ing a negative U.S. vote: (1) Analysis indi- and cuprous oxide. The proposed tax for 
cates that reasonable commercial financing these chemicals was about $6.90 per ton. 

_ is available; (2) surplus capacity for the The Senate voted in September to expand 
industry for production of the commodity the Superfund toxic waste cleanup program 
would exist over one-half of the project life; nearly fivefold and levy a new tax on 
and (3) U.S. imports of the commodity are manufactured goods to pay for it. Called the 
more than 50% of domestic production, Superfund Improvement Act of 1985, it 

| where the United States is a substantial would reauthorize the 5-year-old Superfund 
producer of such commodities. The CFF law through 1990 and provide $7.5 billion to 
used IMF funds to compensate nations that clean up the worst of the Nation’s toxic 
suffered a drop in export earnings because dumps. 
of low commodity prices. The sponsors of Nine western members of Congress per- 
the bill contended that by allowing the IMF suaded the Administration to negotiate an 
to offer low-interest loans and compensa- agreement with the Mexican Government 
tion payments to copper producers in the to prevent a new Mexican copper smelter 
developing nations, the U.S. Government from opening without pollution controls. An 
was indirectly undermining the domestic agreement was reached spelling out expec- 
industry because foreign overproduction of tations for environmental controls. The 
Copper was considered a prime reason for Mexican Nacozari and Cananea smelters 
low prices and U.S. companies’ losses. Be- were expected to operate in 1986 without 
tween 1979 and 1983, the CFF provided environmental control for the near future
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because.of a lack of funds to build sulfuric On July 8, the President approved the 

acid facilities. ee oo ‘National Security Council (NSC) recommen- 

A group of domestic producers requested dations for modernizing the strategic and | 

the Administration to consider the benefits critical materials stockpile. Under the NSC 

| of supporting a Producer/Consumer Forum proposal, the stockpile would be structured __ 

Group that could be patterned after the into two tiers. Tier I would contain materi- 

| International Lead and Zinc Study Group. ls required by military, industrial, and 

This forum would meet regularly to collect. essential civilian users during a military 

| and discuss current monthly copper statis- conflict that would not be available from 

| tics, develop quantitative information on domestic or reliable foreign sources. Tier I 

| end uses, provide details of existing capaci- would contain a supplemental reserve of 

ties, and provide for discussions among material already possessed by the Govern- 

representatives of industry and of member ment. According to the NSC guidelines, 

‘governments concerning the problems and copper would be categorized in tier II, and 

opportunities of the copper industry. the goal would be 26,353 tons, considerably 

In a letter to the Congress in November reduced from the previous goal of nearly 1 

1985, the President replied to a congression- million tons. At yearend, this proposal was _ | 

: al request, which was made last year, that under consideration by the Congress. The 

the Administration would not try to negoti- Department of Defense Authorization. Act, 

ate voluntary production restraints with 1986 (Public Law 99-149), signed. by the 

_ © major copper-producing nations. The Presi- President on November 8, 1985, stated that _ 

-  dent’s letter stated that such negotiations no action may be taken before October 1, 

would be inconsistent with the Administra- 1986, to implement or administer any re- 

tion’s market-oriented trade and economic duction in a stockpile goal in effect on 

| policy objectives, and that voluntary pro- October 1, 1984. bo 

- duction restraints would raise serious anti- © In an effort to aid the State’s depressed 

- - trust concerns, be too costly to the U.S. copper industry, legislation was. passed by 

consumer, and be too hard to implement. In the State of New Mexico at midyear to 

lieu of these measures, the Administration lower New Mexico’s excise tax on copper 

offered to provide relief to the copper indus- processing by about two-thirds, beginning 

| try through the U.S. Department of Labor, July 1. The tax on copper processors willbe 

which had begun to implement a plan to cut to 0.25% from the former 0.75% for 3 

assist workers displaced from the copper years, until July 1988. | 

, industry. ee | oo | | 

| | ; DOMESTIC PRODUCTION | 

Mine Production.—Copper was produced some new or reactivated mine capacity was | 

in 12 States during 1985, with Arizona added. The White Pine Mine in Michigan 

comprising 72% of the total, and New began production late in the year, with a 

Mexico and Utah in second and third place, capacity of 73,000 tons per year, and some 

respectively. The number of copper-pro- new or renewed capacity was added at the 

ducing mines dropped considerably. from Morenci, Pima, Ray, and Tyrone Mines. The 

115 mines in 1982 to a total of 68 mines in net result was a mine production that was 

1985. In 1985, there were 27 producing slightly higher than in 1984. Capacity utili- 

copper mines and 41 mines from which zation at active mines was 73% in 1985. | 

copper was produced as a byproduct of gold, About 3% of total U.S. production of gold 

lead, silver, or zinc. Total U.S. operating and 25% of total silver production was 

mine capacity, in terms of recoverable cop- derived as a byproduct of copper mining. By 

per per year, was estimated to be 1.51 comparison, copper mines had produced 

million tons, with 22 major producers ac- about 42% of U.S. gold production in 1979. 

counting for more than 1.45 million tons. The estimated value for recovered gold and 

Several operating mines closed during the silver from copper ores was $82.8 million, 

year affecting about 230,000 tons of operat- down significantly from that of 1984. The 

ing capacity; these included the largest proportion of copper ore extracted by open 

mine in the United States, Kennecott’s pit mining was 88%, compared with 12% 

Bingham Canyon pit in Utah, and Anamax extracted by underground methods. 

Mining Co.’s Twin Buttes, AZ, electrowin- The average cash cost (including byprod- 

ning operation. At the same time, however, uct credits and taxes, but excluding depre-
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ciation) was further reduced to 58 cents per Missoula, MT-based construction company. 
pound in 1985, from 79 cents per pound in Montana Resources Co., a subsidiary of 
1981 and 65 cents per pound in 1984, ac- Washington Corp., planned to open the 
cording to Bureau of Mines estimates. mine if sufficient cuts could be made in 
When recovery of capital is included, the energy, labor, tax, and other costs. At the 
production cost per pound was 70 cents in time of the shutdown, Anaconda Minerals 

| 1985. While most copper-producing compa- had estimated production costs at about 
_ miles took some losses during the year, two $1.25 per pound. Washington Corp. estimat- 

companies, Phelps Dodge Corp. and Cyprus _ ed the major predeterminable mining costs 
Minerals Co., reported a profit from their as follows: 27% for freight and smelting; 

| copper mines. By comparison, the average 15% for employee wages and benefits; 12% 
cost to produce (with byproduct credits, for energy; and 7% for taxes.* N egotiations 
depreciation, and taxes included) for 110 for concentrate contracts were being held 
major international copper mine producers with 18 different smelters and traders in 

_ was 67 cents per pound in 1985, including Asia, Europe, and North America. : 
milling, smelting, refining, and transporta- —§ In addition, Anaconda Minerals’ Carr | 
tion charges. : _. Fork, UT, property was sold to Kennecott 

Productivity in terms of tons of copper and the mill facilities at Carr Fork to Ok 
produced per average hour worked at cop- Tedi Mining Ltd. of Papua New Guinea. 
per mines and smelters also improved dur- The company’s Los Pelambres deposit in 
ing the year. The average number of copper northern Chile was sold to Antofagasta 
mine and mill workers, including office Holdings Ltd. near yearend. A group of 
workers, for 1985 was 9,854, who worked a investors formed Buffalo Brass Co. Inc. to 
total of 18,831,046 employee-hours. For buy Anaconda Industries’ American Brass | 
1984, the comparable numbers were 12,461 Div. plants and then announced the sale of 
workers and 22,587,340 hours. U.S. Depart-. two of the plants in Connecticut to another © 
ment of Labor statistics indicated employ- investor group, Valley Brass Corp. Buffalo 

| ‘ment at copper smelters and refineries for Brass was to continue to operate plants in 
1985 was an average of 5,900 workers; this Buffalo, NY, Kenosha, WI, and Franklin, 
compared with 8,600 smelter and refinery KY. Buffalo Brass’s Paramount, CA, brass | 
employees for 1984 and 10,100 workers for mill was purchased by Cerro Metal Prod- 
1983. Productivity in terms of employee- ucts Corp. | 
hours per ton of copper produced at mines Anamax closed its Twin Buttes Mine in 
increased from 27.4 hours per ton in 1983, to October 1985, laying off most of the compa- 
20.7 hours per ton in 1984, to 17.0 hours per ny’s 156 employees. Jointly owned by 

_ton in 1985. | AMAX and Anaconda Minerals, Twin . | 
The U.S. Department of Labor awarded Buttes ceased copper mining in 1983, but 

the State of Utah a grant for about $2.6 continued operating a small copper oxide 
million to aid unemployed miners. The and solvent extraction-electrowinning (SX- 
grant was awarded under the Job Training EW) plant from existing oxide ore stock- 
Partnership Act and was part of a title III __ piles. The operation, about 20 miles south of 
grant fund that was established to aid Tucson, AZ, had been for sale, and much of 
dislocated copper and steel workers in 24 the equipment had already been sold. At its 
States. . | peak in the mid-1970’s, the Twin Buttes 

In an attempt to reduce costs and im- Mine employed about 2,100 people. 
prove productivity, AMAX Inc. eliminated Anamax began reclamation work at the 
1,500 positions, including headquarters and Twin Buttes minesite. The entire tailings 
operating personnel. Reductions were made area covers about 1,400 acres, containing 
at the corporate headquarters in Green- about 160 million tons of tailings. The 
wich, CT, at its Golden, CO, offices, and at company planned to cover the tailings with 
its domestic. and overseas energy and min-_ 6 to 12 inches of alluvium, taking about 15 

| ing divisions. AMAX’s losses for 1985 were months to complete the work. Terracing 
reported as $621 million, compared with and revegetation were conducted along with 
$238.3 million in 1984.5 mining since 1969, so revegetation is essen- 

Atlantic Richfield Co.’s subsidiary, Ana- tially complete. Although the pumps in the 
conda Minerals Co., continued to sell off its open pit mine were shut off in late 1985, the 
mineral holdings during the year, both in pit water was not expected to become more 
the United States and abroad. Anaconda than 400 to 500 feet deep, taking decades to 
Minerals sold the idled Montana mining reach that depth. 
properties at Butte to Washington Corp., a ASARCO Incorporated experienced a net
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loss after taxes of $62 million in 1985, down Environmental studies were continued 

from a loss of $306 million experienced in during 1985 at Asarco’s Rock Creek copper- 

1984.7 As part of its strategy to reduce costs, silver project in the Cabinet Mountains 

-Asarco increased ore reserves at its Mission Wilderness Area of northwestern Montana. 

| complex by acquiring the Pima Mine for These studies, based on proposed under- 

$12.5 million in September. Pima was own- ground mining with access outside the wil- 

| ed 75% by Cyprus Minerals and 25% by derness, were being done as part of the 

Utah International Inc. The Pima Mine, required Environmental Impact Statement 

which had been shut since 1982, occupied and subsequent operating permit applica- 

one end of a continuous open pit that was__ tions. An operating plan for the Rock Creek 

shared by Asarco’s Mission complex. Acqui- copper-silver ‘mine in the Cabinet Moun- : 

sition of Pima permitted control of the tains Wilderness.Area was submitted to the 

entire pit and more efficient mining and U.S. Forest Service by Asarco in 1984. The 

milling operations at Mission. All ores from permitting process was expected to take a 

the complex, including the Eisenhower, minimum of 2 years. The Rock Creek ore 

Mission, Pima, and San Xavier Mines, were body lies in the same formation as the 

to be processed through the Mission mill. company’s Troy Mine, which is. 15 miles : 

According to the company’s annual report, away. The Rock Creek deposit is larger and 

8.9 million tons of ore was milled in 1985, has a higher ore grade than the Troy de- 

containing 53,500 tons of copper. Ore re- posit. : , 

serves at the Mission complex were estimat- | Echo Bay Mining Ltd. of Edmonton, Can- 

ed to be 259.8 million tons containing 0.12 ada, completed the sale in late 1985 of 

ounce of silver per ton and 0.62% copper. At Copper Range Co. to Northern Copper Co., a 

| - Asarco’s Silver Bell Mine, ore reserves were newly formed company comprised 70% of 

estimated at 19 million tons containing 0.07 the United Steelworkers of America (US- 

ounce of silver per ton and 0.68% copper. WA) union and mine employees and 30% of 

| - No ore was milled during 1985; the entire Mine Management ResourcesInc. Northern. 

production of 3,900 tons of precipitate cop- Copper paid $23.7 million for the mine and 

per was produced through leaching of the smelter facilities. Financial assistance was 

oxide ores.® obtained from the State of Michigan, Phil- 

Asarco also operated several coproduct ipp Brothers Inc., and commercial banks. 

mines that produce copper in Idaho and Northern Copper was formed as a vehicle to 

: Montana. In Idaho, Asarco operated the buy the mine, but the company then merg- 

~ Coeur and Galena Mines. The Troy Mine in ed to officially become Copper Range Co., 

Montana was considered a silver mine with the name with which it has been historical- : 

, a large copper production. In 1985, because ly identified. The White Pine Mine was 

of the depressed silver price, the value of reopened on November 25, 1985, with 227 

copper production exceeded that of silver. workers and at 40% of capacity. The mine 

About 2.5 million tons of ore containing 3.6 was capable of. producing 60,000 tons of 
million ounces of silver and 15,240 tons of copper and 1.3 million ounces of silver per 

copper was mined at Troy in 1985. At Coeur, year. The mine reportedly had 39 years of 
137,000 tons of ore was milled containing 2.6 ore reserves at this production rate. The 
million ounces of silver and 1,089 tons of miners, represented by the USWA, accepted 

copper. About 180,000 tons was milled at wages averaging $3 per hour below the 
Galena with a production of 1,090 tons of average for the industry. Wages were $8.50 
copper and 4.1 million ounces of silver. Ore _ per hour, plus profit-sharing and productivi- 
reserves were given as follows: Coeur, ty pay. The USWA, representing the work- 
806,000 tons with 18.74 ounces of silver per ers, agreed to a new 5-year labor contract. 
ton and 0.94% copper; Galena, 984,000 tons The workers were to receive stock in return 

with 15.58 ounces of silver per ton, 0.63% for wage and benefit concessions. By year- 
copper, 10.04% lead, and 0.11% zinc; and at end, the mining complex employed 587 | 
Troy, 37.5 million tons of ore containing workers, increasing to 900 when the site is 

1.40 ounces of silver per ton and 0.75% at full operation. The smelter was not 

copper. Copper was expected to be a very expected to be fired-up until mine produc- 

minor byproduct in the West Fork, MO, _ tion had reached 15,000 tons of ore per day. 

mine, which started up in September 1985 In January, Standard Oil Co. (Indiana) 

and was reported to have reserves of 14 announced plans to spin off its Amoco 

million tons of ore with a content of 0.27 Minerals Co. into a separate company called 

ounce of silver per ton, 5.50% lead, 1.20% Cyprus Minerals. The Amoco spinoff, which 

zinc, and 0.04% copper. — was done in the form of tax-free distribution
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of shares, was accomplished in July 1985. tons in 1985.2 ICC’s gross copper revenues | 
The newly spun-off Cyprus Minerals sus- in the United States and Canada rose from | 
tained a loss of $452.1 million for 1985, $233.6 million in 1984 to $258.6 million in 
owing principally to a write-down: of some 1985. Even so, the company’s net losses 
assets. Cyprus Minerals wrote down $195 were larger, losing $8.7 million in 1985, | 
million of the $385 million valuation of the compared with $5 million in 1984. By com- _ 
Bagdad Mine. The Cyprus Bagdad Copper parison, ICC’s parent company, Inspiration 
Co. mine, however, was profitable for the Resources Corp., had a net loss of $291.4 
year. Cyprus Minerals was selling mining million in 1985, compared with a $1013 

_ and milling equipment from its Cyprus million net loss in 1984 and an $82.7 million | 
Pima Mining Co. and Cyprus Johnson Cop-__loss in 1983.** While production costs were 
per Co. operations in Arizona. Pima’s re- significantly reduced at ICC, exploration | 
serves were sold during the year to Asarco, (mostly precious metals) and development , 
but Johnson was to keep producing elec- expenses increased. Reserves at Inspiration | 
trowon cathode from leach dumps through Resources’ open pit at Miami, AZ, were 
1986, but at a lower level. . estimated to be 240 million tons with 0.53% | 

The Wisconsin State Department of Nat- copper, according to the company annual. 
ural Resources was in the process of com- report. In further cost-cutting moves, ICC | 

_ pleting its environmental impact statement was expected to direct increased attention 
on the proposed Exxon Minerals Co. Cran- to the more cost-effective dump leaching- 
don Mine project. The company expected to SX-EW operation, where the cost of produc- 
start construction in 1987, following approv- ing copper was about 30 cents per pound. 
al of permits; production could start about 3 The company determined that it had suffi- 
to 4 years later.1° The deposit had 68.7 cient oxide and leachable sulfide in the Live | 
million tons of ore that contained about Oak-Bluebird-Red Hill area to operate the | 
5.2% zinc and 1.2% copper and minor gold, electrowinning circuit and reduce the min- — 
lead, and silver. Exxon made the discovery ing operations by 40% until economic condi- 
northeast of Mole Lake in 1974 and has tions improve. Inspiration Resources spent | 
spent about $75 million on mining prepara- $3.2 million in 1985 for the integration of - 

' tion since that time. . | Bluebird Mine into its other operations. | Echo Bay concluded its agreement with The Southern Pacific Railroad filed an 
Standard Metals Corp. of New York to application with the Interstate Commerce 
acquire the shut Sunnyside gold, silver, and Commission to abandon the only rail line 

| copper mine and mill complex near Silver- that supplies rail service to Inspiration 
ton, CO, for $20 million plus 30% net profits Resources’ operation at Miami, AZ. Inspira- : 
royalty payable to. Standard Metals. Echo tion Resources protested the abandonment, 

| Bay planned to refurbish the complex and and a Commission judgement was to be | restart operations in mid-1986 under the made sometime in April 1986. - 
name Sunnyside Gold Corp. In 1983, the last The Standard Oil Co. of Ohio (Sohio), 
full year of production, the mine produced parent company of Kennecott, reported a _ 
300,000 tons of ore containing copper, lead, drop in net income for 1985 to $308 million, 
silver, and zinc, in addition to its main compared with $1.49 billion in 1984. Sohio’s 
product, gold. : _ 1985 special charges related to the decision | 

Sunshine Mining Co. obtained an option to spend $400 million to modernize Ken- 
to buy the Gold Fields Mining Corp.’s St. necott’s Utah Copper Div. Sohio’s metal 
Cloud Mine in New Mexico and was to mining operations, principally Kennecott, 
make a feasibility study to determine ore _ lost $165 million, compared with $160 mil- 
‘reserves during the option period, which lion in 1984.‘* Kennecott shut down its Utah 
was to end June 1, 1986. Gold Fields was to Copper Div. in Salt Lake City, UT, on 
operate the mine during the option period March 31, laying off about 2,200 employees. 
at a reduced level of 1,840 tons of ore per <A _ care-and-maintenance work force of 
month. Ore reserves had been estimated to about 250 employees was retained. The 
be 366,598 tons averaging 5.93 ounces of Bingham Canyon Mine had been operating 
silver, 1% lead, 0.85% copper, 0.3% zinc, at slightly below one-third of capacity. The 
and 0.04 ounce of gold per ton. The property company had processed all of its material 
had been valued at $1.2 million by Gold by the end of June. Kennecott speculated 
Fields. that the expected physical improvements, 

By various improvements, Inspiration and labor cost reductions that it hoped to 
Consolidated Copper Co. (ICC) increased negotiate in 1986, would allow it to cut costs 
Copper production at its mines to 70,000 by more than 20 cents per pound.!* Anacon-
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| da’s Carr Fork, UT, copper mine was sold to Newmont Mining Corp. reported a net 

| Kennecott. The purchase was to solve _ loss of $34.2 million for 1985 compared with 

| - boundary line problems and facilitate any a net income of $42.3 million for 1984. The 

future underground mining of the North 1985 loss included $68 million in special 

a Ore Shoot, which is contiguous with Carr pretax charges, primarily a $40.3 million 
Fork’s reserves. Carr Fork was reported to write-down of Magma Copper Co.'s Superior 

| contain 91 million tons averaging 1.87% Mine and a $24.7 million pretax charge for © 

: copper, 0.02% molybdenum, and 0.27 ounce _ the write-down of Newmont 40.2% holding 
of silver per ton. _' in O’okiep Copper Co. Ltd. in the Republic 

, ‘The closure of the Bingham Canyon Mine of South Africa. Newmont’s subsidiary, 
allowed the associated 5,000-acre tailings Magma, lost $54.1 million before taxes, , 

- pond to dry out, increasing dust complaints. compared with losses of $44.1 million and 
| Kennecott planned to increase the dis- $53.3 million in 1984 and 1983, respectively. _ 

| charge of water over the pond and to spend The resumption of development at the San 
| up to $6 million per year on dust control, Manuel Mine had a negative impacton 1985 

7 compared with $2.5 million spent while the results, despite stringent cost-cutting meas- : 
7 mine was operating. _ - ures adopted during 1984. Losses declined 

The Nevada State Division of Environ- ¢ Newmont’s Pinto Valley Copper Corp. 

mental Protection issued a fugitive dust where the open pit mine and mill operated = 
_ citation to Kennecott in early November. 2% ha production 198 beni compared with 

The company outlined a plan at yearend to O”'Y mont ts mn tic he nen 
the agency to keep dust levels down from solidatine th operations Mm . © d , fo, ne 

| the tailings remaining from its closed mine solidating bi ST he com under for. 
| at Ely. Under Kennecott’s plan, permanent group executives. ©ne companys non er- 

| water-spraying devices would be placed Mas mete eT now nee the 

| around the dry areas so water could be , coma and — into ve ey subsidiaries NM 

pumped across it all year. Another part of areona in hahaha ye aloe Kars ani 

_ the plan calls for fertilizer to be spread to Africa. — epunne oF —_ 

| maintain plant growth. Tn December, Magma took a $40.3 million 
K Under t prewure ie OP nae euemart loss for the labor-intensive Superior Mine , 

eke econ" § M: y 1985 duci th ° total and planned to close it if unable to sell or 
work force to % 67. In ad dition” the oper lease it; the operation had been on standby 

. . ? ~ gince August 1982. The mine contained ore | 
| | ations were monitored monthly after the grading 4.5% copper and had ‘produced 

Utah Copper Div. shut down in late March, spout 39.000 tons of copper per year . 
| and ten, 170-ton trucks were returned to Newmont’s operating objectives for Mag- a 

ney a Vie ne oe plant at ma included cost reductions in four princi- 
y Mines was reactivated in Vecember, pal areas: (1) lower labor costs; (2) produc- 

after being shut since May 1982. The SX- tion of ore leach copper: (3) improved min- 
EW plant treats copper-bearing silicate ma-_ ing methods, and (4) ioker prade mining 

| terial that cannot be processed through the plans. Ore reserves at San Manuel were 
sulfide concentrator. The ore is crushed and expected to be exhausted in 1993 and the | 

heap leached in vats. Kennecott was selling additional reserves available at Kalamazoo 
its production from both Ray Mines and would require about $60 million in develop- _ 
Chino Mines, since its principal refining ment costs. A lower cost, mechanized min- 
and rod-mill facilities were closed. Some jing system was being developed in the 
Ray Mines concentrates were treated at Kelarazoo ore. Magma renegotiated coal, 
Asarco’s smelter in El Paso on a toll basis, gas, utility, and other supply contracts, 

with anodes delivered to Phelps Dodge’s withheld pay increases for salaried person- 
refinery nearby. Concentrates smelted at nel, and restructured the organization by 

Hayaen were ponent ny Asarco K eliminating or combining jobs. The cost per 
ino Mines Co., a two-thirds Kennecott, pound for producing copper at the under- 

one-third Mitsubishi Metal Corp. partner- ground mine at San Manuel remained high- 
ship, institute a radio-computer control er in 1985 than the selling price for copper. 
system to further lower unit costs at the The cost of labor was reported to account 
company’s open pit. On August 13, a radial for just over 50% of the production cost?” in 

arm stacker attached to and supporting the 1985. Between 1974 and 1985, the average 
coarse ore conveyor collapsed, shutting the producers’ copper price per pound declined 
Chino concentrator down until late Sep- from 77 cents to 67 cents, while the average 
tember. wage at Magma rose from $5.58 per hour to
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$13.54 per hour. a associated with leaching of the old subsid- 
Magma announced in March that it ence area of what was once the Miami 

would invest’ an estimated $71 million to Copper Co. underground mine. At Miami, | 

_ develop an open pit mine inthe oxide ore leaching solutions percolated through the 
_ deposit that overlies its San Manuel Mine, caved area and were pumped to the surface, | 

construct a heap leach pile and build aSX- producing about 340 tons of electrowon 
EW plant. The new plant, with a rated cathode per month. The company was ex- 

capacity of about 23,000 tons of electrolytic- amining the possible in situ leaching of 

grade copper per year, was scheduled to additional oxide ore just north of its Miami | 

begin production by mid-1986. The company underground leach operations to supple- | 

was also studying the possibility of develop- ment current Miami output. Pinto Valley _ 

: ing an in situ leaching operation on anoth- also owned the Miami East underground 
er, much larger underground oxide ore mine, which had reserves of about 6 million 

body. The new open pit oxide mine was tobe _ tons of ore with an average of 3% copper at - 
in the subsidence area created by the block- a depth of about 3,500 feet. Only supply and , 

caving methods used for mining the first ventilation shafts and some access drifts. 
portion of the San Manuel sulfide ore body. had been developed prior to its shutdown in 

Magma indicated that there was between 45 the spring of 1982, shortly before it was 
million and 55 million tons of treatable scheduled to begin production. The mine 

oxide ore available in the new open pit was scheduled for flooding and abandon- 

mine, averaging 0.47% acid-soluble copper. ment as soon as equipment is removed. | : 

No crushing and very little drilling and Phelps Dodge reported earnings from con- | 

blasting was expected. | | : tinuing operations of $29.5 million in 1985. : | 

Reserves at San Manuel as of December Phelps Dodge’s mines produced 372,000 tons 

| 31, 1985, were estimated as follows: 51 of copper, according to the company annual 

- million tons of oxide ore, containing 0.468% report, making it the country’s leading a 

| copper; and 270 million tons of sulfide ore copper producer. The company adhered to a 

containing 0.694% copper, 0.028% molybde- rigorous program of reducing operating, | | 

nite, 0.029 ounce of silver, and 0.00158 personnel, and overhead costs. The copper- 

ounce of gold per ton. In the underlying producing operations, including mining 

Kalamazoo deposit, 322 million tons of ore through copper rod casting, earned $62 | 

was estimated to contain 0.715% copper, million in 1985, compared with a $101.9 
0.28% molybdenite, 0.029 ounce of silver, million loss in 1984. Phelps Dodge was 
and 0.0158 ounce of gold per ton. During continuing with the sale of some of its 
1985, about 15.8 million tons of ore was foreign holdings. The assets put up for sale 
treated at San Manuel, recovering 99,000 included the company’s 10% share in Asian - 
tons of copper. a Cables Corp. of India, the 40% interest in | 

Joining Newmont in 1988, Pinto Valley Phelps Dodge Philippines Co., and a 58% 
began shipping copper concentrates to the share in three wire mills in Thailand. Its 
San Manuel smelter in May 1984, enabling 44.6% share in Black Mountain Mineral 
Magma to increase its throughput at the Development Co. (Pty.) Ltd., which operated 
smelter and refinery and thereby reduce a copper-lead-silver-zinc mine in the Repub- 
unit costs. Magma also has been able to use lic of South Africa, was also to be sold, as 

Pinto Valley’s continuous mining machines was the company’s 33% interest in the 
and experience with mechanized mining Woodlawn zinc-copper mine in Australia. 
methods to good advantage at the San The new SX-EW plant at Tyrone, NM, 
Manuel Mine. There were 607 Pinto Valley which was operated by Burro Chief Copper 
employees in 1985, and a 25% reduction in Co., produced over 20,000 tons of copper in 
staff positions was made at Pinto Valley 1985, its first full year of operation.’* The 
during the December 1985 reorganization. plant started production in April 1984 with 
At Pinto Valley, the expected mine life was _ costs estimated at below 30 cents per pound. 
about 11 years, and reserves were estimated In 1985, the company completed a $15 
at 322 million tons of 0.40% copper and million program to double the SX-EW plant 
0.015% molybdenite. About 17.8 million at Tyrone. The plant began to produce at 
tons of ore was treated during the year with the expanded rate in December. By 1986, 
72,000 tons of copper recovered. All ore the company expected to produce about 
grading less than 0.4% copper was leached. 32,000 tons of low-cost copper from this 
Leach solutions at the Pinto Valley Mine facility. At the Tyrone Mine, an expansion 
were processed by a SX-EW plant adjacent of tailings disposal facilities completed in 
to the mine. A second SX-EW plant was 1984 enabled the mine to achieve greater
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production and substantially improved unit directors authorized a further write-down of 
costs by moving to a continuous operating $123 million in 1985 for its metals assets.?! 
schedule. Production was increased and At yearend, sale of the Sierrita copper | 
unit costs reduced at both the Morenci, AZ, deposit had not been finalized, though Cy- 

| and Tyrone Mines by increasing the cutoff _prus Minerals was expected to purchase the 
| grade of ore fed to the concentrators and by _corporation’s Arizona copper deposits early 

_ segregating lower grade material for future in 1986, including the Sierrita Esperanza - | 
treatment by SX-EW. Phelps Dodge’s high- copper-molybdenum property near Tucson 

| est cost. mine, the Ajo Mine, remained and the Mineral Park copper-molybdenum 7 
7 closed throughout the year. . | property near Kingman, AZ. In July, Penn- 

In December, Phelps Dodge announced zoil spun off Battle Mountain Gold Co., its 
7 plans to build a SX-EW facility at the former Nevada gold operation, to sharehold- | 

oo _ Morenci Mine at a cost of $90 million. The _ ers. _ ee 
| _ Morenci plant was to produce at an initial § Duval Corp., Pennzoil’s subsidiary, oper- 

| ' rate of 32,000 tons per year, increasing to ated Sierrita at full capacity. To cut costs, a. 
41,000 tons about 3 years later. The Tyrone 15% wage cut for all employees was started _ 

_ ore body was expected to be mined out no in 1984, two extra shifts per month were 
later than the early 1990’s, although leach added, and the output increased from 85,000 | 
production will continue there for many tons to 105,000 tons of ore per day. Employ- : 
more years. The Morenci electrowinning ees had been working without a contract : 

- facility will replace part of the Tyrone since 1983 when Sierrita workers crossed 
| _ production at significantly lower costs. Fur- picket lines and voted to decertify their 

| : ther cost improvements were expected to unions. The haulage system at Sierrita had 7 
a result from the addition of two additional undergone several generations of devel- 

. ball mills at Morenci in January 1986, opment, each one an improvement. The 
. | permitting expanded throughput at favor- .shuttered Esperanza Mine mill was restart-— 
/ able costs. Perhaps the most significant ed in 1984 and linked with. Sierrita by —— 

| development was the sale of a 15% undivid- conveyor to offset Sierrita’s crushing limita- 
: ed interest in the Morenci copper facilities . tions. The portable in-pit crusher had been- 

(excluding the closed smelter) to a jointly in operation at Sierrita since 1983, but the 
owned subsidiary of Sumitomo Metal Min- mine needed three crushers. In 1985, the 
ing Co. Ltd. and Sumitomo Corp. of Japan operation was close to breaking even at 
for $75 million. Sumitomo was to take a_ producer prices of 67 cents per. pound of | 

_ Share of Morenci production. The company copper and $3.75 per pound of molybdenum 
also expected to sell another 15% interest in oxide.?? Nippon Mining Co. purchased 

_ Morenci during 1986. | | | 145,000 tons of copper concentrates from 
| Copper ore reserves at each of Phelps Sierrita in 1985.23 - 

Dodge’s U.S. mines and at its Safford, AZ, The Tennessee Chemical Co. announced 
| deposit at yearend 1985 were estimated as in J anuary that it would phase out its | 

follows: Morenci, 722 million tons with an copper mining operations near Copperhill 
average grade of 0.75% copper; Safford, 238 in the eastern Tennessee Ducktown copper 
million tons with an average grade of 0.88% mining district. Most of the reductions were 
copper; Ajo, 190 million tons with an aver- planned for 1987, but personnel layoffs 
age grade of 0.50% copper; and Tyrone, 149 began in 1985. A total of 900 jobs were 
million tons with an average grade of 0.80% expected to be lost. The sulfuric acid plant 
copper. The company did not visualize was expected to stay in operation. The 
reactivating the closed Ajo Mine until the company determined that it was more eco- 
copper price is well above 80 cents per nomical to buy sulfur for the acid plant 
pound.” The reserves at Morenci do not than to mine the sulfide ore feed. Full 
include the Western Copper property, production capacity at Copperhill was esti- 
purchased in 1981, that adjoins the mine mated to be 2.0 million tons of ore per year, 
and that was estimated to contain 167 from which copper, iron, and zinc sulfide 
million tons of copper-bearing material con- concentrates were separated. Although 60% 
taining 0.64% copper, or the low-grade ma- of the company’s sales are from sulfuric 
terial that will be leached in the proposed acid and liquid sulfur dioxide, copper re- 
SX-EW operation. portedly accounted for 15% of the sales, 

After taking a write-down of $100 million with another 15% from copper carbonate 
for metals assets in connection with the and copper sulfate. About 100,000 troy 
decision to discontinue the metals mining ounces of byproduct silver was recovered 
business in 1984, Pennzoil Co.’s board of per year.
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Smelter Production.—Domestic copper low copper prices, a shortage of suitable 
smelting from primary and foreign ores concentrates, and the estimated $150 mil- continued to contract under the impact of lion cost of meeting Federal, State, and high environmental and energy costs. U.S. __ local sulfur dioxide emissions standards as smelter production decreased in 1985 com- the reasons for closure of Tacoma. The a pared with that of the previous year, and Tacoma plant was one of the few in the _ three primary smelters, which had a com- world equipped to handle copper-bearing 
bined annual blister production capacity of ores that contained substantial amounts of 364,000 tons, closed by yearend. Eleven arsenic and had been the largest market primary smelters operated during the year economy country producer of arsenic triox- with a total production capacity of 1,384,000 ide. The smelter became the focus of nation- 
tons of copper. About 208,000 tons of second- al attention in 1983 when EPA proposed | ary smelter capacity operated during the standards for limiting the amount of arse- year at nine plants. Two secondary plants nic emitted in the air, including an 82% also were closed in 1985. cutback for Tacoma. The company was look- AMAX began to phase out its U.S. Metals ing for a buyer for its associated liquid Refining Co.’s copper smelting and refining sulfur dioxide production plant. Asarco’s operations at Carteret, NJ. In recent years, Federated Metals Co.’s secondary plant in | the Carteret facility specialized in process- Houston, TX, also closed during the year. | 
ing complex metal scrap and flux for their Asarco’s flash smelter at Hayden, AZ, precious metal content. Although smelting which was completed in November 1983, electrolytic refining operations were ex- was capable of processing 54,000 tons of pected to cease, the company was planning copper concentrates per month and had a to continue to produce its oxygen-free, high- concentrate contract with Kennecott’s Ray conductivity copper, retaining 60 employees Mines Div. to process up to 25,000 tons per of the total 700 workers currently employ- month. In addition, E. I. du Pont de Ne- ed. The plant had a smelting capacity of mours & Co. Inc. had agreed to purchase | 68,000 tons and electrolytic refining capaci-' 270,000 tons of sulfuric acid per year from ty of 100,000 tons per year. © | the Hayden plant. | | Other companies had looked into pur- Copper Range expected to restart the chasing the copper smelter at Carteret, but White Pine smelter and refinery by spring declined because of the environmental prob- of 1986. Meanwhile, Philipp Brothers was to lems. U.S. Metals Refining planned to carry market White Pine concentrates. The com- out its final smelting and cleanup oper- pany hoped to produce at least 15,000 tons ations during early 1986. Delays were ex- of ore per day to provide sufficient stock- pected, however, because of concerns voiced _ piles by February 1986 to begin smelter by various environmental. organizations. production. | The New Jersey Department of Environ- Inspiration Consolidated Copper Co. had mental Protection expressed concern about smelting contracts with Duval and Cyprus lead emissions at the plant, and the U.S. Minerals, which provided about 56% of Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Inspiration Copper’s smelter feed in 1985. said the plant was releasing higher levels of The Arizona Department of Health Services dioxin: than a dozen other sites in the (ADHS) brought proceedings against Inspi- country. The plant was fined a total of ration for smelter violations. As a result, $213,000 by the New Jersey Department of smelting must be entirely curtailed when Environmental Protection for pollution the acid plant is not operating. Compliance violations. | resulted in reduced smelter production dur- Asarco’s copper smelter at Tacoma, WA, ing the second half of 1985. The smelter was permanently closed in March 1985. treated 120,000 tons of Inspiration concen- Asarco reported 7,530 tons of blister copper trates and 282,000 tons of toll and purchas- _ produced, compared with 53,000 tons pro- ed concentrates, producing about 120,000 duced in 1984 and 58,100 tons in 1983.4 The tons of blister copper and 299,000 tons of company’s El Paso, TX, smelter had a_ sulfuric acid during the year.?5 

capacity of 104,000 tons of blister copper Smelting was shut down in February at and produced 77,746 tons of blister in 1985. Kennecott’s Chino, NM, smelter because of Blister production of 159,000 tons in 1985 at an accident at the acid plant, which caused Asarco’s Hayden smelter exceeded its de about $2.5 million in damages to the plant sign capacity of 151,400 tons, according to and a production loss estimated at $1.5 the company’s annual report. Asarco cited million. Mining and milling continued
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through the monthlong smelter shutdown. from U.S. primary and secondary plants 

Chino also closed the smelter in September was down in 1985. This was largely the 

for a month to rebrick the furnace following result of decreased production at primary 

the temporary shutdown of the mill owing plants. In 1985, 10 electrolytic refineries, 10 

to an accident at the mine. The modernized electrowinning plants, and 6 fire-refining 

smelter at Chino was started up in October facilities operated. During the year, howev- 

1984, marking the completion of a $350 er, four of these refineries had closed. At 

million mine, concentrator, and smelter yearend, total US. refinery capacity, esti- 

| modernization and expansion project that mated to be 1,888,300 tons, comprised 

started in 1981 and cut operating costs by 1,407,800 tons being utilized for primary 

about 31 cents per pound. The new Inco metal production and 430,000 tons as sec- 

flash furnace raised annual smelter capaci- ondary capacity. | : | 

ty to 120,000 tons of copper metal per year. AMAX closed its Port Nickel refinery in , 

In July, Chino approved installation of a_ Braithwaite, LA, at the end of November. 

$4.5 million anode furnace and expected to The remaining 265 employees were laid off. 

begin production by January 1986. Chino AMAX also began phasing out its secondary 

had ceased fire-refining in July 1984. copper and precious metals refining oper- 

| Kennecott closed its 210,000-ton-per-year ations at Carteret, NJ. Approximately 

smelter at Garfield, UT, in April, following . 130,000 tons of copper refining capacity 

‘the Bingham Canyon Mine closure. The would be withdrawn through the closure of 

company was to begin modernization of the the two AMAX facilities., — 

associated mining and milling facilities in According to the company’s 1985 annual 

1986. The smelter had been converted toa report, Asarco’s Amarillo, TX, copper refin- 

modified Noranda continuous smelting ery hada capacity of 414,000 tons of cathode 

- process in 1978 at a cost of about $280 and produced 376,000 tons of copper, com- 

| million. The modified smelter captured over pared with 314,000 tons in 1984. The refin- 

: 86% of the sulfur, compared with 55% -ery set a new monthly record-high produc- 

recovery at the old facilities. - tion of 37,345 tons of refined copper in May. 

| Magma was studying the cost and practi- The plant was designed to produce 32,000 

cality of constructing a new flash smelter to tons per month, but the increase in electric 

process 2,700 tons of concentrates per day at current efficiency provided by Asarco’s pat- 

its San Manuel Mine in Arizona to comply ented Reatrol process enabled the capacity 

. with environmental regulations. It would to be exceeded. The Amarillo refinery no 

require an investment of $135 million to longer produced wirebar. With completion 

retrofit the San Manuel smelter. _ of a $6 million rod cleaning system in early 

Phelps Dodge’s Hidalgo, NM, smelter 1984, the continuous casting copper rod mill 

| benefited from 1984’s $27 million rebuilding at Asarco’s Amarillo copper refinery was 

and improvement project and smelted a able to produce up to 50-tons, or about 70 

record high 153,300 tons of copper, accord- miles, of continuous cast copper rod per 

ing to the company’s annual report. The hour without interruption. About 820 em- 

corporation determined that it would defer ployees worked at the Texas operation. | 

the capital expenditures necessary to bring Duval closed its 5,000-ton-per-year Battle 

its smelters at Ajo and Morenci, AZ, into Mountain, NV, electrowinning plant in 

compliance, and consequently, those smelt- 1984, but continued to produce copper pre- 

ers were Closed in December 1984 and April cipitates. United Technologies Essex Inc. 

1985, respectively. Concentrates produced permanently closed its 34,000-ton-per-year 

at its mines that exceeded what could be _fire-refining facility at Three Rivers, MI, in 

handled by the two operating smelters at April 1985, transferring its home-scrap re- 

Douglas and Hidalgo, AZ, were being sold. processing activity to a new continuous cast 

A $10 million project was in progress to scrap processing operation in Indiana. The 

relocate a relatively new oxygen plant from _fire-refining facility of the Metal Bank of 

the Morenci smelter, where production was America in Philadelphia, PA, was closed at 

suspended at the end of 1984, to Hidalgo. yearend 1984, as was Chino’s fire-refining 

The addition of oxygen enrichment at Hi- plant in New Mexico. 

dalgo was expected to improve energy and According to the Inspiration Resources 

pollution control efficiencies and benefit 1985 annual report, refining copper produc- 

unit costs there. tion from its refinery complex at Miami, 

Refinery Production—Compared with AZ, was 70,000 tons in 1985, compared with 

the 1984 level, production of refined copper 77,000 tons in 1984. Sales of refined copper
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in the United States increased during the facility. Newmont’s MCR Products Co. 
year to $164 million from $144.4 million in started shipping copper rod to customers in 
1984, as a result of increased concentrate early April 1985 from its newly acquired 
purchases and higher mine production: In- 127,000-ton-per-year continuous cast rod — 
spiration Consolidated Copper finished a plant at Cicero, IL. | oe 
renovation of its rod plant in Claypool, AZ, A new system of vertical furnace melting 
registering increased efficiency and produc- and anode casting was installed in 1985 at 

_tionin 1985. Phelps Dodge’s El Paso, TX, electrolytic | 
Kennecott restarted its copper SX-EW refinery plant. Improved technology also 

plant at Ray Mines Div. in December, which was being put in place in the tankhouse to | 
had been shutdown since 1982. The SX-EW improve productivity, and a $7 million ener- 
plant recovers copper from silicate type ore gy cogeneration project was nearing com- _ 
and can produce about 20,000 tons of high- pletion, all of which were expected to | purity copper per year. In June, Kennecott strengthen the cost-competitive position of 
closed its 195,000-ton-per-year electrolytic this plant. Two modern continuous cast 
refinery at Garfield, UT. _ copper rod mills in El Paso, TX, and Nor- | 
Magma’s San Manuel refinery had an wich, CT, operated at a combined annual 

- annual design capacity of 195,000 tons of capacity of 385,500 tons in 1985. The corpo- 
electrolytic copper. The associated rod plant ration was increasing the proportion of 
had a capacity of 145,000 tons of continuous refined copper sold as rod, and more than | cast copper rod per year. Gold recovered at 68% of its refined copper sales outside of the 
the refinery from the San Manuel Mine ore. corporation was as rod in 1985, compared 
in 1985 amounted to 20,132 troy ounces and_ with only 41% in 1983. The new expansion 
sold at an average price of $321.73 per to the SX-EW plant at Tyrone, NM, started 
ounce, providing a total revenue of $6.5 producing cathode on December 1, a month | 

_ Inillion. In addition to gold, the company ahead of schedule. Burro Chief Copper was 
recovered 384,976 ounces of silver and the operating company for the electrowin- 
85,495 pounds of selenium from San Manuel ning operations at Tyrone. _ | ore. Byproduct molybdenite, recovered at Louisiana Land and Exploration Co. : 
the. mill, brought the company $9.6 million (LL&E) was to lease the White Pine refinery : 
in 1985. Total revenues from metals other to Copper Range with the option to pur- 

_ than copper from the San Manuel Mine was chase through 1988. Meanwhile, Copper | 
$2.5 million, which paid for 21% of its $97 Range was expecting to be producing blister | ‘million payroll in 1985.26 | | from the White Pine smelter by the end of - Magma’s new SX-EW plant was expected April 1986. LL&E wrote down $29.9 million 

_ to considerably. lower copper production against the value of the electrolytic copper a | costs at San Manuel when it begins produc- refinery in 1985. | : 
tion in mid-1986. The pregnant leach solu- Copper Sulfate.27—Copper sulfate was 
tions from the leach pads and later, from produced from copper scrap, blister copper, | the in situ deeper level oxide zone, were to copper precipitates, electrolytic refinery so- 
be pumped to the SX-EW plant, where at lutions, and spent electroplating solutions 
least 85% of the acid-soluble copper avail- by at least seven companies. Imports, pri- 
able for dump leaching was expected to be marily from Canada, Italy, and Peru, 
recovered at a rate of about 22,000 tons of accounted for about 8% of domestic con- 
refined copper annually. The new plant was sumption during the year. The estimated 
to use new technology by applying an Aus- end-use distribution of shipments from do- 
tralian technique that employs permanent mestic producers was 46% for agricultural 
steel cathode starter sheets, and a Magma- uses such as fungicides and fertilizers; 42% 
patented mechanism for controlling tank- for industrial uses such as metal finishing, 
house fumes. The company expected to mineral froth flotation, and. wood preserva- 
spend about $71 million to develop the oxide _ tives; and 12% for water treatment. | 
ore open pit mine, construct the heap leach Chevron Chemical Co., which produced a 
pads, and build the SX-EW plant. Produc- small quantity of copper sulfate during 
tion costs of less than 55 cents per pound 1984, had no production in 1985, and Ana- 
were anticipated. Newmont’s Pinto Valley conda Minerals permanently closed its 
was producing about 12,000 tons of elec- small Twin Buttes, AZ, operation during 
trowon cathode per year at the Pinto Valley _ the last quarter of 1985. 
and Miami Mines. The company may also Kocide Chemical Corp., a major producer 
expand the Pinto Valley electrowinning of copper sulfate, was planning to start up
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an in situ leaching operation at the old mine were estimated at 90 million tons of 

_ underground Van Dyke Mine at Miami, AZ, 0.5% copper in oxide ore, and initial precipi- 

| to secure a supply of copper precipitates for tate production was planned at 3,000 tons of : 

feedstock at the company’s Casa Grande, copper per year. - 

: AZ, copper sulfate plant. Ore reserves at the - | — | 

Table 3.—Copper sulfate producers in the United States in 1985 - a . 

Company | . Plant location 

Anaconda Minerals Co_____...__-~-—-------------. Twin Buttes, AZ. : 

. CP Chemicals Inc ____._§_._-. -_-__---------------- Sewaren, NJ, and Sumpter, SC. 

Kocide Chemical Corp. (formerly International Metals Recycling Casa Grande, AZ. oO, . 

Mee» industries Inc... -------- Old Bridge, NJ. | | . 
Phelps Dodge Corp ___~__-_-__~--~----------~---- E! Paso, TX. . 

. Southern California Chemical Co ___-_-------------- Santa Fe Springs, CA, Union, IL, Garland, TX." 

Tennessee Chemical Co ___~—-+------------------ Copperhill, TN. =~ Co . | 

| 1Production from these plants is not included in production data. . - | 

| Sulfuric Acid Production.—Sulfuric acid 63,500 tons was consumed at the smelters 

production as a byproduct of copper smelt- themselves for purposes other than manu- 

ing in the United States was valued at facturing acid. Total sulfuric acid produced 

$31.8 million for 1985. Four smelters in in 1985 as a byproduct of all copper, lead, 

7 Arizona produced 998,000 tons, and six and zinc acid smelters and zinc roastersin | 

| ~ gmelters in New Mexico, Tennessee, Texas, the United States was 2.9 million tons, 

-. Utah, and Washington produced 1.27 mil- valued at $56.3 million. ; 

7 lion tons of sulfuric acid. Of the total, about oe - 

: : | CONSUMPTION oe | | 

Annual demand for copper in the market United States during 1985 were, in order of | | 

economy countries was about 7.5 million importance, plumbing, building wire, telee 

a tons in 1985, which was about 9% higher communications, power utilities, in-plant. 

| than the low consumption of 1982. About equipment, air conditioning, automobile | 

: 82% of the total was consumed in three electrical, automobile nonelectrical, busi- - 

oe industrialized regions of Western Europe, ness electronics, and industrial valves and | 

| Japan, and the United States. The United fittings. So | 

States comprised about 29% of the total in Based on copper content of U.S. apparent 

1985. consumption of copper, including copper 

Consumption of copper-mill products in content of all old scrap, and calculated with 

| 1985 by U.S. manufacturers was distributed electrical and electronic uses extracted 

among the end-use sectors and was reported from all sectors except that used in ord- 

by the Copper Development Association Inc. nance, the end-use distribution, according | 

(CDA)?* as follows: CDA estimates included to the Bureau of Mines, was as follows: 

electrical product uses distributed among electrical, 65%; construction, 18%; .ma- 

the market sectors, and the end-use alloca- chinery, 6%; transportation, 5%; ordnance, 

tions are distributed based on gross weight 2%; and other, 4%. The most significant 

of copper and copper alloy shipments dur- change in recent years has been the in- 

ing the year. Consumption of brass mill, crease in copper consumption relative to— 

wire mill, foundry, and powder mill prod- other sectors by the electrical and electronic 

ucts was down 7.2% from that of 1984 and _ end-use sector, from about 58% of copper 

was distributed among the following mar- consumption in 1979 to about 65% in 1985. 

ket sectors: construction, 40%; electrical, This also was reflected in the increased 

23%; machinery, 14%; transportation, 12%; relative percentage of refined copper con- 

and other (including ordnance), 11%. Ac- sumption at wire mills, which in 1979 con- 

cording to CDA,” the top 10 markets in the sumed 69% of reported refined copper con-
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sumption and in 1985 consumed 72%. States. By 1990, it was expected that over | Recent observations® by the Internation- one-third of new homes. will be equipped al Copper Research Association Inc. (IN- with heat pump facilities and the total CRA) indicated a swing away from using market for the United States will exceed 1.0 copper in communications, internal com- million units. Desalination and other ma- bustion vehicles, and printed circuit boards. rine applications accounted for about Telecommunications cable was the most 100,000 tons of copper alloys per year. The | | threatened product of the copper wire mar- _ largest applications continued to be ship ket. While substitution by optical fibers was propellors and condenser tubes for heat important, at least five other factors were exchangers in coastal power generating also a threat: (1) microwave transmission, plants. Desalination plants remained a including satellites; (2) thinner gauge wire; long-term opportunity for copper. Copper (3) multiplexing; (4) digital systems; and (5) usage was also expected to increase in | electronic switching. Another source* indi- copper alloy tooling in fabrication of aero- : cated that in 1985, the telecommunications space and automobile advanced composite sector experienced a 26% drop from that of ‘structures, in power handling systems, in the previous 5 years. In 1985, according to electronically controlled devices used in INCRA, 80% of all cars made in Western automated machinery, as power supplies for Europe had aluminum. radiators, but only lasers, and in superconducting devices. 30% of U.S. cars and 4% of Japanese cars.*? Nuclear canisters were also seen by CDA In addition, radiator tank components were as a growth market. Spent nuclear fuel will being increasingly made of plastics for both remain radioactive for about. 1 million copper and aluminum radiators. In 1980, years. The CDA was working on a feasibility | the average U.S. auto contained 34 pounds study under a $6 million contract with the | of copper, distributed one-third for radiators US. Department of Energy to examine the and heaters, one-third for wiring harnesses, _ possibilities for the use of copper as nuclear and one-third for alloys used in the engine containers. The French were currently us- and elsewhere. In 1985, the average automo- ing a solid copper canister. bile weighed 3,100 pounds and used about Changes in the U.S. copper alloy and : 31 pounds of copper.** Automobile wiring brass mill industry continued during the has been increasing, but increased use of year. From being the fourth largest basic __ microprocessors may slow this growth. Be- industry in the United States, the nonfer- __ . tween 1977 and 1983, downsizing, material rous foundry industry had decreased consid- substitution, and increased engine efficien- erably in importance over the 3 years end- | cy accounted for a loss of 15.8% of the ing with 1985. During this time, about 33% , copper consumed in this industry on a_ of the US. casting production was lost to worldwide basis. Chrysler Corp. announced overseas foundries, mostly to foundries in in 1985 that it would retain copper radiators Taiwan. Much lower wages and significant ~ in its U.S. vehicles.** The major usage of currency devaluations have been largely copper radiator strip in Europe was in the responsible. The average U.S. foundry replacement market and/or heavy vehicles. worker was paid $350 per week compared There was no imminent threat from alumi- with $25 per week in Taiwan. With the num in those segments. 7 possible exception of the highly automated Four new market opportunities of signifi- high-production foundries, the U.S. foundry cance for copper were also indicated by industry has a very serious and continuing INCRA’s research:** heat pumps, solar pow- problem. Furthermore, what happens to the er, desalination facilities, and electric vehi- nonferrous foundries determines what hap- cles. Solar power was a promising area, pens to the brass and bronze sales volume of with passive solar the main area for growth the copper and copper-alloy ingot maker during the next 20 years. Use of copper and the volumes of scrap sold to these solar radiator systems in the United States ‘processors. All experienced drastic de- consumed more than 10,000 tons annually creases in recent years.*7 H. Kramer & Co., and was growing slowly. Large-scale solar a major brass ingot maker, filed for bank- electric generation plants were not consid- ruptcy in Chicago. The company’s El Segun- ered economically favorable. Energy-ef- do, CA, plant was sold to Cerro Metal ficient heat pumps were being used more Products. Among the larger producers, Cen- extensively in heating and cooling build- tury Brass Products Co. closed its brass mill ings. Sales rose from 100,000 units in 1970 in Waterbury, CT, in February 1985. The to 500,000 units in 1980 in the United mill closed after the labor union’s rejection
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of a request for wage and benefit conces- then sold two of the Connecticut plants to 

‘sions. A group of investors formed Buffalo Valley Brass. Buffalo Brass would continue == 

Brass to buy out Anaconda Industries’ to operate plants in Buffalo, NY, Kenosha, 

American Brass Div. plants. The company WI, and Franklin, KY. ; 

| | | STOCKS. a oo | 

: High-grade copper sales, contracts, and pounds of high-grade copper, compatible 

inventories and their relationship with com- with LME’s higher grade contract, was | 

-modity exchange copper contracts compar- recommended. It also recommended that 

ed with the demands of the copper market- both U.S. and European warehouses be 

place spawned some new market elements. registered as delivery points, a move that 

The problem of a large quantity of poor- would give the new contract access to imme- : 

| quality wirebar inventories and other forms diate liquidity, as well as making the con- | 

: deliverable against COMEX and the LME tract truly arbitrable with Europe. The , 

| higher grade copper contracts had been contract was expected to start in 1986. 

| perceived for some time as holding down COMEX also submitted a proposal to the 

the price of genuine higher grade copper, CFTC for a new high-grade contract plus an 

which was also. deliverable to these con- amendment to the current contract, in- 

tracts. With a major proportion of stocks in creasing the premium for No. 1 electrolytic 

| the LME high-grade, and COMEX copper cathode by 1 cent to 1.5 cents per pound, in ~ 

-- contracts actually unsuited to the high- an effort to upgrade the exchange’s existing , 

grade consumer’s needs, a system of off- contract in keeping with the dominance of 

market premiums evolved for good-quality high-grade copper in the international mar- : 

copper. The price of this copper was de- ketplace. Only No. 1 electrolytic cathode 

pressed. to such an extent that the LME would be deliverable under the proposed 

standard cathode contract traded at a pre- contract, but its size, all delivery points, and 

. mium to its higher grade companion for a__ trading hours would remain the same as in 

time in 1984. In addition, the high-grade the current contract. There was a shortage | 

- eontract failed at mid-1985 to attract suffi- of copper coming into COMEX warehouses, 

cient material into warehouses to prevent owing to the poor quality of existing COM- 

| , backwardation forming; the tightness was EX stocks, the lack of new low-grade copper 

| exacerbated by the presence in what little supplies on the market, and the low COM- 

stock there was of poor-quality wirebars. EX contract price.** The only available | 

The cost of buying these wirebars and _ refined copper supplies on the market were | | 

reprocessing them to raise their quality was high-grade, but COMEX prices would have 

beyond the resources of the producing coun- to increase 3 to 4 cents per pound before 

tries, so this solution was not taken. Even- high-grade metal will go to COMEX rather — 

tually, in 1985, the LME decided to opt fora than to the consumer. Brokers and dealers 

two-contract system—standard and Grade- were sometimes transacting their own busi- 

A. The standard contract was to include all ness and writing their own contracts with 

grades, including Grade-A deliverable mate- their own terms rather than working : 

rial. The Grade-A contract would include through an exchange broker because of the 

high-grade cathode plus some select wirebar confusion in the contract terms. 

brands. The new LME two-contract system, The contraction of COMEX stocks during 

with the Grade-A contract deliverable the past 2 years was attributed to domestic 

against the standard contract, avoided the refined copper production cutbacks and 

need to declare the poor-quality wirebars steady demand for COMEX material by 

nondeliverable. Three-month trading of the brass mills. At the end of 1983, COMEX 

new Grade-A contract was scheduled to copper inventories stood near a record high 

begin on April 1, 1986, with cash trading of 371,000 tons. By the end of 1984, invento- , 

beginning July 1. ries had receded to 251,000 tons. This dra- 

The Midamerica Commodity Exchange in matic decrease continued through 1985 to 

Chicago, IL, submitted recommendations at 109,000 tons at yearend, the lowest level in 

| yearend to the Commodity Futures Trading almost 5 years. Most of the remaining 

Commission (CFTC) that would bring that stocks on COMEX were standard cathode 

exchange’s copper futures contract more in and fire-refined ingot at yearend 1983. As a 

line with the LME. An increase in the result, brass mills have constituted the 

- contract size from 12,500 pounds to 55,000 single largest consumer of COMEX invento-
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ries over the past 2 years. The standard prised of 69,950 tons of wirebar, 47,150 tons COMEX grades and shapes were reportedly of high-grade cathode, and 7,975 tons of | more energy efficient than No. 1 scrap and standard-grade cathode. 
were preferred despite the COMEX premi- In copper, the normal range of invento- um of 3 to 4 cents over the price of No. 1 ries was the equivalent of 1 to 1.75 months scrap. In addition, some Chilean ingot bars worth of current consumption, according to that previously had been exported to the some analysts. It was speculated that one . United States were being shipped to Europe aspect of the inventory-price relationship because of slightly higher prices prevailing that might be increasingly important, and : in continental markets.% Primary fire- one that might help to explain some of the refined copper ingot from Chino also ceased metal price weakness since 1983, was the : with the startup of their new anode furnace. greater role of exchange warehouses as the The increase in LME stocks during 1985 location of metal inventories. The percent- was 63,000 tons, but in October was as high age of total metal stocks held on the ex- as 80,500 tons. Stocks of copper in the LME changes peaked in 1983 compared with warehouses fell from 205,600 tons in the those held by producers. High inventories first week of October to 184,025 tons in have a more negative effect on prices, the . early December, of which 131,825 tons was closer those inventories are to the market. high-grade cathodes, 48,650 tons was wire- The more inventory held by producers, the 
bars, and 3,550 tons was standard-grade greater resistance to selling at just any cathodes. At the beginning of January 1985, price. Inventory levels might therefore be | -LME inventories were 125,075 tons, com- the most important guide to price trends.“ 

| - oo PRICES | ) 

. The strength of the U.S. dollar and the _ their largest effect among metals markets seasonal weak demand of domestic semi- on the copper market. The copper-produc- fabricators were two major factors for U.S. ing nations had the largest devaluations in copper price weakness through much of excess of inflation than producers for other 1985. Copper prices on the COMEX improv- metals. Low copper prices triggered deval- ed to about 70 cents per pound in the second _ uations in those countries where it was a quarter in response to the continued drop in major source of export income. Currency | refined copper inventories, but remained fluctuations were considered a major factor - depressed at about 66 cents per pound from in making some mining and production July through November as refined copper operations profitable or unprofitable. It was stocks accumulated in response to seasonal suggested that had the excessive deval- lower demand. However, the weakening uations not occurred, copper prices in U.S. dollar and renewed drawdown of refined dollars would have been 27% higher in 1984 copper stocks on the COMEX in September _ than was the case. In other words, instead of exerted a modest upward influence on U.S. the LME price of 62 cents per pound, the prices by yearend. The COMEX price aver- price would have been about 79 cents per | aged 63.2 cents in December. pound. A 79-cent producer-realized price Suspension of trading of tin on the LME would allow almost all U.S. mines at least in October also temporarily dampened de- to break even and show a small profit. The mand and price for copper. The tin crisis strength of the dollar seemed to have been broke on October 24, and the nature of the major factor behind the supply-demand trading on all LME rings altered markedly. fundamentals relationship with price, in- Between October 24 and October 31, the cluding lower levels of consumption, higher : LME price for copper decreased by up to levels of production, and corresponding 5.8% as traders made adjustments for the changes in inventory that eroded part of the International Tin Council members who gains in dollar prices. 
were in default to members of the exchange. Market conditions during the past several However, there was little evidence that years brought about some pricing changes trading had become distorted to the extent by U.S. producers for their cathode and rod that LME prices for copper had become in an attempt to address the needs of the seriously divorced from the market funda- consumer. Some producers adopted a flexi- mentals. ble premium structure based on COMEX According to some analysts,*! the changes prices, while others regularly adjusted in exchange rates in recent years have had prices to follow the COMEX spot price but
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-_-were not tied to it. Phelps Dodge has been switched to a COMEX-based pricing system | 

using a COMEX-based pricing method for on January 1, 1984. Prior to that change, 
| its copper rod for more than 2 years. In the company had priced its rod on the basis 

January 1985, Corporacién Nacional del of a 4.85 cents per pound premium over its — 

Cobre de Chile (CODELCO-Chile) also published cathode price. | a 

| switched to this premium pricing method No. 2 copper scrap was stable in price 

_ for its cathode sold in the United States. In throughout 1985 at about 37.50 cents per 

| November, Newmont announced an inten- pound average per month. This compared 

| tion to put into effect its premium pricing with an average monthly price for 1984 that 

system over the COMEX settlement price in January was 41.17 cents per pound and 

for its cathode sales beginning in January decreased to 35.67 cents in December. The 

1986, breaking a longstanding tradition of average price of No. 2 copper scrap during | 

producer pricing. Inco Ltd., Kidd Creek 1984 was 39.81 cents. The average price for 

Mines Ltd., and Noranda Mining Inc. also _ red brass solids ended 1985 at 39.5 cents per 

had COMEX-related pricing structures. pound, compared with a January price of | 

Asarco, Duval, Inspiration Resources, and 40.50 cents per pound. . a 

| Phelps Dodge all retained producer cathode Representative prices of brass and bronze 

price structures. . ingots, in cents per pound, as quoted by. 

Phelps Dodge’s rod premium was 9.5 ingot makers, effective June 7, 1985, were as 

cents per pound more than COMEX prices follows: alloy 100 at 91 cents; alloy 110 at 

: through the end of 1985. Premiums for 90.25 cents; alloy 193 (88-10-2 group) at 

: cathode sold by merchants on the east coast 209.50 cents; alloy 327 (80-10-10 group) at. 

averaged 5 cents per pound over COMEX at 88.25 cents; and alloy 295 at 164.00 cents. In 

yearend; by comparison, premiums were as_ the yellow group, alloy 400 was quoted at 

low as 5 cents when Phelps Dodge first 71.25 cents and alloy 409 at 82.25 cents.* 

| | _ TRADE — | : coe | 

The U.S. import reliance for refined cop- jumped by two-thirds, primarily to the more 

per was at a record high during 1985. As a favorably priced markets in Belgium, Cana- | 

percentage of apparent consumption of re- da, the Federal Republic of Germany, Italy, __ 

fined copper, the U.S. import reliance Japan, the Republic of Korea, and Taiwan, 

reached 28% in 1985; this compared with an where scrap demand by expanding copper 

import reliance of 1% as recently as 1982. semimanufacturing industries had grown. 
This was attributed to the drawdown of Imports of brass mill products (copper rod 
inventories from COMEX< in lieu of increas- used for electrical wire purposes is not 
ed refined imports, which although high, included) fell by 17.6% during 1985 to 
were at a lower level than refined copper 216,700 tons, compared with the record high 
imports of 1984. At the same time, domestic of 263,000 tons imported in 1984. However, 
exports of copper in scrap and concentrates the amount imported was still significantly 
increased significantly during the year, higher than the 182,000 tons imported in 
largely as a result of a slowdown in domes- 1983. Exports of copper and brass mill 
tic brass mill and copper smelter activity. A products leveled off at near 1984 levels, 
shortage of high-grade copper concentrates reaching 30,700 tons during 1985. This was 
relative to available international smelter down considerably from the record high of 
capacity, and the sale of a significant por- 96,400 tons exported in 1980. Most brass 
tion of a domestic copper mining facility to mill product exports went to Canada and 
a Japanese firm, resulted in a substantial Mexico. 
increase in export of copper ores and con- CODELCO-Chile USA assumed responsi- 
centrates to Canada, Japan, the Republic of _ bility from Cerro Sales Corp. as CODELCO- 
Korea, and Taiwan during the year. Chile’s sales agent in the United States and 

The surge in imports over the past 2 years Canada, effective January 1, 1986. Cerro 
of lower priced copper and copper alloy Sales had been CODELCO-Chile’s sales 
semimanufactures also was seen as being agent in the United States and Canada for 
responsible for the weakening of scrap sales 10 years and handled about 125,000 tons per 
to domestic brass mills. As a result of soft year of CODELCO-Chile’s copper. Westing- 
U.S. markets, scrap dealers reportedly turn- house Corp.’s Abingdon continuous cast rod 

ed to Asian, Canadian, and European mar-_ mill’s business was shifting from tolling to 

kets for sales. Scrap exports accordingly more direct rod sales and it increased cop-
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per purchases from Chile during the year to subsidiaries of McKechnic Bros. Ltd., a 
provide the material for this new direction. United Kingdom-based firm with operations : 
CODELCO-Chile was reported as selling in both the United Kingdom and the Repub- | 
1,500 tons of refined copper per month and _lic of South Africa, and were filed in Febru- 
Empresa Nacional de Mineria (ENAMI) 750 ary 1985 by American Brass Co., Century 
tons per month to Westinghouse, which had Brass, and Cerro Metal Products. The Inter- 
an annual capacity of 60,800 tons of contin- national Trade Commission also found that 

| uous cast rod.“ imports of low-fuming copper brazing rod 
Final antidumping duties of 3.3% were to and wire from New Zealand had caused 

| be imposed on imports of low-fuming braz- injury to domestic producers. Importers of 
ing copper wire and rod from the Republic New Zealand material will be required to 
of South Africa as a result of a ruling by the pay a combination of antidumping and | 
International Trade Commission at year- countervailing duties equivalent to 26.93% 
end. The unfair trading cases were aimed at _ of the product value. | | 

| WORLD REVIEW | 

World mine production of copper rose by ed States by about 253,000 tons during 
nearly 130,000 tons in 1985, reaching 8.1 1985, commercial stocks outside of the Unit- | 
million tons; most of that increase was in ed States increased during the year by | 
market economy countries. Australia, Can- about 7 8,000 tons, according to the World 
ada, Chile, Papua New Guinea, and Peru Bureau of Metal Statistics.4¢ | 7 
accounted for most of the increased produc- Major copper producers started setting 
tion. World refined production also increas- their 1986 cathode premium structures in 
ed marginally. Copper consumption rose at October. CODELCO-Chile lowered its pre- 
a moderate rate during the first part of mium for an average pricing by $3.04 to 
1985, and for a while, industry and terminal $4.56 per ton and reduced its premium for 
market stocks plummeted weekly. For the unknown pricing by $4.56 to $24.30 per ton. 
year, world copper consumption decreased All sales in Europe and Japan were to be 

| slightly to 9.7 million tons. Market economy based on the LME higher grade settlement 
country consumption of refined copper price through June 30, 1986, and on the new | 
decreased during the year owing to cut- Grade-A contract that was to start July 1, 
backs in Canada, Japan, and some Western 1986. The Metal Marketing Corp. of Zambia 
European countries. Increased consumption Ltd. (Memaco) announced that its premi- 
was indicated for Australia, Belgium, Bra- ums were to be unchanged from the 1985 
zil, China, the Republic of Korea, Mexico, contract—specifically, a $38-per-ton premi- 
Sweden, the United States, and centrally um for fixed known prices, and a $30.40-per- | 
planned economy countries.“* At yearend, ton premium for unknown prices. In addi- 
lower oil prices and a further decline in the _ tion, Zambia’s customers were to be offered 
value of the dollar helped to stimulate less tonnage in 1986 than they contracted 
consumption in the United States. The for in 1985 since Memaco overcommitted 
strengthening Japanese yen had the oppo- itself for 1985 contracts.*” | 
site effect upon Japan’s copper consump- The LME Committee approved four 
tion, where imports of refined copper in brands of copper wirebar as deliverable 
1985 were down sharply from those of 1984. against the new Grade-A copper contract 

At the beginning of 1985, a slight deficit approved in late 1985: Chile’s CCC/MR, 
developed in the market economy countries’ Poland’s HMG Zaire’s UMK, and Zambia’s 
balance of copper supply and demand, REC refined copper wirebar brands. ‘Twelve 
largely as a result of the strong inventory wirebar brands were initially considered.‘ . 
drawdown that had occurred in 1984 and Exports of copper concentrates increased 
early 1985. Strikes in Australia and Peru, from Australia, Chile (increased by 100,000 
the earthquake in Chile, and the shutdown tons), Peru, the United States, and Zaire. 
of the Bingham pit in the United States Exports of refined copper decreased signifi- 
early in the year were also factors in re cantly from Zambia from 530,100 tons in 
ducing world supply. The deficit was elim- 1984 to 47 4,500 tons in 1985. Decreased 
inated by the third quarter, however, and exports of concentrates and refined copper 
LME refined copper stocks rose rapidly in were also reported by Canada. Imports of 
response to reduced demand. Although total concentrates by Finland, the Federal Re- 
refined copper stocks decreased in the Unit- _ public of Germany, Japan, and the Republic
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of Korea were up marginally. Only Bel- per-producing countries’ currencies contin- 
| gium, China, India, Italy, the Republic of ued to weaken during the year, thereby 

: Korea, and the United. Kingdom indicated effectively lowering production costs. The 
increased imports of refined copper.*® currencies of Australia, Brazil, Canada, 

- Smelting and refining charges for concen- Chile, Mexico, Peru, the Philippines, Zaire, 
trates that had dropped on international and Zambia all weakened significantly 
markets from about 8 cents refining charge against the U.S. dollar during 1985. Projects 
(R/C), $60 per ton of concentrate treatment reactivated in Canada included the Brenda | 
charge (T/C) to about 4 cents per pound R/C Mine, which had previous production costs | 
and under $20 per dry ton T/C in mid-1984, quoted at 80 cents per pound. Projects being | 

: _ stabilized at yearend 1984, and ranged from _ reconsidered in Chile included Cerro Colo- 
6 to 7 cents R/C and $40 to $50 per ton T/C rado, previously requiring prices of about 
during 1985. The drop in custom concen- $1.10 per pound. In Mexico, a copper price 
trate supplies, owing to mine closures in of $1.00 to $1.10 was to have been required | 

| Canada and the Philippines, was balanced to expand the Cananea open pit. In Peru, 
by smelter cutbacks in Japan and smelter the Cobriza project had a break-even point 

| closures in the United States. | _ of $1.30 per pound, with cash costs in 1984 
The Governments of Chile and China of about 84 cents per pound for the expand- | 

: agreed in principle that China would buy ed production. Cerro Verde II sulfide ore 
| - Chilean copper concentrates and sell Chile would have required 90 cents per pound to 

petroleum in exchange. The accord was break even. Revised plans for a smaller 
| announced near the end of 1985 at the operation indicated a break-even level at 

closing of the eighth Sino-Chilean Trade only 56 cents per pound. Development plans 
| | and Commerce Conference. The copper- also were announced during the year at 

petroleum agreement was being organized both the Ok Tedi deposit in Papua New : 
by CODELCO-Chile and the China Interna- Guinea and at the Roxby Downs deposit in — 
tional Trust Investment Corp. China hoped South Australia. : CS 
to become less dependent upon copper im- Australia.—In 1985, average copper 

oe ports during the 5-year plan that begins prices in Australia were $2,066 per ton, 30% 
in 1986, according to the China National higher than in 1984 mainly because of the 
Nonferrous Metals Import-Export Corp. relative weakness of the Australian dollar. | 

: (CNNMIEC). Cuts in imports would be Australian’ copper prices began 1985 at 
made possible by increasing domestic out- $1,600 per ton, the year’s minimum, and 
put. Imports of copper into China in 1985 increased steadily to reach the high for the 
were 356,000 tons®* compared with 254,045 year of $2,440 per ton on April 29. Prices 
tons in 1984 and 485,863 tons in 1983. closed the year at $2,100 per ton. | : 

The 12 European Economic Community Western Mining Corp. Holdings Ltd. 
(EEC) nations will be authorized to export (WMCH) and British Petroleum Ltd.’s (BP) | 
about 30,200 tons of copper scrap and 25,000 BP Australia’ Ltd. announced that the 
tons of copper ash in 1986, according to Olympic Dam Project at Roxby Downs 
export quota restrictions set by the EEC. In would proceed with construction beginning 
addition, 10 of the EEC nations will be in early 1986. The project was to cost be- 

~ allowed to export 14,000 tons of copper tween $550 and $600 million and produce 
scrap and 5,000 tons of copper ash to Spain. 55,000 tons of copper, 2,000 tons of uranium 
The levels set were roughly similar to those oxide, and up to 90,000 ounces of gold per 
fixed for 1985 and were presumed necessary year. The initial gold production was to 
to prevent supply shortfalls on European’ start in 1987 with copper and uranium 
copper scrap markets.*! production to begin in 1988. Copper produc- 

The copper price rise of the late 1970’s tion was scheduled to begin in 1988 at the 
prompted plans and discussions for new rate of 30,000 tons per year, rising to 55,000 
capacity. Many of these had since been tons per year in the second phase. Ore 
placed on hold, but with changing exchange reserve base estimates’? were given as 2 
rates, lowered labor rates, and technological _ billion tons of 1.6% copper demonstrated, or 
and economical innovations, some of these about 32 million tons of contained copper. 
projects were being reactivated or recon- The two firms outlined at the end of 1983 a 
sidered in 1985 with lower production costs major high-grade ore body within the main 
quoted. Although the yen and other indus-__ ore body containing probable ore reserves of 
trialized countries’ currencies strengthened 450 million tons at 2.5% copper, 0.8 kilo- 
vis-a-vis the dollar near yearend, the cop- gram of uranium oxide per ton, 0.6 gram of
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gold per ton, and 6 grams of silver per ton. 80 tons per month of contained copper. . 
WMCH’s subsidiary, Roxby Mining Corp., Brazil’s state-owned Cia. Vale do Rio Doce 
will be a 51% owner of the project, and BP__ was to start up a $6 million pilot plant at 
Australia will hold a 49% interest. the Salobo Mine in Carajas in March 1986. 

At CRA Ltd.’s mine in Cobar, western The plant was part of a $600 million devel- 
New South Wales, the installation of new opment scheduled to come on-stream in 
underground ore handling facilities was 1988. The deposit was estimated to contain 
completed as part of an expansion project 1.2 billion tons of ore with an average grade 
involving development of the lower levelsof of 0.85% copper. Cathode production. at 
the mine to raise capacity to about 850,000 Brazil’s Caraiba Metais refinery was 93,880 
tons of ore per year. CRA and the New _ tons in 1985, 62,100 tons in 1984, 55,074 tons : 
South Wales government reached an agree-_ in 1983, and 2,901 tons in 1982. The smelter 

- ment in May that helped to keep the Cobar has a blister capacity of 150,000 tons per 
copper mine open. The government gave year. | 

_ undisclosed concessions in return for the Burma.—Mitsui Mining Co. of Japan ne- 
company’s pledge to spend $4.8 million in gotiated a contract during 1985 with Bur- 
development on the deeper ore bodies. The ma’s No. 1 Mining Corp. for 15,000 tons of 

_ arrangement followed an earlier agreement concentrates from the Monywa Mine. Ore © 
with unions at the mine that led to major reserves at the mine were given as 117 | 
changes in work practices. With these million tons with a grade of 0.734% copper 

_ changes, output from the mine was ex- at yearend 1984. Projected life of the mine 
pected to rise from 600,000 tons of ore per was estimated at 48 years at current pro- | 
year to 850,000 tons per year. duction rates. oo | | 
Belgium-Luxembourg.—Major _ projects Canada.—Despite the fall of nickel and : 

for the financial year at Métallurgie Ho- zinc prices at the end of 1985, which had a a 
boken-Overpelt SA’s Hoboken facilities in- negative impact on Canadian copper pro- 
cluded the continued construction of two duction, mine production of copper increas- 
electric furnaces as part of the smelter ed compared with that of 1984 and was well 
modernization program that was started in above 1981 and 1982 levels. There was no 
June 1984. One furnace started up in Sep- Canadian producer mining only copper dur- 
tember 1985; the other was to start up in ing the year. The largest copper producer 
1986. In addition, a modernization of the was the nickel company Inco, followed by 
blast furnaces at Hoboken was in process, Kidd Creek Mines. 
including an increase in the capacity of one BP Canada Inc. was planning a $125 | 
of the furnaces. At Olen, a plant was under million project to bring a new zinc-copper- 
construction for the continuous melting and _ silver ore body into production at Les Mines 
refining of copper in a vertical furnace. Selbaie, northwest Quebec, by late 1986. 
Both the feed charging and anode removal The move follows BP Canada’s acquisition 
operations were to be highly raechanized of Hudbay (Quebec) Ltd.,; formerly owned 
and operational by mid-1986.5* Copper 87.5% by Dome Petroleum Ltd., giving the 
smelter capacity at Belgium’s two smelters, company two-thirds ownership in the Sel- 
Beerse and Hoboken, was estimated to be baie Mine. A production of 27,400 tons per 
172,000 tons of blister copper per year. The year of copper was expected from the open 
100,000-ton-per-year Beerse smelter was pit mine by November 1987. The Quebec 
owned by La Metallo Chimique SA. Refin- government was to provide 20% of capital 
ing capacity in 1985 was estimated to be costs via a grant of up to $18 million. In 
480,000 tons of copper per year at Beerse, December, Esso Minerals Canada Ltd. 
Hoboken, and Olen. agreed to purchase a 35% interest in BP 

Brazil.—In January, Caraiba Metais S.A. Canada’s Selbaie operations. 
brought on-line its underground mine at Gibraltar Mines Ltd. was to build a leach 
Jaguarari, Bahia State. The company was facility for leaching waste and low-grade 
already operating an open pit at the site, dumps at its copper-molybdenum mine near 
producing about 32,000 tons of copper in McCleese Lake, British Columbia. The $12.3 
concentrates in 1985. Output from the new million unit will include an SX-EW plant 
underground mine was expected to reach with 5,000-ton-per-year copper capacity. 
15,000 tons per year when at full capacity in The mine had been operating at a loss since 
3 years. Production from the Pedra Verde 1981, producing about 150,000 tons per year 
Mine, operated by Guanordeste Mineracéo of 26.6% copper concentrates with byprod- 
e Comércio Ltda. started in 1984 atarateof uct molybdenum in 1985. Plant construc-
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tion was to be completed in October 1986. Highland Valley, British Columbia, to form 

7 ‘Less than a month after Noranda put its one of the largest copper mines in North 

a Rudolf Wolff Group up for sale, the compa- America. Annual concentrate output from | 

ny restructured its operations, splitting the combined Highland operations will con- 

Noranda Minerals into three operating tain in excess of 180,000 tons per year of 

groups, Noranda Copper, Noranda Mining, copper and significant quantities of gold 

and Noranda Zinc. Noranda Copper includ- and silver. Cominco’s higher grade Valley 

ed, in increasing order of processing, the Mine had ore reserves of 800 million tons of 

Horne smelter, Canadian Copper Refineries 0.48% copper plus gold and silver values. 

| (CCR); the Gaspe Div.; Chadborne; Bell Cop- The Lornex Mine had ore reserves of 385 

. per; Remnor; and Micrometallic, a comput- million tons of 0.838% copper and 0.038% — 

er scrap business in the United States. molybdenum. Cominco and Lornex were to 

Noranda Mining will consist of Geco Div. share control and management of the ven- = 

(copper, silver, zinc); Mattabi Mines (copper, ture, and expansion work was to start in 
silver, zinc); Lynn Lake Div. (copper, lead, May 1986. — | 

silver, 700 ron Ln ae Central = Teck Corp. held 22% of Lornex Mining, 

| “lybdenum): Pemour ‘¢ old: and Mi mo- which was a member of the Rio Tinto Zinc 

Corp. a maine development contract; ining Group and 68.1% owned by Rio Algom Ltd. _ 

7 ” developn contracting con- Teck also held a 73% interest in the Afton 

cern. A combination of British Columbian oopper-gold mi ‘th Metallgesellschaft 

government assistance, labor cooperation, ¢ pperé ne WN ee 
: : anada Ltd. Afton, which is east of Kam- 

and lower electric and tax rates allowed oops. British Columbia, returned anti 

a Noranda to reopen its Bell and Brenda d PS; th 1S prods re "9D. to profit 

: copper mines in British Columbia early in uring 4 WR 559 eins 22,400 tons of 

| Sentember.* The British Columbia Legisla- COPPEF and 28,559 occas. of gold. Rio 
tuve recommended in June 1985 that both £0™S Bast Kemptvite on aes started 
the Bell and Brenda Mines should be given trial production. About 1,500 tons of byprod- | 

some Provincial assistance to reopen. Labor uct copper in concentrates per year waS 

contracts were extended without salary in- expected to be produced at full capacity se 

creases to June 30, 1987, with the addition _,, Palconbridge Lid: agress. No nG, Kidd 
of a profit-sharing plan. The company ex- Creek Mines for $446 million from Canada 

pected to produce 21,300 tons per year of Development Corp. (CDC), an 11% Provin- 

copper in concentrate at the Bell Mine, cial government-owned firm with invest- | 

7 ‘vhich had been closed since 1982, as well as ™ent in chemicals, energy, and mining. Mot 
| 25,000 ounces of gold and 125,000 ounces of included was the company’s interest in the = 

silver. Bell had reserves of 42.7 million tons Allen potash mine and lead-zine nine on — 
of ore grading 5.1% copper. The Noranda Baffin Island. CDC will receive a 20% stake 

Brenda copper-molybdenum mine only pro- ‘™ Falconbridge as part of the agreement 
duced for 7 months in 1984, closing on that is to be completed in 1986. Earlier in 

December 14, 1984. Brenda had a capacity the year, Dome Mines and its affiliate 
of 14,000 tons per year of copper and 6 Mcintyre Mines Ltd. had taken a 80% share 

million pounds per year of molybdenum. °f Falconbridge, which gained Kidd Creek’s 

Both mines were expected to cease oper- newly modernized Timmins metallurgical 

| ations by yearend 1988 after exhaustion of complex that included a zinc smelter and a 

economic reserves. copper smelter and refinery. Kidd Creek 

Sherritt Gordon Mines Ltd. took a $23.2 Mines had invested about $300 million to 

million charge against its 1985 earnings as modernize the Timmins copper refining and 

a provision for write-down of its lower grade smelting plants, which were raised from 

ore reserves at its Ruttan Mine in Manito- 59,000 tons of copper per year to a capacity 

ba. Nonetheless, production was scheduled of 90,000 tons per year. Kidd Creek’s Tim- 

to increase at Ruttan, with operating plans mins smelter, which used the Mitsubishi 

calling for about 31,300 tons of copper in smelting process, was shut beginning in 

concentrate plus zinc for 1986 compared April for 51 days for major modifications to 

with a production of 20,400 tons of copper the smelter acid plant and related equip- 

and 15,900 tons of zinc in 1985. Sheritt’s ment as part of the expansion program. The 

copper and zinc concentrates were sold to casting line at the copper smelter-refinery 

the Flin Flon smelter of Hudson Bay Min- also was closed for nearly a month because 

ing and Smelting Co. Ltd. of an anode furnace spill. 

Lornex Mining Corp. Ltd. and Cominco The Quebec government announced regu- 

Ltd. planned to combine their assets in lations in February to control the emission
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_ of sulfur dioxide. Noranda’s Gaspe and Cerro Colorado copper mine and the La 
Horne smelters will be required by the end Escondida copper mine.°57 : 
of 1990 to contain 65% and 50%, respective- | Chile’s small- and medium-sized mines ly, of the sulfur entering the plants. The obtained a $100 million loan from the World Horne smelter will be also required to Bank. One-half of the money was to be used contain 35% of the sulfur entering the plant by ENAMI to improve the efficiency of its __ by the end of 1989. Noranda’s Gaspe smelter Ventanas refinery, two smelters, and sever- | operated through the year with imported al concentrators, and the rest for mine | concentrates from South America and those development and other investments at _ produced at the Needle Mountain Mine; the small- and medium-sized mines. In 1985, La Copper Mountain open pit remained closed. Sociedad Nacional de Mineria (SONAMI) The Canadian Government was to pro- members produced 263,900 tons of copper, vide up to $107 million in financial assist- up from 257,000 tons in 1984. | 
ance to the smelting industry to cut sulfur CODELCO-Chile expected to invest $310 dioxide emissions in half over the next 10 million in its four operating divisions in years as part of a long-range acid rain 1985, and another $300 million during 1986 cleanup program. The Ministry of the Envi- to maintain existing production levels. Of 

| ronment set a target date of 1994 for smelt- the planned investments, $97 million was to 
ers to reduce emissions by 50% throughout go toward pollution control. CODELCO- 
the country. Estimates of the total cost of Chile noted that about $250 million already improving the five largest sulfur dioxide had been invested in environmental protec- | emitters range from $504 million to $720 — tion equipment at Chuquicamata Div. | millions . . Planned investments at Chuquicamata in- | | Chile.—Copper production in Chile in cluded $17.7 million for a refinery program, : 1985 amounted .to 1.86 million tons, up $22 million for a flash smelter and related 
about 5% over that of 1984.. CODELCO- equipment, $13.6 million for:a sulfuric acid 
Chile accounted for 1.08 million tons of plant for the flash smelter, and $81 million the total. The Chuquicamata Div. produced for power improvements. At El Salvador | 
81% of CODELCO-Chile’s mine output, fol- Div., $6 million was allotted for mine devel- _ lowed by the El Teniente Div., 30%; the opment, and at Andina Div., $5.4 million for Andina Div., 10%; and the El Salvador Div., tailings disposal. At El Teniente Div., mine 9%. CODELCO-Chile reported pretax prof- infrastructure was to receive $39.2 million; 

_ its of $437.6 million on revenues of $1.6 transport and storage of tailings, $20.1 mil- million in 1985, compared with $332.6 mil- lion; and expansion of the Colon concentra- lion on gross revenues of $1.5 million in tor, $14.1 million. CODELCO-Chile planned 1984. Over $411 million was transferred to to invest $1,200 million at its Chuquicamata — the Chilean Government during 1985, or Div. over the next 5 years. | | about $100 million less than in 1984.5¢ Chile CODELCO-Chile was to begin develop- | received $850.1 million from the IMF fora ment of two new mines, Chuquicamata 3-year funding program. Under the termsof Norte and Elabra. Copper production capac- the program, Chile would have immediate ity was to be raised at Chuquicamata from access to $60 million in IMF credit and an the current rate of 590,000 tons of copper additional $73.1 million in compensatory per year to about 850,000 tons per year upon financing to make up for loss of export completion of the investment. The concen- income amounting to $244.5 million during trator was to be expanded to 153,000 tons of the 12 months ending in March 1985. Most ore per day by 1987. A new 30,000-ton-per- of the shortfall, about $161.6 million, was day in-pit ore crusher recently was in- attributable to a drop in the export volume _ stalled. About 100,000 tons of ore per day and unit value of copper. Chile’s economic was processed with an average grade of program for the next 2 years, which the 1.6% copper, yielding about 4,000 tons of loan was aimed at supporting, required an concentrates per day from the Chuquicama- 
expansion of exports. To stimulate foreign ta pit, which was about 2 kilometers wide, investment, Chile approved changes in the 3.8 kilometers long, and 478 meters deep. foreign investment code including the ex- Reserves were estimated at 1.7 billion tons _ tension from. 10 to 20 years of the guaran- of copper ore containing an average of tees of a fixed 49.5% tax rate and other tax 1.04% copper. 
benefits. Chile was attempting to establish A $90 million, 4-year investment program | better conditions for financing several cop- at the Andina Div. of CODELCO-Chile was per projects under study, including the completed on March 31, boosting annual
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copper production capacity to 118,000 tons kilometer slurry pipe, and port facilities. © 

| of contained copper per year. Andina’s open Projected annual production was 300,000 

pit Sur Sur Mine was used to supplement tons of copper in concentrate per year. _ 

the block-caving operation in the Cerro Escondida is one of the richest undeveloped 

_ Blanco ore body. CODELCO-Chile planned copper deposits in the world with proven 
to increase production from the current reserves of 545 million tons of ore grading 

~ 20,000 tons of ore per day to 26,000 tons per 2.16% copper and 0.01% molybdenum. Most _ 

| day by 1987 to compensate for an expected of the concentrate was planned for ship- 
drop in average ore grade. | ment to Japan for smelting. | 7 | 

In March, El Teniente suffered earth- Cia. Minera San José Ltda., a subsidiary 

quake damage to its tailings flume, concen- f St. Joe Minerals Corp., operated two open 

trator, and Caletones smelter. The ports of Pits at the El Indio Mine, 420 kilometers 
‘San Antonio and Valparaiso and several north of Santiago. El Indio had reserves of 

roads and rails were also damaged, delaying 4-6 million tons of 5% copper as well as 9.6 

copper deliveries. — | , grams of gor per ton and 122 grams of 

The underground mine at El Teniente Sliver per ton. | | 

was CODELCO-Chile’s second largest pro- Cia. Minera Disputada de las Condes 5.A., 

ducer, with reserves estimated at 47.6 mil- 9" Exxon Minerals Chile Inc. subsidiary, 

lion tons and an average ore grade of about ®@PPT oved a 2-year, $73. million expansion 

| 1.2% copper. The mill-head grade of 1.4% Project at the company’s El Soldado Mine 
| copper was expected to fall to 1.2% copper and El Cobre treatment plant. The decision 

| by 1989 and to 1.0% copper by the end of the Was made despite Disputada s com mnuing 
century. Ore treatment capacity was ex- losses, which were about $41.5 million in 

panded during 1985 to 80,000 tons of ore per 1984. Since taking it over from ENAMU in 
day. , 1978, El. Soldado had never been profit- 

Bl Salvador Div. was an underground able. Disputada produced about 77,000 

block-caving operation and associated con- tons of copper concentrate in 1985 compar- 
. . | ed with 61,575 tons in 1984. The increase 
centrator, Potrerillos smelter, and refinery. . : | | 

Situated in the Atacama Desert, the mine was from higher production at El Soldado, 

had a capacity of about 34,500 tons of ore where a concentrator. expansion completed 
er day, producing 710 tons of 38% copper in September 1984 boosted capacity to 5,500 

voncentrate per Say and 65 tons. of 56a tons of concentrates per day from 3,700 tons 

molybdenum concentrate per day. El Salva- per day. Exxon Minerals was * tudying a $70 
dor had 20 to 30 years of ore reserves with million to $80 million expansion that would 

° increase the rate at El Soldado to 11,500 

an average grade of about 1% copper and tong per day. Startup of the operations was 

0.023% molybdenum. _____ scheduled for the second half of 1987. Of a 
Antofagasta Holdings of the United King- total $71 million to be invested in the 

dom acquired the Los Pelamberes copper- expansion project, $23.6 million will be 

molybdenum ie no re 84 en ie spent on the El Cobre plant. Current re- 

northern Chile from Anaconda Minerals serves at El Soldado were estimated at 48 

near yearend. Anaconda Minerals had post- million tons of 1.7% copper. The company 

poned the project after it was unable to find was also looking at a $350 million to $400 

partners to provide part of the $1 billion to million expansion at Los Bronces. 

8 bereeprenes uy deveror we ore, wae Development of the Cerro Colorado cop- 

pa, tout #0 in ton foreword in Ge was lage dei 
. . ( : y r Finland withdrew its p up- 

Texaco Oil Co. sold its 50% share in the port. The project was to cost $240 million 

$1.3 billion Escondida project to a consor- with contributions coming from Canada’s 
tium comprised of The Broken Hill Pty. Co. Rio Algom ($60 million), the West German 

me on att) and Mite oe one Government ($80 million), the Finnish Gov- 

inc Uorp. . ©), and Mitsubishi Corp. ernment million), and the ilean 

5100 ane purcnase price es less than State Economic Corp. ($30 million). In addi- 

million, and brought ’s stake to tion, the United Kingdom’s export credit 

60%, which it held through its subsidiary, guarantee department agreed in principle 

Utah International. The consortium was to secure bank loans amounting to $35 

starting a yearlong feasibility study and million for purchase of domestic equipment 

was arranging financing and sales con- and engineering services. Chile’s industrial 

tracts. Mine production was planned for development corporation, Corporacién de 

1990 and called for an open pit, a 160- Fomento de la Producci6n, was also to loan
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$30 million. Production of 60,000 tons of No. 1 was designed for electrowinning cop- 
copper per year was planned for about 1988. per from leach solutions and would be | 

Nippon Mining Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan, completely. replaced by the $70 million ex- 
previously had abandoned the project in pansion. In 1985, CODELCO-Chile’s only - 
1980 because of uninspiring cost-benefit oxide treatment was done at Chuquicamata 
prospects. Cerro Colorado’s resources are in the electrowinning facilities of refinery 
estimated at 70 million tons of about 13% No. 1. About 40,000 tons of electrowon 
copper. Oo oe cathode per year was being produced 

_ Chuquicamata Div.’s smelter consisted of through this method, but was expected to be 
four reverberatory furnaces, seven Peirce- doubled over the next 4 years using oxide 
Smith converters, and one modified Ten- ores at Mina Sur, low-grade ore dumps from 
iente converter and had a capacity of 1,500 the Chuquicamata Mine, and waste dumps 
tons of cast anodes per day. Sulfuric acid at both Mina Sur and Chuquicamata. This | 
production at the smelter was to be increas- expanded leaching was expected to be in 
ed from 500 to 3,000 tons per day by 1989, operation by 1988, followed by cessation of 
and a new 200,000-ton-per-year flash smelt- vat leaching. The Potrerillos refinery at El 
er was to be added by 1990. Anode casting Salvador also was originally designed for 
capacity was to be increased to 1,800 tons electrowinning and _ later converted to 

| per day. Mitsubishi of Japan signed a $78 _ electrorefining. Expansion to 96,500 tons of 
million contract to build the new acid plant, copper cathode per year was completed in | 

providing 100% of the project’s financing. 1984, raising the capacity to equal. the : 
| CODELCO-Chile’s El Teniente Div.’s smelter. CODELCO-Chile postponed indefi- 

‘smelter at Caletones had an annual capaci- _nitely the construction of a new 100,000-ton- | 
ty of about 340,000 tons of blister copper per-year copper refinery 50 miles from San- 
from two reverberatory furnaces and two tiago, originally planned to treat blister | 

Teniente converters. The only moderniza- copper from. the El Teniente and Andina 
tion projects at the Caletones smelter were Mines. The refinery was to come on-stream 
the addition of converter hoods and im- in 1987. The existing El Teniente refinery _ | 
provement of casting facilities. The new had a capacity of about 155,000 tons of 
 fire-refining furnace at the Caletones smelt-. copper cathode in 1985. _ , | 
er had production problems upon startup in CODELCO-Chile’s Chuquicamata Div. 
February. The company’s Potrerillos smelt-. held a near monopoly in Chile as a supplier . 
er was about 50 kilometers from the El of wirebar, and domestic fabricators claim- os 
Salvador Mine and was equipped with one ed that they paid more for this wirebar than 
reverberatory furnace, four Peirce-SSmith fabricators in other countries, including 
converters, two cylindrical refining fur- those in the United States. CODELCO-Chile 
naces, and one anode casting wheel. The owned equity in copper fabrication plants in 
plant’s capacity was estimated to be about Europe and was considering a joint-venture 
100,000 tons of blister per year. | | in China for a wire and cable plant. Pros- 
ENAMI’s Ventanas smelter, which had pects for downstream expansion of fabrica- 

an annual blister capacity of about 110,000 tion plants in Chile were limited because of 
tons per year, was damaged in the March the country’s small domestic market and 
earthquake, but was. functioning again higher tariffs in export markets on fabricat- 
within 30 days. ENAMI buys raw materials ed products compared with tariffs on re- 
for the Ventanas smelter from the small- fined copper. Total output of fabricated 
mine sector as well as from CODELCO- copper products in Chile was about 35,000 
Chile. ENAMI was spending $4.5 million on tons per year, of which about 60% was 
the Ventanas complex to increase its refin- exported, chiefly to other South American 
ing capacity to 195,000 tons per year, which countries... 
would be realized by January 1986. An China.—Copper imports totaled 356,000 
investment of $30 million was planned to tons valued at $480 million in 1985, while 
build a sulfuric acid plant that would pro- domestic mine production was only about 
duce 525 tons of sulfuric acid per day. 185,000 tons. China’s trade of all nonferrous 

Considerable expansion of the Chuquica- metals was to be handled exclusively by the 
mata refinery was under way, and produc- new CNNMIEC, the trading arm of China 
tion was expected to reach 475,000 tons per National Nonferrous Metals Industry Corp. 
year by yearend 1986. In 1985, electrorefin- (CNNMIC), beginning in 1986. The responsi- 
ing capacity in two existing tankhouses was bility had previously been held by China 
about 400,000 tons per year. Refinery National Metals & Minerals Import-Export
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| Corp. | mine with a capacity of about 2.5 million 
| _ CNNMIC was seeking technology and tons of ore per year. : 

, investments from foreign interests for 18 China has copper resources at more than 
| - nonferrous metals joint venture projects, 800 sites, including nearly 30 large copper 

including a 5,000-ton-per-year copper tubing deposits. The ores are mostly low-grade 
and a 1,000-ton-per-year copper sheet and with an average copper content of 0.6% to 
strip plant in Beijing; a high-accuracy cop- 1.0% and many with less than 0.5%. There 
per alloy strip processing line, with acapac- were no extremely large deposits; most have 
ity of 4,000 tons of brass strip per year and resources of less than 5 million tons and 
3,000 tons of radiator and cable strip per many lie at such depths and in such remote 
year; and a copper foil plant, with a capaci- places as to be impractical to. develop at 

| ty of 1,000 tons per year at the Shanghai present. Skarn copper deposits were China’s 
| copper smelter complex; a beryllium bronze main potentially commercial copper ores 

processing line with annual capacity of and occur in the middle and lower Chang- 
2,000 metric tons at the Northwest copper _jiang Basin, the eastern section of northeast 
fabricating plant; a mill to treat 1.5 million China, the Yanshan and N anling mountain 
of ore per year at Huili Lala copper mine, areas, and the southwest. Porphyry copper 
Sichuan Province; and construction of a ore types made up about 45% of available | 

| mine and a concentrator in the Jiangxi resources and associated skarn deposits _ 
| copper complex at the Chengmenshan cop- about 28%.°° — | 

: : per mine. . mo New refining equipment was installed at 
Continuus-Properzi Corp. signed a sales the No. 2 refinery of the Tongling Nonfer- : 

contract with Wuhu Smelter, a copper re- rous Metal Co. The annual capacity at the 
fining and fabricating company of Wuhu refinery was to be increased from 30,000. 

a City, Anhui Province, for the-supply of a tons to 45,000 tons of copper cathode 
| Properzi continuous cast copper rod line to through the new addition. ee 

| be operating by the end of 1986. This was China’s Tianjin Nonferrous Metals Co. 
| the third Properzi copper rod line recently and Noranda were to undertake a feasibili- 

| sold to China. China planned to have at ty study that could lead to the construction _ 
least 12 continuous cast copper rod mills in of a 100,000-ton-per-year copper complex at 
operation by 1987. Total capacity of the Tianjin in northeastern China by the early 
mills was estimated at about 390,000 tons of 1990’s. Noranda would provide technology 
rod per year, with much of the output for a smelter, refinery, acid plant, and 
destined for use in telecommunications and oxygen plant. The complex was estimated to. 

_ magnet wire applications. CODELCO-Chile cost about $200 million and would process. 
held discussions with representatives of foreign ‘copper concentrates. The study 

| CNNMIC for a possible joint venture to would be funded largely by the Canadian 
build an $8 million copper cable and wire International Development Agency’s Indus- 
plant near Beijing. trial Development Div. and would be com- 

China’s 5-year plan projected copper pro- pleted by 1987. Noranda would hold a mi- 
duction at 150,000 tons per year in Jiangxi nority share in the project. | 
Province by 1990 and 200,000 tons per year Jiangxi Copper Corp.’s Guixi smelter was 
by 1995. Production at Jiangxi’s copper completed in December after more than 5 
mines was 70,000 tons in 1985. The produc- - years of construction. The initial production 

| ing mines were in the northeast region of was to be at a rate of about 90,000 tons of 
Jiangxi Province and included the Cheng- copper blister per year and about 340,000 to 
menshan, Dexing, Dongfang, Wushan, 360,000 tons of sulfuric acid per year. When 
Yinshan, and Yongping copper mines near fully complete, the smelter’s annual capaci- 
Poyang Hu. This area accounted for nearly ty was planned for 200,000 tons of copper 
one-third of the national production. The and 860,000 tons of sulfuric acid per year. 
Yongping open pit, which started in 1984, Most of the equipment and technology used 
was producing 500 tons of concentrates per for the smelter was purchased from Sumito- 
day. Reserves were estimated to be more mo of Japan and Outokumpu Oy of Finland. 
than 74 million tons. Colombia.—Nittetsu Mining Co. Ltd. of 

A joint Yugoslav-Chinese agreement for Japan formed a joint venture with Minas 
exploitation of a copper mine in the Prov- del Cobre Ltda. to develop the El Cobre 
ince of Sichuan was reactived. The Yugo- copper mine in Colombia. Starting in 1986, 
slav company, Bor Mining and Metallurgi- the mine and infrastructure development 
cal Works Co., was to construct an open pit would start production for 2 years at a rate
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| of 4,000 tons of copper in concentrate per and Industry’s (MITI) emergency loan fund 
year. The mine, 80 kilometers southwest of in 1985. MITI announced it would lend $12.5 

Medellin, had reserves of 1 million tons million at an interest rate of 3% to 16 
with an average grade of 4% copper and 3 domestic copper and zinc mines in fiscal 
grams of gold perton. . year 1986-87. The loan arrangement was set 

Indonesia.—Freeport Indonesia Inc., an up in 1978 to help the mines maintain 
81% owned subsidiary of Freeport-McMo- production while nonferrous metal prices 
Ran Inc., produced copper concentrates remained low. The changing picture in 1985 
from two mines in Irian Jaya. Copper pro- was blamed on the strengthening yen 
duction set a new record high in 1985 at against the dollar. 
88,700 tons of copper in concentrates pro. § Japanese smelters continued to operate 
duced. The Ertsberg East Mine accounted at a reduced output in 1985. J apanese 
for most of it. Copper reserves at yearend Smelters had begun to reduce operating — 
1985 were-846,000 tons in ore, according to CaPacity to about 1,348,000 tons of metal per 

_ the company’s annual report, compared Year 2 years ago with the closure of the 
_ with 993,500 tons at the end of 1984. Work Hitachi, Ibargi (84,000 tons), and Okayama 
continued on evaluation of deep reserves at (7,200 tons), smelters. Mitsui Mining. & 
Ertsberg East. Smelting Co. Ltd. was to stop smelting at its | 

_. Japan.—Electrolytic copper production Hibi, Okayama, smelter (89,600 tons) in 
was almost the same as in 1984 while 1986 and planned to toll process at the 
consumption of refined copper was down to /arger Tamano, Okayama, smelter (164,000 
about 1.2 million tons during 1985 from the tons), which was a joint venture with Mitsui 
1984 record high of 1.37 million tons. Com- (29%), Nittetsu Mining (20%), and Furuka- 

. ae a . wa Mining Co. Ltd. Godo Shigen Sangyo Co. _ 
munication cable shipments in Japan were inte ded to blist duct; 
21% below 1984 levels and exports were ‘Htenche to stop Sister copper pro an | 
halved. Electrical power cable shipments at its Miyako, Iwate, smelter at the end o | 
increased and were 14% above 1984 levels May 1986. Although the smelter had two | 
as a result of increased public housing and furnaces with a combined blister capacity of | 

wer generation investments Production 36,000 tons per year, only one furnace was 
ve S . d tubi “ d by utilized, producing about 2,000 tons of blis- 

Of Copper. pipe and tubing was down by ter per month for export only. Dowa Mining 
about 4.6% in the | second half of 1985, Co. Ltd. completed the installation of new 
compared with the first half, as a result of a oxygen blowing facilities at its Kosaka 
drop in exports and a sharp production fall cneiter. This will increase capacity to 
of air conditioners; both were presumed to 66,000 tons of blister per year. Nippon 
be the result of the increasing value of the Mining decided to shut down the Sagnoseki | 
yen. Imports of refined copper cathode were flash furnace for 6 months. N ippon said 
351,000 tons in 1985, down sharply from that this did not affect electrolytic output 
463,000 tons in 1984, The decline was €X- during the year because the company was : 
plained in terms of reduced economic ex- able to process from blister copper stocks. 
pansion and an accompanying fall in de- The Saganoseki flash furnace was produc- 
mand for finished products. Exports of jing about 19,100 tons of cathode copper per 

. 51,000 tons of refined copper in 1985, on the year, about 15% below previous levels. 
other hand, were higher than the rather Furutobe Mining Co. Ltd. expected to 
low figure of 18,400 tons reported for 1984. close its copper-lead-zinc mine in the Akita 
Alloy ingots and scrap exports were also Prefecture by the end of January 1986 
much higher than in 1984. Although wire because of ore reserve exhaustion. In 1985, 
rod exports to China were down, exports of Furutobe produced 10,000 tons of copper 
cathodes to China in 1985 jumped to 39,102 concentrates. 

tons and accounted for 77% of Japan’s total © Mexico.—Domestic demand for refined 
cathode exports, compared with only 378 copper was about 118,000 tons in 1985, 
tons in 1984. Imports of concentrates were nearly double that of 1984. Smelter expan- 
at an increased level of 812,600 tons con- sions were well under way at Mexicana de 
tained copper in 1985, compared with Cobre S.A. (44% state-owned) and Cia. Min- 
785,000 tons in 1984 when concentrate mar- era de Cananea S.A. (92% state-owned). 
ket tightness forced a cutback on imports. When completed, the two smelters would 

Nineteen Japanese zinc and copper pro- raise Mexico’s total smelter capacity to 
ducers made applications for assistance about 362,000 tons of blister per year, re- 
from the Ministry for International Trade ducing Mexico’s role as a major exporter of
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| concentrates. Mexicana de Cobre was com- mained unchanged at 0.42% copper. A new - 
, pleting a $400 million smelter that would ball mill came on-stream in late 1985. - 

| have an annual capacity of about 180,000 In early 1985, the $1,400 million Ok Tedi | 
tons of blister per year. The company also gold-copper project was the subject of a | 
planned to complete a $250 million concen- major dispute between the Government and 
trator expansion at La Caridad to 150,000 its foreign partners. The Government was 
tons per year by early 1986. Cananea, Mexi- concerned that its partners might abandon | 

Se co’s leading blister producer, completed its the project once the gold-rich cap had been 
$250 million expansion program to raise mined, while the’ partners were not pre- 
concentrate capacity from 40,000 to 150,000 pared to commit themselves to a firm time- 
tons of 26% concentrate per year. Cana- table for developing the copper deposit in 
nea's blister capacity was to be increased to view of the depressed market. The Govern- 

'  125,000.tons per year by 1986. The company ment gave the operating company, Ok Tedi, 
expected to export about 95,000 tons of the a formal notice to close down the mine, but 
added concentrate production per year. after lengthy negotiations, the Government | 

| About 40% of the concentrates were to be endorsed a revised agreement allowing for 
sold to Japan on a long-term basis, with the variations in the mining plan and transfer 

_ rest going to the Republic of Korea, Taiwan, of some of the debt from the operating 
China, and Europe, in order of volume. company to the shareholders. Construction | 
Cananea was also to install a 22,000-ton-per- of a permanent tailings dam was to be 
year SX-EW plant at its mine in 1986, using deferred by 4 years, but copper mining was 

_. refining technology from M.I.M. Holdings to start 2 years earlier than the initial date. 
Ltd. of Australia. _ a The Government was to restore its stake in | 

The United States and Mexico negotiated Ok Tedi to 20%. Shareholders in Ok Tedi 
| a three-part environmental agreement that were BHP with 30%; Standard Oil of Indi- | 
a included a commitment by both countries to ana (Amoco Minerals), 30%; Metallgesell- 

- - control sulfur emissions from the two Mexi- schaft AG and Degussa AG, each with 7.5%; 
can smelters and the Phelps Dodge Douglas and the state-owned West German develop- | 

| smelter in Arizona by January 2, 1988. The ment company, Deutsche Gesellschaft Fuer 
Mexican Government pledged to stop Wirtschaftliche Zusammenarbeir (Entwick- — 
uncontrolled emissions from the Cananea lungsgessellschaft) mbH, 5%. Copper pro- 
and Nacozari smelters. Both smelters were duction was scheduled to begin by yearend 

| expected to be operational by 1986. Naco- 1986 at about 30,000 tons of copper in 
“zgari, alone, was expected to emit about concentrate per year, rising to 60,000 tons 

os 400,000 tons of sulfur per year. Since the per year by mid-1988. A feasibility study 
; plant is only 55 miles south of the Arizona completed in 1979 revealed minable ore 

border, U.S. officials were concerned about reserves of 410 million tons, comprised of 
the risk of acid rain damage. Plans to bring 351 million tons of porphyry copper ore that 
the two Mexican smelters into environmen- averaged 0.7% copper and 0.6 gram of gold 
tal compliance by 1988 may be delayed per ton at a cutoff of 0.4% copper, and 25 
because of repair costs from the destruction million tons of skarn copper ore averaging 
from the September earthquakes. 1.17% copper and 1.6 grams of gold per ton. 

. Papua New Guinea.—Bougainville Cop- Ok Tedi purchased Anaconda Minerals’ 
per Ltd. plans to alter its copper concen- Carr Fork, UT, concentrator for $7 million 
trate marketing plan when sale contracts and was expected to have it shipped to 
expire in 1987. Contracts with the Federal Papua New Guinea and have it installed by 
Republic of Germany, Japan, and Spain August 1986 as part of its long-term plan to 
accounted for most of the shipments under increase production. By buying secondhand 
contracts initiated in 1972. However, since equipment, costs of the copper milling ex- 
the mine opened, the company expanded pansion project could be contained to about 
sales to China and the Republic of Korea one-half the cost of new equipment. Ok Tedi 
and was beginning to view the Asia-Pacific was projecting a break-even point of 42 
region as its prime market. Bougainville cents per pound for the mine at peak copper 
Copper produced 175,000 tons of copper in output. | 
concentrates during 1985, up from 164,500 Peru.—The mining sector contributed 
tons in 1984, according to the company’s about 50% to Peru’s total export revenue in 
annual report. The increase was due to an 1985. Copper exports from Peru increased in 
increase in ore milled to 50 million tons 1985 reaching a total of 350,800 tons (copper 
from 47 million tons, while the grade re- content of ores, blister, and refined copper)
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compared with 1984 exports of about Financing for an expansion project at 
| 290,500 tons.2 Centromin Pert’s Cobriza Mine was sup- 

Almost all large-scale mining operations ported through loans from the Inter- 
in Peru were owned and operated by state- American Development Bank ($63.4 mil- 
owned Empresa Minera del Peri (Minero lion), Wells Fargo Bank ($55.1 million), 

Pert), Empresa Minera del Centro del Pera Peruvian Government ($37 million), World | 

(Centromin Perd), and Empresa Minera del Bank ($36.4 million), Corporacién Finan- 
Hierro del Pert. Southern Peru Copper  ciera Desarrollo (Cofide) ($33.8 million), 
Corp. (SPCC), which operated two open pits, Centromin Pert ($29.9 million), U.S. Ex- | 
Cuajone and Toquepala, and Cia. Minera  port-Import Bank ($3.1 million), and the 
Pativilca S.A., which operated the Raul Sweden Export Bank ($2.5 million). In 1985, 
deposit, were Peru’s largest private copper 528 people were employed at Cobriza, 126 at : 
producers. When the new Peruvian Govern-_ the concentrator, and 402 at the mine. The 
ment took office on July 28, 1985, one of its underground mine and 2,360-ton-per-day _ 

priorities included the reorganization of concentrator were 160 kilometers from the | 
state mining companies on a regional basis. smelter at La Oroya. 7 
According to the Government’s plan, Min- Cia. Minera Condestable S.A., one of Pe- | 

ero Pert in its present form would disap- ru’s medium-sized mines, increased capaci- 

pear. Centromin Pert would remain essen- ty from 1,100 tons of ore per day to 1,300 
tially a central Peruvian company, andnew tons per day. Condestable handled about 
companies would run operations in the 400,000 tons of ore in 1985, producing 18,000 
south and the north. Several projects were _ tons of concentrates containing 26% copper, _ 
to be given priority, including development plus gold and silver. The mine reportedly 
of the Antamina copper-zinc project, a mill- had a production cost level of about 55 cents 
ing operation of about 3,000 tons per day per pound. A further expansion to 1,600 

- using surplus equipment from the Cobriza _ tons of ore per day was planned for 1986. 
copper mine. A mixed private and Govern- SPCC’s Cuajone and Toquepala Mines 
ment company would fund the project. A were Peru’s most prolific copper producers, 
scaled-down version of the Cerro Verde II recovering a combined total of 272,000 tons 
project would be financed at $40 million. of contained copper in 1985, 3,800 tons of 
Foreign investment in the Tintaya copper molybdenum in concentrate, and 2.8 million 

: mine was also to be encouraged. Subsidies ounces of silver in blister copper. Esti- 
and financing would be provided to keep mated ore reserves at the Cuajone Mine at | 
small- and medium-sized mines in operation yearend were 300 million tons averaging 
when necessary. | | 0.88% copper and an average of 0.02% 

_ Peru broke off negotiations with Japan’s molybdenite. The grade of ore had fallen 
‘Marubeni Corp. and Mitsui for the $130 from 0.92% in 1980 to about 0.89% in 1985, 

million financing package for the Cerro a trend that was likely to continue. To 
Verde II copper project near Arequipa. maintain production levels, SPCC expanded 
Nevertheless, Minero Peri hoped to keep concentrator throughput from 41,000 tons 

| the Cerro Verde Mine going through two per day to 50,000 tons per day by installa- 
smaller projects after production from the _ tion of improved monitoring equipment and 

| oxide ores ceases in late 1986. One plan other efficiency improvements. SPCC’s To- 
involved recovering copper from the oxide quepala Mine had a capacity to produce 
ores at the Tintaya Mine, which started about 50,000 tons of ore and 45,000 tons of . 

: production in early 1985. The second plan waste, based on a 6-day workweek. As of 
would process the higher grade sulfide ores January 1986, a total of 109 million tons of 
at Cerro Verde by construction of asmaller sulfide ore grading 0.81% copper and 
concentrator. The scaled-down production 0.023% molybdenite remained in the pit. 
plan would require an investment of about About 27 million tons of low-grade sulfides 
$22 million versus $278 million estimated were stockpiled for future heap leaching 
for the original Verde II plan and woulduse recovery. . 
crushing machinery already at the mine. Empresa Minera Especial Tintaya S.A., a 
Cerro Verde I copper oxide reserves were state-owned company formed by Minero 
expected to be depleted by October 1986. Pert (45%), Centromin Pert (45%), and 
Production was down to 28,000 tons of Cofide (10%), started shipments of copper 
electrowon copper cathode per year from concentrates from the Tintaya open pit 
33,000 tons per year because of declining mine in August. The $326 million Tintaya 
oxide reserves. copper project was expected to reach capaci-
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ty in 1986 of 170,000 tons of 33% copper pore, and Thailand. The Government also 
concentrates per year containing 4 ounces offered the Philippines Associated Smelting 

| of silver per ton and 0.14 ounce of gold per and Refining Corp. (PASAR) smelter for 
ton. Based on proven reserves of 34 million privatization during the year. Three Japa- 
tons of ore grading 2.12%, the life of the mese companies already held 30% of the 
‘mine was estimated at 13 years. There was_ preferred shares. About 44% of its output 
also 8 million tons of 2.75% copper in oxide went to Japan, 19% to Taiwan, and the rest : 

: ore that was to be stockpiled for future to China, the Republic of Korea, and vari- 
| recovery. A Tucson, AZ, company was doing’ ous traders. Exports of copper concentrates 

metallurgical studies to determine the best _ fell from 462,549 tons in 1984 to 376,674 tons | 
method to recover this copper, including the in 1985. Copper cathode exports were 

: possibility of making copper sulfate and 136,495 tons in 1985. Mine production fell as 
| shipping it to Minero Perd’s Cerro Verde a result of the closure of two mines by Atlas : 

Mine for conversion to refined copper in its Consolidated: Mining and Development 
. SX-EW plant. Financing was provided by Corp. However, the Japanese company Ma- 

$100 million from the Canadian Export rubeni provided $12 million to assist in 
| ~ Development Corp. and $115 million from reopening of the Sipalay Mine in return for 

the Bank of Nova Scotia and the Toronto 90% of the concentrates. The state-owned 
Dominion Bank. | oo | Maricalum Mining Corp., which was creat- 

- Centromin Perd’s La Oroya reverberato- ed out of the bankrupt Marinduque Mining 
ry smelter treated combined copper, lead, and Industrial Corp. group of companies in 

and zinc concentrates. About 80% of the July 1985, planned to increase the daily ore 
feed was from Centromin Perd’s operations. milling rate at the Sipalay Mine to 40,000 | 
The total labor force at La Oroya was 5,500. tons per day by early 1986. oe . 

| Two reverberatory furnaces and six con- Poland.—Refined copper production 
verters were used for copper. Blister copper amounted to an estimated 387,000 tons in — 

, was fire-refined to 98% copper anodes con- 1985, 70% of which was sold as cathode and 
taining some gold, silver, and 0.3% lead, 30% as semifabricates (rod). About 180,000 

; which were sent to Centromin Perd’s La tons of unwrought copper was exported. 
Oroya electrolytic refinery at Huaymanta. Principal export destinations were the 
In 1983, the refinery produced about 47,000 Federal Republic of Germany, Romania, 
tons of refined copper, of which 24,000 tons and the United Kingdom. The Polish cop- 
was marketed as 250-pound wirebars, 21,000 _ per industry was managed by Kombinat 

_ tons as copper rod, and 2,500 tons as cath- Gorniczo-Hutniczy Miedzi and employed 
odes. about 43,000 workers. There was a labor | 

Private investors in Peru, Spain, and _ shortage in 1985, reportedly because of low 
Venezuela opened a brass mill in Trujillo, pay in the copper mines. About 10% to 20% _ 
northern Peru. The new 5,000-ton-per-year of future copper industry investment budg- 
brass operation was named Peru Venezuela ets were related to environmental costs and Siw 
Espana S.A. (Pvesa) and made its first called for emphasis on finished products. | 
shipment of free-cutting brass rod and forg- About 75% of the concentrates mined were : 
ing brass to the United States in early July. treated in shaft furnaces at Legnica and 
Minpeco USA Inc., a subsidiary of the state- Glogow with the remainder treated by a | 
owned marketing company Minero Peri’ modified Outokumpu flash smelter at Glo- 

. Comercial, was the U.S. marketing agency gow II. 
for the mill. About 25% to 30% of the Portugal.—A 49% interest in Sociedade | 
plant’s production was to be consumed by Mineira de Neves-Corvo S.A.R.L. (Somincor) 
Industrious Reunidas S.A., a Lima-based of Portugal, which was previously held by 
brass fabricator that owned 80% of the Penarroya S.A. and Compagnie Francaise 
Pvesa stock. The primary product was cop- des Mines S.A. of France, was sold to Rio 
per brass bar and alloy 260 strip. Tinto Zinc in mid-1985. The other 51% of 

Philippines.—The Philippine Govern- Somincor was state-owned. The $200 million 
ment accepted bids for the 100,000-ton-per- Neves-Corvo copper project was expected to 
year ASEAN Copper Products Inc. copper produce about 65,000 tons of copper in 
semifabrication plant in 1985. The project concentrates by yearend 1988 from a 25- 
owners, the Association of Southeast Asian million-ton ore body having an average 
Nations (ASEAN), were owned 60% by the grade of about 3.2% copper. In addition to 
Philippine Government and 40% by the the main ore body, there were 40 million 
Governments of Indonesia, Malaysia, Singa- tons of copper-lead-silver-zinc reserves. In
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November, Quimica de Portugal E.P., a Government to use the state-owned railway, 
state-owned company, invited tenders for Voie Nationale, in a bid to increase reve- 
design and construction of a 100,000-ton- nues for the railway. The railway was to | 

per-year smelter, refinery, acid plant, and handle 60% of material shipped in 1986 
associated infrastructure estimated to cost with only 30% to be sent through South 
$300 million. African ports. Gécamines was countering 

U.S.S.R.—Based on a detailed study of transportation problems between  Lu- | 

U.S.S.R. copper mine, smelter, and refinery bumbashi and the Port of Matadi in early | 
trends that was completed by the U.S. 1985 and turned to increasing shipments via 
Bureau of Mines in 1984,°3 capacity and the quicker southern route, with about 438% 
production figures for the Soviet Union of Gécamines output exported via the Re- 
were significantly reduced from previous public of South Africa and Zambia; about 
estimates by the Bureau. The growth ofthe 11% was being sent through the Port of Dar 
U.S.S.R. copper industry during the past 65 es Salaam in Tanzania. oe 
years was analyzed in some detail on a Zambia.—For the year to March 31, 1985, 
mine-by-mine and plant-by-plant basis and, Zambia Consolidated Copper Mines Ltd. 
when compared with the last known pub- (ZCCM), which was 60.3% Government- | 
lished official figures, indicated an overall owned, reported a pretax profit of $62 mil- 
lower growth in Soviet copper production lion. This was achieved against .a back- 

. and capacity than had been previously esti- ground of rising costs, lower copper prices, 
mated. The principal geological features of and continued deterioration of production 

| the deposits and an analysis of ore reserves owing to poor plant and equipment avail- 
were described by the report as well as ability. Following this achievement, howev- 
historical trends in mining, beneficiation, er, ZCCM incurred a net loss of $15 million | 
metallurgy, and supply-demand relation- in the 9 months to December 1985. In 
ships. Copper production capacity for the addition to hard currency shortages, ZCCM : 
U.S.S.R. was estimated to be, in thousand was also plagued by railroad shipping prob- 7 
tons of copper content, as follows for 1985: lems, although new locomotives had been | 
mine, 680; smelter, 980; and refinery, 1,100 introduced on the Tanzanian Railway. | 
tons per year. | | Shortages of spare parts and diesel fuel, | 

| Zaire.—La Générale des Carriéres et des coupled with a strike in June by 8,000 

Mines du Zaire (Gécamines) began a 5-year, workers, resulted in a drop in annual mine 
$750 million investment program to stabi- production to about 483,000 tons. Some - 
lize copper production through the rehabil- material was imported during the year from 
itation and modernization of the mining, Zaire to be smelted and refined in Zambia. | 
concentrating, smelting, and refining oper- Since 1984, ZCCM had been undertaking an | 
ations. Of the total, $500 million was tobe export, rehabilitation, and diversification 
financed through retained earnings with program where the main objective was to 
the remainder financed by multilateral de- enhance corporate viability by improving 
velopment banks with bilateral cofinancing. productivity and efficiency. It was being 
The goal was to renew aging plants and funded by the World Bank, the EEC, and 
to increase the in-country value added the African Development Bank, together 
through additional refining. Almost one- with funds from ZCCM’s own sources. The 
half of Zaire’s production was either blister European Commission announced approval 
or standard-grade cathode, both of which in October of a $28.2 million loan to Zambia. 

required further refining in Europe. The The Italian Government was also to make a 
plan called for the construction of a 100,000- grant to help complete ZCCM’s rehabilita- 
ton-per-year copper smeiter and refinery tion program and cover the purchase of 
complex at Luilu in Kolwesi. equipment for mining and processing. 

In July, the direct marketing control of ZCCM was to embark on a recruitment 
all copper and cobalt was taken over by campaign for qualified and experienced spe- 
Gécamines Commerciale from the Belgian  cialists both locally and overseas. As of 
company SGM-Afrimet. This followed a ma- November, about 1,633 expatriates were 
jor corporate restructuring last year involv- employed at the mines, or about 2.7% of the 
ing the formation of Gécamines Holdingsto work force. 
oversee the activities of three separate op- Zambia, started a major reorganization of 
erating subsidiaries responsible for mining, its copper industry at yearend 1985, which, 
development, and marketing. while initially trimming about 50,000 tons 
Gécamines was under pressure from the of annual production, was ultimately de-
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| signed to restore the health of the industry. changed its corporate name during the year 
The 5-year plan, which was to start in to Mhangura Copper Mines Ltd. and chang- 

| January 1986, called for the closure of the ed the brand name of its standard copper 
Kansanshi (6,000 tons per year) and Cham-_ cathode produced at its refinery to Mhangu- _ 

: bishi (26,000 tons per year) Mines and the ra from Mangula. This followed the sale of 
_ No. 8 shaft at the Konkola Div. (output Messina’s assets (55% of Mangula and 65% _ 

. 20,000 tons for year ending March 1985). of Lomagundi Smelting and Mining Co.) to 
The mines were to close as soon as devel- the Government-owned Zimbabwe Mining 

- oped ore reserves were exhausted. The Development Corp. (ZMDC) in September 
mines have been beset by Zambia’s acute 1984. In addition to the equity in Mangula 
economic problems. A severe shortage of and Lomagundi, ZMDC also acquired 

' trucks reduced Kansanshi Mine’s effective- M.T.D. Management Services Ltd., which 
| ness. In 1985, about 162,000 tons of ore was_ controlled Bar 20 Mines (Pvt.) Ltd., 85% of 

brought to the surface, but only 77,000 tons Sabi Consolidated Gold Mines, 50% of Jena 

was moved from the minesite. As of March Mines, and M.T.D. Sanyati (Pvt.) Ltd. 
| 31, 1985, undeveloped reserves at Kansan- Mhangura was to push ahead with develop- 

shi stood at 3.4 million tons grading 2.75% ment of the Copper Queen and Copper King 
copper, while those at Chambishi totaled deposits at Sanyati that had been delayed , 
20.9 million tons grading 2.78% copper, and by former owners because of low copper 

_at Konkola, 45.1 million tons grading 3.84% prices and high electricity costs. Messina _ 
| copper. Also included would be the shut- already had invested $1 million in develop- 

down of the Chambishi concentrator, ing the Copper Queen deposits when oper- : 
Luanshya smelter, Ndola copper refinery, ations were postponed. Ore production at 
and the Nkana oxide concentrator. About Mhangura’s Messina Mine cost $343 per ton 

_. 8,000 workers will lose their jobs. The of recovered copper in December 1984; at 
— Konkola Div. and Nchanga Div. would be Harper, the cost was $211 per ton, and at | 

merged, leaving ZCCM with four mining Campbell, the cost was $369 per ton of 
| divisions: Luanshya, Nchanga, Nkana, and recovered copper. The average production 

: Mufulira. | cost for all mines was $257. per ton of re- 

The $250 million Stage II Nchanga tail- covered copper. The average loss per ton 
| ings leach project started treating tailings was $134 cumulative through December 

in mid-December, and at full capacity, 1984 for all three mines. 
| which was to occur in August 1986, was Rio Tinto (Zimbabwe) Ltd.’s Eiffel Flats 

expected to recover about 50,000 tons of base metal refinery (56.1% owned by Rio 
lower cost copper per year that will help to Tinto Zinc) was producing at its targeted 

| offset production loss from planned clo- operating level of 360 tons of nickel per 
sures. The Kafironda explosives factory in month and .400 tons of copper per month | 
Zambia, the sole supplier of industrial ex- after it was recommissioned in August. 
plosives to ZCCM, was to resume full pro- Zimbabwe’s two copper refineries, Corsyn 
duction in early 1986. Consolidated Mines Ltd.’s Inyati refinery 
Zimbabwe.—The former South African- and Mhangura’s Alaska refinery, had a 

owned Messina (Transvaal) Development combined cathode production capacity of 
subsidiary, M.T.D. (Mangula) Ltd., which about 25,000 tons per year. 

_ produced about 90% of Zimbabwe’s copper,
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Table 5.—Average ore feed grade and recoverable copper from marketeconomy = 
: countries’. copper deposits representing nearly 80% of the world reserve base in 1985, . 

| ae by region and country: | 

| | i Producing Nonproducing Total 

a . Recover- Recover- - Recover- 
. . Number Average able Average able © Average able 

Region and country of feed copper® feed copper® feed copper® 
deposits grade” (million grade? (million grade* (million 

(percent) metric (percent) metric (percent) metric 
. tons) tons) tons) 

North America: | | | 
Canada _______ 35 0.55 9.2 0.47 8.3 0.51 17.6 

— Mexico. LL 6 10 15.3 .60 5.2 67 20.5, 
United States _._ 22 62 65 27.4 .60 30.0 62 57.4 

_ ‘Totaloraverage___________ 108 64 51.9 5T 435 61 955 

. Central and South America: _ a 
Argentina._______-_________ 3 __ __ BB 6.6 55° 66 | 
Chile... ee 16 1.02 85.3 1.04 269 ~~ 1.03 1122 
Peru ____ ~~. Le 12 82 10.2 82. 11.1 82 21.2 | 
Other __________= 5 1.03 14 72. 9.3 75 10.7 

Total’ or average... = 36 1.00 96.8 84 53.9 93° 150.7 
Europe _-_________.___- ee 12 58 4.0 ow W W 5.5. 
Middle East___~_—~_.~2-~_--_______ 10 1.17 4.8 1.88 1.5 ~~ 1.30 63 — 

: Asia: | 
India. 2 ~  L 6 1.24 4.6 WwW | WwW WwW 47 
Philippines__._-§/§_»_-~_--_- 22 AA 4.0 50 64 . AT 10.4 
Other ___ ~~ 6 1.21 1.9 W WwW WwW 29 

| | Total or average___________ 34 12 10.5 AT 1.5 59 18.0 

Africa: . | a ; 

South Africa, Republic of ~._.____ 5 62 1.7 WwW Ww WwW WwW . 
7 Zaire. 2 8 3.93 17.8 Ww Ww W Ww 

Zambia __-_ _~_§ -§ 5 ee 9 2.31 10.0 WwW Ww OW WwW 
- Other __________________ 10 = 1.62. 8 221 9 1.87 1.7 

Total’ or average___________ 32 2.51 30.3 2.57 4.4 2.51 34.7 

| Oceania: 
Australia____-______________ 9 2.82 3.9 1.59 21.7 1.69 25.5 
Other ______-______________ 5 AT 6.5 AT 59 iT 12.4 

_ Total* or average.__________ 14 67 10.5 1.05 27.5 91 37.9 

. Grand total‘ or average. ______ 241 91 208.7 15 139.9 87 5348.6 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included in “Total or average.” 
‘Based on Jan. 1985 resource estimates for 110 producing and 131 idle, developing, or explored deposits in market 

economy countries. Excludes copper available from byproduct mines. Total world reserve base is estimated at 566 million 
tons contained copper in ore. . 

2Feed grade to concentrator, averaged over the life of the mine. Does not include leach material. 
3Includes recoverable copper from leach operations. 
“Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 
*Recoverable total corresponds to 465 million tons contained copper in ore, or 78.8% of the world reserve base for 

copper. 

Source: Bureau of Mines, Minerals Availability System (MAS). 

TECHNOLOGY 

A copper-tungsten composite substrate molten metal during copper alloy casting in 
for microcircuits, which combined copper’s place of the conventional chilled metal | 
good thermal conductivity and tungsten’s mold. The development of this technology, 
low thermal expansion, was developed and undertaken by Olin Corp., was described in 
marketed by Sumitomo Electric Industries a paper highlighting the commercial bene- 
Ltd. The new composite was produced by fits.© This casting technique eliminat- 
sintering a mixture of copper and tungsten ed the mold-related defects normally en- 
powder. Beryllium copper was used in simi- countered in direct chill mold-casting, and 
lar applications, but presented a problem of provided copper alloy castings with greatly 
toxicity.* improved hot workability. 

Electromagnetic forces that result when Bureau of Mines studies of the flotation 
eddy currents are induced in a molten behavior of a series of minerals containing 
metal load were used to contain and shape varying amounts of copper and iron illus-
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trated that the percentage of iron in the refining process. 
mineral significantly affected both the po- An in situ bioleach pilot operation to 
tential at which the mineral floats andthe recover copper from an abandoned under- 

_ mechanism by which the collector, ethyl- ground mine in northern Italy was started 
xanthate, interacted with the mineral. Cur- up at the beginning of the year by the rent research in froth flotation research University of Cagliari, with funding from was being directed toward gaining a funda- the Italian National Research Council and 
mental understanding of sulfide flotation the Ministry of Public Education. Indige- 
chemistry to improve existing flotation nous bacteria in acidic mine waters were 
methods, devise new methods, and help in being used to leach copper from the mixed 

__ the selection of control parameters for com- _Pyrite-chalcopyrite ore, then the copper was | puterized process control of flotation cir- recovered from solution by conventional 
cuits. cementation. Copper production from the 

Mineral liberation research at the Bu- Ore containing 1% to 2% copper was about 3 
reau of Mines was directed toward devising kilograms per hour. F ilamentous fungi were methods for optimizing and predicting liber- 80 being used to recover copper in work 
ation of mineral phases during the grinding one in the United Kingdom. Penicillium 
of complex ores. The cobalt mineral siege- ‘SP!”Uulosum, Aspergillus niger, and Tricho- 
nite is closely associated with the copper rma viride were being used to memove 

| mineral chalcopyrite in ores of the Missouri C°PPer and gold from aqueous effluents. 
Lead Belt. Liberation of the two minerals Research was being done at vga Tech- 

__ required to recover a cobalt product and the Thiobacitine fern stata owtr ns ting con 
influence of an organic polym er in ball-mill per from the White Pine copper ores.” ro 
grinemne of eee n r colomite, ane were ore Direct smelting of partially roasted cop- 
was ene subject of a bureau ot Mines re- per concentrates to blister copper by using 
port. The degree of mineral liberation and residual sulfide as a reductant was review- 
the particle size distribution of groun d prod- ed.” Roasting and smelting chemistries 
ucts were measured using optical and scan- were discussed in light of experimental 
wit electron MICTOSCOPy mn ajoneuen results and commercial process control re- 

| with computerized image analysis tech- quirements. Until now, significant copper 
niques. ‘ . losses to the slag, as well as intolerably high 

| . Heap and dump leaching are among the antimony, arsenic, and bismuth impurity 
| simp lest and least expensive methods for levels in the copper, have impeded the | leaching metal values from ores containing progress of direct smelting. Effective solu- | _ copper, gold, silver, or uranium. However, tions to these problems were outlined that | the reactions may be slow and metal recov- could result in elimination of the converter ' - eries can be low. Bureau of Mines research vessel from the process. | 

_ was being directed toward gaining a funda- =A new continuous process for conver- 
mental understanding of leaching chemis- gion of copper mattes to blister copper was 

__ try, both to improve existing methods and successfully pilot-tested and was ready to devise new methods for faster, more for commercial application. The process, complete extraction. Several Bureau papers known as “Kennecott-Outokumpu Flash 
were published during the year on various Converting,” involved reaction of solidified 
aspects of this research.® matte particles with industrial-grade oxy- 
_Magma reached an agreement with gen in a flash furnace to produce blister M.I.M. Holdings to utilize copper refinery copper and a small quantity of slag that 

technology developed by the Australian could be recycled to the primary smelting 
company, known as the “Isa Process,” at furnace. Reduced smelter capital and oper- 
the new oxide copper plant under construc- ating costs were major benefits of the proc- tion at the San Manuel copper property. esg.72 
The key feature of the process is the useof The economics of the Oxygen Sprinkle 
permanent stainless steel cathode plates. Smelting (OSS) process were examined, and 
The process gives substantial energy sav- its capital and operating costs were compar- ings and other operational advantages over ed with the Outokumpu and Inco processes 
the older conventional technology. This for the retrofitting of conventional rever- 
would be the first time it was tried in an beratory smelters to modern oxygen flash 
electrowinning process, however. Magma smelting. The current economic return on 
was also instituting its own patented proc- investment makes it difficult to justify 
ess to retain tankhouse fumes during the building new greenfield smelters. On the
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ay | 11American Metal Market. Sunshine Would Pay for 
other hand, it was reported that much 44,0 with Stock. V. 94, No. 32, Feb. 14, 1986, p. 1. | 
can be gained by modernizing existing — *? Inspiration Resources Corp. Annual Report Pursuant 

plants such a5 retrfiting conventional igepin,!h O\u ft sor coed Beh, ek 
reverberatory/Peirce-Smith converter-type 28 pp. ans ne 

ters. . Benefits, such as incr ased 13_____._ A Pivotal Year. Annual Report 1985, 44 pp. 

smel » Such ea “The Standard Oil Co. (Ohio). Annual Report 1985. 
throughput, lower energy consumption, 65 BP. ST 

higher metal recovery, and a viable means Loe puthwestern ‘Pay. Dirt Bisbee, AZ). Kennecott Gets | 

: for environmental control were said to: be 7086 a3 a apasermeaeiaiaaala lial aan aha 

realized with less capital outlay.> isNewmont Mining Corp. 1985 Annual Report. 54 pp. 
The simultaneous recovery of various | He coalinhe cited in footnote 6 

metals from complex sulfide ores accom- Phelps Dodge Corp. 1985 Annual Report. 32pp. tit 
| lished in a single smelting process was  3,Pase9 of work cited in footnote 19. — = 

being developed at the University of Bir- Peni Corp. 1985 Annual Report. 48 pp. , : 1 Ly _ 32Mine Development Bi Monthly (Boulder, CO). Copper : 
mingham, England, and supported by five Production Costs. V. 8, No. 5, Apr. 1986, P We | 

, ‘multinational companies through the Min- _ Metals Week. Copper. Apr. 22, 1985,p.2 
| eral Industry Research Organization and 25Work cited in footnote 18. , mo: 

+48 . wy 74 Magma Update (San Manuel, AZ). Gold—But Only | 
the British Technology Group of London.’ _ Enough To Pay for 6 Days of Operations: V. 2, No..3, Feb. 
The technique promised to be an economi- 1986,p.5. 0 Oe 

cal way to deal with ores that are difficult . ° eNerepared by D. Edelstein, physical scientist, Division | 

and expensive to process by conventional ~» Copper Development Association Inc. Copper & Cop- 
methods. A 5-ton-per-day demonstration per Alloy Mill Products to U.S. Markets—1985, CDA 

per-day | Market Data. May 28, 1986, 1 p. 
unit was expected to start in 1986. In the “work cited in footnote 28. _ 3 | 
process, a bulk concentrate was prepared 3°Dresher, W. H. Traditional Metals Seeking New Mar- _ 

and fed into a two-stage smelter. The con- Ket Opportunities, Presentation to Capitol Metals Forum, 
| centrates were melted under nonoxidizing — **Copper Development Association Inc. Market Data, . 

conditions in the first furnace. At slightly Fee RCE epee Reval Asoc New York from | 
higher temperatures, oxygen was added in 10017. ~ 7 a 

the second furnace to react. with sulfur in ag work cited in footnote 30. For Lee Franks Copper Still . 

| the matte, forming sulfur dioxide and Shines. V.93, No. 53, Mar. 19, 1985, pp. 1, 7. ee 
freeing the metals. Most of the copper vy $a.Nod gy omputers: gut Winds Blow Copper’s Way. 

| settled to the bottom where at this point it “‘ss-’“°" "Reports Copper Is Dying Held Premature. 
was removed. Unreacted matte was recircu- v.23. No. 145, July 30, 1885 pT / 

ton * oy ork cited in footno . | lated in a continuous closed loop from the — szp 4 ery, P. Ry Jr. Brass and B Ingot Industry. 
second hearth to the first. | So Regel. T y, Mar. 1986,pp.9-10. 0 

EP A research indicated a less costly ap- pp 24 e Week In Metals. Copper. V.1, No. 15, Nov. 1, 1985, 

proach for sulfur removal from stack gases. 39Work cited in footnote 38. Oo 

The method, dubbed ‘“E-SOx,” was said to | 5 astals West. Inventory Levels Called Key to Prices— | 

be 20% cheaper than current methods per “41Metsl Bulletin Monthly, The Effect of Exchange Rate 
ton of sulfur removed.’> Developed by EPA’s. Changes On Market Prices. Aug. 1986, pp. 43-45. 
Air and Energy Engineering Research Lab- y 9jmerican Metal Market, Scrap Metal Price Averages. 

— oratory, E-SOx substitutes multistage elec- j Se Brass and Bronze Ingot Prices. V.94, No. 11, 
7 trostatic precipitators (ESP) for single-stage “94 °° <°°"",P- >. ; , | 

“. s ———. Westinghouse Bu More Chilean Copper. 
units in retrofits. ESP’s take up about one- _V. 93, No. 35, Feb. 2, 1985, pp. 1, ¢ / PPE 
third less space and the reclaimed space can ; 45World Bureau of Metal Statistics. World Metal Statis- 

. . . tics, Copper. V. 39, No. 5, May 19, 1986, pp. 33-68. 
then be used for scrubbing or spray-drying 48wWork cited in footnote 45. | 
operations to remove sulfur from the flue Meas Week Codeleo Cats 1986 Cathode Premiums; 

es . emaco Holding at Current Levels. Oct. 21, » p. 2. gas, eliminating the need for a separate —<syetal Bulletin (London). LME Copper—April/July 
processing unit. Start. No. 7025, Oct. 4, 1985, p. 8. 

| “°Work cited in footnote 45. 

1Physical scientist, Division of Nonferrous Metals bitin emg, Information Agency. China’s Customs Sta 
_2Net import reliance as a percent of apparent consump- Slamerican Metal Market. EEC Sets Quotas on Exports 

tion; defined as ae i natry tock bases. adjustments of Copper Scrap, Ashes in 1985. V. 94, No. 31, Feb. 13, 1986, 

Metals Week. Economics. May 13, 1985, p. 3. | P 5*Register of Australian Mining 1984-85. MIM’s Lull 
4New Mexico Edition Pay Dirt. New Mexico Legislature Points to Concern. Pp. 144-155. . 

one eee Firms Helpful Tax Break. Bisbee, AZ, June ose gt allursie Hoboken-Overpelt. Annual Report, 1984- 

SAmerican Metal Market. Amax Loss Widens for ’85 54Metals . in Se . 
Narrows for 4th Qtr. V. 94, No. 36, Feb. 21, 1986, p. 5. July 15 0B  E. Noranda To Reopen Bell in September 

®Montana (Butte) Standard. Mine Opening Not in Sight. 55American Metal Market. Canada To Give $107M To 
Mey ROOT p. ope ted Annual Report 1985, 40 Help Smelters Reduce Emissions. V. 93, No. 59, Mar. 8, 

ncorpora n . 40 pp. ,p. 1. . 
ow ork cited in footnote r Reeorporacion Nacional del Cobre de Chile. 10th Annual 

ork cited in footnote 7. . 30 pp. 
10Antigo (Wisconsin) Daily Journal. Earl Urges Mine or American Metal Market. Chile Amends Foreign In- 

Speedup. Jan. 13, 1986, p. 1. vestment Code. V. 98, No. 229, Sept. 17, 1985, p. 5.
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. Weapon Oo . a tion of State of the Art. Appendix 3—Fracturing and 
Metal Bulletin (London). Disputada Given $80 Million  Rubblization. BuMines OF R 64(5)-85, 1983, 79 pp. _ Go-Ahead. No. 7000, July 5, 1985, p. 7. | Haas, L. A., and T. L. Hebble. Influence of Chelating 

*9Zhijie, Yu. China’s Copper Resources and Copper Reagents on Leaching of Copper Ore. BuMines RI 2365, 
Surveying. Beijing Zhongguo Dizhi (China Geology), Oct. 1985, 12 pp. 
13, 1985, pp. 19-22. Jeffers, T. H. Separation and Recovery of Cobalt From 
°Japan Metal Journal. V. 16, No. 9, Mar. 3, 1986, p. 2. Copper Leach Solutions. Presentation at Metall. Soc. 
®1Work cited in footnote 45. AIME 113th Annual Meeting, Los Angeles, CA, Feb. 26- 
®2Work cited in footnote 19. Mar. 1, 1985, Metall. Soc. AIME Paper A84-21, 1984, 8 pp. 
®8Strishkov, V. V. The Copper Industry of the US.S.R:: Jeffers, T. H., and R. D. Groves. Minimizing Lead 

Problems, Issues, and Outlook. BuMines Mineral Issues, | Contamination in Copper Produced by Solvent Extraction- 
- Sept. 1984, 80 pp. . Electrowinning. BuMines RI 8934, 1985, 11 pp. 

bs American Metal Market. Sintered Copper, Tungsten Peterson, A. E. Prevention of Aggregate Formation 
Made for Microcircuits. V. 93, No. 236, Dec. 9. 1985, p. 5. During Oxidation Pressure Leaching. TMS Tech. Paper 

Tyler, D. E., B. G. Lewis, and P. D. Renschen. Agee Metall Soc. AIME, Warrendare, PA, ee PP 
Elect ic Casting of Copper Alloys. J. Vv. 2, emical Engineering. Me overy Makes Big 

No ! 9, Sept 1985, per es . peer oye. J. of Met., v. 2 Splash in Canada. V. 92, No. 20, Sept. 30, 1985, pp. 19-24. 
®*Richardson, P. E., J. V. Stout III, C. L. Proctor,andG. __“°The Daily Mining Gazette. Tech Bacteria Research 

W. Walker. Electrochemical Flotation of Sulfide: | May Aid White Pine Mining. Jan. 24, 1986, p. 1. 
‘Chalcocite-Ethylxanthate Interactions. Int. J. Miner. Bartlett, R. W., R. J. McClincy, and R. J. Wesely. 
Process., v. 12, 1984, pp. 73-93. Smelting Copper Without Converters. J. Met., v. 37, No. 5, 

~ Rule, A. R., A. R. Fergus, and C. B. Daellenbach. May 1985, pp. 17-19. | 
Influence of an Organic Polymer in Ball-Mill Grinding of Asteljoki, J. A., L. K. Bailey, D. B. George, and D. W. 
Quartz, Dolomite, and Copper Ore. BuMines RI 8964, 1985, | Rodolff. Flash Converting—Continuous Converting of Cop- 
12 pp. | . per Mattes. J. Met., v. 37, No. 5, May 1985, pp. 20-23. 
-Ahiness, J. K., S. C. Gould, and M. G. Pojar. A ~ **Cormack, K. The Case For Oxygen Sprinkle Smelting. Technology for Integrity Testing of In Situ Leach Mining Eng. and Min. J., June 1985, pp. 44-48. 

Wells Using a System of Inflatable Packers. BuMines RI 74Chemical Engineering. Chementator. V. 92, No. 25, 
8952, 1985, 14 BP Dec. 9, 1985, p. 9. 

__ D’Andrea, D. V., W. O. Ursenbach, H. M. Wells, and S. 75______ Chementator. July 1985, p. 9. 
R. Winzer. In Situ Leaching and Solution Mining: Evalua- 

Table 6.—Percentage of copper ore and recoverable copper extracted from open pit and . 
| | underground mines in the United States | 

et : a FD Open pit Underground 
Year 

| Ore Copper? Ore Copper 
. : - . 7 

1981. 89 84 11 16 
1982___ — 88 82 12 18 
19838_ 2 89 85 11 18 
1984_.___ 92 87 8 13 
1985___-_~_ 88 89 12 ll 

SS Re SSS tS SNS 

Includes copper from dump leaching. 
Includes copper from in-place leaching and copper recovered from tailings and as a byproduct from other sources. 

Table 7.—Mine production of recoverable copper in the United States, by month and by 
: ! State 

| (Metric tons) 
ee 

1981 1982 1983 1984" 1985 —_— 

Month: . 
January__ ~~~ 123,244 113,150 90,025 92,971 92,699 
February _____-_. ~~~ ~~ 117,620 108,134 77,664 87,863 87,089 
March____ =~ 127,559 120,578 89,274 96,124 100,170 
Aprile = 127,251 112,662 84,646 91,250 93,641 
May __-______--____ 130,953 97,628 92,170 95,045 96,834 
June__—~_~ ~~ 127,188 90,614 89,717 98,000 90,225 
July ~~~ 123,726 85,179 76,323 88,235 90,711 
August _____~__~ 136,221 81,574 79,211 89,032 87,446 
September _______________ 134,731 78,585 86,704 88,074 81,898 
October _______~~2 ~~ 140,771 87,071 89,608 94,382 94,222 
November _________~__ 134,944 90,285 93,706 92,507 91,876 
December___~___ ~~. ~~~ 113,952 81,515 89,050 89,130 98,953 

Total ___~_-__._-__~____-__-__---~_____ 1,588,160 1,146,975 1,038,098 1,102,613 1,105,758 

State: 
Alaska. ~~~ ~~~ Le _- Ww WwW —_ — 
Arizona ___________-~-~________._______ 1,040,813 769,521 678,216 746,458 796,556 
California, ______-_--_____ ~~~ WwW Ww Ww WwW WwW 
Colorado __~__~~-~__--_-~ ~~~ WwW 575 WwW Ww Ww 
Idaho ___~_-~___~-~~_~~_~~~ 4,245 3,074 3,556 3,701 3,551 

Mlinois_ __--______-~~ ~~~ -- _— _- — WwW 
Michigan _____~__~_--~~-~~~--~~__ Le Ww W —_ _- WwW 
Missouri __-___-_~-_~~~-~~ ~~~ LL 8,411 7,941 7,725 5,818 13,410 
Montana _______-_~___~____ 62,485 64,951 33,337 WwW 15,092 

See footnotes at end of table.
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| Table 7.—Mine production of recoverable copper in the United States, by month and by 
| . State —Continued SO 7 

(Metric tons) . a 

1981 1982 - 1983 1984" 1985 

State —Continued mc, 

' Nevada _______ eC -W WwW -W Wwe: WwW. 
New Mexico ___________________________ 154,114 Ww. Ww Ww WwW 
Oregon ~_~______ ee WwW -_—_ WwW -- -_— 
South Carolina___-_______/--_-_------------ WwW -- _- -- oe 

- Tennessee ____ WwW ws. WwW Ww - Ww 
Utah... > eee 211,276 189,090 169,751 WwW WwW 
Washington ____________~____~ ~-_-_-__- W Ww. _- _- -- 

‘Total. LL --- ~— 1,538,160 = 1,146,975 =: 1,038,098 ~=—1,102,613 1,105,758 © 

"Revised. _W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included in “Total.” . : 

OO Table 8.—Twenty-five leading copper-producing mines in the United States in 1985, 
- in order of output | : | 

Rank Mine County and State Operator - Source of copper 
eer ee NS 

1 Morenci-_ _ _ — ~~~ Greenlee,AZ_...._. Phelps Dodge Corp _______~_-~ Copper-molybde- 
. num ore, con- 

. centrated and 
. leached. 

2. Tyrone _~_____- Grant, NM ____~-__ Phelps Dodge Corp. and Burro — Copper ore, con- 
. . . Chief CopperCo. - | centrated and 

a . . leached. 
3 Chino ________ ----do ~~ Chino Mines Co. _____.__... | Copper-molybde- 

num ore,con- - 
. ° - centrated and 

_ = a leached. 
4 Sierrita__...._  Pima,AZ_______-  DuvalCorp_____________~- Copper molybde- 

num ore, con-. 
. centrated.. 

5 San Manuel __-_ _ Pinal, AZ _______-_ Magma Copper Co. ___—~__ ~~~ Copper-molybde- 
. num ore and re- 

oO treated slag, 
. . concentrated. 

6 Ray ________-_ ~--.do Kennecott____.._.1-...-— | Copper ore, con- 
. centrated and 

leached. 
7 Bagdad ____..__ Yavapai, AZ ______ Cyprus Bagdad Copper Co _ _ ___— Copper-molybde- 

num ore, con- 
centrated and 

. leached. 
8 Pinto Valley ____ Gila, AZ__~_______ Pinto Valley Copper Corp __—__ Do. 
9 Inspiration — _ _ __ ~__-do_______ Inspiration Consolidated Copper Do. 

10 Eisenhower_ — — — — Pima, AZ ________ ASARCO Incorporated _______ Copper ore, 
concentrated. . 

11 Bingham Canyon — Salt Lake, UT _____ Kennecott___-__...______ Copper-molybde- 
num ore, con- 
centrated and 
leached. 

12 Troy _________ Lincoln, MT_ ______ ASARCO Incorporated __ __ _ __ Silver-copper ore, 
concentrated. 

13 Twin Buttes ____ Pima, AZ ________ Anamax Mining Co________ _ Copper ore, 
eached. 

14: Copperhill _____ Polk, TN___~_____- Tennessee Chemical Co_______ Copper-zinc-iron 
sulfide ore, 

- concentrated. 
15 . Lakeshore __ ~~ _ Pinal, AZ ________ Noranda Lakeshore Mines Inc __ Copper ore, 

eached. 
16 Casteel ______- Iron, MO ________ St. Joe Minerals Corp________ Lead-copper ore, 

concentrated. 
17 San Xavier ____ — Pima, AZ ________ ASARCO Incorporated _______— Copper ore, 

concentrated. 
18 Esperanza ____— ~---do______ 1 Duval Corp ______________ Copper ore, 

leached. 
19 Silver Bell ___ ~~ ~_~—-do_________ ASARCO Incorporated ____ _ __ Do. 
20 Miami_____—_~_ Gila, AZ_________ Pinto Valley Copper Corp ____— Do. 
21 Mission ____ ~~~ Pima, AZ ________ ASARCO Incorporated _______ Copper ore, 

concentrated. 
22 Battle Mountain_ _ Lander, NV_______ Battle Mountain Gold Co_ _____ Copper ore, 

eached. 
23 Johnson__ _— ~~~ Cochise, AZ_______ Cyprus Johnson CopperCo ____ Do. 
24 Buick ______~_ Iron, MO ________ AMAX Lead Co. of Missouri — — — — Lead-zinc ore, 

concentrated. 
25 Copper Queen _ _ _ Cochise, AZ_______ Phelps Dodge Corp _________ Copper ore, 

eached.
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| Table 10.—Recoverable copper, gold, and silver content of concentrated copper ore 
in 1985 : | _ 

OR alae or 
. Recoverable metal content ue of 

. “rated ll nnn gold and 
State ( thou nd Copper _ Gold Silver silver per ousan —_—————— (troy _ (troy metric ton 

tons) Metric tons Percent ounces) ounces) of ore | 
eS 

Arizona__—___~_§_§_~§_________ 124,889 678,937 ~ 0.54 46,056 4,382,491 $0.33 
Michigan. _______________ WwW WwW Ww _- WwW Ww 
Montana___-__~__§_~_~_ 2,579 14,936 57 WwW 3,565,927 Ww 
New Mexico. _$_~_~_~______-=__ W WwW W Ww Ww ‘WwW 
Tennessee __._§_~_~__________ WwW Ww WwW . — WwW Ww 
Utah __-___ ~~ Ww . WwW W Ww WwW Ww . 

Total or average ____.______ 160,258 906,438 56 74,633 9,658,981 51 
crc 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included in “Total or average.” - : 

Table 11.—Blister and anode copper produced in the United States, by source of material 

a (Metric tons) : , 

Source 1981 . 1982 1983 1984" 1985 

Ores and concentrates: . 
° Domestic __________. ~~ ~~ 1,294,962 940,547 888,130 989,924 941,575 | 

Foreign _______-~_~ ~~ ~~ ~~~ LL 21,794 35,148 39,609 24,200 1,882 
Secondary materials?______________________ - 60,882 . 45,105 59,276 169,296 249,890 

Total ___-__-~_-~--~--~-~_--_----- 1,377,638 1,020,800 987,015 1,183,420 1,193,347 
—$_ — eee 

1Production from secondary sources prior to 1984 excludes data for those plants that were not associated with refineries . 
processing primary materials. : . 

Table 12.—Primary and secondary copper produced by refineries and electrowinning 
: plants in the United States | ; | 

| (Metric tons) = 
SS SS ces Sih rss spare isnt SSS 

1981 1982 1983 - 1984" 1985 
eS 

PRIMARY 
Electrolytic___________-_--_--_____ 1,297,353 ¥1,089,772 *959,801 978,999 1947559 
Electrowon———____-_--____----__- 161,083 131,858 126,659 127,286 109,606 
Fire-refined _____________________ T85,581 55,148 F95,630 58,315 WwW 

Total _~-_____~___~____ Le 1,544,017 1,226,778 1,182,090 1,164,600 1,057,165 

SECONDARY . 
Electrolytic_ —-- +e ee 2303,338 2268,952 ¥ 2024,761 186,712 — 264,834 
Fire-refined ___.~_~.-~.-~_~22________ 3179499 $198,597 3176,907 138,237 114,347 

Total.-§_-_-_______ ¥482,837 ¥467,549 ™401,668 324,949 379,181 

Grand total.________________ T2,026,854 71,694,327 ¥1,583,758 1,489,549 1,436,346 

Primary domestic materials*___________ 71,419,189 1,050,445 71,028,423 1,089,584 1,003,636 
Primary foreign materials* _____________ 124,828 176,333 153,667 75,016 53,529 
Secondary materials ________________ ¥482, 837 ¥467,549 F401,668 324,949 379,181 

Total. _____.-__--_______.____ 12,026,854 ™1,694,327 ¥1,583,758 1,489,549 1,436,346 
eee 

eee eS SSeS Pssst Sse SS 

"Revised. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Electrolytic.” 
Includes fire-refined copper amounting to less than 2% of total primary production. 
Includes some copper fire-refined at plants processing primary materials. 
5Includes some copper electrolytically refined at plants processing secondary materials only. 
“The separation of refined copper into metal of domestic and foreign origins can only be approximated at this stage of 

processing.
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| : Table 13.—Copper castinformsat = =—=— | | | refineries in the United States 
_ (Thousand imetric tons) | | . 

| oe | | - | | 1984" 1985 | ——— ee 
Billets ~._-_____..-_______ 94 94 | | | Cakes_--_2 2 15 7 oe teerpee parte 1,276 1,280 - ots and ingot -n-- ee -- Co wegen en ate ~77 77-7777 38 50 . _ Other forms__.._-_..-___ 15 5 

a Total-__--_.--.----_-_--. 14901486 
a | 

Revised. | 
an 

_ Table 14.—Production, shipments, and stocks of copper sulfate in the United States 
i . (Metric tons) 

- ) — Production : , | eee Stocks oe Year . Shipments? , a | oe Quantity Copper Dec. 31 

1981 ae 35,636 9,413 36,103 5,269 1982 wee 32,227 8,385 ~ 38,855 4,142 1983 we 37,500 9,789 — 36,614 5,029 19847 
34,859 8,862 ~ 37,006 3,564 1985 __ | 32,740 8,265 31,952 4,353. 

Includes consumption by producing companies. : 

Table 15.—Byproduct sulfuric acid' (100% basis) produced in the United States | / oe (Metric tons) | | 
| Plant type 1981 +1982 1983 1984 ~—~+1985 | 

Copper?__ = = ---- 2,593,762 1,879,983 1,837,827 2,251,312 2,230,257 Lead® a 405,974 310,606 319,137 248,474 267,159 Zinc#_ 2 545,890 341,728 - 384,529 442,517 430,946 
| Total ~--- ee  L 3,545,626 2,532,317 2,541,493 2,942,303 2,928,362 

7 e * e , ‘Includes acid from foreign materials. : . 2Excludes acid made from pyrite concentrates. 
~ Includes acid processed at molybdenum plants to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. “Excludes acid made from native sulfur. : |
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Table 16.—Copper recoyered from scrap processed in the United States, | 

| _ by kind of scrap and form of recovery : 

(Metric tons) | — 
nr REE 

| | : 1981 1982 1988 1984 1985 

KIND OF SCRAP | ; oo | / 

_ New scrap: : . . . 

Copper-base_________2------------ 798,115 649,406 611,890  _*637,201 633,924 

Aluminum-base _________---------- 22,281  +=—-:20,192 21,926 21,919 - 13,330 

Nickel-base__________1_----------- 162 122: 254 68 321 | 

‘Zine-base _____-__--------------- 34 20 31 31.85 

 - |tal _. - ------------------- 815,592 669,740 634,101 659,219  . 647,610 

Old scrap: 
Copper-base______._--------------- 576,497 (501,576. 481,248 ™ 443,585 486,500 
Aluminum-base _______~----------- 15,043 16,047 18,015 16,929 . 15,459 

Nickel-base __________------------ 123 76 158. ~—s«:102 676 
Zinc-base ______----------------- (142 27. 62 |. 9 ~~ 60 

Total _____------------------ 591,805 517,726 449,478 ™460,695 502,695 

Grand total ________----------- 1,407,397 _ 1,187,466 —_1,083,579 1,119,914 1,150,305 

FORM OF RECOVERY : - oe 

As unalloyed copper: . : 

At electrolytic plants ______-_-------- ™303,338 268,952 © 224,761 186,712 264,834 

- Atother plants____.--------------- 200,465 212,613 194,098 "151,477 124,488 

Metal ee ~S508,808 = 4B1,565 418,854 7388189 389,822 

In brass and bronze _____.__.----=+-~--- 850,546 . 660,152 625,349 °735,154 724,273 

; In alloy iron and steel_ ________.--~----- 1,876 1,492 © 1,434 1,705 ~ 1,336 

In aluminum alloys _.._.-------~----- 47,728 41,980 .. 36,704 48,511 83,398 

In other alloys __.____------------- 217 77 162 —— -¥807 1,118 | 

In chemical compounds___———--------~- 3,227 2,250 1,076 1,048 858 

Total __.--_-----------------___ 908,594____—705,901_—— 664,725 "781,725 - 760,983 

Grandtotal ___________-------- "1,407,897 1,187,466 — 1,083,579 »=—-“1,119,914 1,150,805 

"Revised. | an 7 

Table 17.—Copper recovered as refined copper and in alloys and other forms 

. from copper-base scrap processed in the United States, by type of operation = 

(Metric tons) . 

nn 
a aE Ena 

f ti From new scrap From old scrap Total 

T ype ol operation SS es noe 

pn 1984" 1985 1984 1985 1984" 1985 

Ingot makers and secondary smelters_ _ — — — ~~ -— 72,910 65,823 "258,583 248,948 331,493 314,771 

Electrolytic-refiners ____.__----------- 30,276 75,979 130,926 188,855 161,202 264,834 
Brass mills____________.----------- 513,801 477,517 15,790 16,121 529,591 493,638 
Foundries and manufacturers — — - ——---~---- 19,867 138,750 37,585 $2,573 57,452 46,323 

Chemical plants.___.__________.-------- 347 855 ™701 3 1,048 858 

Total _____________________---- 637,201 638,924 "443,585 486,500 1,080,786 1,120,424 
eee eS 

TRevised.
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| Table 18.—Production of secondary copper and copper-alloy products | 
| in the United States, by item produced from scrap _ 

| (Metric tons) | 

oo Item produced from scrap 1984" 1985 

| | UNALLOYED COPPER PRODUCTS : | | 
Electrolytically refined copper ____._____~~--~---~--~----------~------- 186,712 264,834 
Fire-refined copper _.___-—-—--__-_--_-~-------~----~------------------ 138,237 114,347 
Copper powder _. _..--------~~-------~-~-------~-------~----------- 12,783 9,776 
Copper castings ______--~---------_-------------~--------------- 457 365 

Total _..______-_-_________ ~~~ +--+ 338,189 389,322 

ALLOYED COPPER PRODUCTS | 
Brass and bronze ingots: oe ; . 

| Tin bronzes_{._. _..___~~~----~--~---.---~--~~-+---~----~~--~--+~--- 16,075 17,907 
Leaded red brass and semired brass _ $$ - . .- 2 ~~ ee 116,569 - 106,877 
High-leaded tin bronze - ~~ ~~ ~— ~~ ~~ ~~~ ~~--~~ 550 rr ttt TTT 12,716 8,335 . 
Yellow brass _______—-~---_-_-~~---~~-- ee ee ee 11,004 8,575 
Manganese bronze __-—--~__--_-_---~--~-----~-~-------~-~--------+--- 8,062 8,069 

- Aluminum bronze___ ~~ __~_._.-_.-_--~-----~~--+~--+-~---~------+--- 8,331 7,523 
Nickel silver _._._____.___._----~--~-~-~-~~-~~_---~---~~~---~----- 3,514 ~ 2,931 
Silicon bronze and brass — ..—__../____-~~----~-~~--_~+--~-~~~---~----+- 4,526 4,276 

- Copper-base hardeners and master alloys. ___—_._._.___._---------~------- 15,931 13,274 
Miscellaneous ____.§ _/$-________-----.. ~~ 313 2,898 

Total __.______________- eee ee eee eee 197,041 180,665 
Brass-mill products .._..._.__----------------~----~---------------- 666,640 562,324 

Brass and bronze castings _..____._----~-----~----~-~-+~---~----------- 41,977 31,332 
. Brass powder... _-__-_--_----~--~-~---+----~--~-----+-----+-- 879 396 
‘Copper in chemical products _________-_-.---~-------~-----------~---- 1,048 858 

Grandtotal ______._________z------- eee ----- 1,245,774 1,164,897 

TRe e 1. ” | . 

Table 19.—Composition of secondary copper-alloy production in the United States 

a . (Metric tons) . . | . 

ee rere ner nee eh 6 a TT A 

| . | | Copper Tin Lead Zinc Nickel Alumi- Total 
Serre eee errr errr ener ener eee 

° Brass and bronze ingot production:! SO | | oe | : 
19847__§ 2 eee ----- 156,476 7,560 12,294 20,456 236 19 197,041 
1985 ~~ ~~ LLL 148,204 6,585 9,997 15,681 183 -15 180,665 

Secondary metal content of brass mill products: 
1984F7__ = LL «= 581,765 456 3,733 127,847 2,823 16 666,640 
1985 _..___ «= 454,858 220 2,712 102,580 1,944 15 562,324 

Secondary metal content of brass and bronze castings: - . 
19847__ LL) 84,541 1,115 2,181 4,069 16 55 = 41,977 
1985 _~- Le 26,408 784 1,448 2,614 22 56 31,332 

eee eee eee creer eee ee reer eee eee 

1About 94% from scrap and 6% from other than scrap in 1984 (revised) and in 1985.
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Table 20.—Stocks and consumption of purchased copper scrap in the United States in - - 1985, by class of consumer and type of scrap - : 
| (Metric tons, gross weight) _ SO : 

. . ‘ TO ip: - , Class of consumer and type of scrap Jan. 1 Receipts New | . Old Total Dec. 31 
| ___ , scrap: . scrap 

_ SECONDARY SMELTERS- | ae 
REFINERS : 

No. 1 wire and heavy__________ 6,597 134,853 31,307 97,670 128,977 — 12,473 No. 2 wire, mixed heavy and light _ _ 14,897 223,999 41,615 167,025 208,640 30,256 Composition or soft red | brass. __ 2,797 - 42,208 8,517 33,989 42,506 2,499 Railroad-car boxes__§_-_§ == 253 1,123 _- 1,249 1,249 | 127 Yellow brass__-.____§_§_____ = 5,810 58,835 30,889 ” 29,369 60,258 4,387 . Cartridge cases _.___________ 412 245 _— 237 237. 20 Automobile radiators (unsweated)_. _ 4,396 72,248 2,606 70,959 73,565 3,079 Bronze _-____-____.~______ 1,745 15,620 2,418 . 13,405 15,823 1,542 Nickel silver and cupronickel __ __ 796 1,701 707 1,375 2,082 415 Low brass __-______________ 640 1,734 571 828 . 1,399 975 Aluminum bronze __________ 94 168 94 65 159 sis«C08 Refinery brass_..___________ 14,660 86,568 25,080 64,819 89,899 11,829 Low-grade scrap and residues ___ _ 21,001 108,184 75,896 35,344 111,240 —s-: 17,945 
. . ‘Total ~~ 73,698 747,486 219,700 516,384 736,034 85,150 

BRASS MILLS! | a . | | ! | | No. 1 wire and heavy. _________ 8,508 193,265 180,439 12,826 193,265 (9,124 No. 2 wire, mixed heavy and light _ _ 3,591 65,311 63,971 1,340 65,311 1,047 Yellow brass_______________ 18,730 265,820 263,678 2,142 265,820 ° 10,849 | Cartridge cases and brass______ _ 9,802 66,984 66,338 646 66,984 4,184 - _ Bronze 1,248 3,517 | 3,517 — 3,517 2,277 © Nickel silver and cupronickel ____ 4,214 13,565 13,254 311 13,565 . 4,155 Low brass _..~_ === 2,813 12,524 12,431. 93 ~ 12,524" 1,945 Aluminum bronze _.~§ $$ _-§___ -- 37 37 -- «BT le 

Total 2 LL 48,906 621,023 603,665 17,358. _ 621,028 36,581 . 

FOUNDRIES, CHEMICAL PLANTS, | - . AND OTHER MANUFACTURERS | . pe, . 
No. 1 wire and heavy__________ 1,935 25,984 6,582 19,263 ~ 25,845 2,074 No. 2 wire, mixed heavy and light _ _ 608 3,820 1,143 2,953 4,096 332 Composition or soft red | brass_____ _ 406 8,939 . 4,716 4,202 8,917 428 Railroad-car boxes .._§_.§_.______ 1,507 2,502 -_— 3,524 3,524 485 Yellow brass._2 ~~ == 595 5,965 4,044 2,021 6,065 495 . Automobile radiators (unsweated)_ _ 933 3,689 - 56 3,609 3,665 «957 Bronze _.__ ~~~ 851 636 207 447 654 —-- 833 , Nickel silver and cupronickel ___ _ 27 162 67 105 172 17 Low brass ~. == =e 50 995 666 342 1,008 37 Aluminum bronze ______§___ 103 107 11 ; 762, 173 37 Low-grade scrap and residues ____ —_ 3 _— 3 3 _— , 

A 
Total?__- 2 7,015 53,402 17,491 37,231 54,722 5,695 

————eee™"OS=$=$@Q—=ElNNE—TE—_ =! 
GRAND TOTAL 

No. 1 wire and heavy__________ 17,040 354,102 218,328 129,759 348,087 23,671 : No. 2 wire, mixed heavy and light _ — 19,096 293,130 106,729 171,318 278,047 31,635 Composition or soft red brass___ _ _ 3,203 51,147 13,232 38,191 51,423 2,927 Railroad-car boxes... _§___ _ 1,760 3,625 —_ 4,773 4,773 612 Yellow brass____-_-__________ 25,185  —«-_ 380,620 298,611 33,532 332,143 15,731 Cartridge cases _____________ 9,814 67,229 66,338 883 - 67,221 7,204 Automobile radiators (unsweated)_ _ 5,329 75,937 2,662 74,568 77,230 4,036 Bronze ___-_______________ 3,844 19,773 6,142 13,852 19,994 4,652 Nickel silver and cupronickel ____ 5,037 15,428 14,028 1,791 15,819 4,587 Low brass ________________ 3,503 15,253 13,668 1,263 14,931 2,957 Aluminum bronze __.~_______ 197 912 142 827 969 140 Low-grade scrap and residues®__ _ _ 35,661 194,755 100,976 100,166 201,142 29,274 
LL CE A eterna ae 

Total _._-...-_._-________ 129,619 1,421,911 840,856 570,923 1,411,779 127,426 —_—_-———————_—_-----—_— Oe’: 
1Brass-mill stocks include home scrap; purchased scrap consumption is assumed equal to receipts, so lines in “BRASS _ MILLS” and “GRAND TOTAL” sections do not balance. , Of the totals shown, chemical plants reported the following: unalloyed copper scrap, 891 tons new and 8 tons old. 5Includes refinery brass.
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Table 21.—Consumption of copper and brass materials in the United States, by item | 
| a (Metric tons) : 
a 

| Wi ‘chemical’ Second ire chemi ondary 
Item Brass rod ~ plants, — smelters- Total 

m ‘mills miscella- refiners 
| . neous users ne 

1984: ; 
Copper scrap __________--_________ 675,472 _- ™69,484 ™758,107 —*1,503,063 
Refined copper™ ? _~_____________L___ 576,160 1,504,694 | 34,981 6,897 2,122,732 
Brass ingot ____--____-_____.---__ 16,553 135,364 . Lo 151,917 
Slab zinc® _.. ~~ 5 5 5 5 ee eee 116,392 oe 3,689 5,268 125,349 

' Miscellaneous ___§___~§_=~_~_~__~______ __ — __ 3,365 3,365 
1985: 

Copper scrap _____~~______________ 621,023 — _- 54,722 736,034 1,411,779 
Refined copper? ___________________ 485,343 1,378,586 36,406 5,299 1,905,634 
Brass ingot __-_-_____.{~-~__________ 13,289 _- 131,186 _— 144,475 
Slab zinc. ____~____-_~--~__________ 69,052 _- 4,693 4,175 77,920 
Miscellaneous ___-~_______________ —— Cee _- 6,090 6,090 

eee 
"Revised. _ | 
1Detailed information on consumption of refined copper can be found in table 24. | 

Table 22.—Apparent consumption of copper in the United States | 
. | ce (Metric tons) | 
SSeS ssh 7s US 

. Stock 
Refined Apparent. 

_ Period copper Total old N ot refined change - consump- 
oo production Scrap mpo peri of | tion 

ee 

1981 _-__-_-_____ 1,544,017 591,805 306,228 171,000 = *2,271,050 
1982 __-._-_-_~ LL 1,226,778 517,726: 227,881 211,000 1,761,385 
1988 _--_-________ ee 1,182,090 449,478 378,171 -4,000 2,018,789 
1984._____ ee "1,164,600 460,695 353,285 -128,000  *2,106,580 

1985: 7 OT 
~ January__________-______- 96,071 38,936 40,288 -35,000 210,295 
February _______________________ 82,603 41,006 15,824 -52,000 191,438 
March ___ ~~ LLL 94,878 50,093 23,719  § -24,000 192,690 
April_ ~~~ ~~~ ee LLe 95,411 43,882 19,383 -39,000 197,676 

* May ~~~ __ ~~ LL 101,555 46,112 16,944 -48,000 212,611 
June ___ ~~ 77,170 43,979 38,856 -1,000 161,005 
July ~-_-___ 90,880 38,964 22,627 12,000 140,471 
August_____~_~ ~~~ 84,716 38,270 20,039 -12,000 155,025 
September ______________________ 81,873 45,146 32,793 -10,000 169,812 
October ____________-_______-___ 84,901 _ 40,367 18,509 -25,000 168,777 
_November____ ~~~ -§ -§ -§ 79,490 39,132 42,224 -14,000 174,846 
December _____ ~~ ~__~_~_~ 87,617 36,808 48,582 -5,000 178,007 

Total __-_-______~_ ~~ 1,057,165 502,695 339,788 -253,000 2,152,648 

"Revised. :
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| Table 24.—Refined copper consumed in the United States, by class of consumer 

| | 7 So (Metric tons) - . a 

: | Ingots Cakes : | , 
Class of consumer Cathodes — Wirebars ingot and Billets Other Total 

. hers slabs 

| 1984: oo _ 
- Wire rod mills___ "1,447,925 56,246 Ww Ww. __ 523 = "1,504,694 
Brass mills ___ _ — ¥261,622 13,268 58,480 127,448 . 115,191 151 ™576,160 
‘Chemical plants _ — WwW _- _- a _- 557 T5D57 

- Ingot makers__ _ _. 2,657 __ 4,240 —_ —_ — ¥6,897 
Foundries_ _ __ — — 762 2,548 8,456 es ' 3,814 938 16,018 

7 Miscellaneous*_ _ __ ™8,917 WwW ¥3,218 T195 Ww 6,076 18,406 

.Total _____~_ T1,721,883 72,062 774,394 127,643 118,505 T8245  *2,122,732 . 

1985: . 
_ Wire rod mills _ _ 1,322,216 55,706 WwW Ww _- 664 1,378,586 
Brass mills __— ~~ 197,228 18,723 43,346 114,360 116,628 58 485,343 
Chemical plants _ — WwW _— __ _- —_ 7138 738 
Ingot makers_ — _ — 1,054 _— 4,243: oo _ 2 5,299 
Foundries_ _ — — — — ' 969 904 9,048 _- 3,298 226 - . 14,445 
Miscellaneous?_ _ — 10,920 — W 3,217 1,412 Ww 5,674 21,223 

Total ______ 1,532,387 70,333 | 59,854 115,772 119,926 7,362 1,905,634 

TRevised. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” 
: | Revised to zero. . : | | , : 

. 2Includes iron and steel plants, primary smelters producing alloys other than copper, consumers of copper powder and 
copper shot, and other manufacturers. - 

a Table 25.—Stocks of copper in the United States, December 31. | | 
: . | (Thousand metric tons) | . 

ee 
| . 

- _— Blisterand Refined copper 
- Period materials El : a . New York 

in process ectrolytic Wire rod Brass ae 

. | of refining! refiners mills mills Other? Commodity Total 

- 1981 _-._-_____-- 277 151 109 26 —— -F29 170 7485 
1982 _______----_ 233 268 125 25 | 729 249 696 
1988 -_..-___-- 174 154 116 26 725 — 871 692 : 
1984 —-------H-- T2A5 7125 7134 27 727 251 7564 

January_______ 240 122 124 22 27 234 529 | 
February _____-— 225 94 | 114 24 27 218 ATT 

: March. _______ 230 80 119 22 27 205 453 
’ April..~_____- 222 70 102 20 27 195 414 
May _________ 172 70 65 22 27 182 366 
June________— 171 80 68 21 27 169 365 
July _-_______ 168 94 82 22 27 152 377 
August _______ 121 95 83 19 27 141 365 
September _____ 150 84 83 27 27 134 355 
October _______ 140 62 100 17 27 124 330 
November ____— 142 62 94 19 27 114 316 
December_ _ _ __ _ 146 66 94 20 22 109 311 

Revised. | 
1Includes copper in transit from smelters in the United States to refineries therein. 
2Includes secondary smelters, chemical plants, foundries, and miscellaneous plants; includes 20,000 tons in the 

National Defense Stockpile.
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Table 26.—Dealers’ monthly average buying price for copper scrap and consumers’ | 
alloy-ingot prices at New York, by type | | 

a ee _ (Cents per pound) 

| Scrap : Ingot 

Year and month No. 2 No. 1 No. 115b Yell bi 

= : heavy -—s composition **?: Tass ellow brass 
| | copper (red brass) (85-5-5-5) (405) 

. 1984: So . . 

January ______-------~------~--------- 41.17 42.83 84.00 69.75 

February _____.___-------------------- 40.60 42.60 85.25 71.93 
March ______.__.__-_-._-~----------- 43.59 45.05 87.36 74.61 
April________-_-_----_-~--_--+----- 44.50 45.50 88.50 15.75 
May Do ee eee eee eee eee eee 4880 45.50 87.23 74.48 
June ________._-_----~------~-----~-- 42.21 44.60 86.50 713.75 
July eet eee 3936 °  4250 — 86.50 73.75 

 August____.-_-----------~2-------~--- | 38.50 ~~ 42.50 -86.50 73.75 

September _____.-__----------------- 38.08 — 42.08 86.50 73.15 
| October __________------_-_-=.-_---- 36.20 41.07 86.50 73.75 | 

November_______-__------__-.--_---- - 34.50 40.50 84.50 71.75 
December ______________--_----------- 35.67 40.50 81.58 69.81 

Average _.- ~~ -- +--+ 39.81 42.94 85.91 73.07 
985: a Oo oo — — — 7 

January ___- ______.--________------- 37.50 40.50 81.50 10.75 | 
‘February ...—.—----------i-L---_L--- 87.50 — 40.50 81.50 70.75 
March _____________-________-_____-_. » 87.50 -- ~~ 40.50 81.50 70.75 
April - - -----~~----~-~-----------7--- 87.50 40.50: 81.50 10.75 

aY ~~ eee . 37.50 39.50 81.50. 70.75 
June_____ eee 37.50 89.50 81.50 70.75 
July _____________-_~~___----------+- 37.50 39.50 81.50 70.75 : 
August______.___--~----~-~---+-------- 87.50 39.50 81.50 70.75 

September _____________------------- 37.50 39.50 81.50 70.75 
October ____________-____~_--------- 37.50 39.50 81.50 70.75 
November____________---------Ls2-s-:. © 87.50 39.50: 81.50 70.75 | 
December -_____________-_------_---- 37.50 39.50 | 81.50 10.75. 

| Average ______---_------.--..---_ . . 87.50 39.88 81.50 10.75 

Source: American Metal Market. __ mo
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Table 29.—U.S. exports of copper scrap, by country _ 
ws 

Unalloyed copper scrap Copper-alloy scrap 

1984 1985 1984 1985 
: Country _—_——$——$—$—$——————————————————— 

Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 
(metric (thou- (metric (thou- (metric (thou- (metric  (thou- 
tons) sands) tons) sands) tons) sands) tons) __ sands) 

Belgium-Luxembourg ~~ —-——-——--~~ 2,005 $5,174 9,418 $12,535 3,112 $7,027 6,314 $6,875 
Canada ________.~_-.--~-~~~- 11,249 14,630 16,582 20,989 30,895 37,715 23,968 35,329 
France ________.__---~---- 52 76 166 196 205 523 — 205 230 
Germany, Federal Republic of _ ~~ __ 2,968 2,488 16,924 18,574 3,732 3,496 17,067 © 18,435 
Hong Kong. _____~.—_-_~--~--~- 405 570 1,442 776 239 268 1,165 603 
India _________-_~------~~- —_ _- 999 859 8,278 8,476 13,822 15,078 
Italy. _-§_-_-____-~-------+-~ 762 766 6,854 6,625 2,449 2,400 8,893 8,610 
Japan____§______~-~~--_-~-~ 15,811 18,285 13,451 15,803 | 28,072 31,652 24,791 27,023 
Korea, Republic of _._____-—--~ 13,278 15,678 13,865 10,459 7,614 8,735 12,422 13,498 
Mexico __________--_-~---~-~-- 13,533 17,688 12,254 13,774 2,416 2,013 3,845 4,307 
Netherlands ___—___-~__----~-~- 984 921 3,986 4,081 603. 717 3,915 4,078 
Spain _________-_-~------~-_ 1,867 1,927 4,802 4,715 1,263 1,250 6,928 7,382 
Sweden __________--------~ 441 559 211 228 2,556 3,414 1,808 2,520 
Switzerland ___._____------- _- _- 441 530 471 307 646 633 
Taiwan ____________-~_--~~- 15,813 14,090 25,084 14,691 14,642 18,959 14,724 10,635 
United Kingdom ______----~_~- 517 ~—s:1,770 3,904 4,988 594 1,732 — 2,081 2,366 
Other __________---------- 1,625 1,649 3,917 2,568 1,190 1,263 3,265 2,277 

Total ___.____~_~__-----~- 80,810 96,266 134,300 132,386 108,331 124,947 145,859 159,879 

Source: Bureau of the Census. '
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Table 31.—U.S. imports for consumption of copper scrap, by country 

Unalloyed copper scrap. Copper-alloy scrap 

ro Gross — —- Copper 
Country Quantity Value weight content Value 

‘tor 3) (thousands) (metric (metric (thousands) 
ns tons) tons) 

1978 _.______~_~ ~~~ ~~ T15,436 ¥$16,583 19,018 13,199 $18,044 
1979 ~L_ ee 714,652 F21,483 21,624 14,983 25,796 
1980 __..____ — 16,053 28,540 ° 19,162 13,704 ~ 26,806 
1981 _.-____ ee ee T17,640 25,328 24,101 = 17,539 30,562 
1982 __-______ eee 16,459 20,550 25,449 18,844 24,247 
1988 _________~_ ee 23,086 $2,188 42,006 31,832 48,597 
1984 __-________ ee ~ 28,005 28,925 - — 42,357 31,999 47,333 

1985: a 
Canada __________~i-_-__~~---_- 18,278 20,664 20,557 15,624 21,287. 
Chile______-___~___~_________-_-- __ _- 90 51 143 
Costa Rica. __ _..___~_-___-~----- 113 , 114 76 59 | 42 
Dominican Republic______.__-.._-_-—- 86 . 12 . 418 369 398 
France. ___ ~~~ ~___-~-~--~~--~ 45 _ .197 54 47 66 
Germany, Federal Republic of_ ______~ ~~ 46 18 121 88 165 
Guatemala ____________-_---~_-___ 39 30 45 39 Qi 
Honduras __ ~~ ~~~. _~___~_~_ 44 34 26 22 — .19 
Jamaica ~~ > 145 - 122 127 110 . 2 418 
Japan —__. 5 _- oe «88 27 101 
Korea, Republic of ________/___-__---+-- 260 329 T 7 16 
Mexico. __ ~~~ ~~ - ee ee 3,149 3,346 8,873 5,757 9,134 
Panama ____ $$$ _____ ee 389 400 - 469 354 387 
Philippines __________--~_--~---~- — ae 125 109 126 
Switzerland... _$_§ _-__/§_.____~---~-_--~--~ 13 15 31 200 70 
Taiwan __~____~____- ~~~ -~---_-=+ “1, 3 150 117 231 
Trinidad___~§.§ $9 eee 88 43 400. 25 17 
United Kingdom ________~__.-.----~- — 68 16 278 . 200 429 
Venezuela. ___$_._§_____~_-~------_-- 149 — 160 233 - 186 - 241 
Other _____________-_-_- +--+ 106 117 176 128 202 

Total _._.._-______--__--~----- 23,014 25,680 31,934 23,348 33,203 | 

"Revised. , | | | ] | 

. Source: Bureau of the Census. — ‘ 

oo Table 32.—Copper: World mine production,’ by country | | 
(Thousand metric tons) . 

Country 1981 1982 1983 1984? 1985° 

Albania®___§_§_~_-_ ~§ ~~~ _ ~~ ee 120 | 13.2 14.3 16.1 16.2 
Algeria _-______-__~---------~----+-~ 2 A l wl 1 
Argentina_ ___§____.____-------~----- al (?) «8 3. 3 
Australia ~~~ 2 eee 231.3 245.3 261.5 236.0 — 258.0 
Bolivia. _.~_-__~.____~___~_.~_-----~--- 2.6 2.3 2.0 1.6 1.5 
Botswana? ________________________ 17.8 18.4 20.3 21.5 22.0 
Brazil ______-____~--------~------ 11.8 24.4 40.0 - 44.4 32.0 
Bulgaria. ___$_. -______~--___------~-- 62.0 70.0 ' 80.0 ©80.0 80.0 
Burma __.___-__._---------------- @3) = @8) 4.2 °12.0 “16.7 
Canada>___ 691.3 612.4 653.0 712.8 724.4 
Chile® _-_ > ee 1,081.1 1,242.2 1,257.5 1,290.7 *1,356.4 
China®____ Le 170.0 175.0 175.0 180.0 185.0 
Colombia ___________-_-_-_-_---_-- 5 5 4 8 8 
Congo (Brazzaville) _________._-_------ 2 Al 1 (7) (7) 
Cuba _______~ ~~~ eee 2.9 2.6 2.7 2.7 3.1 
Cyprus’ ____________-------------- _- 8 1.2 () (?) 
Czechoslovakia___.____.___.-_____---- 79.2 79.3 9.8 10.0 10.3 
Ecuador ____~__-_-----~------------ 8 r() (?) e2 Jl 
Finland ______.__-~_---~----~~-~---- 38.5 37.8 39.3 31.3 30.0 
France____—_-___--~----~--~-------- 1 2 1 1 Al 
German Democratic Republic® ___________- 12.0 13.0 12.0 12.0 10.0 
Germany, Federal Republic of§ ____.__._____- 1.4 1.3 1.2 "10 = 49 
Greece____§_§_____----~--~~-+~~------+- 1 _- -_- _- —- 
Guatemala __________---_---~----~--- 1 eq (8) (8) _- 
Honduras ___________~--~-----~-~--- 5 5 6 e7 8 
India__§_§_______~-_~-_---~-~-+~~--~--~--- 25.2 ©24.0 37.8 44.1 *42.8 
Indonesia _________---~---~-------- 62.5 75.1 18.6 82.5 488.7 
Iran®?__§ __ 5 = ee 2.0 43.0 65.0 60.0 60.0 
Ireland. ____~§____~_~__-~-~--~---------+- 3.5 1.6 __ __ __ 
Israel_________-_--_--------~------ NA 3.5 3.5 reo9 _- 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 32.—Copper: World mine production,' by country —Continued 7 
| (Thousand metric tons) ee a 

- ~ Country 1981 1982 1983 19847 1985 

Italy -_-------~-- ~~ 8 Pl 1.5 9 ee | Japan _--~. 515 50.7 46.0 — 433° 143.2 Korea, North® _____ 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 Korea, Republic of... 5 5  @Z 4 8. 8 . Malaysia ___.~~-___ 28.6 30.1 29.0 28.9 *30.5 Mexico___ ~~~ 232.9 229.2 196.0 303.5 290.0 Mongolia®_. 2-2 71.8 $0.0 104.0 — 118.0 . 128.0 Morocco . == TTT 2.3 "20-7, 838 - 221° 22.0 Mozambique®___ . 2 r3 2 ‘3 «8 Namibia-_.__________ 00> >>To TTT 46,1 49.8 50.4 474 448.0 Nepal __— ~~~ . ) ) — A | (?) Norway ---.-_.-.---------_---L-- ¥28.1 27.6 22.6 22.3 | *19.0 Oman —---- + -— -- ‘11.3 16.2. 18.0 Papua New Guinea __________________ 165.4 170.0 201.9 164.5 *175.0 Perué 3421 356.6 322.2 875.1 4397.2 Philippines _. 2-2-2 = 302.3 292.1 271.4 233.4 §§ 226.2 . Poland___ 22 ~~ ~—6F29046 ™376.0 402.3 431.0 - 481.3 Portugalf#© 2 r¢ 4 4 4 43 : Romania®$_. = ttt 27.0 26.0 27.0 25.0 26.0 South Africa, Republic of _..§ -.__§_ = 7199.4 188.7 205.0 198.2 4202.3 Spain. --2 == TT 50.9 47.6 50.0 63.1 4564 Sweden _.____________.______._____ "50.7 "554 74.6 8.8 918 Taiwan’. 5. _- _- (®) __ Turkey ~092 = 819 34.4 25.0 32.1 32.5 USSROS oe 570.0 560.0 570.0 590.0 600.0. United Kingdom ~____ 22 5 6 | 6 4 1 | 7 United States:5 SO : 
__Byconcentration or leaching ___________ F),406.8 1,028.2 — 933.1 996.0 *1,007.3 Leaching (electrowon)____~_____-_____ 131.4 123.8 105.0 1066 | 4985 Yugoslavia =o = 111.0 119.3 129.8 . 137.6. 150.0 | Zaire. 555.1 519.0 536.5 520.0 560.0 Te Zambia:?? . _ . . { 

By concentration or leaching ___________ 465.8 436.9 455.6 406.6 363.0 Leaching (electrowon)___.§.@--________ _ 122.2 130.9 118.9 134.4 120.0 Zimbabwe_ 9-2 . 24.6 24.7 21.6 23.6 | 21.0 

Total _-- 22 °7.777.0 7,618.7 9,711.7 7,986.1 8114.1 

estimated, °Preliminary. Revised . NA Not available. | Co 
ta represent copper content by analysis of concentrates produced except where otherwise specified. Table includes data available through July 8, 1986.” me | “® P _ : a 7Less than 50 tons. | : . SCopper content of matte produced. : *Reported figure. 

‘Recoverable content. _- 
“Copper content by analysis of concentrates for export plus nonduplicative total of copper content of all metal and metal products produced indigenously from domestic ores and concentrates. Includes leach production for electrowin- : ning. 

__ "Includes copper content of cupriferous pyrite. . Revised to zero. | 
*Data are for years beginning Mar. 21 of that stated. . 
?°Calculated from gross weight of ore using 21.6% copper content. 
Copper content by analysis of ore mined. 
12Data are for fiscal years ending Mar. 31 of year stated.
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Table 33.—Copper: World smelter production,’ by country a | i — (Thousand metrictons) © Te 
| __Country?andmetalorigin =«1981~~=~=S~=«N'9B2_~~S~S*BS do do 

Albania, primary _______.. a. Ig, 102s 1.00 (12.6 — 12.6 
i 

. 

Australia: _ 
. Primary__-___.___-i-____ 172.2 1955 1736 = 1798 167.0 | - Secondary. 2 5.0 4.8 °5.0 °5.0 | 47 

Total ~~~ 177.2 180.8 ©178.6 F €184.8 171.7 Austria, secondary ~--2--2-8 30.0, 30.0. 30.0 86.0 . . ‘ : . : ’ 
a emoenereneeneee 

Belgium:°® . . 
| . . Primary 2 3.1 2.5 2.8 5 — 5 _ Secondary. 8-8 g's ATS ATS 10.0 10.0 

5, Total ----- ~~ 50.6 50.0 50.3 105. 10.5 | | Brazil, primary. -_-___. 22 oT -- "48 63.1 - 613 60.0 
B aria:® a coe, oe . oe - . i . “Brimary---2 -- -F59.0 T59.0 . *57.0 57.0 ‘87.0 Secondary. _  < 3.0 3.0 3.0 | 8.0 3.0 

‘Total wow a - n-ne ------- eee . 62.0 "62.0 60.0 *60.0 ~ =: 90.0. . 

os | Primary —— =e (450.1 394.3 499.7. 504.8 488.0 | Secondary® == EG 10.0 0 110 & ~§«170 | 
_ Total® ,, 465.1 404.3 610.7 5515.8 505.0. ' Chile, primary® Hoenn eee 958.8 1,046.8 1,058.9 ~ 1,098.8 *1,088.5 China, primary® wee ee ee ee 190.0 205.0 ~ 195.0 210.0 — 225.0 

Czechoslovakia: oo —— a oe | ge, Primary —-~ 2 . 8.0 10.8 10.0 10.0. *10.2 ~ Secondary_ 24 24 — 2.4 2.4 2.4 
a Totale__ 710.4 F182 124 .. *T12.4 Be - 

Finland: . . oe | = . Primary... wi SAD. 66.3 14.5 71.2 . 71.0 _ Secondary _——__--- 2 LL LITIIITs. 7. 180 19.1 12.6 121 | 12.0 
~~ Potal -_ 2 ~ 61.7 | 85.4 811 —s 83.8 83.0 Erance, secondary ——————— === Tg RT 72 6870 German Democratic Republic, primary® 22. > 4g 9° 17.0 17.0. “714.0 «110. 

Germany, Federal Republic of: 
a oo, Primary.._-._2-2222___ 163.1 161.8 159.1 ~ 148.8 160.0 Secondary______. 2 88.3 78.2 94.5 76.7 - 80.0 

Hh Total wan Eee eee ee * 261.4. 240.0 — - 258.6 — 225.5 ; ‘240.0 ungary, secondary” __- = = wr ty FDS 4) ls India, primary ___._..______________ 25.7 32.6 35.5 40.5 34.0 Iran, primary®__._.....- = == 8 18.0 F180 ¥50.0 © 40.0 
Japan: 

. . Primary... ~~ ° 9380.0 948.2 944.6 $211 *802.3 Secondary... == 50.1 98.1 117.30 107.9 130.3 
| rr 980.1 1,046.8 1,061.9 ~ 929.0 *932.6 . 

aoe 
| Korea, North:* 

Primary_-----. 222, 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 . Secondary. _____. 22 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 eee 8 Total _----___-2 18.0 18.0 18.0 18.0 18.0 Korea, Republic of, primary and secondary____ _ 101.2 119.4 124.0 100.2 106.9 Mexico, primary _____.________" *69.2 "17.5 92.0 80.3 80.0 Namibia, primary _______________ | 39.7 49.8 54.2 46.4 *43.3 Norway, primary (including electrowon) wa Le 32.0 24.4 27.2 37.0 38.2 Oman, primary_________________ -- -- 7.6 21.3 15.0 Peru, primary ______________________ 279.3 294.4 258.3 298.8 326.6 Philippines, primary ~--- eee _- _- 57.6 109.2 *125.0 . . 

arr oeenre Poland:* 
Primary _-______-.. 0 315.0 338.0 349.0 360.0 370.0 Secondary____- TT 15.8 18.0 13.0 15.0 20.0 : | ECO Total _-___-_ *330.8 $51.0 362.0 375.0 390.0 

See footnotes at end of table.
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+. able 33.—Copper: World smelter production,’ by country —Continued 

, | | (Thousand metric tons)... / : a - , 

_ - ... Country? and metal origin — | 1981 1982 . 1983 — 19847 «1985° 

. os Portugal: : — | 

, Primary? _____-__--------------- 2.8 Ad 3.9 725 8.0 

oe » Secondary® ____------------------ A A. 30 _TLO 2.0 | 

Metal _--- ---- 7-5 -------- 39 i 5 ti(it*é‘i 3.5 5.0 | 

Romania® , oo | . | 

. Primary __--_----~-------------- - 439.4 35.0 | 34.0 32.0 32.0 | 

Secondary. - --------------------- 4.0 4.0 0 6.0 60. | 

| - Total _- 5-5 ----- ABA 39.0 40.0 3.0 3830 — 

-- South Africa, Republic of, primary_.._._..---- __—:185.4 7191.8 - 192.3 178.7 4159.7 

Primary _____---~----=---------- 87.9 ' 105.0 100.0 97.0 100.0 

- Secondary. .-----~---------------- 20.0 - 30.0 18.0 30.0 25.0 

Total 2 +--+ --- 107.9 135.0 | 1180 127.0 125.0: 
oor OT 

Sweden: 
. Primary ____-----~--------------- |) 60.6 : 72.5 78.7 79.8 456.1 

_ Secondary. _.-------------------- 13.2 17.4 23.1 22.9 £18.4 | 

Total _______--_-------------- 93.8 89.9 101.8. 1027 ‘14.5 

Taiwan, primary_—__--_--—------------ 53.1 47.3 | 37.9 48.4 47.0 

Turkey: mo ae 
~~ | 

_ Primary ___—-------------------- 27.0 ~  FQ5.5 «18.8 31.8 . 2318 

_Secondary_ 2. --------------------  <FZ r2 8 2 2 

OO ‘Total _----_---------------- e713 =. 725.7 19.1 320. 82.0 
. 7 ts 

U.S.S.R.:* . . 

' . Primary __.__--------+---------- 673.0 680.0 700.0 734.0 750.0 

Secondary__ — ~.------------------ 137.0 138.0 139.0 141.0 143.0 

.  mttal - ee 810.0 818.0 839.0 875.0. 893.0 

| United States: : | 

. Primary® ___.__-----~------------ 1,316.8 975.7 927.7 10141 4943.5 

| Secondary. ___------------------- 60.9 45.1 59.3 169.3 °° 4249.9 

Total® __.------------------- 1,377.6 1,020.8 987.0 1,183.4 #1,193.4 

-Yugoslavia, primary ~.----—----------- 92.5 94.0 86.8 Tr €90.0 - 100.0 

Zaire, primary::. : | | 

- .- Blectrowon ___—_—-------~---------- 301.9 302.4 304.1 309.1 310.0 ; 

Other ________--~----_--~-------- 178.5 171.1 175.0 » 171.5 170.0 

Total _.______--_------------ 480.4 473.5 479.1 480.6 ~ 480.0 . 

Zambia, primary.——------------------ 560.6 584.7 562.7 531.8 508.2 

Zimbabwe, primary ———--——------------- €23.0 €23.2 21.6 (22.7 28.0 

LL 

Grand total ___._-__-----~------- T8 002.1 ¥7 933.0 8,142.8 8,344.4 8,386.4 

Of which: 
Primary: 

Electrowon ___.—~-----~---- 301.9 302.4 304.1 309.1 310.0 

. Other ______----~--~----- 7,086.4 6,958.8 7,119.4 7,281.7 7,199.5 

Secondary __.—_----~------- 512.6 552.4 595.3 653.4 770.0 

Undifferentiated ____-------- 101.2 119.4 124.0 100.2. 106.9 

€Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. 
1This table includes total production of copper metal at the unrefined stage, including low-grade cathode produced by 

electrowinning methods. The smelter feed may be derived from ore, concentrates, copper precipitate or matte (primary), 

and/or scrap (secondary). To the extent possible, primary and secondary output of each country is shown separately. In 

some cases, total smelter production is officially reported, but the distribution between primary and secondary has been 

estimated. Table includes data available through July 8, 1986. 

2Argentina presumably produces some smelter copper utilizing its own small mine output together with domestically 

produced cement copper, and possibly using other raw materials including scrap, but the levels of such output cannot be 

reliably estimated. 
3Pata include electrowon production; estimated to be 35,000 to 45,000 tons per year that is fire-refined and cast into 

wirebars; detailed data are not available. 
*Reported figure. 
5Figures for U.S. primary smelter production may include a small amount of copper derived from precipitates shipped 

directly to the smelter for further processing; production derived from electrowinning and fire-refining is not included. 

Copper content of precipitates shipped directly to smelter are as follows, in metric tons: 1981—113,991; 1982—104,791; 

1983—89, 274; 1984—80,845; and 1985—82,948. Production from scrap prior to 1984 excludes data from secondary smelters 

processing only scrap. 
®Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding.
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-.. Table 34.—Copper: World refinery production,’ by.country |. | 
| / - (Thousand metric tons) 

| : Country a 1981 1982 = 1988 1984” 1985° 
Albania, primary®______-__-_-.________ 9.0 *9.5 710.5 "1150 ALS : —elllT—T*eEa_DO_ Australia: 

. Primary _____-___---~----_______ 164.2 160.2 168.5 171.7 = = 7163.7 , : Secondary__---._-_-_2 —-F96.8 17.9 34.1  ©35.0 35.0 

Total _--_- F191.0 178.1 202.6 206.7 198.7 
Austria: 

Primary____-__._____________ 8.8 - 8.8 8.8 9.6 - . 90 ‘Secondary____.___2_____ 30.3 32.8 33.1 . 842 34.0 
- Total 39.1 41.6 41.9 43.8 43.0 

Belgium: a 
| Primary _______.-~__~__~_ 378.6 420.6 360.3 351.7 - 320.0 Secondary.__=------.-___________ i ssts«é VO 81.0 71.0 76.0 | 80.0 

Total ~~~ 436.6 501.6 431.3 427.7. 400.0 . ee 

Brazil: — . “ \ _ Primary_-__-_---- -—_ . T4.8 63.1 61.3 70.0 Secondary.________________ 45.0 752.0. 39.3 36.0 40.0 
. ° Total ~~~ 45.0 "56.8 102.4 97.3 . 110.0 _. Bulgaria, primary and secondary® _._______ 62.0 65.0 62.0 62.0 93.0 

a 
. 

LL ESS ereneeetetnnerrenmeneeonrereneeenen , Canada: a, . Primary___-__~__-2_-_2_ 476.7 337.8 464.3 ~—s- 604.8 488.0 Secondary® === 31.9 16.5 . 33.0 35.0 . ~ 34.0 
Total®__-.2 2-2 508.6 354.3 497.3 "539.3 - 522.0 Chile, primary ___-______2_ . 4915.6 852.5 . 884.2 879.7 _ 7884.3 . China, primary and secondary®________ 295.0 300.0 = — 810.0 . 810.0. . 400.0 Czechoslovakia, primary and secondary__.____ 25.5 25.6 25.7 26.1 26.5 Egypt, secondary.__________________ 2.0 2.4 24 “2.6 =~ 16 | 

Finland: mo 
: Primary _____.-..~__ 23.8 38.0 _ 45.4 47.3 46.5 Secondary®_-_-_-- = = 10.0 © 10.0 10.0 10.0 - 12.0 

. Total _-_- LLC 33.8 48.0 55.4 57.3 58.5 
France: . 

. Primary® __-__._=_ == 23.0 24.0 T23.0 ™30.0. 23.5 Secondary® _-_-- == = 23.0 23.1 . *221 ¥20.0 21.0 
~ TotaPe__- 46.0 47.1 _ 45.1 49.9 44.5 German Democratic Republic, primary and 

. /secondary® __ == 54.0 - 51.0 50.0 755.5 55.0 : oo eee 
; . Germany, Federal Republic of: . 

Primary __________.____ 304.1 - 318.7 332.8 297.9 2330.0 Secondary._____._._-_______ 83.4 80.4 87.9 81.1 734.3 
Totals___-- wen 387.4 394.1 420.8 . 379.0. 2414.3 Hungary, primary and secondary®___________ 12.0 212.2 12.5 12.8 12.8 NS . 

A India: 
Primary: 

Electrolytic _.......________ | 24.0 25.6 28.4 32.6 27.0 Fire refined ..-.__._______ 1.2 1.2 1.0 10 1.0 Secondary__-__._---2 2 = (4) (*) (4) (4) __ 
ee ee Total _--_--_--_~ ee 25.2 26.8 29.4 33.6 28.0 Iran, primary®_..----________ 8 1.0 10.0 e100 12.0 —_—— 

OOo 
Italy: 

Primary® _______-______ 1.0 ae __ _—_ _- Secondary® _________________ 22.7 19.6 731.2 40.0 35.0 _———— 
Total _.- ~~~ ee 23.7 19.6 31.2 40.0 = 35.0 . —— 

—lllleelele—————— ee c= Japan: 
Primary _______________________ 930.0 948.2 944.6 821.1 2802.3 Secondary___________________ | 120.2 126.8 147.4 114.1 2133.6 88 

Total#____§_ 1,050.1 1,075.0 1,091.9 935.2 2936.0 
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 34.—Copper: World refinery. production,’ by country —Continued 2 

— ee a _.. , .. (Thousand metrictons). «| ce URED en a 

a 0—VW¥Kret3$@HHTM NN 98] a 1981 1982 — 1983 19847 «19858 | 

- Korea, North, primary and secondary®..-.--. ___-22.0 22.0 220 220... 220 

Korea, Republic of: oo, Oo = oo 

" Primary_.-------------------- —_, 1080 110.8 123.3 1291. 1400 

’ Secondary® ___-__----~-~----------_. 60 5.0. 11.5 © 7.9 ~ 10.0 

oo gta --------_118.0 1158 1848 1870 = 150.0 

~ Mexico:. oe a oe : | : | 

. Primary ..-.------------------- . 618 61.4. 80.9 698 -- 168 
~~ Secondary® --___-----------------__10.0 140 150 7188. ....14.0 

ital? TB 15.4 95.9 9986S 908 

- Norway: _ . a ota” 

| ' Primary (electrowon)® __—-------+----- ~ 261. °° 18.0 229 808 811 

Secondary® ___--_---------------- 6.0 . 60 | 720.  .720 2.0 

ata ee BAR AO AT BRB BBD 
Oman, primary. _ ~~ --_~-------------__ : -- _— . 88 . 151 160 

_.. Electrowon -_ ------22--------+--- — 8388 7 88 33.0 | 808 02. 297.4 

Other. -_--2- === === 1756 94168188 22006 

omytal eee eeeee--e---- (eB. 2880 
Philippines, primary —~—-—.—-—------------- oe me, . 38.8 bet 99.20 2130.3 a 

Poland, primary’ _____.--~----------- 827.2 $48.0 360.0 —°—s 872.38. 2887.0 

Portugal primary _.__...-..-------_-- 48, 4.6 46 . §4.6 , 45 

. | Romania:® 7 = . — ee 

Primary __.-.-------~------------ | 89.4 380. 350 | , 33.0 - 33.0 

. -Secondaty oll lan nt tlle 206 120120120 

| ‘otal --___-_--------------- 60.0 50.0 47.0 45.0 : 45.0 
_ South Africa, Republic of, primary® ~__-.--~-- 144.1 142.8 157.7 155.7 2161.5 

Spain: - oO 

. Primary __.._------------------- — :187.1 “151.3 141.5 (118.1 125.0 

Secondary____------------------- | 15.0 ©20.6 17.1 38.3 30.0 

Total _._.__-.-.-+-----~------ — 152.1 171.9 158.6 156.4 155.0 

Sweden: 
Primary —_ —.----—--~------------ 58.7 58.1 59.0 Fea 4 60.2 

, Secondary. ____.._--------------- 73.2 4.2 4.3 Fe4 5 («4 

Total®. _._.§ ____.__-------------- 619 | 62.3 63.4 63.9 264.7 
———— 

Taiwan: . 
. 

Primary® ____.------------------ 45.2 39.4 30.0 40.4 39.0 

Secondary® _____-_--_------------ 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 

Total ___.__----------------- 58.2 47.4 38.0 48.4 47.0 

Turkey, primary __---~~-------------- T9024 32.2 31.8 39.0 30.0 
—————oOooooeeeeeeeelea————— 

USS.R.* 
. 

Primary _——.--------~----~-------- 730.0 759.0 776.0 798.0 810.0 

Secondary... .----------~--------- 137.0 138.0 139.0 141.0 143.0 

Total _.__.--.-~------------- 867.0 897.0 915.0 939.0 953.0 

oe 

United Kingdom: 
Primary _ — .---~----~------------- 59.8 63.2 67.5 69.5 64.0 

Secondary... -------------------- 76.3 71.0 76.8 67.4 62.0 

Total®___§__._._.__--------------- 136.2 7134.1 144.4 136.8 126.0 

——ooo——————e=k=o—=eEeae"e—— 

United States: 
Primary: 

Electrowon _—--~-------------- 161.1 — 131.9 126.7 127.3 109.6 

Other______----------------- 1,382.9 1,094.9 1,055.4 1,037.3 947.6 

Secondary. ——-------------------- 482.8 467.5 401.7 324.9 379.2 

Total?_ _._. __ _.--__--------—----- F2,026.9 1,694.3 1,583.8 1,489.5 1,436.3 

———ooooooeeeeEe—eE—EleNTeEl“eEeeeeee 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 34.—Copper: World refinery production,’ by country —Continued 

oo Country ZZ _1981 «1982, 19838 ——«ggaP 1985° 
- Yugoslavia: | . | a a 

| “Primary. - 90.7 82.5 82.9 F e940 100.0 . Secondary______...__.______ 7 - 41.9 _ 444 40.8 33.6 . 85.4 
Total ~~ 132.6 126.9 123.7 127.6 2135.4 . Zaire, primary____.__.....___________ 1518 175.0 227.2 224.8 2226.8 . . 

ven 
aneuneusshaieuinmsienane tenner en . Zambia, primary: 

Electrowon _-_....-2--_-_ 122.2 130.9 119.0 134.4 120.0 _ Other a eee ee | 438.2 453.7 456.4 387.5 360.0 
; Total _-2 560.4 584.6 575.4 521.9 480.0 Zimbabwe, primary ______ ~~~ TT To - 8.0 23.0 | 21.6 22.7 20.4 | 

_ Grandtotal®_-.2- 9,178.3  *9,021.8 9,229.9 9,136.2 9,229.5 . 7 Ofwhich: ol _ oe, . eo, _ Primary ____ =. ---- 77,448.77 (79999 - 7,507.8 7,510.6 7,409.6 _ Secondary... ¥),259.1 ¥ 1,253.2 1,239.7 1,137.4 1,210.6 Primary and secondary, | 7 a , _. Undifferentiated. _- == 470.5 475.8 = = 482.2 488.4 609.3 
a Estimated. Preliminary. _ "Revised. ee : 1This table includes total production of refined copper, whether produced b Pyrometallurgical or electrolytic refining methods, and whether derived from primary unrefined copper or from scrap. Copper cathode derived from electrowinning processing is also included. To the extent possible, primary and secondary output of each country is shown separately. In . - most cases, total refinery production is o icially reported, and in some, the distribution between primary and secondary has been estimated. Table includes data available through J uly 8, 1986. 

7 3Reported figure. ts 
: *Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. “Revised to zero. - | CO . | 5Data are for years beginning Mar. 21 of that stated. oo ®Includes electrowon cathode produced from imported matte. 

. 7May include small quantities of secondary. . 
: . ;Although only primary production is reported, an unknown but small additional output of secondary refined copper may have been produced. :
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-  Diatomite | : - Oo latom ite | 

| By A.C. Meisinger! . 

: The quantity of processed diatomite pro- nearly 2 million tons. 
duced in 1985 was 635,000 short tons, a Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- | 

| slight increase over that of 1984. Of the four duction data for diatomite are developed by 
Western States with reported production, the Bureau of Mines from one voluntary 
California continued to be the leading pro- survey of U.S. plant operations. Of the nine | 
ducing State. operations to which a survey request was 

Diatomite exports declined 6% to 120,000 sent, 100% responded, representing 100% of 
_ tons and comprised 19% of domestic produc- the total production shown in tables 1 and 

tion. World production was estimated to be 5. . | - 

- Table 1.—Diatomite sold or used by producers in the United States | | 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) ° - 

| 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 | 

Domestic production (sales) ._.___._.._-_-_- ~~. 687 613 619 627 __ 635 SC 
Total value of sales _.____________--_-.__. $118,010 $107,619 $114,279 + $120,926 += $127,030 | 

7 DOMESTIC PRODUCTION - 

Output of diatomite by domestic produc- in Fernley, NV; and Oil-Dri Production Co. | 
ers was 635,000 tons valued at $127 million, in Christmas Valley, OR. | | 
a slight increase over 1984 output. Diato- Eagle-Picher, Reno, NV, began develop- : 
mite was processed by seven companies in ment of its open pit diatomite operation 
nine plants in four States. California con- near Drewsey, Harney County, OR, in late 
tinued to be the leading producing State, 1985. Mining and processing was expected 
followed by Nevada, Washington, and Ore- to be on-stream in mid-1986. The processing 
gon. plant is near Vale in Malheur County, OR. 

The major diatomite producers continued Grefco, Torrance, CA, began construction 
to be Manville Products Corp., with oper- of a plant near Burney to process diatomite 
ations at Lompoc, CA; Grefco Inc., Dicalite from the company’s Shasta County, CA, 
Div., at Lompoc, CA, and Mina, NV; Eagle- freshwater deposits. The plant is expected 
Picher Industries Inc. at Sparks and Love- to be completed by mid-1986. Initial plant 
lock, NV; and Witco Corp. (formerly Witco capacity will be about 50,000 tons per year. 
Chemical Corp.), Inorganic Specialties Div., Whitecliff Industries was reported to 
at Quincy, WA. Other producers were have begun mining and shipping diatomite 
Lassenite Industries Inc. in Herlong, CA; at Mammoth (near Tucson), AZ, in late 
Cyprus Minerals Co. (formerly Cyprus Diat- 1985. 
omite Co., a division of Amoco Minerals Co.) 

381
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7 | | CONSUMPTION AND USES | 

_ Apparent domestic consumption of proc- slightly above that of 1984. Diatomite used 
| essed diatomite increased slightly to 520,000 as additives and absorbents increased 

| tons. Domestic and export sales of filter- 10,000 tons to 76,000 tons. Insulation use 
| grade diatomite were 417,000 tons, com- decreased 35% to 4,200 tons in 1985, the 

pared with 418,000 tons in 1984. Sales of fil- second straight year of decline. 
ler-grade diatomite were 137,500 tons, | | | 

| Table 2.—Diatomite sold or used,' by principal use 
(Percent of U.S. production) | | 

| | | Use 1981 1982 1988 1984 1985 : 
| Fillers -.__--_-----2--______-_i eee 23 19 21 22 21 | Filtration ~.____--____o_- 64 68 «66 67 66 Insulation ______~~__~ 2 2 1 3 il 1 Other? -_____-- ee 11 12 10 10 12 

Includes exports. | 
| - "Includes abrasives (1981-82), absorbents, additives, and silicate admixtures. | 

oe | | PRICES 

The average unit value of sales for proc- $200. 
essed diatomite increased $7 per ton to oo 

oO Table 3.—Average annual value per ton? of diatomite, by use a | 
| IB gg 

. Fillers _-_-______--_--_-_ i eee $176.77 $175.10 $184.49 | Filtratio _~_______--_-- 200.16 210.60 220.80 ' “Insulation _-__-_-_---_ 119.26 136.98 110.95 . Other? _-_________-- 116.05 120.85 118.39 © 
Weighted average __-____________________ 184.58 192.62 199.98 

1Based on unrounded data. 
Includes absorbents, additives, and silicate admixtures. 

FOREIGN TRADE | a 

U.S. exports of processed diatomite de- which nearly 95% originated from Taiwan, 
clined 6% from that of 1984. Average unit compared with 338 tons in 1984, of which 
value of exports, however, increased slight- Mexico supplied 75%. 
ly from $232 per ton to $238 per ton. | 
Diatomite was exported to 77 countries, and Table 4.—U.S rts of diatomit 
the quantity represented 19% of domestic Thoma, d sho Neues 4 . ° hone) . 
production. The following six countries eee DES 
received 61% of the total: Canada, 25,500 Year Quantity Value! 
tons; Japan, 14,000 tons; Australia, 13,000 1989 99.863 
tons; the United Kingdom, 8,700 tons; the 1382 ---------------- 146 B59 
Republic of South Africa, 6,100 tons; and 1984 ~--- 2-H e 1g 29,461 
the Federal Republic of Germany, 5,900 ee 
tons. 1U.S. Customs. 

Diatomite imports totaled 4,950 tons, of
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7 WORLD REVIEW 

World production of diatomite was esti- areas are at Adamclisi, Partirlapele-Buzau, | : 
mated to be nearly 2 million tons, of which and Minis-Arad. Diatomite consumption in 
the United States produced one-third, fol- Romania has been oriented toward the 
lowed by Romania, France, and the U.SS.R. building construction industry. | 
New data available in recent years show enero —— 
that Romania has emerged'as a major world — “Industry economist, Division of Industrial Minerals. 
producer. The principal Romanian deposit | | 

| . Table 5.—Diatomite: World production, by country! | | 
HS (Thousand short tons) 

+ . 

-.. Country 1981 1982 1983 1984” 1985° | ———— 

Algeria®____-_--_-_§_- 5. 5 5 2 2 a 
Argentina_________------~-- ee 5 T 12 “11 12 
Australia ____- §_5 5 5 2 2 ~9 eg 9 : 
Brazil (marketable) _._._...__._.-..-- 10 14 18 “18 18 
Canada®__ ee 4 20 2 2 2 
Chile__ 22 (?*) () | 1 2 2 
Colombia®______..~--~__-___________ a | 1 1. 1 1 
Costa Rica. 4 1 ey ey 1 
Denmark:* . . . 

_-. Diatomite_ 4 ™% 7 13 6 
Moler ~~~ ~~~ ee . 70 78 Fe 90 88 

Egypt ---._-~~~---~-_-~--~------- _- _- A  & ) 
France ___ ~~ .--_.----------- reg, 269 244 273 276 
Germany, Federal Republic of... ___ 47 47 49 49 50 
Iceland. 22 8 28 30 33 7 
Italy®._ ee 28 22 28 "31 33 | : 
Kenya _____~_~~ 2 . 2 2 2 2 
Korea, Republic of... ~2........_~___ 46 61 62 53 55 _ 

, Mexico...» 5s 62 62 48 49 50 
Peru® _____ 8 8 8 8 8 

_ Portugal. ~~. --_---_------_- 8 &g 2 2 2 
. Romania®_________-_-___-__________ T3290 7320 390 331 331 

. South Africa, Republic of. ...2..-2-._-_____ 1 1 1 ~ ?*) 
Spain_—____---------------------- 42 7 61 80 66 

7 d ------- 22-8 ni @) ®  @ 1 1 
Turkey® ee 11 ll 1. rg 3 
USSR® ~~ 7254 260 260 265 270 
United Kingdom — ~~~... e] | ey (*) ?) (7) 
United States______---....---------- 687 613 619 627 4635 

Total T1867 71,892 1871-1988 s«,981 
$$$ $$$ 

Table includes data available through Apr. 22, 1986. 
7Less than 1/2 unit. 7 

| SData represent sales. | 
: “Reported figure. : | |
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_ Feldspar, Nepheline Syenite, 
we and Aplit 
re By Michael J. Potter’ _ | 

| Total US. feldspar output in 1985, includ- the Bureau of Mines by means of a volun- 
| ing soda, potash, or mixed. feldspar, and tary survey. Of the 15 active mines, 12, or 

feldspar-silica: mixtures, was 700,000 short 80%, responded, representing an estimated 
_ tons with a value of $22.8 million. Housing 81% of the total production data for feld- 

and commercial construction activity re- spar shown in table 1. The remaining 19% _ | 
| mained relatively high resulting in contin. was estimated from prior years’ data ad- | 

ued ‘strong demand. for plumbing fixtures, justed to current industry levels. 
| tile, and glass fiber insulation in which Legislation’ and Government  Pro- . 

| feldspar is used. Imports of crude and grams.—According to provisions of the Tax | 
ground nepheline syenite decreased 12% to Reform Act of 1969, which continued in 
about. 333,000. tons with a total value of force throughout 1985, the depletion rate 

7 $11.4 million. —s_- a allowed on domestic and foreign feldspar 
: Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- production was 14%. | 

duction data for feldspar are developed by | | : 

OT Table 1.—Salient feldspar and nepheline syenite statistics a 

| | " 19811982 1983 1984 1985 
——— NTN rae SSS iS iS SPSS OSSD 

| United States: | oo | 
. Feldspar: . | _ Produced?___.._______.._.~ short tons__ 665,000 615,000 = 710,000 += 710,000 + —-700,000 . Value_____._._-_...-..__—thousands__ $21,000 $20,800 += $22,500 = $23'500 «$22 800 Exports _____....._..._____-_short tons. 14,025 10,800 : 9,360 10,080 9,280 Value_______._.._______ thousands__ $1,110 $989 $856 $920 $680 

Imports for consumption _ _____—_ short tons__ 206 48 64 25 952 
_  Value____.._.--...__ ~~~ thousands. - $61 $24 $31 $15 $1,150 

Nepheline syenite: | 
.. Imports for consumption ~~ __ — ————short tons__ 506,100 455,596 407,351 377,945 332,604 
Value... ______ thousands__ $11,529 $13,751 $13,997 $14,218 $11,435 

Consumption, apparent? (feldspar lus nepheline syenite) 
ousand short tona__ 1,157 1,060 1,108 1,078 1,024 

World: Production (feldspar) _.._._...____- _do.___ T3561 T3835 4,008 P4,167 ©4,294 : - a 

4Includes hand-cobbed feldspar, flotation concentrate feldspar, and feldspar in feldspar-silica mixtures; includes potash 
feldspar (8% K30 or higher). | . 

*Production plus imports minus exports. . 

| FELDSPAR | 

| DOMESTIC PRODUCTION potash feldspar without revealing company 
7 . . proprietary data in this report, feldspars 

Soda feldspar is defined commercially a8 containing 8% KO or more are defined as 
containing 7% soda (Na,O) or higher; pot- potash feldspars. Hand-cobbed or hand- 
ash feldspar contains 10% potash (K,0) or sorted feldspar is usually obtained from 
higher. However, to publish information on pegmatites and is relatively high in K,O 
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| | compared with Na.O. Hand cobbing contin- ada and Mexico. Of the 11 companies, 3 | 
ued to be a minor fraction of total produc- produced potash feldspar, and the remain- __ 
tion. Feldspar flotation concentrates, most der produced mixed feldspar or feldspathic | 
of the U.S. output, are classified as either sand mixtures. North Carolina had five 
soda, potash, or mixed feldspar, depending plants, California had three, and Connecti- 

_ on the relative amounts of Na.O and K.,0 cut, Georgia, South Carolina, and South | 
| : present. Feldspar-silica mixtures, feldspath- Dakotaeachhadone. = . 

ic sand, can either be naturally occurring or The data for potash feldspar were collect- 
" a flotation product. Total feldspar content ed from the three U.S. producers (of this - 

of this mixture was 28% of total feldspar material; some of. this feldspar contained 
, output during 1985. | | less than 10% KO (8% to 10% K;0). — 

Feldspar was mined in six States, led by Lithium Corp. of America (Lithco), a 
North Carolina and followed in descending wholly owned subsidiary of Gulf Resources 

| order by Connecticut, Georgia, California, & Chemical Corp., was sold to FMC Corp.? 
Oklahoma, and South Dakota. North Caroli-. Lithco’s domestic facilities are located near 
na accounted for 70% of the total. Eleven Bessemer City, NC. Ore from the company’s 
U.S. companies operating 15 mines and.13 open pit mine was milled to produce lithi- 
plants produced feldspar or feldspar-silica um-bearing. spodumene concentrates, by- 
mixtures for shipment to more than 31 product mica, and feldspar-silica mixtures. 
States and foreign countries, primarily Can- , Co CO | 

| Table 2.—Feldspar' produced inthe United States. —t™ 
Oo _ (Thousand short tons and thousanddollars) a 

ver -—«__—andobbed = ggnaenetn, = Feldeparijon” Total? 
Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value | . 

1981____- 11 194 504 16,850 149 4000: ~—s«66B.—-—« 000 
1982. 10 172 457 16,090 147 4040 615 20,300 
1988. 4 107 525 17,128 178 ° 5,265 710 22,500 
1984. 7 124 502 17,874 201 5,503 710  —-. 28,500 | 

| 1985. 14 W 487 16,781 197 W 700 22,800 

'  'W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included in “Total.” 7 | : a 
: Includes potash feldspar (8% KO or higher). . 

_ *Feldspar content. : | Se _ 
*Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. Oo . 

| _. Table 3.—Producers of feldspar in 1985 : 

Arkhola Sand & Gravel Co __________________ Muskogee, OK _ ____ Feldspar-silica mix- 

| California Silica Products Co______________________ San Juan Capistrano, | “Do 

Calspar Inc__________---_____._____..._._._._ | SantaFeSprings,CA_ _ Soda feldspar. 
Crystal Silica Co. ~~~ 2222222727277 7777777777277 Oceanside, CA. Feldspartlica mix- 

The Feldspar Corp _.___________________________ Middletown,CT ____ _ Soda feldspar. 
Do ______~ Monticello, GA _ _ _ __ Potash feldspar. 
Do -_-_~_~ LL Spruce Fine, NC — - - - Soda feldspar. 
Do ___-______~ ontpelier, VA ____ Aplite. 

Foote Mineral Co _______________._.___.._.______ | KingsMountain,NC _ _ Feldspar-silica mix- 
ture. 

IndusminInc ________-____~_____ ee Spruce Pine, NC _ ___ Soda feldspar. 
International Minerals & Chemical Corp_______________  ___-do__.______ Do. 
Kings Mountain Mica Co. Inc_____. ~~ _~~_~§_________ Kings Mountain, NC _ Potash feldspar. 
Lithium Corp. of America ________________________ Bessemer City, NC_ _ _ Feldspar-silica mix- 

ture. 
Pacer Corp — - — — 02-72 - To 70 ----------- Custer, SD________ Potash feldspar. 
Spartan Minerals Corp__________________________ Pacolet, SC _______ Feldspar-silica mix-
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| CONSUMPTION AND USES | - United States, 55% was used in glassmak- 
— . ; ing, including container glass and glass 

The majority of users acquired their sup- fiber. 45% was used in pottery; and less 

plies already ground and sized by feldspar than 1% was used in enamels, electrical 
producers, although some manufacturers of insulators, etc. | 

pottery, soaps, and enamels continued to The use of feldspar in pottery articles : 
purchase feldspar for grinding to their pre- such as plumbing fixtures and tile increased 

| ferred specifications in their own mills. A by 9% compared with that of 1984. This was 
_ substantial portion of the material classi- apparently because of the continued good 

fied as feldspar-silica mixtures served in demand for plumbing fixtures and tile in 
glassmaking without additional processing. the housing market. | 

Of the total feldspar consumed in the 

Table 4.—Destination of shipments of feldspar' sold or used by producers in the 
- United States, by State | 

. (Short tons) 

eee 
State 1982 1982 1983 1984 1985 . 

| Alabama _____ == 19,600- 16,500 - 14,600 15,100 Ww 
California® ?___ = ee 35,000 30,000 45,000 45,000 50,000 
Connecticut. ____-________ et 17,800 18,800 WwW Ww WwW 

| Florida ________________~___ 25,700 21,000 22,700 20,300 16,900 
Georgia 68,300 74,600 96,900 96,000 95,300 | 
Mlinois. 2 31,100 26,900 46,600 38,000 37,000 | 
Indiana _________--_-_-_--_------------_ 22,700 20,200 37,200 35,700 WwW 
Kentucky.» ee 11,700 13,400 11,400 13,300 16,200 
Louisiana. 5» 13,900 12,200 17,400 21,300 — 12,200 
Maryland_________~__ 4,300 4,600 4,500 7,400 7,400 
Massachusetts ______...»_-/»__/ 8,800 9,300 1,200 —_ *10,800 Ww 

| Michigan ____-__- 5 W 2,000 Ww WwW WwW 
Mississippi ________________.______________ 13,000 15,800 15,900 12,000 Ww 
Missouri ______________________ 4,300 4,100 5,000 4,400 4,700 
New Jersey____-_____~ 63,400 51,700 56,600 58,200 WwW 
New York________._-_ ee 19,400 17,800 18,300 10,800. W | 

| North Carolina _______-___________-_______ 17,000 16,500 20,100 16,400 17,000 
Ohio ______-___~~--__ Le 52,800 51,600 53,600 ™64,900 65,800 
Oklahoma _____ ~~ _~§~ ~§ 34,700 31,900 WwW Ww Ww 
Pennsylvania ___._________________~_______ 42,900 28,800 33,200 *37,200 31,100 | 
South Carolina.» 5» ee 16,400 14,900 . 18,400 17,400 W : 
Tennessee ___________ 16,100 15,300 Ww Ww Ww 
Texas _-______._-__---_ = 39,400 36,700 41,900 41,400 42,000 
West Virginia __________._____~-_______ 36,100 31,600 38,100 728,500 27,000 
Wisconsin. ____________--____-_ W W 9,400 11,100 WwW 
Other destinations?__________.._.____________ 40,600 43,800 102,000 799,800 277,400 

. Total._______--_-_-------------_----~ 655,000 610,000 ~=—s-_ 710,000 +=: *700,000 ~=—>_ 700,000 

3 “Estimated. "Revised. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other 
estinations.” 

~ 1Includes potash feldspar (8% KO or higher). 
2Data are incomplete, and estimates are very rough. 
Includes Arkansas, Colorado, Kansas, Minnesota, Rhode Island, Virginia, States indicated by symbol W, and 

unspecified States. Also includes exports to Canada, Mexico, and other foreign countries.
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. Table 5.—Destination of shipments of potash feldspar: sold or used by producersinthe — 
: : | United States | 
a (Short tons) ee 

Destination 1981 — 1982 1983 1984 1985 

Illinois, Indiana, Wisconsin ____________________ 11,300 8,000 . 6,000 - §,800 5,800 
Maryland, New York, West Virginia ______.._______ 24,800 . 21,600 25,300 21,800 28,000 
Ohio_________-_--~__ 9,800 8,100 8100 — 9,000 8,200 
Pennsylvania _________________________ 9,100 6,400 7100 =—-s«18,500 - 8,200 ° 
Texas ________- ~~~ Le 200 200 800 200° 200 
Canada ______~~__~__ 4,900 3,200 4,300 4,600. ° 5,200 
Mexico ___-________ ~~ 2,800 2,400 Ww WwW WwW 
Other?_______--_~__ 17,500 16,300 14,100 16,400 21,400 

Total_____-_--_--__-__-_-___i ie 80,400 66,200 65,200 71,300 | 77,000 
EEE 

"Revised. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” 
1K20 content of 8% or higher. 
2Includes Alabama, Arkansas, California, Colorado, Connecticut, Florida, Georgia, Kansas, Kentucky, Michigan, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Missouri, New Jersey, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, States indicated by symbol 

W, and other unspecified States. May also include foreign countries. oo 

| Table 6.—Feldspar' sold or used by producers in the United States, by use | | 
. | (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) - - 

-_ CO —-— ———— 
UL 1984 1985 | se . —_— 

Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Hand-cobhed: . 
Pottery _______-___-~_____________ 6 487 12 WwW Other --_____ ~~~ 1 51 1 WwW 

Total _..---_-_____ 7 538 13 Ww 

| Flotation concentrate: 
Glass___________~~_ 229 7,063 216 | 7,207 
Pottery _._-_---_________ 253 12,100 276 14,135 

_ Other _~_- ~~~ WwW Ww — _— 

Total _-___________ Ww. Ww 492 21,342 

7 Feldspar-silica mixtures:” a a Glass__________ 2 153 7,468 | 173 8,351 
Pottery __-___________ 28 1,367 25 WwW 
Other _-____________ Le WwW Ww -- -- 

Total _-_-__--________ Ww Ww 198 Ww 

Total:* 
Glass*___ 382 14,531 389 15,558 
Pottery ______-__________ F287 13,954 313 WwW 
Others_____ 28 ¥1,568 1 Ww 

Total _-§_-_-_--_______ ee ™700 ™30,100 700 32,000 eee 
"Revised. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included in “Total.” 
Includes potash feldspar (8% Kz2O or higher). 
2Feldspar content. 
*Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 
“Includes container glass and glass fiber. 
*Includes enamel, filler, etc., and unknown. 

Table 7.—Potash feldspar! sold or used by producers in the United States, by use 
Eee 

1984* 1985 

Use Quantity Value Quantity Value 
(short tons) (thousands) (short tons) (thousands) -——_—$ ences 7 ort tons) nousands 

(ottery ~~ -~--~~-~----~---~---------------- 52,200 $3,790 59,300 Ww Other* _-________ 19,100 990 17,700 Ww 

Total _-____ ee 71,300 4,780 77,000 Ww eee 

*Revised. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
1K20 content of 8% or higher. 
2Includes glass, enamel, etc.
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PRICES Journal, December 1985, listed the follow- | | oo Oe ing prices for feldspar, per short ton, f.o.b. Most feldspar prices increased compared mine or mill, carload lots, bulk, depending with those of 1984. Engineering and Mining on grade: 

| 1984 1985 
Connecticut: 

20 mesh, granular __ _ $39.00 $41.35 . 200 mesh __________ 53.25 56.50 
Georgia: 

40 mesh, granular____ 54.00 57.25 | 200 mesh_________ 73.50 76.50 
North Carolina: 

' 20 mesh, flotation___ _ 29.25 29.25 | 40 mesh, flotation___ _ 54.00 57.25 
200 mesh, flotation __ _ NA 76.50 $e | | 

NA Not available. 

| pe Eee pgineering and Mining Journal, v. 186, No. 12, | 

FOREIGNTRADE with a value of $323,000. This represented a | | _ 59% decrease in tonnage compared with 
US. exports classified as feldspar, leucite, that of ea Also, one tons of om nd and nepheline syenite, but presumably with , na alu abou t 8.0 miller This mostly feldspar, decreased 8% to 9,280 tons With a value of about $3.0 m Mon. 1 nis was valued at $680,000. Chief recipients were 4 39% decrease in tonnage compared with | | Canada, 51%; the Dominican Republic, that of 1984. : | 18%; Mexico, 11%; and Taiwan, 6%. The The tariff schedule in force throughout : 

remaining 14% was shared among eight 1985 for most favored nations provided for a . other countries. . 3.0% ad valorem duty on ground feldspar; | In addition to feldspar and nepheline imports of unground feldspar were admit- syenite, the United States imported 580 ted duty free. | : _ tons of “Other mineral fluxes, crushed” , 

| | | Table 8.—U.S. exports of feldspar, by country | 

Country’ | 1984. a 1985 
| mary - Short tons Value Short tons Value | ) Canada -_-__-_ 2 6,040 $878,100 4,700 . $290,100 Dominican Republic —-- ee 1,020 107,400 1,640 100,300 | Mexico ___- ~~ 1,180 179,400 1,000 54,800 Philippines ____§-§ 2-2 270 27,100 -_- — Taiwan = 

600 112,000 560 100,400 Venezuela ~-- 
490 38,300 270 60,000 (Other -~-__-- 480 77,400 1,110 74,100 $$ O74, 100 

Total__—_-------------------_ eee ei 10,080 919,700 9,280 679,700 

Source: Bureau of the Census.
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Table 9.—U.S. imports for consumption of feldspar, by type and country | 

] | 1984 . 1985 

| | Type and country | | Short Value Short Value 

Crude: . 
Canada____________ + ------- oe 20 $9,000 

_. Germany, Federal Republic of ________---------------- 1 $361 —_ _- 

Mexico. -______________.__-_-__-------------- _- _ 214 (19,828 
United Kingdom _______________-------~----------

 1 561 _— __ 

Venewela___________________~_---+------
------ oe -- 702 1,097,600 

Ground, crushed, or pulverized: 
France ______.______________ 11 9,800 -- -- 

a Germany, Federal Republic of __ ______-__-------------- 2 220 ee —— 
Netherlands. _______9___________---_-----------

- _- _- 9 19,116 

Switzerland________~___________-------~-~~
------- _- _- 1 2,428 

United Kingdom _______________-_----------------____ 103,505,991 

Total _-§_-_-____________________------------ 25 14,544 952 1,150,463 

Source: Bureau of the Census. | 

| WORLD REVIEW the first stage, production was planned at a 

: - rate of 31,000 tons per year at an estimated 

Germany, Federal Republic of.—Al- cost of $2.7 million. Upon completion of the 
though a major producer of feldspar, the facility, annual output was projected to rise 

country relied on imports of feldspar and to 86,000 tons. Greece imported up to 15,000 
nepheline syenite from the Scandinavian tons per year of feldspar during the previ- 

countries. The majority of feldspar was used ys decade.4 | | 

as a flux in the ceramics industry, of which The final stage of construction for a plant 

the Federal Republic of Germany was @ owned by Dr. Georgiadis to process quartz 

leading producer. The most important feld- and feldspar, and potentially other miner- 

| spar producing region contained feldspar- ais, continued in 1985 at Assirosin northern | 

: quartz-pegmatites and their derived peg- Greece, approximately 15 miles north of 
matite sands, which were mined and benefi- Thessalonike. The feldspar was a soda feld- 

ciated in conjunction with kaolin and silica gpar occurring in pegmatite veins. Process- . 

) sand. Amberger Kaolinwerke GmbH was ing steps would be employed to remove mica 

Western Europe’s largest producer of potas- and iron oxide. Quartz and feldspar would 

sium feldspar with about 130,000 tons per be sold for use in ceramics and paint. Feld- 
year. Gebruder Dorfner OHG had an output spar sales would be directed at eastern and 

| of about 28,000 tons per year of feldspar. central Mediterranean countries and the 
The ceramic manufacturer Hutschenreu- Middle East, after satisfying local demand.° 

ther AG also worked pegmatite sands and Spain.—Industrias del Cuarzo S.A. con- | 

had an annual capacity of 44,000 tons of tinued mining operations at a large feld- 
feldspar. Saarfeldspatwerke H. Huppert  spathic sand deposit at Carrascal del Rio in 
GmbH & Co. KG of Saarbrucken was min- Segovia Province. The processing plant pro- 

ing 55,000 to 66,000 tons per year of feld- duced silica, feldspathic sand, and feldspar. 
spar. The country’s largest tile manufactur- Llansa S.A. worked five quarries near 

er and major whiteware ceramic producer, Llansa in Gerona Province. The deposit was | 
Villeroy and Boch Keramisch Werke KG, in the form of pegmatite veins, with three of 
worked partly kaolinized, feldspar-rich rhy- the quarries containing soda feldspar and 

| olites and was producing about 55,000 tons two containing mixed soda-potash feldspar. 

per year of feldspar for its own consump- Proven reserves were in excess of 5 million 

tion. Rhyolites are fine-grained igneous tons. Processing steps included crushing, 
rocks having a chemical composition simi- washing to separate clays, and air separa- 
lar to that of granite. A final source of tion. Plant capacity was 44,000 tons per 

feldspathic material was phonolite, which is year. A second milling plant, which would 

an igneous rock containing feldspar. The include magnetic separation and air sepa- 

major producer of phonolite was the Brenk rators of a new design and would double 

Mine at Eifel, operated by Kali Chemie AG. capacity to 88,000 tons per year, was tar- 

Annual production was approximately geted to come on-stream at yearend 1985.° 

140,000 tons, which was primarily for the United Kingdom.—Feldspar imports in 

manufacture of colored glass.* 1984 were 60,000 tons. Principal countries of 

Greece.—The Hellenic Industrial Devel- origin and the share supplied were Finland, 

opment Bank reportedly began work on its 43%; Norway, 26%; and Sweden, 20%." 

feldspar mine at Paranesti near Drama. In
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: ~ + Table 10.—Feldspar: World production, by country! 
(Thousand short tons) . | 

er a a a ss SSS SS Ss SS oe SG ASD SD 

. Country? 1981 1982 1983 1984” 1985° 

Argentina _________-._-__________-.____- 29 17 ~—s 2 e990 22 
_ Australia___-----  “$ 5 4 e4 4 
Austria __ ~~ Le 11 3 1 3 3 
Brazil®. -§2 / 5 ee 331 — 145 136 . 116 132 
Burma___——~_~-_~~~~-_ = Le 5 3 . 3 7 7 
Chile. ~~~ ee 3 ‘1 3 3 3 
Colombia _____.-_---_-__-_-_.____________ 30 33. 35 36 35 
Egypt ___________-___--_-_._--_________ 4 9 7 &g 6 | 
Finland __ ~~~ ee 70 TF 57 62 61 | . 
France_________-.-_-__-_-_____________- ail 191 198 _ 230 231 
Germany, Federal Republic of ._._.......-...__- 877 365 364 = * 287 ‘309 
Guatemala® ___ 411 13 7 6 — 6 
Hong Kong ~~~ ~~~ 2. 2 eee 4 36 62 | 127 83 
India._____________-__.___-_-__________ 65 49 46 44 44 
Iran®______-+ 2 ee 2 3 3B 3 3 
Italy_____-_.-__--_--- +--+ 412 864. 951 1,086 41,281 ; 
Japan? ___ 2 28 33 34 89 34 
Kenya ___._____-._--_~-~--~~----~-~ (°) _- 1 1 1 
Korea, Republicof ....._..-..~-~-~-~-- LLL 114 94 - 4121 140 110 . 
Mexico _________-__~_~~- LLL 144 127 180 . 98 110 
Morocco. _  _ _ . _--.---~-~-------+-----~-- 1 2 1 ef “1 | 
Mozambique ___. ~~... ~-- 2 ee — Ll. 1 1 ey 1 

- Nigeria®@_ 5 6 6 6 6 6 : 
Norway? _..___~__.-_~-.--__~~-__-~_____- "64 69 64 F €g6 66 
Pakistan _______.__.._..______ 2 _ Ll Loe 12 Tg 6  °6 6 | 
Peru® _. $24 | 28 28 28 28 
Philippines _~__.__..---.--.-- ~~~. ___ 18 17 47 13 13 

~ Poland®______ 2 Le 90 88 — 88 88 «88 
Portugal®___§_-__..__-- 2 449 AT 46. 44 39 = 
‘Romania®_______________________________ F93 r9g r94 794 95 | 
South Africa, Republic of _.. ~~~. ~__-______ 63 53 50 43 35 
Spain®____ ee 143 144 128 ©127 132 
Sri Lanka_____..~-_..-__----.------------ &4 3 3 6 6 
Sweden _____.______-~--_-- ~~~ 44 60 58 *61 61 

- Taiwan ~~~ 19 12 13 17 17 
Thailand ___.~___~~ 27 21 53. 82 83 . 
Turkey®____-§___ 77 OAT *10 11 22 | 
USS.R° | 8350 | 360 360 360 370 
United Kingdom (china stone) ___.._____________ ™;e T> 7 4 4 
‘United States __. ~~ . 665 615 710 710 *700 
Uruguay __---_--~_--__~~~ ee .—( 8 1 1 °) 1 
Venezuela ______ 24 eg F e39 81 
Yugoslavia —______.-.------~----~-~------ 59 47 46 “46 50 | | 
Zambia _—-—-~--~---------~---------~------ i) e | (8) (°) (°) 
Zimbabwe ________~--.~-~~~~_--~_~~_____- 8 1 2 2 1 

Total. -- ~~~ + ee *3,561 3.885 4,003 4,167 4,294 
es 

“Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. 
1Table includes data available through May 6, 1986. - . 
In addition to the countries listed, Czechoslovakia, Madagascar, and Namibia produce feldspar, but output is not 

. officially reported, and available general information is inadequate for the formulation of reliable estimates of output 
eve | 
‘Series excludes production of leucite and sodalite; data consist only of that material reported by Brazil under the 

heading of “Feldspar.” Data represent the sum of (1) run-of-mine production for direct sale and (2) salable beneficiated 
‘product, total run-of-mine feldspar production was a8 follows, in thousand short tons: 1981—121 (revised); 1982—87; 
1983—71 (revised); 1984—93; and 19 100 (estimated). 

. ' 4Reported figure. 
5In addition, the following quantities of aplite were produced, in thousand short tons: 1981386; 1982—385; 19883—442 

(revised); 1984-486; and 1985—515 (estimated). 
SLess than 1/2 unit. | 
-TExcludes nepheline syenite. 

_ “Includes pegmatite. 

| NEPHELINE SYENITE 

Nepheline syenite is a quartz-free, light- remove contaminants, especially iron- 
colored rock that, although resembling bearing minerals, were consumed in mak- 
medium-grained granite in texture, consists ing glass and ceramics. There was no do- 
principally of nepheline and alkali feld- mestic production of nepheline syenite in 
spars, usually in association with minor grades suitable for these purposes, and U.S. 
amounts of other minerals. Large quantities needs were wholly supplied by imports. 
of nepheline syenite, after processing to With the purchase of IMC Industry
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Group (Canada) Ltd. in 1985, Falconbridge _eral resource known as synnyrite was being - 
| . Ltd. became owner of both nepheline sye- considered. The mineral, which has been | 

| nite operations in Canada. The two oper- identified in only two locations in Siberia, is 
ations, IMC and Indusmin Ltd., a division of similar to nepheline syenite and ismade up | 

: Falconbridge, were mined at different essentially of the potassium analog of =~ 
points on the Nephton nepheline syenite nepheline-kalsilite, K,O*Al,0,°2Si0,; and 
deposit in the Blue Mountain District of potassium feldspar, K.0°A1,0,°6Si0,. Syn- | 
Ontario, Canada.* aan _ hyrite is a potential raw material for the —_—/ 
In Norway, nepheline syenite was pro- production of alumina for reduction to alu- 

| ‘duced at the Norsk Nefelin underground minum and nonchlorine-containing potassi- 
mining operation on the Arctic island of um fertilizers. The typical composition of 

| Stjernoy. Sales were mostly to markets in synnyrite is SiO., 54%; Al,O;s, 22%; and 
Western Europe. a K,O, 19%. Various technologies for process- : 

, About two-thirds of the output from Can- ing the mineral were being tested, including 
ada and Norway was consumed in insula- one that uses sulfuric acid to decompose the 

__ tion fiberglass and container glass manufac- synnyrite into alum, KAI(SO,), and silica, 
ture. The second largest outlet was in ce- SiOz. | _ ee 
ramics, especially porcelain, tile, and white- © The price for Canadian nepheline syenite, — 
wares. Nepheline syenite also was used in glass grade, bulk, 30 mesh, carlots or truck- 

| | fine-grind applications as an extender in lots, was $20 to $28 per ton, depending on 
: paint and an inert filler in plastics.° _ iron content, according to Industrial Miner- 

In the U.S.S.R., development of the min- als (London), December 1985. a 

| Table 11.—U.S. imports for consumption of nepheline syenite a 

| | 7 | Crude Ground | 

. tons) sands) tons) sands) | 

— 1983 -- ee 212 $13 407,189 $13,984 1984 __-__-_-_- 410 17 377,585 «14,201 1985 --------~---~--------------------------- 920, 628815684. 11,878 

Source: Bureau of the Census. | - oo 

| | | | APLITE | | 

Aplite is a feldspar mineral that has more _ that of 1984. The data are company propri- 
than one geological definition. However, etary and cannot be released for publica- 
aplite from the only active U.S. operation tion. Aplite traditionally has a somewhat 
contains primarily lime-soda feldspar. Ap- lower price than feldspar. Industrial Miner- __ 
lite, usually unsuitable for use in ceramics, als (London), December 1985, gave a value 

-_ has been used in the manufacture of glass, of $25.75 per ton for glass grade, bulk, 100% 
especially container glass, when it is suffi- plus 200 mesh, f.o.b. Montpelier, VA. 
ciently low in iron. Japan, with an annual ——————— 7 
production of approximately 450,000 tons, 2 must, Division of Industrial Minerals, Sell 
has been the world’s foremost producer of _ Lithium Unit to FMC. ¥. 63, No. 28, June 8, 1985, p. 10. 
aplite. ‘Robbins, J. The Industrial Minerals of West Germany. 

. : . Ind. Miner. (London), No. 219, Dec. 1985, p. 39. 
Aplite of glassmaking quality was pro- ‘Mining Journal (London). Paranesti Feldspar for 

duced in the United States from one surface Oe ne No. Mies fan. LL, 1985, p. 26. Ind. Min 
mine. The Feldspar Corp. mined aplite near qondon), No. 208, Jan. 1985 p39 
Montpelier, Hanover County, VA, and 4 Noe Spain's Industrial Minerals. Ind. Miner. (Lon- 

. treated the material by wet grinding, clas- “Ttndustrial Minerals (London). United Kingdom Indus- 
sification, and spiraling to remove biotite, trial Minerals Statistics. No. 211, Apr. 1985, p. 83. 
ilmenite, and rutile, followed by dewatering No. 214, July 198 ae Dominates Nepheline Syenite. 
and high-intensity magnetic separation to vahtbs D. R, Nepheline Syenite. Min. Eng., v. 37, No. 5, 
eliminate iron-bearing minerals. By OO De EE , ee Des 

Domestic output of aplite increased over si rsoYitt Geouranhy, Potential Uses of Synnyrite Being



- Ferroalloys —s_ 
oe By Raymond E. Brown! | | 

: World demand for ferroalloys in 1985 was representing an estimated 90% of the total | _ little changed from that of 1984. As a result, production and/or shipments shown in ta- — | prices for. most ferroalloys remained de- ble 2. Production and shipments for the pressed. Brazil planned to triple its ferroal- remaining seven nonrespondents were esti- loy production capacity despite world over-_ mated using reported prior year production | capacity and oversupply conditions. The and shipment levels adjusted by trends in | expansion in Brazil is being offset to some employment and other guidelines. | | | extent by reductions in the United States Legislation and ._ Government. Pro- , and Japan. The European Economic Com- grams.—There were a number of signifi- munity’s (EEC) Executive Commission vot- cant Government actions that impacted the ed against allowing the official formation of ferroalloys industry in 1985. For the third | Euromang, a cartel consisting of EEC ferro- consecutive year, to begin in 1986, the - manganese producers. The EEC also in- General Services Administration awarded - _ creased tariff quotas on certain duty-free contracts to Macalloy Inc., Charleston, SC, | _ ferroalloy imports and approved a plan to and Elkem Metals Co., Pittsburgh, PA, for | support research on ways to make its min- upgrading chromium ore and manganese ing and materials industries more competi- ore, respectively, in the National Defense 7 tive. Although France, the United King- Stockpile to the ferroalloy form. Macalloy’s ~ dom, and the United States reduced or contracts amounted to $22.7 million in 1984 planned to reduce the size of their stock- to convert 125,628 short tons of chromite - piles, Japan planned to increase its stock- ore into 50,254 tons of high-carbon ferro- pile, and the Republic of Korea planned to chromium (H-C FeCn), $26.0 million in 1985 initiate a stockpiling program. The Govern- to convert 141,601 tons of ore into 56,640 ment of Japan agreed to provide tax credits tons of H-C FeCr, and $19.3 million in 1986 for expenditures by its ferrochromium pro- to convert 92,184 tons of ore into 38,200 ducers for modernization or research and tons:of H-C FeCr. Elkem Metal’s contracts development. The Government of the Re- amounted to $10.1 million in 1984 to con- public of South Africa was considering with- vert 47,951 tons of manganese ore into holding exports of chromium in retaliation 24,332 tons of high-carbon ferromanganese : for tougher U.S. sanctions. The high value (H-C FeMn), $19.3 million in 1985 to convert of the U.S. dollar relative to other curren- 88,329 tons of ore into 46,620 tons of H-C cies continued to make the United Statesan FeMn, and $15.3 million in 1986 to convert attractive market for exporters throughout 58,557 tons of ore into 34,200 tons of H-C | the world. However, the administration FeMn. The 10-year upgrading program was took steps to weaken the U.S. dollar. designed to reduce the quantity of ore Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- needing conversion to ferroalloy form dur- duction data for ferroalloys are developed ing a national emergency and to help .main- by the Bureau of Mines by means of month- tain an adequate level of U.S. ferroalloy. ly and annual voluntary domestic surveys. furnace and processing capacity. Typical of these surveys are the three sepa- On July 8, the President approved Na- rate monthly surveys for chromium alloys tional Security Council (NSC) recommenda- and metal, manganese alloys and metal, tions for modernizing the strategic and and silicon alloys and metal, and the annual critical materials stockpile. Under the NSC survey for ferroalloys. Of the 51 operations proposal, the stockpile would be structured to which a survey was sent, 44 responded, into two tiers. Tier I would contain materi- 

393
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| als required by military, industrial, and investments in the Republic of South Africa 

essential civilian users during a military and would prohibit imports of materials 

- conflict, which would not be available from such as ferrochromium, ferromanganese, 

domestic or reliable foreign sources. Tier II and their respective ores from that country. | 

| would contain a supplemental reserve of H.R. 3481, introduced on October 2, would 

— material already possessed by the Govern- ban the importation of H-C FeCr from the 

| ment. According to the NSC guidelines for Republic of South Africa into the customs _ 

the chemical and metallurgical group, chro- territory of the United States. Although the | 

| mium would be categorized in tiers I and II, _ bill would prohibit imports of South African 

and the goals would be 199,300 tons and H-C FeCr, it would not ban imports of 

| 594,128 tons, respectively, of chromium chromite, the ore from which ferrochro- | 

metal equivalent. Manganese would be cate- mium is smelted. The United States has no. 

gorized in tier II only, and the goal would be domestic reserves of chromite but has un- 

869,667 tons of manganese metal equiva- derutilized furnace processing capacity for 

: lent. The reader is referred to the respective conversion of ore to ferroalloyform.  - 

commodity chapters for more details on Bill S. 1533, “National Security Trade Act. > 

| chromium and manganese and for informa- of 1985,” was introduced in the U.S. Senate 

| tion on other elements such as vanadium on July 31 to amend section 232 of the 1962 

that are contained in the National Defense - Trade Expansion Act. The US. Trade Rep- 

: Stockpile. At yearend, this proposal was resentative would have final responsibility 

under consideration by the U.S. Congress. for decisions on trade relief cases and set- 

a The Department of Defense Authorization ting time limits. On October 9, bill S. 1753. 7 

Act, 1986 (Public Law 99-145), signed by the was introduced in the U.S. Senate to amend. 

President on November 8, 1985, stated that _ title II of the Trade Act of 1974 to eliminate | 

| no action may be taken before October 1, the discretion of the President to grant | 

1986, to implement or administer any re- import relief and for other purposes. The 

| duction in a stockpile goal in effect on Administration has outlined a group of six 

: October 1, 1984. . | - | top administration officials that would mon- _ 

‘Companion bills S. 262 and H.R. 976 itor other countries’ export barriers to U.S. _ 

entitled “Fair Trade in Ferroalloys Act” goods and unfair subsidies of foreign goods 

were introduced in the U.S. Senate on that compete in the U.S. market. The Ad- | 

January 24 and in the U.S. House of Repre- ministration also announced an agreement | 

sentatives on February 6. The bills, design- by the United States with four other lead- 

a ed to preserve the domestic ferroalloy in- ing industrial nations (France, the Federal 

dustry, would establish a tariff mechanism Republic of Germany, Japan, and the Unit- 

a whereby certain ferroalloy imports entering ed Kingdom) on a joint action to weaken the 

the United States below an established fair U.S. dollar in an attempt to slow the protec- 

market price would be automatically assess- _tionist pressures on Congress to curb im- 

ed a tariff. By yearend, the bills still were ports and to promote U.S. exports. 

under consideration. On May 21, the USS. A “Buy America” clause in the Federal 

| Senate adopted an amendment (No. 168) to Government’s procurement code, requiring 

the U.S. Department of Defense (DOD) fis- that all purchases of chromium metal for 

cal year 1986 authorization bill (S. 1160) stockpile purposes be made from the domes- 

that requires DOD to conduct a study to tic industry, is under review by the office of 

determine what impact the loss of all do- the U.S. Trade Representative to determine 

| mestic ferroalloy production capacity would if it can be instituted in the face of USS. 

have on the U.S. industrial base and mili- obligations under international Govern- 

tary preparedness. ment procurement agreements. The Fed- 

Economic sanctions were proposed by eral Emergency Management Agency re- 

members of the U.S. Congress against the quested the clause in an effort to maintain 

Republic of South Africa in 1985 to protest the domestic industry for defense purposes. 

that country’s apartheid policy. Some of the Elkem Metals is the sole domestic producer 

proposed bills would have a direct impact of the vacuum-grade electrolytic chromium 

on a wide range of minerals for which the metal required for the stockpile. A review of 

Republic of South Africa is a leading suppli- defense-related ferrochromium procure- 

er to the United States. For instance, H.R. ment policy, instituted in 1984, and action . 

997, introduced in the U.S. House of Repre- to enforce the policy was called for by a 

sentatives on February 6, would prohibit member of the Senate Armed Services 

US. citizens from making or holding any Committee.
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The new National Critical Materials a report that reviews technological alterna- 
Council, consisting of three members nomi-_ tives for the conservation of strategic and 
nated by the President, was sworn in on critical materials. The review focuses on the 

November 8. The Council will coordinate extent to which technologically and eco- 
Government policies toward the miningand nomically feasible programs in substitution, 
mineral processing industries. improved processing practices, recycling, 

Both the U.S. House of Representatives and design can achieve conservation of 
and the U.S. Senate passed Comprehensive chromium, manganese, and other critical 
Environmental Response, Compensation, and strategic materials, and thus reduce 

and Liability Act (Superfund) reauthori- U.S. vulnerability to interruptions of sup- 
zation bills but, by yearend, were unable to Ply. In addition, supply-side options— 
reconcile their differences. The House ver- domestic and foreign resources, ocean min- 
sion would provide $10 billion for the pro- etals, and stockpiles—are identified.® 
gram, while the Senate’s measure would _ | | 
provide $7.5 billion. The legislative author- Table 1.—Government inventory of | 
ity for taxes to pay for the cleanup of ferroalloys, December 31, 1985 | 
abandoned toxic chemical dumps expired on (Thousand short tons) 
September 30, 1985. The Environmental ——— ~~ ———_____________ 
Protection Agency (EPA) announced its in- | _Stock- Hone 
tention to list chromium as a hazardous air Alloy opie pile ‘Total 
pollutant for purposes of regulation under 
section 112 of the Clear Air Act. EPA is Ferrochromium: ee | 
considering regulating some metal wastes igh-carbon--------- *452 1 453 
that previously were excluded from regula- Peo carbon — = -=—---- 8 yo 38 
‘tion under the Resource Conservation and Ferrocolumbium bi kg 2 Us | 
Recovery Act. Metal waste controls of this Feo eno. wn =~ — a “ 
type are expected to impact domestic fer- . High-carbon-_------- 624. -- 624 
roalloy producers, among others. — | ei erie ahaa | 29 -- @ | 

The Congressional Research Service of gi Contained tungsten)__ ___ oA 4 6 ol 
the Library of Congress released a report Oe | 
that examines key changes in the structure "This figure includes the estimated 50,000 tons of high- 
of the US. ferroalloys industry since the HO ee eae oe eon a 1984, | 
early 1970’s. The main focus is on the _ but does not reflect the estimated 57,000 tons produced in 

changing competitive posture of domestic This figure includes the estimated 24,000 tons of high- 
producers of ferrochromium, ferroman- carbon ferromanganese produced under the National Be- 

ganese, and ferrosilicon, the so-called ton- tae Seer Pie nana eee ee eatreted BT O00 tong 
nage alloys.? The Bureau of Mines released _ produced in 1985. | 

| | DOMESTIC PRODUCTION | | | 

Domestic production and shipments of Africa by Manganese Metal Co. (Pty.) Ltd. 
ferroalloys declined in 1985 because of weak (MMC). MMC was formed by the merger 
demand by major consuming industries and between Delta Manganese (Pty.) Ltd. (Del- 
continued competition from low-priced im- tamang) and Electrolytic Metal Corp. Pty. 
ports. Producers of the bulk ferroalloys of Ltd. (Emcor). A. Johnson is the sole Europe- 
chromium, manganese, and silicon, and an sales agent for MMC and is one of | 
their respective metals operated their MMC’s three US. agents. Demolition of one 
plants at about two-fifths of capacity, down of Bethlehem Steel Corp.’s old “L’ blast 
slightly from that of 1984. The long-term furnaces in Johnstown, PA, in October rep- 
trend continued toward greater reliance on resents a potential loss of 240,000 tons of 
imported ferroalloys, especially for ferro- H-C FeMn capacity. The Johnstown blast 
chromium and ferromanganese. The num- furnace was the last of its kind dedicated to 
ber of active domestic producers of ferroal- the production of H-C FeMn until it was 
loys was again reduced. idled in 1977 because of flood damage. An 

A. Johnson Metals Corp., Lionville, PA, important aspect of emergency plans for 
began marketing electrolytic manganese ferroalloy production in a national crisis 
metal produced in the Republic of South has been reactivation of old blast furnaces
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for H-C FeMn production to free up sub- ville Power Administration for its Riddle, 
| ‘merged arc electric-furnace (SAEF) capacity OR, ferronickel operation. Hanna also ob- 

for H-C FeCr production. Demolition of the tained a new 5-year labor contract. Subse- 
Johnstown blast furnace eliminates the op- quently, the Riddle facility was shut down 

| tion of freeing up 240,000 tons of H-C FeMn for about 6 months for capital improve- 
SAEF capacity to produce approximately ments that included a wet-screening system 
140,000 tons of H-C FeCr. Cabot Corp., to upgrade the ore. Exports to Europe and 
Boston, MA, announced a major restructur- Japan could account for up to 40% of | 
ing program on October 16. The divestiture Hanna’s sales from its Riddle, OR, ferro- | 

| includes the sale of most of the company’s nickel plant. International Minerals & 
metals businesses with the exception of its Chemical Corp., Northbrook, IL, completed | 
columbium and tantalum KBI Div. Bomar an expansion that tripled production of _ 
Resources Inc., New York, NY, was named high-purity quartz at its feldspar benefi- 
the exclusive U.S. agent for Hellenic Fer- ciation complex in Spruce Pine, NC. 
roalloys S.A. (HFA). oe | In February 1985, Ohio Ferro-Alloys 

Elkem A/S, Norway, increased to 100% Corp., Dayton, OH, closed its Powhatan 
| its ownership of both Elkem Metals in the Point silicon metal plant for the balance of — 

United States and Elkem Metals Canada the year. The company subsequently con- | 
Inc. in Canada. This completed the takeover _centrated all of its silicon metal production 
begun in 1983 of bulk ferroalloy businesses at its Montgomery, AL, facility. The compa- 
in North America formerly owned by Union ny’s third plant in Philo, .OH, which pro- 
Carbide Corp. In August, hourly workers duced ferrosilicon, was shut down in Sep- 
struck Elkem Metals’ ferroalloy plant in tember 1984. Ohio Ferro-Alloys also obtain- 
Marietta, OH, for 1 month before an agree- ed a 5-year agreement to sell silicon metal 
ment was reached on a new contract. The from its Montgomery, AL, plant to General - 
Marietta plant produces high-purity chro- Electric Co.’s (GE) Silicones Product Div. 
mium metal, manganese metal, manganese and concluded a $3 million loan agreement 
ferroalloys, and some vanadium products. A with GE’s Credit Corp. : es 
Government-funded retraining program in Satra Concentrates Inc. was processing 

| progress at Elkem Metals’ Alloy, WV, plant ferrochrome slags at its Steubenville, OH, 
was anticipated to give the ferroalloys pro- plant. The company bought the slags and 
ducer an edge on foreign competition. Foote the equipment for treating them from Sa- | 

| Mineral Co., Exton, PA, closed its Graham, tralloy Inc., Steubenville, OH, a division of 
WV, plant on December 31, putting nearly Satra Corp., New York, NY. Satralloy has 
300 people out of work. The workers had not operated its six ferrochrome furnaces 
given concessions to the company in 1983 to since November 1982. The furnaces had a 
help keep the plant operating. The company combined annual capacity of 96,000 tons 
attributed the decision to close the plant to consisting of 36,000 tons of charge chrome, 
competition from large volumes of imported 36,000 tons of low-carbon ferrochromium, 
ferroalloys and to the higher production and 24,000 tons of ferrochromium-silicon. 
costs at Graham compared with its other Satra Concentrates’ water concentrator re- 
plants. Sale of its specialty foundry product covers about 80% of the charge chrome 
lines including proprietary technology, (60% to 65% chromium) from its first slag 
trade names, and patents to SKW Alloys pile that originally contained about 5% 
Inc., Niagara Falls, NY, was to be effective charge chrome. Its magnetic reclamation 
on January 3, 1986. As compensation, Foote system gets back approximately 70% of the 
will participate in the profits obtained by low-carbon ferrochromium from its second 
SKW Alloys in the manufacture and sales _ slag pile that originally contained about 3% 
of the specialty product lines over the next 6 low-carbon ferrochromium (67% to 75% 
years. Foote also was aiming to negotiate chromium). Satra Concentrates expects to 
favorable labor and power contracts at its be active over the next 5 years processing 
Keokuk, IA, plant by mid-1986. The compa- an estimated 175,000 tons of charge chrome 
ny warned that failure to lower both labor slags and about 1 million tons of low-carbon 
and power costs would likely lead to closure ferrochromium slags. This is equivalent to 
of that plant. an annual recovery from the slag piles of 

Globe Metallurgical Inc., a subsidiary of 1,400 tons of charge chrome and 4,000 tons 
Moore McCormack Resources Inc., report- of low-carbon ferrochromium. 
edly was considering ending ferrochromium SKW Alloys announced that it would 
production at its Beverly, OH, plant. M.A. cease production, but not marketing, of 
Hanna Co. obtained a 5-year extension of its manganese ferroalloys at its Calvert City, 
current offpeak power rate from the Bonne- KY, plant after current ore stocks are
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consumed. Trans World Metals Inc., New as one of the world’s major ferrochrome York, NY, was phasing out its ferroalloys producers. Employees of Umetco planned to | trading business only about 1 year after it acquire the company’s U.S. tungsten and created a new division from the former vanadium assets, which consist of tungsten | ferroalloy division of Clarendon Ltd. Re- mines at Bishop, CA, and Tempiute, NV, a | portedly, the reason for withdrawing from vanadium mill and mine at Hot Springs, a | the ferroalloys trading business was that AR, and the tungsten and vanadium proc- the company considered itself an arbitrage essing facilities at Niagara Falls, NY. They trader and would need a whole new net- also planned to acquire the vanadium mine work to be an effective trader of ferroalloys. and mill at Brits in the Republic of South After 2 years of attempting to sell Umetco Africa. Union Carbide continued to negoti- Minerals Corp.’s metals Mining and proc- ate with other organizations for the pur- | essing operations as an intact unit, Union chase of Umetco’s major tungsten mine in . Carbide, the parent company, announced Brazil and its significant interest in a major that it will sell the operations piecemeal. tungsten mine in Portugal, as well as its The corporation agreed to sell the South chromium mines and smelter in Zimbabwe. African chromium assets of Umetco to Gen- Estimated ferrous scrap consumption by eral Mining Union Corp. Ltd. (Gencor) of the domestic ferroalloys industry was the Republic of South Africa, Union Car- 310,000 tons in 1985, down from 340,000 bide’s joint venture partner in Tubatse tons in 1984. 
Ferrochrome (Pty.) Ltd: Gencor agreed to The Ferroalloys Association reported that buy Umetco’s 49% interest in Tubatse Fer- its member companies consumed 4.5 billion rochrome, as well as all of Union Carbide’s kilowatt hours (kWeh) of electricity in 1985, interests in Jagdlust Chrome Co. Pty. Ltd., down from 5.3 billion kWeh in 1984. Addi- — ‘Chrometco Minerals Pty. Ltd., and Chrome tionally, its member companies employed Corp. (South Africa) (Pty.) Ltd. With these 4,100 workers and reported losses, before | purchases, Gencor would become a major taxes, amounting to $16 million in 1985, force in the worldwide ferroalloys industry, compared with 4,800 (revised) workers and a | rivaling Middleburg Steel & Alloys Hold- reported profit amounting to $1 million in ings (Pty.) Ltd., Republic of South Africa, 1984. 

Table 2.—Ferroalloys! produced and shipped from furnaces in the United States : 
| 7 : 1984 1985 _ | . Net production Net shipments Net production Net shipments 

G iom ent «GG G jem ent =G en a : 
. rt | tona) (average tons) sands) tons) (average tons) sands) percent) percent) | Tm Ferromanganese?______ 171,129 77 185,499 $106,282 «158,550 77 156,582 $100,908 Silicomanganese ______ C) 66 () (°) () 66 () @) Manganese metal__.___ (3) 100 (3) @& (>) 100 (3) (8) Ferrosilicon*__.._____ 490,370 55 498,067 259,407 441,678 53 404,733 190,392 Silicon metal___:_____ 140,866 98 139,398 171,814 120,965 99 121,640 157,231 

Chromium alloys: 
Ferrochromium_____ —_—_ 95,400 62 120,772 102,101 109,563 62 108,472 97,728 Other® ________ (°) -- (°) (*) (°) -- (°) (°) 

Total__._._._.____ 95,400 62 120,772 102,101 109,563 62 108,472 97,728 Ferrocolumbium ______ WwW 65 WwW 9,809 Ww 65 WwW 8,843 Ferrophosphorus ______ 91,117 24 =: 118,504 18,123 61,962 24 54,912 7,921 Other? ____________ 99.010 XX 96,683 92,959 89,469 XX 95,360 + ~—- 186,179 | ——_—_ EC KX 95,360 136,179 
Grand total® ____ 1,087,892 XX 1,153,918 760,495 ‘977,182 XX 941,698 699,191 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” XX Not applicable. 1Does not include alloys consumed in the making of other ferroalloys. 2Includes fused-salt electrolytic low- and medium-carbon ferromanganese (massive manganese), and includes silicomanganese and manganese metal. 
‘Included with ferromanganese. 
“Includes miscellaneous silicon alloys. 
5Includes ferrochromium-silicon, chromium briquets, exothermic chromium additives, other miscellaneous chromium alloys, and chromium metal. 
Included with ferrochromium. 
7Includes ferroaluminum, ferroboron and other complex boron additive alloys, ferromolybdenum, ferronickel, ferrotitanium, ferrotungsten, ferrovanadium, ferrozirconium, silvery iron, and other miscellaneous alloys. Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding.
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| _. Table 3.—Producers of ferroalloys in the United Statesin1985  _—_ a 

; | Producer Plant location Products' Type of furnace © 

- FERROALLOYS—__ — Oe . | oe | 
(EXCEPT FERROPHOSPHORUS) . on oO 

. Affiliated Metals and Minerals Inc _ — ~~ - ~ New Castle, PA_ ~~ FeMo, FeV ___—--- Metallothermic. 

. Alumingm Co. of America, Northwest Addy, WA ---~~--- FeSi, Si _____---~-- Electric. 

oys Inc. oe 

Ashland Chemical Co_________------- Columbus, OH --—~— FeB, FeCb, FeMo, FeTi, _ Electric and 
FeW, NiCb. metallothermic. 

AMAX Inc., Climax Molybdenum Co. Div _ _ Langeloth,PA _--~- FeMo______----- Metallothermic. 

Cabot Corp., KBI Div., Penn Rare Metal Div Revere, PA __--- FeCb_______----. Do =. 

Dow Corning Corp_____.---------- Springfield, OR —— — Si____________- | Electric. 

Elkem A/S, Elkem Metals Co _____-~-- Alloy, WV __.--- Cr, FeB, FeCr, FeMn, Electric and 

Ashtabula,OH ___ - FeSi, Mn, Si, SiMn, electrolytic. 

oo Marietta,OH -__- __ other.” ” 
Niagara Falls, NY — CO 

Foote Mineral Co., Ferroalloys Div — — ~~ — -— Cambridge, OH - - — FeSi, FeV, silvery Electric. . —_ 

a Graham, WV -_-——-- pig iron, other.” 
Keokuk, IA ___~- . 

Hanna Mining Co., The: : 

Hanna Nickel Smelting Co_____--~-- Riddle, OR_ — —-_-—- FeNi, FeSi___.---- Do. — 

Silicon Div __.____--_--------. Wenatchee,WA -_- FeSi, Si _-._-_---- = Do. : 

International Minerals & Chemical Corp.,_. Bridgeport, AL __- FeSi _____-----~-~ Do. 

Industry Group, TAC Alloys Div. - Kimball, TN. —_-- FeSi, other?__ _ ___—- ~- Do. . 

Kerr-McGee Chemical Corp -—~~--~---- Hamilton (Aber: Mn _____-------— . Electrolytic. 
een), eo : 

Macalloy Inc ___ ---------------- Charleston, SC ~~~ FeCr _.__-_------ Electric. _ 

Metallurg Inc., Shieldalloy Corp __---—-- Newfield, NJ ——-~- Cr, FeAl, FeB, FeCb, = Metallothermic. 

. FeTi, FeV, other.?__ —_ 

Moore McCormack Resources Inc., Globe Beverly, OH _ — ~~~ oe 

Metallurgical Inc. FeCr, Fesi, Si_— —~-~ Electric. 

| Ohio Ferro-Alloys Co Sontromery, AL | : 
. o Ferro-Allo rp__----------- lontgomery, AL _ — SO - 

ve . . FeSi, Si _.__------ ' Do. 

. . Powhatan Point, OH 

Pennzoil Co., Duval Corp____.--.----  Sahuarita,AZ-__- | FeMo______--_-- Metallothermic. 

Reactive Metals and AlloysCorp__..___- West Pittsburg, PA FeAl, FeB, FeTi, other? Electric. — 

Reading AlloysInc _____---------- Robesonia, PA —_~— FeCb, FeV____---- Metallothermic. 

Reynolds Metals Oo - ais Gore 2 Sheffield, AL .__-.  Si_-_----------- Electric. 

SEDEMA S.A., Chemetals Corp_ — ~~ ---- Kingwood, WV _ ~~ FeMn ___~-----~- Fused-salt 
. electrolytic. 

SKW AlloysInc ___--_----------- Calvert City, KY —— . a 
FeCr, FeCrSi, FeSi_ — — Electric. 

Niagara Falls, NY — 

Teledyne Inc., Teledyne Wah Chang, Albany, OR —_- ~~ FeCb____--_----- Metallothermic. 

Albany Div. a . 

Umetco Minerals Corp __——-~------- Marietta, OH — ~~ — . 

FeV, FeW, other? ___ ._ Electric. | 
Niagara Falls, NY _ : 

Union Oil Co. of California, Molycorp Inc _ ~ Washington, PA __ FeB, FeMo __----- Electric and - 
metallothermic. 

FERROPHOSPHORUS . . 

FMC Corp., Industrial Chemical Div — — ~ ~~ Pocatello, ID _ ~~~ 

Monsanto Co., Monsanto Industrial Columbia, TN _ - ~~ 

Chemicals Co. Soda Springs, ID __ 

Occidental Petroleum Corp., Hooker Chemi- Columbia, TN — — —— FeP______---~-- Electric. 

cal Co., Industrial Chemicals Group. : 

Stauffer Chemical Co., Mount Pleasant, TN . 

Industrial Chemical Div. Silver Bow, MT _ —— 

1Cr, chromium metal; FeAl, ferroaluminum; FeB, ferroboron; FeCb, ferrocolumbium; FeCr, ferrochromium; FeCrSi, 

ferrochromium-silicon; FeMn, ferromanganese; FeMo, ferromolybdenum; FeNi, ferronickel; FeP, ferrophosphorus; FeSi, 

ferrosilicon; FeTi, ferrotitanium; FeV, ferrovanadium; FeW, ferrotungsten; FeZr, ferrozirconium; Mn, manganese metal; 

Si, silicon metal; SiMn, silicomanganese. 
2Includes specialty silicon alloys, zirconium alloys, and miscellaneous ferroalloys. 

CONSUMPTION AND USES | 

Total domestic consumption of ferroalloys 5%. However, overall consumption of sili- 

in 1985 was lower than that of 1984 owing to con metal increased moderately, mainly the 

weaker demand by major consuming indus- result of stronger demand by the chemical 

tries. Consumption patterns for ferroalloys industry, one of its two major markets. 

followed the production patterns of the steel Although the aluminum industry, the other 

and ferrous casting industries, its major major consumer of silicon metal, decreased 

end-use markets, which each experienced production by 15%, this did not offset the 

production cutbacks of slightly more than gain in silicon metal consumption by the
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chemical industry. _-.. | the fourth consecutive year, and one major 
Overall demand for bulk ferroalloys of producer, Wheeling-Pittsburgh Steel Corp., 

chromium, manganese, and. silicon and was forced to file for bankruptcy. Along 
their respective metals was down by about with the domestic ferroalloys industry, the 
one-tenth in 1985 compared with that of U.S. steel industry continues to operate at 
1984, Demand for chromium ferroalloysand reduced rates because of weak demand and : 
metal declined by a larger percentage than competition from low-priced imports. 
that for manganese- or silicon-ferroalloys Imports of bulk ferroalloys and their 

-and metal. ee _ respective metals represented 59% of the 
_Market conditions for ferroalloys in the domestic market in 1985, up from 55% in 

- United States continued to be severely de- 1984. H-C FeCr and H-C FeMn produced | 
pressed, mainly the result of continuing under the National Defense Stockpile up- 
weak demand by the U.S. steel industry, its grading program were included in USS. 
major consumer. Most major domestic steel ' demand calculations. 

| producers continued to operate at a loss for Oo 

ee Table 4.—U.S. consumption of ferroalloys as additives in 1985, by end use? 

On | | _ (Short tons of alloys unless otherwise specified) _ 

 Enduse FeMn SiMn  FeSi Felli FeP  FeB 

Stee OO : _ oS | 
. Carbon. ee ----~ 360,738 76,843 770,285 483 8,747 350 

| _ Stainless and heat-resisting _....._.----- 714,026 3,228 += 61,286 ~=—Ss«2,104 14 16 
: Other alloy _._-______-_--_------- 270,119 719,295 = 29,781 491 © 1,167 227 

-  ~Pool -- Lee 376 () 1,683 (3) ¢) __ 
Unspecified __ -____--------------- 758 660 28,350 18 1 __ . 

Total __...____-_____________ 446,007. 99,526 ~=—=-:191,885 3,096 — 9,929 593 - 
- Castirons_.....-_-_--------------- "16,818 2,588 ~——-207,741 23 «= -2,216 4 

Superalloys — — ~~ jioy atasls and saperalioye) ~~~ 326 WwW 570 657 . _- WwW . 
, oys (excluding alloy steels and superalloys)... 18,576 WwW 122,120 357 — 98 32 

Miscellaneous and unspecified ___—-..---~-- 8,820 2,669 21,882 -— -~ 211 

Total consumption --_------------ 490,047 104,778 548,648 «= «4,188 «(12,298 836 
Percent of 1984 _._._.--..----~--- 94 102 97 95 77 81 

- W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Miscellaneous and unspecified.” | 
1FeMn, ferromanganese including spiegeleisen and manganese metal; SiMn, silicomanganese; FeSi, ferrosilicon 

including silicon metal, silvery pig iron, and inoculant alloys; FeTi, ferrotitanium; FeP, ferrophosphorus; FeB, ferroboron 
including other boron materials. . 

4Part included with “Steel: Unspecified.” . | 
SIncluded with “Steel: Unspecified.” —_. 
“Part included with “Miscellaneous and unspecified.” * 

Table 5.—U.S. consumption of ferroalloys as alloying elements in 1985, by end use’ 

a . (Short tons of contained elements unless otherwise specified) 

: — End use FeCr FeMo FeW FeV FeCb FeNi 

Carbon ~~ Lee 24,573 69 a 1,185 860 -- 
Stainless and heat-resisting _.._._......._.-._ 156,277 314 37 8B 468 15,847 
Other alloy __.-_.___.___-~ ~~~ ~~ 724,541 936 21 2,327 1,028 1,235 
Tool. __-~_-.--_1--------------=------ 2,416 209 134 522 () _- 
Unspecified ___._____-_______-______-_-- (*) __ __ Ww 15 __ 

- ‘Total?__ ee ______ 187,807 ‘1,528 192 4,019 2,871 17,082 
Cast irons .__ ~~~. ~-~~~-~_ ~~ 3,646 524 -- 22 -— 356 
Superalloys ~ — — joy dose and gaparallows) 7222 8,330 Ww Ww 16 602 Ww 

oys (excluding alloy steels and superalloys) ___— — —--_ 2,238 149 WwW 807 11 388 
Miscellaneous and unspecified. __—~_... ..._____-- 4,840 74 5 19 _- 167 

Total consumption - ——---___----------- 206,861 2,275 197 4,883 2,984 17,998 
Percent of 1984 __...._-_..--~-___---- 89 104 64 127 111 97 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Miscellaneous and unspecified.” 
1FeCr, ferrochromium including other chromium ferroalloys and chromium metal; FeMo, ferromolybdenum including 

calcium molybdate; FeW, ferrotungsten, FeV, ferrovanadium including other vanadium-carbon-iron ferroalloys; FeCb, 
ferrocolumbium including nickel columbium; FeNi, ferronickel. 

2Part included with “Miscellaneous and unspecified.” 
‘Included with “Steel: Unspecified.” | 
“Included with “Miscellaneous and unspecified.”
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. . Table 6.—Stocks of ferroalloys held by producers and consumers §=—s.—w® 
oo - inthe United ‘States at yearend . a 

- | oe (Shorttons) = ee oe 7 ne 

| _. Producer Consumer Ta ~ Total 
| a 1984 1985. 1984. 1985" 1984 «1985 

oo weight) 7 weigh . weight) “__weight) weight) ss weight) 

"Manganese ferroalloys! ._________ 30,806 W (145442 WOC«d76,24BSs—sit9 
Silicon alloys? ___.__.._...------ 91,110 120,017 = 27,261 25,399 118371 © 145,416 © 
Ferrochromium*®__—__ ._ $$. _-§_ _ 19,414 _ 20,3887 — 26,302 —- 82,166 | 45,716. «52,558 | 
‘Ferroboron* — ~~~ ~~~ - Wd 157 197 212 ~=—s« SL $69 fo 
Ferrophosphorus _______________ 141,212 60,888. | 1,720. 1,495. «142,982. 61,888 

__ Ferrotitanium —~__~~_---/----~- Ww | We ~ 648 667 ‘548 » 667 

Total.____-____---__------____282,656 200,949. 201,470 _—=59,989—-484,126 ~—_—_-380,280 | 
| 1984 1985 1984 ~ 1985... 1984 ~~ *" 1985" Loo 

a _(con- (con- = == (con- = (con- (con-' .. (con-_— : 
7 tained tained tained _—_tained tained tained 

: | . element) element) element) element) element) — element) | : 

- Ferrocolumbium® _______._-______ - w ° vw Ww | Ww 3 476 «569 ‘e 
Ferromolybdenum® ____-.________ 1,226 1,257 +861 298 1,587 1555 | 
Ferronickel_ ~~... -- WwW ws. 692 - 1,930 692 1,930 — 

: Ferrotungsten _________________ WwW Ww 41 40 24 40. 
Ferrovanadium’ _ _____—_-_------- _ 946 wo 834 _ 360 . 1,280 __ 360 : 

| Total._.__-___-___________ 2,172 (1,257 1,428 2,628 4,076 4As 

| W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. ‘ | ee | : | ; : | 
. 1Includes ferromanganese, silicomanganese, and manganese metal. ; _ " 

Includes ferrosilicon, miscellaneous silicon alloys, and silicon metal. . | ee Co 
5Includes other chromium alloys and chromium metal. — . . a oe 

. “Consumer totals include other boron materials. Se : | mo 
| - -5Consumer totals include nickel columbium. — 7 oe a . Loe 

®Consumer totals include calcium molybdate. Co : , os 
“Includes other vanadium-iron-carbon ferroalloys. . . - a 2 

| PRICES | oe - 

Published prices for imported ferrochro- products in 1985 compared with that of — 
mium products showed a firming trend 1984. For example, by 4% to $0.46 per 
during the first three quarters of the year, pound of chromium for charge chrome con- : 
mainly the result of steady demand by taining 60% to 65% chromium and by 1% | 
stainless steel mills. However, an apparent to $0.87 per pound of chromium for low- _ 
oversupply of ferrochromium tended to carbon ferrochromium containing up to 
push imported prices down in the fourth 0.05% carbon. However, the average posted 
quarter by 1 to 3 cents per pound of contain- price for most major imported manganese 
ed chromium. Continued demand by stain- and silicon bulk ferroalloy products declin- | 
less steel mills and the possibility of dis- ed compared with that of 1984. For exam- — 
ruption of supplies from the Republic of ple, by 5% to $0.382:per pound of manganese 
South Africa, the major source of chromium for medium-carbon ferromanganese, by 
materials, helped to prevent prices from 11% to $0.17 per pound for silicomanganese, 
falling further. With the exception of U.S. by 10% to $0.37 per pound of silicon for 50% 
vacuum melted chromium metal pellets, ferrosilicon, by 15% to $0.85 per pound of 
which increased from $4.40 per pound to silicon for 75% ferrosilicon, and by 4% to 
$4.62 per pound on October 11, posted prices $0.57 per pound of silicon for silicon metal 
for all other domestically produced chromi- containing up to 1% iron. Average listed | 
um products in 1985 were unchanged or not prices for comparable domestically produc- 
listed. ed bulk ferroalloys were significantly high- 

Posted prices for most other ferroalloys er than these seven imports by 18%, 9%, 
began to weaken by the beginning of the 27%, 39%, 22%, 82%, and 10%, respective- 
second quarter owing to declining demand ly. | 
by major consuming industries and stronger The average posted price of many special- 
competition among producers. ty ferroalloys that compete as microalloying 

The average posted price of imported bulk additives in the production of high-strength, 
ferroalloys increased for most chromium low-alloy steels was lowered in 1985. For
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instance, the average posted price was low- much higher than those of imports, dis- | 
ered slightly to $5.66 per pound of colum- counting by domestic producers was report- 
bium for regular-grade ferrocolumbium, by ed throughout the industry. Prices for se- 
11%. to $5.78 per pound of vanadium for _ lected domestically produced ferroalloys are | 
domestically produced ferrovanadium, and shown in the following tabulation: | 
by 14% to $3.67 per pound of molybdenum | | 
for dealer exported ferromolybdenum. _ An _ Yearend price? 

. Published prices were lowered from a °y 1984 1985 
range of $48-$52 to $40-$42 per metric ton | , any 

_ for chromium ore from the Republic of Low-earbon ferrochrorcivan 092% S5e 8054 | | 
South Africa on May 9 and from a range of Standard 18% fon cones 1.00 1.00 
$1.44-$1.47 to $1.40-$1.45 per long ton unit per long ton of alloy?________ 325.00 320.00 
(22.4 avoirdupois pounds) of manganese con-  Ferronitht ee eet export. BB 8.26 tent for manganese ore on March 21. In Ferre co 20% ----------- 48 “0 

_ contrast, the posted price for chromium ore 9" 
imported from Turkey was raised from $110 §*Per Pound contained, except as noted otherwise. If . range of prices was quoted, the lowest price is shown. to $125 per metric ton on November 7.. Prices for imported material. List price for domestic Although published prices for domestical- material suspended on June 28, 1984. 
ly produced ferroalloys were generally — Source:MetalsWeek. _ | 

— | | FOREIGN TRADE Oo 

| The trade deficit for ferroalloys declined were the Republic of South Africa, 37%; 
from $470 million in 1984 to $425 million in France, 11%; Brazil, 8%; and Canada, 7%. 

| 1985. However, a surplus of $6 million for Combined imports of chromium ferroalloys _ ferroalloy metals in 1984 changed to a from the Republic of South Africa and 
deficit of $40 million in 1985. — . Zimbabwe were 73% of total chromium 
Both quantity, on a gross weight basis, ferroalloys, the same as in 1984. Of the total 

and value of exported ferroalloys and fer- chromium ferroalloys, the Republic of 
roalloy metals declined in 1985, by 21% to South Africa supplied 61%. Turkey was the 
106,000 tons and 18% to $135 million, re- third leading supplier of chromium ferroal- 
spectively. The quantity and value of ex- loys with 9% of the total. Major sources of 
ported ferroalloys and ferroalloy metals imported manganese ferroalloys were the 
were 9% and 23% of the quantity and value Republic of South Africa, 37%; France, 
of, imports in 1985, respectively, compared 22%: Mexico, 9%; Canada, 7%; and Brazil, 
with 11% and 26%, respectively, in 1984. 6%. The principal sources of ferrosilicon 

Total imports for consumption of ferroal- imports were Brazil, 22%; Venezuela, 18%; 
loys and ferroalloy metals decreased 7% in Norway, 16%; Canada, 16%; and the 
quantity to 1.1 million tons and 5% in value U.S.S.R., 10%. The leading suppliers of 
to $600 million, compared with those of ferronickel were the Dominican Republic, 
1984. Of the imported bulk ferroalloys, the 04%; New Caledonia, 39%; and Colombia, 
quantity of chromium ferroalloys and man- 4%. The main suppliers of all other ferroal- | 
ganese ferroalloys declined by 23% and 3%, loys were Brazil, 52%; the United Kingdom, 
respectively, while that of silicon ferroal- 12%; Australia, 10%; France, 9%; and Bel- 
loys increased by 8%. Imports of chromium gium, 5%. Major suppliers of ferroalloy 
metal and manganese metal declined by metal imports were the United Kingdom, 
15% and 36%, respectively. However, im- Japan, China, and France with 44%, 32%, ports of silicon metal were up by 105%. 11%, and 10%, respectively, of the chromi- 
Imports declined by 15% for ferronickel and um metal; the Republic of South Africa 
by 13% overall for all other ferroalloys. with 98% of the manganese metal followed 
Ferroalloy and ferroalloy metal imports by Belgium with less than 2% of the total: 

| were equal to 72% of reported consumption and Brazil, Canada, Portugal, France, and in 1985, the same as in 1984. the Republic of South Africa with 26%, 
Imports of ferroalloys and ferroalloy met- 20%, 12%, 8%, and 8%, respectively, of the 

als to the United States were supplied by 39 _ silicon metal. In 1984, the leading suppliers 
countries. The geographic sources were Af- of silicon metal were Canada (833%), France 
rica, 41%; Europe, 28%; Western Hemi- (16%), Yugoslavia (18%), Brazil (11%), and 
sphere, 24%; Middle East, 3%; Oceania, 4%; the Republic of South Africa (8%). 
and Asia, 1%. The four principal suppliers
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| Table 7.—U.S. exports of ferroalloys and ferroalloy metals - 

. 1983 | 1984 1985 ; 

| Alloy Quantity Value | Quantity Value Quantity Value 
wey (short (thou- _ (short (thou- (short — (thou- 

tons) sands) . tons) sands) . tons). sands) 

Ferroalloys: | me oo 

Ferrocerium and alloys — = —— = ~~ Al $372 29 $304 » 28. =... «$314 =~ 

Ferrochromium and ferrochromium- 
silicon. _..-__.-_.----~-~- 4,247 4,822 15,388 10,542 10,262, ~—Ss_-‘7,688 

Ferromanganese_ _____.-------— 8,433 5,765 6,764 4,397 6,927 4,762 

. Silicomanganese_ eee 6,426 | 1,746 * §,333 2,287 3,089 136 | 

Ferromolybdenum ———._-—----- 85 687 325 _ . 1,567 631. 2,698 

Ferrophosphorus ______---~--- 26,933 3,716 39,603 5,279 . 49,674 5,776 

Ferrosilicon ____._..__------ 18,338 10,712 29,364 21,185. 12,970 12,671 a 

Ferrovanadium ____._..------ 775 6,144 469 5,205. - 454 4,791 

| Ferroalloys, n.e.c _.__.___-_------ BT 7,965 27,485 | 16,158 ~ 14,498 24,581 

Total ferroalloys! ._.___---~-- 66,053. 41,929. 124,761 66,875 98,5388 . 63,417 

eee A SSS SS 

Metals: . . . io oe 

Manganese ____ _-__--------- 6,391 8,531 4,082 5,915 ‘5,162 | 7,242 

Silicon... __-..------------ 2,767 47,826 4,420 . 88,543 - 2120 — ~61,647 

Chromium —__.-------------_ 238 2,555 - 259 3,627 | 222 2,964 

Total ferroalloy metals?_ a 9,396 58,912 8,761 * 98,084 7,504 71,854 

Grand total __.__.-------- 75,449 100,841 188,522 164,959 106,037 135,271 | 

ee 

1Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. a 

_ Source: Bureau of the Census. . . | 

- Table 8.—U.S. imports for consumption of ferroalloys and _ 
| | . ferroalloy metals | - 

oe 1984 oo, 1985 So 

| Alloy . Gross Content Value Gross Content Value 
weight weight . on 

| | |  @horttons) horttons) (thousands) (hort tons) Short tons) (thousands) 

Manganese alloys: a 
Ferromanganese containing 1% oe oe . 

or less carbon __— ——.—_-_---~- 5,020 4,431 $4,554 5,575 _ 4,877 $5,098 

Ferromanganese containing more oe oo 

than 1% to 4% carbon _ ~~~ 58,509 43,419 25,674 30,383 24,689 12,923 

Ferromanganese containing more 
than 4% carbon __------- 350,781 273,849 87,450 $30,916 257,178 86,368 

Ferrosilicon manganese — — — ~ — — 138,494 191,339 44,746 165,523 1109,719 _ §1,423 

. Spiegeleisen __________-~-+- 220 (7) 13 270 oo) 111 

Total manganese alloys® _ _ — 548,023 413,039 162,496 | 582,667 396,463 155,922 

oe EEeEeeEe=e==ae==SlSS==—= 

Ferrosilicon: : 

8% to 30% silicon. ______-~-~ 46 7 13 345 43 41 

30% to 60% silicon, over 2% 
magnesium __..___—---~ 10,912 5,030 7,252 7,586 3,484 4,981 

30% to 60% silicon, n.e.c —_—-- 31,607 15,668 12,879 41,887 20,788 14,590 

60% to 80% silicon, over 3% 
calcium _._.-_____-_-- 6,798 4,300 _ 6,206 8,554 5,340 7,714 

60% to 80% silicon, n.e.c __—_- 93,125 70,005 45,829 96,154 72,228 46,222 

80% to 90% silicon ________- —- 1,063 923 619 875 754 . 460 

Over 90% silicon _______. ~~ 100 94 76 20 19 11 

Total ferrosilicon _.____ 143,651 96,027 72,874 155,421 102,656 74,019 

ooo lll EOEOEOES=HlSS™SONOON 

Chromium alloys: 
Ferrochromium containing 3% or 

more carbon ____ ~~~ ~--~~— 400,676 225,488 160,054 304,829 171,587 131,570 

Ferrochromium containing less 
than 3% carbon ____-_-~_~_~_ 25,132 17,236 23,397 26,236 17,525 24,976 

Ferrosilicon-chromium —_ —~_~_—-—- _ 7,942 3,032 3,736 3,940 1,493 2,085 

Total chromium alloys — ~~~ 433,750 245,756 187,187 335,005 190,605 158,631 

Ferronickel ______---~--—---- 43,048 15,847 68,429 36,529 12,742 60,253 

ES. OTOTTCTOT#TwTwTe/OONOnaDDoDTlele=Tle—e—e——eeeeGS—_—_—_————— 

Other ferroalloys: 
Ferrocerium and other cerium 
alloys____.__---------- 152 () 1,651 125 () 1,302 

Ferromolybdenum _ ~ - ——--—-- 1,043 112 4,438 712 473 3,721 

Ferrotitanium and ferrosilicon- 
titanium_______--_----- 579 () 861 483 (?) 982 

Ferrotungsten and ferrosilicon- 
tungsten________------ 393 315 8,420 130 103 951 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 8.—U.S. imports for consumption of ferroalloys and 
oe ferroalloy metals —Continued | | 

Alloy Gross = Content —S—Val Gross Content Val 
| cent (short tons) (thousands) eet (short tons) (thousands) 

Other ferroalloys —Continued : | 

Ferrovanadium__.________ _‘1,450 1,170 $11,839 966 778 $7,757 
Ferrozirconium __________— 759 (??) 932 629 (7) 729 

Ferroalloys, ne.c.*—---------__ 8,949) 22,876 T4179 
. - Total other ferroalloys® __ _ 8,325 Xx 46,017 7,241 | XX . 89,620 

Total ferroalloys?_______ 1,176,797 XX  _-°587,004 —-1,066,863 XX  . 488,445 

Metals: 
Manganese _____________ 13,314 (2) 12,978 8,570 ). 9,054 
Silicon (96% to 99% silicon)_ __ _ 6,753 () 7,113 9,354 ?) .  . 9,684 
Silicon (99% to 99.7% silicon) __ 17,588 - 17,408 19,361 41,563 41,128 42,954 
Silicon (over 99.7% silicon)® ___ 880 (*) 28,907 885 7) © 30,729 

Chromium —------------~ 4677) 24078 8,954 19,615 
| Total ferroalloy metals? _ __ 743,211 XX 792,433 = -64,326 XX 112,036 | 

| - Grand total? ________-_ "1,220,009 XX "629,436 — 1,181,189 XX 600,481 

"Revised. XX Not applicable. | | : 
1Manganese content only. - 
2Not recorded. ; . 
3Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. , : 
*Principally ferrocolumbium. » a, 
5This category not previously included. | | | 

Source: Bureau of the Census. . . a | 

~. WORLDREVIEW sit” | | 

World demand for ferroalloys rose slight- submit a plan to permanently reduce ferro-— | 
ly compared with that of 1984. Overcapacity manganese capacity by 30%, a requirement 
and oversupply has plagued the world fer- for EEC approval. At midyear, the Commis- 
roalloy industry in recent years, a situation sion issued “General Objectives Steel 1990,” 
that is expected to continue for the fore- a working document that projected declines 
seeable future. Some of the restructuring in manganese consumption in both iron- : 
required to bring production in line with making and steelmaking. The EEC doubled 
demand has already taken place in the quotas for duty-free imports of ferrochro- 
United States and Japan. However, Brazil mium into member countries in 1985. The 
announced plans to triple its ferroalloy EEC also set quotas for this material for | 
capacity by 1990, mainly for silicon metal 1986. EEC ferrosilicon producers met with 
and silicon alloys. Brazil’s major cost advan- Commission officials to discuss the low level 
tage is its large hydroelectric energy re- of prices set in 1983 for ferrosilicon deliver- 
serves. Reacting to Brazilian competition, ed to the EEC border. As a result, the 

the Norwegian industry underwent a reor- Commission began to monitor the ferrosili- 
ganization that reduced the number of ac- con market and asked producers from coun- 
tive producer groups from four to two. tries accused of dumping in 1983 to provide 
Efforts were being made to reduce costs and__ details of all transactions in the Common 
ensure a substantial share of the world Market since April 1985. A decision to 
market. implement a price increase was to be made 

The EEC expanded its membership from after comments from non-EEC producing 
10 to 12 countries by incorporating Spain countries were received. Resistance to an 
and Portugal. EEC membership for the two EEC price increase could lead to Communi- 
countries was to take effect on January 1, ty antidumping legislation. The EEC Coun- 
1986. The EEC’s Executive Commission cil of Ministers agreed to maintain the duty- 
announced in June 1985 that it had decided free quota for imports of ferrosilicon for 
against allowing the official formation of 1986 at about 14,000 tons, of which the 
Euromang, a cartel made up of EEC ferro. Federal Republic of Germany would be the 
manganese producers. Euromang failed to chief beneficiary. A plan to support re-
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search on ways to make its mining and iaries into Gechem in the final months of 
materials industries more competitive was the year. In the restructuring, Société Eu- 

approved by the EEC’s Commission. ropéene des Dérivés du Manganése (Sede- 
France, the United Kingdom, and the ma) was absorbed from Société Carbochimi- 

United States reduced, or planned to re- que SA (CARBOCHIM) into Société d’Appli- 
duce, the amount of material held in their cations de la Chimie, de 1|’Electricité et des 
respective stockpiles. However, Japan Métaux SA (SADACEM). Principal owner- 
planned to increase the amount of material ship of SADACEM was divided between 
held in its stockpile, while the Republic of CCARBOCHIM, 65%, and Gechem, 26%. Ge- 
Korea announced plans to initiate a stock- chem owned 99% of CARBOCHIM. Placed 
piling program. | within a Gechem. business sector were the | 

It was reported in Metal Bulletin that the SSADACEM chemical plant at Tertre and 
Republic of South Africa’s Government was Chemetals in the United States, both of 
considering withholding exports of chromi- which had been owned by Sedema, and the 
um in retaliation for tougher U.S. sanc- manganese ferroalloy plant of Belgische 

_ tions. Greece planned to enter the North Vennootschap voor Mangaanproduktie SA 
| American ferrochromium market. The Gov- (BELGOMANG) at Langerbrugge. Owner- 

ernment of Norway announced it will re- ship of BELGOMANG was shared equally 
| quire licenses for companies to import goods between SADACEM and a state-owned com- | 

such as manganese ore from the Republic of pany. | 
South Africa. — | SADACEM and Sedema, member compa- | 

| Despite initial improvements in their bal- nies in Société Générale de Belgique, com- 
| ance of payments, the main debtor coun- bined forces to buy Gulf Chemical & Metal- | 

tries have failed so far to secure a viable _lurgical.Corp.’s Freeport, TX, plant from 
- long-term economic future. the Lissauer Group. SADACEM, a ferroal- 

| Albania.—Albania is the world’s third- loy producer, and Sedema will operate the 
| ranked producer of chromite. Albanian plant as equal partners. The facility will be 

. chromite ore is massive, hard, and of good used to recover molybdenum and vanadium 
quality. The average chromium oxide con- from spent catalysts used in the petroleum 

| tent is 43%, and the ratio of chromium to refining industry.* 
iron is 3 to 1. Albania reportedly signed a Brazil.—Brazil announced plans to triple 
trade agreement with Czechoslovakia in its output of ferrosilicon and silicon metal 
late 1985. Albanian exports will include by 1990, from the current level of about 
chrome and nickel ore in return for Czech- 190,000 tons to about 590,000 tons. Brazil 
oslovak steel products, vehicles, and ma- has abundant supplies of raw materials, 
chinery. In midyear, Albania raised the low-cost electric energy, and cheap labor, all 

| possibility of sending some of its large of which would be expected to make Brazil a 
nickeliferous iron ore reserve deposits to major supplier of silicon materials to the 
the Province of Kosovo in Yugoslavia for world market. 
ferronickel smelting. However, political Cia. de Ferro-Ligas da Bahia S.A. (FER- 
considerations may preclude such an _ BASA) installed the first of three 13,000- 
arrangement.‘ ton-per-year furnaces at its new 75% ferro- 

Australia.—French metals producer Pe- silicon plant in Salvador. The plant will 
chiney and the Australian group Pioneer have a capacity of about 39,000 tons per 
Concrete Ltd. agreed to form a joint venture year. The facility has a 10-year contract to 
to construct a silicon metal plant near export about 24,000 tons per year to Ma- 
Hobart, Tasmania. The joint venture in- rubeni Corp., Japan. Eletrometalur S.A. 
tends initially to build a single 18.5-mega- Industria e Comércio and Ila og Lilleby 
watt (MW) submerged arc furnace, which Smelteverker A/S of N orway formed a joint 
will produce about 13,000 tons per year of venture to produce silicon metal in Brazil. 
alloy or chemical-grade silicon metal, based Two 14,000-kilowatt furnaces will be built 

on technology of Pechiney’s subsidiary Pe- at Captain Eneas in Minas Gerais State. 
chiney Electrométallurgie. The new facility, The plant is expected to produce about 
estimated to cost $34 million, will be 60% 20,000 tons per year of high-quality silicon 
owned by Pioneer. metal, all of which will be exported. Min- 

Belgium.—Production facilities for man- eracodes Brasileiras Reunidas S.A.’s (MBR) 
ganese ferroalloys and chemicals were in- ferrosilicon project was approved by Consel- 
cluded when Société Générale de Belgique ho de Nao-Ferrosos e de Siderargia S.A. 
SA consolidated its main chemical subsid- MBR planned to build two 15,000-kilovolt-
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ampere (kVeA) furnaces in the Pirapora nese Electrolitico, a subsidiary of Metalur 
industrial complex. The first unit was Administracdo Participacées Ltda., planned 
scheduled for completion in 1987. Eletro- to install a $40 million plant at Rosario near 
vale, a joint venture 60% owned by Cia. Sao Paulo. The plant will produce electro- | Vale do Rio Doce (CVRD) and Eletrometal- lytic manganese metal and electrolytic 
ur, and 20% each by Mitsubishi Corp. and manganese dioxide, among others. CVRD 

| Kawasaki Steel Corp., began construction of _ will provide the 80,000 tons per year of | | its 27,000-ton-per-year ferrosilicon plant at manganese ore required for the calcination | | Nova Era in Minas Gerais State. The plant and reduction process from its mineral 
was scheduled to go on-stream in late 1986. deposit in Carajds. The plant’s first phase 

Italmagnésio S.A. Industria e Comércio was scheduled for completion in late 1987. 
planned to begin silicon metal production Both Paulista de Ferro-Ligas and Pro- , _ by March 1986 by converting its new 24- metal-Produtos Metallargicos S.A. an- 
megavolt-ampere (MVeA) submerged arc nounced plans to build plants to. convert 
ferrosilicon furnace to silicon metal produc- Carajas manganese ore to ferromanganese 
tion. The new furnace was scheduled to be and silicomanganese. Each plant would , _ put on-line in January 1986. Furnace out- have a rated capacity of about 40,000 tons 
put was expected to be 1,100 tons of silicon per year and be situated in the ‘region. 
metal per month. Italmagnésio also planned _ Production was planned to start in the 1986- 

_ to build a 13-MVeA furnace for silicon 88 period. Pilot plant trials demonstrated 
metal production. The furnace was expected the feasibility of producing standard ferro- | 
to be completed by June 1986. Cia. Brasi- manganese and silicomanganese with feed | 
leira Carbueto de Calcio S.A. (CBCC) con- material from the Azul deposit using char- : _ verted an old 30-MVeA ferrosilicon furnace coal asa reductant. | _ to silicon metal production. CBCC also § Urucum Mineracéo S.A., operator of Bra- | brought a new 30-MV°A furnace on-stream zil’s largest manganese ore deposit, had sits a about midyear for ferrosilicon production. © projected 1985 ore production at 55,000 tons. 
The new unit’s production capacity was The company may construct a ferroalloys 

| rated at about 20,000 tons per year. Ferro- plant near the mine. | 
Ligas Assofun S.A. began installation of an FERBASA announced that it expected to 
electric furnace for ferrosilicon production reach an installed capacity of about 165,000 _ 
at its ferroalloy facility in Sado Joas da Boa tons for all chrome alloys in 1985. The 
Vista, which would double its capacity to company exported nearly 50% of its major 
about 15,000 tons per year. The company product, H-C FeCr, in 1984. 
began negotiations with N ippon Kokan Construction began in Brazil on a new 
K.K. and Mitsui Co. Ltd. in an effort to $1.7 million plant capable of producing 

: _ establish a joint venture to raise part of the about 200 tons per year of ferrotungsten 
financing needed for construction. and about 200 tons per year of tungsten 

Alcan Aluminio do Brasil S.A. sold its carbide powders. The plant was expected to 
_ ferroalloys division to Cia. Paulista de be completed in early 1987 and will use 
Ferro-Ligas. Alcan’s properties included scheelite ores mined at Currais Novos, Rio 
two single-furnace facilities with a total Grande do Norte. Plant ownership will be | capacity of about 19,000 tons per year of divided among Tenenge Tecnica Nacional 
75% ferrosilicon. Alcan produces silicoman- de Engenharia S.A. with 60%, Tomaz Salus- 
ganese at a third plant. All of the plants are _ tino, 35%, and the Rio Grande do Norte in Minas Gerais. Brazil’s Interior Minister State Government, 5%. 
approved new investment in the Inocu- Cia. Brasileira de Metalargia e Min- 
lantes e Ferro-Ligas Nipo Brasileiros S.A. eracéo (CBMM) announced that it will be- 
(INONIBRAS) ferrosilicon project. INONI- gin producing columbium metal for export BRAS planned to increase capacity to in 1987.CBMM planned to build an electron 
29,000 tons per year from 7,000 tons. Osaka beam furnace at its ferrocolumbium plant 
Special Alloy Ltd., Japan, holds a 30% in Araxé. Plant production is expected to be 
share in the company, whose smelter isin about 100 tons per year of metal, which will 
Mato Grosso State. Cia. de Ferro-Ligas Mi- go to the superconductor industry. CBMM 
nas Gerais S.A. put a 15-MV°eA furnace on- already is the world’s largest producer of 
line in August, increasing its ferrosilicon ferrocolumbium and columbium oxide.® 
capacity from 26,000 tons per year to 40,000 Canada.—In the first half of the year, 
tons of the 75% silicon alloy. Elkem Metals Canada came under full own- 
Metalman Indistria e Comércio Manga- ership of Elkem of Norway. Elkem Metals
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Canada owns plants at Beauharnois and growing demand for silicon metal. China’s 

Chicoutimi, Quebec. Products include sili- exports of silicon metal to Japan in 1985 

| con metal, ferrosilicon and manganese fer- increased’ dramatically, compared with 

roalloys. : oe those of 1984.5. | a 

Renzy Mines began construction of a new Colombia.—Cerro Matoso S.A. restarted 

$4 million plant near Edmonton, Alberta, its ferronickel plant in December and was 

for recovery of vanadium pentoxide and operating at 66% of capacity. The furnace 

. other nonferrous oxides from fly ash by had been shut down for repairs in January | 

1986. The fly ash will come from tar sands and in August. Continued heavy financial | 

that Suncoroil will provide under a profit- losses and repeated technical difficulties 

sharing agreement. Suncoroil’s Fort Mac- make the future of the project uncertain. — 

Murray oil sands refinery will supply up to Plant production of contained nickel was 

about 34,000 tons per year of fly ash until estimated at 25 million pounds. . | 

stocks run out. Production of ferrovana- Dominican Republic.—Falconbridge Do- 

dium would likely be undertaken if market minicana C por A announced in October 

| conditions were right.” © | that it planned to shut down for a 5-week , 

| Chile.—A strike by unionized workers in period beginning December 20. The shut- 

May halted ferromolybdenum (FeMo) and down will prevent excessive accumulation _ 

molybdic oxide (MoO;) production for about of the company’s stocks but may have come 

2 weeks at Molibdenos y Metales S.A.’s - too late in the year to stop the price erosion 

| (Molymet) plant in San Bernardo. Molymet, in the market. Falconbridge had previously — 

| a major world producer of molybdenum shut down for 1 week in August. | 

| : (Mo) products, has an annual capacity of Finland.—Outokumpu Oy started up its 

about 5 million pounds of contained Mo as__ new ferrochromium plant at Tornio. The 

FeMo and 22 million pounds of contained company’s expected production was about — 

, Mo as MoOs. The company refused to take 140,000 tons of charge chrome in 1985, and 

_ delivery of concentrates for conversion dur- 17 5,000 to 200,000 tons in 1986. Although 

ing the strike. | Finland is a significant charge chrome pro- 

China.—China, a net importer of many ducer, its production is very small compared 

| ferroalloys since 1982, resumed exports ofa with that of the Republic of South Africa. 

wide range of ferroalloys in 1985. Exportsin With respect to consumption by the Finnish 

considerable quantities of ferrochromium, stainless steel industry and assuming 90% 

| ferromanganese, and ferrosilicon were re- recovery in the process, 140,000 tons of 

sumed, with lesser quantities of ferromolyb- ferrochromium (52% chromium) would be | 

co denum, ferrotitanium, ferrotungsten, ferro- approximately equivalent to 410,000 tons of 

vanadium, and silicomanganese. China also _ stainless steel, based on a chromium con- 

began to further develop its more than 1- tent of about 16%.° | 

million-ton-per-year ferroalloy production France.—Pechiney  [Electrométallurgie - 

capacity to coordinate with the Boashan and Bozel Electrométallurgie, part of the 

steel complex, which has recently come on-_ electrometallurgy department of Pechiney, 

stream. | have an installed power capacity of 420 © 

China, which had already agreed to buy MW. Silicon metal and silicon alloys ac- 

55,000 tons of chrome ore from Etibank, count for about 50% of this capacity. The 

Turkey, purchased an additional 11,000 tons two companies are leading world producers 

of Turkish ore from private sector interests. of silicon for silicon applications. About 

China also planned to expand domestic 40% of the silicon metal produced goes to 

production of ferrosilicon by building a the light metal castings market. The two 

40,000-ton-per-year ferrosilicon plant in Pechiney subsidiaries also produce a wide 

Gansu Province. The facility is due on- range of ferrosilicon for the steel industry 

stream in mid-1987. The China National and the foundry sector. Standard-grade fer- 

Machinery and Equipment Import and Ex- _rosilicon is made mainly in plants at Dun- 

port Corp. of Beijing contracted with Man- kirk and Laudun. High-purity material is 

nesmann Demag Hiittentechnik AG of the produced at the Bellegarde facility. Silicon 

Federal Republic of Germany for the engi- metal is produced mainly at the Montri- 

neering, planning, and supply of the plant. cher, Anglefort, Les Clavaux, Rioupéroux, 

Two Demag 25-MVeA submerged arc fur- and Chateau-Feuillet plants in France. In 

naces will be supplied. A Chinese silicon December, Pechiney announced that the 

metal producer redesigned two furnaces in’ Anglefort plant will be progressively target- 

the Jinshan plant in Jingzhou to meet the ed to produce silicon metal. One of Angle-
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fort’s ferrosilicon furnaces was being con- Japan. The plant incorporates a number of verted to silicon metal production and was __ technical innovations that were expected to expected to come on-stream early in 1986.° reduce the cost of producing ferrochromium | Late in 1985, International Alloys & Met- by 25%, compared with that of conventional als was formed by two Pechiney subsid- plants. OMC also filed an official applica- iaries, Pechiney World Trade and Pechiney tion for the construction of a second ferro- Electrométallurgie, to market ferroalloys. chromium plant in Orissa. However, the Three key consumer markets for the compa- Indian Government linked the construction oe ny are the EEC countries, Japan, and the of a coal-fired powerplant as a condition for United States. the construction of a second plant. OMC _ The Government of France began selling will be expected to finance the powerplant, various materials including charge ferro- thereby incurring a large debt burden on chrome contained in its strategic stockpile. the second ferrochromium plant. Most of _ Greece.—HFA, a subsidiary of the state- Orissa’s power currently comes from hydro- controlled Helenic Industrial Mining & In- electric plants that are susceptible to power — 7 vestment Co., announced that it planned to cuts during the drought season. : | . double the capacity of its integrated ferro- Indian Charge Chrome Ltd. (ICC), a sub- chromium smelter to about 110,000 tons per sidiary of Indian Metals and Ferro Alloys | year at its Tsingeli plant in central Greece Ltd. IMFA), signed a $100 million contract by late 1986. The expansion of smelting with a Swedish consortium to build a coal- : capacity would be achieved by replacing the fired powerplant to supply electrical power plant’s 20-MVeA furnace with a 36-MVeA to ICC’s new 50,000-ton-per-year charge : unit. After the expansion of capacity has chrome plant at Choudar in Orissa and its been completed, HFA plans to export be- 45,000-ton-per-year plant at Therubali. Fer- tween 27,000 and 33,000 tons of ferrochro- roalloys producers have experienced severe mium to the United States and Canada, electrical power shortages in Orissa owing - 44,000 to 55,000 tons to Europe, and 22,000 to severe droughts that affected hydroelec- — | to 27,000 tons to Japan. Currently, almost tric supplies. The new powerplant should all of HFA’s ferrochromium production is permit the plants to operate at capacity. sold in the European market. Bomar Re- Output of both plants is for export. | sources Inc. was named as the exclusive Ipicol and Aryan Mining and Trading US. representative for HFA. Corp. planned to build a 2,7 00-ton-per-year — _ In March, operations resumed at Larco electrolytic manganese plant in Orissa S.A.’s Larymna ferronickel smelter in Beo- State, pending approval by the Government tia after a 2-week strike and a furnace of India. Technical assistance for building explosion in February. The smelter also the plant will be supplied by Sumitomo reportedly operated at about 50% of capaci- Metal Industries Ltd. and Chuo Denko K.K. ty in 1984 and produced about 15,000 tonsof of Japan. | , 
contained nickel.) | Ispat Alloys Ltd. in Balasore, Orissa, was Iceland.—Icelandic Alloys Ltd.’s produc- issued a letter of intent by the Government tion of ferrosilicon dropped below 1984 lev- to produce about 2,700 tons per year of els, owing to a 7-week shutdown of one ofits _ silicon metal. IMFA is the only current 35,000-kV°A electric furnaces. The plant producer of silicon metal, with a capacity of operated at full capacity in 1984. Financial about 5,500 tons per year. Ispat’s capacity is | restructuring of the company to reduce small compared with those of other units in long-term debt has been completed. Icelan- the world, which are designed to produce dic Alloys also obtained long-term sales about 8,000 to 26,000 tons of silicon metal guarantees from Elkem, Norway, and Sumi- per year. The metal is needed as an additive tomo Corp., Japan, which will provide more in aluminum alloys and as raw material in effective plant utilization in years of poor the semiconductor industry.” demand for ferrosilicon. Construction of the Italy.—Industria Elettrica S.p.A. (ndel) 25,000-ton-per-year silicon metal plant at began installation of additional silicon met- Reydarsjordur has been delayed until 1986. al capacity at its Ospitale di Cadore facility. India.—Orissa Mining Corp. Ltd. (OMC) A new 24-MVeA furnace is being added to began production at its new 55,000-ton-per- the existing 10-MV*A and 24-MVeA fur- year ferrochromium plant in Bamnipal, naces. The expansion will raise Indel’s ca- Keonjhar District, Orissa State. Power pacity to about 31,000 tons per year from a shortages delayed commissioning oper- current level of about 19,000 tons. All of the ations. Initial output was expected to goto new output is slated for export. Indel also
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produces about 22,000 tons per year of 75% The stockpiles now jointly contain 16 days 

, - ferrosilicon at its Domodossola plant. The of consumption of ferrochrome, manganese, 

company is also studying the possible pro- molybdenum, nickel, tungsten, and vana- 

duction of ferrochromium and other alloys. | dium. MITI also submitted a budget request _ 

| Elkem of Norway acquired a 20% share to the Ministry of Finance. in August to 

in Officine Elettrochimiche Trentine.S.p.A. increase both stockpiles by an additional 2 

(OET), a ferroalloys producer in northern days of consumption. This expansion, to . 

os Italy. Elkem also undertook to market all of begin March 31, 1986, would raise the stock- 

OET’s products outside Italy. OET makes _ piles to 20 days of consumption. 

various specialized, highly refined alloys Japan planned to reduce duties on nine 

such as magnesium ferrosilicon, high-purity ferroalloys by April 1, 1986, according to | 

ferrosilicon, and calcium silicon. The com- MITI. Ferromolybdenum would be cut, on 

pany reportedly is Western Europe’s largest an ad valorem basis, by 20% to 3.92%; 

producer of ferrotitanium.** ferrocolumbium, ferrosilicon, ferrovana- | 

| Japan.—Japan’s Ministry of Internation- dium, and silicomanganese by 20% to 3%; 

al Trade and Industry (MITD plans to offer ferrochromium by 10% to 7.2%; ferroman- 

domestic ferrochrome, ferronickel, and fer- ganese by 20% to 7.68%; and ferrotungsten 

. _ rosilicon producers financial support in ex- by 20% to 4.9%. Later, the Japanese Fi- 

| change for scrapping or mothballing plant nance Ministry indicated that implemen- 

 eapacity by March 31, 1987. MITI promised tation of the tariff reductions would be 

producers who comply with the Law of moved up to January 1 in an effort to calm 

| Extraordinary Measures for Depressed In- U.S. sentiment against alleged unfair trade — 

dustries that they will be exempt from practices by Japan. a . 

- having to pay any or.most of their fixed Total production of ferroalloys decreased 

property taxes. Most ferrosilicon producers slightly compared with that of 1984. Ferro- 

were expected to accept the offer by March chromium, ferromanganese,  silicoman- | 

| 31, 1985, while ferrochrome and ferronickel ganese, and ferrosilicon production amount- | 

producers were expected to conform to the ed to about 385,000 tons, 487,000 tons, 

plan by March 31, 1986. MITI indicated 239,000 tons, and 166,000 tons, respectively. 

on these measures were necessary to offset Production of manganese ferroalloys over- — 

major inroads by foreign ferroalloys produc- all declined by about 9%, that of ferrosili- 

ers whose power costs are much below those con by about 2%, while ferrochromium 

of Japanese producers. Under the plan, increased by about 8%. | , 

| . domestic ferrochrome capacity would be cut At midyear, Mizushima Gokintetsu Ltd. 

. 10% from the current 573,000-ton-per-year began production of H-C FeMn in a shaft 

operating level, while ferronickel operating furnace situated within a steelmaking com- | 

capacity would be cut 12% from the present plex of parent company Kawasaki Steel. 

| 420,000-ton-per-year level. Ferrosilicon ca- Demand for manganese ferroalloys contin- 

pacity was expected to be reduced by about ued to be diminished through hot metal 

55,000 tons per year to 295,000 tons per pretreatment practices by steelmakers, es- 

year. Eight ferrochrome producers, five fer- pecially at Nippon Steel Corp.'* | 

rosilicon producers, and four ferronickel Korea, Republic of.—The Republic of 

producers agreed to cut their plant capaci- Korea announced plans to begin stockpiling 

ties in conformance with the Government’s ferrochromium and molybdenum. This ac- 

recommendations. In March, MITI’s Indus-__ tion was taken to ensure adequate supplies 

trial Structure accepted proposals by the of raw meterials for the country’s stainless 

country’s ferrochromium and ferronickel steel industry. The Korean Office of Supply 

producers for Government assistance. H-C expected the stockpile to hold about 1,300 

FeCr production capacity would be cut by tons of ferrochromium and about 200 tons of 

10% and ferronickel production capacity molybdenum by yearend 1985." 

would be cut 12% over a period ending June New Caledonia.—Société Métallurgique 

30, 1988. However, the proposed restructur- le Nickel (SLN) planned to restructure its 

ing will not affect ferrochromium supply operations in New Caledonia into a sepa- 

unless active operating capacity is reduced. rate wholly owned subsidiary. The subsid- 

Japan’s Metal Mining Agency received iary will operate SLN’s New Caledonia 

$17.6 million to increase the size of its Mines and the Doniambo smelter. It will 

national and semigovernmental ferroalloy also be responsible for ore exports. SLN’s 

stockpiles by 2 days of consumption during Thio and Kouaoua mining operations have 

the fiscal year that began March 1, 1985. been subjected to destructive attacks by
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separatists with consequent interruption of vert its two 12,000-kV*A ferrosilicon fur- 
ore deliveries to the Doniambo smelter. naces to silicon metal production, one by | 

. However, SLN arranged to buy ore from July 1985 and the other by February 1986. 
some of New. Caledonia’s six independent Loss of ferrosilicon production owing to 

mines in case of further disruptions to its furnace breakdowns was experienced by | 
own mining operations. SLN produces ferro- Finnfjord Smelteverk A/S, Orkla Metal, _ 
nickel, nickel concentrates, and nickel met- and Hafslund early in 1985. Loss of silicon 
al. The smelter’s expected production in metal production was reported by Elkem, | 
1985 was about 50,000 tons of contained owing to a furnace breakdown in October at 

nickel. Toward yearend 1986, SLN lowered its Fiskaa works. : , 

its projected oe a0 er eae ae South Africa, Republic of.—The Republic 
er to about 20, ns of con nick- of South Africa is the world’s largest pro- 
el.6 | : ducer and exporter of both chrome ore and — 

/ Norway.—In December, Elkem announc- ferrochrome. The country’s mines and 
ed plans to buy Orkla Industrier A/S’s 50% = smelters reportedly operated near capacity. 

share in Orkla Metal A/S's ferrosilicon ‘The Republic of South Africa is also a major | 
plant in Thamshavn and its 51% share supplier of electrolytic manganese metal, 

_ holding in Bjoelvefossen A/S. Elkem also ferromanganese, and manganese re, 
began negotiating with a third Norwegian mong others. High inflation and rising 
ferroalloy producer, Tinfos Jernverk A/ Ss, energy costs were expected to cause prob- — | 

with the t in e establish a close working lems for ferroalloy producers in 1985. In 
oo erketin With: this o ° lid tio BY f th April, the Government of Norway announc- 

| Norwegian ferrosilicon. industry, Elkem ed that the country’s companies would re- 

would effectively control about 386,000 tons Depu licenses to import goods from the : . . public of South Africa. Norwegian fer- 
| per year of Norwegian ferroalloy capacity roalloy produc ressed “that 

and about 110,000 tons per year of US. ips. ous cia t lead to a limit or ban o1 
production through its U.S. subsidiary Elk- () 5) 4 or.) “ncanese ore from the Repub- | 
em Metals. Additionally, Elkem holds a i TT So th "Aftioa on ahi h th ne aac | 
30% interest in and an exclusive marketing °° ° f ut rica on which their produc- 
agreement with Icelandic Alloys. sie ecdenends Ome. Stieomane 

In October, Norway’s Finance Minister yo. . vy eae 
proposed an increase ‘in the electricity tax Gencor took over operating responsibility | 
to be applied to all consumers at a uniform for the 132,000-ton-per-year Tubatse charge 
rate, from a current 0.37 to 0.39 cent per chrome plant at Steelport from Union Car- 
kWeh, effective in 1986. Norwegian ferrosil- bide on April 1, Gencor holds a 51% interest . Se 

icon producers had sought some reduction '™ Tubatse, and Union Carbide holds the | 
in the electricity tax because of the de. Temaining 49%. Union Carbide continued | : 
pressed state of the ferrosilicon market. to market all of Tubatse’s ferrochrome out- 

Hafslund A/S began construction of an Put. The Tubatse plant is among the five 
11,000-ton-per-year metal powder plant at largest ferrochrome producers in the Re- — 
its Sarpsborg ferrosilicon facility. The public of South Africa. 
plant, scheduled to come on-line early in Emcor and Deltamang, the world’s two 
1986, will produce high-quality metal pow- largest producers of electrolytic manganese 

ders by water atomization. Products will metal, merged their operations to form a 
include fine-grained 15% ferrosilicon for "ew company, Manganese Metal Co. Pty. 
heavy media separation of ores and scrap.” Ltd. (MMC). Emcor owns a 51% share of the 

Elkem became 100% owner of Elkem new company. re plant is near Jo- 
Metals, United States, and Elkem Metals hannesburg, while Deltamang’s facility is in 
Canada. Elkem also acquired a 20% share the eastern Transvaal. Construction of a 
in OET of Italy, a ferroalloys producer. 22,000-ton-per-year electrolytic manganese 
Additionally, Elkem undertook to market plant by Brazil’s Eletrometalur was ex- 
all of OET’s products outside Italy. OET pected to put extreme pressure on South 
makes various specialized, highly refined African producers to maintain their market 
alloys such as magnesium ferrosilicon, high- share. However, the Republic of South Afri- 
purity ferrosilicon, and calcium silicon, ca has an abundant supply of manganese 
among others. Orkla Industrier acquired a raw materials from domestic sources, reli- 
51% interest in Bjoelvefossen, a ferrosilicon able and competitive energy supplies, and a 
producer. Tinfos Jernverk planned to con- good labor supply, all of which makes it
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| likely that its manganese industry will agreement with Bomar Resources, United | 
_ remain a key supplier for some years. States, and Etibank, the Turkish state min- 

_ Silicon Smelters Ltd., a susidiary of South ing agency for possible development of chro- a 
| African Manganese Amcor Ltd., announced mite ore reserves in the Orhanel region. 

| plans to expand their silicon metal produc- Initial work on the project will be limited to 
| tion capacity by about 26,000 tons per year data collection and research and develop- 

| over a 4-year period. A fourth furnace at ment. The agreement calls for establish- 
| Silicon Smelters’ Witkop plant was schedul- ment of a new company owned 40% each by 

ed to come on-line in 1987 with a fifth Etibank and Egemetal, and 20% by Bomar 
_ furnace to follow 2 years later.'® - Resources, allowing the company to qualify 

Spain.—Sociedad Espafiola de Carburos for Government incentives granted to for- 
Metalicos S.A. reportedly planned to invest eign capital investment.?! . 

_ about $19 million in the construction of a U.S.S.R.—CBMM, Brazil, announced in 
, hydroelectric power installation at Santa May that the U.S.S.R. purchased 220 tons | 

| Eugenia in Galicia. This action is part ofan of the company’s high-purity columbium _ 
| attempt by the company to improve power oxide, amounting to: about one-third of 

consumption efficiency. a CBMM’s current annual production capaci- 
Ferroaleaciones Espafiolas S.A. (FESA) ty. The material was scheduled for delivery | 

requested the same power rate reduction in 1985. The U.S.S.R. was also expected to 
_ from Spain’s Ministry of Industry that was buy about 600 tons of standard-grade ferro- 

granted to five other domestic ferroalloys _ columbium from CBMM. - _ 
producers during the past 2 years. FESA United Kingdom.—Brandeis Intsel Co. 

| also maintained that it was eligible for Ltd. completed the sale of about 25% of the | 
| lower rates since the price of ferrochrome, United Kingdom’s stockpile of strategic 

. the company’s main product, was depressed. metals. The materials sold included about 
| FESA operates a plant at Medino del Cam- 26,000 tons of H-C FeMn, 29,000 tons of | 

po, of which certain operations could be manganese ore fines, 1,400 tons of battery- 
_ shut down without the lower power rate grade manganese ore, 105 tons of ferrovana- 

granted other ferroalloys producers.’® dium, and 100 tons of cobalt. Total market 
Sweden.—Uddevalla Kiselmetalverk AB, value of the materials sold was estimated at 

a joint venture formed by HB-Consult and $13 million. The stockpile reportedly also 
| Skanska Cement, planned to build a 33,000- contains ferrochromium, chromium ore, 

. | ton-per-year silicon metal plant in Uddeval- and vanadium pentoxide. The Government 
la. The plant was scheduled to come on- announced in November 1984 that it plan- 
stream in early 1988. The facility's overall ned to sell its stockpile, less than 2 years 

| production costs were expected to be low after it had started to build it. 
since waste heat from the furnaces will be Venezuela.—C.V.G. Ferrosilicio de Ven- 
purchased by the Uddevalla’s district heat- ezuela C.A. (FESILVEN) shipped about 
ing system. - 60,000 tons of ferrosilicon, compared with 
Malmo Industrikombinat AB, also jointly about 40,000 tons in 1984. Production in- 

owned by Skanska Cement and HB-Consult, creased to about 56,000 tons from 40,000 
planned to build a 55,000-ton-per-year ferro- tons for the same period, taking the compa- 
silicon plant at Swede Harbour, Malmo. ny close to its current rated capacity of 
Construction was scheduled to begin in 60,000 tons. The company planned to re- 
April 1986, with startup of the plant plan- place imported coal from Colombia and coke 
ned for 1988. Power costs for the facility will from France and the United Kingdom with 
be partially offset by the sale of waste heat domestically produced material. FESIL- 
from the furnaces to the Malmo municipal- VEN also began drawing up plans to use 
ity. locally available charcoal. 

Turkey.—Bilfer Madencilik AS reported- Yugoslavia.—Feronikl’s (FENI) ferro- 
ly planned to reactivate several idled nickel complex in Kavadarci, Macedonia, 
chrome ore mines. This action was in re- was permanently closed in 1985, and buyers 
sponse to improved market conditions. The for the plant and equipment were being 
company’s production goal in 1985 was sought. The plant, which was idled in 1984, 
about 80,000 tons of salable metallurgical- was completed in 1982, FENI had planned 
grade chrome ore, about three times that to export from 80% to 90% of its produc- 
produced in 1984. An estimated 28,000 tons tion. According to Government analyses, 
of material had been sold by November to the plant could not operate economically for 
China, the Republic of South Africa, and the next 10 to 15 years because of low-grade 
the United States. ores and low nickel prices. 

Egemetal Madencilik A/S signed an
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| Table 9.—Ferroalloys: World production, by country, furnace type, and alloy type! 
(Thousand short tons) oe 

Country, furnace type,? and alloy type® 1981 1982 * 1983 1984? 1985° . 
Albania: Electric furnace, ferrochromium®_____ 31 33 39 44 AT ee 
Argentina: Electric furnace: 

Ferromanganese..._____________ | 25 27 28 26 24 Silicomanganese_______§_.§_-____ 14 17 15. ‘15 18 Ferrosilicon____.-__-___..________ 11 19 . 17 22 15 : ; Other ore eee ee ee ee et LLL rT? 5 (4) 4 5 eS * | 
Totale_-_- =, , T5Q 67 60 67 62 —— | TEE 

Australia: Electric furnace:® 
| - Ferromanganese..____________ 74 60 59 84 776 Silicomanganese___________________ *33 33 22 34 730 Ferrosilicon._-....___________ | 20 22 21 17 20 

. Totalbh__-_-- = 127 115 101 135 126 Austria: Electric furnace, undistributed______ _ 13 15 15 14 15 Belgium: Electric furnace, ferromanganese® ____ 99 99 99 105 99 . ED 
2 eo 

a 
Brazil: Electric furnace: 

Ferromanganese__________________ 119 135 114 117 7149 Silicomanganese____________- 157 _ 7179 197 205 — 7199 , Ferrosilicon._....._.._____________ 162 TI57 193 216 7248 Silicon metal ___________2_______ 21 20 23 30 732 Ferrochromium ________.§__________ 181 107 85 138 7140 Ferrochromium-silicon_______________ 10 3 = 6 8 710 Ferronickel........_______ TZ v4 9 10 710 Other _-__-_____ "1g "16 14 23 726 
. . 

| Total _---_-- 2 ™621 621 641 747 7814 EG 
e * 

CC 
—— Bulgaria: Electricfurnace: 

. . Ferromanganese®®__ = = 37 37 733 *24 33 a _ Ferrosilicon® _._-___.2 2 22 : 22 T19 "17 15 - Other®__ 1 1 1. 1 1 
. Totalp__-_-_-___ 60 60 53 42 750 OD . 
a
 - Canada: Electric furnace: 

. , Ferromanganese®®_ = == 120 152 118 128 ' 180 Ferrosilicon._-......._____________ 128 "116 94 “88 93 Silicon metal_.__..__-_____ 31 ©30 28 €28 28 Other®®__- 31 —— -__ _— — eee 
Totalp_-.-_-_- =. 310 €298 239 ©244 250 ——— 

a e 

ee een Chile: Electric furnace: 
. Ferromanganese.______________ 6 3 6 5 5 Silicomanganese.__________________ en Go) NA NA NA NA Ferrosilicon.-..__._______________ 3 2 5 7 6 Other __________ 1 2 2 2 2 

Totaeb-- = . 9 6 13 15 14 ——— ss te 
China: Furnace type unspecified:® 1° 

Ferromanganese®____§__=§ === 580 520 540 540 540 Ferrosilicon......._______________ 215 215 215 215 215 Silicon metal____________ 24 24 24 24 24 Ferrochromium! ae ee ee 130 130 130 130 130 Other®_______- 80 80 80 80 80 ‘ 
eee peecerdenenenseeneee Totals_--_-____-_-- 1,029 970 F990 ™990 990 Colombia: Electric furnace, ferrosilicon® !2____ __ 1 1 1 1 1 ———— Et] 

e e 

a 
Czechoslovakia: Electric furnace: 

Ferromanganese®®__ = = 110 105 T1038 TOG 108 _ Ferrosilicon® _-§._-...________ 35 ¥33 T33 ™31 33 Silicon metal® _-..________.. 6 TS v5 v4 5 Ferrochromium®_______________ 30 T28 T28 T26 28 Other®®_____ 10 10 10 Tg 10 _———“‘=é#(<“‘UU 
Total ee 191 181 179 166 7177 Dominican Republic: Electric furnace, ferronickel__ T55 16 58 71 76 Egypt: Electric furnace, ferrosilicon _______—_ 6 7 7 8 8 Finland: Electric furnace, ferrochromium______ 57 60 65 65 66 —_—— eC — vOOOO_———X 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 9.—Ferroalloys: World production, by country, furnace type, and alloy type’ | 

| | —Continued — | | 

| | | . (Thousand short tons) | | 

Country, furnace type,” and alloy type® — 1981 1982 - ~—= 1988 1984? _ 1985° | 

France: _ , . . a . 

. Blast furnace: 
Spiegeleisen® ________-.-------- 1 1 1. 1 1 

a Ferromanganese _——.—---~-~----~--- 344 ~ 365° 297 SC. ~ 362 364 

Electric furnace: . . : 

Silicomanganese'* _________------ . 11 32 36 38 39 

. Ferrosilicon ___._._/____---~-~--~-+-- 208 . 186 212 226 226 

‘Silicon metal _____------------- 66 63 “62 "55 55 

. -Ferrochromium!! _________-~---- | 30 16: 22 21. 21 

a Other#§.__________----------- 131 115 113 131° 132 oo 

. Total’_.______--__-------- 791 118 143 884 «887 

German Democratic Republic: Electric furnace: : 
Ferromanganese® ® ______--_---~------ 14 69 69 FI 69 

Ferrosilicon® ___________.--------- 28 26 26 726 25 

Silicon metal® ____.___-___.-_------+-- 4 3 4 4 4 

Ferrochromium®__________--------- 22 22 19 721 21 

Other® ®_________-_------------- 21 17 20 18 17 

Total® #8 === 149 138 141 140 187 

- Germany, Federal Republic of: | . | 

Blast furnace: 
. 

_ Ferromanganese —————-.—-------- 236 220 148 - 263 179 

Ferrosilicon® _________--------- | . 55 46 44 - a «AW 

Electric furnace:* 
. oe Ferromanganese® _______----~---- - 21 21 19 28 34 

-Ferrosilicon ____.-.---------=+--.. 46 37 34 66 66 

’ Ferrochromium_ ——— ——-—---~------ 55 46 42 77 79 

Other® __________------------ 47 40 36 2 - 67 

Total == ee 461 411 328 583 473 
. . rer SS SS 

Greece: Electric furnace: . . 

Ferrochromium _————---~—--------- _— —_ 20 36 a) 

| Ferronickel® ______---~----------- 56 56 55 58 61 

- Total _--__-_____-----------+- 56 56 5 94 100 : 
eTFTTTeeeee—Te>——TElEo>oaalele 

Hungary: Electric furnace: 
Ferrosilicon_ _______._____------------ 12 °12 11 *10 10 

Silicon metal® __________---------- 2 2 2 2 - 2 

| Other __---~------------------- 3 °3 2 2 2 

Total#® 5 -. - -» 5» 5-7 17 17 15 . 14 14 

Iceland: Electric furnace, ferrosilicon —__———-- 37 46 55 67 767 
OO TTTFTTFTFTTTeeee———e—Ee——NEe*haRTvo*®aeleeee 

India: Electric furnace: 
Ferromanganese___——__-_----------- 227 174 ©169 T €134 180 

Silicomanganese _ _ _ _ __ __----------- 18 15 reg F 35 1 

Ferrosilicon_ ______--—~----~-------- 67. T4A4 °52 F C56 30 

Silicon metal ______---_---~+~------- 4 e4 e4 eg 3 

Ferrochromium ___—_-----~--------- 35 T46 °65 regi 64 

Ferrochromium-silicon ___—__--------- 5 res €3 req 5 

Other _______------~-~--------~+--- 10 15 re, rea) 1 

| Total®________-_------------- 365 ™304 296 295 284 

Indonesia: Electric furnace, ferronickel __ ~~ ~~~ 22 24 23 25 24 

, 
LS 

Italy: 
last furnace: 

Spiegeleisen ______-~----------- (28) (28) (18) (18) _- 

Ferromanganese __——_-_--------- (28) (28) (28) (28) __ 

Electric furnace: 
. 

Ferromanganese _— —_——-_---—------ 80 T82 69 56 61 

Silicomanganese _______-~-—------ 60 64 41 80 55 

Ferrosilicon __——___-~--~----~----- 61 70 57 78 66 

Silicon metal®______-___-------- 17 17 15 15 15 

Ferrochromium_ _———__--~-~------- 11 40 13 14 13 

Other!?7_____________-_-------- 14 13 37 56 44 

Total§ 17 ____§_ = 5 = e+e 242 286 232 300 255 
soooeeeET=—=E—==ENEeE—=™TTEeoeeS 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 9.—Ferroalloys: World production, by country, furnace type, and alloy type’ 
_ —Continued | 

(Thousand short tons) . 
LL A SS SSS rssh sh rr rs SSS hs SSNS 

Country, furnace type,” and alloy type* 1981 1982 1983 1984? 1985° SSS A eS 

Japan: Electric furnace: 
Ferromanganese___________________ 626 593 429 535 7487 
Silicomanganese_________.~_._______ 312 297 245 257 72389 

| Ferrosilicon_ __________---_-._____ 259 212 174 169 = § 7166 
Silicon metal ___ $222 __ 13 9 -- -- _- 
Ferrochromium _________~_~§_________ 337 362 335 357 7385 
Ferronickel_______________________ 269 236 199 239 7250 
Other®_----- 4 7 5 7 4 

Total __.--___-_____--_-_____ 1,820 1,716 1,387 1,564 71,581 

Korea, North: Furnace type unspecified:® 1° 
Ferromanganese® __________________ 77 17 17 17 17 

- Ferrosilicon_ 222-222 33 33 33 33 33 
Other®____ 22 22 22 22 . 22 

Total _.___-______ 132 132 132 132 182 

Korea, Republic of: Electric furnace: | 
Ferromanganese______§_§_._._§_________ 15 66 58 65 67 
Ferrosilicon_ ~~. $$$» 5 5 35 35 36 39 39 

| Other ___- ee 30. 37 48 55 61 

Totals_____._ 141 139 42 159 - 166 

Mexico: Electric furnace: 
Ferromanganese__ $$$. _/__________ 145 155 158 “176 7169 
Silicomanganese______§__§___._________ 28 34 46 AT. 744 
Ferrosilicon_ ___-__._2~2 2 25 32 26 ©25 731 
Ferrochromium ______~_~_§_~§_____~____ 3 7 3 — &g 77 Other ____ 2 (4) 1 nn.) 

Totals__§_§ = == 204 227 229 €258 7250 
New Caledonia: Electric furnace, ferronickel __ _ _ 121. 120 93 F C125 156 

Norway: Electric furnace: . } . 
Ferromanganese___________________ 257 224 312 252 7287 
Silicomanganese__________-__---__- 236 238 215 278 7267 
Ferrosilicon_ ~~... L___ 346 326 407 452 7425 
Silicon metal __._________--------_. “61 72 85 100 112 
Ferrochromium __________.-_______ 13 rey re, re4 __ 
Ferrochromium-silicon ____._.__§_/_.§________ 1 ey rea). T (4) __ 
Other _.-- = 5 5 7 4 3 

‘TotalS______________-_-___-__ 919 876 1,028 1,092 71,045 
Peru: Electric furnace: . 

Ferromanganese_____________.__ ~~ (*) -- (4) (26) (*) 
Ferrosilicon_ —.____._.____-----___ _- _- (‘) (26) - (‘) 

Total ___-_________._________ (4) __ ) (26) (4) 

Philippines: Electric furnace:® 
Ferrosilicon. $$$ ~____________ 25 30 22 20 21 
Ferrochromium —______~§_§___________ 11 13 24 36 44 

Total __-_-__~____ Le 36 43 46 56 665 TO 

Poland: 
‘Blast furnace: 

Spiegeleisen___________________ 7 4 4 4 3 
Ferromanganese ________________ 115 96 93 99 88 

Electric furnace: 
Ferromanganese®® _____= 45 ™39 T53 T53 54 
Ferrosilicon® __.._-.____________ TAT T41 757 56 57 
Silicon metal®____.._~-______ T10 ¥g 11 11 12 
Ferrochromium® ________________ T45 39 753 T53 54 
Other® ®__~__ T15 T14 T19 19 18 ee 

TotalS 3 _ 288 T2A1 290 295 7287 tt tcc ee lET—KRDa= === 
Portugal: Electric furnace: — 

Ferromanganese® 18 ____-§_->_-_ == 12 30 87 33 32 
Silicomanganese® #8____§___ ~~. _______ 20 18 18 17 15 
Ferrosilicon® _____________________ 26 23 24 22 21 
Silicon metal® ____-__-_____________ 35 35 $5 33 $1 
Other®____________-____-_______ (*) (4) (*) (4) ) . 

LLL ee PN Ss i i 

Total§ 3_ 153 106 115 105 99 ha da —QQQaaaaaaaooooeeeeeeeeeEeEeETETEeE 
See footnotes at end of table.
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| Table 9.—Ferroalloys: World production, by country, furnace type, and alloy type! 
| —Continued | 

| (Thousand short tons) . 

. Country, furnace type,? and alloy type® 1981 1982 1983 1984” 1985° | 

Romania: Electric furnace:® . 
Ferromanganese_——______________--~ 77 83 - 88 96 88 

_  Silicomanganese___—_________--__- 36 39 42 45 — 4B 
Ferrosilicon_ __-________~_________~- 46 50 53 57 55 

. Silicon metal _.-_~__~_~-~__~--~_________ 4 4 4 5 5 
Ferrochromium ___~____~—~_~~_______ 40 43 46 50 49 

| Total®. 208 218 234 253. 240 

South Africa, Republic of: Furnace type . . 
 unspecified:© + 
Ferromanganese___________________ 500 ™490 ™160 210 315 

. Silicomanganese__ __________________ ™50 40 T160 ™210 315 
Ferrosilicon_ _____________-------- 120 *100 100 7120 . 90 
Silicon metal __________.__________ T3900 CO 30 T25 35 40 
Ferrochromium —_._______-__~~____ T830 520 T800 ™980 920 
Ferrochromium-silicon __ $$ _$_~_~______ F909 T20 T15 35 30 
 Other?® ~o 1 | 1 1 ™m -. & 

Total®. T1550 1,200 T1260 "1,590 1,710 

| Spain: Electric furnace: oe | 
Ferromanganese____________-_____~ 106 96 “94 94 95 
Silicomanganese_______.-.___.-_____ 77 - 18 °77 °77 17 
Ferrosilicon_ ____§_$_____.-_._______ 94 70 &68 °66 67 
Silicon metal® __-______~______ _____ 20 20 19 66 ' 68 

a Ferrochromium ___——~—~_____-_-_--- 19 17 "15 “15 — 19 
Other ___________-____ 7 6 &¢ rey 4 

| TotalS #3 = 3238 286 279 321 381 

| Sweden: Electric furnace: . 
Ferrosilicon. —§_§__»_-/»2~~§_~»~»§_~§_~ ee 21 16 21 F e992 22 

. Silicon metal ____-_________--___-- 16 “18 “18 “18 18 
Ferrochromium ___________________ 161 129 132 ©138 136 
Ferrochromium-silicon ____§_§_$_~§________ 25 22 20 ©22 22 
Other _________________ 1 1. 1 1 1 

Totald #3 223 185 192 200 199 | 

Switzerland: Electric furnace:® / 
Ferrosilicon. $$ -§ pe ee ee 3 3 2 3 3 

. Silicon metal ___-$_-._-_-_.§_____________ 2 2 2 2 2 

Total _.--~__~___ LL 5 5 4 5 | 5 

Taiwan: Electric furnace: 
Ferromanganese___§__§_$__. ~~~ 21 21 24 22 20 

. Ferrosilicomanganese___$_§ $$ $$$» 16 23 20 25 25 
Ferrosilicon_ ~~. 19 19 20 26 19 

Total’. $$ = 56 63 65 73 64 

Thailand: Electric furnace: . 
Ferromanganese___________~________ (4) __ __ __ — 
Ferrosilicon. __$ ~~~ -§ ~» ~§ -§ -§ _§ (4) __ _— __ __ 

Total _--_-____.._____ Lee TY __ __ _— _- 

Turkey: Electric furnace: 
Ferrosilicon_ ~~~ __ &5 es 8 8 
Ferrochromium ________§_§__~________ 45 44 33 53 53 

Total _-_-~____~_~__~___ 45 49 38 61 61 

U.S.S.R:: 
Blast furnace: 

Spiegeleisen® __________________ 55 55 55 55 55 
Ferromanganese® _______________ 606 606 606 606 606 

Electric furnace:?° 
Ferromanganese® _______________ TATA F496 551 ™661 744 
Silicomanganese® _______________ 35 35 37 39 41 
Ferrosilicon® _____-_~____________ 717 750 194 827 827 
Silicon metal®_______~___________ 70 70 70 70 66 
Ferrochromium® ________________ 441 457 457 463 463 
Ferrochromium-silicon®____________ 11 11 13 13 13 

Other#®§___ = 230 248 250 250 254 

Totalf__-__- = 5 *2,636 2.725 2,834 2,984 3,069 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 9.—Ferroalloys: World production, by country, furnace type, and alloy type! 
—Continued |. 

7 (Thousand short tons) 

Country, furnace type,” and alloy type* 1981 1982 1983. 1984? 1985° 

United Kingdom: | | 
Blast furnace, ferromanganese __________ 93 67 91 83 88 
Electric furnace, undistributed® eee 14 12 14 14 13 

TotalS______________________ 107 1g 106 97 101 , 

United States: Electric furnace:?? . . 
Ferromanganese_______.__.~.~_______ 193 119 86 | 22171 22154 
Silicomanganese___________________ 173 69 WwW (75) @) 
Ferrosilicon. ..._...-.....--.----_| 580 299 314 490 442 
Silicon metal _______~__~_~__________ 130 77 . 122 141 121 
Ferrochromium ___________________ 164 92 20 2495, 24110 
Ferrochromium-silicon*®_____§_________ 62 27 16 (7) (7) 
Other?? ___________=____ 219 136 198. 190 151 

) Total® === 1,521 819 157 1,088 7977 
Uruguay: Electric furnace, ferrosilicon _____—_ (4) (4) (4) (4) (*) 

| Venezuela: Electric furnace: | : | | 
Ferromanganese_____._....__-_-~-~-_ 2 . 2 2 2 2 
Silicomanganese___._......._.-~---. 4 r2 10 10 8 

. Ferrosilicon__—~__~ ~~... _-- — FQ4 T52 51 49 46 

‘Total® ________--_---------- T99 "56 63 61 56 

Yugoslavia: Electric furnace: oo . 
erromanganese__.__ ___._._._________---- 56 43 44 FT C55 52 

Silicomanganese___________.__..--- 82 22 29 re42 42 
Ferrosilicon_ ___.~.--.__-.________- 88 78 86 F e105 103 

- Silicon metal __ ~~~. ~~ ~~ ~~~ 31 33 29 Fre41 41 
. Ferrochromium —__—.__.__.___----- 76 56 70 rer, 74 

Ferrochromium-silicon ___ ___§_§_§________ 6 7 7 rey 7 
Other __________ Le 1 4 12 rei 12 

Totals. 5 291 243 277 335 7330 

Zimbabwe: Electric furnace: . 
Ferromanganese__—~_. ____~~_—.-~-~-— 2 2 2 2 2 
Ferrosilicon._ — 2. . ~~~ 28 14 30 Al 4% 
Ferrochromium —_~__~__~__ 2 ~~~ T203 198 174 196 198 

Total®_____._________________ 238 215 207 245 248 

Grand total®__-§_-___.____________ 15,833 714,352 14,240 16,165 16,108 

Of which: 
Blast furnace: 
Spiegeleisen*®______________ T63 T60 60 60 59 
Ferromanganese*®__ T1394 1,354 1,235 1,413 1,325 
Ferrosilicon ___.—~§_§_-.._______ 55 46 44 17] 47 

Total blast furnace _~_-.______ T1512 T1460 1,339 1,550 1,431 

Electric furnace:”° | 
Ferromanganese*™®__. _-_- _§_- _. ____ 3,143 T2933 2,819 3,091 3,166 
Silicomanganese*® OL 1,294 T1212 1,193 1,429 1,488 
Ferrosilicon ___ ..-._.______ "8,598 "8,203 3,375 3,787 3,666 
Silicon metal _.~_-.2~~~~_____ 597 546 587 687 684 
Ferrochromium*™? ___________ T2920 T2516 2,694 3,155 3,160 

. Ferrochromium-silicon®® *1 _____ 140 TO6 80 89 87 
Ferronickel®? ____§._§_§________ T526 T456 487 528 577 
Ferrosilicomanganese — — — _— __ __ 16 23 20 25 25 
Other*?____§ 5 = 7906 ™798 887 961 920 
Undistributed_______.______ 27 27 29 28 28 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 9.—-Ferroalloys: World production, by country, furnace type, and alloy type! 
: ' «Continued . : | 

: (Thousand short tons) . oe 

| Country, furnace type,” and alloy type? - 1981 1982 1983 1984” 1985° 

Total electric furnace’ _______. 13,167 11,810 12,121 © 13,780 13,745 . 
Furnace type unspecified: SS | 

: Ferromanganese?®___________ 1,157 1,087 TTT 827 932 

“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NANotavailable. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary 
data; included with “Other.” sit _ . 

. 1Table includes data available through July 15,1986. : 
2To the extent possible, ferroalloy production of each country has been separated according to the furnace type from 

. which production is obtained; production derived from metallothermic operations is included with electric-furnace 
production. oe 

8To the extent possible, ferroalloy production of each country has been separated so as to show individually the 
following major types of ferroalloys: spiegeleisen, ferromanganese, silicomanganese, ferrosilicon, silicon metal, ferrochro- 
mium, ferrochrorum-silicon, and ferronickel. Ferroalloys other than those listed that have been identified specifically in 
sources, as well as those ferroalloys not identified specifically but which definitely exclude those listed previously in this 
footnote have been reported as “Other.” For countries for which one or more of the individual ferroalloys listed 
separately in this footnote have been inseparable from some other ferroalloys owing to the nation’s reporting system, 
such deviations are indicated by individual footnotes. In instances where ferroalloy production has not been subdivided in 
sources, and where no basis is available for estimation of individual component ferroalloys, the entry has been reported 
as “Undistributed.” . . 7 | 

“Less than 1/2 unit. . | | 
5Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. - . 
®Data for year ending Nov. 30 of that stated. . 

- TReported figure. : 
®Includes silicomanganese. a me 
*Includes ferrochromium-silicon and ferronickel, if any was produced. _ . - 
‘galthough furnace type has not been specified for any ferroalloy production for China, North Korea, and the Republic 

of South Africa, all output of these countries has been included under ‘Electric furnace” (and metallothermic) output 
; except for their production of ferromanganese, which is reported separately. 

11Includes ferrochromium-silicon, if any was produced. — oe 
12Colombia is reported to produce ferromanganese also, but output is not reported quantitatively, and no basis is | 

available for estimation. . | . . 
13Totals for 1981-85 represent estimates for silicon metal plus reported totals for all other types. 

, 14Includes silicospiegeleisen. | | 
15Includes ferronickel, if any was produced. . 
16Revised to zero. 
17Series excludes calcium silicide.. a 
18 stimated figures based on reported exports and an allowance for domestic use. . 
19Ferrovanadium only; other minor ferroalloys may be produced, but no basis is available for estimation. 
2°Soviet production of electric furnace ferroalloys is not reported; estimates provided are based on crude source 

material production and availability for consumption (including estimates) and upon reported ferroalloy trade, including 
. data from trading partner countries. | 

21S. production of ferronickel cannot be reported separately in order to conceal corporate proprietary information. 
22).S. output of ferromanganese for 1984 and 1985 includes silicomanganese and manganese metal]. 
78U.S. output of silicomanganese for 1984 and 1985 included with ferromanganese. 
3417.S. output of ferrochromium for 1984 and 1985 includes ferrochromium-silicon, chromium briquets, exothermic 

chromium additives, other miscellaneous chromium alloys, and chromium metal. - 
25U.S. output of ferrochromium-silicon includes chromium briquets, exothermic chromium additives, other miscella- 

neous chromium alloys, and chromium metal. 
361).S. output of ferrochromium-silicon for 1984 and 1985 included with “Ferrochromium.” 
27Includes ferronickel. 
28Spiegeleisen for the Federal Republic of Germany is included with “Blast furnace ferromanganese.” 
 perromanganese includes silicomanganese (if any was produced) for countries carrying footnote 8 on “Ferroman- 

ganese e. - . - ; 
5°Includes silicospiegeleisen for France. 
51Ferrochromium includes ferrochromium-silicon (if any was produced) for countries carrying footnote 11 on 

“Ferrochromium” data line. 
$2Other includes ferronickel production for France, Norway, the U.S.S.R., and the United States.
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Yugoslavian ferrosilicon producers plan- the Federal Republic of Germany, and Italy. 
ned to implement production cutbacks late Albania raised the possibility of sending 
in the year because of power availability some of its large nickeliferous iron ore 
problems and for economic reasons. Yugo- deposits to the Kosovo Province for smelt- 

| metal, the state marketing entity, announc- ing there. Albanian ore shipments would 
ed in July that the new Kosovo ferronickel depend on Yugoslavia completing its part of 
smelter was expected to export at least the new rail link from Shkodra to Titograd. 
11,000 tons of contained nickel to Austria, | 

| TECHNOLOGY | 

| A novel application of plasma technology Stillwater chromite concentrates at the 
to metallurgical processes was reported in Mineral Resource Research Center of the 
France. It involves the production of H-C University of Minnesota. A ferrochrome 
FeMn via the blast furnace route. Société product was produced in the 200-kW fur- | 

| du Ferromanganese de Paris-Outreau nace equipped with a hollow graphite elec- , 
(SFPO), believed to be the first company in trode. The furnace is similar in design to 
the world to use plasma torches on a com- Middleburg Steel & Alloys’ 12- to 14-MW 
mercial-scale blast furnace, began this prac’ AASEA/MINTEK dc furnace developed at 
tice in the latter part of 1984. Modification Krugersdorp: : 
to one of three existing blast. furnaces at The Center for Metals Production (CMP), 

_ SFPO’s Boulogne plant consisted of at- administered by the Mellon Institute of 
taching a 1.5-MW megawatt plasma torch to Carnegie-Mellon University, Pittsburgh, 

| each of three of the nine tuyeres of the PA, continued research in such areas as 
furnace to superheat the blast. Each blast plasma technology, among others. The CMP 

| furnace has an annual capacity of 150,000 was established in 1984 with a 5-year con- 
tons of ferromanganese. Coke consumption tract that averages $2.5 million per year 
has been reduced up to 6% as a result ofthe from the Electric Power Research Institute 

| installation. Since SFPO is a-net producer (EPRI). EPRI, headquartered in Palo Alto, 
of electricity and the price of electric power CA, is a nonprofit research and develop- 

| undergoes seasonal fluctuations, plasma us- ment organization. Its goal is to bring to- 
age at the Boulogne plant tends to be gether electric utilities; energy intensive 

emphasized during the summer months industries such as aluminum, ferroalloys, 
when income from the plant’s surplus elec- and steel; Government agencies; universi- 
tricity isataminimum.2 oe ties; and trade associations to do the type of 

: Middleburg Steel & Alloys continued test- front-end, collaborative research that has 
ing its experimental plasma furnace for proven successful in Japan and other na- 
ferrochromium production at its Krugers- tions. The overall goal of this research 
dorp plant in the Republic of South Africa. effort is to help revive and strengthen the 
During initial trials, the 16-MVeA furnace North American metals industry. 
was operated at a feed rate of about 4 tons Japan’s MITI has launched a national 
per hour using a power input of 5 to6 MW. research project to develop a new process 
Owing to downtime and interrupted oper- for ferrochromium production using alter- 
ations, energy consumption was excessive, nate energy sources. The objective is to 
about 7-MWh per ton, or about twice that achieve production costs comparable to the 
of the conventional SAEF. Subsequently, a cost of importing ferrochromium from the 
number of changes were made in the system Republic of South Africa. Ferrochromium is 
to improve efficiency of operation. More normally produced in a SAEF. Of the three 
recently, the furnace was operated at 11 major Japanese steelmaking companies 
MW, which approaches maximum design that have independently developed a new 
capacity of 14 MW. The feed rate was 8to9 ferrochromium production process, Nippon 
tons per hour. According to plant operators, Steel’s appears to be the most promising. 
energy consumption has been improved con- The process involves chromium ore smelt- 
siderably, approaching that of aconvention- ing in a Linz-Donawitz converter by injec- 
al furnace. Chromium recovery exceeds tion of powdered coal with oxygen and 
90%, greater than that achieved in conven- bottom blowing with argon to produce ferro- 
tional smelting.?* chromium for argon-oxygen decarburiza- 

The Bureau of Mines funded a research tion conversion to stainless steel. The new 
project on plasma smelting of Montana process is expected to lower the cost of
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| ferrochromium production in Japan by 20% almost all of the manganese contained in 

| to 30%. os the crushed ore. Unwanted materials re- 
Mizushima Gokintetsu also in Japan, and main in the depleted ore. A low voltage is | 

a subsidiary of Kawasaki Steel, reported then applied across the liquid mixture, and 
preparations to start using a coke-fed shaft dissolved manganese is r ecovered in. ele- 
furnace to produce H-C FeMn by a process mental form as deposits on carbon elec- 
similar to that of the blast furnace. The trodes. The Government is currently assess- 
shaft furnace, converted from a SAEF at a den the possibility of adapting tie Process to | 
cost of nearly $12 million, has a capacity of fen to eat on th of me ra rich nodules 
about 100,000 tons per year and represents own to rest on the ocean floor. , 

| about one-fourth of Japan’s 1984 production OL) tte Titetet | : ] Physical scientist, Di fF Metals. 
of H-C FeMn. The shaft furnace is expected 2Guenther, G. L. Ferroalloys: Can the U.S, Industry 
to lower costs below those of electric smelt- Survive? The Library of Congress, Congr. Res. Serv., Rep. 

“oe No. 85-1046E, Nov. 8, 1985, 49 pp. | 
ing by taking advantage of the availability ‘Foster, R. J. Technological 4 Alternatives for the Conser- 
and relatively low prices of reducing gases ene eee ae latinum-G eralg Co ene Rowen: 

and other gases produced within the steel- Bubfines 1 2064, 1885, SBP : o. " , “— 

making complex where the shaft furnace is _,, Rabchevaky, G. A. Chroma ape N Albania. | 

7 located. The shift from electric to shaft 1985, pp. 117. daa ; x ‘coca . oe ame " 
. . . e ulletin (London). No. , Feb. 8, » p. 17. 

furnace smelting in Japan contrasts with — ¢,Tevican Metal Market. V. 98, No. 147, Aug. 1, 1985, 
the discontinuance of blast furnace smelt- p.5. | | 

ing of ferromanganese in the United States _, Metal Bulletin (London). No. 7056, Jan. 28, 1986, pp. 14 
nearly 10 years ago. | | "Metals Week. V. 56, No. 26, July 1, 1985, p. 6. — 

| Another technological innovation in Ja- _, Metal Bulletin (Londod). ep ie 15, 1986, p. 18. 
pan reportedly is making it possible for Metal Bulletin Monthly (London). No. 175, July 1985, 

_ steel mills to use manganese ore directly in PP, ee Week. V. 56, No. 22, June 8, 1985, p. 9 

the converter instead of ferromanganese. —*2Metal Bulletin (London). No. 6988, May 3, 1985, p. 15. | 
Information on the percentage breakdown > 9 American Metal Market. V. 98, No. 148, Aug. 2, 1985, 

of manganese ore and ferromanganese used “ \\Metals Week. V. 56, No. 31, Aug. 5, 1985, p. 8. 
in steelmaking in Japan is not known but reno Bee No. 45, Nov. 11, 1985, P. 1. 3 1086 0.9 

some sources estimate that the share of ore 1 Metal Baer London) ei 
will increase to 30% in the future. we eees 115-19 of work cited in footnote 10. 6 

- e ee . 00, INO. ZY, » P. VU. 

Researchers at the U.S. Department of — ssygetal Bulletin (London). No. 7043, Dec. 6.1985, p.15. 
Energy's Argonne National Laboratory in wont 702%, Oct. IL, 1985, p.19. 
Argonne, IL, have developed a two-step ork cited in footnote 5. : , » as 22Metal Bulletin Monthl don). Plasma Producti 
process to extract manganese and other at BarieOutroaa, No 119, Now. 1986 pp 1810 he, 

| metals from low-grade ores. The key ele- ,. MacRae, D. R. Plasma Energy in Ferroalloy Produc: ; tion. Plasma 2000, red by the Advanced 
ment in the process is a mixture of chloride Technology Committee, fron. and Steel Soc. AIME, Ra- 
salts of magnesium, potassium, and sodium 9 “$j \\ [Cr ne oo , 

| , , Maroni, V. A. Metal-Ore Two Step. Midwest 
that melts at about 400° C and dissolves Eng, Nov. 1985, ee _ _—



| By Lawrence Pelham! 

Fluorspar was recovered by one major production, fluorspar briquet production, 
producer and three small producers. Domes- and fluorspar consumption. Of the five 
tic fluosilicic acid (H.SiF.) recovery, a by- fluorspar mining operations to which a 
product of some phosphoric acid and hydro- survey request was sent, 100% responded, 
fluoric acid (HF) plants, increased 12% over representing 100% of the production shown 
revised 1984 production. In the chemical in table 1. Of the 16 fluosilicic acid produc- 
industry, fluosilicic acid continued to aug- ers, 87% responded, representing 99% of 
ment fluorspar as a source of fluorine. _ the quantity reported. Of the five briquet 

| - The United States depended on foreign producers, 80% responded, representing | 
sources for over 90% of its fluorspar re- 78% of the quantity reported. The consump- — 
quirements. Imports and consumption tion survey was sent to approximately 140° | 
decreased because of significant decreases operations quarterly and 40 additional oper- | 
in fluorspar consumption by HF and iron ations annually. Of the operations surveyed | 
and steel producers and a substantial de- quarterly, 55% responded for the first quar- 
crease in consumer stocks. 7 ter, 74% responded for the second quarter; 

Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- 42% responded for the third quarter; and | 
- duction data for fluorspar are developed by _ 54% responded for the fourth quarter. Of 

the Bureau of Mines from four separate, the 40 operations surveyed annually, 50% 
voluntary surveys of U.S. operations. Sur- responded. Together, quarterly and annual 
veys are conducted to obtain fluorspar mine _ responses represented 100% of the apparent | 
production and shipments, fluosilicic acid consumption data shown in table 1. 

| Table 1.—Salient fluorspar statistics! 

| _ | 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 

United States: - | . | 
Production: 

Mine production_____— —~— short tons_ _ 415,862 199,714 W WwW WwW 
Material beneficiated________do____ 419,058 231,726 WwW OW WwW 
Material recovered _______~—_do____ _ 111,281 76,316 WwW WwW WwW 
Finished (shipments) _ __ _ _ _ _ _do__ __ 115,404 77,017 ®61,000 ©72,000 ®66,000 

Value, f.o.b. mine __—_ thousands_ _ $18,412 $13,293 ©$10,000 WwW W 
Exports_______________ short tons__ 11,261 10,573 9,236 12,266 9,671 

Value ______________ thousands__ $1,194 $1,084 $962 $1,292 $1,063 
Imports for consumption ____-_short tons__ 826,783 543,723 453,314 703,711 552,959 

Value?______________thousands_ _ $104,938 $67,665 $47,032 $65,241 $49,639 
Consumption (reported) _ _ ___ _short tons__ 932,855 580,565 564,187 752,581 567,623 
Consumption (apparent)® ________do2___ 897,572 618,493 613,705 ¥742,431 682,965 
Stocks, Dec. 31: 

Domestic mines: 
Crude ______________do____ 200,698 164,094 Ww Ww WwW 

| Finished _____________do____ 12,924 10,816 Ww Ww Ww 
Consumer______________~do____ 216,207 207,880 99,253 120,267 46,590 

World: Production _.________.---do____ "5,616,455 "4,953,735 4,655,787 °5,270,263 °5,267,976 

“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
2Does not include fluosilicic acid (H2SiF) or imports of hydrofluoric acid (HF) and cryolite. 

-i.f. U.S. port. 
5U.S. primary and secondary production plus imports, minus exports, plus adjustments for Government and industry 

stock changes. 
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_ Legislation and Government Pro- would contain a supplemental reserve of 
| grams.—At yearend, the National Defense material already possessed by the Govern- | 

Stockpile inventory was unchanged from ment. The status of fluorspar was deferred 
| 1984 levels at 895,983 short tons of acid until further detailed studies could be 

grade and 411,738 tons of metallurgical made. At yearend, this proposal was under 
_ grade. The stockpile goals for fluorspar consideration by the Congress. The Depart- 
remained at 1.4 million tons for acid grade ment of Defense Authorization Act, 1986. | 

- and 1.7 million tons for metallurgical grade. (Public Law 99-145), signed by the President 
oo | On July 8, the President approved Na- on November 8, 1985, stated that no action | 

tional Security Council (NSC) recommenda- may be taken before October 1, 1986, to | 
tions for modernizing the strategic and implement or administer any reduction in a 

| critical materials stockpile. Under the NSC _ stockpile goal in effect on October 1, 1984. 
proposal, the stockpile would be structured As in previous years, a 22% depletion 
into two tiers. Tier I would contain materi- allowance was granted against Federal in- 

als required by military, industrial, and come tax applied to the mining of domestic 
_ essential civilian users during a military fluorspar compared with a 14% allowance 

conflict, which would not be available from _ for foreign production. . , a - 
domestic or reliable foreign sources. Tier II | SO oe 

ae / DOMESTIC PRODUCTION | / 

| Illinois remained the leading producing owned by Cametco Inc., one plant owned by 
State, accounting for over 90% of all U.S. Mercier Corp., one plant owned by National | 
shipments. Data on shipments of fluorspar Briquetting Co., and one plant owned by OS 
by State and grade were withheld to avoid Oglebay Norton Co. Oglebay Norton also 

| disclosing company proprietary data. — dried, packaged, and shipped imported | 
Ozark-Mahoning Co., the Nation’s largest ceramic- and acid-grade fluorspar. | 

- fluorspar producer, operated three mines Fourteen plants processing phosphate : 
and a flotation plant in Pope and Hardin rock for the production of phosphoric acid 

: Counties, IL. Hastie Trucking and Min- and two plants producing HF sold or used 7 
ing Co. operated near Cave-In-Rock, IL. 175,000 tons of byproduct fluosilicic acid, 
Hastie mined very little ore but shipped which was equivalent to 132,000 tons of 
metallurgical-grade fluorspar from its  fluorspar, valued at $4.2 million. Fluosilicic 
stockpile to consumers. Inverness Mining acid sold or used in 1984 was revised to 
Co., a former. producer, dried imported 67,000 tons. According to the U.S. Depart- | 
fluorspar at its facilities at Cave-In-Rock, ment of Commerce, domestic production of 
IL, and East Liverpool, OH, for sale primar- sodium silicofluoride (100% Na.SiF.) was 
ily to consumers in the ceramic industry. 21,622 tons in 1984. Total shipments were 

In the West, J. Irving Crowell, Jr. and 19,594 tons in 1984 valued at $5,336,000. 

Son produced and shipped metallurgical- Sodium silicofluoride was made primarily 
grade fluorspar from its Crowell-Daisy Mine from fluosilicic acid, which was converted to 
in Nye County, NV. D&F Minerals Co. sodium salt by reaction with sodium carbon- 
produced and shipped a small quantity of ate, sodium hydroxide, or sodium chloride. | 
metallurgical-grade fluorspar from its Pai- In 1985, Moodie Minerals Exploration Co. 

~ sano Mines, south of Alpine, TX. The Spor invested capital into the Babb-Barnes Mine 
Bros. Fluorine Mine in Millard County, UT, and mill at Salem, KY, and planned to 

reported mining activity. resume production. The mine had been 
Reported shipments of fluorspar briquets owned, but not operated, by the Marathon 

for use in steel furnaces increased 47% to Oil Co. The mine was last operated by 
approximately 148,000 tons from a revised Frontier Resources Inc., which had closed 
production of 101,000 tons in 1984. Fluor- the mine in 1978 for economic reasons. 
spar briquets were produced by two plants
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Co 7 CONSUMPTION AND USES | | 

| Acid-grade fluorspar, containing greater The Harshaw Filtrol Partnership closed 

than 97% calcium fluoride (CaF.), was used its anhydrous HF unit at its Harvard- 

as feedstock in the manufacture of HF, the Denison chemical manufacturing facility in 

key ingredient in the manufacture of fluo- Cleveland, OH. The HF operation was in 
rine chemicals for the aluminum, fluoro- peed of a large capital investment to main- 
chemical, and uranium industries. Ceramic- tain a competitive and safe operating level, 

grade fluorspar, containing 85% to 95% and the company felt that market condi- 

ree 2 ee tion of wlace ceramic industry or tions for the expenditure were unjustified. 

ae ~ - ’ The consumption pattern of HF was re- 

Motte reeelena de Stuowepen combines ported as follows: fluorocarbons, 41%; alu- 

60% to 85% or more CaF;, was used primar. ™i0uUm production, 31%; petroleum alkyl: 
| ily by the iron and steel industry as a flux. ation, 4%; stainless steel production, 4%; | 

- Reported domestic consumption of flu- uranium processing, 4%; rare metals, 4%; 
orspar decreased 25% because of large de- other, including glass etching, fluoride 
creases in the use of fluorspar for HF and Salts, and herbicides, 12%.? Chlorofluoro- 

iron and steel production. The HF and steel carbons were produced by five companies. 

industries accounted for 72% and 25%, — According to U.S. International Trade Com- 

respectively, of reported consumption. Ac- — mission data, production of trichlorofluoro- | 

cording to the American Iron and Steel In- methane (F-11) decreased 12% to 81,300 | 

stitute (AISD, raw steel production decreas- tons; dichlorodifluoromethane (F-12) output 

ed from 92.53 million tons in 1984 to 87.35 decreased 17% to 141,000 tons; and chloro- 

| million tons in 1985. A comparison of the difluoromethane (F-22) production decreas- - , 

AISI data with fluorspar consumption data ed 14% to 109,350 tons. 

_ collected in the Bureau of Mines canvass of | Another major use of HF was in the : 

US. steel producers shows, on the average, synthesis of fluorine chemicals used in alu- 
a decreasing rate of fluorspar consumption minum reduction cells. An estimated 40 to 

per ton of raw steel produced during 1983-  §9 pounds of fluorine was consumed for 

| SF Ed taneienriedis petetaunere ete each ton of aluminum produced. Aluminum 

| of fluorspar consumption. On the basis of fluoride was used by aluminum producers 
furnace type, the aver age fluorspar con- to lower the melting point and increase the 

sumption per ton of raw steel was as fol- conductivity of electrolytes in the smelting : 

lows: | | process. It was also used as a flux ingredient 
} , for the removal of magnesium in the refin- 

———-Firompersonpamion was iced by the coramic industry for some 
Type of furnace ee body and glaze mixtures and in the produc- 

| tion of specialty refractory products. It was 

Open hearth_——--~~-~~- 65 8.61 10.78 used in the manufacture of aluminum sili- 

Flectrie. tt ~S~*é«‘ O~COC«94~=—Ss208~S «Cates and in the glass industry as a filler. 
ang HF was consumed in concentrating urani- 

Industry average __ ———_ 4.30 4.06 3.08 . 
ee scum isotope 235 for use as nuclear fuel. It 

| was also used in stainless steel pickling, 

In the ceramic industry, fluorspar was petroleum alkylation, glass etching, oil and 
used a. a jum and 2s an nepaciher i the gas well treatment, and in the manufacture 
production of flint glass, white or opal glass, of a host of fluorine chemicals used in 
and enamels. Fluorspar was used in the dielectrics, metallurgy, wood preserva- 

manufacture of glass fibers, aluminum, ce- tives pesticides, mouthwashes and decay- 
: mene and ek ane ee also used in the preventing dentifrices, plastics, and water 

melt shop by the foundry industry yen luoridation 
plants. The U.S. Department of Commerce, Fluosilicic acid was used primarily in 
Bureau of the Census, reported that anhy- water fluoridation, either directly or after 

drous, technical, and aqueous HF “produced being processed to sodium silicofluoride, 

and withdrawn from the system” was ap- and by the aluminum industry. 

proximately 162,400 tons, compared with Allied Corp. started up a commercial- 
168,100 tons reported at yearend 1984 but scale plant at Metropolis, IL, to produce 
later revised to 190,134 tons. HF produced fluorinated carbon products. Allied report- 

and consumed in the same plant in 1984 ed that its fluorinated carbons, which are 

was reported as 48,348 tons. made by reacting carbon with elemental
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| fluorine, are nonfusable powders with good _ electrical resistivity. Fluorinated carbons : 
7 chemical resistance, high thermal stability, were used as a cathode material in lithium 

a low coefficient of friction, and variable cells and as a solid lubricant. 

_ Table 2.—U.S. consumption (reported) of fluorspar, by end use | 
| (Short tons) | | | 

a Containing more — Containing not 
oo a cal ae 3 more than 1% Total 4 cium fluoride. _— calcium fluoride | End use or product | (CaF) | (CaF) oo | 

= 1984. . 1985 1984 1985 _ 1984 1985 

Hydrofluoric acid (HF)_____________.__-__ 580,527 408,880 —_ _-— 580,527 ~~ 408,880 Glass and fiberglass... 2777727777777 77 4,952 1,337 - 846 1,083. 5,798 § 2,420 . Enamel and pottery.__._§_-§_-§_______ a -- 1,619 1,211 1,619 1,211 Welding rod coatings_.___§_-___.__ 8,414 9,867 2,600 - 1,460 11,014 11,327 Primary aluminum and magnesium_____________ =- a —- Ww ~.  -.W . Iron and steel castings. _-§___________ 924 _- 15,591. 8,689 16,515 8,689 Open-hearth furnaces _____________ tit _- ae 35,893 34,647 35,893 34,647 . Basic oxygen furnaces ______________- ae —_. 105,253 69,615 105,253 69,615 Electric furnaces _.._-~9= = 2,021 2,065 42,597 28,087 44,618 30,152 Other __--_-___ — _- 1,344 | 682 1,344 682 

. Total_____.---------_---_---____. 546,838 422,149 205,743 145,474 752,581 567,623 Stocks, Dec. 31__-..--__-_.-.-_-____-_-_____ 70,446 37,732 49;821 - 8,858 120,267 46,590 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” 7 : 

Table 3.—U.S. consumption (reported) of subacid grades of fluorspar in 1985, by end use | 
| | (Short tons) : | | - | | 

. . e «6 e : . . Containing not more than 97% calcium 
fluoride (C . End use or product OO eeeeeeeeese+- noride CaF a) : Flotation Lump or Briquets or 

. concentrates gravel - pellets 

Chemicals and allied products: Welding fluxes __________ 1,460 __ _- Glass, ceramic, bricks: . 
Glass ______-_-_-_-_ 1,083 __ —_ Other glass, clay products_____._._________ 1,211 _- =- |. Primary metals: 
Iron and steel foundries -§_-__._-___________ 122 8,541 26 Steel mills: 

Basic oxygen furnaces _-___________________) 1,685 25,012 42,918 Electric furnaces ______.______________ sisi” _ 1,814 25,075 1,198 Open-hearth furnaces _________________ ss stsis*” 3,054 28,663 2,930 Other identified end uses _.___.______________s—sisti—sists™ 49 633 __ th eas 
Total ____------_---~- 10,478 87,924 47,072 rr 

‘Table 4.—U.S. consumption of fluorspar (domestic and foreign), by State | 
- (Short tons) 

. State 1984 1985 TT eee 
Alabama, Kentucky, Tennessee________._________________ 68,643 56,490 Arizona, Colorado, Utah _______-______ 12,141 9,028 Arkansas, Kansas, Louisiana, Missouri__________________________._____. 161,450 125,306 California_____________-~~_--___ WwW Ww Connecticut, Massachusetts, New York, Rhode Island ~e---ee 6,540 4,108 Iinois____________ 10,747 5,827 Indiana -_______------_-- 37,919 37,306 Michigan -~---+------- + 2,294 Ww New Jersey________-___---_- Ww WwW Ohio _-_-—_____-__- 72,723 36,538 Oregon and Washington _______________ Ww Ww Pennsylvania ______________-__ 54,950 30,130 Texas o> > yp ---------- -- = ee 278,728 237,484 West Virginia -~--------- ~~ 14,480 1,633 Other? 

31,966 23,773 

Total______-______- ee, 752,581 567,623; _ OO ee 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” 
“Includes Iowa, Maryland, Virginia, Wisconsin, and data indicated by symbol W.
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| on a STOCKS oe - | 
| Fluorspar consumer stocks decreased 61% to about 47 000 tons. 

a | PRICES - 
Domestic producer prices of all grades of per pound for anhydrous HF and $43.00 per - fluorspar and fluorspar briquets reported in 100 pounds for aqueous HF, 7 0%, in tanks. : the Engineering and Mining Journal The CMR yearend price for cryolite was (E&MJ) remained at 1984 levels. EXMJ $550 per ton. CMR yearend price quotations | yearend price quotations serve as a general for fluosilicic acid were $151.00 per ton for — guide but do not necessarily reflect actual 15-gallon drums, 30% basis, and $110.00 per : transactions. — _ ton for tanks, 23% basis. All of these prices , Yearend price quotations in the Chemical were unchanged from those of 1984. ae Marketing Reporter (CMR) were $0.6875 : So 7 | | 

| . Table 5.—Prices of domestic and imported fluorspar | | . oo | (Dollars per short ton) _— . 

—— | ) —— | 1984 1985 | 
. . ° 

4 ‘ 

Domestic, f.o.b. Illinois-Kentucky: _ __ . ; : Metallurgical: 70% effective CaF briquets_........___.______._ 125 125 Ceramic, variable calcite and silica: 
. 88% to 90% CaFe____ 100 100 95% to 96% CaF2___ 170 170 | | 97% CaF2 -______-_- 165-175 165-175 Acid, dry basis, 97% CaF: | | ” | , | . 0 Carloads =~ ~~~ ~~~ 1738 198 88% effective CaF 2 briquets meee Le 179 . 1799 European and South African: Acid, term contracts_______~ Hen eee 140-180 140-180 | | Mexican:? : - | | Metallurgical: 

. 10% effective CaF2, f.0.b. vessel, Tampico __..._.___________ | 80.06 80.06 | 10% effective CaF, f.0.b. cars, Mexican border________________._...~ 15.68 75.63 — 2 Acid, bulk: 97+ %, Mexican border ___. TTT TTT TT 108.38 108.33 
1C.if. east coast, Great Lakes, and gulf ports. | | | U.S. import duty, insurance, and freight not included. . a 7 
Source: Engineering and Mining Journal, Dec. 1984 and 1985. 

FOREIGN TRADE | - 
According to Bureau of the Census data, acid- and subacid-grade fluorspar was US. fluorspar exports of all grades decreas- $97.12 and $63.53, respectively. ed 21% and had an average value of $110 U.S. import duties remained in effect for | per ton. Synthetic cryolite exports decreas- all grades of fluorspar. The duty was $1.875 ed 24% to 13,000 tons, representing 15,600 per ton for acid grade and 13.5% ad valorem tons of equivalent fluorspar, valued at. $5.4 for ceramic and metallurgical grades. million. Imports for consumption of HF decreased Imports for consumption of fluorspar slightly to a quantity equivalent to about decreased significantly. Acid-grade imports 157,000 tons of fluorspar. Imports for con- decreased by 17%, and imports of subacid- sumption of natural and synthetic cryolite grade material decreased by 34%. Imports decreased 27% and had an average value of from Mexico, the largest foreign supplier, $603 per ton. Cryolite imports represented were 51% of the combined fluorspar total. 20,000 tons of equivalent fluorspar. The Republic of South Africa supplied 33%; The United States also imported many Spain, 6%; China, 4%; Italy, 3%: and Mo- fluorochemicals, including ammonium bi- rocco, 3%. Small quantities were also im- fluoride, chlorodifluoromethane, dichloro- ported from Canada, France, the Federal difluoromethane, fluorocarbon polymers, Republic of Germany, and the United King- hexafluoropropylene, polytetrafluoroethy- dom. The average unit value of imported lene, and trichlorodifluoromethane.
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| Table 6.—U.S. exports of fluorspar, by country = = oo 7 

| 7 an 1984 (1985 | 

| | Country _ Quantit 70 ~ Quantity. 

| | | : Oo (short tons) Value —(ghort tons) Value 

Australia.____--.-------------------------- __ __ 33 $3,287 | 

Canada _______----------------------------- 
11,868. $1,188,601 8,503 851,036 . 

Dominican Republic _ ~------------------------- 317 82,759. 1,018 185,447 

| Mexico _....__.-.__ 2 Se BB 8,287 

oe Venezuela __------------------------------- 
86 21,066 90 19,563 

"Total __------------------------------- 12,266 1,292,426 19,671 1,062,620 

. Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. | | a | . | . 

| Source: Bureau of the Census. __ a | | a . 

| Table 7.—U.S. imports for consumption of fluorspar, by country and customs district 

| | | 1984 88 | 
. Country and customs district . Quantity Value! Quantity Value! 

. . (short tons) (thousands) (short tons) (thousands) oO 

| 7 CONTAINING MORE THAN 97% CALCIUM FLUORIDE (CaF2) | | 

| _ "Buffalo _._____-------------------------- __ A $1 

- Detroit _________------~------------------ 
259 $25 —_ en 

Laredo _____.---------------+------------ 
81 6 487 41 

 Mtal_------------------------------- 340 =»=—s«L 461 4g 

Baltimore ______-_-_------------+---------- 39 ill —--.- ~-— 

New Orleans... _ — - - -----------------74-7-7-7-77 
-_— -~ 5,882 551 

, Total... .--_-_---------------------- 39 11 5882 551 | 

. France: Houston _____.----------------------- 113 37 517 199 

ouston __________------~-~--~------------ - 61,619 —- 7,325 15,765 1,557 

New Orleans_ _._-------------------------- 
a ee 2,480 259 

‘Total. __.___------------------------- 
61,619 9,825 18,245 1,816 

Mexico: oS : 

El Paso ________-.--~-------------------- 
90,738 8,219 72,255 6,657 

Houston ___----------------------------- _— _- - 6,112 675 

Laredo _______--_--_~------------+------- 120,437 11,125 © 95,580 8,967 

New Orleans___.-------------------------- 
15,612 1,646 3,451 194 

Nogales__ _ __ ---------------------------- — -- -- 290 6 

Total__.___._.____-_--~-~--~---~----------- 226,787 20,990 177,688 16,499 

Morocco: New Orleans __ _ — — - - --- ---------------- oe _- 15,674 1,564 

South Africa, Republic of: - 

Houston _________---------~-------------- 44,675 3,656 36,772 3,259 

_ New Orleans_ ______----------------------- 
140,096 14,833 132,245 13,598 

Philadelphia __. _.__--_-_-------------------- 
9,958 959 12,085 1,294 

Total ____._____--------------~--------- 194,729 19,448 181,102 18,151 

oO 

Spain: __ 
Cleveland_ ________----~----~--------------- 20,648 2,211 12,968 1,337 

New Orleans_______----------------------- 17,173 1,803 19,449 1,794 

Total. __._______---------~--~---------- 37,821 4,014 32,417 3,131 

United Kingdom: Milwaukee _ — — . - - _- -------------- _- __ 24 2 

—eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeEeeeEeETEeq=e=o—=E—Eeoa 

Grand total _._____.._-------~------------ 521,448 51,856 432,010 41,955 

See footnote at end of table. i:
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Table 7.—U.S. imports for consumption of fluorspar, by country and customs district , | | —Continued | . | 

) — | 1984 1985 * e 
LL 

RRS a SASS Country and customs district Quantity Value? Quantity Value’ oo, (short tons) (thousands) (short tons) (thousands) 

_. CONTAINING NOT MORE THAN 97% CALCIUM FLUORIDE (CaF 2) ; 

Buffalo enteritis - 425 $39 284 . $19 - Detroit Sieineierietentece een 177 12 . 153 6 Pembina meee ee -- -- 97 . ll 
Total_----_-___--e ee, 602 51 534. 36 | 

China: 
Baltimore me ee 30,473 2,460 | 16,831 1,334 New Orleans________ 6 9 - 20,602 1,409 a a . San Francisco -_______ rT 11,453 _ 966 _- oe OO 

Total_-.--- 62,528 4,835 16,831 1,334 
| 

CS Germany, Federal Republic of: 
Chicago______ = 

a _-. 37 15 Houston leiaiaietesteteietaieedeie 11 3 — -- : 
Total. ___ ~~ = 

11 3 37 15 Italy: Los Angeles________ TTT . 23 - 9 oo ee _- : 
Mexico: 

” : Buffalo wee ee 401 42 1,318 + 32 . Detroit ~---- ee 2,544 202 2,555 187 El] Paso ---- e+ LL 16,699. 796 9,458 .. 441 Laredo —--- ~~ . 89,097 8067 28904. 1,825 . New Orleans_________ 50,120 — 3,425 57,148 3,754 Philadelphia_—-__-___ = ite 7,445 725. 9,869 560 
Total_____--___-__e 116,306 8,257 103,547 6,299 South Africa, Republic of: New Orleans___._____.._.~ O98 230 Le -- ———o— 

. Grand total —____ > 182,263 13,385 120,949 7,684 
*Customs, insurance, and freight (c.i.f.) value at US. port. os 

| Source: Bureau of the Census. . - : oo | | | 

Table 8.—U.S. imports for consumption of hydrofluoric acid (HF), by country | | : 

1984 - 1985 ee Country Quantity Value? Quantity . Value? | (short tons) (thousands) (short tons) (thousands) 
Canada____-_ 2 43,441 $36,644 36,637 $33,869 France... 2 17 14 _- -- Germany, Federal Republic of_________ - 56 82 119 112 . Japan maw ee 4,422 3,429 4,187 2,859 Korea, Republicof_..._____________ __ _— 17 18 Mexico_-_-_________ ’ 66,399 60,694 62,504 56,233 Mozambique wee ee _— _- 601 533 Netherlands __..._______ sts -- _- . 20 18 Spain— —~——-—---___ 207 TT 35 29 85 28 aiwan___-= = -- -- 17 16 : United Kingdom _______ = 61 48 324 336 
T
L
 

Total. 114,431 100,940 104,411 94,017 
“Customs, insurance, and freight (c.i.f.) value at US. port. 

| 
Source: Bureau of the Census. 

|
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| : Table 9.—U.S. imports for consumption of cryolite, by country — | 

| 
1984 | 1985 } 

Country | Quantity — Value! ~ Quantity Value? 

| - (short tons) (thousands) - (short tons) (thousands) 

‘Brazil ___--------------------- 17 $22  -- . __ 

Canada______--_--------------- | 13,883 7,079 2,414 $1,287. 

China___________-------------- | 19 , 10 _ nes 

Denmark _____-____------------ | 2,124 2,018 8,737 2,492 

| France ____-_--____------------- 256 295 a oe 

Germany, Federal Republic of _ _ _ ----~--- 444 377 666 380 

. Greenland. _.__.___---~---------- 
65 61 -- -- 

| Italy _____-_-__--------------- __ _.  33e7 960 

| Japan ______-_--------=+-+----- 3,663 2,554 5,169 3,244 : 

Netherlands ______~------------- 98 72 | 907 532 

| United Arab Emirates _______------- 830 446. __ __ 

; United Kingdom - _ -_ -------------- 723 200 __ 376 108 | 

| Total __-_------------------~- 22,722. 13,124 16,596 | 10,008 

- 1Customs, insurance, and freight (c.i.f,) value at U.S. port. | | oe 

Source: Bureau of the Census. . | | | oo | 

| | OO ~ WORLD REVIEW | | 

 Canada.—Assessment and development Tavaux, France. Plans were to increase 7 

work continued at Eaglet Mines Ltd.’s Ques- vinylidene fluoride, used in the manufac- - 

: net Lake property in British Columbia. The ture of fluorinated thermoplastic polymers 

| large, low-grade deposit reportedly contain- and elastomers, from 1,650 tons per year to 

a ed recoverable fluorspar, silver, lead, zinc, 5,500 tons and polyvinylidene fluoride 

and molybdenum. Minworth Ltd., a British (PVDF), a fire-retardant resin, from 1,650 

firm, continued development work to re- tons to 2,500 tons by October 1986. Solvay | 

open a fluorspar mine near St. Lawrence, has been the world’s second largest produc- 

Newfoundland. The mine had been last er of PVDF after Pennwalt Corp.‘ | 

operated in 1977 by the St. Lawrence Corp. United Kingdom.—Shell Chemicals UK 

| and Newfoundland Fluorspar Ltd., formerly Ltd. began expanding the capacity of its 

a subsidiary of Aluminum Co. of Canada fluorochemicals production unit at Stanlow, 

| Ltd. . Cheshire, by more than 50%. The ‘unit, the 

France.—The Belgian firm Solvay & Cie. largest of its kind in the world, has produc- 

| _ planned to spend approximately $10 million ed a variety of fluorinated compounds deriv- 

to increase production capacity of its fluori- ed by halogen exchange chemistry. The 

nated monomer and polymer complex in expansion was to be completed during 1936. 

| Table 10.—Sales of Mexican fluorspar, by grade | 

(Short tons) 

| ce 

Grade 1981 1982 T1988 71984 1985 

Acid _._____---_-_--------------- 582,765 338,732 400,579 508,235 409,800 

Ceramic________-___-------------- 100,511 27,202 49,285 54,562 51,982 

Metallurgical -— ~~~ ~--~--~--~-------- 250,121 120,478 117,190 230,375 309,490 

Submetallurgical ________------------ 211,505 116,030 93,563 117,113 57,779 

_Total_-------------------------__10s4902___ouaaan gone? aap 
Revised. 

Source: Instituto Mexicano de la Fluorita A.C.
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| Table 11.—Fluorspar: World production, by country: a 

a (Short tons) 

Country? and grade® , 1981 1982 1983 — 1984P 1985° | 

Argentina______________---_------- 22,878 06,155 31,950 | 25,526 27,500 

Brazil (marketable): os . 
: Acid grade ______~___~_~-_-~~ ~~~ 39,932 35,274 47,399 “49,600 51,800 

Metallurgical grade_______~_._____--~ 19,184 20,944 28,660 _ ©33,000 37,500 

—- Total _------------------_-- 59,116 56,218 76,059 ®82,600 89,300 | 

China:® | | 
Acid grade ____~_~>§_ 88,000 88,000 110,000 110,000 110,000 
Metallurgical grade________ ~-Le~ += 440,000 440,000 440,000 606,000 606,000 

| :. Total _-_-_~__ Le ~ §28,000 528,000 550,000 716,000 716,000 
Czechoslovakia® ____§ $$$» 5» 5 ee 106,000 106,000 . 106,000 . 106,000 105,000 
Egypt ________2 590 99 13 “55 55 

France: / | To 

Acid and ceramic grade_____ — _. _-- ~~~ 185,960 177,725 155,957 175,378 165,000 
Metallurgical grade ~--~----- +--+ +--+ 96,452 90,825 60,488 80,469 77,200 . 

- Total ____-____------~--u----~~ | 282,412 - 268,550 216,445 255,847 242,200 
German Democratic Republic® ________—____ 110,000 110,000 110,000 110,000 110,000 
Germany, Federal Republic of (marketable) ____ 19,155 86,685 88,964 87,744 . 88,000 . 
Greece® ______ 2 ee. $322 ... 330 2=°=~—:—~—‘«é 3‘ 330 - - .. 8380 

India: . ee 

_. Acid grade ~~~ ~~ 14,711 - - 18,676 - 12,000 “13,000 ~ 18,000 
. Metallurgical grade | _ _ ___ ____--~_~~- 5,924 6,294. %5,000 . °6,000 6,000 

Total __-------------.------- 20,685 19,970 %17,000-~— 19,000. _19,000 | 

Italy: | ae 
Acid grade _._ ~ ~§ ~~ § 142,019. ~~—s- 147,850 113,489 121,618 116,000 — 
Metallurgical grade ___§ __ —-§ -_-§_-_-___~___-- 39,018 36,180 82,409 85,904 . 88,000 

o Total Woe s«i81,0387 184,080 195,848 207,522 . 199,000 
Kenya: Acid grade___—§_.--__--.---_---~  . 105,849. 97,804. 65,129 51,343 55,000 
Korea, North: Metallurgical grade® ___ -~----- 44,000 44,000 44,000 . 44,000. 44,000 
Korea, Republic of: Metallurgical grade __ — _ —__ 79,125 ~~ 4,042 7,012 5,150 5,500 

Mexico: | | oe 
_ Acidgrade _~__~___~____-_--_~--__.- 559,973 450,845 448,640 879,725 £417,469 

Ceramic grade ____~__~ ~~ __-_-_----1~- _* 319,049" ~ = §9,525 50,706 = 40,807 —- *80,011 
Metallurgical grade ____§_.___________- 338,409 182,983 80,469 235,079 + 297,897 
Submetallurgical grade ____§__-§________ 212,746 | 116,845. 87,082 115,878 457,779 

Total ____-_-___________-~--_-~- 1,230,177 810,198 . 666,897 770,989 #803,156 
Mongolia: Metallurgical grade®_____§_.________ 656,000 739,000 772,000 ™816,000 816,000 
Morocco: Acid grade. __ ~~. _____--~-~-_ 73,524 55,336 66,469 72,642 77,000 
Pakistan_ ______.~__-__-_-_--~---~--- 6 *897 370 3,003 2,600 
Romania: Metallurgical grade® _____.._____ _ 22,000 22,000 22,000 22,000 22,000 

South Africa, Republic of: 
Acid grade ~ eee ee 497,819 323,882 256,563 318,892 4341,949 
Ceramic grade —- ee . 6,744 10,613 7,061 4,963 46,310 
Metallurgical grade ___§_________-___- 42,758 30,188 31,356 28,010 436,676 

Total _.-__-_____-__----_--_--- 547,321 364,683 294,980 351,865 $384,935 

Spain: 
Acid grade ~o- eee ee 235,471 173,289 210,265 279,128 248,000 
Metallurgical grade__§_§_§__~__§__________ 47,963 40,868 45,840 46,788 49,600 

. Total .. ~~ --_____ ~~ 283,434 214,157 256,105 325,916 297,600 

Thailand: 
Acid grade ___-_~___~__~_~~~________ 60,827 89,314 51,466 62,998 44,000 
Metallurgical grade _________________ 173,405 194,099 176,324 253,783 220,000 

Total _.__----_~-~~--~________ 234,232 283,413 227,790 316,781 264,000 
Tunisia: Acid grade ___~__~___-~_~~_-__ 38,409 36,607 37,493 49,064 49,600 
Turkey: Metallurgical grade® _____________ 42,189 2,200 2,200 2,200 2,200 
USS.R& __-.____----~------------- 585,000 595,000 595,000 606,000 617,000 
United Kingdom ~-------------------- 281,640 921,344 144,733 150,686 165,000 
United States (shipments) _______________ 115,404 77,017 “61,000 ©72,000 66,000 
Uruguay® _________-_--------~---+-- a) (°) (8) () _. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 11.—Fluorspar: World production, by country: —Continued | 
| (Short tons) | oe | | 

an : vee . . 

| Country? and grade® co — 1981 1982. 1983 + 19847 . = 1985® 

_ Grand total --_________________ "5,616,455 "4,958,785 4,655,787 5,270,268 5,267,976 
*Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. — | | 
1 Table includes data available through May 13, 1986. oo 
2In addition to the countries listed, Bulgaria is believed to have produced fluorspar, but production is not officially 

reported, and available information is inadequate for the formulation of reliable estimates of output levels. _ 
An effort has been made to subdivide production of all countries by grade (acid, ceramic, and/or metallurgical). Where 

this information is not available in official reports of the subject country, the data have been entered without qualifying | 
notes. - . 

“Reported figure. . 
. 5Same grade range as metallurgical but primarily contains greater quantities of silica impurities. : 

®Revised to zero. . Lo 

| TECHNOLOGY | - | 

| The Oak Ridge National Laboratory de- applied for Food and Drug Administration 
veloped a new method of removing silica (FDA) approval of its perfluorochemicals, | 
from silicon carbide powders using gaseous emphasizing its use in treating heart prob- 
hydrogen fluoride5  — : - lems and cancer. Admamantech, a subsid- 
_ A 2-year study jointly funded by E.I.du iary of Sun Co. Inc., was also conducting 
Pont de Nemours & Co. Inc. and Allied studies on perfluorochemicals. = , 

| determined that trichlorotrifluoroethane, a . The FDA approved the sale of flecainide 
, chemical solvent sold as fluorocarbon-113 acetate, the first of a new electrophysiologic 

and used to clean metals and sensitive lass of drugs for the treatment of irregular _ 
| equipment such as electronic components, heart rhythms. It was. the first fluorine | 

did not appear to be a carcinogen, mutagen, conan ne : drug approved for cardiac 
or teratogen in animal tests or human @!rhythmias. a | 
experience.® 7 a . : . “Physical scientist, Division of Industrial Minerals. The National Institutes of Health and Du —*¢hemical Marketing Reporter. V. 228, No. 10, 1985, 

_ Pont continued sponsoring research to de-_ P. O ical Week. V. 137, No. 28 1985, v. 5 . 
velop a “blood substitute,” or oxygen- 9 «“™"Y 137 No.3, 1985, p43. YP 
transport fluid, using perfluorochemicals. *Work cited in footnote 4. | 
Alpha Therapeutics Corp., a U.S. subsidiary Chemical & Engineering News. V. 63, No. 30, 1985, p. 17. OO , of Green Cross Corp. of Osaka, Japan, ~— 7——.. v.63,No. 46,1985, p.61. a



Galli 
| : By Deborah A. Kramer! 

| Domestic consumption of gallium increas- Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic con- : ed moderately over that of 1984. No domes- sumption data for gallium are developed by | a tic primary gallium production was report- the Bureau of Mines from a voluntary ed in 1985, and as a result, imports sup- survey of U.S. operations. Of the 53 oper- plied most of the U.S. gallium. demand. ations to which a survey request was sent, Gallium metal was used to produce gallium 75% responded, representing 61% of the 7 compounds, mainly gallium arsenide, for consumption shown in tables 1, 2, and 3. : use in electronic devices, such as integrated Consumption for the 13 nonrespondents | circuits, light-emitting diodes (LED), and was estimated using import data and infor- __ laser diodes. | mation on domestic consumption trends. 

| Co Table 1.—Salient U.S. gallium statistics : 
(Kilograms unless otherwise specified) 

Production®_._-______________ 1,500 1,560 oo __ __ Imports for consumption ____ ~e- eee 5,536 5,199 7,294 9,669 7,961. Consumption. _-_______.- 6,810 6,660 6,425 7,060 7,396 | Price per kilogram__________________-_ $60 $630 $525 $525 $525 | 
| Estimated. SO | . — 

Legislation and _ Government Pro- owned treatment works. Primary and sec- grams.—The Environmental Protection ondary gallium operations were included Agency (EPA) issued final regulations un- under the EPA regulations, and effluent der the Clean Water Act for specified non- discharges were to be regulated for arsenic, ferrous metals manufacturing operations. fluoride, lead, and zinc contaminants. Daily These regulations limit the discharge of and monthly effluent limits for these ele- pollutants by existing and new operations ments varied according to type of manu- into navigable waters and into publicly facturing operation and effluent source 
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| | | DOMESTIC PRODUCTION | / | 7 

The U.S. gallium supply was obtained Musto’s plant was the only operation in the 

| almost exclusively from imports. Eagle- world to recover gallium or germanium as oe 

Picher Industries Inc. recovered and refined principal products, and when fully opera- 

gallium from primary and secondary mate- tional, the plant’s annual production ca- 

rial at its plant in Quapaw, OK. : pacity was expected to be 10,000 kilograms 

- Startup problems, including delays in — of gallium and 17,900 kilograms of germa- 

equipment deliveries, bad weather, and ex- nium. . Oo 

ae tra time required to train operational According to a report published by the 

crews, delayed the opening of Musto Explo- U.S. Geological Survey, most of the copper- 

ration Ltd.’s primary gallium and germa- rich ore at the Apex Mine was removed | 

nium recovery plant near St. George, UT. during previous mining operations, leaving 

_ The plant reportedly began limited produc- behind iron-rich minerals containing most 

tion of 99.9%-pure gallium in October, but of the gallium and germanium. The re- _ 

. full-scale operation was postponed until maining ore was defined as a goethite- | 

1986. Development continued on the Apex limonite-hematite zone that contains local 

Mine ore zone, which reportedly contained concentrations of jarosite, azurite, and mal- 

recoverable quantities of copper, silver, and achite. Gallium was concentrated primarily © 

| zinc, as well as gallium and germanium. in jarosite and in some limonite.* _ 

| oO , | CONSUMPTION | | oe 

| Domestic gallium consumption continued was scheduled for June. | 

to increase primarily for use in electronic General Electric Co. (GE) planned to in- _ 

: devices. Over 95% of the gallium consumed __ vest $3.5 million in advanced equipment for 

_ was in the form of compounds, mainly gal- its gallium arsenide research and develop- 

lium arsenide, for semiconductors, LED, ment center in Syracuse, NY. GE intended 
and laser diodes. to increase design productivity and produce 

Gallium arsenide continued to receive monolithic microwave integrated circuits. 

attention during the year because of its By establishing a 3-inch-wafer handling ca- 

a semiconductor applications. Ford Motor Co. paoty ? whe . design. expected ee decal ; | 

announced that it would construct a $33 the is er of designs that could be devel . 

million facility in Colorado Springs, CO, to Opec. | a | 

produce gallium arsenide integrated cir- | | 

cuits. The plant, which was expected to Table 2.—U.S. consumption of 

have the capability to produce 25,000 gal- _ gallium, by end use . 
lium arsenide wafers per year, was schedul- (Kilograms) 

ed to begin production by yearend. Ford ~——qyduse~«1983.~Sté«i#8ASS:«*dB'S 

planned to develop gate-array chips and. OOOO 

static random-access memory chips at the itcrosiat-------- 51563207071 
new facility 4 Research and development _ — 410 641 260 

Spectrum Technology Corp., a manufac- Unspecified _----------_ 578 §~ 

turer of gallium arsenide wafers, planned Total _____________ 6,425 7,060 7,396 

an expansion to increase manufacturing ~q.,,.ai-, dicdee camicanductors and other 

output by 300%. Expansion completion at elect conic devices diodes, semiconductors, and other 

the company’s Holliston, MA, headquarters
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Table 3.—Stocks, receipts, and consumption of gallium? - 
(Kilograms) 

“Purity Beginning Receipts Consump- Rong 
1984: 
97.0% to 99.9% __. ee 110 39 44 105 99.99% ______-___-_--------- 4 ™307 254 57 99.999%_____________ 4 20 20 4 99.9999% to 99.99999% _______.-_____ 1,712 *5,790 6,742 760 

Total _--~-_--~--~-------_-------_- 1,880 "6,156 7,060 "926 
1985: rs 97.0% t0 99.9% ~~ 105 65 65 105 . 99.99% _._________ 57 396 419 34 : — 99.999%_ 4 14 16 2 —--99.9999% to 99.99999% ___ 760 6,919 6,896 783 

Total_ ~~~ eee 926. 7,394 7,396 924 

"Revised. | oo , | 
*Consumers only. | | 

: PRICES | 

The price of 99.99999%-pure gallium met- metal 99.9999% pure, imported, $430 to 
al, quoted in American Metal Market $460; gallium oxide, 99.99% pure, imported, 
(AMM), remained at $525 per kilogram in $880 to $400; and gallium oxide, 99.999% | 

_ 100-kilogram lots throughout the year. At pure, $415. 
| yearend, prices for the following gallium Quoted prices of gallium materials were | 

Materials were published by AMM, in dol- unchanged from yearend 1984, except for 
lars per kilogram: gallium metal, 99.99% that of imported 99.9999%-pure metal, | 
pure, in 100-kilogram lots, $435; gallium which increased by $50 to $60 per kilogram. 

a | | FOREIGN TRADE | 
Export data for gallium metal and com- | port | sources, accounting for over 91% of 

pounds were combined with data for other U.S. imports. The average declared value of 
metal exports by the Bureau of the Census imported gallium increased to $433 per 
and could not be separately identified. Gal- kilogram in 1985 from $419 per kilogram in 

| lium metal and its compounds were export- 1984. | 
ed in the form of electronic and electrical Beginning January 1, 1985, import duties 
components. | | for gallium compounds and gallium metal 

Imports of gallium metal and waste and (TSUS 428.00 and TSUS 632.24, respective- 
scrap declined moderately from those of ly) were 4% ad valorem for most favored 
1984. Switzerland, France, and the Federal nations (MFN) and 25% ad valorem for non- 
Republic of Germany, in decreasing order of MFN. 
receipts, continued to be the primary im-
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| Table 4.—U.S. imports for consumption of gallium 
- , (unwrought, waste and scrap), by country en 

Count | : 1984 : 1985 | 

voansy | Kilograms Value §_ Kilograms —_— Value 

| | Belgium-Luxembourg _____________________-___-_ _- . _- 55. $19,800 
Canada ______.___ Le od $440 ~ 8 >» 4,191 

- China 400 154,696 a __ : 
France _____§_______ 2,449 997,182 1,563 711,496 
Germany, Federal Republic of ___________----_------ _ 1,554: 575,790 1,423 587,876 
Hungary ______________ ee 168 _ 61,430 _- . _- 
Japan______ eee 89: 40,317 105°. 29,351 

- . Malaysia ___.__=~_~_____- eee 5 1,630 40 14,400 
_ Netherlands___-______________ ee 131 49,120 50 19,725 | 

New Zealand.______________________-___~_--___ 132 53,080 __ oo 
. Suriname _~_§ ~~ > 5 5 6 eee -_— _—_ 30 15,100 © 

Sweden_________ _- ~— 201 112,302. . 
. Switzerland ______________.___._-_--_------- 4,088 1,938,711 (4,268 . 1,847,744 
Taiwan _____________ = —_ 50. 17,000 
United Kingdom __________-___--_---~--------- 651 176,802 . 163°: 49,017 

| Other _________-__------------------------- r] egg 10 19,080 

| Total _-_-_________2_-____- ee 9,669 4,050,081 7,961 3,447,082 | 

"Revised. | | | a | : | 
Source: Bureau of the Census. . | 

| : WORLD REVIEW | | 

, Data for world gallium production were at its Niihama facility.* - 
| unavailable, but world production of prima- | Dowa Mining Co. Ltd. announced plans to - 

ry gallium was estimated to be about 30,000 construct a new gallium recovery plant at 
kilograms. PY oo Kosaka to increase its annual gallium ‘pro- | 

| _Japan.—Gallium demand. in Japan was duction capacity to 10,000 kilograms. Plant. - 
estimated to be between 36,000 and 40,000 completion was expected late in 1985 or __ 
kilograms for production of gallium arse- early 1986. Dowa’s annual capacity at year- 
nide and gallium phosphide used for LED, end 1985 was estimated to be 5,000 kilo- | 
laser and infrared diodes, and other semi- grams for primary gallium recovery and 
conductor applications. A significant por- 1,000 kilograms for scrap recycling. _ | 
tion of this demand was supplied by scrap Switzerland.—Alcan Aluminium Ltd. 
material generated by manufacturing oper- (Canada) purchased the production technol- 
ations. Limited availability of Bayer liquor ogy, inventoriés, and markets of Swiss Alu- | 
at Sumitomo Chemical Co. Ltd.’s alumina minium Ltd.’s (Alusuisse) gallium oper- 
plant, as a result of a reduced operating ation. Alusuisse operated a gallium refinery 
rate, prevented the company’s Niihama pri- at Neuheusen with an annual capacity of | 
mary gallium recovery facility from oper- 10,000 kilograms. It was expected that the 
ating at its full 10,000-kilogram-per- processing equipment would be moved to 
year capacity. Sumitomo also refined crude _ the Alcan rolling mill at Rorschach after 
gallium and recovered gallium from scrap _ the acquisition was finalized. | 

TECHNOLOGY | | : 

Scientists at the Bell Communications — thick, which are crucial to advanced optical 
Research Center reportedly developed a device production. VLE reportedly allows 
technique called vapor levitation epitaxy the growth of structures that were not 
(VLE) to float wafers on a cushion of gas_ possible previously, and these structures 
while crystal layers are grown on the wafer. can be grown on larger wafers with greater 
Gallium arsenide, indium phosphide, in- uniformity than was possible with existing 
dium gallium arsenide, and indium gallium production systems.” 
arsenide phosphide were grown by VLE. Gould Inc. reportedly developed a gallium 
VLE reportedly produces exceptionally aluminum arsenide-gallium arsenide tran- 
pure materials, which are important in _ sistor, which the company claims is 3 times 
fiber optics communication systems. The faster than conventional gallium arsenide 
process also makes possible the growth of devices and 10 times faster than convention- 
ultrathin layers of material, a few atoms al silicon devices. Use of a molecular beam
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epitaxy (MBE) process results in astructure is grown at a slow growth rate and low 
that confines electron flow to a two-dimen- substrate temperature, _after' which the 
sional layer, providing lower noise levels. growth rate and substrate temperature are 
The new transistor was designed to replace slowly raised to 1 micrometer per hour and 
gallium arsenide devices in very-high-fre- 580° C, respectively. 
quency applications, such as satellites, ra- Ferrofluidics Corp. was awarded a grant | 
dar, and electronic warfare systems, where from the Israel-United States Binational 
low noise levels are required. _ Industrial Research Foundation for one-half | 

Using MBE techniques, scientists at the cost of the firm’s $1.6 million gallium 
Philips Research Laboratories in the United arsenide study program. The goal of the 3- 
Kingdom reportedly produced gallium ar- Year project was to develop a Czochralski 
senide quantum well lasers that emit light 8@llium arsenide growing system, which 
in the visible part of the spectrum. Conven- WS to be fully automated and would oper- 
tional gallium arsenide lasers emit light in ate at low p Fessure. The company expected 
the infrared wavelengths unless traces of tis fe, stem woe? roduce “proved mare 
aluminum are added to the active region to hor a plications optical and semiconduc- — 
reduce the emission wavelength. In the A * rowly forme d company, Emcore Inc., 
production of the quantum wel l mole, ? hast offered modular production-scale - equip- 
putters allow use he aeerruP t the st. aloe ar ment to produce gallium arsenide wafers. 

ams, allowing tor changes in crystal com- According to the company, the equipment 
Po sition within one atomic lay er. One appli- can produce up to 40 wafers per day and can 
cation for the laser already exists in optical — be altered to a customer’s needs, unlike | information storage and retrieval systems, oonventional equipment, which has a weld- _ such as compact disk play ers.° ._.  @d construction. Metal organic chemical | | Researchers at the University of Illinois vapor deposition (MOCVD) technology was _ 
reportedly grew layers of gallium arsenide yseq to fabricate the gallium arsenide wa- | _ and gallium aluminum arsenide on silicon fers. In MOCVD, vapors of organic gallium 
substrates by MBE. The researchers claim and arsenic compounds are injected into a 
that. performance of devices made from heated chamber where they decompose, and 
these wafers is almost identical to those the gallium and arsenic deposit on a seed 

| fabricated from gallium arsenide sub- gallium arsenide wafer. By this method, | strates. Potential advantages of this tech- deposition thickness can be carefully con- | nology include integration of high-speed trolled, and chemical doping can be per- 
_ gallium arsenide devices with silicon de- formed. | 

vices, the use of lower cost and high-quality ——— HH - : 
silicon substrates, and development of gal- aPhysical scientist, Division of Nonferrous Metals. . 
lium arsenide technology on larger silicon point Source Catooory Bite Pes anufacturing wafers. In the process, silicon substrates are Pretreatment pprandards, and New source Performance | 
cleaned to obtain a carbon-free surface bya ““Sgernstein, L. R. Geolésy and Mirechce ene Apex series of alternating oxidation and oxide Germanium-Gallium Mine, Washington County, Utah. 
removal steps. Cleaned substrates, with a 4Guiles, M. G. Ford To "Begin Manufacturing Semicon- thin oxide layer, are loaded into an MBE __ ductors. The Wall Street J., v. 205, No. 52, Mar. 15, 1985, 
system. Gallium arsenide growth is initiat- ” SSoiid State Technology. GE Expands GaAs R&D. V. 28 
ed by deposition of an arsenic layer, which No. 12, Dec. 1985, pp. 18-19. . 
provides nucleation sites for a layer of ¢,Metel Noa de tbgs London), Rapid Expansion in 
gallium. In this manner, atomic layers of rose tonics Spectra. Floating Along. V. 19, No. 6, June 
gallium and arsenic are alternately depos- ge , | 
ited. Initially, a thin gallium arsenide layer No.11, Nov 1985 ae in Quantum Well Lasers. V. 18,
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Gem Stones_ Oo 
By Staff, Bureau of Mines | 

: The value of gem stones and mineral Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- specimens produced in the United States duction data for gem stones are developed during 1985 was estimated to be $7.4 mil- by the Bureau of Mines from the “Gem | lion, virtually the same as that of 1984. Stones” survey, a voluntary survey of U.S. : Amateur collectors accounted for much of operations. Of the 43 operations to which a : the activity in many States. Small mine survey request was sent, 33% responded. operators produced jade, opal, sapphire, Production for the 29 nonrespondents was tourmaline, and turquoise, which they sold estimated using reported prior year produc- | mainly to wholesale and retail outlets, in tion levels adjusted by trends in employ- gem and mineral shops, gem shows, and to ment and other guidelines. | oo jewelry manufacturers. : _ | | 

| | DOMESTIC PRODUCTION | - 

Mines and collectors in 46 States produc- was discovered at the Mount Rubellite | ed gem materials with an estimated value Quarry near Hebron, ME. Purple and lav- - of $1,000 or more in each State. Ten States ender apatite crystals also were found. The . supplied 88% of the total value as follows: discovery could be the most significant gem . , Arizona, $2.7 million; Nevada, $1.3 million; stone find in Maine since the tourmaline | California, $550,000; Montana and Maine, discovery at Newry in 1972. 
$400,000 each; Oregon, $350,000; Wyoming, Exmin Corp. leased some lands in Minne- | $225,000; and Arkansas, New Mexico, and_sota’s Morrison, Todd, and Wadena Coun- os Washington, $200,000 each. Estimated pro- ties to explore for diamonds. Some dia- | duction increased 10% in California, 17% in monds and kimberlite have been reported Idaho, but decreased 11% in Montana and_ in Michigan and Wisconsin, and exploration 13% in Oregon. _ _ continued in these two States in 1985. 

Lac Minerals Ltd. entered a joint venture —§ A Texas partnership, Hanvey-Boulle Ltd., with Superior Oil Co. in the continuing expressed a willingness to spend up to $2 exploration of the Wyoming-Colorado bor- million to take a core sample at the Crater der area near Tie Siding, WY, for diamond. of Diamonds State Park, Murfreesboro, AR, The land holdings involve 63 unpatented . to determine if diamond mining is feasible. claims and rights on an additional 2,500 The State of Arkansas has final right of acres leased from a Union Pacific subsid- approval, and the Arkansas State Parks, lary. Exploration revealed the existence of Recreation, and Travel Commission ap- kimberlite pipes and dikes. A 3,000-short- pointed a special committee to examine any ton bulk sample was processed through plans for commercial operations. A detailed Superior’s pilot plant at Fort Collins, CO, proposal was requested from the firm by the and found to be diamondiferous. A 500-carat committee. The firm indicated that the core sample of gem and industrial-quality dia- sampling would involve drilling to a depth monds was offered for sale by the parties, as of 500 feet to determine the number of part of the characterization studies, to de- diamonds per hundred tons of soil. The firm termine the economic value. also leased 3,000 acres of land surrounding A major new deposit of pink tourmaline the park, including several hundred acres (rubellite) associated with purple apatite leased from Anaconda Mining Co.1 
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| - CONSUMPTION 

Domestic gem stone output went to ama- with other cut, set and unset, principally 

: teur and commercial rock, mineral, and cultured pearls, decreasing 12%, followed 

gem stone collections, objects of art, and by emerald with a 10% decrease. 

jewelry. Value of apparent consumption According to data reported by the USS. 

increased slightly to $3,008 million from Department of Commerce, the sales value of 

that of 1984. | merchandise sold by jewelry stores in 1985 

U.S. consumption of colored stones, led by increased 9%, to $11.1 billion, over that of 

emerald, ruby, and sapphire, decreased. An-_ the previous year. Jewelers of America Inc. 

nual sales of emerald continued to be al- data indicated a substantial gain in colored 

most equal to those of ruby and sapphire gem stones sales, compared with diamond 

| combined. The value of all imported gem _ sales, for the Nation, and even more strong-_ . 

- stones, other than diamond, decreased 10%, _ly for the Southwest. | 

| . PRICES 

The U.S. price of 1.0-carat, D-flawless, stones have been available each year, and 

investment-grade diamond | fluctuated be- their value may have amounted to less than ° 

tween $10,500 and $13,500 per carat, and at 0.2% of the total market. 

yearend was $12,750 per carat. However, Prices for colored stones experienced lit- 

__ only a few hundred of these perfect 1-carat tle change during the year. 

Table 1.—Prices of U.S. cut diamonds, by size and quality : | 

r

g

 , 

. Price range Median price per carat® 
. Description, Clarity?” oo 

Carat weight | color! (GIA terms) Pe carat November August 
| in 1984 1985 

0.04.0.08________-------------- G-l VS:  $400- $590 $490 $482 
04 08_____-_________------- G-I | Shi 400- 500 450 440 

09- 16. ______~___-------- G-I VSi 440- 750 560 550° 

09- .16________________2----- G-I Sli 410- 600 475 460 

Vi- 2 +e G-I VS: 670- 1,200 - 885 810 

Vie 2. + G-I Shi 490- 1,150 690 675 

23- BW_-___ e+e G-I VSi 720- 1,400 965 950 

23- BW ______ ee G-I Sli 650- 1,300 770 155 

29- 35. _______-___-------- G-I VSi 860- 1,300 1,260 1,235 

29- 35 -_________--___------- G-I Sli 720- 1,500 1,050 1,010 : 

46 B52 +--+ -- G-I VS: — 1,400- 2,300 2,000 1,950 

AB 55 ee G-I Sli 850- 1,845 1,545 1,500 

69-79 _____________-~------- G-I VS: _—__1,700- 2,900 2,500 2,460 

69- .799______________~------- G-I Sl,  1,400- 2,450 1,950 1,910 

1.00-1.15 __§_____________------ D FL 10,500-13,500 12,750 12,750 

1.00-1.15._-____________-_=+----- E VVS:  6,600- 7,900 7,500 7,200 

1.00-1.15_____________--------- G VS: — 3,400- 5,200 4,200 4,120 

1.00-1.15__.___-____----------- H VSe —_2,400- 4,800 3,300 3,300 

1.00-1.15_____________-_----~--- I Sli  2,000- 3,800 2,600 2,600 
a
 

1Gemological Institute of America (GIA) color grades: D—colorless; E—rare white; and G-I—traces of color. 

2Clarity: FL—no blemishes; VVS:—very, very slightly included; VSi—very slightly included; VSe—very slightly 

included, but more visible; and Sl;—slightly included. 

3Jewelers’ Circular-Keystone. V. 156, No. 14, Dec. 1985, p. 42; and v. 156, No. 12, Oct. 1985, p. 276. These figures 

represen a sampling of net prices that diamond dealers in various U.S. cities charged their customers during the month. 

e Diamond Registry Bulletin. V. 15, No. 1, Jan. 1985.
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Table 2.—Prices of U.S. cut colored gem stones, by size! | 

Pri - Median price , 
Carat ricerange. _ per | Gem stone weight ROT GaTa carats = | 

| 1984 Arrethiet 

Amethyst -_--_-_______ 10 $6.50- $25 $17 | Aquamarine______________ re 50  - 200 . 150 | Citrine __-_______ 10 5 - 20 10 | Emerald: 
. Colombian _________ === 1 250 -5,000 ~~ —_—=1,,500 . Zambian ______~ = 1 250 -4,000 1,400 Commercial, 2d qualitys_.._________________. sss 300 —-1,600 550 , Garnet, tsavorite --__________ 20 1 175 - 500 725: - Ruby: 

Mediumtobetter.____.- 1 460 -2,000 1,200 | Commercial, 2d quality3.___=___________. 1 220 - 700 330 Sapphire: 
_ ; Medium to better-______-____________ 1 50 -1,500 700: Commercial, 2d qualitys__-._-_2 = 1 165 - 480 220 Tanzanite ~~ eo ~ , 5 50 - 750 762 Topaz—____ = 5 10 - 500 210 Tourmaline, green* _-___________________..____ 5 50 - 250 182 Tourmaline, pink* - _ _----~--~-~------------2 ll llll 5 40 - 200 137 

‘Medium to better quality. a . 7 ? Jewelers’ Circular-Keystone. V. 155, No. 12, Dec. 1984, p. 44; and v. 156, No. 1, Jan. 1985, p. 52. These figures represent — a sampling of net prices that colored stone dealers in various U‘S. cities charged their cash customers during the month. °The Gemstone Registry Bulletin. V. 2, No. 2, Jan. 1984, and v. 3, No. 1, Jan. 1985, p. 8. . ee a “The Gemstone Registry Bulletin. V. 17, No. 3, Feb. 28, 1986, p. 8. | | OC 

| FOREIGN TRADE | a 
The declared customs value of U.S. im- value of ruby imports decreased 13% to $70 ports of rough and polished natural dia- million, and sapphire imports decreased | mond, excluding industrial diamond, was 15% to $71 million. Average carat values up slightly to $3.0 billion. Total polished increased 45% for emerald to $51. Average | diamond imports, principally from Israel, carat values increased 15% for. ruby to $19 . 29%; India, 19%; and Belgium, 18%; were and decreased 18% for sapphire to $19. valued at $2.7 billion. Imports in the over- Export value of all gem materials other 0.5-carat category, mostly from Israel, 30%; than diamond increased 12% to $60.1 mil- 

Belgium, 28%; and Switzerland, 18%; in- lion. Of this total, other precious and semi- | creased 7% in value to $1.1 billion. The precious stones, cut but unset, were valued value of imports in the less-than-0.5-carat at $35.4 million; other natural precious and group, mostly from India, 31%; Belgium, semiprecious stones, not set or cut, $12.2 _ 29%; and Israel, 29%: increased slightly to million; synthetic gem stones and materials $1.6 billion. Imports of rough natural dia- for jewelry, cut, $4.1 million; pearls, natu- mond, 538% from the Republic of South ral, cultured, and imitation, not strung or Africa, decreased 4% in caratage and slight- set, $3.6 million; and other, $4.2 million. ly in value. A 5% increase in South African Reexports of all gem materials, other than _ carat value, from $325 to $341, was indicat- diamond, decreased 24% to $39.9 million. ed. Reexport categories were precious and The total value of emerald imports semiprecious stones, cut but unset, $22.9 decreased 10% to $139 million. The total million; and other, $16.9 million. oe
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| oO Table 3.—U.S. exports and reexports of diamond (exclusive of industrial diamond), 
| | . by country _ | | | | 

. . an 1984 1985 

. . Country ~ Quantity Value Quantity - Value 
(carats) (millions) (carats) (millions) 

Belgium-Luxembourg ___._________~_----~--- 128,521 — $65.0 179,829 - $82.3 

Canada___~_~ ~~ ee 19,043 11.0 23,012 12.2 

. ; France ____§____~_~_________ lee eee eee 2,153 7.1 1,763 . 8.3 

Germany, Federal Republic of ___________--~---~- 3,677 3.7. 2,937 - 2.5 

Hong Kong ____-_-~_______-_------------ 63,320 64.8 42,302 61.7 
Israel _§_ _. - 2 2 LL 101,532 53.0 109,842 56.7 
Japan____§___ _-_______~__-_~---------+-- 29,043 54.2 ~ 31,218 46.5 
Singapore _____________-_--------~---~---- 3,734 9.2 2,039, 4.4. 
Sweden_________--___-__--------~---+---- an) (4) 21 @) . 

. Switzerland ___§__§______~_.-_-------~--+--- 20,113 73.9 | 29,025 © 95.6 

Thailand _-_________________---------- 3,813 2.4 5,226 © 2.8 
_ United Arab Emirates. ___. _ ___./-__---------- 29 (4) — __ 

. ‘United Kingdom ____________-------------- 5,707 (14.2 3,966 (40 
Other________-_---------------------- 4,468 4.4 6,865 8.3 

| | Total _--___________________------- 385,162 362.9 438,045. 385.3 

Reexports: _ | . | | | 
-  Belgium-Luxembourg — ____—---_-~_----------- 21,072,640 57.4 - 839,257 56.7 

~Canada______ = ee 7,834 6 4,243 3 
China__.___2_--____.1~--------~-~--+---- 17,784 8,120 . A . 
Germany, Federal Republic of .___.__.___------- 32,530 1.5 53,318 1.6 

— Hong Kong _________-----~-~------------ 27,244 176 42,021: - 14.0 
India ~--_-___ ~~ eee 228,205 6.5 153,323 3.9 
Israel ~~ - 5 pe ee eee 126,400 26.3 196,743 ' 314 | 
Japan._____.~______-~-_---~-_-----~----- 98,398 © 8.5 114,713 8.5 

_ | Netherlands..___.____-____----------~---- 21,793 3.4 106,819 . 5.2 
Switzerland ___§ 9. __-______----------~----- 110,486 46.3 41,953 - 41.2 
United Kingdom __________----2++---~------ 93,442 32.6 297,044 12.2. 

| Other_________________-----------+-:-.. . 50,592 5 | 1038 ~—- 82,324 10.6 

|  Gotal __ ee 1,887,348 211.7 ‘1,939,878 186.0 

: 1Less than 1/10 unit. | | | | 
2Artificially inflated in 1984 by auction of approximately 1 million carats of U.S. Government stockpile. industrial 

diamond stones with subsequent reexports as gem stones to Belgium-Luxembourg and India. 

Source: Bureau of the Census. os : : 

| | Table 4.—U.S. imports for consumption of diamond, by kind, weight, | 
| and country 
serrate nee SSS St 

. 1984 1985 

Kind, weight, and country of origin Quantity Value! Quantity Value 

Rough or uncut, natural:? oO 
Belgium-Luxembourg ____________~~-~-~------ 160,100 $32.8 130,996 $32.9 
Brazil. ~~~ ~~~ ee eee 1,431 3 96,280 6.6 
Cape Verde ___________~______~_~~~--_--- __ __ 21 (3) 

' ' Colombia_ — 2. ~-____-__-_____-+-~---~-~--- 216 . 2. _— _- 
Congo. _____~_~____-_-_~-~_-_~+---_-+---- 12,977 4.4 80 2 
Guyana_______~_____-__-_-~~~~-------- — 2,475 1 636 (3) 
Israel] __ 2 5 5 eee 14,880 47 27,198 8.3 
Netherlands________-____---~-------~---- 4,675 4.1 9,643 8.0 
South Africa, Republic of _.______.__.-__-_-_- 794,912 258.3 _ §55,907 189.4 
Switzerland ____-_----~-~----+------------ 7,748 7.2 15,106 10.4 
United Kingdom ________________---_____- 22,125 4.6 - 116,601 52.0 
Venezuela ___________--__--~--+-~-~-+-+-~-~~--- 34,811 2.3 21,036 . 8 
Other. ____-----~----_--------~-~------- 28,163 6.9 75,309 8.9 

Total ______________-~~__-------~-+-_- 1,084,513 325.9 1,042,813 317.5 

Cut but unset, not over 0.5 carat: 
, Belgium-Luxembourg _________-_---_-------~-- 1,424,655 433.6 1,466,325 444.8 

Brazil... _-___-_-------------~----------- 20,567 6.0 22,790 2.5 
Canada____§__-_-------~-~-~---~---~----~-- 38,567 5.2 19,607 6.6 

. - Hong Kong _____-_-------~--~------------- 100,017 20.3 146,416 39.4 
India ~-_-_§_->____~__-~--_------~--~--~-~--~-~---- 3,107,794 544.8 2,667,906 486.8 
Israel 5 5 5 Lee 1,113,127 399.5 1,237,123 448.2 
Malaysia_________--_--~--_-~---~----~-+--- 21,949 18 17,772 6.0 
Netherlands. ___________-~--~--~------~-- 56,924 23.5 85,811 26.9 
South Africa, Republic of .. _____-_-_--_----~---~ 38,301 23.8 48,074 16.9 
Switzerland ________..__--~--------~----- 56,670 23.8 153,329 38.7 

. United Kingdom __________-_-~------------ 33,332 15.3 35,138 13.4 

. See footnotes at end of table.
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~ Table 4.—U.S. imports for consumption of diamond, by kind, weight, - 
| and country —Continued | 

1984 } 1985 
Kind, weight, and country of origin Quantity Value! Quantity Value! 

— . (carats) (millions) (carats) (millions) 

Cut but unset, not over 0.5 carat —Continued 

Other___-______-___- eee 44,080 $16.0 68,754 $222 

Total ~_-- 2 Lee 6,055,933 1,519.6 5,969,045 . 1,552.4 

Cut but unset, over 0.5 carat: . 
Belgium-Luxembourg _ _.._.__.___--.~------- 410,638 379.8 369,838 314.7 
Hong Kong _________~.~._~-~--~---_---- - 13,697 . 22.5 - 24,259 37.0 
India _~_-__~__ =~ ~__~___ eee 83,415 23.2 47,709 16.1 
Israel eee 342,221 259.5 439,038 340.9 
Netherlands. ________._____-_-~~-~-_~--__-- 32,846 33.6 34,951 — $5.5 
South Africa, Republic of _...-.-_-..__~-------+- 61,595 89.8 16,025 TA 

_ Switzerland __._.____._-------~--~-~------~- 56,618 134.0 46,098 . 148.5 
United Kingdom _____~___~~---~-~-~~~~--~-- 34,643 68.9 46,832 . 75.1 
Other ____§_9____~__ ~~ ee 51,200 48.6 — 54,397 91.5 

Total ~-.-_-_______-~ ~~ __ eee LL 1,086,873 1,059.9 1,139,147 _ ~ 1,186.7 . 

1Customs value. | | 
2Includes some natural advanced diamond. | —_ | 
SLess than 1/2 unit. | oe 

Source: Bureau of the Census. - 

Table 5.—U.S. imports for consumption of natural precious and semiprecious gem stones, 
| other than diamond, by kind and country : | So : 

1984 | 1985 
oo Kind and country Quantity Value Quantity § Value 

. . | (carats) (millions) (carats) (millions) 

Emerald: * a Oo 
Argentina _._. _______________-__~__ -_- 12,474 $1.3 - 122 (4) 
Belgium-Luxembourg _______.___.-_.~----~- 10,092 2.8 106,895 . $3.4 
Brazil]. __~_~. ~~. i Le . 197,367 13.8 219,068 6.0 
Colombia_ _—~_____.__~-~.1- ~~~ ~~_---- 271,559 48.9 197,249 56.1 
France ____~__._____~_~_~ ~__~_ ~~~ _ 11,456 2.5 - 20,928 3.8 
Germany, Federal Republic of ____.____.....---_ 52,883. 2.4 - 26,176 1.7 
Hong Kong _________~_~~~---~---_-~-~---- 114,630 11.3 317,142 ~ 10.8 

' India ___-_-_______ ~~~ 3,220,565 16.7 1,413,167 ~ 11.0 
Israe] 5 7 pe ee Le 162,559 19.6 101,683 11.5 
Japan. ___ ~~ ee 28,516 1.4 12,661 1.4 
Paraguay _________---_--~--~-~~-~-~---~~--+-- 25,790 (4) —_ _- 
South Africa, Republic of ._......._...+------- 3,118 l 2,436 4 
Switzerland _______.___.__------~---------- 103,859 20.8 — 163,048 23.9 
Taiwan ________._____-_---~~-~----_---- 2,758 () 1 () 
Thailand. —~_~_§___~____~_-~____~~__ ~~~ -- 116,812 4.5 74,418 1.1 
United Kingdom _____________-_---~------ 20,008 4.6 20,403 2.8 
Other____. 2 Le 55,709 3.9 65,916 5.1 

Total ~~ 2 > LL 4,410,155 154.6 2,741,313 139.0 

Ruby: 
Austria_______-_____----_------------- 75,977 1 99 (3) 
Belgium-Luxembourg - _ — - — - _-__-_~---~------ 14,246 1.9 11,381 1.7 
Brazil______..-_-_----------------~---- 10,712 1 18,993 (*) 
Colombia. ~~~. -_._.__--_--~__. ~~ __ ~~ _--_ 948 2 4,701 l 
France __~—_~-__-~-~~~~~__~~ ~~ Le 11,277 1.4 9,712 1.9 
Germany, Federal Republic of _. __._§_/$________--_ 65,703 1.6 35,204 1.6 , 
Hong Kong _-___~_-~~-~--__~-~~-~---~--------- 71,857 5.5 110,033 3.7 

. India ___-__---------~--~~---______--_ 226,782 1.8 221,923 1.3 
Israel __ __- --- - ------~-~---~-~-~__ 99,663 2.1 42,921 1.2 
Japan. _____---~-~--~~--~~~~-~~_~~~---- 33,146 6 21,242 oO 
Switzerland __._~__-___~-_-~~~~~~ ~~~ ___--- 81,943 12.6 296,877 15.6 
Thailand_—~___--__---_~~-~--~~-~~~-~~_~-~_ +e 4,107,406 43.0 2,770,136 31.2 
United Kingdom ______~__--_----__.___--_ 21,208 6.1 33,718 6.4 
Other________--~-----~---~-~-~-~-+~ ee 32,977 2.7 103,762 4.5 

Total____.__--__-_____-----__--. 4,858,845 79.7 3,680,697 69.7 

See footnotes at end of table. |
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Table 5.—U.S. imports for consumption of natural precious and semiprecious gem stones, 
: _. other than diamond, by kind and country —Continued 

a, | 1984 1985 

Kind and country Quantity Value Quantity Value 
oe mh (carats) (millions) (carats) (millions) 

Sapphire: : . 
ustralia. = LLL 13,415 $0.4 1,070 1) 

Austria. ~~ eee 1,186 oe 122 (4) 
. - Belgium-Luxembourg _____§__§_§______________ 20,436 1.8 _ 32,047 $0.9 . 

. Brazil... eee 13,209 1 1,424 (?) 
Canada_____ 2 9,260 6 “2717 — .- a) 

Colombia. ~~~ Le 1,647 4 2,057 l 
France ___ ~~ 5 Le 11,185 2.5 18,973 19 
Germany, Federal Republic of ___.._-._.__________ 67,298 '- 18 32,028 _ 12 
Hong Kong _____-__ ~~~ Le 98,180 3.8 166,329 4.8 

‘India ~~__~_-~ 2 LL 175,855 1.7 92,456 10 
Israel ___ 2 ee Le 71,286 1.6 | 56,909 1.2 
Japan__ ~~~ 45,737 1.3 _ 50,770 8 

. Korea, Republic of ____.._-_....._.-_.-____ 22,478 1 2,664 . (4) 
- _ Singapore __. ~~. ~~ _ ee 22,955 8 5,910 - 4 

~SriLanka ___~~_ Le 28,999 ri 32,464 15 
. Switzerland __ 22-2222 87,879 15.7 ~ 431,909 | = :17.0 

. | Thailand__~____~~~-.2- 22 ee 2,917,584 39.2 2,765,371 32.4 
United Kingdom _ ~~ 2 2 ee ee 36,973 6.6 60,549 6.1 
Other___ ~~~ ~~~ Le 32,816 2.3 72,000 - 1.0 

. Total_ ~~~. LL 3,678,378 83.0 3,827,769 70.8 

Other: oo : . . mo - 
; Rough, uncut: a 

Australia___§~ 22-2 LLL 1.9 15 
_ Belgium-Luxembourg ______-____..-_._____ . Ae . © 3) 

. “ Brazil 2 =. ~~~ ee LLL 14.0 §, 140 
Canada __ ~~~ . | | (#) 

: Colombia ____ 2 10.3 9.8 
Hong Kong__ ~~~ 5 eee 6 9 
Nigeria ___-_—~ ~~~ NA 2.6 — NA ; i 

_. Pakistan ~~~ ~-_~__~_ Le 5 A 
. South Africa, Republic of __ 2 ___ 1.6 | 2 

Switzerland ____§ $22 5 Al 
. United Kingdom _____- $= 5 6 8 

Zambia ____§ ~~~ A 3 
Other _____-_ 2 | 2.3 4.8 ——— 
, Total__~_-_~__-~ ~~ NA 35.8 NA 33.1 ee | ——— nnn 

Cut, set and unset: 
Australia. 2 2.8 - 41 
Brazil _. ~~~. 2 32.7 ' 10.5 
Canada ~___ == = ee 1.3 1.0 
China ~~ __- 5.0 4.5 
Germany, Federal Republic of _.____________ 12.0 12.3 
Hong Kong_________ ~~ 20.4 29.5 
India ~_______~ ~~ NA 6.1 NA | 5.2 
Japan ___- 240.7 200.9 
Switzerland _.-__§_§_~_______ wf 4.7 
Taiwan __-~_§_ = . 5.4 '- 6.2 
Thailand _--_. ~~~ 2.8 3.4 
United Kingdom ________________ 1.5 1.7 

. Other ~~~ 5.6 . 12.6 
: RS SS TOO tt aC 

Total. ~~ Le NA 337.0 NA 296.6 
LLL LECT CL LO AE te rere 

NA Not available. 
1Less than 1/10 unit. 

Source: Bureau of the Census.
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, Oo | Table 6.—Value of U.S.importsof 
ae | synthetic and imitation gem stones, ns 

| : including pearls, by country | Vo 
oO | - (Million dollars) _ a : 

| | | Country 1984 1985 Ce 7 : 

Synthetic, cut but unset: | 
Austria ~~~ 0.8. 0.4 - 

a , France. == 5 5 1.4 9 . - . 
_ Germany, Federal Republic of_ _ _ 5.5 5.5 ' 

, Japan ____ 1.4 ol 
. Korea, Republic of. __.__ _____ __ 9.4 7.1 . / 

Switzerland___~___________ 3.6 2.2 
| Other __ 2-2 1714 oe 

| | : | ‘Total i---- 8B aT | 

_ Imitation: | _ a 
Austria _-_.--_-_-________ 17.4 23.0 , 

co _ Czechoslovakia. ~~ 2 __ 1.8 1.7: . 
_ Germany, Federal Republic of_ _ _ — 6.0 8.9 . 

dapan wee ee ee 45 6.3 
| Other ____~~_-__-_-_-___ 2.7 86. 

: — Total-_------------, 8248 oo | 
vo Source: Bureau of the Census. oe 

: Table 7.—U.S. imports for consumption of precious and semiprecious gem stones 
. | _ (Thousand carats and thousand dollars) | . : SO - | 

| a . | 1984 a 1985 SO : Stones Toa Mah ce - _ Quantity | Value Quantity Value 
. CC A I AA A CCA YS a . nL — — - _ — : — - . 

Diamonds: | | | 
Rough or uncut? -§_ 5 5 1,085 325,851 1,043 317,584 
Cut but unset. ~~~ 72727222272 2777 277272727277 49,148 = 2,579,466 7,108 ~=—-:2,689,178 

Emeralds: Cut but unset _______.___._______________ 4,410 154,644 2,741 139,045 
Coral: Cut but unset, and cameos suitable for use in jewelry. _____ NA 3,120 NA _——_— 2,224 | Rubies and sapphires: Cut but unset________________.___ 8,532 162,677. 7,509 140,618 
Marcasites __-.-____________ i NA 152 NA 256 
Pearls: . . - a . | 

Natural __ ~~~ - 5 ee NA . 2,823 NA 2,997 
Cultured ____~ NA 240,439 NA 228,004 | : Imitation ____- -5 5 2 ee NA 6,171 | NA 8,396 | 

. Other precious and semiprecious stones: . - . 
| Rough, uncut__ ~~ 5 eee NA 35,792 NA 33,168 : Cut, set and unset __. 5 NA 90,421 NA 63,070 

' Synthetic: : ee , 
Cut but unset? 2 5 5 52,484 21,368 52,164 17,590 .. ‘Other___- NA 2410 © NA  — 2457 

Imitation gem stones _____.~ 2 2 5 eee NA - 26,182 NA 35,333 

| —*§ Total ~~~ --- eee ee--------- ss XK ~—s3,651,516 =| = XX ~—-3,679,920 
NA Not available. XX Not applicable. 
"Includes 2,084 carats of other natural diamond, advanced, valued at $700,100 in 1984, and 630 carats valued at $1,062,100 in 1985. a 

2Quantity in thousands of stones. 

Source: Bureau of the Census. 

| WORLD REVIEW | 

De Beers Consolidated Mines Ltd.’s sales ed in Australia and Sri Lanka. Aquama- 
in 1985 through the Central Selling Organi- _rines were produced in Brazil and in very 
zation were estimated to be $1.8 billion minor amounts in several other countries. 
compared with $1.61 billion in 1984. Second Australia.—Argyle Diamond Mines Joint 
half 1985 sales were unusually strong. Sales Venture produced a total of about 17 mil- 
of colored gems also did very well. lion carats from its alluvial operation before 

Emeralds were produced in Australia, the operation was closed in October. The 
Colombia, Mozambique, Pakistan, the Re- second phase, production from the AK-1 
public of South Africa, the U.S.S.R., Zam- kimberlite pipe, commenced on schedule in 
bia, and Zimbabwe. Sapphires were produc- December. The firm estimated that the
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AK-1 deposit would produce about 25 mil- what had been a cottage industry and was 
| lion carats per year for about 20 years.?__ considering the production of sawn dia- 

| Botswana.—The new Jwaneng Mine monds.. The Government of India reduced 
expanded its diamond production. While duties on diamond cutting machinery and 

. mining was centered in the middle lobe, tools. Plans for a public-private joint ven- 
stripping proceeded on the northeastern ture to build a 1,300-acre self-contained — 

: lobe. The ore grade increased by 23% at the diamond industrial park in Surat were 
Jwaneng Mine, by 30% at the Letlhakane announced. SO 
Mine, and by 8% at the Orapa Mine. | India opened its first diamond exchange 
Burma.—The Ministry of Mines carried in Bombay on February 25. Titled the Bha- 

out exploration for diamonds by test pitting rat Diamond Bourse, it enrolled 150 mem- 
and drilling. It discovered 68 diamonds with bers and provided them with customs clear- , 
a total weight of 65.31 carats in the period ance facilities and a vault for storing con- 

: April 1, 1984, to December 31, 1984. Most of signments. 
these were industrial diamonds. _—_. The Government of India staged a series 
Demand for Burmese rubies, particularly of income tax raids on diamond traders to 

the bright red, continued to be strong. Very seize records and diamond stocks as a part 
little material of comparable quality was of its overall campaign against Government 
available from other producers, such as_ corruption and the underground economy. 
Kenya, Tanzania, and Pakistan, in 1985. The industry responded by stopping all - 
Rubies from Afghanistan were comparable rough diamond imports and closing down 
but their availability was limited. operations. After a month of negotiations 
Guinea.—Diamonds from the Aredor between the Government and the industry, , 

project reached the New York market in activity resumed.‘ - | “, | 
oO midyear after some delay caused by adverse Israel.—Imports of rough diamonds in | 

mining conditions. Société Mixte Aredor- the period January-October 1985 were $919 
| Guinea was granted the sole right to ex- million, up 28.4% over the same period in 

plore and mine within its concession. Prior 1984. Exports of cut and polished diamonds | 
to this, private Guinean citizens could also . in the period January-October 1985 were 
mine in the concession. The private sector $1,034 million, up 20.4% over the same 

partners will market:all the diamonds until period in 1984. | a 
the loans are paid off, after which the Namibia.—The Government-established 
Government of Guinea will have the right Thirion commission of inquiry that had 
to sell 30% of the rough gem diamonds and been investigating allegations of corruption 

a 50% of the rough industrial diamonds. The and misappropriation of funds in the dia- 
project was scheduled to produce from mond industry for several years obtained 

| 250,000 to 500,000 carats per year.® evidence that the Diamond Board had not 
India.—The Indian diamond industry been exercising its regulatory powers over _ 

was almost exclusively dependent on im- diamond mining as was originally intended. 
ports of rough diamonds because domestic Interest centered on the alleged serious 
production usually totals under 15,000 car- undervaluation of taxable diamond exports | 
ats. Imports of rough diamonds for Indian and on the excessive depletion of reserves in 
fiscal year 1983-84 totaled 28.4 million car- the diamond deposits. The Thirion commis- 
ats, the bulk of which came from De Beers. sion’s major purpose was to recommend 
India’s efforts to import diamonds directly ways of obtaining a greater degree of gov- 
from producers was of limited success. Some ernmental control over the mining indus- 
direct imports from Botswana, Ghana, and try. 

Sierra Leone were arranged. Indian exports Pakistan.—The Pakistani Federal Bu- 
of cut and polished diamonds for Indian reau of Statistics reported that $1.5 million 
fiscal year 1983-84 totaled 5.65 million car- worth of gem stones was exported in the 
ats, making India the world’s leading dia- latest period, the fiscal year 1983-84, mainly 

mond exporter, and diamonds India’s larg- to Hong Kong, the Federal Republic of 
est single export item. Nearly 45% of the Germany, the United States, and the Unit- 
diamonds was exported to the United ed Kingdom. The exports, by type, included 
States. Japan was the second largest buyer, 130,282 kilograms of rough emeralds and 
accounting for 11%, much less than that of 326 kilograms of cut emeralds, 6,062 kilo- 
the United States. grams of rough rubies and 3,912 kilograms 

In response to foreign competition, the of cut rubies, and 430 kilograms of rough 
Indian industry announced plans to intro- sapphires and 865 kilograms of cut sap- 
duce foreign technology and machinery into _ phires.
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South Africa, Republic of.—The Minister with its joint venture partner, the Swazi- 
of Finance announced a special temporary land Government, in a $5 million expansion 

| ‘surcharge of 5% over and above the 20% of mining activity at its kimberlite pipe. 
surcharge already in effect on taxes paid by The open pit extraction of industrial and 

all domestic diamond and gold mines. The low-quality gem diamonds, plus smaller 
new surcharge was added in view of mining amounts of good-quality gems, was expected 
profits obtained owing to the favorable to last at least 8 years. The expansion in 

- rand-dollar exchange rate in 1984. The capacity was expected to go on-stream in 
Chamber of Mines, a mining trade associa- Ocrover ests Miniére de Bakwanga 

Ho et eye that any addition” (MIBA) produced 6,896,000 carats in 1984 profits had been absorbed by increased 
capital expenditure. and exported 6,902,000 carats worth $57.9 De Beers reported about 95% of 1985 million. MIBA invested $9.7 anillion in a 

a South African diamond production, or ™°W 2Y droelectric p ower station p US 'S ub- 
| "ways | Te . _ stantial sums on geological exploration and 

oe about 9.7 million carats. Its Finsch Mine, or ay 
the 1 t diamond mine in the Republic of research, modernization of workers’ hous- 

Oe largest Gamond mine mn tne ep ing, and improving the ‘security of: the 
South Africa, produced 4.9 million carats, operations. - 

and its Premier Mine p roduced 2.7 million Zambia.—The Government instituted 
carats. Other SOUT'CeS indicate that in. 1984, new regulations on emerald mining in 1984, 
7 3% of South African production was from which were implemented in 1985. Pros- 

| Cape Province, 26% from Transvaal, and pecting and mining licenses must be obtain- 
the balance from the Orange F ree State. — ed from the Ministry of Mines. Any compa- 

The Finsch Mine worked slightly lower ny seeking a license must form a joint 
| grade ore, in accordance with manage- venture with the Government-owned Re- 

ment’s plan. The Premier Mine experienced served Mineral Corp. holding a 55% majori- 
no further collapse of the gabbro sill. Inves- _ ty of the shares. Several dozen local cooper- 

| tigations indicated that retreatment of the _atives have obtained licenses. The army and 
mine’s tailings pile appeared to be feasible, police have removed and will continue to 
and the work was scheduled to begin during remove illegal diggers from the emerald 
1985. | | area until Reserved Mineral’s new security 

. Swaziland.—Trans Hex Co. was involved _ service can take over completely. 

| TECHNOLOGY | 

| Sumitomo Electric Co. perfected a tech- though the firm had no immediate plans for 
nique for the mass production of large the production of gem diamonds, this break- 

| industrial diamonds from graphite. The through could clearly result in the produc- 
graphite was subjected to ultrahigh pres- tion of gem diamonds in the near future.® 
sure in the range of 50,000 to 60,000 at- : 
mospheres at a temperature of 1,400° C to ‘Arkansas Gazette. Texas Firm Willing To Spend $2 

. 1,600° C for 100 hours. Attaining this criti- Million on Tests at Crater of Diamonds. Oct. 12, 1985, p. 2. 

cal temperature and pressure on a consist- N 0 220 Jen 1986 ae (London). World of Minerals. 
He basis onl aint ut was achieved a dewelers Circular Keystone. Upfront. V. 156, No. 6, 

eretofore, only small-sized diamonds could Apr.1985,p.G. 00 ow 
be mass produced. The firm planned to  pargain’ Rates? Jewelers One Reyne. anon at 
underprice natural diamond slightly and June 1985, pp. A London). Synthetic Diamond 
make its sales mainly to the semiconductor  p,.akthrough. No. 213, June 1985p. ines Diamon 
and precision toolmaking industries. Al-



Weak gold prices during 1985 did not New Guinea. | 
appear to have appreciably lessened explo- Overall world gold consumption remain- 
ration and development activity for new ed steady, with increased demand for gold 
gold deposits both in the United States and jewelry offsetting declines in other sectors. 

_ in the rest of the world. The supply of new gold to the market 
Domestic gold production, at nearly 2.5 decreased from that of 1984 as central 

million ounces,? reached its highest level banks and government-controlled investor 
since 1942. Substantial increases in produc- institutions became net buyers of gold in- 
tion were registered in Australia, Brazil, stead of net sellers. | 
Colombia, Japan, New Zealand, and Papua | | | 

| | Table 1.—Salient gold statistics | | 

a 1981 1982 1983 1984. «1985 | 

United States: | a - 
Mine production. ____ thousand troy ounces_ _ 1,379 1,466 2,003 T2,085 2,475 

Value _______.____—_~_-~— thousands_ _ $633,918 $550,968 "$849,071 "$751,883 $786,345 
Percentage derived from: 7 

Precious metals ores____._______~-~- 71 80 «83 87 93 
Base-metal ores _.._§________---~~- - 27 17 14 11 5 OO 
Placers__—-_____.~_-~--~----+-+--~-+ 2 3 3 2 2 

Refinery production: 
Domestic and foreign ores 

| thousand troy ounces__ 805 7119 892 ™7164 620 . : 
Secondary (old scrap) —_____.—.-do____ 1,610 1,444 1,380 1,310 1,215 

Exports: 
Refined ______._______-_-do____ 5,238 1,637 1,881 3,482 2,888 . 
Other. ____________.___.-do____ 1,199 . 1,333 1,258 1,499 1,078 

Imports for consumption: 
Refined ___________-__----do___~_ 4,164 4,238 3,599 6,032 6,361 
Other. ____________.__-__-do____ 488 682 994 1,837 1,865 

Gold contained in imported coins_ ___ ——do__—_ 2,612 2,908 1,948 2,769 2,064 
Net deliveries from foreign stocks in Federal 
Reserve Bank ___ ___ ____.__.__-do____ 1,181 1,330 -220 381 484 

Stocks, Dec. 31: 
Industry? _______________._do____ 635 776 623 765 639 
Futures exchange _____.____.-do____ 2,449 2,303 2,530 2,359 2,110 

Department of the Treasury: 
Gold medallion sales? __________do____ 189 63 634 419 48 
Olympic gold coin sales __ __ _ ___ __do_ ___ __ —_ _- 3156 24 

Consumption in industry and the arts. _ _do____ 3,276 3,423 3,061 3,164 3,100 
Price:* Average per troy ounce ____________ $459.64 $375.91 $424.00 $360.66 $317.66 

WornPloyment ~- ee ee 7,500 6,800 6,500 6,900 6,900 
orld: 
Mine production. ____ thousand troy ounces__ F41,250 43,127 44,996 P46,408 ©48,217 
Official reserves® ______million troy ounces_ _ 1,150.0 1,145.1 1,143.0 1,142.1 1,143.8 

Estimated. "Preliminary. "Revised. 
1Unfabricated refined gold held by refiners, fabricators, dealers, and U.S. Department of Defense. 
2Sales program began July 15, 1980. 
3Includes coins sold in 1982 and 1983 for delivery in 1984. 
“Engelhard Industries quotation. 
5Mine Safety and Health Administration. 
SHeld by market economy country central banks and governments and international monetary organizations. Source: 

International Monetary Fund. 
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oo Table 2.—Volume of U.S. gold futures trading | | 
. ae a : (Million troy ounces) — 

OO 
Chicago Board of Trade___.__________ Chicago ___ 1.47 1.96 10.15 9.73 5.42 
Commodity Exchange Inc _________.___ New York __ — 1,041.67 1,212.40 1,088.28 911.55 788.40 
International Monetary Market!________ | Chicago ___ 251.82 —- 153.85 99.40 88 A) 
MidAmerica Commodity Exchange_____ _ _ ___-do ___ 415.59. 12.73 11.59 2.02 - 1.04 

: _ Total ----~--__-_-------_--------------- 1,810.55 1,380.44 1,159.42 924.18 794.86 

1A division of the Chicago Merchantile Exchange. . | 
*Less than 1,000 ounces traded. Trading ceased July 10, 1985. | - . : 7 , 

Domestic Data Coverage—Domestic 19853 SO 
_ mine production data for gold are developed March 1 marked the completion of the | 

by the Bureau of Mines from 'two separate, Department of the Treasury’s gold medal- | 
: voluntary surveys of U.S. operations. Typi- lion sales program begun in mid-1980 and 

cal of these surveys is the lode-mine produc- developed to reduce the outflow of U.S. | 
tion survey of gold, silver, copper, lead, and dollars to foreign gold-coin-producing coun- 
zinc mines. Of the 136 lode gold producers tries. During the life of the program, over 
in operation to which a survey request was 1.7 million ounces of gold in medallion form’ 

7 sent, 83% responded, representing 85% of were sold. Legislation to extend the pro- 
the total lode-mine production of gold gram for another 5 years was pending in the 

| shown in tables 6 and 7. Production for the Congress. Oo | . 
_ nonrespondents was estimated, using re- | On October 4, 1985, the Environmental . 

_ ported prior year production levels, adjust- Protection Agency (EPA) issued final rules 
_ ed by trends in employment and other — establishing effluent limitations guidelines 

guidelines such as company annual reports, and standards limiting the discharge of 
the news media, and State agency reports. pollutants into navigable waters and into 

| Legislation and Government Pro- publicly owned treatment works by existing 
, grams.—More than 50 bills for gold and/or and new sources conducting particular non- | 

_ Silver coins were introduced in the Congress ferrous metals manufacturing operations. 
| a in 1985; of this number, 2 were signed into Included in the rulemaking were primary 

law. The Statue of Liberty-Ellis Island Com- and secondary precious metals operations.* 
- memorative Coin Act, providing for the Proposed effluent limitations guidelines 

minting of gold and silver coins, became and standards were issued by EPA on No- 
| _ Public Law 99-61 on July 9. On December vember 20, under the Clean Water Act, to 

17, the President signed the Gold Bullion limit effluent discharges of pollutants to 
Coin Act of 1985, thereby authorizing the waters of the United States from existing 

: _ US. Department of the Treasury to begin and new sources in the gold placer mining 
the minting of general-circulation gold segment of the ore mining and dressing 
coins. The coins, the first domestic legal industry. EPA provided an extended com- 
tender gold coins to be minted in more than ment period to allow affected miners ade- 
50 years, were to be minted in four sizes quate time to comment. : 
containing from 0.10 to 1 troy ounce of gold. Several States enacted legislation in 1985 
The enabling legislation, Public Law 99-195, affecting gold. On April 24, the Governor of 
specifically mandated that gold to be used Colorado approved legislation regulating 
in the minting come from U.S. mines and, the use of cyanide in Colorado mining 
in the absence of adequate available sup- operations.* In Washington State on May 

| plies at world prices, from Treasury bullion 21, the Governor signed legislation remov- 
reserves. ing the State’s sales tax on precious metal 

With an executive order signed on Octo- bullion and rare coins. The action was 
ber 1, the President banned imports of taken to align the State with practices in 
South African gold Krugerrand coins. The adjoining States and thereby discourage 
prohibition became effective on October 11, out-of-State commerce in these products.’ 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

Despite lower gold prices than those of development of new gold mines, and the 
1984, the search for new gold deposits, the expansion of existing operations combined
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to result in yet another excellent year for mestic and imported ores, concentrates, and the Nation’s gold mining industry. Nevada, semirefined products declined from that of with a 1985 gold production of over 1 mil- 1984, reflecting, in part, a substantial de- - lion ounces, continued as the number one Cline in the processing of gold-bearing cop- gold-producing State in the N ation. per ores of both foreign and domestic origin. Of the 2.5 million ounces of gold produced The production of refined gold from old in the N. ation, 88% was attributed to the 25 scrap, over 1.2 million ounces, declined for leading producers. The average recovery the fifth consecutive year from the high grade of gold ores processed from lode-mine production level set in 1980, a year when | sources was 0.06 ounce per short ton, while _ historically high prices for precious metals _ placer gravels yielded an average of 0.02 attracted a large volume of scrap to the | , ounce per cubic yard washed. market. | Domestic refinery production from do- - | | | 

Table 3.—Mine production of gold in the United States, by State | | . | | (Troy ounces) oe : : | 
| .. State 4 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 

Alaska ---_-_.---- 26,581 —S«- 80,518 89,528 T19,433 44,733 Arizona -_____--_-___ 100,339 61,050 ~— —_—6 1,991 - 754,897 62,053 — = California...2--_ 2 6,271 — 10,547 38,443 . ~~ 85,858 165,101 ~~ Colorado __- ~~ 51,069 64,584 63,063 60,010 43,301 Idaho _-___-_ W Ww Ww Ww 44,306 Michigan_____________ _- _- _- _— WwW Montana _-_____________.____ 54,267 75,171 161,436 181,190 160,262 Nevada___________ 524,802 757,099 960,657 —-- *1,020,546 1,276,114 New Mexico __.____._-_ | - 65,749 Ww WwW W 45,045 Oregon ___________. 2,830 WwW 322 ~ ‘WwW Ww South Carolina _.-________ | _~— _- = _- — WwW South Dakota ___________ 278,162 185,038 309,784 310,527 356,103 Tennessee _.___________.__ WwW —_ —- So —— Utah. 227,706 174,940 288,459 Ww 135,489 Washington m---- 5 WwW WwW WwW Ww WwW 
Total. 1,879,161 1,465,686  - *2,002,526 *2,084,615 2,475,436 

TRevised. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included in “Total.” . . 

Alaska.—Mineral exploration activity de- 1984 of 174,900, 169,000, and 17 5,000 ounces, | clined sharply in 1985, as indicated by a_ respectively. The value of 1985 production 59% reduction in expenditures directed to- was estimated by the State at $61 million, ward exploration for all commodities, in- compared with about $63 million for 1984, cluding gold..The decreased exploration ac- and nearly $68 million for 1983. The lower tivity was reportedly due to low base metal 1985 value reflects again, as in recent years, prices and budget cuts by several major gold’s lower price, rather than reduced _ mining companies that eventuated in some production. | companies terminating their Alaska oper- Of the total indicated by the DGGS sur- ations. Although overall expenditures for vey, an estimated 188,500 ounces of gold _mineral development in Alaska declined, was produced by 266 placer mines operating the largest increase registered, 11%, was__ in the State during 1985, an increase of 8% directed toward the development of placer over 1984 estimated production. This in- and lode gold projects. Gold production crease, despite there being 15 fewer active reported to the Bureau of Mines from Alas- operators, occurred primarily as a result of kan producers was nearly 45,000 ounces, heightened activity at 4 large placer mines . compared with 19,433 ounces (revised) re- that together produced nearly 65,000 ounces ported for 1984. However, an informal an- of gold. Valdez Creek Mining Co. Inc.’s nual survey of Alaskan gold producers be- Valdez Creek Mine, for example, near An- gun in 1981 and continued in 1985 by the chorage and the Denali Highway, increased Alaska State Division of Geological and output by over 10,000 to nearly 30,000 Geophysical Surveys (DGGS) again Suggest- ounces. Low gold prices, regulatory re- ed that a much larger total may have straints, water shortages, and exhaustion of actually been produced. The State’s survey reserves reportedly contributed to a slight indicated that about 190,000 ounces was decrease in production by the remaining recovered; this figure compares with simi- operators. Environmental problems associ- larly derived figures for 1982, 1983, and ated with placer mining were dominant.
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SO Increasingly aggressive enforcement by pectations; Silverado then suspended all 

State and Federal environmental regulato- operations. The company expected to re- 

| ry agencies continued to involve greater open the mine ata later date. _ 

| numbers of operators. = aa “ Between September and November, Inspi- | 

~ Efforts by Alaska’s placer miners to im- ration Resources Corp. of Claypool, AZ, | 

prove the quality of the process water conducted test production at its major off- - 

_ discharged by their operations have insome shore dredging operation, about 12 miles 

instances resulted in a sharp increase in the west of Nome. The mining rights were 

amount of fine gold recovered. At several acquired earlier from Powerco Resources 

operations, technical innovations financed Corp. following its 1984 testing in the lease : 

| by the State’s. 1984 Placer Mining Demon- area. The company | planned to. begin full- 

: stration Grant project resulted in both bet-. gcale dredging in 1986 at a rate of about 

| ter gold recovery and cleaner water. The 6000 cubic yards per day. Onshore near | 

| . project, which had its first field demonstra- Nome, Alaska Gold Co., the Northern Re- 

tions in 1985, awarded $2.7 million to quali- gion’s largest producer, processed 5,300 cu- 

fying miners; the focus was on fine gold pic yards per day with its Dredge No. 6 from 
_ recovery, water-use reduction, water-pol- ate May to early November. Dredge No. 5 _ 

lution control, and waste disposal. The max- did not operate during the 1985 season, 

imum limit for an individual grant WaS owing to a lack of thawed ground in which 

$100,000, but miners could obtain a grant ito operate. | . : 

____ from both the Division of Natural Resources —_ In the Circle mining district of the East- 
and Oe Department of Environmental Con- orn Interior Region, Alaska’s largest placer 

" . , | mining camp, 40 mining companies operat- 

J At Klag Bay on Chichagot island, soutn of ed placer mines during the year. In the 

Soe eee On © and Exploration Vew same district, Gold Dust Mining Co. placed 

-tures Co which to ether form the Chicha- into operation its jig recovery system that 
a See 8 a . was manufactured in the Netherlands and 

gof Joint Venture, concentrated their ef- t rted to the site. The efficiency of th 

forts on a two-phase underground drilling Tanspo o the site. tne etticiency of me | 
| Sas . lant, employing a series of screens and jigs, 
and drifting program at the old Chichagof P eded tatio ae 

| gold mine, formerly one of Alaska’s richest exce 70 Xe mpany expec i ns, betantiel 

producers of lode gold. The partners budget- up to 10% f fin a ths eo. spree h 

ed $10 million for an accelerated develop- range. of fine gold in the 120- to mes 

| Or 1986, Echo I Bay SEO ei og Bdewonton,” To the southwest, in the Mount McKin- a 

| Alberta, Canada, acquired options from ley-Denali area south along the Alaska 

| - Barrick Resources Corp. to explore the Range, a number of mines were affected by 

Alaska Juneau (AJ) Mine near Juneau and court decisions voiding earlier National 

the Treadwell Mine on nearby Douglas Park Service approvals of the Kantishna 

Island. Echo Bay intends to examine the ICTS. operation plans. Overall, about 30 

feasibility of reopening these two former mines in 7 Alaskan National Parks’ were 

gold producers. The Planning Department affected by the rulings, although most were 

of the City and Borough of Juneau con- able to complete the 1985 season. __ Oe 

ducted public hearings regarding its propos- West of Circle at Livengood, Livengood 

ed Comprehensive Mining Ordinance aimed Placers Inc., 80% owned by Callahan Min- 

at regulating mining in areas within its ing Corp., regained control of its placer 

jurisdiction, including both the AJ and the property following the 1983 bankruptcy of 

Treadwell. Debate on the issue continued the former lessee. During 1985, under an 

through yearend. | arrangement with the bankruptcy trustee, 

: Silverado Mines Ltd. and its partners Tri- Livengood’s contractor, Alaska Placer De- 

Con Mining Inc. and Aurex Inc., a subsid- velopment, did further cleanup on gravel 

iary of Marubeni American Corp., following left in the pit. Livengood continued to study 

delineation of new reserves and under- alternatives for automated underground 

ground rehabilitation work, completed con- mining of the gold-bearing gravels on the 

struction of a new 230-ton-per-day mill at property. Developments in Alaska were 

the Grant Mine in midyear, and both the summarized in a draft report prepared by 

mill and mine began operations in October. the DGGS.® 

At the end of December, however, Aurex Arizona.—The production of gold in Ari- 

withdrew from the project, reportedly be- zona declined 5% from that of 1984, owing 

cause operating results were below its ex- primarily to the continued decline in the
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production of gold-bearing ores at Arizona reopening the mine. In Yavapai County, 
copper mines. Several precious metals min- near Wickenburg, McFarland & Hullinger, 
ers in the State were affected by the year’s of Tooele, UT, and Global Energy Ltd., a 
weaker metals prices. After 4 years of Nevada corporation, reportedly had begun 
pursuing ore bodies capable of being quickly development at the old Oro Grande Mine. 
and inexpensively brought into production, California.—Gold mine developments in 

' Phelps Dodge Corp. announced the closing the State gained momentum in 1985 as 
of its Small Mines Div. Cumulative produc- several projects under construction develop- . 

_ tion by the division during its period of ment during the past 3 to 5 years commenc- 
’ existence amounted to about 14,100 ounces ed production or reached the final phase of 

_ of gold and 492,700 ounces of silver, with development. These developments were re- 
most of the production derived from small flected in the State’s reported annual gold | 

_ deposits in Cochise and Greenlee Counties. mine production, which nearly doubled in 
Tombstone Exploration Inc., following ter- 1985, and had risen from about 4,100 ounces | 
mination of mining operations in 1984, filed in 1980 to about 165,000 ounces in 1985. 
a bankruptcy petition under chapter 11 of Capacity due on-stream in 1986 could more 
the Federal bankruptcy laws. Posting debts than double production in 1986 over that of 
of more than $350,000, the company indicat- 1985. | | 

| ed that the filing was a direct result of _ Following the discovery of its ore body in 
| lower market prices for precious metals.. 1979 in a geological setting where previous _ 

Exploration activity, although considera- gold exploration proved to be unproductive, 
bly less than that reported in recent years, the new McLaughlin Mine of Homestake 
continued, nevertheless, to be focused both Mining Co. poured its first bar of gold doré 
on those many areas of the State where gold on March 4, 1985. The new mine and its 
has been produced in the past as well ason attendant milling and administrative facili- 
those less well-explored areas, especially in ties is 60 miles north of San Francisco. At | 

: western Arizona, where the potential for yearend, the new mine was approaching its | 
_ the discovery of detachment-hosted-type design capacity of 1,050,000 tons per year, or 

| gold deposits, such as those recently recog- 3,000 tons per day. From the pouring of the 
: nized in Imperial County, ‘CA, appeared to first bar through yearend, the mine pro- 

| be geologically favorable. Cyprus Minerals duced 83,836 ounces of gold, including 4,922 
Co. completed drilling its new Copperstone ounces from ore mined in the preproduction 
gold deposit at the north end of the Dome __ period. The average cost of production was | 
Rock Mountains near Parker in La Paz $422 per ounce. This high unit cost princi- 
County. This detachment-hosted deposit pally reflected startup costs. McLaughlin 
was undergoing feasibility studies at year- broke even in the fourth quarter of 1985 at 
end. =: oo _ a production cost of $322 per ounce. The 

| Although a number of old gold mines in mine was expected to achieve its design 
the State’s historic mining districts contin- tonnage throughput early in 1986. The new 
ued to be actively explored, there were $250 million facility was expected to yield 
others where work was curtailed owing to 200,000 ounces of gold per year over the 
low metals prices. The interest of several next 25 years; it represents the largest gold 
companies appeared to be concentrated on discovery in California in the 20th century. 

; old districts in the Bradshaw Mountains Six miles north of Glamis, in Imperial 
near Prescott in Yavapai County. The old County, Gold Fields Mining Corp., a wholly 
lode and placer deposits formerly mined in owned subsidiary of Consolidated Gold 
the Big Bug District, east-southeast of Fields PLC, of the United Kingdom, receiv- 
Prescott, appeared to have garnered the ed final official approval in February 1985 
attention of a number of companies. Joint to proceed with the final phases of construc- 
venture partners Stan West Mining Corp. tion at its Mesquite project. The new open 
and Santa Fe Mining Inc. were reportedly pit, heap-leaching facility was scheduled to 
pursuing interests around the old McCabe begin gold production in February 1986 at 
Mine. To the. west, a few miles north of an expected annual rate of 130,000 to 
Congress, in Yavapai County, Echo Bay 160,000 ounces of gold, with cash costs, in 
Inc., a subsidiary of Echo Bay Mines Ltd., 1985 terms, to be about $200 per ounce. The 
completed a limited drilling program begun crushing plant commenced shakedown op- 
in 1984 on the old Congress Mines property. erations in October; leaching was expected 
The company concluded at yearend that tocommence in January 1986. Ore was to be 
prevailing gold prices could not justify mined, prepared, and leached at a rate of 2
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to 3 million tons per year. In November, the ration, development, and test leaching at its 

- company announced that while develop- Kramer Hills property. To the north, just | 

ment of the mine was under way, drilling in south of the Nevada Weapons Center, 

, the vicinity of the mine to delineate addi- Queenstake Resources Ltd., of Vancouver, 

tional reserves resulted in the discovery of Canada, concentrated exploration efforts at 

three additional deposits bearing a geologi- its Argus project toward evaluating the — 

cal similarity to the Mesquite deposit. Pre- potential for heap-leachable, open pit re- 

liminary data on the new deposits indicated serves at three vein systems defined during — 

reserves of about 1.9 million ounces. The its 1984 mapping and sampling program. 

deposits are all near enough to the Mes- Sampling was conducted both over and 

quite facilities to be economically processed within the existing workings of several old 

there. | | | gold mines. Drilling and trenching was also 

At the Picacho Mine, east of Mesquite performed. Many of the properties in Impe- 

near the Picacho State Recreation Area on rial, San Bernardino, and Kern Counties 
the Colorado River, Glamis Gold Ltd. of are believed to be detachment-type deposits 

Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada, related to regional low-angle thrust fault- 

through its U.S. subsidiary Chemgold Inc.,_ ing. | oe : 
of Yuma, AZ, reported production of 28,000 Considerable activity continued to be | 
ounces of gold in 1985. Gold production has’ centered around the numerous old mines | 
increased significantly during each of the 8° within California’s famous Mother Lode 

_ years that this open pit, heap-leaching facil- District. Near Angel’s Camp in Calaveras 
ity has operated. To the north, near Rands- County, Carson Hill Gold Mining Corp, a 
burg in Kern County, 125 miles northeast of subsidiary of Grandview Resources Inc. of: 
Los Angeles, Chemgold continued work at Vancouver, Canada, elected to proceed with 
its 1,000-acre Yellow Aster property. Air- development of its 5,000-ton-per-day heap- 

7 track percussion drilling in the LaMonte leaching operation. The Carson Hill Mine, a 

discovery zone resulted in establishing re- former gold producer, has open pit reserves 

serves of nearly 500,000 tons, grading 0.062 of 16 million tons grading 0.046 ounce per | 

ounce per ton. Estimated proven, probable, ton. Full-scale plant construction.and mine 

and percussion-drilled probable reserves at preparation were scheduled to start in early | 

the Yellow Aster amounted to over 8 mil- 1986, with first gold recovery expected to 
lion tons averaging 0.028 ounce of gold per start in mid-1986. A drilling program to | 

ton. , | extend the known ore body limits was under 
Also in Kern County, Cactus Gold Mines way at yearend. oo 

, Co., a joint venture between CoCa Mines To the south, corporate members of the 
Inc. and Ventures Trident L.P., was report- .- ABM Mining Group Inc., also of Vancouver, 

| edly. moving forward with construction and pursued development at their Jamestown 
preproduction stripping at a small high- Mine in Tuolumne County and Pine Tree 
grade gold deposit. The planned open pit, Mine in Mariposa County. Both properties | 
heap-leaching operation was reportedly ex- were under development at sites formerly 
pected to produce about 30,000 ounces annu-_ hosting producing gold mines. The James- 
ally beginning in 1986. town Mine of ABM’s subsidiary, Sonora 

Eastward into San Bernardino County, Gold Corp., was scheduled to begin produc- 
Amselco Minerals Inc., a subsidiary of Brit- tion in late 1986 at a rate of 130,000 ounces 

ish Petroleum Corp. Ltd., was reportedly per year. ABM’s Goldenbell Resources Inc. 
exploring the old Colosseum Mine, in the was to begin construction at the Pine Tree 
Clark Mountains near the Nevada border. Mine in late 1986, with startup expected to 
A few miles to the south, Vanderbilt Gold take place in late 1987. Production was 
Corp., following a brief hiatus in 1984, expected to be 75,000 to 100,000 ounces per 

resumed production at its open pit-under- year. Another ABM affiliate, Inca’ Re- 
ground Morningstar Mine at Ivanpah sources Inc., pursued development at its 
Mountain. Gold and silver were recovered Rich Gulch property, 22 miles west of Quin- 
using heap leaching. Full gold production at cy in Plumas County. Production there was 
a rate of about 2,500 ounces per month expected to begin in 1987. Also in Plumas 
reportedly was expected to be reached dur- County, Calgom Mining Inc. began full 
ing early 1986. To the west, near Edwards commercial production at its open pit, heap- 
Air Force Base, Beaver Resources Inc., in leaching operation near Canyon Dam. The 
partnership with Agean Resources Inc., a new mine, known as the Goldstripe, is a 
subsidiary of Glamis Gold, continued explo- venture between NCA Mineral Inc., of Van-
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, couver, and Calgom, a subsidiary of Sunbelt of gold and silver, respectively, were pro- | 
Mining Co., a wholly owned division of the duced. | : 

. Public Service Co. of New Mexico. Orewas = Galactic Resources Ltd., of Vancouver, 
being processed at the full planned capacity was at yearend moving rapidly toward com- 
of 1,600 tons per day. Production was esti- pletion of construction at its large Summit- 

_ mated to be about 20,000 ounces per year. ville gold mine in the San Juan Mountains. 
_ To the south, in Sierra County, Brush Creek The new Rio Grande County open pit, heap- | | 
Mining & Development Co. Inc. continued leaching operation was due on-stream in So | 
production and development at its under- early 1986 at a planned annual rate of 
ground Brush Creek Mine and was proceed- about 120,000 ounces per year. Near Boul- 
ing with preparations to open two other der, Cosmos Resources Ltd., of Vancouver, 
nearby properties, the Gardner’s Point and the Steen family completed construc- 

_ Mine and the Gold Point Mine. tion of their 50-ton-per-day mill and devel- 
At its placer gold dredging operation near _ opment of the underground workings at the | 

Marysville and the Yuba River, Yuba Plac- Cash Mine at Gold Hill. Production of 7 _ er Gold Co., a joint venture between Yuba_ telluride ore was begun toward yearend. 
Natural Resources Inc. and St. Joe Gold Cobb Resources Corp., of Albuquerque, NM, 
Co.’s Placer Service Corp., recovered about continued development work at its London | 

: 23,000 ounces of gold during the fiscal year Mine venture near. Fairplay in Park Coun-. . 
ending on October 31, an increase of 7300 ty. Toward yearend, Cobb was negotiating — | 

| ounces over that of 1984. At yearend, the with Houston Natural Gas Co. (HNG) to | 
company was studying the feasibility of acquire HNG’s 50% interest in the venture | 
increasing the capacity of its dredge, the following HNG’s earlier decision to concen- / 
deepest digging gold dredge in the market trate its interests outside of hard minerals. | | 
economy countries. Numerous smaller Production was expected to begin in the fall 
dredging and placering operations were ac- of 1987. | | 
tive in the State during the year. In the Cripple Creek District, Cripple 

Colorado.—In March, the State’s largest Creek and Victor Gold Mining Co., a joint : 
gold producer, the Sunnyside Mine at Sil- venture between Texasgulf Minerals and | 
verton, ceased mining and milling oper- Metals Inc. and Golden Cycle Gold Corp., 
ations following financial difficulties stem- began limited heap-leaching operations on 
ming from low metals prices and the March approximately 3 million tons of old mine 
1984 decision by the mine’s operators, dumps within the district. The company 

_ Standard Metals Corp. of New York, to file also conducted an exploration drilling pro- 
for protection from its creditors under chap- gram on selected properties controlled by 7 ter 11 of the Federal Bankruptcy Code. In Texasgulf in the Cripple Creek area. | : _ September, following approval by a Federal A number of former producing gold mines 
bankruptcy court, Standard Metals agreed in the State underwent geological investiga- 
to sell its interest in the mine to Echo Bay _ tion or preproduction development in 1985. 
Mines Ltd. By yearend, Echo Bay wasinthe Gerber Minerals Corp. of Denver entered 
process of refurbishing the mine and ex- into a joint venture agreement with two | pected to resume production by mid-1986. limited partnerships to develop the old Gold 
Echo Bay reportedly will operate the mine King Mine property near Silverton. Also 
under the name of Sunnyside Gold Corp. near Silverton, International North Ameri- 
Several other gold mining facilities in Colo- can Resources Inc. and P & G Mining Inc. 
rado reportedly suspended operations in reportedly formed a joint venture and con- | 1985. They include the joint operations of ducted exploration and development aimed _ Hampton Gold Mining Areas PLC and Cen- at returning the old Sultan Mountain gold — | tennial Gold Corp. in Craig County; the and silver mine to productive status. Limit- 
Crystal Hill Mine and heap-leaching facility ed production was continued at the old 
of Draco Mines at LaGarita; and Nerco Franklin Mine, near Idaho Springs, by 
Minerals Co.’s Victor Mine near Cripple Franklin Consolidated Mining Co. Inc. 
Creek. At the Victor Mine, a joint venture Idaho.—In Valley County, Coeur d’Alene 
between Nerco and Silver State Mining Mines Corp., of Wallace, continued con- 
Corp., Nerco concentrated on renovating struction and preproduction development at - 
and expanding the mine’s facilities to in- its Thunder Mountain property in the Pay- 
crease production. Limited production be- ette National Forest, 40 miles east of Mc- | gan during the last half of 1985 to test the Call. Gold production at the open pit, heap- 
new improvements; 6,000 and 2,000 ounces leaching facility was expected to begin in
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| the spring of 1986 at a rate of 25,000 ounces Dixie in Idaho County. At yearend, Liberty 

per year. Climatological considerations dic- Bell Mines had reportedly purchased a 

tate that a 4month summer production relatively new flotation process mill from 

season can be expected. The company esti- the Ensearch Exploration Inc.’s operations 

mated that as of June 30, 1985, proven, in- in Alaska; the mill was to be transported 

place minable ore reserves, at 1.788 million from Alaska to Liberty Bell’s Monte Cristo 

tons, contained an average of 0.095 ounce of claims in the Old Buffalo Hump mining — 

gold per ton and 0.077 ounce of silver per district of Idaho County. | 

: ton. Exploration drilling on an adjoining | Montana.—Although the number of min- 

area known as Lightning Peak indicated ing claims staked in Montana declined for | 

the presence of gold mineralization. Fur- the second consecutive year, there was a | 

ther work will be required to determine if noticeable surge in exploration activity for | 

minable reserves exist on the property. The _ precious metals on existing claims. | | 

Thunder Mountain project was a joint ven- __ Placer U.S. Inc.’s Golden Sunlight Mine, 

| | ture between Coeur d’Alene, Thunder east of Whitehall, the State’s largest gold 

Mountain Gold Inc. of Spokane, WA, and producer, produced 96,000 ounces of gold. | | 

Phillips Petroleum Co. | Moderately increased mill throughput off- : 

To the west of Thunder Mountain, near set a lower average ore grade. Work contin- 

Stibnite, gold recovery operations at the ued on improvements to the mill circuit and | 

: _- West End gold mine of TRV Minerals Corp. expansion of the tailings system. Stripping - 

of Vancouver, and Superior Oil Co., a sub- of the stage II pit was under way in prepara- 

sidiary of Mobil Oil Corp., were reportedly _ tion for production in 1986. | : 

| suspended during the 1985 operating sea- Pegasus Gold Inc., of Spokane, WA, the 

son. second largest producer in the State, was 

| In the Yankee Fork mining district of actively engaged with several properties. At | 

Custer County, U.S. Antimony Corp. report- its Zortman-Landusky Mine, in the Little 

edly continued recovering gold and silver Rocky Mountains of Phillips County, Pega- 

, from three underground mines, an open pit, sus placed its new 7-million-ton heap-leach 

| : and a variety of old mine dumps dating pad into production. Another pad, a so- 

- from 1890 to 1910. called superpad, with a capacity to handle 

A number of small placer mining oper- 20 million tons of ore, was under construc- 

ations were reported to have been active tion at yearend. Mining operations were 

along various Idaho waterways. Several sea- confined to the Zortman Mine, on the west- . 

| sonal operations were reportedly carried ern slopes of Ruby Gulch. No ore was mined 

out along Prichard Creek and its tributaries at the Landusky pit because of ongoing» 

near the old town of Murray, north of studies there aimed at determining the 

| Wallace, in Shoshone County. Regulations optimal utilization of substantial new ore 

of recreational and commercial placering reserves acquired during 1984. | 

operations continued to be a topic of con- In Jefferson County, south of Helena, 

cern in many areas of the State. construction and permitting work contin- 

Preproduction permitting and production ued at the Montana Tunnels project by joint 

activities and exploration continued in venture partners Centennial Minerals Ltd., 

many of Idaho’s old mining districts. Explo- of Vancouver, and U.S. Minerals Explora- 

ration to locate and develop minable gold tion Co. (USMX), of Arvada, CO. On Sep- 

reserves was reportedly conducted by Con- tember 11, Pegasus made a tender for all of 

cert Resources Inc. and Ican Resources Ltd. Centennial’s outstanding common shares, 

on their respective Blue Dog and Almaden and was anticipating the acquisition of the 

properties in southwestern Idaho. Geodome company’s remaining shares in the near 

Resources Ltd. of Hailey, ID, was reportedly future. Through the acquisition of Centen- 

nearing an early 1986 startup at its Sun- nial and execution of an agreement with 

beam gold mine near Stanley in Custer USMX, Pegasus planned to develop the 

County. Northwest of Stanley, Kellogg- Mountain Tunnels project, with production 

based Golden Maple Mining and Leaching to commence in May 1987 at a planned rate 

Co. was reported to be planning to reopen of 12,500 tons of ore per day; planned 

the old Valley Creek Mine as a small open production was estimated at 106,000 ounces 

pit, heap-leaching operation. Nevex Gold of gold and 1.7 million ounces of silver, plus 

Inc. of Bellevue, WA, was reported to have values in lead and zinc. In October, the 

been conducting a drilling program at its Montana Hard-Rock Mining Board gave 

Robinson-Dike claims about 2 miles south of final approval to the project. Near yearend,
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Pegasus let $3.5 million worth of engineer- pare tunnel access to the mineralized zones. _ | : ing and construction contracts, with work to. so that a complete development program 
begin in March 1986. Pegasus placed its from underground could be conducted in 
Beal project, in Silver Bow County, on 1986. Highlights of Montana mineral devel- | standby pending resolution of environmen- opments during 1985 were presented in a 
tal issues and the return of more favorable State report.® : | | 
gold prices. oe : : Nevada.—Every year Nevada increases | 

Golden Maple of Kellogg, ID, continued _ its margin over other States as the Nation’s 
seasonal open pit mining and leaching oper- premier gold-producing State. Production, 
ations at the old Gilt Edge property in through 1985, has increased for 6 consecu- 
Fergus County. In addition to leaching vir- tive years. Gold occurrences, from isolated 
gin ore, Golden Maple reportedly planned _ pockets through large disseminated depos- 
to process about 500,000 tons of on-site mill its bearing millions of ounces of gold, were 7 tailings left from earlier milling operations. reportedly under examination or develop- 
Also in Fergus County, Triad Investments ment in every county of the State in 1985. : 
Inc. continued development work and N. early a dozen new gold mines or expan- 
leaching at the Kendall Mine, north of sions of existing mines occurred in Nevada | 
Lewiston. In Jefferson County’s Elkhorn during the year. 
District, the Mount Hagen heap-leaching On September 20, Carlin Gold Mining 
operation began production, and further Co.’s new $130 million Gold Quarry Mine 
development drilling was started at the and No.2 mill were officially dedicated. The _ 
deposit. To the north near Marysville, in new Eureka County facilities, about 14 
Lewis and Clark County, AMAX Inc. and_ miles south of the company’s No. 1 mill and 

| Gulf Titanium Ltd. began production atthe 8 miles north of the town of Carlin, will 
historic old Belmont gold mine. Pending contribute substantially to Carlin’s overall 
further development and possible construc- gold production capacity as well as that of 
tion of a mill on-site, the ore was being _ its parent company, Newmont Mining Corp. | 
shipped to the East Helena, MT, smelter of By 1986, Carlin was expected to have the 
ASARCO Incorporated. The Uncle Sam gold capacity to produce more than 330,000. 
mine of Buckeye Mines Inc., in Madison ounces of gold annually, an increase of more 

_ County, was reopened and some ore was than 100% over the capacity in 1984. The 
shipped. | Gold Quarry deposit, discovered in 1980, 

Placer mining continued to flourish in contains an estimated 8 million ounces of | 
Montana with operations in western Mon- gold, the second largest gold reserve in the 
tana districts being particularly active. State. Processing ore from the Gold Quarry : | Three medium-sized operations were begun Mine and the existing Maggie Creek Mine, 
on Indian Creek, in Broadwater County. both open pit operations, the new 2,500,000- Seasonal operations were active in Mea- ton-per-year No. 2 carbon-in-pulp mill will 
gher, Silver Bow, and Beaverhead Counties, produce about 170,000 ounces of gold per 
and several properties were undergoing de- year. Heap-leach pads adjacent to the mill | 
velopment in various counties farther west. will recover an estimated additional 35,000 Exploration and development efforts ounces of gold per year. | were continued at a number of properties. In September, Newmont announced that In Madison County, Winchester Gold Corp. exploration efforts by Carlin had resulted in continued exploration and development at the discovery of a new gold deposit about 3 the old B and H Pete and Joe Mine. In Park miles from the Carlin Mine. The new depos- County, southeast of Gardiner, Homestake _ it, designated as the “Genesis deposit,” was | Mining and American Copper & Nickel Co. expected to add about 5 million ounces of Inc., a subsidiary of Inco Ltd., continued gold to the company’s overall reserves of underground drilling and bulk sampling at about 12 million ounces in the Carlin Dis- their Jardine Joint Venture property. Pro- trict. In addition to the Carlin, Gold Quarry, duction was scheduled to begin by mid-1987. and Maggie Creek Mines, the company Three different companies reportedly con- mined gold ore at its Blue Star and Boot- ducted some exploration drilling for gold in strap Mines. 
eastern Park County. Gold Coin Mining In Humboldt County, northeast of Winne- Inc., formerly Midas Gold Inc., of Spokane, mucca, Pinson Mining Co., operator of the WA, continued exploration at the old Gold Pinson Mine, announced that testing and 
Coin Mine in Deer Lodge County. The evaluation of the new Mag Zone, discovered 
objective of the 1985 program was to pre- about 0.5 mile from the Pinson mill in 1984,
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had resulted in the addition of about 3.1 joint venture area and the Manhattan proj- 

million tons of milling-grade ore to the ect to the south in Nye County, also under- 

| mine’s reserves. Evaluation of another 1984 went further scrutiny. Two. other proper-_ 

| discovery, the CX Zone, immediately north- _ ties, the Burns Basin and Mill Creek proper- 

: east of the Pinson open pit, was expected to ties, both in the joint venture area, were 

| add nearly 500,000 tons of reserves amena- deemed to be commercially viable projects. 

Co ble to heap leaching and milling. Pinson In June, FMG became a publicly traded : 

Mining was owned by joint venture part- company; later in the year, the company | 

| ners Lacana Gold Inc., Rayrock Mines Inc., officially opened its new. international ex- 

United Siscoe Mines Inc., and private inves- ploration headquarters in Reno, and explo- 

| tors; effective December 31, United Siscoe ration offices were subsequently opened in 

, ‘sold its 26.25% interest in the partnership Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada, and | : 

- to American Barrick Resources Corp. Laca- Anchorage, AK. - . os 

na Gold, a 70%-owned subsidiary of Lacana At Battle Mountain in Lander County, 

_ Mining Corp., of Toronto, Ontario, Canada, Battle Mountain Gold Co., in November, 

announced that, feasibility studies on its completed a year of mining at its new | 

: new 51%-owned Santa Fe property in Min- Fortitude gold and silver mine and in the 

eral County were nearly complete and that process exposed the higher grade core ofthe. 

oo exploration delineating 6 to 7 million tons ore body; mining of the core area was 

of open pit oxide reserves had been complet- expected to substantially reduce production 

__ ed: The company said, however, that a gold costs. Battle Mountain Gold was established 

price of about $400 per ounce would be in August following its release to sharehold-. . 

required to warrant proceeding to produc-. ers from its former parent, Pennzoil Corp. - 

tion. Lacana was also the owner and opera- = Gold production at the Round Mountain | 

tor of the new Relief Canyon gold mine, Mine in Nye County, reportedly the world’s 

which was opened in late 1984, east of largest heap-leaching operation, increased | 

Lovelock in Pershing County; however, ow- about 20,000 ounces in 1985 to about 140,000 

ing to poor gold recovery, operations at ounces, reflecting both a 32% expansion of 

Relief Canyon were suspended at yearend leaching capacity and the leaching of lean 

1985. The company is also a partner in the ore stockpiled in prior years. Reclassifica- 

Dee Mine in Elko County, opened concur- tion of extensive mineralization not pre- 

rently with Relief Canyon. At yearend, the viously included in the mine’s ore reserves 

- Dee mill was reported to be running at 950 resulted in a doubling of reserves to about | 

. tons per day, well in excess of its design 4.1 million ounces of contained | gold. .The 

| capacity, = | oo : Round Mountain operation is a joint ven-. 

Freeport-McMoRan Gold Co. (FMG), a_ ture between Echo Bay Inc. (50% interest), | 

wholly owned subsidiary of Freeport McMo- Homestake Mining (25%), and Case, Pome- 

Ran Inc., reported increases over that of roy and Co. (25%). Ss Bo , 
1984 in mine and mill production at its A number of relatively small gold mines 

7 Enfield Bell (Jerritt Canyon) Mine of 20% began producing during 1985. Some of those 

and 6%, respectively. Total mill production reportedly beginning production were Pacif- 

for the year was 255,300 ounces, 12,000 ic Silver Corp.’s underground gold, silver, 

ounces more than that of 1984. Two sepa- and copper Buckskin Mine west of Yering- 

rate open pits, the upper North Generator ton in Mason County; the Little Bald Moun- 

ore ‘body and the Second Cut of Marlboro tain Joint Venture heap-leaching operation 

Canyon, were being mined at the Elko in White Pine County; Silver State Mining’s 

| County property, a joint venture with FMC Tonkin Springs heap-leaching project in 

Gold Corp. Prestripping of the West Gener- Eureka County; Nevex Gold’s Haywood- 

ator ore body was scheduled to begin on a_ Santiago heap-leaching project near Virgin- 

limited basis in 1986. Construction of anew ia City; the Sumich joint venture and 

| millsite heap-leaching facility was begun in underground operation in Lander County; 

the third quarter of 1985, and leaching was and Electra Northwest Resources Ltd.’s Au- 

expected to begin in 1986. The company was__ rora project, a heap-leaching operation in 

actively and successfully involved in explo- Mineral County. 
ration during the year; in the Jerritt Can- Construction was begun or authorized to 

yon joint venture area, six apparently via- begin at numerous deposits where explora- 

ble or “advanced projects” underwent fur- tion and feasibility studies had been pro- 
ther evaluation, while two advanced proj- ceeding over the past few years. These 

ects, the Big Springs project north of the include AMAX’s Sleeper project in Hum-
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boldt County; Silver King Mines Inc. and County and from the Thomason Mine in 
Pacific Silver’s Star Pointer near Ely; Coeur Baker County. Closure of Silver King 

: d’Alene’s project at Rochester; FMC Corp.’s Mines’ Iron Dyke Mine in Baker County 
Paradise Peak project near Gabbs in Nye during 1984 and only sporadic work there 
County; Atlas Corp.’s Gold Bar property in during 1985 sharply reduced the State’s 
Eureka County; the Florida Canyon project lode gold production. — oo. 7 
of Pegasus near Winnemucca; and the Top According to a State review of the year’s 
deposit of Placer U.S. in northeastern mining and exploration activities, explora- 
White Pine County. | tion and development activity in 1985 gen- 

_ Depressed gold and silver prices led to erally declined from 1984 levels, with the 
the closure of several mines including industry apparently continuing to shift its 

| the Gooseberry Mine and United Mining _ interests away from metallic minerals and 
_ Corp.’s Comstock operations, both in Storey toward nonmetallic minerals. Properties re- oo 
County. , oe - ported to have undergone some manner of 

Periodical news media reports dealing exploration, from rudimentary investiga-— : 
with mineral exploration were rarely with- tion through drilling or rehabilitation of old 
out reports on new developments in Ne- workings, included the Bald Mountain-Ibex, 
vada. In addition to reports about ongoing Bear Creek Buttes, Cable Cove, Castle Rock, 
projects .and discoveries associated with Coyote Hills, Dixie Meadows, Fall Creek 
some of the operating mines discussed Copper, Flagstaff, Flagstaff Butte, Goff, — 
above, nearly 36 exploration projects were Gold Bug, Gold N ote, John Hall, Little : 
reported under way; many more smaller Baldy, Meadow Lake, Miller Mountain, 
operations were undoubtedly in progress. Quartz Mountain, Red Butte, Rejax,Sunday_. 

_ One of the most notable discoveries report- Hill, Susanville, and Turner-Albright. | 
_ ed during the year was Gold Fields’ Chim- N early one-third of the properties under : 
ney Creek Prospect, discovered near Gol- investigation were in Baker and Grant 

| conda in Humboldt County; Gold Fields Counties. a ae ee | 
| estimated that the new disseminated depos- South Dakota.—Gold developments for 

it contains 2 million ounces of gold. the year were centered about the town of 
New Mexico.—Citing impending deple- Lead, in Lawrence County in the Black. . 

tion of economic ore reserves and increased Hills area of the State. Gold production at 
mining costs associated with deeper ore and the Homestake Mine, the N ation’s largest 
greater waste removal costs, Gold Fields gold mine, increased to 343,103 ounces in 
Operating Co., a wholly owned subsidiary of 1985, 16% greater than its 1984 production 
Consolidated Gold Fields of London, United of 295,941 ounces. The average cost. of pro- 
Kingdom, announced in mid-1985 that its duction decreased to. $294 per ounce, com- 
Ortiz Mine at Cerrillos would cease produc- pared with $324 per ounce in 1984. The 

| tion in 1986. The open pit, heap-leaching lower costs not only reflected results from a 
operation had been in production since cost-cutting program begun in early 1985, | 
February 1980. | — but also from record mine efficiency and 
A number of small surface and under-_ mill throughput; the quantity of ore milled | 

ground gold mines were active throughout was the highest in the mine’s century of ex- 
the State during 1985. | _ istence. The average grade of ore from the 
Oregon.—Developments in Oregon were underground operation was 0.174 ounce per 

_ confined to exploration or intermittent pro- ton, essentially the same as that of 1984. 
duction from small lode and placer oper- Mining and exploration work in 1985 con- 
ations. Of the 24 mining operations active tinued below the 6,800-foot level, the deep- 
in Oregon during 1985, 12 were placer est current working level. Major develop- 
mines. Most of these mines or mining areas ment work was continued on three deeper 
were in Baker, Douglas, Grant, Jackson, _ levels, extending to 8,000 feet below the : 
and Josephine Counties; only a few produc- surface. 
ed over 50 ounces of gold. The most produc- Testing of the Terraville or open pit area, 
tive areas were in Baker and Grant Coun- site of the original strike more than a 
ties of eastern Oregon along Pine Creek century ago, confirmed earlier reserve esti- 
near Hereford, on Clark Creek on the upper mates. A decision was thus made to put the 
Burnt River, and on Boulder Creek near area into full-scale production by 1987. 
Granite. Homestake also began a program to place a 

Small seasonal lode-mine operations were greater emphasis on exploration both at the 
again reported from the Pyx Mine in Grant mine and in the surrounding Black Hills
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District and to evaluate new exploration announced a $400 million, 3-year project 
| _ targets generated through the development aimed at modernizing Kennecott’s. Utah | 

‘of new geologic models and structural inter- Copper Div.,operatorofthemine. = 
pretations. — ne | In May, Texaco Inc. announced the sale of 

| a ‘Near Trojan, west of Lead, in the Bald its Getty Gold Mine Co. to a wholly owned 

| Mountain mining district, Wharf Resources U.S. subsidiary of Barrick Resources of 
, | (USA) Inc. of Helena, MT, continued open Toronto, Ontario, Canada. Getty operates 

_ pit, heap-leaching operations at its Annie the Mercur open pit gold mine and mill at 
: Creek gold mine, and by yearend, Wharf ‘Toole. Annual production at the 80,000-  — 

| | had applied for the final round of permits ounce-per-year facility will reportedly be 
| required to expand the operation northeast- expanded by about 15,000 ounces through 

7 ward onto its Foley Ridge area of the the addition of heap-leaching capacity. With  __.. 
oT _ project. Exploration and testing had been the closure of the Bingham Canyon Mine, 

- under way at Foley Ridge for several years. the Mercur Mine became the largest gold 
| - Subsequent preliminary investigation of the producerin Utah. — wo 

| adjoining Portland property indicated the + Washington.—In September, Asamera 
existence of a strongly mineralized near- Minerals (U.S.) Inc. and its partner Break- 

| surface deposit. Wharf, in partnership with water Resources Ltd., both subsidiaries of 
7 Homestake, controls about 3,000 acres of Canadian companies, dedicated the Cannon 

_ mineral rightsin the area. Mine on the outskirts of Wenatchee in 
| To the north, at Richmond Hill in the Chelan County. The Cannon was developed 

. Carbonate area, St. Joe Gold Corp. drilled as an underground mine. Overhand cut and 
| - 1 exploratory holes and detected the pres- fill was employed as the principal mining 

ence of disseminated gold, in addition to method, combined with a 4,000-ton-per-day — 
| gold mineralization exposed at the surface. underground crusher and a trackless sys- 

Preliminary metallurgical tests indicated tem for ore haulage. The new 2,000-ton-per- | 
: that. the oxidized ore would be suitable for day flotation mill produced a gold-silver- 

| heap leaching. Further exploration in the bearing concentrate that was shipped to | 

De area was planned. ~-- -_ gmelters in Western Europe and Japan. At 
_ In the Ruby Basin District, about 2.5 full production, the mine was expected to | 
miles southwest of Lead, Moruya Gold yield between 160,000 and 180,000 ounces of 

| Mines of North America Inc., a subsidiary gold per year, plus about 70,000 ounces of __ 
of Moruya Gold Mines (1983) NL, of Sydney, silver per year. In October, the partners 

| Australia, in a joint venture with Coin Lake announced that they had acquired all of the 
Gold Mines Ltd., of Toronto, Ontario, Cana- property interests held in the immediate 
da, acquired, from Anaconda Minerals Co., area of the mine by Tenneco Inc. and | 

a large block of claims known collectivelyas UnitedMining = = «© = © 
| the Golden Reward project. By yearend, The flurry of exploration activity in : 

_ Moruya had reportedly completed the first Chelan County, touched off by Asamera- — 
| stage of a drilling program aimed at deter- Breakwater’s 1982 discovery, abated in 

mining the gold potential of the old Golden 1985, with only 11 companies reporting 
Reward and other former producing proper- work, compared with 27 reporting during 

| ties within the claims area. | 1984. : | | 
7 On Strawberry Hill, above Galena, 4 The second principal development in the 

miles southeast of Lead, Gilt Edge Inc., a State was Hecla Mining Co.’s announce- 
subsidiary of Lacana Gold, continued devel- ment early in the year that exploration and 
opment on its Gilt Edge property. A produc- development work at its Knob Hill Mine at 
tion decision reportedly was todepend upon Republic, in Ferry County, had resulted in 
State permitting requirements and higher the discovery of additional ore. The compa- 

| gold prices. ny was then able to postpone for perhaps 5 
Utah.—Kennecott closed its Bingham _ years its earlier decision to close the mine, 

Canyon Mine near Salt Lake City, at the in operation almost continuously since the 
end of March, owing to continuing financial early 1900’s. Development of the two new 
losses. For many years, the Bingham Can-_ gold and silver veins, the Golden Promise I 
yon open pit copper mine had been one of and II, was proceeding at yearend from an 
the Nation’s leading byproduct gold produc- exploration drift on the mine’s 11th level. 
ers. In December, Kennecott’s parent com- Total gold production for the year was 
pany, the Standard Oil Co. of Ohio, a 55%- 39,192 ounces, up 72% from that of 1984. 
owned subsidiary of British Petroleum, Elsewhere in Ferry County, at the South
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| Penn property, 14 miles north of Republic, recovered from the operation was poured on the mine’s operator, Glamis Gold of V an- September 20. Callahan Mining was main- 
couver, conducted bulk leaching tests on taining its exploration efforts to locate addi- finely crushed agglomerated material from _ tional gold deposits in the Ishpeming area. | its property. Vulcan Mountain Inc. contin- Near Kershaw in Lancaster County, SC, ued heap leaching at. its Gold Dike Mine Piedmont Mining Co. brought the old Haile and had expanded operations on the adjoin- Mine back into production as an open pit, - ing Gold Hill property before work was heap-leaching operation. Mining operations stopped for the winter. Exploration was at the former underground producer, first conducted at several other Ferry County opened in 1829, began in January 1985, and properties during the year. the first bar of production gold was poured : To the west in Okanogan County, explora- in March. At full production, the mine was 
tion and/or drilling was carried out on expected to produce 10,000 to 12,000 ounces | Crown Resource Corp.’s Key property, Sun- per year. Piedmont was a privately held os shine Valley Minerals Inc.’s Billy Goat company based in Charlotte, NC. Mean- - property, Keystone Gold Inc.’s Crystal while, near Ridgeway in Fairfield County, : Butte and Grey Eagle properties, and at adjoining Lancaster County to the south- 
several other properties in the county. Cor- west, Amselco Minerals of Denver, CO, a _ dilleran Development Inc. continued geolog- subsidiary of British Petroleum, following / ical mapping and heap-leaching operations several years of exploration in Fairfield and at its Minnie Mine near Twisp. a adjoining Richland County, announced in | Other gold mining operations reported to early 1986 that it had discovered two poten- : be active were CSS Management Corp.’s _ tially viable gold deposits in Fairfield Coun- | _ Apex and Damon properties near Skyko- ty about 1 mile apart near the Richland | mish in King County, and Younguist Mine County line. Ds a | | Development and Consultation Inc.’s Wind Small intermittent gold-placering oper- | River Mine near Carson, in Skamania ations were conducted in various gold- _-. County. | _ bearing areas of the South. A number of = —_ Gold and silver were reportedly the tar- companies and individuals were actively | , gets of 70% of the companies exploring in exploring for gold in the old gold mining | : the State, with Stevens County the most areas of North Carolina, and a few contin- oo _ active area as far as base and precious ued to investigate prospects in Alabama, metals exploration was concerned. Mining Georgia, and Virginia. Corporate activity, and exploration activities in the State dur- however, generally declined during the sec- . | ing the year were summarized by the Wash-__ ond half of the year. 
ington State Department of Natural Re- The University of Connecticut discovered sources.!! oe oo traces of gold in several quartz samples 7 Other States.—Two new gold mines open- collected in a study area near Cobalt in the | ed east of the Mississippi River in 1985, and Meshomasic State Forest. Although gold | exploration of known or potential gold- claims have in the past been staked in | bearing areas from Alabama north to various areas of Connecticut, the discov- Maine and west to Wisconsin and Minneso- eries near Cobalt were reportedly the | _ ta continued, although at a somewhat sub-_State’s first gold discoveries to be properly dued pace compared with the pace of the documented. 
previous 8 or 4 years. In Maine, exploration by Freeport-Mc- On October 18, Callahan Mining dedicat- MoRan at its Bald Mountain copper and ed its new Ropes gold mine near Ishpeming precious metals deposit in Aroostock Coun- in Marquette County, MI. The newly reha- ty was discontinued in January. Getty Min- bilitated underground mine, closed. since ing Co.’s exploration at the Mount Chase 1941, was expected to yield up to about base and precious metals deposit in north- 60,000 ounces per year following mill ern Penobscot County apparently was sus- _ tuneup and normalization of mining oper- pended while Getty underwent a change in ations near mid-1986. Mining started in ownership. Noranda Exploration Co. report- August 1985, between the 800- and 900-foot edly continued its base and precious metals levels where reserves are of lower grade exploration programs in Franklin and Som- than the mine’s average of about 0.1 ounce _ erset Counties, while Scintilore Explora- per ton. Ore was hauled 16 miles to the tions Ltd., of Toronto, Ontario, Canada, mine’s newly converted 2,000-ton-per-day reportedly conducted exploration at its Big mill at Humboldt. The first bar of gold doré Hill Prospect, 14 miles from Eastport in
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| Washington County. | | tion Management Inc. of Minneapolis, and | 

7 In Minnesota during October, the State the American Shield Co. of Duluth. Seven- 

Department of Natural Resources (DN R) teen companies were reportedly successful 

| held its ninth sale of State copper, nickel, in their bidding efforts. Most of the compa- 

and associated minerals leases. Leases cov- nies were apparently interested in the po- 

ering about 735,000 acres of State-owned tential for gold and other precious metals 

mineral rights were offered. Much of the on the lands offered. To encourage interest . 

interest was reportedly focused on the po- in the leasable lands program, the DNR has | 

tential for possible gold deposits in the reportedly improved its aeromagnetic map- 

greenstone belts in an area south of Ranier ping coverage and stepped up an effort to 

in northeastern Koochiching County andin reexamine its collection of rock and core 

| the area bounded by Virginia, Eveleth, and samples derived from earlier exploration on 

- Gilbert in central St. Louis County. Lease State lands. Several companies were also - 

| lands were also sought in Aitken, Itasca, interested in exploring for gold on privately 

Lake, and Pine Counties. The Kerr-McGee - held lands, especially in northern Minneso- 

Corp. of Oklahoma was reportedly the suc- ta._ - | | | 

cessful bidder for the Koochiching and cen- Near Rhinelander, WI, near Exxon Min- | 

tral St. Louis County offerings. Other com- erals Co:’s base metal deposit at Crandon, 

panies also reportedly showing an interest Mineralco, an Illinois company, and InteRe- 

in the lease areas included Boise Cascade’s sources Inc. of San Antonio, TX, were re- 

Normin Mining Co., Burlington Northern’s _ portedly investigating a possible dissemi- 

Meridian Minerals Co., Lehmann Explora- nated gold prospect at Hickson Lake. 

, | Table 4.—Mine production of gold in the United States, by month : 

. Co . | (Troy ounces) 

: i Month 1981 1982 1983" | 1984" «1985 : 

January_____-__-_------------------- 98,887 106,956 134,435 140,586 7 178,287 | 

| February _____________-_------------- 983,385 109,407 181,636 144,945 178,869 
| March _____________-__~------------ 115,200 138,066 153,808 174,242 208,484 

: April -------~-----~--~-----7777777- 110,366 136,674 162,224 166,908 187,869 
Y _-_-~----- ++ - 108,291 143,212 179,950 183,068 = 197,065 

June____________--___-------------- 119,676 116,925 178,929 195,337. 194,887 
July __-________-------------------- 126,675 114,845 179,521 186,620 203,028 
August_________________.---__------- 125,505 114,588 192,095 183,128 204,550 . 
September ______________------------- 124,629 109,024 189,237 178,483 240,159 
October _______________-------------- 123,201 127,928 183,524 186,418 = 224,838 : 
November______________-------------- 119,386 127,848 165,903 174,313 230,361 

| December _______-_-_-_-_-------------- 113,960 120,268 151,264 170,577 —«227,089 

Total._________-_______-_____------- 1,879,161 1,465,686 2,002,526 2,084,615 2,475,486 
OST 
"Revised.
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| , Table 8.—Gold produced in the United States by cyanidation! 
Nt 

Extraction in vats, tanks, and Leaching in open heaps or dumps® 

Year 
Ore treated r onl Ore treated Gold recovered 

| (short tons) (troy ounces) _ (short tons) (troy ounces) 
ye 

1981 __ Le 7,023,836 648,334 8,875,392 264,408 
1982 _._ LLL 7,616,036 710,688 12,294,232 . 391,033 
1988 _.--_-____4- -_- 11,317,285 1,086,205 ™17,098,533 545,408 
19847 _ 6 13,503,143 1,165,983 21,399,048 586,509 
1985 __-_-_~___--- ee 20,542,717 1,626,751 19,059,466 532,980 
nn ree SS eS SSS SSSA Susy Sr sis st iV PSS 

1May include small quantities recovered by leaching with thiourea, by bioextraction, and by proprietary processes. 
*Includes autoclaves. : 
’May include tailings and waste ore dumps. 
“May include small quantities recovered by gravity methods. 

Table 9.—Gold produced at placer mines in the United States, by method of recovery! 

. Gold recoverable 

. ines . was 
Method of recovery produc- Washing (thousand . (thou- Value Averag ° | 

: | ing =P cubic ene he) _séper cubic . r r 

. vs ounces) yard 
en Te SS SSS SSS SS Serra rssh ph ess sv 

Bucketline dredging: 
1981 _--_-_ eee 3 5 22,190 15 $6,731 $3.073 
1982 __.____ ee 6 8 4,702 22 8,130 1.729 
1988 LLL 83 4 4,785 30 12,512: 2.615 

 1984F_ 2 3 4,840 29 10,387 2.147 
press dredging 777 2 3 826 9 2,971 3.597 

ine dredging: : . 
To81 wee ee ee 1 7 330 46 1,200 13.028 
1982 ~-____--_-___-_-____--_- 3 14 329 43 1,188 18.960 
1988 ~~ ee 2 13 3110 43 1,333 3.481 
1984 _~_-__--__--- ee 4 718 3126 44 1,593 * 52.908 
1985 _~~-______-____-_--___-- 3. 14 3156 44 1,348 2.224 

Hydraulicking: 
1981 _--__ 7 7 113 1 — §26 4.678 
1982 _______-~_w Le 4 _4 17 (8) 139 8.026 
1988 __-____~ 1 1 3 (8) 117 43.342 
1984 _______ Le 1 1 28 (6) 90 3.220 
1985 _--_~_~__ Le -- _- -- _- -- _- 

Nonfloating washing plants: 
1981 ____________ Le 9 13 3894 49 4,438 4.869 
1982 ___-____ 10 11 805 13 4,829 6.000 
1988 __-_____ Le 6 6 961 18 7,450 7.750 
1984 ________ Le 8 8 310 3 1,036 *3.348 
1985 __-___ Le 6 6 959 31 9,690 10.102 

Underground placer, small-scale mechanical . 
and d methods, suction dredge: 

1981 __--__o Le 6 7 108 1 401 3.728 
1982 __-__________-_ Le 15 15 30 (°) 174 5.848 
1988 _--___---___-~_ LiL 23 24 3167 43 1,437 7.831 
1984 _______-_ 10 11 7197 1 454 2.304 
1985 _--____.-~~__~- Le 19 19 621 6 2,061 3.320 

Total Placers:’ 
1981 ~~~ __ ee 26 39 2 33.335 429 13,296 53.719 
1982 ~~ ~~~ 38 52 35,584 438 14,460 52.475 
1983 _. ~~~ 35 48 36,026 454 22,849 53.792 
19847___ 25 36 $5,501 438 13,560 52.242 
1985 _--___-------____-_-__- 30 42 32.561 451 16,069 55.882 SO ———— 

1Data are only for those mines that report annually on the Bureau of Mines voluntary survey; there are many more, 
usually smaller and less well-established operations, mainly in Alaska, that do not report. 
Does not include platinum-bearing material from which byproduct gold was recovered. 
Excludes tonnage of material treated at commercial sand and gravel operations recovering byproduct gold. 
“Includes gold recovered at commercial sand and gravel operations. _ , 
5Gold recovered as a byproduct at sand and gravel operations is not used in calculating average value per cubic yard. 
®Less than 1/2 unit. 
"Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding.
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Table 10.—U.S. refinery production of gold 

. . (Thousand troy ounces) _ an a 

Raw material / 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 

Concentrates andores: —— o, 
Domestic._________________2 801 718 885 T7160 620 | 
Foreign. _ ~~~ ~~~ Le 4 1 7 4 __ 

Old scrap! __ ~~~ ee 1,610 1,444 1,380 1,310 1,215 Oe 
New scrap __~-___.~~§_-______=___ 1,475 1,596 T1590 T1794 - 1,520 

| | Total? 8890 8,760 «8,863,868 «(8,855 

1Excludes upgrading of U.S. Government-owned gold (mostly coin gold) by the U.S. Assay Office, amounting to 
2,476,628 ounces in 1981. Refining activity terminated in Sept. 1981. . an 

“Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. oS | 

CONSUMPTION AND USES | 

| Just over 3 million ounces of gold was §_ Trading activity on the Nation’s gold 
: - consumed by domestic end-use industries in futures exchange markets declined for the 

1985, slightly less than that of 1984. Jewelry third consecutive year, apparently to some 
and the arts continued to be, as in years extent asa result of the increasing populari- 

| past, the principal end use, accounting for ty of trading in gold-based options, a declin- 
about 53% of overall consumption. Elec- ing rate of domestic currency inflation, and —_— 
tronic products, specialty alloys, and aero- trading in more attractive investment op- | 

| space applications absorbed about 34% of portunities in other markets, such as securi- 
: the total. Consumption in various dental ties. | | 

| applications increased slightly, accounting On July 10, the International Monetary. 
for nearly 13% of the total. Consumption in Market in Chicago discontinued all gold | 
the fourth end-use category, small items for futures trading activity. In October, mem- — 
investment, continued to decline relative to bers of Chicago’s MidAmerica Commodity 

_ earlier years, apparently in favor of other Exchange and the Chicago Board of Trade 
gold and nongold investment vehicles, and (CBOT) approved an affiliation agreement. 

| was negligible in 1985. The agreement called for the MidAmerica 
Sales of U.S. Department of the Treasury to remain a separate legal entity and a 

gold medallions and Olympic gold coins separate exchange and the CBOT to become 
declined substantially, principally as a re- the sole voting and equity member of the 
sult of fulfillment of the minting requiree MidAmerica. — 
ments set forth in the enabling legislation. . | 

Table 11.—U.S. consumption of gold,’ by end use 

(Thousand troy ounces) . 

End use | 1981 19822 1983? 19842 19852 

Jewelry and the arts: 
Karat gold-______.-_--___-____-_______ 1,420 1,638 1,410 "1,466 1,418 
Fine gold for electroplating. ___-§____~___~_______ 24 17 18 18 OT 
Gold-filled and other____-_ $5 286 301 237 225 198 

Total® $$ _-_-__-___________________ 1,730 1,954 *1,666 ™1,709 1,643 
Dental 5 5 5 314 358 360 363 394 

Industrial: : Te 
Karat gold________-_~---_-__---_______ 50 64 44 42 36 
Fine gold for electroplating... _-._-_.______ 528 389 344 415 326 
Gold-filled and other______________________ 633 649 644 628 693 

Total? $=» _-___-_____-____________ 1,210 1,102 1,032 1,084 1,055 
Small items for investment* ____§_§______________ 22 9 3 8 7 

Grand total? __________-----_----_--- 3,276 3,428 3,061 3,164 3,100 

"Revised. | 
1Gold consumed in fabricated products only; does not include monetary bullion. 
2Data may include estimates. 
3Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 
“Fabricated bars, medallions, coins, etc.
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STOCKS | 

: Official.—Stocks of gold bullion, held by 1980. — | , | | 
| the Department of the Treasury, continued ‘Commercial.—Stocks of refined gold held | 

| to decline slowly, reflecting, in part, materi- by industrial users at yearend were 16% 
al consumed to satisfy minting require- lower than stocks on hand at the end of 
ments of the Department’s gold medallion 1984. The sharpest decrease in inventories | 
and commemorative coin program. occurred during the first quarter, as users 

Official gold reserves of the market econo- apparently began withdrawing material to | 
my countries, including stocks held by the meet anticipated demand later in the year. 
International Monetary Fund (IMF) andthe Yearend stocks of gold certified for delivery 
Bank for International Settlements, totaled by the Commodity Exchange Inc., New 
1.144 billion ounces at yearend, compared York, the Nation’s largest gold futures ex- 
with 1.142 billion ounces at yearend 1984. change, comprise nearly all U.S. futures 
IMF yearend stocks, 103.43 million ounces, exchange stocks; they declined about 9%. 
were unchanged from stocks reported since from the yearend 1984 level. | 

Table 12.—-Yearend stocks of gold in the United States | | 

. (Thousand troy ounces) : oe 

: 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 | 

Industry__.--.-__.______---____--_-_- 635 716 "628 T7165 639 
Futures exchange ____.__ ~~ ~~~ 2,449 2,308 2,580 2,359 _ 12,110 
Department of the Treasury? ________________ 264,116 264,046 263,406 262,814 —«- 262,672 
Earmarked gold? _________.-_..___-_____ 350,640 © 348,555 341,402 387,873 += 377,399 

"Revised. 4 | . 
1Commodity Exchange Inc. only. oo . CO . 
Includes gold in Exchange Stabilization Fund. | | 
SGold held for foreign and international official accounts at New York Federal Reserve Bank. oe . 

| _ PRICES oe : _ | 

| The Engelhard Industries-London daily international economic and political devel- _ | 
final price of refined unfabricated gold be- opments combined to drive the price to the 
gan the year at about $306 per troy ounce year’s high of $341.in August and to sustain , 
and remained at about that level for the it through yearend at around $320. The | 
following 8 weeks. On February 25, the Engelhard Industries average for the year 
price fell to $284, its lowest point since was $317.66 per troy ounce, compared with 
August 6, 1979. Subsequent domestic and $360.66 per troy ounce in 1984.
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Table 13.—U.S. gold prices: Oo 
ae (Dollars per troy ounce) . | 

| — Period | Low (date) . - High (date) | Average 

1981. 89.25 (Aug 4) 599.25  (Jan.6) § —-—=—-459.64 | 
1982 ___________ (276.75 = June 21) — 481.00 Sept.) 875.91 i 
1988 874.65 (Nov. 21) 509.25 (Feb. 15) 424.00 
1984 ____________--------+------~_ 307.90 (Dec.20) 405.85 (Mar. 5) 360.66 

, 1985: _ | | | ae | 
| » January. -____ 2 _________=_____ 298.15 Wan. 28) 308.40 (Jan. 18) 303.19 

: | February ____________________._ 284.65 (Feb. 25) 304.55 (Feb. 14) 299.22 
: ‘March === 287.65 (Mar. 1). 330.80 (Mar. 27) 304.34 

April. =~ 817.15 (Apr. 4) 334.65 (Apr. 15) - 325.31 
“May eee eee. 310.00 (May 6) 326.90 (May 14) 316.46 

- June_. 2. ee «= 312.40 June 10) 325.80 (June 19) 316.89 
July --- LLL 808.65 = uly2) - 327.90 (July 31) 818.20 
August ~~ __ 320.20 (Aug. 6) 341.30 (Aug. 19 and 28) 330.46 
September ___ = .-_______________. 316.65 (Sept. 18) 329.65 (Sept. 26) 823.18 

| | October 822.65 = Oct. 1) 328.15 (Oct. 22) 326.24 
: November. ___~_____- 2... ___ 322.35 (Nov. 8) 331.50 (Nov. 26) 325.64 

. December — _ ____~--~--~--------~_ 315,90_ (Dec. 11) 330.00 (Dec. 31) 322.76 

. Average ----_-_----_-_-----_-- XX XxX 317.66 

XX Not applicable. _ | Do . 
1Engelhard Industries daily quotation. 

oO - FOREIGN TRADE a | 

__. Net imports of gold continued to increase _ received during 1984, reflecting the precipi- 
, during most of 1985, probably in response to tous decline during 1984 in imports of gold- | 

favorable currency exchange rates. With bearing copper ore and concentrates. The 
| the exception of gold contained in waste and rate of growth in net exports of waste and 

scrap products, imports of gold-bearing ma- scrap slowed considerably from the rate in 
_ terials again exceeded exports, with total 1984. | 

net imports for the year increasing 48% . Gold imported in bullion coins declined 
above the 1984 level. Net imports of refined 26% to about 2.06 million ounces. Imports of 

| _ bullion registered substantial gains over net South African Krugerrands declined 73% — 
| imports of the previous 2 years; in terms of owing to a combination of factors, such as 

| net value, however, the increase was mar-_ the Presidential banning order of October, 

| ginal in comparison with that of 1984. the availability of domestic gold investment 
Imports of gold-bearing ore and concen- items, and a shift toward other forms of 

: trates declined substantially from imports investment. — . |
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WORLD REVIEW oe 

Continuing a trend that began in 1980, 1985 served to increase the gap between 
world gold mine production increased again U.S.-dollar-denominated gold prices and 
during 1985. About 45% of the world mine prices denominated in Australian dollars 
output came from the Republic of South (A$). The price began the year at nearly | Africa, with the remainder, in descending A$370, compared with a London price of 
order of magnitude, from the U.S.S.R.,Can- about US$308, peaked at A$510 in April 
ada, the United States, Brazil, China, Aus- then ranged from A$450 to A$500 for the 
tralia, and 56 other countries. Gold is also rest of the year. | 
produced in small quantities in a dozen or Highlights of Australian gold develop- so other countries for which production ments in 1985 were summarized by the 
data are not available. Australian Bureau of Mineral Resources | Consolidated Gold Fields, in its annual (BMR)."* In addition to addressing develop- 
summary of world gold supply and demand, ments at Australia’s gold mines, the BMR 
reported that the supply of gold availableto noted that retreatment of old dumps for 
commercial purchasers in the market econ- gold left by previous treatment was increas- : omy countries in 1985 was about 41.4 mil- ing; at least 53 dumps were being retreated, 
lion ounces or nearly 5 million ounces less _ with the scale of the operations ranging 
than that of 1984. Following 2 years during from the Mount Morgan Ltd. and Anglo 
which central banks and government-con- American Gold Pty. Ltd. 38,600-ounce-per- trolled investment institutions, which to- year venture in Queensland to smaller oper- | gether make up the official sector, were net ations with individual annual capacities of | | sellers of gold to the market, the official 3,000 ounces or less. Throughout the coun- 
sector in 1985 made net purchases amount- try, at least 26 placer mines operated, most 
ing to over 4.3 million ounces. of them small; the total does not include 

Gold Fields estimated that consumption many small 1- to 2-person operations. Ac- 
of gold in the commercial sectors of the cording to the BMR, out of the total funds 
market economy countries was about 39.6 directed toward mineral exploration in Aus- - million ounces, or essentially the same as_ tralia exclusive of petroleum, about 40% 
that of 1984. Gold consumed in 1985 in the _ was allocated to the search for gold. | market economy countries was divided, in April 4 marked the official opening of the | millions of troy ounces, with 1984 consump- new Kidston Mine, Australia’s largest gold _tion in parentheses, between the following mine. The new mine is in the historic Oaks | end-use categories: jewelry, 28.9 (26.6); Goldfield approximately 180 miles north- 
electronics, 3.6 (4.0); dental, 1.7 (1.6); other west of Townsville in the State of Queens- industrial and decorative uses, 1.6 (1.8); land. Ore production at the new open pit 
medallions and unofficial coins, 0.4 (1.4); started in January, and the first gold was 
and official coins, 3.4 (4.2).12 | poured in February. The new mine, 70% A brief description and analysis of the owned by Placer Development Ltd. and 30% 
salient features of the mineral industries, owned by various domestic interests, pro- including gold, of Australia, Canada, and duced more than 206,000 ounces of gold Oceania was published by the Bureau of during its first year of operation. At full Mines in 1985.18 production, Kidston was expected to yield Australia.—The resurgence in Australian 281,000 ounces of gold and 164,000 ounces of gold production, which began in 1981, con- silver per year. | tinued in 1985 with production exceeding A significant gold discovery was made in 1.8 million ounces, up 46% over that of 1984 early 1985 in Queensland’s Drummond Ba- and greater than in any year since 1915. sin about 35 miles south of Charters Towers The year’s comparatively high gold prices and 90 miles southwest of Townsville, by in terms of Australian dollars, and the Pajingo Gold Mines Pty. Ltd., a subsidiary 
income tax-free status of gold mining com- of Battle Mountain Gold of Houston, TX. bined to further stimulate industry’s inter- Initial drilling on the Pajingo Prospect re- est and action. Again, as in recent years, portedly produced several extremely high- Western Australia was the principal pro- grade intersections; one, for example, re- ducing State and experienced the greatest portedly included 6.6 feet of core assaying gold exploration and mining activity. 45.57 ounces of gold per ton. Subsequent Substantial depreciation of the Austra- drilling and examination of the ore body, lian dollar in March and again in November designated as the “Janet A. Lode Zone,”
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resulted in the identification of reserves palladium of unspecified quantity were re- 

bearing an estimated 500,000 ounces of gold portedly associated with the discovery. : 

| and more than 1.8 million ounces of silver Near yearend, Peko Mines, part of Peko- 

that should be minable using surface min- Wallsend Group Ltd., completed construc- 

ing techniques. Six other areas, including tion of surface and shaft-hoisting facilities 

: the Janet B. Zone about 0.5 mile away from at its Argo Mine (formerly Explorer 46) 

the Janet A. Zone, have been scheduled for under development near Tennant Creek. 

investigation in the near future. The com- Also near Tennant Creek, Nobles Nob gold 

pany has authority to prospect about 2,000 mine ceased operation on January 14, after 

square miles in the Pajingo area. Nearby, 37 years. Milling of stockpiled ore was 

| another company, North Queensland Re- expected to continue at least through mid- 

sources, reportedly held a small unexplored year. Depletion of economic reserves was 

: prospect designated as the “Highway gold cited as a reason for the closure. . . 

prospect.” Elsewhere in Queensland, the Developments in the State of Western 

Mount Leyson gold deposit, a prospect held Australia, which accounted for about 70% 

an jointly by Noranda Pacific Ltd. (a joint of Australia’s production in 1985, continued 

| venture of Noranda Australia, the Broken to dominate the country’s gold mining 

| Hill Pty. Co. Ltd. (BHP), and the Electroly- scene. At least six new mines began produc- 7 

tic Zinc Co. of Australia Ltd.) and Pan tion during the year, and improvements 

Australia. Mining Ltd., had reached the were completed at numerous others; explo- 

| feasibility stage and was believed likely to ration was very active. WMCH’s gold circuit 

| begin production by 1987. Several other at the Kambalda nickel operation produced 

, | gold properties in the State were under 95,523 ounces for the fiscal year ending in 

investigation, with several targeted for pro- September. The company also began heap 

duction in the near future.. . leaching low-grade ore from the opencut 

Western Mining Corp. Holdings Ltd. at the Victory Mine. Production from 

~ (WMCH) and its partner BP Australia Ltd. WMCH’s other Western Australian gold 

decided to develop the huge Olympic Dam properties at Kalgoorlie, Lancefield, Mount | 

: project at Roxby Downs, South Australia. In Magnet, and Norseman, and not including 

addition to producing copper and uranium, production at affiliated Kalgoorlie Mining 

the mine was expected to produce gold at a Associates (KMA) facilities, amounted to 

rate of about 96,000 ounces per year shortly 223,964 ounces for the 12 months ending in 

| before or following the mine’s scheduled September. Gold production by KMA at its . 

opening as a base metal producer in 1988. Mount Charlotte and Fimiston operations 

In the Northern Territory, the Pine amounted to 234,057 ounces during the 

| Creek gold mine of Renison Goldfields Con- fiscal year. ; 

solidated Ltd. (RGC) and Enterprise Gold New mines that began operations in 

Mines NL began production in late October. Western Australia during the year included 

The new mine at Pine Creek was to be the following: Esso Exploration and Produc- 

operated by the partners’ company, Pine tion Australia Inc. and its partners dedicat- 

Creek Consolidated Ltd., and was expected ed the new 80,000-ounce-per-year Harbour 

to produce 58,000 ounces of gold and 20,000 Lights Mine at Leonora in July. AUR NL 

ounces of silver annually. In the Tanami started treating ore from its Mount Martin 

area of the Northern Territory, North Flin- and Good Hope Mines between Kalgoorlie 

ders Mines Ltd. continued exploration and and Kambalda. AUR poured its first gold in 

planning at its Granites project. The compa- April; production was expected to be 10,000 

oo ny planned to bring the new mine into to 15,000 ounces per year. Brunswick Oil 

production by July 1986 at an annual rate NL began operations at its new open pit 

of about 65,000 ounces per year. Exploration Galtee More Mine 5 miles northwest of 

reportedly identified five additional depos- Mount Magnet. Production was expected to 

its that could add substantially to the proj- be 45,000 ounces per year; a new 200,000- 

ect’s established ore reserves. In other de-  ton-per-year mill was scheduled for oper- 

velopments, Noranda Pacific continued ex- ation in early 1986. Endeavour Resources 

ploration of a significant gold discovery Ltd. commissioned its new 40,000-ounce-per- 

made in 1984 at Coronation Hill. Drilling at year Bluebird Mine and carbon-in-leach 

the project in 1985 indicated a large reserve treatment plant near Meekatharra. Near 

of ore minable by surface methods, while -Kalgoorlie, Windsor Resources NL and 

geological studies suggested that a much partners began production near yearend at 

larger potential may exist. Platinum and the Mount Percy open pit. The new $9
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_ million mine was expected to yield 39,000 frontier areas. Calls for official guidelines 
ounces per year. The Paddington open pit and policy directives aimed at achieving 
Mine of Pancontinental Mining Ltd., at greater control over gold smuggling and 
Broad Arrow, 20 miles north of Kalgoorlie, objectionable garimpeiro mining practices | 

_ Was commissioned in May. The first gold were made on several occasions during the 
was poured in June; annual production was year by gold mining industry and Govern- _ 
expected to be 90,000 ounces. Finally, BHP’s _ ment representatives. . 
new Gimlet South, or Ora Banda Mine at In the State of Minas Gerais, the Mining 
Ora Banda, began production at an initial Div. of General Mining Union Corp. Ltd. 
annual rate of 10,000 ounces. (Gencor), of the Republic of South Africa, 

At Western Australia’s largest gold mine, continued to develop its underground Sado 
the Telfer Mine, east of Nullagine, New- Bento gold mine. The mine’s new gold | | 
mont Holding Pty. Ltd. and BHP announc- recovery plant was to incorporate a pressur- 
ed plans to increase the mine’s production _ ized leaching system designed to maximize | | 

| capacity from 140,000 to 190,000 ounces per gold recovery from the highly refractory | 
year. The expansion program was scheduled ore. Commissioning of the new mine was 

_ for completion by September 1986. scheduled for the end of 1986. Production 
- Australia Mining NL announced in early was expected to be about 60,000 ounces per | 

1985 that because of depletion of economic year. At Paracatu, between Brazilia and 
_ Ore reserves the Mount Henry Mine at Belo Horizonte, a large placer deposit re- 
Norseman was placed in care-and-main- portedly containing 3 million ounces of gold, | 
tenance status pending the discovery of new 1.4 million ounces of silver, and nearly 0.5. . 
reserves and/or an increase in the price of million ounces of platinum was discovered 

, gold. | _ by RTZ Mineracdo Ltd., the Brazilian sub- | 
In August, the Government of Australia sidiary of The Rio Tinto Zinc Corp. PLC, of a" 

approved plans by the Western Australian the United Kingdom. The deposit, known as | 
| government's Perth Mint to produce gold the Morro do Ouro, was the result of more | 

coins to compete in the international mar- than 4 years of exploration by RTZ. Report- | 
ket. with gold coins offered by other nations. edly at yearend, RTZ had formed a joint 
The plans reportedly called for the minting venture with Autram Mineracdo e Partici- 
of 200,000 to 500,000 coins of 99.99% purity ,pagées S.A. to proceed with development of | 
ranging in weight from 0.10 to 1 troy ounce, _ the property. Production was scheduled to | 
to be marketed during the first half of 1986. begin in 1987 at a rate of about 100,000 

_ Brazil—The gold rush under way in ounces of gold per year. Concurrently, 
Brazil over the past several years continued Autram was reportedly involved with a 
to moderate, and development became more -Canadian partner, Treasure Valley Explo- | 
organized. At Serra Pelada, in the State of rations, of Toronto, in developing a large 
Para, production dropped from a 1983 peak placer deposit along the Teles Pires River in 
of about 400,000 ounces to an estimated the State of Mato Grosso. | a 
70,000 ounces in 1985; most of the estimated At Nova Lima, Mineracéo Morro Velho 
30,000 to 40,000 independent miners, or S.A. (MMV), an indirect subsidiary of the 
“garimpeiros,” who were working in the Anglo American Corp. of South Africa Ltd. 
mine’s enormous hand-dug pit during the (AAC), and its partner, the Bozzano Simon- 
peak years have since been drawn to the sen Group, moved closer to a targeted 1987 
many other isolated gold rush camps scat- completion of an expansion program at its 
tered throughout the northern part of the Raposos-Cuiaba project. The $160 million : 
country. Gold-bearing rivers such as the program was expected to increase the com- 
Tapajés and others flowing out of the Andes pany’s production capacity in the State by 
Mountains and along the frontier between about 160,000 ounces, to 300,000 ounces per 
Brazil and Bolivia continued to be the year. MMV also operates the old Morro 
largest centers of garimpeiro activity. Velho Mine near Nova Lima, where strata- 

Efforts were continued by the Govern- bound, sulfide-hosted gold has been mined 
ment to develop a more accurate accounting since 1835, and the Jacobina Mine in the 
of the country’s gold production, especially State of Bahia. 
that produced by garimpeiros who, at- At the end of January, Cia. Vale do Rio 
tracted by premium gold prices offered Doce (CVRD), the Brazilian state mining 
outside of the country, reportedly sold their company, produced the first gold from its 
unreported production to smugglers, or sim- new Araci Mine, also known as the Fazenda 
ply used it as a medium of exchange in the Brasileiro. Construction of the open pit
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mine, near Serrinha in the State of Bahia, pand crushing capacity and build a new | 

was completed between January and Sep- gold recovery plant at its Kidd Creek 
. tember 1984 and is Brazil’s first heap- copper-zinc-silver-gold mine at Timmins. 

| leaching operation. About 16,000 ounces The expansion was to accommodate produc- ' 
was expected to be produced annually. tion from the company’s new Hoyle Pond . 

_ CVRD’s plans to take over development of and Owl Creek Mines. The Hoyle Pond | 
the Serra Pelada Mine in the State of Para Mine, near Timmins, was scheduled to be- 

were reportedly postponed for several years gin production in early 1986 and was. ex- 
to allow garimpeiros there tocontinue. — —_—— pected to produce about 45,000 ounces of 

An investigation of the genesis and for- gold per year. The Ow! Creek open pit mine, 
mation of gold deposits in the Precambrian which began production in 1982, is just west 

_ shield of Brazil concluded that the best of Hoyle Pond and produces about 25,000 | 
potential for future. discoveries of lode ounces of gold per year. a : 

gold deposits should be in greenstones and Other Canadian gold mines moving to- 

: _ younger Precambrian conglomerates.“ A ward production in the near future include 
genetic model was proposed that indicated Sherritt Gordon Mines Ltd.’s new 70,000- => 
repeated recycling of gold through geologi- ounce-per-year MacLellan Mine near Lynn | 

co cal time. ; oo _. Lake, Manitoba; Mascot Gold Mines Ltd.’s | 
| Canada.—Canadian gold production in- nen pit project at Hedley, British Colum- 

. | creased for the fifth consecutive year, re- bia; and Total Erickson Resources Ltd.’s . 

| flecting the continuing momentum of both Mount Skukum project, about 40 miles : 

| comant gold exploration and mine devel- south of Whitehorse in the Yukon Territo- _ 
a. ; . Jo. ry. Corona’s Cullaton Lake property in the 

| Beng production in Ontere increased Northwest Territories was closed, as was 

i La pas wer o he See teen Teck’s Lamaque Mine at Val d’Or, Quebec. 

: . f th j & d lente a © op t ‘Although gold exploration activity was 

| He or three jarge underground mines a high throughout the gold-producing areas of | 
. emlo. Just 3 years from discovery and 2 Cc . ~ - 1s “Aho! 

meuete . : anada, it was especially high in the Mari- 
years since construction began, the Golden time Provinces and in the Province of Que- 
Giant Mine at Hemlo poured its first 1,000- bec. Stimulated by the di 
ounce bar of production gold. The Golden 02°C PUMUated by tne discovery near year 

- Giant Mine is owned by Noranda Mines’ end by Teck Explorations Ltd. and its part- 
: Ltd. and its partners Golden Sceptre Re- ners Golden Hope Resources Inc. and Gold- 

sources Ltd. and Goliath Gold Mines Ltd. © Group Explorations Inc. of a small, high- _ 
| Production at the Golden Giant was ex- 8'2de gold, silver, copper, and zinc deposit 

pected to reach 330,000 ounces per year by ©? Casa Berardi, in Estrades Township, 
1988. At the end of May; Teck Corp. and its © northwestern Quebec, numerous companies 
partner International Corona Resources accelerated a rush to secure land positions 
Ltd. poured their first gold at the Teck-. the area. Inco, one of the original compa- 

' Corona Mine. Annual production at the new ies that had been exploring in the area 
Hemlo facility was expected to be about Since 1981, touched off the rush when signif- 

250,000 ounces by 1987. Nearby, Lac Miner- icant gold values were intersected during a 
als Ltd., of Toronto, brought its Page- drilling program along an extension of the 
Williams Mine on-stream in December. Pro- main ore zone of its Golden Pond deposit, 
duction from this mine was to reach 200,000 where Inco, with its partner Golden Knight 
ounces in 1986 and reportedly could rise to Resources Ltd., had earlier begun an under- 
400,000 ounces per year by 1989. Believed to ground exploration program. At yearend, 
be the most significant discovery in over 50 several dozen companies had secured land 
years in Canada, the Hemlo deposit may positions in the Casa Berardi area, and a 

eventually increase Canadian production few new gold strikes had reportedly been 
from its present 2.7 million ounces per year made. Investor interest, based largely on 
to nearly 3.5 million ounces. the results of preliminary drilling in the 

At the Detour Lake Mine, 120 miles area, was reflected in a large early Decem- 
northeast of Timmins, Ontario, operations ber increase in speculative trading activity 
at the open pit were scheduled to end in on the Vancouver, British Columbia, stock 
1986, and at about the same time, a 17- exchange. 
month shutdown was reportedly planned to On the southwest coast of the island of 
accommodate changes in the mine’s devel- Newfoundland, BP Resources Canada Ltd. 
opment plan. In midyear, Kidd Creek Mines continued to evaluate its Chetwynd gold 
Ltd., Toronto, announced a decision to ex- deposit. By yearend, the company had com-
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pleted 58 drill holes indicating preliminary age domestic fabrication of jewelry products 
reserves of about 1.6 million ounces of gold. in response to increasing demand by the 
A 9,500-ton heap-leach recovery test show- Chinese people. | 
ing a 61% recovery rate was also conducted. Reports of Chinese gold discoveries and 
Development of the property was expected new mine developments continue to in- 
to begin in 1986. Gold discoveries near the crease every year. Gold was reportedly 
island’s south coast, at White Bay on the being mined in 400 Chinese counties. Chi- 
north coast, and to the north in Labrador, _na’s largest deposit, the Jiaojiashi gold mine 
also stimulated major claim staking and in northern Shandong Province, was report- 

| land acquisition in the Province of New- edly estimated to contain about one-third of 
foundland. The number of new claims stak- the country’s verified primary gold re | 
ed reportedly exceeded 13,000, and more _ serves. Information released on the discov- | 
than 27,000 were reportedly in good stand- ery suggested that the deposit may be a 
ing at yearend. About 30 companies were large low-grade disseminated-type deposit. 
involved in the new claim activity. Gold Colombia.—Apparently stimulated by a 

. exploration activity was also reviving inthe 1984 Government decision to pay a 30% : 
Provinces of New Brunswick and Nova premium over world gold prices, gold pro- : 
Scotia, where new discoveries in recent duction in Colombia registered a nearly 
years were prompting a reexamination of 44% increase over that of 1984. Foreign and 
old goldfields and grassroots efforts in domestic participation in gold ventures | 
unexplored areas. : throughout Colombia remained at a high 

As a result of restrictions near yearend level throughout the year. The Instituto 
~- on the importation of South African Kru- Nacional de Investigaciénes Geolégico- 

gerrands by a number of countries, the Mineras, an autonomous Government agen- 
Canadian Maple Leaf bullion coin market cy responsible for mineral exploration and. 
benefited significantly, and sales reached preliminary mining studies, issued a report 
an all-time high, rising from 1 million summarizing the most promising areas to 
ounces in 1984 to nearly 1.9 million ounces prospect for new lode and placer deposits of 
in 1985. : | | gold and silver in Colombia. The area with 
China.—The Government of China con- the best potential for vein-type lode gold 

tinued to formulate economic policies and was reported to be the Cordillera Central 
provide incentives aimed at rapidly increas- because of extensive fracturing and fault 
ing the country’s production of gold, which, structures; the volcanics on the western 
as an export commodity, may be quickly edge of the Cordillera were reported to be 
liquidated to earn much-needed foreign ex- the most promising formations for discov- 
change credits. At a gold mining conference ries of disseminated-type deposits. The 
in October, China’s New Minister of Geolo- promising placer zones detailed in the re- 
gy and Mineral Resources indicated that port offer the best prospect for discovery 
the Government planned to double the and increased gold output in the near term, 
country’s present annual output by 1990.To with the Guaninia Zone near Brazil ranked 

“encourage greater production and discour- as having the best potential for placer gold 
age gold smuggling and hoarding, the Gov- discoveries. The report included maps and a 
ernment began to maintain the price at selected bibliography.’¢ 
levels in line with the world market price. A Japan.—Interest in gold as an investment 
crackdown on gold smuggling was intensi- vehicle, as well as gold use in fabricated 
fied during the year, and nearly 1,000 per- products, especially jewelry, continued to 
sons were reportedly fined or imprisoned. expand in 1985, and as a consequence, 
Gold was reportedly used as a medium of Japan moved closer to being one of the 
exchange for the purchase of luxury and_ world’s leading gold markets. Japanese in- 
restricted goods, such as television sets and terest and activity directed toward gold 
drugs from outside the country. exploration and mine development also con- 

The Government continued to step upits tinued at a high level. 
efforts to sell its gold production as fabricat- In July, Sumitomo Metal Mining Co. Ltd. 
ed products on both domestic and interna- began production at its rich Hishikari gold 
tional markets. The popularity of Gold Pan- mine in Kagoshima Prefecture on Japan’s 
da coins minted in Shanghai by the China southern island of Kyushu. The deposit, a 
Mint Co., an affiliate of China’s Central classic epithermal (low-temperature) depos- 
Bank, continued to grow, and the Govern-_ it characteristic of the Island Arc volcanic 

ment was reportedly continuing to encour- setting, was reportedly discovered in 1978
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by an airborne electromagnetic survey con- portion of the ore body. Placer also contin- 
_ ducted in an area previously thought not to ued exploration at its gold and silver prop- 

| host precious metals deposits. The grade of erty on Misima Island, to the east of the 
the ore under development was reportedly mainlandcoast. = i 

: about 2.3 ounces per ton; 3.9. million ounces A partnership of Nord Resources Corp., 
of reserves had been delineated by the time Kennecott Explorations (Australia) Ltd., 

| production began. Production. costs. for the and Niugini Mining Ltd., exploring in the 
planned 174,000-ounce-per-year operation Tabar Islands group of Papua New Guinea, 
were expected to be among the lowest in the encountered encouraging results at three 
world. Exploration in the Hishikari area by gold prospects on Tatau Island and at four | 

_  Japan’s Metal Mining Agency reportedly prospects on Simberi Island, 5 miles to the 
| | led to the discovery of a gold prospect north. To the southeast, in the Linetz- 

| between Sumitomo’s new mine and the Lamond area of Lihir Island, the partners 
Kushikiso gold mine of Mitsui Mining & continued to evaluate a gold discovery — 

| Smelting Co.Ltd. announced in 1984. Preliminary diamond 
| Initial assays of material returned from drilling results released at yearend 1985 | 

| drilling a new well at a hot spring at Mount reportedly indicate that a potential gold 
| Aso, near the existing Hita gold mine in reserve of nearly 12 million ounces may 

Kyushu’s Oita Prefecture, reportedly show- exist. The partners were also exploring on 
ed about 0.6 ounce. of gold per ton, plus the island of New Hanover, Woodlark Is- 

_ gsilverand copper values. __ | land, and in the Ramu River area of main- 
Yatani Mining Co. Ltd., a subsidiary of land Papua New Guinea. Also in Papua : 

: Mitsubishi Metal Corp., reportedly discover- New Guinea, Esso PNG Inc. and City and» 
| ed a high-grade gold occurrence in its Yata- Suburban Properties Ltd., of Sydney, Aus- 

ni lead and zinc mine, in the Yamagata tralia, were reported to be prospecting in 
Prefecture of northern Honshu. the D’Entrecasteaux Island group of Milne © 

. - Oceania.—This area has in recent dec- Bay, in the Feni Islands, and on the island | 
ades yielded significant precious and base of New Britain, while Newmont Mining was 
metals deposits, such as those developed in reportedly prospecting in the Tanga Is- 
Papua New Guinea at Ok Tedi, on the lands. | 4 | - 
mainland, and at Panguna, on Bougainville Activity increased in the Solomon Is- 

Island. Exploration over the past several lands, with interest centering around the 
: years has resulted in the discovery of addi- old gold deposits on Guadalcanal Island; 

| | tional deposits, and discoveries announced Cyprus Minerals Co. was reportedly pros- 
during 1985 suggest that the rate of success pecting in the Gold Ridge area, while an 
is accelerating. OS Australian company, Zanex Ltd., was re- 

Interest was generated in 1985 by the  portedly preparing to start mining a placer 
release of a report detailing the discovery of deposit on the Matepono River with its 
anomalous gold values on the Island of partner, a local company, Mavu Gold Devel- 
Palau, along the Pacific Rim in the Caroline opment Ltd. ~ 
Islands north of New Guinea. According to In 1985, 95% of the gold produced in. 
the report, a brief reconnaissance of the Oceania came from two large mines in 

island by the U.S. Geological Survey had Papua New Guinea, the Panguna and Ok 
resulted in the discovery of a large, as yet Tedi operations. At Panguna, on the Island 
unassessed, epithermal gold system.1” of Bougainville, Bougainville Copper Ltd. 

In Papua New Guinea in the Enga Prov- produced more than 462,000 ounces of gold 
ince of the Western Highlands, between as a byproduct of its copper mining oper- 
Mount Hagen and Ok Tedi, exploration ations in 1985. The decline in gold produc- 
continued at the Porgera joint venture by tion from the 1984 level of about 504,000 
Placer (P.N.G.) Pty. Ltd. and its partners ounces reflected a continuing decline in the 
Mount Isa Mines Ltd. and RGC. The part- gold content of the ore mined; production of 
ners had outlined a large reserve of gold- mined ore and concentrate had increased 
and silver-bearing ore, much of which is not 7% over that of 1984. 

recoverable by simple cyanide leaching. On the mainland of Papua New Guinea, 
Metallurgical tests, however, demonstrated the new Ok Tedi gold and copper mine, 
that a flotation and pressure oxidation proc- which began production in 1984, produced 
ess would be technically feasible. The part- an estimated 546,000 ounces of gold despite 
ners planned to drive an exploration adit in a 5-week hiatus beginning in February. The 
1986 to more fully evaluate the high-grade break in production stemmed from a dis-
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agreement between the Government of Pap- Philippines increased slightly in 1985. De- 
ua New Guinea and the mine’s owners spite gold rushes reportedly under way in 
concerning the time at which the second, or several Provinces, some marginal gold and 
copper, development phase would begin, copper operations were forced to suspend 
relative to the completion of the first min- work because of rising mining costs and low , 
ing phase—the extraction of the mine’s world metals prices. : 
gold-rich cap. An agreement was reached in The Benguet Corp., the country’s largest 
March whereby the operators would accel- gold producer, reported a drop in gold out- 
erate preparations for the development of put from its five underground gold mines 
the copper production phase. The new mine near Baguio City in Benguet Province and 
is one of the largest gold mines in the world its open pit Dizon copper-gold mine in 
outside of the Republic of South Africa and Zimbales Province. Production from the | 
the U.S.S.R. Situated at Mount Fulbian in Baguio City mines amounted to 112,000 
the rugged Star Mountains near the border ounces compared with 114,000 ounces in 
between Papua New Guinea and Indonesia, 1984. During the year, the company began 
the mine was developed by two U.S. compa-_ open pit mining at two mineralized areas 

_. nies, plus a West German consortium and, associated with the deposit cut by the five 
later, included the Government of Papua underground operations. The company also 
New Guinea; the associates together make acquired a controlling interest in.the Lto- 
up Ok Tedi Mining Ltd. The location is gon Mine adjacent to its Acupan Mine. At 
perhaps one of the most inhospitable in the the Dizon Mine and concentrator in San | | 
world today, with normal mean rainfall of Marcelino, production of byproduct gold 
312 inches distributed over a rainy season from the copper mining operations was | 
lasting for 339 days per year. | 129,000 ounces, compared with 144,000 in - 

Near the north mainland coast, New 1984. In 1985, nearly 16 million tons of 
Guinea Goldfields Ltd. (NGG), controlled by copper-gold ore plus waste rock were mov- 7 
RGC and Consolidated Gold Fields, produc- ed. The decline in gold production was a 
ed about 11,000 ounces of gold and 7,800 direct result of a 12% reduction in the gold 
ounces of silver from lode and placer mine content of the ore mined during the year 
operations at Wau. The company began plus a slight drop.in gold recovered by the | 
construction of a new 440,000-ton-per-year mill. Benguet also conducted extensive ex- 

- mill and carbon-in-pulp plant that. was ploration and development work at its Para- 
scheduled for completion in early 1986. cale Gold project in Camarines Norte Prov-. 

Other gold-producing countries around ince, and exploration for gold, copper, and 
the southern Pacific Rim include Indonesia, other metals in various Philippine Prov-— 
Fiji, and New Zealand. They registered inces until financial limitations forced 
production increases during the year of 7%, many projects to be suspended toward year- | 
24%, and 108%, respectively. Each also end. | 
registered a substantial increase in gold Atlas Consolidated Mining and Develop- 
exploration activity as well as development ment Corp. reported that 160,002 ounces of 
at new or existing operations. gold was produced at its operations on Cebu 
Peru.—In May, the Government of Peru, and Masbate Islands, compared with nearly 

responding to a need to attract investors to 190,000 ounces in 1984. The heap-leaching 
the country’s gold mining industry by pro- plant at the Masbate Gold Operation 

| viding more flexibility in its gold mining (MGO), which began production in late 
laws, modified a number of regulations 1984, produced 6,301 ounces of gold during. 
pertaining to gold mine investment and/or _ its first full year of operation. Gold produc- 
reinvestment programs. Reinvestment reg- ed at MGO’s open pit operation amounted 
ulations were simplified and some burden- to nearly 79,000 ounces, or slightly less than 
some aspects were removed altogether. Di- in 1984. Exploration by Atlas was held in 
rect investment programs, where previous- abeyance during the year pending improve- 
ly only reinvestment was permitted, were ment in the outlook for its products. 
added and both kinds of programs together Exploration for gold was conducted by a 
were structured to clarify investment incen- number of other companies operating in the 
tives in the areas of minerals rights, explo- islands. RGC continued drilling at its Tirad 
ration, equipment purchases, construction project, and prospecting on Bohol Island by 
of infrastructure and access facilities, and Colfax Energy Ltd. and its partner Black 
installation of advanced recovery processes. Gold Oil & Gas Ltd. reportedly detected 

Philippines.—Gold production in the promising gold values.
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Gold rushes were reported on the islands 0.18 ounce of gold per ton; in 1984, 111.5 
of Mindanao and Negros, where controls million tons, averaging 0.19 ounce per ton, 
were imposed on the various operations was milled. Working costs for South African 
following problems associated with unsafe gold mines in 1985 averaged** $155.27 per 
working conditions and gold smuggling. ounce and ranged from $87.69 per ounce at | 

| South Africa, Republic of.—Effective the Kloof Mine to $320.88 per ounce at East 
April 1, the mining tax surcharge paid by Rand Proprietary. Production by the six 

- | all domestic gold and diamond mines was major mining groups was as follows, in 
increased by 5%, to 25%. A 34% decline in million ounces: AAC, 17.7; Gold Fields of. 
the value of the rand against the U.S. South Africa Ltd., 4.1; Gencor, 3.7; Rand 
dollar, plus relatively stable dollar-denom- Mines Ltd., 2.1; Johannesburg Consolidated 
inated gold prices, combined to produce Investment Co. Ltd. (JCI), 1.6; and Anglo- 

_ increased revenue for the country’s gold vaal, 1.2. : | 
mines. | In terms of individual mine output, the 

From September 1983 through the end of largest South African gold mines, in mil- 
1984, the South African Reserve Bank had lions of ounces of production, were Vaal 

been paying for domestic gold mine produc- Reefs with 2.6; Driefontein Consolidated 
tion with dollars. Beginning in January with 2.1; Western Holdings, Buffelsfontein, 

| 1985, this payment to the mines in dollars and Western Deep Levels with about 1.2 
was reduced by one-half with the remaining each; and Harmony with just over 1.0. 
one-half paid in rands, and by December, Estimates of fully developed or blocked-out 
the bank reverted to paying for production gold ore reserves reported by the Chamber 
exclusively in rands. of Mines at the end of 1985 amounted to 

Superimposed on these and other internal nearly 500 million tons, containing, on aver- 
developments, especially during the second age, about 0.30 ounce of gold per ton. A 

: half of the year, were actions taken by comprehensive review of South African gold | 
several foreign governments to ban the mining including historical and statistical 
importation of Krugerrands and to impose details on production, labor, and mine fi- 

| : restrictions on business-related activities nancing was published in 1985." : 
with the Republic of South Africa. In an attempt to increase production and 

In the meantime, labor strife continued to reduce working costs, AAC continued to . 

mount and manifest itself at some of the seek approval of its previously announced 
country’s gold, coal, and platinum mines. plans to merge four of its gold mining 
On April 26, about 15,000 gold miners were companies in the Orange Free State to form 
fired following their participation in a re- Free State Consolidated Gold Mines Ltd., 
portedly illegal 24-hour strike for higher also known as Freegold. The merger, one 

| wages. The majority of the dismissed min- that would create the world’s largest single 
ers were employed at the Vaal Reefs Mine gold mine, producing about 3.6 million 
of AAC; concurrently, Anglovaal Ltd. fired ounces and employing 105,000 people, had 
a number of strikers at its Hartebeestfon- received Government approval by yearend 
tein Mine. A strike by the National Union but was yet to be approved by shareholders 
of Mineworkers (NUM) against selected of the affected companies. Gold Field’s 
South African gold and coal producers be- Kloof Gold Mining Co. Ltd. announced: 
gan on September 3, but was called off the plans to establish a new division, the Leeu- 
following day when only a small percentage doorn Div., to exploit recently discovered 
of NUM’s estimated 150,000 members par-_ ore reserves near its existing operations in 
ticipated. the Transvaal. A new main shaft and venti- 

Of the nearly 21.6 million ounces of gold lation shaft connecting the existing work- 
produced in the Republic of South Africa ings with the new reserve area were under 
during the year, 20.5 million ounces was_ construction near yearend. Plans called for 
produced by the 33 mines that together a doubling of milling capacity by the end of 
represent the membership of the Chamber the century. Gencor announced that its new 
of Mines of South Africa. The remainder Beatrix Mine in the Orange Free State, 
was recovered by small independent gold which began production in late 1983, had 
producers or as a byproduct of other mining attained its planned full production rate of 
sectors. The total ore milled by Chamber more than 2.2 million tons of ore per year. 
members, including ore milled by produc- Exploration continued for new gold ore 
ers of byproduct and coproduct uranium, bodies and extensions to existing deposits in 
amounted to 115.3 million tons, averaging the Republic of South Africa. In the Orange
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Free State, JCI and AAC completed their led the company to propose a broader pro- 
drilling and exploration program in the gram of exploration to several potential _ 
Theunissen District and reportedly decided partners. 
to proceed with the sinking of two prospect U.S.S.R.—Estimated net exports of gold 
shafts at the site, known as the Joel Pros- from the U.S.S.R. and the centrally planned | 

pect. In the Barberton region of the eastern economy countries to the market economy 
Transvaal, Southland Energy Corp., a U.S. countries were reported to have increased 
company, reportedly completed its first- for the second consecutive year, rising from 
phase exploration program at the old nearly 6.6 million ounces in 1984 to 68 
Makonjwaan and Imperial Mines. Favor- million ounces or more in 1985.” SS 
able preliminary drilling results reportedly 

| Table 16.—Gold: World mine production, by country’ 
(Troy ounces) . 

a 
Country? 1981 1982 1983 1984? 1985° 

Argentina_______________---------- 14,757 20,319 23,374 22,120 22,500 
Australia ______-_.___.------------ 590,737 866,815 983,522 1,257,125 91,832,590 
Bolivia________.__________-------~ 66,372 40,146: 49,217 40,827 30,000 
Brazil@4 =~ ~——s«1,200,000 1,500,000 ~— 1,750,000 —1,750,000 2,000,000 
Burundi ______________~_--------+-- £100 £100 — 292 1,115 1,100 
Cameroon _________-_-~--~~-~------~- 316 136 261 ©250 250 
Canada ____________________-----~ 1,672,893 2,081,280 —- 2,863,411 * ©2,638,000 —-2,747,000 
Central African Republic. _________---~- 1,386 1,000 2,492  — 6,953 7,000 
Chile___________-________-------- 400,479 543,569 570,971 541,051 $554,281. 
China®___ se ________ ‘1,700,000 =~ 1,800,000 = 1,850,000 = 1,900,000 + —_ 1,950,000 
Colombia __________-______------_- 529,214 472,674 438,579 799,889 1,150,000 
Congo ______._-~-_~---~-----+----- 48 . 83 267 101 150 
Costa Rica® 5 20,000 27,000 30,000 35,000 35,000 
Dominican Republic... _._____-_------- 407,818 736,309 354,023 338,272 3337,150 
Ecuador _________-__-_------------ T1286 1,601 608 ®1,000 1,000 
El Salvador _____.._-_-_-__-_~_.------- 3,883 3,300 650 285 280 

~~ Ethiopia® _________________-_----_- 311,930 12,000 14,000 - 15,000 15,000 
Fiji_.______._____--------------- ™30,833 45,750 40,124 48,515 359,961 
Finland ________.--____-___-~_------ 31,893 36,780 25,206 28,067 28,000 
France_____________._____-------- 36,362 67,967 71,659 70,279 70,000 : 
French Guiana___________-_/___------- ©4,000 5,231 - 8,038 10,127 12,000 

| Gabon® ____________________-.--_- 550 550 550 71,325 1,000 
Germany, Federal Republic of__________-~- 3,051 1,813 - °1,900 “1,500 1,200 
Ghana __________---__------------ 341,000 331,000 276,000 287,000 $299,363 
Guyana ________.__-__-------_---- 19,263 7,347 4,607 11,131 310,323 
Honduras _________________~------- 1,579 1,711 2,151 2,784 2,500 
Hungary® __________._-_---------- 60,000 50,000 30,000 20,000 20,000 
India® e+ 79,875 71,935 70,158 65,234 59,000 
Indonesia® _______________--------- T54,241 71,878 76,888 78,677 84,500 
Japan _________.---~_-~-_-------- 99,242 104,136 100,921 103,519 3158,567 
Kenya ________..~----~-----_--~---+-~-~- 100 ° 21 100 600 600 
Korea, North® ___________---__------ 160,000 160,000 160,000 160,000 160,000 
Korea, Republic of§ ______________-_---- 43,147 55,750 72,083 79,156 80,000 
Liberia® 7___§_______-___-_---_-_____- 16,720 12,656 15,400 10,500 12,000 
Madagascar® ___________________--_- 110 110 110 F130 130 
Malaysia: 

Peninsular Malaysia _______.____.---- 5,691 5,788 5,792 7,041 5,800 
Sabah __________-_------------- "69,563 "84,614 82,662 82,012 82,000 
Sarawak_____._---__-_-_-_------ 67 723 CO 161 474 4,600 

Mali®__.._____-___-_--§ 5 5 eee 16,000 13,000 13,000 16,075 16,000 
Mexico® ____________.________-_--_- 198,594 214,349 198,177 270,998 285,000 
Namibia_______._..-__-..._------_- £6,000 7,395 7,459 6,302 36,237 : 
New Zealand __________.-__-_--_-__- 6,071 7,775 9,667 21,605 $45,011 
Nicaragua______________---_--_-_-- 61,913 54,384 46,428 * ©35,000 $24,491 
Papua New Guinea __________________- 540,325 ™589,258 579,407 835,000 —-1,050,000 
Peru _______-_-____________-_--_- 161,590 157,667 165,576 198,691 $223,447 
Philippines __________.___-------__- ™758,306 "934,431 816,536 786,896 3809,735 
Portugal. ________-.-__------------ 10,931 6,783 9,603 9,100 9,000 
Romania® _______________--__--_-_- 65,000 65,000 65,000 65,000 65,000 
Rwanda _________----_----------_- 1,204 286 623 240 250 
Sierra Leone®_ _______________~______- 3,435 8,729 12,000 18,233 18,000 
Solomon Islands — _ _ ~—---~-------~---- 1,050 1,318 ®1,100 2,572 3,000 
South Africa, Republic of._.._.._._._._.__----- 21,121,157 21,855,111 «21,847,310 21,906,619 + 521,566,368 
Spain.__________-------------_--- 98,381 109,858 162,296 123,330 125,000 
Sudan®__________----------------- 300 400 500 1,500 1,500 

See footnotes at end of table.
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~ Table 16.—Gold: World mine production, by country!—Continued — 
. -. (Troy ounces) a 

- Country? _ | 1981 1982 1983 1984? 1985¢ 

7 Suriname__________________.______.__ gag 599 482 322 500 Sweden ___-_-_____--_____--______ ° °70,000 77,160 102,880 122,178 140,000 Taiwan®_ = === 56,695 71,770 52,361 37,794 30,600 Tanzania®_----- = 400 600 800 2,680 - 2,700 USSRO___---_----------_------- 8,425,000 8,550,000 —_8,600,000 _8,650,000 —_8,700,000 United States______-~__._-_________.__ °° 1,879,161 1,465,686 2,002,526 72,084,615 32,475,436 Venezuela______~__~_~ = 27,810 27,993  _ ©33,200 F 50,885 72,900 Yugoslavia®s__._-___- 115,164 135,451 136,255 ®140,000 145,000  Zaire__ ™65,169 ™60,733 192,930 117,115 75,000 Zambia _______________.____ 10,545 13,439 10,160 12,185 11,600 Zimbabwe_-_____________________ 371,000 426,000 453,373 478,306 480,000 | | ——— EE OTE, 480,000 
Total --_____-____-_.-___----~ 741,250,525 "43,126,517 44,995,806 46,408,295 48,216,620 

“Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. | 
‘Table includes data available through June 10, 1986. | 
2Gold is also produced in Bulgaria, Burma, Czechoslovakia, the German Democratic Republic, Guinea, Norway, Poland, Senegal, Thailand, and several other countries. However, available data are insufficient to make reliable output estimates. 
3Reported figure. | - 
‘Officially reported figures are as follows, in troy ounces: Major mines: 1981—140,691; 1982—148 408; 1983—199,206; 1984—213,963; and 1985—not available. Small mines (garimpos): 1981—414,744; 1982—671,982: 1988—1,526,775: 1984— 982,623; and 1985—not available. a 5Refinery output. . | 
®Excludes production from so-called “people’s mines,” but includes gold recovered as byproduct of copper mining. 

S ?These figures are based on gold taxed for export and include gold entering Liberia undocumented from Guinea and ierra Leone. . - 
®Production series for Mexico revised since'1980 to reflect mine output data published for each State and municipality. L *Excludes estimates of gold produced in Sierra Leone, which is moved through undocumented channels for sale in iberia. 

| TECHNOLOGY | 

Research directed toward the recovery of cipitation experiments performed on the 
| gold and other precious metals from pri- cathodes and precipitates recovered 99.9% 

mary and secondary sources was continued of the gold as a gold-bearing residue. Treat- | 
by the Bureau of Mines in 1985. The Bureau ment of the residue produced gold precipi- 
reported on the application of particle ag- tates that ranged in fineness from 997 to 
glomeration technology to finely ground 999 fine. The method was said to provide a 
precious-metals-bearing tailings. It conclud- viable technique for the smaller operator to 
ed that decreased leaching time and im- produce high-purity gold without using py- 
proved precious metals recovery made the rometallurgical refining methods.?% 
technology cost effective. Hydrometallurgical procedures for con- 

A procedure for selectively extracting centrating precious metals from a mechan- 
platinum-group metals and gold from flota- ically processed metal fraction of obsolete 
tion concentrate from the Stillwater Com- military electronic scrap were tested by the 
plex (Montana) was devised by the Bureau. Bureau. Included was a three-step process 
The two-stage leaching scheme, employing evaluation study of mechanical processing 
roasting followed by several leaching steps, of general electronic scrap and two hy- | extracted up to 99% of the gold, 97% of the drometallurgical procedures for leaching 
platinum, and 92% of the palladium from high-tension-separated metallic concen- 
the roasted concentrate. Techniques for re- trates obtained from the mechanical proc- 
covering the precious metals from the preg- essing step. Process evaluation concluded 
nant solution were addressed.22 that only mechanical processing is econom- 

Gold and silver are commonly recovered ically viable.24 
from cyanide solution either by chemical The application of microbiology to gold 
precipitation onto zinc dust (the Merrill- exploration and processing was featured in 
Crowe process) or by electrochemical deposi- several reports. Research at the U.S. Geo- 
tion onto a cathode fashioned of stainless _ logical Survey suggested that the anoma- 
steel wool. Chemical methods of processing lous presence of aerobic spore-forming bacil- 
the precious-metals-bearing steel zinc pre- li of the Bacillus Cereus group in stream 
cipitates and steel wool cathodes were in- and soil sediments may be a sensitive indi- 
vestigated by the Bureau. Leaching-pre- cator of several types of concealed mineral
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deposits, including vein-type gold deposits. 40-mesh screen, were weakly activated in a 

Preliminary tests suggest that measure- nuclear reactor then introduced into experi- 

ment of the relative populations of certain mental separation devices. Process water, 

soil bacteria may prove to be a more sensi- upon exiting the separation device, was 

tive exploration tool than conventional piped into a compound water cyclone where 

| geochemical techniques.”® concentration and recovery of the fine gold 

A report on the use of biological leaching not captured by earlier separators was per- | 

to pretreat or dissolve pyrite and liberate formed. By using gamma radiation detec- 
contained gold discussed the successful op- tors to measure the progress of the radioac- | 
eration of a continuous bioleach circuit tive particles through various recovery 
applied to gold-bearing concentrate from stages, researchers were able to rapidly 

Placer Development’s Porgera deposit in evaluate the effectiveness of the recovery 
Papua New Guinea. Bioleach residues were technique employed and avoid the time 
cyanide-leached to extract gold and silver Consuming and relatively inaccurate sam- : 

values. The features and advantages of Pling and assaying steps previously re- 
biological oxidation as a pretreatment for quired.*° oe , 

refractory precious metal ores and concen- = ———————— | 
trates were discussed.2* Another report, de- Physical scientist, Division of Nonferrous Metals. 

oye * . unce refers to troy ounce. _ 
tailing recent developments in gold process- —*Federal Register. V. 50, No. 192, Oct. 8, 1985, p. 40825. | 
ing, including the bioxidation process refer- C ‘on Nonferrous Metals | Manufacturing Point § Source 

° ; I . 

enced above, discussed how the Homestake Standards, and New Source Performance Standards; Final 
gold mine at Lead, SD, recently began Rule. V. 50, No. 183, Sept. 2, 1986, PP. 88276-38402. Cate. 

e ° oy . —_—_— e ining an ressing roin urce 

treating . cyanide bearing Pe was gory; Gold Placer Mining; Effluent Limitations Guidelines 
11121 a su and New Source Performance ards; Pro Regu- 

water vee " tee wan P, ut Z ng Th lation. V. 50, No, 224, Nov. 20, 1985, pp. 47982-48015. 
Species of the bacterium fseudomondas. "Ne —_ State of Colorado. Senate Bill No. 94., Revised Statutes, — , 
bacteria degrade cyanide and thiocyanide, Tifle 34, Seo te, Pare 110, 1986. ¢ Washington Laws, 1985 

: ‘ ‘ of Washington. of Washington Laws, . 
thereby reducing the quantity of weak-acid- Chapter 471, Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill No. 4228, 
dissociable cyanide in wastewater - dis- An Act Relating to Revenue and Taxation, Sec. 5, Paras. 1- 

| charges to less than 50 parts per billion.”  8Alaska Office of Mineral Development, Alaska Division 

Japanese researchers reportedly found that of Geology and Geophysical Surveys, Division of Mining. 

ultrafine particles of gold, observed using a ee AK, ee Clo 1985. Spec. Rep. No. 39, Fair- 

special technique, appeared to change shape ®McClernan, H. G. Mining and Mineral Developments in 

as gold atoms moved around on the surface — }9gztana_” 1985. Mont. Bur. Mines and Geol., MBMG 163, : 
of the particles. This change in shape was Ont ens M. L. H. C. Brooks, J. J. Gray, and L. Ramp. 

egon Mineral Indust. ctivity in . pt. Geol. 
reportedly caused by the fact that all ofthe or G'itiner. Ind., OR Geol, v. 47, No. 4, Apr. 1986, pp. 39-44. 

- gold atoms comprising the ultrafine parti- 11 Joseph, N. L. Washington’s Mineral Industry, 1986. 
cles moved in a manner to form various Wash: Diy. Geol. and Res. Wash. Geol. News, v. 14, 

crystalline structures.”* _ Milling Stanley, G., and T. Green. Gold 1986. Consoli- 
A new prototype gas chromatography de- Oo CL tO Laden 1985, 72 PP. ewman 

tector, developed by Professor Robert E. Mineral Industries of Australia, ;Canada, and Oceania. 
5 ; i or ines Mineral Perspective, , 69 pp. 
terse uversity of Colorado, employs he 14Bureau Mineral Resources, Geology, and Geophysics. 

gold catalyst to detect some atmospheric Gold. Australian Mineral Industry Annual Review, Pre- 
pollutants heretofore not readily detectable. liminary Summary 1985. gre Box 378, Canberra, ACT 

ore ‘duc detector, npown as the Redox Me Siegert: A. and F. E, Renger. Gold Mining in Brazil. : 
emlluminescence r, was reported- inas INOVas usa e vra + s10 Ge Janeiro. Draz. 

ly capable of detecting substances such as TeQuiroga, 88, Nos Ore 9 Plat Fe Oe a ie Areas 
formaldehyde, carbon monoxide, formic Promisorias. Braz. Minist, inas Energ., Inst. Nac. Invest. 

. ° ege Miner., Oct. , . acid, and many others. It may, in addition, iRytuba, J. J, W. RB. Miller, and J. H. Stewart. Rois 
provide a new way to synthesize a variety of Malk gpitherma Tee System, Republic of Palau. U.S. 

. . .ourv. n-File Rep. 85-606, 6 pp. 

oxidation products, such as compounds use- 18Values have been converted from South African rands 
ful in manufacturing plastics.” (R) to U.S. dollars at the rate of R1.00=US$0.4564 for 1985, 

A 4-year study conducted by the Mineral a en in Int. Financial Stat., v. 39, No. 5, May 1986, 

Industry Research Laboratory, at the Uni- te blished by Marketing Services Department, Inter- 
: : nation rvices ment, Internatio . 

versity of Alaska, resulted in the develop- ta Gold and South African Gold Mines. P.O. Box 61897, 
ment of a radiotracer technique for evaluat- 2107 Marshalltown, Johannesburg, Republic of South 
ing the fine gold recovery characteristics Affica. July 18>, OTP. 2. 
and performance of gravity concentrators. r w McClelland, G. E., D. L. Pool, AH. Hunt, and iJ. A. 

i ; : isele. omeration an ea chi of Fine In the technique, fine particles of native  Kisele. Agglomeration and Heap. alee Bubtines ly 
gold, those small enough to pass through a 9034, 1985, 11 pp.
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oT To ke | ment of a Pyrite Gold Concentrate. Ch. in Fronti *2Boglin, E. G., J. M. Gomes, T.G. Carnahan, and J.M. Technology in’tivern Processing, edited by J. F. Soisak Snider. Recovery of Platinum, Palladium, and Gold From _ and G. V. Jergensen, II. Soc. Min. Eng. AIME, New York Stillwater Complex Flotation Concentrate by a Roasting- 1985, pp. 13-17. ou | ? 

“BuicClelland, GE, M.D. Wroblewski ead 4, Bile, _<.“"Pazkinson, G. Newsfront. The pingering Lure of Gold | Production of High-Purity Gold From Zine Precipitates pute Erocessing Developments. Chem. Eng. Mag., v. 92, | BuMines 10 9002 198 a1 oo rometallurgical Refining. Ssh ukawa,'T. Matciwarking News: Tech Update.Gold 24Hilliard, H. E., B. W. Dunning, dr., D. A. Kramer, and Atoms Found To Behave Like Bacteria. Am. Met. Mark., | ronte Serap'fo Recover Geld and Sliver Bullinee M1880," 2Warthy” "Wr GC Defector Uses Gold Catalyst f tronic ; ilver. i , > Wz r 1985, 20 op ° ver an ver °s Oxidation Reactions. Chem. Eng. News, v. 63, No. 25, June _ Watterson, J. R. Procedure for Estimating Bacillus 24, 1985, pp. 42, 44. | . Cereus in Soil and Stream-Sediment Samples—A Potential *°Walsh, D. E. A Radiotracer Technique To Evaluate Exploration Technique. J. Geochem. Explor., v. 23, No.3, Gold Recovery by Gravity Concentrators. The North. Eng., . May 1985, pp. 248-252. So, oo .. v.17, No. 2, Summer 1985, pp.13-17.. © 0 we 2°T_awrence, R. W., and J. D. Gunn. Biological Pretreat-



ss Graphite 
| By Harold A. Taylor, Jr.’ Co | 

No domestic amorphous graphite materi- bers increased 38% to 1,902 tons valued at 
| al was mined in 1985. All natural graphites, $112 million. . 

including crystalline flake, were in more Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- 
than adequate supply as demand by indus-- duction data for synthetic graphite are 
trial users tapered off from the previous developed by the Bureau of Mines from a 
year. Prices of the major imported graphites voluntary survey of domestic producers, 
generally increased from those of 1984, titled “Synthetic Graphite.” Of the 38 oper- 
except for the price of Sri Lankan graphite, ations to which a survey request was sent, 
which dropped 26%. 97% responded, representing 100% of the 

__ Production of manufactured graphite total production data shown in table 4 since 
decreased 6% to 246,000 short tons valued the 2 nonrespondents were not included. 

| at $628 million. Production of graphite fi- _ : 

_ | _, Table 1.—Salient natural graphite statistics | | 

| 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 | 
United States: . . . , Production ______________ short tons__ _- WwW WwW WwW _- Apparent consumption! __________do____ 54,315 Ww WwW Ww 42,578 Exports -.__________________do____ 11,344 10,335 9,485 7,096 10,159 Value________________ thousands__ $4,433 $4,099 $3,455 $2,807 $3,830 Imports for consumption! _____ short tons__ 65,659 53,150 43,586 58,246 52,737 _ Value’ _______________ thousands__ $19,093 $15,676 $11,921 $14,579 $16,186 World: Production _____________short tons__ "649,093. "619,928 664,029 685,507 °676,740 
“Estimated. Preliminary. Revised. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. ‘Data do not include artificial graphite. | 

Legislation and Government Pro- crystalline graphite other than Madagascar 
grams.—-There were no acquisitions or dis- and Sri Lanka would be in tier I, and 415 
posals of strategic graphite in 1985. _ tons of Sri Lankan amorphous lump would On July 8, the President approved Na-_ be in tier IL. Department of Defense Author- tional Security Council (NSC) recommenda- _ ization Act, 1986 (Public Law 99-145), signed tions for modernizing the strategic and by the President on November 8, 1985, critical materials stockpile. Under the NSC__ stated that no action may be taken before proposal, the stockpile would be structured October 1, 1986, to implement or administer into two tiers. Tier I would contain materi- any reduction in a stockpile goal in effect. on 
als required by military, industrial, and October 1, 1984. 

| essential civilian users during a military Production of graphite fibers made from conflict, which would not be available from pitch was considered for funding under title 
domestic or reliable foreign sources. Tier II 3 of the Defense Production Act. The fund- would contain a supplemental reserve of ing would be used for purchase guarantees | material already possessed by the Govern- for domestically produced graphite fiber ment. Substantial changes were proposed made from pitch, or possibly for manufac- for the graphite goals: 13,996 tons of Mada- turing technology or industrial moderni- 
gascar crystalline flake, 5,059 tons of Sri zation. 
Lankan amorphous lump, and 2,237 tons of 

481
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| | Table 2.—U.S. Government stockpile goals and yearend stocks of natural graphite | 

in 1985, by type ce | . | 

. _ (Short tons) - | oO - 

a _. National 

| Type | Goal stockpile 
a | . . inventory 

Madagascar crystalline flake ________---------=----------=-----+---
- 20,000 ‘17,829 

Sri Lanka amorphous lump — —_ ~~ --=-------------------------------7 — 6,300 5,444 

_ Crystalline, other than Madagascar and Sri Lanka ______-------------~------- 2,800 1,933 | 

7 Nonstockpile-grade, all types _ _ __-_---------------=----------3--777777 -- 932 

- Source: General Services Administration. Inventory of Stockpile Materials as of Dec. 31, 1985. | 

: | ~ DOMESTIC PRODUCTION | | : 

United Minerals Co. began producing siz of graphite received little or no attention. . | 

7 able amounts of low-grade amorphous gra- Output of manufactured graphite de- 

phitic material by open pit mining from the . creased 6% to about 246,000 tons, at 35 

claims of National Minerals Corp. near plants, witha likelihood of some unreported 

Townsend, MT, in 1982. Production had production for in-house use. 

been tapering off, and ceased in 1985. — Production of all kinds of graphite fiber : 

Graphite Sales Inc. continued to make the and cloth increased 38% to 1,902 tons. 

material available. Other domestic deposits | . a | 

a | Table 3.—Principal producers of manufactured graphite in 1985 oe ee 

oe Company Plant location Product? | . 

Airco Carbon, a division of Airco Inc. — _ — Niagara Falls, NY —___--: Anodes, electrodes, crucibles, motor 

Do _________.------------—  Punxsutawney, PA-~_-~-~ brushes, refractories, unmachined 

Do ________---~------+------ St. Marys, PA____._-_--- { shapes, powder. 

Do _________={__---~-~_----- Ridgeville, SC _____---~- 

Ashland Petroleum Co., Carbon Fibers Div Ashland, KY_ —~—------- High-modulus fibers. 

Avco Corp., Avco Specialty Materials Div _ Lowell, MA ___~_----~_ ~ Do. 

The Carborundum Co., Graphite Products Sanborn, NY ~_------- Motor brushes, unmachined shapes, 

iv. cloth. me . 

CCF Inc., Research Lab__-_-.------. Summit, NJ ---------- 
. } High-modulus fibers. — 

Do ________-_~----------- Rock Hill, SC ____----- 

Fiber Materials Inc ______-~-~----- Biddeford, ME. — _—---—~-~ High-modulus fibers and cloth. | 

Fiber Technology Corp _ _~_-----=-- Provo, UT _____---~--+- : 

BF Goodrich Co., Engineered Systems Div., Santa Fe Springs, CA —__—_ Other. 

. Super Temp Operation. 
Great Lakes Carbon Corp ___------- Rockwood, TN_ —~.------ 

Do ________~_-__--~-_------ Morganton, NC _____--- Anodes, electrodes, high-modulus fibers, 

Do ________----------~---- Niagara Falls, NY _-~--- unmachined shapes, other. 

, Do _____-~------~---------- Ozark, AR _____~----- 

HerculesInc ____~----~---~----- Salt Lake City, UT __--—- High-modulus fibers. 

HITCO Materials Group, Owens-Corning Gardena,CA_________—: Cloth and high-modulus fibers. 

Fiberglas Corp. . 

Hysol Grafil Co _o eee ee ee Sacramento, CA_____--- High-modulus fibers. 

Ohio Carbon Co ____------------ Cleveland, OH_ ~~ _----~- Blectric motor brushes, unmachined 
shapes. 

Pfizer Minerals, Pigments & Metals Div — Easton, PAL. ___------ Other. - 

Polycarbon Inc_ __—~—~----------- North Hollywood, CA ~~ ~~ Cloth. 

Sigri Carbon Corp — ~~ ~----------- Hickman, KY ___—~~---~- Electrodes and other. 

The Stackpole Corp., Carbon Div — ~~ — -- Lowell, MA _____----- High-modulus fibers, motor brushes, 

Do ________-i.-=--------- St. Marys, PA ___-~--~-- \ unmachined shapes, refractories, 
powder. 

Superior Graphite Co_ _____------- Russellville, AR. __--~--- 
} Electrodes and other. . 

Do _______-_--~-~----~--~---- Hopkinsville, KY _ —-—-~-- 

Ultra Carbon. ___--_--~-----=----- Bay City, MI_____----- Other. 

Union Carbide Corp., Carbon Products Div Clarksburg, WV __----- 

Do ________-~-~-----~------- Clarksville, TN ___----~- 

Do ________--~----+-+~+----- Columbia, TN __-—----~-- Anodes, electrodes, unmachined shapes, 

Do _________-~~----~------- Fostoria, OH_ ____----- motor brushes, powder, cloth, 

Do __________----~--+-----+ Greenville, SC____----- high-modulus fibers, other. 

Do ________---~--~--------- Niagara Falls, NY ~~ ---- 

Do __________-~----------- Yabucoa, PR. __~------ . 
SPSS 

1Cloth includes low-modulus fibers; electric motor brushes include machined shapes; crucibles include vessels.
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Table 4.—U.S. production of manufactured graphite, by use 
| | _ 1984 1985 meee Use Quantity Value Quantity Value (short (thou- (short (thou- tons) sands) tons) sands) 

Synthetic gra hite products: . Anodes Wane ee ee 4,680. $14,133 7,021 $19,813 | Cloth and fibers (low-modulus)_________ ~-- LL 223 17,979 316 27,235 _ Crucibles, vessels, refractories _________ ~ ee WwW Ww Ww W Electric motor brushes and machined Shapes ______ Ww WwW Ww Ww Electrodes _-____--___ 177,116 398,180 164,578 348,812 Graphite articles ___________ 2 a 39,895 __ 36,365 High-modulus fibers __________ = TTT ™1,160 756,436 1,586 84,743 | Unmachined graphite shapes_________________ T12,848 ™59,001 11,875 66,069 Other --_-----_ ™37,290 ™36,235 38,900 38,690 | __.. Total-------- 233,317 ™621,859 224,276 621,727 , . Synthetic graphite powder andscrap____________ 29,911 6,668 22,100 5,970 
| Grand total__---_-___o9 263,228 ™628,527 246,376 1627,696 

r Revised. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” | ‘Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 
| 

| ; Table 5.—U.S. production of graphite fibers | 
| ) Cloth and “ay: | low-modulus fibers High-modulus fibers Total 

| Year | ~ Quantit } tity tit : 
- a y Value Quantity Value Quantity Value / Oe oe a (short (thousands) (sho (thousands) (sho a (thousands) 

1975. $10,600 52 $4,690  —--:206 $15,290 1976___ 163 11,376 37 3,870 200 15,246 | 177_- 8G 8,800 a) 4,330 185 13,130 1978__ 141 8,720 149 11,804 290 20,524 1979_____ 169 10,089 194 13,031 363 23,120 1980__-______ 169 11,254 306 17,379 415 28.638 1981________ 2 216 15,293 409 21,759 625 37,052 | 1982.2 = 212 17,706 605 30,091 - 817 47,797 19838______ 188 14,217 739 _ 88,854 927 48,071 1984. 228 17,979 71,160 56,436 T1383 74,415 | 1985- 316 27,235 1,586 84,743 1,902 111,978 

There were a number of changes in own-_ the graphite fiber business with a- pitch- ership in the graphite industry, particularly based fiber based on Conoco Inc. technology. among the graphite fiber producers. Horse- In 1985, the company purchased the graph- _ head Industries Inc. purchased Great Lakes ite fiber research facilities and composite Carbon Corp. BASF America Corp. purchas- production operations of Exxon Corp. ed the Celanese Corp. graphite fiber oper- Ashland Petroleum Co. announced plans ations and two subsidiaries that produce to expand its plant at Catlettsburg, KY, graphite fiber composite items for $135 froma capacity of 30 to 100 tons per year of million; the firm already makes the resins pitch-based fiber. for the composites in Europe. Armco Inc. A new trade association called Suppliers sold Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp. its of Advanced Composite Materials Associa- _ graphite fiber subsidiary, HITCO Materials _ tion (SACMA) was formed for graphite fiber Group, and two other high technology mate- and composite producing firms. SACMA rials subsidiaries for $415 million. In De- expects to be active in standardizing test cember, Union Carbide Corp. announced methods, compiling industry statistics, and plans to sell its graphite fiber operations to dealing with issues related to the Export Amoco Minerals Co. in 1986. E. I. du Pont de Control Act. 
Nemours & Co. Inc. was planning to enter
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CONSUMPTION AND USES — , | 

Reported consumption of natural graph- was produced and sold by Consarc Engi- 

| ite decreased slightly to about 34,700 tons. neering Ltd. of the United Kingdom for 

The three major uses of natural graphite— consumption as vacuum furnace insulation. | 

refractories, foundries, and brake linings— The material can be made in many different 

accounted for 48% of reported consumption, forms, including boards and cylindrical. | 

compared with 61% in 1984. sleeves. It is made by. mixing 1/16-inch-long 

Graphite fiber-reinforced, lightweight, byproduct rayon fiber with a phenolic resin- 

| concrete building panels have been devel- water slurry, and heating the slurry to 

oped in Japan. The panels are only one- 900° C to convert the fiber to carbon. Advan- | 

third the weight of ordinary ones, which tages of Calcarb are its low thermal con- 

saves time and expense when handling ductivity and expansion and great mechani- 

them and allows a lighter structural steel cal strength. Porous electrodes, catalyst _ 

| frame to be used in the building. However, supports, filters for fluids and molten met- 

making the concrete for the panels is an als, and aerospace applications were being — 

exacting process, requiring the concrete to examined as potential new markets for 

be vibrated rather than stirred. Calcarb. . | 

~ A bonded carbon fiber material, Calcarb, | 

Table 6.—U.S. consumption of natural graphite, by use : | 

er A
 

Crystalline Amorphous?! ~ Total? 

Use Quantity . Value Quantity Value Quantity Value | 
(short tons) (thousands) (shorttons) (thousands) (shorttons) (thousands) | 

1984: 
| 

Batteries ____________ ow Ww Ww Ww 931 $1,563 
Brake linings _________— 1,156 $1,045 2,869 $2,496 4,025 3,541 
Carbon products? _____ _ — 316 660 249 _ 328 565 988 ) 

, Crucibles, retorts, stoppers, 
sleeves, nozzles _______. 1,953 1,858 (4) 6 1,953 1,864 

Foundries®__________- 2,337 1,285 4,804 1,810 7,141 3,095 
Lubricants® __________ 1,170 1,763 1,365 1,216 2,535 2,979 
Pencils __________-_- 1,557 2,121 356 257 1,913 2,378 
Powdered metals ______— 363 567 196 356 559 923 
Refractories _________- W Ww Ww Ww 10,461 4,200 
Rubber_____________ 184 211 232 140 416 351 
Steelmaking__________ | 326 142 1,739 798 2,065 940 
Other? ____________- 299 498 2,306 2,123 2,605 2,621 
Withheld uses _________ 2,472 3,523 8,920 2,240 __ __ 

Total? = 12,135 13,674 23,037 11,769 35,172 25,443 , 
e
e
 

Eee 

1985: | 
Batteries ____._______- W W WwW WwW 1,569 - 2,602 

7 Brake linings ________~ 1,028 960 2,448 2,297 3,472 3,257 
Carbon products? ____ _ _— 379 843 206 173 585 1,016 
Crucibles, retorts, stoppers, 

sleeves, nozzles _______ 4,213 3,529 1 15 4,215 3,544 
Foundries®___________ 514 612 6,006 1,953 6,520 2,565 | 
Lubricants §_________- 1,025 1,478 2,586 2,327 3,611 3,805 
Pencils _____________ 1,829 2,737 339 231 2,168 2,968 
Powdered metals _______ 348 520 226 451 514 971 
Refractories _________~— WwW WwW WwW WwW 6,503 3,257 
Rubber _____________ 217 249 289 170 506 419 
Steelmaking__________ 131 81 1,836 691 1,967 7172 
Other? _____________ 227 295 2,741 2,815 2,968 3,110 
Withheld uses _________ 3,216 4,342 4,855 1,517 __ _ 

Total? = =» 13,123 15,647 21,534 12,641 34,657 28,288 
a 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Withheld uses.” 
1Includes mixtures of natural and manufactured graphite. 
2Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 
3Includes bearings and carbon brushes. 
‘Less than 1/2 unit. . 

5Includes foundry facings. 
6Includes ammunition, packings, and seed coating. 
7Includes paints and polishes, antiknock and other compounds, soldering and/or weld, electrical and electronic 

products, mechanical products, magnetic tape, small packages, industrial diamonds, and drilling mud.
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While electric arc steelmaking capacity bon Div. of BOC Inc. shifted most of its 
7 has continued to grow worldwide, graphite production from its old plant in Pennsylva- 

electrode consumption has not kept pace nia to its new plant at Ridgeville, SC. While 
because of technological advances in elec- Great Lakes Carbon Corp. has kept all of its 
trode construction. The shrinking market plants going except for a small one in 
for electrodes has led Union Carbide Corp. California, the present electrode market 
to suspend production at its new plant at has resulted in the shelving of expansion 
Clarksville, TN. In addition, the Airco Car- plans at its two newest plants.? | 

| | PRICES 

| Graphite prices are often negotiated be- Mexican amorphous graphite rose by 25% 
tween the buyer and seller, and are based to $50 per ton; all types of Sri Lankan lump | | on purity and other criteria. Therefore, graphite dropped by 26% to $790 per ton; : published price quotations are given as a and other natural graphite (mostly fine : range of prices. Another source of informa- crystalline flake and dust) dropped by 5% to 
tion for graphite prices is the average cus- $441 per ton. , 
toms value per ton of the different imported Average prices for natural graphite at the | | classes. However, it should be noted that point of consumption changed slightly in 
these mainly represent shipments of un- 1985. The price for crystalline graphite 
processed graphite. | (mostly crystalline flake, some crystalline | 

The average prices of crystalline flake dust, and a little lump graphite) was $1,192 | 
and other natural graphite imports were per ton, up 6% from that of 1984. The price 

little changed in 1985, while the prices of for amorphous graphite (including small 
other types dropped or rose significantly amounts of amorphous-synthetic graphite 
from those of 1984. The prices of crystalline mixtures) was $587 per ton, up 15% from 
flake increased by 5% to $536 per ton; that of 1984. 

| Table 7.—Representative yearend graphite prices! 
(Per short ton) - . 

: 1984 1985 | 
a 

Flake and crystalline graphite, bags: 
. | . China -______ $54-$1,542 $54-$1,542 Germany, Federal Republicof__._.._..________________.__._. 286- 3,084 227- 3,357 Madagascar______§-» _-_-__-_ 8 227- 726 227- 816 Norway ---$--~--- ee 181- 816 _- _- Sri Lanka _____— ~~~ 272- 1,361 272- 1,361 Amorphous, nonflake, cryptocrystalline graphite (80% to 85% carbon): 

Korea, Republic of (bags). -____..-_-_-____________. 82- 109 82-113 Mexico (bulk) ____§_--_--_______ 64- 109 82- 109 

1F .0.b. foreign port or border. 

Source: Engineering and Mining Journal. V. 185, No. 12, Dec. 1984, p. 27., and v. 186, No. 12, Dec. 1985, p. 11. 

FOREIGN TRADE 

Exports of both natural and artificial U.S.S.R., and the balance to other destina- graphite increased by 71%. Exports of _ tions. 
graphite electrodes totaled 58675 tons Imports of natural graphite decreased 9% 
worth $88.1 million, of which 10,275 tons to 52,737 tons. Imports of natural graphite 
($15.2 million) went to Canada, 7,210 tons from Brazil and Sri Lanka gained by 158% ($10.0 million) to Venezuela, 5,443 tons ($5.2 and 85% respectively, while imports from 
million) to Norway, 5,117 tons ($9.9 million) Canada and Mexico dropped sharply to to Brazil, 4,574 tons ($7.4 million) to the about the 1983 levels.
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| | Table 8.—U.S. exports of natural and artificial graphite, by country 

Natural? Artificial — Total 7 

Country Quantity Quantity ~ ‘Quantity 
- y (short Value (short — Value (short Value’ 

tons) tons) . tons) 
ig 

1984: . . . 
Brazil__._$_-________--_-- ~  . 16 $4,896 153 $96,107 169 $101,003 

Canada____~_________--- 3,490 1,162,208 1,725 643,558 5,215 1,805,766 

Germany, Federal Republic of _ — 103 39,307 147 59,853 250 99,160 

Italy____._-_-_---_-~-_-_-_ 16 . 9,402 21 20,134 37 29,536 . 

. Japan____-__~_-_~~--_- 201. 262,934 529 742,514 730 1,005,448 

Mexico ________-_-—_--_~- 1,972 612,157 271 116,148. 2,243 728,305 

‘United Kingdom _________ _ 252 136,464 155 111,990 407 248,454 a 

Venezuela ______________ 301 177,294 36 37,102 337 214,396 
Other____ __----~____--=-- T7A5 F402,779: 1,189 TQ58,809 1,934 71,361,588 

Total... -. -_________ 7,096 2,807,441 4,226 2,786,215 11,322 5,593,656 
eo | 

1985: So 
Brazil_-_-_-._--~.----_---- 49 22,879 783 992,413 832 1,015,292 . 

'Canada______~-__-~--_-_ | 4,065 1,366,750 1,240 592,536 5,305. 1,959,286 

_ Germany, Federal Republic of __ — 2,002 711,818 707 319,315 2,709 1,031,133 
Italy... ____-___-_-__.--_-- 1,174 205,953 164 91,765 1,38388 - . 297,718 
Japan____.___~--~_---- 226 =—s 318,799 2,671 800,694 — 2,897 1,119,493 
Mexico _______~—~--_-~--~ 1,115 395,995 1,964 ‘194,699 3,079 590,694 | 
United Kingdom ____..——_~_ 212 133,984 186 141,121 398 275,105 
Venezuela ____ -.-_-______ 241 — 152,561 98 74,390 339 226,951 
Other __-2=_-_--+-------- 1,075 520,838 1,339 898,868 2,414 1,419,706 

Total. __._-__.-__-___~_ 10,159 3,829,577 9,152 4,105,801 = _ 19,811 7,935,378 

1 Amorphous, crystalline flake, lump or chip, and natural, not elsewhere classified. 

. Source: Bureau of the Census. 

Table 9.—U.S. imports for consumption of natural graphite, by country 
a EN 

. Other natural . Crystalline Lump or crude and Amor 1 , 2 phous Total 
flake | chippy dust refined . 

Count . 
. "y Quan- Value Quan- Value Quan- Value Quan- Value Quan- Value 

- y (thou- tity (thou- tity (thou- tity (thou- tity. (thou- 
(short (short (short (short (short 
tons) sands) tons) sands) tons) sands) tons) sands) - tons) sands) 

1983 _________-__---~- 7,034 $3,866 71 $870 10,124 $5,711 25,677 $1,474 743,586 7$11,921 
eee 

1984: . . 

Austria —_______-_- _- _- _- — — __ 32 7 32 7 
Belgium-Luxembourg _ — 1 2 _- _— _- — — oo 1 2 
Brazil _._._~__--- 2,203 1,492 _- —_ 513 238 __ _. 2,716 1,730 
Canada _________-~~ 2,116 1,068 _- — 412 263 __ _. 2,528 1,331 
China ________-___- 4,602 1,812 _— _. 4,829 1,665 5,801 284 15,232 3,761 
Denmark _______~—~ a __ __ __ (3) 2 __ __ (3) ~@Q 
France_________--~- 362 213 _- _- 80 45 _— _- 442 258 
Gambia ___.____- ~~ 220 83 _- — _— _- __ _— 220 83 
Germany, Federal Re- 

public of _.______~ 20 62 _— — 840 691 _- _- 860 753 
Hong Kong _____~-_-_-~- _- _- _— — 897 214 _- _- 897 214 
India__________--- 77 38 _- __ 332 211 __ — 409 249 
Italy ___._-__.-____- — a __ _- 1 6 __ _- 1 6 
Japan __________ ~~ 182 131 —_ —_ 273 291 __ _ 455 422 
Korea, Republic of_ — — — — _— _- ie _- _— _- 53 12 53 12 
Madagascar ______~- 828 481 —_ __ 2,173 © 977 __ __ 3,001 1,458 
Mexico ______----~-~- _- _- _- _. 1,948 995 25,922 1,025 27,865 2,020 
Netherlands ____—__— (3) (3) __ __ 3 1 a. __ 3 1 
Norway ______---~-~- 4 7 __ —_ 150 61 __ __ 154 68 
Seychelles _______-~- _— __ — __ 9 16 — __ 9 16 
Singapore___.___~ ~~ — _- — — 34 17 —_ — 34 17 
South Africa, Republic of _- _- __ — 1,200 645 — LL 1,200 645 
Sri Lanka_________- _— _- 892 950 ae —_ __ __ 892 950 
Sweden ______-__-~- __ _- —_ —_ 28 59 __ —_ 28 59 
Switzerland _______-_ _- —_ — _— 3 5 _ —_ 3 3) 
Taiwan __________- _— — _- __ 901 268 __ __ 901 268 
United Kingdom_ _ _ _ — — 105 66 __ __ 122 106 __ —_ 227 172 
Zimbabwe________ ~~ _- _— — _— 80 73 __ __ 80 73 

Total? _.._.____ 10,720 5,455 892 950 14,823 6,849 31,808 1,329 758,246 714,579 

See footnotes at end of table.
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- Table 9.—U.S. imports for consumption of natural graphite, by country —Continued 
eee A SS SS eS 

. Other natural : 
- Crystalline Lump or 1 

| - fl ak e chippy dust crude end . Amorphous Total | | 

Country Quan- Value 22 value Quan- Value Quan- Value Quan- Value 
tity (thou tity (thou. 4,  (thou- tity (thou. HY.  (thou- (short rds) (short ds) (short sands) (short sands) (short sands) 
tons) %4” tons) 54” tons) tons) n tons) Sancs’ 

a SR ee ee reenter eee e ee eee —caeeeeneee——e ee n cca ernn—n e— 

1985: | _ | | 
Antigua______--__- _- _- a ae 19 $-  .. .. |. 19 $8 
Belgium-Luxembourg - — _- _- -- -- 14 22 _- — 14 22 
Brazil _________-__. 1775 $1,081  __ _. 5,092 — 2,002 _.  _. 6,867 3,083 
Canada _____----_- 114 58 aoe 340 140 Le 454 198 
China _______---__ 2,480 1,054 __ _. 10,851 8,427 1,084 $74 14,415 4,555 

’ France. _....---~- _- — -- — 110 © 108 -- -- 110 103 
Germany, Federal Re- . 

public of ________- 48 25 -- one 907 934 - ne 955 959 
Hong Kong ____ ~~ -_- 40 4 oe 932 168 212 19 1,184 191 
India________-____ 140 72 -o oe 430 325 - oe 570 397 
Japan ____________ 62 144 aoe 190 363 Mee 252 507 

— Liberia 2 2---- Lk __ one 338 2s Mee 338. . 42 
Macao ____~-------~ | 19 12 — _- _- ~— _- -- 19 12 
Madagascar ___.____ _ 1,169 675 ~- _. 1,819 1,405 _. =. 2,988 2,080 
Mexico ______-____ _ _- 2.  . 2118 1,053 19,736 980 21,854 2,038 
Netherlands ________ aoe - Le 222 135 — oe 222 135 
Norway ___________ 8 1 le 37 19 a one 45 - 20 
Sierra Leone . 2.22 -- _- —- = 17 21 _- _- 17 21 
South Africa, Republic of _- _- _— —- 524 251 _- —_ 524 251 
Sri Lanka__________ _- __ 1,654 $1,307 _- __ __  _. 1,654 = 1,807 : 

| Sweden __.._______ 4 8 — _— ~- ee _- _- 4 8 
Switzerland ________ _ __ a ne 38 11 ae oe 38 11 
Taiwan ___~__-~____ _- — __ __ 282 93 -- +e 282 93 - 
United Kingdom_ _ —_ _~_ 40 25 _- _- (3) 16 _- _- 40 41 

- Zimbabwe. _ —_ — —_— ~~ -— -- _- -_ 175 108 _- _- 175 108 

a Total’ __________ ° 5,899 3,161 1,654 1,807 24,152 10,646 21,082 1,073 752,737 716,186 

1Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. oe . 
. 2Data do not include artificial graphite. . | 

Less than 1/2 unit. | | 

| Source: Bureau of the Census. — , . , - 

| : The United States has the world’s largest this is changing to some degree. | 
capacity for fabricating graphite fiber into A U.S. Government study concluded that 
composites and was the world’s leading not only will the United States continue to 
consumer and producer of all kinds of fiber- encounter competition from Japan as it 
reinforced materials in 1985. However, the does now, but that it will encounter compe- 

_ United States was much less dominant in tition in graphite fiber from other foreign 
the production of the graphite fiber consum- producers, mostly the Federal Republic of | 
ed as a raw material to make the compos- Germany and the United Kingdom. Japa- 
ites. The domestic graphite fiber capacity nese competition will broaden into fabricat- 
was about two-thirds of the Japanese capac- ing the final materials. The authors expect 
ity in 1982. Most of the polyacrylonitrile that the United States and Japan will 
precursor used to make domestic graphite dominate world markets for graphite fiber 
fiber (with the exception of fairly small during the 1990’s although they will en- 
amounts of fiber made from other materi- counter increasing competition from Euro- 
als) is now imported from Japan, although pean producers.’
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Table 10.—U.S. imports for consumption of artificial graphite and graphite electrodes, by 
| / 7 | country | " 

. . ) ' _ Artificial graphite Graphite electrodes 

| Country — Quantity. Value - Quantity Value 
- (short tons) (thousands) (shorttons) (thousands). . 

| 1984, oe | | a 
Australia.__-__§__.__.__-~ ~~ ee AY $25 (4) $16 

. Belgium ~_________________- (4) 27 998 1,915 : 
Brazil___.---__.--___--__- ~~~ —_ —_ 116 29 
Canada__ 2 5 ee 995 239 3,801 4,188 

, China._____________ ee 467 625 i 900 
France ______________-__-_-__________- 270: 350 8,096 7,061 
Germany, Federal Republic of _._.._._._.__.-___ 3,670 564 2,409 _ 4,212 
Israel ______1__-___--_----~----~---+--+~- _- - -- _ 20 30 
Italy _-______________ ee __ __ 8,551 10,598 
Japan.________ 443 3,065 37,704 . ~- 64,092 
Mexico _____________~_-__--~-~_-~__-_~-_-- a= _- . 15 “5 
Netherlands____§_—§_§—~§-______-_~_.____-~____ 7 110 6,164 . 2,021 
Norway. ___~---—_---_~-------~---~--~-----~ -- — 42 10, 
Singapore ______________~__-_~------__-- 247 350 852 1,177 
Spain_-___-_~ Le —_ a - 74S 115 
Sweden. ____§ _-_-_-_-_-____ Le —— __ 54 - 27 
Switzerland ___________-._______________ 4,332 6,454 - 269 233 
Taiwan__-_§__ | 1 9 20. 60 
United Kingdom _____ ~~ > 23 89 2,244 2,021 . 

_ Other. eee ee _- a 2 ~ 15 

| Total? = = =e 10,456 11,906 71,988 98;735 

1985: | 
. Australia. 5 5 ee eee 3 29 _. Oo 

Austria, __§ ~~ 2 Le _— -_e 22 50 
7 Belgium _______________ ue 13 50 1,404 2,719 

Cameroon ___~___~§_~ ~~ LL 20 29 eo — . 
- Canada. ee 1,117 422 2,625 3,770 

| China-__ ee 211 278 153 230 
| France —- = $e 454 515 2,946 ~~ 4,640 

Germany, Federal Republic of _..._-..§_-§_9_~_________ 906 2,217. 6,730 8,780 
India_ == ee 212 226 a on 
Israel_ ~~ 5 ee LLL _- _— 20 44 - 
Italy _-. = ee 53 102: 3,386 —s- 4,989 
Jamaica ____________~-__~_~~---_ ee 5 33 —_ _- 
Japan__ $$ ee 964 5,200 36,736 64,752 
Korea, Republic of _. -. _-__-_-_-.______________ -- | oo 11 46 
Netherlands___________________-_________ 230 113 1,642 2,167 | 

. Singapore ________________ LL _- _— 1,473 2,195 
South Africa, Republic of ____.__-__-___~___ 2 13 Po 2 
Spain. ~~ ~~ Le — . —— 7 10 
Sweden_ = >_> 5 Le 4 12 (7) 68 —C 
Switzerland ____.______= ~~~ 3,137 4,007 4,144 1,231 
Taiwan_____~__~_ ~~ Le 2 7 65 120 
United Kingdom _.__-_- 5 118 535 931 1,097 

| Total? = 7,241 18,847 62,296 96,913 

1Less than 1/2 unit. - 
2Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. oy 

Source: Bureau of the Census. 

WORLD REVIEW 

World demand and world supply of graph- amorphous. The deposit can be accessed 
ite were about the same as those of 1984. easily by roads and utilities. The local 
China announced the discovery of a very government decided to invite foreign ten- 
large graphite deposit, and the major graph- ders for development of the deposit. Some 
ite mine in Norway was closed because of a_ crystalline flake deposits have been discov- 

fire. ered on the island of Hainan; preliminary 
China.—Chinese sources announced that investigation indicated that reserves were 

the largest graphite deposit discovered so about 5.5 million tons averaging 3.7% car- 
far has been found in eastern Heilongjiang bon with a rate of recovery over 90%. 
Province. It consists of 10 beds, each about Finland.—Information on graphite min- 
5,000 feet long, 1,000 feet thick, and 150 feet ing and usage in Finland appeared in 1985, 

wide. Reserves were estimated to be 680 for the first time. What is called “energy 
million tons averaging 12% carbon. Al- graphite” in Finnish has been found in 
though Chinese sources did not specify the three different regions of Finland. About 
type of graphite, it was believed to be 20% graphite must be present to maintain
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combustion; it is burned in special fluidized stream in late 1986. This supersedes earlier | 
bed boilers. | | plans for a  1,100-ton-per-year-capacity 

Germany, Federal Republic of.—Sigri plant. The plant will cost $10 million and 
GmbH announced the commissioning of a use coal tar, which the firm produces, as a 
1,100-ton-per-year-capacity graphite fiber raw material. The graphite fiber was ex- . 
plant based on polyacrylonitrile as a raw pected to be lower in cost than polyacrylo- 
material. _ nitrile-based graphite fiber. The firm also 

_ Graphitwerk Kropfmuehl AG, the only announced plans to develop graphite fiber 
West German miner of crystalline flake composites. a | 
graphite, produced 18,700 tons of product at The rapid growth of electric arc steelmak- 
its Kropfmuehl plant and 8,800 tons of ing in Japan, and therefore Japanese con- 

product at its Werk Wedel plant in 1984, of sumption of graphite electrodes, appeared 
which 45% was exported. About one-half of to be coming to a halt. Accounting for a 
its domestic sales were to the refractories sizable fraction of Japan’s total production, 
industry for use in crucibles, continuous 28% in 1984, electric arc steelmaking will 

casting ware, and carbon-magnesite bricks. have trouble expanding further when the _ , 
About one-third to one-half of the firm’s rest of the industry is in severe overcapacity : 
raw material was mined domestically at and with increasing foreign competition 
Kropfmuehl, the balance coming from its from neighboring countries. The Ministry of 
mine in Zimbabwe.‘ . a International Trade and Industry has been 
Japan.—Mitsubishi Chemical Industries pressing hard for a reduction in electric arc 

Ltd. began building a 550-ton-per-year- steelmaking capacity, with minimal indus- 
capacity graphite fiber plant at Sakoide, tryresponsesofar5 | 
Kagawa. Prefecture, that will come on- | 

7 | | Table 11.—Graphite: World production, by country! | | 

| * | (Short tons) _ 

| Country? | 1981 1982 _ 1988 1984? 1985 

Argentina___ i _--_- 2 13 22 16 20 
Austria _______________-___--.-_ - 26,243 26,953 44,553 48,269 44,000 7 
Brazil (marketable)®_______________- 19,289 16,990 30,463 36,023 36,000 
Burmat ________2_________--__- 1,568 308 220 258 220 7 
China®__ ee 203,000 204,000 204,000 204,000 204,000 - 

| Czechoslovakia® ______________-___ 755,000 55,000 755,000 755,000 65,000 
Germany, Federal Republic of __ _..______-_ 59,024 512,845 11,023 13,228 12,000 
India (mine)® _--. $$» -§ 5 5» ee 80,240 57,735 43,615 . 42,975 44,000 
Italy _. 5 5 eee 3,897 3,538 2,534 _ __ 
Korea, North® __-_________________ 28,000 28,000 28,000 28,000 28,000 
Korea, Republic of: . 

Amorphous ______________-___-- 37,533 29,033 35,903 62,014 55,000. 
Crystalline flake _.._-_._.__.--_-_- 928 691 766 2,541 - 2,200 . 

Madagascar___ _§_§_________~-_-__-_ 14,698 ™16,766 14,944 15,403 15,500 
Mexico: . 

Amorphous ____________~-____- 45,351 37,886 47,034 43,923 44,000 
; Crystalline flake ______.____------ 1,270 1,989 1,828 1,855 1,900 

Norway ____________-____-____- 9,552 8,213 8,888 10,508 2,500 
_ Romania® ______________________ - 13,800 13,800 13,900 13,700 13,200 

Sri Lanka ____~____--~~~---~---+- 8,348 9,704 6,094 6,198 6,000 
Thailand. ________________---_-- 1,984 694 95 (7) _- 
Turkey__________,---_----=---- NA 3,704 5,297 () NA 
USS.R& 77,000 83,000 88,000 88,000 90,000 
United States__._._-___________ __ Ww W W _ 
Zimbabwe ___._-_»_-»_»_»_»_ >_> ee 12,366 9,066 21,850 13,596 13,200 

Total _..__________-______ 649,098 ™619,928 664,029 685,507 676,740 

i *Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. NANotavailable. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary 
ata. 
1Table includes data available through May 20, 1986. 
2In addition to the countries listed, Namibia may have produced graphite during the period covered by this table, but 

output is unreported, and available general information is inadequate for formulation of reliable estimates of output 
evels. 

3Does not include the following quantities sold directly without beneficiation, in short tons: 1981—17,988; 1982—6,758; 
1988—12,278; 1984—2,902; and 1985—5,500 (estimated). 

‘Data are for fiscal year beginning Apr. 1 of that stated. 
5Data presented represent estimated marketable product derived from raw graphite mined indigenously, assuming 

that marketable output equals one-half of officially reported raw graphite production. , 
®Indian marketable production is about 10% to 20% of mine production. . 
TRevised to zero. 
®Revised to not available.
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Norway.—On April 4, the processing © Spain.—The Government announced — 
plant of A/S Skaland Grafitverk was de- plans to set up a joint venture, Desarrollo 

: stroyed by a fire. The mine and warehous- de ‘Nuevos Materiales, with the private 
ing area were unaffected. The firm contin- sector, to develop and produce aramid and 
ued its drilling and exploration program in graphite fibers and fiber-reinforced compos- 
the area and may move the-mine a short itematerials. = = =~ On | 
distance for better access to the remaining § Sri Lanka.—The Sri Lanka State Mining 
ore. The firm tentatively has decided to and Mineral Development Corp. and the | 
build a new plant, which will be able to Moriroko Co. Ltd. of Japan were negotiat- 

| fabricate a much wider variety of products, ing an agreement to rehabilitate and work — - 
including some high-purity, 99%-carbon two abandoned graphite mines, one at 
product. - __ Pussehena and one at Sigambalptitya. 

, a TECHNOLOGY Lo OS 

A review of the development of graphite pric chloride. All four types were unstable 
oe _ fiber composite technology indicates that under conditions where water was absorbed 

fabrication has become simpler and less from the air, but stable under conditions of 
: expensive. There has been a fivefold reduc- high vacuum, such as found in space. When | 

tion in cost for many graphite fibers over all the other tests were considered, bromine | 
the last decade, and an average drop in cost intercalated fiber appeared to be most 

| of fiber to one-half its former level in the stable.* OO Se 
same period. Although the bulk of compos- | Some experiments at Rice University | 
ite structures and parts for aerospace uses With laser vaporization of graphite yieldeda = 
are now made using prepreg tape and hand table 60 carbon atom molecule, which was - 

__ layup, production is expected to incorporate frre was chosen because of its hypo- ess labor-intensive, lower cost techniques . aS, CHOSE | 
such as automated material placement, fila- thetical structure; it seems to most closely | 

ment winding puro, and tert a ae a soe ing. Newly sophisticated aerospace require- orb all shaped The technique used to svn- 

men rep fly ere eae to fead to higher thesize this material was laser vaporization : performance fiber and resin systems ‘ ae | _ . 

| improve the damage tolerance of comes OL sail Graphs int a puleedhighdeniy 
ites, for example, such fiber forms as 2- . so. ~ 

and 3-D woven fabrics and braided structur- coed ofc simvarly shaped molecuies com: 
al subelements.® . | 
When toxicological, epidemiological, and atom at the center. If the molecule is stable , 

. . . in the condensed phase, it probably would 
| environmental sampling data on graphite have some unique chemical properties. So 

” al. tod « badies of 0 aiong th the resus far, the molecule appears to be rather inert. 
0 whi t be, es O10 how } to on ma t little This serendipitous discovery was the result 
Brapane livers were shown to present little of research into the formation of lengthy | 
or no chronic health risk to people under carbon chains in interstellar space.° | 

ii oe conditions of manufacture pnd use. Sumitomo Electric Co. perfected a tech- 
ie effects appear to be limited to tem- nique for the mass production of large 

porary skin irritations and upper respirato- industrial diamonds from graphite. The 
ry tract irritations. Use of the fibers has graphite was subjected to ultrahigh pres- 
grown in recent years, mostly because ofthe gure in the range of 50,000 to 60,000 atmos- 
environmental health hazards associated pheres at a temperature of 1,400° C to 

with asbestos fibers.” . 1,600° C for 100 hours. Until now, only 
The environmental stability of several small-sized diamonds have been mass pro- 

kinds of intercalated graphite fiber was duced. The firm plans to underprice natural 
investigated. The degree of environmental diamond slightly for sales mainly to the 
stability of this new conductive kind of semiconductor and precision toolmaking 
graphite fiber will determine whether or industries.'° 
not it can be used commercially. Four types 
of graphite fiber were tested; fibers inter- »Physical scientist, Division of Industrial Minerals. 

calated with bromine, with iodine mono- _,rMstal Bulletin Monthly, Present Imperfect Future Ur 
chloride, with ferric chloride, and with cu- _No. 176, Aug. 1985, pp. 9-19.
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Tee . "Dahlquist, B. H. Evaluation of Health Aspects of 
°U.S. Department of Commerce, International Trade Carbon Fibers. Air Force Inst. of Tech., Wright-Patterson Administration, Nonferrous Metals Division. A Competi- AFB, OH, 1984, 60 pp.; NTIS AD-A151 563/4 WEP. tive Assessment of Selected Reinforced Composite Fibers. SGaier, J. R., and D. A. Jaworske. Environmental 

Sept. 1985, 48 pp. | | , Stability of Intercalated Graphite Fiber. Nat. Aeronaut. *Robbins, J. The Industrial Minerals of West Germany. and Space Admin., Cleveland, OH, May 1985, 16 pp.; NTTS 
Ind. Miner. (London), No. 219, Dec. 1985, pp. 41-42. N85-26992/6/WMS. 

’Metal Bulletin Monthly. Electric Arcs Challenge tothe *Baum, R. M. Laser Vaporization of Graphite Gives Integrated. No. 174, June 1985, pp. 43-46. Stable 60-Carbon Molecules. Chem. and Eng. News, v. 63, 
*Tenney, D. R., and H. B. Dexter. Advances in Compos- _No. 51, Dec. 23, 1985, pp. 20-22. 

ites Technology. NASA Tech. Memo. 86353, Jan. 1985, 10Industrial Minerals (London). Synthetic Diamond 32 pp. Breakthrough. No. 213, June 1985, p. 10.
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_ By Lawrence L. Davis! 

The gypsum industry, spurred by lower 11% to about 10 million tons. Total value of 
interest rates and pent-up demand for hous- gypsum product exports decreased 12% to 
ing, with 1.7 million public and private $26 million. —— 
housing unit starts in 1985, ended the year Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- 
with record-high shipments of gypsum wall- duction data for gypsum are developed by 
board, 19.5 billion square feet, an increase the Bureau of Mines from a survey of U.S. 
of 7%. Output of crude gypsum and calcined gypsum operations. Of the 130 operations to 
gypsum also increased. Sales of gypsum which the annual survey request was sent, 
products increased slightly to 25 million all responded, representing 100% of the 

~ short tons valued at $2.4 billion. Imports for total production shown in tables 1 and 2. 
consumption of crude gypsum increased 

| | Table 1.—Salient gypsum statistics 
| (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

| 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 SEE 
1985 

United States: , 
Active mines and plants? ~ eee 113 109 111 113 116 

“Mined ____ ~ eee 11,497 10,538 12,884 14,319 14,726 Value—_____________-___________ $98,101 $895181 $101361—-$113°671 $114,229 Imports for consumption _______ _ —------___.__—‘7,598 6,718 8,031 8,904 9,922 Byproduct gypsumsales ____________ 696 697 760 780 779 Calcined: 
Produced ______________- = 11,687 11,243 13,902 — 15,450 15,982 Value_——_______________________ _ $243;140 _ $196488 $270,136 — $820°518 $366,581 Products sold (value) ______________________ $1,196,236 $1,121.775 $1,605,605 $2,274,261 $2,418,296 Exports (value)__________________________ " °$85434 ~ "329/550 ” ’332/088 ” 'g29'852 $26,419 Imports for consumption (value)_______________ $51,720 $53,646 $87,880 $169,667 $155,422 World: Production.._-._____________ ™83.970 79 847 86,718 P86,767 €89,220 OS eee eel 

*Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. 
1Each mine, calcining plant, or combination mine and plant is counted as one establishment; includes plants that sold byproduct gypsum. 

| DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

The United States remained the world’s for 65% of total domestic production. Stocks leading producer of gypsum, accounting for of crude ore at mines and plants at yearend 
17% of the total world output. were 3 million tons. 
Crude gypsum was mined by 39 com- Leading companies were U.S.G. Corp., 12 panies at 67 mines in 21 States. Production mines; National Gypsum Co., 7 mines; 

increased 3%. Leading producing States, in Georgia-Pacific Corp., 6 mines; Celotex 
descending order, were Texas, Michigan, Corp., a subsidiary of Jim Walter Corp., and Iowa, Oklahoma, California, and Nevada. Genstar Gypsum Products Co., 3 mines 
These six States produced more than 1 each; and Weyerhaeuser Co., 1 mine. These million tons each and together accounted 6 companies, operating 32 mines, produced 

493
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719% of the total crude gypsum. Carolina. Approximately 22% was of non- 

: Leading individual mines, in descending phosphogypsum origin, compared with 19% 

order of production, were U.S.G.’s Plaster in 1984. Some byproduct gypsum was mixed 

City Mine, Imperial County, CA; U.S.G.’s_ with natural gypsum and commercially 

Sweetwater Mine, Nolan County, TX; used in the manufacture of wallboard at | 

U.S.G.’s Alabaster Mine, Iosco County, MI; U.S.G.’s Baltimore, MD, plant using by- 

U.S.G.’s Shoals Mine, Martin County, IN; © product gypsum obtained from SCM Pig- 

National Gypsum’s Tawas Mine, losco ments Div.’s plantin Baltimore... 5 > 

County, MI; Weyerhaeuser’s Briar Mine, Gypsum wallboard plant capacity in- 

Howard County, AR; U.S.G.’s Southard creased 4% to 21.63 billion square feet. 

Mine, Blaine County, OK; National Gyp- Total wallboard shipments were 19.5 billion | 

sum’s Sun City Mine, Barber County, KS; square feet, indicating a 90% utilization of 

Georgia-Pacific’s Acme Mine, Hardeman operating capacity. Shipments were a new 

County, TX; and Republic Gypsum Co.’s — record-high, a 7% increase compared with 

Duke Mine, Jackson County, OK. These 10. that of 1984. _ - 

mines accounted for 41% of the national One new gypsum mine was opened during 

total. Average output per mine for the 67 the year. Eagle Gypsum Ltd.’s Eagle Mine | 

| U.S. mines increased 6% to 219,800 tons. in Eagle County, CO, produced gypsum for 

Gypsum was calcined by 14 companies at use asacementsetretarder. a 

| 71 plants in 30 States, principally for the Thomas Peck & Sons Inc. operated its 

manufacture of gypsum wallboard and plas- mine near Nephi, UT, on an intermittent 

ter. Calcined output increased 3% in ton- basis because of excessive fugitive dust 

nage and 14% in value. Leading States, in emissions during the dry summer months _ 

descending order, were Texas, California, and flooding problems in the wet months. 

Florida, Iowa, and New York. These 5 The gypsum was used for cement produc- 

States, with 24 plants, accounted for 41% of tion at portland cement plants in Juab and | 

the national output. - Salt Lake Counties. : 

Leading companies were U.SG., 22 At yearend, Piedmont Energy Inc. of Salt 

plants; National Gypsum, 18 plants; Geor- Lake City, UT, purchased Houston-based 

gia-Pacific, 9 plants; Genstar, 5 plants; and Standard Gypsum Corp., a gypsum importer 

Celotex, 4 plants. These 5 companies, oper- with facilities at Tampa, FL.2 oo 

ating 58 plants, accounted for 82% of the A new company, Atlantic Gypsum Co. 

national output. Inc., was planning a $34 million gypsum 

Leading individual plants were, in de- importing, processing, and wallboard manu- 

scending order of production, U.S.G.’s Jack- facturing facility at Port Newark, NJ. The | 

sonville plant, Duval County, FL; U.S.G.’s _ plant, to be fed by at least 250,000 tons per — 

Plaster City plant, Imperial County, CA; year of imported gypsum, was expected to 

U.S.G’s Sweetwater plant, Nolan County, begin operation in the spring of 1987. 

TX; Weyerhaeuser’s Briar plant, Howard Winn Rock Inc.’s Winnfield Mine in Winn 

- County, AR; National Gypsum’s Tampa Parish, LA, the only anhydrite mine in the 

plant, Hillsborough County, FL; U.S.G.’s United States, produced rock mainly for 

Stony Point plant, Rockland County, NY; road construction, but some was sold for use 

U.S.G.’s Shoals plant, Martin County, IN; as acement set retarder. 

National Gypsum’s Medicine Lodge Plant, Reflecting sporadic markets for crude 

Barber County, KS; Georgia-Pacific’ss Acme gypsum sold for cement or agricultural use, 

plant, Hardeman County, TX; and Gen- several gypsum mines remained closed dur- : 

star’s Las Vegas plant, Clark County, NV. ing the year. CalMat Co.’s Shoveler Annex 

These 10 plants accounted for 27% of the Mine in Imperial County, CA, was idle. 

national production. Average calcine pro- Ernest W. Munroe, Joe C. Lackey, Colorado 

duction for the 71 U.S. plants was 225,100 Lien Co., all in Colorado, were dormant. 

tons, a slight increase. E. J. Wilson & Sons’ Lidy Hot Springs Mine 

The following companies sold a total of in Lemhi County, ID, remained inactive but 

779,000 tons of byproduct gypsum, valued at shipped some gypsum from stockpile for 

$6 million, principally for agricultural use, agricultural use. Walter Fisk’s Lovelock 

but some for gypsum wallboard manufac- Mine in Pershing County, NV, was inactive. 

turing: Allied Chemical Corp. and J. R. Raymond Schweitzer Gypsum Co.’s Calu- 

Simplot Co., both in California; Occidental met Mine in Canadian County, OK, and 

Petroleum Corp. in Florida; Kemira Inc. in Walton Gypsum Co.’s Okeene Mine in 

Georgia; SCM Pigments Div. of SCM Corp. Blaine County, OK, remained dormant. 

in Maryland; and Texasgulf Inc. in North
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| Figure 1.—Supply of crude gypsum in the United States. | 

| : Table 2.—Crude gypsum mined in the United States, by State a 
a a el 

.  ——- 1984 . 1985 

State ative Quantity, Value Active Quantity, Vatue mines thousan i 
. short tons) ( ) mines: short tons) (thousands) 

Arizona. _— ~~~... -- 4 261 $2,332 4 251 $1,926 
Arkansas, Kansas, Louisiana 5 1,465 9,577 5 1,365 7,740 ;° ; ’ ——<—<. — > . , ’ > 

California ~~~ Go ~~ ~~~ 2 -- =~ 10 1,382 12,443 8 1,382 12,201 
Colorado, Idaho,’ Montana, South 

Dakota, Washington_ -------- 7 428 3,576 7 375 3,086 
Indiana, New York, Ohio, Virginia — 5 1,844 14,330 5 1,870 14,832 
Towa____----~~---~--~---- 6 1,527 12,421 6 1,639 13,682 
Michigan ~~ — ----~------- 5 1,534 10,304 5 1,772 11,883 
Nevada __—_--.-_~-------- 4 1,192 8,860 4 1,207 8,942 
New Mexico _____.____.--~- 3 318 1,622 3 350 1,570 
Oklahoma _-_______~_______- 6 1,549 13,485 6 1,595 12,548 
Texas ____-__._-.--_~ ~~~ 7 2,166 19,431 7 1,981 17,299 
Utah _~_-----~----------- 4 277 2,671 4 413 4,033 
Wyoming... -___.__-_--~-_-- 3 376 2,618 3 576 4,488 

Total?________-_-_____- 69 14,319 113,671 67 14,726 114,229 | 
a a ee a eT TS, 

11984 only | 
2Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding.
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| | Table 3.—Calcined gypsum produced in the United States, by State | , 

: : } 1984 i. i 1985 

- State Active Quantity Value Active antity Value’ so oe plants — (thousand | (thousands) plants ~ hoosand (thousands) 
| Tg 

Arizona and New Mexico_____ _ _ 3 382 $8,770 3 404 $10,016 . Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma ___ 6 1,600 30,318 6 1,664 34,905 . California _-______________ a) 1,519 35,364 : 6 1,606 41,325 7 Coloradoand Utah___________ 8 352 7,010 8 354 8,164 Delawareand Maryland._____ __ 3 783. 16,695 3 732 17,165 Florida______~_______ 3 1,160 25,774 3 1,185 27,974 7 | _ Georgia___ 2 3 702 ~§~—- 15,940 3 740 18,161 Illinois, Indiana, Kansas ______ _ 6 1,405 25,765 6 1,445 28,862 | Jlowa___-_-______~2___ 5 1,173 22,931 . 5 1,168 26,589 Massachusetts, New Hampshire, So ee on New Jersey, Pennsylvania _____ 5 789 17,3887 5 820 20,084 _ Michigan. == = a oe 500 9,446 A 571 12,217 Montana, Washington, Wyoming _ _ 5 701 © 17,195 © 5 705 19,951 Nevada_.--_- = 3 779 =-—«:18,877 3 825 16,674 | New York ____-§_-__________ 4 986 19,627 4 "1,046 24,408 | North Carolina and Virginia_____ | | 3 | 628 12,885 8 672 ~-—s—«:15,676 Ohio._---- 2 3 404 9,425 3 -. 482 9,998 Texas-. 22 === 6 1,587 82,157 6° 1,614 34,412 
- Totalt____- TL 15,450 320,518 71 15,982 366,581 | . 

_ . 1Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

| CONSUMPTION AND USES | 

Apparent consumption, production plus 96% was used for prefabricated ‘products 
net imports plus industry stock changes, of and 4% for industrial and building plasters. 

_ crude gypsum, including byproduct gypsum, _ Of the prefabricated products, based upon 
| increased 5% to 25.4 million tons. Net’ surface square feet, 67% was regular wall- oe 

_ imports provided 33% of the crude gypsum _ board; 22% was fire-resistant type X wall- 
consumed. Apparent consumption of calcin- board: 3% was 5/16-inch mobile home 

- - ed gypsum increased 4% to 15.9 million board; 5% was lath, veneer base, sheathing, 
tons. | and predecorated wallboard; and 3% was 7 . __ Yearend stocks of crude gypsum at mines miscellaneous board including. water- 
and calcining plants were 3 million tons. Of and/or moisture-resistant board. Of the reg- a 
this, 46% was at calcining plants in coastal ular wallboard, 83% was 1/2-inch and 11% 

| States. | “was 5/8-inch. In descending order, the lead- | | 
Of the total gypsum products sold or used, ing sales regions for prefabricated products | 

5.6 million tons, 23%, was uncalcined. Of were the South Atlantic, Pacific, and West 
the total uncalcined gypsum, 76% was used South-Central, which accounted for 54% of 
for portland cement, and 21% was used in the total. © 
agriculture. Of the total calcined gypsum,
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| Table 4.—Gypsum products (made from domestic, imported, and byproduct gypsum) 
sold or used in the United States, by use . 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) _ 
i A 

1984 1985 
. Use lee 

Quantity Value Quantity Value 
a, 

Uncalcined: 
Portland cement_______~__-~--__-.-~-~--~-- 4,286 41,046 . 4,256 88,623 
Agriculture! ____________--__------------ 1,326 18,671 1,180 16,377 
Fillers and miscellaneous ___________-._~--~- 125 6,597 132 6,448 

Total ______-_---~------------~------ 5,737 66,314 25,567 61,448 

Calcined: . a 

Building plaster: . . 
Regular base coat __________----------~- 155 15,356 149 15,027 
Poured gypsum cement and concrete______--_-~ | 4. 365 2 192 
Veneer plaster ____________--+-~-----~-~- 89 ~ 12,680 102 15,190 
Gauging plaster and Keene’s cement_ _ — _ —_- ~~~ — 23 3,080 . 26 3,561 : 
Other______________-_~__-----_--_-- 9 1,201 8 1,105 

Total __________--_-_--____-_-_- 280 282,633 _ 29gg 35,075 
Industrial plaster ______________---------- . 453 45,866 510 55,426 
Prefabricated products® ____________---~---~- 17,572 2,129,448 18,320 . 2,266,348 

Total calcined ________-_----------~- 18,305 2,207,947 © 219,117 2,356,849 

Grand total _______-.------------- 24,042 2,274,261 224,684 «22,418,296 
ee ge Pr ene SS Sf Ss S/S SSS SS SRS SSS SS SS SD 

Includes most of 779,603 tons of byproduct gypsum in 1984 and most of 778,515 tons in 1985. . 
2Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. a . 
3Includes weight of paper, metal, or other materials, and some byproduct gypsum. 

Table 5.—Prefabricated gypsum products sold or used in the United States 

. 1984 1985 

Product Thousand Thousand Value Thousand Thousand Value 
. square short (thou- square _ short (thou- 

feet tons? sands) feet tons? sands) 
NENT 

Lath: 
8/8 inch __§__._____.---_----~- 80,600: 23: - $4,282: 27,800 21 $4,404 

'  LT/2inch ~~~. ~~~ ~~ 1,500 1 202 1,750 2 237 

Total? ~._-§______________ 32,100 24 4,484 29,550 22 4,641 
Veneer hase _________--__--~-~ - 408,270 470 50,882 428,860 435 58,167 
Sheathing. _____-___~---_-----_ 337,720 325 49,773 349,860 328 52,389 

Regular gypsumboard: . 
3/8inch__________-_-_----- 475,283 361 54,047 454,246 340 53,301 
1/2inch__~__-_.~_-_-_=-_--_-~-— 10,490,118 9,262 1,135,688 10,851,776 9,539 1,134,940 
§/8inch____._._.___.-__---~- 1,298,586 1,480 162,942 1,395,919 1,252 173,496 
linch ___________.-._----- 61,600 126 13,513 79,900 142 18,532 
Other®___§_-§_- -- -- eee 162,370 ' 125 18,880 276,220 180 31,898 

Total? __-_______________ 12,487,957 11,304 1,385,069 13,058,061 11,453 1,412,168 
Type X gypsumboard _____________ 4,040,744 4,677 507,100 4,387,049 5,015 546,862 
Predecorated wallboard ____._.-_-~ _ 127,110 134 41,013 134,650 129 45,346 
5/16-inch mobile home board _—__—_—_ 853,850 615 87,704 651,549 489 64,567 
Other*________-_~__---_--_-- 25,930 23 3,423 483,420 448 82,209 

Grand total? ~.-___________ 18,313,681 17,572 2,129,448 19,522,999 18,320 2,266,348 

‘includes weight of paper, metal, or other material. | 
2Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 
3Includes 1/4, 7/16-, and 3/4-inch gypsumboard. 
“Includes approximately 478,000 square feet of water- and/or moisture-resistant board in 1985. .
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Figure 2.—Sales of gypsum products, by use. | 

: ENERGY 

Efficient production scheduling, superior sales decreased slightly to 2.42 million Brit- 
insulation, and energy-saving processing ish thermal units. 
equipment such as one-step drying and As reported by the Gypsum Association, 
calcining continued to improve the utiliza- fuel sources for the gypsum industry were 
tion of energy per unit of wallboard as in natural gas, 84.5%; electricity, 6.5%; pro- 

| the past few years. Energy consumption per pane, 1.0%; No. 2 fuel oil, 2.8%; No. 4 and 
thousand square feet of gypsum wallboard No. 6 fuel oil, 2.0%; and coal, 3.0%. 

PRICES 

On an average value per ton basis, crude published monthly in Engineering News- 
gypsum decreased slightly to $7.76, calcined Record. Prices in December, based on truck 
gypsum increased 13% to $23.53, and by- lots delivered to the job, showed a wide 
product gypsum decreased 7% to $7.70. range. Regular 1/2-inch wallboard prices 

The average value of gypsum products ranged from $97 per thousand square feet at 
sold or used increased 4% to $97.97 per ton. Dallas and Denver to $268 at Boston. Aver- 
Prefabricated products were valued at age price in December for 20 cities was $173 
$123.71 per ton, industrial plasters at per thousand square feet, with some minor 
$108.68 per ton, building plaster at $121.79 discounts for prompt payment. This repre- 
per ton, and uncalcined products at $11.04 sented a slight increase compared with that 
per ton. of December 1984. 

Quoted prices for gypsum products were
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FOREIGN TRADE | | | 

The gypsum industry continued to relyon crude gypsum was mined by subsidiaries of 
imports of crude gypsum rock for a signifi- U.S. companies in Canada and Mexico. 
cant fraction, 33%, of apparent consump- Total value of gypsum and gypsum prod- 
tion. Imports of crude gypsum, principally ucts imported was $155 million, a decrease 
from Canada, 66%; Mexico, 22%; and Spain, of 8%. Gypsum wallboard imports, princi- 
12%, increased 11% to 9.9 million tons. pally from Canada, 82%, were 786 million 
Spanish imports into the South Atlantic square feet, a 9% decrease. Total value of 
Coast and Gulf Coast States increased 31% | gypsum product exports to all countries was 
to 1.2 million tons. Most of the imported $26 million, a 12% decrease. | | 

| | | Table 6.—U.S. exports of gypsum and gypsum products | , 
. (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) - 

i, / 

. Crude, crushed, Other . 
| | Year or calcined factures Total | | 

ne tity Value nec, -_—- Value | | Quantity (value)! a | 

1983. 117 13,621 18,467 32,088 1984_____- ~ 1810 12,711 «7,141 29,852 1985 -_________ 83 13,021 13,398 26,419 
° TS 

51 opcludes gypsum or plaster building boards and lath (TSUS 245.7000) and articles, n.s.p.f., of plaster of paris (TSUS 

Source: Bureau of the Census. | _ | | | 

| a Table 7.—U.S. imports for consumption of gypsum and gypsum products ee 
. _ (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) _ | 

. . Ground or Alabaster 7" er , Yer ___ mde calcined manufge: «Plater mamta ES ures 3° value. i i (value) n.s.p.f. | Quantity Value. Quantity Value (value) (value) | | | 

1983 ~~ _____ 8,031 56,960 4 305 1,922 26,200 2,492 487,880 1984 ___-______ 8,904 73,965 11 392 3,300 86,962 5,048 169,667 1985 ~.______ 9,922 64,089 2 - 242 | 5,173 80,119 5,7 99 155,422 

Includes imports of jet manufactures, which are believed to be negligible. 
"Includes gypsum or plaster building boards and lath (TSUS 245.7000). a aomprised of statues and articles, n.s.p.f., of plaster of paris (TSUS 512.4100 and 512.4400) and gypsum cement, (TSUS 512.3100 and 512.3500). | “Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. . | 
Source: Bureau of the Census. . : - 

Table 8.—U.S. imports for consumption of crude gypsum, by country | : 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

. 1984 1985 Country STEER 
Quantity Value Quantity Value ity Nate Quantity Value 

Australia - +--+ ee 15 160 16 130 Canada* __________________e 6,006 58,980 6,516 45,445 Jamaica ________________ 112 977 17 118 Mexico ____________-___ 1,837 7,392 2,162 9,896 Spain___________-_- ie 922 6,312 1,207 8,052 Other__________ ~~ 12 143 4 447 — 
Total? -+----- ee, 8,904 73,965 9,922 64,089 © Ee’ 

MIncludes anhydrite. 
*Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Source: Bureau of the Census.
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. | WORLD REVIEW | 

| Production of gypsum from small deposits Federal Republic of Germany is one of 

| in the developing countries has been inter- Western Europe’s major producers of crude 

mittent and often unreported. Total world gypsum and a world leader in specialty | 

_ production figures might be somewhat low gypsum used in molding, dental, and phar- 

because, in many countries, significant maceutical applications that require very 

| mine production was consumed captively in high purity gypsum. The largest producer of 

integrated industrial plants producing wall- crude gypsum. is Gebr. Knauf Westdeutsche 

| | board, plaster, and plaster products, and Gipswerke with a capacity of about 3.3 
was unreported. | million tons per year from 11 mines in 

Canada.—Canada was the second largest Bavaria and 6 others in Baden-Wirttem- 

| producer of crude gypsum, accounting for berg, Hessen, Saarland, and Lower Saxony. 
10% of the world total. Shipments increased The second largest crude gypsum producer 

- 9% to 9.3 million tons, 75% of which came is Rigips Baustoffwerke GmbH, with nu- 
from Nova Scotia. | _ Merous mines in Baden-Wiirttemberg and 

| Canada exported 6.4 million tons of crude two in Lower Saxony. Both companies pro- 

, gypsum, almost 70% of its production. Over duce building plaster and wallboard. Anoth- 
| | 99% of the exports were to the United er 20 or so omar companies proauce 

States, principally to wallboard plants in Sy din. roar ore he e cement. sl aary, | 

the Atlantic and Gulf Coast States. Canada PUUCIng plasters, high-purity spect ty plas- 

| imported about 120,000 tons of crude gyp- tens, and OO ova ae a ttod 

sum, over 70% of which came from Mexico. 1 IY "O00 00). to 380 000-4 contrac & 

Production of wallboard products decreas- ve op a aes 0 90M on-per-year SYP 
; . sum mine and to construct export facilities 

ed because of a 4-month strike at Domtar at a port east of Tripoli. Most of the crude 
Inc.’s plant at Caledonia, Ontario. As a — Po Le d ' b rted to 

result, exports to the United States decreas- Scandinavia and Europe and the remainder 

ee mem the record high fet in 4 984. Wane used to supply domestic demand for plaster 

because of reduced production and an in and wallboard products.’ . ’ " Thailand.—Fueled by rapid growth in 
oe ton aerchoee G the eypsum wallboard building construction in the Bangkok area, 

| : ‘C gypsum production, used mainly by the | 
, plants of Genstar oypem i at Homon- cement industry, increased about 13%. Ex- 

? , atoon, atchewan. ports, mainly to Taiwan and Malaysia, in- 
Westroc Industries Ltd. announced that its enead slightly. Exports ‘faced eporensed 

: Vancouver, British Columbia, plant would competition from Australia and India.* Ma- 
o closed. Westroc then Purenased senstar jor gypsum deposits are in the northern 

ypsum's gypsum wallboard plant in Van- Provinces of Pichit and Nakhon Sawan and 
couver.’ oo, the southern Provinces of Nakhon Si Tham- 

The Gypsum Association in the United marat and Surat Thani. The largest produc- 
| Ptates, of which an Canadian gypsum ion ers in the north are Thai Gypsum Co. Ltd. © 

ard manufacturers were members, and its affiliate Thai Gypsum Products Co. 
announced that yearend Canadian wall- Ltd. with a combined capacity of 330,000 
board capacity was 3.64 billion square feet, tons per year of crude gypsum. In the 

a slight decrease from that of 1984. southern Province of Surat Thani, Taksin ~ 
Binland—Remira Oy opened a plant to Sahakarn Co. Ltd. is the largest producer, 

produce paper coating pigments using while in Nakhon Si Thammarat Chokpana 
phosphogypsum. The plant, at Siilinjarvi, Co. Ltd. and S. K. Minerals are the princi- 
has acapacity of 55,000 tons per year.® pal producers.® 

Germany, Federal Republic of.—The
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Table 9.—Gypsum: World production, by country? : 
(Thousand short tons) 

Country 1981 1982 1983 1984” 1985° ne 
Afghanistan ___________________ | reg 23 F eg F eg. 8 Algeria® == == 220 220 275 275 275 Angola® ___ = = 22 22 22 729 22 Argentina_________.._ 739 679 637 625 — -585 Australia ___-_-_____ 1,932 2,054 1,664 678 1,100 Austria®__§_ = 882 802i. 828 ~~ 816 830 Belgium? __-_______ Ct 170 _ __ __ _ | Bolivia___-___-______~_____ ee 1 1 ey, ei 1 
Brazil __- ~~~ 659 750 613 544 610 Bulgaria_____-$-§-§ -§_-___ 386 414 425 433. 435 . Burma* _______________ 34 29 38 43 . 243 Canada (shipments)®> _______________ | 7,744 6,600 8,275 8,550 9,300 Chile____________--_-- ie 262 T99 73 185 2916 Chinaf___ = = es 3,700 3,900 4,700 5,300 5,500 Colombia ___________2______ ™328 309 247 287 | 300 Cuba® +--+ 143 140 145 145 145 Cyprus_______ 44 330 35 24 25 | Czechoslovakia__________________ | 845 - 875 935 928 840 Dominican Republic.__________________ 2225 ©230 ©2380 ©2380 255 Ecuador ________~_~_________ 29 €2 €9 - &9 2 Egypt _-_-_-_-________ 1,047 1,026 795 “800 800 El Salvador® ~2- 2 = 7 6 5 5 4 Ethiopia __~_____._-__________ #5 4 —&5 @5 5 France® ~ ee 6,839 6,657 6,111 5,954 ~~ 6,000 German Democratic Republic® _.______ | *397 397 *397 *397 397 Germany, Federal Republic of (marketable)?___ _ 2,122 . 1,897 2,739 . ©2400 2,200 Greece____~ 694 156 ¥ 760 ¥ 760 750 Guatemala __________=____ 32 31 8 =——« BG 28 27 Honduras® _______=_= = 22 22 25 4) 25 India___~§__~___~ 2 1,045 1,070 —izj 1,145 1,519 21,239 Tran ~~~ _-~ ee 26,600 | 5,500 "6,000 “5,500 5,500 . Traqe__ ee 190 190 190 330 330 Ireland-______~__~___ T396 409 388 358 360 Israel. > 2 46 46. 46 46 46 Italy _-_-_- 1,702. 1,472 1,530 1,393 1,400 Jamaica ________________ 206 118 119 “200 220 Japan®___ 6,765 7,014 _ 6,448 -©6,700 6,900 Jordan_-______________. 58 44 45 . 121 120 Kenya® _______________ __ (6) 1 reo 2 Korea, Republic of§ _9§._.____________ "700 “800 “1,000 2558 2873 - Laos ~~ ee 45 €70 — gg 90. 120 Lebanon_______~_~2 10 6 6 &6 3 Libya. 198 193 198 198 198 . Luxembourg _________________ 1 (8) e (8) e (6) (8) Mauritania® ae LL 22 6 4 1. 1 Mexico_____.- 2-2 2,635 2,251 3,261 2,347 3,100 Mongolia®___.______________ 35 35 35 35 35 Morocco _____~~ 439 463 485 ©500 ..  §00 Nicaragua_________ == €33 — 22 13 “10 29 Niger’ —--~----------~------------ 3 3 83 3 3 Pakistan. ___________________ 349 ™365 351 413 475 Paraguay _______________ 11 7 4 7 6 Peru -_-—_--_~__ 2386 ©400 ©400 ©400 400 Philippines*® ~— eee LL 122 121 122 124 124 Poland® ~- ee 21,445 1,430 1,430 ©1,430 | 1,490 Portugal._-____ 268 262 275 r 6965 275 Romania®___________ 1,800 1,800 1,800 2,000 1,700 SaudiArabia______________ 386 400 °550 331 330 SierraLeone ______________ _— _— 4 4 4 South Africa, Republicof._______________ 612 590 571 590 2505 Spain-_-_-_~- =e 5,829 5,564 6,195 5,914 5,800 Sudans_______- reg reg &g 29 27 Switzerland®_______________ 95 T85 85 85 90 Syria____~-_~----- eee 88 90 186 220 220 Taiwans________- 7 2 3 2 2 Tanzania®__________________ 13 13 13 13 13 Thailand _-___________ 596 831 838 1,224 1,380 Tunisia®_________________ 80 80 Tg 95 100 Turkey__--_-~-_--_-~_ LL 100 “100 83 64 66 USSROF 5,400 5,400 _ 5,400 5,400 5,400 United Kingdom? _.___________ 3,245 3,021 3,271 3,459 23,389 United States?’ _._-_.__________ ee _ 11,497 10,538 12,884 14,319 214,726 Uruguay___________-~-~__ (8) 135 167 82 110 Venezuela.______________________ 241 175 226 158 2147 
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 9.—Gypsum: World production, by country’ —Continued — 

. . - (Thousand short tons) . 

| ~ Country 1981 1982 1983 1984” 1985° 

Vietnam® _____.-_-_-_______-----L---- 17 80 30 30 30 
Yemen Arab Republic __________-----~-- ©22, 24 26 27 27 

. -- Yugoslavia __.____-____------------- 137 705 687 F e720 750 

Total_______________----------- 83,970 779,847 86,718 86,767 _ 89,220 

: €Kstimated.. "Preliminary. ‘Revised. 
1Table includes data available through July 8, 1986. 
2Reported figure. 

. 5Includes anhydrite. | : 
“Data are for years beginning Apr. 1 of that stated. . 

i9gegindes byproduct gypsum. (In the case of Japan, byproduct gypsum was virtually all the gypsum consumed during 

SLessthan 1/2unit. = | | | a | 
| 7Excludes byproduct gypsum. , 

__ Revised to zero. | , : oo 

- | TECHNOLOGY - 

Windsor Gypsum Co. began construction AC-20 asphalt and 93% aggregate composed 
| of a gypsum wallboard plant near Tatum, of 20% dried phosphogypsum, 30% sand, 

TX, close to the Martin Lake powerplants of and 50% limestone met Florida Department 
Texas Utilities Co. The raw material feed of Transportation specifications for a type 

| for the wallboard plant will be high-quality ITI surface course mix, a sand-asphalt hot 
_ synthetic gypsum from the flue gas desul- mix for patching, and an ABC-1 base course 

| furization system of the powerplants. This mix. Thus, phosphogypsum could be used in | 
would be the first U.S. wallboard plant asphalt-concrete mixes for surface or base 
designed and constructed solely on the basis courses or for patching, but none of the 
of a synthetic gypsum feed. various mixes could meet specifications for 

The Bureau of Mines conducted pull and wearing or friction courses." 
| creep tests on roof bolts anchored with ———~—— . 

gypsum plaster. Results showed that 2-foot 1Physical scientist, Division of Industrial Minerals. | 
bolts anchored with the gypsum plaster, speck Products. V. 80, No: 1, dan, 1986, p36, 
which was allowed to cure for 10 minutes, 4Stonehouse, D. H. Gypsum and Anhydrite. Can. Miner. 
sustained pull test loads equal to the ulti- Yearbook 1986, PP. 30.180. Utilising BR tnd 

. Tuy ’ . emlra 1ca-UTllising esources. ind. 
mate strength of the bolt steel, about 37,000 — yyiner. (London), No. 219, Dec. 1985, p. 81. 

pounds.’° I Robbins, J. The Industrial Minerals of West Germany. 
. . : ._ nd. Miner. (London), No. 219, . , pp. 23-24. 

The Bureau of Mines investigated possi- "7; austria Minerals (London). No. 219, Dec. 1985, p. 12. 
ble high-volume uses of waste phosphogyp- _*U.S. Embassy, Bangkok, Thailand. State Dep. Telegram 
sum. Admixtures of phosphogypsum, fly ae May 28, 1986, Sec. V7 and 18. als of Thailand. Ind 

° cndawong, ©. Industri inerals O . . 

ash, and lime that could produce a coarse finer. London’, No. 221, Feb. 1986, pp. 40-41. “es 
aggregate suitable for road construction 10Hansen, J. S., and S. J. Gerdemann. Pull and Creep 

were studied. Use of cement, cement-kiln 123'5." Gypsum-Bonded Roof Bolts. BuMines RI 8937, 
°4.. ’ Pp. , 

dust, clays, oxychlorides, phosphogypsum 11May, A., J. R. Cobble, and J. W. Sweeney. Assessment 
asphalt, and silica were also investigated. It of Fhosphogypsum as a Constituent of Aggregate Material. 

: . in , , 21 pp. 
was found that a mix containing 7% grade
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By William D. Leachman! | oo | 

| Grade-A helium (99.995% or better) sales ations to which a survey request was sent, 
volume in the United States by private 100% responded, and those data plus data 

| industry and the Bureau of Mines was 1,444 from the Bureau’s operations represent 
million cubic feet (MMcf) in 1985.2 Grade-A 100% of the total production shown in table 
helium exports by private producers were 2. : | | 
439 MMcf, for total sales of 1,883 MMecf of Legislation and Government Pro- | 

: US. helium. The Bureau’s price, f.o.b. grams.—The Government’s program for 
plant, for Grade-A helium was $37.50 per storage of private crude helium in the 
thousand cubic feet (Mcf). The price of Government’s helium storage facilities at 
‘Grade-A helium gas sold by private produc- the Cliffside. Field near Amarillo, TX, was 

_ ers was about $36 per Mcf at the end of the critical in supplying helium for the private | 
_ year, and the price of liquid helium aver- helium market. Private helium production 

aged $55 per Mcf gaseous equivalent with in 1985 was not sufficient to provide for the , 
_ some producers posting surcharges to these private market because one of its crude 

_ prices. . helium separation plants suspended oper- . 
- Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- ations in April. Private crude helium pre- 

_- duction data for helium are developed by viously stored under contract with the Gov- 
| the Bureau of Mines from records of itsown ernment was returned to the owners for | 

operations as well as the “High-Purity Heli- purification as needed to provide for private oe 
um” survey, a single, voluntary canvass of industry’sdemand. | 
private U.S. operations. Of the six oper- 

: a DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

In 1985, 11 privately owned domestic of the larger private crude helium plants 
helium plants were operated by 8 compa- shut down in April and did not resume 
nies. Seven privately owned plants and one operation owing to the declining market for . 
Bureau of Mines plant extracted helium natural gas and natural gas liquids. All of 
from natural gas. Both private and Bureau the natural gas processed for helium extrac- 
plants use cryogenic extraction processes. tion came from the gasfields in Kansas, 

_ Pressure-swing adsorption is used for heli- New Mexico, Oklahoma, and Texas. 
um purification at two newer private heli- The Bureau of Mines’ 500-liter-per-hour 
um plants and at the Bureau’s plant. Cry- helium liquefier was modified in 1985 to 
ogenic purification is used by other pro-_ increase its efficiency: The control system 
ducers. The Bureau and all six private was changed, and a wet-expansion engine 
plants that produce Grade-A helium also was installed to increase its output. The 
liquefy helium. They are Air Products and modifications and new equipment increased 
Chemicals Inc., Hansford County, TX; Nav- liquefaction Capacity about 30%, with an 
ajo Refined Helium Co., Shiprock, NM; increase of only 11% in operating costs. The 
Kansas Refined Helium Co., Otis, KS; and Federal demand for liquid helium continues 
Union Carbide Corp., Linde Div., in Bush- to grow as national defense, space, and 
ton, Elkhart, and Ulysses, KS. energy research and development projects 

The volume of helium recovered from using liquid helium increase. : 
natural gas decreased in 1985 because one | 

503
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Table 1.—Ownership and location of helium extraction plants in the United States | 
| | | in 1985 | 

—_— 
Category and owner or operator . Location Product purity | 

eee ee ee eee rere ee nen ee LTT 

Government-owned: . 
Bureau of Mines________. --______------ Masterson, TX__ _____ Crude and Grade-A helium. 

— Do --_~ +--+ +--+ Keyes, OK ________-~_ Helium tank car maintenance . 
only.” 

Private industry: 
Air Products and Chemicals Inc __________~- Hansford County, TX_ __ Grade-A helium. 
Cities Service Cryogenics Inc ______._..___-_ | Scott City, KS _______ Crude helium.® 

; Cities Service Helex Inc ___—_______.--_~--~- Ulysses, KS______--~- Crude helium. 
Kansas Refined Helium Co ______._____---- | Otis, KS__________~- Grade-A helium.? 
Navajo Refined Helium Co___—~~__~-____-~-- Shiprock, NM _______ Do. 
Northern Helex Co ______--~~-~----_-_-~-~-- Bushton, KS ______ __ Crude helium. | 
Phillips Petroleum Co ____-_-_-_-_---_------ Dumas, TX _ ________ Do. - 
Do ___________ eee Hansford County, TX_ _ — Do. 

Union Carbide Corp., Linde Div_ _______._~-~- Bushton, KS ________ Grade-A helium.! . 
Do _____~____ ee Elkhart, KS _______-— Do. . 
Do _____ ~~ eee Ulysses, KS... ______ - Do. . 

Including liquefaction. | | oO . 
2Tank car maintenance relocated to Masterson, TX, in May 1985. Keyes plant deactivated. | 
3Output is piped to Ulysses, KS, for purification. | . a: 

| oe Table 2.—Helium recovery in the United States! | | - 

a a . (Thousand cubic feet) - 

a 1981. «1982 1983 1984. ‘1985 

Crude helium: . Lo . 
. _ Bureau of Mines: 

. Total storage__________--_-_-__ ~257,799 ~350,235 -275,714 -314,969 . -411,681, 

| Private industry: | | 
Stored by Bureau of Mines. _ _ _______— 452,880 113,261 282,018 506,092 487,576 - 
Withdrawn ________~--__-_--- -304,987 -724,113 ~729,134 -605,935 -956,462 

7 Total private industry storage_____ 147,893 -610,852 -447,116 -99,843 -468,886 7 
Loe Total crude helium __._____~~- -109,906 -961,087 -722,830 -414,812 ‘~880,567 

Stored private crude helium withdrawn from ; o 
storage and purified by the Bureau of Mines - 
for redelivery to industry. _______-___~- -80,208 ~51,234 - -65,015 -49,057 / 5,339; 

Grade-A helium: 
Bureau of Mines sold. .___________~-=+ 240,880 305,071 241,733 294,460 397,446 
Private industry sold_____________-~~- 1,014,543 939,496 1,120,955 1,842,961 — 1,485,662 

Total sold ________________ 1,255,423 1,244,567 1,362,688 1,637,421 1,883,108 
Total stored_______________- ~190,114 -1,012,321 -787,845 ~463,869 -885,906 

Grand total recovery __________ 1,065,309 282,246 ~~ 574,843 1,173,552 997,202 

1Negative numbers denote net withdrawal from the Government’s underground helium storage facility, a partially 
depleted natural gas reservoir in Cliffside Field near Amarillo, TX. 

: Table 3.—Summary of Bureau of Mines helium plant operations | | 

(Thousand cubic feet) . 

1983 1984 1985 

Grade-A supply: 
Inventory at beginning of period? ___§_._/_-__________ ee 20,368 22,400 18,163 
Helium recovered: Exell plant?: _.___.$_-§_-___________________ 308,780 339,280 387,795 

Total_________-___-___~_ ~~~ ~~~ = 3229, 148 361,680 405,958 

Grade-A disposal: - 
Sales = = 241,788 294,460 397,446 
Redelivered to private producers__________________~-~--~-+- 65,015 49,057 5,339 
Inventory at end of period! __§_-§_-___§___ 5 5 ee ee ee 22,400 18,163 3,173 

Total. = LL 329,148 361,680 405,958 

1At Amarillo and Exell helium plants. 
2Includes 65,015 Mef purified for private industry in 1983, 49,057 Mcf in 1984, and 5,339 in 1985.
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| _ CONSUMPTION AND USES | 

Oo The major domestic end uses of helium Department of Energy, the U.S.. Depart- | 
were cryogenics, welding, and pressurizing ment of Defense, NASA, and the National 
and purging. Minor uses included synthetic Weather Service constituted most of the 

| breathing mixtures, chromatography, leak Bureau’s Grade-A helium sales. All of the | 
detection, lifting gas, heat transfer, and remaining sales to Federal agencies were 7 

controlled atmospheres. The Pacific and through private helium distributors, who 
Gulf Coast States were the principal areas purchased equivalent volumes of Bureau : 
for helium demand. _ | helium under contracts described in the : 

| | Nine more successful space shuttle Code of Federal Regulations (80 CFR 602). | | 
launches were made by the National Aero- Some of the private distributors also have 

7 nautics and Space Administration (NASA) General Services Administration helium 
in 1985 using Bureau helium. The Discovery supply contracts. These contracts make rel- — 
space shuttle was launched four times, the atively small volumes of helium readily | 

| Challenger and Atlantis orbiters were each available to Federal installations at reduced 
- launched twice, and the Columbia made one freight charges. : | 

flight. Each space shuttle launch requires . 

about 7.5 MMcf of helium for purging and — Table 4,—Total sales of Grade-A helium 
- pressurizing. Helium demand for space ac- in the United States 

tivity is increasing and is expected to in- Million cubie feet 
crease more when the U.S. Department of (Million cubic feet) | 
Defense’s space shuttle facilities at Vanden- Year -. Volume , 
burg Air Force Base, CA, become operation- | } } 

: ) 1981 _.__________ Le 866 
al. ee a 1982 ______________._..-.---_- 867 

_ The Federal agencies purchase their ma- 1988 -------------------------. 995 . 
. : : 1984 = ee 1,245 
jor helium requirements from the Bureau of 985 ~~~ 1444 
Mines. Direct helium purchases by the U.S... -—————————-________--— | 

, Table 5.—Bureau of Mines sales of Grade-A helium, by purchaser’ 

(Thousand cubic feet) 

| ) | ) a 1983 "1984. ~~«21985 

| Federal agencies: oe . 
Department of Defense ___________________~-_~...-- ~~~ 105,372 117,047 _—i. 120,225 

‘ Department of Energy________.___--________________- 32,821 34,599 37,731 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration ___________---~-- 37,674 49,323 _ 103,144 
National Weather Service... _ .. ~~. ..-_--.---.~~_.---- 874 752 909 
Other_________~__________--_------------------ 2,957 4,052 7,604 

Total. _- eee 179,698 205,773 269,613 
Federal agency sales supplied by private contract helium distributors? _ _ _ 59,059 86,434 124,299 
Commercial sales - __ __-_~----------------------------___ 2,976 2,258 8,584 

Grand total____-/ -/ - eee eee 241,738 294,460 397,446 

1Table identifies Federal purchaser, who may redistribute the helium to another Federal helium user. 
2Purchased from the Bureau of Mines by commercial firms and redistributed to Federal installations under contract 

authority of 30 CFR 602. .
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| ESTIMATED TOTAL HELIUM USED | 
| 1,444 million cu. ft. | 7 

: (10.7%) 
| | | 

| | (25.3%) | 
Other | . | 

(1 1 9 % ) 
Welding ; 

Controlled 154 366 . | atmospheres \ oo | 7 " \ 

172 | | 7 - | 

(2.1%) 
a | 7 | 

(2.2%) 

Pressurizing Cryogenics | and purging 

| 360 - , 
, 329 

7 

| (22.8%) \ | | , | | 

(24.9%) - 

_ Figure 3.—Estimated helium consumption in the United States in 1985, by end use , (million cubic feet). 

STOCKS 
| 

The volume of helium stored for future under contract, Bureau helium extracted in use in the Bureau of Mines helium conser- excess of sales, and privately owned helium vation storage system, which includes the stored under contract. During 1985, 488 conservation pipeline network and the Cliff. MMcf of private helium was delivered to side Field near Amarillo, TX, totaled more the Bureau’s helium conservation storage than 37 billion cubic feet (Bcf) at yearend. system and 962 MMcf was withdrawn, for a The conservation storage system contains net decrease of 474 MMcf of private helium crude helium purchased by the Bureau in storage.
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| Table 6.—Summary of Bureau of Mines helium conservation storage system’ operations 

a (Thousand cubic feet) 

| : 1983 1984 1985 

Helium in conservation storage system at beginning of period: 

Stored under Bureau of Mines conservation program ——--—--—------ 35,787,375 35,511,661 35,196,692 

Stored for private producers under contract — --_--------------- 3,475,638 2,963,507 2,814,606 

| Total ____--- = --- = == 89 268,018 _38,475,168_ 38,011 208 

Input to system: | 
| 

Net deliveries from Bureau of Mines plants?_ _ _ — _ -- - ----------- -275,714 -314,969 -411,681 

Stored for private producers under contract - ~~ ---------------— 282,018 506,091 487,576 

| : Total. .______-___--------------------sp---- 7-7 6,804 191,122 75,895 

Redelivery of helium stored for private producers under contract? _____-- | -794,149 -654,992 -961,801 

| Net addition tosystem? _________---------------------- ~187,845  -468,870 —_ -885,906 
——————————— 

Helium in conservation storage system at end of period: 7 . . 

Stored under Bureau of Mines conservation program ———--------~-- 35,511,661 35,196,692 34,784,996 

Stored for private producers under contract _ --—--------------- ___ 2,963,507 _——-2,814,606__ 2,840,396 

| - Total. _____-_-----------=---------------------- 38,475,168 38,011,298 37,125,392 

1Crude helium is injected into or withdrawn (-) from the Government’s underground helium storage facility, a partially 

depleted natural gas reservoir in Cliffside Field near Amarillo, TX. 

‘Negative numbers denote net withdrawal from storage. 

| RESOURCES | 

Domestic measured and indicated helium than 0.3% are estimated to be 191 Bef. 

resources as of January 1, 1985 (the latest Approximately 89% of the domestic helium 

figures available), are estimated to be 504 resources under Federal ownership are in 

- Bef. The total identified helium resources the Riley Ridge area and the Church Buttes 

| are about 20 Bcf more than reported in Field in Wyoming, and in the Cliffside Field 

1984. This change is due to the identifica- in Texas. 

tion of additional helium reserves in the Most of the domestic helium resources 

_ Pecos Slope area of New Mexico and an_ are in the midcontinent and Rocky Moun- 

. ‘ncrease in the undefined indicated catego- tain regions of the United States. The meas- 

ry. The resources included measured re- ured helium reserves are in approximately 

serves and indicated resources estimated at 95 gasfields in 11 States. About 92% of these 

240 and 29 Bef, respectively, in natural gas reserves is contained in the Hugoton Field 

with a minimum helium content of 0.3%. in Kansas, Oklahoma, and Texas; the Keyes 

The measured reserves included 38 Bcf Field in Oklahoma; the Panhandle and 

stored in the Bureau of Mines’ helium Cliffside Fields in Texas; and the Riley 

conservation storage system. Measured he- Ridge area in Wyoming. The Bureau of 

| lium resources in natural gas with a helium Mines analyzed a total of 381 natural gas 

content of less than 0.3% are estimated to samples from 27 States during 1985 in 

be 44 Bef. Indicated helium resources in conjunction with a program to survey and 

natural gas with a helium content of less identify possible new sources of helium. 

TRANSPORTATION 

All Grade-A gaseous helium sold by the _ tors shipped helium as gas or liquid. Much 

Bureau was shipped in cylinders, special of the private helium was transported in 

railway tank cars, or highway tube semi- liquid form by semitrailers to distribution 

trailers. Liquid helium was shipped in dew-__ centers, where a portion was gasified and 

ars and semitrailers from the Exell helium compressed into trailers and small cylinders 

plant. Private industrial gas distribu- for delivery to the end user.
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: | PRICES — : 

The Bureau of Mines price, f.o.b. plant, for Grade-A helium was about $36 per Mcf for Grade-A helium was increased from $35 at yearend. The price of liquid helium to $37.50 per Mcf effective October 1, 1982. averaged $55 per Mcf gaseous equivalent, The $37.50-per-Mcf price remained in effect plus possible surcharges. os | throughout 1985. Private producers’ price . : | 

| FOREIGN TRADE : an | | 

Exports of Grade-A helium, all by private ties in cryogenic research and supercon- industry, increased by 12% in 1985 to 439 ducting equipment. Although no helium | _ MMcf (table 7). Over 62% of the exported was imported in 1985, import tariffs on | helium was shipped to Europe. Belgium- helium decreased 0.2% on January 1, 1985, | Luxembourg, France, and the United King- to 4.0%. Future decreases are planned, with dom, collectively, received more than 94% the import tariff finally reaching 3.7% on of the European helium imports. About January 1, 1987. : 20% of the U.S. helium exports went to _ | | Asia, 4% to South America, 3% to Central Table 7.—U.S. exports of Grade-A helium America, 2% to North America, 1% to the . (Million cubic feet) / Middle East and Australia-New Zealand, meee and less than 0.5% each to Africa andthe Year Volume Caribbean. The shipments of large volumes 81 389 | of helium to Western Europe were attrib- 1982 ~~-----+-- 52 - 378 ued t0 helium’s use in breathing mixtures jjgj -~~~--~7~---------------- 388 for diving and for welding in the explora- 1985 ao --------------- == +8 439 tion for North Sea oil and gas. Liquid heli- | oo } 7 um is also being used in significant quanti- Source: Bureau of the Census. 

: - : WORLD REVIEW «Cj | — | | 

World production of helium, excluding Poland. The remainder was attributed to the United States, was estimated to be 100 centrally planned economy countries. : MMcf, most of which was extracted in 

: TECHNOLOGY | 

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) con-_ inside of the body. MRI and computer- tinues to gain acceptance in the medical assisted tomography (CAT) scans are now field. About 125 units were installed during being utilized extensively at U/S. clinics. the year, which doubled the units in oper- MRI offers several advantages over older ation at the end of 1984. MRI utilizes a methods of imaging, such as X-rays, as superconducting magnet cooled by liquid there are no harmful effects associated with helium to produce a magnetic field. The this procedure. patient is placed in the magnetic field, Commissioning of Fermi National Acce]- where molecules in the body align them-_ erator Laboratory’s (FNAL) Tevatron/Tev- selves with magnetic field lines. Radio atron 1 is proceeding with the first experi- waves are then beamed through the patient ment scheduled for 1986. When the collider causing a different molecular alignment. begins to function, it will be the highest When the radio waves are turned off, the energy accelerator in the world. If the molecules oscillate as they attempt toswing Tevatron operates as designed, the focus of back to their prior magnetic alignment. particle research will shift from the Europe- This oscillation generates extremely weak an Center for Nuclear Research (CERN) in radio waves that are received and analyzed Geneva, Switzerland, which presently has by computer to obtain an image of the the highest energy accelerator, to FNAL in
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Batavia, IL. Tevatron/Tevatron 1 is the™ (a doughnut-shaped chamber for confine- 

world’s first liquid-helium-cooled supercon- ment of ionized gas in a magnetic field). The 

| ducting particle accelerator. The Govern- international program includes three mag- _ 

| - ment-owned, contractor-operated project at nets from the United States and one each 

| Batavia, IL, is a major advance in high- from Japan, Switzerland, and Euratom (a 

7 -energy physics research, and the total sys- consortium of European countries engaged 

tem design is a major engineering achieve- in atomic research). The test program will 

ment. The use of superconductivity technol- allow the U.S. Department of Energy to _ 

ogy means that less electricity is required, select the best design for future liquid- 7 

reducing energy requirements, while in- helium-cooled superconducting magnets, 

tense and extremely steady magnetic fields which will be used in the final nuclear 

. ‘are achieved. This application of supercon- fusion reactor design. _ an 

ductivity for the Tevatron demonstrates its Other technologies that are presently © 

: commercial value and the reliability of evolving and require helium’s unique prop- . 

large helium liquefiers and refrigerators. erties are (1) superconducting magnets used — 

The liquid helium that cools the magnets is to separate weakly magnetic materials, (2) » 

| supplied by a 5,000-liter-per-hour central helium-neon lasers used to detect gas leaks, 

| helium liquefier coupled to 24 satellite heli-  (@) helium ions used to treat tumors, (4) 

| um refrigerators. It roughly doubles the infrared mapping of infrared emissions in 

| world’s helium liquefying capacity. and beyond our galaxy, (5) helium pillow to 

~ Researchers have begun final preparation analyze thermonuclear airbursts, (6) “Stra- 

| for a 2-year test program aimed at develop- _tegic Defense Initiative’ equipment, such as 

_ ing large superconducting magnets for fu- lasers and surveillance, and (7) new lighter- 

sion power reactors of the future. Installa- than-air activities. | a. . 

. tion of the final magnet in Oak Ridge Na- _— High-field design, liquid-helium-cooled su- __ 

tional Laboratory’s International Fusion perconducting magnets were selected for 

, Superconducting Magnet Test Facility com- the proposed “Superconducting Super Col- 

| pleted the assembly work with testing lider.” Actualization of this project could 

scheduled to begin in 1986. The facility is have an impact on helium usage. 

designed to simultaneously test six 45-ton, —————_—_— Oo | | 

6- by 10-foot, D-shaped, helium-cooled super- wen engineer, Helium Field Operations, Amarillo, 

| conducting electromagnets under condi- | 211 helium volumes herein reported at 14.7 pounds per 

| tions simulating a tokamak fusion reactor square inch absolute and 70° F. . -
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| By Phyllis A. Lyday’ 7 

Reported domestic consumption of iodine duction in a stockpile goal in effect on 
decreased during 1985. Three producers of October 1, 1984. | | 
crude iodine supplied less than one-half of The Federal Emergency Management 
domestic demand; the remainder was im- Agency (FEMA) published a notice to pro- | 

| ported. Excess from the National Defense vide guidance to State and local agencies 
_ Stockpile remained unavailable for sale but responsible for radiological emergency plan- 

could be bartered for other materials need- ning and preparedness regarding the distri- | 
ed to meet goals. . . _ bution of potassium iodide (KT) for use as a 
‘Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- thyroidal blocking agent by the general 

duction data for iodine are developed bythe public in the vicinity of nuclear power- 
Bureau of Mines from a voluntary survey of plants.? The U.S. Department of Health and 
U.S. operations. Of the three operations to Human Services delegated responsibility to 

- which a survey request was sent, two re- the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to | 
sponded, representing an estimated 88% of provide guidance to State and local govern- | 
the total production. Production data are ments on the use of radioprotective sub- 

| withheld to avoid disclosing company pro- stances and prophylactic use of KI to reduce 
: prietarydata. the radiation dose to specific organs, includ- 

_ Legislation and Government Pro- ing dosage and projected radiation expo- 
grams.—The National Defense Stockpile sures at which such drugs should be used. 
contained 7.4 million pounds of crude iodine Recommendations were that KI could be 
valued at $47 million in inventory at year- used during radiation emergencies by peo- 
end. The stockpile goal remained at 5.8 ple who are likely to receive more than 10 | 
million pounds. to 20 rad to the thyroid. KI at recommended 

On July 8, the President approved Na- doses could block at least 90% of radio- 
tional Security Council (NSC) recommenda- iodine absorption if the first dose is given 
tions for modernizing the strategic and shortly before or immediately after expo- 
critical materials stockpile. Under the NSC sure to radioiodine, and the drug could 
proposal, the stockpile would be structured block 50% of radioiodine uptake if the first 

_ into two tiers. Tier I would contain materi- dose was administered within 4 hours after 
als required by military, industrial, and exposure. State and local officials were 
essential civilian users during a military responsible for establishing a system for 
conflict, which would not be available from informing the public how to use KI, report 
domestic or reliable foreign sources. Tier II side effects of the drug, and get treatment 
would contain a supplemental reserve of for any adverse reactions. FEMA took the 
material already possessed by the Govern- position that the predistribution or stock- 
ment. According to the NSC guidelines, piling of KI for use by the general public 
iodine would be categorized in tier II, and should not be required. | 
the goal would be 5.5 million pounds of The Federal Radiological Preparedness 
crude iodine. At yearend, this proposal was Coordinating Committee of FEMA publish- 
under consideration by Congress. The De- ed advisory guidelines to State and local 
partment of Defense Authorization Act, governments who, within the limits of their 
1986 (Public Law 99-145), signed by the authority, should consider the recommenda- 
President on November 8, 1985, stated that tions in the development of emergency 
no action may be taken before October 1, plans and in determining appropriate ac- 
1986, to implement or administer any re-_ tions to protect the general public. In sum- 

511
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| mary, the policy recommends the stockpil- additives. Red No. 3 contains 58% iodine by 
ing or distribution of KI during emergen- weight and has a grape-like color used in _ 

: cies for emergency workers and institution- carbonated soft drinks, powdered drinks, 
alized persons, but does not recommend re-_ gelatin desserts, icings, and pet foods. Al- 
quiring predistribution or stockpiling for though under pressure by one citizens 

| the general public? group, the FDA declined to make a final | 
The FDA proposed amending regulations decision on the provisional list until all the 

providing for the safe use of elemental relevant issues were considered. Amend- | 
iodine, KI, and isopropanol as components ments to the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act 

_ of a sanitizing solution produced by the of 1960, the Delaney Clause, required that 
Diversey Wyandotte Corp. for use on food- all permanently listed dyes be proven safe. | 

| contact surfaces.4 _ SR _'° The FDA announced that a decision on the | 
The FDA continued to list Red No. 3 dye, provisional status was expected to be made 

erythrosine, on the provisional list of color in 1986.5 mn 

a DOMESTIC PRODUCTION a 

The Dow Chemical Co. continued to re- 350,000 pounds per year. North American 
cover iodine from mineral-rich brines as a was a joint venture among Godoe USA Inc., 
byproduct of bromine and other salts such a wholly owned subsidiary of United Re- 
as sodium, magnesium, and calcium-magne- sources Industry Co., 50%; Beard Oil Co., 
sium compounds. Dow’s iodine production 40%; and Inorgchem Development Inc., a 
decreased during 1985 because of a planned wholly owned subsidiary of Mitsui & Co. 

a shutdown of brine operations. by 1986. USA Inc., 10%. | | 
North American Brine Resources operat- Woodward Iodine Corp., a subsidiary of 

ed three miniplants at Dover and Hennes- Asahi Glass Co. of J apan, produced iodine 
sey in Kingfisher County, OK. The plants - from brines using the “blowing-out” proc- 
were located at oilfield reinjection disposal ess. Iodine purity was greater than 99.8%. : 
sites. Iodine of 95% purity was produced. Plant capacity was reported at 2 million 
Plant capacity was between 260,000 and pounds per year. : | 

, CONSUMPTION AND USES | 

An accurate iodine end-use pattern was being produced were meglumine diatri- 
not available because intermediate com- zoate, sodium diatrizoate, iopanoic acid, 
pounds were marketed before reaching meglumine iothalamate, meglumine, sodi- 
their ultimate end uses. The downstream um tyropanoate, and an “other” category. 
uses of iodine continued to be animal feed These substances contained between 47% 

_ supplements, catalysts, pharmaceuticals, and 67% iodine by weight. Sterling discon- _ 
sanitary and industrial disinfectants, sta- tinued the production of radiopaque com- 
bilizers, inks and colorants, photographic pounds in June 1984 and began importing 
equipment, and other uses. Other uses in- compounds for domestic sales that occurred 
cluded production of high-purity metals, throughout 1985. 
motor fuels, iodized salt, smog inhibitors, Radioactive iodine-125 was shipped by 
and lubricants. Iodine also had application New England Nuclear Products, an E. I. du 
in cloud seeding and radiopaque diagnosis Pont de Nemours & Co. Inc. subsidiary, to 
in medicine. Daiichi Pure Chemicals Co. Ltd., its exclu- 

Deepwater Chemical Co. Inc., sole pro- sive distributor in Tokyo, Japan. Isotopes 
ducer of calcium iodide in the United were used in university and hospital re- 
States, reported a stable market of less than search. 
111,000 pounds.*® Modern day rainmakers used silver io- 

The U.S. International Trade Commission dide and sometimes dry ice as a nucleating 
(ITC) publication, “Synthetic Organic agent to “seed clouds” by attracting cloud 
Chemicals, 1984,” reported that the Sterling droplets to produce rain. About 25,000 
Organic Div. of Sterling Drug Inc. and pounds of silver iodide was used throughout 
Mallinckrodt Inc. were the only domestic the world for cloud seeding, including about 
producers of roentgenographic contrast me- 1,000 pounds in the United States. The 
dia used in X-rays. Substances listed as amount used varied but averaged between
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| 10 and 50 grams per cloud seeding. Deepwa- mestic consumer of crude iodine and had | ter Chemical was the sole supplier. been acquired by Avon Products Inc. in 1982 
The ITC reported in “Synthetic Organic for $715 million. Uniroyal Chemical Co., a oO Chemicals, 1984,” that 357,000 pounds of subsidiary of Uniroyal Inc., was also for 

Red No. 3 was sold at a value of $5.2 million. sale. The subsidiary manufactured agricul- 
The four companies reporting production tural and industrial chemicals, specialized 
were H. Kohnstamm & Co. Inc., Sterling rubber and plastic products, and other spe- 
Drug, McCormick & Co. Inc., and Warner- cialty chemicals. Such catalysts as titanium | Jenkinson Co. - tetraiodide and diethylaluminum iodide 

Several major companies that consume were used to produce stereospecific poly- 
iodine were for sale during 1985. Mal- butadiene and polyisoprene, major synthet- 
linckrodt, a specialized chemicals and medi- _ ic rubbers. | | | 
cal products company, was the largest do- | 

| _ Table 1.—U.S. consumption of crude iodine, by product 

1984 1985 
oo | Consump- Consump- Product Number tion Number tion : oo ofplants (thousand ofplants (thousand — 

pounds) pounds) 
es — 

Reported consumption: .. . . Resublimed iodine_________2__._________. 4 161 6 191 Potassium iodide______________2__ 8 1,281 8 -. 1,077 Sodium iodide ee 6 122 5 145 Other inorganiccompounds___________________ oe 15 1,286 28 | 1,248 Ethylenediamine dihydroiodide_______________.__. a ™6 1,137 5 1,199 Other organiccompounds ___________________ 22 1,540 16 -1,312 
Total __ =~ 199 5,527 197 5,172. Apparent consumption__________________.. XX Ww XX | WwW NL 

. 

. "Revised. |W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. XX Not applicable. 1Nonadditive total because some plants produce more than one product. . = . 

PRICES : 
In April, the major suppliers of crude at $6.35 per pound. Silver iodide for cloud — iodine increased prices about 14 cents per seeding was about $2.00 per gram. The pound to $5.72 per pound for truckload quoted yearend U.S. prices for iodine and its | quantities; smaller quantities were reported primary compounds were as follows: 

a | 
| Per pound? | ee pound 

Calcium iodate, FCC drums, f.o.b. works__ _ $5.50 
Calcium iodide, 50-kilogram drums, f.o.b. , 

works ________ 9.07 
Iodine, crude,drums ______________ $5.60- 5.72 
Iodoform, N.F., 300-pound drums, f.0.b. 

works _________ == 24.00 
Potassium iodide, U.S.P., granular, crystals, 

drums, 1,000-pound lots, delivered ____ 10.72- 12.39 
Resublimed iodine, U.S.P., granular, 100- 

pound drums, works _____________  14.21- 14.59 
Sodium iodide, U.S.P., crystals, 300- to 500- 

pound lots, drums, freight equalized__ _ _ 14.72 
RS 

Conditions of final preparation, transportation, quanti- 
ties, and qualities not stated are subject to negotiations 
and/or somewhat different price quotations. 

Source: Chemical Marketing Reporter. V. 228, No. 25, 
Dec. 16, 1985, pp. 40-48.
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oe a -. . FOREIGNTRADE — BS , 

- The U.S. Department of the Treasury because of further processing. Under the 

| began charging a duty of 6.7 cents per  similitude provision, item 798.00, TSUS, it 

pound on iodine of 99.9% or greater purity was classified “a nonenumerated product 

‘in September 1984. Treasury decided to most resembling as to use the product | 

| take Japanese-produced iodine imported resublimed iodine at the same rate of duty 

under item 415.25, Tariff Schedule of the as that applicable to as resublimed iodine.” 

United States (TSUS), and classify it under At yearend 1985, the collection of the 

the provisions for resublimed iodine in item duty caused delays in the delivery of iodine 

415.27, TSUS. This decision was based on while the U.S. Customs Service sent sam- 

: the various filtering, separating, and heat- ples to laboratories for analysis. The duty 

‘ing procedures that used sulfuric acid, hy- -rate during 1985 on crude and resublimed . 

drochloric acid, and chlorine. Although the iodine was $0.00 and $0.065 per pound, — 

| product was not resublimed, Treasury con- respectively. 

sidered it to be something other than crude —_—> | / | 

| | Table 2.—U.S. imports for consumption of crude iodine, by type and | country 

. oe (Thousand pounds and thousand dollars) 
. - i . reer 

| dicount | 1984 | 1985 | 

Type and country | Quantity Value! Quantity Value? 

a Iodine, crude: | _ 
Belgium _________________--------------------- _- | 174 
Canada_________________-~ ~~ + a _- 1 3 

Chile _- > 6 - ee ------- -------------- 1,176 75304 «21,651 «8105 
| Japan__________________ +--+ +--+ === ---- 3,711 719,404 3,299 18,479 

Mexico ________-~__-________ ~~~ + 179 93 © _- __ 

United Kingdom ~ ooo iii -----------------------_ @ es 

tetas 5,067 24,808 4,971.26, 761 

Iodine, potassium:. | | Te 
Belgium ________________-__------------------- ?) 3 3 17 
Canada___________________-~-~_-+---+-+--~-~-+-----~-- (??) TY 1 3 

Germany, Federal Republic of __ ______----------------- 3 26 6 30 

India _______-______-------------------------- 24 "124 12 64 
Italy_____________________/---_---------------- 7 q 2 3. 

. Japan____________-~---------~---------------- 25 7138 41 226 
United Kingdom ____-.___------------------------- A FAB 2 54 

Total? = =e - 68 "344 67 396 

Iodine, resublimed: . re . 

| Canada_________________ eee e----- ry __ __ 
Germany, Federal Republic of ________.__-------------- __ a (?) 4 

- Japan._____________-------------------------- (4) (4) 408 2,158 
Mexico _______________~__-~---~--~~---+-+----+----- _- -- 1 13 

Sweden__________________~___.~-_-~_-+---~--+-+--+--+-- TY Tg 2 17 

Total? == +++ -- 1 10 410 2,198 

Grand total? ______________________---------- 5,181 725,158 5,448 29,350 
ee 

Revised. 
1Declared c.i.f. valuation (1984 value previously published as custom value). 
“Less than 1/2 unit. 
3Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. . 
“Revised to zero. 

Source: Bureau of the Census. 

WORLD REVIEW 

Chile.—Maria Elena and Pedro de Valdi- products included sodium nitrate, potassi- 

via, the only remaining nitrate mines inthe um nitrate, sodium sulfate, and iodine. 

world, were owned by the Sociedad Quimica From each 2,000 pounds of caliche ore 

y Minera de Chile (SOQUIMICH). Final mined, 75 pounds of potassium nitrate, 13
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pounds of sodium sulfate, and 0.2 pound of gas reservoirs were found within the sedi- 
| iodine were produced.* Maria Elenaemploy- mentary basin of the marine Kazusa Group 

ed about 1,800 workers, and Pedro de Valdi- of Late Pliocene to Middle Pleistocene in 

via employed about 2,000 workers. sediments deposited in water about 600 feet _ 

-SOQUIMICH announced the completion or more in depth. The group is distributed 
of a new iodine plant at yearend 1985 with over an area of about 12,000 square kilo- 
a capacity between 440,000 and 550,000 meters. The major iodine-producing area 
pounds per year. Potential iodine reserves WS te wanes Manto Caste which 
were estimated at 300 million pounds of me ' into jodi a, *OKYO, i a ie the 
economically recoverable iodine in ore sur- Nii eta and N kat “Ge Feld uce Nii t ta | 

rounding the aan 5 mining operations. Prefecture, on ‘the Sea of J apan side of and another million pounds in overbur- ? 

den and waste dumpe lose fo the plants® In Sentral Japan, and the Sadowara Gasfied 
addition to the new plant, SOQUIMICH had — The occurrence of iodine was confirmed in | 
developed a new mineral fertilizer byp rod- gasfields in southern Okinawa, the Osham- 
uct, “astrakanite,” or bloedite, a magnesi- ibe, Hokkaido, and the Ishikawi, 
um-sodium hydrous sulfate, utilizing resi- Honshu.° | 
dues that were disposed of in the playa for U.S.S.R.—At the Neftechala iodine-bro- 

30 years from the Coya Sur evaporation mine plant in Azerbaidzhan, construction of 
ponds that. concentrate the iodide liquor jhe first stage of renovation was reported | 

leached from the nitrates. completed. At the Nebit-Dag iodine-bromine 
_Japan.—Japan led the world in produc- plant in Turkmens S.S.R. (Turkmenistan), | 

tion of iodine in 1985. Japan produced wet, an experimental facility was planned to 
| propane-butane-rich, and dry, methanerich study extraction of coproduct boron, calci- _ 
natural gas, but all of the iodine produced um, magnesium, and sodium compounds 
in Japan occurred in the brines in the dry from the brines during 1986-90. It was 
type of gasfields. Production was from vari- reported that the brines contain 250 grams 
ous strata buried with natural gas between per liter combined of these various ele- 
1.7 and 24 million years ago. The natural ments." 

_ Table 3.—Crude iodine: World production, by country’ 

7 | | (Thousand pounds) | 

Country? | 1981 1982 1983 1984” 1985° 

Chile. 5,926 5,728 6,158 5,866 5,700 | 
China®__ 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 
Indonesia __—_._____-_~_--_~-~--~--- "55 64 55 55 55 
Japan __________~-_-_-__- ee 15,128 15,829 16,034 16,098 315,986 
USSR® ~~ ee 4,400 4,400 4,400 4,400 4,400 
United States_______._-._____~~___ Ww Ww Ww Ww Ww 

Totalf _______ 26,509 27,016 27,647 27,419 27,141 

“Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
stable includes data available through June 17, 1986. —_ 
In addition to the countries listed, New Zealand also produces elemental iodine, but production data are not available, 

and available information is inadequate for formulation of reliable estimates of output levels. 
3Reported figure. 
*Excludes US. production. | 

TECHNOLOGY 

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric below a cloud. In the second method, an 
Administration reported in 1984 that there aluminum canister containing a pyrotech- 
were 32 domestic cloud-seeding projects nic mixture of silver iodide, silver iodate 
covering 66,120 square miles. Cloud seeding oxidizer, aluminum, and magnesium was 
was accomplished in two ways. In the first used. The canister, attached to an airplane 

method, silver iodide, dissolved by ammo-_ wing, was ignited electrically, thus releas- 
nium iodide, was sprayed into a cloud ing the iodide particles. The canister could 
through a propane flame, usually from the also be dropped through the cloud.” 
wing of an airplane flying through or just Recent experiments demonstrated the sil-
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ver ions diffuse rapidly when a potential Iodophors, carriers of iodine, are the least 
was applied across a silver mercury iodide expensive way to sterilize water. Starch and 
solid electrolyte. At temperatures less than _ iodine solutions are capable of annihilating 

| 50° C, silver mercury iodide existed in an bacterial flora, yeasts, and molds. Polyvinyl 
_ ordered structure. At temperatures equal to alcohol and iodine are also other common 

and above 50° C, the cations demonstrated a antiseptic bases. In addition, the same type 
disordered structure. Although details dif- of starch and iodine solution can be used to 

| fer from one compound to another, most _ preserve fruit for several months.!” = 
crystalline inorganic electrolytes followed a Energy-efficient lamps containing iodine 
similar temperature pattern described from in metal halide compounds were developed 

_ silver mercury iodide. Each had a low- specifically for the Statue of Liberty by | 
_ conductivity phase in which ions were or- General Electric Co.’s Lighting Business 

dered in a subset of lattice sites. Over some — Group. The lamps are activated by passing 
| higher temperatures, the ions became disor- current through a quartz tube and exciting 

dered among the sites and conductivity was the metal halides to higher energy levels. 
___ high. This predictable behavior has guided The colors depend on the chemical makeup 

solid-state chemists searching for new high- of the iodine compounds. The expected con- 
| conductivity solid electrolytes. High-conduc- sumption of 17.9 kilowatt hours per year 

tivity solid electrolytes have revolutionized will result in a savings of over 50% of the 
conventional concepts of ionic compounds cost of the electricity. | 
and have potential in high-energy-density | , | 

. battery and fuel cells and lasers.13 sPhysical scientist, Division of Industrial Minerals. | 
; ; 4 i- Federal Register. Federal Emergency Management An organic material, named ET lod odi Agency. Federal Policy on Distribution of Potassium bromide, that becomes superconducting at Iodide Around Nuclear Power Sites for Use as a Thyroidal 2.8 kelvin (K) and ambient pressure has Blocking Agent. V. 50, No. 119, June 20, 1985, pp. 25624- 

- been produced. The transition temperature 3 Federal Emergency Management Agency. Fed- 
is twice as high as the level achieved by eral Policy on Distribution. of Potassium lodide {Around . ° : ° uclear Power Sites for Use as a oidal Blockin earlier organic superconductors at ambient agent V. 50, No. 142, July 24, 1985, op. bere ape ne pressure. Evidence indicates that this com- prams Food and Drug Administration (Dep. Health 

, : and Human Services). Indirect itives; Adjuvants, pound can become superconducting at 4 K Production Aids and Sanitizers. V. 50, No. 110, June 7, under different pressure conditions.“ 1985, p. 28948. | 
The 28th biennial Kirkpatrick Chemical “Chemical Week. FDA Eyes Six Certified Dyes. V. 136, : . . o. 4, Jan. 23, 1985, p. 9. : Engineering Achievement Award was be- 6Chemical Marketing Reporter. Drugs and Fine Chemi- 

stowed on Tennessee Eastman Co. for pio- can view No. P' De.” P 17. Sept. 6, 1984.) Writte . . : . in, A. P. (Dep. Treasury, Sept. 6, .) Written neering a coal-based acetic anhy dride proc- communication; available on request from P. A. Lyday, ess that offers lower costs using a rhodium, Washington, De 20241. ICES US. Emb * 4s ‘aL: assman, J. F., an . F. Singer. .S. Embassy, methyl iodide, and lithium cataly st. The Santiago, Chile, Feb. 1985.) Written communication; avail- firm was the first to manufacture an indus- able on request from P. A. Lyday, Washington DC 20241. 
: . . . "Work cited in footnote 8. 

| trial chemica l that used a second-genera °Fukuta, O. Japanese Iodine—Geology and Geochemis- tion coal-gasification process to produce ace- try. Paper in Salts & Brines 1985 Soc’ Min Eng. AIME, 
tic anhydride, a key raw material.'® 198, PP. eit Easte : - Soviet Union. Mi 

Studies of two strains of chickens geneti- Annu Rev, dune 1985,p.516. mone 
cally susceptible to autoimmune thyroiditis rose mica Business. Romancing the Clouds. V. 8, No. 1, - 4° . . ° os ,p.8. 
indicate a direct link between the rising ““isghtiver, D. F., and G. C. Farrington. Solid Ionic incidence of autoimmune thyroiditis in Conductors. Chem. & Eng. News, v. 63, No. 20, 1985, . . . pp. 42-44, 50. 

chickens and their consumption of large 14Chemical & Engineering News. Crystal Becomes Su- amounts of iodine. The research can be perconducting at 2.8 K. V. 63, No. 25, June 24, 1985, p. 25. 
lied to similar inciden i Chemical Engineering. 1985 Kirkpatrick Chemical app ed 0 : C: ents of autoimmune Engineering Achievements Award. V. 92, No. 25, 1985, thyroiditis in Americans and their con- pp. 79-81. 

sumption of large amounts of iodine. When 5 “Bagchi, NT. R. Brown, E. Urdanivia, and R. 8. 
* * ® * : ° undick. Induction o utolimmune Yrolditis in 1CK- iodine concentrates in the thyroid, it is ens by Dietary Iodine. Science y o80 No WS Orie incorporated into thyroglobulin molecules, 198), Pp. 325-827. 10. Olem. Ad F Tod: ° rivich, M., an . Olgin. vantages 0 ine altering the shape of the molecules and  greritization. Kbie T. Shine, Russian), No. 9, 1985, probably increasing their immunogenicity. PP. 59. 

: tds gs . ngineering News-Record. Better Statue Lights for This may account for the initiation of au Less. V-215, No 14, 1985, p15. 
toimmune disease.1¢



| By Peter H. Kuck! | 

U.S. production of iron ore declined than 30 years. " , slightly in 1985, as the recovery of the basic In the rest of the world, iron ore produc- _ Industries sector from the 1982-83 recession tion and trade were slightly higher in 1985 began to slow. Demand for pellets from the as consumption stabilized in both the Euro- iron and steel industry leveled off in mid- pean Communities (EC) and Japan. New : year compared with 1984 levels, but firmed markets for ore from market economy coun- | in the fourth quarter. The domestic ore tries continued to grow in China, the Repub- _ industry suffered from excess production lic of Korea, Taiwan, Eastern Europe, and capacity and was forced to schedule anum- the Middle East. Nevertheless, worldwide : ber of shutdowns ranging from 4 to 15 overcapacity remained a serious problem | weeks as well as production cutbacks. One for most producers and was expected to | mine was closed and the future of several worsen when the 34-million-ton-per-year? - others was uncertain. Both the ore and steel Carajas project in Brazil, the 7.4-million- industries underwent more restructuring as ton-per-year Kudremukh project in India, part of the continuing struggle since 1982 to and the 4.9-million-ton-per-year San Isidro reduce production costs and improve effi- Mine in Venezuela are brought into full | ciency. Production of usable ore in 1985 was. production. International iron ore prices about 56% of productive capacity. Yearend _ firmed, while ocean freight rates for spot stocks of iron ore at U.S. docks and furnace _ charterings, in constant dollars, declined to _ | yards were at their lowest levels in more their lowest levels in 7 years. | 

| : Table 1.—Salient iron ore statistics | , 
(Thousand long tons and thousand dollars unless otherwise specified) 

—_ 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 
United States: 

Iron ore (usable,' less than 5% manganese): 
Production._.___._____________ 73,174 35,433 37,562 51,269 48,751 | Shipments__________________ 72,181 35,756 44,596 50,883 49,411 Value __________-_-_______ $2,915,239 $1,491,809 $1,944,988 _$2,247'686 $2,076,730 Average value at mines 

dollars per ton__ $40.39 $41.72 $43.61 $44.17 $42.03 Exports____..-____________ > 5,546 3,178 3,781 4,993 5,033 Value ___.______________ $244,685 $150,522 = $182,744 $289,257 ss $240'557 Imports for consumption ____________ 28,328 14,501 13,246 17,187 15,771 Value _______________ $947,977 $470,847 $445,731 —§ $529,065 $452,240 Consumption (iron ore and agglomerates) _ 104,385 63,916 70,629 72,514 70,575 Stocks, Dec. 31: 
At mines?___________ 12,734 12,129 34,122 35,265 35,951 At consuming plants________ 36,203 29,923 25,494 24,017 21,290 AtUS.docks __-_________ 6,571 5,750 3,174 2,942 2,404 Manganiferous iron ore (5% to 35% 

manganese): 
Shipments ________________ 156 28 30 79 18 World: Production________________ ™844,606 "768,011 726,399 817,498 €845,251 

-_ OO “Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. 
1Direct-shipping ore, concentrates, agglomerates, and byproduct ore. 
2Excludes byproduct ore. 
SThese stocks are not comparable to those of previous years owing to the reclassification of some stocks from the usable to the byproduct category. 
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| Figure 1.—US. iron ore production and imports for consumption. | 

Domestic Data Coverage.—U'S. produc- annual survey was estimated from monthly 
tion data for iron ore are developed by the surveys (1066-M), using data from railroad | 

| Bureau of Mines from three separate volun- reports and reported production levels in | 
tary surveys of domestic operations. The prior years, supplemented by employment — 
annual “Tron Ore’ survey (1066-A) provides data, mine inspection reports, and informa- | 
the basic data used in this report. Of 55 tion from consumers. Consumption data 
addressees to whom the 1066-A form was. were mostly provided by the annual “Blast 
sent, 52 responded, representing 78.3% of Furnace and Steel Furnace” survey (1067- 
total production shown in tables 1 through A). Data coverage for this survey is reported 
4, Production for nonrespondents to the in the “Iron and Steel” chapter. | | 

EMPLOYMENT | 

Statistics on employment and productivi- Because employment data reported to | 
ty in the U.S. iron ore industry in 1985, MSHA are primarily for safety analysis, 
shown in table 2, were derived from quar- hours spent by salaried employees in mines 
terly employment data supplied by the or plants may be included by operators in 
Mine Safety and Health Administration the total number of hours worked at indi- 
(MSHA) of the U.S. Department of Labor, vidual mines or plants. This has resulted in 
and from production data derived from understatement of calculated productivity 
Bureau of Mines surveys. Both sets of data by 10% to 25% for some operations, but its 
were obtained from producers’ reports. effect on others is not known. If company 

The statistics include production workers reporting practice is consistent, however, 

employed at mines, concentrators, and pel- comparison of productivity from 1 year to 

letizing plants, and in repair and mainte- the next should be reasonably valid. 
nance shops, but do not include 1,014 per- Average quarterly employment decreased 
sons engaged in management, research, or slightly compared with that of 1984, with 
office work at mines and plants. Employees total hours worked and output of usable ore 
engaged in ore preparation, such as sinter- decreasing by 16% and 5%, respectively. In 
ing, at blast furnace sites are not included. the Lake Superior district, which accounts
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for the bulk of U.S. output, average produc- 1982, which have allowed the potential tivity for usable ore was only 14% higher productivity of highly mechanized oper- than that of 1984 but 59% higher than that ations to be increasingly realized. The con- of 1981. The significant gain since 1981 is centration of production in large-scale taco- the result of drastic reductions in employ- nite operations of the Lake Superior district ment made by the principal producers in wasan important contributing factor. 

a | DOMESTIC PRODUCTION , 

A leveling off of demand ‘from the iron the taconite type mined in Minnesota and and steel industry in midyear was largely Michigan accounted for 97.9% of total crude | | responsible for the 5% decline in iron ore ore production. U.S. production of pellets production from the 1984 level of 51.8 mil- totaled 47 million tons in 1985, 96% of - lion tons. A small increase in demand from usable ore output. Average iron content of Canada helped moderate the decline. Out- usable ore produced was approximately | put of usable ore in the first half of the year 64.2%, while that of usable ore shipped was 7 was 8% lower than that in the comparable 63.8%. : : period of 1984, shipments were down 6%, Inland Steel Co. combined the activities of and production of pig iron decreased 10%. its former Raw Materials Department (iron 
In August, demand began to recover and, ore, coal, limestone, and fleet operations) 
during the last 5 months of the year,month- with those of its coke, ironmaking, and © ly production of pig iron was above 1984 materials control operations to form a new | levels. Several mines and pelletizing plants Materials and Energy Group. The company 
were closed for periods of 4 to 15 weeks continued to restructure its iron ore oper- 

_ during the second half of the year. By ations in order to reduce costs and match December 1, four of the eight taconite the downsizing of its steelmaking oper- operations in Minnesota had been shut ations. Inland Steel retained its wholly 
down for an indefinite period, and one had owned Minorca Mine and pelletizing facili- 
been permanently closed. The patterns of ties at Virginia, MN, along with its shares production, shipments, and plant closings inthe Empire Mine at Palmer, MI, and the 
were similar to those experienced in 1984 Wabush Mines operations in Labrador and and reflected a continuing weakness in at Pointe N oire, Quebec. However, the But- 
demand for domestic iron and steel. Total ler Taconite project, in which Inland Steel _ output of usable ore was equivalent to about has 38% ownership, was permanently 
56% of installed production Capacity on closed on June 29. | 
January 1. a | The closure of the Butler Taconite project 

Iron ore was produced by 19 open pit at Nashwauk, MN, was the first permanent mines and 1 underground mine. Fifteen shutdown among the eight taconite oper- mines produced ore for the iron and steel ations on the Mesabi Range. Butler Taco- 
industry but only 2 mines were operated nite had an annual production capacity of 
throughout the year and only 1 of the 2. 2.7 million tons of pellets. The decision to produced at its rated capacity. One taconite close was precipitated by the bankruptcy | mine and associated pelletizing plant re- filing in April of Wheeling-Pittsburgh Steel | mained idle, while one large, permanently Corp., which owned 24.5% of the venture. | closed “natural ore” mine shipped pellets The remaining 37.5% share was held by and concentrates from stocks. Installed pro- The M. A. Hanna Co. (formerly Hanna / duction capacity for usable ore at yearend Mining Co.), which managed the project. 
was estimated at 86 million tons per year, With the closure of Butler Taconite, Hanna including 82 million tons of capacity for no longer has ownership in any operating | pellets. Effective production capacity for U.S. iron mine. As recently as 1980, Hanna pellets was at least 15 million tons less than was among the leading iron ore producers | installed capacity. and merchants in the United States. How- An average of 3.1 tons of crude ore was ever, the company continues to manage the mined in 1985 for each ton of usable ore National Steel Pellet Co. project at Keewa- produced. This ratio does not take into tin, MN. Hanna is also manager and a account the tonnage of waste rock or over- major shareholder of the Iron Ore Co. of burden removed. The ratio of total materi- Canada, the largest iron ore producer in als mined to usable ore produced was proba- Canada, as well as a major shareholder in bly greater than 5 to 1. Low-grade ores of Mineracées_ Brasileiras Reunidas S.A.
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(MBR), the second largest iron ore producer plant operated only three of its seven pro- 
in Brazil. . | duction lines, as in 1984. The work force 

Minnesota produced 72% of the national varied from 1,450 to 1,700 and was some- 

7 output of usable ore in 1985. Production of what smaller than before owing to stream- 

: pellets totaled 33.4 million tons, equivalent lined operations. | co | 
| to about 53% of installed production capaci- Oglebay Norton Co. suspended production 

ty of the State’s eight taconite plants. The at Eveleth Mines on June 30 for 15 weeks 
remainder of the output consisted,of hema- because of reduced demand for pellets. Only 

. tite concentrates produced from “natural’’ 1735 of the 750 laidoff workers were recalled | 
_ ores by LTV Steel Co. and Rhude & Fryber- when operations were resumed on October 

ger Inc. Pittsburgh Pacific Co. shipped 138. Because of the summer shutdown, Eve- 
29,000 tons of concentrates recovered from eth produced only 3.0 million tons, 50% of 

stockpiled ores. All of the taconite plants capacity. A 380,000-ton production run was 
| were operated in 1985 but most were idle for made at Eveleth Mines’ Fairlane plant 

part of the year. | | | using the organic compound “Peridur” as a 
National Steel Pellet was operated substitute pellet binder. These lower silica 

throughout the year, except for a 21 day pellets were used by two of the operation’s ‘ 
| period in April and produced 4.4 million partners in closely monitored blast furnace 

tons of pellets, a level slightly lower than trials with encouraging results. _ 
that of 1984. However, in mid-December, | The Minorca Mine of Inland Steel Mining 

the company announced that it would close Co. was operated from February 24.to June 
_ for a total of 3 months in 1986 because of a 29 and from August 4 to November 16, 

planned cutback to 4.0 million tons. producing 1.9 million tons of pellets. Ap- 
Butler Taconite was operated from March proximately 405 workers were laid off when 

4 until June 29, when it was permanently the mine and pelletizing facilities were | 
closed. During the 4-month period, the oper- temporarily shut down in November. The 
ation produced about 960,000 tons of pellets. shutdown was triggered by cutbacks in steel 
Approximately 450 employees were affected production at Inland Steel’s Indiana Harbor 

: by the closure. oe Works, which uses Minorca pellets exclu- 

Reserve Mining Co., a joint venture of sively. Only five of the nine blast furnaces 
Armco Inc. and LTV Steel, recalled an at Indiana Harbor were running at the end 

additional 145 employees on January 6 and of December. | - | 
- restarted the second of eight pelletizing More than 4,500 employees were out of 

lines at its Silver Bay plant. Ore was provid- work in Minnesota at yearend as a result of 
ed by the Peter Mitchell Mine at Babbitt. the permanent closure of Butler Taconite — 
The company had been operating only one and the temporary shutdowns in the fourth 

| of its lines since September 1984 when quarter of four other taconite plants. 
production was cut and 200 employees were Michigan produced 26% of the national 
laid off. Both lines remained in operation output of usable ore in 1985. Production 
until June 30, when Reserve shut down consisted entirely of pellets produced from 
both Silver Bay and Babbitt for 4 weeks and ores mined at the Empire and Tilden Mines 
temporarily laid off. 1,000 employees. The in Marquette County. Both mining ventures 
company produced only 3.2 million tons are managed and partially owned by the 
during the year, slightly less than 33% of Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Co. (CCI). The compa- 
capacity. ny’s wholly owned Republic Mine remained 

Erie Mining Co. resumed production of idle throughout the year. Production of 
pellets at Hoyt Lakes on March 3, after a 3-__ pellets totaled 12.5 million tons, of which 6.9 
month shutdown, and produced 5.0 million million tons was produced at the Empire 
tons before being shut down again on No- plant and 5.6 million tons was produced at 
vember 30. Tilden. The Empire facility was operated all 

Hibbing Taconite Co. was operated from year except for a 7-week period between | 
March 17 to October 26 and produced 5.1 September 1 and October 20 and produced 

| million tons of pellets, about 18% less than at 86% capacity. The average operating 
in 1984. rate at Tilden was only 70%. CCI was forced 

The Minntac facility of United States tosuspend all operations at the Tilden Mine 
Steel Corp. was operated from January 13 and temporarily lay off 850 employees after 
to June 30 and from July 28 to December 1, a fire extensively damaged the mine’s main 
producing about 9.9 million tons of pellets conveyor system on June 12. On July 7, 300 
or 53% of installed capacity. The pelletizing workers were called back and assigned to
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stripping operations and maintenance. Full purchased the Atlantic City iron mine from _ Operations were resumed on July 29. U.S. Steel. The sale included iron ore proc- In Missouri, Pea Ridge Iron Ore Co. essing facilities, mining equipment, water produced about 1.1 million tons of iron ore rights, and a 76-mile railroad line from products, including 1.03 million tons of self. the mine to Winton Junction near Rock | fluxing olivine pellets, from magnetite ore Springs. Universal Equipment. will mine produced at its underground mine near the site for road construction materials. Sullivan. The mine and plant, wholly owned U.-S. Steel halted mining operations at At- | by St. Joe Minerals Corp., were operated _lantic City in October 1983 and officially throughout 1985. closed the mine on April 1, 1984. | In Wyoming, Universal Equipment Co. | 

a ~ CONSUMPTION AND USES 

| Consumption of iron ore was about 3% million tons and remained low for the rest less than that of 1984, owing to decreased of the year. Consumption of ore for the demand from the iron and steel industry. second half averaged 5.1 million tons, with 4 Consumption for ironmaking and steel- only 48 blast furnaces operating at the end making totaled about 63.7 million tons, of October. During the last 2 months of including 54.7 million tons in blast fur- 1985, 4 additional blast furnaces were naces, 8.3 million tons in sintering plants, brought on-line, bringing the total at year- 0.2 million tons each in steelmaking fur- end up to 47. . | — naces and for production of. direct-reduced Consumption of iron ore and agglomer- iron (DRD), and 0.8 million tons for miscella- ates reported by integrated producers of neous and unspecified purposes. Consump- iron and steel totaled 69.4 million tons, tion of iron ore for manufacture of cement, including 50.8 million tons of pellets, 16.5 7 heavy-medium materials, pigments, and million tons of sinter, and 2.1 million tons of miscellaneous products was approximately natural coarse ore. Of the primary ore 1.2 million tons. | consumed, an estimated 72% was of domes- | In the iron and steel industry, monthly _ tic origin, 14% came from Canada, and 14% consumption of ore. averaged 5.3 million came from other countries. tons, compared with 5.5 million tons in Estimated consumption of other materi- 1984. The decrease in consumption occurred als in sintering plants included 3.0 million : mainly in the first half of the year. Between tons of mill scale, 1.4 million tons of flue January 31 and June 30, the number of dust, 3.6 million tons of limestone and operating blast furnaces actually increased dolomite, 1.3 million tons of slag and slag from 49 to 53 to meet the traditional season- scrap, and 0.8 million tons of coke breeze. | al increase in demand for pig iron. Monthly Other iron-bearing materials charged di- consumption during the 6 months averaged rectly to blast furnaces included about 5.5 million tons and reached a peak of 6.0 74,000 tons of manganiferous iron ore, 1.2 million tons in May. In June, however, million tons of steel-furnace slag, 0.3 million demand for ore began to slide. By Septem- tons of mill scale, and 1.0 million tons of ber, monthly consumption had fallen to 4.9 slag scrap. | 

STOCKS 

Stocks of iron ore and agglomerates re- million tons of other foreign ores. Mine ported at U.S. mines, docks, and consuming stocks at yearend were about 13% higher plants at yearend continued to decline in than those of 1984, as the quantity of ore 1985 and were at their lowest level in more shipped from most Minnesota mines ‘was than 30 years. The decline of 8% in total less than production. stocks from that of 1984 was due primarily End-of-month stocks reported at mines to a reduction of stocks of imported ore at peaked at 13.4 million tons in April and U.S. docks and furnace yards. Stocks re- declined to 6.0 million tons at yearend, ported at these facilities at yearend includ- while stocks of ore reported at consuming ed 18.5 million tons of domestic ores, 3.0 plants ranged from a low of 13.8 million million tons of Canadian ores, and 2.2 tons in March toa high of 21.3 million tons
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in December. As in previous years, these ported in the accompanying tables because | 

variations were principally caused by the it is considered an intermediate product. 

- geasonal nature of ore shipping on the Also, mine stock data after 1983 do not 

- Great Lakes. | include byproduct ore, owing to the change - 

| Stocks of unagglomerated concentrates _ in classification reported in this publication 

reported at pelletizing plants totaled in 1983; data for previous years remain 

~ 831,000 tons at yearend. This material isnot unchanged to avoid disclosing company pro- 

| included in mine stocks of usable ore re- prietaryinformation. . Oe 

: | | TRANSPORTATION . a 

Vessel shipments of iron ore from U.S. an all-time high for the Great Lakes, loaded | 

7 ports on the upper Great Lakes totaled 44.2 on Bethlehem Steel Corp.’s 1,000-foot car- 

, million tons, about 4% less than those of . rier Lewis Wilson Foy at Escanaba for de = 

| | 1984. Nearly 90% was destined for U.S. livery to Indiana Harbor. A record high — 

consumers and the rest was destined for cargo of 64,188 tons was loaded on Oglebay | 

: Canada. Shipments of iron ore through the Norton’s Columbia Star at Silver Bay for 
St. Lawrence Seaway to U.S. ports on the transit through the Soo Locks to Toledo, 

Great Lakes totaled approximately 4.8 mil- OH. Previous records were about 68,000 _ 

lion tons and accounted for about 30% of tons at Escanaba and 63,000. tons at Silver 

-_- U.S. imports. The balance of imports, about Bay, bothsetin 1983. oe 
11.0 million tons, was shipped through ports Lake freight rates for iron ore, in effect | 

on the east and gulf coasts. | since April 1984, were as follows, per ton: 

| Ore shipments from four of the seven U.S. from the Head of the Lakes to lower lake 

_ ports on the upper Great Lakes declined ports, $7.41; from Marquette to lower lake 7 

from the levels of 1984, with the largest Ports, $6.11; from Escanaba to Lake Erie 
a decrease at Superior, WI. Shipments from ports, $5.64; and from Escanaba to lower | 

Two Harbors, Taconite Harbor, and Mar- Lake Michigan ports, $4.45. _ oa 
quette increased. Tonnage shipped from Published bulk vessel freight rates from 

each port in 1985 was as follows: __ the Gulf of St. Lawrence to Lake Erie and 
| oS Lake Michigan were $5.00 and $7.00 per 

| —_ ton, respectively. Freight rates for self- 

| } Total unloading vessels were $1.50 per ton higher. 
| Dateof  Dateof  ‘onmage ‘These rates may include toll chargesonthe __ 

Port shinent shipment 929d St. Lawrence Seaway, which amount to 
| jong about $1.24 per ton. | 

eh ovr OO The collapse of a 150-foot section of the | 

| De ave MNT” Aer 3 Dec. 6 e718 west wall of Lock 7 in the Welland Canal _— 

Silver Bay, MN __. _— Apr.7 Dec. 14 3426 blocked shipping on the St. Lawrence Sea- 

Taconite Harbor, Apr.5  ———Dee. 21 4,972 way between Lakes Erie and Ontario from 

Superior, WI_____  Apr.5 _— Dee. 22 3506 October 14 to November 7. By the time 

Marquette, MI --- Apr. 33 Jan. 36 07h repairs were made and the lock was reopen- 

Te —— ed, 118 vessels were waiting for transit, 

TotaL______________.-_------- | 44,212 including 12 carrying iron ore from eastern 

or Canada to U.S. lake ports. Although the 

Source: Lake Carriers Association, 1985 Annual Report. Closure did not cause significant shortages 
of iron ore at U.S. blast furnaces, and all 

The number of vessel shipments from all waiting vessels were locked through by 
seven ports totaled 1,283, indicating an November 12, the delay called attention to 
average cargo of 34,460 tons. Individual the vulnerability of Seaway shipping to 

cargoes of 60,000 tons or more were loaded damage or obstruction of each of the many 

at six of the ports during the year, although locks, bridges, or narrow channels that 
the average shipment from individual ports control navigation along the 1,340-mile 
ranged from 24,264 tons at Marquette to route between Duluth and Montreal. 
60,107 tons at Silver Bay. Relatively high The principal issues concerning U.S. lake 
water levels in Lakes Michigan and Superi- shipping in 1985 were proposed construc- 
or permitted record loadings of iron ore at tion of a second Poe-class lock at Sault Ste. 
Escanaba and Silver Bay. The largest car- Marie, and proposed taxes (user charges) on 

go shipped during the year was 69,701 tons, shippers to recover the costs of operation
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and maintenance of shipping facilities and Published railway freight rates for pellets 
most of the costs of new construction, which from mines to upper lake shipping ports 
historically have been paid by the Federal increased in Minnesota in 1985 but were 
Government. | ; _ essentially unchanged in Michigan, com- 

As a result of the construction of 13 self- pared with rates in late 1984. On April 1, 
unloaders with a length of at least 1,000 feet the rate for pellets from the western Mesabi in the last 14 years, and the retirement of Range to the Allouez docks at Superior, WI 
smaller vessels, about one-third of the ves- was raised from $4.87 to $4.96 per ton On 
sels in the U.S. Great Lakes fleet (compris- 3 “ " d pe ddi , j 
ing more than one-half of the fleet’s carry- June 3, the rate was increased an additiona 

ing capacity) must use the Poe Lock to atte Rage of Michigan. the te ae 
transit the St. Mary’s River Canal. A 9 ’ | : 
malfunction of this lock could seriously Presque Isle and Escanaba were $2.40 and 
disrupt lake shipping and increase costs. $2.68 per ton, respectively. Dock charges at 
The cost of converting the aging and narrow Duluth, Superior, and Escanaba ranged 

_ Sabin and Davis Locks into a new Poe-sized from 64 to 92 cents per ton. At Lake Erie | 
lock was estimated to be $227 million. The ports, ore transfer charges from rail-of- . 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, which has_ vessel or dock receiving area direct into 
studied the problem for many years, issued railway cars ranged from about $0.96 to 
a feasibility report on March 29 recom- $1.15 per ton, up slightly from those of 1984. 

| mending construction of a second lock that Most rail rates from lower lake ports to 

poule accommodate all vessel sizes in the consuming districts were also unchanged; | 

Although the Lake Carriers’. Association Prstingh rate ro ene g diteista wes | 

adver ane M Straction of the oead . ck a t $10.16 per ton. Single-car rates for ore ault Ste. Marie, it was opposed to the ° *~ | aa 
imposition of user charges. The Office of imported through east coast ports to inland 
Management and Budget has proposed that Consuming points were mostly unchanged. 

| the Congress levy both Port User Charges pra ne re Pittsburgh, Ogee ane 
and U.S. Coast Guard User Charges. The liadeiphla remained a vo per ton. 
port tax would be used to defray the costsof All-rail rates from. mines to consuming 
channel dredging and other harbor mainte- points rose in several instances. However, 
nance, while the Coast Guard tax would the volume rates to Granite City, IL, from 

help pay for icebreaking, navigational aids, the Mesabi Range and from Pea Ridge, MO, 
and vessel documentation. The proposed were unchanged at $18.82 and $6.41 per ton, 
port tax alone could cost lake shippers more _ respectively. The published volume rate to 
than $4 million annually; charges for new Geneva, UT, from the Mesabi Range was 
construction would greatly increase this $41.03 per ton. All-rail shipments of pellets 
figure. According to the Association, taxes from Minnesota by the Duluth, Missabe and 
of this magnitude would be an unfair bur- fron Range Railway and connecting lines | 
den on the lake shipp ing industry. Al- totaled 1.5 million tons; the greater part of though the Association remains adamantly this tonnage was shipped to Geneva, UT, | 

PPposed 0 the Proposed Coast Guard tax, it from the Minntac plant. 
Congress and the Administration to develop _ Published nominal ocean freight rates for 
an equitable port charge in the form of an fon ore from eastern Canada to USS. east 
ad valorem tax on cargo that would be Coast ports were $3.50 to $3.75 per ton, but 

assessed only once and paid by the shipper. Spot rates quoted for cargoes of 50,000 to 
Proponents of the user charges feel that 60,000 tons ranged from $1.85 to $3.80 per 
costs of shipping facilities should be largely ton. A few shipments reported from Brazil 
borne by the shippers instead of by the to east coast ports indicated freight rates of 
Federal Government. $4.50 to $5.50 per ton. : 

PRICES 

' Producers’ published prices for Lake Su- unit (Itu) of iron, natural, delivered rail-of- 
perior iron ores in the first 7 months of 1985 vessel at lower lake ports, with the lower 
were unchanged from those quoted in Au- price quoted by Pickands Mather & Co. and 
gust 1983. The pellet prices thus ranged the higher price quoted by CCI, Hanna, 
from 80.5 cents to 86.9 cents per long ton Oglebay Norton, and U.S. Steel. The range
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1 in unit price was equiv. al 
— 

= 

t to +t | 7 

mately $50.71 to waren approxi-_ tion costs as : wo : 

oe pellets containing 6% oe long ton of between domestic nod fenne competition 

Late in 1984, Mineral Services I the U.S. market. gn producers in 

| of Cleveland, OH, began offering ne.(MSD ——— Published prices for. 

published price of 66 cents pee pellets ata ores, per ton. eS ree Lake Superior 

same basis as the r itu, on the . delivered rail-of: OY iron, natural, 

though the source of Pelee Prices: Al- remained as ae Mt lower lake ports, : 

fied, the company said th t. not identi- ore, $30.03 for coar esabi non-Bessemer 

| million tons per year mare ao at ; 2 fines; and manganiferous ane ot 68 for 

This was th : able. 
s ore, $32.78. : 

had publi aly quoted eet ronproducer Range non quote a price of $28.75 for old 

or pellets since commerci r Lake Superi- jake frei Bessemer ore, based on rail and 

‘on h 
, t rates | | 

tion began in the dist ercial pellet produc- j; ight rates and handling ch 

. . rict in 1955. The M in effect on April 27, 19 arges 

| price was equivalent , e MSI were pril 27, 1981. These. prices 

| of pellets containing 63% iron $41.58 per ton sabi ae significant because most Me- 

: On August 1, 1985, Pickands } consumed by LTV Steel, and Mitte nn 
-fectively lowered its pelle t Mather ef- oF the ported LTV Steel, and little or none 

panging ts price base from the traditional Pellets made iD more ‘th Nir sapeanee 

ake port” to “upper lak ” shipped f; an @ of ore 

transferring char, e port,” thus. pea trom the Lake Superior distri 

3 ges for lake freigh Prices f, , r district. 

some handling operations reight and . or most Canadian and oth 

: tothe buyer. The “8™ Ores marketed i et for- 

_ hew quotation was 59.4 cents yer.The | irke in the United States ~ 

natural, delivered to hold per ltuofiron, We not available. The published pri 

lake port. Although not spedfed ene. Wabush pellets, £0. Pointe Noire, Cuebee, 

| i gh not specified b remained at 6 oire, Quebec 

company, the net reduction in pri y the f. at 63.5 cents per Itu. The av 

ed to be about 1292 ion in price appear- .0.b. value of all Canadi - erage 

ae , taking into the Uni lan ores imported by — 

published lake frei, h 8 account nited States, as determi ted by 

ght rates and . compil 2rmined from data 

charges. Inland Steel Mini unloading mpiled by the Bureau “ove 

in . 
of Census, 

the roa price base and bean aucune ted eee Tone on Data from this souree 

ntic ice 
er .0.b. ) | 

ential ree adioabed average fob, values of $14.05 pe 
price base from catural ita to nes its Brazilian ores. Other sources indleated thot 

: 
; ica t 

new, effectively lower u to dry Itu. The ™ost imported Canadian ore ‘sted 0 

pellets was 72.5 cents. price of Minntac Pellets; Liberian ores consisted consisted. of | 

delivered rail-of-ve per dry Itu of iron, washed lum; . ! of fines and | 

-vessel at lower lak umpy ore; and about two-thirds o: 

Three weeks later er lake ports. the ore imported f irds of 

, , Septembe 
rom Brazil consiste 

lowered its pellet on September 1, MSI pellets. F.o.b. val sisted of 

price from 66 cents -b. value data for Venezuel 

cents per natural Itu of i nts to 58 ores were not determinabl zuelan 

lower lake ports, A of iron, delivered at of the ore wasa able, because much 

least. three ‘different publish there were at basis, pparently valued on a c.i.f. 

being used by Lake Superior rod rice bases Published f.o.b. prices for DRI 

range of prices was a ‘producers. The unchanged from those ted i were also 

lent to $3 Pproximately equiva- were quo d in 1984, and 

“0 $37.12 to $55.62 per ton of pell as follows, per metric ton: at G 

containing 64% iron, delivered rail pellets town, SC, $125 to $135; at Co woe 

at lower lake ports. T rail-of-vessel Quebec, $115: and 9; at Contrecoeur, 

traditional pric . The departures from $120 Th ; and at Point Lisas, Trinidad 

were bel: pricing and individual price cuts shi - the apparent f.o.b. value of s ' 

re believed to reflect declining produc s em of DRI imported from Venezuela 
- ran 

uela 
ged from about $75 to $102 per long ton. 

| 
FOREIGN TRADE 

U.S. exports of iron | ; ore were ; 
ragher than those of 1984, ony sehtly dian blast furnaces totaled 13.3 milli 

eve ing off of demand from the Canadi a tons, an amount identical to that of 198 Hon 

steel industry. Virtually all exports aqan US. imports of iron ore d of 1984. . 

ed of Pellets shipped via the Great ee ee partially reversing the 1984 8% 7 

Canadian steel companies that es to 0%. Tonnage decreased ¢ gain 0 

in U.S. taconite proj ‘that are partners compared with eased by 1.4 million tons 

Michigan. Const eels in Minnesota and of ore imports that of 1984. A sharp decline 

ption of iron ore at Cana- into the Cleveland and Balti 

ana- more customs districts nd Balti- accounted for essen-
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tially all of the decrease. Imports from the remainder was sold in areas ee Canada fell 24% from the 1984 level, but United States where U.S. pellets could not still accounted for more than one-half of compete because of high transportation total U.S. imports. Imports from Liberia costs. Armco is the principal shareholder in and Venezuela rose 26% and 36%, respec- Eveleth Mines, a Minnesota producer op- _ tively, while those from Brazil were un- erated by Oglebay Norton. U.S. Steel oper- changed. Brazil, the next largest supplier ates the largest pelletizing facility in after Canada, retained its 16% share of U.S. Minnesota. imports. On January 28, 1985, the ITC unanimous- On December 20, 1984, P ickands Mather, ly agreed there was a reasonable indication Oglebay Norton, CCI, and the United Steel- that imports of Brazilian pellets were mate- workers of America petitioned the U.S. rially injuring U.S. pellet producers. The International Trade Commission (ITC) for case was referred to the U.S. Department of countervailing duties on imports of iron ore Commerce on February 4 for investigation rae ie r ant tai» Phe of the alleged subsidies granted to Brazilian Government allows Brazilin n pellets to be producers and for recommendation of a deli . : countervailing duty. On March 19, Com- 
elivered to U.S. consumers for at least 30% merce recommended that an ad valorem less than pellets produced in the United duty of 5.15% be j don Brazili States, causing injury to the U.S. iron ore aly. ° Thi ° wndatig On brazil ‘lly industry and particularly to U.S. merchant Peuets. This recommendation automatica y _ producers. Cia. Vale do Rio Doce (CVRD), returned the case to the ITC for a final through its US. subsidiary, Rio Doce — decision. However, the countervailing duty America Inc., responded for Brazil. investigation was suspended on May 29, U.S. imports of iron ore from Brazil in following agr eement by CVRD and the Gov- 1984 totaled 2.5 million tons, including an €rnment of Brazil to eliminate all benefits estimated 1.8 million tons of pellets. The determined by Commerce to constitute sub- : pellet imports equaled an estimated 4% of Sidies on exports of pellets to the United U.S. consumption, but the petitioners stated States. The’ suspension agreement would that this quantity was equivalent to about have eliminated imposition of any counter- 30% of the amount available for sale by ailing duty, as well as any further action U.S. merchant producers. CVRD claimed on the matter by Commerce or the ITC. | that it did not need subsidies to compete in The countervailing duty investigation the U.S. market because the high grade of was unexpectedly reopened in mid-June at : its ore allowed pellets to be made in Brazil the request of CVRD. On December 18, the for about $20 per ton less than what it cost Government of Brazil formally notified U.S. producers. CVRD also stated that 75% Commerce of CVRD’s withdrawal from the of its 1984 pellet sales in the United States suspension agreement. The trade case was were under long-term contracts to U.S. _ still active at the end of 1985. | Steel and Armco, and that about one-half of 

WORLD REVIEW 

~~ World production, trade, and consump- capacity. Several pelletizing plants were tion of iron ore increased slightly in 1985, reactivated because of declining fuel costs, compared with the levels of 1984, as output while most others operated close to rated of iron and steel stabilized in most indus- capacity owing to relatively improved de- trialized countries and in many developing mand from their principal markets. A new countries as well after recovering from the plant was completed in Bahrain, while oth- 1982-83 recession. World trade was esti- ers were under construction in India, the mated at 360 million long tons, of which Republic of South Africa, and Turkey. about 85% was oceanborne. Brazil was the World output of DRI was estimated at leading exporter, followed by Australia, slightly more than 10.8 million tons, about with each country shipping more than 87 51% of installed capacity, as low prices for million tons to world markets. Japan re- ferrous Scrap continued to limit production. mained the principal importer, receiving About 21% of the total output was produced 123 million tons in 1985, while countries of in Mexico, Venezuela, and other countries the EC imported about 118 million tons. in Latin America. New direct-reduction World production of pellets was estimated (DR) plants were completed in Iran, Malay- at 195 million tons, about 80% of installed sia, the Republic of South Africa, and the
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| U.S.S.R., while others were under construc- negotiated between producers and Western 

tion in at least seven countries. European buyers earlier in the year. Nego- 

Most negotiations of 1985 iron ore prices tiations in both consuming regions were | 

under Japanese and Western European con- protracted, as buyers were determined to _ 

- tracts with foreign producers were com- hold prices down because of the strength of 

pleted by mid-August. Overall, compared the U.S. dollar (in which prices are quoted), 

with 1984 prices, prices for lump ore and and producers held out for increased prices 

fines increased 1.5% to 6%, while prices for because of stronger demand, especially for 

pellets declined slightly. Japanese prices for lump ore and pellets. On an f.o.b. (shipping 

fines from Canada, Chile, and Peru were port) basis, most 1985 prices apparently | 

unchanged, while prices for Indian ores ranged from about $15 to $17.50 per long 

were increased despite an earlier agree- dry ton (Idt) for fines, $16 to $20.50 per Idt_ : 

| ment to maintain them at 1984 levels. Price for lump, and $22.50 to $25.50 per Idt: for 

declines for Peruvian pellets and for South pellets. Delivered prices (at receiving port) 

African ores destined for Japan ranged were about $2 to $9 higher, depending on , 

from 4% to nearly 7%, possibly because of ocean freight costs. The Japanese contract 

the relatively high alkali content of the prices listed below are f.o.b., in U.S. cents 

ores. The price increases for lump ore and __ per dry Itu of iron unless otherwise indica- 

fines, which together made up about 85% of ted: — | | | 

_ Japanese imports, were similar to those : | - _ 

Country and prod: . Ore t . _ Prices 

oe My ane Pree oeyPe FY 1984 FY 1985 

Australia: - . 
Hamersley Iron Pty. Ltd. and Mount New- Lumpore__-——~~-~~--~---~----- - 30.87 31.55 

man Mining Co. Bty. Ltd. . 

Do _.___.________----_----- Fines ___- 5 5-26.67 27.05 
. Cliffs Robe River Iron Associates _—— ~~ - ~__-do _~_ ~~~ eee 23.67 - 24.05. 

Brae? River Mines Ltd- ——--——--——— Pellets __-__-____. = --------~-- 38.30 ~ 37.10 

. Cia. Vale do Rio Doce and Mineracées Lump ore. ___-__---~--------- 24.27 24.65 

Brasileiras Reunidas S.A. , 

Mineracées Brasileiras Reunidas S.A _ ~~ Fines _.__________~-----~---- 24.94 25.33 

Samarco MineracéoS.A ~~___---~-~-- Pellet fines. ___..____.____----- 20.25 20.46 

_ Cia. Nipo-Brasileira de Pelotizagao Pellets _._-______.-_~--_-=---- 37.31 36.25 

(Nibrasco). . 

Canada: Iron Ore Company of Canada (Carol Fines _________--__~-------- 23.37 23.37 

Chile: Cia. Minera del Pacifico S.A. (El ‘Pellets _-- eee 38.80 87.60 
' Algarrobo) oS - 

ndla: 
. 

Minerals and Metals Trading Corp. Lump ore. _______-~--_~------- 30.06 30.73 

(Bailadila). 
Do _________-__-__-_-_-----. Fines -.-------_------------- 25.86 26.23 

Liberia: LAMCO Joint Venture Operating Co _~__-do ______ i _e-- 22.20 23.30 

Peru: Empresa Minera del Hierro del Pera Pellets __-__________---~------ 30.80 _ 29.50 

South Africa, Republic of: oo 
South African Iron and Steel Industrial Lump ore___ _________-------- 197.19 195,86 

Corp. Ltd. 
Do ______-----~-~-+-~--~------ Fines ___________----------- 123.89 122.26 - 

1Price per dry metric ton unit. 

Source: TEX Report (Tokyo), v. 17, Nos. 4009 and 4018, Aug. 2, and 9, 1985. 

Australia.—Shipments of iron ore by Aus- Newman Mining Co. Pty. Ltd., 28.5; Cliffs 

tralian producers in 1985 totaled about 94 Robe River Iron Associates, 14.9; The Bro- 

million tons, including 87 million tons for ken Hill Pty. Co. Ltd. (BHP), 5.2; Goldswor- 

export and 7 million tons for domestic thy Mining Ltd., 4.5; and Savage River 

consumption. Actual exports totaled about Mines Ltd., 2.6. 

84 million tons, of which 82% was destined In June, Mount Isa Mines Holdings Ltd. 

for Japan and other Asian countries and completed the sale of its 20% interest in 

18% was destined for Western Europe. Ex- Goldsworthy Mining to Renison Gold Fields 

ports consisted of about 58% sinter fines, Ltd., one of its partners in the venture. Asa 

39% lump ore, and 3% pellets. Shipments _ result of this sale, ownership will be shared 

by individual producers follow, in million between Renison Gold Fields (58.3%) and 

tons: Hamersley Iron Pty. Ltd., 38.6; Mount BHP (41.7%). Goldsworthy Mining operates
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the Shay Gap and Sunrise Hill iron mines and domestic consumption rose to record- in the Pilbara region of Western Australia. high levels for the second year in a row. The company recently installed a pilot Exports totaled about 91 million tons, 4% beneficiation plant at its Mount Goldswor- more than those of 1984, while net ship- thy Mine, where mining was suspended in ments for domestic consumption increased : December 1982, to test the feasibility of more than 55% to 34 million tons. Exports upgrading 100 million tons of marginal included about 45 million tons to Europe reserves containing 58.0% to 60.7% iron and 27 million tons to Japan. Total ship- that occur at five deposits in the area. ments of pellets were estimated at about 20 In December, BHP Minerals Ltd. ac- million tons. ee | quired the 25% and 30% interests in the CVRD produced 73.7 million tons of iron | Mount Newman Joint Venture held, respec- Ore products and exported 50.6 million tons. tively, by AMAX Iron Ore Corp. and Pilba- CVRD also exported 18.9 million tons for | ra Iron Ltd. The: two acquisitions raised other companies, including about 8.7 mil- BHP’s equity in the venture from 30% to lion tons of pellets for its joint ventures 85%. The joint venture mines the 1]. at Tubarao with J apanese, Italian, and 
billion-ton Mount Whal eback ore body and Spanish companies, 7.4 million tons of ore the 153-million-ton Marra Mamba No. 29 products for Ferteco Mineracao S.A., and ore body in the southeastern corner of 2:8 million tons for S.A. Mineragao da Western Australia’s Hamersley Iron Prov- Trindade (SAMITRD. Most of CVRD’s Pro- ince. AMAX will no longer act as sales duction came from the Caue ang Vonceigao | _. agent outside Australia for Mount Newman anes vned ae ove “a d abe, eral | and has agreed to transfer this function to ‘al; nm to . °y f "th G our iv. BHP as well, effectively withdrawing from Mi of be af ‘ati at th © Tirnbopebe the world iron ore market. Earlier in the lant nd hip Hla t to th Tub mm he L ~ year, BHP shut down its mine on Cockatoo . orke and shipmen ame “ubarao steel- _ Island in Yampi Sound, northeast of the aT Les ., ar Pilbara coast. The mine, which shipped 31 CVRD's huge $5 b illion Carajés project in million tons of ore during its 33-year life the State of Paré was more than 80% will continue to ship stockpiled material completed by yearend.* The N4E Mine be- 
over the next 2 years | tee gan shipping trial amounts of ore in mid- Bahrain - m, il . lant of Arab Y@8% and was scheduled to reach ful] pro- anrain.— ihe pelletizing p ant Of Aga duction capacity of 35 million tons per year, Iron & Steel Co. (AISCO) shipped about avera sin 66 13% ° in Jul 1987 Abo t 700,000 tons of pellets during its first year of ‘ion tone Pn July 1987. Abou eee pe ™ Ting its tirst y: , 12 million tons of overburden already had operation. The Bahraini _ facility is the been removed at the N4E project site. The world's first merchant pelletizing plant to $1.3 billion, 550-mile-long railroad between be based wholly on imported ir on ore. The the mine and Sao Luis on the coast of $310 million plant, commissioned in N ovem- Maranhdo was inaugurated on February 28, ber 1984, has a production capacity of 4 1985, with the first cargoes of iron and million tons of pellets per year and uses a manganese ores being transshipped to the grate-kiln pelletizing system fueled by natu: old port of Itaqui. A total of 539,000 tons of ral gas from local oilfields. It is a joint iron ore was exported through Itaqui during venture of Arab organizations and the pub- the year. The new marine terminal at lic sectors of Bahrain, Kuwait, Saudi Ara- nearby Ponta da Madeira was almost com- bia, and the United Arab Emirates, and was pleted and was scheduled to open in Janu- built to produce pellets for DR plants along ary 1986. The terminal will be able to the Persian Gulf and in Southeast Asia. accommodate vessels with a carrying capac- Difficulty in finding buyers for AISCO’s ity of 280,000 tons. product has forced management to adopta = MBR, Brazil’s second largest producer, 30-day-up and 30-day-down production shipped 15.1 million tons of ore in 1985, schedule. Saudi Iron & Steel Co. has re- including 13.1 million tons for export. Most portedly placed an order for 60,000 tons to of the ore was produced at the Aguas Claras be delivered in 1986 to its DR plant at Mine, southeast of Belo Horizonte in the : Jubail. However, the ongoing war between Minas Gerais Iron Ore Quadrangle. Em- Iran and Iraq has completely disrupted preendimentos Brasileiros de Mineracdo markets in the rest of the region, forcing S.A. owns 51% of MBR, while Hanna has an AISCO to seek out customers in the EC, indirect interest of 34% through the St. Turkey, and northern Africa. John d’el Rey Mining Co. PLC. Another 5% Brazil.—Shipments of iron ore for export is indirectly held by Bethlehem Steel.
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Ore shipments by other producers, in ent plant reportedly was producing 1.5 

million tons, follow: Ferteco (sales), 8.6; million tons of pig iron annually with its 

SAMITRI, 8.9; Samarco Mineragcao S.A., 6.7; three existing blast furnaces. The project — 

Cia. Siderargica Nacional, 4.8 (estimated); would include the construction of a new | 

William H. Mueller S.A., 1.1; and Empresa sinter plant, a hot rolling mill, and two 

| de Mineracido Esperanca S.A., 0.2. | coke oven batteries. According to Xinhua, 

Canada.—Shipments of iron ore products an official Chinese news agency, the Pan- 

totaled 40.2 million tons, compared with zhihua deposit contains more than 10 bil- 

40.7 million tons in 1984. Exports totaled _ lion tons of iron ore and accounts for 93% of | 

about 24.7 million tons, of which 57% was the country’s titanium reserves and 87% of 

destined for EC countries and 29% was its vanadium reserves. An earlier report 

| destined for the United States. Domestic stated that the iron mine had only 1.03 

consumption was estimated at 14.8 million billion tons of ore grading 33.2% iron, 

| tons. | | 7 11.6% titanium dioxide, and 0.3% vana- 

| Shipments of ore by individual producers, dium pentoxide. The 10-year expansion pro- 

in million tons, follow: Iron Ore Co. of gram was expected to raise raw steel pro- sj 

Canada, 14.9 including 8.3 of pellets, 4.8 of duction capacity from 1.75 million metric 

concentrates, and 1.8 of'direct-shipping ore; tons per year to 2.5 million tons per year, | 

Quebec Cartier Mining Co.; 15.6, including making Panzhihua the largest iron and 

7 8.9 of concentrates and 6.7 of pellets; Pick- steel center in southwestern China. | 

- ands Mather, 6.0 of pellets including 5.5 A new 2,500-cubic-meter blast furnace 

from Wabush Mines; Cliffs of Canada Ltd. and a new sinter plant would also be in- 

(for Dofasco Inc.), 2.1 of pellets from the stalled at Maanshan. Existing plans called =~ 

Adams and Sherman Mines; and Inco Ltd., for the 30% to 50% iron ore at Maanshan to 

0.09 of pellets from stockpile. The Algoma be blended with Australian ore as feed for 

Steel Corp. Ltd. shipped 1.4 million tons of the new sinter plant. The existing open | 

| superfluxed sinter from Wawa, Ontario, to hearth furnaces were to be replaced by 

its steelworks at Sault Ste. Marie. Feed to either oxygen converters or electric arc 

| the sinter plant included 1.6 million tons of furnaces. One of the first improvements 

| siderite ore produced at the MacLeod un- would be the construction of a new oxygen 

derground mine. | - plant for the steel mill. Maanshan has an 

Stelco Inc. took steps to permanently annual raw steel capacity of 1 million tons — 

close its Griffith Mine and pelletizing plant and employs 60,000 workers. __ 

near Red Lake, Ontario. The mine produced Guinea.—A recently completed, $500,000 

only 475,000 tons of pellets, 50% of capacity study to examine the most economical 

in 1985 and is operated for Stelco by Pick- means of developing the Mifergui-Nimba 

ands Mather. _ Co. iron deposit found that the deposit 

China.—China was expanding the iron would require a $267 million investment for 

and steel complexes at Panzhihua near a 10-million-ton-per-year operation. An 11- 

Dukou in Sichuan Province, Maanshan in mile rail line would be built to haul the ore 

| Anhui Province, and Handan in Hebei from its location on the Liberian border to 

Province as part of its seventh 5-year plan the existing railway of the LAMCO Joint 

(1986-90). Construction of new steelmaking Venture Operating Co. (LJV) inside Liberia. 

facilities and modernization of existing The Guinean ore could then be processed 
plants was in progress at each of three sites along with LJV’s ore and shipped an addi- 

and was expected to be completed by 1995. tional 167 miles to the Liberian Port of 

Panzhihua and Maanshan both have their Buchanan for export. The port facilities can 

own titaniferous magnetite mines and are currently handle vessels with a carrying 
major producers of vanadiferous slags that capacity of 80,000 tons. The results of the 
average 17% vanadium pentoxide. The study were being reviewed by both the 
Panzhihua blast furnace operations also Government of Guinea and the Mifergui- 

produce a titaniferous slag containing 12% Nimba shareholders. The study was funded 

to 14% titanium dioxide. This second type by the International Bank for Reconstruc- 

of slag is used as feed for the Zunyi titanium tion and Development (World Bank) and 

sponge plant in Guizhou. carried out by Granges International Min- 
The Panzhihua complex would have an_ ing and US. Steel. According to the World 

annual production capacity of 2.8 million Bank, a follow-on study was being under- 

tons of pig iron when the new 1,350-cubic- taken to assess the economic viability of the 

meter blast furnace is completed. The pres- project and the marketability of the ore.
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| Development of the deposit could extend million tons per year. | 
the life of LJV’s Nimba Mine by permitting Japan.—Imports of iron ore decreased to 
the company to mix its diminishing, lower 122.5 million tons from 123.4 million tons in 
grade Liberian ore with the richer Guinean 1984. Production of pig iron, in contrast, | 
ore. Furthermore, Nigeria, an investor in rose slightly from 79.1 to 79.3 million tons. 
Mifergui-Nimba, could benefit from access The principal suppliers continued to be 
to West African ore that might be more Australia, Brazil, and India. Consumption 

economic because of lower ocean shipping of ore was estimated at 130 million tons. 
costs. 7 Liberia.—Exports of iron ore: products 
Hungary.—The Ministry of Industry totaled 16.1 million tons, of which 81% was 

announced that the Rudabanya Mine, near _ destined for the EC and 18% was destined 
Miskolc in Borsod-Abauj-Zemplen County, for the United States. Exports included 11.9 

_ would be closed on January 22, 1986. Pro- million tons of sinter fines, 3.2 million tons . 

| duction at the country’s only active iron of pellets, and 1.0 million tons of lump ore. 
mine declined from 434,000 tons in 1983 to All of the pellets and slightly more than | 
306,000 tons in 1985. The grade of the one-third of the sinter fines were shipped by | 
Rudabanya ore traditionally has been low BongMiningCo. | | 
and reportedly has fallen to a point where Shipments by LJV totaled 8.4 million 
beneficiation is no longer economical. The tons, about 7% less than in 1984. The | 
mine has been able to satisfy only a minor company planned to resume’ production | 
part of Hungarian demand. — _ hear Tokadeh and was seeking loans for the | 

India.—Production, exports, and con- purchase of mining equipment. The main a 
sumption of iron ore increased in 1985 ore body at the Nimba Mine could be 
compared with 1984 levels. Exports totaled exhausted as early as 1989. However, the | 
28.4 million tons and domestic consumption | western concession areas, which include the 
was estimated at 13.5 million tons. Exports Tokadeh, Gangra, and Yuelliton ore bodies, 

included 19.2 million tons to Japan, 2.9 have a total reserve of 400 million tons of 
million tons to the Republic of Korea, and crude ore, averaging 50.8% iron. Bethlehem 
2.5 million tons to Romania. Shipments Steel sold its 25% interest in LJV to the | 
from Goa totaled 13.7 million tons, and Government of Liberia in January 1984 and 

shipments from east coast ports by the agreed to purchase 2 million tons of ore 
National Mineral Development Corp. to- annually for a period of 3 years. , 
taled 7.5 million tons. : The National Iron Ore Co. (NIOC) pro- 

The 3-million-ton pelletizing plant of duced only about. 211,000 tons of ore prod- 
Kudremukh Iron Ore Co. Ltd. (KIOC) at the ucts in 1985. The company has had increas- 
Port of Mangalore was completed in June ing difficulty finding buyers for its ore in 
and was undergoing testing. The plant will recent years. The financial condition of 
receive concentrates through a 42-mile pipe- NIOC has continued to deteriorate despite a 
line from the Kudremukh Mines in the loan from the World Bank. On April 1, 1985, | 
Western Ghats. Commissioning was delayed NIOC closed its mine near the border with 
by a miners’ strike that lasted from Septem- Sierra Leone and began winding down oper- 
ber 3 to November 2. The opening ceremony ations. Only limited amounts of siliceous 
has been rescheduled for April 1, 1986. The fines have been produced since April. 
first pellets are to be shipped to Malaysia Malaysia.—The DR plant of Sabah Gas 
for feed in DR plants. KIOC shipped about Industries Sdn. Bhd. (SGI) on Labuan Island 
1.6 million tons of pellet feed in 1985, most was completed in early 1984, but did not go 
of which went to Japan. The company has_ into production until the end of the year 
signed a contract with AISCO to supply 6.5 because of technical problems in the bri- | 
to 8.3 million tons of concentrates to Bah- quetting plant. Since then, SGI has shipped 
rain between April 1985 and March 1989. a total of 30,000 tons of hot-briquetted iron 

Minerals and Metals Trading Corp. of to 30 Indian minimills for evaluation. The 
India was seeking financial assistance for a _ SGI operation is somewhat unique because 
$90 million port expansion and channel _it is the first plant to use a modified version 
dredging project at Paradip. The port would of the Midrex process that permits the hot 
be able to accommodate ships up to 200,000 DRI to be discharged directly into the bri- 
deadweight tons, compared with the exist- quetting machines. At Trengganu, the new 
ing limit of 60,000 tons. The project would DR plant of Perwaja Trengganu Sdn. Bhd. 
also increase iron ore handling capacity reached full-scale production in March. The 
from the present 2 million tons per year to6 company initially was using Brazilian and
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Swedish pellets along with high-grade Bra- were 10.4 million tons, as production of pig zilian lump ore as feed. Designed production iron increased 21% and output of DRI capacity of each plant is about 650,000 tons jumped to 405,000 tons. All four of the new | of DRI per year. | Lurgi DR rotary kilns at the Vander- | Mauritania.—Exports of iron ore totaled bijlpark steelworks of South African | Iron | 9.2 million tons, about 2% less than those of and Steel Industrial Corp. Ltd. (Iscor) were | 1984. As in the past 2 years, more than 90% in operation at the beginning of 1985. The. of shipments was destined for EC countries. units have a total design capacity of 709,000 _ The first stage of the Guelbs project was tonsofDRI = 
inaugurated in July 1984 and scheduled to Iscor was supplied with 8.4 million tons of | react a Production rate of 6 million tons per ore products from the Sishen Mine and 2.3 year by the end of van paghanical difficul- tion tons from the Thabazimbi Mine. An : Hes ae a « ment at th t an ek er Ore additional 8.71 million tons was exported Iv je cauipment at the mine tempo Tarr from the Sishen Mine through Saldanha y delayed the first shipments. Magnetic Bay. I ed freight charg the rail concentrates were being produced from ay. sncreas reigat charges on the rail- crude ore mined at El Rhein, about 15 miles W@Y from Sishen to Saldanha Bay, reduced north of the Kedia d’Idjil hematite mines. ©F¢ Prices, and nonrenewal of several sales | Owing to scarcity of water, the ore was Contracts in Western Europe had made | being beneficiated in the dry state, using ¢*Ports of ore products Increasingly un- semiautogenous mills and low-intensity profitable. However, the decline of the rand | magneticseparators. oe Pgainst, the ee and the adoption of cer- 
New Zealand.—New Zealand Steel Min- n rationalization measures by Iscor im- | _ Ing Ltd. produced 1.9 million dry tons of Proved the company’s poe. mn br beter titaniferous magnetite concentrates at its r (, the company expo its mil- _ beach sand operations on the North Island. ' lionth ton of ore from Saldanha Bay. At the Shipments of the concentrates, loosely re- Sishen- Mine, the South Plant, which ac- : ferred to as “iron sand,” included exports of counts for one-third of the mine’s produc- : : about 1.8 million tons to Japan and 201,000 tion capacity of 27 million tons per year, tons to the Woolf Fisher steelworks of the was reopened in the second quarter at a parent company in South Auckland. New reduced rate. At midyear, the North Plant 3 Zealand is currently the sole supplier of was operating at full capacity. The life of . iron sand to the Japanese steel industry, the Thabazimbi Mine has been extended by where it is added to the blast furnace feed to the discovery of a minable ore body west of | extend the life of the refractories. Three the Donkerpoort open pit. At Iscor’s Preto- specially equipped Japanese carriers—the ria Works, workers began constructing the Taharoa Maru (126,604 deadweight tons), foundations for a 300,000-ton-per-year iron- the Slurry Express (122,042 deadweight making plant. The new plant will utilize the _ tons), and the Taharoa Venture (124,589 KR—Kohle reduktion (coal reduction)— deadweight tons)—haul the iron sand to process developed by Korf Engineering 

Japan. | GmbH in Austria and the Federal Republic Peru.—Exports of iron ore by Empresa fGe — Minera del Hierro del Pera in 1985 totaled ° mmany. . . eae . : Spain.—Production of iron ore products 5.2 million dry tons, of which 44% consisted. 1985 included d high 3.7 milli of sinter fines, 37% consisted of pellets,and 1” inet a recor ag S ‘6 mt on the remainder was pellet feed. About 2.9 tons by Cia. Andaluza de Minas | “A. (CAM) , million tons of products was shipped to the 1.3 million tons by the Agruminsa subsid- 
Republic of Korea, and 1.4 million tons was J@Ty of Altos Hornos de Vizcay a S.A. (AHV); shipped to Japan. All of the material passed and 1.2 million tons by Cia. Minera de through the Port of San Nicolds. An addi- Sierra Menera S.A. CAM’s production, con- tional 345,000 tons of mostly pellets went to sisting Me fines: fame from the Mar- the Chimbote steel mill operated by Empre- quesado Mine a quire. “Agruminsa s pro- sa Siderirgica del Pert. pe yom duction included siderite concentrates from South Africa, Republic of.—Production ore mined underground at Bodovalle as well and exports of iron declined slightly from as oxide ores from four other locations in 1984 levels. Production totaled 24.0 million Spain. In September, Agruminsa closed its tons, compared with 24.3 million tons in Gallarta Mine near Bodovalle for at least 6 1984. Exports totaled 10.0 million tons, months to reduce stocks of sinter feed from mostly to Japan and the EC. Domestic sales 1.1 million tons to 400,000 tons. The Gal-
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larta ores traditionally have been shipped _ tons of ferruginous quartzite ores. The proj- to AHV’s sinter plant at Sestao. However, ect began production in 1982 when the first renovation of the No. 2A blast furnace at of three pelletizing plants, each with a | the Sestao steelworks temporarily reduced capacity of 2.9 million tons per year of demand for the mine’s product. pellets, was completed. All three plants 
Spanish exports of iron ore totaled 2.0 were in operation at mid-1985. The bulk of million tons, of which CAM shipped 1.8 the pellets reportedly were being railed to million tons from the Port of Almeria; most the new, 5,600-cubic-meter blast furnace of 

of the remainder was shipped from Sagunto the Cherepovets Iron and Steel Works, : by the Sierra Menera company. Imports while most of the remainder was being | | porated 4.9 million tons, of which 60% came exported to the Raahe Steel Works of Rau- | 
rom brazil. taruukki Oy in Finland. : | Sweden.—Production and exports of iron = The main rocessing facilities of Kosta- _ ore products increased by 28% and 5%, mush were designed “by the Mekhanobr respectively, from 1984 levels. Exports to- Institute of Leningrad, with supervision taled 18.4 million tons including 5.5 million from the Giproruda Planning Institute of 

tons of pellets. About 3.8 million tons was the Soviet Ministry of Ferrous Metallurgy. shipped for domestic consumption. Stocks of Much of the construction and civil engineer- setiare tere reduced by 09:milion tons to ing work was carried out by a consortium of . 15 Finnish companies led by Finn-Stroi Ltd. 
ote aare-Kilrunavaara Ae ding 86 The ore body, which was discovered in 1945, 

eae ot | >, contains some 2 billion tons of magnetite 
million tons of pellets. Of the company S ore averaging 31% iron. Beneficiation is 
van rod ae dat Maluborgot ena, 3% complicated by the presence of 0.1% to 3% 

? hotite and other sulfides in the ore. The was produced at the Svappavaara pelletiz- Pytt : . ing plant, which resumed production in finished pellets contain 65.6% iron and less 
November 1984. Shipments totaled 18.6 mil- than 0.05% sulfur. , li 7 oatp In the fall, the second of four Midrex DR : 1on tons, mostly for export. LKAB increas- . 
ed the capacity of its pelletizing plant at Osta Pon om a Wks oe 
Kiruna to 4 million tons per year, and a . _ | steel-belt pelletizing plant began production The third module was already under con-. : at Malmberget in late 1985. struction and was expected to be operation- | 

Svenskt Stal AB produced 1.9 million tons 2! by mid-1987. When completed, the DR of concentrates at Grangesberg, including 1 Cmplex, which is operated by Oskolskiy | | million tons of granulated sinter feed, and Electro-Metallurgicheskiy | Kombinat (OE- | produced 500,000 tons of ore products at the MK) will have a capacity of 1.7 million tons | Dannemora Mine. These production levels f DRI. OEMK produced 420,000 tons of DRI were almost identical to those of 1984, in 1985, primarily with the N 0. 1 module, . Combined shipments totaled 3.1 million 20d now has an existing capacity of 830,000 tons including 1.9 million tons for export. tons. OEMK also has its own pelletizing U.S.S.R.—Soviet exports were estimated Plant, which receives concentrates through at 45.0 million tons. According to the Asso- a 16-mile-long slurry pipeline from the Gub- ciation of Iron Ore Exporting Countries, kin Mine and beneficiation plant in the 
exports in 1984 totaled 45.2 million tons, of Kursk Magnetic Anomaly. The Gubkin which 10.5 million tons were pellets and Mine produced 40 million tons of Lake 34.7 million tons were lump ore and other Superior-type ore, averaging 33% iron, in products. The material in the latter catego- 1984 and has reserves in excess of 35 billion ry included 10.9 million tons to Poland, 9.4 __ tons. 
million tons to Czechoslovakia, 4.3 million | Venezuela.—Shipments of iron ore prod- tons to Romania, and 3.9 million tons to ucts by the state-owned CVG Ferrominera Hungary. Orinoco C.A. totaled 14.5 million tons and 

On June 16, the Soviet Premier and the included about 8.9 million tons for export. 
President of Finland formally inaugurated Domestic consumption was estimated at 4.8 
the third stage of the Kostamush project million tons. | 
near Lake Kujto in the Karelia A.S.S.R. The Ferrominera began production in Sep- 
mining complex, begun in late 1977, is tember at its Cerro San Isidro Mine near : designed to produce 9 million tons of Cerro Bolivar. The new mine is linked by an nonfluxed pellets per year from 24 million 11-mile railway to the main line between
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| Cerro Bolivar and the docks at Puerto ing the feasibility of modifying the high- 
Ordaz. Ore from the open pit operation, iron briquet (HIB) reduction plant at Puerto | 
which had a capacity of 5 million tons per Ordaz to use the Midrex process. The HIB 
year, was scheduled to replace about 45% of plant, closed since 1982, would primarily | 
the production from the Cerro Bolivar Mine use screened lump ore from San Isidro as 
in 1986. To accomplish this, San Isidro’s feed material. The plant belongs to Miner- 

| output would be raised to 9 million tons per ales Ordaz C.A., a subsidiary of Ferromin- 
- year. Shipments for the first year totaled era. | | oe 

7 about 1.4 million tons. A primary objective Yugoslavia.—Rudarsko Metalurski Kom- 
| of the $20 million development was to  binat Zenica commissioned its $12 million | 

improve the average grade of ore marketed Omarska Mine on November 1. The mine, _ 
| by the company, creating savings in benefi- near Prijedor in Bosnia-Hercegovina, had 

_ ¢iating costs. San Isidro ore contains about been under development for 10 years and 
| 0.06% phosphorus, compared with 0.11% at _ will permit Yugoslavia to reduce drastically 

Cerro Bolivar, and the iron content of San its dependency on imported ore. In recent 
Isidro ore is reportedly higher than that at years, the country has imported from 1.0 to 
Cerro Bolivar. El Pao, Ferrominera’s third 1.5 million tons of ore and concentrate per | 
mine, shipped about 3 million tons in 1985, year, mainly from Brazil, India, Peru, and 
but its reserves could be exhausted as early the U.S.S.R. Omarska has an initial produc- 

| as 1991. tion goal of only 400,000 tons of concen- | 
Production of DRI in 1985 was 2.6 million trates per year containing 53% iron, but is 

tons, of which about 52% was produced by designed to produce 1.7 million tons per 
the Midrex process, 38% was produced by year, which will more than compensate for 

7 _ the HYL process, and the rest was produced the exhaustion of several smaller oper- 
by Fior de Venezuela S.A. Under contract ations. : 
with Ferrominera, Midrex Corp. was study- | | 

| TECHNOLOGY , | 

| Intense competition in iron ore and steel been under development at MTU since the . 
markets and the need to reduce costs con- - 1960’s. The carbon-bearing pellets made by | 
tinued to stimulate technological improve- this process can be used either in a blast 
ments in iron ore production and use. furnace to produce conventional pig iron, or 

: In December, Michigan Technological in a cupola furnace to produce a variety of 
University (MTU) received a $5.75 mil- reduced iron products. The PTC hot metal 
lion appropriation from the State of Mich- process should cut pellet reduction time and 

: -igan for construction of a demonstration furnace fuel costs as well as eliminate the 
plant that would test a novel ironmaking enormous costs of building and maintaining 

_operation.®> The ironmaking operation a blast furnace. Relatively small amounts of 
would integrate two patented technologies. hot metal could be produced profitably in a 
The MTU-PELLETECH or cold-bond ag- scaled-down cupola, an impossibility with a 
glomeration process first would be used to conventional blast furnace. The pellets can 
form pellets from a mixture of iron ore be used successfully in the cupola because 
fines, carbon fines, and burnt lime. The the carbon fines and burnt lime incorpo- 
carbon-bearing pellets would then be re-_ rated into the pellet accelerate the rate of 
duced in a hot blast cupola to produce reduction. The carbon fines act as a reduc- 
molten iron, using a process developed by ing agent, while the burnt lime serves as a 
Pellet Technology Corp. (PTC). PTC, a part- bonding agent. Hot metal costs are reported 
nership between MTU and a Pennsylvania to be as low as $100 to $110 per ton in the 
entrepreneur, would be responsible for op- PTC process compared with the current 
erating both the 80,000-ton-per-year demon- $160 to $170 per ton for the blast furnace. 
stration MTU-PELLETECH pelletizing The MTU pellets can also be fed into rotary 
plant and the 1-1/2-ton-per-hour PTC hot kilns to produce DRI. A large variety of iron 
metal pilot plant. Construction of the new oxides of varying quality can be utilized for 
facility, which would cost $16 to $20 million _ pellet feed, including iron ore concentrates, 
in State and private funds, was scheduled to steel dust from basic oxygen furnaces, mill 
begin in July 1986 at Eagle Mills on the scale, and blast furnace sludge. Carbon 
Marquette Range. sources can include coke breeze, anthracite, 

The cold-bond agglomeration process has_ and coal char. Pellet production costs were
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expected to be less than those for conven- ventional coke oven and blast furnace proc- 
tional processes because the pellets are ess. The plant would be the first in North | | 
indurated at a lower temperature in less America to produce iron commercially , 
time than in existing pelletizing facilities through the method developed by Korf En- 
(.e., a PTC autoclave would be operated at gineering. The KR process eliminates the 

| approximately 390° F compared with 2,400° blast furnace in pig iron production by 
F for a conventional kiln). Because of the using coal instead of coke, thus avoiding the 

| lower temperature of the autoclaving proc- costs and environmental problems of coke 
ess, the MTU pellets are in the form of production. The reactions in the process are 
magnetite, instead of hematite. This phase similar to those in the conventional blast 
phenomenon creates a pellet that has more furnace, but they take place in two separate 
iron per unit volume and that requires less chambers. One contains a fluidized bed 
energy to reduce. where coal is gasified and prereduced iron is 

Oxide Recycle Corp. has been designated melted. The second chamber is a vertical | 
| PTC’s exclusive licensee for the North shaft furnace where ore is reduced by gas 

American iron and steel industry. In late from the fluidized bed. Korf Engineering, 1985, Oxide Recycle began building a PTC U.S. Steel, and the State of Minnesota 
_ hot metal facility in Gary, IN, that would submitted the $94.8 million proposal in 

produce iron from steel-plant wastes. This February to the U.S. Department of Energy. 
_ second facility, scheduled for completion by Weirton Steel. Corp. has also applied to 

| the end of 1987, will have a design capacity Energy for a $65 million gr ant to cover 
| of 1.5 million tons per year of molten iron. @bout one-half the cost of building and 

Production costs would be partially offset by °Perating, for 1 year, a similar KR plant. 
earnings from the waste collection part of Funds for. the other half of the project 
the operation. Disposal charges for mil] Would be provided by the State of West : 
scale, dust, and slag have been running as Virginia and West Virginia coal producers. | 
high as $150 per ton of waste. ““WPhysical scientist Division of F Metals. Th 

The State of Minnesota, U.S. Steel, and author was assisted in preparation of this chapter by F. L. . Korf Engineering have applied for nearly Klinger, physical Scientist, Division of Berrous Metals 
$100 million in Federal grants and loans to Division of Ferrous Metals’ (now with’ the National Park demonstrate new ironmaking technology Service, Atlanta, GA). fied the unit of weight uced | . that could make domestic steel more com- this chanter is the long ton of 3,240 pounde. m 
petitive with imports. The funds would be *Engineering and Mining Journal. Carajas Iron. Ore. used to finance a plant in northern Minne- _V Jeb Ne it Nor 105 pp gt) SSR? WO? Om - sota that would produce 360,000 tons of iron No. 8, Sept. 1985, pp. 198-197. : per year with less pollution and possibly at Slings Mining Review. Pellet Technolgy Cor, To lower cost than iron produced by the con-  V.75, No. 15, Apr. 12, 1986, pp. 4-6. |
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_ ‘Fable 3.—Crude iron ore! mined in the United States in 1985, Lo | Oo by district, State, and mining method a“ 
: (Thousand long tons and exclusive of ore containing 5% or more manganese) oe 

| ) Number | -. . . Under- Total District and State | nes Open pit ground quantity 

Lake Superior: , . Michigan _______~__~22 2 ee 2 38,656 -~ 38,656 Minnesota __.___- 222 11  —s-: 108,894 -~— 108,394 NSE 
. - Total_----- 13 147,050 -- 147,050 

_ Other States: . 
| be 1 -- 1,675 1,675 | Other? _._____ DTT 8g 486 _ 486 | - ee 

Total _--_----- 7 486 1675 = 2,162 
Grand total _-_~~--_-~----- Le 20 147,536 1,675. $149,212 

1Excludes byproduct ore. . 
*Includes California, Colorado, Montana, Nevada, and Texas. 

7 “Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. - 

| Table 4.—Usable iron ore produced in the United States in 1985, . | by district, State, and type of product | 
| (Thousand long tons and exclusive of ore containing 5% or more manganese) 

. sas os Concen- Agglomer- ‘Total | District and State shipping trates ates quantity? 

Lake Superior: ; . 
Michigan _______.-._-__.~__________ ~— a 12,479 12,479 _ Minnesota -------~+-~ ee _— 1,462 33,448 34,910 

Total? wee ee -- 1,462 45,927 —« 47,888 te FO i <=<=*£={x"{z=:= Other States: 
. Missouri ~--~-§-2 2 22 — 56 1,044 1,099 Other? we ee ee 58 206 -- 263 

‘Total 58 261 1,044 1,363 
: . 

LLL LSS SSS SSS sSNA Grand total? - em e  e 58 1,723 46,970 48,751 
pene Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

"Includes California, Colorado, Montana, Nevada, and Texas.
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Table 5.—Shipments of usable iron ore! from mines in the United States in 1985 

-» (Exclusive of ore containing 5% or more manganese) . 7 

: Gross weight of ore shipped (thousand long tons) Average oe | teen iron a value 
District and State rect- . . content | thousand 

4 . _- shipping Concen Agglom qaantity (natural) dollars) 
ore _ _ percent 

Lake Superior: | 
Michigan. ______________ -- _- 12,629 12,629 64.2 WwW 
Minnesota _____________ -- | 1,458 33,519 34,977 63.7 1,430,353 

Total reportable________ __ 1,458 46,148 47,606 63.9 1,480,358 | 

Other States: TT 
Missouri ____.§_-_________ _- 56 1,054 1,110 65.9 - Ww 
Other? ________________ «60 634 (a 694 55.1 ‘12,997 

: Total reportable________ 60 690 1,054 1,804 618 12,997 | 
Total withheld _ _ _____-~- oe _- _- _- -- 633,381 

Grand total __________ 60. 2,148 47,203 49,411. 63.8 2,076,780 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included in “Total withheld.” | | . - - 
Includes byproduct ore. od . 
2Includes California, Colorado, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, New York, and Texas. . Co ' 
5Included in concentrates. | | 

. “Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. - | | 

Table 6.—Usable iron ore produced in the U.S. Lake Superior district, by range : 

(Thousand long tons and exclusive after 1905 of ore containing 5% or more manganese) | 

| — 
. Black . Mar- Menom- : Ver- : Spring : Year — quette inee Gogebic milion Mesabi Cuyuna Vall ey River Total? 

1854-1978 _._____ 478,058 325,267 320,384 108,528 3,182,512 70,386 8,149 7,221 4,495,401 
1979.__._._.___ 15,100 2,032 _- _- 59,320 _— -- . 698 77,151 
1980... 14,450 1,970 _- _- 45,162 -- -- 699 62,282 
1981__________ 15,508 75 _- _- 51,025 -- -- 854 67,462 

. 1982_.__..-_____ 6,874 | | — _- _- 23,898 _- -_- 241 31,013 
- 1988____.______ 9,339 -- _- -- 26,255 -- -- -- 35,594 

1984. 12,982 _- __ -- 36,697 __ — -- 49,679 
1985__..--__-__ 12,479 _- ae _- 34,910 -- -- -- 47,388 

Total__.______ 564,790 329,344 320,334 103,528 3,459,779 70,3886 8,149 9,713 4,865,970 

1Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Table 7.—Average analyses of total tonnage’ of all grades of iron ore shipped from 
the U.S. Lake Superior district 
a 

Quantity Content t Year (thousand, —————_____________ Content (percent 
long tons) Iron Phosphorus Silica Manganese Alumina Moisture . 
Se 

| 64,925 63.13 0.020 5.70 0.17 0.30 2.59 
1982 -._._______ 32,173 63.50 .018 5.40 13 31 2.60 
1988 _._-._______ 42,418 63.32 .018 5.35 12 .29 2.64 
1984 ____.____ 48,613 63.48 .018 5.28 14 82 2.66 
1985 _.-________ 46,916 63.64 .016 5.17 Al .29 2.63 

eee 

1Railroad weight—gross tons. 
*Iron and moisture on natural basis; phosphorus, silica, manganese, and alumina on dried basis. 

Source: American Iron Ore Association.
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Table 8.—U.S. consumption of iron ore and agglomerates in 1985, by State 
(Thousand long tons and exclusive of ore containing 5% or more manganese) _ 

. Iron ore and 1 tes? | | State | concentrates! _ Agglomera Miscella- Total 
- Blast Steel Blast Steel neous’ — reportable furnaces furnaces furnaces furnaces — TO 

Alabama, Kentucky, Texas, Utah ____ WwW W 7,606 WwW W 7,006. Illinois, Indiana, Michigan ~------e WwW WwW 31,972 WwW WwW 31,972 Maryland and Pennsylvania ________ 995 wi. 11,885 Ww wi 12,880 Ohio and West Virginia __________ 1,236 WwW 15,072 Ww WwW 16,308 : Undistributed _.-..-__-___ 292 119 _- 268 =: 1,129 1,808 
- Total#_-__- 2,524 - 219 66,535 5268 1,129 70,575 

. ° e e 2 o . . e s ° e . W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Undistributed.” — Excludes pellets or other agglomerated products. 
“Includes approximately 42,878 units of pellets produced at U.S. mines and 7 117 units of foreign pellets and other oS omerates. . . “ee ncludes iron ore consumed in production of cement and iron ore shipped for use in manufacturing paint, ferrites, heavy media, cattle feed, refractory and weighting materials, and for use in lead smelting. “Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

~ 5Includes an estimated 220 units of ore and agglomerates used for production of direct-reduced iron for steelmaking. 

| _ Table 9.—Iron ore consumed in production of sinter at | ; iron and steel plants in the United States in 1985, by State 
7 . | . (Thousand long tons) - 

Iron ore Sinter | __ State i oe _- consumed? produced 
Indiana, Kentucky, Michigan, and Utah —------- ti 3,779 7,988 Maryland and Pennsylvania ~------- Lt; 3,382 6,332 | Ohio and West Virginia mm ee 1,359 2,236 

‘Total_—---------- ee 8,520 16,557 ee 
Includes domestic and foreign ores. 

| Table 10.—U.S. production of iron ore 
| | agglomerates, by type 

(Thousand long tons) 

: Type 1984 1985 —— 

Sinter______________ ~ 216,926 316,557 
Pellets___._-_________ ~ §0,083 46,970 oe 

Total... ____ 67,009 63,527 eee” 
*Production at mines and consuming plants. 
"Includes 7,983 units of self-fluxing sinter. 

| ‘Includes 7,256 units of self-fluxing sinter.
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| Table 11.—U.S. exports of iron ore, by country | | | 
a (Thousand long tons and thousand dollars) 

oo Countr 1983 ce 1984 1985 

un ry - .Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value | 

Canada_______'___-______- 3,780 182,490 4,988 238,856 5,038 «240,435 
India ee ae ee a ee ee (4) 12 , (4) oe 2 -—— — 

Iraq. .--~----~-~~------ () 16 _- _- _-. _- 
Mexico ____._-_----------- (3) 4 (4) oo 10 
Netherlands. ......-.------. -——- | -— 3 262 -- ae 
Saudi Arabia _._____.------ | (4) 34 _- -_- . au. ee 
United Kingdom ___._-__---- (7) 5 (?) 32 ee ee 
Venezuela _._-....--~----- ) 10 (7) 15 (*) 22 
Other... ------_--------- 1 1138 1 . 66 (oe 87 

Total?____.__.__._----- 3,781 «182,744 «4,998 «(289,057 5,038 240,557 | 
. 

1Less than 1/2 unit. | oe | | 
2Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. | se 

Table 12.—U.S. imports for consumption ofironore,by country | 

. : (Thousand long tons and thousand dollars) , 

-. ~ 1983 1984 1985 
Country -_—eeoeoeoeree nn eens WO eee ee eee—_53q__ z 

. . Quantity . Value Quantity . Value Quantity Value - 

Brazil__...__.._-..-----~- 1,276 30,192 2,533 55,1382 2,540 49,322 Oo 

Canada. _~-_--~------+- 8,832 339,472 11,190 413,473 8,557 325,248 

Chile ._....___-_--~------ ee _- _- Le. 164 2,320 

‘Liberia _...-_.._.----~--- + 1,732 31,487 1,745 25,270 2,206 -. 30,987 
Peru ______.-~~~-i------ 9)  & 7 16 121 2,722 
Sweden___.-.___.-~------ 68 1,540 84 1,659 65 1,503 

, Venezuela __.___----~----- 21,333 242,984 31,524 331,377 42,068 439,369 
| Other___ 2 ~---- eee 5 102 — 104 2,078 50 769 . 

Total _......_---------- ~ 18,246 5445,731 17,187 - §29,065 15,771 452,240 . 

1Less than 1/2unit. | | 7 | 
2Excludes approximately 82,000 long tons of sponge iron valued at $6,516,000, originally reported as iron ore. 
3Excludes approximately 64,000 long tons of sponge iron valued at $5,016,000, originally reported as iron ore. 

- *Excludes approximately 214,000 long tons of sponge iron valued at $15,635,828, originally reported as iron ore. 
5Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Table 13.—U.S. imports for consumption of iron ore, by customs district 

(Thousand long tons and thousand dollars) 

quer teen cs ss PS SSS 

. oe 1983 1984 1985 
Customs district ——_— 

- Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Baltimore ___._.-_.-.----- 3,062 63,216 4,668 133,448 3,673 71,336 
Buffalo ___.__..---------- 195 8,862 ) 4) (7) 5 
Chicago. ._.._...--------- 1,625 52,357 2,574 59,705 2,594 58,712 
Cleveland _.-.__.-_._--~--- 4,491 179,771 3,859 136,654 1,646 59,853 
Detroit _....____-__------ 182 4,480 393 12,927 542 19,107 
Houston __.____.._------- 37 1,169 133 2,758 165 2,541 
Mobile ____.____-__.----+--- 525 25,778 1,548 68,283 2,600 111,772 
New Orleans _..___.------- 573 12,369 643 12,315 878 16,266 
Philadelphia. _..____.-.---- 2,463 93,963 3,250 98,777 3,408 107,029 
Other _____.-.--__------- 91 3,768 119 4,198 266 5,620 

Total?__§-§ _-___._.__--~----- 13,246 445,731 17,187 529,065 15,771 452,240 
a 

1Less than 1/2 unit. 
2Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding.
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. I 
e . e . t . . ron Oxide Pigments _ 

By Donald P. Mickelsen: | 

U.S. mine production of crude iron oxide pigment-grade iron oxides from 1984 levels. pigments increased in 1985 while shipments Increased imports were attributed to a declined and total value of shipments re-_ strong U.S. dollar compared with foreign mained practically unchanged. Total do- currencies. U.S. imports of synthetic iron mestic shipments of natural and synthetic oxides showed another strong increase in finished iron oxides decreased and unit 1985 while imports of natural iron oxides values increased slightly over those of 1984. continued to decline. World mine produc- Synthetic iron oxide comprised 59% of all tion of natural iron oxide pigments for | shipments. Reichard-Coulston Inc. filed for reporting countries increased’ compared protection under Chapter 11 of the Federal with that of 1984. | | Bankruptcy Code on October 22, 1985, and Domestic Data Coverage.—Mine produc- closed its plant at Bethlehem, PA. Chesa- tion and sales data for crude iron oxide : peake Specialty Products, a division of pigments and sales data for finished iron Bethlehem Steel Corp., began processingan oxide pigments and iron oxides from steel | | iron oxide product in Baltimore, MD. plant wastes were compiled from voluntary 7 Paint and coatings was the largest end responses received from an annual survey use for iron oxide pigments, followed, in of U.S. producers conducted by the Bureau order of ranking, by construction materials; of Mines. Responses for crude iron oxide. colorants for glass and ceramics, plastics, mine production and sales data were receiv- paper and textiles, and rubber; foundry ed from five companies representing 100% uses; industrial chemicals; ferrites; and of all producers that: are known to mine otherend uses. _ and/or ship crude iron oxide pigments in Price increases proposed by several major the United States, as shown in table 1. Of producers had little effect on the market the 17 companies canvassed for finished because of competitively priced imports iron oxide pigments. sales data in 1985, that influenced continued discounting for 100% responded, representing 100% of the larger orders. total production shown in table 2. Of the | The United States imported 34% more five companies canvassed for sales data for iron oxide pigments than it exported, partly iron oxides recovered from steel plant owing to an 8% drop in USS. exports of wastes, including steel plant dust and re- 

Table 1.—Salient U.S. iron oxide pigments statistics | . 

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 
Mine production_____________ short tons_ _ 28,731 28,082 26,499 29,307 32,234 Crude pigments sold or used_________ do. oe 49,732 46,548 41,875 53,017 46,585 Value >~-----—---_______thousands__ $1,743 $2,059 $2,427 $2,819 $2,826 Finished pigments sold________ short tons. ~ 128,290 104,951 122,861 129,492 126,822 Value _________________ thousands. _ $95,799 $84,736 $110,662 $122,620 $122°716 Exports _________________ short tons_ _ 4,967 9,065 12,661 32,428 29,720 Value _________________ thousands. _ $11,704 $17,795 $20,692 $31,832 $27,574 Imports for consumption ________ short tons_ _ 39,661 25,855 30,747 38,239 39,799 Value _________________ thousands. _ $18,915 $13,330 $16,684 $21,523 $22,565 

541
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generator oxide, 100% responded, repre- tic Production.” Remaining data were esti- _ 

senting 34% of the estimated production mated through analysis of industry trends 

shown in the text discussion under “Domes- and practices. | 

| — DOMESTIC PRODUCTION | 

Mine production of crude iron oxide pig- creases in synthetic brown and red oxides 

- ments increased 10% over 1984 levels while offsetting decreases in synthetic yellow and 

shipments decreased 12% and total value of other iron oxides. Only one of the six 

shipments remained practically unchanged. synthetic iron oxide producers canvassed 

‘One company in Georgia mined and shipped reported increases in shipments. 

ocher and umber; magnetite was mined and Iron oxide for use in magnetic applica- | 

shipped by a company in Missouri; and of _ tions, not shown in table 2, was produced by 

‘two companies in Virginia, one mined and two domestic companies. Production and 

shipped sienna and umber and the other shipment data are unavailable because of 

shipped umber. Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Co. their proprietary nature. , 

| continued to ship hematite from a stockpile An estimated 38,000 short tons? of steel 

at its Mather Mine in northern Michigan, plant byproduct iron oxides, in the form of 

which permanently closed in 1979. | regenerator oxide and steel plant dust, were 

Total domestic shipments of finished iron shipped in 1985. Of the five plants can- 

oxide pigments, excluding regenerator ox- _vassed, representing 34% of estimated ship- | 

ide, steel plant dust, and magnetic iron ments with a value of $1.2 million, two 

oxide, remained virtually unchanged in showed decreases in shipments, two showed 

quantity and value when compared with increases, and one continued to remain 

that of 1984. Synthetic iron oxides com- inactive. The remaining steel plant wastes, 

_ prised 59% of total shipments, the same as__ while unaccounted for, are estimated to be. 

that of 1984. Unit values for all categories of used in the manufacture of ferrites accord- 

finished iron oxides, except for the “Other” _ ing to officials in the industry. | 

category, increased. Natural iron oxides In October, Reichard-Coulston filed for 

remained practically the same in both protection under Chapter 11 of the Federal 

quantity and value when compared with Bankruptcy Code and permanently closed 

that of 1984. Natural raw umber and red_ its Bethlehem, PA, plant. The 131-year-old 

| iron oxide underwent large and moderate business employed almost 100 workers as 

: increases, respectively, while raw sienna, late as 1984. The plant has since been sold 

ocher, burnt sienna, and burnt umber to the Pennsylvania Perlite Corp. and will 

decreased, the total of which slightly be refitted to prepare and package perlite. | 

outweighed the increases. Of the 13 natural Reasons for the closure were attributed to 

iron oxide producers canvassed, 6 reported competitively priced imports and a strong | 

| increases in domestic shipments while the U.S. dollar. Chesapeake Specialty Products, 

| remaining producers reported decreases. a division of Bethlehem Steel, began proc- 

Total synthetic iron oxide shipments and _ essing an iron oxide product at their new 

value remained relatively stable, with in- plant in Baltimore, MD. 

Table 2.—Finished iron oxide pigments sold by processors in the United States, by kind 

1984 1985 

Kind Quantity Value Quantity Value 
(short tons) (thousands) (shorttons) (thousands) 

Natural: 
Black: Magnetite ____________--___-~------- 5,389 $877 5,440 $908 

Brown: 
Iron oxide! _________~____~_~_______----+- W Ww Ww Ww 

Umbers: 
Burnt ____________-_-_--________---- 3,432 2,903 3,135 2,778 

Red: Raw ___________----_____-_-_----- 1,559 1,151 1,863 1,340 

lron oxide? _._§_§_./ __ __--_--_____------- 24,648 4,353 25,913 4,321 

Sienna, burnt ________-__-_._____------ 631 561 554 502 

Yellow: 
Ocher? 17,272 4,968 14,613 4,494 
Sienna, raw _________~__-~-____~~__---- 280 249 233 228 

Total._______--____________--- 53,211 415,063 51,751 14,571 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Finished iron oxide pigments sold by processors in the United States, by kind 
—Continued | 
a 

. oO 1984 1985. 

Kind Quantity . Value Quantity Value 
. (short tons) (thousands) (shorttons) (thousands) 

- Synthetic: . 
Brown: Iron oxide® __._----_-_------------~-- 16,307 $22,128 18,484 $25,566 
Red: Iron oxide. — _. --. _--. -- ~~ ~~ eee 33,435 45,403 33,729 47,045 : 
Yellow: Iron oxide___.__.__-__--------------~ | 21,482 | 27,431 18,112 24,225 
Other: Specialty oxides® _._...___-__----_---_- 5,057 12,594 4,746 11,309 

. Total... -_-__ ++ 76,281 107,556 75,071 . 108,145 
Mixtures of natural and synthetic iron oxides ___..___ ~~ WwW WwW Ww Ww 

Grand total... -____.___-------~-- 129,492 4122,620 126,822 122,716 
gr eA 6 PPS SS i Ss SS SS SS Se 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
1These data are included with yellow ocher to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. _ | 
2Includes pyrite cinder. : 2 
3Includes yellow and brown iron oxides. 
“Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. . 
5Includes synthetic black iron oxide. : 
®Includes mixtures of natural and synthetic iron oxides. . . . - 

| 7 Table 3.—Producers of iron oxide pigments in the United States in 1985 
eS 

. Producer Mailing address _ Plant location 

Finished pigments: : . 
American Minerals Inc ______-~_-~ Foot of Jefferson St. a _ Camden, NJ. | 

_ Camden, NJ 08101 7 
BASF Chemicals, Dyestuffs & Pigments _—_-. 100 Cherry Hill Rd. Wyandotte, MI. 
‘Group. Parsippany, NJ 07054 ti . ne 

Blue Ridge Talc Co.Inc __..._.._._. Box 9 Henry, VA. , 
Henry, VA 24102 

Chemalloy Co.Inc _._~.---~----- Box 350 Bryn Mawr, PA. 
Bryn Mawr, PA 19010 

Columbian Chemicals Co ___~____ ~~ 1600 Parkwood Circle St. Louis, MO, and Monmouth 
| Suite 400 Junction, NJ. 

Atlanta, GA 30339 - 
DCS Color & Supply Co. Inc_ __ ~~ ~~~ 2011 South Allis St. Milwaukee, WI. 

Milwaukee, WI 53207 - Z 
Foote Mineral Co__._._._-----~- Route 100 Exton, PA. . . 

Exton, PA 19341 : 
- Hoover Color Corp ______~~.----~- Box 218 -Hiwassee, VA. . 

Hiwassee, VA 24347 
Mobay Chemical Corp ___~~~-—~~- Penn Lincoln Parkway West New Martinsville, WV. 

Pittsburgh, PA 15205 ° 
New Riverside Ochre Co_ _ _ ___——-- Box 387 Cartersville, GA. 

Cartersville,GA 30120 - . 
Pfizer Pigment Inc __ _______-_~~-~ 235 East 42d St. Emeryville, CA; East 

New York, NY 10017 St. Louis, IL; Easton, PA. 
Prince Manufacturing Co_ ~~ 700 Lehigh St. Quincy, IL, and 

Bowmanstown, PA 18030 Bowmanstown, PA. 
Reichard-Coulston Inc___._..._..--. 1421 Mauch Chunk Rd. Bethlehem, PA. 

| Bethlehem, PA 18018 a 
St. Joe Lead Co., Pea Ridge Iron Ore Co 7733 Forsyth Blvd. Sullivan, MO. 

Clayton, MO 63105 
George B. Smith Color Co______~_-_ Route 72, Box 396 Maple Park, IL. 

Kirkland, IL 60146 
Solomon Grind-Chem Services Inc_ _ ~~ Box 1766 Springfield, IL. 

Springfield, IL 62705 . 
Sterling Drug Inc. Hilton-Davis 2235 Langdon Farm Rd. Cincinnati, OH. 

Chemicals Div. Cincinnati, OH 45237 . 
Crude pigment: 

Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Co., Mather Mine 1460 Union Commerce Bldg. Negaunee, MI. 
and Pioneer Plant (closed July 31, Cleveland, OH 44115 
1979; shipping from stockpile). 

Hoover Color Corp _____~__~_____ Box 218 Hiwassee, VA. 
Hiwassee, VA 24347 

New Riverside Ochre Co. ________— Box 387 Cartersville, GA. 
; Cartersville, GA 30120 

St. Joe Lead Co., Pea Ridge Iron Ore Co 7733 Forsyth Blvd. Sullivan, MO. 
Clayton, MO 63105 

Virginia Earth Pigments Co ____~__ Box 1403 Hillsville, VA. 
Pulaski, VA 24301
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oO CONSUMPTION AND USES 

| | Consumption data for iron oxide pig- ing a small decrease in consumption from 
—_ ments, shown as percentages by end use of _ that of 1984. One published report indicated 

: reported shipments in table 4, are estimates that 4,800 tons of iron oxide was consumed 
_ because some producers keep less detailed in plastics in 1985, virtually the same as 

OO data concerning end-use breakdowns than that of 1984.4 Iron oxides, which are the 
| others. - | second largest inorganic pigments con- 

| _ Paint and coatings, which continued to be sumed, are popular because of their low 
the largest end use for iron oxide pigments, cost, coloring effectiveness in thermoplas- 
comprised 33% of all shipments and totaled tics and thermosets, and because of Food | 
42,431 tons in 1985. Consumption decreased and Drug Administration acceptance for 
slightly compared with that of 1984. Prelim- food contact and medical applications. 

| _ inary data developed by the U.S. Depart- The remaining 27% of reported iron oxide 
ment of Commerce® indicate that slightly pigment consumption, by order of ranking, 

| more than 982 million gallons of coatings was in the manufacture of animal feed and 
_ valued at $9.9 billion was shipped, up 7% in fertilizers, foundry sands, industrial chemi- 

volume over that of 1984. Architectural cals, ferrites, cosmetics, jewelers’ rouge, and 
coatings comprised 49% of total shipments other end uses. : 

| and totaled 486 million gallons; product Regenerator oxide and steel plant dust, 
coatings-original equipment manufacture not accounted for in table 4, were used : 
(OEM) was 320 million gallons, or 33% of mainly in the manufacture of ferrites, with | 
shipments; and 18%, or 176 million gallons, lesser amounts used in paint and coatings, 
was special-purpose coatings. . as colorants for construction materials, and | 

Usage of iron oxide pigments in construc- in fertilizers and foundry sands. An esti- 
tion materials remained at about the same mated 38,000 tons was shipped for consump- 

_ quantity and percentage of total shipments. tion in 1985. Magnetic iron oxides, also not 
| _ Consumption increased slightly from 1984 included in the table, were mainly used in 

levels, to 36,179 tons, and comprised 28% of the manufacture of magnetic media such as 
. all iron oxide pigments consumed. magnetic tapes and floppy disks, magnetic 

| Twelve percent, or 15,054 tons, of all iron | toners, and other electronic applications. 
: oxides was consumed as colorants for plas- Over 15,000 tons was estimated to be con- 

| tics, glass and ceramics, rubber, and paper sumed. 
| and textiles, by order of ranking, represent- : 

: Table 4.—Estimated iron oxide pigment consumption,’ by end use, as a percentage of 
. reported shipments 

, . All Natural Synthetic End use iron oxides iron oxides iron oxides 

1984 198 1984 1985 1984 1985 ° $$ eee tH 19841985 
Coatings (industrial finishes, trade sales paints, varnishes, . lacquers).-_-__-_-_---- 35 33 25 22 42 41 Construction materials (cement, mortar, preformed concrete, 
roofinggranules).________________ 28 28 28 30 728 28 Colorants for plastics, rubber, paper, textiles, glass, ceramics__ _ Ti 12 "11 12 "11 12 Industrial chemicals (such as catalysts)._______________ 5 5 3 1 6 7 Animal feed and fertilizers __.________________._____ 5 6 T19 13 To 1 

Foundry sands_________-__.______~ ee 5 6 T12 14 __ __ Other (including ferrites, cosmetics, and jewelers’ rouge) _____ Til 10 r9 8 "1 11 a 
Total _-_- ee 100 100 100 100 100 100 

Revised. 
*Data do not include magnetic iron oxide usage.
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| PRICES» | oo | 

_ One major domestic producer announced and a strong US. dollar led to price dis- : : 
price increases of approximately 5% for its counting for larger accounts and in effect . 
line of synthetic iron oxides, effective Janu- nullified announced 1985 price increases for 

| ary 1, 1985. This increase was a continua-_ these orders. In the fourth quarter, prices 
tion of similar increases announced by oth- charged for raw sienna by other producers 
er major producers for December 1984 be- and distributors advanced from 36 to 44 
cause of increased production costs. Follow- cents to 41 to 53 cents per pound; burnt 
ing these announced increases, list prices siennas advanced from 45 cents per pound 

| for natural and synthetic grades of iron to a range of 48 to 54 cents per pound; and 
oxide pigments sold by major domestic pro- Vandyke brown increased 3 cents to 45 
ducers remained unchanged for the rest of cents per pound according to the American 
1985. Competition from low-priced imports Paint and Coatings Journal. | | | 

| Table 5.—Prices quoted on finished iron oxide pigments, per pound, bulk shipments,’ | 
| December 31, 1985 

Black: | 
Natural _______________ see ee _- $0.2700 
Synthetic ____-. __. __..__-_--~--------~-----~--~-~-+~~-~---+------ $0.6900 .7150 
Micaceous..___. _ -. . _- ~~ -_----_--------~+-~-+~-+--~--+----~---+--+- _+ . 6875 

Brown: a a 
Ground iron ore ______._§_~__~___ = ee eee .1300 .1450 
Metallic_______________________ ie e+ -- .1650 .2950 
Pure, synthetic. ___/___._____~_-.-~-~------~--~-++--~~~-_~-------+--- _- .7050 
Sienna, domestic, burnt ~.__.__.___-_______-_-_-_----~-~--~~+-+-~------ .4800 _ 6400 
Sienna, domestic, raw. _______.____~-------~---~-+----~-~-~-~------- .4100 .5300 
Sienna, Italian, burnt______________-__-_---~-1---~-+~-~---~-~--~----- .4500 -.1300 
Umber, Turkish, burnt_____§_§___________ ~~ e+ .43850 .5200 

Red andke brown ~~---~----------+-----------------~---------- _- .4500 

Domestic primers, natural, micronized _______._____-2---~------------. _— 2375 
Pure, synthetic. __§_.$__._9____.-__-.--~-----~----~~----~-~-~-+-~-~-+-~-~--~-- ee .6600 
Spanish 2 nT TTT TTITI __ 2950 | 

Yellow: - 
Synthetic ____._._____-_____~~---_-~-----~--+-~--~ +--+ + +++ _- ~ 6800 
Ocher, domestic _______ .____~ _---~-_-___-~-~~----~~-+_~ +--+ +--+ -~ +--+ _- .2200 

1Prices shown represent the best information available but are not to be considered definite according to the source. 

Source: American Paint and Coatings Journal. . . | oe . 

FOREIGN TRADE : 

The United States imported 34% more more than that for 1984. All grades of | 
iron oxide pigments. than it exported in synthetic iron oxides increased in quantity, 
1985, with much of the continued trade the most notable occurring in black and 
imbalance being caused by a strong U.S. yellow grades, which increased 19% and 
dollar compared with foreign currencies. 16%, respectively. The unit value for syn- 
Total value of U.S. exports of iron oxide thetic black decreased 5 to 26 cents per 
pigments was $27.6 million, or $5.0 million pound; synthetic red decreased 15 to 25 
greater than that of U.S. imports, however. cents per pound; and synthetic yellow iron 

U.S. imports of iron oxide pigments for oxides decreased 10 to 19 cents per pound. 
consumption increased 4% in quantity and Other grades of synthetic iron oxides in- 
5% in value compared with those of 1984, creased 18 to 51 cents per pound, however. 

and were received from 28 countries. Synthetic iron oxides were received chiefly 
Monthly import levels advanced through from the Federal Republic of Germany, 
the first two quarters, peaked in June, and Canada, Japan, Mexico, and the United 
then retreated through the rest of the year. Kingdom, comprising 48%, 25%, 12%, 8%, 
Imports of synthetic iron oxides increased and 3% of total imports, respectively. 
10% in quantity and 6% in value and com- Periodically, iron oxide pigments also en- 
prised 83% of all imports received, 5% ter the United States under the combined
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classification, “Iron compounds, other.” In value compared with 1984 levels. The most _ 1985, iron oxides, including regenerator ox- sizable decreases, which were responsible | ides, were received from Canada and sever- for overall decreases in natural imports, : : | al Western European countries. _ occurred in crude and finished umbers and | US. exports of pigment-grade iron oxides Vandyke brown, these categories declining 
and hydroxides decreased 8% in quantity’ 23%, 18%, and 39%, respectively, from 1984 
and 13% in value compared with those of levels. Unit values for all grades of natural 
1984. These exports were received by 44 crude iron oxides, finished sienna, and fin- 
countries, principally in Europe, Asia, and ished other. natural iron oxide pigments other North American countries. Chief des- increased, while all other grades decreased. tinations for iron oxide pigments, by order Cyprus, Spain, the Federal Republic of Ger- of ranking, were the Federal Republic of many, Italy, and the United Kingdom, by _ | Germany, Japan, Canada, Belgium-Luxem- order of ranking, supplied 95% of all im- bourg, and the United Kingdom. Exports to ports of natural iron oxides. Finished umber | the Federal Republic of Germany decreased was primarily received from Cyprus and the 16% from those of 1984 and had an average United Kingdom; sienna, from Cyprus and value of 26 cents per pound, the same as Italy; and Vandyke brown was received | | that. of 1984. Exports of other grades of principally from the Federal Republic of | _ iron oxides and hydroxides increased 39% Germany. The United States also received | in quantity and 4% in value compared with 20 tons of micaceous iron oxide from Aus- : those of 1984. Main destinations were Ja-_ tria. Minor amounts of natural crude and oe pan, Oman, Indonesia, and Singapore. synthetic iron oxides were received and | | _. US. imports of natural iron oxides stored in bonded warehouses for future . decreased. 19% in quantity and 138% in consumption. | 

| | _ Table 6.—U.S. exports of iron oxides and hydroxides, by country | 
| 1984 1985 | | 

Pigment grade Other grade Pigment grade Other grade - 

Country _ Quan- — Value Quan- Value Quan- Value Quan- Value 7 ‘hort thou. «tity, = thou. «tity, «= thou. «tity, «= pfilue (short san ds) (short s ds) / (short sa ds) ‘ (short ds) , | tons) tons) ancs’ tons) ” tons) *8n 
. Algeria ___________ 115 $88 _- __ __ — ~ _— Argentina _____________ 8. 26 (4) $2 2 $9 _— _— Australia-______- 97° —s-148 2638 598 45 89 186 $532 Belgium-Luxembourg _______ 250 357 113 207 2,126 1,099 319 465 | Brazil ________________ 176 657 137 530 91 259 158 542 Bulgaria _____________ (4) 1 27 59 44 98 —_ _- Canada ___________ 2,521 3,659 186 372 2,171 2,983 274 441 Colombia_______________ 61 4] 19 30 59 48 1 17 | Denmark_______________ 17 54 2 2 - 8 11 3 12 Dominican Republic ______ __ (7) 2 28 25 1 6 23 6 Ecuador._.._-§-_-_-_ 60 105 8 9 15 31 1 9 | Egypt _____.______ | __ __ 33 20 _ __ 20 26 El Salvador___.~9=~§_~____ | ~ 19 38 2 3 30 72 4 9 Finland________________ 23 34 __ __ 24 35 10 14 France ________________ 535 810 135 286 666 1,078 118 230 Germany, Federal Republicof __ 28,210 ~—-12,.478 64 152 19,587 10,389 76 176 Hong Kong_--___- = 325 575 18 62 358 352 82 304 Indonesia_______________ _- _- -- — _- ~— 616 269 Ireland _-_____________ 51 163 _- — 67 216 _- — Israel --§-_ 2 6 8 3 6 __ __ _— _- Italy__-.-- 301 1,744 62 128 268 1,499 7 11 Jamaica____________ 4 6 1 4 2 4 __ oe Japan____________ 2,782 8,985 1,658 4,833 2,186 2,307 «1,752 4,708 Korea, Republicof _________ 259 199 11 36 155 154 117 328 Libya. __ __ __ __ _ __ 24 56 Malaysia_______________ 21 44 40 88 ae __ __ _- Mexico _....___________ 236 369 188 394 293 437 390 1,027 Morocco... = = _- oe _- _- — __ 33 50 Netherlands______ = | 60 200 56 201 115 180 62 159 New Zealand_____________ 8 14 11 26 16 38 19 46 Oman__._______ __ __ 204 164 __ __ 653 301 Panama________________ 30 38 _- _- 6 - 6 __ ~- Peru___... =” 22 19 1 1 1 2 __ __ Philippines_____§ == == 21 18 3 8 15 11 2 3 Singapore... 37 58 170 565 22 62 430 409 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 6.—U.S. exports of iron oxides and hydroxides, by country —Continued 
a 

1984 1985 : 

_ Pigment grade Other grade Pigment grade Other grade 

Country Quan- Value Quan- Value Quan- Value Quan- Value 
tity (th tity (thou tity = (thou. = HY, (thou- (short our (short ou: (short (short 

a tons) sands) tons) sands) tons) sands) tons) sands) sass I_«— III III 

South Africa, Republic of _____ 11 $24 1 $5 7 $15 __ _ 
Spain _________________ 12 — 30 33 | 92 11. 42 — __ 
Sweden ______§__________ 6 43 4 10 1 2 10 $23 
Switzerland _____________ 24 84 1 4 20 48 __ __ 
Taiwan ________________ 42 168 21 46 65 177 94 214 
Thailand ______§_________ 24 29 2 4 19 15 4 4 
Tunisia _____§__§__________ — _- 58 78 _- _— — _- 
Turkey ________________ 16 160 _- _- -- _- _- _- 

_ United Arab Emirates _____ _ _ —_ _- 10 14 _- __ 38 63 
United Kingdom __________ 896 4,920 313 732 1,073 5,424 274 543 
Uruguay ___.____________ 10 11 6 4 5 6 _- _— 
Venezuela ______________ 158 361 : 340 1,029 133 292 42 «144 
Yemen, Aden ___________ _- _- _— _- —_ a 55 104 
Yemen, Sana____ _________ _- a — _- __ _- 20 — 48 
Yugoslavia______________ — _- 48 84 __ _- _- _- 
Other _________________ — 25 69 10 15 18 78 23 76 

Total? _—§_ > 32,428 31,832 4,292 10,909 29,720 27,574 5,953 11,364 

Revised. | 
1Less than 1/2 unit. . - . 
2Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Source: Bureau of the Census. : 

Table 7.—U.S. imports for consumption of selected iron oxide pigments, by type | 

. 1984 1985 

Pigment Quantity Value Quantity Value Major sources, 1985 
(short tons) (thousands) (shorttons) (thousands) 

eee SSS 

Natural: . | / 
Crude: . " . 

Ocher ___________ 7 $31 1 $6 Japan 1. 
Sienna___________ | 38 . 22 225 30 ss IItaly 225. ; 
Umber__ ~~ _____ 5,963 860 4,564 674 Cyprus 4,526; France 26; 

a Canada 11. 7 
Other __.__________.. 134 142 150 248 Canada 43; Cyprus 40; Pana- 

ma 23; Japan 19; France 
10. ee 

Total? ~~ 6,148 1,054 4,940 957 

Finished: 
Ocher ___________ (?) (?) 25 16 Spain 22; France 3. 
Sienna___________ 122 50 45 19 Cyprus 26; Italy 19. 
Umber___ ___-_____ 438 152 357 121 Cyprus 204; United King- 

dom 105; West Germany 
40; Canada 8. 

Vandyke brown _____ 659 244 404 - 140 West Germany 362; Nether- 
lands 21; Belgium- 
Luxemburg 21. 

Other ___________ 862 302 876 313 Spain 734; Netherlands 75; 
Australia 20; Austria 20; 
West Germany 20. ee 

Total! ~9_ _-__ 2,081 748 1,707 608 
a es aaa 

See footnotes at end of table.
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_ Table 7.—U.S. imports for consumption of selected iron oxide pigments, by type | 
Ot | —Continued - 

_ ) 1984 «1985 Oe | 
_Pigment Quantity Value = Quantity —«-- Value Major sources, 1985 

(short tons) (thousands) (short tons) (thousands) 

Synthetic: , . | 
~ Black ~~ ~~~ 614 $386 733 $386 West Germany 376; United 

. Kingdom 162, Nether- 
. lands 99; Belgium- 

Luxemburg 40; Canada . 
26. 

_ Red ~~~ 5,690 - 4,634 5,724 2,835 West Germany 2,100; Japan 
1,407; Mexico 808; Canada 
616; United Kingdom 400; — 

: Brazil 250. 
Yellow _____________ | 12,978 7,525 15,011 5,773 West Germany 11,664; . 

. _ Mexico 1,708; Canada 665; — 
; . United Kingdom 279; Bra- 

. .zil 182; Belgium- 7 
Luxemburg 180. 

Other? _____________ 10,733 7,174 11,684 12,005 Canada 6,985; Japan 2,435; 
— West Germany 1,724; Ne- 

therlands 317; United =~ 
Kingdom 117. | 

| ‘Total! 30,015 19,720 - 38,151 20,999. a 

Grand total? ____ 38,239 21,523 39,799 22,565 - | 

Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding: | 
2Less than 1/2 unit. 
3Includes synthetic brown oxides, transparent oxides, and magnetic and precursor oxides. . 

Source: Bureau ofthe Census. __ . 

Table 8.—U.S. imports for consumption of iron oxide and iron hydroxide pigments, 
by country | 

- Natural Synthetic 

| 1984 1985 1984 1985 

Country Quan- Value @2" Value 42" = value = WAN Value 
y (thou- lity (thou- tity (thou- lity (thou- . (short (short (short - (short 

tons) sands) tons) sands) tons) sands) tons) sands) 

Australia___§__§_§_~_______ —_ —_ 20 $10 _ _- _- —_ . 
Austria____§_~§_§__~_______ 122 $64 20 9 __ __ __ _— 
Belgium-Luxembourg ___— _ _ _ 9 6 21 7 218 $65 - 3038 $102 
Brazi]____§_-§__-_________ —_ _- _. __ 300 163 432 235 
Canada_______________ 12 64 62 28 8,851 2,550 8,292 2,230 
Cyprus ___________ 5,772 889 4,796 742 _— — —_ — 
Denmark.___§__________ _- _— __ _- _— a 11 10 
Dominican Republic _______ _- a _- _- _- _— 60 16 
France ________~_§___ 2 27 4] 60 2 10 3 16 
Germany, Federal Republic of _ 688 269 422 177 13,678 6,936 15,864 7,997 
Ireland ___ ~§_-§ -/_- 63 9 _— __ _ _- 21 14 
Italy____-§_» § § ee 80 40 245 37 16 12 — —_ 
Japan_________- _____ 18 76 28 157 4,146 8,176 3,963 7,826 
Mexico ____}__________ _ 68 47 _— _- 1,603 789 2,527 1,350 
Netherlands____________ 52 52 96 79 194 79 489 226 
Norway_________----__ _- _- _— _- 24 19 _— oe 
Portugal _.._-__§________ 117 17 _- _~ _- a — __ 
Spain ________________ 660 121 756 159 116 22 143 45 
Sweden_______________ _— _- 6 10 20 378 17 349 
Switzerland ____________ 1 1 — __ 12 26 15 11 
United Arab Emirates _ _ _ __ _ —_ __ — — —_ __ 20 10 
United Kingdom _________ 559 119 111 47 817 482 958 545 
Other ________________ 1 1 25 43 "18 "14 33 17 

Total’____ = 8,224 1,802 6,647 1,566 30,015 19,720 33,151 20,999 
eee 

"Revised. 
1Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Source: Bureau of the Census.
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! | | WORLD REVIEW | | 

World mine ‘production of natural iron electronics industry, which underwent a | 
oxide pigments for reporting countries in- slump in the second quarter of 1985. Little 
creased 10% compared with that of 1984.In growth was expected in 1985 in sales of 
addition to these countries, other countries office automation, audio, and visual equip- 
undoubtedly produce natural iron oxide ment, and demand for hard and soft ferrites 
pigments including, but not limited to, the and magnetic material were forecast to / 
centrally planned economy countries. Natu- _ remain stable. Other major areas for do- 
ral red iron oxide was produced primarily mestically produced iron oxide and their 
by India and Spain; yellow ocher was pro- projected end-use sales were paints, roads, 
duced principally by France, Spain, the — printing inks, construction materials, syn- 
Republic of South Africa, and the United thetic resin, ceramics, paper and other uses, 
States; and sienna was mainly produced by _ by order of rank. In 1985, 18 companies at | 
Cyprus and Italy. Cyprus was the major 19 locations manufactured ferric oxide.® 
umber producer, Austria was the principal Published statistics indicate that iron ox- 
micaceous iron oxide producer, and the ide production for the first 7 months of 1985 

_ Federal Republic of Germany was the main totaled 96,953 tons, 6% greater than that 
Vandyke brown producer. for the comparable period in 1984. Monthly 

Synthetic iron oxides comprise the largest production capacity for the same period 
percentage of colored inorganic pigment increased from 15,808 tons to 18,156 tons, 
production in the world. Their popularity is causing capacity utilization to decrease 
attributed to performance/price relation- 85.7% to 68.2%. Wholesale prices, f.o.r., 
ship. Iron oxides exhibit high tinctorial remained unchanged for ferrite use iron 
strength and hiding power, chemical resist- oxides and special use iron oxides during 

7 ance, lightfastness, and weatherfastness at 1985.7 Prices were $0.83 per kilogram in 
low pigmentation costs. Synthetic iron ox- 10-metric-ton delivery units and $1.74 per 
ides have also made continuous gains in kilogram in 1-metric-ton shipments, re- 
total market share over natural iron oxides _ spectively.* | 
because of product consistency, higher tint- | Spain.—The major iron oxide producers 
ing strengths, and more saturated color in Spain are Productos Minerales para la 
shades compared with natural grades. Prin- Industria S.A. (Promindsa) and Oxidos | 
cipal world producers of synthetic iron ox- Rojos de Malaga S.A. Promindsa’s product — ) 
ides include the Federal Republic of Ger- line includes natural red iron oxide, natural | 
many, the United States, Japan, Mexico, yellow ocher, black magnetic iron oxide, 
and Brazil. and high-purity iron oxide (Ferrox). Hema- 
Japan.—Titan Kogyo Co. Ltd. of Japan tite is mined at its underground operation 

developed a heat-resistant yellowish iron in Tierga in northern Spain. Proven re- 
oxide capable of withstanding heat up to sources have been estimated at 2.2 million 
300° C. This is 100° C higher than present tons with exploratory work continuing. The : 
commercially available iron oxides. In addi- processing plant at the minesite has an 
tion to greater heat resistance, the product annual production capacity of 22,000 tons. 
has excellent weather and chemical resist- Recently, as much as 13,000 tons per year of 
ance and ultraviolet ray absorption. The micronized red iron oxide has been pro- 
product consists of 0.08- to 0.8-micrometer duced at the plant. About 90% of Promind- 
diameter crystals and is designed for use as__sa’s products are exported through the ports 
a colorant for plastics. Titan Kogyo began of Bilboa, Barcelona, and Valencia, by order 
construction of a full-scale commercial of ranking. 
plant at its Ube plant location. Completion Oxidos Rojos de Malaga, a wholly owned 
was expected by the end of 1985.5 subsidiary of Golden Valley Colours Ltd., 

According to the Japan Inorganic Chemi-__ Bristol, the United Kingdom, produces both 
cal Industry Association, sales of iron oxide superfine and micronized grades of natural 
were forecast to remain stable in 1985, red iron oxide from its mines in Malaga. 
totaling 172,800 tons. This follows a 22% About 6,000 tons were produced in 1984. 
jump in sales from 1983 to 1984. Magnetic Other iron oxide producers are Sociedad 

| material end uses were expected tocontinue Espanola de Oxidos de Pinturas, Ramén 
to dominate iron oxide sales comprising Alcalde Zorilla, and Oxidos del Sur SL. 
76% of the total or 131,000 tons. The larg- Zorilla has its own mine in Jaén, while the 
est consumer of magnetic materials is the others purchase iron oxides for further
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processing. Oxidos del Sur purchases iron tons of platy brown micaceous iron oxide, 
oxides from Almeria, Granada, and Jaén, and 1,700 tons of natural red iron oxide can 

and processes the oxides at its plant in be produced annually. Both wet and dry 

Almeria, which has a production capacity of concentration methods are used depending 

3,900 tons per year. Up to 1,300 tons of on grade and price of material.’ | 

- granular grey micaceous iron oxide, 900 | | 

| Table 9.—Natural iron oxide pigments: World mine production, by country’ 

(Short tons) . | Oo 

Country” 1981 1982 1983 1984” 1985°. ETT 

Argentina________________________- 815 1,027 940 882 880 
Australia ____9_~9_§_§_____.-_-_~~-----_~~- 925 __ __ Le __ 

. Austria ____~_-__-___-----~--_------ 12,478 10,549 12,935 ©12,700 11,000. 
Brazil] _________________--~-_------ 4,578 | 5,811 4,211 4,689 5,000 
Burma___________~.~-_~-----~~-+---- 386 * —- __ _- _- 
Canada®_____________ 3,100 . 3,100 3,100 3,100 2,200 
Chile______~______~__~~-~_~-+--~-~--~--~- 5,390 2,695 7,442 17,762 16,500 
Cyprus___________-__-_--~_-~~+~__~-~- 22,046 22,046 17,637 _ 14,440 14,300 
Egypt _.___________----_-__----~--- “140 “160 —_ oe _- 
France® _________________--_------ 16,530 17,600 17,600 16,500. 16,500 
Germany, Federal Republic of? __________~- 24,828 20,491 21,921 €22,000 23,000 
India______._~__..-__--____-~-----+- 87,778 93,464 97,701 118,886 119,000 
Iran€ #___ _§_ = 550 550 660 660 660 
Italy®__§ -_/_ > -__§_____-_-_---------- 1,000 - 900 1,000 900 900 
Pakistan.___________~------------- 71,531 T4538 1,187 1,205 1,800 
Paraguay® ______________----~------ 220 130 200 T9275 220 
South Africa, Republic of. __________---~- 1,430 2,355 1,861 1,092 T710 
pain: 
Ocher _.-_____--__------------- 17,110 12,907 10,890 ©11,000 11,000 
Red iron oxide®_ __§__.___________---- 27,600 25,000, 22,000 22,000 22,000 

United States__.__.________-___------- 28,731 28,082 26,499 29,307 532,234 
Zimbabwe® ___________________----- 1,320 1,100 1,100 1,100 — 1,100 
etree 
*Estimated.. Preliminary. ‘Revised. - . a 
1Table includes data available through Apr. 15,1986. ~~ 
2In addition to the countries listed, a considerable number of others undoubtedly produce iron oxide pigments, but 

output is not reported, and no basis is available for formulating estimates of output levels. Such countries include (but are 
not limited to) China and the U.S.S.R. Because unreported output is probably substantial, this table is not added to 
provide a world total. 

3Includes Vandyke brown. 
“Iranian calendar year (Mar. 21 to Mar. 20), beginning in the year stated. 
5Reported figure. . 

TECHNOLOGY | 

A comprehensive study was recently com-_ storage media, including particulate coat- 
pleted on magnetic materials by the Nation- ings and thin films, magneto-optic materi- 
al Materials Advisory Board of the National als, and magnetic bubbles; magnetostriction 
Research Council in response to a request and magnetoresistance transducers; and 
from the U.S. Department of Defense. Mem- fine particles for uses other than recording 
bers on the committee on magnetic materi- such as electrophotography and ferrofluids. 
als, which conducted the study, represented The report concluded that, despite the 
major producers and universities concerned critical importance of magnetic materials, 
with this technological area. The commit- the United States is rapidly losing its com- 
tee’s purpose was (1) to access current petitive position in major magnetic technol- 
progress in research and development of ogies because of the growing reliance by the 
magnetic materials in the United States, (2) U.S. industry on external sources for mag- 
to identify key problems and factors that netic devices. Meanwhile, foreign nations, 
may limit the use of needed future magnetic notably Japan, have invested in research 
materials, and (3) to recommend research and development to improve the perform- 
and development areas, including those in ance of their materials, including perma- 
manufacturing technology, that appear nent magnets, soft magnetic materials, and 
most likely to return the highest scientific magnetic recording materials. Recommend- 
and technological dividends within the dec- ations were that (1) research should be 

ade. Among the areas extensively studied increased in support of those magnetic tech- 
were hard and soft magnetic materials; nologies with strong growth potential or
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; : 3Bureau of the Census (Dept. of Commerce). Paint, | having strategic value, (2) an on‘ort be made varnish and Latques ft Moar (monthly), 1985. to regenerate a strong university -based re- “Modern Plastics. Special Report: Chemicals and Addi- , search program in magnetism and magnetic _ tives: Colorants. V. 62, No. 9, Sept. 1985, pp. 61-62. : ‘ : :. ‘Japan Chemical Week. Titan Kogyo Plans Mass Pro- materials, (3) the relationships between sci duction of Yellowish Iron Oxide. V. 26, No. 1327, Sept. 5, | entific research in magnetism and magnet- 1985, p. 2. 
ies technology be strengthened, and (4) a *Roskill Information Services Ltd. (London). Roskill’s i imila- Letter From Japan. Ferric Oxide: Sales to Ferrite and anon. formati, center for the osm Magnetic Tape Sectors Up 31%: Little Growth Anticipated tion of information on magnetic materials 4,°89seai No. 114, Oct. 1985, pp. 8-10. should be formed.'® 7Japan Chemical Week (weekly). . A comprehensive review of printing ink — °%Where appropriate, values have been converted from ° . . Japanese yen (Y) to U.S. dollars at a 1985 11-month was published covering approximately 319 average rave of Y241.78—US$1 0G printing ink formulations, including pig- “Industrial Minerals (London). Spain’s Industrial Miner- ment content, ink vehicles, varnishes, and ls. No. 217, Oct. 1985, pp. 23-63. _. ink suppliers." National Materials Advisory Board, Commission on . Pp ° Engineering and Technical Systems. Magnetic Materials. _—— : _ Natl. Res. Counc., Natl. Mater. Advis. Board, Publ. NMAB- ‘Mineral Data Specialist, Division of Ferrous Metals. 426, Natl. Acad. Press, Washington, DC, 1985, 90 pp. Unless otherwise specified, the unit of weight in this Flick, E. W. Printing Ink Formulations. Noyes Publ., chapter is the short ton. 1985, 184 pp.





| By Frederick J. Schottman! | 7 

Despite somewhat lower imports, steel being built. : | 
production and shipments declined, remain- Imports declined somewhat because of 7 
ing at relatively low levels. The industry trade restraint agreements with exporting 
operated at less than two-thirds of capabili- countries. New agreements were negotiated | 
‘ty. Low shipments combined with price with additional countries, and coverage of 
competition resulted in losses for many restraints was expanded and extended for | 
companies. exports from the European Economic Com- 

A major steel company entered bankrupt- munity (EEC). | 
cy and was struck by its unionized workers | World production of steel remained well 
when it reduced pay and benefits. Other below capacity, and the steel industries in | 
companies entered joint ventures with for- most industrialized countries reduced ca- , 
eign steel companies. Although some older pacity. Expansion of capacity continued in 
plants were closed, others were modernized certain countries with low labor cost, partic- 
with continuous casters or other equipment. ularly China and the Republic of Korea. 

| Five new electrolytic galvanizing lines were 

Table 1.—Salient iron and steel statistics . 
a (Thousand short tons unless otherwise specified) , | 

| . as 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 

United States: | 
Pig iron: . ” 

Production. ______._._-_.__--_-- 73,755 43,342 48,770 51,961 49,963 
Shipments_______-_______--__- 74,218 43,449 49,081 52,164 50,010 
Annual average composite price, perton’_ — $204.66 $213.00 $213.00 - $213.00 $213.00 
Exports? _._____.__-____---_____ 16 54 6 57 32 
Imports for consumption?_ _ _________ 468 322 242 702 | 338 

Steel:5 oo 
Production of raw steel: 

Carbon __________________- 101,462 64,143 73,788 79,918 ——-76,699 
Stainless -_______.________-_ 1,748 1,235 1,750 1,772 1,683 
All other alloy _____...__-_----- 17,623 9,198 9,082 10,838 — 9,877 

Total______-__--------- 120,828 974,577 84,615 92,528 88,259 
Capability utilization. __ _ _ _ _percent_ _ 78.3 48.4 56.2 68.4 66.1 
Net shipments of steel mill products _ __ — 88,450 61,567 67,584 73,740 73,043 
Finished steel annual average composite 

price ______._~ cents per pound?__ 24.224 25.271 26.190 27.318 27.582 
Exports of major iron and steel products? _ 3,557 2,367 1,589 1,418 1,266 
Imports for consumption of major iron and 

steel products? _._._____»_»_»_____ 20,818 17,385 17,964 27,488 25,707 
World: Production: 

Pig iron __-_-~~~--~---~~~-----~-- 558,186 503,999 510,211 P546,317 ©555,222 
Raw steel (ingots and castings) __________ ™778,948 ™709,668 730,604 °782,008 788,119 

Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. 
ron Age. 
2Bureau of the Census. 
3 American Iron and Steel Institute (AISD. 
‘Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 
aw Steel production capability is defined by AISI as the tonnage capability to produce raw steel for a sustained full 

order . 

553
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Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic da- In another action, EPA proposed an Au- 
- ta for the iron and steel industry are devel- gust 8, 1988, deadline for ending land dis- | 

oped by the Bureau of Mines from the posal of electric-furnace dusts that are clas- 
annual “Blast Furnace and Steel Furnace sified as hazardous wastes. Some dusts con- 
Report.” Of the 34 steel operations to which tain toxic forms of elements such as lead, 

- a survey request was sent, 68% responded, cadmium, and chromium, which may be 
oe representing 71% of the total pig iron leached into ground water. Various proc- 

production shown in table 1. Production for esses to recycle or to make the dusts non- 
honrespondents was estimated using data hazardous were under study. 
from prior year reports and from published EPA also issued final waste water stand- 
and privately communicated information. ards for the foundry industry, including _ 
_ Legislation and Government Pro- iron foundries. The regulation specified the 7 
grams.—The Environmental Protection permitted discharge of certain pollutants 
Agency (EPA) listed coke oven emissions as for 28 processes used in foundries. In most 
hazardous air pollutants. The classification cases, the best practicable technology will. 

| of the emissions as hazardous required require high-rate recycling of process water — 
a strict regulation of emissions levels. _ with treatment of the fraction discharged. . 

=. | DOMESTIC PRODUCTION | 

Production of raw steel and shipments of plates, structural tubing, and bars were 
finished products declined slightly, continu- lower. Shipments of rails and accessories 

| ing. at historically low levels. Raw steel dropped 25%. Shipments of oil country 
_ production remained under 93 million short tubular goods were also lower. The long- _ 

tons for the fourth consecutive year, com- term decline for shipments of tin mill prod- 
| pared with an average output of 130 million ucts continued. Overall, shipments of sheet. 

| tons per year for the decade prior to 1982. and strip were little changed, but there was | 
As in the other years since 1982, production a shift from uncoated sheet and strip to 
in 1985 reached a peak early inthe year and galvanized. : - 
then declined. Raw steel production exceed- Domestic shipments of ferrous castings 

| ed 72% of capability in March but dropped declined 7% compared with those in 1984, 
below 60% in December. The American according to U.S. Department of Commerce _ 
Iron and Steel Institute (AISI estimated data. Shipments of ductile and malleable 
that the raw steel capability of the industry iron and castings were little changed, but 
declined from 135.3 million tons in 1984 to shipments of gray iron castings declined 
133.6 million tons in 1985. | about 10%. Domestic gray iron casting pro- 

After a temporary increase in open- ducers faced competition from low-priced 
hearth steel production in 1984, production imports of commodity-type castings such as 
in such furnaces resumed its long-term manhole covers. Shipments of steel castings 
decline in 1985. Basic oxygen furnaces also declined because of weakness in the 
(BOF), electric furnaces, and open-hearth domestic heavy equipment and machinery 
furnaces produced 58.8%, 33.9%, and 7.3%, industries. Shipments included 7.165 mil- 
respectively, of raw steel. Requirements for lion tons of gray iron, 2.583 million tons of 
raw steel were reduced by increased im- ductile iron, 0.378 million tons of malleable 
ports of semifinished steel, which was fin- iron, and 0.889 million tons of steel castings. 
ished and shipped by domestic steel compa- Despite cost-cutting efforts, most major 
nies, and by the increased use of continuous steel producers continued to be unprofit- 
casting, which increases the ratio of fin- able. Of the six leading integrated steel 
ished products to raw steel. The portion of companies, which produced almost two- 
raw steel that was continuously cast rose to thirds of domestic steel, only two reported 
42.3% from 39.6% in 1984. The ratio had profits. Wheeling-Pittsburgh Steel Corp. (W- 
doubled since 1980. P) suffered losses equal to over 40% of its 

Total shipments were little changed from _ sales because of a strike. On the other hand, 
those of 1984. Shipments of products such as Weirton Steel Corp. had its second profit- 
structural shapes and piling used in com- able year since becoming an independent, 
mercial construction were higher than employee-owned company. 
those of 1984. On the other hand, shipments Employment in the steel industry contin- 
of products for heavy construction, indus- ued to decline. As reported to AISI, total 
trial equipment, and machinery such as annual average employment declined from
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236,000 workers in 1984 to 208,000 in 1985. CA; Marathon Steel Corp., Tempe, AZ; Hur- The industry employed 151,000 workers on _ricane Industries Inc., Sealy, TX; Green wages and 57,000 on salaries. Employment River Steel Corp., Owensboro, KY; and Ken- had declined by more than one-half since tucky Electric Steel Co., Ashland, KY. East- 1979. AISI reported that average employ- met Corp. ended production of stainless ment costs for hourly employees increased steel sheet and strip at its Eastern Stainless 7% to $22.81 per hour. Part of the increase Steel Co. plant in Baltimore, MD, but con- was recovery by workers of part of the tinued to produce plate. Enduro Stainless concessions made in contract talks in 1983. Inc., a new company that bought a stainless Companies reduced salaried employment _ steel finishing plant in Massillon, OH, from and pay and sought concessions from un- LTV Steel in 1984, went bankrupt and ions. In some cases, unusual features such closed in 1985. | : as profit sharing or an all-salaried work The structure of the industry was further force were introduced in contracts. changed by corporate reorganization and The multicompany committee that for sales. LTV Steel reorganized its plants into almost 30 years had negotiated industry- three subsidiaries organized along product wide, pattern-setting contracts with the lines. It then offered the profitable LTV United Steelworkers of America was dis- Specialty Steel Inc. subsidiary for sale to banded. The committee, which had at one raise cash. At yearend, final arrangements time included almost all the major steel were being made to sell LTV Steel’s Gads- companies, had been reduced to five mem- den, AL, plant as Gulf States Steel Corp. to bers as companies withdrew or were ex- an investment group. LTV Steel had agreed | pelled for deviation from the pattern con- in 1984 to divest the plant in order to gain | tract. - antitrust approval of the merger of LTV | W-P, the seventh largest domestic steel Steel’s steel operations with Republic Steel company, entered chapter 11 bankruptcy. Corp. , | Unionized workers began a 98-day strike | Birmingham Bolt Co. acquired the Missis- when the company, with bankruptcy court sippi Steel Div. minimill jn Jackson, MS, approval, revoked its labor contract and set from the Magma Corp. North Star Steel Co. reduced pay and benefit levels for its work- bought an 80% interest in the bankrupt ers. The strike was finally settled with a Ohio River Steel Corp. rolling mill, Calvert new contract that reduced employment. City, KY, and bought the bankrupt Hunt costs by about 16%. The actual loss by the Steel Co. plant in Youngstown, OH. The two workers was considerably less than 16%, plants were expected to broaden North _ however, because much of the cost savings Star’s product range. The Ohio River Steel resulted from the termination of an under- mill rolled medium structural shapes, and funded pension plan. The cost of pensions Hunt Steel produced seamless casings for under the plan was thereby shifted to the oil and gas wells. | Federal Pension Benefits Guaranty Corpo- Continental Steel Corp. filed for bank- ration. The union agreed to changes to ruptcy but continued in operation. Phoenix increase productivity that would result in Steel Corp., which had been in bankruptcy the layoff of some workers. W-P later closed since 1983, was bought by a group of inves- an inactive seamless tube mill and a hot tors. Armco was selling its aerospace and strip mill at Allenport, PA. nonsteel materials divisions to improve the Other companies also restructured and company’s financial position, and Cyclops closed unneeded or high-cost capacity. In- Corp. was selling its steel divisions. Lone land Steel Co. began to reduce the capacity Star Steel Co. was spun off to the sharehold- at its Indiana Harbor Works, East Chicago, ers of its parent company. 
IN, by about 30% by closing the plant’s United States Steel Corp. (USS) formed a seven open-hearth furnaces. Inland also joint venture with Pohang Iron and Steel closed two bar mills at Indiana Harbor, Co. Ltd. (Posco) of the Republic of Korea to reducing its involvement in the bar market. own and modernize USS’s Pittsburg, CA, LTV Steel Co. indefinitely closed all oper- mill. The new company will invest $300 ations at its Aliquippa, PA, plant except for million over 4 years for new continuous a structural mill and a tinplate line. Earlier pickling, cold rolling, and annealing lines. in the year, the hot strip mill and seamless The Pittsburg plant processed hot-rolled tube mill at Aliquippa were permanently coil from USS’s Geneva, UT, plant but was closed. Armco Inc. also closed a tubular expected to shift to coil from Posco’s plants goods plant at Ambridge, PA. Minimills when import restrictions expire in 1989. were closed by Soule Steel Corp., Carson, The Timken Co. started production at its
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| new $500 million Faircrest plant at Can- tion continued on five new electrogalvaniz- 

ton, OH. The plant is designed to produce ing lines. These lines, along with the Fol- 

500,000 tons of special-quality steel per lansbee plant, were planned to provide cor- 

year. It has a 96-megavolt-ampere, 160-ton rosion-resistant steel with good surface fin- 

electric furnace, scrap preheating, and ladle ish to the automobile and appliance indus- 

refining. Bottom-poured ingots and continu- tries: The new electrogalvanizing lines were 

ous rolling are used for high quality. The being built by National Steel at Ecorse, MI, 

plant was highly automated and used only with an annual capacity of 400,000 tons; by 

80 production workers per shift. USS and the Rouge Steel Co. subsidiary of 

Tuscaloosa Steel Corp. completed its new Ford Motor Co. at Dearborn, MI, with a 

$75 million rolling mill in Tuscaloosa, AL. 560,000- to 700,000-ton capacity; by LTV 

The Steckel strip mill had a capacity of Steel and Sumitomo Metal Industries Ltd. 

600,000 tons per year. Initially, the plant at Cleveland, OH, with a 500,000-ton capaci- 

was expected to roll 250,000 tons of slab per __ ty; by Armco at. Middletown, OH, with a 

| year imported from British Steel Corp., 200,000- to 400,000-ton capacity; and by a 

which was a part owner of Tuscaloosa Steel. joint venture of Bethlehem Steel, Inland, — 

Two minimills were installing new tech- and Pre-Finish Metals Inc. at Walbridge, 

_ nology. At its Darlington, SC, plant, Nucor OH, witha 400,000-ton capacity. : | 

Corp. operated a direct-current arc furnace Materials Used in Ironmaking.—Domes- 

and signed a contract to convert another tic pellets charged to blast furnaces in 1985 

furnace to the Consteel continuous steel- totaled 48.0 million tons, and sinter charged 

making process. Nucor also ordered an ex- amounted to 18.6 million tons. Pellets and 

perimental Hazelett thin-slab caster that other agglomerates from foreign sources 

| will, if successful, allow Nucor to enter the amounted.to 7.9 million tons. A total of 10.9 | 

=. flat-rolled market. Meanwhile, Connecticut million tons of iron ore was consumed by 

Steel Corp. was installing equipment for a agglomerating plants at or near blast: fur- 

200,000-ton-per-year “micromill’” at Wal- naces, producing 18.5 million tons of ag- 

lingford, CT. The plant, which was expected glomerates. Other materials. consumed by | 

to start up in 1986, was to use a Korf-Stahl agglomerating plants were 2.6 million tons | 

AG Energy Optimizing Furnace that uses of mill scale, 0.9 million tons of flue dust, 0.8 

coal or other carbon to melt scrap. million tons of coke breeze, and 4.1 million 

Bethlehem Steel Corp. was installing slab tons of fluxes. | | | 

casters at Burns Harbor, IN, and Sparrows Blast furnace oxygen consumption to- 

Point, MD, with startup scheduled in 1986. _ taled 18.0 billion cubic feet according to 

| USS was installing a 3.3-million-ton-per- AISI. Blast furnaces, through tuyere injec- 

year caster at Fairfield, AL, for a 1987 tion, consumed 20.5 billion cubic feet of 

startup. natural. gas; 3.2 billion cubic feet of coke 

The Great Lakes Steel Div. of National oven gas; 111 million gallons of oil; and 26.5 

Steel Corp. planned to build a new two- million gallons of tar, pitch, and miscella- 

strand slab caster at Ecorse, MI. The compa- __ neous fuels. a 

ny will also install a ladle metallurgy sta- Materials Used in Steelmaking.—Ac- | 

| tion-at the plant as part of a $200 million cording to AISI, steelmaking furnaces con- 

modernization project. When completed in sumed 4.61 million tons of lime, 0.76 mil- 

1987, the 2.2-million-ton-per-year caster will lion tons of limestone, 0.40 million tons of 

allow Great Lakes Steel to continuously fluorspar, 0.7 8 million tons of other fluxes, 

cast 100% of its production. Seattle Steel and 126 billion cubic feet of oxygen. Metal- 

Inc. was modernizing its plant, which it liferous materials consumed in domestic 

bought from Bethlehem Steel in 1984, with steel furnaces, per ton of raw steel pro- 

a continuous billet caster and a new rod duced, averaged 1,127 pounds of pig iron, 

mill to increase total capacity to 540,000 1,118 pounds of scrap, 29 pounds of ferroal- 

tons of finished steel per year in 1986. loys, and 6 pounds of ore and agglomerates. 

Despite the bankruptcy of W-P, Nisshin The comparable figures for 1984 were 1,109 

Steel Co. Ltd. and W-P signed an agreement pounds of pig iron, 1,046 pounds of scrap, 25 

to build a sheet coating line at Follansbee, pounds of ferroalloys, and 6 pounds of ore 

WV. The $50 million plant was expected to and agglomerates. 

be completed in 1987. Meanwhile, construc-
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| | PRICES 

__ The annual average composite price for ed mills and minimills tended to lower 
finished steel in 1985, as reported by Iron prices for special-quality bars. Some mini- 
Age, was 27.582 cents per pound, up only. mills were trying to improve their profit- 
slightly from the average for 1984. TheIron ability by beginning to produce these higher : 
Age composite remained unchanged from quality bars with premium prices. Prices of 
July 1984 through 1985. The composite other minimill products such as reinforcing 
price for pig iron remained unchanged since bar were generally firm to slightly higher 
1982 at $213 per ton. because of relatively strong construction | 
Despite some easing of pressure from activity. Reported prices for reinforcing bar 

imports, transaction prices generally declin- were about 13 cents per pound. « 
ed. As major integrated steel producers Late in the year, major producers an- 
reduced production costs, they were able to nounced lower list prices for many products 
reduce their sale prices in efforts to main- that were intended to bring list prices more | 
tain or increase their market share. Dis- in line with transaction prices. As an- 
counts of 20% to 30% from list were report- nounced, the lower list prices combined | 
ed for various products. _ with reduced discounting would in effect : 

Increased competition between integrat- slightly raise actual prices. 

| | FOREIGN TRADE | 

Exports of major iron and steel products about 0.6 million tons each. Imports from 
from the United States declined for the fifth Spain, which was to join the EEC in 1986, 
consecutive year. Canada was again the declined from 1.4 million tons in 1984 to 0.5 | 

| most important importer of U.S. steel mill million tons. Other important suppliers in- | 
| products, taking over one-third of the total. cluded Brazil, 1.7 million tons; Sweden, 0.7 

| Exports to Mexico increased for the second million tons; and the Republic of South 
year and were about one-sixth of total Africa, Venezuela, and Romania, about 0.4 
exports. The high value of the dollar kept million tons each. | 
USS. steel relatively expensive in most for- Continuing the program begun in 1984, | 
eign markets. Except for local trade with steel export restraint agreements were ne- 
Canada and Mexico, much of the steel gotiated with nine additional countries. By 7 
exported was specialized high-value prod- yearend, of the countries exporting at least | 
ucts. The average value of steel mill prod- 200,000 tons of steel in 1985, only Canada, 
ucts exported was $919 per ton compared Sweden, and Taiwan remained without re- a 
with $394 for comparable products import- straint agreements. The agreements were 
ed. | scheduled to limit exports to the United 

Imports of steel mill products declined, States until October 1, 1989. 
partly because of trade restrictions. On the The domestic steel industry continued to | 
other hand, imports of other steel products, bring trade complaints against countries or 
including fabricated steel, and imports of products not covered by restraint agree- 
iron products increased. Japan continued to ments. Many of these cases were decided in 
be the leading exporter of steel mill prod- favor of the domestic industry and resulted 
ucts, shipping 6.0 million tons, which was either in additional import duties or in the 
down about 10% from the amount shipped negotiation of new restraint agreements. 
in 1984. Canada, the second largest suppli- Negotiations were conducted with the 
er, exported 2.9 million tons, down from 3.2 EEC to expand the coverage and extend the 
million tons in 1984. Imports from the export restraint agreement that had been in 
Republic of Korea declined from 2.2 million force since 1982. Early in the year, after the 
tons in 1984 to 1.9 million tons. Imports United States had unilaterally imposed a 
from the EEC increased from 6.3 million quota, a new agreement was reached to 
tons in 1984 to 7.0 million tons in 1985. restrain pipe and tube exports. In the sum- 
Among the EEC countries, the Federal Re- mer, another agreement restricted exports 
public of Germany supplied 2.4 million tons; of most other products not included in the 
France, 1.6 million tons; Belgium-Lux- 1982 agreement. In November, an agree- 
embourg, 1.1 million tons; and Italy, the ment was reached to extend the 1982 agree- 
United Kingdom, and the Netherlands, ment and the new pipe and tube agreement
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until October 1989, when the restraint ucts other than semifinished steel. When no. 
agreements negotiated with other countries agreement was reached on semifinished _ 
were to expire. The new agreement was steel by yearend, the United States unilat- 
expanded to include most steel mill prod- erally imposed a quota. — : oe 

| | - WORLD REVIEW an 

| Australia.—The Broken Hill Pty. Co. Ltd. ore from mines in Minas Gerais. : 
(BHP) began construction of a bar mill in Canada.—Stelco Inc. continued a $300 © , 
Brisbane, Queensland. Plans by the Quest million modernization program for its Hil- 

| Corp. Pty. Ltd. for a rival minimill in Bris- ton Works in Hamilton, Ontario. A slab 
bane were abandoned when financing could caster and a convertible slab-billet caster 
not be obtained. | were ordered for an early 1987 startup. 

Austria.—Stahl-und Walzwerk Marien- Other improvements included modifications 
hutte GmbH, at its minimill in Graz, oper- to a BOF, a bar mill, and a heat treating 
ated the first commercial wheel-and-belt ro- furnace. Another billet caster was planned 

. tary caster in Europe. Only two other Japa- for late in the decade. Stelco closed several 
nese casters of this type were in operation. older facilities at other plants for pipe, wire, 

Brazil.—The coke ovens and billet mill at and fastener production that were no longer 
the new integrated Aco Minas Gerais S.A. competitive. Sydney Steel Corp., Sydney, 

| (ACOMINAS) steel mill began production, Nova Scotia, received $110 million from the 
but completion of other parts of the plant Federal and Provincial governments to 
was delayed by lack of funds. As part of an modernize its steel mill. An electric. fur- . 
austerity program, the Government of Bra- nace, which will use pig iron from the blast 
zil restricted the funds available to Si- furnace as well as scrap, will replace the 

| derargia Brasileira S.A. (SIDERBRAS), the existing open hearths, and a ladle refining 

state-owned steel group that controls ACO- unit will upgrade quality. Although the | 
MINAS. The sinter plant, blast furnace,and changes will reduce the plant’s raw steel | 
BOF shop were nearly complete. The equip- capacity of 1.1 million tons by about 50%, 
ment for section and rail mills was in stor- the remaining capacity would be sufficient 
age at the plantsite, but installation was not for expected markets. | 
expected to begin until at least 1987. QIT-Fer et Titane Inc. was constructinga 

The sale of at least parts of the SIDER- new steel shop at its Sorel, Quebec, ilmenite 
| BRAS companies to private investors was smelter. The $70 million project includes a 

a proposed to reduce the public sector debt. BOF, a ladle refining unit, and a four- 
| Cia. Siderargica Belgo-Mineira S.A., con- strand billet caster. The plant will produce 

trolled by Arbed S.A. of Luxembourg, start- steel from pig iron that is produced as a 
| ed operation of a 1.1-million-ton-per-year byproduct of titanium slag production. Up. 

BOF shop at its Jodo Monlevade, Minas to 225,000 tons of billets per year will be 

Gerais, plant. The shop will replace older sold under a 6-year contract to Ivaco Inc. for 
: furnaces as part of a modernization pro- production of wire rod, and other billets will | 

gram that also includes a new continuous also be marketed. The plant will also supply 
caster. | liquid steel to a 41,000-ton-per-year steel 

Brazilian producers continued to expand powder plant being built by Quebec Metal 
charcoal pig iron capacity. Four new 65,000- Powders Ltd. (QMP). QMP has an existing 
ton-per-year blast furnaces were being in- plant to produce up to 56,000 tons of iron 
stalled in northern Brazil near the new powder per year from QIT-Fer pig iron. QIT- 
Carajas iron mine, and another 65,000-ton- Fer and QMP are both owned by Standard 
per-year furnace was to begin operation in Oil Co. (Ohio). 
Minas Gerais State in the southeast. Most Although Canada, unlike other major 
charcoal pig iron in Brazil has been pro- steel exporters to the United States, did not 
duced in Minas Gerais, but deforestation have a formal steel export restraint agree- 
there was increasing shipping distances ment with the United States, consultations 
and driving up prices to producers there. As_ took place between the two countries. At 
an alternative to pig iron and to scrap, the request of the Canadian steel pipe 
which were in short supply, a group of producers, the Government imposed coun- 
privately owned minimills planned building _ try-of-origin marking requirements on im- 
a 890,000-ton-per-year gas-fueled, direct- ported pipe. The producers feared that pipe 
reduction plant near a railway that carries from third countries would be reexported to
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the United States and counted as Canadian, with Spain and Portugal, which were to join further increasing pressure for trade re- the EEC in 1986. Exports from Spain and _ straints. Late in the year, the Government Portugal to other EEC countries were to be | made a preliminary finding that certain oil restricted during a transition period during well casings from the United States and which those countries were to be allowed to - from other countries were being dumped in subsidize the restructuring of their steel Canada. industries. 
China.—China continued to expand its Finland.—Outokumpu Oy planned to in- iron and steel capacity. The first Stage of stall a $100 million hot strip mill at its the new steel mill at Baoshan began produc- stainless steel plant in Tornio. Production tion with a capacity of 3.3 million tons of of stainless steel began in 197 6, but slabs raw steel per year. Plans for a third stage were shipped to other companies for hot were officially approved. Construction start- rolling. The mill was expected to operate in ing in 1991 was to raise capacity to 11 mil- late 1987. : lion tons per year. 7 France.—The two major state-owned | Other plants were being expanded. Sec- steel companies, Union Sidérurgique du ond-stage construction of the Panzhihua Nord et de l’Est de la France S.A. (Usinor) plant would add a new blast furnace and. and Société Aciéries et Laminoirs de Lor- | raise steel capacity by 40% to 2.7 million raine (Sacilor), continued to restructure. tons per year. Expansion at Maanshan The companies were evolving into holding. would triple capacity to 3 million tons Per companies as they set up their operating year. A new blast furnace, new BOF’s, anda _ parts as subsidiaries. The Government of | new plate mill were being added. Older France provided over $2 billion in assist- open-hearth furnaces were to be phased out _ ance to strengthen the companies financial- as the BOF’s became operational. Raw steel _ ly before the EEC deadline for such aid. : capacity at Handan was to be raised from Ownership of two jointly owned subsidiaries 1.1 to 1.5 million tons per year. of Usinor and Sacilor was shifted entirely to China was attempting to minimize the Sacilor as part of the arrangement dividing cost of its expansion program by buying state aid between the two companies. The used equipment. Two rebuilt electric fur- two subsidiaries, Ascométal and ‘Unimétal, naces and a rod mill were bought from US. had been set up in 1984 by merging parts of. | companies. | the bar, rod, and wire operation of Usinor _ Egypt.—Alexandria National Steel Co,’s and Sacilor. . | new El Dikheila plant on the outskirts Germany, Federal Republic of —A pro- Of Alexandria was nearing completion for posed merger between Krupp-Stahl AG and a 1986 startup. The plant will have an. Kléckner Werk AG was called off, reported- | 800,000-ton-per-year Midrex direct-reduc- ly because the companies and the Federal tion unit, a 900,000-ton-per-year melt shop, Government could not agree on the amount | and bar and rod mills. | of financial aid the merged company would European Economic Community.—The receive to cover the cost of plant closings EEC countries agreed to extend their sys- and layoffs. Regional governments report- tem of steel market controls for up to 3 edly opposed the merger because of job years after their original expiration at the losses. After the breakdown of merger talks, end of 1985. The 3-year period was to be Krupp-Stahl and Kléckner planned their used to phase out the controls gradually to own rationalization programs. Krupp-Stahl avoid the disruption of a sudden return toa planned to reduce its employment by 2,000 free market. The controls included produc- from 28,000 by the end of 1987. tion quotas, minimum prices, and import The Saarland regional government was restraints. The EEC reaffirmed that invest- trying to work out a plan to keep Arbed ment and operating subsidies by govern- Saarstahl GmbH out of bankruptcy. The ments would not be permitted after the end plan would transfer controlling ownership of 1985, although aid for research, pollution of Arbed Saarstahl from Arbed SA of Lux- | control, and plant closings would be allowed embourg to a trust with a Saar bank. Arbed in some circumstances. Saarstah] would be managed by AG der The EEC continued to restrict imports of Dillenger Huttwerke, another Saar steel- steel, using quotas and bilateral agreements maker. 

with exporting countries. In general, the India.—The Steel Authority of India Ltd. new agreements negotiated in 1985 would continued its expansion and modernization allow about 3% more steel to be exported in programs. Major expansions at Bhilai and 1986. Special agreements were negotiated Bokaro were to raise capacity at each plant
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to 4.4 million tons of raw steel per year. gan on the new Kwangyang integrated steel 

Other mills were being modernized. mill of Posco. The first stage, with a capaci- | 

: - Work on the new steel mill at Vishakha- ty of 3 million tons of raw steel per year, | 

patnam, the Government’s other major was scheduled to be completed in June 1987, 

steel project, was proceeding but was slowed and asecond stage, by the end of 1988. The 

| by lack of funds. Alternative scaled-down plant is designed for eventual expansion to 

- plans were proposed for possible new inte- 13 million tons of capacity per year. Posco 

grated plants at Vijayanagar and Daitari. was also adding a second cold-rolling mill, 

A 1170,000-ton-per-year SL/RN  direct- with a capacity of 1 million tons per year, 

| reduction plant was ordered by Bihar and a third continuous caster at its Pohang 

| Sponge Iron for installation at Chandil, plant. | | 

Bihar. The plant was intended to supply Libya.—Construction continued on. the 

| iron to existing minimills in the region. _ 1.2-million-ton-per-year _ Misratah plant, 

. Ireland.—Union workers at the Irish with startup expected in 1986. The plant 

| Steel Ltd. minimill accepted a wage freeze will use natural-gas-based direct reduction 

and a reduction in employment in order to to provide iron for electric-furnace steel- 

keep Ireland’s only steel mill open. Al- making. | : oe , 

though the EEC had approved financial aid, Malaysia.—A 660,000-ton-per-year direct- 

the Irish Government refused to provide reduction plant began operation at the new 

assistance unless labor costs were reduced. Perwaya Terengganu Sdn. Bhd. steelworks, 

| Italy.—Production of iron and steel was a joint venture firm of Heavy Industries 

restarted at the Cornigliano works, near Corp. of Malaysia Bhd. The plant is the first 

, Genoa, of Ste. Finanziaria Siderurgica p.A. commercial user of direct-reduction tech- 

| (Finsider) to produce billets for Finsider nology developed by Nippon. Steel. The 

plants and for private steelmakers. Cornig- steelworks had three 80-ton electric fur- 

| liano had been shut down when its produc- _naces and ordered a 280,000-ton-per-year 

tion quota for sheet had been used to reopen section mill. oe | 

the Bagnoli plant in 1984. Higher costs for Mexico.—Raw steel production ‘declined 

electricity and scrap made billets from 3% because of continued weakness of the 

Cornigliano attractive as a substitute for domestic economy and a 54% drop. in ex- 

steel made in electric-furnace plants. Pri- ports. Most of the decline in exports was 

| vately owned Acciaierie e Ferriere Lom- because of the restraint agreement limiting 

barde Falck S.p.A. offered to close its hot exports to the United States. 

| strip mill near Milan and to transfer its Construction of the second. stage of the 

, _ production quota to Bagnoli in exchange for Siderirgica Lazaro Cardenas-Las Truchas _ 

a Finsider plate plant and financial assist- S.A. (SICARTSA) works at Las Truchas, 

ance from the Italian Government. Similar- Michoacan, was slowed because of Federal 

ly, minimills received assistance in clos- Government budget reductions. The works, | 

ing excess uneconomical electric furnace which were to begin some operations in late 

capacity. | 1985, included a 2.2-million-ton-per-year 

Japan.—The Japanese steel industry HYL III direct-reduction plant, four 220-ton 

| planned slightly lower capital spending in electric furnaces, three two-strand slab cast- 

fiscal 1985, the third consecutive drop. Most ers, and a plate mill. | 

spending was intended to improve quality Tubos de Acero de México S.A. (TAMSA) 

or productivity. Major steel companies were was building a 660,000-ton-per-year electric- 

diversifying into nonsteel areas because of furnace melt shop to supply its seamless 

increasing difficulty competing in interna- tube mill. It also planned to double its 

tional markets. Nippon Steel Corp., the direct-reduced iron capacity to 770,000 tons 

largest steel company in Japan, proceeded per year in order to reduce its need for 

with its planned capacity reduction. Nine scrap. Another company, Productora Mexi- 

inactive blast furnaces were to be scrapped. cana de Tuberia, began production of large- 

Sumitomo Metal Industries Ltd. planned a diameter linepipe at its new mill at Lazaro 

3-year program that was to reduce employ- Cardenas. The 330,000-ton-per-year plant 

ment by 14%. Tokyo Steel Manufacturing was planned to use plate from the new 

Co. Ltd., the largest nonintegrated steel SICARTSA plate mill. The company 1s own- 

company in Japan, closed its Senju plant in ed by Siderirgica Mexicana S.A. (SIDER- 

Tokyo because of inadequate sales in export MEX), which is the Government’s steel 

markets. industry holding company, by the Mexican 

Korea, Republic of.—Construction of development bank, and by a consortium of 

ironmaking and steelmaking facilities be- Japanese companies.
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New Zealand.—New Zealand Steel Ltd. built at the Sagunto works of Altos Hornos | expected to complete the expansion of its del Mediterraneo S.A. (AHM). The blast | raw steel capacity from 160,000 to 800,000 furnaces and BOF’s at AHM were closed | tons per year. The company was also adding down. Olarra S.A., a specialty steelmaker, new rolling mills for plate and sheet, which started operating a new 30-ton electric fur- were scheduled to start up in 1986. nace, replacing three smaller units, and a Norway.—The Christiania Spigerverk new rolling mill. It also began installation steel mill of Elkem A/S was merged with of a horizontal continuous caster. state-owned A/S Norsk Jernverk (NJ). In - Spanish steel producers were modern- return, Elkem received a payment plus a izing to ‘reduce costs in preparation for 20% interest in NJ. Spain’s entry into the EEC. During the 3- A rotary kiln direct-reduction plant was year transition period beginning in 1986, _ being installed at the K/S Ilmenittsmelt- Spain’s exports to other EEC countries were | | everket A/S plant to produce iron from to be limited by quotas, while other EEC | ilmenite ore. | countries could ship freely into the Spanish oe Portugal.—State-owned Siderurgia Na- market. | = cional EP received approval to modernize Sweden.—Continuing the restructuring ) its Seixal works near Lisbon. A new six- begun in 1984, Avesta AB closed. a cold- | strand continuous caster was to be in- rolling strip mill at Avesta and the melt _ stalled, and the BOF and a rolling mill were shop at Fagersta. Avesta AB is the descend- - to be upgraded. The caster is part of the ant company from the merger of most of the equipment ordered, and then put in storage, Swedish stainless steel industry in 1984. , for a large-scale expansion plan that was Turkey.—A third blast furnace and a canceled in 1982 because of the steel market third BOF increased the capacity of the _ downturn. Portugal was trying to modern- state-owned Iskenderun plant from 1.3 to ize its industry before Government subsi- 2.4 million tons per year. A continuous dies are forbidden after Portugal joins the bloom caster and two new rolling mills were EEC. also being added. The Government also South Africa, Republic of.—South Afri- approved plans to expand its other plant at can Iron and Steel Industrial Corp. Ltd. Karabiik. | | (Iscor) ordered a KR process ironmaking U.S.S.R.—A new 5-year plan, beginning | plant for its Pretoria works. The 330,000- in 1986, emphasized modernization and ton-per-year plant would be the first com- quality improvements rather than higher | mercial application of the new technology production in the iron and steel industry. to produce molten pig iron using noncoking Up to 33 million tons of Capacity in open- coal. Because the Republic of South Africa hearth furnaces, which still produced over lacks sufficient high-grade coking coals, Is- one-half of Soviet steel in 1985, was to be cor was shutting down blast furnaces and replaced by BOF’s or electric furnaces. Con- replacing their output with direct-reduced tinuous casting was to be more than dou- | and KR iron. In other modernization, Iscor bled to improve yield. Production of more commissioned two 140-ton electric furnaces sophisticated products such as specialty at Pretoria. The furnaces were bought sec- steels, oil country tubular goods, and high- ondhand from British Steel. quality cold-rolled and coated sheet was to | Spain.—Restructuring of the Spanish be increased in order to satisfy increased - steel industry continued as Spain prepared demand and to reduce reliance on imports. to join the EEC. Altos Hornos de Vizcaya A $975 million contract was signed with S.A. started up a new meltshop with three an Italian company to build an 800,000-ton- 110-ton BOF’s and two of three continuous per-year oil country tubular goods mill at casters being built at the Sestao works near Volzhskiy. The plant was to have a 11- Bilbao. Spain’s largest steel company, million-ton-per-year electric-furnace shop, Empresa Nacional Siderargica S.A. (EN- which will supply rounds to an existing pipe SIDESA), was modernizing its Avilés plant mill as well as to the new mill. with a new 2.8-million-ton-per-year, two- The second of four Midrex direct-reduc- vessel BOF shop. The new shop will replace tion furnaces came on-line at the Oskol two older shops. Two continuous casters Electro-Metallurgical Combine (OEMK) in were also being installed, and the hot strip Kursk. Two additional units under con- mill was being modernized. Siderargica del struction will bring capacity to 1.8 million Mediterraneo, a newly created subsidiary of tons per year. Eventually, capacity is plan- ENSIDESA, took over the cold-rolling mill ned to be tripled with the addition of eight and a new electrogalvanizing line being more units. The OEMK works included a
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pelletizing plant, electric furnaces, and roll- East. The new minimills are part of a shift 

ing mills for producing specialty steels. away from the very large integrated steel- 

| In’ 1985, two new minimills started pro- works that the U.S.S.R. has traditionally 

duction at Rybnitsa, Moldavia, and at the built. : 

Komsomol’sk-na-Amure plant in the Far | | 

: a , , TECHNOLOGY | 

Development continued on casting thin reduction system. Hot pellets from a travel- 

| : slab or strip. The U.S. Department of Ener- ing grate furnace were fed directly to a coal- 

gy provided funding for two projects. In the fired rotary kiln for reduction.’ A joint 

oo first, USS and Bethlehem Steel were jointly research project supported by Pickands 

: trying to cast slab less than 1 inch thick Mather & Co., Westinghouse, and Minneso- 

using a Hazelett double-belt casting ma- ta Power & Light Co. investigated a plasma 

chine. In the second, Westinghouse Elec- process for producing molten iron from iron | 

tric Corp. and Armco were developing a ore concentrates. Low-grade carbonaceous 

process to cast thin strip onto a large wheel. materials can be used as reductants.? A 

| Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corp. was inde- cold-bonding process to produce self-reduc- 

pendently working on a similar process.’ ing pellets was demonstrated. Because the _ 

Nucor was trying to commercialize the carbonaceous reductant is mixed with the 

Hazelett process for products where surface iron oxide, the reduction reaction is rapid. 

quality isnotcritical The pellets can be reduced in a convention- 

-New steelmaking technology was begin- al blast furnace or hot-blast cupola to pro- 

: ning commercialization. Plasma furnaces, duce molten iron, or in a rotary kiln to_ 

compared to conventional electric furnaces, produce sponge iron. The process was re- 

offered savings on electrode costs, low noise, portedly suitable for recycling steel plant 

low shock load on the electrical system, and wastes.° | 

better yield. The development of alternat- ——~———— 

ing current plasma torches offered the pos- Physical scientist, Dive ee sia te To Trim 

sibility of lower cost plasma furnaces.‘ Steel’s Hot End. V. 23, No. 4, Mar. 1985, pp. 46-49. 

Higher productivity could be obtained from Seung, ital li, Eran het 
a conventional electric furnace using the 1985, pp. 23-26. } : 

| Consteel process. In the process, scrap is fed, Nqychits, DH. snes 2 Baber wut 
to the furnace almost continwous'y ’ except Krupp. Iron and Steel Eng., v. 62, No. 5, May 1985, pp. 27- 

just before tapping, and the furnace is run en 

at. full power continuously.’ As an alter- a eo tig tT es Tron and Steel Eng, 
native to electric furnaces, the energy- ‘ g2 No. ii Nov. 1985, pp ea - BOF Energy Optimizi 

optimizing furnace could offer lower cost Furnace) an oa ame Tron and Steel Eng... 62, No. 10, 

melting of scrap. In the process, energy is Oct, 198, Pp. 16-22. ag. A “New” Direction in Di 

obtained from carbonaceous fuel injected Resrctinn V.23,No 4 Apr.1985,p.70. irect 

through submerged tuyeres and energy effi- Meter H. Making the Most of Mesabi Ore. Met. Bull. 

ciency is increased by preheating the scrap.° oWeixe, FJ, A. Goksel, and F. T. Kaiser. Production of 
Alternative processes for smelting iron Hot Metal From Carbon-Bearing Iron Oxide Pellets by the 

were being tested. AllisChalmers Corp.  Felle Tech @M) Process. Iron and Steel Eng., v. 63, No. 2, 
. . . eb. 1986, pp. 34-40. 

tested a combined pelletizing and direct-
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Table 2.—Pig iron produced and shipped in the United States in 1985, by State 

Shipped from furnaces 
Production = ————____—________ Average value 7 State (thousand = Quantity Value per ton at short tons) Ghousand (thousands) furnace 

Alabama, Kentucky, Maryland_______ | 6,745 6,774 $1,442,050 $212.88 Mlinois __-_ 2,921 2,921 480,795 164.60 Indiana _________o_ 15,651 15,649 _ 3,215,206 205.46 _ Michigan __________________ 4,770 4,772 845,942 177.27 Ohio______~ 9,259 9,260 1,900,897 205.28 Pennsylvania __________________ . 6,473 6,490 1,366,820 210.60 Texas, Utah, West Virginia_____ --- 4,144 4145; 873,513 210.74 
_Total’oraverage_______ 49,963 50,010 10,125,222 202.46 : 

. . . : ‘Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. . . 

| | Table 3.—Foreign iron ore and 
. 7 manganiferous iron ore 

(excluding agglomerates) consumed in : : : manufacturing pig iron | | | in the United States, by source | 
- (Thousand short tons) | 

oo - Source 19844-1985? | | 
Brazil__-_~_~_~_~2 679 40 
Canada___________ | . 256 1,456 | Venezuela _____________ — 994 1,202 . Other countries__________ 114. 92 

| Total _-_-_ 2 2,043 2,790 | | 

1Excludes 10,054,084 tons used in making agglomerates. 
*Excludes 9,798,277 tons used in making agglomerates. 

Table 4.—Pig iron shipped from blast furnaces in the United States, by grade! 

: : . 1984 1985 —_————_—_—__-_- 
: _ Grade quantity, Value Quantity . Value 

thousan Total Average (thousan Total Average . short tons) (thousands) per ton short tons) (thousands) per ton . Basic 
Basic --§--______ 51,526 $10,065,652 $195.35 49,333 $9,990,377 $202.51 . Foundry ______________ | Ww WwW Ww ws. W . W All other (not ferroalloys)_______ 637 128,533 201.78 677 134,845 199.18 — eo. 1S Total or average __________ 752,164 10,194,185 195.43 50,010 10,125,222 202.46 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “All other.” 1Includes molten iron transferred directly to steel furnaces. 
Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding.
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Table 6.—Number of blast furnaces in the United States, by State | | Oo 

1984 1985 _. 

State In. Outof —,, In. Outof mi. 
. blast? blast Total blast? blast Total 

Alabama _________ 2 2 4 2 3 5 
Illinois _--_~ 2 4 1. 5 4 2 6 
Indiana ______._~_____~_~~-~-~__ 10 8 18 11 7 18 
Kentucky_____________-__~________ 2 — 2° 2 _- 2 
Maryland_____§_.~____~_-__-~__~_____ 2 2 4 3 i 4 
Michigan _____~§ _- - -_-/ _--_- ~~~ Le 6 3 9 6 3 9 
Ohio___§__ 2 11 10 21 11 8 19 
Pennsylvania _______.-~_-_~--~__~________ 8 14 22 9 11 20 
Texas __-______~_ Le 1 _- 1 1 a 1 
Utah______ 2 Le 2 1 - 3 2 1 3 
West Virginia __________~__-~__________ 3 1 4 3 -- 3 

Total _____._-_-____ ~~~ ee 51 42 93 64 - 86 90 

1In blast for 180 days or more during the year. | . 

| Table 7.—U.S. steel production, by type of furnace | | | 
(Thousand short tons) . 

Basic Open- . Year oxygen Electric Total 
oo hearth converter 

1981_ 2 LLL 13,452 73,231 34,145 120,828 
1982 __ Le 6,110 45,309  ° 23,158 - 74,577 
19838 _--_-_-_-_-___~____ ee 5,951 52,050 26,615 184,615 
1984____ ee 8,336 52,822 31,370 92,528 
1985 2 ~§ Le 6,428 $1,885 29,946 88,259 

1Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Source: American Iron and Steel Institute. 

Table 8.—Metalliferous materials consumed in steel furnaces! in the United States 

(Thousand short tons) | | 

I 2 Age) tes? Iron . 
Year a" — eee Pig iron . Kerra, and steel 

Domestic Foreign Domestic Foreign alloys scrap 

1) 27 207 43 34 71,284 —+1,668 63,195 
1982 __~-___ 29 64 31 58 42,395 947 40,379 
19838 _.-_-_-_-________ 9 96 75 33 48,300 1,063 45,280 
1984 ____ 43 98 78 43 51,291 71,166 48,415 
1985 _-- ~~ 54 91 79 29 49,257 1,088 49,889 

Revised. . 
1Basic oxygen converter, open-hearth, and electric furnaces. 
2Consumed in integrated steel plants only. 
SIncludes ferromanganese, spiegeleisen, silicomanganese, manganese metal, ferrosilicon, ferrochromium, and 

ferromolybdenum. Includes ferroalloys added to steel outside the furnace.
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| | _ Table 9.—U.S. consumption of pig iron, by type of furnace or other use 

ff, Oo 1983 _ 1984 1985 

. Type of furnace a Thousand _— Percent Thousand Percent Thousand Percent 
short tons of total short tons of total short tons of total 

Basic oxygen converter ________ 44,330 88.5 45,551 85.6 44,515 - - 86.6 | _ QOpen-hearth _____________ 3,918 7.8 5,720 10.7 4,737 9.2 Electric _.. $$ $$ 8 341 7 368 7 503 1.0 Cupola __-. ~~ ~~~ 425 8 469 9 501 1.0 Air and other furnaces?____ _ _ _ 91 2 92 2 56° Al Direct castings*_____.______ 965 1.9 1,002 1.9 1,100 2.1 

Total® ~9 3 50,070 100.0 53,202 100.0 51,411 ~ 100.0 

Includes vacuum-melting furnaces and miscellaneous melting processes. . 
*Castings made directly from blast furnace hot metal. Includes ingot molds and stools. 
*Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

| _ Table 10.—U.S. consumption of pig iron, . . 
: by State 

: | a . (Thousand short tons) _ - | 
: 

: . : . State . . ~ 1984 1985 a 

Arkansas___§_§_§ = 1 _- 
| Connecticut ____________ 5 6 

| Georgia-_________.____ 1 2 - 
IHinois ~2 2,884 2,702 
Indiana_______________ 16,206 16,016 

. - + Jowa_ 30 42 
. Kansas _____ 2 3 8 . . . Massachusetts___________ 16 24 

Michigan_______~____ 5,179 . §,088 
Oo Minnesota _____________ 28 17 

Missouri ____§___.-_9 = ___ 6 4 
_New Jersey __-__________ 2 1 

. New York _____________ 22 160 
_ Ohio __~_~_ 10,309 9,700 
Oklahoma _____________ 11 WwW 
Pennsylvania ._-____=____ 7,701 6,775 
Texas ~~ . 646 | 525 

. Virginia ~~ ~_~__ 14 13 
Wisconsin _____________ 46 51 
Undistributed? __________ 10,092 10,422 

Total _-_.-_-_§______ 58,202 351,411 . ees 

. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary . 
data; included with “Undistributed.”’ 

Includes molten pig iron used for ingot molds and direct 
castings. 

"Includes Alabama, California, Colorado (1984), Dela- 
ware, Florida, Kentucky, Maine, Maryland, New 
Hampshire, North Carolina, Oregon, Rhode Island (1984), 
South Carolina, Tennessee, Utah, Washington, West Vir- 
ginia, and item indicated by symbol W. 

5Data do not add to total shown because of independent 
. rounding.
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- Table 11.—U.S. exports of major iron and steel products | 

CO 1983 . 1984 1985 

. Product Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity _ Value 
- (short tons) (thousands) (shorttons) (thousands) (short.tons) (thousands) 

Steel mill products: . 
Ingots, blooms, billets, slabs, sheet 

bars _.__~_-----i+--- _ 102,756 $27,638 73,536 $19,165 89,708 $28,000 
Wire rods ____.--_----~-~ ' 6,846 7,246 8,744 10,187 4,922 8,047 
Structural shapes, 3 inches and 

over ___.-_~-~~~----- - 47,024 30,478 29,049 18,366 41,633 40,461 
Structural shapes, under 3 inches 21,801 36,047 11,231 9,655 ~ 7,189 7,897 

Sheet piling _.._-_------+- 2,097 11,527 3,355 2,655 628 466 
Plates..__..._-.------~ 101,982 61,875 88,185 54,162 82,988 57,784 
Rails and track accessories _ _ — _ 18,516 15,833 15,225 11,370 10,937 10,844 

Wheels and axles. -__.___~ _ 1,558 9,040 3,854 13,377 2,493 14,875 

Concrete reinforcing bars — — — — — 34,528 9,340 9,889 4,678 7,409 3,553 

Bars, carbon, hot-rolled _ — — ~~ _ 36,592 17,759 32,162 16,377 27,577 11,842 

Bars, alloy, hot-rolled ___ ~~ _ 53,992 41,626 49,969 39,773 34,871 37,298 

Bars, cold-finished __— ~~~ 21,567 24,954 28,125 24,796 20,854 28,182 

Hollow drill steel . _____~--- 1,378 8,279 2,123 2,920 | 1,062 1,891 

Pipe and tubing _ _ - -------~- 257,967 404,319 207,428 325,800 199,258 285,182 
Wire __-____.__-------- 20,349 37,689 _ 19,440 31,747 18,758 31,215 

_ Nails, brads, spikes, staples _ — — _— ~ 6,916 24,326 7,161 24,199 5,445 21,670 

Blackplate __...__-_----~--- 60,929 13,704 38,781 9,779 32,754 7,704 

Tinplate and terneplate — __— —— 188,628 83,826 138,764 70,149 ~ 141,729 64,463 

‘Sheets, hot-rolled_ _.--_~-- - 42,544 = 32,934 51,580 39,220 56,696 35,429 

Sheets, cold-rolled ___-_~~-~- _ §0,431 47,126  §1,202 46,236 - 46,465 47,968 

Strip, hot-rolled_.___._._-- - 16,428. 16,308 11,563 14,254 12,482 18,742 

Strip, cold-rolled __...---~- 26,152 — 42,255 26,182 46,696 —— .238,827 41,073 
Plates, sheets, strip, galvanized, . : CS 

‘. coated or clad. .__-.--- 78,142 55,665 69,736 62,450 60,319 55,493 

— Total. =. ..._.-------- 1,198,623 1,054,794 977 ,284 904,011 ‘929,954 1255,078 

Other steel products: os 
Plates and sheets, fabricated _ — — 21,990 39,922 11,371 22,955 . 18,677 27,214 

. Structural shapes, fabricated_ _ — 65,803 133,037 86,854 141,849 46,770 93,396 

~ Architectural and ornamental . 
work ____._.-.-~----- 3,643 15,178 2,207 © 9,186 1,765 8,174 

Sashes and frames ___ ~~~ 9,197 38,069 8,986 31,894 6,815 20,339 
Pipe and tube fittings __ ~~ _— 22,8381 141,646 11,426 98,915 16,362 | 126,336 
Pipe and tubing, coated or lined _ 13,025 17,533 7,778 12,585 5,472 8,010 

| Bolts and nuts. ____.___--- 72,913 106,242 86,897 127,017 °- 58,944. 106,094 

’ Forgings ___.___—---~-~- 33,048 55,182 41,739 63,515 46,269 68,444 
Cast-steel rolls ___._..---- 977 2,347 1,488 - 2,415 1,471 2,389 

_ Railway track material ~~ ~~~ 3,215 4,788 2,550 3,661 2,843 5,276 

| Total_ __..---~------- 246,642 558,894 261,246 513,942 1200,387 465,672 

Iron products; | - | 
_ Cast-iron pipes, tubes, fittings — — 85,513 128,523 51,682 99,252 41,523 64,236 

Iron castings........----.  . 58,844 45,866 122,375 110,084 94,419 | 90,994 

Total. __..__..---.-- 148,857 — 174,389 174,057 ' 209,336 135,942 155,230 . 
RENE eee eee errr eee ener eee ee SS 

Grand total.__._.._..-.- 1,589,122 1,783,077 1,412,587 1,627,289 1,266,283 1,475,980 
ee ee . 

1Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Source: Bureau of the Census. 

Table 12.—U.S. imports for consumption of pig iron, by country 
erent pf 

1983 1984 1985 

Country Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 
(short tons) (thousands) (short tons) (thousands) (short tons) (thousands) 

Belgium-Luxembourg ~~ — ~~ ~~~ _ 915 $129 _- _- _- _- 
Brazil_ ...__---.-------+-+- 135,955 14,413 421,176 $43,703 130,762 $13,772 
Canada _._._--~---~-----~-- 94,802 16,004 171,708 29,638 166,291 29,920 
China______---------~---- _- -- _- _- 1,968 330 
France __—-—---~--.------- 172 101 1,704 253 7,241 1,219 
South Africa, Republic of __—_ ~~ _ 9,650 1,259 31,489 4,593 30,504 4,936 
Venezuela ______-_--~-+-~---+~- -— -— 54,274 3,815 _- _- 
Other ______-------~------ 20 10 22,004 1,983 1,492 442 

Total _____--~--------- 242,114 131,917 702,355 83,985 338,258 50,619 
a Sn 

1Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Source: Bureau of the Census.
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_ Table 13.—U.S. imports for consumption of major iron and steel products | 

— 1983. . 1984 1985 . eC 
- Product Quantity Value Quantity © Value Quantity Value 

(short tons) (thousands) (shorttons) (thousands) (short tons) (thousands) 

Steel mill products: 
Ingots, blooms, billets, slabs, sheet : oo . bars _~ ~~~ 822,483 $176,621 1,515,734 $332,664 1,878,953 $385,462 Wire rods ~_____________ _ 1,188,918 392,317 1,594,437 540,315 1,479,749 501,994 Structural shapes, 3 inches and 

over ~~ 1,489,226 425,557 2,075,027 587,961 2,019,245 580,305 Structural shapes, under 3 inches 88,288 29,298 174,787 . 60,846 140,317 538,507 Sheet piling _-_-__________ 69,050 26,744 80,709 30,862. 102,790 . 37,887 . Plates._-..- 2 2 1,393,378 358,945 1,880,297 . 589,927 2,303,682 628,335 Rails and track accessories __ _ _ 168,933 56,528 350,300 118,724 358,442 127,906 Wheels and axles__________ 6,500 7,030 23,591 18,184 23,604 19,638 Concrete reinforcing bars___ _ _ 208,304 39,126 434,147 87,581 409,612 88,353 Bars, carbon, hot-rolled ____ _ _ 322,518 109,504 540,302 184,926 445,001 152,544 Bars, alloy, hot-rolled _______ 139,806 87,275 216,421 — 118,633 207,427 112,279 Bars, cold-finished ___.______ _ 204,575 160,887 338,754 213,840 326;395  — 213,153 Hollow drill steel__________ _— 1,811 2,310 1,260 1,383 Welded pipe and tubing ______ 1,728,716 595,175  —- 2,758,108 1,051,932 2,529,895 —_. 1,028,470 Other pipe and tubing _______ 1,124,266 . 650,002 2,676,358 1,394,148 1,942,051 1,173,810 Wire _-_-__ = 478,776 316,761 702,493. 472,053 629,086 . 428,856 Wire nails ____-___~_______ 374,039 188,544 458,326 235,270 403,522 199,126 Wire fencing, galvanized _____ 10,762 6,991 712,011 7,459 25,311 16,915 Blackplate____~_-_ 2 ___ 170,420 . 66,939 278,003 116,068 241,375 99,928 Tinplate and terneplate______ 293,819 168,413 373,277 203,147. 419,242 222,114 Sheets, hot-rolled__________ 2,030,684 545,735 2,690,721 782,510 2,433,705 708,727 « Sheets, cold-rolled ___.§_§__ ____ 2,425,167 886,228 3,672,456 1,499,599 2,803,532 1,208,379 Sheets, coated (including . _ ae 
galvanized) __._________ 2,059,275 863,471 2,899,825 1,319,928 2,621,340. 1,226,192 Strip, carbon, hot-rolled___ _ _ _ 32,530 11,491 79,592 25,373 62,154 19,353 Strip, carbon, cold-rolled _____ 66,090 55,159 145,333 95,717 216,458 = 127,200 Strip, alloy, hot- or cold-rolled —_ 

"(including stainless). _§_____ 27,798 47,447. 51,604 86,441 67,849 105,585 Plates, sheets, strip, electro- 
' lytically coated (other than . . with tin, lead, or zinc)_ _ _ _ _ _ 110,067 61,448 149,624 79,656 186,485 - 98,291 | - —_—— 

Total._-_-___________ 17,034,388 6,333,636 26,169,048 "10,201,074 24,278,482 9,565,642 OG 0,044 
Other steel products: . 

Plates, sheets, strip, fabricated _ _ 5,536 4,430 13,085 11,805 36,157. 16,578 Structural shapes, fabricated_ _ _ 206,296 155,308 235,950 136,717 285,169 - 271,542 : Pipe fittings $22 = 71,161 92,146 105,095 136,475 118,328 176,135 Rigid conduit _-_-_________ 282 2;187 373 15,826 17,650 11,955 Bale ties made from strip _____ 643 546 . . 7940 "642 812 634° Nails, brads, spikes, staples, . . . tacks, not of wire. ________ ~ 40,670 46,977 48,662 61,217 45,801 60,298 Bolts, nuts, rivets, washers, etc_ _ 450,707 473,157 - 684,761 753,707 638,314 724,509 Forgings _.._-_.__~_______ 28,800 20,730 57,267 38,997 68,915 47,270 
At 

: Total. ~~~ Lk 804,095 795,481. 71,146,188 1,155,886 1,211,146 1,308,921 PEE ER 1 U0, EL 
AC ACA a SES apap snaraamsnsrtnannegvinemmnsocbanemoesmmann 

Iron products: 
Cast-iron pipes, tubes, fittings __ 30,629 32,155 40,471 42,211 78,395 59,455 Tron castings. _-___.___.__ (94,742 76,693 132,078 96,675 139,313 85,088 E8929 0,008 

Total. ~~ 2 125,371 108,848 172,549 138,886 217,708 144,543 ee EE GSU Qala 
Grand total. _________ 17,963,854 7,237,965 27,487,730 11,495,846 25,707,836 11,019,106 eee 

Revised. 

Source: Bureau of the Census.
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~ Table 14.—Pig iron: World production, by country! | 
(Thousand short tons) . 

ev re A SS SP SS SS 

a Country? 1981 1982 1983 1984P 1985° 
ea eS SSS PS SPS SSS SS SASS 

Algeria _________-~-----~--+--~----- 989 1,209 1,213 F ©7210 1,210 

Argentina? _________-_-----------~--- 1,896 2,090 2,052 1,983 42,557 . 
Australia ________----------------- 7,529 6,565 5,561 5,874 *6,173 
Austria _________-------~--~-----~--- 3,832 3,434 3,660 4,128 44,117 
Belgium ________-_---_~--_-~-~----- 10,724 8,638 8,849 9,886 49,611 
Brazil?__§§ $$. _-___-_--_------------- 11,901 11,985 14,269 18,960 420,911 
Bulgaria_ ________-.+-----~--~------ 1,667 1,717 1,789 1,739 “1,876 
 Burma____ =~ ~~~ +++ 4 14 ‘17 9 13 
Canada ____-______~-_----~-~--~-~--- 10,740 8,818 9,443 10,629 410,646 
Chile____.~___-_.--_--~-_--~--~----~ 642 500 595 . 654 4634 

oo China ________~____~__-~-_i--~--+-+-+-- ' 37,666 39,171 41,204 44,070 48,100 | 
Colombia _____~__.-~-_--~--~--~~----- . 257 271 266 . 299 4271 
Czechoslovakia___________-__-------+~-- 10,354 10,500 10,434 10,539 10,500 
Egypt __.--___-__---------------- €240 125 216 248. 250 
Finland _~-_~_~2_~__./1-.------------ 2,180 2,157 - 2,092 2,242 2,000 
France__ _$_§_.._____---------~-----+- 19,035 16,569 15,274 16,578 — £17,004 
German Democratic Republic? __ -______~-- 2,691 2,369 2,433 2,598 2,800 
Germany, Federal Republic of. __ _______--~-- 35,137 30,447 29,319 33,2938 434,719 
Greece __ _ ______-_~---~-~--~--+~--~--+- 48 121 152 152 150 
Hungary_______.___-----_------+-+-- 2,417 2,404 2,256 2,310 42,309 
India__-_____.___._--------------- 10,443 10,582 10,016 |= 10,342 #10,841 

 Tran®_ eee 600 700 800 800 800 
Italy _.._ -- --_-_-__--+--~-+--~+-~------ 13,514 12,717 11,399 12,818 #12,851 
Japan _______~___~---~~---~-_--~--- 88,238 85,603 80,398 88,629 488,812 7 
Korea, North® _._._____---_----~---- 5,500 5,800 6,100 6,300 6,400 
‘Korea, Republic of ________-__-~---~-~--~- 8,739 9,309 8,845 9,660 9,700 

' Luxembourg>®________..___-_---~----- 3,185 2,852 ——- 2,553 8,051 43,037 
Mexico® ______._____-~_.--~-~--~-----~ 6,011 5,625 5,549 5,895 45,483 
Morocco® ___.__-_/§__-» _-_-__~-_~--~--+--~- 13 13 17 17 17 
Netherlands ____—~____-_----~-~--~--~~-- 5,071 3,987 3,800 |. 5,430 45,313 
New Zealand® ? ______________---~--- 165 165 170 190 190 
Norway _____—_~_~-~-~----~-~-~-~-+--~- 647 503 623 . 631 670 
Pakistan® ___._.. _______..-_.-_--_---+-- F200 F470 ™520 624 4885 
Peru? _____ Le 266 225 154 68 235 
Poland________.~__--__--~+----+---- 10,307 9395 ‘10,710 11,002 11,000 
Portugal. __.§__-__.._.-_---------~---- 452 237 391 ~All £456 

‘ Romania__________-_-__---~--~---~--- 9,763 9,521 9,028 8,900 8,900 
South Africa, Republic of... ..__.._._-~--~- 8,119 7,454 5,746 6,018 47,247 
Spain. ____________------~-------- 7,080 6,604 — 5,950 5,884 46,037 
Sweden?____._. »§ 5» - We 2,131 2,076 2,328 2,561 2,650 
Switzerland. —_._..._____-_--------- 36 "1 11 ) 60 «5 
Taiwan ____________-~-_--~-~-~-~-~--~- 1,776 2,971 3,764 ' 3,704 3,750 
Thailand __________________-~----~- 11 q (8) oo __ 
Trinidad and Tobago (sponge iron) ____.—~--_- 198 261 313 263 230 
Tunisia _____.-___.-~---~---------- "174 "107 162 "165 165 . 
Turkey____._._____-___---------~-+-- 2,260 2,396 2,997 . 8,161 3,245 

. USS.R ~.____----~-~----------+--- 118,141 116,955 120,923 122,238 121,000 
United Kingdom ___~__._.__-__-----~--- 10,439 9,179 10,447 10,458 11,600 
United States_____.____------------- 18,755 48,342 48,770 51,961 49,963 
Venezuela? __ __________ ee 2,458 2,598 2,476 3,511 3,300 

| Yugoslavia ___________i------~--~+---- 3,105 2,980 3,136 3,147 43,439 
' Zimbabwe______________~---------- ©440 ©300 1,021 1,022 1,100 

Total. _-_______--_-_-_--~--+---+-- 7558,186 508,999 510,211 546,317 555,222 
ee re reg PP hi rs PP SS SS SSS ssa 

*Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. 
rosyoele excludes ferroalloy production except where otherwise noted. Table includes data available through June 24, 

2In addition to the countries listed, Vietnam and Zaire have facilities to produce pig iron and may have produced 
limited quantities during 1981-85, but output is not reported and available general information is not adequate to permit 
formulation of reliable estimates of output levels. 

3Includes sponge iron output. 
*Reported figure. 
5Includes blast furnace ferroalloys. 
SLess than 1/2 unit.
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| Table 15.—Raw steel: World production, by country? : 
(Thousand short tons) 

; Country* 1981 1982 ‘1983 - 49g4P-  1985®& 

Algeria®_ $$ 4575 630 © 660 770 830 . Angola® ___-_~_22_ 11 11 11 11 — Argentina. ~~~ 222 2,784 3,211 3,244 2,918 .. 43,242 Australia _-.--._~_~_~___ 8,416 7,023 6,200 6,943 7,290 
Austria _.~-- ~~ 22 5,132 4,694 - 4,862 5,868 5,200 Bangladesh® _.._______ 153 120 62 80 111 Belgium __~_~___ 18,645 10,931 11,196 12,459 *11,788 | Brazil _-.---_-___ 2 ee 14,584 14,330 16,160: 20,267 © 422,549 Bulgaria.____.__.__~_ 2 2,738 2,848 3,121 3,172 43,225 Canada _-_-- 2222 16,326 12,965 14,140 16,220 16,500 Chile_ ~~~ 710 542 681 763 4751 China _-.-_-___-_- 39,242 40,962 44,040 47,800 51,500 Colombia .-_-_~22~_~ 443 466 |. 531 550 - “584 Cuba__-- = 864 332 401 373 410 Czechoslovakia__ 22 2-- 16,832 16,526 | 16,561 16,348 116,574 Denmark _-__~_~-~ 2 Le 675 617 543° 604 580 Ecuador ______ = 31 31 25° 20 420 Egypt ----- 2 ee F243 0 . T1295 216 248 250 E] Salvador®. 2 ee 11 8 17 12 il Finland -. 222 2,676 2,661 2,663 2,901 _ 2,750 , France... 222 ek 23,433 20,300 19,426 20,944 | 420,759 ‘ / German Democratic Republic. = _.§_§_§______ 8,231 7,902 7,958 8,348. 48 708 Germany, Federal Republic of___._.§_._______ 45,867 . 39,551 ~- 39,384 - 438,419 444,644 Greece____ ~ 1,002 T1028 © 946 987 *1 086 7 Hong Kong® _-_ 2 = ee 130 130. 130 130 130 Hungary.__~- 2222 4,016 4,081. 3,986 4,134 | 44,020 
India® _-- ee 11,442 11,811 | 11,359 11,402 - 11,970 . Indonesia _ 222 ee 551 551 882 1,100 1,500 | 
Iranf_ ee 1,300 1,300 1,500 1,300 —-: 1,800 Iraq®_ = ee 50. 50 (7) (7) oe | Treland__ 2 35 61 150 rer7g 220 Israel. F132 132 165 €220 “190 Italy ~~. 27,312 26,434 23,891 26,484 426,173 Japan _-_ 112,078 109,733. 107,121 116,389 4116,052 Jordan___ 149 154° ©150 ©150° 150 Kenya® __-_-_ 11 11 1] . 11 11 
Korea, North® _..--§_____._____ 6,100 6,400 6,700 7,200 7,200. Korea, Republic of... 11,854 12,955 18,134 14,366 14,900 Luxembourg _-___..~ 2 4,178 3,869 3,631 4,395 44,349 Malaysia®__§ 2 230 230 390 390 390 Mexico... 8,447 4,778 7,692 8,277 $8,015 Moroceo® __ q 7 7 7 7 . Netherlands _____.~--.~.2_=__ 6,032 4,791 4,935 | 6,326 46,063 New Zealand 9222 et 255 278 257 302 250 Nigeria®__-_.__________ 17 110 150 T2000 — 4280 . Norway ____.2-~ 935 847 987 1,009 1,000 Pakistan®_ .§ -09 390 390 600 "670 770 . Peru -__ 401 302 330 377 |. 4453 . Philippines _________. 2-22 2 386 386 220 £280 . 220 Poland______~222-_ 17,827 16,309 17,897 18,224 417,747 Portugal... 2-2 2 607 556 734 757 4731 Qatar _-_.-- 499 524 526 €538 540: Romania___.-~2~~_~2_~_~_____ 14,358 14,391 13,881 15,914 415,212 . Saudi Arabia ~~~ 2-22 2 80 ©77 303 928 940 Singapore® ____.___.________ 386 386 386 390 390 South Africa, Republicof_...____________ 9,925 9,117 7,926 8,628 8,300 Spain--- 14,233 14,506 14,034 14,864 415,691 Sweden ____-_____-____ 4,168 F4,339 4,537 5,186 5,200 Switzerland._-..-_--_-________ 1,065 1,047 920 1,078 1,100 Syria® wee ee LL 120 4109 90 T16 76 Taiwan ~__~~ ~~~ 3,465 4,495 5,530 “5,500 5,500 Thailand ___~_--~_~2 = 331 344 269 "280 280 Trinidad and Tobago _-___.____________ 58 7197 231 219 4184 Tunisia®___-___~-2--- "176 110 "165 "165 165 Turkey._______-_____ oo T2673 3,134 4,227 4,729 45,469 USS.R 2 163,632 162,221 168,118 170,018 171,000 United Kingdom___~.--~_-_-- 17,170 15,106 16,519 16,668 417,331 United States._-___.-__.___-_____ 120,828 74,577 84,615 92.528 498 259 Uruguay. ~~~ 17 31 51 53 50 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 15.—Raw steel:! World production, by country? —Continued - | 
. (Thousand short tons) 

Country* 1981 - 1982 1983 1984P . = 1985® - 
. 

. 

Venezuela®_____________ 2,003 2,531 2,820 3,241 3,500 oe | Vietnam® --__ = 120 130 110 110° 110 Yugoslavia__________________ 4,383 . 4,244 4,558 4,669 44,9388 . _ Zimbabwe_____- 762 582 741 431 440 
. —.———$$ ees 

Total___---~____ ™778,948 ™709,668 730,604 782,008 788,119 

*Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. 
1Steel formed in first solid state after melting, suitable for further processing or sale; for some countries, includes . material reported as “liquid steel,” presumably measured in the molten state prior to cooling in any specific form. Table includes data available through June 24, 1986. . 3In addition to the countries listed, Ghana, Libya, and Mozambique are known to have steelmaking plants, but available data are insufficient to make reliable production estimates. Burma reportedly has a remelt capacity of 40,000 a tons; however, plant output, if any, is not known. 
*Reported figure. 

. ‘Data are for year ending June 30 of that stated. . *Includes steel castings. | | Revised to zero.





| By Franklin D. Cooper! | | 

Brokers, dealers, and other outside sumption shown in table 2 for three types of | 
sources supplied domestic consumers with scrap consumers. Consumption for the | | 
37.4 million tons? of all types of ferrous nonrespondents was estimated using prior | 
scrap at a delivered value of approximately reports adjusted by industry trends. An a 
$2.94 billion, while exporting 9.95 million estimation error is also contained in the 
tons valued at $918 million. In 1984, domes- difference between the reported total con-. 
tic consumers received 34.3 million tonsata sumption of purchased and home scrap and - 
delivered value of approximately $2.82 bil- the sum of scrap receipts plus home scrap 

_ lion, while exports totaled 9.5 million tons production, less scrap shipments, and ad- 
- valued at $918 million. . justments for stock changes. For scrap con- — 

__ Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- sumption data shown in table 2, this differ- _ 
. duction data for ferrous scrap are developed ence amounted to 1% for the manufactur- | 

_by the Bureau of Mines from voluntary ers of pig iron and raw steel and castings, 
monthly or annual surveys of U.S. oper- 0.3% for the manufacturers of steel cast- _ 
ations. Of the operations to which a survey _ ings, and 3% for iron foundries and miscel- | | 
request was sent, 76% responded, repre- laneous users. | 
senting an estimated 80% of the total con- | | | 

Table 1.—Salient U.S. iron and steel scrap and pig iron statistics _ | 
. (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) . 

ne | 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 | 

Stocks, Dec. 31: | 
Scrap at consumer plants _____________ 8,118 6,418 5,807 5,261 | 5,104 
Pig iron at consumer and supplier plants _ _ _ _ 859 622 345 304 266 

Total _-§_- $5 = eee 8,977 7,040 6,152 5,565 5,370 
Consumption: 

~ Serap__. eee 85,097 56,386 61,782 65,702 70,493 Pigiron ______-§_-»_-_- 75,040 44,409 50,070 53,202 51,411 
Exports: 

_ Scrap (excludes rerolling material and ships, . 
boats, and other vessels for scrapping)_ _ _ _ _ 6,415 6,804 7,520 9,498 9,950 Value __-_____________ $638,644 $610,302 $636,723 $917,981 $918,186 

Imports for consumption: . 
Scrap (includes tinplate and terneplate)____ _ 556 468 - 641 572 601 Value ______ $62,126 $37,572 $48,219 $46,946 $45,620 OS SE re EE eee 

Legislation and Government Pro- required the President to consult with an 
grams.—On July 12, 1985, the President affected industry before imposing export 

| signed compromise legislation (S. 883) to policy controls. 
reauthorize the Export Administration Act Findings of the U.S. International Trade 
of 1979 and for other purposes. This Public Commission (ITC), published in May 1985, 
Law 99-64 included limited contract sancti- indicated that imports of slab steel in the 
ty, clarified the foreign availability test, and 1979-83 period had no significant impact on | 

573.
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| os the U.S. ferrous scrap industry. . | investment in processing equipment was | : 
| Rhode Island’s tax administrator deter- classed as an investment tax credit. _ | 

. ‘mined that a scrap metal processor produc- Massachusetts was the 50th State to clas- 
| ing tangible personal property for sale was_ sify a scrap metal processor as a manu- 

_ exempt from the State’s sales and use taxes facturing business. . | 
: on new equipment purchased and that its 6 ~~ oe a 

AVAILABLE SUPPLY, CONSUMPTION, AND STOCKS | | 

| In expectation of a severe winter, steel — than in 1984. . | 
producers built up their stocks and then Castings, iron.—Shipments totaled 10.1 

_ drastically reduced purchases in early million tons in 1985 compared with 10.9 | 
spring. Scrap processors in the Midwest million tons in 1984. _ oe 7 

| ~ reluctantly agreed to overnight delivery to Castings, _steel.—Shipments __ totaled 
_. Some purchasers who maintained small 889,000 tons in 1985 compared with 940,000 — 

: stocks. Scrap processors in the South sold tons in 1984. 7 

scrap at bargain prices to maintain some Construction equipment.—The value of 
_ cash flow. An oversupply of ferrous scrapin shipments in 1985 totaled $4.2 billion com- 

- the Pittsburgh area was further increased pared with $4.0 billion in 1984. 7 
by the fabrication’ of domestic-made and = Farm, wheeled tractors.—Units sold in 
imported steel products. LTV Steel Co.’s 1985 totaled 120,000 compared with 110,000 

_ Pittsburgh Works with two electric arc jy 1984. ° | | | 
furnaces (EAF) was the principal consumer Housing starts.—Starts in 1985 totaled 

at a maximum 50,000- to 60,000-ton-per- 1.74 million tons compared with 1.75 mil- 
month demand. In August, scrap demand lionin 1984. - : : | 

| for the Pittsburgh area foundries was at Materials handling.—The value of ship- 
| such a low level that it was difficult to set ments in 1985 was $4.4 billion compared — 

prices on foundry scrap grades. Scrap de- . ways 
d further d d in th with $4.0 billion in 1984. | 

ne WS RP eases In the area == Mining equipment.—Sales were $155 mil- 
because LTV no longer made steel in its lion j “es — 

oe . ; ion in 1985 and $125 million in 1984. 
| Aliquippa Works and Wheeling-Pittsburgh ; + 

| ; | : Service centers, steel.—Shipments to serv- 
Steel Corp.’s plants were strikebound for 2... 21.0 milli in 1985 
months. - 1ce centers were <1. ) million tons in 

| Raw steel production was 88.3: million anne ; ee tons it spe 1985 totaled | 
tons compared with 92.5 million tons in 9/55 villion fee nine shins fou th Atme i 
1984. Raw steel capacity utilization was mison for nine ships for the sarme : 66.1% in 1985 compared with 68.4% in 1984 Forces and five noncombat ships. The total 

| Steel mills accounted for 71.9% of all sain oeneecrs was Pall rata f fj 
| scrap received from brokers, dealers, and. er.—onipments of all grades of ln- ~ 

other outside sources; steel foundries receiv. ished steel were 72.7 million tons in 1985 
ed 4.1%, and iron castings producers and ane ey ei ain ee 15 mil 
miscellaneous users received 24.0%. ular goods.—ohipments were |.o mil- 

million tons, comprised 38.8 net receipts 1984. These tonnages exclude oil country 
(total receipts minus shipments), 30.5 home products. f sit wncluded the foll 
scrap, 0.6 imports, and 0.2 withdrawals ews OF acquisitions included the tollow- 
from stocks for a total of 70.1. ing: Steeimet Be Heeureh, a was 

The 1984-85 status of U.S. manufacturing purchased by aniel Metals Corp., a 
sectors that were major consumers of iron wholly owned subsidiary of Haniel GmbH, 
and steel products was as follows: . Duisburg, Federal Republic of Germany; 

Appliances.—In 1985, 41.8 million units eurey wets Corp. sold its Los Angeles, 
were shipped, 17% more than in 1984. » SCrapyard to Hugo Neu, a major scrap 
Automobiles.—In 1985, 8.2 million units exporter situated on nearby Terminal Is- 

were made in the United States, 5.1% more land; Miller Compressing Co. bought most 
than in 1984. In the first 5 months of 1985, of the assets of Afram Bros. Co., Milwaukee, 

169,600 recreational vehicles were shipped WI; the Union Corp., Verona, PA, sold the 
to dealers, 9.4% less than in 1984, and in operating assets of its Jacobsen Metal Co., 
the first 6 months of 1985, 39,900 recreation- Chesapeake, VA, division to some private 
al homes were shipped to dealers, 16% less investors; and Addlestone International
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Corp., Charleston, SC, purchased Associated search and Education Foundation (MSREF). 
Iron & Metal Co., Jacksonville, FL. The replacement value of the industry’s 
New ventures included the following: Or- capital investment increased to $2.3 billion, 

ange County Steel Salvage Inc. opened an 183% more than that of 1974. Land repre- 
export yard on Terminal Island, CA, fea- sented a $636 million investment, and build- 
turing the Ro-Con method of loading that ings, $481 million. The cost of a greenfield : included containers and bulk shipments so scrap processing yard was $1.5 million to 
that 20,000 tons of scrap could be loaded $2.0 million. In 1984, there were 1,407 proc- 
aboard a vessel in 2 days; Schiabo-Chatham essing plants in operation compared with | Co., Savannah, GA, and Southern Scrap 1,330. in 1974. The number of plants in the 
Material Co. Ltd., Baton Rouge, LA, created 30,000- to 60,000-ton-per-year range was 275, 

_ a new venture for purchasing, processing, UP from 152 such plants in 1974. Collective- | 
and marketing stainless steel scrap in the ly, the East North-Central and Northeast gulf region; and Steelmet opened a trading Census regions accounted for 50% of the 
office in St. Louis, MO, to handle stainless total U.S. plants and 63% of the total 
and nickel alloy scrap sales. _tonnage processed. . | Scrapyard closings included the perma- According to the Battelle report, in 1984, 
nent termination in October 1985 of the 800 balers processed 8.9 million tons; 770 export yard of Schiavone & Sons Inc., Bos- guillotine shears processed 11.2 million 
ton, MA, and the processing facilities of tons; and 200 shredders processed 11.2 mil- 
World Trade Options, Spring Valley, NY. lion tons. Ferrous Scrap processors ope rated _ Phibro Bros. (United States) in August soa Pieces of equipment, of which balers, | 
severed its trade connections with the Re- ne ° ado s ‘nant by a a ‘iders ar dV bri | 
public of South Africa, and in late October, he pers ‘had the 1 oe et rela tive ov wth in 

. . announced that its subsidiary Philipp Bros. the 1974-84 peri ode Shears hate rs. and : 
would withdraw from steel, bulk ferro- shredders of recent vintage required less alloys, and ferrous scrap trading. Resulting per : | dismissals will affect 600 of its 1,400 employ. P0Wer input and had a longer life than ? : similar equipment placed in operation 10 to 
C8. . . . 20 years earlier. The installed cost of a 
Some miscellaneous happenings relating guillotine shear ranged from $450,000 to to ferrous scrap were as follows: The Public $800,000, and al arge -capacity baler cost up 

Service of Indiana in June auctioned por- to $2 million eee 
tions of $700 million worth of steel and A growing trend for processing the total | 
equipment intended for a nuclear plant that products from an automobile shredder us- was canceled in 1984; General Motors ing water instead of air to separate the | Corp.'s plan to take its automobile bundle nonmetallic constituents. The wet system scrap off the open market was postponed for required less power and reduced air pollu- 
the second time in November; Schnitzer tion. | | , | 
Steel Products Co., Oakland, CA, was se- = Scrap processing equipment, in new or 
lected to be the exclusive scrap supplier for redesigned configurations, offered by the 
Judson Steel Corp., Emeryville, CA; and United States and foreign manufacturers 
Lindemann Recy cling Equipment Inc. a included balers capable of higher productiv- subsidiary of Lindemann Machinefabric ity while making higher density bundles 
GmbH of Dusseldorf, Federal Republic of from the Harris Press and Shear Co., 
Germany, established its U.S. headquarters Cordele, GA: Al-jon’s 990 four-wheel drive in New York City. hydrostatic loader; and Caterpillar Tractor Ferrous scrap in stockpiles of domestic Co.’s integrated toolcarrier wheel loader 
consumers totaled 5,104,000 tons at year- with power takeoff for use with a variety of end, down 157,000 tons from the 5,261,000 small equipment in ‘scrapyards. Shears tons at yearend 1984. Stocks held by steel available included La Bounty Model MSD- 
manufacturers continued a recurring annu- 22, capable of processing subway cars in an 
al decline, while stocks held by makers of as-received condition; ECON’s Model 210-P 
ferrous castings increased significantly in portable guillotine shear; and Harris 
1985. energy-efficient Model BSH-22-883 shear. 
The U‘S. ferrous scrap industry’s annual The joint use of a 245 Hydraulic Excavator 

processing capability in 1984 was 180 mil- teamed with a La Bounty shear could proc- 
lion tons, 18% more than that of 1974, ess one railroad car per hour into No. 1 
according to a report by the Battelle Colum- heavy melting scrap, and Allied-Gator Co.’s 
bus Laboratories for the Metal Scrap Re- mobile shear was capable of a shearing
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force up to 1,600 tons. industry. ISIS published a booklet relating 

Foreign-made shears included six basic to insurance coverage for scrap processors. 

| models from Dudley Shearing Machine ISIS’ members in the Buffalo, NY, area and 

Manufacturing Co. Ltd. Stoke-on-Trent, ISIS’ national office stopped the Buffalo 
United Kingdom; shears from J. McIntyre City Council’s attempt to classify scrap 

: (Machinery) Ltd., Nottingham, United metal processing operations as junkyards. 
Kingdom; and a shear marketed by the ISIS approved the provisions of the Export 

| NEW DJ Press Co., a division of Wendt Administration Act of 1985, and ISIS issued 
Manufacturing Corp., North Tonawanda, a general information, updated and revised, 
NY, made by Thyssen Henschel of the folder entitled “Mines Above Ground.” 

| Federal Republic of Germany, the use of MSREF, the research arm of ISIS, updated 
which did not need feed scrap presorting. the original 1975 study of the U.S. ferrous 
Southern Scrap, a large tonnage processor scrap industry’s processing capability. The 
in New Orleans, LA, bought a Lindemann study’s results showed current processing 

LU-810 shear made in the Federal Republic capability to be 130 million tons per year. A 

_of Germany. The shear was put into oper- detailed listing and count of the major types - 

ation mate 1985. 0 a of equipment, plant count, and net capacity 

: _ The Fujiar Newell shredder, introduced of equipment installed or on order were 

into Japan an 1880, now ies the dominant published in the fall 1985 issue of the ISIS 
| Shred ler is ma deb Fu Sa * Ma set ne = “Phoenix Quarterly.” The National Associ- 

| Co. under license on, Newell Industries ation of Recycling Industries Inc. (NARD, in 
Inc | May, postponed the establishment ne | an 

7 oe ae | association to negotiate favorable freight 

| _Proler Int ernational Corp., Houston, TX, rates. NARI opposed proposed legislation in 
operated nine shredders either in a joint . : . 

venture with Prolerized Schiabo Neu Co. or Rhode island to make recycling mandatory. 
7 by Proler alone. a : Safety conarions received increasing at- 

Cholmondeley Industrial Associates Inc., ention a J © voll essing 1 Associ of ferrous 

Cincinnati, OH, was selected by Lindemann scrap. # «. mere ane sociates Inc., 

Recycling to represent its processing equip- Neenah, WI, introduced its new Hazardous 

ment in Kentucky, Tennessee, and parts of Material Incident Kit designed to provide 
Indiana, Ohio, and West Virginia. Harris instructions and material to respond toa 

became the sole agent in the United King- hazardous release of contaminants from 

dom for Lollini S.p.A. of Italy, and Lollini ferrous scrap. The Environmental Protec: - will be Harris’ agent in Italy for Harris’ tion Agency (EPA) determined in February 

equipment, excluding balers. that scrapyard shredder residue contami- 

| “Analyzers for a wide range of scrap met- nated by sodium azide from airbag canisters 

| als included the 3600 Mobil Metal Analyzer Was not hazardous. To call attention to 
of Applied Research Laboratories; the Clan- hazardous materials, ISIS started an ad- 

don Portable Metascope from Clandon Sci- vertising campaign directed to State gov- 

entific Ltd., Aldershot, HANTS, United ernment officials. A rub pege advertise- 
Kingdom, G0125QR; the X-Met 840,a hand- ment suggested that manutacturers were 
held,  ertable microprocessor-based, responsible for keeping hazardous materials 

multielement X-ray fluorescent analyzer by out of their products that eventually would 
Columbia Scientific Industries Corp.; a be scrapped and recycled. Materials receiv- 
readout system, called Spectrographix 16, ae eae NOa) ican are polychlorinated 
from the Labtest Equipment Co.; Texas bipheny! ( , dioxin, and radioactive fer- 
Nuclear’s 9266 Alloy Analyzer; and Walker rousscrap. — 
Scientifics Inc.’s Alloy Thermo-Sorter Mod- On May 24, the TAMCO Co., Los Angeles, 
el ATS-6044. CA, closed its EAF melt shop after radioac- 

Activities of ferrous-scrap-related founda- tive contamination was discovered. Of the 
tions and associations are noted. The Execu- 350-employee work force 3 employees re- 

tive Director of the Institute of Scrap Iron ceived extensive tests that showed negative 

and Steel (ISIS) testified on March 12 before results. Fortunately, the radioactive con- 

the ITC that imports of semifinished steel tamination was trapped in 100 tons of 

and slabs threatened the domestic scrap baghouse dust.
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TRANSPORTATION 

The CSX Corp., formed in 1980 by the compared with 20 years for steel sides. Cars 
merger of Chessie System Railroad Inc. and for hauling coal in unit trains for electric 
Seaboard Coast Line Industries Inc., in utilities generally had bottom-emptying | December 1985 announced a writedown of _hoppers; other cars were emptied by rotary- 
surplus assets that included 1,000 miles of dump equipment. Such cars usually had a 
track, 600 unused locomotives, and 41,000 4,330-cubic-foot internal volume; their pay- 
idle freight cars. load rating was 106 to 108 tons maximum, 

The total annual capability of the U.S. their length ranged from 51 to 54 feet, and 
freight-car-building industry in 1985 was their empty weight was 15 to 21 tons, of 
82,000 cars, of which a 29,000-car capacity which 31% to 36% consisted of aluminum 
was completely inactive. Freight car deliv- components. The term “gondola” has been 

. eries were 95,650 in 1979, decreasing to imadvertently used for such coal cars; how- 
85,465 in 1980, 44,825 in 1981, 17,236 in ever, ferrous scrap could not be hauled in 
1982, and to a low of 5,772 in 1983. Produc- such cars because of their configuration and 
tion recovered to more than 12,000 cars in the fact that electric utilities, which owned 
both 1984 and 1985, equal to 15% of produc- the Cars, specified their use. _ 
tion capacity. Of the 1,765 coal-carrying Three U.S. makers of aluminum-steel rail 
cars ordered in 1985, 1,633 had aluminum cars were Rail Car Co. (Tarco), Ortner 
sides whose life was expected to be 30 years Freight Car Co., and Bethlehem Steel Corp. _ 

| PRICES | oe 

Based on the average composite delivered _ processors. | | | prices per long ton quoted monthly and In early June, Midwest scrap consumers | 
separately by the American Metal Market paid prices near those in 1982 and early 
and Iron Age, No. 1 heavy melting steel 1983. West coast prices were down $1 to $5 
scrap cost $74.91 in 1985, ranging from per gross ton because of decreasing exports. 
$85.75 in March to $66.58 in June. ‘Purchases by domestic consumers of | 

The 110,000 gross tons of No. 1 factory scrap from brokers, dealers, and other out- _ 
bundles auctioned in. May by General Mo- side sources were as follows: 
tors Corp., Ford Motor Co., and Chrysler | Corp. brought $13 to $15 per ton less than in ay ear rT the two preceding months. Qantity a Teored alae’ 

In the Pittsburgh area, processors bought Consumer sand Total 4 verage only enough scrap to maintain good work- | sport yal (per ton) | ing relations with their suppliers. Although = ———_________—>____ 
ferrous scrap sales were classed as bargains, Steel manufacturers __ 26,866 $2,124 $79 . . : Steel castings major traders expected higher sales prices manufacturers ____ 1,517 133 88 
because of lower interest rates and the _ Ironcastings ; ° manufacturers ____ 8,979 682 76 Government’s voluntary restraint program —_—— on steel imports. When buyers could be Total or average___ 37,362 2,939 “79 found, shredded scrap brought $80 per gross ~,,_... ton, a level at which Pittsburgh scrap could second 6 vomits. a ° months was $82, and for the not compete with exports by east coast
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| Figure 1.—Raw steel production (AISI), total iron and steel scrap consumption, pig iron 

- consumption, home scrap production, and net scrap receipts. | | 

a FOREIGN TRADE | - 

| Total ferrous scrap exports increased Mexico, Spain, Turkey, and Venezuela col- 
4.7% over those of 1984 and accounted for lectively received 7.47 million tons, valued 

the largest tonnage since 1980 when 11.2 at $645 million and averaging $86.35 per 
million tons was exported. The tonnages ton. | a | 
and values of the 1985 exports, as released The four countries that received the larg- 

by the Bureau of the Census, were as_ est tonnages of U.S. stainless steel scrap 
follows: exports were Japan, 46,997 tons; Spain, 

27,222 tons; the Netherlands, 24,891 tons; 
TTT sor Gr value” and the Federal Republic of Germany, 

Quantity ———— 23,799 tons. Collectively, these countries 
Type enon (thou- oe aes received 68.6% of the total stainless steel 

sands) se scrap exported. Canada, Sweden, Mexico, 

Ferrous __________ 9,689,455 $794,905 $8249 +Thailand, Taiwan, and India, in decreasing 
Stainless steel ------ 179,583 104,898 584.12 order of tonnage, collectively received 

(excluding stainless) 129,358 «18,981 +««146.73-«—«99,528 tons or 76.9% of the total alloy scrap 
~~ exported. 

__Tetalor average --- ws oer The tonnages and customs value of the 
total scrap exported through the five lead- 

Canada, Japan, the Republic of Korea, ing customs districts were as follows:
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ee —C~sC(Ceenurs, were. aa oll: 
oran Customs value | : e_—_—_—_—_—_—_—_— Area and leading (thou ce Average Quantity ____Customs value _ 

OS short sands) _ Per ton) Area (short Total Average —— OA fens) sands) (Perton) East coast: New York, OS ———— NY__-__ 1,711 $159,613 $93.29 Detroit, MI: | Great Lakes: Detroit, MI © 733 57,614 78.60 Stainless steel ___ __ 4,816 $3,366 — $698.92 Gulf coast: New Orleans, Alloy steel ______ 20,411 2,420 118.56 LA__~ 486 66,121 136.05 Laredo, TX: Inland: Laredo, TX ___ 408 40,804 100.01 Stainless steel ____ _ 23 43 1,869.57 . | West coast: Los Angeles, Alloy steel ______ 12,117 2,315 191.05 CA__~_____-__ ~~ 1,820 126,055 95.50 — Los Angeles, CA: 

__Totaloraverage--_ 4,658 450,207 96.65 «= Atfoy tect L ~~~ R8h SS 1GSAT—_ (569.21 | ne = Now Orleans, LA: 
Bo Stainless steel __ __ 24,749 12,777 516.26 | No. 1 heavy melting and shredded were New Ye eyo $518 844 97.78 the leading grades of scrap exported. Collec- Stainless steel ____ 23,912 18,581. 565.87 tively, these two grades accounted for 53.5% Alloy steel —— _ _ __ 6396 2,574 402.44 : 

of the total scrap exported. Borings, shovel- Total or average: 
_ Ings, and turnings totaled 875,000 tons; No. RXiainless steel TrTt Bord Ones 760.36 : 2 heavy melting totaled 767,000 tons; and ————"——--— BOA2O 

iron scrap, excluding borings and shovel- a | | ings, totaled 666,000 tons. These five grades | Imports for consumption of iron and steel | accounted for 7.63 million tons or 76.7% of scrap containing no dutiable alloys totaled | all ferrous scrap exports. 601,000 tons, valued at $45,620,000 and av- | The tonnages and values of stainless steel eraging $75.91 per ton. Imports from Cana- Coe scrap and alloy steel scrap (except stainless) da equaled 93.5% of the total, and imports exported from the five leading customs from Mexico equaled 4.1%. - districts, according to the Bureau of the | : 

7 - WORLD REVIEW a | | | 

_ Foreign shipbreaking activities continued codes in Western Europe, demolition yards | to be significant contributors to the ferrous similar to those in the Republic of Korea | scrap supply, particularly in the Far East. and Taiwan were not economically feasible. : In 1984, worldwide breakers demolished Two French supertankers, the Botillus and : 1,785 vessels totaling 19.9 million tons. Tai- the Bellamya, were sold for scrap in Octo- wan, the. world leader, broke 7.5 million ber. One vessel went to Taiwan, and the | tons, followed by the Republic of Korea with other, to the Republic of Korea. 
4.6 million tons, China with 2.3 million tons, The Government of Greece approved and Japan and Pakistan with 1.3 million plans to build a new breaking yard in . tons each. | a | northern Greece at an estimated cost of In 1985, scrapping continued at a high $17.5 million. The Japanese Transport Min- level in Taiwan, the Republic of Korea, and istry encouraged shipbreaking by way of China because of the strong demand for subsidies and the return of duty paid on rerolled steel products. vessels imported for scrapping. The Minis- Worldwide in 1985, 987 vessels were try also had plans to use official develop- scrapped; tankers and combined carriers ment funds to construct shipbreaking yards totaled 251 and represented 56% of the in Burma, Indonesia, Malaysia, and the purchased tonnage, and 736 bulk carriers Philippines. Three Japanese VLCC were accounted for 44% of the purchased ton- sold toa breaking yard in Hakodate Prefec- nage. | ture. A shipbreaking yard in Thailand was Prices paid by shipbreakers were in- scheduled to start operation in December. fluenced by the type and size of the vessel. The yard could scrap three VLCC annually. Chinese breakers paid approximately $105 A new breaking yard started official oper- per ton; in Taiwan, very large cargo carriers ation in September at Aliaca in the Izmir (VLCC) and 30,000-ton bulk carriers sold for region of Turkey. In the startup period, five 

$90 to $96 per ton, and vessels under 4,000 medium-sized tankers were scrapped. Ves- tons were bought for $80 per ton, while sels laid up in nearby Eleusis Bay and the Turkish breakers paid $76 per ton for small Black Sea were acquired for $76 per ton. A tonnage vessels. 1.1-million-ton-per-year steel plant was to Because of high labor costs and safety be built near the  Aliaca yard.
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| The Turkish shipping Zihni Group leased zil’s Minas Gerais State did not accept a 

two Government-owned sites at Aliaca 70% price increase for charcoal to approx- 

where a 1,000-ton-per-day-capacity breaking imate per ton. 30. two G05 

ard will be built in 2 years. anada.—On June , two oot 

* The shipbreaking yard of H. Stewart lakers, one built in 1957 and the other in 

a (Metals) Ltd., at Birkenhread, United King- 1963, were sold to Cord Steel, Montreal, 

dom, continued in operation despite the loss which resold them to a Curacao, West 

of its main customer, the minimill of the Antilles, shipbreaking facility. The ships 

Manchester Steel Group, at Bidston. | left Montreal July 1 and were towed in 

| The Government of India shortened the Single file by the tugboat Capi. Tonnais S. | 

: time to obtain a shipbreaking permit to 57 China.—Three delegations visited some | 

| | days and readied a $27 per ton tax on ships U-S._ferrousscrap-processing facilities in 
| imported for breaking. The state-owned the United States to investigate recycling © 

Metal Scrap Trade Corp. (MSTC) actively technology and equipment. The delegates 

| sought 6,000- to 6,500-ton ships for breaking. ™ade two contracts for purchasing a total of 
7 MSTC was the sole buyer of vessels pur- | 260,000 tons from the U.S. gulf region for 

| chased for 90 breaking yards. However, in approximately $105 per ton for exports to | 

1984-85, MSTC supplied only 40 yards; the the ports of Tienchin and Xingang. A major 
remaining yards remained idle. problem in Chinese ports was the unloading 

On February 1, 30 vessels averaging 5,500 f scrap from vessels at a speed common: 
tons were laid up at Gadani, Pakistan, for place in the Far East; one solution was to 

scrapping. Because recovered plate was lim- receive scrap by vessels that would remain 

: ited to 0.5-inch thickness, only low-tonnage 7‘ China for Scrapping: Because pig iron 
. . receipts could be unloaded at a rate faster 

vessels were imported. In mid-May, a con- we 
| . . than for ferrous scrap, purchases of pig iron 

, sortium of Greek shipowners agreed to sup- tood at 1.0 million t h from Brazil 

- ply 20 to 25 vessels annually to Paki- F000 ete ners eee enn cone tht 

stani breakers, whose import duty payment and Japan in 1985. Pig iron was shipped 
on vessels was ‘ncrease 45% in May. from three Japanese integrated steelmak- 

In 1984. th val j ° ldd y: dfor China Metallurgical Import and Ex- 

n , the revival in world demand Jor port Corp. Three Chinese groups con- 

ferrous scrap benefited European Proces- cerned with scrap purchases were the State 

sors who found new markets in the Far Bureau of Supplies, the Ministry of Com- 
East. Scrap collection in some European merce, and the Ministry of Metallurgy. 

countries improved, thereby making 6.6 Local governments were responsible for do- | 
million tons total available for export to  mestic scrap collection. Industrial scrap was 

developing countries. returned for recycling by mandate. Private 

| : Worldwide, there were more than 500 jeddlers collected obsolete scrap predomi- 
shredders whose operators’ major problem nantly from households, and received pay- 

val finding Scent supplies of feed mate- ment set by the Government’s collection 
rials at the rigat price. . stations where the scrap had to be sold. : 

Belgium.—Although export restrictions Thyssen Henschel of the Federal Republic 

imposed by the Government had no effect of Germany sold several 1,250-ton-force 

on the total tonnage exported by Belgian scrap shears to Chinese steelworks. : 
processors, Belgian steelmakers demanded Czechoslovakia.—The state-owned scrap 

urgent action by the European Economic processor Kovosrot Brno obtained equip- 
Community (EEC) to restrict EEC scrap ment and technology for a continuous detin- 

rail Brazil was the world’s largest | One eine j veloped and operated by the : — 1 Wi argest United Kingdom processor Vulcan Materi- 

producer of charcoal pig iron, a growing als. The new plant was expected to convert 

competitor of ferrous scrap. According to 30,000 tons annually of low-quality tinplate 
the Bak foreign trade depart- scrap into high-quality detinned steel scrap 
ment ( , exports of charcoal pig iron and high-grade secondary tin ingots. 
in 1984 were 2.76 million tons, reportedly Denmark.—The newly-formed SR Scan- 

owing in part to the increased ferrous scrap dinavian Recycling AB established a mar- 

shortage in the world market. The Far East keting arrangement with the E. Laursen 

received 60% of the country’s production; Maskinfabrik A/S. Two shredders and two 

EEC countries obtained 20%; and the grinders in Denmark had a 4,250 total 

United States, 15%. horsepower and a single-shift annual capac- 

Independent pig iron producers in Bra- ity of 75,000 tons.
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European Communities (EC).—In late of scrap in this time period. Beitrage zur 
February, the European Committee of the Danziger Statistik, the West German scrap 

National Ferrous Scrap Association re- federation, reported 1.65 million tons of 
jected an EC proposal for a ferrous-scrap- ferrous scrap exports in the first 5 months 
sale monitoring system because it would of 1985 and imports of 1.2 million tons. 
result in an advantage to U.S. scrap mer- The EC Commission approved the acquisi- 
chants. A below normal U.S. steel output tion of Walter Trapp GmbH by Thyssen 
further depressed European scrap prices. Sonnenberg, which gave the company a 

Nuova Campsider of Italy attempted to 27% share of the West German scrap mar- 
restrict Italian ferrous scrap exports. In a ket and more than an 8% share of the EC 

_ March 26 meeting, EC ministers for indus- trade. Thyssen AG merged its subsidi- 

| trial affairs ruled out the possibility of aries Thyssen Sonnenberg (Duisburg) and | 

ferrous scrap export controls. In 1984, fer- Thyssen Carbometal Co. (New York) into a 

rous scrap consumption in the EC was less_ single company. Elg Haniel GmbH (Duis- 

| than 6% greater than that in 1983. The EC berg) appointed Kinsho Mataich as Japa- | 

scrap supply situation eased because of nese sales agent for Elg’s stainless steel — 

| lower prices prompted by the decrease in scrap, special steel scrap, and rare metal 

the dollar exchange rate. EC officials re- scrap. Kinshofer Maschinefabrik designed a 

ported that EC steelmakers no longer faced hydraulic ram to handle thin-gauge scrap. 

supply shortages, although in some situa-. India.—Imports of ferrous scrap were 

- tions the demand for low-residual scrap principally baled shredded because in past 

exceeded the supply. The main reason fora years some receivers obtained usable and | 

$30 per ton decrease in the British stainless _rerolling material and fraudulently declar- : 

steel scrap price was attributed to the ed it for assessed import duty as heavy 

| strengthening of the pound sterling against melting steel scrap. Four tenders submitted 

the dollar. Bn . to the MSTC, the last in early November 

France.—In 1984, exports of ferrous scrap 1985, totaled 556,000 metric tons in the 

totaled 4.5 million tons, of which 2.1 million range of $116 to $128 per metric ton. Trad- | 

tons went to Italy. More than one-half ofthe ers included Nissho-Iwai Corp. from (Ja- 

| French scrap iron consumption came from pan), the Associated Minerals Consolidated _ 
home scrap, and 5%, from imports. Imports Ltd. (United Kingdom), the Independent 
in the first 8 months of 1984 totaled 364,000 Bulk Commodity Trading Ltd. (United — : 

tons. Cie. Francaise de Ferailles planned to Kingdom), Krupp AG (Federal Republic of | 

install one shredder in its Bordeaux yard Germany), and Hugo Neu (United States). 
and another in its Toulouse yard primarily Receiving ports were Bhovnagar, Bombay, | 

. to supply the Spanish ferrous scrap market. Calcutta, Kandla, Madras, and Vizagapat- 
Metalinor, formed by the merger of Otto nam. Most scrap was bought by MSTC, a | 
Lazar and Vidal & Champreddonder, be- Government agency, through tenders from 
came one of Europe’s biggest scrap dealers. a limited number of participants. Eventual- 
The presence of new EAF’s, notably in steel ly, the successful bidder had to establish an 
mills at Neuves-Maisons, Hagendange, and_ unconditional performance bond. Then, it 

Valenciennes, reportedly could increase the often required 14 days until the seller had a 
annual domestic demand for scrap iron by workable letter of credit (LC) in hand, and 

7 - 1.1 million tons. | during this time period, the seller decided 
Germany, Federal Republic of.—In late on the source of scrap, the chartering of a 

March, the Iron and Steel Industry Associa- vessel, and exchange transactions. India : 
tion filed a case against the EC Commission always includes a 180-day term in the LC 
concerning its failure to prevent Italian and often converted U.S. dollars in the 
subsidies on ferrous scrap imports. Other calculation of the sale price. 
steel federations had not made similar ob- Shipments to India were not the easiest. 
jections in late March. The short-term avail- Recurring factors were port and vessel re- 
ability of ferrous scrap eased, and there strictions, frequent congestion in ports, 
were no indications of a major turndown in wildcat strikes, a shortage of trucks to 
supplies although higher quality grades receive the cargo directly from vessels, and 
were barely sufficient to meet demand. the monsoon period in June through Au- 
Steelmakers used 19 kilograms less scrap gust. Substantial demurrage charges devel- 
per metric ton of steel produced, bringing oped from the foregoing factors. The latest 
the average to 347 kilograms in the first development in scrap shipments to India 
half of 1985 because of the high price was an indefinite quality control procedure
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introduced by the MSTC, which dictated to ton and using Japanese scrap-trade termi- 
the inspection company handling 100,000- nology, were as follows: - | : 

| ton minimum orders placed under tender oo 
T-l11, | SO ae 

Ireland.—Irish Steel Ltd.’s board consid- ePrice 
ered a partial or total closure of its works Cut and pressed.______-________ $112.52 

7 during a cashflow crisis in early 1985 be-— Seen special -~—~--~----------- ar70 
_ cause of high scrap prices contracted in TurningsA 90.89 

1984 that could not be passed along by way PressA--------------------- 80.41 . 
of higher steel prices. The firm had to pay - oo | | : 
$4.5 million more for scrap in the first half The delivered price for H-2 scrap to seven — | 

| of 1985. — | | a areas of Japan, as reported in the Tex 
| Italy.—-The decreased output of EAF steel Report, January 9, 1986, and in dollars per 

a was attributed to high scrap prices within metric ton, were as follows: ° 
| the EC because of reduced levels of supply. ee , 

_ Price was the deciding factor for Soviet and a 
USS. ferrous scrap contracts. Supplies from —______Area_ Price - 
Middle East and African sources were insuf- Kansai_______-_____________ $113.05 | 
ficient to meet the EAF demands. The  junepkuShikoku -~~~-~---—~- es: 
decline in the dollar in October resulted ina Kanto __~~ ~~~ ~~ 777777777777 105.22 

_ 15% decline in Italian scrap prices. Italy Totbhar 7277 T TTT 72-7 one 
| had 20 shredders with an annual single- Hakkaido______.____._-..--. | ——«98'00 

_ shift capacity of 600,000 tons. — | a / 

C 7 ieee “Hyuke Sen  Sapavene Dealer quotations for SUS 18/8 Sabot- | 
Kanema isu " Gosho Ltd “Marubeni Corp grade stainless steel scrap in dollars per 
Mitsubishi Corp Mi tsui & Co Nissho-Iwai. metric ton cost, insurance, and freight (c.if.) 

a  Okaya Koki Sumi tomo Com "Taku > Japan, were obtained from all relevant 
gs aye ? P., nam issues of the Tex Report in 1985. The | eitetau, Tokyo-Takko, and Toyo-Menka. f 183 quotati for H Kone: 

| Domestically available ferrous scrap mov- average O dvorations sor fHong ong . ee ewe | . cargo was $628.90; for 178 quotations for | _ ed in significant tonnages to steelmakers. U.S. cargo from the west coast, the average 
. Eight companies in the Kyushu region was $630.92 - 7 , 

_ bought 105,000 metric tons in June and “The Tex Reports for 1985 published 54 
July. The companies were Nippon Steel instances of f.0.b. values and freight rates of 

| Corp., Sumitomo Metal Industries Ltd., To- ferrous scrap exported from the U.S. east 
kai Steel Works Ltd., Kiyomato TekkoK-K., coast and 54 instances of f.o.b. values and 
Showa Kogy o K.K., N ishinhon Seiko K.K., freight rates for the U.S. west coast. Data in Nikon Chutanko K.K., and Hitachi Metals dollars per ton were as follows: East coast 

Ltd. In the February to November period, exports averaged $77.56 f.o.b. in a range 
N Ippon Steel bought 43,900 metric tons of from $72.46 to $84.39, and freight averaged _ domestic scrap, and Nippon Kokan Steel $16.48 in a range from $12.73 to $19.64. 
Corp. obtained 4,000 to 5,000 metric tons Exports from the U.S. west coast averaged 
monthly from the Tokyo Yohahama area. $79.71 f.0.b. in a range from $75.38 to $87.05, - | 
The Kanto region in eastern Japan sent and freight averaged $14.07 in a range from | 60,000 metric tons in April to the Humaji $13.39 to $14.73. : 
and Osaka areas. Pig iron imported by Japan in 1985 to- 

Japan had 50 shredders each rated at taled 747,579 metric tons (equal to 23.0% of more than 1,000 horsepower and 54 shred- the tonnage of all ferrous scrap imports), 
ders in the 100- to 800-horsepower range. averaging $132.83 per metric ton. The Re- 

In December, the Japan Steel Scrap Re- public of South Africa supplied 299,991 tons 
serves Association, a joint group of steel- at $122.74 per ton, and Brazil supplied 
makers and merchants, boosted local fer- 140,967 tons at $139.64 per metric ton. 
rous scrap prices in the Kanto region. The Imports of all types of ferrous scrap in 
average of 12 midmonth quotations of the 1985 totaled 3,203,034 metric tons averaging 
Tex Report are shown for 5 types of ferrous $125.09 per ton, according to the Japan Iron 
Scrap purchased in 1985 by major EAF mills and Steel Federation in the Tex Report of. 
in the Kanto region, in dollars* per metric March 14, 1986.
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According to the Bureau of the Census, scrap in 1985 for melting totaled 2.16 mil- 
U.S. Department of Commerce, exports of lion metric tons and 1.94 million in 1984. 
11 grades of U.S. ferrous scrap to J apan $$ Netherlands.—The new European S ter- 
totaled 2,110,086.tons averaging $94.37 per minal operated by the Dutch stevedoring | 

. ton. The U.S.S.R. was the second largest company Dalmeijer’s Metalen BV was ex- 
supplier of ferrous scrap to Japan with pected to attain, in 3 years, an annual 7 

- 400,241 metric tons averaging $98.96 per throughput of 1.5 million metric tons. The 
metric ton. , | terminal has four cranes and can load two 

According to the Tex Report of February 60,000-ton cargoes simultaneously. In 1985, 
19, 1986, quantity and average value of only grades OA, No. 1, No. 2, and shredded 
Japanese exports of pig iron and ferrous were handled. A ninth shredder started 
scrap, in metric tons and dollars per metric Operation in the Netherlands bringing total 

_ton, were as follows: | horsepower to 11,100 and annual single- — 
shift capacity to 450,000 metric tons, rough- 
ly equal to the amount of feed available. 

7 Material — Quantity Average = South Africa, Republic of.—National 
oo Metals, a ferrous and nonferrous scrap Pig iron____________-_- 1,066,307 $125.45 processor, installed equipment on a site 

, Scrap: iron 5,987. 108.51 near Pretoria owned by state-owned steel- Steel -_- NA 189.86 += maker South African Iron and Steel Indus- 
___Alloy steel - --~-~--~-~- £58 __ 181-62 trial Corp. Ltd. (Iscor). The steelmaker had 

-NANot available. no equity in the operation and was not : 
| oo . obliged to take scrap from National Metals. 

Japanese exports of pig iron to China Domestic steelworks annual consumption totaled 1,008,889 metric tons valued at was expected to reach 2.5 million tons in | 124-40 per ton. big on was about 79.0 1986, 2.5% more than total overall domestic 
: Iron was a . .S f the shortfall will b tb million metric tons, and of raw steel, about sponge ‘ivon "costing 87 5. per metric ton 

the preceding fiscal year. EAP raw steel Sompered with $49 per ton for high grade ‘ , aren " errous scrap. In mid- , Iscor exporte 
production equaled 30.2 million metric tons. heavily from its substantial ferrous scrap 

Stocks of Serie ae (Pig fron and stockpile. Since 197 7, Iscor and Korf Stahl 
; he 48 mill e tp : 5 at the m dof f nat AG developed modification of a direct- Seay, hon tons at the end of fiscal reduced-iron (DRI) process using South Afri- year eas for the Japanese stainless steel can noncoking coal. Other steelmakers pro- 
industry to study ferrous-scrap-processing ducing coal-based DRI were D unswart, Op- | 

_ operations spent April 27 to May 13 in the ©7428 @ 140,000-ton-per-year Codir plant _ United States and Brazil. A mission from °UPPlied by Krupp, and Scaw Metals Ltd., the K ~~ Sera Associa tion was in the producing 90,000 tons annually in a Direct 
| United States on May 14. These missions Goduetion Corp. w RI p vant. a pion Steal oo , . rp.’s works opera e only gas- 
Sere ned 2 continue indefinitely at based DRI plant using synthetic gas from 
Korea, Republi © of.—According to the the nearby Sasol plant. Davsteel (Pty.) Ltd. 

Korean Iron & Steel Association, EAF steel made DRI ie oon erted small ery sons production totaled 4.25 million metric tons. rte of fe rs totaled 10. ‘lice in 1985 and 3.84 million in 1984; converter eee Oe The Unig ke ‘dom supplied raw steel production totaled 9.28 million 21 milli ns. ko © Fr: 08 nillione th metric tons in 1985 and 9.20 million in 1984. T. ted States 07 dilion "ithe USS R. 
EAF mills were operated by Dongkuk Steel 0 3. li Be: me o dan the L 1986. Mill Co. Ltd., Hanbo Steel Co. Ltd., Inchon g" UN len. “eginning danuary 1, 1986, | , panish steelmakers must pay a 12% value- Iron & Steel Co. Ltd. and Kang Won - . , added tax (VAT) on imported ferrous scrap Industries. Imports of steel scrap were 2.76 * vay : . instead of the current 2% duty. The number million metric tons for melting and 0.80 f steel foundries d ed f, 66 in 1977 
million for rerolling; respective tonnagesin © St©€! toundries decreas rom ob 1n room s1qs to 53 in 1983, thereby reducing the annual 1984 were 2.32 million and 0.79 million. 

output from 160,000 tons to 150,000 tons, Monthly average stocks of ferrous scrap d th ber of ] by 12%. Th were 238,000 metric tons in 1985 and Spanish sora re ered oe ore “tion 
135,000 in 1984. Domestically purchased a proposal to concentrate the buying of
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| ferrous scrap by a Government agency. The In this 11-month period, total exports to 

Spanish steelmaker Empresa Nacional developing countries totaled 3,527,000 met- 

Siderargica S.A. sold 175,000 tons of ferrous ric tons and averaged $73.89 per metric ton. 

| scrap in both 1983 and 1984. The firm In the first half of 1985, total exports were 

adhered to a 1-year-old policy and bought no 2,479,000 metric tons, of which 59.9% went | 

| scrap from either domestic or foreign to Spain, 11.2% to Sweden, 4.6% to the 

sources in 1985, according to Metales y German Democratic Republic, 3.7% to the - 

* Maquinas. : Federal Republic of Germany, and 19.6% to 

Taiwan.—Imports of ferrous scrap were all other countries. The unexpected very 

stagnant in February 1985; only state-run _ large exports of U.S. scrap in August 1985 

plants with sufficient funds or other mills, (an all-time high monthly record) affected 

compelled to make purchases, were in the the British traditional markets in Europe . 

market. Several influential EAF mills were and the Mediterranean area. The managing 
consolidated to make radical changes inthe director of a British exporter, Mayer New- 
supply-demand situation, and only minor man and Co. Ltd., claimed that port dues | 

imports of scrap were made. In early No- and other high costs drove exports away | 

vember, a reduction of import duty stimu- from British shippers to European competi- | 
lated scrap imports. _ oe tors. A 32,000-metric-ton cargo of shredded 

. Turkey.—In November, Cukorova’ s Alia- scrap sank in the Red Sea enroute to India. | 

ca works became Turkey’s largest electric The $4 million cargo was shipped by Shep- 

steelmaker with an annual capacity of 1.0 pard Waste Recovery Ltd. from Liverpool. 

million metric tons, although the 1984 out- _ The British Scrap Federation (BSF), in 
put of raw steel was only 0.4 million metric February, asked British steelmakers to put 

tons. The Habas Group was installing two political pressure on Italy and Spain to 

75-ton EAF’s at Izmir. Asil Celik, almost remove their subsidies on scrap imports. 
entirely state-owned and Turkey’s principal Two major protagonists who complained to 

specialty steelmaker, experienced serious the Department of Trade and Industry 

| | financial problems. In 1985, Asil bought about an anticipated lack of ferrous scrap 

about 100,000 metric tons of scrap from the Set up their own processing and marketing 
United States, the United Kingdom, andthe Subsidiaries. 7 oe ease 

Federal Republic of Germany. Plans were _ Billiton (U.K) Ltd. reorganized its Billi- 

under way to buy 40,000 tons of domestic 0 International Metals BV ferrous busi- 

scrap in 1986, up 18,000 tons from those in eSS by locating to a quayside site on the 
1985. : Manchester Ship Canal at Irwell Park, 

United Kingdom.—The increased use of Eccles. The Hulbert of Dudley scrap metal 
EAF’s helped maintain a strong domestic division, after 50 years of trading mostly in 
demand for ferrous scrap. The steel indus- the Midlands, entered the bulk export mar- — 

try’s scrap stocks were 450,000 metric tons Ket: Hulbert chartered its own vessels to 
at yearend 1984 compared with 858,000 ship 1,000- to 2,000-ton cargoes of graded 

metric tons in 1980. In August, the British Steel scrap to the Mediterranean area and 
Steel Corp. (BSC) announced a 3-year strate- to move container lots to continental users. 

gic plan that could lead to a fundamental Such low-tonnage cargoes Were requested 
shift in scrap purchasing in the United by customers who maintained low invento- 
Kingdom. BSC expected to use more scrap ries to improve their cash-flow situation. 

to reduce its reliance on blast furnaces. London Metals moved its activities to larger 
The United Kingdom exported about 50% Premises i Cannonburg, North London. A. 

of its total available ferrous scrap. Quantity R. Brown, McFariane & Co., acquired the 

and average value of ferrous scrap exports scrap exporter Arnott Young Ltd. from 

during the first 11 months of 1985, in Tarmac R oadstone Holdings Ltd. Arnott 

thousand metric tons and dollars per ton, Young will continue to trade under its own 
were as follows: name from its dock at Dalmuir, Clydebank. 

BSC and other British steelmakers asked 
their suppliers to accept unchanged prices 

Material Quantity Average for September 1985 scrap deliveries. BSC 
ais: S,siC_M MSE :¢=:mEm;”#DoTl Flue = reduced its surcharge from $28 to $13 per 

Iron and steel _____------ 3,823 $71.65 mennie ton in line with the downward drift 

ast Iron — ——-—--—-~--~---- of ferrous scrap prices. The surcharge was 

Aung feels 77777 TTT 4 bins calculated using Metal Bulletin’s Ferrous 

$$ __—_|—_—————_-__ Scrap Market Index. Scrap prices strength-
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ened in December because of rising exports ed a shredder that could handle automo- and local shortages in the United Kingdom. biles and domestic appliances without the | Spanish steelmakers built up stockpiles pri- need for precrushing or shearing. Sheppard | or to Spain’s entry into the EC when Span- Waste Recovery at Rochdale ordered a large ish receipts would be subject to higher taxes shear from Thyssen Henschel of the Federal effective January 1, 1986. Rising prices for Republic of Germany costing about $2.7 ferrous scrap, pig. iron, and foundry coke million. | 
were blamed for British foundries’ increas- Modifications to British iron and steel ed costs, according to the British Foundry scrap specifications became effective No- Association (BFA). BFA claimed that sup- vember 1 following months of discussions _ pliers of pig iron and foundry coke enjoyed a involving the BSF, BSC, and British Inde- virtual monopoly because they were mainly pendent Steel Producers Association | “nationalized industries.” | (BISPA). The modifications included the A report by Marketing Strategies for views of the BFA. In summary, 4 general Industry, entitled “MSI Data Base: Found- conditions were applicable to 26 grades of Yies and Castings, United Kingdom, July scrap. These modifications replaced those of 1985,” and a survey by a Department of August 1980. 
Trade and Industry’s Business Statistics U.S.S.R.—Much scrap for export tended Office disclosed that over one-half of British to be hand sorted, and the quality reported- iron foundries terminated production in the ly was generally good. The Soviet’s selling 1974-83 period. The annual output of cast- policy did not appear to follow usual com- ings decreased from 3.45 million metric tons mercial practice; accordingly, the Spanish to 1.45 million metric: tons in the same time _ steel. industry built up a barter scheme for period. Productivity per person per year fell scrap movements. The U.S.S.R. trade organ- marginally to 39 metric tons, probably re- ization Promsyrioimport sent 20,000 metric flecting a trend to lighter, higher value tons of scrap from a Black Sea port to Japan castings. The ferrous scrap industry com- at $100 per ton cif. Generally, Soviet scrap prised 400 BSF members and about 9,500 to Japan originated at Siberian ports. | registered scrap dealers. The 400 members Venezuela.—Ferrous scrap imports at operated 70 fragmentation plants, 300 600,000 tons per year were predicted to shears ranging from 300 to 2,000 tons of decrease to 200,000 tons in the next few shear force, and hydraulic balers whose years as the domestic production of DRI annual capacity was 400,000 metric tons of increased. DRI output is currently limited | No. 1 bales. A new inland scrap-loading because the only merchant plant, operated _ wharf on the River Trent at Readby, Hum- by Fior de Venezuela S.A., concentrates on berside, was managed by the Associated the export market. C.V.G. Siderargica del | Waterway Services Ltd. Four “purpose- Orinoco C.A.’s Hojalata y Lamina S.A. DRI built” scrap bundlers were installed in the facilities continued to have technical oper- Tipton Works of Firth Cleveland Steel Strip ating problems. 

Ltd. Edgar Allen Developments Ltd. design- 

| TECHNOLOGY 

The Consteel continuous steelmaking scrap in EAF operations produces 0.5 mil- process permits the use of purchased fer- lion tons of dust and fume annually, mostly rous scrap having various qualities, limited comprising iron oxides. These solids are preparation, and maximum dimensions. trucked to conventional landfills. By 1988, Generally, 2- by 2-foot scrap can be charged this tonnage is predicted to reach 3.0 mil- continuously; when factory bundles are sim- lion tons per year as electrogalvanized steel ilarly charged, the preheating efficiency production lines are increased to double the decreases. Intersteel Technology Inc., Char- output of galvanized products. The fabrica- lotte, NC, is the vendor of the process.‘ tion of such products will increase the zinc More than 200 tons of scrap iron from the content of home scrap and industrial-grade Statue of Liberty and Ellis Island was bundled scrap. The EPA now designates converted into metal powders destined to EAF dusts and fumes produced during the make commemorative souvenirs; the con- melting of galvanized scrap as hazardous version was done by the Hoeganaes Corp., because of their contained cadmium, lead, Riverton, NJ.5 and zinc. Currently, the total of these three The current use of galvanized ferrous metals is limited to 1,000 kilograms per
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month per melting furnace. Because the § Phoenix Metals Corp., Plymouth, MI, 

smelting of the collected dusts and fumes to planned the startup of a 20,000-ton-per-year 

reclaim these metals is impractical, larger plant to convert machine shop turnings into. 

haulage costs to special landfills are inevita- powder suitable for making powdered metal . 

ble. Further, pelletized dust, although high parts and welding electrodes. This plant 

in iron oxide content, cannot be added to will use a comminution process ‘licensed 

blast furnace burden because it forms scabs from the Ford Motor Co.’° | 

and causes spalling of the refractory lining. Preliminary results of joint research con- 

Currently, industrial scrap bundles are ducted by the U.S. Department of Energy | 

the principal source of the zinc contami- and ISIS indicated that untreated shredder = 

nant. Zinc contamination from an automo- scrap residues have the energy equivalent 

Oe nu . relatively sma we x the of low-grade bituminous coal. These resi- | 

the ehict os iifetime are zinc oxide during ques could be suitable for steam generation 

ven ietime. a - in equipment using specially designed com- 

: The Center for Metals Production and the bustion controls. Combustion of the residues 

| America Iron and Steel Institute (AISI) jesults in no emission problems; however,. 
planned research that focused on the recy- gata on the stability of the heavy metals 

cling of EAF dust and fumes back into the content in the resulting ash was incom- 

EAF. The purpose is to increase the concen- plete.” 

tration of zinc and other metals in the " : - 

dust and fumes to enhance their economic ‘physical scientist, Division of Ferrous Metals. = 
recovery.7? Other research on recovery of nail quantities are in short tons unless otherwise speci- 

zinc from steel plant dusts was reported at "°%- 

the “International Symposium on Recycle Jape yen (Y). ots. pavilare at ote of | 

and Secondary Recovery of Metals.” The Y237=US$1.00. 7 | mo 
processes are designed for zinc recovery by ,, ‘American Metal Market. V. 93, No. 25, Feb. 6, 1985, 

leaching techniques.® ———. V. 98, No. 104, May 30, 1985,p.8. . 

| NARI and the Bureau of Mines extended {Recycling Today. V. 28, No. 6, June 1985, p: 74. | 

| an agreement, terminating in May 1987, for cher ey ii, No. oN ol | 

research on scrap metal recovery, process- ®Taylor, P. R., H. Y. Sohn, and N. Jarrett. Paper in 

ing, and technology. The agreement provid- Proceedings of the International Symposium on Recycle 

ed for the development and exchange of pp. 143-157, 195-201. : 

| information relating to the processing of | work cited) 0 28 No. 4, Apr. 1986, p.53. 
eae : roducing. V. 23, No. 4, Apr. »p. 53. 

=a fale paren and the rapid identi- American Metal Market. V. 98, No. 100, May 28, 1986 
. p. 9.
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Table 2.—U.S. consumer receipts, production, shipments, and stocks of iron and steel | scrap and pig iron in 1985, by grade 
. (Thousand short tons) | 

Receipts of scrap Production of home scrap $$ econ OF home scrar 
‘ Obsolete Consump- 

op r Recircu- srap (in- tion of both . 
rom rom . cludes in- urchase . . brokers, other lating -got molds, aad home Ship- Ending Grade dealers, own- wultey stools, scrap(in- ™entsof stocks, other " com- | reo ing scrapfrom cludes re- scrap Dec. 31 outside" Pany currentop. dequip- circulating | sources plants “erations mene scrap) 

; ings, etc.) ee 

MANUFACTURERS OF PIG IRON AND RAW STEEL AND CASTINGS 

Carbon steel: 
Low-phosphorus plate and 
punchings________ 331 __ 8 4 336 . 5 21 7 Cut structural and plate___ 858 192 382. 12 1,523 16 102 No. 1 heavy melting steel _ _ 8,062 1,368 8,565 143 16,941 1,297  . 1,107 _ No. 2 heavy melting steel __ 2,560 234 920 4 3,604 126 291 No. 1 and electric-furnace 
bundles ___________ 5,246 227 1,597 3 7,072 476 402 No. 2 and all other bundles _ 1,015 36 11 (7) 1,105 8 88 Electric furnace, 1 foot and 

. | under (not bundles) ___ _ 40 46 25 (4) 97 1 24 _ Railroad rails _________ 169 1 2 Le 222 2 2°. Turnings and borings ____ ' 782 _ 10 266 1. - 1,069 14 76 Slag scrap (70% Fe content)_ 042 122 2,452 dl 2,815 306 184 Shredded or fragmentized_ _ 2,774 1,188 175 _ 4,043 129 264 No. 1 busheling ________ 1,296 32 185 1 1,466 116 77 All other carbon steel scrap_ 1,800 660 6,382. 11 8,149 840 596 Stainless steel scrap ________ 51221 478 (7) 1,000 19 16 Alloy steel (except stainless) __ , 126 162 1,019 1 1,256 94 229 Ingot mold and stool scrap ___ 274 232 549 _ 773 1,448 41] 314 Machinery and cupola cast iron — Q __ 4 1 5 6 1 Cast-iron borings_________ - 106 () 4 ) 89 6 . 11 Motor blocks____-_-__ = Hoo __ __ (7) __ ) Otheriron scrap ________ 163 96 456 1 528 169 75 Other mixed scrap _______ _ . 210 14 128 6 437 3 -  ~— 22 . CO 
Total? == 26,866 4,701 23,605 962 538,201 4,063 3,964 

. MANUFACTURERS OF STEEL CASTINGS ae 
Carbon steel: 

Low-phosphorus plate and 
. punchings__________ 488 2 119 —_ 566 (1) 48 Cut structural and plate__ _ 125 27 14 __ 172 __ 10 No. 1 heavy melting steel __ 61 () 50 _2 111 _- 8 No. 2 heavy melting steel _ _ 131 _- 1 _- 140 oe 4 . No. 1 and electric-furnace 

bundles _________ | 11 1 _- __ 8 __ (2) Electric furnace, 1 foot and 
_ under (not bundles) ____ 48 1 6 (7) 55 1 3 Railroad rails_________ = 4 _- -- __ 3 __ 1 Turnings and borings ____ 32 _— 11 — 40 2 1 Slag scrap (70% Fe content)__ __ __ (2) __ __ (3) — Shredded or fragmentized__ 28 _. —_ __ 28 — (7) No.1 busheling________ 13 _- __ __ 8 (*) 2 All other carbon steel scrap_ 311 67 116 2 474 4 45 Stainless steel scrap ______ _ 20 1 18 (7) 35 1 7 Alloy steel (except stainless) _ _ 59 _- 141 (7) 198 3 57 Ingot mold and stool scrap ___ 9 =. (1) _—_ 9 (4) (2) Machinery and cupola cast iron (4) __ 1 — 3 — () Cast-iron borings_________ 67 _- 33 — 87 __ 9 Other iron scrap _________ 105 —_ 31 (3) 127 4 23 Other mixed scrap ________ 3 a 9 __ 12 _— () sss 

Total?__=_ = ~ 1,517 100 549 2 2,075 15 213 
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—U.S. consumer receipts, production, shipments, and stocks of iron and steel 

| scrap and pig iron in 1985, by grade —Continued — . 

(Thousand short tons) . Lo 

a 

Receipts of scrap Production of home scrap 

| Obsolete § Consump- 
F F Recircu- Shad (in- tion of both 

- rom rom : ciudes in- urchas . : 

- brokers, other lating got molds, ond home Ship- Ending 

Grade dealers, own- - ron atten stools, scrap (in- mentsof stocks, 
. other com- rane & scrapfrom cludes re- scrap Dec. 31 

| , | outside. PANY gyrrentop- Adequip- circulating : 
sources plants _ erations nee scrap) 

a ings, etc.) | 

oe IRON FOUNDRIES AND MISCELLANEOUS USERS | 

Carbon steel: 
. Low-phosphorus plate and oo wo 

punchings _____-_--—- 1,005 113 298 10 1,349 11 141 

Cut structural and plate_ _ — 1,154 6 108 (4) 1,309 1 59 

- No. 1 heavy melting steel _ — . 112 46 289 — 197 244 20 

- No. 2 heavy melting steel _ — 247 _- - 23 — 271 7 1. 6 

No. 1 and electric-furnace " | 

bundles _____—___--- 113 151 43 —_ 317 _- 9 

No. 2 and all other bundles — 189 78 Q) oo 266 (3) 98 

Electric furnace, 1 foot and 
. 

. 7 under (not bundles) _ — —~— . 80 3 7 a- 36 _- 3 

Railroad rails _____--~~-~ 134 __ 5 __ 141 2 10 

Turnings and borings _ — — — 455 5 2 4 453 8 52 

Slag scrap (70% Fe content)_ 11 __ a oe 9 2 2 

Shredded or fragmentized_ — 992 159 114 __ 1,271 3 72 

No. 1 busheling ____—_~—- 447 ——sis«* 700 123 __ 629 GQ). 18 

All other carbon steel scrap_ 366 2 —_ ao A472 4 51 

| Stainless steel scrap __——_ ~~. 27 _- 7 (7) 31 4 . 2 . 

Alloy steel (except stainless) — — . 29 _- 4 5 34 5 15 

Ingot mold and stool scrap ___ | 124 12 153 (4). 307 4 52 

Machinery and cupola cast iron 889 8 267 20 1,166 — 23 59 

Cast-iron borings __———-~-- 977 280 85 | 1 1,306 31 52 

Motor blocks. __ —. _----~-- 466 29 825 _— 1,301 25 52 

Other iron scrap __-_~__-~- 702 183 2,572 1 3,459 53 128 

Other mixed scrap _____--- 508 39 337 26 890 27 96 

— Total? ~~ 5 + 8,978 . 1,182 5,263 67 15,217 449 927 
rn 

- TOTAL—ALL TYPES OF MANUFACTURERS 
re 

Carbon steel: 
Low-phosphorus plate and 

punchings _______—-- 1,824 114 420 14. 2,251 16 205 

Cut structural and plate_ — — 2,138 224 503 12 3,005 17 171 

No. 1 heavy melting steel _ _ 8,236 1,415 8,903 143 17,249 1,541 1,134 

No. 2 heavy melting steel _ _— 2,938 234 943 4 4,016 127 301 

No. 1 and electric-furnace . 

bundles _______~--- 5,370 379 1,641 3 7,397 476 411 

No. 2and all other bundles _ 1,204 114 12 (7) 1,872 8 115 

Electric furnace, 1 foot and 
under (not bundles) ——_~— 119 49 31 (*) 188 2 30 

Railroad rails _____-__~ 307 1 10 _- 365 4 14 

Turnings and borings _ — —— 1,269 15 282 5 1,561 24 129 

Slag scrap (70% Fe content)_ 553 122 2,454 1 2,824 308 186 

Shredded or fragmentized_ — 3,794 1,347 175 ae 5,342 132 336 

No. 1 busheling ___—--~_~- 1,756 102 299 1 2,103 117 96 

All other carbon steel scrap_ 2,477 729 6,620 13 9,095 849 693 

Stainlesssteel scrap __----- 558 23 503 (4) 1,066 24 85 

Alloy steel (except stainless) _ — 215 162 1,164 6 1,488 101 301 

Ingot mold and stool scrap — —— 406 244 703 773 1,759 416 366 

Machinery and cupola cast iron 892 8 272 21 1,174 29 60 

Cast-iron borings ____——-—-~~- 1,150 280 124 2 1,482 57 73 

Motor blocks_ ___ ____-~--- 466 29 825 _- 1,302 25 53 

Other iron scrap —~_~—----—- 970 278 3,059 2 4,115 225 225 

Other mixed scrap __—-—---~ 720 113 474 32 1,339 30 118 

Grand total? _______ 37,362 5,983 29,416 1,032 70,493 4,527 5,104 
ae 

1Less than 1/2 unit. 
2Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding.
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~. Table 3.—U.S. consumer receipts, production, consumption, shipments, and stocks of pig iron and direct-reduced iron in 1985 
. (Thousand short tons) 

| , . Produc- Consump- _ Ship- Stocks, Receipts tion _tion ments Dec. 31 
. 

. MANUFACTURERS OF PIG IRON AND RAW 
STEEL AND CASTINGS 

. Pigiron _~-_~_____ 1,074 49,963 49,833 1,287 188 MANUFACTURERS OF STEEL CASTINGS . Pigiron ~~ _-___-___3_ =, 71 __ 68 (4) 4 | IRON FOUNDRIES AND MISCELLANEOUS USERS : ; Pigiron --_-- = 1,566 _- 1,510 69 72 

TOTAL—ALL TYPES OF MANUFACTURERS . | | Pigiron _~___~-~__ =, 2,711 49,963 51,411 1,356 2266 Direct-reduced or prereducediron _____________ _ 359 _— 349 Ww 52 
. -  _W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. . 1Less than 1/2 unit. | 

Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Table 4.—Consumption of iron and steel scrap and pig iron in the United States _ | oo in 1985, by type of furnace or other use | 
—— . _ (Thousand short tons) . 

Manufacturers of ) - pig iron and. Manufacturers f iron d Total, teeland _ of stee _foundries an all types? - Type of furnace raw ste castings miscellaneous users yPe : or other use castings 
Pig Pig Pig Pig , a Scrap iron Scrap iron Scrap iron Scrap iron 

Blast furnace?________ 2,481 ee —_ __ — 2,481 __ Basic oxygen Process* oe 15,3389 44,515 __ __ __ __ 15,339 44,515 Open-hearth furnace_____ __ 2,411 4,737 WwW WwW _— _— 2,411 4,737 . Electric furnace? __________ 32,252 er) 1,965 68 4,411 430 38,628 503 Cupolafurnace __________ 20 73 110 __ 10,330 427 10,459 501 - Other (including air furnace)* _ 698 37 __ __ ATT 19 1,175 56 - _ Direct castings®__§_§_§___ _- 468 -- Le a 633 —_ 1,101 . 
Total?___ 53,201 49,833 2,075 68 15,217 1,510 70,493 51,411 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Electric furnace.” ‘Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 2Includes consumption in blast furnaces producing pig iron. 
Includes scrap and pig iron processed in metallurgical blast cupolas and used in oxygen converters. “Includes vacuum melting furnaces and miscellaneous uses. 
"Includes ingot molds and stools. 

| _ Table 5.—Proportion of iron and steel 
scrap and pig iron used in furnaces in the 7 United States in 1985 

; (Percent) 
Sle oS 

Type of furnace Scrap Pig iron SS EO 

Basic oxygen process __________ 25.6 74.4 Open-hearth furnace ________ __ 33.7 66.3 Electricfurnace_____________ 98.7 1.3 Cupolafurnace._________ 95.4 4.6 Other (including air furnace) ___ __ 95.5 4.5 —eeeSeeSsS
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Table 6.—Iron and steel scrap supply’ available for consumption in 1985, - | 

. by region and State © : ST 

. (Thousand short tons) Co . 

. Production of Home oe 
Receipts of Scrap "~ Scrap . . 

OE 

a R (includes supply 

~ From ecircu- ingot | Ship- . 

. brokers, From lating © =‘ molds, Total ments avail 

Region and State dealers other scrap stools, new , of abie tor 

and own- _ resulting and supply scrap> Or" 

other company from _- -scrap from ° sump - 

outside plants current old tion 

sources operations equipment, 
buildings, os . 

etc.) Ho, | 

New England and Middle Atlantic: oe | - : oo Oo | 

Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, 
New Hampshire, New Jersey, 
New York, Rhode Island _-_-~- 1,352 88 391 10 1,840 117 1,723 

Pennsylvania ___—___------- 4,498 818 4,629 278 10,224 1,280 8,944 

. Total? ~__-§.____------- 5,850 906 | 5,020 - "988 12,064 1,898 10,666 LO 

North Central: | 
Illinois __ _____-_-_---~----- 3,916 995 2,239 72 7,221 175 7,047 

Indiana________--~—------ 3,203 197 6,760 236 ~=s-:10,896_—.s«i1,038 9,358 

Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Minneso- 
. 

ta, Missouri, Nebraska _ ~~ — -- 5,876 984 3,579 31 10,470 224 10,246 

Ohio_________-------+--- 4,897 1,235 4,690 207 ~=—11,029 1,193 9,887 | 

Wisconsin ____----------- 655 2 444 _- 1100 . 7 1,093 

Total? ~. -._-___-_----+- 18,546 3,413 17,711 | 546 40,217 2,636 37,580 

South Atlantic: 
, 

~ Delaware, Florida, Georgia, 
Maryland, North Carolina, So re a 

South Carolina, Virginia, a 

West Virginia. ____-_------ 4,154 © 226 2,602 59 7,042 156 6,885 | 

South Central: 
\ 

Alabama, Arkansas, Kentucky, . on, 

Louisiana, Mississippi, 
Oklahoma, Tennessee, 

. 

Texas_______~_-------~ 6,208 1,126 3,011 86 10,432 276 ~=—s«- 10,156 

Mountain and Pacific: 
oe 

Arizona, California, Colorado, 
. 

Hawaii, Montana, Nevada, 
o 

Oregon, Utah, Washington _ - - - 2,602 311 1,072 53 4,040 60 3,979 . 

| 
ES : — 

Grand total? ___.__----- 37,362 5,983 29,416 _ 1,082 738,792 4,527 _ 69,266 

1New supply available for consumption is a net figure computed by adding production to receipts and deducting scrap 

shipped during the year. The plus or minus difference in stock levels at the beginning and end of the year is not taken 

into consideration. 
ae 

2Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

3Includes scrap shipped, transferred, or otherwise disposed of during the year. 

Table 7.—U.S. consumption of iron and steel scrap and pig iron’ in 1985, by region and 

State | 
(Thousand short tons) 

I 
Pig iron and Iron foundries 

; steel ingots Steel castings and miscella- Total? 

Region and State and castings neous users 

Scrap Pigiron Scrap  Pigiron Scrap Pigiron Scrap  Pigiron 

New England and Middle Atlantic: 
Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, . 

New Hampshire, New Jersey, 
New York, Rhode Island _—__-~- 1,103 (3) 64 1 624 45 1,790 47 

Pennsylvania __—~—-_------ 7,898 6,341 155 8 1,124 426 9,177 6,775 

Total. ______---~----- 9,001 6,341 219 9 1,748 471 10,967 6,822 

— ooo oom” 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 7.—U.S. consumption of iron and steel scrap and pig iron? in 1985, by region and , _ State —Continued 
(Thousand short tons) 

Pig iron and Iron foundries . steelingots - _— Steel castings and miscella- Total? Region and State and castings neous users 
a Scrap Pigiron Scrap Pig iron Scrap Pigiron Scrap Pig iron | 

North Central: 
Hilinois ~~~ 5,723: 2,488 169 (3) (1,264 214 7,155 2,702 Indiana___~ =~ 8,644 15,926 159 42 791 48 9,593 16,016 Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Minne- 

- sota, Missouri, Nebraska _ _ __ _ 5,676 4,640 389 1 4,193 518 =10,258 = 55,159 Ohio. ~~ 7,094 9,600 263 10 2,643 91 10,001 9,700 Wisconsin _...___________ -- _- 129 1 971 50 1,101 51 eS 
Total? 22 27,1387 32,654 1,108 54 9,862 921 38,108 33,629 South Atlantic: 

Delaware, Florida, Georgia, 
Maryland, North Carolina, 
South Carolina, Virginia, | Do, a West Virginia.___________ 5,614 WwW 27 WwW 1,274 31 6,915 31 South Central: — | : Alabama, Arkansas, Kentucky, 
Louisiana, Mississippi, . ' Oklahoma, Tennessee, 

_ Texas_________ 8,158 10,837 331 45 1,939 74 10,428 110,916 . Mountain and Pacific: 
Arizona, California, Colorado, 

. Hawaii, Montana, Nevada, , | , _ Oregon, Utah, Washington _ _ __ 3,291 W 389 | W 394 11 4,075 il 
Grand total?7_____.____ 53,201 49,833 2,075, 68 15,217 1,510 70,498 | 51,411 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “South Central” region. ‘Includes molten pig iron used for ingot molds and direct castings. 2Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. Less than 1/2 unit. 
| “Includes South Atlantic, Mountain and Pacific regions. | | 

Table 8.—U.S. consumer stocks of iron and steel scrap and pig iron, December 31 , 1985, vo | by region and State : 
. . _ (Thousand short tons) 

Carbon 
, steel (ex- Stain- Alloysteel Cast iron Other Total Pig i Region and State cludes re- less (excludes (includes gradesof scrap ‘ocke. rolling steel stainless) borings) scrap stocks! § rails) 

New England and Middle Atlantic: 
. Connecticut, Maine, Massa- 

chusetts, New Hampshire, 
New Jersey, New York, 
Rhode Island___________ 126 20 32 29 3 210 4 Pennsylvania_________ 653 42 124, 119 48 985 100 

Total? — eee 779 62 155 147 50 1,194 104 ———_—_—_—_ E104 
North Central: 

linois ~~~ ee 380 _- 13 55 1 448 12 _Indiana____2 2 330 1 14 132 2 479 18 Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Minne- 
sota, Missouri, Nebraska __ _ _ 488 1 7 104 16 615 27 Ohio. __~ ~~ 339 10 61 95 7 512 27 Wisconsin _-____________ 9 2 __ 6 (7) 18 4 

Total’_ 2 1,546 14 94 393 26 2,073 89 
See footnotes at end of table.
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| Table 8.—U.S. consumer stocks of iron and steel scrap and pig iron, December 31, 1985, 

by region and State —Continued , 

(Thousand short tons) . 

Carbon | 
steel (ex- Stain- Alloysteel Castiron Other Total bis iron 

Region and State cludes re- less ‘(excludes (includes gradesof scrap f Boke 

| rolling steel _- stainless) borings) scrap stocks! 

rails) . 

South Atlantic: 
Delaware, Florida, Georgia, 

Maryland, North Carolina, 
. | 

South Carolina, Virginia, 

_ West Virginia _____-_---- 475 6 8 61 9 558 7 

South Central: 
Alabama, Arkansas, Kentucky, . 

Louisiana, Mississippi, Oklaho- . 

ma, Tennessee, Texas — — _ — — — 746 3 20 108 31 908 63 

Mountain and Pacific: . 

Arizona, California, Colorado, 
a 

Hawaii, Montana, Nevada, Ore- 
gon, Utah, Washington _— _ _- 275 _- 23 | 69 2 370 3 
oe 

Grand total! _.____---- 3,822 85 301 us 118 5,104 266 

a
 

1Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding.. 

2Less than 1/2 unit. . . 

Table 9.—U.S. average monthly price and composite price for No. 1 heavy melting scrap | 

: in 1985 : | 

| . _ (Per long ton) _ 

en aE enEIET SE 

Month Chicago. Pittsburgh /Paiveet Compost 

January_________-------------------------- $78.86 $86.48 $80.00 $81.78 

February_______-------~-------------------- 82.16 88.32 80.00 83.49 

March. __________-_--~---------------------. 84.76 91.19 81.43 85.75 

April _.._-_------------------------------ 79.59 83.05 80.57 82.07 

May ________----------------------------- 68.00 72.68 73.82 71.50 

June________________-_~---~----+---------- 62.00 ~ 69.50 — 68.25 66.58 

July ________--_--------------------------+- 64.24 72.62 68.29. 68.38 

August ________--------~~------------------ 73.00. 77.00 74.00 74.66 

September _______-_-----------------~------- 72.00. 74.20 74.00 73.40 

October_________-_------------------------. 71.87 73.50 71.52 72.29 

November __________--_-------------------- 69.00 69.50 71.00 69.83 

December. ___._._______----~------------------ - 69.17 72.12 71.00 70.76 

Average 1985 ______--____----------------- 72.89 77.48 714.41 74.91 

Average 1984" _____________---------------- 83.12 92.71 87.92 87.91 

a
 

Revised. . . 

1 American Metal Market, composite price, Chicago, Pittsburgh, and Philadelphia, Feb. 7, 1986. 

Table 10.—U.S. exports’ of iron and steel scrap, by country 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

ee
 

Count 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 

utry 0 > — > OO OT Oe Wale 

y Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Canada __-— 737 52,463 307 =. 21,006 539 =. 39,717 779 59,521 446 38,445 

Italy ____- 34 2,407 12 2,972 65 4,395 306 27,038 307 30,250 

de apan ____ 1,191 117,724 1,580 145,083 2,600 218,337 2,680 264,857 2,110 199,135 

orea, 
Republic of 1,241 114,736 1,522 115,515 1,476 111,051 1,833 160,892 1,978 160,674 

Mexico__ —— 896 102,329 380 33,822 419 36,017 484 47,663 597 = 557,535 

Spain_____ 434 34,570 868 61,616 356 22,734 608 55,228 910 172,312 

Taiwan ___ 374 59,874 352 ~—-457, 218 499 15,638 405 54,515 414 45,163 

Turkey____ 364 31,814 639 48,286 700 =50,851 807 69,579 955 ~=— 80,138 

Venezuela_ _ 55 4,620 45 3,231 20 1,197 392 338,346 471 36,384 

Other ___-_ T1090 118,106 T1150 7121,559 ™846 "76,785 T1204 °145,341 1,760 198,153 

Total? __ 6,415 638,644 6,804 610,302 7,520 636,723 9498 917,981 9,950 918,186 

nnn
 

FRevised. 
1Fxcludes rerolling material and ships, boats, and other vessels for scrapping. 

2Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding.
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Table 12.—U.S. exports of rerolling material (scrap), by country 

: | . (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) Ss a 7 

Count / 1981 1982 | 1983 1984 | os 1985 

umey Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity . Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 

China _______ _. __ Le __ ee oe a ~19 2,497 
Korea, Republic of -- __: —_ ~~ °° 5 462 — _ _- --. 

. Mexico_______ . 65 10,267 88 =, 290 28 = 3,579 57 ~~ 8,248 90 12,511 
Other ____~—__ 2 564 . 20 = 2,679 - 153 - ==. 1~—s 2,670 1  ~=596 

‘Total. 57 10,831 53 ~—s7,969 34 94,194 58 10,918 110 ~— 15,604 

_ Table 13.—U.S. imports for consumption of iron and steel scrap,’ by country 

a 1984. ©. 1985 

Country a Quantity = Value ~ » Quantity Value 
: (short tons) (thousands) (short tons) (thousands) 

Austria ___~ ~~ see 55 | $175 96 | $306 
Belgium-Luxembourg.__._§_§__§______ 63 49 oo 502 — 653 
Canada ______~__~_ ~~~ §32,241 41,866. 562,032 37,242 
Germany, Federal Republic of _______ 2,141 131 1,978 _ 524 
Japan ~~~ __- 3,157 . 419 | 6,626 1,162 
Mexico_____. 2-2 ~~ 20,990 ' 2,866 _ 24,658 4,057 

' Netherlands __-._-_________-~____ 1 (7) 701 . 208 
Panama__. =) 2) 4,235 123 - . 56 26 
Sweden ___- > 5 5 750 104° 2 1 
United Kingdom___§_____________ 2,261 261 2,931 973 
Other ____ _-§__-_ 6,115 © 952 | . 1,672 466 

— Total® 2 -—  §72,010 46,946 601,254 45,620 

1Includes tinplate and terneplate. 
- ®Less than 1/2 unit. _ | 

3Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. - : . 

Table 14.—Iron and steel scrap consumption in selected countries’ © 

(Thousand short tons) Co _ 
a 

Country 1980 , 1981 1982 1983 1984 

North America: : a 
Canada? #*#5_ 20 . 9,395 8,233 6,261 6,965 7,000 
United States?5®_ = 83,710 85,097 56,386 61,782 65,702 

Latin America:’ 
Argentina__ ~~~ ~~ 1,321 1,338 1,569 1,570 1,281 
Brazil ___-_________-_______- 7,130 6,052 5,625 6,137 © 6,971 
Chile. __-__-~22~ ~~ LLL 209 €210 146 209 237 
Colombia ________.__~________ 211 ©205 324 369 378. 
Ecuador $9 ~~ 20 €25 33 26 21 
Mexico_______~_~ ~~ 3,425 3,618 3,332 2,383 - 3,181 . 
Peru____~_~-~_~ ~~ 224 “180 120 186 343 
Uruguay_____.~~_~ ~~ 24 “20 34 56 53 
Venezuela_______~____________ 1,068 ©1090 1,027 457 1,292 
Central America, not further detailed _ _ T164 F100 82 74 126 

Europe: 
European Economic Community: 

Belgium?_________________ 4,065 4,133 4,566 53,480 53,880 
Denmark§__=§_§ = 894 758 690 644 718 
France __-___§_§_ ~~ 8,748 8,040 7,076 7,197 7,185 
Germany, Federal Republic of® ___ 22,401 21,632 19,339 19,692 20,510 
Greece®__-_§__ 2 310 300 300 275 300 
Ireland® ~9§_____________ 3 41 16 174 208 
Italy3_ = 919,825 17,799 16,944 15,861 17,420 
Luxembourg. ______________ 1,738 1,458 1,450 1,508 1,850 
Netherlands_______________ 2,025 1,961 1,594 1,607 1,797 United Kingdom ____________ 10,248 11,424 11,585 ™10,569 10,578 

European Free Trade Association: 
Austria__________________ 1,910 1,910 1,807 31,797 31,851 
Finland’ ~_____§_§__ 848 807 758 10780 831 
Norway*______________ 526 3559 3537 3577 3638 
Portugal _________________ 564 T486 522 °575 “600 
Sweden? ?*F_ == = 2,835 2,924 3,145 *3,395 *3,500 
Switzerland _._____________ 992 9948 9915 915 915 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 14.—Iron and steel scrap consumption in selected countries' —Continued | 
(Thousand short tons) : 

Country. 1980 1981 — 1982 1983 ~ 1984 

Europe —Continued 

Council for Mutual Economic Assistance: 
Bulgaria® _____-_________- 860 830 830 820 850 
Czechoslovakia? #5 ~_________ 8,884 8,244 8,186 8,665 8,365 
German Democratic Republic? 3 * 5 5,833 5,816 5,649 5,682 5,779 
Hungary? 375 ~~~ 2,528 2,425 2,446 2,445 2,705 
Poland _______~---~-___--- 11,817 9,598 * 38,983 F 39 796 9,630 | 
Romania® _______-_________ 4,300 4,250 4,260 4,270 4,300 
USS.R& eee 56,690 56,900 60,300 ™63,400 64,500 | ' 

Other: . 
‘Spain _~-_____-----~------ 9,974 9,933 10,642 10,795 “11,100 . | 
Yugoslavia_______-~--~--~- 2,287 2,324 2,245 2,434 €2,500 

Africa: South Africa, Republic of? ______ 113,974 113 333 3,060 2,600 €3,000 
sia: 
China®____§ $5 ee ee 9,400 9,000 9,400 10,100 10,900 
India® _____ ~~ ee 4,080 4,100 4,200 4,050 4,060 
Japan®___ 48,291 44,616 42,832 44,269 47,934 
Korea, Republic off _-. - ---_____- 2,200 - 2,700 3,300 3,350 3,600 
Taiwan® #7 20 1,200 1,100 1,400 1,700 1,700 
Turkey__________---~-~--~--- *1,900 91,764 “1,900 2,300 2,500 

Oceania: 
Australia®_ ~§ $$ -_/ »_/_» ->_---+----- 2,470 2,480 2,070 1,820 2,050 
New Zealand® __________~--—_- 160 155 160 150. 180 

Total _._____~-_------ ™361,681 *350,916 317,456 327,906 ' 344,969 . 
. el 

Estimated. "Revised. — - 
1Unless otherwise specified, figures represent actual reported consumption of iron and steel scrap utilized in the 

. production of pig iron, ferroalloys, crude steel, foundry products, and rerolled steel, as well as other unspecified uses in 
the steel industry and by other unspecified industries as reported by the United Nations Economic Commission for . 
Europe in its Annual Bulletin of Steel Statistics for Europe 1984, v. 12, New York, 1985, 83 pp., which is the source of all 
reported data unless otherwise specified. All estimates are by the Bureau of Mines. 

Excludes scrap consumed by steel rerollers. | 
3Excludes scrap consumed in iron foundries. 
“Excludes scrap consumed within the steel industry for purposes other than the manufacture of pig iron, ferroalloys, 

crude steel, foundry products, and rerolled steel (details on use not available). - . | 
5Excludes scrap consumed outside the steel industry. 
SBureau of Mines. 
7Except where individually specified as an estimate or as being derived from another source, data are from Instituto . 

Latino Americano del Fierro y el Acero. Statistical Yearbook of Steel Making and Iron Ore Mining in Latin America, 
1984. Santiago, 1985, 220 pp. Source does not provide details on what is included; presumably figures include total steel 
industry ferrous scrap consumption but exclude scrap used outside the steel industry. 

8Includes scrap used in production of steel casting in shipyards, but excludes scrap, if any, used in production of pig iron 
and that used in iron foundries. : 

®Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development. The Iron and Steel Industry in 1980, Paris, 1982, 40 pp.; The. : 
Iron and Steel Industry in 1981, Paris, 1983, 40 pp.; The Iron and Steel Industry in 1982, Paris, 1984, 52 pp; and The Iron 
and Steel Industry in 1983, Paris, 1985, 52 pp. 

10Fxcludes consumption, if any, in the production of pig iron. 
11Tron and Steel Statistics Bureau (United Kingdom). International Steel Statistics, Republic of South Africa, 1981, p. 4. 
12Rxcludes a substantial tonnage derived from shipbreaking (possibly of the order of several million tons annually for 

electric-furnace-equipped steel mills).
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, Table 15.—Iron and steel scrap exports, by selected countries! | 
. (Thousand short tons) 

A 
, 

Continent, country group, and country 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 

North America: 
Canada ~~~ = 865 632 691 956 876 United States?73> 11,254 6,472 6,857 *7,634 9,498 Latin America: 

. Mexico* = = 4 2 22 4 “10 Europe: 
European Economic Community: . 

Belgium-Luxembourg __- __________ 92 637 549 752 853 Denmark_________ = - 110 204 130 193 258 France __-_______~_~_~___ 3,651 3,510 3,397 - 3,557 4,525 Germany, Federal Republic of _.______ 3,392 3,756 3,160 3,282 © _ 3,602 Greece _-______ ee (4) - 1 1 1 1 
lreland__~___~ ~~~ 93 T81 65 23 47 Italy ~---_~__~_~_ 9 25 19 20 21 Netherlands___________________ 1,316 1,380 1,300 1,678 1,851 United Kingdom ___________§_ 3,092 3,712 3,387 4,182 4,758 

European Free Trade Association: 
Austria. __~__~2~_ 2 14 14 10 14 23 Finland______ ~~~ (4) (4) (4) . (4) 11 
Iceland_______.-~_ ~~~ Le 3 3 4 "11 711 Norway__.—_~ ~~ ~~~ -_________ 42 - 85 35 40 23 Portugal ___ 22 Le 6 6 10 11 10 | Sweden_ ~~~ 15 15 20 23. ~Ci«; 24 Switzerland _.______§___ =e 71 141 116 "165 117 Council for Mutual Economic Assistance: . : . _ Bulgaria__~__~~ 171 87 63 42 53 

- Czechoslovakia ~_-___ = _ 109 113 "107 137 *150 
German Democratic Republic®______ _ _ 54 21 22 23 ©25 Hungary _____~ ~~~ 34 35 58 55 «87 
Poland? ___________-_- ee 16 . ™88 284 - 161 194 Romania® _____ ~~ “4 | (*) (4) (4) (4) USSR? 2,756 2,681 2,859 3,715. 3,756 Other: . . mo 
Spain-___~ ~~ 1 21 1 1 4 
Yugoslavia_____§_§_~_ 2 _ 50 265 70 718 157 Africa: 

Algeria?__§ = 2 72 48 62 61 _  e&99 Morocco* ___ 38 56 | 57 72 “80 South Africa, Republic of§ _.___________ 7 2. 4 51 “50 
Asia: — 

Brunei____~_~_~__~~~ (4) 6 5 10 “10 
China®__ 11 161 108 40 “100 
Cyprus_—_~ ~~~ ~_--_ 8 . 6 (*) 8 9 15 Hong Kong? _________ 302 371 327 363 331 India? ~2 = = 2 22 ©20 €20 €20 Indonesia? __~__________ 1 __ (4) 1 1 - Japan ~~ 175 206 193 128 161 Korea, North _-§__§-_-§_=§_ = 2 8 15 7 “10 Korea, Republic of? _.______________ 10 28 155 314 149 Kuwait _-_._______ 69 a7 20 £90 €99 | Malaysia?___________________ 12 13 7 “10 “10 Mongolia®____§_- = 22 24 26 24 25 Philippines? _-2 = === 2 2 2 1 1 Saudi Arabia__________ 18 58 33 e356 e935 Singapore? ___________ 6 2 9 182 120 Taiwan?____ === 14 141 443 308 223 Thailand?___________ 1 2 9 2 4 United Arab Emirates _____________ 3 4 7 £10 €10 

Oceania: 
Australia?,- = “600 708 1,249 619 409 New Zealand? ______________ > 49 3 3 3 4 eee 

Total _-_-__-______ 729,142 725,629 725,999 28,998 32,803 
eee 

“Estimated. ‘Revised. 
*Unless otherwise specified, source is United Nations Economic Commission for Europe. Annual Bulletin of Steel Statistics for Europe 1984, v. 12, New York, 1985, 83 pp. 
*Official trade returns of subject country. 
3Includes rerolling material. 
“Less than 1/2 unit. 
>Partial figure; compiled from import statistics of trading partner countries.
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7 Table 16.—Iron and steel scrap imports by selected countries? 
(Thousand short tons) 

Continent, country group, and country 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 

North America: 
Canada __________-~-----~--~---+-- 1119 924 505 737 2) ,247 
United States? _______.-.---------- | 582 556 468 641 5I7 

Latin America: 
Argentina? ________-----------~-- 2 2 2 8 “10 
Brazil?_ $$... _____-_-_-_-~-----+-- 24 8 8 (3) 34 

Chile _____-------~~--~~--~---~-- (3) 5 °10 °10 e190 
Colombia?_________---+--~----~-~-- 14 33 30 51 43 
Cuba ______-_-----~--~~-~------~--~+-- 495 “100 “100 4107 £100 
Mexico? ______.___--__~--------~- 257 235 "464 390 “400 
Peru? _____.___-_~~----~-~-+-----~- 36 40 18 ©20 “20 
Venezuela? ________.___.------~_- 36 55 — 23 20 “20 

Europe: 
European Economic Community: _ 

Belgium-Luxembourg _ ______~~~~~ - 947 1,054 978 1,152 1,843 
Denmark. ______-__~--~-~-~-~~-~-+- 239 198 97 74 146 
France ___—.-_~---~---~-~--+--+- 503 383 304 338 449 
Germany, Federal Republic of ______ ~~ 1,658 1,478 1,421 1,424 1,935 
Greece _______--__~---------- 263 317 478 573 362 
Ireland... ___-_---------+-+--- 9 4 *3 77 97 
Italy ~.-_.-_--------~-----+--- 8,168 6,107 - 6,141 4,901 6,047 
Netherlands. _________--~-~--~-~-~- 170 262 244 401 527 
United Kingdom _________----~--~- 28 23 41 — 412 37 : 

- European Free Trade Association: 
Austria _~_-__~§_-_____----~-+--~--- 158 187 420 241 400 
Finland. __~§_§_$_§-____.__-_---_--- 117 68 56 4l 36 
Norway_ __—-_~_-~_~-_~-~-~-----~- 58 26 4 17 14 
Portugal ________.___--_--~--~-~- 164 94 138 "119 132 
Sweden_____§_______---~---~-+-~- 84 272 583 496 925 
Switzerland ________.___---_-~-- 151 125 118 162 301 

Council for Mutual Economic Assistance: . . 
Bulgaria _______________---~---- (3) _— — __ __ 
Czechoslovakia* ___________.___- 62 278 81 = 178 "200 
German Democratic Republic ___—___~_ 1,001 764 502 741 1,141 
Hungary ___________~_---~-~--~+- 4 159 15 31 22 
Poland ________~___~_-_------ 250 58 6 6 8 
Romania _____~_____~_~_---~---~- 62 _- —_ _- _- 
USS.R5_ ee 23 24 27 24 “25 

Other: 
| 

Spain. ______~__.____--~---_- 4,835 4,479 5,249 5,227 5,531 
~Yugoslavia__.-__..____--_-~---- 487 2528 560 812 861 

Africa: | 
Egypt?__________________ 41 15 14 €15 15 
Morocco ___ ~~ _-§ 5 5 5 5 eek (3) 292 23 23 &3 

A South Africa, Republic of? ____.._---~-- 31 14 31 8 “10 
sia: 
China*_________________-__-___- 2 (3) 38 2 °3 
Hong Kong? _____________----_--- 103 104 71 30 | 3t 
India? ____-_§______ ee 124 573 ©500 *500 "500 
Indonesia? ________________--_-_- 43 69 250 7284 “300 | 
Japan ____~____ ee 3,291 1,974 2,232 4,306 4,429 
Korea, Republic of? ____.___.____-__-~- 2,130 2,546 1,994 2,090 2,294 
Malaysia ___§_§____________------ 5 60 28 “30 53 
Pakistan. _____________-__-_-~--~- 368 534 173 132 134 
Philippines? _~_______________-___- 10 10 28 (3) 2 
Singapore? _________________-____ 190 86 103 104 87 
Taiwan? __ $2 5 1,358 971 718 811 637 
Thailand? ______________________ 373 460 430 707 545 
Turkey__________________-~--__~- 381 579 825 1,184 1,144 

Oceania: 
Australia?_ $9. 1 1. 1 1 “1 
New Zealand? ____§________________ 69 5 6 3 3 

Total _________________~-- 30,076 26,844 796,504 29 236 33,696 

€Estimated. "Revised. 
1Unless otherwise specified, source is United Nations Economic Commission for Europe. Annual Bulletin of Steel 

Statistics for Europe 1984, v. 12, New York, 1985, 83 pp. 
2Official trade returns of subject country. 
3Less than 1/2 unit. 
*Partial figures; compiled from export statistics of trading partner countries. 
5Partial figure; compiled from incomplete returns of subject country and export statistics of trading partner countries.
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Kyanit t ter! yanite and Related Materials 
By Michael J. Potter’ 

Kyanite, andalusite, and sillimanite are and synthetic mullite were in refractories 
anhydrous aluminum silicate minerals that for the ferrous and nonferrous metals in- : 
are alike in both composition and use pat- dustries, where production generally re- | 
terns and have the same chemical formula, mained flat in 1985. | 
Al,03°SiOz. When these minerals are cal- Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- | 
cined at approximately 2,900° F, they are duction data for kyanite and synthetic mull- oo 

- converted into mullite. Related materials ite are developed by the Bureau of Mines by : 
_ include synthetic mullite, dumortierite, and means of two separate, voluntary, domestic 

topaz, also classified as aluminum silicates, surveys. In the kyanite survey, of the three 
although the last two additionally contain active mines canvassed, none respond- 
substantial proportions of boron and fluo- ed. These mines were operated by two 
rine, respectively. All of these kyanite- companies. An estimate of total production 
group substances can serve as raw materi- was made by the Bureau of Mines using last ° 
als for manufacturing special high-perform- reported production levels adjusted by the 
ance, high-alumina refractories, but there trend of the minerals economy. 

has been no record in recent years of either In the synthetic mullite survey, of the 
_ dumortierite or topaz being used for this five canvassed operations, three, or 60%, 

purpose in the United States. responded and accounted for 12% of the 
Although published statistics were incom- total production data shown in table 1. The | 

plete, France, India, the Republic of South percentage of production that was esti- 
Africa, and the United States appeared to mated, 88%, was arrived at by using last . 
be the leading world producers of kyanite- reported production levels adjusted by the | 
group minerals. The U.S.S.R. and perhapsa trendofthe mineralseconomy. — - 
few other industrialized nations also were Legislation and Government  Pro- 
presumed to produce significant quantities grams.—The allowable depletion rates for 
of these materials. kyanite, established by the Tax Reform Act 

U.S. kyanite output in 1985 was esti- of 1969 and unchanged through 1985, were 
mated to be approximately the same asthat 22% for domestic production and 14% for 
of 1984. Major end uses of kyanite, mullite, foreign operations. | 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION | 

Kyanite was produced in the United tered synthetic mullite is prepared by sin- 
States at three open pit mines, two in tering mixtures of alumina and kaolin, 
Virginia and one in Georgia. Kyanite Min- bauxite and kaolin, or alumina, kaolin, and 
ing Corp. operated the Willis Mountain and kyanite above 3,180° F. Low-temperature 
East Ridge Mines in Buckingham County, sintered synthetic mullite is made by sinter- 
VA. Pasco Mining Inc. operated the Graves ing siliceous bauxite or mixtures of bauxite 
Mountain Mine in Lincoln County, GA. and kaolin above 2,820° F. 

There are three types of synthetic mull- Output of synthetic mullite in 1985 was 
ite. Fused synthetic mullite is made by estimated to be largely of the high-tempera- 
melting Bayer process alumina and silica, ture sintered variety, and the two producers : 
or bauxite and kaolin in an electric furnace of this material were believed to be C-E 
at about 3,450° F. High-temperature sin- Minerals Inc. at Americus, GA, and Harbi- 
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~son-Walker Refractories at Eufaula, AL. duced by Sohio Electro Minerals Co. at 
Electric-furnace-fused mullite was pro- Niagara Falls, NY. a OO 

| | | _ Table 1.—U.S. production of | | 
a synthetic mullite 

. Year (short (thou- . 
Lot tons) sands) _ 

1981. 42,000  —- $9,050 | | 
1982. _ 27,000. 5,950 | | 

| 1988 2 23,000 4,700 : 
1984°_ 3 27,000 5,300 | 

| . | | 1985® 27,000 6,450 — 

7 - “Kstimated. | . i - oo 

ee Se - CONSUMPTION AND USES 0 ts 

, Kyanite cand related materials were con- fractory applications such as high-tempera- 
. sumed mostly in the manufacture of high- ture mortars or cements, ramming mixes, 

alumina or mullite-class refractories and in and castable refractories, or with clays and _ 
: lesser quantities as ingredients in ceramic other ingredients in refractory compositions — 

compositions. U.S. kyanite, already ground for making kiln furniture, insulating brick, 
| | to minus 35 mesh as required by the flota- firebrick, and a wide variety of other arti- 

tion process used in its separation and _ cles. More finely ground material, minus 
| recovery, was marketed either in this raw 200 mesh, was used in body mixes for sani- 

form or, after heat treatment, as mullite, tary porcelains, wall tile, investment- 

sometimes further reduced in particle size casting molds, and miscellaneous special- | 
| before use. In the 35- to 48-mesh range, purpose ceramics. 

kyanite was used mostly in monolithic re- | a . | | 

| | oe | PRICES | - | 

Engineering and Mining Journal, Decem- Prices in 1985, in British pounds, from 
: ber 1985, listed prices for raw kyanite, f.o.b. Industrial Minerals (London) were the same 

| Georgia, ranging from $92 to $144 per short as those of 1984. The price increases in U.S. 
ton for bulk shipments and $9 more per ton’ dollars of 12% in table 2 reflect a corre- 
for bagged material. These prices were sponding increase in the value of the British 
unchanged from those of 1984. pound against the U.S. dollar.” 

Table 2.—Prices of kyanite and related materials 

(Dollars per short ton) 

9g 885 
Andalusite, Transvaal, 52% to 54% AleOs, bulk, c.i.f. main European port. _~__________ 19 89 
Andalusite, Transvaal, 60% Al2Os, c.i.f. main European port_________________-__ 102 114 
Sillimanite, South African, 70% Al2Os, bags, c.if. main European port______________ 215 241 
US. kyanite, 59% to 62% Al2Os, 35-325 Tyler mesh, raw and/or calcined, 18-ton lots, c.i.f. 
main European port ______.~_§_§___~_~_ Le 102-176 114-197 

US. kyanite, f.o.b. plant, carlots: 
cined___ eee 123-172 128-172 

Raw ___________-_------ ee 70-137 70-137 

Source: Industrial Minerals (London). No. 219, Dec. 1985, p. 101.
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| ~ FOREIGN TRADE | | | 

_ An estimated one-third of U.S. production many. Based on data from a non-Govern- 
of kyanite- and mullite- containing materi- ment source, imports of andalusite in 1985. 
als was exported, with a substantial quanti-. were insignificant compared with those of 
ty going to the Federal Republic of Ger- 1984. | 

- WORLD REVIEW : 

During 1984, the last year for which United States. — : —— 
information was available, the European Verref Mining (Pty.) Ltd. has an andalu- 

_ refractories industry experienced difficulty site capacity of 55,000 tons per year; materi- | 
in obtaining enough andalusite to satisfy its al was marketed worldwide to refractory 

_ requirements. This was especially true with manufacturers, with Italy being a signifi- 
respect to ladle refractories. The shortage cant consumer. Hoogeneog Andalusite | 
was largely due to the shutdown of two (Pty.) Ltd. planned to restart production in 

_ South African operations and a brief shut- the near future. A newly installed process- 
down of the one French producer. However, ing plant was expected to bring production 
the situation was expected to improve when capacity to 22,000 tons per year. When. | 
new facilities in the two countries came on production resumes, 80% of the output is — 
stream. expected to be exported to European mar- 
-France.—Output of andalusite, whichhas _ kets.‘ | | | | 

been second only to that of the Republic of | Sweden.—Svenska Kyanite AB, a new 
South Africa, was 46,300 short tons in 1983 kyanite joint venture between Svenska 
and 57,300 tons in 1984. The sole producer, Forshammar AB and Ulf J uval AB, was put | 

Denain Anzin Mineraux, planned to add a_ into operation in May. The ore deposit 
~ new plant to its two existing facilities in contains an average of 30% kyanite, and | 

mid-1985, which could raise output to at proven reserves were put at 5 million tons. 
least 70,000 tons per year. Exports in recent Beneficiation consists of crushing; grinding; 
years have been largely to the Federal flotation to separate quartz and kyanite; 
Republic of Germany, Italy, and the United high-intensity magnetic separation to. re- | 
Kingdom. About 20% of French output has duce the iron content; and filtration, drying, 
been consumed internally.® and packing of the kyanite product. The . 

| South Africa, Republic of.—Weedons processing plant capacity was to be approx- a 
Minerals (Pty.) Ltd. has been the largest imately 30,000.tons per year of product. The | 
single producer of andalusite in the world, major market was to be the European 
with annual output of approximately refractories industry. The high-intensity _ 
100,000 to 110,000 tons. The company had magnetic separator uses conventional per- 
three processing plants in operation with a manent magnets but is as powerful as some 
fourth being planned, which would presum- electromagnetic wet, high-intensity separa- 7 
ably raise its production to 130,000 tons tors.® 
per year. Rand London Andalusite Ltd. was | United Kingdom.—Imports of kyanite- 
producing approximately 3,860 tons per group minerals in 1984 totaled 58,100 tons; 
month of andalusite, with new plant facili- principal countries of origin and percent- 
ties scheduled to become operational in ages supplied were the Republic of South 
1985. Export markets for Rand London were Africa, 48%; France, 26%; and the United 
Australia, Europe, Israel, Japan, and the States, 18%.”
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| Table 3.—Kyanite: World production, by country’ - 

| | : | (Short tons) 

- Country? and commodity 1981 1982 1983: 1984” 1985° | 

Australia: Sillimanite® _________-____---- 365 863 133 F e660 550 
- Brazil: Kyanite_-___-__.------------- 1,753 466 473 T 550 550 

. China: Unspecified®________-_---------- 2,800 2,800 2,800 2,800 2,800 
France Andalusite ___.___________---- | °83,100 746,300 46,300 57,300 55,100 . 

ndia: 
Andalusite _______.__-_--------~--- 161 591 2,836 *3,000 3,000 
Kyanite ___.________-----~------- 42,200 37,425 42,226 40,812 37,500 

K Sillimanite Woe 11,303 14,403 8,739 14,706 14,300 

enya: Kyanite __________--~-------- _- _— , , , 

Korea, Republic of: Andalusite ____..._-~-~- 99 F836 319 230 220 

South Africa, Republic of: 
' Andalusite _._____~- 2 ~--_-~~-~~---- 199,818: 171,655 © 128,503 = 157,967 205,000 

 GSillimanite ____~_____--_-----~-+-+-- 17,090 11,089 898 1,445 1,600 

Spain: Andalusite Hie eee 6,780 5,627 4,945 3,307 3,900. 

ni tates; oo ; 

. Kyanite .______-_-------------+--- Ww WwW We w SW 
__ Synthetic mullite ___.____-~.---~------ 42,000 27,000 €23,000 €27,000 27,000 © 

oo Zimbabwe: Kyanite ...__.__-__-__------ 959 2,433 (4) (4) __ 
. . PUP Pt SD 

| Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. | 

_ 1Qwing to incomplete reporting, this table has not been totaled. Table includes data available through Apr. 8, 1986. 

‘2In addition to the countries listed, a number of other nations produce kyanite and related materials, but output is not 

reported quantitatively, and no reliable basis is available for estimation of output levels. . 

In addition, sillimanite clay (also called kaolinized sillimanite) is produced, but output is not reported quantitatively, 

. and available information is inadequate for the formulation of reliable estimates of output levels. —— 

' *Revised to zero... " 

eS _ TECHNOLOGY - 

| - Piedmont Minerals Co. Inc. in North used in refractories. — a 

| Carolina investigated the possibility of pro- ————_—— : | 

ducing an andalusite product from its = {Physical scientist, Division of Industrial Minerale ' 
, * et a : 2Where necessary, values have been conve rom 

pyr ophy. llite-andalusite material. Pilot pounds sterling (£) per metric ton to U'S. dollars per short 

| plant work yielded a product containing ton at the rate of £1.00=US$1.40 for 1985. 
over 90% andalusite with an alumina con- Industrial Minerals (London). Sillimanite Minerals— 

. . ae . Europe Places Demands on Andalusite. No. 208, Jan. 1985, 
tent approaching 60%. Processing steps in- PP. 45-46, 62. Ss 
cluded fine grinding, heavy-media separa- Pages 43-45 of work cited in footnote 3. 

: ™. : L 5 e . . _ 

| tion, and flotation. Further work on proc- Up Svenska Kyanite Start : 
essing and marketing of the product would on ning Journal {London}, High Force Magnetic Separa- 

+t ‘ r. V. 304, No. , June 28, , p. 461. 

| have to be carried out before any commer- “Industrial Minerals (London). United Kingdom Indus- 
cial production. The company can currently | trial Mineral Statistics. No. 211, Apr. 1985, p. 85. 

. . ickson, T. North American Pyrophyllite-Ceramics 
produce an andalusite-pyrophyllite product 1 ,ading the Way. Ind. Miner. (London), No. 218, Nov. 1985, 
containing 50% to 55% andalusite that is __ p.57. |



| By William D. Woodbury’! | | 

Domestic mine output of recoverable lead all forms, including scrap, declined signifi-— : 
increased by over 90,000 metric tons in cantly, as reported consumption declined by 
1985, but was the second lowest production nearly 60,000 tons. The storage battery | 
since 1968. Primary refinery output also sector had a good year for the second year 
increased by over 90,000 tons, and although in a row and utilized almost three-quarters 
it too was the second lowest since 1968, total of the total demand for refined lead. The 
refined metal output, including that from overall dropoff in domestic demand, in con- 
secondary sources, was the highest since cert with the general worldwide overpro- | 

, 1982. Net imports of refined metal for duction of lead associated with relatively 
consumption were 50,000 tons less than high levels of silver and zinc mining, result- 

those of 1984, but were still over 100,000 ed in the average U.S. producer sales price | 
tons. Total net imports of contained leadin declining to its lowest level since 1973. | 

| Table 1.—Salient lead statistics 
| 7 | (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) CO : 

1981 1982 1983 1984 = 1985 

United States: | Lo 
Production: ae 

Domestic ores, recoverable lead content _ _ _ _ 445,535 512,516 T449,295 ¥322. 677 413,955 , 
Value_______._——__~ thousands_ _ $358,821 $288,579 °$214,745 ™$181,745 $174,008 - 

Primary lead (refined): . 
From domestic ores and base bullion — _ — 440,238 459,865 459,328 330,168 416,091 
From foreign ores and base bullion — — _ _ 55,085 52,295 55,227 65,409 71,353 

Antimonial lead (primary lead content) _ — _ _ 3,008 4,622 Ww WwW W 
Secondary lead (lead content) __________ 641,105 571,276 503,501 *638,374 594,186 

Exports (lead content): 
Lead ore and concentrates __._.$_.__/______ _ 33,043 29,104 20,119 11,858 ~ 9,987 
‘Lead materials excluding scrap _________ 23,320 55,629 24,351 16,563 37,320 

Imports, general: 
Lead in ore and concentrates __________ 58,545 35,807 47,516 © 68,870 42,665 
Lead in base bullion________________ 449 19 53 43 760 | 
Lead in pigs, bars, reclaimed scrap — ~~ ~~ — — 107,185 99,587 1179,485 167,868 136,697 

Stocks, Dec. 31 (lead content): 
At primary smelters and refineries_ __ —— _ _ 140,207 125,537 106,661 135,079 127,950 
At consumers and secondary smelters _ _ — _ _ 123,216 97,209 100,771 °97,077 93,130 ‘ 

Consumption of metal, primary and secondary __— 1,167,101 1,075,408 1,148,487 1,207,033 1,148,298 
Ww Frrice: Common lead, average, cents per pound? _ _ 36.53 25.54 21.68 25.55 19.07 

oria: 

Production: 
Mine ________-_ thousand metric tons__ ¥3,365.5 3,422.5 3,358.6 P3.255.8 ©3,391.7 
Refinery® _._______________do____ 3,118.8 3,181.1 3,236.1 P3,156.7 €3,295.5 
Secondary refinery ___________do____ 2,211.3 ¥2,038.9 2,021.6 P2.266.8 °2,178.1 

Price: London Metal Exchange, pure lead, cash 
average, cents per pound ___________-__ 33.30 24.66 19.27 20.12 17.84 

°Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
1Includes Bureau of Mines estimate of 42,000 metric tons of pigs and bars (lead content) of U.S. brands returned from 

the London Metal Exchange. 
2Metals Week. Transactions on a delivered basis. 
3Primary metal production only. Includes secondary metal production where inseparably included in country total. 
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World production of refined lead, includ- grams.—The final phase of EPA’s plan; 
ing secondary, was estimated to have in- announced in August 1984, to limit the 

, | creased by 50,000 tons over that of 1984, and permissible amount of lead in gasoline to 
| to have exceeded total world demand, which 0.1 gram per gallon by January 1, 1988, was | 

was 20,000 tons less than that of 1984, by moved up to January 1, 1986, and an inter- 
| 10,000 tons. That resulted in a buildup of im standard of 0.5 gram per gallon went 

metal stocks during 1985. Recoverable into effect on July 1, 1985. In September, 
world mine production, which represented the Comprehensive Environmental Re- 
60% of demand, was estimated to have sponse, Compensation, and Liability Act of - 
increased by 136,000 tons from that of 1984. 1980 (Superfund) expired, but reauthori- 
Despite depressed world prices for lead, zation bills had passed both houses of Con- 
80,000 tons of net additional mine capacity gress at yearend. Although lead metal was 

_ was brought on-stream in 1985, mostly added to the list of potentially hazardous 
_ through new zinc and/or silver operations. materials to be taxed, a final revenue 

| The London Metal Exchange (LME) cash scheme was not developed by House and 
price for the year averaged only 1.2 cents Senate Conferees, and no legislation was 
per pound less than that in the United enacted at yearend. The Senate bill called 
States, not generally favorable to domestic for using the existing tax rates for petro- 
importers, and at 17.8 cents per pound was chemical feedstocks and crude oil, plus an 
the lowest since 1972 (13.7 cents). additional manufacturers’ (producers’) tax 

In the United States, a Federal regulation on other hazardous materials. The House 
| lowering the permissible amount of lead bill raised the existing feedstock tax rates | 

contained in gasoline additives by over 50% and set a tax on hazardous waste generated 
became effective in midyear. Austria ban- but not on the specific volume of toxic 
ned the sale of leaded regular gasoline substances per se in the waste. Of most 
effective October 1, 1985, and the European concern to the lead producers by yearend, 
Economic Community issued a directive in however, was that the EPA was considering 

| March requiring all member countries to lowering the National Ambient Air-Quality 
ensure the availability and balanced distri- Standard for lead from 1.5 micrograms per 
bution of unleaded gasoline by October 1, cubic meter to 0.5 microgram per cubic 
1989. At the beginning of 1985, Austria, meter. 

, Denmark, the Federal Republic of Ger- On July 8, the President approved Na- 
many, Norway, Sweden, and Switzerland _ tional Security Council (NSC) recommenda- 
enforced a limit of 0.57 gram per gallon for tions for modernizing the strategic and : 

: all leaded gasoline. Finland enforced this critical materials stockpile. Under the NSC 
limit on regular grade only, but was to proposal, the stockpile would be structured 
extend it to all grades in January 1986. At into two tiers. Tier I would contain materi- 
yearend, the Environmental Protection als required by military, industrial, and 
Agency (EPA) in the United States was essential civilian users during a military 
considering an outright ban on all lead in conflict that would not be available from 
gasoline by 1988. domestic or reliable foreign sources. Tier II 

Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic da- would contain a supplemental reserve of 
ta for lead are developed by the Bureau of material already possessed by the Govern- 
Mines from five voluntary surveys of U.S. ment. According to the NSC guidelines, lead 
operations. Typical of these are the combin- would be categorized in both tier I and tier 
ed monthly and annual secondary consum- If; the goal would be 272,156 tons of lead 
er surveys. Of the 297 plants to which a metal equivalent in tier II, but no goal had 
consumer survey request was sent, 94% been set for tier I at yearend. At yearend, 
responded, representing 99% of the total this proposal was under consideration by 
lead consumption shown in tables 1, 12,13, the Congress. The Department of Defense 
14, and 15. Of the 68 plants to which a Authorization Act, 1986 (Public Law 99- 
secondary smelter production survey re- 145), signed by the President on November 
quest was sent, 84% responded, represent- 8, 1985, stated that no action may be taken 
ing 92% of the total refinery production of before October 1, 1986, to implement or 
secondary lead recovered from scrap shown administer any reduction in a stockpile goal 
in tables 1, 10, and 11. Production and _ in effect on October 1, 1984. During 1985, 
consumption for the nonrespondents were the National Defense Stockpile inventory 
estimated using reported prior year levels remained at 545,000 tons of lead metal, 
adjusted by general industry trends. about 55% of the current authorized goal. 

Legislation and Government  Pro-
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| DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

MINE PRODUCTION Mine’s lead production was purchased by | . . ASARCO Incorporated’s lead smelter- Domestic mine production of recoverable refinery at Glover, MO, and Dresser’s share lead was significantly higher than that of was tolled by Asarco. | | 1984, which was strike-affected. However, The St. Joe Lead Co. Div. of St. Joe the total was the second lowest since 1968, 1 Minerals Corp., Clayton, MO, operated two year before the Viburnum Trend operations mine and mill complexes involving four 
in Missouri came fully on-stream. Higher mines in southeastern Missouri on the Vi- production was not attained because the burnum Trend in 1985. St. Joe was the | producers reportedly were fearful of build- largest U.S. lead mine producer during the ing stocks in the face of the realized de- year, accounting for about 37% of total _ ¢rease in demand that was generally fore- domestic production, hoisting 3.2 million _ cast for 1985. Seven Missouri lead mines tons of ore with an average grade of 5.08% | accounted for about 90% of total domestic lead, according to parent Fluor Corp.’ S an- production, and together with the lead- nual Securities and Exchange (SEC) Form producing mines in Colorado, Idaho, Mon- 10-K covering the fiscal year ending Octo- tana, and New York accounted for almost er 31, 1985. The four Missouri mines plus all of the U.S. mine output. Some byproduct the Balmat zinc mine in New York produc- lead also was recovered from mining in five ed 156,750 tons of lead in concentrates out _ other States during the year. | of an estimated 427,000-ton U.S. total. St. According to AMAX Inc.’s annual report, Joe’s mine capacity was estimated by the | the Buick Mine in Iron County, MO, equally Bureau of Mines to be about 42% of that for __ | owned by them as operator and Homestake the United States in 1985, and its mines had Mining Co., continued to be the Nation’s proven published reserves in Missouri: on largest single lead-producing unit, milling October 31 of 56.8 million tons grading 2.07 million tons of ore at an average grade approximately 5% lead, down about 500,000 of 6.9% lead, which yielded 137,500 tons of tons from that reported on October 31, 1984. lead in concentrates. The average grade of Development of the Viburnum No. 35 Mine, hoisted ore dropped 1.2% from that of 1984 renamed the Casteel Mine in December, and was the lowest since 1981. Estimated was completed during the year at a total proven and probable ore reserves of the cost of approximately $31.5 million, includ- mine at yearend were 18 million tons at an ing mill expansion. St. Joe’s Brushy Creek average grade of 8.0% lead, a decrease of unit in Missouri did not operate during the | 377,000 tons of contained lead compared year. | with that of yearend 1984 Owing to a revised Approximately 60% of the ore contained | mining plan. in St. Joe’s lead ore bodies is situated on The second largest producing lead mine properties held under Federal mineral was the Magmont Mine, in Iron County, leases for terms of 10 to 20 years for which MO, jointly owned by Cominco American St. Joe pays a royalty fee of 5% of the gross Incorporated and Dresser Industries Inc. value of concentrates produced. According to Cominco Ltd.’s annual report, Hecla Mining Co.’s annual report stated a record high 1.04 million tons of ore was that its Lucky Friday Mine in Shoshone milled at an average grade of 7.51% lead, County, ID, produced at record high capaci- which yielded 100,400 tons of concentrates ty during the year and milled 251,124 tons at an average grade of 73.3% lead. The of silver ore, which yielded a record high record high production was attributed to 31,560 tons of refined lead, an increase of replacement of the original flotation cells, 3,450 tons, or 11%, over the previous record installed in 1968, in the mill’s lead flotation high set in 1984. The concentrates were circuit with new ones of higher volume. smelted at Asarco’s East Helena, MT, plant. Over 40% of Magmont’s total ore produc- The increase was attributed to a 20% in- tion was extracted from Magmont West, crease in labor productivity owing to equip- which opened in late 1983. Measured and ment upgrading and more mechanization, indicated ore reserves at yearend were 6.26 and testing of an advanced mechanized million tons at an average grade of 6.5% mining method was begun. Proven and lead, 900,000 tons less than that of yearend probable ore reserves at Lucky Friday at 1984. Cominco’s share of the Magmont yearend were 608,000 tons containing 11.9%
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lead and 16.6 troy ounces of silver per ton,a sate for the decreased lead concentrate 

| slight decrease in contained lead from year- production at Buick. - 

end 1984. Be , Asarco reported that its three smelters, 

Development work at Asarco’s West Fork one each at East Helena, MT, El Paso, TX, 

Mine in Reynolds County,, MO, was com- and Glover, MO, produced 202,120 tons of 

pleted during the year, and production was lead bullion, an increase of 17,400 tons over 

scaled up, starting with completion of the output in strike-affected 1984. Asarco’s two 

underground crushing system in Septem- refineries at Omaha, NE, and Glover, MO, 

-. ‘ber, to reach about 40% of capacity by produced 204,840 tons of refined lead metal, 

yearend. The company did not plan to an increase of 29,400 tons from that of 1984. 

increase the level of production, however, The El Paso and East Helena smelters 

until lead prices improved significantly. shipped their bullion to Omaha, but_oper- 

- About 3,500 tons of lead in concentrates was ations were suspended indefinitely at El 

produced, compared. with 6,100 tons at the Paso at the end of August owing toa lack of 

| Leadville Mine in Colorado, an Asarco- dependable supply of foreign concentrates. 

operated 50% equity venture, according to eed stocks from Australia, Canada, and 

the company’s annual report. West Fork’s Peru did not materialize in 1986, apparently 

proven and probable ore reserves at year- owing to depressed world prices resulting ~ 

end were estimated to be 13.5 million tons from oversupply. 

grading 5.5% lead, and the mine’s full The U.S. primary industry produced re- a 

| production capacity was estimated to be fined lead at 82% of capacity for the year. 

a 46,000 tons of lead in concentrates per year Secondary.—The U.S. secondary industry 

: from a mill throughput of 3,450 tons of ore at yearend consisted essentially of 23 com- 

per day, according to Asarco. panies, which operated 30 plants with re- 

. —— fined metal capacities ranging from 5,000 to 

‘SMELTER AND REFINERY PRODUCTION 80,000 tons per year and which represent- 

Primary.—In the fiscal year ending Octo- ed 98% of total production. There were also 

| ber 31, the St. Joe smelter-refinery at Her- 38 small producers with annual capacities 

: culaneum, MO, the Nation’s largest, pro- of 1,000 tons or less, which produced special- 

duced 161,760 tons of refined lead, an in- ty alloys, including solders and specialized 

crease of over 27,000 tons from that report- batteries. During the year, about 250,000 

ed for 1984 in parent Fluor’s annual SEC tons of capacity was closed, most perma- 

Form 10-K. However, the plant was closed nently, including one plant of 68,000-ton 

| for the full month of July for routine capacity, which had filed for bankruptcy 

maintenance and inventory adjustment. A protection in 1984. At yearend, nominal | 

strike was averted in April, at the last engineered capacity stood at about 800,000 

moment, and a new pact was signed by the tons compared with about 1,300,000 tons at — 

Teamsters Union covering the 2 years until the end of 1980. However, effective operat- 

April 30, 1987. ing capacity was only about 700,000 tons. As 

- According to Homestake’s annual report, a result, the industry operated at 74% of 

the AMAX-Homestake smelter-refinery at nominal capacity for the year, compared 

Boss, MO, produced 119,750 tons of refined with a revised estimate of about 60% for 

lead from their Buick Mine mili production 1984. Taracorp Inc., which had been 1 of the 

and stocks, an increase of about 15,000 tons top 10 producers, and which had filed for 

over output in strike-affected 1984, and only bankruptcy protection on October 1, 1982, 

about 10,000 tons below 1983’s record. The successfully reestablished itself on July 31, 

plant, however, was shut down from Octo- 1985, primarily as a consumer of lead for 

ber 16 to December 4 in order to compen- lead products. 

CONSUMPTION AND USES 

Despite reported increases in the con-_ turers, and a decline of over 33,000 tons, or 

sumption of lead in traditional areas such about 42%, in the use of lead for gasoline 

as ammunition, cable covering, and casting additives. The use of lead in solder declined 

metals in transportation equipment, overall for the seventh consecutive year, primarily 

consumption declined by almost 60,000 tons in applications involving potable water sup- 

in 1985, compared with that of 1984. This ply systems and food containers. Lead-based 

primarily was attributed to about 25,000 paint and ceramic product applications also 

tons less demand by the battery manufac- continued to decline.
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According to Battery Council Internation- Bureau of Mines to be 20.6 pounds per unit, 
al statistics of domestic shipments plus the same as in 1984. This was attributed to 
units exported, production of automotive the relatively high volume of larger cars : 

batteries, the largest specific end use of and trucks in the original equipment mar- | 

lead, was only about 304,500 units lessthan ket, which has arrested the trend toward | 

that of 1984; there were 357,000 less units downsizing of batteries in recent years. | 
exported in 1985. However, during the year Exports of automotive batteries totaled | 

there was a significant reduction of esti- 2,233,000 units. The use of lead for storage 

mated materials in process inventories, batteries of all types in the United States 

which were estimated to represent about reached a record high 73% of the total lead 

65,000 tons of lead in grids and oxides in consumed for all products. The use in the 

battery plants at the end of 1984, and this industrial and traction battery sector at- 

reduced the 1985 demand. Conversely, the tained a record high 17% of that for all 

Bureau of Mines estimated that the con- lead-acid batteries. The latter has been the 

: sumption of lead for grids and oxides in greatest growth sector in lead consumption 

industrial and traction batteries during since 1982, more than doubling in 3 years, 

1985 increased by over 40% to 145,800 tons. primarily for uninterruptible power supply 

The total use of lead to manufacture each (UPS) systems. | | | 

automotive battery was estimated by the | 

, | STOCKS | | : 

Soft lead stocks at domestic primary re- excluding scrap, held by all domestic pro- 
- fineries increased 36,000 tons during 1985, ducers and consumers at yearend, were 

| despite 50,000 tons less net imports for down only 11,000 tons, or 5%. | 

consumption of pig lead than in 1984. This Stocks of lead and antimonial lead metal 

/ was attributed to the increase of over 90,000 in the market economy countries reporting 

tons in primary refinery production, from to the International Lead and Zinc Study | 

which concentrate stocks were reduced by Group (ILZSG) were approximately 470,000 
: over 40,000 tons, and to the overall decline tons at yearend, about 9% of current total 

in domestic consumption. Refined pig lead world demand, and 41,000 tons higher than | 

_ gtocks held by secondary producers and at yearend 1984.? At yearend, stocks in LME | 

consumers were down only slightly at year- warehouses totaled 61,000 tons, an increase 7 

end, compared with those of yearend 1984. of 20,000 tons over those of yearend 1984. _ 
Total stocks of contained lead in all forms, _ — | . 

| PRICES | a | 

The U.S. producer price quotations for parently did not materialize. Prices general- 
lead published in Metals Week moved grad- ly stayed in that range through the remain- 
ually downward from a range of 20 to 23 der of the year. The monthly weighted 
cents per pound in the last 2 weeks of 1984, average transactions were within 0.2 cent of 
to 17 to 22 cents per pound at the end of the 19 cents per pound for every month of the 
first week of March 1985, which represented year except for a low of 17.7 cents for March 
the widest spread of the year. The average and a high of 19.9 cents for April. March’s 
of the week ending March 15 of weighted U.S. average price was the lowest since 
transactions was 17.1 cents per pound, the December 1973 (17.7. cents), and the year’s 
lowest of the year. From that point, the average of 19.1 cents per pound also was the 
range gradually expanded and narrowed lowest since 1973 (16.3 cents). In constant 
during the remainder of the normal slack dollars it was the lowest of the century. 
buying season to 18.5 to 21 cents per pound On the LME the highest monthly average 
on July 1, the accepted beginning of the cash price for the year was reached in 
ordering season for late summer-early fall January, at slightly over 19 cents per 
deliveries to the battery manufacturers. pound. That was the narrowest spread 
Summer quotations in Metals Week gener- against the U.S. producers’ price, only 0.06 
ally stayed within that range but narrowed cent, since February 1975 when LME prices 
and lowered further on September 10 to were higher than those of the United 
18.5 to 20 cents per pound, as significant States. The LME price then dropped steadi- 
anticipated seasonal ordering increases ap- ly through March, and the average for that
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month of just under 16 cents per pound was_ considerations, quality requirements, and 
_ the lowest since February 1976 (15.8 cents). other factors. The average total premium 

| The price then rebounded steadily, reaching for carload lots, f.o.b. plant, exclusive of | 
19.2 cents for the last week of August, be- container, for litharge was just over 9 cents 
fore declining steadily to 17.3 cents for the per pound above the average pig lead price 

Le , last week of the year. The LME’s average according to shipment values reported to 
_. cash price for the year of 17.8 cents per the Bureau of Mines. The conversion charge . 

pound was the lowest since 1972 (13.7 cents), for red lead was less than 0.5 cent per pound 
_ and the average spread for the year with higher than that for litharge. The reason 

the U.S. producers’ price of 1.23 cents per for the narrow spread between litharge and _ 
pound was the narrowest since 1980; when red lead conversion charges was the signifi- 
itwas1.25cents. = = == =» =" -eant imerease in ‘demand for the’latter in — 

_ The domestic prices for lead oxides were bulk form by traction and industrial battery 
based on the selling price for pig lead in a -manufacturers.. Automotive. battery-manu-. _ 

_ ‘given period plus conversion charges. How-' facturers were also reportedly using more _ 
_ ever, premium adjustments were also made __red lead to aid in formation of the batteries, 

| by individual producers to reflect differ- as the percentage of higher grade red lead 
| _ ences in manufacturing techniques, freight uses for ceramics, etc.,declined. = - —. 

| | ~ FOREIGN TRADE | 

| Exports of lead in concentrates of just The Netherlands and the United Kingdom __ 
under 10,000 tons were at the lowest level received 70% of the refined pig lead export- 

_ since lead concentrates were classified sepa- ed, most of which was thought to be des- 
rately from mixed ores in 1978. This was _ tined for LME warehouses. © Co 

. attributed to the high level of world produc- The United States had net imports for | 
7 tion in 1985, much of which represented consumption of lead in all forms, including 

oe coproduct or byproduct production from scrap and drosses or other residues, of 
zinc and silver mines, and was available at 60,600 tons, compared with 142,600 tons in 
competitively low prices. Over 75% of the 1984 and 125,800 tons in 1983. No concen- © 

| exports of concentrates in 1985 went to trates for consumption were received from 
Canada, which in turn supplied nearly 70% Peru, a traditional supplier of about two- 

| of the refined pig lead imported for domes- thirds of that category over recent past 
tic consumption. Exports of pig metal and years. Honduras, the other significant tradi- 
wrought lead products were almost four tional source, supplied about 60% of that .. 
times those of 1984, and scrap exports also category in 1985. Canada and Mexico sup- 

_ increased significantly. Taiwan and Brazil plied almost 80% of the metal in all forms, 
were the major markets for U.S. scrap, re- including scrap, but imports from Australia 
ceiving over 50% of the total, the lead and Peru, the other traditional significant 
content of which was estimated to be 60%. metal sources, declined dramatically. 

Table 2.—U.S. import duties for lead materials, J anuary 1, 1985 | 
7 | (Lead content) | 

. Least develo Item "No. Most favored nation ds evel opin ped Non-MFN 

$$$ $$ eee 
— Ore. 2 LL 602.10 0.75 cent per pound __ Free! or current MFN 1.5 cents per pound. 

Lead bullion ______ 624.02 35%advalorem_.__ __ “do --_----.. 10.5% ad valorem. Other unwrought _ __ 624.03 3.5% advalorem? ___ Current MFN rate only 10.0% ad valorem. Waste and scrap_ —_ _ 624.04 2.7% advalorem____ Free! or 2.3% ad 11.5% ad valorem. 
valorem. eee 

1F ree if eligible under General System of Preferences. 
Established at 3.0% ad valorem (retroactive to July 1, 1983) but not to be less than 1.0625 cents per pound, on Oct. 30, _ 1984, by the Omnibus Trade Act. .
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_ Imports of chrome yellow used for high- 30% of the latter category. The Federal 
way markings increased for the fourth con- Republic of Germany accounted for most of | 

_ secutive year, but imports of litharge declin- the lead acetate imported; Belgium, China, 
ed significantly as total imports of lead and the Republic of South Africa equally for 
chemicals and compounds declined 15%. most of the lead nitrate; Peru and the 
Mexico accounted for most of the U.S. Netherlands equally for most of the lead 
imports of litharge and red lead, while arsenate; and Canada and the Netherlands — 
Canada supplied over 40%. of all other for all of the other lead salts. Canada and | 
categories, including almost 60% of the Mexico supplied over 80% of the total US. 

_ chrome yellow. The Federal Republic of imports of lead chemicals and compounds, 
Germany and the United Kingdom supplied including oxides. | a 

tee che en — WORLD REVIEW BS | 

According to the ILZSG statistics, con- © Australia.—Record high mine production 

sumption of refined soft lead and antimo- of lead was reported in 1985, which re- 
nial lead in the market economy.countries flected the return to normal after lengthy - 
was 3.97’ million tons, compared with 4.0 strikes at three mines during 1984 at: Bro- 
million in 1984 and about 3.8 million in both ken Hill, New South Wales, and two mines 

1983 and 1982.* Estimated world consump- in Tasmania. Also, increases were reported 
‘tion of lead in all forms during 1985 de- at EZ Industries Ltd.’s Elura Mine in 

* creased 20,000 tons to 5.46 million from 5.48 New South Wales; at Mount Isa Mine in 
_ million. tons in 1984, compared with 5.25. Queensland, the world’s largest zinc-lead 

| and 5.21 million tons in 1983 and 1982, mine; and at the Woodlawn open pit at 
. respectively. However, world primary refin- Tarago, New South Wales. Woodlawn be- | 

| ery production increased by 50,000 tons in came a 100% owned subsidiary of Australia 
/ 1985 over that of 1984. The increase was Mining & Smelting Ltd. (AM&S) early in — 

: primarily a result of considerable increases the year when it acquired St. Joe Interna- 
| in Australian. and U.S. mine production tional Explorations Ltd.’s one-third vested — . 

| after recovery from lengthy strikes in 1984, interest. The open pit reportedly would be 
which had caused considerable drawdown of depleted in early 1987, but in early 1985 a 

_ world metal stocks. Secondary lead produc- ramp decline was started in order to further | 
tion was over 40% of the world’s total evaluate known lower-level mineralization 
refinery output for the second consecutive ‘for a potential continuance of the operation 

, year, despite a significant dropoff in the underground. The Woodcutters open pit 
‘United States. — - near Darwin in the Northern Territory | 

_ ILZSG forecast that lead consumption came on-stream in late 1985 after comple- 
, during 1986 would be only about 15,000 tons __ tion of the mill and prestripping operations | 

~ greater than that of 1985 for the market in July. The mine was controlled by a 
economy countries, but that refined met- consortium led by Nicron Resources Ltd. | 
al production would be about 60,000 tons Further expansions at several mines were 

_ greater. with virtually no change in net announced for 1986 following development 
_exports to the centrally planned economy work accomplished in 1985. These included 
countries (CPEC) of about 100,000 tons. EZ’s Elura Mine; AM&S’ CSA Mine at 
Mine production was expected to increase Cobar, New South Wales; North Broken 

| in 1986 by over 100,000 tons, with net Hill Holdings Ltd.’s (NBH) North Mine at 
exports of concentrates to the CPEC staying Broken Hill, New South Wales; and Aber- | 
at about 60,000 tons of contained lead, foyle Ltd.’s Que River Mine on the west 

~ according to ILZSG. | | coast of Tasmania. Aberfoyle’s production 
Despite some announced mine closings, was expected to increase by about one-third 

| there were several mine expansions, and six at the beginning of 1986 and hold through 
new mines were brought on-stream. The net ' 1991, and NBH’s by about 20% by the end of 

result was an increase of 80,000 tons in 1986. Australia’s mine capacity at yearend 
world capacity to about 4.2 million tons per 1985 was estimated to be about 530,000 tons 
year. Primary refinery capacity remained _ per year of lead in concentrates. 
at 4.53 million tons per year, but smelter Extensive exploration by Aberfoyle con- 
capacity decreased by 80,000 tons per year tinued at the Hellyer Prospect, 3 kilometers 
to 4.36 million tons per year from yearend north of the Que River Mine, and a further 
1984. 4 million tons of ore was inferred. A 1.2-
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| kilometer adit was driven from a nearby maining assets and preproduction expendi- | 
valley to allow underground exploration tures. Truck and shovel mining and under- 

and bulk sampling in 1986. At Mount Isa ground operations were to continue into 
_ Mines Ltd.’s (MIM) silver-lead-zinc Hilton 1987, but dragline operations were suspend- 
Prospect, 20 kilometers north of Mount Isa, ed in 1985. Exploration was to continue on 
development work continued toward a mid- the eastern part of the property, where 7 

_ 1986 trial mining operation, and possible about 500,000 tons of new reserves reported- 

_ phasing in with Mount Isa Mine’s produc- ly were identified during the year. Pine | 
7 tion in the late 1980’s. Continuing explor- Point is 51% owned by Cominco Ltd., and | 

atory drilling at Hilton North reportedly its life was not expected to extend beyond 
- confirmed potentially economic silver-lead- the opening of Cominco’s Red Dog Mine in 

zinc mineralization of a similar magnitude Alaska in 1989, according to some analysts. | 
to that of Hilton. Mining of the lead carbon- At 60,000 tons of lead in concentrates per 

: ate cap of the Hilton ore body began in 1985 year capacity, the Pine Point Mine is Cana- 
for use as a flux in MIM’s smelter at Mount da’s third largest lead producer. _ | 
Isa. Pancontinental Mining Ltd. acquired Dome Petroleum Ltd. agreed to sell its 
MIM’s interest in the Lady Loretta deposit subsidiary, Cyprus Anvil Mining Corp., and | 

- in North Queensland in August and later Faro Mine, situated 235 miles northeast of 
acquired the remaining half of the joint Whitehorse in the Yukon Territory, to 
venture from Elf Aquitaine Triako Mines Curragh Resources Corp. The Faro Mine — 
NL. Late in the year, Pancontinental sold a was closed in June 1982, but a complex _ 
49% interest to Outokumpu Oy of Finland. financial plan involving loan credit lines 
Reserves were estimated at 9 million tons guaranteed by the Yukon and Federal Gov- 
grading 14.8% zinc, 6.5% lead, and 95 ernments, and incentive contributions un-— 

| grams per ton of silver. Exploration con- der terms of the Yukon Mineral Recovery 
tinued at the Blendevale Prospect in the Program, should allow the territory’s larg- : 

| northwestern part of Western Australia by est mine to reopen in 1986. In addition, the | 
the Pillara Joint Venture. Pillara was Yukon Government was to buy 122 proper- 
equally composed of BHP Minerals Ltd., the _ ties owned by the mine for $1.05 million : 
operator, and the Oscar Range Joint Ven- cash, provide a second mortgage on 152 

ture, which was 77% vested by the Shell Co. other properties worth $2.4 million, and 
of Australia and 23% by Trend Exploration pick up the cost of reopening and maintain- 
Ltd. | | ing the Klondike Highway from Whitehorse 

7 Exports of lead concentrate increased to Skagway, Alaska’s port. There was also 
during 1985 in line with the increased mine _ to be a 2-year moratorium on interest pay- 
production. Smelter bullion exports de- ments on the loans, and the Yukon Govern- 
creased 18%, however, in order to rebuild ‘ment reached an agreement in principle 
stocks, which were drawn down in 1984 with Alaska officials to pay one-half the 
during the strikes, because production was_ capital and yearly maintenance costs of 
about the same as in 1984. Refined lead that portion of the highway in the United © 
exports increased slightly, but refinery pro- States. Full production of 4 million tons per 
duction decreased about 2,000 tons, as did year would not be reached until 1987, and | 
domestic consumption. the open pit reportedly would have a life of — 
Canada.—Mine production and total re-- 7 years, but several nearby deposits show- 

| finery production, including secondary, ing potential were under review at yearend. 
decreased slightly compared with that of At capacity, about 85,000 tons per year, the 
1984, in response to reduced domestic and operation would surpass Pine Point as Can- 
world demand. Those conditions, in concert ada’s third largest lead producer. Boliden 
with higher stripping ratios and increased AB of Sweden contracted to be the general 
dewatering and exploration costs, negative- sales agent for Faro’s production and also 
ly affected Pine Point Mines Ltd.’s oper- acquired a 10% interest in the mine. At 
ation at Yellowknife in the Northwest Ter- yearend, Boliden reportedly located buyers 
ritory. Therefore, Pine Point announced in for the 40,000 tons of lead concentrates and 

late December a revised mining plan to 90,000 tons of zinc concentrates, which was 
boost production rates in order to maximize _ the anticipated limited production in 1986. 
cash flow during 1986 and 1987 by recover- In November, the Canadian Federal Gov- 
ing only the most economic ore, and there- ernment proposed a $48 million financial 
by decrease reserves by 5 million tons, package to Cominco for replacing its smelt- 
allowing for a significant writedown of re- er at Trail, British Columbia, with two
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modified Soviet Kivcet-type autogenous by yearend 1988. | 
| flash furnaces, incorporating significant op- Ireland.—Bula Ltd., which owned. the 

_ erating cost. savings and improved environ- north end of the Navan lead-zinc deposit in 
mental safeguards. Under terms of the County Meath since 1970, was negotiating 
agreement the Government, through the at yearend 1985 to sell out to Tara Explora- 
Federal Business Development Bank, would tion and Development Co. Ltd. whose par- 
purchase a special new preferred share ent, Tara Mines Ltd., had been exploiting 

| issue, which would be redeemable after 10 the south end of the ore body at the rate of 2 
years and fully retired within 20 years. The million tons per year since 1977. Tara was 
money would be used to begin the $98 considering an underground linkup should 
million phase 1, consisting of completing the Government, which owned 49% of Bula, 
one furnace and one oxygen plant and give its permission. Tara reportedly would 
beginning a concentrate dryer by 1988. expand its mill capacity by 450,000 tons per 
Completion of the whole project, estimated _ year if it acquired Bula. 
to cost $189 million, would increase smelt- Italy.—Societa per Azioni Minero- 
ing and refining capacity 40,000 tons per Metallurgiche (SAMIM), the Government 
year to 176,000 tons per year, including a 6- metals and minerals combine, increased its 

_million-troy-ounce-per-year increase in re- share to 64% of Sameton S.p.A., which had 
fined silver capacity to 17 million troy been a joint venture with Tonolli S.p.A., a 
ounces per year. At yearend, Cominco was family-owned company. SAMIM also plan- | 
trying to conclude an agreement on a water ned to acquire the remaining shares and 
rate reduction with the Provincial govern- eventually all of Tonolli’s other domestic 

| ment. oo a operations. The equal partnership, original- 
China.—A contract to construct a QSL ly established in October 1983, controlled —_ | 

process 50,000-ton-per-year lead smelter at most of the country’s secondary copper and | 
Beijing was negotiated with Lurgi Gesell- copper alloy production, plus 60% of its 
schaften, the construction subsidiary of the secondary lead capacity, concentrated in 

- Federal Republic of Germany’s Metall- nine plants, and additionally produced 
gesellschaft AG. It would be the first com- about 200,000 tons per year of semifinished 
mercial plant in the world to use the QSL products including metallic byproducts and 

_ technology, which has been under demon- compounds. Under Sameton, Italy became a 
stration on a pilot scale by Metallge- large net importer of copper and lead scrap, _ 

| sellschaft at Duisberg in the Federal Repub- as it was created to concentrate on the : 
lic of Germany since 1982. , value-added end of the production chain. _ | 
India.—The Government gave approval Japan.—Dowa Mining Co. Ltd. reportedly 

for Hindustan Zinc Ltd. (HZL) to construct discovered a rich mixed sulfide ore deposit | 
a 35,000-ton-per-year ISF process lead in the Nurukawa District with probable ore: | 
‘smelter to service the developing Rampura reserves of 1 million tons grading 10.8% 
Agucha zinc-lead deposit in Rajasthan. lead, 21.1% zinc, 2.3% copper, 21 grams per 
Smelter startup was not expected before ton of gold, and 318 grams per ton of silver. : 
1990, with a first-year production. of 21,000 - Korea, North.—A significant expansion 

| tons. The open pit was expected to start up of the existing lead-zinc mine complex at 
during 1989 at a capacity of 8,000 tons per Kemdok was reportedly under way. In re- 
year of lead and double HZL’s existing mine cent years, the operation reportedly utilized 
capacity. Reserves were estimated to be 60 only two-thirds of the 900,000-ton-per-year 
million tons of ore grading 1.9% lead and estimated capacity of the lead and zinc 
13.5% zinc. A significant lead deposit was concentrator. At capacity by 1988, the in- 
reportedly discovered in the Jharsi District creased production was to be shipped to a 
about 9 kilometers from another known new metallurgical complex under construc- 
substantial deposit in the Bhupura area. tion at Tanchon, which was thought to be 

Iran.—Contract terms reportedly were planned for the capability to produce 
finalized with Mannesmann Demag Hiit- 300,000 tons per year of lead and zinc metal. 
tentechnik GmbH of the Federal Republic Korea, Republic of.—Work continued at 

_ of Germany for construction of the Nation- Korea Zinc Co.’s expansion of its electro- 
al Iranian Lead and Zinc Co.’s proposed lytic zinc plant with installation of a new 
40,000-ton-per-year primary lead smelter at electrolytic lead refinery, which was sched- 
Zanjan. In addition, the complex reportedly _uled to open in 1986 at a rated capacity of 
will have a capacity of 40,000 tons per year 35,000 tons per year. A new zinc-lead depos- 
for zinc and was scheduled for completion it was reportedly under consideration for
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development by Young Poong Mining Co. ~ Reivilo in the Vryburg District of Northern 

| Ltd. near the existing mines at Taebaek, Cape Province. Startup was expected in | 

approximately 280 kilometers southeast of 1986 with a capacity of 6,000 tons per year | 

Seoul. | of lead and 33,000 tons per year of zinc by 

: Morocco.—Financing reportedly was se- 1987. Fry Metals Pty. Ltd. expanded its 

cured for Société des Fonderies de Plomb de__ existing secondary lead smelter-refinery at 

Zellidja’s planned expansion of its primary Germiston, Transvaal, from a capacity. of 

lead smelter-refinery at Oued-El-Heimer. 15,000 tons per year to 25,000 tons per year 

When completed in 1986, the capacity and closed its 10,000-ton-per-year secondary 

would be increased from 65,000 tons per plant at Berlin, East London, in Eastern , 

year to 90,000 tons per year. Anew movable Cape Province. : : oo 

Swedish concentrator, with a capacity of Spain.—A major expansion of Asturiana | 

160,000 tons per year, was obtained for use de Zinc S.A.’s Torrelavega Mine at Reocin,, 

at a potential deposit near Erradidia that in Santander, reportedly was completed. 

could yield 10,000 tons per year of lead in The underground and open pit complex 

concentrates. capacity was raised from 9,000 tons per year | 

-Peru.—Construction continued through- to 15,000 tons per year for lead, and from 

out the year on Peru’s first privately owned 15,000 tons per year to 70,000 tons per year 

primary lead smelter-refinery. By 1987, the for zinc. ; oe | 

| plant at Sayan, near Lima, would have a ~ Tunisia.—Société Tunisienne d’Expan- 

capacity of 12,000 tons per year. Trial runs sion Miniere S.A. continued expansion de- 

were reportedly begun by Fundicién de velopment work at the existing Fej Hassen 

Concentrados S.A. late in the year. Funding Mine and Fej El Ahdoum Mine at Ghar- 

was obtained from the Inter-American De- dimaou and. Le Krib, respectively, which 

| velopment Bank and the International was expected to bring an additional 17,000 

Bank for Reconstruction and Development. tons per year of capacity for lead and 10,000 

— Expansions of two Empresa Minera del tons per year of capacity for zinc on-stream 

Centro del Pera mines, plus one new mine by the end of 1986. oe 

brought on-stream in the private sector, Yugoslavia.—Underground development © | 

plus another expansion, raised Peru’s ca- at a new mine at Sastavci-Kizevak, with a 

pacity by 16,000 tons per year to an esti- projected capacity of 3,000 tons per year of 

mated 221,000 tons per year of lead in lead, was expected to commence in 1986. | 

- concentrates at yearend. Another mine in southern Serbia was ex- 

| South Africa, Republic of—Shell South pected to come on-stream in 1986 with a : 

Africa (Pty.) Ltd. initiated development of capacity of 2,000 tons per year of lead. 

its new open pit Pering Farm Mine at | | 

: TECHNOLOGY _ . | 

: A prototype lead-acid, battery-powered, was powered by a 670-ampere-hour, 40- 

jumbo ground transporter was placed in horsepower motor supplied by a 4-ton lead- 

service for extensive testing during 1985 by acid battery system and reportedly could a 

one of the Nation’s leading cargo-carrying move at up to 12 miles per hour when 

airlines. The introduction of the 15.5-ton loaded to its 15-ton maximum capacity.‘ 

tractor with an integrated roller flatbed The Bureau of Mines announced a new 

was the latest in a rapidly increasing series process that extracts cobalt from Missouri 

of heavy-duty, specialized, ground-support lead-ore wastes. Although technically feasi- 

: electric vehicles coming into widespread use _ ble, the process is not economic at this time. 

in the airline and ocean shipping industries. However, shortage conditions and increased 

For example, battery-powered ground sup- prices for cobalt could create conditions to 

port equipment (GSE) including pushout help make extraction faster than would 

tractors, baggage tugs, and belt loaders be possible from new domestic mines, ac- 

penetrated the airline GSE market in the cording to the Bureau. The process is based 

United States from near zero in 1980 to on conventional flotation technology using 

about 15% of all such vehicles in 1985, a special chemical collector in which rising 

according to the Lead Industries Associa- bubbles in the cell concentrate the cobalt- 

tion Inc. The jumbo transporter was the bearing minerals at the top for skimming. It 

latest of 13 such products introduced by the was estimated that as much as 65% of the 

manufacturer during that time. The vehicle cobalt, and from 60% to 90% of other trace
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metals in the tailings, such as silver, could and uses of lead and its products were 
be recovered. In recent times, Missouri lead published in quarterly issues of Lead Ab- 

| ores have been at a competitive disadvan- stracts, Lead Development Association, 
tage on the world market because they have London, United Kingdom. 
averaged only about one-half the coproduct _s | 

| and byproduct values of those found in *Physical scientist, Division of Nonferrous Metals. : 
; - i ing” International Lead and Zinc Study Group (London). other major lead-producing and exporting , “Intern Zine Statistics. ILZSG Monthly Bull, v. 26, No. 9, nations such as Australia, Canada, Mexico, Sept. 1986, pp. 16-18. 

and Peru. At yearend, research on the awork cited in footnote 2 Apr. 1986, pp. 22-24 ° oe attery Man. V. 28, No. 4, Apr. » Pp. . flotation process was continuing ona larger —scomell) WL. Do Holtgrefe, and F. H. Sharp. scale at an operating mill in cooperation — Recovery of Cobalt and Other Metal Values From} Missouri ° * 5 re Concentrator Tailings. Paper in cle an with a commercial lead p roducer. Secondary Recovery of Metals, ed. by P. R. Taylor, H. Y. A comprehensive coverage of lead-related Shon, and B. Jarrett. Proc. int, Symp, on Recycle and | ° ° ° . * ondary overy of Met., Ft. Lauderdale, . . 1-4, investigations and an extensive review of 1985). Metall. Soc. AIME, 1985, pp. 675-682. 
current world literature on the extraction 

Table 3.—Mine production of recoverable lead in the United States, by State 

(Metric tons) | 

State 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 

Alaska ~~~ WwW WwW WwW -- _— - Arizona. oe 993 359 T2384 Ww 581 California _.____-_=. ____ WwW Ww Ww WwW __ Colorado __-____~____2__ 11,431 ws WwW — Ww. Ww Idaho_.-_____________ $8,397 W 25,893 Ww 33,707 Ilinois _.§ 25 2 WwW | W WwW WwW WwW Missouri_____________________ 389,721 474,460 409,280 278,329 371,008 Montana ____________ 194 661 1,163 Ww S46 Nevada_._--~__________ . Ww W 14 Ww Gy) New Mexico___________________ WwW WwW 258 — WwW New York ________=_________-_ 968 1,065 1,299 Ww W Oregon __-_-_-_________ WwW —- WwW _- _. Tennessee ____________________ __ — _— WwW Ww Utah _--__ 1,662 WwW __ WwW __ Virginia _.§._-§_~~_~__~___ 1,607 __ _— — _— Washington ______.____________ -- WwW -- _- -+ : oe 
Total _-__-______________ 445,585 512,516 ™ 449,295 392,677 413,955 

errr 

"Revised. |W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included in “Total.” | 1Less than 1/2 unit. : 

| Table 4.—Mine production of recoverable lead in the United States, by month 
(Metric tons) 

Month 1984 1985 
a 

January_______-__ 42,001 31,778 February ~---------- + 42,838 33,252 March -~______ === 46,451 37,582 April. ——-—-~-----~---~---~~-~---- 2-22-2222 20,973 39,256 ay ~-~---------~--~-~ ~~ 24,135 37,069 June —__ ~~~ 
12,282 32,485 July _-------- 24,234 34,451 August ~--------+-----  e 23,588 34,808 September -------------- 18,664 30,929 October __—_--_-_-_- rt 22,464 36,882 November_ __-_____- ~~ 19,575 32,476 December _—___--____-- 25,472 32,987 

Total_ —~—----~----~_ eee 322,677 413,955 
ee 

TRevised.
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Table 5.—Production of lead and zinc, in terms of recoverable metal, in the United States | 
in 1985, by State : | ao 

| Be (Metric tons) : , | | . 

. Lead ore Zinc ore Lead-zinc ore 

State Gross Gross. Gross . 

weight 7 weight | oo gs weight _ a: . 
(dry Lead Zinc (dry Lead Zinc (dry Lead Zine | 

basis) ae basis) basis) 
mr 

Arizona____ ~~~ _- _- _- me ee __ _ — 

Colorado __—_— ~~ _- oe -- —- _- So WwW W WwW 

Idaho ____ ~~~ _- _- -— _- _— _— WwW WwW WwW 

Illinois ___. —-_ ae _- _- ee _— _— ee 

Kentucky —~-— ~~ _- _— _- W a WwW. Sk — --. 

Missouri ____._ 6,483,706 371,008 49,340 ee le — __ __ _— 

Montana _. _ — — — __ —_ -- _- __ __ __ ae __ 

Nevada ______~_ ee -_-- -— _- _- _- __ oe _- 

New Jersey ___~ _- _- -_- WwW —_ WwW oe __ _- 

New Mexico — — —_ — _- _- _- -- _- _- _— _- 

New York ____~— a -- _- Ww WwW WwW _- __ ee 

Tennessee __ ~~ _— _- ~—- = WwW Ww W _- ae — 

‘Total ______ 6,433,706 371,008 49,340 4,261,858 (4) 161,530 ~ ) (7) 
Percent of total . . os 

-  Jead or zine — XX 90 22 . XX (7) 71 XX (?) (7) 

. . Copper-lead, copper-zinc, _ 23 | 
| copper-lead-zinc ores _ All other sources Total | 

| Gross . Gross . Gross 

| wqent Lead Zinc waent Lead Zinc went Lead Zinc 

basis) basis) basis) — 

| Arizona______- __ _- __ 51,010,198 581 __ 51,010,198 581 
Colorado __—-—~~- _- ee oe ee 37,508 643 WwW Ww Ww WwW 

Idaho ____---~ __ _- _- Ww Ww -W $901,337 33,707 Ww 

_ Illinois ______- Le eee _- WwW WwW () Ww WwW 
Kentucky ~_-_-~- -- --> —_ _- -- _- WwW _- WwW 

Missouri _— — ——~— —_ _- _— __ —_ _- 6,433,706 371,008 49,340 

oo Montana __———_ _- _- _. (2,616,424 846 _- 2,616,424 846 — 

Nevada______-— __ __ _— 13 - (*) _- 73 (4) —— 
New Jersey ——_—— -- -- —_ _- _- _— W _- Ww 

New Mexico — _ __ _- -- _- Ww WwW _- we WwW _- 

New York _____— _- _- —_ _- _- _- Ww WwW Ww 

Tennessee ____— _— _- -_ W — W 5,373,817 W 104,471 

Total _.____ _- -- __ 56,435,942 42,947 15,675 67,131,506 413,955 226,545 

Percent of total 
lead or zine _ XX -- _- XX 10 7 XX 100 100 

a 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included in “Total.” | XX Not applicable. 

1Included with “All other sources” to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 

2Tncludes lead and zinc recovered from lead-zinc ore in Colorado and Idaho and lead from zinc ores in New York and 

Tennessee in order to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. Also includes lead and zinc recovered from copper, gold, 

gold-silver, molybdenum, and silver ores, from fluorspar, and from mill tailings. 

3&xcludes tonnages of fluorspar in Illinois from which lead and zinc were recovered as byproducts, and molybdenum 

ore in Idaho from which lead was recovered as a byproduct. 

‘Less than 1/2 unit.
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Table 6.—Twenty-five leading lead-producing mines in the United States in 1985, 
| in order of output 

Rank Mine County and State Operator Source of lead 

4. Buick ___._.__.__  Iron,MO ________ | AMAX Lead Co. of Missouri____ __ Leadore. 
2 Magmont _______- ___-do______ Cominco American Incorporated _ - Do. 
3 Viburnum No. 29 __~_ Washington, MO-_ ~~ — St. Joe Minerals Corp. __—___- Do. 
4 Fletcher ____ ~~ Reynolds,MO __~__- ----do__--._-~+---+--+-- — Do. 
5 Casteel Mine (formerly Iron, MO ____~ ~~~ ~__-do_ 2 ee Do. 

. Viburnum No. 35) . 
6 Lucky Friday -~----- Shoshone, ID _____- Hecla Mining Co___.___-_-~ Silver ore. 
7 Viburnum No. 28 _ ~~ Iron, MO ____-__-- St. Joe Minerals Corp. _— ~~~ Lead ore. 

. 8 Leadville unit _____ Lake,CO __._._.__.. | ASARCO Incorporated __-~—__~_ Lead-zinc ore. 
. 9 West Fork. _______ Reynolds, MO ___~- odo ee Lead ore. 

10 Troy unit _______~_ Lincoln, MT_ ~~ _ ~~~ ~_~-do_ ~~~ Copper ore. 
11 Balmat_ ______._— St. Lawrence, NY ~~ — St. Joe Minerals Corp_ — — ~—-_-_ Zinc ore. 
12 Star Morning — — —_—— Shoshone, ID _ _ — ~~ — Star Morning Co___~__—-~--~-~ Silver ore. ; 
13 - Clayton ______~-~- Custer,ID.._.___.— | Clayton Silver Mines ______~_~_ Do. 

—  . 14 Morenci____.___._ Greenlee, AZ____~~- Phelps Dodge Corp _.___---- | Copper ore. 
15 Sunnyside_______— San Juan, CO____~~ Standard Metals Corp ___.—_-_ Gold ore. 
16 » Tiger. Pinal, AZ ___._-~- McFarland & Hullinger _———~~_ Gold silver 
a tailings. 

17 ‘Black Pine __.._.___ © Granite, MT __ _ ~~ Black Pine Mining Co- ane Silver ore. 
' 18 Rosiclare ____.__ Hardin and Pope, IL_ — Ozark-Mahoning Co_ __ _ __-~ ~~ Fluorspar. 

19 . Ray_______-_~-~- Pinal, AZ ______-- Kennecott. _..__..___._..-.— | Copperore. 
. 20 Sunshine ______—— Shoshone, ID _ ~~~ ~~ Sunshine Mining Co ____ ~~ ~~ Silver ore. 

21 Eisenhower — — — ~~ — — Pima, AZ ___._._.._. . ASARCOJIncorporated__._._.._._ Copper ore. 
22 Canyon Silver ____ _ Shoshone, ID _ — ~~ ~~ Canyon Silver Lease _——_—-~~ Lead-zinc ore. 
23 Camp Bird _____~~ Ouray, CO______-- Federal Resources Corp ee Silver ore. . 
24 © ' Galena. _=.__.--~- Shoshone, ID _ _ — ~~ -— ASARCO Incorporated _____—~ | Do. 
25 Bulldog Mountain _ _ — Mineral, CO ___~ ~~ Homestake Mining Co —~____ ~~ - Do. ahh le 

Table 7.—Refined lead produced at primary refineries in the United States, | 
| | by source material | : ; 

' : (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

. . . : 
, 

a Source material 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 

Refined lead: | | | | 
From primary sources: 

Domestic ores and base bullion __ ____.__.__---~- 440,288 459,865 459,328 330,168 416,091 
os Foreign ores and base bullion ______._---_~--=-~- 55,085 52,295 55,227 65,409 71,353 

7 Total _.__________~___-__ ee 495,323 512,160 514,555. 395,577 487,444 
Calculated value of primary refined lead? ______thousands_ _ $398,908 $288,377 $245,938 $222,821 $204,899 

. 1Value based on average quoted price. | : a 

‘Table 8.—Stocks and consumption of new and old lead scrap in the United States, by type 
| of scrap , 

. a (Metric tons, gross weight) 

. | Consumption 

Type of scrap Stocks, Receipts "New Ol quota ae 
scrap scrap . 

| (1984 : 
Smelters, refiners, others: 

Soft lead!» 5 5 5 5 ee 1,477 31,276 _- 31,305 31,305 1,448 
_ Hardlead_ ~~~ 2,004 19,124 -- 19,506 19,506 1,622 

Cable lead____-§___.__._~____-_ 1,924 ~ 12,705 _- 13,379 13,379 1,250 
Battery-lead plates _.._...__._-~- 42,411 ™673,457 _- ™686,132 686,132 29,736 
Mixed common babbitt _______~~- 130 1,956 _- 1,801 1,801 285 
Solder and tinny lead____~~___=__ 997 717,284 _- 716,144 716,144 ¥2,187 
Type metals _____-__-------~- 591 4,181 _- 4,270 4,270 502 
Drosses and residues ___________ 5,706 66,191 ™64,086 __ ™64,086 7,811 - 

Total _.___.--__-_-_____ 55,240 _*826,174 64,086 772,587 836,623 "44,791 

See footnotes at end of table.
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| Table 8.—Stocks and consumption of new and old lead scrap in the United States, by type 
oo of scrap—Continued _ 7 : oe 

: : oe | (Metric tons, gross weight) — - | OS | 

- . Consumption . DO, _ . _—_— OO § , 
| | Type of scrap Stocks Receipts - New Old — Total Doe Bt a . scrap scrap C
n
 

| 1985 a | - OO 
Smelters, refiners, others: - ns 

Soft lead? = ‘1,448 31,156 . a 31,128 31,128 1,476 ~ Hardlead______~_~_~_~_~~____ 1,622 14,352. 0 -- LL 15,280 15,280 694 Cablelead-________________- 1,250 - 3,278 -- _ 8,908 3,908 620 . . Battery-lead plates ~__-________ _ 29,736 643,157. _- 646,113 646,113 26,780 ' Mixed common babbitt_.. $$ _-_ _ _ 285 1,623 _ __ 1,610 1,610 298 . Solder and tinny lead___________ 2,137 20,656 oe 19,937 19,937 2,856 ' Typemetals _-_-_________-___ =——— (0 3,370 - --.. 3,362 3,362 510 Drosses and residues ____§_______ 7,811 58,460 57,245 _- 57,245 9,026 —. . aren 
nN 

‘Total ------ 5 ee 44,791 776,052 ‘517,245 - 721,888 178,583 42,260 
CS CEC Ce ST ce DS Sp DSSS ames — LS — eT _ —_ _ a es — — . * 

1Includes remelt lead from cable sheathing plus other soft lead scrap processing. , 

Table 9.—Secondary metal recovered! from lead and tin scrap in the United States 
a a ae | (Metric tons) . | | , mo 

enema mre 
: 

. Lead Tin Antimony Other Total 
7 . . / es . . 

| _ 1984 . - : 
Refined pig lead__._........__.____ "247,929 _- — — 247,929 Remelt lead 22222 15,502 _- _- oe 15,502 

Tota] _---_--_-_~_~ *263,431 _- Pe _- 263,431 
TS La ATS SESS Te str eOONEDensae 

Refined pig tin _.._-.-__._________ _— 1,097 a _- 1,097 Remelt tin. ~~ —_ 10 -- a 10 

Total _. ~~ -- 1,107 _- ~— 1,107 - ——— ————<—©561n@a@S#RRlo0009DauOaa——L_ Lead and tin alloys: - . . - Antimonial lead __-___.._._.___. 327,808 894 12,292. . 685 341,674 Lead-base babbitt_._..§_________ 1,481 123 162 -- 1,766 ~ Solder. 18,102 3,653. 178 5B 21,938 dype metals ——— —— ———— ________ 2,312 142 — -: 829 4 2,787 Other alloys including cable lead ___ _ 5,068 51 29 2 5,150 —— SE et OV 
Total. _-_________________ 354,766 4,863 12,990 696 *378,315 Tin content of chemical products ______ -- 301 --) --- 301 eee HE . ————————qqqqquququqqeeeeee Grand total._.__.___.__-____ | "618,197 6,271 ™12,990 696 638,154 

TESS SSP DS SSS sSepaasamssnsaresnpeth 
A CS Ee aaa eentnarnancurerontl> 

1985 
Refined piglead____________ > 249,904 __ __ _- 249,904 Remelt lead __-__________ 13,361 — _— _- 13,361 CHF 

Total _-_-__--___ 263,265 — _— _- _- 263,265 
CSA SOL reer en ssasseanvapssdamssuieststetndasaaoemeuamnae Refined pigtin ~..._______ > __ 1,292 __ __ 1,292 Remelt tin-_~.-_-_---____ —_ 10 __ — 10 ——— eee CY 

Total _-_-__-- 2 __ 1,302 -_ _- 1,302 —— ee HE —eeeeeeeaaouQuQQuQuQQWVcC{===z_—&oee_ Lead and tin alloys: 
Antimonial lead ______________ 287,967 791 9,722 524 299,004 Lead-base babbitt___§.__________ 1,195 88 130 4 1,417 Solder... ~~~ 21,647 3,565 161 10 25,383 Type metals______________ 1,912 122 281 3 2,318 Other alloys including cable lead ____ 3,235 10 6 1 3,252 

Total _._-__._-__________ 315,956 4,576 10,300 542 331,374 Tin content of chemical products ______ _— 186 _. _— 186 eee eC 
wn 

Grand total.______________ 579,221 6,064 10,300 542 596,127 
ees 

"Revised. 
Most of the figures herein represent actual reported recovery of metal from scrap.
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Table 10.—Secondary lead recovered in the United States | | 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) | 

: | | | - 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 a eee . As metal: 
In soft lead ———_-—______--------- i ----___ 282,154 240,476 189,602 263,481 268,265 In antimonial lead —-______-__----.___-__-___ 304/376 284/367 271,688 °327,803 287,967 | In other alloys_____..-.-.-_-__________ 54,575 46,483 42261 42140 42954 

Total: | 
Quantity -________----- _--________ 641,105 «571,276 508,501 "633,374 594,186 Value’ ____________________thousands__ $516,313 $321,663 $240,655 $266,284 $249,808 

Revised. —-- | Oo | | 1Value based on average quoted price of common lead. Do, 

| Table 11.—Lead recovered from scrap processed in the United States, by kind of scrap | : and form of recovery 
| (Metric tons) - | 

. | ) ~~ 1984 1985 
re KIND OF SCRAP | 

New scrap: . . | , ~ Lead-base --___-_-_ ee 44,342 39,715 popper-base mo f----~- e 3,278 3,000 _ Tin- ase — — — — 5 5 
- rc 47,625 42,720 

~ Old scrap: © , | 7 co Battery-lead plates --------- +e 486,555 463,418 All other lead-base ------- + 87,130 - 76,047 Copper-base - 3 et 12,064 12,000 Tinbase--- ~~ ~~~ ~22 22222722 777722 222722277777 -------- _- 1 
| Total ———~—-—__--_-- eee 58,149 551,466. 7 

_ Grand total --_______ ee "633,374. 594,186 

oe _ FORMOFRECOVERY _ | : 
As soft lead — —___ ee 263,431 263,265 In antimonial lead_________2_-_- "397 803 287,967 in other lead alloys — — -——---------- ~~~ = 2222 26,793 27,949 12 copper base alloys --------- ee" 15,342 — 15,000 In tin- alloys moe 5 5 

| Total -__--_-_ "633,374 594,186 
eer 

"Revised.
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| , Table 12.—U.S. consumption of lead, by product 

OS _ (Metrictons) | 

code Product 1984 . 1986 | 

) - Metal products: _ | oe a ; 

3482 . Ammunition: Shot and bullets _ ___--~--------------__. 47,828 50,233 

. 
. Le

 

. Bearing metals: . , . 

35 - Machinery except electrical _ ___---------------- 894. * 332 

36 Electrical and electronic equipment ___~----------- 254 249 . 

371 _ Motor vehicles and equipment__—__-—~----------- 2,898 3,875 

37 _ Other transportation equipment ——_—------------- 631 936 

Total bearing metals____.____-_------------- 4677 5,392 , 

3351 Brass and bronze: Billets and ingots_ _____.---------- 6,954 7,823 

36 —CO«; Cable covering: Power and communication __-~--~----- 12,270 15,501 

15 Calking lead: Building construction _ ___------------- 3,966 2,288 | 

Casting metals: | oe 

36 Electrical machinery and equipment _ —_——---------- 1,649 . 1,842 

371 Motor vehicles and equipment_ _ ___--~-~---------- 762 1,020 . 

37 Other transportation and equipment_ —-------~----- 7913 | 11,145 

3443 Nuclear radiation shielding _.—-—---------------- . 5,480 5,407 —— 

Total casting metals _______--------------- 15,804 19,414 

a | Pipes, traps, other extruded products: . non, | 

15 Building construction __—_—~------------------ 11,371 11,457 . . 

3443 Storage tanks, process vessels, etc___-—------------ 2,287 398 

_ Total pipes, traps, other extruded products ~——-—--- 13,658 © 11,855- 

Sheet lead: : 

. 15 Building construction _____~----—--------------- 18,377 . 11,396 

3443 Storage tanks, process vessels, etc___-_---~--------- 160 - 1,602" 2 

3693 | . Medical radiation shielding ____—_--_------------ 1,128 1,838 

| Total sheet lead___________-------------- . 14,665 14,831 

Solder: 
| | 

15 Building construction ____-_—-------~---------- 6,543 4,469 

341 Metal cans and shipping containers _———~----------- 3,215 2,894 

. 867 Electronic components and accessories_ — — - - ------—--- 5,361 4,187 

36 . Other electrical machinery and equipment —_ —— —------- 2,226 2,597 

371 Motor vehicles and equipment_ ___—--—------------ 7,036 7,227 

| - Total solder ___.___--------------------- 24,441 21,374 

ooo 

- Storage batteries: . - 

3691 Storage battery grids, post, ete. __.__------------- 426,300 468,746 

3691 Storage battery oxides_________--------------- 439,242 372,194 

Total storage batteries________------------- 865,542 - $40,940 

371 Terne metal: Motor vehicles and equipment — ~ oe eee ee 6,074 — 5,088 

27 Type metal: Printing and allied industries _ _____------- 2,162 1,623 

34 Other metal products!________---------------
-- 8,284 5,570 

Total metal products. ______.-------------- 1,026,325 1,001,932 

Other oxides: 
285 Paints___________________---~----------

-=-- 17,360 14,056 

32 Glass and ceramic products__—_____--~----------- 46,102 44,146 

28 Other pigments and chemicals _ ________----------- 13,346 14,561 

Total other oxides__________----_---~------- 76,808 12,763 

2911 Gasoline additives. ____________---_------------ 78,933 45,694 

Miscellaneous uses ____________--~------------- 24,967 27,909 

Grand total ___________--__.~------------ 1,207,033 1,148,298 

SD
T 

Includes lead consumed in foil, collapsible tubes, annealing, galvanizing, plating, and fishing weights.
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Table 13.—U.S. consumption of lead, by month? 
. . (Metric tons) 

a ‘Month . 1984 1985 

_ January. ~~~ eee eee 124,906 95,761 
February _________-__..-_-------------_---+-~----+------------- 99,484 —- 102,639 
March ____ >. - - -> 5 ee eee + - 103,905 101,880 
April... -/ -- - - + 5 eee eee ee 93,737 91,322 
May _____-_i-___~-_--~---_-~--_---- ~~ +--+ +--+ - = - ++ 90,636 93,091 
June________~ ~________ ee 101,693 — 83,348 
July _._ _- -_ eee ee ee - 84,107 72,971 
August ________-_-_____-_----~-~--_-~_--~-+_ +--+ +--+ - +--+ 103,202 111,165 
September _________________--_--------~_----------+----+-~+------ 102,068 108,911 
October ________~______ ~~ eee ee ee e+ 111,290 107,582 
November. ___ ._-.______.____-_--~-----_ ~~ ee e+ 96,948 96,299 

. December ~~ _ 2 eee eee 95,057 83,329 

Tota]? _. 5 5 ee eee ee 1,207,033 1,148,298 

1Monthly totals include monthly reported consumption plus the prorated monthly distribution for companies that 
report on an annual basis only. oo . . 

Includes lead that went directly from scrap to fabricated products and lead contained in leaded zinc oxide. 

Table 14.—U.S. consumption of lead in 1985, by State? 
(Metric tons) oo 

Lead in — . Leadin — . 
' Refined : : Lead in State antimonial copper- Total 
softlead lead alloys base scrap. 

California _______________----~- 49,705 35,827 6,519 447 — 92,498 
Colorado ______-~~__--~------+-- 1,002 310 53 _- 1,865 
Connecticut _________.~_.__-_--~- 3,612 ' 4,509 _— 179 8,300 

. District of Columbia __~___________~- 5 _— ae _— 5 , 
Florida _________.~-_-_~_--~--_- 11,558 7,597 1,252 _- 20,407 
Georgia. ~__$____~_____-~_~---~- 22,500 7,860 4,367 —_ 34,727 
Illinois ~~» - ee 29,813 _ 87,550 2,622 603 70,588 
Indiana_ _~_. _~>_-/__./ _/ -- -- 192,795 30,383 10,932 620 | 234,730 
Kansas __. ~~ -_-__-~~_.-._----+- 12,245 6,633 4,495 —_ 23,373 
Kentucky... _-$_____.-__~~__-~-~- 9,949 10,568 2,379 22,896 
Maryland. ______~_____~~-~_---~- 85 vs ae FO 2 87 
Massachusetts_.____..._._.-_--~- 556 168 24 48 | 796 . 
Michigan _____________~-___-_- 13,993 12,321. 127 _- 26,441 
Missouri ___________-_-~--.---~ 10,596 18,482 —- —_ 29,028 
Nebraska. _______._____-_--~-_- 3 _— 389 716 1,108 . 
New Jersey _________-_-~-_----_-- 48,432 22 812 199 49,465 
New York __________=_--~--_---~_ . 12,979 5,673 6,780 _- 25,432 
Ohio. ___-_____~-~_~_-~~------ 19,256 13,958 - 3,917 219 37,350 , 
Pennsylvania ______.____~.___--~- 93,393 41,458 | 30,321 1,237 166,409 
Rhode Island. _______.._.___---_-~- 1,922 41 12 —— 1,975 
Tennessee _____________-~_-__-_- 1,371 8,142 1,628 | 88 11,229 
Virginia and West Virginia_________~— - 59 484 - 1,154 _- 1,688 
Washington __________-_~-----—- 13,257 634 —_ __ 18,891 
Wisconsin ____~9_~§__________-_--_- 966 121 _- 48 1,135 
Alabama and Mississippi __.______- ~~ 9,293 4,865 2,084 1,568 - 17,810 
Arkansas and Oklahoma ___.—~-_~-~—~ 1,806 465 15 — 2,286 
Hawaii and Oregon__________~_--~- 3,532 9,260 623 _- 13,415 
Iowa and Minnesota _______~______ _ 11,278 | 18,996 4,292 __ 34,566 
Louisiana and Texas ______________ - 83,563 20,291 4,379 _- 108,233 
Montana and Idaho. __ ___._.______-~-- 76 -- __ _- 76 
New Hampshire, Maine, Vermont, Delaware 14,181 14,317 __ 30 28,528 
North Carolina and South Carolina _ _ _ — __ 38,060 25,393 4,603 _- 68,056 
Utah, Nevada, Arizona ______~______~_ 202 26 177 _- 405 

Total __-_____-_-.-_-~------- 712,034 336,304 93,956 6,004 1,148,298 

1Includes lead that went directly from scrap to fabricated products and lead contained in leaded zinc oxide.
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Oo Table 15.—U.S. consumption of lead in 1985, by class of product 
(Metrictons) 

— 

. Lead in . Lead in . 
Product . Soft lead antimonial Lead in copper- Total? 

lead oys base scrap 
CC Sey 

Metal products_______________ > 68,032. 61,412 25,545 6,003 160,992 
Storage batteries. .._________ 502,701 273,767 64,472 --. 840,940 , 
Other oxides -________ = = 72,763 —_ _- _- 12,763 
Gasoline additives___.___§_§_____ 45,694 __ __ — . 45,694 

, Miscellaneous ___-________________. 22,844 . 1,125. 3,939 1 - 27,909 

Total? -_-___-______-_________ 712,084 336,304 93,956 6,004 1,148,298 

‘Includes lead that went directly from scrap to fabricated products and lead contained in leaded zinc oxide. ~~ 

: Table 16.—Produetion and shipments of lead pigments’ and oxides in the United States 

1984 oo 1985 

"Pro —=—=~”~=«Shipments.=~=~=~*~S*~*«~z ~S*S*~CS*«SiS pent 
Product duction ——ooooert _— duction —[ 

, metric etric Tire2 metric etric 2 | tons) tons Value — “tons) tons Value 

White lead, dry ___§____-______ 1,205 1,225 $1,584,515 ATT 483 $793,506 
. Red lead -.-______~________ 11,629 11,236 10,046,120 Ww WwW WwW 

Litharge _._______________ 60,139 6,898 48,468,634 85,372 83,933 52,244,577 
Leady oxide _______________ 462,329 -— _— 380,440 a _- . 

: . W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. . 
1Excludes basic lead sulfate; withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. . 

_ 2At plant, exclusive of container. | 

: Table 17.—Lead content of lead pigments? oe 
| and oxides produced by domestic 

manufacturers | 
| (Metric tons) . 

. 2 . : 

. Lead in pigments . 
| Product from pig lead 

| 1984 1985 I 

| White lead ________________ 964 382 | 
i Red lead_ ~~ ~~ ~~ 5 10,582 WwW 

Litharge___~_§______________ 55,929 19,396 
Leady oxide_____.___.______ 489,213 361,419 

Total________.___-__-_~ 506,688 441,197 | eee 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary 
data; not included in “Total.”’ 

‘Excludes basic lead sulfate; withheld to avoid disclosing 
company proprietary data. 

2kxcludes red lead. 

Table 18.—Distribution of red lead shipments in the United States, by industry 
(Metric tons) 
eee 

Industry 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 eee EO OE NOD 
Paints _--________ ee 3,172 2,395 2,533 2,384 WwW Ceramics_____--..--__~- 2,307 (4) (7) (4) Ww Storage batteries ________________________ 7,573 (4) (1) (7) Ww Other__-________~-___ ee 2,025 11,274 12,364 8,852 WwW 

Total _.-__--___~_-_-_-_ ee 15,077 13,669 14,897 11,236 Ww ss eee OE eee eS eee 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
1Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.”
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Table 19.—Distribution of litharge shipments in the United States, by industry | a (Metric tons) 

Industry 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 
Ceramics _--___-_-__ 34,732 30,980 36,782 37,960 65,4138 _ Chrome pigments__________ a 4,247 6,591 5,973 4,367 3,794 Oil refining _________2 227 Ww Ww W WwW Paints _________________ 3,765 3,052 3,256 3,635 3,397 Rubber___ == 1,107 787 933 1,016 739 Other ---- + 3,063 10,267 9,596 9,920 10,590 —_. 92010590 Total___________ --e ee 47,141 51,677 56,540 56,898 83,933 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” 

Table 20.—U.S. imports for consumption of lead pigments and compounds, : | by kind 
| 

| | | 1984 1985 oo Kind Quantity Value Quantity Value . (metric tons) (thousands) ~ (metric tons) (thousands) © 
Whitelead _-__________ 442 $524 315 $426 Red lead__-____ = 923 553 710 340 Litharge.____. == 12,726 «6,314 9,955 4,074 Chrome yellow_______ ~ ae 2,322 4,223 2,886 4,426 Other lead pigments _________ — 342 1,189 536 1,138 Other leadcompounds________ ~—e 2,326 2,219 1,870 2,064 

. 

Total.-- 2 19,081 15,022 16,272 12,468 
- '_ Source: Bureau of the Census. . . 

Table 21.—Stocks of lead at primary smelters and refineries in the United States, | December 31 
" : | (Metric tons) 

. _ Stocks 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 
Refined piglead___________ woe _- 78,836 73,455 58,267 47,696 83,857 Lead in antimonial lead eee 666 W W WwW WwW Lead-base bullion ______ 4,872 4,252 5,557 5,837 2,945 Lead in ore and matte.______ —- LLL 55,833 47,830 42,837 81,546 41,148 

, —_— ee db 41,148 Total__-___--- 140,207 125,537 106,661 135,079 127,950 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 

Table 22.—Stocks of lead at consumers and secondary smelters in the United States, December 31 
(Metric tons, lead content) 

Lead in . Lead in Refined . . Lead in Year antimonial copper-base Total soft lead lead alloys scrap 

1981 _____ ~ eee 69,636 46,194 6,523 863 123,216 1982 ~~ = 51,036 40,118 5,346 709 97,209 1983 - = ee 57,881 37,159 5,085 646 100,771 
1984-3 753,802 37,015 5,326 934 "97,077 1985 meee eee 50,475 36,374 5,770 511 93,130 
Revised.
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Table 23.—Average monthly and annual quoted prices of lead? 

(Cents per pound) oO 

1984 1985 an 

Month US _ London. US -. London 

ae . - Metal : eo e .- Metal. 

producer Exchange producer _. Exchange 

January ___-_----------------------
-- 25.12 18.01 19.09 19.03 

February ___--__-------------------
-- 24.07 18.33 18.82 16.69 

March ________-_------------------
--- 25.03 20.82 . 17.68 15.95 

April_____----------------------
---- 26.43 21.83 19.92 17.65 . 

May _____--------------------------
 25.37 20.54 . 2011 —-. 17.04 

June ________-_-___-----~----------
--- 28.16 21.95 19.05 17.64 — 

July _.___-~---_------~--------------
 30.51 22.37 1888 18.27 

August__________----------------
---- 28.24 21.18 _ 19.10. 18.74 

September ______-__--~--------------
-- 24,18 18.20 19.20 18.15 

October _______-_--_----------------
-- 22.33 18.67 18.93 17.83 

November________---~-------------
---- 25.25 19.96 19.05 17.86 

December _________-----------------
-- 21.89 . 18.83 _ 18.97 ~ 17.67 / 

_Average_—-===--------n--nnnnnnnn= 
1Metals Week. Quotations for the United States on a nationwide, delivered basis. LME cash average. 

Table 24.—U.S. exports of lead, by country 
ORR” 

. Country Quantity Value ~ Quantity Value 

(metric tons). (thousands) (metric tons) (thousands) 

Ore and concentrates (lead content): 
| 

Canada ___._____--~----------------- 11,675 $4,627 7,529 $2,986 

Germany, Federal Republic of___-----—------- . __ ee 642 134 

Haiti_._._________---------------
--- 54 40 _- _- 

- Japan _.____----------------------- _— _— 1,438 365 - 

Mexico.________--_---------------
--- 43 13 23 7 

Netherlands _________--_---------------- _— _- 354 410 

United Kingdom __ _ __------------------ 66 56 _- _- 

Other _________-------~-------------- 20 24 1 . 1 

Total _._._______-_--------------- 11,858 4,760 9,987 4,503 
LL 

Drosses and residues including flue dust (lead content): 
. 

Belgium-Luxembourg— _ — — - - -------------- 2,458 622 1,894. 557 

Brazil __.______-_--_---------------- 4,353 1,080 1,831 . 359 

Canada _________------------------- 274 562 3,527 = 1,186 

Denmark __________-~---------------- 473 496 _- _— 

Finland _____.-~____------------------ _— — 91 50 

France____________-~--~-----------
--- —_ _- 35 25 

Germany, Federal Republic of. __------~----- 273 162 161 195 

Japan _______----~----------------
- _- _- 60 224 

Netherlands ______~_-_--~---~---------- 3 5 102 . 63 

United Kingdom ___ ____----~------------- 1,268 2,421 2,210 2,929 

Other _________-_-_----------------- 16 4 67 144 

Total _..__________------~+------- 9,118 5,352 9,978 5,732 

eee 

Unwrought lead and lead alloys (lead content): 
Australia _____.______----------------- 4 4 1 1 

Belgium-Luxembourg _ oo eee 113 1,832 206 1,177 

Brazil ___________-___-------------
- (7) 5 1,498 421 

Canada __________----~------------- 2,817 2,181 1,783 1,006 

Chile_______________~------~-----
--- 174 178 385 630 

China ___________--__---------------- 8 288 1 26 

Dominican Republic_____-~_-_~----------
 56 42 67 60 

Egypt ____------------------------- 105 302 346 274 

Finland ___________-~-----~----------- 39 36 _- _- 

France________--_---~-------~----
--- 3 11 3 9 

Germany, Federal Republic of. ___----------- 104 80 14 52 

Ghana_________-----------------
--- 100 66 1 5 

Haiti_._._______-_--~---------+----
--- 36 27 128 119 

Honduras _______-~-~------------------
- 3 4 _- _- 

Israel. ________--_-~----------------
- _- —_ 544 216 

Japan ________--~------------------- 148 184 71 90 

Korea, Republic of_____----------------- 95 169 761 1,052 

Mexico. _.____-_----------------------
- 584 766 364 230 

Netherlands _____-------------------- 66 850 15,511 8,428 

Netherlands Antilles _____-----~----------- _- _- 34 24 

Nigeria ______-_--------------------- _- — 310 195 

Panama __________-----------------
- _- ae 56 51 

See footnote at end of table.
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- Table 24.—U:S. exports of lead, by country —Continued | 
re ere etn iar A A fi Pe SSS SSS RSS SSS 

1984 1985 

Country _. Quantity Value Quantity Value 
(metrictons) (thousands) (metrictons) (thousands) 

Unwrought lead and lead alloys (lead content) — 
~ Continued . 

Peru ~~ _______-~~~~-~~-~-~~ ~~ 15 $17 90 $109 
Philippines _ --~-------~-~--~---+--+---- 121 128 27 . 20 
Saudi Arabia ___.__.------~~~---------- 16 33 16 51 
Singapore ___._____-~-----~--~--~-+--- . 58 65 7 8 
Taiwan ______--___----~-~-~-_----~--- 90 75 687 316 , 
Thailand ____~__.~_~_~-~-~-1 ~~ ee 12 15 -— _— 

os United Kingdom _ _._..___----_--------- 108 115 2,298 1,381 
~ Venezuela... ..___----~--~-~----~~--~--- 7 39 27 32 

‘Other ____-_~-_~_-------~-~---~------- 78 157 142 217 

Total ___-_______--~--~-~---------- 4,960 7,669 25,378 16,200 

Wrought lead and lead alloys (lead content): . 
Australia _.._...._---~~-«.—~----~-~---.- _- 2 4 14 
Barbados __._.-..—-------~~--~-----~~--- _- -- 39 43 
Belgium-Luxembourg-_ _—_—__-_--~---~---- 91 138 — 2 
Brazil _._-...-____---~-----~-+-~-~-+-~-~-~--~ _- — 22 30 
Canada ____ eee 495 516 367 656 

/ Denmark __.__-_._-~---~-~-~--~---~--~-~--- 17 26 _- _~ 
Ecuador ___ —._. ____-~-----~---~-~~+-~-+-+-+-- 4 8 5 11 
France. ___§___.-_-—~~—_~-----~-~-_---- 15 34 3 . 36 : 

- Germany, Federal Republic of____.__._.----+-- 11 19 41 178 
Honduras _- ~_§_____~~-~~_.~---------~--- . ll. 23 5 12 

- Hong Kong _._-_-_.~-_---_---------+-+--+-- 33 50 5 36 . 
India... ./._._./-_.-~------~--~~+--+---- _- _- 2 2 
Israel... 7 pp eee — a 2 8 

. Italy _.______-_~------~----------~-+-- a 1 1 1 
Japan _______.___..-------~-~-~~-~-~-+--- '. 16 193 26 41 
Korea, Republic of ._______-__---------+--- 25 95 18 159 

. Mexico___________-___-~--~---~----+-- 1,273 5,190 670 2,861 . 
Netherlands ____________--_--+=---+---- 4 6 1 7 . 
Panama ___ ~_ -_-__-~--~~--~--~--~-~--~--- 14 — 33 1 7 
Philippines _____-_-----------~-----~---- 10 30 _~ _- 

. Saudi Arabia ___.____.-.__.-_--_------ 80. 84 6 36 
Singapore ___~_._.._.-.------~---+-+---- 33 62 Al 34 
Spain... .-_---_-_-----~-~--+-~-+--- (4) 1 _— __) 

Taiwan _______~____-.~-~-_~---~----- 98 319 543 236 
. United Kingdom.________.__-_--------- 185 393 63 98 

Venezuela________...~_-_~-~----~------ 86 _ 121 60 69 
Other ______~_-____~__~ 34 202 39 200 

Total __-.-_~~-.-_-~__--~__~__~ + 2,485 7,545 1,964 4,777 

Scrap (gross weight): 
Australia _.-.--__.__-~__.~_-~---~---+--- _- _- 18 8 
Belgium-Luxembourg_ _ —— —__..___.~--~---- 345 388 383 176 
Brazil -._.__-_.______-__-~~-~~~-~~----- 5,861 1,192 14,475 2,920 . 

- Canada _____~_~___~~__~-~---~-+----+-- 6,117 2,190 3,634 917 
Colombia ____._____.-__~-_-------~-+-- 5,649 548 6,185 882 
Denmark ______________--_.~-~-_----- 430 516 __ a 
Ecuador __ 59 58 2 7 

’ Germany, Federal Republic of. _._..____----~- 904 480 1,525 266 
Hong Kong ____________-.----------+-- | 156 77 15 7 
India. - eee 298 167 450 88 
Ireland. ______....__-___._-----~--+-- _- _- 273 77 
Italy _-.---_.__~____-__~~___--_----- _- _- 3,528 495 
Japan ___ ~~ 336 166 1,540 1,002 
Korea, Republic of. _._......._.__..-----~-- 1,550 331 3,053 978 
Mexico. ____.~.-.- ~_-__~~__---_----- 2,873 823 1,832 346 
Netherlands __________________-_---~~-- 262 293 182 143 

. Philippines ______.____.__-..-------~-- 1,000 239 _- -- 
Spain... .--.-.--_..--_-~_--~-~------ 513 73 18 2 
Switzerland_—___.._______.-___~----~_- _- —_ 68 . 20 
Taiwan _~_.~.----~---_~~~____~_--~~-- 13,530 2,803 17,262 2,477 
Trinidad and Tobago ____..._________--~-- 3,541 520 68 20 
United Kingdom _ _ ~~ __.._________-___--- 659 400 1,633 891 
Venezuela____.~-.--~-~----~-~-~~_--~-_- 992 300 3,738 1,067 
Other ____~-~-~~-~------~~~-__--~-- 22 11 67 174 

Total _..___-.----~---_~-~~-_-_-~-- 45,097 11,575 59,949 12,963 

Grand total ____._--------~---.----- 73,518 36,901 107,256 44,175 

‘Less than 1/2 unit. 

Source: Bureau of the Census.
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: : Table 25.—U.S. exports of lead. -- oo | oo 

| - Blocks, pigs, anodes, etc. | “leadalloys Scrap | 

Sheets, plates. Ce (gross ' Drosses, etc. ce 
a Unwrought | ; ” , Foil, powder, weight) Year Unwrought alloys rods, other flakes | 1g. = - = | 

| Quan- Quan- Quan- | ~ Quan- — Quan- ; Quan- a 

a, thom Gt, howe Gg,, howe gEll,, howe cB, howe gt, how tons). sands) . tons) Sands) “4, ns) sands) tons) sands) tons) sands) © tons) sands) 

1983 __ 18,244 $8,895 4,440 $2,409 2406 $6,866 359 $920 50,918 $13,139 3,902 $3,080 
1984 __ 3,732 4,849 1,228 2,820 2,156 1,058 329 487 45,097 11,575 9,118 5,352 
1985 __ 23,468 14,050. 1,910 2,150 1,870 4,635 94 142. 59,949 12,963 9,978 5,782 

Source: Bureau of the Census. . . | . 

oe 7 - Table 26.—U.S. imports’ of lead, by country | oo : 

| cs (Lead content) , | ee 
LL LLL A AA CTCL SACS ACSA eA AE Pt cS 

+ 1983 1984 1985 . 

Country Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 
(metric (thou- (metric .(thou- (metric  (thou- - 

Se, tons) sands) tons). _ sands) —_tons)-. _ sands) - 

Ore and concentrates:? os 
Australia 2 2 10,002 $2,865 17,024 $5,689 12,260 $2,407 
Bolivia ~-2 202 LLL _~ — 2 816 - 890 Cte oo 
Canada ______~_~___.__ ~~ -__--___. ——s«&6 148 1,234 14,127 5,242 5,195  — 1,246 ° 
Chile.» ee LL —_ oe 904 189 765 106 . 
Honduras. _—_ 2 LL 8,663 3,945 5,370 2,889 1,568 757 

7 Italy _-_. ~~~ Le -- —_ 5,103 1,664 a i . 
, Mexico ___§__- ~~ 5 ee LLL 4 1 2,803 | 1,680 4,321. —- 1,356 

Peru____§__~_ 22,702 - 7,041 .. 22,718 —= 8,671 15,176 4,017 
South Africa, Republic of —. 9 ~§-§-§ -5 >. -_ _- — _- a 3,381 1,316 
Other 2 Le 2 1 - 6 2 — a a 

Total________.____---_-------- 47,516 —-15,087 «68,870 = -26,366 «= 942,665 = 11,205 | 

Base bullion: | . ee 
Canada _____ ~~~ 28 ~~ .12 19 10 713 375 
France _____._-_- ek 18 ~=——:—«<C BV oe, -—- 
Mexico _____ ~~~ 25 10 6 37 48. 23 

| Other _______________ (4) 1 (4) 2 __ __ 

Total ____-___-_---------_---_-_- 53 23 43 57 °760 398 | 
Pigs and bars: . 

Australia_ $9 _~§_ 5 27 5 ee ee 10,883 3,825 10,884 5,187 3,627 1,758 
Belgium-Luxembourg _________________ 322 2,273 231 282 15 13 
Canada __-__§_- ~~» Le 72,655 31,578 94,893 50,103 90,056 33;783 
Denmark ______~_________ __ ee 11 4 _ _- 
France ____________~____ _- _- _- _- 20 9 
Germany, Federal Republic of ____________. 1,022 7,020 1,528 4,205 542 3,080 
Italy _-§ _--___ - 113 79 418 316 a. _— 
Mexico ___________~__ 34,861 14,071 39,502 19,158 33,771 13,271 
Netherlands _______________________ 11 84 116 92 10 23 
Peru_______ 10,096 3,526 9,205 4,349 5,150 1,770 
South Africa, Republic of __-_-____________ _— _— - 496 275 __ _— 
Spain __-.___ __ __ 3,184 1,635 — _- 
United Kingdom _________~__________ 716 898 974 943 337 807 
Other ______ ~~~ 53 92 123 58 __ — 

Total _ ~~ > LL 130,732 63,446 161,565 86,607 7133,529 54,514 

Reclaimed scrap, including drosses:5 
Australia_ $92 2,212 347 1,302 359 oe — 
Bahamas _________~____ J 90 6 __ — _ _— 
Canada ________~______ 2,718 861 2,311 1,099 1,118 454 
Mexico ____________~__ 1,551 . 871 2,638 864 2,035 720 
United Kingdom _~___________________ 93 20 48 23 _- — 
Other ___§_______ Le 29 106 3 13 15 34 

Total__-§_§-_~§_- ~~ 6,753 1,711 36,303 2,358 3,168 1,208 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 26.—U.S. imports' of lead, by country —Continued | | ee wrongs ae ead content).o 6 ce wae ct 

| | 1983 1984 1985 a Se 
Country Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value (metric (thou- (metric (thou- (metric (thou- tons) sands) tons) sands) tons) sands) | 

Pigsandbars:. : _ | | | _ . London Metal Exchange (return of US. brands)®_ —_-. 42.000 $16,945 _~— _— _- __ 
Grand total__-_-__-_..___-_____ 9007 054 97,212 236,781 $115,388 180,122 $67,325 

. "Data are “general imports”; that is, they include lead imported for immediate consumption plus material entering the country under bond. _ . . . *.  2Also includes other lead-bearing materials containing greater than 5 troy ounces of gold per short ton, or greater than - 100 troy ounces of total precious metals per short ton. 
. , Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. a “Less than 1/2 unit. 

Oo, 5Al]so includes other lead-bearing materials containing greater than 10% by weight of copper, lead, or zinc (any One). . *Bureau of Mines estimate. 
a 

Source: Bureau of the Census. - o . 

me _ Table 27.—U.S. imports for consumption of lead, by country ‘ Co 7 | 
-1988—~S—=~*~*~CS~S~«SY 0B 1985. 

Country Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value , 
(metric (thou- (metric (thou- (metric = (thou- . tons) sands) tons) _ sands) tons) sands) 

Ore and concentrates (lead content):! . CO | - oe | Canada ____-- 483 $112 1,843 $477 _— —_ — Chile, 
—_ __ _- —_ 765 $106 Honduras_______________ 1,522 674 4,121 2,201 1,568 757 Italy_ ~~~ -- _— 1,569 467 _~— —_ ~ Mexico _-- 4 1 ° 2,654 1,550 317 - 116 Peru_ = 17,742 4,924 19,695 7,226 _- -— Other ~~ 2 1 5 2 _— _- I Total? wee eee 19,753 5,712 ~—-s«:29, 888 11,923 2,649 979 

Base bullion (lead content): mo, . Canada -___-_- 28 12 . 19 10. 713 375 France — 
_- _— 18 . 8 —_ _— Mexico ---- Hee 25 10 6 37 48 23 Other ________________ 8) 1 (8) - 2 _- _- 

ener Total? wee 53 23 43 : 57 760 | 398 
Pigs and bars (lead content): - 

Australia me ee 14,508 4,604 9,978 4,364 91 443 Belgium-Luxembourg .______________ —- 322 2,273 231 282 15 14 Canada ~ ee 72,655 31,578 94,815 50,062 90,056 33,783 Denmark _______________ _- _- 11 4 a ae France - se _- _— _- -_- 20 9 Germany, Federal Republicof ___________ — 1,022 7,020 1,528 4,205 542 3,080 India________________ —_ -— 907 447 1,361 664 Italy ____________ 113 79 419 316 —_ _- Mexico -5-~ +e 34,861 14,071 . 39,502 19,158 33,771 13,271 Netherlands ____- = = 11 84 116 92 10 23 Peru_-_______ 10,096 3,526 9,205 4,349 5,150 1,770 South Africa, Republic of —- eee -- _— 496 275 -- _- Spain se _— _— 3,184 1,635 _— _- nited Kingdom __________ 716 898 974 943 337 807 Other ~---- +e -e 53 92 121 58 _— _- _ 
ee | Total? 29 ~-~. 184,857 64,225 161,489 86,189 131,353 53,864 ——_—_—_—_—_—__ th 808 98,004 

Reclaimed scrap, etc. (lead content):4 
Australia__-§____- oe 6 6 27 30 __ a Bahamas ____________________ 90 6 —- __ — _— Canada _______________ = 2,443 831 2,311 1,099 1,118 454 

See footnotes at end of table.
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| Table 27.—U.S. imports for consumption of lead, by country —Continued 

. 1983, _ 1984 1985 

a Country Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 

oe (metric (thou- (metric —§ (thou- (metric (thou- 

. tons) sands) tons) sands) tons) sands) 

Reclaimed scrap, etc. (lead content)* —Continued _ | | | | 

| Guatemala_______----------------- 14 $6 __ oe ee 

- Mexico Ce eee eee 1,551 371. 2,638. $864 2,035 $720 

“United Kingdom _____--------------- a) 20 48 23 -- _- 

Other ___------------=------------ 
— Lb. 100 3 13 15 38 

Total? __.____----------------- 4,212 1,340 5,026 2,029 _—_8,168 1,212 

Sheets, pipe, shot, other forms: : . 
- 

oo Belgium-Luxembourg _——-------------- 16 32 90 | 107_—sig: 44 57° 

— Canada ______-_-_-~__--------------- 
228 238 471 887 = 419 627 

. Germany, Federal Republic of -~-------~--- 216 1,189 315 1,693 149 576 

Italy. 5 --- ------------------ -e ae (3) 2 1 13 

Mexico ________------------------ 10 64 669 853 164 147 

Peru________-_-~---------------- 
_- _- _- _- 121 61 

. Spain _______------~-------------- -- — one _- 86 11 

. . ‘United Kingdom ~_----~------------- 3 14 51 128 1,027 . 809 

Other Woes eee ee 
23 2~=°=~—Sst 72 424 20 216 

Total? oo ee eee eee eee eee 496 1,632 1,667 4,044 1,981 2,517 

. Pigs and bars (lead content): - 
. 

“London Metal Exchange (return of U.S. brands)® — 42,000 16,945 _- _- _- _- 

‘ te : , : ———— . 

. | . : Grand total? ________------=----- 200,871 89,877 198,108 104,241 139,911 58,970 

1Also includes other lead-bearing materials containing greater than 5 troy ounces of gold per short ton, or greater than 

100 troy ounces of total precious metals per short ton. a 7 

2Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

3Less than 1/2 unit. - . 

44 ]so includes other lead-bearing materials containing greater than 10% by weight of copper, lead, or zinc (any one). 

.5Bureau of Mines estimate. 

a Source: Bureau of the Census. 
| 

Table 28.—U.S. imports for consumption of lead — 

oo (Thousand metric tons and thousand dollars) . 

|  ¢ Ore and Base bullion Pigs and bars Sheets, plates, strip, 

Year ~ (lead content) (lead content). (lead content) other forms 

- a Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 

1981__.____----—- 27 20,196 (7) 340 100 87,026 (4) 564 

- 1982______------ 19 8,784 (7) 28 95 58,633 (4) 646 

19838______------ 20 5,712 (7) 23 2176 281,170 1 1,628 

1984_______-_--- 30 11,923 (7) 57 161 86,189 2 3,720 

1985_______----- 3 979 1 398 131 53,864 2 2,394 

Dross, skimmings 
Waste and scrap 3 ? Powder and 

residues, n.s.p.f. 
(lead content) (lead oe tort) flakes Total value 

Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 

1981_______---~-—- 2 1,568 1 652 (7) 162 110,508 

1982______------ 4 1,473 1 282 (*) 48 69,894 

1983_____--~----- 3 980 1 360 ) 4 89,877 

1984_______----- 4 1,665 1 363 ) 324 104,241 

1985. __--------- 2 1,068 1 144 ) 123 58,970 

Less than 1/2 unit. 
2Includes Bureau of Mines estimate of 42,000 metric tons of U.S. brands returned from the London Metal Exchange 

with an estimated value of $16,945,000. 

Source: Bureau of the Census.
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Table 29.—U.S. imports for consumption of 
: miscellaneous products containing lead’ 

Gross Lead . 
Year weight content ue 

metric metric 
tons) tons) sands) : . 

. _ 1982 _-.___-_ 1,423 639 $10,596 . 
1983 ~___--- 2,312 1,131 13,720 
1984 ________. 2,671 1,363 17,299 
1985 __~-__ 3,377 1,453 22,124 . 

1Babbitt metal, solder, white metal, and other lead- 
containing combinations. 

Source: Bureau of the Census. . oe 

Table 30.—Lead: World mine production of lead in concentrates, by country’ — 

(Thousand metric tons) 

ep 

: Country? » oo 1981 1982 1983 1984" 1985° 

.. Algeria®_ _~____.__-..--------------- ¥5.0 5.0 73.0 4.0 3.0. 
Argentina_ ___________--_~-_~-~-~---~-- 32.7 30.1 31.7 28.5 29.0 

Australia __-____-____-_-~-~.-L_---+--- 388.1 — 455.3 480.6 440.7 491.0 

Austria __-_________-~~--~----------+- 4.3 4.1 43 4.2 . 6.1 

Bolivia. ___-___.~~.-=----~-~----~--~--+ 16.8 12.4 11.8 1.4 1.5 

- Brazil _- ~~ pe ee 21.7 19.4 18.8 16.7 19.0 

Bulgaria® ____________-_--_--------- 116.0 95.0 95.0 95.0 95.0 

' Burma _~___~__ eee 16.1 16.1 | 23.1 21.9 22.0 

Canada _______ ~~~ _ te 332.0 341.2 251.5 264.3 278.0 
Chile__ ~~ ~~ ee 2 1.6 1.7. 4.3 32.5 

China®__ = > 5 5 ee 160.0 160.0 160.0 160.0 160.0 
Colombia ___________---~--~--~------ r2 r2 2 Al 1 
Congo (Brazzaville) _._..__.-_..------+--- 1.7 . Al °6.0 | £2.0 4.0 
Czechoslovakia_ __—-_.._.-~~-----~---+- 3.4 3.1 3.2 3.1 3.2 

Ecuador _______~-_-~__~--~-----+~-+--+- 2 2 2 2 2 
Finland _______.-___.-_----------- . «TLE 1.9 2.1 2.5 2.4 
France_____.-__~-~~--~----~-+----- 17.2 5.9 1.5 2.3 1.6 
Germany, Federal Republic of____._.___~--~-- 21.6 23.5 23.5 21.0 320.5 
Greece® _____________ =~ 723.0 19.0 20.0 22.0 20.0 
Greenland________.____.----------- 26.9 726.5 22.0 17.7 ©. 317.8 
Honduras _____§_-__~-_---~-~~----~-~+-- 12.6 15.1 19.3 20.5 "213 

Hungary® __________-----~---------- 5 6 1 1 i 
| India_-__._-------.----~--~--~-~----- 15.3 “16.6 ©25.7 24.8 528.0 

Iran®_ 5 eee 20.0 25.0 20.0 620.0 20.4 
Ireland. _-_____~____------------- T28.8 ™36.0 33.6 37.2 34.0 
Italy _-_.______-~--~--------+~-+--+-- F213 16.2 23.6 20.8 315.6 
Japan ________-~-___--~----------- 46.9 45.9 46.9 48.7 550.0 
Korea, North® __.________-_--------- 110.0 95.0 75.0 110.0 110.0 
Korea, Republic of... _._._____-_-----~-+--- 13.4 12.2 12.2 10.8 88 
Mexico. __~~_____-__~-~--~~---~--~~+-~- 148.9 170.2 184.3 202.6 200.0 
Morocco _ _ ____~~~-~~-----~--------- 7117.7 103.6 97.9 100.7 | (101.0 © 
Namibia________._____------------- 46.9 32.9 38.5 33.8 534.6 
Nigeria®__§____________-.-.--------- 2 3 3 3 3 

. Norway _-_____-----~---------~-+--- 3.0 3.7 4.1 3.5 3.4 
Peru _____~_~_~-_~~-_--~---~-~~-~-+-~----+ 192.7 175.8 212.6 205.3 3209.9 
Philippines - - ~~ ----~--~~~~-~-~------ 1.1 _- _- -- -- 

Poland________-_-~-----~---~-----+ 744.2 45.3 47.0 52.8 53.0 
Romania® ______________-_--~------ 25.0 27.0 30.0 30.0 28.0 

South Africa, Republic of. ____._._.._~---- 98.9 90.3 87.5 94.8 398.4 
Spain. _._-._-_------~~---~---~-~----- 80.2 73.3 82.0 96.6 386.7 

Sweden _______--~--~------------- ™35.0 ™80.0 78.2 80.5 13.5 
Thailand ____---~--------------~---- 17.3 18.6 21.0 16.7 20.0 

Tunisia _______--__------~--~----- 5.7 5.0 4.6 4.1 33.6 

Turkey.______-_------------------ RB 4 "10.7 9.1 14.6 14.4 
USS.R& ~~ ~--_____ + 425.0 430.0 435.0 440.0 440.0 
United Kingdom -____~----~---------- 7.0 4.0 3.8 2.4 3.0 

United States___._--..--~~--~---~---- 459.0 530.3 465.6 334.5 3424.4 
Yugoslavia _.____--__---~----~------ 118.6 113.1 114.0 113.6 110.0 
Zambia ____~_~-----_~---------~--~-- 17.2 21.2 25.9 18.1 15.8 

Total_.__.-------~~------------- *3,365.5 ™8,422.5 8,858.6 8,255.8 3,391.7 
a 

€Rstimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. 
1Table includes data available through June 24, 1986. 
2In addition to the countries listed, Uganda may produce lead, but available information is inadequate to make reliable 

estimates of output levels. 
SReported figure.
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| Table 31.—Lead: World smelter production, by country? oo 
| a (Thousand metric tons) : | 

| | Country 1981 1982 1983 198419858 
Argentina: oo . | Primary (refined) __________________________e 19.0 17.0 16.0  °19.0 18.0 

Secondary (refined). ______-_____-~§_________ 15.6 14.6 15.0 ©17.0 16.0 1 . 
a 

Total _.-- ~~ 34.6 31.6 31.0 36.0 34.0 
—— 

- Australia: 
. 

Primary: 
Bullion for export __________ 2 _~_________ 162.6 181.6 182.6 179.5 2183.8 
Refined __-_-_ ~~ ~~ ~~~ LL 207.7 218.8 196.3 198.8 2196.2 

. Secondary (refined)® _._..-.-_-__-__~-_~________ Le 31.5 28.3 27.0 21.5 15.9 

Total _._ ~~ ee 401.8 428.7 405.9 -399.8 395.4 EE ———— 
Austria: . 

Primary ___~2 22 ee ee 3.3 3.4 4.2 1.7 1.7 
' Secondary _.-._________ 12.8 14.5 12.9 16.5 16.8 ’ —_—_— 
a Total _--_- ee . 16.1 17.9 17.1 18.2 18.5 

Belgium: : ; 7 

_ Primary®$_ oe 60.2 52.9 54.4 T71.5 59.6 
. Secondary*_ 22-2 28.0 28.0 30.0 30.0 #280 —. 

Total _--- 88.2 . 80.9 84.4 101.5 87.6 
— eee 

Brazil: . 
Primary (refined) __ $2222 ~~~ 34.7 21.9 20.6 26.0 . . 27.0 Secondary (refined)... 22 29.0 726.3 28.9 87.7 40.0 NE 

Total ____ ee "63.7 "48.2 49.5 63.7 67.0 an hr hd a 
Bulgaria:® . . 

Primary wee ee 115.0 114.0 112.0 112.0 112.0 
Secondary*________---~_. 4.0 4.0 40 4.0 | 4.0 — 

Total _-- . 119.0 118.0 116.0 116.0 116.0 Burma: Primary (refined) ___......2~--.-_ -________ 4.1 7.8 7.6 7.0 29.6 EO eee": 
Canada: . 

Primary (refined) 22-2222 168.5 174.3 178.1 173.0 172.7 
Secondary (refined). -_-___._-._~_-________ 69.7 64.6 63.9 79.0 66.8 | i 

Total _.---_~-- 238.2 238.9 242.0 252.0 239.5 ee 
China:® 

Primary (refined) _._.§_..-_._._____________ 150.0 155.0 ~ 165.0 165.0 165.0 Secondary (refined)... 22. ________. 25.0 20.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 a 
Total __~_-____ 2 175.0 175.0 195.0 195.0 195.0 

Colombia: Secondary (refined)®_________________ > 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 Cyprus: Secondary (refined)® _..._______________ 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.0 Czechoslovakia: Secondary (refined)._.________________ 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.1 21.5 Denmark: Secondary (refined) _._________________ 24.0 15.9 10.0 13.0 4.5 Finland: Secondary (refined) _...__________________ 4.5 4.4 6.0 4.5 4,4 i —FAEAE_ECETFOT EEE 
France: 

Primary (refined) ____.._.__.______________ > 128.6 122.7 114.9 117.9 132.3 Secondary _____________ 35.3 702.4 37.4 24.9 36.4 nn hi chad 
Total _-~-~~-____ ee 7163.9 145.1 152.3 142.8 168.7 German Democratic Republic: Secondary (refined)® 4_______ F43.0 38.0 36.0 35.0 36.0 OY —TF—lF_P{oeEeEEEE—EEeEeeEeEeeoee 

Germany, Federal Republic of: 
Primary __~_-____-_-___-___~______ 107.5 110.7 116.2 102.3 2109.7 Secondary ______~___-~__~________e 254.8 239.7 236.3 254.9 246.8 a 

' Total _--__-_~_- 362.3 350.4 352.5 857.2 7356.5 SN *800.9 aoe 
Greece: 

Primary (refined) ________-___-__-_-_-__________ 21.0 3.2 __ (°) 15.0 
Secondary (refined)______--____-.______________ 4.0 —_ _ _- _- ha 

Total _ _--_------____-~-~-~-_----___ 25.0 3.2 __ ) 15.0 
Guatemala: Secondary (refined) _.__.___.____________ 1 1 Al Al 1 
Hungary: Secondary (refined)®__________.___________ 1 1 1 1 J rd a eee 

See footnotes at end of table.



Table 31.—Lead: World smelter production, by country! —Continued 
(Thousand metric tons) 7 

Country 1981 1982 1983 1984” 1985° a
 

ich 

India: . 
| oe _. Primary (refined) ____~_________--______ 14.3 “14.4 150 152 215.6 Secondary (refined).____._._____________. 11.1 "8.8 66 *°100 10.0 EN 

Total _-______.__ ee 25.4 €23.2 21.6 F e952 25.6 Ireland: Secondary (refined)®_.._-__________. 10.0 10.0 - 10.0 10.0 -- 10.0 1D sss eee Ttaly: 
rimary (refined)______._-.______________ 35.6 36.4 37.0 37.6 - 229.5 Secondary (refined)...._.____________._. 97.4 97.3 89.4 | 102.9 95.0 ee OY 

Total _--__________ ee 133.0 133.7 126.4 140.5 . 124.5 — Jamaica: Secondary (refined)® _.._________ 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 TY —lllFHRTHTTETEEOOEETETlllTllleeETETETeeee> . Japan: | 
‘Primary ~~ 190.7 192.8 198.9 .- 207.9 2218.3 Secondary (refined).....__________._ 141.6 119.1 118.3 129.2 2133.3 OE 

Total ~~~ 332.3 311.9 317.2 337.1 . 2351.6 _ Korea, North: Primary (refined)® — eee LL 65.0 60.0. 60.0 795.0 95.0 ————— lee . Korea, Republic of:° | | 
Primary (refined)_______-_2--_____ 7.2 9.5 10.5 12.0 - 14.5 Secondary (refined).____._.____________.____ 1.5 6.6 7.8 ™8:3. 7.9 eee 

. Total _-. ~~ ee. 14.7 16.1 17.8 20.3 . 22.4 Malaysia: Secondary (refined) He -- te 3.5 3.0 “4.0 F 9.0 8.8 eee 
l= Mexico: . 

Primary ~----- ee 156.7 145.4 166.8 174.8 175.0 Secondary (refined)® _.....__________ 38.0 34.0 ¥29.0 . 25.0 25.0 SO 
Total — eee 194.7 179.4 195.8 199.8 200.0 

__F_EECTETOoollllleleeeEeETETETETETleee > Morocco: 
Primary (refined)__.....-__--____ 50.1 56.5 55.2 46.1 46.0 Secondary (refined)® __.......__._____ ss” 2.1 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 Se 

Total® mo ee 52.2 58.5 57.2 F48.1 48.0 Namibia: Primary (refined).._.__________________. 41.7 40.6 35.4 - 28:9 238.5 
Netherlands: 

Primary®_ 2-8 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 3.0 Secondary (refined).__.._._.._______________” 33.9 727.7 23.6 - 33.6 37.6 a Total -_---______-e ee "36.4 ™30,2 26.1 36.1 40.6 New Zealand: Secondary (refined)® _.____________ 7.0 6.0 6.0 60 6.0 Nigeria: Secondary (refined)®__..._________________ 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 3.0 Pakistan: Secondary (refined)!®_____________________ 1.0 1.0 1.0 10 2-10 eh Ah oo eoolooeeeTeeeeeeETETETEeEeEeEeeee Peru: 
Primary (refined)_______._.____________ | 79.2 77.0 67.7 | 70.3 281.9 . Secondary (refined)® ~- ee 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 eee YY 

Total +e 84.2 82.0 72.7 75.3 86.9 Philippines: Secondary (refined) we ee 4.0 6.0 6.0 4.0 4.0 —— EY —CTOCTETCETEOEHTHOEES—n—ooE— Poland:* 
Primary (refined)____._-_- === 47.0 55.0 56.5 58.4 61.1 Secondary (refined)# __..__-= ==” 22.0 23.8 24.5 25.0 26.2 $e O 

Total ----- +e 69.0 78.8 81.0 83.4 287.3 Portugal: Secondary (refined)... 2 = 5.3 4.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 | 
eee endeneeeeeeeee —llTlFTFEHEHOHEHK—X—N—n—mOoeoeooODOoOoOoOoTEee Romania: 

Primary (refined)® — T 240.7 40.5 40.0 39.0 39.0 Secondary (refined)® ____._....______ i sststi—itsS 5.0 5.2 9.3 10.0 10.0 YO 
Total — a o--et---- + - 45.7 45.7 49.3 ©49.0 49.0 South Africa, Republic of: Secondary (refined). _ =” 26.9 30.4 23.6 . 21.9 20.0 ee _-lFTlTEHEHEHEH lle Spain: 

Primary (refined® —~.-_--________________ 83.0 99.5 107.8 110.1 110.0 Secondary (refined). _______________ TT 34.1 32.1 36.0 49.9 45.0 $Y 
Total _---~-~~___- ieee, "117.1 131.6 143.8 160.0 155.0 UY 1002.0 lee 

See footnotes at end of table.
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| Table 31.—Lead: World smelter production, by country’ —Continued 

- (Thousand metric tons) . 

. . . —- eames ep A RC A . 

- | ~ Country . 1981 1982 1983 1984P 1985° 

Sweden: . . . | 

Primary ______.-__---------------------- 721.8 63.7 62.8 65.7 66.0 | 

Secondary ____.____.__-_------------------ 21.5 20.4 17.8 23.4 20.0 

| Total _.....____------------------- 488 "84.1 80.6 89.1 86.0 
Switzerland: Secondary (refined)_ _ __--------~-------- 4.0 3.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 

Taiwan: Secondary (refined)® _ ______--------------- 30.0 35.0 38.0 "44.3 44,4 

Thailand: Secondary (refined) ~——-———-------------- 5 9 3.2 6.2 6.0 

Trinidad and Tobago: Secondary (refined)®_ _ _ __-__------- — 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 

Tunisia: — 
Primary (refined) ______--------------------- 17.5 15.3 10.4 — 8.4 10.0 

Secondary (refined)® ______------------------- 5 5 5. 5 5 

| Total® _____________--------------- 18.0 15.8 10.9 ™8.9 10.5 
| Turkey: Primary (refined)_ ___ ~~ ------------------ 72.5 73.1 4.0 4.0 — 3.6 

U.SS.R.:° 
Primary (refined) __ ____.-_------------------ 480.0 485.0 490.0 495.0 495.0. 

Secondary (refined)_ __ -__- -_---------~--------- 235.0 245.0 255.0 = 260.0 265.0 

| Total _____.--___------------------ 715.0 730.0 7450 755.0 760.0 | 
__.-_ .0.0-—-”7™3}™]§™”"@w”*"”“0(4.n00nm”PV’”-”-— , 

United Kingdom: 
7 

Primary®. 26.5 34.1 40.7 36.1 | 36.0 

Secondary (refined) __ ___--.-_---------------- 198.0 7175.2 185.3 191.3 2158.9 

Total ..._-_---------------------- 224.5 72093 22602274 194.9 

United States: 
Primary (refined) .__ _._---_------------------ 498.3 516.8 514.6 395.6 2487.4 

Secondary (refined) _ _ - --------~------~------- 641.1 571.3 503.5 683.4 7594.2 | 

Total _.___________---------------- 1,189.4 1,088.1 1,018.1 1,029.0 71,081.6 _ 

Venezuela: Secondary (refined). _____----~----------- 12.0 15.0 15.0 17.0 18.0 

Yugoslavia: 
, 

Primary _____.-------------------------- 74.0 74.0 93.1 F €95.0 110.0 

Secondary ___.-_------------------------- 46.5 35.0 34.0 35.0 . 40.0 

Total _._.____-___----L------------- 120.5 109.0 127.1 * °130.0 150.0 
Zambia: Primary (refined)_ — — - ~ -- -- --------------- 9.9 14.6 14.6 8.8 9.2 

‘ er A ARED 

, Grand total _..________-~_----------- ~-*5,383.8 15 295.7 5,282.4 5,451.8 5,526.8 

Of which: 
Primary __.___------------------  53,126.4 ™3,220.0 3,251.4 3,180.1 3,346.7 

Secondary _.___.----------------- 2,257.4 °2,075.7 2,081.0 2,271.7 = 2,180.1 

€Rstimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. 
1Table includes data available through June 24, 1986. Figures presented represent, to the extent possible, production of 

unrefined lead, including bullion and impure lead derived from new and old scrap. The figures for secondary lead for a 

number of countries are undoubtedly high, but insufficient information is available to separate reprocessed scrap lead 

from lead merely remelted. Countries for which this is the case have been footnoted. (See footnote 4.) For those countries 

from which unrefined lead production is not reported, but where available information suggests that there is little if any 

import or export of bullion for refining and refined lead output has been reported, it is so noted parenthetically because it 

is believed that the difference between smelter output and refined output is negligible. 

*Reported figure. 
. SData not reported, derived from reported primary refined lead output minus imports of lead bullion plus exports of 

lead bullion and checked against use of lead content of domestically produced ores plus lead content of imported ores 

(estimated) minus lead content of exported ores (estimated). 

‘Some part of the total entered may be merely remelt, and as such probably should not be included here, but a 

substantial part of the total presumably was reprocessed to qualify as a secondary smelter product. Available information 

is inadequate to permit differentiation, and the total has been included, although it is recognized that this produces a 

slightly inflated figure. 
Revised to zero. 

. 

6Production from Imperial Smelting Furnace at Avonmouth only.
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Table 32.—Lead: World refinery production, by country? __ 
| (Thousand metric tons) | | 

—_—.———————— eee 
Country 1981 1982 1983 1984P . 1985° _ ONO 

Argentina: 
Primary._-___________--____-_______ 19.0 170 160 190 180 Secondary. ________----------_~_ 15.6 14.6 150 °17.0 16.0 

A Ante 

Total _--__-_____~-_--~ ~~ ee 34.6 31.6 31.0 ©36.0 34.0 EN . eee 
. Australia: 

. Primary_____-__._----~___~__ eet 207.7 218.8 196.3 198.8 196.2 Secondary® _______.------ 31.5 28.3 "27.0 21.5 15.9 
Total _---_-___-_-~ ee 239.2 247.1 223.3 220.3 212.1 EE : —=———————=====_"_=—"_— Austria: 

Ce . , Primary__._~~_-____-.---~-~_ ee ™5.0 710.4 12.0 72 4.5 Secondary______.__.----~~_ 11.6 THW11 11.5 13.4 14.7 

Total _-_---~__-_---~-~ 16.6 21.5 23.5 — 20.6 ~ 19.2 
. 

LL TT aa . ——_ s : . Belgium: 
. | . Primary_ ~~~ 73.9 66.0 96.3 89.6 - 77.6 Secondary___._._-.~~ ~~ 36.0 33.7 37.8 38.1. 37.4 . SUE eee 

Total _-_--_~_-_~ ee Le 109.9 99.7 134.1 127.7 115.0 ——— 
Brazil: ; To 

- Primary. ~~~ fi ee 34.7 21.9 21.0 26.0 - 27.0 | Secondary. _____.. ~~~ T29.0 26.3 29.0. 37.7 ~ 40.0 ———— 
Total _-_-_-_-_____ Le 63.7 F482 50.0 63.7 67.0 | 

Bulgaria:® a Primary______._~ ~~~ 101.2 100.3 98.6 - 98.6 98.0 ; Secondary____.-2-- 2 17.8 W700 6 174. VIA 18.0 18D 
Total _-- ~~~ ee 119.0 118.0 116.0 116.0 -116.0 

eee 
Burma: 

Primary —__~_-~~_~-- ~~ ~~ 4.1 78 7.6 7.0 29.6 Secondary® _____________ (3) (3) (3) (3) oe 
Total _-_-_--~ ee 4.1 7.8 7.6 7.0 9.6 —— —_——_—_—_£*_=_==[{£{£{£{_*i=x*i=—T—*=T*Y**>]y>== Canada: 7 | | 

Primary—__—---~--------~-----~- 168.5 174.3 178.1 173.0 172.7 Secondary. __-__._-_-____ 69.7 646 639 79.0 66.8 —_— 
Total _.---~ ~~ 238.2 238.9 242.0 252.0 239.5 . a IE 8. | ———————<_====_[_=_ China:® 

Primary______-.--2 ~~~ 150.0 155.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 . Secondary____ 2 25.0 20.0 30.0 30.0 -. 30.0 ——_— 
Total _.-___-____ 175.0 175.0 195.0 195.0 195.0 Colombia: Secondary® ____________________ 3.0 3.0 3.0 30 3.0 Cyprus: Secondary®_.§_ $25 $5 == = 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.0 Czechoslovakia: Secondary.______._.________________ 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.1 21.5 Denmark: Secondary _._______..__________________ 24.0 15.9 10.0 18.0 24.5 Finland: Secondary .._-...._______________ 4.5 4.4 6.0 4.5 4.4 OE LTT France: 

Primary____~__.-~~_~____- et 1286 — 122.7 115.0 117.9 132.3 Secondary._--____- 99.4 85.9 99.4 888 98.9 OY 
Total _--______ 228.0 208.6 214.4 206.7 231.2 German Democratic Republic: Secondary® ________________ 48.0 38.0 "36.0 "35.0 . 36.0 00.0 —_—_—_—_——————_—_€_==*&= Germany, Federal Republic of: 

Primary __~_.~---~~- ~~ 189.5 201.6 217.0 191.9 193.5 Secondary___-_~__- ~~ __ Le 158.8 148.9 135.5 165.3 163.0 ht ch 
Total _-_--_-__~___ eee 348.3 350.5 352.5 357.2 356.5 — E00. ——_—__F_,£,_ EE 

Greece: 
Primary_______------____-__________. 21.0 820 (3) 15.0 Secondary_____---------_ ~~ 4.0 a a ~- -- ee 

Total __-______~- ~~~ 25.0 3.2 _- (°) 15.0 Guatemala: Secondary _____________________.____ l l Jl Jl 1 Hungary: Secondary®__________._.____________ 1 1 1 Jl 1 a eee 
See footnotes at end of table.
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| | Table 32.—Lead: World refinery production, by country’ —Continued | . 

| Fe - (Thousand metrictons) oo oes 
. oo ves . a 

| TT Cotintry ) } 1981 1982 1988 1984 19858 

India: - 7 a 

Primary________-_-------------~----------- 143 144 150 152 © 7156 _ 
Secondary... _----_------------------------ 111 egg 6.6. °10.0 10.0 

| Total _.___..._--_-----L/----------------- 25.4 e932 21.6 * °25.2 25.6 

Ireland: Secondary®__ __ _.---~-------------------- 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 - 10.0 

Italy: - . - 
rimary__.______.._-_----------------------- 35.6 36.4 37.0 37.6 229.5 

Secondary_ ——. ___----~---------------------- 
97.4 97.3 89.4 102.9 95.0 

| Total __.______-__-_---+-----=----------- 133.0 133.7 1264 1405 124.5 

Jamaica: Secondary® ________--------------------- 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
. ' errant 

TES 

Japan: - 
Primary __—._--~--------------------------- 175.4 183.1 203.3 233.8 2233.7 

| , Secondary. ___-_+-_--------------~----------- 141.6 119.1 118.3 129.2 2133.3 

Total __._____-_--------_--------------- 317.0 302.2 321.6 363.0 7867.0 

Korea, North:° | | . 

- Primary (refined) _ _-.-------------------------. 65.0 ™60.0 60.0 95.0 95.0 

| Secondary. ___.----~------------------------ o) () (3) () oe 

2 Ttal 2 eee ++ ---- 65.0 60.0 60.0 795.0 95.0 

Korea, Republic of:° 
7 

Primary_———_~_-----~--------------------~--- 7.2 9.5 10.5. 12.0. 14.5 

. Secondary. ______-_-----~------------------- 7.5 6.6 1.8 ™8.3 19 

Total _.__._-_--_-_-_--------------------+ 14.7 16.1 178 203 22,4 

. Malaysia: Secondary _ -_------~------------------- °3.5 3.0 "40 6 ©9.0 8.8 

Mexico: _ . 
Primary _______-------~-----------------~---- 

150.6 137.2 162.5 162.2 165.0 

Secondary® ______-_~---------~---------------- 
38.0 34.0 99.0 25.0 .. 25.0 

Total® ________________-__---~-----~--~---- 188.6 171.2. 7191.5 "187.2 190.0 

Morocco: - _ . . 

Primary ____.___--_----+~-------------------- 
50.1 56.5 55.2 46.1 46.0 

Secondary® ___.____._------------------------ 2.1 2.0 2.0 2.0 | 2.0 

total _. eee 52.2 58.5 "S72 481 480 
Namibia: Primary_—_._--_--_--------------------- ALT 40.6 35.4 28.9 238.5 

Netherlands: 
. . 

Primary_________.~_--------~---------------- (°) 48 2.0 (3) _- 

Secondary. ____.._--_------------------------ T33.9 T9747 23.6 33.6 37.6 

Total .___._______~__~_ eee 33.9 32.5 25.6 33.6 37.6 

New Zealand: Secondary® ________--------~--~-------- 7.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 

Nigeria: Secondary®_________-_-------------------- 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 3.0 

Pakistan: Secondary®_____.____.___---------------- 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
| $$$ 

Peru: 
Primary _—_-__---~-~----_------~--------------- 79.2 17.0 67.7 70.3 281.9 

Secondary® ________._____-_--_--------------- 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 

Total® __.__._~______ ee 84.2 82.0 12.7 75.3 86.9 

Philippines: Secondary ____________.--------------- 4.0 6.0 6.0 4.0 4.0 
oe 

Poland: 
Primary® ______--__------------------------ 48.3 55.2 56.7 58.4 61.1 

Secondary® ___.___-__--------~---------------- 20.7 23.6 24.3 25.0 26.2 

Total _._._______--.-----~------~--------- 69.0 78.8 81.0 83.4 287.3 

Portugal: Secondary _____~--------~-------~------- 5.8 4.0 6.0 “6.0 6.0 
eee 

Romania: 
Primary® ______---------------------------- 240.7 40.5 40.0 39.0 39.0 

Secondary® _._ _---_-------------------------- 5.0 5.2 793 10.0 10.0 

Total ___________--------------+--------- TA5.7 45.7 49.3  ©49.0 49.0 

South Africa, Republic of: Secondary ~------------~------ 26.9 30.4 23.6 21.9 20.0 
—oeeeeeeE—ETE—=—EelE—=Ee—e = 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 32.—Lead: World refinery production, by country: —Continued 
(Thousand metric tons) . 

Country 1981 1982 . 1983 19347  j9R5¢ | eee ee ea 

Spain: : a 
Primary____~~.-___-~__ eee, *83.0 99.5 107.8 110.1 110.0 Secondary._______--__ ee 34.1 32.1 36.0 . 49.9 45.0 

A 

Total _- ~~~ eee "117.1 131.6 143.8 160.0 155.0 | —————————X—X—$=£££==_=[=[=__ ZZ Sweden: 
Primary_____~_~_~_____-.__~______ 7.0 29.6 34.8 49.8 48.6 Secondary_—--~__-___-----_-2 22.0 19.9 18.8 23.4 220.0 

Total _- ~~ ee 29.0 49.5 53.6 73.2 768.6 Switzerland: Secondary.__._______________. 4.0 3.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 Taiwan: Secondary®..___________ = 30.0 35.0 38.0 48 444 Thailand: Secondary _____.__._._____.____.._...__ | 5 9 3.2 6.2 - 6.0 . Trinidad and Tobago: Secondary® _...__________ 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 —— . =__ He _F_l_l eT __E Tj/jHe 
Tunisia: oO . Primary____________ ee 17.5 15.8 10.4 (8.4 10.0 Secondary®______._-- 5 5 T5 5 5 ee 

Total® ~ ee 18.0 15.8 F10.9 ™8.9 10.5 Turkey: Primary._____.__2 2.5 ™3.1 4.0 “4.0 3.6 . FL TSE See eeeRSeN : nan ====== oe 
U.S.S.R.:° 

. Primary. —_____. 480.0 . 485.0 490.0 495.0 495.0 _Secondary._______ 235.0 245.0 255.0 260.0 265.0 OS 
Total _--_-_-__-_ os 715.0 730.0 745.0 1755.0 760.0 LL ee LR Te nA _TEFTOT EHO _EHC CTO lle United Kingdom: . 

Primary_____~ ~~ 135.4 131.0 136.9 147.1 2140.5 Secondary__________ 2 198.0 175.2 185.8 191.3 2158.9 

a 333.4 306.2 322.2 338.4 2209.4 aan tin rd —oo——l—l—————EE—E—EeEeEeE oe” United States: OF . 
_ Primary_____-__~~_ 498.3 516.8 514.6 395.6 2487.4 Secondary. ________--- 641.1 571.3 508.5 633.4 7594.2 GS 

Total _. 2» ee, 1,139.4 1,088.1 1,018.1 1,029.0 71,0816 Venezuela: Secondary ______.__..._.__________.____ 712.0 715.0 15.0 17.0 18.9 OE EB 
2 Yugoslavia: 

Primary. ______~_--2 =e 73.9 72.0 54.8 45.4 62.0 Secondary_________ 12.5 10.2 42.7 37.4 38.0 NN 
Total _-- ~~ ee, 86.4 82.2 . 97.5 82.8 7100.0 Zambia: Primary _____..__.._.________.__ 9.9 14.6 14.6 8.8 9.2 | ——— —$———————————_—<_£_[_£_{={_kL Grand total _.._-____-.-2 5,330.1 °5,220.0 5,257.7 5,423.5. 5,473.6 Of which: 

Primary__ ~~~. 22 3,118.8 3,181.1 3,286.1 3,156.7 3,295.5 Secondary.______.____________ *2,211.3 "2,038.9 2,021.6 2266.8 2,178.1 
*Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. 
Table includes data available through June 24, 1986. Data included represent the total output of refined lead by each country, whether derived from ores and concentrates (primary) or scrap (secondary), and include the lead content of antimonial lead, but exclude, to the extent possible, simple remelting of scrap. 
?Reported figure. 
3Revisedtozero.
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By Lawrence Pelham! : 

Lime output, including that for Puerto duction data for lime are developed by the 

Rico, was essentially unchanged from that Bureau of Mines from two separate, volun- a 

of 1984 at 15.7 million short tons and valued tary surveys of U.S. operations. Typical of 

at $812 million. these surveys is the annual “Lime” survey. 

_ Output of agricultural lime increased 5%; Of the 116 operations to which the annual 

construction, chemical, and industrial lime survey request was sent, all responded, 

was essentially unchanged; and refractory representing 100% of the total sold or used 

lime decreased 22%. by producers shown in tables 1 and 2. 

| Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- 

Table 1.—Salient lime statistics a | | 

. (Thousand short tons unless otherwise specified) | 

RO
 LOE 

2981982 1883 EO 

United States:! oe 
Number of plants _.______------~------------- 150 147 139 129 115 

. _ Sold or used by producers: | - 

Quicklime._______--------------------- 16,142 11,701 12,8838) 18,184 12,997 
Hydrated lime ___________---------------- 2,279 2,037 2,066 2,302 2,314 
Dead-burned dolomite _______.__----------- . 488 337 418 — 487 378 

“Total?... ~~ «18,856 «= «14,075 14,867 15,922 15,690 

7 Value®’___________________~ thousands. $884,197 $696,207 $757,611 $811,183 $809,000 | 
Average value perton_._---------------- $46.89 $49.46 $50.96 = $50.95 = $51.70 

Limesold. ..__.___...._.__-_---_-----~ 14271 10,856 12,083 13,064 =—-18,409 
Lime used_________-_------------------ 4,585 3,219 2,784 2,858 2,281 

Exports? ___________--------------------- 28 23. 28 25 19 

Imports for consumption* _______.-------------- 504 348 283 247 194 

Consumption® oe e)~—s«d19,882 14,400 15,122) 16,144 15,777 
World: Production .._._....---------—---------- 128,921 120,864 121,919 125,630 °123,531 
ae eee cE OO 

€Rstimated. Preliminary. "Revised. | . 7 

1Excludes regenerated lime. Excludes Puerto Rico. _ 
2Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. . : : 

3Selling value, f.o.b. plant, excluding cost of containers. 

4Bureau of the Census. a . 

5Measured by sold or used plus imports minus exports. 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

Lime sold or used by producers, including decreased 22%. 

Puerto Rico, was essentially unchanged at Six States produced over 1 million tons 

15.7 million tons. Captive lime used by each and accounted for 56% of total lime 

producers decreased 9% to 2.6 million tons. output. They were, in descending order, 

Production of quicklime and hydrated Ohio, Kentucky, Missouri, Pennsylvania, 

lime was essentially unchanged at 13.4 Alabama, and Texas. Production increased 

million tons and 2.3 million tons, respective. 5% in Alabama and 7% in Kentucky, and 

ly. Production of dead-burned dolomite was relatively unchanged in Texas and 

635
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Missouri, but decreased 7% in Ohio and 8% prove product quality and reduce operating in Pennsylvania. cost. The kiln has a design capacity of 300 Seventy-five companies produced lime. tons per day of lime with a fuel efficiency Leading producing companies, in descend- under 4 million British thermal units per : ing order, were Dravo Lime Co. with one ton? | | | - plant each in Alabama, Kentucky, Louisi- Holly Sugar Corp. installed in Brawley, | ana, and Texas; Marblehead Lime Co. with CA, the first Fuller-Bechkenbach mixed- two plants in Illinois and one each in In- _ feed-type shaft kiln to be built in the United a diana, Michigan, Pennsylvania, and Utah: States. The mixed-feed-type kiln is one of Mississippi Lime Co. in Missouri; Martin — several Bechkenbach shaft kiln designs li- : Marietta Corp. in Ohio; Genstar Lime Co. censed by Fuller Co., Bethlehem, PA, from with two plants in California, two plantsin Warmestelle Steine und Erden of Diissel- Nevada, and one each in Arizona and Utah; dorf, Federal Republic of Germany. The Allied Chemical Corp. with two plants in production quality and fuel efficiency of New York; Black River Lime Co. in Ken- _ these kilns are believed to be the highest of | tucky; Allied Products Co. in Alabama; any shaft kiln in North America.’ | 
Bethlehem Steel Corp. with two plants in Western Lime & Cement Co. began oper- Pennsylvania; and Republic Steel Corp. in ating a new. 250-ton-per-day kiln system at Ohio. These 10 companies, operating 25 its plant in Marblehead, WI. The-new kiln plants, accounted for 53% of the total lime provided a substantial increase in capacity — production. | over that of the two shaft kilns it replaced The number of plants producing lime in at Marblehead and Knowles, WI, which had | the United States and Puerto Rico decreas- a combined output of 180 tons per day, and ed from 130 (revised) in 1984 to 116 in 1985. completed the company’s planned fuel con- Seven lime plants each produced more than version from gas to coal.* | 400,000 tons of lime and together accounted Florida Crushed Stone Co. continued con- for 34% of the total lime output. Leading struction of a 350,000-ton-per-year lime individual plants, in descending order, were plant near Brooksville, Hernando County, Mississippi Lime’s Ste. Genevieve plant in FL. | Missouri, Dravo Lime’s Maysville plant in Fourteen fewer plants reported produc- Kentucky, Martin Marietta Chemical Div.’s tion in 1985 than in 1984. In California, Woodville plant in Ohio, Allied Chemical’s American Crystal Sugar Co.’s Clarksburg Syracuse Works in New York, Marblehead _ kiln was idle. In Colorado, The Great West- Lime’s Buffington plant in Indiana, Black ern Sugar Co. closed five plants. In Con- River Lime’s Carntown plant in Kentucky, necticut, Pfizer Inc. had closed permanently and Marblehead Lime’s South Chicago its Canaan plant in the first quarter of 1984. plant in Illinois. Sixteen plants each pro- In Florida, Ideal Basic Industries Inc. did duced from 200,000 to 400,000 tons of lime not operate its Port St. Joe kiln. In Kansas, and together accounted for 28% of the total. the Kemp plant of Great Western Sugar New Plants, Expansions, and Changes.— __was idle, as was its Billings plant in Mon- In February, Ash Grove Cement Co. began tana and its Scotts Bluff and Gering plants operating at its plant in Springfield, MO,a in N. ebraska. In Pennsylvania, the Reeds- kiln that had been converted from a vertical ville plant of Honey Creek Lime Co. was shaft kiln of English Priest design to the idle. In Texas, the Chemical Lime Co. idled Parsons single-shaft, parallel-flow calciner its Marblefall plant. 

system. The conversion was made to im-
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Table 3.—Lime sold or used by producers in the United States,’ by size of plant 

| - | oo | 984. S~C~S~S~S 1985S 
_ Quantity . antity . 

 Sewototant ants Ctband Parent pian gud Perens 
| a . tons) tons) 

- Less than 10,000tons_.---_--- = 1 9 54 @) 
10,000 to 25,000 tons. 5 25 428 3 24 409 3 

25,000 to 50,000tons._____________________ 18 663 4 16 625 4 
50,000 to 100,000 tons__§ _-§ -§ § 720 1,723 11 18 . 1,292 © 8 

: 100,000 to 200,000 tons __- = 19 2,769 17 26 3,774  — 2A 
200,000 to 400,000 tons _-__-_-_-_-_-____________ 92 5,668 36 16 4,320 28 

More than 400,000 tons_--__---------------_ 6459529752898 
| Total____------------------------- 7130 15,956 3100 116 15,713 100 

1Excludes regenerated lime. Includes Puerto Rico. — ° 
2Less than 1/2 unit. . : . _ 
*Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. Ss | 

| CONSUMPTION AND USES | | 

Lime was consumed in every State. Lead- ly in the production of steel in basic oxygen 
ing consuming States, in descending order, furnaces (BOF), 31%; and for sugar refining, 

were Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, Texas, 20%. a | a 
and Michigan, each of which consumed Leading individual uses of lime, in de- 
more than 1 million tons. These five States creasing order, were for BOF steel, water - 
accounted for 46% of the total lime con- purification, sulfur removal from stack gas- 
sumed. we, es, paper and pulp, and electric-furnace 7 

Leading quicklime consuming States, in steel, which together accounted for 58% of | 
: descending order, were Pennsylvania, Ohio, the total consumption. - - 

and Indiana, each of which consumed more Lime consumption in the steel industry 

than 1 million tons. These three States decreased slightly to 5.4 million tons and 
accounted for 34% of the total quicklime accounted for 34% of all lime consumed in 

a consumed. Leading hydrated lime consum- the United States. Lime used for agricul- 
| ing States, in descending order, were Texas, ture increased slightly, whereas lime used 

: Pennsylvania, Illinois, and Ohio, each of in construction and in paper and pulp 
which consumed more than 100,000 tons. manufacture remained about the same. En- 

These four States accounted for 45% of the vironmental uses of lime continued to in- 
. total hydrated lime consumed. crease: Lime used for water purification 

Lime sold or used by producers was for increased 8%; sulfur removal from stack 
chemical and industrial uses, 88%; con- gases, 9%; sewage treatment, 21%; and 
struction, 9%; refractories, 2.4%; and agri- mine or plant acid water treatment, 5%. 

| culture, 0.5%. Captive lime was used main-
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Figure 1.—Trends in major uses of lime.
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Table 4.—Destination of shipments of lime sold or used by producers in the 
| _ United States, by State? 

_. (Thousand short tons) . 

, 1984 0 . - 1985 | State Ouicttime Hrdrated goa Qucuime Hydrated sa . | . _ Quicklime lime - ‘ota Quicklime lime 0 

- Alabama. 2 370 54 . «424 437 50 487 
. Alaska ______ ~~~ ee (3) 2° . 2 (3) 1 1 Arizona —___ 2 = eee 244 32. 275 211 61 272 Arkansas ~~~ ~~~ 73 28. 106 99 32 111 California _____2~ 2 2 2 399 84 483 383 87 470 a Colorado. _ =~. 95 14 - 110 . 68 17 80 Connecticut 222. kel lk BAe 0 tt; 30 | 10 40 Delaware ____.________ 37 8 42 30 he 35 District of Columbia___ $2» 2» 55 5 =e 13 (84 AT 17 33 50 Florida______~__ ~~ 222 _ 373 ~ 65 _. 438 375 4l 416 Georgia 2 TB bY o8Ta > - > 993 597 292 Hawaii_ 2 =~ et 40 BG 1 «6 =: Idaho-____ oe 101 3. 104. 99 © 8 ~ 102 > Illinois__-$_-§__ 552 ~—i sds 664 519 137 655 -Indiana ~____~ 2 ~ 1,520 41 -— 1,562. 1,483 36 1,518 Iowa _-___ (3 18. = ~=—s 91 75 17 92 Kansas__________ 65 16 81 62 20 82 Kentucky ~~~. 471 19 490 534 22 556. Louisiana __ ~~ 238 127 » 865 ws) (118 361 Maine ________ ~~ 15 1. 16 14 3 17 Maryland __-___~_~~_~ ~~ QA 20 261 266 18 284 . Massachusetts _. 22 22 67 14 80 62 10 ~ IQ Michigan _-__ =~ 1,165 32 1,197 993 33. ‘1,026 _ Minnesota____ 190 — “19 . 209 — 183 17 200 Mississippi _-. 222222 117 28 146 126 28 154 ‘Missouri. ~~ = _ 148. . 40 - 188 141 48 189 “Montana. 2 62 - Al 73 33 13 46 Nebraska __- ~~ __~__~-~ 2 66 5 71 35 6 Ai Nevada ____~__-___~- 2 72 8 80 = 86 5 ' 91. ‘New Hampshire .._ $2.2 3 1. 3 2 (3) 2 New Jersey __ 2 '. 4126 61 . 186 111 52 163 | New Mexico_____________________ 25  °— 28. 53 .. 133 «81 164 | New York ~~. 631 45 676 634 | 39 673 - North Carolina____.22--.-___..-__. «= 192 - 24. 216 - 204 30 - 234 North Dakota... 103—“‘isC‘idid (114 106 4 - 110 Ohio... ~~~ 1,483 135 © 1,618 1,504 121 1,625 Oklahoma ___~_~ 22 91 12 - 4104. 110 14 124 Oregon__- ~~ ~~ 128 15 143 © 104 12 116 . Pennsylvania_______..--______L_ 1,601 234 1,835 1,558 210 1,768 Rhode Island ___. 2252-2 5 - 2 6 5 2 7. South Carolina. 2-2 - 109 14 123 108 19 128 South Dakota____..2222 12 . 9 - 21. 25 | 3 28 Tennessee _-__ LLL” 188 17 > 265. 121 120 241 . Texas_____ 2 624 ~ §48 1,172 - 595 571 1,166 Utah -__ ee 270 11 281 210 11 220 Vermont. $2 (?) 1 1 (3) 1 | Virginia. 2 95 55 150 193 21 215 Washington_____ ~~~ 262 14 276 "251 12 263 West Virginia___-. ~~ 490 26 516 406 36 441 Wisconsin ___. 2.222 93 48 | 141 99 46 146 Wyoming .-__-____~____ 43 15 58 56 18 74 Other*_- 1 24 25 / 1 _- 1 se 

Total? =a lit lt___ 18,598 > 281415912 s13,384° «2.302 15,657 Ot DOL ———————_— Qo: 
Exports: 
Canada____ 18 7 25 18 8 26 Other countries... 2-22 = = 4 15 19 4 25 29 et 

Total _-_-__-___ 2 22 22 44 22 33 55 aaa EFEHTETHEFEFTFETEOOOOOqqjjQqqz&llOOOO 
Grand total?_________.______ 13,620 2,336 15,956 13,376 2,337 15,713 Kee 

Excludes regenerated lime. Includes Puerto Rico. 
2Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 
3Less than 1/2 unit. 
‘Includes Puerto Rico and U.S. possessions.
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Table 5.—Lime sold or used by producers in the United States, by use’. | 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

. U — 1984 , 1985 : 

s° | Sold. Used Total? Value Sold + Used _—s‘Total?_~—- Value 
e_—_— kee 

Agriculture_______--~_- 79 _ 79 4,848 83 _- 838 5,524 
cr PA sii A Ps SS SSSA 

Chemical and industrial: - . 
' Steel, BOF ____~____-- * 3,593 197 4,390 202,015 3,369 804 4,173 207,795 

Water purification __ ~~~ wi. Ww 1,401 (71,978 © WwW WwW 1,509 75,273 

Sulfur removal from stack 
gases ___._______- 1,213 _- 1,213 56,371 1,317 _- 1,317 65,587 

. Paper and pulp_ ______- Ww WwW 1,185 53,811 WwW WwW - 1,112 55,354 

Steel, electric... _.___—-. W. WwW 929 44167. W Wi. 945 47,057 

- . Sewage treatment ____~- Ww WwW. 669 36,901 W Ww 848 42,491 

' Alkalies ~.-~.~-__--- Ww WwW 647 31,657 Ww WwW. 645 32,121 

Sugar refining ___~__~_~- 44 573 617 41,869 _ 42 514 557 27,778 

' Magnesia from seawateror ~ Co So an oe 
brine -________.__= w - WwW ' 564 27,586 WwW Ww 408 10,673 

Copper ore concentration —_ UW WwW 367 18,288 WwW W - 807 15,282 

Acid water, mine or plant — Ww WwW 270 14,507 WwW WwW 283 14,098 

. Steel, open-hearth — _ _ _ ~~ W WwW 256 11,043 WwW WwW 252 12,534 

Calcium carbide _ —__——~—- WwW WwW 226 9,736 Ww Ww 229 11,418 

oe Glass... -.-.---~+~+- 128 __ 128 6,172 130 _- 130 6,463 

Magnesium metal _ _ ~~ _ . WwW Ww 192 12,141 Ww __ WwW Ww 

Aluminum and bauxite_ _ — 156 __ — 156 8,261 112 __ 112 5,600 

Precipitated calcium car-. 
bonate__— .____--~- WwW WwW 131 9,118 Ww _- Ww 6,367 

a Ore concentration, other _ — 71 __ 71 3,606 82 _- 82 4,106 

Oil and grease __———_~~— 50. _— - 50. 3,049 49 — 49 2,619 

Tanning. ___~-~--- 30... Lk 30 1,668 40 _- 40 2,010 

Petroleum refining — ~~ — — - 29 __ 29 1,452 © 29 __ 29 1,437 
Food products, animal or — : 

~ * human __~22------- 39 _— 39 2,265) 24 _- 24 1,209 

-Oil well drilling _._.....° 16 _- 16 1,092 16 __ 16 1,797 

- Citric acid___.»__-_-_-__ - 87 oo 37 866 WwW _- Ww W. 

mos Metallurgy, other —___ ~~ - 11 _- il ~ 605 10 _- 10. 513 

Fertilizer '___._.__-.__ 23 —_ 23 1,190 6 _- 6. 302 

; Calcium silicate __..__- 11 _- 11 599 _- eee _- 
Gelatin .-__.___.--~_- 5 __ a) 320 _- _- _- ae 
Brick, sand-lime _..___.  . 4 . (3) 5 274 3° _- 3 186 
Paint__________-__- 2 _ 2 163 1 __ 1 62 
Other*___._-_---§ -____- 5,789 1,389 391 23,063 6,224 1,098 783. = 41,527 

Total? =. --._____ 11,252 ~——s«2,759 14,011 695,733 11,454 2,416 13,870 691,660 

Construction: . 
Road stabilization __ ____ 608 __ 608 33,499 601 _- 601 39,437 
Soil stabilization_______ 243 —_ 243 13,625 263 _- 263° =—s-17,275 

_ Mason’s lime ______+-~- WwW W 235 14,894 Ww W 259 16,987 
Finishing lime — __—_-— _- 236 __ 236 —- 20,424 204 __ 204 13,408 
Other®_._-~___------ 56 _ 56 3,299 53 _- 53 3,509 

Total? ._____.__- Ww W 1,879 ~—-85,741 Ww W 1,381 - 90,611 
Refractory dolomite _ ~~ ~~ _- Ww Ww 487 29,391 Ww Ww 378 24,454 

Grand total?_____.. . 18,099 2,858 15,956 815,714 13,119 2,594 15,713 812,249 

Ww Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. . 
‘Excludes regenerated lime. Includes Puerto Rico 2 «© . . . 
2Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 
3Less than 1/2 unit. | 

; “Includes briquetting, brokers, chrome, commercial hydrators, desiccants, explosives, ferroalloys, fiberglass, glue, 
insecticides, ladle desulfurizing, manganese, pelletizing, pharmaceuticals, rubber, silica brick, soap, starfish control, wire 
drawing, unspecified uses, and uses indicated by symbol W in “Chemical and industrial” lime only. 

~ 5Includes asphalt antistripping. | 

Ce PRICES 

The average value of lime sold or used by in agriculture. 
-_producers, as reported to the Bureau of The average value of quicklime sold was 

Mines on an f.o.b.-plant basis, was essential- essentially unchanged at $46.46 per ton. 
ly unchanged at $51.69 per ton. Valueswere Values were $45.88 for chemical lime, 

$49.87 for chemical and industrial lime, $49.02 for lime used in agriculture, $54.88 
$64.69 for refractory dolomite, $65.61 for for construction lime, and $60.24 for refrac- 
construction lime, and $66.55 for lime used _ tory dead-burned dolomite.
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The average value of hydrated lime sold and lime used in agriculture and $69.32 for _ 
increased less than $2.00 to $67.56 per ton. construction lime. | a 
Values were $65.96 for both chemical lime - | Oo | 

| a | FOREIGN TRADE Oo - . 

_ US. exports of lime decreased 22% to Table 6.—U.S. exports of lime 
19,400 tons. Of the total exports, Canada tity Walue 

received 79%, Guyana received 6%, and | (short tone) (thousands) 
Mexico received 5%. The remaining 10% 19892 22541 - $8,199 
went to 33 countries. | 1988_______________ 28,154 4,815 - 

Imports, principally from Canada, 84%, igg5-7777777777777- sass 
and Mexico, 16%, were 194,057 tons, a Sa 

decrease of 22%. Source: Bureau of the Census. — | 

| Table 7.—U.S. imports for consumption of lime __ a 

| Hydrated lime Other lime : Total - 

| Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity — Value 
. (short tons) (thousands) (shorttons) (thousands) (shorttons) (thousands) . 

1982 _--____- 60,108 $3,305 288,266 $13,508 «848,874 $16,808 
: | 1988 _-- 58,811 8,481 223,752 11,345 282,568 14,776 

1984 ___-_ 59,906 3,669 187,579 9,722 1247,484 13,391 | 
1985 --- ee 48,827 3,407 145,230 8,810 194,057 =-s:12,.217 

| ‘Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. . . 

Source: Bureau of the Census. 

| | a WORLD REVIEW | | 

Canada.—The Government agency De- 26% for chemical purposes, 10% for con: 
partment of Energy, Mines and Resources, struction and agriculture, and 11% for oth- 
Ottawa, Canada, reported preliminary sta- er uses. Since 1979, lime had been used 
tistics on Canadian lime production at 22 in Japan as a “nonexplosive demolition 
million tons valued at $137 million. Of the agent.” An example of this use was in the 
total, 2.0 million tons was quicklime and 0.2 demolition of old buildings; rock and con- 
million tons was hydrated lime. Canada crete structures were broken without using 
imported 17,500 tons of lime from the Unit- any explosives. In iron and steel manufac- 
ed States and exported 158,000 tons, primar- ture, preliminary treatment of melting pig 
ily to the United States. The principal iron became more common, employing a 
consumers of lime in Canada were the steel, ime flux for desilication, desulfurization, 
paper and pulp, and mining industries. and dephosphorization. 
Markets for lime use in environmental con- _ 

trol were insignificant. ‘Physical scientist, Division of Industrial Minerals. 
Japan.—Total lime production in Japan =Pit & Quarry. V. 77, No. 11, 1985, pp. 32-34. 

was approximately 10.5 million tons in ,,-grman. Quay ee EC MICH Kiln 
1984, including 8.5 million tons of quicklime _ ‘Herod, S. Western Lime & Cement Starts New Chapter 
and 2.0 million tons of hydrated lime. Usage ia Record. Pit & Quarry, v. 77, No. 11, 1985, 
was 53% for iron and steel manufacture,
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Table 8.—Quicklime and hydrated lime, including dead-burned dolomite: World 
‘production, by country' | | 

. (Thousand short tons) 

Country” 1981 ' 1982. 1983 1984? _ 1985° 
eee ee SSS i i SSS Sn SS 

Algeria®e —§ = ee 45 45 45 45 45 
Australia? ~o 2  L ee 964 ©1,045 1,120 1,100 1,100 
Austria ~~ _ =) = ee eee 1,140 1,132 1,257 1,391 1,430 
Belgium. ___ _.-_______------~---+----------- 2,372 1,683 1,951 2,392 1,540 

Brazil® __-. = 2 75 ~~ 5 ee eee Lee 5,500 5,500 5,900 5,500 5,500 
Bulgaria ____.____~__----~---~--+---~+---~------ 1,938 . 1,958 1,801 1,682 1,760 
Burundi. ___ __— __ __- ~~ --~_--_--~-~ ~~ (4) (4) (4) o) (4) 

Canada ____________ eee 2,816 2,422 - 2,460 2,498 52.200 
Chile ~_-__ ~~ _~_~ eee 714 =~ 711 797 858 880 

Colombia® _. =~ _-§____~____ eee 1,480 1,430 1,430 1,430 1,430 

Costa Rica®__§_§ $$ _-§_- »§ 5 5 ee eee eee 8 10 11 11 11 
Cuba____ _ ~~ ee 154 "161 169 166 165 

Cyprus ___~_______-__------------~~-------- 12 12 9 9 8 
Czechoslovakia ____§___~__-~-~-~~~~__~_~------+-~~- 3,565 3,404 3,417 3,436 53,557 

Denmark (sales). _~.. . .§ _/ /$ /» /--/ - - - -- 5 Lee T1109 109 119 141 142 

Dominican Republic®_ __. ._.______._-_____-_-_---- 44 44 44. 44 44 
Egypt ____________-__----~---~---=--~-------+- 101 ©105 103 ©107 107 

Fiji Islands__$ $$... /__-___-_.--------------- 5 4 “3 °3 3 
Finland ____~_~__.___-_~~---~-~------~-~----~-+-~~- 422 396 379 €390 390 
France ~~~ Le 3,710 3,300 3,247 3,450 3,300 

. German Democratic Republic __.___§_./._____-._-_---- 3,793 3,869 3,012 3,965 4,000 
Germany, Federal Republic of __________--_--_-_---~~-- 8,726 7,604 7,574 7,651 7,700 
Guatemala __. _§_. _/ ____ =~ ---~_-_-~~~--+~-_----+-+- 27 ©o7 30 56 56 

Hungary __________--~~~-~-~~--~-~~~~---~---~-+--- 834 7932 906 907 5880 , 

India®_ = § = Lee 440 440 440 ™550 550 

Iran® _-_____-__ eee 550 600 700 700 700 
Ireland ______________~_____--~~-_------+-+-+--~- 51 51. oF &65 15 80 | 
Israel ~~ 2 ee 88 55 45 ©55 55 

Italy___._~___-__-~-__---~~---+-~-+-~-~~_------- 2,543 2,389 2,228 €2,300 2,200 
Jamaica__ ____— _~§_~§__ 146 126 134 127 127 
Japan (quicklime only)_ _______-_-_._--------~-+-+-+- 8,848 8,573 8,197 8,547 8,160 
Jordan ______—__ ee 22 66 294 247 247 
Kenya__________-~~-~_.-------+-~-+-~--------+-+- 30 24 38 23 40 
Korea, Republic of€_ __._________---_------------ 220 220 220 220 220, 
Kuwait ____________________ 24 11 rei5 17 17 
Lebanon ________~__ eee 567 55 22 11 11 
Libya ____________-~~_-~--~~~--+~~~-+-~~+------- 259 248 287 €287 300 

Malawi _____§_ =. -§ ~~ ee (8) 2 2 2 2 

Malta_________________ ee 7 8 6 °g 6 
Martinique® ____..§/§__/_________-____--------~- 56 6 6 6 6 
Mauritius____§_________ ~~ ee 8 8 /  &g &€g 8 
Mexico®________~____________ ee 54,960 4,400 4,000 4,400 . 4,400 

Mongolia® ____________--_~-_---_-~---------- 55 65 70 72 80 
Mozambique® ________________~.~_-__--------- 11 11 11 11 11 
Nepal? 11 11 11 580i (CS TQ 
New Zealand® Woe eee ee ee 190 190 ~ 180 165 175 

Nicaragua®_______________--_---~----------- 33 6 55 3 54 
Norway® ___ > $$ __-§_-_ = ee 145 145 145 145 110 
Paraguay __ ~ __- ----~-~---------~~---~------- - 68 59 81 94 90 
Peru® ___ _ ee 537 40 40 40 40 
Philippines. __§ $99. _-______..-_-_.~--~-------- 94 73 56 55 50 
Poland ______________--_--~---~-~---~--------- 4,607 4,476 4,543 4,686 4,500 

Portugal®__§__§ =.» $$» 5 5 5 ee eee F 5300 TO75 250 220 230 
Romania ______~____ ee 4,125 4,180 3,994 ©4,100 4,100 

Saudi Arabia® 5 = 5 Le 190 ™190 10 T12 13 
South Africa, Republic of (sales) _______._---------~-- 2,380 2,232 2,085 2,325 52,220 
Spain ______.__________._--------------- 1,158 °1,200 —°1,100 1,199 1,200 
Sweden ______=_______~~____-~_--+-+----+-+-~-+-- 718 ™649 681 F &680 680 
Switzerland _____~9_~ $$ _~>_ Le 63 51 47 45 45 

Taiwan ____~___~___~_____~_-~-_-~-~--~-+--~--~--~-+- T198 T152 145 130 115 

Tanzania® ____________._--__-~---~--------- 7 7 53 3 3 
Tunisia __________~-__~--_-~--_--_-+~--+----- 514 °550 640 “660 660 

Turkey _______-__-_----__------------------ 1,000 1,000 1,100 1,100 1,100 
Uganda___-____-__--__-__-~-~~--~-+-~-~~--~--~-+-- 93 TR9 455 T e550 550 
USS.R 2 Lee 31,306 31,636 32,520 32,520 32,520 

United Arab Emirates® __________________-----_- 45 45 50 50 50 
United Kingdom®_______________________-_----- T2750 — 72,750 T2750 T2750 2,750 
United States including Puerto Rico (sold or used by producers) — 18,890 14,112 14,902 15,956 515,713 
Uruguay _____--_-~-------~------~--------- “55 15 11 9 9 
Venezuela _______~_~--_~-~~---~-~~__~ ~~~ +--+ 2 2 &9 e9 2 

See footnotes at end of table. 

N
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‘Table 8.—Quicklime and hydrated lime, including dead-burned dolomite: World : _ production, by country: —Continued 
(Thousand short tons) . a 

. Country? ~ 1981 1982 1983 1984” 1985 . 

| Yugoslavia ________-__-_____________------- 2826 2657-2810 "2,850 ~—-2.750 Zaire ~~~ 136 114 118 121s 121 Zambia ___ $5 221 204 213 256... 255 

Total ~~ —----_----_~-------_--~--------~ 128,921 "120,364 121,919 125,680. 123,531 | 
“Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. | OS *Table includes data available through June 24, 1986. | 
Lime is produced in many other countries besides those listed. Argentina, China, Iraq, Pakistan, and Syria are among the more important countries for which official data are not available. 
*Data are for years ending June 30 of that stated. : . “Less than 1/2 unit. . 7 | 5Reported figure. 
Revised to “Not available.” General information is inadequate to formulate a reliable estimate of output, if any. “Data are for year ending mid-July of that stated. _ |



| _ By James P. Searls? a , 

The United States remained the world’s _ tion of lithium ores and Chilean production : 
largest producer of lithium minerals and of lithium carbonate from brines. 
chemicals, although the two domestic pro- Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- 
ducers reduced production. Estimated con- duction data for lithium are developed by | 
sumption declined, despite a very signifi- the Bureau of Mines from a voluntary | 
cant increase in imports, primarily because survey of U.S. operations. Of the two oper- 
of a decrease in demand for lithium carbon- ations to which a survey request was sent, 

_ ate by the aluminum smelting industry. both responded, representing 100% of total 
Exports also decreased, and producers’ production. However, production and stock | 

: stocks increased. Estimated world produc- data were withheld from publication to 
tion increased because of significant in- avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
creases in Australian and Canadian produc- : a | | 

Table 1.—Salient lithium statistics . 
. (Short tons of contained lithium) 

} | 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 
re 

RS STS S/S sf eS SSS pcs vee . 

United States: . 
Production! _____ ~~~ WwW WwW W WwW 4 
Producers’ stock changes?_ ___-__§_-__.____________ Ww Ww Ww Ww WwW 
Imports? _-___________-__2_--___--_e esi 30 35 90 410 
Shipments of Government stockpile surplus® _____________ —_ 2 1 1 1 

: Supply! 4. 5 2 6,900 5,000 6,000 6,600 5,500 
Supply® §_ = ee _____-__ 5,800. 4,300 4,800 ~=—s «6,100 ~——5,000 
Exports® ® ___ = 5 ii __-____ = 2,600 = 2,300 2,600 »=— 2.900 =~ 2.500 
Consumption: 

Apparent ____-___~__~~ Ww WwW Ww Ww Ww 
Estimated____ ~~. 3,200 2,000 2,200 3,200 2,500 

Rest of world: Production® } ~._ $$ _-_-______ 2,800 2,600 2,600 3,300 3,600 
SL TS A Pf 

*Estimated. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
1Mineral concentrate and carbonate. 
Compounds, concentrate, ores, and metal. 
‘Lithium hydroxide monohydrate. 
“Production minus inventory increase. 
5Based primarily on monitoring at the carbonate stage and assuming a 15% lithium loss during conversion of 

concentrate to chemicals. 
Compounds. 

Legislation and Government Pro- possibly contained 8 to 9 parts per million of 
grams.—The General Services Administra- mercury. In 1985, 8 tons of depleted materi- 
tion reported four sales of lithium hydrox- al was sold. At yearend, one account con- 
ide monohydrate from excess stocks in the tained 15,885 pounds of depleted material, 
National Defense Stockpile. This material and a second account contained 11,500 tons 
was excess from a 1960’s nuclear weapons of virgin material and 28,448 tons of de- 
program. The stockpile originally contained pleted material, for a total of 39,956 tons of 
46,000 short tons of material, about 75% material. : 

' of which was depleted of lithium 6 and 

645
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| | DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

| Two companies continued to produce lith- ning of the year, mined lithium ore from a 
ium products in the United States. Foote pegmatite dike in North Carolina. On July 

. Mineral Co., 87.5% owned by Newmont 19, Gulf Resources sold Lithco to FMC Corp. .: 
Mining Corp., mined lithium ore from a _ Foote reported total domestic production =— 
pegmatite dike in North Carolina. The ore of 9,230 tons of lithium carbonate : equiva- 
-was purified and converted to lithium car- lent, or 1,735 tons of contained lithium, a - | bonate and related lithium compounds. decrease of about 30%.? Foote produced 

| Foote also produced lithium compounds downstream lithium chemicals, metal, and 
| | from subsurface brines in Nevada. Lithium related products in Frazer, PA; Sunbright, 

Corp. of America (Lithco), owned by Gulf VA; and New Johnsonville, TN. Co 
Resources & Chemical Corp. at the begin- | a 

a -_ CONSUMPTION AND USES ne 

| Major consumers of lithium minerals and Aluminum-lithium alloys were used ex- 
chemicals were the aluminum, ceramics perimentally in 1985 and had potential for 
and glass, grease, and synthetic rubber greater use in the aircraft and aerospace 

— industries. These markets were related pri- industries because of their mechanical prop- 
marily to transportation, i.e., the aircraft erties. These alloys contained 2% to 3% | 
and automotive industries. Ceramics and lithium and offered lower density, a higher 
glass were also used in industrial.and con- elastic modulus, and excellent corrosion — 
sumer applications. The decrease in esti- resistance compared with that of conven- | mated consumption of lithium minerals and _ tional aluminum alloys. A French firm was 
chemicals was due primarily to permanent- arranging financing for an aluminum- 
ly reduced activity in the aluminum smelt- lithium plant at yearend. The British sub- 
ing industry. sidiary of a U.S. firm announced plans to : The addition of lithium carbonate to the _ increase its lithium metal production capac- 
cryolite bath in aluminum potlines was the ity while a British aerospace firm had plans 

oO largest end use for lithium. The lithium for a prototype aircraft with unspecified 
carbonate converts to lithium fluoride, components of aluminum-lithium. This | which lowers the melting point of the bath, group of alloys face active competition from 
allowing a lower operating pot temperature, the composite materials, which use such 

, as well as increasing the electrical con- materials as boron, graphite, or aramid 
ductivity of the bath. These changes al- fibers imbedded in plastic. oe 

_ lowed more flexibility to the operators of Lithium batteries, in several forms, were 
the potlines to either increase production, competing with other types of batteries in 
reduce power consumption, or increase cur- both the primary (nonrechargeable) and 
rent efficiency. secondary (rechargeable) markets. 

As an additive in ceramics and glass, the Anhydrous lithium chloride was used as a 
second largest end use, lithium lowers melt- feedstock material to prepare lithium met- 
ing points, reduces the coefficient of ther- al. Small quantities of lithium were con- 
mal expansion, and replaces toxic com- sumed in the form of butyllithium, which 
pounds. The largest ceramics end use was was a catalyst in synthetic rubber produc- 
in the manufacture of thermal-shock- tion, and as lithium hypochlorite, which 
resistant cookware. Low-iron petalite and was a sanitizing agent in the food process- 
spodumene were used for both their lithia ing and bottling industries, as well as in 
(LiO.) and alumina (AI1,O;) contents. swimming pools. Other small consumption 

_ Lithium-based greases, the third largest but important lithium end uses included 
end use, were the preferred greases for lithium carbonate prescribed for treatment 
many uses because of their low hardening of manic-depressive mental disorder, lithi- 
point, high dropping point, and good water um acetate dihydrate as an ester inter- 
resistance. They were used extensively in change catalyst in polyester production, 
military, industrial, automotive, aircraft, and lithium metal as a gas scavenger in 
and marine applications. speciality copper and copper alloy melts. 

STOCKS 

Yearend producers’ stocks of both lithium moderately. 
carbonate and marketable ore increased
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| PRICES | | 

Prices for the large-volume lithium prod- ide monohydrate, declined during the year. © 
ucts, lithium carbonate and lithium hydrox- _ | 

Table 2.—Domestic yearend producers’ prices of lithium and lithium compounds | 
(Dollars per pound) 

1984 1985 
ee Lithium bromide, 54% brine: 2.268-pound lots, delivered in drums __._________________ 4.06 38.92 Lithium carbonate, technical: Truc oad lots, delivered__-__...__..___________ 1.54 1.50 Lithium chloride, anhydrous, technical: Truckload lots, delivered______________...._. -~-- 8.32 3.32. Lithium fluoride _________----~--__2 uo 4.90 4.96 Lithium hydroxide monohydrate: Truckload lots, delivered._______________._______.__ 1.93 1.93 . Lithium metal ingot, battery-grade: 1,000-pound lots, f.b _._____________.________... 32.50 32.50 Lithium metal ingot, standard-grade: 1,000-pound lots,fo.b ...____________.._._. --~--. 22.70 24.20 Lithium sulfate, anhydrous _—_—-—_________ ggg 3151 N-butyllithium in n-hexane (15%): 3,000-pound lots, delivered _.§.._________________ ‘14.95 15.10 Ss 

Source: U.S. lithium producers. uO 

FOREIGN TRADE oe 
US. exports of lithium carbonate decreas- _petalite from Zimbabwe increased by more © : 

ed 23%, owing to the entrance onto the than four orders of magnitude, and imports 
world market of the Chilean capacity inthe of spodumene from Canada increased by | 
middle of 1984. Exports of lithium hydrox- over 13 times. Imports of lithium carbonate | 

| ide and other lithium compounds were es- from Chile increased by 262%. Lithium 
| sentially unchanged. | metal was imported from the United King- 

U.S. imports, relative to those of 1984, dom for the first time. 
| displayed some large changes. Imports of — 

| Table 3.—U.S. exports of lithium chemicals, by compound and country - 

| 1984 1985 
Compound and country Gross Gross | 

weight Value weight Value 
(pounds) (pounds) —_. $$ $$ COS ounce 

Lithium carbonate: . Argentina _____---_---_-_-_______ 57,200 $85,730 __ __ 1 83,039 114,949 264,475 $341,208 Canada _—_--.______-_-_--_-_------------- ‘1,288,188 ~——1,941,641 «1,898,790 «2.964347 Colombia ___ __ __ 2,000 4,240 France __- 22 __ _ 39,600 97,218 Germany, Federal Republic of _.__.__._.__....--_ 8,819,070 10,954,569 3,921,495 —-4,862°449 India ________ 33,050 52,121 25,866 40,465 Japan ——__—._________________------_-___ 4,691,902 —-6,808'817 «45,611,356 —_—7,,709.487 Korea, Republic of _.._.._...._...___________ 154,822 216,578 210,937 239,644 Mexico ______________._.________________ 431,520 633,692 377,181 548,249 Netherlands ______________________________ 132,000 174,240 158,974 199,590 New Zealand______________________________ 31,240 51,154 26,409 55,075 South Africa, Republic of _....._.______________ 46,205 69,180 80,609 129,384 Taiwan ___~__~ = 139,592 219,464 204,250 276,050 United Arab Emirates________________________ 264,022 406,108 40,000 65,200 United Kingdom ___________________________ 154,013 213,767 22,000 29,260 Venezuela -__._____________.--- i _- 1,148,006 =—-2,476,585 «1,087,414 —«1,444°475 Other _- = ¥44,672 *73,860 _- -- a ee 
Total___~~~ ~~~ 18,068,536 24,486,955 18,916,356 19,006,336 OD 19,920,000 19,000,586 eee Lithium hydroxide: 

Argentina _-_______-_~_-_ ee 430,312 766,887 67,8138 123,412 Australia___ 102,400 183,440 319,380 608,218 Bahamas _____.~_- ~~ ~~ —- __ 926 1,250 Belgium ~~ 70,400 126,720 165,440 297,792 Brazil _______---------__ i ____ 709,068 1,229,638 855,313 1,535,846 Canada ____~~_~_~____--~ 4,225 8,758 5,622 9,899 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—U.S. exports of lithium chemicals, by compound and country —Continued | | 
ee ec SSP SS SES 

. . 1984 1985 

- Compound and count: “ Gross =. Gross. 
Pe y weight _ Value weight . ‘Value 

- (pounds) _ (pounds) 

Lithium hydroxide —Continued . 

Chile __________~___ ee 76,084 $158,111. . 29,544 . $54,053 
Colombia _______~_________~__--~ ~~ 26,750 47,811 140,275 257,198 
Ecuador. __ - -_- -_-/ -§ eee eee 16,191 32,576 4,409 8,112 
France __._-_______--~--_-~_-- ++ 162,800 315,400 86,857 156,940 
Germany, Federal Republic of _ ._.__.._-___--------- 1,397,344 2,273,650 1,356,448 2,162,298 
Honduras__—__~__ ~~ ~~ ee 4,400 9,020 2,075 4,510 

: India _._~______~ ~~ ee 440,291 612,000. 331,778 555,031 
Indonesia. ________~-___-____--_--------  _ 185,000 285,492 - 75,000 158,529 
Iran _- ee __ ee 4,409 - 8,025 

-- Israel ~~ -- - +--+ +--+ 45,686 80,949 12,043 © 21,219 
Italy ee eee LeeLee "22,000 - 39,600 . Oe —_ 
Japan ____~_____-~--___--~---_-----+-+---- 1,899,638 3,148,978 1,741,088 . 3,044,939 
Kenya... ________--------~--~-----~------- _— _- 18,238 54,330 
Korea, Republic of .._______--_-_------~-~------- . 110,994 169,145. - 116,582. 216,221 
Malaysia _____________-~------~----~----~~-~-+- 3,799 7,024 4,200 - 7,686 

- Mexico ___-____ ee 405,954 728,345 534,586 970,551 
Netherlands ___.. /_-_ __-/_-_ ~ --_-- ee 610,860 1,086,390 341,230 602,616 
New Zealand... _/____/_/__-_____~-~-~_-~----~---- 20,940 34,5383 6,614 13,170 
Nigeria _________-_-~_-----L_-----~-----~-+-~- _- 9,240 16,203 

- Pakistan - 2 LL -- 44,267 87,701. 25,312 41,321 
Peru_____~_ ~~ eee — -_-— 26,738 43,384 

Philippines_ __.._____--_+----------+_---+-+-+-+- - 67,100 116,413 15,683 . 136,322 
. SaudiArabia_________---_-_--------~----~---- _— —_ 11,000 — 20,500 

Singapore ___.__.__---_--------~~--~-~----~-+- 101,411 190,720 118,948 216,297 
South Africa, Republic of _.____..__---_---------- 149,610 297,187 259,678 460,063 
Spain __________~---_---------+-+-~------- 118,800 —«_- 207,840 =: 156,200 262,108 
Taiwan .-_~_§_§_§__~_______ eee 91,172 144,586 74,996 134,082 
Thailand _____§_______1_-.--~_~~-----~--~-~-+-- 26,781 — 49,388 16,066 _ 26,839 
United Arab Emirates _______-_____----------~-+- oe oe 8,576 15,750" 
United Kingdom _________--_-_-__--~--------~-- 176,283 1,445,110 © 731,748 1,249,180 
Venewela ________________-__--~ ee 78,372 . 189,726 88,559 160,032 . 
Yugoslavia. __... _ ___..~---_---------~-+-+--+- 1,102 1,985 - 30,864 55,560 

- Other ____ = ee 47,920 87,532 _- pe 

Total. __-§_________ i eee 8,197,954 14,107,655 7,853,428 13,709,486 

Other: 
Argentina ______-______-____-~----------~-- 143 757 6,118 22,961 

. Australia___§_§ $99 ~~ _ 29,485 - 64,814 10,222 24,194 
Austria ________~__ ee —_ _- 24,428 42,750 
Belgium_____§_.-_-__-_-____~-----_-----~-~---- 2,160 4,578 530 64,224 
Brazil _______~_~_~___ ee 29,721 63,924 51,221 86,941 
Canada __.- § 5-5 5 ee 844,280 1,872,335 940,596 1,910,884 . 
Chile _________________ eee 9,825 33,980 3,968 8,478 
China _____~____________ eee __ _- 27,143 47,500 
Colombia __. —_______.--------------------- 18,274 25,255 7,584 12,637 — 
Costa Rica _~. _-_-___.__ eee _— —_ 527 1,130. 
Denmark _____§______~_____ 2,485 30,033 5,830 4,628 . 
France ____________ eee 33,384 94,588 42,822 171,826 
Germany, Federal Republic of __..______--------~+- 879,079 1,277,981 883,906 1,241,254 
India ________._-_~ eee 3,086 13,401 1,096 1,700 
Israel ~~ = 5 5,235 139,984 1,687 46,075 
Italy___-___-_-_- -__- eee 23,255 43,357 6,157 12,085 
Japan _____ ee 986,107 2,006,854 530,978 1,653,141 

. Jordan ____________ ee _- _- 15,000 15,000 
Korea, Republic of _._._-_-_-_-_-_-----------~-+-+- 133,861 208,754 83,768 118,083 
Liberia _-_-______________ ie _- -- 10,079 11,631 
Libya ___________--_~__-----------~-~--+-~-- _- _ 5,270 7,300 
Mexico ____________~____~--_--_~- +--+ +--+ 67,131 186,307 324,759 684,533 
Netherlands __________~______-_---~-~---~---+- 219,641 279,400 181,357 242,981 
Pakistan _____________~______ ee 26,734 47,420 52,575 * 89,530 
Saudi Arabia_ $$ _-§_§_§_-§_ 2 2 5 eee 27 6,310 8,000 15,488 
Singapore ________.____~-------------~--+-- --— _- 11,983 31,827 
South Africa, Republic of _..__._..._.-_-------+-- 8,999 31,136 5,675 9,309 
Spain. -__-__ eee 4,772 4,198 _— _- 
Switzerland ___________~ 2 ee — _— §,500 834,000 
Taiwan ~~~ ee 121,150 170,540 3,647 31,740 
Turkey _.____-___-___--_-_~~--~-~--~_-_ ~~ 7,962 23,361 —_ _- 
United Arab Emirates ___ __._$_~_ 9 ee __ — 6,360 5,049 
United Kingdom ___~__-__~______~_-__--_---~-- 1,943,834 3,502,675 2,338,742 4,878,809 
Venezuela ____ _-__-__-____~~ Le 22,570 30,287 9,640 52,334 
Yugoslavia __. -----_-~~-~-~_-~~_ ee 198 65,676 215 73,000 
Other ___ ee 712,050 41,751 —- — 

Total____-____~-~----~---~~_ ____e 5,480,448 9,764,656 5,608,388 12,453,022 

TRevised. 

Source: Bureau of the Census.
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Table 4.—U.S. imports for consumption of lithium-bearing materials, by commodity and 
| | country | | 

| «1984 | } 1985 
a. Value Value Commodity and country wake (thousands) wee (thousands) 

a (pounds) Customs C.i-f. (pounds) Customs -—=s_—C.i.f. 

Lithium ores: . . | 
Australia! -- 119,049 $15 $20 164,794 $20 $23 
Canada) _______________ 180,000 9 9 2,596,545 314 314 | 
Peru _._-_____~_~__--~- 62 1 1 _- -- _- 
Zimbabwe ______________ 124 3 3 6,670,868 841 940 

Foetal ee T299,935 Tog "339,432,207 = si175—S—s«id2; DTT | 

Lithium compounds: | . 
Australia. _________----- 4,198 35 389 oo. _- - 
Belgium _______.._____ ~ 2,197 6 7 4,933 4 4 ° 
Canada_________~_--_-~- 3,425 36 36 — a — 
Chile _..___________-_- 750,014 842 891. 2,713,783 3,468 - > 3,655 
China__.____-___-____. _-100,200 138 151 - 18 1 2 
Denmark______________~- 50° 3 3 a oo __ a 
France _______________- 6,131 765 770 13,820 1,712 1,722 | 

_ Germany, Federal Republic of _ _ 42,594 292 305 45,503 150 160 
Japan. ee 91 25 26 3,379 137 °° 14: , 
Mexico ____.._._~____-~- 15 1 1 _- _. -- . 

_ _. Switzerland __________--~~- _ A) (?) -- ~~ _- 
_ | United Kingdom _________ 15,117 — 81 85 21,923 85 90 , 

Total?______ 2-2-2 (924,047 2,226 2,313 2,803,359 5,557 5,774 

Lithium salts: . So . 
Chile _- ~~~ 220 (?) l _ -o _- 
France ___________----- 1 (7) — @) _- _- -- ae 
Germany, Federal Republic of __ 9 4 4 —_ -- _. oo 
Japan. -____ 1 (?) (7). ae ne — 

Total? 231 5 5 Le oe . | 

Lithium metal: | TT 
Germany, Federal Republic of _ _ 334 12 12 100 4 4 
United Kingdom __________ —_ -. 41,503 456 466 

Total. ___.-.--___- 334 12 12 41,608 460 470 

"Revised. | | ; | - , | 
1Spodumene concentrate. 7 : 
7Less than 1/2 unit. : | o . 
“Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. oo. 

Source: Bureau of the Census as adjusted by the Bureau of Mines. 

WORLD REVIEW | 7 

The separate owners of two high-grade, terial. A 15-year initial mining plan was 
low-iron spodumene deposits were consider- developed, based on spodumene reserves of 
ing adding lithium carbonate plants at the 3.3 million tons containing 4.0% LizO. The 
minesites, in Canada and Australia, during joint venture partners, GTL, Metallge- 
the year. Also, three brine resources in  sellschaft AG, and C. Itoh & Co. Ltd., were 

South America were being considered for expected to reach a decision in mid-1986.° 
lithium carbonate production, given the Meanwhile, GTL was exporting low-iron 
success of the first brine operation in Chile. spodumene to the ceramics and glass indus- 
It was not clear, as the year ended, whether _ tries. 
future demand would be sufficient to justify Austria.—Mineral Exploration GmbH 
the development of additional lithium car- continued exploration of the Koralpe peg- 
bonate supplies. matite deposit. Reserve estimates increased 

Australia.—A feasibility study was ex- to 11 million tons of spodumene grading 
pected to be completed by January 1986 0n 1.6% Li.O.* Flotation tests demonstrated 
a proposed 11-million-pound-per-year that concentrates of 6% LizO could be 
Li.CO, plant that would use Greenbushes obtained. 
Tin Ltd. (GTL) spodumene as the raw ma- Bolivia.—The Bolivian Congress created
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a state agency, Complejo Industrial de los near Issoire, south of Clermont-Ferrand.° © 
| Recursos Evaporiticos del Salar de Uyuni The facility was planned to produce 3,800 |. 

: (CIRESU), to manage development of the tons per year of alloys starting in 1987. 
Salar de Uyuni, a potential source. of the Japan.—Lithco entered into a joint ven- 
um, potassium, and boron compounds.* ture with Honjo Chemical Co. for the manu- 

RESU was authorized to explore, xp facture of lithium chemicals in Japan.” 
- industrialize, and market through con- Since 1960, the companies had cooperated 

| tracts, joint ventures, and partnerships. in marketing U.S. produced lithium chemi- 
Drilling was also scheduled for the Laguna ¢alg to Japan. Initial production of n- 
Colorda area in the southwestern corner, butyllithium was expected in mid-1986, | 
near the Chilean border, to outline a geo- with other products to be added as required. 
thermal resource as an electricity generat- United Kingdom.—Lithium Corp. of Eu- 

| ing site. This potential source of electricity, rope, a subsidiary of Lithco, announced an 
| required for any industrialization of the expansion of production capacity for lithi- 

Salar de Uyuni, is about 150 kilometers 4m chloride and metallic lithium at the 
south of the salar. The $11.5 million ene Liverpool (Bromborough) plant.1! The ex- 
for the Aer was sup Pee by the a fh pansion anticipated growth in demand, pri- 

: eons Develspment rogram and the marily from the aircraft industry, for 
, ‘Canada. i 1981. the Tantalum Mini aluminum-lithium alloys. British Aerospace . 

:  & 5 of ‘Car ad L td Tr ANCO) bes ing Ltd. planned to have an experimental craft 
4g Tp. 0 1 ane a ee d modu one with aluminum-lithium components in the | ucing a low-iron ceramic-grade spodumene |: 1986.2 The experiment is a first 
concentrate. In 1985, TANCO started con- Gc . - cae . step toward development of the “European | struction of a $6.4 million ore processing Fighter Aircraft.” a five-count rogram 

| plant at its Bernic Lake, Manitoba, mine.® f gnu t prod ction and use b 1395, The A. 
, The plant, with design capacity of 22,000 ‘°F Joimt produ y ovvo. tne 

| 5J Vigilante of the U.S. Navy was the first | tons per year of spodumene concentrate, “* j built with aluminum-lithiv kin 
: was scheduled to be finished in mid-1986. on te wi u f with h t reductic Matum sk 

Chile.—The Government-owned Corpora- ©” 18 Wings for weight reduction. = 
cion de Fomento de la Producci6én(CORFO), ——————_____.. oa, 

Molibdenos y Metales S.A. (a private Chil- ate qqavientiey Division of tedustral Minerals. 
ean firm), and AMAX Inc. (a multinational new gymer of Litheo, did not report specific lithium data in 

U.S. firm) formed a joint venture, Minera *%, repor.. . a 
| Salar de Atacama (MINSAL), to study the Fourth mean ending fone 4b. oan, Quarterly Report. 

feasibility of a second production site on the ining, Magazine. Mining in Austria. V. 153, No. 4, 
Salar de Atacama.’ Initial production of ““s”?'""soiivian Geothermal Project. V. 158, No. 2, 
potash and boric acid was proposed pending 1985, p.89. | 
expiration of Foote’s exclusive right to pro- for Me atin 6094. 1955, IS To Reopen—But Not 
duce lithium carbonate. The Foote and — “Industrial Minerals (London). Lithium Reserves and 
CORFO joint venture, Sociedad Chilena de the Chilean Factor. No. 215, 1985, p.19. 
Litio Ltda., completed its first full year Plane V 805 No aBoN Bae Sch Lithium Expansion 
of lithium carbonate production and "Metal Bulletin fLondon). Pechiney Lithium Finance 

sh3la Agreed. oO. ’ » Pp. . 

announced plans to study the feasibility of “47 i, Corp. of America. News Release. Gastonia, 
increasing capacity to 20 million pounds per wc, Sept. 11, 1985. 

year.§ y ‘estas eek. Litheo Expanding Capacity in Europe. 

. Fr: ance.—Pechiney obtained financing for 12Metal Bulletin (London). Lithium Alloys Take to the 
its planned aluminum-lithium alloy plant Air. No. 6988, 1985, p. 19.
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Table 5.—Lithium minerals and brine: World production, by country! | 
. (Short tons) . 

——— 
_ Country? 1981 - 1982 1983 1984P 1985° 

Argentina (minerals not specified) ________________ 28 125 168 24 22 
Australia, spodumene? — —— —— - —~-—-—-_-_~_____- _- °90 1,100 7,200 #12,300 

razil: - 
Amblygonite _______----- ~~~ _____ 305 73 125 54 83 . Lepidolite-_-____~~~ ~~~ 2722272777777 2 82 1 (0) __ 
Petalite ___._-_--___---_~~ ~~~ ee _ 2,293 2,528 2,086 526 550 
Spodumene________~___-_-~~_ ~~ _____ 268 376 128 317 330 

Canada, spodumene® ®___ = === __ _- _- 90 1,200 
Chile (carbonate from subsurface brine). __§__________ oe _- __ 2,326 44,969 
China (minerals not specified)® 7_____._________ _ 15,400 15,400 16,500 16,500 16,500 
Namibia (minerals not specified)_.._.__....~________ 1,392 1,146 860 970 2,160 
Portugal, lepidolite __.._-__-_.....___ ~_____u__ 990 F998 601 “660 720 
Rwanda, amblygonite® ___..__________________ (5) -~ _- -- _- 

_ USSR. (minerals not specified)® 7 ~...-___________ 60,600 60,600 60,600 60,600 60,600 
United States, spodumene and subsurface brine ______ _ Ww Ww WwW WwW Ww 
Zimbabwe (minerals not specified)._._._.__.._...._.__ - 18,126 10,788 21,157 25,270 27,700 ———— 

. “Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
1Table includes data available through May 20,1986. 
2In addition to the countries listed, other nations may produce small quantities of lithium minerals, but output is not 

a reported and no valid basis is available for estimating production levels. 
Data are for years ending June 30 of that stated. SS 
*Reported figure. | . 

: ®Revised to zero. - 
*Estimates from U.S. imports from Canada. 
"These estimates denote only an approximate order of magnitude; no basis for more exact estimates is available. 

Output by China and the USSR. has never been reported.





| — By Deborah A. Kramer! | 

Both domestic production and consump- ports of magnesium materials declined. 
tion of primary magnesium in 1985 decreas- Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic con- 

_ed from those of 1984, owing principally toa sumption data for Magnesium metal are 
decline in demand for magnesium for alu- | developed by the Bureau of Mines from a 
minum alloying. Magnesium alloy manu- voluntary survey of U.S. operations. Of the 
facturers continued to introduce high- 159 operations to which a survey request 
purity versions of conventional alloys, was sent, 82% responded, representing 88% ; 

_which led to an increased demand for mag- of the primary magnesium consumption 
nesium in structural applications in the shown in tables 1 and 3. Consumption for 
automotive and aerospace industries. The the 28 nonrespondents was estimated using 
United States remained a net exporter of reported prior year consumption levels. 
magnesium, although both exports and im- : 

a Table 1.—Salient magnesium statistics oe : 
| | (Short tons unless otherwise specified) 

| | | : 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 $$$ eee 1885 
United States: . 

Production: 
a Primary magnesium _______ 158,782 102,197 115,481 159,207 149,614 Secondary magnesium —___ __ 46,256 43,282 46,329 T48,357 45,528 Exports _____-__-___________ 34,855 39,613 46,690 48,337 40,322 | Imports for consumption. _ ___ _ _ _ 6,897 4,784 6,350 9,381 9,271 

Price per pound 777777 gi ge Sh ey "iss gldasias | g1aseies ce per pound _. 2 . . . . . . . . World: Primary production -------- "339,731 ™279,568 286,204 P360,236 ©360,504 

Legislation and Government Pro- waters and into publicly owned water treat- 
grams.—The Environmental Protection ment works. Effluent discharges from mag- 
Agency issued final regulations under the _ nesium operations were to be regulated for 
Clean Water Act for specified nonferrous ammonia, chromium, fluoride, and zinc con- 
metals forming operations. These regula- taminants. Daily and monthly effluent lim- 
tions limit the discharge of pollutants by its for these contaminants varied according 
existing and new operations into navigable to type of operation and effluent source.? 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

Primary magnesium production was AMAX Magnesium Corp., Rowley, UT; The 
about 80% of annual capacity. Three com- Dow Chemical Co., Freeport, TX; and 
panies produced primary magnesium metal: Northwest Alloys Inc., a subsidiary of Alu- 

| 653
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minum Co. of America, Addy, WA. AMAX mium property on the California-Oregon : 
| and Dow produced magnesium from natural border. The feasibility study was to be 

brines by the electrolytic process, and conducted by Davy McKee Corp. and was 
Northwest Alloys produced metal from do- expected to concentrate on: the following 
lomite using the silicothermic process. areas: geology and geostatistical analysis, 

, Dow announced plans to spend $40 mil- mining; process development, engineering, 
lion to modernize its magnesium and alumi- and environmental impact. Reserves at the 
num production facilities over the next 3 Pine Flat Mountain laterite deposit were 
years. Although the modernization at Dow’s_ estimated to be over 25 million short tons 
Freeport plant will not increase produc- grading 24.5% magnesium oxide, 0.78% 
tion capacity, the company intended to nickel, 0.61% cobalt, and 1.18% chromium. 
improve energy efficiency, labor productivi- Davy McKee prepared a preliminary evalu- 
ty, raw material yields, and product quality ation, which indicated that a 4,000-ton-per- 

through the use of new production and day processing. complex could produce 
foundry technology. + 80,000 tons of magnesium metal, 12,000 tons 

| _ Interstrat Resources Inc., a Vancouver, of nickel, 1,000 tons of cobalt, and 20,000. 
Canada-based firm, obtained financing to tons of chromium annually, for a minimum . 
begin a feasibility study on its Pine Flat 10-year mine life. The study stated that 
Mountain magnesium-nickel-cobalt-chro- sucha plant would cost $230 million. 2 | 

a Table 2.—Magnesium recovered from scrap processed in the United States, 
- by kind of scrap andform of recovery . — . 

| - (Short tons) . | 

1981 1982 1988 1984 1985 | 

| KIND OF SCRAP | | oe 
New scrap: : ae : . 

Magnesium-base ___________________-.--L___- 2,833 2,455 2,878 *8,192 1,664 
Aluminum-base ________-__----------------~- © 19,240 17,846 =18,718 + "18,402 =—-.17,915 

Total____-___-___-------------------- 22,078 | 19,801 «21,591 «“"21,594 «19,579 

Old scrap: . . 
Magnesium-base _____________-_____________ 5,593 5,314 5,811 75,282 5,104 
Aluminum-base __________________--________ 18,590. -—-18,117 «19,427 = 21,581 += - 20,840 

Total____________-__-_-------_.-----_' 24,188 28,481 «24,788 += "26,768 + —-25,944 , 

. Grand total__________________~ 46,256 48,2832 46,329 48,357 45,523 

FORM OF RECOVERY | . 
Magnesium alloy ingot! =.» _-___-§____________________ 4,230 4,228 4,232. T4229 4,231 
Magnesium alloy castings (gross weight) _._..___________ 806 146 952 F980 483 
Magnesium alloy shapes. ___§_.-__.__~-_______ 13 _- _- _— — 
Aluminum alloys ____________-_--------_---__- 38,755 86,587 = 89,451. «-«"41,072 ~—-. 39,459 
Zinc and other alloys_____.___________.~-____-___ a) 11 20 12 9 
Chemical and other dissipative uses____-_-__~_-_________ 55 3 4 Tg 3 
Cathodic protection. _______________.--_ Le 2,388 1,657 1,670 = 2,055 1,838 

Total__-__-__-______-_--------_---__- 46,256 48,282 46,829 "48.357 45,528 

"Revised. , 
Includes secondary magnesium content of both secondary and primary alloy ingot. 

CONSUMPTION AND USES 

Primary magnesium consumption declin- magnesium demand for iron and steel de- 
ed from that of 1984, chiefly owing to a_ sulfurization was estimated to be 8,000 tons. 

. decrease in consumption for the major end Automobile manufacturers continued to 
use, aluminum alloying. Although total de- replace some aluminum parts with magne- 
mand decreased, magnesium consumption sium components. Ford Motor Co. announc- 
for structural uses, principally diecasting ed that it intended to use die-cast magne- 
and extrusions, and as a reducing agent for sium transfer case housings for its 1987 
titanium increased significantly. Primary model year F-Series pickup trucks and full-
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size Bronco vehicles. The transfer cases, plant. Initially, the company planned to use 
weighing about 14 pounds, will replace 21- the powder in production of infrared flares, 
pound aluminum transfer cases and were but expected to market the powder when : 

_ expected to increase domestic magnesium production reached 500 pounds per day. 
consumption by 2 to 2.5 million pounds per Oregon Metallurgical Corp. installed four | 
year. Magnesium clutch housings, similar additional electrolytic cells at its Albany, | 
to those used in the 1984 models of Ford’s OR, facility to recover magnesium from 
Ranger II and Bronco trucks, were expected magnesium chloride generated during tita- 
to be installed in Ford’s compact-size Aero- nium sponge production ata cost of $1.8 : 
star vans. : | | million. Space was provided for an addition- 

Photoengraving Inc. reportedly substitut- al eight cells. The 4 completed cells increas- 
ed magnesium for zinc on its steel-backed ed the company’s total to 25, with a recov- 
dry offset printing plates used in printing ery capacity of 3,500 tons of magnesium per 
preformed packaging. Advantages of the year. | , | . 
magnesium plate include sharper printed Increased demand for magnesium wasthe _ 
image, longer. plate life, reduced cost of reason for Dow’s decision to add a third 
etching solution, and faster etching time.’ extrusion press and expand its manufactur- 

7 Tracor MBA, a subsidiary of Tracor Inc., ing facility at Aurora, CO. The expansion | 
reportedly began production of atomized reportedly will increase Dow’s extruding 
magnesium powder at its Camden, AR, capacity by nearly one-third. 

Table 3.—U.S. consumption of primary magnesium, by use 

a (Short tons) | 

For structural products: - Castings: | 

Die __~-_-__------------------------- 2,812 1,600 1,937 ™595 2,457 
Permanent mold_— ~~~ ~~~ __-_.____ 917 663 16 1,666 909 . 

| Sand ___ 2 1,222 1,387 1,888 1,982 1,634 
Wrought products: . — 

Extrusions _______--_-_.- 5,786 7,059 7,098 5,828 7,156 
_ Gheetand plate _-___. 4,547 2,981 4,318 °4,878 4,182 

Other (includes forgings).-_-_-..-------------_ 48 8B a 0 

Total _---- ee i----_--_ 15,827. 18,728) 14.776 «= "14,489 ~—s«16,949 

For distributive or sacrificial purposes: 
Alloys: a . 

> Aluminum ____.----------------------- 50,518 39,878 +=. 46,026 += "48,673 + —=-.40,850 
Copper... 5 7 4 4 4 
Zine _.__-_----~--~-~--~-------------- 9 8 3 ™4 3 
Other ___ LL 7 3 Wwe 1 

Cathodic protection (anodes) ______--.---------~- 6,449 5,964 5,686 4,777 4,748 | 
_ Chemicals -_. 2 5,315 4,823 5,664 °5,501 3,824 
Nodular iron_____.--_---------.----------- 3,755 2,541 2,200  *2,408 1,698 
Reducing agent for titanium, zirconium, hafnium, uranium, 

beryllium 2 9,071 5,901 4,711 6,689 8,126 
Other! ~~ ~~ --~----~---------------------___1,005__1,751_-2,906__—7,392___—7,299 

Total ___-.-.--.---------.--------~ | 76,134 - 60,871 67,200 "75,448 + ~—- 66,553 

Grand total __...-....-..------------ | 91,461 74,599 = 81,976 "89,887 —- 88, 502 

‘Includes scavenger, deoxidizer, and powder. 

| STOCKS 

Consumer stocks of primary magnesium 428 tons at yearend 1985. Primary producer 
ingot declined from 6,920 tons (revised) at stocks of magnesium rose from 27,116 tons 
yearend 1984 to 6,168 tons at yearend 1985. at yearend 1984 to 36,736 tons at yearend 
Stocks of magnesium alloy ingot decreased 1985. 
from 585 tons (revised) at yearend 1984 to
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‘Table 4.—Stocks and consumption of new and old magnesium scrap in the United States 7 
ee, GBhorttoms a 

TO agngumpon 
. Stocks. enn §=§-s Stocks, . | | _j Receipts New Old oa 31 - | | | Jan. 1 | | scrap _ écrap Total — Dec. 31 

| 1984: - | a | | oe 7 So 
Cast scrap ~---_______________u_-_. ~—s:1,222..—s-5,597 363 5,282 ° 5,595 1,224 - 

| Solid wrought scrap* _______-_--~------. 41 . 694 694 694 ; Al 

Total -----_____------------__4 268 6,201,057 5,282 6,289 1,265 | 

1985: 7 | So ~ _ | 
| Cast scrap _.-________________ se 1,224 5,078 15 (5,104 5,119 1,183 

Solid wrought scrap!_______________-__ 41 480° 4389 -  __..° 489 32 

| — ‘Total_--------- eee -------- 12655508 ABA 510455581215 | 

| “Includes borings, turnings, drosses, etc. . o . a , Cee 

a PRICES ae 

| At the beginning of the year, the price for quoted. at $1.26. to $1.80 per pound at the 
| primary magnesium ingot was quoted by beginning of 1985. Along with price in- 

Dow and AMAX at $1.48 per pound and creases for primary ingot, Dow increased its 
remained at that level until early Decem- price for diecasting alloy from $1.30 to 

| ber. At that time, Dow announced an in- $1.40, effective December 9, and AMAX 
crease of.its price to $1.53 per pound, increased its price from $1.26~to $1.29, | 
effective December 9 for noncontract cus- effective January 1, 1986. Dow’later an-— 

| tomers and as terms permit for contract nounced a price reduction to $1.33 effective 
- | customers. AMAX also announced that it January 20. At yearend, the prices quoted 

would increase its primary ingot price to by the producers for diecasting alloy were a 
match Dow’s, effective January 1, 1986. At $1.26 to $1.40. Both companies cited increas- 
yearend, the quoted price for primary mag- ed production costs as the reason for the 
nesium ingot was $1.48 to $1.53 per pound. price hikes. These were the first price in- 

_ Diecasting alloy producer prices were creases announced since July 1984. re 

| : FOREIGN TRADE | | : = 

Exports of magnesium declined 17% in sium. | SC - 
both quantity and value from those of 1984. Magnesium imports in 1985 decreased. 
Japan and the Netherlands continued to be _ slightly from those of 1984, both in quantity 
the primary destinations, together account- and value. Canada and Norway were the 
ing for 55% of U.S. exports. The United primary import sources, together account- 
States remained a net exporter of magne-_ ing for 54% of the total.
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Table 5.—U.S. exports and imports for consumption of magnesium 
| — ___ EXPORTS | a 

Metals and allo Semifabri 
; 

ys ricated Year . Waste and scrap _in crude form forms, n.e.c. 
- Quantity Value tity - Value Quantity Value (short (thou- Cpanel ~. (thou- (short (thou- tons) sands) tons) sands) tons) sands) 

1988 2 638 $1,681 «43,992 411,988 += 2060 s«1,045 1984 2 1,249 3,362 44,880 120,804 2,208 12,495 1985 ~~ 795 2,071 37,484 100,128 2,043 11,401 
IMPORTS FOR CONSUMPTION | 

| | | Au ropae eet | oys ing, ri ns, Waste and Metal (magnesium wire, other forms P content) (magnesium 
— a . . content) eos tcc) Quantity. Value Quantity Value - Quantity Value Quantity Value (short — (thou- (short (thou-. (short. .(thou- . (short. (thou- tons) sands) tons) sands) tons) sands) tons) sands) ee 1983 ~~ 1,935 - $2,537 2,034 $4,637 2,143 $6,151 238 $2,939 1984 ___ ee 210 3,656 3,136 8,604 3,596 10,791 489 2,620 1985-22 La 8G 4,778 1,992 5,525 3,651 12,774 154 — 2,010 

Source: Bureau of the Census. . | | So - ro 

: Table 6.—U.S. exports of magnesium, by country : | 
- . Semifabricated forms, . - Waste and scrap Primary metals, _ nec, including Country . 8 - powder 

: Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value (short tons) (thousands) (short tons) (thousands) (short tons) (thousands) . 

1984 
7 Argentina _.__________ -- _— 580 = $1,498 23 $101 . Australia__..2022 = -— -- 2,045 5,246 2270 1,095 Austria... - --~ ‘404 IT 259 Belgium-Luxembourg __________ -_ -- —_ _- me ui 169 Brazil_.2-22 2-2 -— ee 344 903 . 3 18 Canada... 688 $1,578 4,910 13,328 595 2,043 China. — «4890 - 3,887 _- _. Colombia-..-.._______ a _- 59 166 i a Egypt__..-..___ __ __ __ 2 France ___ (3) . 2 () 1 49 859 Germany, Federal Republic of ___ _ 225 559 469 1,557 30 338 India _-- 22 -- — 109 307 11 49 Israel -- _— 2 11 57 328 Italy... _- -- 26 78 107 1,013 Japan._____._ 59 10 12,042 28,856 106 802 Korea, Republicof___________ 38 113 297 821 1 22 Mexico ____.__._____ 90 232 2,920 7,541 132 609 Netherlands... =” 30 62 17,759 50,707 481 1,624 New Zealand _________ -- _— 54 130 1 23 Norway......_._.____ _- -- 43 769 4. 59 Saudi Arabia mene — -- 1 38 10 22 Singapore ____________ 94 765 38 142 10 30 South Africa, Republicof_______ _- -- 612 1,694 45 277 Spain _-_-_-__ 2 _- -- _- _- 31 337 Sweden___..-2.- 2 —— -- 3 4 36 288 Taiwan —_ = 22 21 122 375 11 54 United Kingdom __________ () 13 139 420 144 1,541 Venezuela ___-._- -- -- 326 589 1 11 Other _._____. 8 7 186 598 ™50 476 —_—_———————— Total _----_---___ 1,249 3,362 44,880 120,804 2,208 12,495 -—6880amaSmSS 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 6.—U.S. exports of magnesium, by country —Continued ==... 

Ce ee tale s-—=«S@Mlifabrricated forms, 
oe. Waste and serap | Prima | “nec, including ’ «- 

Country _ | __ Powder - 

. . ee “-' >" Quantity | Value Quantity ‘Value -—- Quantity... Value. 

po _'... + “hort tons): (thousands). (short tons): (thousands) (shorttons) (thousands) 7 

Argentina __.—-~—---------- ——— --  ,. 240 — $634. & . . : $48 

Australia. _____-----=22-2-0 0 _- - 1,710  - 8,960 "269° °° «1,488 
Austria._-.-------------- ee we 808 "96 BB 
Belgium-Luxembourg _--...--- _ -- -- - 58 157 - 1... 98 

Brazil... -—~-------+~-=- | Ce 131 ©) $96 °° 2 Bo ed 

Canada__-__-_-----------. , 877 $875. . 4,880 12,805 684... 2,462: 
| China___________---_---__ | _ __. 8,182. 8320 2 |. =e , 

Colombia _.-.------------ | oe -- ~ 24 * = 63 87 98 

Egypt ._-~---------------. . -- -- <=; 886 | ..1,048 .. 2 wr 
France __._-------------- 1 2 _- _— 17... : 444. 

Germany, Federal Republic of _ ~~. 825 1,005 139 442 29° °° * 334 

India .-__-------.-----+- , BT BOB 0,882 Ber 20 
Israel =. ------.------ ©) 9 -- __ 5 34 | 44... ., 221 
Italy:'_-..---------------~ = es eS Be ~" 16 De Bg 8 TBS 

Japan._..___-,---------- ,.. 9. >. 8 | 1149). 28,602) 00 177 017. 
Korea, Republicof-._--_---- == _ "854 1,054 91 st, 896. 
Mexico ________---------- 19s 45. +2462 6,350 162°. 8T8 
Netherlands__—_.__----~-~-- -- -- | 10,773 =~: 30,609 es 89 cl, 5 212 

New Zealand _______----~--- -- -- 36 87 1 21 

Norway_< o----~-777 777777 -- -- 109 293 6 68 

Saudi fa ~~ ~~ + -- -- 1 30 23 59 

Singapore ____-__--~------ -— _— 2 _, 8 30 63 

South Africa, Republic of ..2----0°° | a+ we. /429° 1,219. 37 156 

Spain____-________-_-_-- __ __ 21 10 14 213 
Sweden_____--.~-------~-- -- _- 6 15 12 172 

. Taiwan _____-_-.--------- -- ae 225 6644 — 19 - - AB: 

United Kingdom —__~-_-~----- 64 136 li 65. - 141 1,523 

Venezuela _..____.~---+-~---- -- oo DT 333 OL — 15 

- Other _ ._ ---------------- _— _- 257 685 91  -60T 

| Total 2 =------------ © 795 ~~. 2,071 37,484 —=«:100,128 2048 °~——s«11,401 

1 Less than 1/2 unit. - os oo, oe 

Source: Bureau of the Census. - —— | Sy 

. . | Table 7.—U.S. import duties for magnesium ed 

Ite TSUS Most favored nation (MFN) ° ~ - Non-MFN ©, 
m i 

No. Jan. 1, 1985 Jan. 1, 1987 Jan. 1, 1985": 

Unwrought metal ___—__—- 628.55 12% ad valorem —__~— 8% ad valorem_. — — 100% ad valorem. 

Unwrought alloys ___.--~-- 628.57 6.7% ad valorem _ — — — 6.5% ad valorem_ _ 60.5% ad valorem. 

Wrought metal ______---~-- 628.59 5 cents per pound on 4.5 cents per pound . 40cents per pound 

7 ; magnesium content on magnesium * - on magnesium 
plus 2.8% ad valo- content plus content plus 20% 
rem. 2.5% ad valorem. ad valorem. 

7 WORLD REVIEW | oe 

‘Canada.—Norsk Hydro A/S, based in production in Quebec in the future. Norsk 

Norway, planned to construct a 55,000-ton- planned to market the magnesium in the 

per-year primary magnesium plant in United States and chose Canada rather 

- Bécancour, Quebec, at a cost of $220 million. than the United States for the plantsite 

The company reportedly awarded a con- because of lower energy prices. The location 

tract for the feasibility study on plant in Canada also would reduce the company’s 

construction, and construction was expected shipping costs of exporting magnesium to 

to begin in the first half of 1989. Norsk ‘the United States from Norway.‘ 

initially expected to use imported magne- Webster Manufacturing Ltd., a wholly 

sium oxide as a raw material for the proc- owned subsidiary of CAE Industries: Ltd., 

ess, but planned to develop raw material was awarded a long-term $70 million con-
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tract by General Motors Corp. (GM) to annual magnesium demand of about 1,500 
manufacture die-cast magnesium steering to 2,000 tons was met almost exclusively | 
column brackets for the new GM W-body from imports, domestic production of the 
car. Construction of a new facility in metal was expected to reduce costs. Con- | 
Strathroy, Ontario, to house new diecasting struction of the new plant, which would be 
machines, a tool-and-die shop, and a ma-_ the first in the world to use sea bitterns as a 
chine shop was expected to begin late inthe raw material, was expected to begin in late 
year. 1987. | - 
China.—The China National Nonferrous Japan.—Primary magnesium demand in 

Metals Industry Corp. reportedly planned Japan was almost 24,000 tons in 1985, an 
to import magnesium technology and equip- increase of 4% from that of 1984. Imports of : 
ment to modernize its primary magnesium over 17,000 tons supplied most of this de- 
plant in Qinghai Province. Most of the mand, with 72% of the imports received 
magnesium in China is used for titanium from the United States and 20% from 
production. | _ Norway. Exports from Japan were about 

India.—Tamil Nadu Chemical Products 2,800 tons, and 75% of this material was 
Corp. of Madras reportedly planned to con- exported to the U.S.S.R. Over one-half of 
struct a primary magnesium plant with a the magnesium demand in Japan was for 
600-ton-per-year capacity in Valinokkam, rolled products.* | 
Ramanathapuram District. Because India’s oe 

Table 8.—Magnesium: World primary production, by country? a Oo 
ws : | _ Short tons) | | oe : 

To Country | 1981 1982 1983 1984 —ssggge 

Brazil _-_____.______-___-______ _. -- © .~.  . 1100 2,200 Canada®__ 29.370 8,700 6,600 8,800 7,700 | China®__ = 7,700 7,700 7,700 7,700  —=—-‘7,700 France_________..-._____.___________ 8,006 10,598 12,208 § 14,299 14,300 Italy _-- ¥11,900 710,960 8,478 8,257 38,667 Japan _ ~~~ 6,247 6,123 | 6,643 | 7,830 9,998 Norway _.-...-_.____._______________ 52,472 39,598 32,897 54,348 60,000 USSR? 86,000 . 89,000 91,000 94,000 96,000 United States.__.-_.____-____ = TT 158,782 102,197 115,481 159,207 149,614 Yugoslavia ____- 2 4,254 4,697 5,252 €4,700 5,000 | 
Total___--------~--_-------------- "889,781 "279,568 «286,204 ==» 360,286 —=»«- 360,504 

‘Table includes data available through June 8, 1986. : | 
*Reported figure. | . 

| | Table 9.—Magnesium: World secondary production, by country! . 
. (Short tons) | 

Country 1981 = 1982 1983 1984 1985° 7 a_i 

seen ensonSeS ene Japan _-- ~~~ 31,345 23,887 14,348 17,258 23,000 USSR® 9,000 9,000 9,000 9,000 9,000 United Kingdom_.___________________ 2,100 1,940 F €1 900 @) NA United States... _________ 46,256 43,282 46,329 F 48,357 945,523 een 88,807 45,5238 
| 88,701 78,059 71,572 74,615 77,523 $$ $$ $$$ Ee 

*Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. NA Notavailable. 
‘Table includes data available through June 8, 1986. 
*Revised to not available. 
*Reported figure. 

TECHNOLOGY 

Scientists at Dow developed wear-resis- from a magnesium-alumina composite ma- 
tant prototype components, primarily for terial. Because of their poor wear resis- 
the automotive industry, manufactured tance, magnesium alloys generally are not
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used in applications where two surfaces rub sium, yttrium, neodymium, and zirconium. 

together. By. a proprietary mixing tech- Special melting techniques were devised for 
nique, 1% to 10% alumina, by weight, was _ this alloy, because it could not. be melted 
added to molten AZ91 magnesium alloy, using conventional fluxes without: high yt- 

| and the resulting composite was cast using trium losses. Possible applications for WE54 
standard techniques for die or permanent include components for airframes, engines, 

| mold castings. The added alumina provides flight equipment, weapons, and high-per- _ 
wear resistance and does not increase the formanceautomobiles?” =~. 
weight of the casting significantly. Several _ A. die-cast magnesium insert permitted 
components, including an oil pump and driving a military vehicle up to 30 miles at 

, camshaft cover and a cog-tooth timing belt 30 miles per hour with two of its four tires 
- pulley, reportedly were developed and were deflated. The insert was developed for. the 

tested under actual operating conditions _U.S. Army’s aluminum body, 1-1/4-ton, 4- 
| _ Dow introduced a high-purity version of by-4 high-mobility multipurpose wheeled | 

its diecasting alloy, AM60, that was used in Vehicle (Hummer), and it resembles an'addi- 
| some automotive wheels and in archery tional wheel within the tire and is mounted - 

| bows and fishing rod handles. Dow main- ©” the rim. Over the next 5 years, 55,000 
tained that the high-purity alloy, which Hummers were scheduled to be built, and 

- minimizes contaminants such as copper, 2! were expected to be equipped with the 
iron, and nickel, has corrosion resistance ‘S€rt.* : BE | 
that is equal to or better than comparable ~. a - 

- aluminum alloys. High-purity AM60 report-_ phys ol Renee Ne Metals Forming and Met- 
edly has better elongation and impact prop- al Powders Point Source Category; Copper. Forming Point 

_ erties than other diecasting compositions, treatment Sianiaris, “and ‘New Soure Pett nee 
and it increases Dow’s line of high-purity Spear 50, No. 164, Aug. 28, 1986, Pp, 34242,S4834. 
alloys, including AZ91D, a diecasting alloy, Growth Pacndal. Mat Mate ft en Pee ate pp. 51- 
and AZ91C/HP, a sand-casting alloy. 64, col id, J. Norsk Hydro Locke a let’ Necth 

. . y rud, J. No Expan | _ Researchers at Magnesium Elektron Ltd. america. Met. Bull. Mon. (London), No’ 180, Dec. 1985, 
in .the United Kingdom reportedly devel-_ p. &. Metal J: V.16, No. 18 Mar. 18 1988 8 

° ° : a e ournal. V. 16, No. 18, . 18, » p. 9. 
oped a new casting alloy WE54 primarily ®Shook, S. Prototype Evaluation of Reinforced Magne 
for applications in the aerospace industry. sium Composite Parts. Paper in Proc. 42d Annual World 

| The new alloy, which was designed to im- {pf®iamnosiuen Aree Daton OE, See ea 8 
: prove temperature stability and elevated — Unsworth B., and J. King. Foundry Alloys Evolve To 

| temperature properties of conventional No 180, ee S85, ees: Met. Bull. Mon. (London), 
magnesium alloys, was composed of magne- ®Work cited in footnote 3. Oo



By Deborah A. Kramer: _ a 

Magnesium compounds: shipped or used by three companies in Michigan; and from | by producers in 1985 declined dramatically lake brines by two companies in Utah. from those of 1984. Shipments of caustic- Magnesite was Mined by one company in calcined magnesia declined to their lowest Nevada, and olivine was mined by two level in 20 years, and refractory magnesia companies in North Carolina and Washing- shipments reached their lowest level in ton. | | | more than 40 years. Over the past 3 years, Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic da- imported material supplied an increasingly ta for magnesium compounds shipped and greater. share of the domestic Magnesium used are developed by the Bureau of Mines compound. demand. The increased reliance from a voluntary survey of U.S. operations on imports was due, in part, to the strength entitled “Magnesium Compounds.” Of the | oftheUS.dollar, = a 18 operations to which a survey request was Natural brines continued to be the domi- sent, 88% responded, representing 59% of nant source of domestically produced mag- the total Magnesium compounds shipped nesium compounds. Magnesium oxide and and used shown in table 3. Data for the _ _ other compounds were produced from sea- three nonrespondents were estimated using water by five companies in California, Dela- prior year production levels and other fac- _ Ware, Florida, and Texas; from well brines tors. | 

| : a So Table 1.—Salient magnesium compound statistics — | 7 . | : (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) - _ | 
oe 1981 . 1982. 1983 1984 1985 

United States: | : Caustic-calcined and specified magnesias:! | . Shipped by producers:? ae _ | tity ~~ ee 160 148 143 T1492 100 ee Value_____-_-- $58,420 $56,363 $57,416 $42,257 $88,772 Exports: Value? _________-.-- nag $10,925 $8,426 $14,026 $9,778 Imports for consumption: Value®__-_ $2,177 $2,055. $5,476 $9,594 $10,407 Refractory magnesia: 
Beant producers:? . 7 tity, 616 — 458 ‘456 374s 290 alue_—_____ TTT TTT TTT TTT gy46.903 $112,101 $98,478 $87,945 $81,149 Exports: Value —_______ 2D TTT TTT gae7 $2,721 $1,955 $8,641 $5529 Imports for consumption: Value Toons a-------- $22,990 $14,162 $11,495 $23,715 $29,767 Dead-burned dolomite: 

Sold and used by producers: 
Quantity__-- 2 435 337s“ IB 487 P4it Value_____ $23,789 $19,186 $24,454 $29,391 Pg24 804 World: Production (magnesite)__...______. 12,478 "12.554 12,253 13,121 °13208 

*Excludes caustic-calcined magnesia used in the production of refractory magnesia. *Includes magnesia used by producers. : a *Caustic-calcined magnesia only. 

661
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| | - DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

Seawater and well and lake brines con- Carolina and Washington. Shipments de- 

- tinued to be the primary source of domesti- clined significantly to about one-half those 

cally produced magnesium compounds. of 1984. Olivine was ground to various 

Magnesium compounds also were recovered grades for consumption by the foundry, 

_ from magnesite and dolomite. © oe refractory, and steelindustries. = 

As part of a restructuring plan, Kaiser National Olivine Corp., Dillsboro, NC, 

Aluminum & Chemical Corp. sold its refrac- _ filed for bankruptcy late in 1984, and all the 

tories division, including its seawater plant company’s equipment and property was 

at Moss Landing, CA, to a group of the sold in May 1985. The State was suing for 

| company’s employees. A new company was enough money to finance the property rec- 

: reorganized under the name National Re- lamation, which was estimated to cost at 

| fractories & Minerals Corp. to operate the least $75,000. National Olivine had property 

plant. — - Jeases in the Buck Creek area, which revert- 

Olivine was mined from deposits in North ed to Appalachian Resources Inc. . 

: | Table 2.—Magnesium compound producers, by raw material source, | 

_. * * joeation, and production capacity in 1985 Os 

| : | | Capacity 

| Raw material source and producing company Location (short tons: 
| . . - es equiivatont) 

Magnesite: Basic Ine — ——— ~~ — ~~~ ~-—==-=—---—== Gabbs, NV __-_---------- 150,000 

Great Salt Lake Minerals & Chemicals Corp__-— -------- Ogden, UT —~-------~---- 100,000 

Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corp_— ~~ — ----------- Wendover, UT .__-------~-- 50,000 

: Well brines: _ | a | | aa 
“The Dow Chemical Co ______.----------------- Ludington, MI __----------- 300,000 

- Do. ------— = Midland, MI __-~--------- 75,000 
Martin Marietta Chemicals. _______.-----~-----~-- Manistee, MI_____.___----~ 350,000 

Morton Chemical Co __ _. .___-_----------+----- do 5,000 

Barcroft Co... __._____-.-~-~-----~--~-~------- Lewes, DE__________----- 5,000 

Basic Magnesia Inc_________---_------------- Port St. Joe, FL __--------- - 100,000 . 
The Dow Chemical Co ______~_--_-------------- Freeport, TX _._____------ 75,000 

Merck & Co. Inc. -----~-.----~+----~--+----- South San Francisco, CA______ 15,000 

National Refractories & Minerals Corp_--------.---- Moss Landing, CA _—_------- 150,000 | 

| Total___________-_-__---_-__--------------+------------------ 1,875,000 

| CONSUMPTION AND USES . 

Most of the domestic magnesium com- ture, chemical processing, and construction. 

pound production was used in the manufac- Animal feed, accounting for 36% of the 

ture of refractory products such as refracto- total shipments of caustic-calcined magne- 

ry brick. Magnesia and magnesia-based sia, was the largest consuming industry in 

bricks were used primarily by the iron and 1985. Representing 31% of the total domes- 

steel industry for furnace linings. Demand tic shipments of caustic-calcined magnesia 

for refractory magnesia fell moderately dur- were, in declining order, the sectors of 

ing the past 3 years; however, total ship- ceramics, petroleum additives, stack-gas 

ments of refractory magnesia decreased scrubbing, and rayon. The following uses, in 

rapidly and in 1985 were less than 64% of declining order, accounted for the remain- 

those of 1982. Consequently, domestic de- ing 33% of the total shipments: rubber, 

mand was met, in part, by an increase in refractories, chemical, oxychloride and oxy- 

imports over the past 3 years. sulfate cements, electrical heating rods, in- 

Total shipments of caustic-calcined and sulation and wallboard, water treatment, 

specified magnesias decreased to about 70% sugar and candy, medicine and pharmaceu- 

of those of 1984. These compounds were | ticals, fertilizer, foundry, uranium process- 

used in diverse industries including agricul- ing, and pulp and paper.
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Table 3.—U.S. magnesium compounds shipped and used __ | 
| . ) ) —— 1984 "1985 

- . , a tity. Value Quantity -.- Vali | : ; a hort. (thou- Vehort. (thou- 
a mo po tons) — sands) -- tons) * "Sainds) 

Caustic-calcined’ and specified (USP and technical) magnesias -----~ . *141,684 "$42,257 99.517 «$88,772 : Magnesium hydroxide (100% Mg(OH)2)'___._._..-_______-__ "356985 F4i'400 | 263,712 68,975, Magnesium sulfate (anhydrous and hydrous)_._______________. 49,776 18,214 55,868 14.813 Precipitated magnesium carbonate! __..._____._____________ 55194 7875. 8,746, 2702 Refractory magnesia ~~ -~-----------------------li=l 374280 87,945 290,271 81,149 
TRevised.. . : . . o: . : Ste / re . a ‘Excludes material produced as an intermediate step in the manufacture of other magnesium compounds. og . 

a | - PRICES | 
Yearend prices for ‘magnesium com- sium chloride, hydrous, 99%, flake, $290 per pounds, published in the Chemical Market- ton; magnesium carbonate, light, technical ing Reporter, did not change from those (freight equalized), $0.73 to $0.83 per pound; published at yearend 1984. Prices for mag- __ magnesium hydroxide, National Formulary nesium compounds at yearend 1985 wereas (NF), powder (freight equalized), $0.78 per 

follows: magnesia, natural, technical, pound; and magnesium sulfate, technical, heavy, 85% and 90% (f.o.b. Nevada), $282 $0.115 per pound. | 
and $265 per short ton, respectively; magne- oe gl a | 

| | FOREIGN TRADE es | 
| Exports of crude and processed magnesite _ market for magnesium compounds declined 

decreased slightly in quantity from those of dramatically from 76% in 1984 to 53% in | 1984. Canada remained the primary desti- 1985. i nation, but its share of the U.S. export OO ke ae | 

: _ Table 4.—U.S. exports of magnesite and magnesia, by country == - | | 
—————— , Magnesiteandmamesia Men. OS q ; M ite, " i 1 —— ad 

“em dead-burae. “ts caustic-caicined. any one crude 
Country 1984 1985 1984 | 1985 

ti Val anti Val ti Val tit Val pentity | (thou- Cnty (thou-_ eentty thou. Qaentity (thou- tons) sands) . tons). sands) tons) sands) tons) sands) 
eee 

Argentina ________ __ _ __ __ 562 180 54 } Australia. ~~ ~~~” oe -__ __ -- >. 15 rt 4690 $86 Belgium-Luxembourg _ -- ae -- --. 444 448 414... —-.310 Brazil... __ Le __ __ 42 97 =i 165 Canada__________ 14,489 $3,273 16,391 $3,704 _ 28,115 8,082 8,277. 3.191 Colombia_________ 1,208 147 1,511 216 129 155 72... 01 France __________ __ a _. __ 220 174° «5761S «21,800 Germany, Federal ST te Republic of ------ -- ee -- --... 544 423 © 447: ... +851 Israel 2 —_ ee oe 12 789 973 505 Italy _-.-_____ __ me 315 349 = =6187° ss * «14 Korea, Republic of _ _ _ __ _- -- -—- 325 233 249. 182 Mexico __._______ _- _. 6 1 1,047 398 804 545 Netherlands_______ __ ao _- 668 "507s 472 New Zealand ______ __ _- 172 82 88 7131 30. - 45 Saudi Arabia ______ 827 62 2,872 525 __ __ __. _- Spain___________ _ Le _- _ 227 235 107  3=—S—é«SAB Sweden. | 809 83 _ _ 197 145 - 270. - - 188 Taiwan__________ 22 3 38 5 3 121 172 ~=— 104 United Kingdom __ __ _- __ _. _ 133 180 125° * ~~ 193 Venezuela ________ a —_ 3,306 893 2,265 999 2,444 | (895 Other___________ ™470 "73 509 103 "467 "244 147 26 ~ ee LL 
ene rer—rrene inten 

Total _.-______ 17,275 3,641 24,805 5,529 32,058 14,026 21,567 9,778 

Source: Bureau of the Census.
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Total imports of crude and processed Greece, Ireland, and the United Kingdom, 
magnesite were at their highest level in accounted for about.74% of the total quanti- __ 
more than 30 years, increasing more than _ ty of U.S. imports of dead-burned magnesia. | 

| 15% over those of 1984. For caustic-calcined In addition, other magnesium compounds 
- magnesia, Canada remained the largest im- valued at more than $10 million were im- 

, port source, accounting for about 62% of ported. | a a 
| _ the total quantity. Four countries, China, ae | | 

: Table 5.—U.S. import duties for magnesium compounds | 

. Item TSUS Most favored nation (MFN) — Non-MFN 

| No. Jan. 1, 1985 Jan. 1, 1987 Jan. 1, 1985 

Crude magnesite eee ee ee 522.61 65 cents per ton_ — Free ~~ ___ $10.50 per ton. 
. Caustic-calcined magnesite — — — — _ — 522.64 $2.10 perton ___ $2.10 perton __— $21.00 per ton. 

Refractory magnesia (containing not _ 531.01. ‘(0.17 cent per 0.16 cent per 0.75 cent per 
. . over 4% lime). pound. . pound. | pound. 

Refractory magnesia (containing . 531.04 6% ad valorem —— 6% ad valorem __ 30% ad valorem. | 
over 4% lime). . | 

_ Table 6.—U.S. imports for consumption of crude and processed magnesite, by country 

OO 1984 1985 

. Country Quantity Value Quantity Value 
(short tons) (thousands) (shorttons) (thousands) 

Lump or ground caustic-calcined magnesia:1 i | 
Australia... eee -- -— 296 $52 
Canada_ ~~. _~.--_----------~~-~----~-- 30,126 $5,961 40,937 — 7,482 
China. _.___-_ ~~ --_--+-+----+---------- | 11,574 157 5,871 415 
Czechoslovakia ___—.—._._~----~--------+--- 2,900 184 2,755 - 195 
Greece _____ ~~~ ~~~ ee T7 448 1,026 — 4,831 156 
Japan. ___._----~-------~------------- *49T 24 _- _ 
Mexico... ~~~ ~~ eee ™926 108 2,111 274 
Spain _____.-_-__~-~-~-~-~---~-~-+--~---_--~--+- T6,503 1,587 7,441 905 . 
Turkey ______________~~--------------- | 4,801 566 1,323 300 

. | Other_______-__---------__----------- F118 312 144 48 

Total _____------_-------------_--- "54,898 «94,594 65,709 10,407 

: Dead-burned and grain magnesia and periclase: 
Not containing lime or not over 4% lime: 

Brazil 02222 9,573 1,528 3,161 444 
China _____ ~~~ ee 30,556 4,138 44,478 5,274 
Greece ___. 48,844 7,056 . 37,793 5,874 
Ireland ____._~.-_-______-~ eee 13,984 3,569 24,729 6,822 
Japan _. ~~ ee 8,129 2,550 15,049 3,964 
Mexico ______._ ~~~ ee 6,345 1,667 6,684 1172 
Netherlands ____. ..____.-~--_-_~-_--~- 7,209 1,806 4,947 1,347 
South Africa, Republic of _..._..._-_.----~- 552 273 122 601 
United Kingdom —..~.____..~-_-__-_---- 3,337 424 25,870 3,345 
Other _. 2 ee 1,255 F704 WT 324 

Total____________-_____--_-_---- 129,784 23,715 163,550 29,767 

Containing over 4% lime: 
Austria __~ ~~~ ee 3,739 976 2,981 733 
Belgium-Luxembourg ___________.------- — _- 115 37 
Canada ____________________------- 18,352 1,007 11,239 1,267 
Germany, Federal Republic of __________---~- 547 131 533 160 
Greece ____~-~___~~__________ 2,205 290 __ -— 
Mexico _____~______~_______________—- 394 34 736 94 
United Kingdom _____~___________ 141 33 20 4 
Other _____~_-_-____~ ee _- —_ 33 13 

Total____.___-__-_-__-__~__----- 25,378 2,471 15,657 2,308 

Total dead-burned and grain magnesia and 
periclase _______________----_--~- 155,162 F26,186 179,207 32,075 

Revised. 
1fn addition, crude magnesite was imported as follows, in short tons and thousand dollars: 1984—Australia, 119 

(revised) ($30); Canada, 45 (revised) ($9); the Federal Republic of Germany, 20 ($7); Japan, 556 (revised) ($184); Mexico, 12 
($1); and the United Kingdom, 6 ($1). 1985—Austria, 20 ($6); Canada, 49 ($12); the Federal Republic of Germany, 22 ($6); 
Italy, 1,234 ($300); Japan, 19 ($7); and the United Kingdom, 6 ($1). 

Source: Bureau of the Census.
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: _ Table 7.—U.S. imports for consumption of magnesium compounds : 

“calcined carbonate’. “eiloride,” == chdoride” =, Sulfate, salts 
veer’ magnesia (precipitated) (anhydrous) (other); = and kieserite) nspf2 

Gy, chow GY, iow EY, Choe EF, Chow EP, howe BY, how tons) sands) tons) sands) tons) sands) tons) sands) tons) sands) tons) sands) 

1988 __ 6,725 $5,355 185 $285 15 $11 1,761 $282 39,405 $2,589 1,988 $1,358 
1984 _. 6,121 4,918 284 395 63 17 2,987 347 34,255 2621 2443 1,788 
1985 _. 4,891 5,638 QAT 351 15 21 «2,975 368 25,691 1,902 2822 1,805 
i 

1In addition, magnesium carbonate, not precipitated, was imported as follows, in short tons and thousand dollars: 
1983—12 ($28); 1984—33 ($63); and 1985—110 ($125). ) 
Includes magnesium silicofluoride or fluosilicate and calcined magnesia. . 

Source: Bureau of the Census. - a oe —— 

| WORLD REVIEW : 

Australia.—Queensland Metal Corp. NL from 220,000 to 300,000 tons. Improvement 
reportedly discovered a large shallow of transportation and storage facilities and 
magnesite deposit in central Queensland development of new products also were : 

_ estimated to contain over 500 million tons scheduled as part of the company’s modern- | - 
Of material, with a mean grade of 44.2% ization plan. | | | 
magnesium oxide. A prefeasibility study Mining Trading and Manufacturing Ltd. | 
was conducted by Fluor Australia Pty. Ltd. also announced that it will modernize its 
to assess geology, magnesite processing, plants and increase production capacity. — 

- Magnesium metal. production, mining, and The company, which produced both raw and 
marketing. Because this is a shallow depos- caustic-calcined magnesites, intended to re- 

_ it, it was expected that low-cost surface place equipment and increase annual pro- 
mining methods may be suitable for ore duction from 65,000 to 75,000 tons. | 
recovery. Construction of a 110,000-ton-per- Japan.—In April 1985, Asahi Glass Co. — 
year dead-burned magnesia plant was ex- began commercial production of high-purity 
pected to begin in late 1986 or early 1987:: magnesium oxide and magnesium hydrox- 
China.—A West German firm, Krupp ide from seawater. The company reportedly 

Polysius AG, and an Austrian company, constructed a plant to produce 3,000 tons 
_ Refractories Consulting and Engineering per year of 99.1% magnesium hydroxide | 

GmbH, were expected to begin construction and 2,000 tons per year of 99.6% magne- 
of a magnesite sintering plant in May 1986. sium oxide. High-purity magnesium hy- 
The plant, with an annual capacity of droxide is used primarily as a flame retard- 
55,000 tons, was to be constructed in Liao- ant filler material, and high-purity magne- 
ning Province for the Liaoning Magnesite sium oxide has applications as a resin filler 
Co.’s Haicheng Mine. Plant completion was _ for use in electronics, in ceramics, and as an 
scheduled for 1988. optical glass material.‘ 
Egypt.—The Egyptian Salt and Minerals Pakistan.—A joint venture between the 

Co. planned to construct a plant to recover Pakistan Industrial Development Corp. and 
mineral salts from Lake Quarun in Fayoum _ the Al-Ghurair business house of the United 
Province. The plant, scheduled to be com- Arab Emirates to construct a magnesia 
pleted in 1988 at a cost of $80 million, will refractories plant was planned. Magnesite 
have an annual capacity of 45,000 tons of from the Hazara division of Pakistan was 
magnesium oxide and also was expected to expected to provide the raw material for the 
produce sodium chloride, sodium sulfate, 17,000-ton-per-year plant. 
and sodium sulfide. Spain.—A review of the magnesite and 
Greece.—Grecian Magnesite Ltd. SA. dolomite producers was published. Caustic- 

planned to invest $20 million toimprove the calcined and dead-burned magnesites were 
efficiency of its magnesite operations. The produced by three companies. Magnesitas 
investment reportedly included expanding Navarras S.A. had an annual capacity of 
the company’s annual capacity for dead- 65,000 tons of caustic-calcined magnesite 
burned and caustic-calcined magnesites and 70,000 tons of dead-burned magnesite at
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: its plant in Zubiri. Magnesitas de Rubin ter magnesia for magnesia-carbon bricks | 
S.A. produced: caustic-calcined magnesite and fused magnesite, were imported5 

- for-the agricultural market at its 75,000-ton- © Yugoslavia.—A 27,000-ton-per-year mag- 
_ per-year plant*in Monte Castelo. The third nesium oxide sintering plant reportedly be- 

_ producer, Magnesitas-Espajiolas S.A.mined gan full-scale production in late January — 
_ asmall quantity of crude magnesite at its at Kraljevo, Serbia. The plant, owned by 

| | operation in Puerto de la Cruz Verde. Spain Magnohrom, refined low-grade ore into 99% 
was a net exporter of magnesite, although magnesium oxide. 

| | special grades of magnesia, such as seawa- 7 

ae Table 8.—Magnesite: World production, by country Oo 

_ (Short tons) | | 

_—~—~<“‘«é«Sntry=”S”™”~*~=<“—*~*s~s~s~*~::””:::C«~<BSC*“‘“‘OO*SS*#*#*#*#~«*CQBS:*S~#~#~#~#~«*CUQRAP~~~#~#CNQB5e 

Austraia______----_-_____________- 29,151 32,707 24,267 * £28,000 28,000 
| Austria _______..-_....___________ 1,277,414 _—=-1,186,927 «1,108,668 —«-:11,804,484 «1,312,000 _~C 

Brazil?__. ~§- ~5 5 5 eee 314,055 . 248,607 254,634 259,043 259,000 
Canada’? 76,000 75,000. . 74,000 76,000 . —-75,000 : 
China®______ 2 ______ 2,200,000 =~. 2,200,000 += 2,200,000 += 2,200,000 «2,200,000 Stti«=s 
Colombia®__ 1,800 1,800 1,800 1,800 1,800 

_ Czechoslovakia ___-_-_-_____________ 732,000 740,752 129,729 728,000 739,000 
Greece_-______.------.-----------~ | "1,060,072 "1,066,051 981,618 1,173,111 _- 1,200,000 
India _. ~~ LLL 499,798 448,718 478,482 456,388 . 463,000 
Iran® 4.0 4,400 5,500 5,500 5,500 5,500 
Kenya .___~____~ 2 Ti] -- NA 848,098 - 330,000 
Korea, North® _________.-_-__________ 2,095,000 2,095,000 2,095,000 2,095,000 2,095,000. 
Mexico. ~~. ~~~ 13,357 24,793 25,559 33,587 33,000 
Nepal .____._____-...-----_______ ©22.000 22,000 16,552 . 16,097 16,500 - 
New Zealand _ _.-_-__--------.------- 340 5) | _- _- _- 
Pakistan. _________..----.-.-__- 1,710 T1276 2,202 . 4,105. 5,300 
Poland. _______..--. ~~~ 12,486 ——- "18,739 17,747 ~—-°18,000 18,000 
South Africa, Republic of... ____ 62,343 35,193 24,868 36,441 28,300 
Spain... 525,132 588,187 658,230 162,294 717,000 
Turkey..________-.____ ee 864,167 1,018,658 792,698 797,261 800,000 
USS.R® 2,290,000 2,370,000 2,400,000. 2,400,000 2,400,000 

. United States________- = TUT W W Ww W WwW 
Yugoslavia ~~. LL 330,336 362,060 335,064 . 359,353 ®459,663 
Zimbabwe _____._. ~~. _____ 66,352 ™66,866 26,534 - 28,856 22,000 

Total -__-_-_------------------ 712,477,874 "12,558,829 12,258,152. 18,121,368 18,208,063 

“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary 
data; not included in “Total.” 

1Figures represent crude salable magnesite. In addition to the countries listed, Bulgaria produced magnesite, but 
output is not reported quantitatively, and available general information is inadequate for formulation of reliable 
estimates of output levels. Table includes data available through May 6, 1986. 

. Series reflects output of marketable concentrates. Production of crude ore was as follows, in short tons: 1981—681,228; 
1982—556,667; 1988—535,723; 1984—-551,000 (estimated); 1985—551,000 (estimated). 

SMagnesitic dolomite and brucite. Figures are estimated on the basis of reported tonnage dollar value. 
“Year beginning Mar. 21 of that stated. 
5Revised to zero. . 
®Reported figure. 

| TECHNOLOGY 

A description of Veitscher Magnesit- way, were reviewed. Olivin reportedly sup- 
werke AG’s underground magnesite mine plied almost one-half of the world’s 5- 
in Brietenau, Austria, was included in a_ million-ton olivine demand.” 
review of the Austrian mining industry. A An overview of the fused minerals indus- 
room-and-pillar system was used for mining try was published, including a discussion of 
the ore, and then the ore was crushed and_ the production, consumption, and uses of 
sintered in a rotary kiln or shaft kiln before fused magnesia. Fused magnesia was used 
being sold. Average annual production for primarily in electrical insulation and re- 
this mine was estimated to be about 500,000 fractory applications. Magnesia-alumina 
tons.® spinel material (MgAl.0,) for refractory 

Mining methods and processing of olivine applications was produced by fusing high- 
at A/S Olivin’s operation at Aaheim, Nor- purity magnesia and Bayer alumina.®
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Toren eee (London), No. 217, Oct. 1985, pp. 23-68. Physical scientist, Division of Nonferrous Metals. *Pearse, G. Mining in Austria. Min. Mag., v. 158, No. 4, 
*Industrial Minerals (London). QMC Pushes on With (ct. 1985, pp. Mining , | Kunwarara Magnesite. No. 221, Feb. 1986, pp. 8-9. 7World Mining Equipment. A/S Olivin—A Success Sto- : ’Griffiths, J. Hellenic Industrial Minerals. Ind. Miner. Which Illustrates How Demand Can Be Generated To (London), No. 208, Jan. 1985, pp. 19-39. Meet Supply. V. 10, No. 2, Feb. 1986, pp. 14-19. 
“McCulloch, R. Major Cable Fire Opens the Door to - ®Power, T. Fused Minerals—the High Purity High Magnesium Hydroxide. Met. Bull. Mon. (London), No. 180, Performance Oxides. Ind. Miner. (London), No. 214, July Dec. 1985, pp. 78-79. 1985, pp. 37-57. . 5Griffiths, J. Spain’s Industrial Minerals. Ind. Miner. |
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| | By Thomas S. Jones’ | oo 

World production of manganese ore in- U.S. consumption of ferromanganese 
creased to possibly the highest level since decreased by about the same moderate ex- | 
the peak year of 1980. Ore production rose tent as the decline in domestic raw steel 
in several market economy countries, with production. The rate of manganese con-— 7 
Gabon reaching a record high output. U.S. sumption in steelmaking also decreased 
production consisted only of some manga-_ slightly. The U.S. Government extended | 
niferous material for brick coloring. There through 1986 its contract for upgrading ore 
were no U.S. imports of ore from the Repub- in the National Defense Stockpile into high- : 
lic of South Africa for the first time since carbon ferromanganese. This program con- . 

| shortly before World War II. tinued aid to a domestic industry that still 7 
Prices of manganese materials were gen- consisted of only two firms in 1985. Statis- 

erally static, as supply capabilities contin- tics on world production of manganese fer- 
ued to exceed demand. Price changes were roalloys are presented in the “Ferroalloys” | | 

- insignificant both for the increase in price chapter. | 
of metallurgical ore on international mar- Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- 
kets and the decrease in price of ferroman- duction data for manganese are developed | 
ganese imported into the United States. by the Bureau of Mines from three. sepa- 

Further evolution of the manganese po-_ rate, voluntary surveys of U.S. operations. 
| tential of the Carajas region of Brazil.was Typical of these surveys is the “Manganese _ 

marked by the beginning of exports of and Manganiferous Ores” survey. Of the 
metallurgical ore. Projects were also under four operations to which a survey request : 
way there for production of manganese was sent, all responded, representing 100% 
ferroalloys, metal, and chemicals in plants of the total production shown in table 3. 
to be fed with Carajas ore. | | | 

- Table 1.—Salient manganese statistics 

| | (Thousand short tons) | : 

United States: - 
Manganese ore (35% or more Mn): . . 

mports for consumption _.___________~ 639 238 368 338 387 
_.Consumption ___________________-- 1,077 609 531 615 °545 

Manganiferous ore (5% to 35% Mn): 
uction (shipm7nts) _____§___________ 175 32 34 88 20 

Ferromanganese: 
Production _.______.~_---.__-___-- 193 119 86 Ww Ww 
Exports ~______________ 15 10 8 7 7 
Imports for consumption _____.._.____- 671 493 342 409 367 
Consumption __________-____-____- 821 439 446 492 466 

World: Production of manganese ore. ___________ 25,967 26,701 24,190 P26,027 ©26,922 

*Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
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Legislation and Government Pro- which offers for disposal were withdrawn - grams.—Continuing the program of up- until further notice. Sales prior to the 
: grading stockpiled metallurgical manga- suspension and changes in stockpile inven- 

nese ore into high-carbon ferromanganese, tories of manganese materials in 1985 are 
the General Services Administration (GSA) shown below. The change for medium- __ | in August extended through December 31, carbon ferromanganese was just an invento- 

; 1986, its stockpile upgrading contract with — ry adjustment. oo 
Elkem Metals Co. Under the extension, © 

: 58,600 tons? of ore was to be converted into Bales hance 
ferromanganese at an estimated cost of a hort tons) —_in year. 
$15.3 million. GSA suspended sales of excess Material Stock. Non-  endin- 
materials from the stockpile on October 1 to pile stock- “hor. | a comply with a statutory restriction prohib- grade grade tons) | 
iting such sales when the balance in the as 

| National Defense Stockpile Transaction (plural battery ore —_-__ 400080 = gery 
oe Fund exceeds $250 million. Natural battery Metallurgical ore -—---- -- -165,431 and metallurgical manganese ore were Metiumsarbonferroman:” 77 7 

among the excess stockpile materials for --eoSs ne 

Table 2.—U.S. Government stockpile goals and yearend inventories for manganese | 
oo | materials in 1985 | oe ae 

| oe | (Short tons) _ , + | 
| OO Physical inventory, Dec. 31 . . 

| Material Stockpile _ Uncommitted | - Sold, Gran d 

_ = Staekpile  Nenstock rotated, total? 
. Natural battery ore _____.____ 62,000 171,598 33,561 205,154 6,648 211,802 Synthetic manganese dioxide__ _ _ _ 25,000 3,011 —- 3,011 _- 3,011 Chemical ore ~.- = 170,000 171,717 89 171,806 1,732 173,539 Metallurgical ore_______...__ 2,700,000 2,279,408 942,679 =: 3,29'087 168,061 3,390,148 High-carbon ferromanganese. _~ ~~ 439,000 624,310 ~- 624,310 _- 624,310 Medium-carbon ferromanganese __ a 29,057 __ 29,057 ~- 29,057 Silicomanganese __.._- _______ oe 23,574 __ 23,574 _- 23,574 Electrolytic metal _..________ __ 14,172 __ 14,172 _— 14,172 

‘Data may not add totals shown because of independent rounding. an 

On July 8, the President approved Na- administer any reduction in a stockpile goal 
tional Security Council (NSC) recommenda- _in effect on October 1, 1984. | 
tions for modernizing the strategic and The Environmental Protection Agency 
critical materials stockpile. Under the NSC (EPA) determined in August that the then- 
proposal, the stockpile would be structured present ambient air concentrations of man- 
into two tiers. Tier I would contain materi- ganese did not pose a significant risk to 
als required by military, industrial, and public health; therefore, regulation directed 
essential civilian users during a military specifically at manganese was unnecessary _ 
conflict, which would not be available from at that time under the Clean Air Act. This 
domestic or reliable foreign sources. Tier II determination was without effect on exist- 
would contain a supplemental reserve of ing regulation of particulate matter and did 
material already possessed by the Govern- _ not preclude State and/or local air pollution 
ment. According to the NSC guidelines, control agencies from specifically regula- 
manganese would be categorized in tier II, ting manganese emission sources.? EPA also 
and the goal would be about 870,000 tons of issued a compilation of information on the 
manganese metal equivalent. At yearend, ways in which manganese may be emitted 
this proposal was under consideration by into the atmosphere from various industrial . 
the Congress. The Department of Defense sources and the potential for manganese 
Authorization Act, 1986 (Public Law 99- release from each source.* | 145), signed by the President on November The U.S. Congressional Office of Technol- 
8, 1985, stated that no action may be taken ogy Assessment (OTA) ranked manganese 
before October 1, 1986, to implement or within a first group of strategic materials
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_ for the United States, along with chromi- Under the Trade and Development Pro- : | um, cobalt, and the platinum-group metals. gram of its International Development Co- OTA concluded that the best prospect for operation Agency, the U.S. Department of reducing U.S. manganese import vulnera- State conducted a symposium at which bility was through improved steel produc- possibilities were suggested for. joint Bra- tion technology that would lower the zilian-U.S. ventures in manganese. Two po- amount of manganese required per ton of tential ferromanganese operations were steel. OTA also concluded that the potential identified, one in the Carajas region of | for reducing uncertainty about supply from north-central Brazil and the other near the: Republic of South Africa was good Corumba in southwestern Brazil near its because of the existence of several alterna- borders with Boliviaand Paraguay. * tive suppliers.® : ae | Bn 

— | DOMESTIC PRODUCTION -.—sis—i‘#tiy = 

‘Ore and Concentrate—No manganese ers or contractors for use in coloring brick. ore, concentrate, or nodules containing 35% This material consisted of manganiferous or more manganese or ferruginous manga- _ schist, clay, or other earthy material asso- | nese ores or concentrates containing from ciated with the manganiferous member of 10% to 35% manganese were produced or .: the Battleground Schist of the Kings Moun- __ | shipped in the United States. The: only tain area. The manganese content ranged mineral production of material containing from 5% to 15% and averaged less than 5% or more manganese was that mined in 10%. ce : | Cherokee County, SC,. by brick manufactur- _ | ; 

~~ «Table 3.—Manganiferous ore shipped? in the United States, by typeand State: 
- (Short tons unless otherwise specified) | ; I 

ae. a _ | ; 1984 1985. 
poe Type and State oe Gross Man- Gross Man n weight oe tont weight teat 

Ferruginous manganese ore (10% to 35% Mn, natural): 
oe Minnesota —----- 5 et 68,019 8,754 -- So Manganiferous iron ore (5% to 10% Mn, natural): 

South Carolina? __ 20,404 1,799 19,882 1,882 
Ne . $8,423 «10,558 19,882 - 1,882 Value --_-____ $860,226 XX Ww =XxX | 

_W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietarydata. XX Not applicable. == -. , . ca ‘Shipments are used as the measure of manganiferous ore production for compiling U.S. mineral production value.. *Miscellaneous ore. | ee a a a 

_ Ferroalloys and Metal.—Production con- 23% share in Elkem Metals held by a group tinued to be generally slack. Operations of four Norwegian companies. Details of were curtailed late in the summer at the organizational changes within the Belgian Marietta, OH, plant of Elkem Metals by a parent of Chemetals are given under “Bel- | labor dispute that lasted nearly 1 month. gium” in the “World Review” section of this The Kingwood, WV, facility of Chemetals chapter. 4 oo Inc. was disabled by a flood on November 4 SKW Alloys Inc. announced it will contin- and was out of production for the rest of the ue to market manganese ferroalloys in the year. | United States but will produce only a limit- ' Ownership structure was changed for ed amount of silicomanganese. SKW Alloys both manganese ferroalloys producers. El- had been producing ferromanganese and kem Metals became a wholly owned subsid- silicomanganese at Calvert City, KY, until lary of Elkem A/S of Norway in the first production workers there began a strike in half of the year. Elkem acquired the 10% September 1983 that lasted throughout sharé in Elkem Metals held by the Jebsen 1985. The company said that after the strike Group of Norway in March, and then in ended it would produce silicomanganese May acquired the remaining outstanding again, but only until manganese ore on
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hand or committed for was consumed. . gross production recycled to the furnaces, oe 

| Production quantities tabulated for man- used as an intermediate in producing 

| ganese ferroalloys are net production for medium- or low-carbon ferromanganese, or 

shipment outside the producing ferroalloy _ lost in the plant. 

facility, and do not include that portion of ; | a 

OS - Table 4.—Domestic producers of manganese productsin1985 | 

4 Products? - 
7 erence te 

ED : f : . 

So Company | . Plant location FoMa SiMn Ma MnO; Type of process | 

Chemetals Inc: Ho . CF . , . 

Chemicals Div ____—-~- Baltimore, MD — —- — -- an _- X Chemical. 

Metals Div _ ~~ —_--— ~ Kingwood, WV —_- | xX _— _- __  Fused-salt electrolytic. 

-Elkem Metals Co ....--- Marietta,OH ~~~ a .¢ x x _. Electric furnace and — 

ee oo. - _ electrolytic. . 

Foote Mineral Co __— ~~~ New. Johnsonville, ~- -- -- X _ Electrolytic. 

Kerr-McGee Chemical Corp Hamilton, MS___— -o oe x __ Do. : 
Do__._.___-_-— . Henderson, NV _ _- -- _- -- xX Do. 

RAYOVAC Corp: ESB Covington, TN —_~ __ Pee de X Do. : 

MaterialsCo. 7 / | er | 

Union Carbide Corp _.-- . Marietta,OH ~--_ . ~— -- -- Xx Do. . 

ai ‘FeMn, ferromanganese; SiMn, silicomanganese; Mn, electrolytic manganese metal; MnOz, synthetic manganese 

ioxide. - . i . 

Table 5.—Ferromanganese and silicomanganese produced and shipped in the United | | 

States and manganese ore consumed in their manufacture 

, . (Thousand short tons, gross weight, unless otherwise specified) | 

, , Ferromanganese . | 

: oe Production Silicomanganese Menganess iv 

. Year _ _ Per ton of 

Manganese ferroman- 

| oe waht Coerene Shipments Production Shipments quantity ganese and 

. percent) ganese 

| made 

1981 __._.-_---- 193 80 188 173 173 743 2.0 

1982 ________-_- 29 82 98 - 69 83 412 2.2 

1988 __._____--- 86 - 81 109 WwW 63 283 WwW 

1984__-_____--_.. WwW - 82 W Ww WwW WwW W 

: 1985 ---------- Ww 81 W Ww Ww Ww Ww 
ee ns 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 

1Containing 35% or more manganese (natural); includes ore used in producing manganese metal. 

+ + * - CONSUMPTION, USES, AND STOCKS - 

Ironmaking and Steelmaking.—The av- more manganese used directly in steel- 

erage rate at which manganese was con- making was reportedly negligible. | 

sumed as manganese ore in making pig iron Unit manganese consumption in steel- 

or equivalent hot metal decreased to 0.9 making as ferroalloys and metal decreased 

pound per ton of raw steel. This rate was slightly to approximately the 1983 level. For 

calculated from an estimated consumption reported consumption in the production of 

of 90,000 tons of manganese ore containing 89.1 millicn tons of raw steel and steel 

more than 35% manganese, all of foreign castings in 1985, the pounds of manganese 

origin, in iron blast furnaces and production consumed per ton of raw steel was 7.7 as 

of 883 million tons of raw steel ingots, ferromanganese, 1.5 as silicomanganese, 

continuous- or pressure-cast blooms, billets, and 0.1 as metal, for a total of 9.3. In 1984, 

slabs, etc. Data were not available for the the corresponding unit consumption in pro- 

quantity of domestic manganiferous iron duction of 93.5 million tons of raw steel and 

ore containing 5% to 10% manganese also steel castings totaled 9.5, of which ferro- 

consumed in iron blast furnaces. The quan- manganese accounted for 7.9; silicoman- 

tity of manganese ore containing 35% or ganese, 1.4; and metal, 0.2.
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| Table 6.—U.S. consumption and industry stocks of manganese ore,! by use | 
(Short tons) 

ao of at? Lo Consumption — Stocks, Dec. 31 

. ee 1984 1985 1984 «1985 | 

Manganese alloys and metal ________-_--_________ ow W 257,698 —=—«-262,664 
Pig iron and steel _. .. _-_____..-_-_.~.--_-___ 116,953 €90,000 = 96,679 ©78,940 
Dry cells, chemicals, miscellaneous*__________.__-_~-- Ww WwW 227,890 247,008 

Total __-_-_-_-------------------------- "615,311 °545,000 582,267 °588,612 

Estimated. "Revised. |W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included in “Total.” 
1Containing 35% or more manganese (natural). oo 

_ Natural ore, including that consumed in making synthetic manganese dioxide. ee . | 

| Table 7.—US. consumption, by end use, and industry stocks of manganese ferroalloys | 
. Bo and metal in 1985 | 

— - | (Short tons, gross weight) | 

| rnd Oo a Silico.  Man- "End use | High um - manga- ganese 
- . - : and low Total tal - | : | | | carbon ‘carbon . nese me | 

- Carbon = 290,105 «67,725 357,830 76,343 2,903 
Stainless and heat-resisting. _______..__.-...--- 12,483 (4) 12,488 3,228 _—«-:1,548 
Full alloy. 22 LLL (26,000 8,879 34,379 13,653 908 
High-strength, low-alloy.....00.2...-..---.... 26,765 7,441 . 34,206 5,642 626 
Flectric__--__._----------------2------- = ® ) () ® 

7 - “Tool ee 275 () 275 —Q) 101 
Unspecified __-_2-.----------------------__ 156 536 692 660 61 

otal steel 2st et ------- 358,784 84,081 489,865 «99,526 6,142 
| Cast irons 2. «5,845 973 16,318 2,583 Ww 

Superalloys... --- 130 WwW 130 | w = 196 
Alloys (excluding alloy steels and superalloys)... ...__ 946 WwW 946 W 717,630 
Miscellaneous and unspecified... __~_ ~~ ~~~ ~~ 7,989 294 8,283 2,669 537 

Total consumption _.__.._.._..__...-....._ 380,194 85,348 «465,542 «104,778 +~—-24,505 
Total manganese content®___..___.___-..-_-_-_ 297,000 68,000 365,000 69,000 24,500 

Stocks, Dec. 81......------- iu. 82,829 17,085 99,864 14,207 5,271 | 

Ww Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Miscellaneous and unspecified” where 
applicable. 3 

FWithheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Steel: Unspecified.” 
Partly based on data of the Aluminum Association Inc.; not directly comparable with data prior to 1984. 
*Estimated based on typical percent manganese content (rounded). | 

Battery and Miscellaneous Industries.— plant that had produced electrolytic manga- 
Duracell Inc.. RAYOVAC Corp., and Union nese metal from 1968 to 1983 was converted 
Carbide Corp. all announced significant per- into.a computerized EMD facility equipped 
formance improvements in their alkaline with titanium anodes. 
batteries that use synthetic manganese Union Carbide sold the welding and cut- 
dioxide. Such batteries captured a larger ting systems business of its Linde Div. to 
share of both civilian and military battery L-Tec Co., a new limited partnership affili- 
markets from carbon-zinc dry cells. Syn- ated with Integrated Resources Inc. of 
thetic dioxide also was blended with natural New York City. Property at Niagara Falls, 
ore in carbon-zinc cells and used in special- NY, where manganese-containing welding 
ized chemical applications. Foote Mineral fluxes are manufactured was included in 

_ Co. became the fifth domestic producer of the sale. | 
synthetic dioxide by starting commercial In June, a year-old strike by production 
production of electrolytic manganese diox- workers ended at Carus Chemical Co., La- 
ide (EMD) at its plant:in New Johnsonville, Salle, IL, a producer of potassium perman- 
TN, in November. Output at the design ganate. 
capacity rate of 10,200 tons per year was ON. K. Industries Inc., a new company in 
achieved in December. This culminated a Phenix City, AL, began grinding manganese 
$16.9 million program in which part of a ore for applications in the brick industry.
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PRICES 

_ Manganese Ore.—Prices depend primari- list price for domestically produced high- 
ly on manganese content..but are also carbon ferromanganese with a minimum 
influenced by several.other factors: These manganese content of 78% was not avail- | 
include other chemical constituents, physi- able..-The price of comparable . imported 
cal character, quantity, delivery terms, high-carbon ferromanganese .averaged less 
ocean freight rates, insurance, inclusion or than 1% lower.than that of 1984. For most 
exclusion of duties if applicable, buyers’ of 1985, the quoted price was the same as | : 
needs, and availability of ores. having the that at yearend 1984, $325 to $335 per long | 
specifications desired. Trade journal quota- ton of alloy, f.o.b..Pittsburgh or Chicago | 
tions reflect the editors’ evaluation of the warehouse, although a peak of $335 to $345 
market. had been reached early in February. A final | 

The price of metallurgical ore increased. price of $320 to $330 applied.as of late 
by only a nominal amount. Negotiations October. The price of imported silicoman- 
between consumers in Japan and in West- ganese containing 2% carbon generally de- 

| ern Europe were again drawn out and _ clined throughout 1985 to average 10% less 
. extended late into the summer. Japanese than that of 1984. For this material, the 

consumers ended up agreeing to prices av- price per pound of alloy, f.o.b. warehouse, 
eraging less than 1% higher overall for a started 1985 at 18 to 20 cents.and ended the 
contract volume about the same as that of year at 15.5 to 16.5 cents. For the same 
1984. The price averaged over the year for grade of domestically produced silicoman- 
delivery to West European ports'was barely ganese, the only price published was: 23.5 
1% greater than that of 1984. The average cents.per pound of alloy, f.o.b. producer, a — 
price, c.if. U.S. ports, for metallurgical ore price unchanged from that set in July 1984. 
containing 48% manganese was $1.43 per | Manganese Metal.—Electrolytic metal 
long ton unit, compared with $1.42 in 1984; from domestic suppliers. was - quoted 
per metric ton unit, these prices were $1.41 throughout 1985 at 80 cents per pound for CC 

| and $1.40, respectively. These prices convert. bulk shipments, f.o.b. shipping point. This 
to 6.4 and 6.3 cents per pound of manganese price had been reached late in November 
in ore, respectively. - SO 1984. | , 
Manganese Ferroalloys.—A published | ys 

| ~ FOREIGN TRADE ee 

Reported ore exports were presumed tobe 50% of that imported as ferroalloys and 
mostly metallurgical ore obtained from ex- metal. Imports of manganiferous ore con- 
cess Government stocks except for about sisted of only 15 tons from Mexico having 
13,000 tons of reexports shipped to Canada. an average manganese content of 30%. | 
About 4,000 tons of ore shipped to Mexico Imports of ferromanganese decreased 
plus about two-thirds of that shipped to about one-tenth overall from those of 1984, 
destinations other than Mexico and Canada and the average manganese content of all 
apparently was imported manganese diox- ferromanganese imports declined from 
ide ore possibly ground, blended, or other- 178.6% to 78.2%. Record high imports of 
wise Classified in the United States. Report- silicomanganese were about one-fifth great- 
ed reexports of ore, all apparently metal- er than in 1983-84, with those from the 
lurgical grade, totaled 20,587 tons, destina- Republic of South Africa triple the 1984 
tions of which included 15,568 tons to Mexi- quantity from that country. Imports of 
co and 4,962 tons to Canada. Exports of unwrought manganese metal receded from 
ferromanganese and silicomanganese re- the 1984 record high to about the 1978-81 
mained insignificant compared with im- import level. , 
ports of these ferroalloys. Exports of manga- Reported imports for consumption of spie- 
nese metal increased about one-fourth over geleisen were 270 tons, composed of 188 tons 
those of 1984. from the Federal Republic of Germany 

Gabon and Brazil were the leading having relatively high unit value and 82 
sources of ore imports, each with about one- tons from Canada. 
third of the total. No receipts were reported Imports of manganese dioxide increased 
from the Republic of South Africa for the 5% over those of 1984 to another record 
first time since 1938. Average grade of high, although the value of dioxide imports 
imported ore remained nearly the same at decreased slightly as overall average unit 
48.8%. The quantity of manganese import- value declined. All but 83 tons were appar- 
ed as ore and dioxide was approximately ently synthetic dioxide for battery or chemi-
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| cal applications. Imports of other manga- ic Republic, 191 tons.. | 
: nese chemicals included 165 tons of manga-. Tariffs.—Under section 201(b) of the , 

nese sulfate, consisting of 114 tons from Trade Act of 1974, the International Trade , 
Belgium-Luxembourg, 29 tons from Japan, Commission determined on April 8 that 
19 tons from the Federal Republic of Ger- increased imports of potassium permanga- 
many, and 4 tons from the United Kingdom. nate were not a substantial cause or threat | 
Those from Japan and the Federal Republic of serious injury to the domestic potassium 
of Germany had relatively high unit value. permanganate industry. Carus Chemical, , 
Imports for consumption of potassium per- the petitioner and sole domestic producer of . 

, manganate increased to 1,499 tons, of which potassium permanganate, was thereby pre- : 
the principal sources were Spain, 1,091tons; cluded from possible import relief under 
China, 207 tons; and the German Democrat- section 203 of the Trade Act of 1974. 

‘Table 8.—U.S. exports of manganese ore, ferroalloys, and metal, by country | 
. | | | (Gross weight) 

— | _ 1984 1985 : 
: Country Quantity Value Quantity Value 

a _ (shorttons) (thousands) (shorttons) (thousands) 

Ore and concentrates containing 5% or more manganese: eo 
Canada ________----- ~~ ee 54,859 $4,225 23,977. $1,530 

- France ____ ~~~ ee ee CC 109,664 6,300 a Se . 
 Ttaly_- 88,181 2,212 __ _ 

Mexico _______.-____-________----_------ | 25,987 1,705 30,020 2,379 
Other _-__-_______ eee 8915 1,201 — 2,043 377 

| Total --------~ 287,606 15,643 56,040 4,286 

_ Ferromanganese: . / . - 
Canada ~~~ ~~~ ~~ eee 5,498 3,745 6,165 4,158 . 

. Mexico __________~___ ee 277 241 288 241 
' Trinidad and Tobago __________---..----.-~--- 879 355 _— _— 
’ Other __. 110 BB ATA 363 

| Total. __________1_-______ ee 6,764 14,397 6,927 | 4,762 

Silicomanganese: | so 
Canada ____________-____-_e ieee ts«i18 97 _ 2,149 904 
Dominican Republic _.._-____._-.---------_--) 466 243 10 9 
Mexico ____________-________-_.~___--__- 3,749 1,537 27 41 
Trinidad and Tobago _______..______.--.--—--- 962 345 881 373 
Other ________--------~--~~-+-~----~----+--~-- ™34 715 22 82 

| Total -- ee -------- 5,888 2,237 3,089 1,859 

Metal including alloys and waste and scrap: | | 
Belgium-Luxembourg ———_..--..----~-----~---- 1,015 1,460 932 1,304 
Canada _______~____--_~-~-_~-~--~----~-~---+- 280 462 429 766 
Germany, Federal Republic of ______._.._-.-.---- 40 65 400 563 
Japan ______._- 5 ee 1,533 2,035 1,873 2,322 
‘Netherlands _____ _______.-__-.----------- 384 493 888 1,215 
Sweden __ ~~ --~-_---~-~---~-~-------- 182 256 8 18 
Other +--+ 648 71,145 632 1,054 

* Total_-___-__----~------------------- 4,082 15,915 5,162 7,242 

"Revised. 
1Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Source: Bureau of the Census, adjusted by the Bureau of Mines. |
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Table 9.—U.S. imports for consumption of manganese ore, ferroalloys, metal, and | , Oe - - dioxide, by country | - ae 
| TTT aR 1985S 

a oo Gross Gross t . ose, ganese Value _ . ganeése Value oo. 7 Country weight : content (thou. weight content, (thou: 
my wt short san sho san | : 8) tons) = t—(ié‘ sy 

- OREANDCONCENTRATES Bo | a 7 . 
35% or more manganese: ae oS oe " . oo Australia____.__._...-_--_-_.---_. 39,689 21,005 ~— $2670 82,948 . 43,104. . $4,490 Brazi) _..-_------_-__u--_2________ + 88,333 44,259 3,135 122,726 59,816 5,423 Gabon _____--__ 2 Lei. = 182,985 «66,135 6,898 - 129,360 64,093 8,240 —. Mexico --__-_~_ 40,831 116,298 2,122 51,708 121,761 © 4,879 Moroceoo___ 17 1390 0—C—~«“‘«X‘ Sd 118 165 29 South Africa, Republicof -.._.__._.._... 36,179 17,286 1,178 ~—e ee -_ 

Total?_____.__.__________ 388,094 165,023, 16,024 386,859 188,840 22561 Of which, more than 35% but less than 47% So manganese: Mexico______-________.. 38,028 14,897 1,975 43,698 16,842 . 2422 

. FERROMANGANESE . oe 
. All grades: a . 

Australia... 6,937 4,637 1,406 11,133 8,729 . 2,908 Belgium-Luxembourg ___§_§.$____________ 843 - 758 187 oe er Brazil ~~ 2-2 2 ee 9425 17,266 2,477 11,538 8,854 2,814 Canada _~___ = Le 2,052 1,408 852 36,562 28,275 9,270 France ~____~__--__-_-.______.____ 128,081 96,445 33,271 117,708 91,905 33,196 . Germany, Federal Republic of _...._._____ 24,308 19,794 11,650 10,158 8,157 3;842 Japan -_ = 2,756 2,225 1,385 | 212 192. + =: 218 Mexico ___ 1 39,124 30,876 12,715 38,071 30,401 12,548 Norway -__ ~~~ 39,844 31,920 12,092 2,894 2,512 2,616 Portugal _-__~-___ = 17,444 13,475 3,237 5,842 4,483 . 1,258 South Africa, Republicof ~...._._.._.._-_. 183,708 104,497 34,599 127,591 99,121 34,013 Spain _-___22 6,320 4,972 2,587 2,243 1892 © 974 Yugoslavia ___ 22 2 4,519 8,427 1,120 2,921 © 2,225 - 738 

Total?______.__.____-____ 409,810 821,699 117,678 366,874 286,744 104,889 

Of which, 1% or less carbon: , 
.  Belgium-Luxembourg ______.. _____ 843 . 757 787 -- -- — Canada__-2 2 1? 12 2 40 a7 5 - France ~~~ 892 790 1,012 2,389 2,113 2,239 Japan____ ~~ _- _- -— 212 192. . 213 Norway... ____ 3,268 2,872 2,753 2,895 2512 2,616 Spain. _ _— _- 40 | 34. 26 ———— 

Total?_ = = 5,020 4,431 4,554 5,575 4,877 5,098 . a ne 
More than 1% to 4% or less. carbon: oO 

Brazil_ ~~ _~=_~ 606 497 © 297- -— oe -— Canada____ ~~ 17 12 2 171. 124 32 France ______._..___________ 4,368 3,655 2,139 -- -—- —- Germany, Federal Republic of __. __ _ _ 24,308 19,794 11,650 5,204 4,269 2,310 Japan_ 22 2,756 2,225 1,385 _. _- — Mexico _______________ 15,830 12,727 7,540 20,592 16,652 8,667 South Africa, Republic of_________ _ 649 527 313 2214 1,787 966 Spain 4,976 3,980 2,347 2,203, ~=—s-1,858 © 948 
A CC LS eet 

Total? ___________ 53,509 43,419 25,674 30,383 24,689 12,923 i eeeeeee—e=e—=eo=oeeoeeE— 
SILICOMANGANESE 

Australia... ~~~ 14,181 9,344 4,096 14,762 9,774 4,420 Brazil __-._§-__-___-__- ee 46,591 30,565 14,190 20,315 13,471 6,204 Canada _-________~_______ 933 632 302 2,249 1,388 315 France _-._-____-_~~_- 413 270 253 _- __ _- Italy_ ~~ _- —_ aL 551 340 352 | Mexico _._______~-~-___ iL 15,447 10,311 5,002 9,656 6,358 2,855 Norway -_____-__--_~__________ 11,854 7,680 5,137 13,635 8,948 5,075 Portugal _.______-_-______ 827 498 141 2,425 1,642 770 Romania _________-_____________ 9,094 6,066 3,011 — —_ _- South Africa, Republicof _..._____________ 23,425 15,694 7,138 71,736 48,133 21,365 Spain __--__-_ 1,265 820 765 1,475 958 916 Sweden _-__-__ = = ~- ~- _- 1 1 1 Thailan®_____ = _- _- _— 1,320 858 600 United Kingdom __-________________ ~- ~- _- 41 23 5 Yugoslavia____________________ 14,465 9,459 4,711 27,356 17,827 8,545 a ED 
Total? ________.-__-_____-___ 188,494 91,889 44,746 165,528 «109,719 «451,428 

——$—<————_———_eeQQQnn]{[=_=[_==XK—KVX—_—_— 
See footnotes at end of table.
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- Table'9.—U.S. imports for consumption of manganese ore, ferroalloys, metal,and 
| dioxide, by country —Continued 

7 _ a —_ «1984 1985 | 
. oo Oo Man- Man- 

. _ Country — waipht ganese Value - we ganese Value 
oo (short content (thou. (short content (thou- 

oe (short sands) ° . —. (short sands) 
a , tons) tons) | tons) tons) 

METAL - : = , | 
Unwrought: . a, oo 

South Africa, Republicof _.__._.__2_______ 18,295 XX $12,951 8,402 XX $8,890 
Other ___-----_----------------- 19 XX 27 164 XX 162 

Total._-_-.__-.___________ 18,814 XX 12978 8,566 XX 9,052 
Waste and scrap: Japan --__-------~--~---- _- XX ~- ‘4 XX | 2 

DIOXIDE | | | 
Belgium-Luxembourg _____——-~~___--=---~-~- 453 XX 381 439 XX 401 
Brazil _§______-_____2 ~~ us --.-__- —._—_—-788 XX 908 505 XX 612 
Greece___§_§_-~~____.-___~~_-~_-~-_-_-~-- 2,600 XX 3,112 . 2,386 XX 2,625 . 
Ireland ___________________ 218 XX 302 933 XX 1,190 
Japan____ se 19,884 XX 25,165 19,429 XX —-23,805 : 
South Africa, Republic of __.____________-- 74 XX 717 1888 XX -° 1,490 
Other ___-________-___-+----------- ™480 $$$XX. "431 90 XX 31 

© Motal?@_ 2-248 KX 80,878 25,671 XX 30,154 

- TRevised. XX Not applicable. — . . a . 
Includes Bureau of Mines conversion of part of reported data (from apparent MnOz content to Mn content). : 

_ 2Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 
3Country of transshipment rather than original source. — ; 

~ Source: Bureau of the Census, adjusted by the. Bureau of Mines. _ 

--.. Table 10.—U.S. import duties on manganese materials | 

te - sug. Most favored nation(MFN) __ ~Non-MFN 
| mem NO Fain, 1985 Jan.1,1987 Jan. 1, 1985 

. Ore and concentrate________ 601.27 Free == Free _-§_§______ 1 cent per pound 

Ferromanganese: 
Low-carbon __..__.---~. 606.26. 2.4% advalorem! ___ 2.3% ad valorem_ _ 22% ad valorem. | 
Medium-carbon ____~_~_~- 606.28 1.4% ad valorem! ___ 1.4% ad valorem_ _— 6.5% ad valorem. 
High-carbon_____.—_.~— 606.30 1.5% ad valorem? ___ 1.5% ad valorem_ _ 10.5% ad valorem. 

Silicomanganese________._ . 606.44 § 44% advalorem? _—_ 3.9% ad valorem_ — 23% ad valorem. 
Metal____.______-_-__~ . 682.30. 14% ad valorem _ ~~ _ 14% ad valorem? _ 20% ad valorem. 

Free from certain countries under Generalized System of Preferences, not including Brazil for silicomanganese. 
2As of Sept. 1, 1985, free for products of Israel. 
35.6% ad valorem for products of Israel. . 

| - ~~ WORLD REVIEW | 

Australia.—Manganese ore production iaries into Gechem in the final months of 
increased 9% to the highest level since the year. In the restructuring, Société Eu- 
1980, according to preliminary data of the ropéenne des Dérivés du Manganése SA 
Australian Bureau of Mineral Resources. (Sedema) was absorbed from Société Carbo- 
Shipments by Groote Eylandt Mining Co. chimique SA (Carbochim) into Société 
Pty. Ltd. declined, however, to about . d’Applications de la Chimie de 1’Electricité 
1,540,000 tons for exports and to about et des Métaux SA (Sadacem). Principal 
350,000 tons for domestic shipments, for a ownership of Sadacem was divided between 
total of about 1,900,000 tons. This was more Carbochim, 65%, and Gechem, 26%. Ge- 
than 8% below the 1984 total.¢ chem owned 99% of Carbochim. A Gechem 
Belgium.—Production facilities for man- business sector was formed that included 

ganese chemicals and ferroalloys were in- the Sadacem chemical plant at Tertre and 
cluded when Société Générale de Belgique Chemetals in the United States, both of 

SA consolidated its main chemical subsid- which had been owned by Sedema, and the
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- Gabon.—Production of manganese ore at Manganese dioxide, with production up 
the Moanda Mine of Compagnie Miniére de slightly to 54,000 tons and exports up by | 
YOgooué S.A. (Comilog) increased about one-fifth to 48,400 tons. Both Chuo Denki 
10% to surpass slightly that in the former Kogyo Co., a manganese ferroalloy produc- 

| record high year of 1979. Shipments by er, and Toho Zinc Co. Ltd. announced plans 
vomilog also advanced to about 2,450,000 to move into production of chemical manga- 
ons. , nese dioxide and possibly other manganese 
Ghana.—Exports of manganese ore pro- chemicals, Production of electrolytic man- | duced at the Nsuta Mine of Ghana N ational ganese metal rose to 5,100 tons. — vt Lo 

Manganese Corp. rose somewhat to 291,000 Norway.—Elkem increased to 100% its 
on Shipments through the ort ae ownership of both Elkem Metals Canada 
rac were reported as having gone to eig and Elkem Metals in the United States, 
European countries, Japan, and the United thereby completing the takeover begun in 
States.*° Shipments in 1985 were &PProxl- 1983 of the bulk. ferroalloy business in mately double those in the recent low-point North America formerly held by Union 
year of 1982, having increased every year Carbide. _ ae 
since. | . 7 South Africa, Republic of.—Ore produc- 

Gr cece. P roduction of battery ore from tion was relatively steady through the year, the Plavista Mine was to be expanded ) . + a n _ wae ngs well below capacity at a level attained as of severalfold by C. Christoforidis Mining S.A., id-1984. C ed with 1984. producti 
its new owner, from a 1985 production level "U4 all ar d oredu, , wt fr alert ‘al jon 
of about 10,000 tons. Grade of the battery Overall and pr uctio nO metal ‘urgical ore 7 
ore concentrate was about 72% manganese (!£¢r eased about one-fifth, whereas produc- 
dioxide. Plans were also. made to produce a 0n of chemical ore decreased about: one- : manganese carbonate ore containing about fifth. Production of the various categories of 
32% manganese."' The mine is situated on Fé was as follows: | oo, 
the eastern Khalkidhiki Peninsula near Co Bn 
Neochorio. . : Ey 
Japan.—Ore production dropped by near- | | / ae , (thousand 

ly two-thirds following closure in late 1984 $$$ $ sort tons) | _ Of two mines in Hokkaido Prefecture. These __ METALLURGICALORE -—=«.—si—i—i(iiw#‘é( 
were the Ooe and Inakunaishi Mines of 30% to40% Mn_____________-__. ssi 899 
Hokushin Mining Co. Ltd. that had been Over 40% to 45% Mn ~----------- 928 producing carbonate ore. Chugai MiningCo. Over48% Mav v2a aT Ltd., operator of the Jokoku Mine, thus _ Total | ae 
became the largest domestic ore producer. (OBE Dorma mec nsec n ncn mmm 18,195 

Production of manganese ferroalloys CHEMICAL ORE . 
decreased about 8%, dropping to 487,000 35% MnOzandless_________..._. sg 
tons for ferromanganese and to 239,000 tons Over 35% to 65% MnOz----___---. 181 
for silicomanganese. Exports of both materi- Over ®5% to 75% MnO2___________ __._} 
als remained comparatively small, approx- _‘Total ~- eee «TA ® 

ra rere ennesterareasenn rere yen reapers 100 tons for siliocron er manganese and rout do not add to total shown because of independent 

clined again for ferromanganese, to about | | | _ | 6,500 tons, whereas those of silicoman- | At its midyear annual meeting, South ganese rose to about 134,000 tons. At mid- African Manganese Amcor Ltd. shortened 
year, Mizushima Gokintetsu began produc- its name to SAMANCOR Ltd. Earlier in the 

| tion of high-carbon ferromanganese in a year, SAMANCOR had combined separate shaft furnace sited within a steelmaking divisions for manganese ore and manganese complex of parent company Kawasaki Stee] ferroalloys into a single unit. SAMANCOR Corp. Demand for manganese ferroalloys produced manganese ore from its Hotazel, continued to decrease owing to steelmakers’ Mamatwan, and Wessels Mines. - 
hot metal pretreatment practices, especial- The Associated Manganese Mines of ly at Nippon Steel Corp. South Africa Ltd. shipped about 1,240,000 

The trend of successive increases to new tons of manganese ore, a 6% decrease from record high totals continued for synthetic shipments of about 1,320,000 tons in 1984.13
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Effective August 1, the world’s two larg- oped. High-gradient magnetic separation 
| est producers of electrolytic manganese (HGMS) was being tested for Chiatura ores, 

metal, Electrolytic Metal Corp. (Pty.) Ltd. Application. of chemical benefication to | 
(Emcor) and Delta Manganese (Pty.) Ltd. Nikopol’ ores showed that high-grade con- | 
(Deltamang), were merged into a single centrates low in phosphorus could be pro- 
firm, Manganese Metal Co. (Pty.) Ltd. duced by a dithionate process.’* In 1984, the 
(MMC). MMC’s metal capacity of about overall average grade of concentrates had 
48,000 tons per year, all in Transvaal Prov- fallen to a little under 30%. 
ince, consisted of the former Emcor plant at Kazakhstan’s contribution to Soviet man- 

Krugersdorp and the former Deltamang ganese mine production remained insignif- 
| plant at Nelspruit, the newer and larger of icant but was being increased. In 1984, 

the two with a capacity about 160% that of the open pit Ushkatyn-1 Mine in central 
the Krugersdorp plant.’* At the time of the Kazakhstan was brought into operation, 
merger, Emcor was controlled by General adding its capacity of nearly 1 million tons 
Mining Union Corp. Ltd., and Deltamang of crude ore per year to output from the 
was controlled by Delta S.A. (Pty.) Ltd. Dzhezdy manganese mine and the Karazhal 
Division of ownership of MMC was Emcor, iron-manganese deposit. a | 
51%, and Delta S.A., 49%. Delta EMD (Pty.) The quantity of ore exported in 1984, 
Ltd., formerly a subsidiary of Deltamang 1,192,000 tons, was virtually the same as 

- and the country’s only producer of electro- that in 19838. Principal destinations, ac- 
lytic manganese dioxide, was not merged counting for over 90% of the total, were, in 7: 
into MMC but remained a subsidiary of tons, Poland, 605,000; Czechoslovakia, 
Delta S.A. | CO 381,000; Bulgaria, 82,000; and the German 
U.S.S.R.—Mine production declined Democratic Republic, 75,000. | : 

slightly, and the percentage decline was United Kingdom.—Sale of about one- 
apparently somewhat greater for the Chia- fourth of a Government stockpile of strate- : 
tura Basin in Georgia than for the Nikopol’ gic materials in the second half of the year 
Basin in the Ukraine. Various methods of included about 26,000 tons of high-carbon . 
beneficiating high-clay, low-grade ores of ferromanganese, 29,000 tons of manganese 
the Nikopol’ and Chiatura Basins contain- ore fines, and 1,400 tons of battery ore. 
ing about 20% manganese were being devel- 

oo | . . ... TECHNOLOGY |. | 

In a report on deposits of strategic and perton fracture zone served as feed material oe 
critical minerals in Nevada, the Bureau of for these tests.’® | 
Mines listed data on five deposits that have Hypothetical mining of nodules from this 
a potential for commercial production of portion of the northeast equatorial Pacific 
manganese: Boulder City, Fannie Ryan, Ocean and subsequent metal recovery were 
Gibellini, Three Kids, and Virgin River. subjected to cost sensitivity analysis by 
Except for Gibellini, all of these deposits are the Bureau. It was concluded that, for 
in the southeast corner of Nevada east of the foreseeable future, significant financial 
Las Vegas. Three Kids is a past producer; incentives would be required to make nod- 
the other deposits are inactive and have ule mining and processing economically 
been explored only. | attractive.’ 

The Bureau summarized its research on Tables of thermodynamic data on elemen- 

analysis and characterization of ocean man-_ tal manganese and various manganese bo- 
ganese nodules and potential rejects from rides, carbides, carbonates, chlorides, fluo- 
nodule processing. This research, funded by rides, nitrides, oxides, phosphides, sele- 
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Ad- _ nides, silicates, silicides, sulfides, and tel- 
ministration, gave a positive indication that lurides were included in a Bureau compila- 
commercial recovery of cobalt, copper, man-__ tion of thermodynamic data.” 
ganese, and nickel from manganese nodules HGMS was investigated as a method for 
would be environmentally acceptable.’’ utilizing the manganese resource of the 
Tailings and slags characterized by the Cuyuna iron ore range in central Minneso- 
Bureau were generated by processing nod-_ ta. Tests were conducted on samples of the 
ules in the laboratory according to five major types of manganiferous ore found in 
proposed first-generation processes. Pacific the north range district of the Cuyuna 
manganese nodules from the ClarionClip- Range. Fine grinding, such as to 85% minus
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500 mesh, enhanced liberation of manga- A conserative outlook for the synthetic 
nese minerals. Hematite ore responded best _manganese dioxide industry was advo- 

_ to HGMS, yielding a product with 21% cated.” - 
| manganese and 32% iron at a manganese 9 ——————— | | 

recovery of about 80% from an ore feed zp hysical scientist, Division of F errous Metals nm thi 
. . , ni in 

with 138% manganese and 29% iron.2 chapter is the short ton of 2,000 pounds. 8 us 
Expansion of India’ . _ 2 %Federal Register. Environmental Protection Agency. 

b ; . dia S manganese resource Decision Not To Regulate Manganese Under the Clean Ate 
ase by pan sintering ore fines was evaluat- Act. V. 50, No. 156, Aug. 13, 1985, pp. 32627-82628. 

ed. This method of agglomeration was con- _,,,U:5. Environmental Protection Agency. Locating and 
. : 7 Estimating Air Emissions From Sources of Manganese. 

sidered for fines of high-grade manganese EPA~450/4-84-007h, Sept. 1985. : , 
ore i - U.S. Congressional Office of Technology Assessment. . | and beneficiated low-grade manganese  g,_ategic Materials: Technologies To Redmse US, Import 
ore. Laboratory-scale through semicom- Vulnerability. OTA-ITE-248, May 1985, 409 pp. 

_- mercial-scale tests were conducted, as well p paillings’ Mining Review. V. 75, No. 15, Apr. 12, 1986, 
: as smelting trials in a commercial ferro- tau V. 75, No. 10, Mar.3,1986,p.21. =. 

m ce. “ndioate rini, B. V., L. T. de Castro, and L. J. Goncalves. 
anganese furnace These tests indicated O manganés de Carajas na fabricacao de ferro liga (Carajaés 

pan sintering was suitable for the limited Manganese in Ferroalloy Production). CVRD revista, v. 6, 

quantities of manganese fines produced dur- “Sciauc, R. Plesve Production at Paris Outreau. Met, 
ing processing of a variety of Indian ores.”? Bull. Mon., No. 179, Nov. 1985, pp. 13, 15, 19. oe 

_ Modification. of a conventional composi- —,, y7"/ling® Mining Review. V. 75, No. 9, Mar. 1, 1986, 
tion of Hadfield:steel resulted in an as-cast . vapdustrial Minerals Gondon). Manganese Dioxide Ex- 

| w * pansion. No. 217, . »p.14. | . steel that was successfully field tested in ‘““i2yyhre, F. Changing Role of Manganese and Its Effects 
France for use in rail frogs, and led to on, Consumption. Trans. Inst. Min. and Metall., Sec. A, 

- tt ommiinatt ~. . v. 94, July » Pp. . se | similar applications elsewhere in Europe "i3gkittings’ Mining Review. V. 75, No. 18, May 3, 1986, 
| and Africa. A manganese-molybdenum steel _ p. 13. rte L. J. Electrolytic M : 

yo : : _ r, L. J. Electrolytic Manganese—A Long Term 
was derived from’the Hadfield steel compo- Industry. Met. Bull. Mon., No. 175, July 1985, pp. 21, 23. 

| sition with about 13% manganese by lower- nN pteentyey, V. A. GF Souslikov, Kol Tischchenko, 
. ge . K. Vorobyov, and L. A. Mizernitsky. Development an 
ing carbon content from 1.2% to about 0.8% — Commercial Application of ‘the Technology for Benet 
and adding 1.0% to 1.8% molybdenum. The ciation of Low “Grade Clayey Manganese ©) Paper in 

ope ys ga qe olume III, elling—Process Control; eficiation | 
odie’ composition eliminated the need Complex and Difficult Ores: Technical and Economic 
Or ; : ins pects. nternation iner ocessing Congres 
hoth eat treatment that is required during (Cannes, France, June 2-9, 1985). Société de Industrie 

ot. natal ation and repair of conventional Minérale et Bureau de Recherches Géologiques et Min- 

steel frogs.25 Tene 2YOY) PP. | ops." _ ..,. "Lowe, N. T., R. G. Raney, and J. R. Norberg. Principal 
The possibility that the residual limits Deposits of Strategic and Critical Minerals in Nevada. 

for mang: i i i uMines , 1985, 202 pp. 

gould be raised in the future was dicussod w:neagtee.8 We: Lam: D.C Barron, GW. Kramer, . , and M. J. Magyar. Pacific Manganese es: 
in light of the growing signifi cance of re- (paracterization and Processing. BuMines B 679, 1985, 

cycling manganese-bearing used beverage a apynes: B. W., D.C. Barron. G. W. Kramer, R. Maeda, 
: ° . ° and M. J. Magyar. ratory Processing and Character- 

cans. Fur ther investigation is needed, but & ization of Waste Materials From Manganese Nodules. 
review of the effects of manganese in alumi- Bubtines RI 888, 1985, 16 pp. | 

. . illman, C. T., and B. B. Gosling. Mining Deep Ocean 
num alloys for casting was encouraging. In Manganese Nodules, Description and Economic Rnalysis 
a number of instances, addition of man- of 2 Potential Venture. Panes IC 9015, 1985, 19 pp. 

. ankratz, L. B., J. M. Stuve, and N. A. Gokcen. 
ganese has been found to improve alloy Thermodynamic Data for Mineral ‘Technology. BuMines 
properties. 677, 1985, 355 pp. 

. . . a. . Sabelin, T., A. S. Malicsi, and I. Iwasaki. Cuyuna 
pencovery that rapid ; Sondibication of Manganese, Resources and Their Concentrability by High 

aluminum-manganese alloys c radient Magnetic Separation. Paper in Proceedings o: 
atomic & ts th y' an produce Minnesota Section AIME 58th Annual Meeting and Unie 

arrangements that are neither crys- versity of Minnesota 46th Annual Mining Symposium, 

talline nor glassy has attracted considerable 1988 of pee P. J. Sanders and F. Lindberg. MN Sec. AIME, 
scientific interest. The first such nonperiod- “Dey, D. N., and P. K. Jena, Pan Sintering of Ore Fines 
° . an ncentrates. Paper in Fou nternationa - 
1¢ or quasicrystal structure found has posium on Agglomeration, ed. by C. E. Capes (Toronto, 
icosahedral symmetry.2> Further work has Ontario, Canada, June 2-5, 1985). AIME, Warrendale, PA, 

° » pp. - . 

revealed existence of a decagonal phase ““23pichard, C.,, and S. Bechet. As-Cast Manganese- 
that is structurally intermediate between Molybdenum Rail Frogs, Cut Costs, Reduce Maintenance. 
. . olybdenum Mosaic, v. 8, No. 2, 1985, pp. 1-5. 
icosahedral and fully crystalline symme- *¢Rooy, E. L. Aluminum Scrap Recycling and Its Impact 
tries,2* These unusual structures have been on the Metal gastings Industry. Trans. Am. Foundrymen’s 

. e ° +> V. ’ > . ° 

produced in aluminum-manganese composi- 2Schechtman, D., I. Blech, D. Gratias, and J. W. Cahn. 
tions having 10 to 22 atomic percent manga- Metallic Phase With Long-Range Orientational Order and 
nese No iranslational iaymmetry. Phys. Rev. Lett., v. 538, Nov. 

° 7 » Pp. ° . 

A review of nonmetallurgical manganese T a pgndersky,_ L. Quasicrystal W ith One Dimensional 
° ranslati i 

ore production and markets for such ore Phys. Rev. Lett, v 35 Sept, 30, 1985, op M461. 1463 Axis. 
and manganese compoun : Toon, S. Manganese—Active Batteries Attract Produc- 

ng, pounds pointed out the ind’ Miner dosndon), No 214. July 1985, pp. 19-35. 
increasing number of sources of battery ore.



| | By LindaC. Carrico! oe 

| Domestic mercury mine production, re- average dealers’ price declined for the 
ported by four mines in Nevada, decreased fourth consecutive year. Owing to a world- 

: for the fifth consecutive year. Secondary wide oversupply, the London price plunged 
production increased 5%, reflecting the re- below the $300 per flask level in early 
sumption of secondary mercury sales by the January and never regained that level. 
General Services Administration (GSA). Im- Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic da- 
ports for consumption decreased 25% from . ta for mercury are developed by the Bureau 
the high level of 1984, with Spain continu- of Mines from three separate, voluntary 

, ing to be the dominant supplier. Reported surveys of U.S. operations. Typical of these 
consumption was virtually the same asthat surveys is “Mercury,” a survey of mercury _ | 
of 1984, with the battery industry account- consumption. Of the 362 firms to which 
ing for more than 50% of total demand. A this survey report was sent, 93% responded, 
buildup of industry stocks, especially during representing an estimated 99.6% of the 
the first half of the year, contributed to the reported U.S. consumption shown in tables 

| decrease in the domestic dealers’ price dur- 1 and 4. Consumption for the 26 nonrespon- _ 
ing that period. As the domestic supply of dents was estimated using prior years’ con- 
mercury remained ample during 1985, the sumption levels. . 

oe Table 1.—Salient mercury statistics | | | 

7 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 

United States: - | 7 
Producing mines _______-_.______---~-~----~- 3 3 3 3 4 
Mine production. ___________.___~ ~~ _flasks__ 27,904 25,760 25,070 19,048 16,530 

Value _______..____-_~ ~~ _- thousands_ _ $11,549 WwW Ww Ww Ww 
Secondary production: _ . . 

Industrial ________-_----_- ~~~ ~-flasks__ 4,244 4,473 13,751 5,673 5,358 
Government? _____. 5 __-_~»-~-do.___ 7,000 a __ __ 585 

Industry stocks, yearend? ________.___.~_do___ 27,339 28,827 31,018 27,255 27,985 
Shipments from the National Defense Stockpile® do_ _ _ — _— 7,076 6,000 4,092 4,534 
Imports for consumption_ — ~___._-____~-do___~— 12,408 8,916 12,786 25,327 18,890 
Exports. ______________________-do___ NA NA NA NA NA 
Consumption. __________-------~~--do___- 59,244 48,943 49,188 "54,669 53,483 
Price: New York, average per flask ___..__..._—~- $413.89 $370.93 $322.44 $314.38 $310.96 

Ww Employment, mine and mill; average _______---~- 48 45 45 41 35 
oria: 

Mine production___.______._-___-_-—_-flasks._ "210,885 197,901 = 180,800 "195,286 + ©196,250 
Price: London, average per flask _..___.____----~ += $417.52 $376.96 $313.33 $306.40 $288.56 

4 “Estimated. PPreliminary. ‘Revised. NANotavailable. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary 
ata. 

1Secondary mercury released from U.S. Department of Energy stocks. 
2Stocks at mines, consumers, and dealers. 
3Primary mercury. 

Legislation and Government Pro- Stockpile (NDS) during fiscal year 1985. 
grams.—Public Law 98-525 of 1984 authoriz- GSA auctioned mercury on an “as-is” 
ed GSA to dispose of 5,000 flasks? of excess basis from the NDS on the third Tuesday of 
mercury and 500,000 pounds of excess mer- each month, offering 1,500 flasks per 

curic oxide from the National Defense month. GSA sold 4,499 flasks and shipped 

683
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- 4,534 flasks during the year, leaving 159,189 fense Authorization Act, 1986 (Public Law 
_ flasks in excess to the stockpile goal. In 99-145),? signed by the President on Novem- oo 

June, GSA sold its last authorized (Public ber 8, 1985, stated that no action may be 
Law 98-525) quantity of mercury from the taken before October 1, 1986, to implement 
NDS for fiscal year 1985. The stockpile goal or administer any reduction in a stockpile 
remained at 10,500 flasks. ee goal in effect on October 1,1984. | 

| GSA continued to auction 50,000 pounds .. The Environmental. Protection ‘Agency — 
of mercuric oxide on the first Wednesday of (EPA) issued final- regulations under the 
each month from the NDS on an “as-is” Clean. Water Act for certain nonferrous 
basis. The monthly auctions took place metals manufacturing operations that limit 
through September, when GSA terminated the discharge of pollutants into navigable 

| the mercuric oxide disposal program by waters and into publicly owned. treatment 
selling the remaining excess quantity inthe works by existing. and new operations. This 
stockpile. GSA sold 350,875 pounds of mer- regulation provides effluent limitations ba- 

| curic. oxide and shipped 390,822 pounds, sed on best practicable and. best available 
with 80 pounds remaining t6. be shipped-at technology, new source performance stand- 
yearend. From the inception of.the mercu- ards based on best demonstrated technolo- 
ric oxide disposal program in 1981 through gy, and pretreatment standards for existing | 

_ 1985, the following quantities were sold, in and new indirect discharges. The maximum 
pounds: 1981—none; 1982—1,000;. 19883— _ effluent limitations for primary and second- | 
none; 1984-——359,100; and 1985—350,875. ary mercury manufacturing facilities, based _ 
The total quantity sold,was 710,975 pounds.. on a daily and monthly average, varied | 

| On October 15, after a lapse of 3 years, according to the type of. operation and 
GSA resumed monthly auctions of surplus effluent: source.’ This regulation became 
secondary mercury. managed by the U.S. effective November 4,1985. . - 
Department of Energy (DOE) in Oak Ridge, Under. section 304 of the Clean Water 
TN. On the third Tuesday of each month, Act, EPA announced the availability of 

| GSA offered a maximum of 1,500 flasks on final ambient water quality criteria. docu- 
: an “as-is” basis. GSA sold and shipped 585 ments for nine pollutants, of which. mercury 

flasks, leaving 34,720 flasks available for was included. These criteria reflect the 
disposal. ... ... . Jatest scientific knowledge on the identi- 

On July 8, the President approved.Na- fiable effects of pollutants on public health 
tional Security Council (NSC) recommenda- and welfare and aquatic life. 
tions for modernizing the strategic and EPA continued ‘its review ofthe national | 
critical materials stockpile. Under'the NSC emission standards, under section 112 of 
proposal, the stockpile would be structured the Clean Air Act, for mercury-cell chlor- 
into two tiers. Tier I would contain materi- alkali plants, sludge incineration and dry- 
als required by military, industrial, and ing plants, and mercury ore processing 
essential civilian users during a military plants. — oe ne : : 
conflict, which would not be available from On September 30, Public Law 96-510, the 
domestic or reliable foreign sources. Tier II Comprehensive Environmental Response, 
would contain a supplemental reserve of Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980 | 
material already possessed by the Govern- (Superfund), expired. Attempts to reauthor- 
ment. Mercury was included in tierI ofthe ize the Superfund prompted legislative ac- 
proposal with no goal listed, pending Gov- tion, and at yearend, several bills were 
ernment review. The Department of De- under consideration by Congress. 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION oe 

Since 1982, Nevada has been the only year: the McDermitt, the Carlin, the Pin- 
mercury producing State. Total reported son, and the Borealis. The McDermitt Mine, 
mine production in 1985, including byprod- operated by Placer U.S. Inc., remained the 
uct mercury, was 16,530 flasks, with produc-__ principal domestic mercury producer. The 
ers operating at 47% of capacity. Produc- Carlin Mine, operated by Carlin Gold Min- 
tion decreased as a result of increased ing Co., the Pinson Mine, operated by Pin- 
imports over the past 2 years and sales of son Mining Co., and the Borealis project, 
excess mercury and mercuric oxide from operated by Tenneco Minerals Co., produc- 
the NDS. ed mercury as a byproduct from their gold 

Four mines were in operation during the mining operations.
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' Placer continued exploration work at its Table 3.—Production of secondary McDermitt Mine and at other prospects mercury in the United States — : in the Western States. At yearend, the . - (Flasks) _ McDermitt Mine had about 6 years of prov- ees | . en reserves, based on an annual production Year | andustrial rank, ‘Total 
Waste stripping at FMC Corp.’s Paradise 1981 ________ 4,244 7,000 11,244 Feak open pit mine near Gabbs, NV, was {$82 -------- 4478 ee ae under way in late 1985. Construction ofthe 19347. 5,673 —_— 5,673 mill and leach facility was about 85% com- 1985 -----___ 9,858 585 9,943 | pleted by yearend, with startup scheduled "Revised. — for June 1986. FMC’s geologists predicted ae that the mine could yield between 800 and The following five companies redistilled 2,600 flasks of mercury per year as a by- purchased primary and/or processed product from gold mining. | purchased scrap mercury: Adrow Chemical | 7 7 Co., Wanaque, NJ; Bethlehem Apparatus 

_ Table 2.—Mercury ore treated and Co. Inc., Hellertown, PA; D. F. Goldemith ‘mercury produced in the United States! _ Chemical and Metal Corp., Evanston, IL; | | Mercury Refining Co. Inc., Albany, NY; and : ] | Ore _ Mercury produced Troy Chemical Corp., Newark, NJ. Total Year treated ~~ pongs secondary production from industry and : a (short _ Flasks or «government materials was equivalent to 
11% the reported mercury consumption. 1981__________-_ 262,380 27,888 8.1 Major sources of secondary mercury were i968----"=2772. MBN SRost «= $2 amalgams, sludges, obsolete industrial end | 1984: _________= 216212 19/014 67 control’ instruments; metal retrieved from | | 1985----~---~--- 182,385 16387 G8 chlorine and caustic soda plants, and mer- | "Excludes mercury produced from old surface ores, CUriCoxidefromthe NDS. | dumps, and placers, and as a byproduct. ae a 

| CONSUMPTION AND USES | 

_Consumption of mercury was reported by Corp.’s Niagara Falls, NY, plant remained | about 275 plants, of which more than one- temporarily closed. At yearend, 20 mercury- half were east of the Mississippi River. cell chlor-alkali plants were in operation. Primary mercury accounted for 68% ofthe  Cosan Chemical Corp. of Carlstadt, NJ, _ total reported consumption, followed by re- became a wholly owned subsidiary of distilled mercury, 22%, and secondary CasChem Group Inc. Reportedly, Cosan is mercury,10%. —s| | __ the largest domestic producer of aryl mer- Domestic mercury consumption was vir- cury chemicals and the only domestic pro- tually the same as that of 1984, with the ducer of 100% phenyl mercuric acetate.’ battery industry continuing to be the domi- These products are used as a mildewcide nant consumer, followed by industries pro- anda preservative in coatings and building ducing chlorine and caustic soda, paints, products. 
wiring devices and switches, and measuring Thor Chemicals Inc. in N orwalk, CT, and control instruments. | established a warehouse facility for the Mercury consumed by the chlorine and storage and handling of several different caustic soda manufacturing industry declin- mercury compounds produced at its plants ed because of the permanent closing of in Natal, Republic of South Africa, and three mercury-cell chlor-alkali plants and Margate, United Kingdom. The compounds the temporary closure of one plant. The include battery-grade mercurous and mer- following mercury-cell chlor-alkali plants curic chlorides, urethane and polymeriza- closed during 1985: LCP Chemicals and tion catalysts, and phenyl mercuric com- Plastics Inc., Linden, NJ; Olin Corp., McIn- pounds. Thor announced plans to sell and tosh, AL; and Monsanto Co., Sauget, IL. distribute these compounds to consumers in Throughout 1985, Occidental Chemical the United States.
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| . | Table 4.—Mercury consumed in the United States, by use - 7 

: : (Flasks) oA 

- SIC . . , . 2 . 

code | . Use oo 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 

28 -—_— Chemical and allied products: - a 
2812 ~ Chlorine and caustic soda manufacture__------- 7,323 | 6,243 8,054 1,347. 6,700 

: 2816 Pigments____-.--------------------- JW Ww Ww W: W 

2819 Catalysts, miscellaneous_.__--------
------ | 815 499 484 359 497 

- 2821. Catalysts for plastics _ _ ____----~---------- Ww WwW Ww WwW WwW 

_ 2819 Laboratory uses _ ._ _- ------------------ - 328 281 280 r69 446 . 

2851 Paints... n= e-- «(7049 6,794 6,047 4,651 4,892 

2879 Agricultural chemicals_ —~ - ~—-—------------ 79 36 —- 0 ee 

— Other chemicals and allied products. — _ -------- Ww w.. W w Ww 

36 Electrical and electronic uses: un a, oO . 

3641 Electric lighting.____-_---------------- 1048 826 1,278 1,487 1,726 

3643 Wiring devices and switches_._------------- 2641 2,004° 2,316 2,730 2,843 

3692 Batteries _..__-_______----_--------- | 29,441 24,880 23,350 29,700» - 29,782. 

_— Other electrical and electronic uses _ _ - --~----- Ww WwW Ww WwW WwW 

38 Instruments and related products: 
. 

382 Measuring and control instruments — - ~~ ------- 5,671 3,064 2,465 2,856 2,654 

3843 Dental equipment and supplies_ — — - _--~------ 1,613 1,019 1,597 1,432 1,960 

_- Other instruments and related products -------- © 253 194 Ww WwW. WwW 

_ Other.______.__-_-__----=+--------------_
___. 242 984 1,956 1,404 ~~ 267 

| Total. ------------------------- | 59,244 48,943 49,188 754,669 58,483 

_ FRevised. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included in “Total.” - 

a STOCKS 

| | The NDS, as of December 31, 1985, con- mine producers, ‘consumers, and brokers 

tained 169,689 flasks of mercury and. 80 increased during the first half of the year, 

pounds of mercuric oxide. DOE held 34,720 and thereafter, slowly declined and ended 

- flasks of secondary mercury in Oak Ridge, the year at 27,985 flasks. — 

TN. Reported stocks of mercury held by — oe ao - 

“ — Table 5.—Stocks of mercury in the | oe - 

7 . - United States, December 31 — | 

Oo | (Flasks) | | | 

} ] Prod ~ Con- pn mo | 
ucer sumer | . - . 

Year (min e) and Total co, . 

_ | dealer — | 

- 4981__ 11,788 15,556 27,889 : : | 
1982. _______--- 13,598 15,229 -:28,827 a 
1988__________- 18,328 12,695 —«:31,018 
19g4F__________ 19,964 7,291 27,255 ° | | 

| 1985_______-__- 19,398 8,587 27,985 : 

"Revised. | | an 

- PRICES 

According to Metals Week, the New York yearend reached a yearly low of $273 to 

dealers’ price for mercury was $320 to $325 $280 per flask. 

per flask at the beginning of the year. The London price of mercury (minimum 

Thereafter, the price fell until June 7 when 99.99% pure), quoted by Metal Bulletin 

it increased to $303 to $310 per flask. On (London), reached a high of $300 to $309 per 

July 18, the price reached a yearly high of flask for the first 8 days of the year, and 

$323 to $328 per flask and remained at that thereafter, fell and never regained the $300. 

level for 15 consecutive weeks owing pri- level. The price reached a yearly low of $250 

marily to a static domestic mercury market. to $260 per flask at yearend. 

The price then decreased steadily and by
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| : _. Table 6.—Average prices of mercury at __ | oe " New York and London =~ - Oo | — (Per flask) 

oo oo 7 Period New York London a es wee - a : ao : . T, - . : _ oo swe ” : : , 1981.--_. = $413.89 $417.52. me | 1982____. 870.93 376.96 | 1988___. 322.44 313.338 : a 1984___-_ 31438 306.40 oe 
. oe, 1985: | OS January _____ 317.52 301.66 | i February... 314.00 300.12. _ | . March _-_____._____ 309.95. . 296.56 | : | April 2 299.59 292.88 . | | : oo May__.. | 293.59 289.33 og | . June 0 310.00 291.75 | | "1 | 321.46 292.83 . August 328.00 291.17 i | September_.._______ 323.00 - 288.63 . -October_.- = = 323.00. 282.92 a | : >.‘ November__________ 313.37 275.72 a | . — -. December ________ _ ., 283.00 | 259.890 Co 
a -.-. «1985 average. | 310.96 288.56 oo 

- Sources: Metals Week (New York) and Metal Bulletin _ a oe (London). oe | oe So , Me | 

| | | FOREIGN. TRADE | 

Imports for consumption of mercury and $282.53 per flask, compared with $287.20 mercury-bearing waste and scrap, which _ per flask in 1984. . - _ | included imports for immediate consump- The U.S. rate of duty on imported mer- tion plus ‘material withdrawn from bonded cury and mercury-bearing waste and scrap, | warehouses, decreased 25% from the high TSUS 632.34, as of. January 1, 1985, from | level in 1984. Spain continued for the third countries with most-favored-nation status consecutive year to be the leading supplier. was 6.2 cents per pound.® A duty of 25 cents | The average unit value of imports was __ per pound applied to other countries. 

| | Table 7.—U.S. imports for consumption of mercury | ‘ : _ and mercury-bearing waste and scrap, by country | 
| — 1983 1984 1985 

: Country . Bs - —- Value... Value Value my Loe - Flasks (thou- Flasks (thou- Flasks (thou- - i sands) : . Sands) sands) 
Algeria... 1,795 $560. 8,201 $2,441 1,938 $580 Canada__________ 4 ~ 49 14 33 5 26 China. 

__ 350 112 2,382 662 Denmark._______ — _— 14 8 _— __ Dominican Republic_________________ 100 23 _— ~— — _— ' Finland eee ee eee _~- _. 120 54 _— _- France__________.____ --— -- -- _~ 1 7 Germany, Federal Republic of_______ ~~~ er!) —_ a 500 148 Italy ---- 500 * 192 800 196 __ _ - Japan_—___ 511 179 500 120 2,502 . 630 Malaysia___-__________ —_ —~- | _— 380 81 Mexico _—__-___-__- 2. 890 Qt 9 214 38 Netherlands_______-____ 1,501 359 = «:1,556 392 — __ ~— Spain___-___ 3,408 1,068 § = 11,749 3,344 7,955 2,322 Turkey | ——>—~~-~~-=--- 222 2LIIIE *  . 1,833 885 2,002 564 s«3,012 842 Uni Kingdom —_ ~~~ _______ lll 2,031 657 (4) | (4) 1 
Total ~-__-----_-__ tis -_______ 12.786 3,813 25,327 7,274 218, 890 5,337 
'Lessthan1/2unit, = ne | 2Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. . 
Source: Bureau of the Census. Do: | .
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| | WORLD REVIEW. : 7 

World mine production was 54% of avail- my countries. It was concluded that in order _ 

able capacity. : to meet: anticipated future demand, addi- 

The Bureau of Mines investigated the tional mercury production will be required 

| availability of mercury from 22 deposits in to supplement those properties currently 

market economy countries.° Of the deposits producing, at higher production costs. 7 

investigated, 15 had demonstrated re- World mercury reserves were estimated — 

sources of approximately 95 million metric by the Bureau of Mines at 4 million flasks, 

tons of ore containing 5.3 million flasks of of which 85% is in market economy coun- 

mercury and accounted for 85% of the tries. Spain had the largest share of world . 

demonstrated resources for market econo- reserves, 65%." | oe 

i Table §.—Mercury: World mine production, by country! | | | 

a Country 1981 s«1982 1983 1984 1985° 

Algeria - eee --- 25,000 «11,000 +~=—_°10,000 23,000  ——«-25,000 , 

China®________-__------------------- - 20,000 20,000 . © 20,000 20,000 20,000 

Czechoslovakia_ _. . __ -_----------------- 4,438 4,380 | 4,177 4,409 4,400 

Dominican Republic __.------------------ 17 49 &40 ©30 20 

| Finland ______----------------------- 1,949 2,068 1,857 2,292 2,300 

Germany, Federal Republic of_._------------- .. 2,205. - 1,537 — 2,005 (?) _- 

Italy _______------------------------- 7427. 4,612 _ _ __ 

Mexico_____-_----------------------- 6,962  _—-8,558 6,411 11,140 10,000 

Spain _-____------+----------------- 46008 . 48808 41,075 «44,093 =. 45,000 

Turkey _____-_---------------------- | 75,915 77,129 4,665 — 5,274 6,000 

| USSR® ______-_-_-------------------- 63,000 64,000 64,000° 64,000 65,000 7 

United States________------------------ 27.904 25,760 25,070 ~—s-—«:19,048 316,530 

Yugoslavia ___------------------------ a £1,500 ©2000 —-2,000 

Total.._._---_-------------------- 210,885 —°197,901 180,800 * 195,286 » 196,250 

eRstimated. Preliminary. "Revised. | CO | | 
Table includes data available through Apr. 22, 1986. _ a | 

2Revised to zero. 
| 

_SReported figure. . a, . . 

China.—Exploration work on the western dicted that the mercury-cell process in Ja- 

end of Gongguan-Huilong mercury deposit pan will disappear completely by mid- _ 

was reportedly completed with work under 1986.7 | | _ 

way on the eastern end. Ore reserves at the Several Japanese manufacturers of dry- 

deposit at Dianyang in Shaanxi Province cell batteries formed the Alkaline Dry Cell | 

was ranked the second largest in China.” Technology Research Association in Sep- 

The Songhua River in Northeastern Chi- tember 1984 to study ways to reduce the 

na reportedly has been plagued with mer- amount of mercury used in dry-cell batter- 

cury emissions from chemical and metallur- ies without reducing their efficiency. The 

gical plants. The Government forced an average mercury content in an alkaline- 

immediate closure of all factories and pro- manganese dry-cell battery was 0.33 gram 

hibited all fishing in the area. It was esti- in 1983 and 0.24 gram in 1984. Research and 

mated that 150 metric tons of toxic mercury development work was under way during 

could be present in the banks and body of 1985 on a mercury-free alkaline-manganese 

the river. The Chinese Government in coop-_ battery cell. It was reported that a “new 

eration with Swedish experts was investi- material” could appear in the near future to 

gating the extent of mercury contamination produce the mercury-free battery cell.13 

to the environment. Mexico.—Four mercury-cell chlor-alkali 

Japan.—In October 1985, the Japanese plants were in operation compared with five 

Ministry of International Trade and Indus- in 1984. The producers and locations of the 

try (MITT announced that eight Japanese active mercury-cell plants in 1985 were as 

mercury-cell chlor-alkali producers have follows: Guanos y Fertilizantes de México 

until June 30, 1986, to convert to the ion- S.A., Salamanca; Pennwalt S.A. de C.V., 

exchange membrane-cell process in order to Santa Clara; Celulosa y Derivados S.A. de 

comply with its 1983 order. Analysts pre- C.V., Monterrey; and Industria Quimica del
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| Istmo S.A., Pajaritos. The Guanos y Fertiliz- production in 1982 and since has produced | 
antes de México’s San Cristobal plant did 70% to 80% of: the company’s output. Re- 

- notoperatein 1985.4 , serves, reportedly some of the richest in the 
_. .  Spain.—Three mines in the Almadén re- world, could last about 25 years at the 

gion, operated by Minas de Almadén y present production rate. Development work — 
Arrayanes.S.A. (MAYASA), a mining com- continued at the Las Cuevas Mine, about 5 

| pany owned by the Spanish Government, miles from Almadén. During 1985, small a 
remained the only producers of mercury in amounts of low-grade waste material were 
Spain. The Almadén Mine, the oldest and processed. MAYASA estimated the life of 
richest mercury deposit in the world, is this underground mine to be about 20 years _ 
expected to be mined out by the end ofthe and planned to mine it by the vertical 
decade. The El Entredicho open pit mine, crater retreat method. 

| about 11 miles from Almadén, went into full | 

a TECHNOLOGY ~ 
7 caret , tndide crvst ; ?Flask, as used throughout this chapter, refers to the | 

__ A mercuric iodide crystal was. grown in @ 76 pound flask. 
ee Dear ae ORS The ACC RBS EER Lag aie Noo a oe soser Tee | — 2» shuttla fli#ht in the sori 1s ct, . Public Law 99-145, Nov. 8, ’ tat. 775. . . 
Js shuttle flight in the spring of 1985 ‘ The “Federal Register. Nonferrous Metals Manufacturing 

| purpose was ‘to grow a near-perfect single Point Source Category; Effluent Limitations Guidelines, 
tal of me ric iodide j retreatment Standards, and New Source Performance 

crystal of mercuric iodide and to improve  ¢frin de V_ 50, No. 183, Sept. 20, 1985, pp. 38276-38402. | 
the understanding of crystal growth by a S__._.. Water Quality Criteria; Availability of Docu- 
vapor process. Mercuric iodide crystals have ments, V. 5), No. 145, July 29, 1985, pp. 30784-30796. 

_ pe ae, eo isti mercury is primary mercury further proc- . 
| practical use as sensitive X-ray . and gamma- essed or refined to a higher grade. ve 
ray detectors and could be -useful in port- 7American Paint and Coatings Journal. CasChem Group . 

| able detector devices for monitorin gnu clear neauires Cosan Chemical Corp. V. 70, No. 16, Oct. M4, 1985, 

powerplants, prospecting for natural re- ‘Federal Register. Proclamation of Trade Agreement 
mane’ we ‘eae © ° ss * with Japan and Spain Providing Compensator nces- 
sources, biomedical applications in diagno- gion, v, 48, No. 247, Dec. 22, 1983, pp. 56953-56559. 
sis and therapy, and in astronomical in- : Mishra, C. P Di R. Wilburn, D. G. Hartos, C. D. Sheng. 

- _ ons te ° * oh. ogg, and R. C. Bowyer. Mercury Availability—Market 
struments. Ine addition . to their high Economy Countries. A Minerals Availability Appraisal. 
performance electronic properties, these ‘BuMines IC 9038, 1985, 18 pp. Ch. in Mineral Fac : 4 | 

. ome wo arrico, L. C. Mercury. Ch. in Mineral Facts an 
| crystals operate well at room temperature. —p, ojems, 1985 Edition, BuMines B 675, 1985, p. 500. 

Similar equipment was used on earth to Yingbi, D. An Outline of Shaanxi's Mineral Product 
. sdantical ' Resources. Beijing Zhongguo Dizhi (China Geology). No. 8, 

grow an identical crystal under the same Aug. 18, 1985, pp. 21-22. | | 
environmental conditions other than in mi- =! Japan Chemical Week. Caustic | Soda Process Conver- 
crogravity. A comparison of the space- and = 8!0n Frogressing. V. 20, No. 1540, Mec. 9, 1900, P. *. | 

cu : ——-—. Joint Research Assn. Endeavoring for Reduc- 
cart grown ayees was being made to tion of Hg Residue in Dry Cell. V. 26, No. 1818, July 4, 
etermine if the microgravity environment 85, p. 7. , 

ig aw : *The Chlorine Institute Inc. North American Chlor- 
Was a crucial factor in the growth of anear- — aixali Industry Plants and Production Data Book. Pam. 
perfect single crystal. | 10, Jan. 1986, 20 pp. : 

, 15Research and Development. Researchers Assess Crys- 
ee tals Grown in Microgravity. V. 27, No. 7, July 1985, pp. 

| _ "Mineral specialist, Division of Nonferrous Metals. 54-55.
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Mi 
| By Lawrence L. Davis! | 

In 1985, a total of 138,000 short tons of survey forms were submitted, 56 operations, scrap and flake mica was reported produced or 89%, responded. Responses to the scrap in the United States, a 14% decrease from and flake mica production form and the 1984 production. | ‘ground mica production form were 100%, | Nearly all sheet mica supply continued to representing 100% of the totals shown in | be imported. Consumption of muscovite mi- . table 1. Of the eight canvassed operations to | , ca block decreased by 18% to 51,100 pounds. which the mica block and film consumption Consumption of mica splittings remained form was sent, seven operations, or 88%, the same at 2.4 million pounds. The value of responded, representing 95% of the con- sheet mica exports increased 4% to $5.3 sumption shown in table 1. Of the 12 million. Imports for consumption of sheet canvassed operations to which the mica : mica increased 14% to 2.7 million pounds. splittings consumption form was sent, 9 | Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- operations, or 75%, responded, representing duction and consumption data for mica are 90% of the splittings consumption shown in developed by the Bureau of Mines by means table 1. Consumption for the nonrespond- of three separate, voluntary surveys and ents was estimated using prior year produc- — one mandatory survey. Of the 63 canvassed tion data. | : operations to which 1 or more of the 4 | : | : 

| Table 1.—Salient mica statistics - _ 
— 

1981 1982 1983 "1984 1985 | 7 United States: 
_ Production (sold or used by producers): . Scrap and flake mica -___ thousand short tons_ _ 133 106 140 161 138 alue__________________ thousands. ~ $8,212 $6,398 $6,479 $7,139 $6,330 Ground mica_________ thousand short tons__ 117 96 130 146 136 Value-________________thousands_ $17,440 $16,106 $18,702 $21,384 $21,256 Consumption: 

Block, muscovite.______ thousand pounds__ 155 86 74 62 51 
| Value__________________ thousands _ $1,448 $1,325 $961 $842 $751 Film -___-- = thousand pounds__ WwW WwW Ww WwW WwW Value__________________ thousands. ~ W Ww Ww W Ww Splittings __________"_" thousand pounds. ~ 4,386 2,639 2,120 2,366 2,361 Value____-_____________ thousands. ~ $3,064 $2,032 $1,394 $1,679 $1,610 Exports__________ thousand short tons__ 12 12 11 9 10 

Imports __-___ gg 13 10 8 13 11 ; 
World: Production____________" “thousand pounds. ~ “580,038 476,550 585,281 608,700 €537,792 

“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 

Legislation and Government Pro- into two tiers. Tier I would contain materi- grams.—On July 8, the President approved als required by military, industrial, and : National Security Council (N SC) recommen- essential civilian users during a military dations for modernizing the strategic and conflict, which would not be available from critical materials stockpile. Under the NSC domestic or reliable foreign sources. The Proposal, the stockpile would be structured proposed goals for mica in tier I are 246,400 

691
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pounds for muscovite block, 18,700 pounds 1985, stated that no action may be taken 

| for muscovite film, 14,391,100 pounds for before October 1, 1986, to implement or | 

7 muscovite splittings, 85,000 pounds for administer any reduction in a stockpile goal 

- phlogopite block, and 482,600 pounds for ineffect on October 1,1984. Po 

phlogopite splittings. Tier II would contain The Government inventory of stockpile- . | 

a supplemental reserve of material already grade natural sheet mica was reduced by 

| | possessed by the Government. The proposed 3% to 22.4 million pounds by yearend. The | 

, | goal for tier II is 200,000 pounds of musco- General Services Administration sold 800 

| vite block. The Department of Defense Au- pounds of muscovite film, 7 53,000 pounds of 

| thorization Act, 1986-(Public Law 99-145), muscovite splittings, and 50 pounds of 

| signed by the President on November 8, phlogopite splittings. | | 

Table 2.—Stockpile goals and Government inventories for mica, December 31, 1985 _ 

| Ot Oo | a | | (Thousand pounds) - : . 

. i, . . | Non- | Available _ 1985 

onal a ee 
Be . 

_ grade . we 

Block: _ : | oe 7 

Muscovite, Stained and better _.__-__---------- 6,200 - 5,006 207 ee 

- Phlogopite _________-_---------------- 210 1% 144 ee ee 

Film: Muscovite, 1st and 2d qualities ~.._---------- 90 1,178 4 ‘1,032 ol 

Splittings: ae yor at 

: Muscovite.________--------_------------ 12,630 14,652 — _ A). .153 

'  Phiogopite _____-_-. ------=+----------- 930 119 ee eC BS 

- 1Lesg than 1/2 unit. a a oo oe, 

ot DOMESTIC PRODUCTION | Ce 

Scrap and Flake Mica.—U.S. production _ plants; of these, 12 produced dry-groundand = 

| of scrap (flake) mica? was 138,000 tons 4 produced wet-ground mica. Leading ; 

| valued at $6.3 million. North Carolina. re- ground mica producers were,: in order of — 

. mained the major producing State with output, U.S.G. Corp., Chicago, : IL; Harris: 

| 58% of the total. The remainder was pro- Mining Co., Spruce Pine, NC; Pacer Corp., 

duced in Connecticut, Georgia, New Mexico, Custer, SD; M.LC.A, Santa Fe, NM; and 

Pennsylvania, South Carolina, South Dako- Kings Mountain Mica, Kings -Mountain, 

ta, and Texas. Most of the scrap (flake) mica NC. These five companies produced 73% of 

was recovered from mica schist, high- the national total. Alamo Mining Corp., 

quality sericite schist, and as a byproduct of Van Horn, TX, ceased operations during the 

kaolin, feldspar, and lithium beneficiation. year. ay 7 

| The five leading producers were, in order of : RS | 

output, Lithium Corp. of America Inc., Gas- gl, 

: : . Table 3.—Scrap and flake mica’ sold or 

toni The Feldspar Corp., Spruce Pine, used by producers in the United States, 
; Mineral Industrial Commodities of by State 

| America Inc. (M.LC.A.), Santa Fe, NM; Thousand short tons and thousair 4 dollars) 

Kings Mountain Mica Co. Inc., Kings Moun- (Thousand short tons and thousanee 

tain, NC; and Mineral Mining Corp., Ker- , State Quantity Value 

shaw, SC. These five companies produced — TTT 

61% of the national total. 1982. 22722222 toe 6.398 
Ground Mica.—Production (sold or used) 1988_--------------- 140 6,479 

of ground mica, from scrap and flake mica, 1984----------------___ 6h ES 

decreased 7% to 136,000 tons, valued at 1985: th Carol 20 3796 

$21.3 million. Dry-ground mica, 91% of the orth Varolna — ————~— , 

total, decreased 8%. The decrease was at- Other States? --------___58_ ODE 

tributed to decreased demand for mica used Total____-_----- 138 6,330 

in well-drilling muds because of sharpl 1 wt : :; ; 

ed duilling for oil and gas. Wet-ground and'nigitausiteysericite schist and miea that isa byprod 
mica production remained the same. Thir- "lens kaon end uhium tench, 
teen companies operated sixteen grinding _ vania, South Carolina, South Dakota, and Texas.
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_ _ Production of low-quality sericite, primar- ued at $280,000 was sold or used. .Low- 
ily for use in brick manufacturing was quality sericite is excluded from tabulated 
41,000 tons valued at $158,000. Approxi- data contained in this report. 
mately 41,000 tons of ground sericite val- 

| Table 4.—Ground mica sold or used by producers in the United States, by method of 
. : grinding! — CO | 

a a (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) __ | 

; Year | Dry-ground _ Wet-ground Total? 

” . . Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 
A 

1981 __- 107 =: 18,489 ~ iW. 4,001. 117. 17,440 
1982 ____ 85 11,604 11 4,502. 96 16,106 
1988 ~~ eee s«d28907 st” 12 «4,795» «180s «18,702 
1984 ______ 133° 16,269 — 18 5,065 146 21,384 
1985 123 15,998 13 5,268 136 21,256 

CT CS a CE ESAS Te SAS eS Pf GSS 

‘Domestic and some imported scrap. Low-quality sericite is not included. 
*Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. . 

‘ CONSUMPTION AND USES | 

‘Sheet Mica.—Consumption of muscovite . Built-up Mica—The primary use of this | 
block (ruby and nonruby) totaled 51,100 mica-base product, made by mechanical or 
pounds, a decrease of 18% from that of 1984. hand settings of overlapping splittings and | 
Of the total muscovite block fabricated, alternate layers of binders and splittings, 
81% went inte electronic uses; of this, the was as electrical insulation material. Total 
majority was used in vacuum tubes. Most of production, sold or used, of built-up mica 
the decrease in consumption was in-‘Stained decreased 4% from that of 1984. Segment 
quality, although it remained in greatest’ plates and molding plates were the major 
demand, accounting for 77% of consump- end products, accounting for 31% and 28% 
tion. Consumption of grade No. 6 increased’. of the total, respectively. Other end prod- 
while consumption of other sizes decreased. _ ucts included flexible plates, heater plates, . 

Eight companies continued to.consume andtapes... _° | 
muscovite block and film in eight plantsin = Reconstituted Mica (Mica Paper).—Five 
seven States; two in North Carolina and one companies consumed 4.9 million pounds of 
each in Massachusetts, New Jersey, New scrap mica to produce 3.3 million pounds of 

| York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Virginia. mica paper. The principal source of this 
_ The New York, Pennsylvania, and Virginia scrap mica was India. Primary end uses for 

companies consumed 75% of the total. mica paper were the same as those for built- 
Phlogopite block fabrication decreased up mica. Manufacturing companies were 

compared with that of 1984. The block was Corona Films Inc., West Townsend, MA; 
consumed by five companies in five States. General Electric Co., Schenectady, NY; 
Consumption of mica splittings remained Kirkwood Acim Corp., Hempstead, NY; 

at 2.4 million pounds. Muscovite splittings _WearEver-ProctorSilex, Mt. Airy, NC; and 
from India accounted for 99%.of the con- US Samica Corp., Rutland, VT. 
sumption. The remainder was phlogopite Ground Mica.—The major end uses were 
splittings from Madagascar. The splittings. joint cement, 50%; paint, 15%; and well- 
were fabricated into various built-up mica drilling muds, 12%. Other end uses includ- 
products by 11 companies operating 11 ed plastics, roofing, and rubber. 
plants in 9 States.
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Table 5.—Fabrication of muscovite block Table 6.—Fabrication of muscovite block _ 
| mica in the United States in 1985, by mica in the United States in 1985, by 

| quality and end product use_ quality 
. | (Pounds) oe (Pounds) | | 

oo Elec- Nonelec- _ . . No.4and No. 5and 
Quality tronic tronic Total! Quality larger — smaller Total? . : 

. a _. Good Stained or 
Good Stained or — z better_______-_ 3,700 1,000 4,600 
better________ 1,100 3,500 4,600 - Stained ________ 6,200 38,300 — 39,500 

| Stained ____-___ Ww Ww 39,500 Lowerthan Stained. 11,400 5,600 7,000 
Lower than stained? WwW Ww 7,000 ———— 

oo er Total ~_-_____ 11,300 39,900 51,100 
Total _.-____ 41,700 9,500 = 51,100 

we ag MIncludes all smaller than No. 6 and punch mica. 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary  *Data may not add to totals shown because of inde- data; included in “Total.” . pendent rounding. 
*Data may not add to totals shown because of inde- | 

pendent rounding. | 
"Includes punch mica. a : | 

Table 7.—Consumption and stocks of mica splittings in the United States, by source | 
| (Thousand pounds and thousand dollars) . | 

. - | India Madagascar _ Total? 
: . Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 

. Consumption: © os - ae : : 
1981 _--_ = LL 4,268 2,601 117 463 4,386 3,064 

. 1982 -__ Le 2,576 . 1,775 63. 257. 2,639 - 2,032 
1983 ___-____-_--_-___--__--____- 2,079 =: 11,257 41 187 .- 2120. 1,394 

. 1984 ___-_ LL 2,323 1,537. 42 141 ~—« 2,866 . ~—s-:1,679 
1985 __-__~ et 2,327 1,485 B84 125 2,361 - 1,610 

Stocks on Dec. 31: . | . . Oe 
198} --___ LLL 2,621 NA 101 NA 2,722 NA 

: 1982 ~~ Le 1,922 NA 42 NA  _1,964 ' NA 
19838 _-_ LLL 1,187 NA 148 NA 1,335 - NA 

- 1984 --_ LLL 877 NA 17 NA 954 $NA 
(1985 ~~ ee 1,085 NA 41 © NA- ° 1,126 NA 

: NA Not available. | . | 
1Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. - 

Table 8.—Built-up mica’ sold or used in the United States, by product | | 
i (Thousand pounds and thousand dollars) oe | ao 
NT CST AEE 0s eA CA ae Sees 

1984 1985 
Product ——_ OO 

. Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Flexible (cold) _.-.---_._._~ ~~~ ee 237 1,072 193 . 810 
Heater plate_________ Le 103 ‘397 69 182 
Molding plate _______ ~~. 2 ee 655 1,912 654 2,397 
Segment plate_________ ~~ ee 773 2,651 . 723 2,974 
gape. --~-------~~~-~~----~-~--~------------ 234 1,612 266 . 1,675 
Other _____-______ ~~ 404 2,155 |. 399 1,796 

Total _-._- ee 2,406 9,799 2,304 29 935 —— 

1Consists of alternate layers of binder and irregularly arranged and partly overlapped splittings. 
*Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding.
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. Table 9.—Ground mica sold or used by producers in the United States, by end use _ | . we _ CO _ (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

. eee oe, Quantity. Value Quantity Value Joint cement wanna nnn naan nnn neg 10,193 68 10,372 Paint ——--________ 1 oD UTI IIIT TT Tr rrr rrr ree 19 8,195 20 3,451 
Plastics. ________ 20 TTT TTT TTT t rrr re 2. 427 2 - 498 
Roofing. ——__________ "TTT TTT T Trt rrr art Ww WwW w. WwW 
Well-drilling mud TT tt tanner eee 23 2,416 16 1,730 
Other! ~--—----__ 20 T TTT _ "84 *5,102, _ 29 5,205 _ Total? Trt r rrr rn ---- eee eeeee — 146 ~~ 21,884 ss 86 21,256 

"Revised. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” 1Includes mica used for agricultural products, molded electrical insulation, rubber, welding rods, textile and decorative 
Coatings, and uses indicated by symbol W. ee o a | a a Data may not add to totals shown because of independent, rounding. 

oo 

oe  $TOCKS | 
Reported . yearend: consumer stocks -of pounds; of this, mica: splittings represented Sheet mica increased 8% to 1.3 million 86% and mica block represented 14%. 

Average reported values of consumed _ value of phlogopite splittings increased 10% muscovite sheet mica changed as follows: to $3.68 per pound. | | Block increased 8% to $14.68 per pound; The average value of crude scrap (flake) film decreased 30% to $3.79 per pound; and mica, including high-quality sericite, was splittings decreased 8% to $0.64 per pound. $46.02 per ton. The average value per ton The average value of Phlogopite block in- for North Carolina scrap (flake) mica, pre- creased 104% to $6.90 per pound while the dominantly a flotation product, was $46.48. 

Table 10.—Average reported pricefordry- | —— . , and wet-ground mica sold or used by U.S. | | Oo producers in 1985 : | | . oo : (Dollars per short ton) es 

a Kind o Price . 
Ww a 407 | , | oe Dryground -~~~~777777~~~~----- 130° | a ‘End uses: 

Jointcement______.._ 152 . Paint__________ 
174 Plastics ~ eee eee 218 Roofing mae eee WwW Well-drilling mud ______________~ 106 i Other? 182 | | 

, 
. 

° e e 
, ° 

date, malene te oh Othe ne company proprietary 1Includes mica used for agricultural products, molded . electrical insulation, rubber, welding rods, textile and decorative coatings, miscellaneous, and use indicated by symbol W. 

FOREIGN TRADE 

The United States was a net exporter of countries. The leading countries of destina- ground mica in 1985, exporting 14.5 million tion were Canada, 28%; Mexico, 27 %; Ven- pounds valued at $2.0 million while im- ezuela, 10% ; and Spain, 7%. Canada sup- porting 12.1 million pounds valued at $2.2 plied 96% of the ground mica imports. million. Ground mica was exported to 32 Imports of unmanufactured block, film,
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and splittings increased 14% to 1.7 million *’ imports of these materials increased 11% to. 

pounds. It was the first increase since 1980. $3.2 million. Of this, 58% by weight and 

| - India remained the primary source, ac- — 35% by value was imported from Belgium; 

counting for 98% of the imports. : 13% by weight and 21% by value came from 

_ The total value of exported cut, stamped, Japan; and 12% by weight and 31% by 

and built-up mica was $5.1 million, an value came from India. _ 

sncrease of 13%. Canada continued tobe the | The combined value of all mica exports 

leading country of destination, accounting was $7.6 million, an increase of 7%. The 

: for 31%. Mexico received 25%; Italy, 11%; total imported mica value was $7.2 million, 

the United Kingdom, 6%; and the remain- a 6% increase. | 8 | 

der went to 36 countries. The total value of — 

| Table 11.—U.S. exports of mica and manufactures of mica in 1985, by country | 

(Thousand pounds and thousand dollars) | . 
: 

. . Scrap and flake.mica Sheet mica. 

| Manufac- 

, | Country Ground or Waste and Unmanufactured > tured, cut or 

| _ pulverized _ gerap* x, lm, ‘stamped, 

| OS Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value Value 

| Argentina _.._------------ 194 43 _- _- eee 14 

Australia... _._---~----~--- 66 1 -- -- -- -- 212 

Bahamas. ——-——------------ _- -- -- -- -- — 36 

Belgium —-_-------------- - 240 23° ee -- -- -- 2 

Brazil. .____~------------ | -- -- -- -- -- -- 295 

Canada_____------------- 4,024 “429 = 892 — 121 a -- 1,569 

. Colombia. _ ~~ --—-----~------ 260 . 46 12 2 -_—- -— 40 

France ___—-----~---------- 380 36 -- -- -- -- 9 

Germany, Federal Republic of — ~~ - 126 28 80 11 2 Nn 57 

India ____.-------------- -— lee _—— -- -- 106 

Italy... __--------------- 302 41 160 — 19 -- -- 580 

Japan____---.--~--------- 134. - 148 212 35 . 32 74 — 84 

Korea, Republic of _ ..-------- 484 ~ 136 -- -- 6 17 9 

Mexico ____-------------- 3,856 496 _—:1,562 220 | -- a 1,288 

Netherlands _ ~~ ------------ 666 127 -- -- -- -- —_ 

Spain _____-------------- 1,020 139 ee -_- 32 40 287 

Sweden__——...------------- -- -- -- ~- -- -- 61 

. Taiwan__——-.------------ 302 = 30 -- -- -- e 4 

United Kingdom ____--------. 90 10 _ __ 10 17 819 

Venezuela __ — - ------------ 1,422 160 -- -— -- -- 11 

Other? _____------------- 294 68 _— -- -- -- 167 

Total ___.__----------- 14,460 1,962 - 2,918 408 — —-B2 159 5,103 

1Some shipments of ground mica are included in this category. 

- Includes Barbados, the Cayman Islands, Chile, the Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, the French Pacific 

Islands, Guatemala, Honduras, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Ireland, Israel, Jamaica, Kenya, Malaysia, Mozambique, the 

Netherlands Antilles, New Zealand, Pakistan, Peru, Philippines, Portugal, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, the Republic of 

South Africa, Switzerland, Trinidad and Tobago, and Turkey. 
| 

Source: Bureau of the Census. 
| 

Table 12.—U.S. imports for consumption of scrap and flake mica, by country : 

(Thousand pounds and thousand dollars) 

I
 

Ground or 

Country _ Waste and scrap pulverized 

Quantity Value Quantity Value 

1988 _________---------------- 
3,787 316 10,304 1,873 

1984 ________------------+----- 10,384 985 12,814 2,266 

eee
 

1985: 
Canada_______-----~---------- 

88 3 11,666 2,077 

France ____-__--------------
-- 40 11 a -- 

Germany, Federal Republic of _ _ - ~~~ -- —_ a 4 5 

India__§ ______---------------- 
7,167 689 340 20 

Japan ______---------------- __ _- 87 100 

Madagascar _____-------------- 
65 15 _- —_ 

Total _._____------------- 7,960 718 12,097 2,202 

Source: Bureau of the Census.
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| Table 13.—U.S. imports for consumption of unmanufactured sheet mica, by country | fo . Bo _ (Thousand pounds and thousand dollars) 

De . 
| Not cut or stamped, es oo Block Splittings not over 0.006 inch - Country | 

_. in thickness? “Oannne an ticks Quantity - Value Quantity Value Quantity Value . 19838. ab 169 1,577 608 og 209 1984.2 
68 . 15] 1,368 458 44 35 

1985: 
: Belgium ___._._.___ | -- -_- 1 17 a -_- Brazil____..-.___-__ 4 28 ~- _— _— . Canada________ . -- oe — -~ 5 11 France _________.. 9 42 (?) 2 _- _- Germany, Federal Republic of __ -- ~= «8 3 ~- — | 

Gibraltar_.._._____ . -- -— a 1 9 ~— — India 2 35 19 1,618 926 So — Japan_-- 2 1 . 7 -- _- oe _- United Kingdom ______ 2 16 -- -- _- ee ‘Totaly. 55 112 1624 «957 5 11 
"Including film. | , : *Less than 1/2 unit. 7 | . *Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. . . _ Source: Bureau of the Census. | Bo : 

_ Table 14.—U.S. imports for consumption of manufactured sheet mica, by country o, a (Thousand pounds and thousand dollars) === | 
7 a | | Cut or stamped | Articles not . 

, Tink ce NE eects Plates and speciall Not 0.006 inch Over 0.006 inch ilt-ut espec _ Country ° in thickness" in thickness | built mp provided for 
| Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 1988-8 48 633. -—«4186 731 460 927 41 — 299 1984 ~~ 114 517 152 ——tis«é1 467 .. 1,007 123 702 

1986: 
Belgium_______ | __ oe — __ 568 1,094 (*) 3 
‘France... — _- a _- 4q 84 29 79 
Germany, Federal Republic _ 

| 7 7 — Indial 7777777777 43 330 52 73 14 19 ° 356 Japan. 16 172 64 - 251 43 219 8 26 Netherlands ______ _. __ (4) 7 64 111 (4) | 
United Kingdom_______ _- -- @) 1 2 5  & 38  Other*__-_ 1 8 4 30 2 13 3 33 

Total® _ ~-----+~-- 60 510 120 560. 729 1,540 69 544 
‘Less than 1/2 unit. . a | | a ' Includes Canada, China, Haiti, Hong Kong, Italy, Singapore, Spain, Switzerland, and Taiwan. *Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 
Source: Bureau of the Census. | -
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es _-. able 15.—Summation of U:S. mica trade data © ee | 

| On " (Thousand pounds andthousanddollars) = = 

—  Sorapandflakemica ": Sheet mica 

/ oe aa : Unmanufactured - Manufactured, 

| 7 (Gipuel = serapt Blok, fim, eutgr amped, 

. | | Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value a 

Exports: | ee Lee CS : a 

1981 _.__________-__ 18,954 2,085 7,588 1,085 298 267 NA 7,001 

1982 _____________... 16,746 2,144 5,254 742 294 2996 NA 5499 | | 

1988 ____________--_ _ 16,430 2,112 3,986 _ BAB 70. ~~ ~—«:109 NA 4,001 

1984 _.___-_____-__ °° .11,500 1,506. 3,806 532 Sts«é848 549. NA 4,519 

_ 1985 _______________ . 14,460 1,962 2,918 408 82 159 NA _5, 108 

Imports for consumption;  =_—> : 

1981____________-- _ 18,369 1,390 8,075 915 3,484 1,854 688 3,877 

- -49g2___ Ss 10,824 1,724 5,030 427 3,173 1,449 724 2,936 , 

. 1983 ______________ 10,304 1,873 3787 316 — 1,899 986 7385 «= 2,588 

— J9g4_ Le ___~—12,814 2,266 10,384 985 1480 644 856 ©2836 | 

© 1985 = ----------- 12,097 2,202 —«-'7,960 © 718 1,683 1,080 978 3,154 

NANotavailable 8 8 83s: - 7 ae os 

1Some shipments of ground mica are included in this category. . . 

- Source: Bureau of the Census. Oo _ : | a 

- ee a WORLD REVIEW : 

World production of mica decreased 12% kemia works in Pori in 1986. The plant will 

to 538 million pounds, primarily because of coat mica flakes with titanium dioxide us- 

decreased production of scrap and flake ing domestic phlogopite from the Siilinjarvi 

: mica in the United States. India continued plant and imported muscovite. Products 

to lead the world in the production of sheet will be’ marketed for use in cosmetics, 

mica. The United States remained the lead- paints, printing inks, and plastics.* 

er in the production of scrap (flake) mica. India.—The Mica Trading Corp. of India | 

-‘Canada.—The world’s largest known — Ltd. (MITCO) raised its floor prices for mica 

phlogopite deposit and Canada’s only com- powder and flakes by 25%, effective March 

mercial mica operation was purchased from 1, 1985.° MITCO also began a concentrated 

Martin Marietta Corp. by Lacana Mining effort to increase exports of mica to Japan, 

Corp. for about $6.5 million.* The purchase the Republic of Korea, and Singapore,ina ~~. 

includes the deposit and operating mine at continuing attempt to diversify its export. 

Lac Letondal in Suzor Township, Quebec, market. All three countries are major im- 

and a dry processing plant in Boucherville, porters of mica for use in electronics and 

near Montreal. Lacana is planning to dou- electrical products manufacture and .are 

ble production over the next 18 to 24 believed to be promising targets for increas- 

months. Lacana also acquired an option on _ ed Indian export sales.’ | 

a muscovite mica deposit from Koizumi Spain.—Cia. Minera Santa Comba S.A., 

Group Canada Ltd. and plans to do some one of Spain’s principal flake mica produc- 

exploration work. The deposit is near Kala- ers,ceased mica production in 1983.2 The 

dar, Ontario.‘ : bulk of the company’s production had been 

Finland.—Kemira Oy began operation of exported to the United Kingdom for micron- 

its new 22,000-ton-per-year mica processing izing. | 

plant in September. The plant, at Siilinjar- United Kingdom.—Wood Treatment Ltd. 

vi, uses phlogopite separated by flotation at doubled its dry grinding plant capacity to 

a nearby apatite plant. Various grades were about 11,000 tons per year in response to 

produced ranging from coarse flakes for use increased demand. Most of the plant feed 

in drilling muds to fine flakes suitable for was crude mica imported from China. A 

use in paints, paper, and plastics. The com- small amount of mica from Brazil was also 

pany announced plans to begin operation of ground.® 

a pearlescent pigment plant at its Vuori-
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oar ae 1986, p. B13. | : 
Physical scientist, Division of Industrial Minerals. _  5Griffith, J. Kemira Mica—Utilizing Resources. Ind. 

*Production of high-quality sericite is included in the Miner. (London), No. 219, Dec. 1985, pp. 77-83. 
totals; however, figures for low-quality sericite, used prin- Sindustrial Minerals (London). No. 213, June 1985, p. 10. a 
cipally for brick manufacturing, are not included. 7W_——-, No. 214, July 1985, p. 11. 

$Mining Journal (London). V. 305, No. 7842, Dec. 6, 1985, 8. No. 217, Oct. 1985, p. 59. 
p. 433. . %__. No. 215, Aug. 1985, p. 15. 

‘Jorgensen, B. Firm Pins Hopes on Mica Being Unseen . 
but Ubiquitous. The Globe and Mai! (Toronto), Jan. 10, | 

=. Table 16.—Mica: World production, by country? 

(Thousand pounds) . 

Country? 1981 1982 1983 1984” 1985° 

Argentina: 
. Sheet __ ~~ 97 53 62 26 34 

Waste, scrap, etc _._.$_________- 1,012 481 628 613 620 
Brazil... ~~... ~~ ______ 1,735 1,936 7,926 7,939 7,800 
Canada® _~__ 24,000 22,000 23,000 23,000 25,000 
France ___~~2.-._......----- 19,972 17,527 - 20,472 23,929 _ 22,000 

India: . . 
Exports: 

Block __.~-._...------- 2,610 €2,400 ©2400 *2,400 2,200 
’ Film and disk ____._._.__~_ 768 ©440 - Fe440 - Fe440 440 

Splittings. _...__.__.____ 7,303 &8 800 "7,000 -.  °7,000 7,000 
Scrap _..-.___.-------- 14,274 “17,600 ©15,500 ©15,500 15,500 
Powder _._____ ~~~ __ 25,674 *11,000 &9,000 £9,000 9,000 
Manufactured ~~ 925 ©660 . ©1,100 ©1,100 1,100 

Domestic consumption, all forms®___ 6,600 6,600 6,600 6,600 7,700 | 

| Total... Le 58,154 “47,500 . *°42040 - * %42,040 42,940 
Korea, Republic of (all grades) __ ___ _ _ ©22,000 44,875 | 31,751 53,872 33,000 
Madagascar (phlogopite) __._._____ | 844 2,866 1,585 1,587 1,500 
Mexico (all grades) _____..__..--- . ~ 4,579 1,124 3,439 3,695 - 3,500 
Morocco __ 2 - 3979 1,129 ©1100 2,646 2,600 
Mozambique______..__...----- 660 326 681. . 660 660 
Namibia ~~... -- 220 ' 198 _— 
Peru®__ 1,265 1,200 | 1,200 1,200 1,200 
South Africa, Republic of: . 

Sheet __ 2 _- _- _- oe 3179 : 
Scrap... _- 5,280 3,871 5,891 9,872 34,747 

. Spain____~_ ~~ 7,769 7,557 2,866 2,183 2,200 
Sri Lanka (scrap)_ ~~ ......_._-- 401 . 642 377 440 440 . 
Sudan _____ ee 4,409 364 22 | 22 22 
Tanzania (sheet) _______..______ 1 ll (4) (*) (*) | 

- Taiwan ..-~2-- — 187 97 686 670 250 
U.S.S.R. (all grades)®_ $e 104,000 106,000 108,000 108,000 110,000 
United States: 

Sheet 2 NA NA NA NA NA 
Scrap and flake5 ________~_____ 266,000 212,000 280,000 322,000 3275,100 

Yugoslavia _~....._____..-___- 584 3,093 2,086 TF €2 100 2,200 
Zimbabwe ____.  /§ 5 5 ee 3,100 1,898 1,199 2,008 1,800 

Grand total ______..__- 530,038 476,550 §35,231 608,700 537,792 
re hhh ss Ge panryeeereenerenrensemrense 

“Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. NA Not available. 
fable includes data available through May 13, 1986. . 
7In addition to the countries listed, China, Norway, Pakistan, Romania, and Sweden are known to produce mica, but 

available information is inadequate to make reliable estimates of output levels. 
SReported figure. 
“Less than 1/2 unit. 
5Excludes U.S. production of low-quality sericite.
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By John W. Blossom! | . 

Domestic and foreign molybdenum mar- alent to about 1 year’s consumption, domes- 
kets remained imbalanced in 1985. World- _ tic producers’ prices were weak. World mar- 
wide mine production exceeded demand, ket prices were below those of most U.S. 
but domestic producer and consumer stocks producer price listings for most of the year. | 
were kept at a minimum. U:S.. mine output Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- | 
of molybdenum increased 4.6% compared duction data for molybdenum are developed - 
with that of 1984 and represented 50% of by the Bureau of Mines by means of three 
the world production. Reported end-use con- separate, voluntary surveys. These surveys 
sumption of molybdenum in raw materials are the “Molybdenum Ore and Concen- : 
and apparent domestic demand increased trate,” “Molybdenum Concentrate and Mo- 

_ compared with that of 1984. Exports of lybdenum Products,” and “Molybdenum | 
molybdenum from the United States re- Concentrates.” Out of 13 operations to : 
mained level during 1985. Domestic produc- which surveys were sent, all responded, 7 
er stocks of molybdenum decreased by 5%, representing 100% of the total production 

- but confronted with stock inventories equiv- shown in table 1. a a 

| Table 1.—Salient molybdenum statistics | oe - 
; | (Thousand pounds of contained molybdenum and thousand dollars) . . 

| - ) 1981 1982 1988 1984 1985 

United States: . ; oe 
Concentrate: | . a 

Production ____.____....._----------_ 189,900 . 84,881  - 33,593 . 103,664 ~° 108,409 _  Shipments___._________~___________ 118,916 76,135 48,805 102,405 111,936 : Value _______-_________-____--_ $945,540 $504,089 $166,612 «$326,780 $347,812 
. Reported consumption. _________________ 80,725 49,444 27,014 . 54,843 WwW 

’ Imports for consumption ____§_____.______ 1,988 3,115 1,673 | 28 112 
Stocks, Dec. 31: Mine and plant ____________ 35,048 38,510 11,637 12,450 9,322 

Primary products: 
Production__________....._.._._____ 105,824 65,381 37,5338 79,689 87,436 Shipments _________________________ 64/368 47,884 50,562  °65,527 73,861 _ Reported consumption.....____.._______ 50,189 27,665 27,225 34,792 33,451 Stocks, Dec. 31: Producers__.___..._______ 44,961 49,402 28,352 22,155 — 21,014 World: Mine production_ _ __-_~---~----------- 7240,008 "209,386 140,585 214,506 °215,139 
re ne peepee 

*Estimated. Preliminary. Revised. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 

| DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

Domestic mine production of molybde- Cyprus Mines Corp.), Duval Corp., and 
num increased to a total of 108 million Molycorp Inc., which together produced 
pounds of contained molybdenum, compa- 87% of the year’s total production. Domes- 
red with 104 million pounds in 1984. The tic producers attempted to correct oversup- 
country’s four largest producers were ply conditions by reducing production. 
AMAX Inc., Cyprus Minerals Co. (formerly 

701
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| : | Table 2.—Production, shipments, and stocks of molybdenum products in the , 
oO eS United States oo 

| . . (Thousand pounds of contained molybdenum) | . . 

| | 1984 1985 1984 1985  — 1984 1985 
ce ee oe _ Molybdic Metal ~ Ammonium 

| . : m os oxides? powder molybdate 

Received from other producers ______________ 4,889 9,989 _ _ 1527 #W 
Gross production during year__§_§ $$$ _-§-______ 62,131 69,978 5,863 5,416 3,332 Ww 

_ Used to make other products listed here __._.___ = . 21,946 21,228 1,561 1,682 2,215 1,999 
Net production _._____.___.-._.______. 40,186 48,750 4,302 3,734 1,116 Ww 
Shipments _._______..___.___________ 50,253 58.984 4,178 3,968 W W 
Producer stocks, Dec. 31 _____________________ 17,295 __ 16,281 504 W 684 WwW 

. Sodium 
- molybdate Other? Total 

- Received from other producers ______________ Ww WwW 63 1,734 6,479 11,723. 
Gross production during year. __§_§_§_§_§_._______ WwW WwW 8,363 12,042 79,689 87,436 
Used to make other products listed here _______— WwW WwW 614 626 26,336 25,535 
Net production __._____..._-.-________ Ww WwW 7,749 9,417 58,353 61,901 | 

_ Shipments _____ 2-2 W. W 11,096 10,909 65,527 73,861 | Producer stocks, Dec. 31 ______..._-_________ Ww W 3,582 4,733 22,155 21,014 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” 
— 1Includes technical and purified molybdic oxide and briquets. : 

- "Includes ferromolybdenum, calcium molybdate, phosphomolybdic acid, molybdenum disulfide, molybdic acid, 
molybdenum metal, pellets, molybdenum pentachloride, molybdenum hexacarbonyl, and data indicated by symbol W. 

| a - CONSUMPTION AND USES ae 

7 The quantity of molybdenum in concen- end-use consumption of molybdenum in raw 
trate roasted domestically to produce materials decreased about 4% from that of 
technical-grade molybdic oxide increased 1984. Molybdenum consumed in oxide form — 
above that of 1984. The remainder of the (technical-grade, purified, and _briquets) 

' mine production of concentrate was either accounted for about 60% of total reported 
exported for conversion, purified to lubri- consumption; in ferromolybdenum, 14%; 

- cation-grade molybdenum disulfide, or add- and in other forms, 26%. | 
| ed to the stocks at mines and plants. The Molybdenum reported as consumed in the | 

: | oxide, or roasted concentrate, is the chief production of steel accounted for 57% of 
form of molybdenum utilized by industry, total consumption. Approximately 28% of 

| particularly steel, cast iron, and superalloy consumption was attributed to other metal- 
producers. However, some of the material is lurgical uses, such as cast irons, super- 

| also converted to other molybdenum prod- alloys, and as a refractory metal. Catalyst, 
ucts, such as ferromolybdenum, high-purity lubricant, pigment, and other nonmetallur- 
oxide, ammonium and sodium molybdate, gical applications composed the final 15% 
and metal powder. of total consumption. Nearly all end-use 

Apparent consumption (defined as U.S. areas remained about the same in molyb- 
primary plus secondary production plus denum consumption when compared with 
imports minus exports plus adjustments for those of 1984. Notable exceptions were high- 
Government and industry stock changes) strength, low-alloy steel (+46%), tool steel 
remained about the same, at 42 million (-41%), cast iron (-86%), and full alloy steel 
pounds of molybdenum. The total reported (-12%).
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| _ ’ Table 3.—U.S. reported consumption of molybdenum, by end use . | 
. (Thousand pounds of contained molybdenum) . 

oe oe . - Ammonium Othermo . Be ' Enduse . Molybdic erome. and sodium lybdenum Total . i | yocenum" molybdate materials? 

| — ae 1984 oe . oo Steel: | | . Carbon 787 101 — ~- 2 890 - Stainless and heat resisting _.___________ _ 4,414 562 -- 154: ~—s- 180 Full alloy ----_-_____~_______ 8,914 835 -- 29 9,778 . High-strength, low-alloy _._______-__ -..* 1,094 531 _- 25. 1,650 ., Too 2,165 569 ~- 27 2,761 ‘Castirons _~-- 2 407 1,208 a 24 1,639 Superalloys__.____.__________ 1,230 156 -- 1,604 2,990 Alloys (excludes steels and superalloys): . co elding and alloy hard-facing rods and materials _— 172 ae : 19. 191 : ” Other alloys? __-__- == 282 141 -=- M5 598 Mill products made from metal powder _________ _- -- 4,507 4,507 Chemicals and ceramics: 
- | Pigments _-.-_-- 8 w __ 302 — 302 - Catalysts. TT 2,601 Ww W 187 2,788 Other. 2 4 —_ -- 885 839 Miscellaneous and unspecified...___________ 327 87 260 . )) 729 

Total -_-___~~_- - ee 22,225 4,362 | _ 562 7,643 34,792 

nn 1985 | - / Steel: . sn Carbon__-_-_-_22 704 138. Ct a ~- 842 Stainless and heat resisting ~._._______ 4,946 627 coe 167 5,740 . Fullalloy _--_-__-_.____ 7,173 M98 28 _ 8,599 High-strength, low-alloy _______________ 1,342 1,075 -- WwW. 2,417 . Tool TTT 1,204. "418 2 W  ~—s- 1.622 Cast irons ____~__ WwW 1,049 -- . WwW _ 1,049 Superalloys —-__-_________.- lt 7 1,868 Ww ~— . 1,788 (8,156 . Alloys (excludes steels and superalloys): . . as o _,. Welding and alloy hard-facing rods and materials -_- 168 -. - . Ww. 168 _ Uther alloys* —__ 200 129. WwW. 135 464 Mill: products made from metal powder ________ oe ee — 4,621 ~ 4,621 Chemicals and ceramics: - os : 4 Pigments ..-- 222 WwW --. WwW _- WwW Catalysts... 2 1,977 _- W 299 2,276 _Other____- 
4. 4 Poe %32 740 _ Miscellaneous and unspecified.__________-__ 697 144, 166 150 1,757 so : : . | 

CLS Ane re sShesePUNNashaoat° inne Total 20,218 4,550. 766 27,920. 88,451 
_W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. - | "Includes calcium molybdate. __ | : | "Includes purified molybdenum disulfide, molybdenite concentrate added directly to steel, molybdenum metal powder, molybdenum metal, pellets, and other molybdenum materials. . Includes magnetic and nonferrous alloys. . 

| STOCKS . | —— 

_ Total industry stocks, which include lion pounds at the beginning of the year to those of producers and consumers, decreas- 21 million pounds by yearend. Compared ed by almost 10% to 35 million pounds of with monthly molybdenum shipments, contained molybdenum. Inventories of mo- yearend producers’ stocks of these materi- lybdenum in concentrate at mine locations als totaled almost a 3.5-month supply. Do- decreased from 12.4 to 9.3 million pounds. mestic consumers held inventories of about Producers’ stocks of molybdenum in con- 4 million pounds throughout most of the sumer products, such as oxide, ferro- year, representing approximately a 1.5- molybdenum, molybdate, metal powders, month supply compared with average and other types, decreased from 22 mil- monthly reported consumption.
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Table 4.—Industry stocks of molybdenum materials, December 31 oo 

| | (Thousand pounds of contained molybdenum) eee 

. : eo Material 7 1981 1982-1983 1984 1985 

Concentrate: Mine and plant ______.--------------- | 35,043 38,510 11,637 12,450 ". 9,822 | 

Molybdic oxidest ____.__-_____--------------- 38,999 41,855 22,991 . 17,295 16,281 
Metal powder _____________---------------- 507 443 | “503 584 8 8 =2lhOW 

. Ammonium molybdate_ ____.—-__--------------- 1,075 1072 10388 . #68 # &#&#234W 

Sodium molybdate ______--------------------. 27 488 99 ww. Ww 

| Other? ...________________-__-- ee 4353 5,984,741 3582788 

| tale -------__ 44,961 49,402 28,852 22155 21,014 
| Consumers: . | | ae nae 

Molybdic oxides! ___________-_-------------- 3,217 2,108. 1,467. 1,552 2,020 , 
Ferromolybdenum?____.._.---./-------------- 914 616 ©5670 92: » 697 . 
Ammonium and sodium molybdate ___._-.-.-----~-- 167 - 46 OC CT 
Other! ___._______-__---_---------------- 1467 1,886 1,567 1,540 1,778 

| Total ______---------------------------__5)765 418136748808 4a 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. | . rs SS 
- ‘Includes technical and purified molybdic oxide and briquets. oo - ne | 
2Includes ferromolybdenum, calcium molybdate, phosphomolybdic acid, molybdenum disulfide, molybdic acid, 

. molybdenum metal, pellets, molybdenum pentachloride, and molybdenum hexacarbonyl. _ EE 
3Includes calcium molybdate. . Bo re 
“Includes purified molybdenum disulfide, molybdenite concentrate added directly to steel, molybdenum metal powder, 

molybdenum metal, pellets, and other molybdenum materials. | oo. a 
5Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. | - : we . 

The price of molybdic oxide (per pound of ‘Table 5.—Domestic price listings for 
contained molybdenum) increased from _ molybdenum 
$2.88 in January to $4.43 in March, then ~~ @er pound) 7 

| declined to the year’s low of $2.60 attheend — 
of December. The average price of oxide was  ___ ___1984 1985 

; $3.38 or $0.23 less than the average price inp iucer quotes: | So 
oo 1984. Concentrate ______-___--. $336. 88.18 

Ferromolybdenum-export — — — 4.32 (89 
Oxide ___ ~~~ = +--+ 3.56 ’ 3.33 

| FOREIGN TRADE a 

Exports.—Exports of molybdenum in con- Imports.—Approximately 5 million 
centrate and oxide remained nearly level at pounds of molybdenum in various forms 
about 64 million pounds for 1985. Molybde- was imported into the United States, a 
num concentrate exports were about 59% of decrease of about 3 million pounds from 
domestic mine production. Approximately that in 1984. This quantity represented 12% 
96% of reported concentrate and oxides was of apparent consumption. Total value of all 
shipped to Belgium-Luxembourg, the Fed- forms of molybdenum imported decreased 
eral Republic of Germany, Japan, the 32% from $38 million in 1984 to $26 million 
Netherlands, and the United Kingdom. The in 1985. In terms of both value and quanti- 
calculated molybdenum content of all ex- ty, the major forms imported were as ore 
ports remained constant at 76 million and concentrate and as materials in chief 
pounds. Total value of exports decreased value molybdenum. The principal originat- 
from $318 million in 1984 to $316 million in ing countries for these imports were Canada 
1985. and Chile.
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Be Table 6.—Molybdenum reported by ___ | | | producers as shipments for export _ . 
' from the United States | an . (Thousand pounds of contained molybdenum) 

ne 7 19841985 OS 
, Molybdenite concentrate wee 41,687 38,646 Molybdic oxide______________ 24553 36,268 | : : . All other primary products _____ _ 1,424 1,385 

- Pable 7.—U.S. exports of molybdenum ore and concentrates (including roasted _ : ee | concentrates), by country 
So Co (Thousand pounds of contained molybdenum and thousand dollars) - ae 

ae | 1983 " 1984 1985 
oe —_ . Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value . 

Austriga == 2,179 © 8,105 m~e 31 50 Belgium-Luxembourg meee ee 4,354 20,171 5,146 22,629 5,743 30,114 Brazil 2 . (65 °. 246 82 258 153 627 Canada... . 475 —s-:1,877 281 632 780 1,979 Chile__ 2 1,394. 1,988 . 208 679 | 102 377 France _ 2 
274 : 593 —— | _-_— _ a ~ — , Germany, Federal Republic of a 6,148 20,918 6,576 14,936 3,379 _ 1,758 Japan ~-___- 4,531 17,706 6,896 25,979 7,031 26,202 Mexico... 13 52 Qo 4 71 135 Netherlands ___________________ 20,700 . 95,598 34,914 150,558 = 40,076 =: 160,250 Sweden - 1,475 3,032 789 1,674 949 2,896 United Kingdom --- ee . §,208 14,336 7,863 23,057 4,991 15,463 Other --. = 262 1,000 — 611 2,367 -. 652 1,840 

Total?____e ' . 47,068 185,122 63,366 242,770 63,859 247,690 

‘Less than 1/2 unit. 
Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. . . 

'’ Source: Bureau of the Census. — - os — 

- os Table 8.—U.S. exports of molybdenum products, by country 
Be (Thousand pounds, gross weight, and thousand dollars) . 

a ) _ 1984 1985 | Product and count: eee | y | Quantity Value Quantity Value 
Ferromolybdenum:! 

Australia______ 2, 118 240 14 73 Canada —_ ~~ 
37 133 86 285 Japan ___-_-- 
-- -- 72 149 

Mexico -__-_ 66. —s:169 34. +. OB. Philippines_______~_ "27D T DTT T TTT IIIT TT Trt TTT7 @) 1 __ __ South Africa, Republic of _._.__._._-_______ TT 16 50 _— —_ Other _- 
rt 411 970 1,055 2,098 

Total -—— 
650 1,567 1,262 2,698 

“ 
EOS 

Metal and alloys in crude form and scrap: 
Belgium Toma me ae ee ee ee ee 

8 : 84 -_-— -- Canada - ___ 
57 242 15 114 France wren Le 8 80 1 13 Germany, Federal Republic of ____ 777 TT7 83 96 145 438 India woe nee -_- _- 2 19 Japan——_-_ 
30 198 170 700 Mexico Wa 
a __ 67 174 Netherlands ________ 2 rt 61 98 21 206 Spain —-—- -—~--------- 222 TT ITT III ITITI 1 8 _- —_ _. United Kingdom ------- 58 357 30 265 Other _-- 
5 45 122 436 

. | 
8 _ ‘Total® 

306 1,209 574 2,365 9 . ooo Wire: 
Argentina - ooo re 

2 52 . 8 78 Australia___________ 1 9 _- _- Bahamas _____-________ rr 78 120 _—_ —_ 
See footnotes at end of table.
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| Table 8.—U.S. exports of molybdenum products, by country —Continued a 

. (Thousand pounds, gross weight, and thousand dollars) - 

"Prod “ dcoant ee 1984 «i988. oo 
uct and cou ; . — oe 

roe ey Quantity Value Quantity Value 

‘Wire —Continued : - . | . ye . . 

Belgium-Luxembourg _______..---_------------------ 9 138 85 - 190 . 

; Brazil... --_-___________-__ ee ee ee 18 309 . 21. . 366 / 

Canada______________L____ eee 22 514 -. 2... 58 

France ____ ~~~ 2 ee ee 6 95 2 88 

Germany, Federal Republic of _._.____---+~------------- 92 859 119° ~—s«1,470 

India _---------_-.--+------------------=-+------ «3 47 1 . 84 

- Ttaly__--.--.---_--_--------.---------+---+------ | 26 .. «814  . 86: - 449 

Japan. 2 L-- -- - -------- 97 1,327 71 =. ~=-:11,895 . 

Mexico ________________-_~-----------+-------=- 15 548 11. ~—s_- 340 

Netherlands______________.---------------------- 21 «526 e 8 : 
Singapore __..________.--_-----~-----------+=------ | 1 . 1 8 

South Africa, Republic of _..____-_---------~------------ © (7) $3 © @°.. «1 

| . Spain... eee 27 326 51 203 

— ‘Sweden_________________-----~--- 2+ + ll 196 15 «201 

_ United Kingdom ___._____-_---------~----=--+------- ae a 1002S (asiéi ‘C(RSEEC§SSSO@2”TT 

: Other ______________________-___--- eee 39 400  -62~—~«; 499 

. Total® _._____________.-----------+-+-+-+-------- 414 5954 546  - 6,130 

. Powder: . | a _ _ oe, 

Australia_ __.._._._..._.---------------------------- | (?) 2 _o __ 

Belgium-Luxembourg . . ..--------~------------------ __ a @- -2 

. Canada __-_- ee ee 4 33. 10 103 

France ______ ~~ ~~~ --~- 21-1 ee ee ee ee 25 362 ll; 111 

Germany, Federal Republic of _____....--~---~---------- 16 3 | 45 _—s._—*«147 

Italy________-2--__-~---------------+----------- 2 33 | @Q > 6 
Japan____..__...~-------~-~+-------------------- 23° 191 45 ~~. 3385 

Mexico .._________-_-_-~-.-~----------+-~~-+------ 37 174 5 

-Netherlands____$___ ~~ ~-i-~---+--+--~---++-------+- a (7) ‘ 3 126 ATT 

Sweden____9_ ____..---__~------~---+----+--------- 6 39 me 

Taiwan __________.-----.------------------------ 148 ~—s«-1,668 116 - 886 

United Kingdom ________._.----------------------- 11 65 (65... AT 

Other ___.________________- +--+ 189 630. 5 . 124 

Total® _.§ -. -___________---.----- +--+ ------ = 4610 3,272 369 .. 2,298 

Semifabricated forms, n.e.c.: - ® 

Australia... ______21 -_.---------------~---~-+-----+-- 3 74 2 54 

Belgium-Luxembourg _—-------------~---~------------ 1 25 TS 153 

Brazil. -__________-_-___u------ +--+ 3. 752 15 430 

Canada_________=__-_-_~ ~~ + 33 655 13 347 

France ____________-___--L------~--- +--+ +--+ --- 13 367 16 681 

Germany, Federal Republic of __-_....------------------- 36 667. 79 ~=«-1,215 

Japan. ____..------~-----------+-------+---+---- 41 1,074 or a 351 

Mexico ____.-.____~-_---~---~-.----~-~---+~------+-+- 2 44 8 141 

Netherlands. ___._..._----------~--~-------~-------- 29 873 34 933 

Philippines. __. _.____---------------------------- 1 1 (?) 4 
Singapore ___________-----------~--------+------- (?) 12 (7) q 
South Africa, Republic of _.___.___-------~------------ 1 16 — J. o- - Bl 

United Kingdom ________._------------------------ 57 1,411 90 2,085 

- Other ______________ eee 9 390 89 ~ 1,909 

Total®. - 5 eee ee ee 257 6,368 408 8,390 

Molybdenum compounds: 
rgentina _______.-__--_------------------------- (?) 6 (7) — 3 

Australia. _-§_-. ____.-______-_~ eee 175 452 274 676 

Belgium-Luxembourg --------------------~---------- — 4,688 8,346 - 2,755 4,797 

Brazil. __.___._-__________...---~----------~---- 5 26 6 30 

Canada ________-_~__~--~------~--~------~ ~~ +--+ ---- + 513 1,937 137° 494 

Germany, Federal Republic of ___._._.__.__._---------------- 1,296 2,481 3,118 5,421 

Japan______.._-----~--------------------------+- 5,127 14,908 4,018 10,063 

Mexico _._.._1---~-----~----------+-----------+-+-- 7 23 7 76 

Netherlands _._ ___.__-----------~------------------ 6,746 13,097 6,956 12,946 

Sweden________-_----~-------~-----------~--+------ 953 1,816 1,600 2,970 

Switzerland ______.~~------------------------~----- . 7 25 _- -- 

United Kingdom ~~ ---------~~---------------------- 2,644 5,133 3,000 5,547 

Other_________~-------~---------+-+------------- 4,440 8,204 1,903 3,087 

Total? _.______-_.---_-----------~------~-----+-- 26,602 56,453 23,769 46,109 
sn SS SSS SSS 

1Ferromolybdenum contains about 60% to 65% molybdenum. . . 7 
-  2Less than 1/2 unit. 

3Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Source: Bureau of the Census.
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_ Oo Table 9.—U.S. imports for consumption of molybdenum = 

| | | (Thousand pounds and thousand dollars) 

. 
eee 

TSUS Con _ Con- Item ; a, No. Gross _tained Gross tained 
weight © molyb- Value weight molyb- Value . : denum denum 

Ore and concentrate _______________ 601.33 46 28 183 182 112 —s«566 Material in chief value molybdenum ____ __ = 603.40 8,800 5,266 19,441 4,173 2,239 7,329 Ferromolybdenum ______________-_ 606.31 2,086 1,545 4,438 1,424 945 3,721 Waste andscrap__________________ 628.70 NA 437. 2,565  ###$NA 517 2,830 : Unwrought___=--_____________ 628.72 NA 142 2,170 NA 145 2,370 Wrought __._-_____ 628.74 132 NA 3,023 94 NA 2,301 Ammonium molybdate ______.______~. 417.28 95 54 287 386 223 1,028 Molybdenum compounds ___________ 419.60 883 599 2,547 872 578 2,563 Sodium molybdate _________________ . 42110 183 108 319 365 _ 205 721 Mixtures of inorganic compounds, chief value 
molybdenum _______________ 423.88 250 42 731 38 4 «88 Molybdenum orange_______________ 473.18 2,026 NA 2,367 2,154 NA 2,278 ON NS 
Total? ~-----------+-- 14,501 8,221 38,071 9,686 4,969 25,794 | . 
NA Not available. _ 
1Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Source: Bureau of the Census. _ | | | | 

| | - Table 10.—U.S. import duties on molybdenum 
. “Ite TSUS - Most favored nation (MFN) . Non-MFN — . m OO : Oe No. Jan. 1, 1985 Jan. 1, 1987 Jan. 1, 1985 
Molybdenum ore and con- oo . ce - centrate. 2. 601.33 9.8 cents per pound__ 9 cents per pound __ _ 35 cents per pound. . _ Material in chief value 
molybdenum _______ 603.40 7 cents per pound plus _ 6 cents per pound plus 50 cents per pound . : 2.2% ad valorem.. 1.9% ad valorem. plus 15% ad valor- 

em. _ Ferromolybdenum _____ 606.31 5.2% advalorem ___ 4.5% ad valorem ___ 31.5% ad valorem. . Molybdenum: _ sO . aste and scrap___ __ 628.70 7.1% advalorem ___ 6% ad valorem ____ 50% ad valorem. Unwrought______ _ | 628.72 7.2 cents per pound 6.3 cents per pound ~ 60 cents per pound - plus 2.2% ad plus 1.9% ad plus 15% ad valor- valorem. valorem. em. Wrought _________ 628.74 8.1% ad valorem ___ 6.6% ad valorem ___ 60% ad valorem. Molybdenum chemicals: : 
te monium molybdate_ 417.28 4.8% advalorem ___ 4.3% ad valorem ___ 29% ad valorem. Calcium molybdate _ _ _ 418.26 ~~--do ________ 4.7% ad valorem ___ 24.5% ad valorem. - Molybdenum com- 

pounds_________ ‘419.60 3.4% ad valorem ___ 3.2% ad valorem ___ 20.5% ad valorem. Potassium molybdate___ 420.22 3.2% ad valorem ___ 3% ad valorem ____ 23% ad valorem. Sodium molybdate --- 421.10 4.1% advalorem ___ 3.7% ad valorem ___ 25.5% ad valorem. - Mixtures of inorganic — 
compounds, chief . 
value molybdenum _ _ 423.88 3% ad valorem ____ 2.8% ad valorem ___ 18% ad valorem. _ Molybdenum orange __ 473.18 4% advalorem ____ 3.7% ad valorem ___ 25% ad valorem. 

| WORLD REVIEW 

World mine production of molybdenum exceeded more than 1 year’s demand. was 215 million pounds, about the same Canada.—Molybdenum production (ship- production as that of 1984. Canada, Chile, ments) in Canada decreased by about 32% the U.SS.R., and the United States ac- in 1985 from that in 1984. 
counted for more than 89% of the molybde- Brenda Mines Ltd. restarted production num produced worldwide. Although com- on September 15 following an agreement prehensive statistics on world consumption reached with the Commission of Critical were not available, market evidence clearly Industries of British Columbia. | indicated that supply exceeded demand. Lornex Mining Corp. Ltd.’s copper-molyb- World molybdenum consumption remained denum mine returned to profitability after level, and stocks continued to decrease but 1 year of operating at a loss. Output of
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| molybdenum at the Highland Valley Mine Chile’s production came from the Chuquica- 

|  inereased 14% during 1985. oO -. mata Mine, the largest copper mine in the _ 

| | Chile.—Molybdenum production from world. Coy ot 

Corporacién Nacional del Cobre de Chile. ——————_____ So 

. (CODELCO-Chile) increased 9% compared “Physical scientist, Division of Ferrous Metals. . 

a with that of 1984. Much of CODELCO- o 

| Table 11.—Molybdenum: World mine production, by country: | 

: ye (Thousand pounds of contained molybdenum) oo, os 
. : ; 

: ¢ : 

Country? - 1981 . 1982 1983 1984?. | 1985° " 

. Bulgaria®_______________-_------------------ 330 1975 T4900 420 420 
Canada (shipments)_ _ _ __ _-____--~--------------- | 28,329 30,779 22,474 25,479 16,730 

. Chile ____-__-_--_------------------------ 33,863 44,198 33,651 37,172 340,543 

China® ___.__________ Le 4,400 4400 . 4,400 4,400 4,400 

Japan® oe eee 163 214 214 F324 - 215 

Korea, Republic of ________------------------- 1,023 796 313 348 . 660 

~ Mexico _______-___--__i_-----------+--------) ‘994 11,442 12,932 8,938 8,150 

Mongolia® ____-~_--------------------------- . 1,460 1,830 2,120 © 2,200 2,200 

Niger _________---_-_---------------------- 249 93 €38 - &78 13 

Peru__________-__ ee = 5,485. 6,378 5,794 - 6,788 38 439 . 

Philippines. _- _______----------------------- 207 150 — 86 Ce -- . 

U.SS.R& ee  - - - - _ 23,600 24,300 "24,500 24,700 24,900 

United States ~~ --------------------------- 139,900 84,381 33,593 103,664 $108,409 

. Total _.______-~--------+---~-----------=- T240,008 209,336 140,585 214,506 215,139 - 

ne 

- €Kstimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. = | . a | | 

1Table includes data available through June 17, 1986. . - ; 

2In addition to the countries listed, North Korea, Romania, Turkey, and Yugoslavia are believed to produce 

molybdenum, but output is not reported quantitatively, and available general information is inadequate to make reliable 

estimates of output levels. — a . 

3Reported figure. . . |



: Nickel 

SO -. By Peter G. Chamberlain! | 

‘Calculated apparent nickel demand in _ stainless steel, nickel formed a critical com- 
the United States was about the same as_ ponent of essential alloys in electronics, 

_ that of 1984. However, reported consump- aerospace, and other applications. Conse- | 
tion of nickel in stainless and heat-resistant quently, nickel production, consumption, | 
steels, alloy steels, copper-nickel alloys, and and trade impacted these major industrial 
other nickel-based alloys decreased. Super- sectors. | 
alloys and miscellaneous uses provided the Worldwide, the nickel production in 1985 
only. major gains in consumption. In addi- continued to rebound from its 1982 low. 
tion to being an important constituent of World demand did not keep pace, however, | 

oo Table 1.—Salient nickel statistics | an | 
Oo, o (Short tons of contained nickel unless otherwise specified) | 

_ ) } i981 1982 1988 1984 1985 

United States: | _ 
Mine production: _ 

. Nickel ore (grogs weight) __.__._.._.._.__-_-~ 1,794,000 482,488 __ 1,674,600. 868,100 
. Shipments ______.__._.___.-__-__--_-_- 12,099 3,208 __ 14,540 6,127 
Plant production: | } 

. Smelter, from domestic ores (includes byproduct nickel) _ 10,305 3,456 WwW 9,604 5,214 
| Refinery, from imported matte ___.._...._..._.__ 38,500 = 41,500 += 33,400 «= 35,829 = 331,168 

Secondary recovery, from purchased scrap:* . | 
From ferrous scrap ______.___-__.--~--~--- 34,459 — 30,034 30,076 ™35,760 41,151 
From nonferrous scrap __. —. -__/_./§__/-_ ~~ _---- 17,617 12,934 19,776. 719,407 16,032 

Exports: . 
Primary (unwrought) ___________-_--------- 19,674 37,356 23,359 131,688 21,745 - 

_ Total (gross weight)__._____._._-.---------- 46,886 57,029 43,918 "58,525 51,429 
. Amports for consumption: 

Primary ..._...--_---__-----_----_----— 209,008 129,787 152,883. «176,715 +~—-157,690 
' Primary (gross weight) ___.___...._._.__.-__ 306,747 177,498 215,361 249,929 220,349 

Total (gross weight) ____._.___________.._.__ 315,887 186,913 225,537 264,778 += 236,001 
Consumption: _ 

Reported: . . 
Primary ______-_-___-__-__-_-----_ ~ 144,851 103,981 127,845 136,861 119,907 —S 

_ Secondary (purchased scrap)® ______-__-----_- 43,768 35,690 42,034 49,649 438,903 
. Apparent: 

Primary _________-_---------------- 158,994 138,082 "154,148 "155,395 161,973 
Secondary (purchased scrap)® _.____.__._.__ | 52,076 42,968 49,852 "55,167 57,183 

_ Stocks, yearend: 
Producer ________~______~_ ~~ _ +--+ 100,000 62,000 38,500 37,300 13,300 
Consumer: . , 

. Primary _____.______~__-_----~--_--- 22,508 18,853 20,448 20,934 19,106 
. Secondary® __ eee 11,326 10,004 = 10,304 6,520 6,320 : 
Employment, yearend: . 

Mine__-____________________-__-__-_- 160 160 160 130 130 
Smelter _________~__-___~_-~_------~---- 230 230 230 170 170 

_ Refinery._____________________________ NA 420 420 420 __ 
Price (cathode):* 

’ Producer (North American), per pound _____ ~~~ _~ $3.43 $3.20 XxX XX XX 
; New York dealer, per pound______-__-_--~-~--- $2.65 $2.24 $2.20 $2.22 $2.26 

World: Mine production _________._.------------- 1'800,082 681,715 735,359 832,592 °856,749 

*Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. |W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary 
data. XX Not applicable. 

1Weighted average calculated by Metals Week. 
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sustaining a serious oversupply. World the Congress. The Department of Defense’ - 
mine capacity continued to exceed produc- Authorization Act, 1986 (Public Law 99- 
tion by 25%. 145), signed by the President on November . 

. - Concerns over short-term nickel supplies 8, 1985, stated that no action may be taken 
pushed the nickel price upwards during the before October 1, 1986, to implement or 

| first half of the year. However, the excess administer any reduction in a stockpile goal | 
supply situation that developed in the sec- _ in effect on October 11,1934. : 
ond half of the year drove the price downto | The U.S. Department of the Treasury, 
its lowest level since early 1983. Bureau of the Mint, solicited bids on March 

| The major event affecting the domestic 8, 1985, for copper-nickel coin blanks in- 
| nickel producers was the closure of AMAX stead of the raw metal usually purchased. | 

Nickel Inc.’s Port Nickel refinery in Braith- The purpose was to cut fabrication costsand = 
waite, LA. The refinery was the country’s Shift expenses from normal operating funds 
only primary nickel-cobalt refinery. The to the special Mint.coinage fund. Concerns 
M.A. Hanna Co., formerly Hanna Mining Taised by domestic mills and members of __ 

| Co., temporarily closed its integrated nickel] Congress that foreign bidders would have a 
mine and smelter at midyear to install a built-in cost advantage convinced the Mint, 
wet screening unit at the mine and aslurry however, not to award any contracts under 
transportation system to haul the ore to the the ‘solicitation. Arrowhead Metals Ltd., 
smelter. —_ Toronto, Canada—the lowest bidder—un- 

Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pri- Successfully challenged the decision to'drop - 
mary production data for nickel are obtain- the solicitation in Federal courts. Mean- 

_. ed by the Bureau of Mines from a survey of while, the Mint purchased 1,700 tons of — 
| the single integrated nickel mine-smelter nickel under three tenders for processing = 

| and from another survey of the two copper Mee coms acco rang . the pas practices. 
| refineries that produced byproduct nickel. fost whUS c ffi ed AMAX ni kal Oeowid. 

Domestic consumption data for nickel are od 263 tons » ORCS, f its last sale  efo " 
_ developed by the Bureau from a voluntary ceasing primary nickel or duction 6 nerore 

survey of US. operations. Of the 375 oper- U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) continued 
ations to which a survey request was sent, exploring and evaluating the Exclusive 

340 responded, representing 74% of the foonomic Zone for seafloor mineral re- 
: apparent primary nickel consumption sources particularly —_cobalt-nickel- 

shown in table 4. Apparent consumption of manganese crusts. The 5 S. Department of 
primary nickel was estimated using U.S. the Interior’s Min erals Management Ser-_ 

| cary procuction Be imports minus €X- vice (MMS) established a new office, the 
: Piers mock changes or Government and Office of Strategic and International Miner- 

Legislation and Government  Pro- as ° formula te Fe ne es ‘or exploring and 
| grams.—The General Services Administra- sental Shelf An interagency working group 

tion (GSA) received 5,014 short tons o* consisting of the USGS, National Oceanic 
vacuum-melting-grade nickel for the Na- and Atmospheric Administration, and MMS 
tional Defense Stockpile. The material, completed draft regulations on such activi- 

purchased in late 1984, brought the yearend ties. MMS financed detailed geologic and 
inventory to 37,223 tons, well below the goal hydrothermal studies of the Gorda Ridge 

of 200,000 tons. crust deposit off the Oregon coast. The 
| On July 8, the President approved recom- Gorda Ridge Technical Task Force, consist- 

mendations by the National Security Coun- ing of State and Federal representatives, 

cil (NSC) for modernizing the strategic and formulated recommendations to the Secre- 
critical materials stockpile. Under the NSC tary of the Interior regarding future leas- 

proposal, the stockpile would be structured ing. 
into two tiers. Tier I would contain materi- Possible seafloor mineral development 

als required by military, industrial, and moved closer to reality near Hawaii as the 
essential civilian users during a military Hawaiian Task Force reviewed mine devel- 
conflict that would not be available from opment scenarios, developed leasing plans, 
domestic or reliable foreign sources. Tier II and began overseeing an Environmental 
would contain a supplemental reserve of Impact Statement (EIS). MMS sponsored an 
material already possessed by the Govern- additional data-gathering cruise over the 
ment. According to the NSC guidelines, Cross Seamounts site, one of the most prom- 
nickel would be categorized in tier II, and ising crust deposits near Hawaii. 
the goal would be 5,000 tons. At yearend, Congress failed to enact legislation reau- 
this proposal was under consideration by thorizing the Comprehensive Environmen-
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.tal Response, Compensation, and Liability stricts exports of many nickel and cobalt Act of 1980 (Superfund) prior to its expira- strategic alloys. Although the act’s Com- tion on September 30. Moreover, no Super- modity Control List remained unchanged, fund legislation passed by yearend. Money export licensing regulations were loosened | from the Superfund is critical to maintain- for trade with countries that are members | _ ing the Environmental Protection Agency’s of the Free World Coordinating Committee hazardous waste cleanup program. of Western Trading Partners. The extension . The President signed legislation, Senate also restricted the President’s ability to bill 883, into law in July. The law extended block existing export contracts for political the Export Administration Act, which re- purposes. - | 

: Bn DOMESTIC PRODUCTION a 

| Hanna closed its mine and ferronickel company conducted additional studies on | ; _ smelter at Riddle, OR, on June 15 for con- tailing characteristics to fulfil] the addition- struction of a wet screening System at the al requirements pursuant to the order. mine. The system is expected to concentrate Ni-Cal Technology Ltd., another subsid- the ore by a factor of two with attendant iary of Ni-Cal Development, received per- : Savings in haulage and roasting costs. A mission from the Del Norte County Plan- new. ore transportation system was also ning Commission in California to construct - installed during the $13 million .capital a research laboratory and an 85-ton-per-day improvement program. Prior to undertak- demonstration plant near Smith River, CA. ; ing the modifications, Hanna received a 5- Ni-Cal Technology intended to test its acid . year extension to the reduced-power-rate leaching process, developed for the Gasquet | agreement with the Bonneville Power Ad- Mountain deposit, at the facility preparato- -ministration.. The company also negotiated ry to world marketing efforts. Environmen- | _. @ 5Syear labor. contract with the union tal groups brought court action against the : | before committing funds to improvements. commission, however, to block the approval. | ' Although the mine reopened in October, When the court judgment imposed addition- ’ most activity was devoted to fine-tuning the al environmental data-gathering require- new systems. Hanna had not refired its ments on the company as.a prerequisite for : smelter furnaces by yearend. Consequently, approval, Ni-Cal Technology dropped the U.S. mine and smelter production in 1985 _ pilot plant from further consideration.. | | was one-half that of 1984. / Davy McKee Corp. completed its prelimi- ___AMAX Nickel closed its Port Nickel. re- nary assessment of the Pine Flat nickel — . finery in Braithwaite, LA, on November 30. laterite deposit in northern California for This action left the Nation with no primary Interstrat Resources Inc. The favorable as- nickel or cobalt: refining capacity. During sessment spawned a full engineering and events culminating in the closure, AMAX cost study, initiated in November, on the Nickel released Bamangwato Concessions feasibility of producing nickel, chromium, Ltd. (BCL) of Botswana from its contract to cobalt, and magnesium from the site. A _ supply AMAX Nickel with nickel matte for sulfuric’ acid leaching system was contem- the refinery. AMAX N ickel also contracted _ plated. | to resell the matte that it purchased from In contrast to the minor domestic produc- Agnew Mining Co. Pty. Ltd., Australia, to tion of primary nickel, the production of Sherritt. Gordon Mines Ltd., Canada, and domestic secondary nickel in the form of _ Outokumpu Oy, Finland. The refinery had scrap recovery was a major source of nickel received about 60% of its matte feedstock for many consumers. Since the Bureau of from BCL and 40% from Agnew. The clo- Mines documents only the recovery of nick- sure dropped domestic refinery production el in scrap that is consumed, recovery and 12% from that of 1984. consumption figures are essentially the The U.S. Forest Service informed Califor- same. Recovery of nickel in scrap increased, nia Nickel Corp., the U.S. exploration and reflecting the availability of low-cost stain- mining subsidiary of Ni-Cal Development _ less steel Scrap, the major scrap form. The Ltd., that additional information was need- nickel recovered from scrap stainless steel ed for the EIS on a proposed nickel bulk was calculated from the gross weight of the sampling operation at Gasquet Mountain. scrap and an estimated nickel content of The administrative order rescinded the For- 6%, which is the weighted-average content est Service District’s tentative approval of in all stainless steels produced since 1962. California Nickel’s operating plan. The
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Table 2.—Nickel recovered from purchased scrap in the United States, by kind of scrap 

— . and form of recovery® = , | 

a (Short tons of contained nickel) Oe a - 

. | _ oe ] ee | 19847 1985s 

| | - | KINDOFSCRAP 7 oe ne 

Aluminum-base _______-_~-------
--------- 7 rr 2,449 121 

Copper-base_____ ___--- ----------- -------- 
3,500 2,503 

Ferrous-base _____-____------------------------- 
35,760 P41,151 

. Nickel-base ______...___----------------------------- 25
-57-2075 13,458 ——«:18,408 

| otal_____--_-----------=--------------------------------- 
55,167. 57,188 

oo - _ FORMOFRECOVERY = - | 

- Aluminum-base alloys ______---------------
-----------3- srr 2,547. 118 

Chemical compounds - - — ~~ --~~-------- 77777222 TTTITIIIII EE | 391 _- 

Copper-base alloys____ __ - -_ ----------------~-----5 ort rrr . 1,938 10,635 

. . Ferrous alloys Te ee ee eee ees 36,855 P41,283 

Metal _______-____-_------------------------
--------- 540007777 a . a 

Nickel-base alloys ____ ____--~----=+---------------- 7-7 r rrr 1,436 5,147 © 

- Total... ----------------------------- 52-2 ------ 22 55,167 57,183 

Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. 4 . | : | 

ae a | | CONSUMPTION : 

. _ Reported domestic primary nickel con- stainless and heat-resistant steels wherein 

sumption decreased considerably from that they were a major but not dominant nickel 

of 1984. Consumption shrank in stainless source. Cathodes and pellets comprised 73% 

and heat-resistant steels, alloy steels, of the pure unwrought nickel. The Class II 

: - copper-nickel alloys, and other nickel-based materials—ferronickel, nickel oxide, oxide 

alloys. Nickel consumption gained appreci- sinter, and utility-grade nickel—were pri- | 

ably only in superalloys and miscellaneous marily used in producing stainless and 

uses; in electroplating, it remained essen- heat-resistant steels. 

| tially unchanged. Despite the drop in re- © Consumption of nickel in scrap was a 

ported consumption, the apparent primary major form of consumption in stainless steel 

consumption changed only slightly from production. Since the value of stainless steel 

that of 1984. The market was lethargic scrap was generally less than the value of 

| despite gains in such economic indicators as the sum of its primary components (nickel, 

the gross national product, consumer pur- chromium, and iron), steelmakers charged 

chases of durable goods, and construction furnaces with as much scrap as was avail- 

spending. Clearly, factors in addition to the able. The nickel consumed as outside scrap 

general economic health controlled nickel (old and new scrap received by the consum- 

demand. The resultant diminishing “inten- er from outside sources, generally through 

sity of use” pervaded essentially all major purchases) contributed an estimated 40% of 

nickel consuming industries.? Other materi-. the total nickel consumed in producing 

als, particularly plastics, continued to be stainless steel, about the same as that of 

_preferred over nickel in finished products 1984. Consumption statistics include only 

used in nonstressful environments. A ubiq- _ this outside scrap to avoid double counting. 

uitous trend toward lightness and economy The use of scrap nickel in producing | 

fostered these substitutions. Imports of nonferrous alloys remained constant at 

nickel alloys and fabricated products con- about one-fourth of the nickel consumed in 

taining such alloys also decreased domestic those alloys. About one-half of nickel in cast 

consumption of primary nickel. iron originated as outside scrap. For chemi- 

Commercially pure unwrought nickel cals, essentially none of the nickel was 

(Class I) in the form of electrolytic cathodes, secondary. For steel alloys, excluding stain- 

pellets, briquets, or powder again domi- less and heat-resistant steels, less than 10% - 

nated the forms of primary nickel con- of the nickel consumed was consumed in the 

sumed. These forms comprised most of the form of outside scrap. 

nickel consumed in all products except in
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FORM es USE : 
Other forms (3%) a . - Nickel salts (2%)—_ | : | Nickel oxide (5%) Iart ee | 

: | OSH | 
fee TT a We } , : | og eeeeteneee NL hf Staintess and . seit Op’ wesc A 

Sy, “Gea heat-resiasi 
SOI . "C4 “oto%en TTY 

Bi wp Oo, CN ea resisting steel OSS AS, a. ie oe pireesatateenattecs®, « if 7 Ss % LF 
aoe “ ws i ie Y8/ J 7 % (3 § %) : Briquets ang Tes Cathodes and pellets | rita os a 

Powders (20%). it FrElectroplating FEEL yn be ae cena 
Ld ateteteececetene : Ng Ur (21%) PE secs . : nein 

rT 14 ++-4 ges oresetatetetetetstretetetateen * OEE 
' rr ry: Fg oe eratetee Te | Ne | ey: Nonferrous alloys 3.35 ; Kg 

Xr aetse cy (excluding Superalloys) % . XY , NEE EES 2 1 06) BEY | 
CLs ocsceceretececersecesococatacceseres 

cA Niasnasssetatsesesesetonseetseeess O . . 

119,907 short tons — | 119,907 short tons | 

Figure 1.—U.S. nickel consumption in 1985, by form and use. 

| Table 3.—U.S. consumption of nickel, by form | | 
_ (Short tons of contained nickel) oe 

ae Form . 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 
Primary: . - _— Ferronickel....._......-_-_______ a 26,290 15,426 15,595 18,419 17,993 Metal ~-5e e 101,847 79,032 96,981 104,958 90,379 Oxide powder and oxide sinter ______ ~ Hee 9,412 4,196 - 9,670 7,087 6,297 Salts? ___ 

4,197 3,874 — 4,402. 2,962 .. 2,770 Other ~~ ----- 3,105. 1,453 1,197 3,435 2,468 . 
Total primary ---_-__________ _ 144,851" 108,981 127,845 136,861 119,907 Secondary (scrap)®> -....________ meee 43,768 35,690 42,034 49,649 P43,903 
Grandtotal__-._._______ | ee e 188,619 139,671 169,879 186,510 163,810 

. Preliminary. 
?Reported. | | 
?Metallic nickel salts consumed by plating industry are estimated. . . ‘Based on gross weight of purchased scrap consumed and estimated average nickel content. |
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Table 4.—U.S. consumption of nickel in 1985, by use ) - 

. (Short tons of contained nickel) co 

_. Other - - . 7 

Use _ mer Ferro- Nickel Nickel ‘pri-: Total: Second Grand 
Se cial'y nickel oxide. salts mary primary . ry total 

, pure -.forms © (scrap) 
nickel Lo on 

| Castirons__..__.._-_----- . _729 356 98 WwW . 387 ° 1,520 1,588... 3,108 
Chemicals and chemical uses __-. _—1,580 ae 223 104.°° 147 ~~. ~2,054 -- .. 2,054 

Electric, magnet; expansion alloys _. 733 _- le a . 134 10 804 

Electroplating (sales to platers)! _ — 22,354 | Ww  W. 2,496. ' 18 24,868 _. 24,868 

. Nickel-copper and copper-nickel. . oo 7 a ° te” . 

alloys ____-1~_.-_------ 3,895 _- 9. Je * 329° 4,233 10,635 14,868 

Other nickel and nickel alloys ___ 19,454 388 - 255 27 66 20,190 5,082 25,272 

teel: mS . ne : ms re 

Stainless and heat-resistant_._ . 20,811 15,847 5,185  ... 78 41,921 P26,055 67,976 © 

Alloys (excludes stainless) _ _ _ _ 6,458 1,235 269 __. 1,851 9,313 P290 ~=—=_—«9,6038 
Superalloys... ______-2---- 13,361 Ww ww 105 13,466 148 13,614 

Other?________-__-_-_-- 1004 «167 = 258.148; 861,608 35 —«:1,648 

Total reported by companies . 7 - PO me re 

canvassed _-_--------~ , 90,879 17,993 6,297 2,770 ° 2,468 119,907. 43,903 163,810 

Total all companies, apparent a 

primary _.-_~_~------ XX XX XX XX XX 3161,973 P57,188 219,156 

| °Rstimated. PPreliminary. |W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” | 
XX Not applicable. ; a 

1Based on monthly estimates. . a, 

2Includes batteries, ceramics, and other alloys containing nickel. , . m, - a 

81J.S. production plus imports minus exports minus stock increases. . S 

| | | STOCKS . —— 

The combined stocks of primary nickel Consumer stocks. declined — steadily | 

maintained in the United States by U.S. throughout the year. In December, a buying 

. producers, foreign producers with U.S. sales surge by a few companies, however, swelled 

offices, and metal trading companies with the yearend inventory to nearly the same. 

U.S. sales offices decreased sharply during amount as at: yearend 1984. Although con- 

the year. At yearend, these stocks repre- sumer stocks averaged about 1 month’s 

| sented slightly over 1 month’s domestic domestic consumption, the yearend level 

consumption. Much of the drop was attrib- reached about 6 weeks’ consumption. Stocks 

uted to the closure of AMAX Nickel’s refin- of nickel in ferrous scrap held by iron and 

ery and the attendant liquidation of its steel producers were about the same at 

inventory. | yearend as they were at yearend 1984. 

Nickel stocks on the London Metal Ex- GSA received 5,014 tons of vacuum- 

change (LME) remained fairly constant af- melting-grade nickel, purchased in 1984, for 

ter their big decrease in 1984. The yearend the National Defense Stockpile. This raised 

inventory was about 7,100 tons compared _ the total nickel stocks to 37,223 tons, consid- 

with 8,100 tons at yearend 1984. erably less than the 200,000-ton goal. 

Table 5.—Nickel in consumer stocks in the United States, by form 

(Short tons of contained nickel) 
OE 

Form 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 

Primary: 
Ferronickel __________-~___---~--~--- 2,257 1,122 893 692 1,930 

Metal _________________-------- 18,355 16,743 17,359 17,479 13,754 
Oxide and oxide sinter ________-~----~~- 1,039 488 1,677 2,259 3,059 

Salts_______________-_--------- 508 226 268 229 184 
Other __________._____--------- 349 274 251 275 179 

Total primary___.-___--------~-- 22,508 18,853 - 20,448 20,934 19,106 

Secondary (scrap) _________----------- 11,326 10,004 10,304 6,520 P6,320 
—————————————————————— 

Grand total ____.______-------- 33,834 28,857 30,752 727,454 25,426 
i i 

PPreliminary. "Revised.
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Oe PRICES a 

The world nickel price was more volatile price eventually hit a 3-year low of $1.77 per — 
than it was in 1983 and 1984. Fueled by pound before recovering at yearend. The 

-  @oncerns over the short-range. supply of weighted-average LME price for 1985 was 
nickel, the price climbed steadily during $2.258 per pound for prompt delivery.° 
most of the first half of the year. By May, In the United States, the New York 
the average monthly price exceeded $2.50 dealer selling price for electrolytic cathode 
per pound in the LME compared with $2.24 nickel best indicated prices paid by domes- | 

7 per pound in January. In June, howev- tic consumers. At a weighted-annual aver- 
er, supply concerns dissipated when the age of $2.26 per pound, it closely paralleled 
U.S.S.R. and Nonoc Mining and Industrial the LME price. An overabundance of ferro- 
Corp., Philippines, renewed nickel ship- nickel kept its price lower than the cathode 
ments to the LME. In September, heavy and briquet price despite the contained iron 
shipments of ferronickel into European credits. Although the producer list prices 

_ markets drove the nickel price lower, dem- remained about $3.20 per pound, major | 
onstrating the existence of a considerable producers discounted nickel prices to levels 
oversupply of the material. The collapse of that yielded 10 to 15 cents per pound more 
the International Tin Council’s buffer stock than the LME price. One producer, for 
acquisition program in October further low- instance, realized an average of $2.39 per | 

' ered the price amid concerns over the fu- pound for its nickel over the year. 
ture trading of all base metals. The LME |. a | | , 

: : | | FOREIGN TRADE _~—C 7 | —— 

| Since the U.S. net import reliance for shipped to Kristiansand, Norway, for refin- : 
nickel was 72%, nickel imports dominated ing. Imports from Australia and Botswana : 
trade statistics. Nickel originating from remained important because nickel matte 
Canada comprised the major import ton- purchased from sources in those countries : 
nage, especially considering that most of supplied AMAX Nickel’s Port Nickel refin- | 
the nickel imported from Norway was_ ery in Louisiana until it closed in Novem- | 
mined and smelted in Canada before being _ ber. | | 

., 

| Other _ | 
| | (24%) ee 

_——- Canada 

 eremneenereere erensersemmenpeneneapae seemnnenase senses nie ree ne ea) 

== Botswana bi gy Sg <— 

oe RY SE ——————— : 
| RS Australia CY: Norway -*———_—_- 

(2 (12%) Y is (15%) 
RE SS | 

| QS 

157,690 short tons 

Figure 2.—Major sources of U.S. primary nickel imports in 1985.
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An international advisory panel to the of steel between the United States and the 
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade European Economic Community, as well as 

| (GATT) recommended that voluntary re- the U.S. import restraints negotiated with | 
straint agreements should be brought into Japanese automakers, violate the free ‘trade : 
conformance with GATT rules. The panel, principles agreed upon by GATT Signatory  — 
which included a U.S. representative, con- nations. The recommendations reportedly 
cluded that trade agreements such as that may lead toa revamping ofGATT. «> | 

a | Table 6.—U.S. exports of nickel and nickel alloy products, byclass a 
oo . (Gross weight unless otherwise specified) ae a | 

| } 1983 : 1984 1985 
Class “ Quantity Value Quantity Value —-- Quantity Value — 

- (short (thou- (short (thou- ' (short _ {thou- 
a tons) ' sands). tons) sands) =—=-—sdttons)~—i sands) © . 

. . 
‘ oe 

. Primary: — ; - | - Se . . 
Cathodes, pellets, briquets : CO, re 

- _ (unwrought)_ ~~~ 22,165 $99,097 25,997 $118,453 17,761 $86,596. Electroplating anodes _______ 177 1,235 - 140 965. 132°. ~~. 965 . Ferronickel _-_._92~-~-______ NA NA 7,880. .. .NA : 5,355. - - NA Powder and flakes _________ 1,017 6,973 1,790° = =: 12,062 1,106 8,942 . 

Total. ~~ =~ 2 23,359 107,305 ~ 35,807 131,480 . 24,354. — 96,503 . Nickel content! ________ 23,359 XX 31,638 — XX = 21,745 _XX, 
. CL ET CLA SP A GSU WPsegrr=tthsadusrpananeananroneens 

Wrought: LO 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, . 

. sections _.._._..._______  '  1,582 ' 18,747 3,342. 34,808 4,253 . 45,060 oo, Plates, sheets, strip....._.__ 1,430 18,351 1,968 — 21,316 2,645 28,726 . Tubes, pipes, blanks, fittings, - oo . 
hollow bar____________ 348 7,447 428 F929 808 6,356 : Wire _.-_-_--_ ett 1,039 8,831 1,119 11,166 954° *. O47 | Nickel-compound catalysts .___ _ _ ~ 3,165 13,940 2,718 15,156 _ 3,523 — 22,811 Nickel waste and scrap _____ _ _ 12,990° 17,106 13,143 - 23,566 — 15,397 26,705 . 

Grand total__-§________ 43,913 191,727 58,525 245,421 - 91,429 235,308 

| "Revised. : NA Not available. XX Not applicable. | . oo 
1Based on estimated nickel content and gross weight of primary nickel products. ne 

Source: Bureau of the Census. | oo | Co 

- Table 7.—U.S. imports for consumption of nickel products, by class : 
(Gross weight unless otherwise specified) 

neem eaaaee meee ere 

1983. 1984 1985 

Class Quantity Value Quantity Value = Quantity Value 
(short (thou- (short (thou- -~ (short (thou- 
tons) sands) tons) sands) tons) sands) eee OS! SANS) 

oo, Primary: 
Smelter products: 

Ferronickel _-.-..____________ 45,134 $65,264 43,048 $68,429 36,528 $60,253 Matte and/or salts (includes slurry) _ __ 62,454 83,613 82,509 116,956 68,210 101,101 Refined nickel: 
Cathodes, pellets, briquets 
(unwrought)__________§_ 90,839 418,943 103,017 461,371 97,779 446,009 Flakes___~§_-.~ ~~ ~~ ~~ _ 96 427 759 3,306 242 1,151 Oxide and oxide sinter_________ __ 4,209 19,083 5,526 22,413 5,079 20,722 Powder _______.~____________ 12,629 65,320 15,070 75,430 12,511 66,566 EE EE (88,000 
Total__-.~_~_~_--____________ 215,361 652,650 249,929 747,905 220,349 695,802 
Nickel content? ____________ 152,333 XX 176,715 XX 157,690 XX EON CS 

Wrought: 
Bars, plates, sheets, anodes _______ _ 1,235 11,531 2,000 18,036 - 3,177 32,276 Pipes, tubes, fittings _...________ 575 54,774 1,171 11,034 3,744 33,984 Rods and wire ________________ 2,241 17,935 5,419 28,544 2,990 22,103 Shapes, sections, angles __________ 54 313 60 506 189 1,297 Nickel waste and scrap _______________ 6,071 17,691 6,199 20,542 5,552 16,430 NE SNE NOU —QQqqQqquaoaooaaoaooooooeeeeeeeleeeeeeeeeeeee: 

Grand total ____-__~.________ 225,537 754,894 264,778 826,567 236,001 801,892 — eee 
XX Not applicable. 
‘Based on estimated nickel content and gross weight of primary nickel products. 

Source: Bureau of the Census.
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_ Table 8.—U.S. imports for consumption of nickel products, by country 
- 7 : . (Short tons of contained nickel) 7 Se | 

— ) Cathodes, pel- . . e 
se ar Powder and _— Oxide and oxid ; Matte and salts _ Country (anwroushts “flakes “ sinter © Ferronickel (includes slurry) | 

oo | 19841985 19841985 = 1984. «1985 —Ss«1984. «1985. ~*1984.~”~«41985 | 
| Australia_______-___ 7,680 8,428 3545 2306 __ _ a -. 18,487 7,808 Botswana____3__§____ 75 o __ __ ~_ _— _— ~~ 21,824 11,244 Canada ____________ 55,689 52,130 10644 8483 «4,255 3770 | 7 242 1,961 6,104 | - Dominican Republic _ _ __ __ T LL mee oe ~- 8291 = 7,754 _- — Finland_.______-____ 4072 4771 © 2. He a 122 47 | France __-_-.______ 2035 2/042 1 5 Le me ee 89 242 Germany, Federal Republic 

. of = 536 56 «166 223 __ _. 5 299 257 175 . , Japan. ~________ 29 ~~. oe -- UL _- 877 ee 28 . . Netherlands_________ 567 155 __ __ _. 54 __ _- 9 12 New Caledonia ______ _ —_ we _- _— ~~ 8,045 . 3,744 _- __ Norway_____~____ 18,947 24,166 a — awe) lL _- _- _— __ _ Philippines__________ 3998 635 818 664 _ __ _ __ 26 __ South Africa, Republic of _ 3,964. . 2,298 479 659 __ _- 10 20 4 4,182 Sweden____________ "566 30 4 17 __ _- _ __ 41 35 USSR ~~ aL __ a __ __ __ __ : United Kingdom ______ > 878 417. 170 231 __ —_ Bb _ 3 2 _ Zimbabwe __________ 3,147 2,50 ee —o _ __ __ Other_._____________ ‘gag 494 2 215 __ 87 8,604 683 444 631 
| Total ----------~- 108,017 97,779 15829 12,758 4,255 «3,911 (15,847 12,749 37,767 30,505 

| *Estimated. . | | a | 
Source: Bureau of the Census. 7 | a — . 

| a _ WORLD REVIEW oe | - 
Excess production capacity and oversup- way and the RTZ refinery in Zimbabwe. | ply dominated the world nickel industry. Matte from the Agnew Mine in Australia Although early in the year consumer con- was resold by AMAX Nickel to Sherritt cerns over possible shortfalls drove the Gordon and Outokumpu. | — price up, the physical shortages failed to Representatives of countries seeking to materialize. Settlement of separatist strife form an International Nickel Discussion in New Caledonia and requalification of Group (INDG) gathered in Geneva, Switzer- _ Nonoc nickel briquets to satisfy LME con- land, during the first week in November for tracts eliminated these potential shortages. another in a series of formative meetings. The U.S.S.R. resumed shipments of nickel The United States sent an observer. Repre- | : into the LME, and ferronickel producers sentatives attended from all of the nickel flooded European markets. Furthermore, producing countries, except China, and Falconbridge Nikkelverk A/S, Norway, and from the major consuming countries. Scope Sherritt Gordon, Canada, announced refin- and objectives of the proposed INDG were ery expansions. Western Platinum Ltd. completed; most rules were established. (Wesplat), Republic of South Africa, began Two issues remained outstanding: (1) building a refinery in the Republic of South whether or not to share a secretariat with | Africa. In Zimbabwe, Rio Tinto (Zimbabwe) the International Lead and Zinc Study Ltd. (RTZ) reopened its refinery to further Group and (2) the formula for financing the swell effective nickel capacity. These expan- organization. Regarding the first issue, one sions more than offset the strikes and peri- proposal was for an autonomous three- or odic technical difficulties experienced dur- four-person secretariat. The probable fi- ing the year by several major producers. nancing plan featured a two-part budget. Instead of the anticipated shortages, world One portion would be shared equally by all plant production actually rose slightly participating countries; the second would be above the 1984 figure. By yearend, prices prorated, based upon the member’s share of plummeted to their lowest point since 1988. the world nickel trade. A major revamping of nickel traffic pat- The Nickel Development Institute, found- terns emerged from closure of AMAX Nick- ed in 1984, began operating in 1985 as a el’s refinery. BCL matte, previously shipped nonprofit organization dedicated to provid- to the refinery, instead was shipped to the ing applications information on nickel, con- Falconbridge Nikkelverk refinery in Nor- ducting nickel market research, and devel-
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oping new markets for nickel. ‘Headquar- Metals Exploration reopened the Nepean 

tered in Toronto, Canada, the institute was Mine, which had been mothballed since — | 

| - ‘gupported by 14 major nickel producing 1983. Ore from the mine was shipped to 

| companies. It began publishing the quarter- WMC for smelting into nickel matte. Ap- 

ly publication “Nickel” in. September to proximately 275,000 tons of ore grading 

| disseminate information to industrial sec- 2.7% nickel constitute enough mine re- 

tors. — | serves for 2 years of operation. 

| Albania.—The year 1985 marked the end Mine production kept ‘Australia in third 

of “Albania’s seventh 5-year plan, which place among world producers of nickel. = 

| included an emphasis. on boosting mine Bolivia.—The Eastern Bolivia Mineral 

| output. Nickeliferous iron ore annual pro- Exploration Project, jointly conducted by 

7 | duction increased 91% over the annual the Bolivian and British geological services, _ 

| amount produced in 1981, the first year of revealed a significant laterite nickel deposit | 

| the plan: Discussions reportedly were. held in eastern Bolivia. The Rincon del Tigre 

| with Yugoslavia pursuant to possible ex- deposit reportedly contains 3.3 million tons — 

ports of the ore to the Kosovo smelter.  _—S- oof material grading 3% to 11% nickel. 

yo Construction continued on a nickel-cobalt. Botswana.—AMAX Nickel released BCL 

| cathode refinery being built at Elbasan-by from the contract to supply AMAX Nickel _ 

the West German company Salzgitter AG with matte from the Selebi and Phikwe 

using technology supplied by Inco Ltd. _ Mines in Botswana. BCL began to fulfillthe 

| Argentina.—At Las Aguilas near San contract signed earlier in 1985 to supply — 

| Luis, a detailed exploration. program spon- matte to Falconbridge Nikkelverk’s refin- 

- gored by the Direccién General de Fabrica- ery in Norway and RTZ’s Eiffel Flats. refin- 

| _ciones Militares identified 2.75 million tons ery in Zimbabwe, Small amounts of matte _ 

of sulfide ore grading 1.3% to 2% nickel reportedly were also shipped to Bindura 

. with considerable copper and cobalt con- Nickel Corp. Ltd.’s smelter in Zimbabwe : 

- tent. Feasibility studies have not establish- and to Matthey Rustenburg Refiners (Pty.) 

: ed commercial viability of production. Con- Ltd.’s refinery in the Republic of. South 

| sidering the weak nickel market and lack of Africa.._ —_ | CO 

mining infrastructure in the region, mine Canada.—Early in the year, the Canadi- 

| development is unlikely in the near future. an Government announced that it will pro- | 

Australia.—A major rock fall in the Ag- vide financial assistance to Canadian smelt- 

new Mine in Western Australia. during ers in order to ensure that smelters are able’ : 

January drastically altered the mining plan to achieve the Government's goal of reduc- 

| and reportedly cut production by at least ing by 50% sulfur dioxide (SO2) emissions by | 

20% for several months. After AMAX Nick- 1994. Inco agreed to comply with the limits, 

el decided to close its refinery in Louisiana, feeling that they could be reached by retro- 

| ~ the matte from the Agnew Mine was sold to fitting existing equipment. At yearend, 

the Sherritt Gordon refinery in Canada and however, Ontario imposed tough new SO: 

Outokumpu’s refinery in Finland. Western emission standards on nickel smelters op- 

Mining Corp. Ltd. (WMC) continued toll erated by Inco and Falconbridge Ltd. in the 

smelting the ore into matte at its Kambalda Sudbury District. Inco must reduce its emis- 

plant. | | “" gions from present limits of 755,000 to 

Nickel production in Australia received a 292,000 tons per year by 1994. Falconbridge — 

boost with the return of the Greenvale Mine must lower its emissions from 170,000 to 

and Yabulu refinery to essentially full-scale 110,000 tons per year. 

production. Owned by Metals Exploration ‘Canada was second behind the U.S.S.R. in 

Ltd. and Freeport Queensland Ltd. the nickel mine production. 

refinery operated at 70% of capacity in Inco, the largest nickel producer among 

1985. | market economy countries, posted: its first 

WMC suffered several strikes. During annual profit since 1980. The profit oc- 

March, lifter operators struck for 16 days in curred primarily through stringent cost- 

the Kambalda District. Underground min- cutting efforts and modest nickel price 

ers at Kambalda struck for 11 days in July, hikes in the first half of 1985. 

after which mill workers went on strike for To reduce its work force, Inco offered 

2 days. Smelter and refinery output were several early retirement incentives. In an 

not greatly affected, and production for the additional streamlining move, Inco halted 

Australian fiscal year, which ended July _ electrolytic nickel refining at its Port Col- 

1985, remained close to that of fiscal year borne refinery in favor of producing utility- 

1984. . grade nickel from its high-purity pellets.
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_ The company thus concentrated its cathode lic sulfide deposit in the Xinjiang Uygur 
nickel production at the Manitoba oper- Autonomous Region in western China. The 
ations. Utility-grade nickel was deemed Bechtel letter of intent involved engineer- 
more economical to make from the pellets ing and construction for mine development. 

| than from the formerly .used nickel oxide Colombia.—Shortly after rebuilding a 
because byproduct cobalt was recovered ferronickel smelter furnace over a 2-month | 
during pellet production. = span, Cerro Matoso S.A. closed its smelter 

_ Inco employees at the Sudbury and Port following another furnace failure in Au- 
Colborne operations voted to accept a labor gust. The Colombian producer did not pro- ) 
contract agreed upon by the company and_ duce ferronickel again until October. Al- 
the employees’ union. The 3-year contract though earlier in the year the smelter had 
links base-pay raises and cost-of-living ad- been operating close to its effective capacity 
justments to the price of nickel. Falcon- of 25,000 tons per. year of nickel in ferro- 
bridge Ltd. and its labor union also agreed nickel, the 5-month shutdown significantly 
to a new 3-year labor contract for the Sud- curtailed its 1985 ferronickel production. 
bury District mines. Sherritt Gordon reach- The company was able to reschedule its 

a ed accord with the union at its nickel re- debt with international banks in order to 
finery in Alberta. — SO , defer a portion of that debt until.1987. 
Falconbridge announced a major 3-year | Cuba.—Although Cuba’s new Punta Gor- 

expansion program for its Craig Mine near da nickel refinery was scheduled to open 
Sudbury. The development work is neces-. late in 1984, it apparently was not inaugu- 
sary to boost production after the prema- rated until November 1985 and did not 
ture closure of the Falconbridge No. 5 shaft achieve commercial production during 1985. 
n1984.00°; 22 _ Although Cuba expects plant capacity to 

Sherritt Gordon reported significantly in- eventually reach 33,000 tons per year, the 
-ereased nickel production and sales. Asa immediate production goal ranges from 
consequence of obtaining nickel matte for- 5,500 to 8,300 tons per year. 
merly. sent to AMAX Nickel’s refinery, the | Meanwhile, construction proceeded on 
company expanded its Fort Saskatchewan the Las Camariocas plant. An agreement 

_ refinery capacity from 22,000 to 25,000 tons between Cuba and Hungary infused more 
peryear. © . | en funds into the project. _ 
. Hudson Bay Mining and Smelting Co. Dominican Republic.—Falconbridge Do- 
Ltd. delineated a copper-nickel deposit be- minicana C. por A. shipped more nickel in 

| neath Namew Lake near Flin Flon, Manito- ferronickel than it did in each of the previ- 
ba. Containing approximately 1.3 million ous 11 years. On December 20, the ferro- 
tons of ore, the deposit averages approxi- nickel smelter began a 5-week shutdown to | 
mately 2.8% ‘nickel with 0.7% copper. Prox- facilitate planned furnace maintenance and 
imity to other mining districts in Manitoba to reduce ferronickel inventories. The 1985 
favors eventual development of the deposit production was achieved with one furnace 
despite currently depressed nickel markets. operating out of three available for duty. 
China.—At the Tokyo, Japan, trade fair, Finland.—Outokumpu, the large state- 

the China National Nonferrous Metals In- controlled mining and metals group, contin- 
dustry Corp. announced plans to double the ued developing the Enonkoski Mine in east- 
present capacity of its Jinchuan nickel mine ern Finland. At Laukunkangas near Savon- 
in the Gansu Province by 1990. Present linna, the mine began production at year- 
capacity is 22,000 tons per year of cathode end. The underground mine was expected to 
nickel. China signed an agreement with a provide 440,000 tons of ore per year from 
Swedish consortium, including Boliden AB, sublevel stoping operations. The company’s 
to provide technology for the expansion. A Harjavalta smelter experienced technical 
conversion to undercut-and-fill mining difficulties with its flash furnace for several 
highlights the desired technology. The ex- weeks, necessitating production from a 
pansion could convert China from a nickel more expensive electric furnace. 
importer to an exporter. France.—Société Métallurgique le Nickel 
‘The Bechtel Group Inc., San Francisco, (SLN) was restructured into Eramet-SLN, 

CA, and Galactic Resources Ltd., Canada, retroactive from January 1, 1985. Share- 
joined the large list of companies from holders remained unchanged. The compa- 
market economy countries that signed coop- ny’s New Caledonia operations were placed 
erative agreements for mineral develop- in a separate, 100%-owned subsidiary, 
ment in China. Galactic established a joint LeNickel-SLN. Eramet-SLN purchased all 
venture for developing a massive polymetal- nickel produced by LeNickel-SLN except
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the ore sold to Japanese smelters. i the Soviet export agency Raznoimport, pre-e 
O, _......The French mint decided to replace its. venting stock levels from responding to the 

present 10-franc coin with one of pure shrinking demand. Resumption ‘of nickel 
nickel. The plans called for producing 600 shipments from Nonoc also contributed to 
million coins with 4,300 tons of nickel over the heavy flow of nickel into the country. © , 
the next 5 years. Eramet-SLN was expected Citing financial losses by its ferroalloys | 
to supply most of the nickel. | _ industry, Japan approved a plan submitted ‘ 

Greece.—Larco S.A.’s ferronickel smelter by its Ministry of International Trade and . 
_ at Larymna near Boeotia experienced a 2- Industry to provide financial assistance to : 

week strike early in 1985. In February, those producers under the Structural Re- “ae 
| shortly after the strike was settled, one of form Law. The plan called for a:.12% reduc- oo 

its furnaces exploded when slag leaked into _ tion in smelting capacity by the four leading oa 
a pool of water. The smelter resumed pro- ferronickel producers in exchange for sub- i 
duction in March at about 80% of capacity, stantially reduced fixed property taxes. The : 
up from the 50% to 60% utilization in 1984. _ law also provided tax credits for upgrading : 
' India—Progress was made on plans for _ facilities: Since production in 1984 averaged | 
development of a ferronickel complex. The about 57% of capacity, the closures will not = §—t 
Industrial Promotion and Investment Corp. _ result in a production cut. | en 
of Orissa procured a letter of intent from ‘Meanwhile, Japan encouraged increased - 7 
involved Government agencies to develop a nickel imports by accelerating by 2 years = 

| - 15,000-ton-per-year plant near Cuttack. The the planned tariff reduction for nickel met- : 
_ plant would be built adjacent to the corpo- al, nickel oxide, and ferronickel. The tariff 

ration’s Jaipur Road ferrochromium plant. on ferronickel, for instance, will decrease to - 
Land, electric. power, and transportation 6.5% from 8.3%, effective April 1,1986. 
are readily available. Since early develop- New Caledonia.—Mining and smelting 

| ment of domestic deposits is unlikely, im- facilities owned by SLN.in New Caledonia — 
ported ore is the most likely source of were restructured to comprise a new corpo- 

. material. | _ .. Yate subsidiary, LeNickel-SLN, effective 
Indonesia.—P.T. International Nickel In- January 1, 1985. a : a 

_ donesia lost an estimated production of 500 Political violence associated with the Ka- 
to 750 tons of nickel in matte when one nak separatist movement adversely im- 
furnace in its smelter overheated. The re- pacted the nickel mining operations. Raids : 
sultant damages shut the furnace down for during January shut down the major nickel oi 

. " - repairs several weeks during May and June. mines, damaging equipment at the Camp - 
Despite the damage to the smelter, nickel des Sapin Mine near Thio and the Meaba : 
matte exports from Indonesia jumped 30% Mine at Kouaoua. By March, however, SLN 
above those of 1984. had reopened its Le Plateau Mine, closed : 

Ni-Cal Technology signed a letter of in- since the outbreak of violence late in 1984. 
tent with P.T. Aneka Tambang (Antam), SLN also reported that the Meaba Mine was i 

_ the Government-owned nickel mining oper- operating at 100% of capacity. A flareup of 
ation, to establish a joint nickel-cobalt proc- separatist activity in August closed the 
‘essing venture. The proposed plant would mines again for 1 week, but without addi- 
be built at Antam’s Gebe Island laterite tional damage to the facilities. Owing to 
deposit. The plant’s acid leaching technolo- high stockpiles of nickel ore, augmented by 
gy would be adopted from technology devel- ore purchased from the several small inde- 
oped by Ni-Cal Technology for the Gasquet pendent miners on the island, SLN’s Don- 
Mountain deposit in the United States. iambo smelter near Nouméa maintained 
Antam considered the technology as a possi- production throughout the crisis. Ferronick- 
ble method of producing pure forms of el production in 1985 eventually far exceed- 
nickel to increase profitability. ed that of 1984. 
Japan.—Ferronickel production increas- Norway.—Falconbridge Nikkelverk suc- 

ed significantly in 1985 compared with that cessfully negotiated a contract to receive 
in 1984, offsetting declines in pure metal the bulk of BCL’s nickel matte production 
production. Demand for primary nickel until the end of the century. The negotia- 
dropped, as evidenced, for example, by tions prompted the company to initiate a 3- 
sharply lower consumption of nickel in the year, $43 million expansion program at the 
Ni-42 alloy used in integrated circuitry. Pri- Kristiansand refinery. Refinery capacity 
mary nickel stocks remained high through- was expected to increase by 33% to 60,000 
out the year. The high inventories accrued tons upon completion. Even before the ex- 
in part owing to a supply contract with pansion was initiated, the refinery supplied
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a significant portion of the primary nickel neared completion of a new base metal 
purchased by U.S. consumers. Its primary _ refinery at the Marikana platinum mine . 
feed source remained company minesin the near Rustenburg in Transvaal. The new 
Sudbury District of Canada. refinery was to produce byproduct nickel 

Philippines.—Production of briquet nick- sulfate at a rate of 2,200 tons of contained 
el resumed after Nonoc repaired damage nickel per year using Sherritt Gordon tech- 
inflicted to its. refinery during the 1984 nology employing a sulfuric acid leach. - 
typhoon. Production rates gradually picked Meanwhile, concentrates from the platinum 
up during 1985. Marc Rich & Co. A.G. mine were shipped to Falconbridge Nik- 
supplanted Philipp Bros. Inc. as sole Nonoc __ kelverk’s refinery in Norway for extracting 
sales agent outside of Japan. This shift nickel, copper, and cobalt. The residue was 
spawned several unsuccessful court chal- then returned to Wesplat for precious met- 
lenges by Philipp Bros., hampering nickel als recovery. Several scattered short labor 
movements. Nonoc eventually registered its disputes failed to significantly disrupt mine 
briquet on the LME, facilitating sales of the production at company mines. 
product. _ | |  US.S.R.—In late 1984, the USSR. 

Ni-Cal Technology reportedly entered in- changed its nickel sales policy to push for 
: to an:agreement with the Surigao Nickel direct, long-term sales contracts with con- 

Development and Industrial Corp. to devel- sumers rather than relying on sales to 
op and process the Catilian nickel laterite trading companies. The terms of the con- 
deposits. The deposits are approximately tracts fell from favor among consumers, 

_ 100 miles fromthe nickel refinery at Suri- however, as the nickel price and demand 
gao. Under the agreement, Surigao Nickel slipped. Negotiations initiated in 1985 for 
would mine and process the ore using Ni- 1986 nickel purchases consequently marked 
Cal Technology’s acid leaching process. The a return to sales through traders. | 

_ letter of intent parallels one signed in 1984 Nickel mine production estimated for the 
by Ni-Cal Technology and Nonoc. | US.S.R. increased slightly, allowing it to 

South Africa, Republic of.—Wesplat regain the production lead from Canada. 

| Table 9.—Nickel: World mine production, by country' | | 

(Short tons of nickel content) oo , 

| Country 1981 1982 1983 1984” 1985° 

Albania (content of ore)® _._____._________- 6,200 6,400 6,400 6,600 6,600 
Australia (content ofconcentrate)_ _ _____ —___-~ 81,963 96,510 84,465. 83,653 293,700 
Botswana (centent of matte) _____.______-~- 18,200 19,573 20,079 ©19,300 20,000 
Brazil (content of ore)... _..____..__--- 7 239 715,929 17,153 - 23,887 26,000 
Burma (content of speiss)® __________--~-- 222 22 22 22 22 
Canada®_ eee 176,642 "97,644 141,220 192,017 167,000 
China®__ ek 12,000 13,200 14,300 15,400 22,000 
Colombia (content of ferroalloys) _._....---~- _- T1455 14,400 18,810 13,000 

‘Cuba (content of oxide, sinter, sulfide) _ _ _ _ ~~ _- 42,489 39,790 41,487 35,087 35,700 
Dominican Republic. ___________.----- 20,601 T5926 21,552 26,371 29,000 
Finland (content of concentrate) ______..—~- 7,566 6,980 5,858 7,638 74,200 
German Democratic Republic® ____________ 3,000 2,800 2,400 ™2,200 1,800 
Greece (recoverable content of ore)® 4 ________ 217,200 5,500 18,500 18,400 19,000 
Indonesia (content of ore)* __ _____________- 53,848 50,578 54,430 "52,474 54,000 
Morocco (content of nickel ore and cobalt ore) — — _ 144 140 _. ae — 
New Caledonia (recoverable content of ore) _ _ — —_ — 86,079 66,250 50,885 T €63 000 80,400 
Norway (content of concentrate) __________-_ T551 551 500 600 600 
Philippines _____________..__.------ 32,239 ¥21,643 15,322 14,993 30,300 
Poland (content of ore)®*__§__§ ____§_§_________ 2,300 2,300 2,300 2.300 2,200 
South Africa, Republic of€ _____§_§_§________ 229,100 24,250 22.600 27,600 27,600 
U.S.S.R. (content of ore)®___________-_--- 174,000 182,000 187,000 192,000 198,000 
United States (content of ore shipped) _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 12,099 3,203 _- 14,540 6,127 
Yugoslavia (content of ore)® _____._______- *2,200 4,400 3,300 4,400 5,500 
Zimbabwe (content of concentrate) __ . _______ 14,350 14,671 11,186 11,300 11,000 

Total_______------------------- 800,082 "681,715  ——-'735,859 832,592 856,749 

*Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. 
1Insofar as possible, this table represents recoverable mine production of nickel; where data relate to some more highly 

processed form, the figure given has been used in lieu of unreported actual mine output to provide some indication of the 
magnitude of mine output and is so noted parenthetically following the country name, or by footnote. Table includes data 
available through May 13, 1986. 

Reported figure. 
5Refined nickel and nickel content of oxides and salts produced, plus recoverable nickel in exported mattes and speiss. 
“Includes a small amount of cobalt not reported or recovered separately.
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| _ .-_, Table 10.—Nickel: World plant production, by country’ —. 

a me 7 (Short tons of nickel content) mo . . 

_~,”~S~*~<CS:*~“‘~iR Mt? = ( St:*~<t~*‘S™S™C™CS;C‘wNSTS!O!#*#«*OSD:*S~*«*MOBS:*~S~*«CNQBAP ., LORE 

a Australia® —=9 == 46,854 50,680 46,077 «—s«42,615 «= 844,982 
BrazilS_ = LL 2,574 - *8,826. 9,165 10,127 ~ =: 18,200 
Canada®__________ Le 120,486 . 64,635 96,100 114,600. -. 100,300 
China®_ LL e____i_____ — ‘12,100 =~ :18,200 ~——:14,800 15,400 22,000 . 
Colombia’ ______.. 22 eee aL 71,455  ~=- 14,896 _ 18,810 .- 13,000. 

. Cuba? 9,355 9.922. . 10,298 9,311 . 9,370 
Czechoslovakia® __ ee _____—s1,800 "1,700 = *3,300 «= 5,000 ~———5,000 
Dominican Republic’... $$ 5 5 5§ 5 5 5 eee 20,601 - §,812 23,369 26,698 428,450 
Finland ___-_ = 2 LLL 14,672 18,906 16,355 16,846 - 17,300 - 
France® -___-__-_.__-__-__-----_-__-_---_--_ | 11,079 8,114 8,047 ‘6,751 ‘5,500 
German Democratic Republic® _________.-_____-_ 3,100 - 3300 - 3,300 8,300 | 38,300 

. Germany, Federal Republic of€ §°__§ $5 2» 5 5 5 5 ee eee : 1,820 1,320 ~ 1,320. : 1,100 1,100 
Greece_____ ~~ eee 14,000 €5,000 - 14,174 17,448 ~—-_-- 17,600 
Indonesia® _______-_ = ee 5,184 5,523 «5,852 is«O5, 820. 5,500 

| Japan —__--_----- ee 95,679 - 91,886 76,667 81,789  —#85,419 
New Caledonia®__ = = 5 5 pe ee 30,853 30,871 ' 23,939 (32,141 440,108 

| Norway _-_------------_-----_---------~ "40,785 "28,476. —=s«.31,205- 39,185 = 441,351 
. Philippines woe ee eee 23,683 712,371 6,721 — 3,889 . 418,360 . 

Poland’ ___ = 2,300 ~¥2300 . 2,300  F2,300 2,300 
South Africa, Republic of ~_-_-__9__ Le - 19,800 15,900 “18.740 22,597 ~ 22,000 
USSRo Le __ ~—196,200-. 198,400 204,000» -214,000 220,000 Cs 
United Kingdom. = 27,999 7,606 25,574 24582 15,400 | 
United-States _= 2 5 Le 48,805 44,956 33,400 44,933 ~ 486,382 
Yuigoslavia® 2.2 5 wee _. -:1,700~—--:«*1,700 2,200 . 3,300 

| _ Zimbabwe __ 8 === --_ _°18,200 18,200 == 11,184 «11,800. -—«—«:11,000 

‘Motale ee ---------- 762,879 "636,009 -700,983-««771,242 «782,222 | 

°Estimated. PPreliminary. TRevised. On BS | 
1Refined nickel plus nickel content of ferronickel produced from ore and/or concentrates unless otherwise specified. . 

. Table includes data available through May 13,1986. : eT woe ne . 
?In addition to the countries listed, North Korea is believed to have produced metallic nickel and/or ferronickel, but _ 

information is inadequate for formulation of reliable estimates of output levels. Several countries produced nickel- 
containing matte, but output of nickel in such materials have been excluded from this table to avoid double counting. 
Countries producing matte include the following, with output indicated in short tons of contained nickel: Australia: 
1981—36,223; 1982—54,444; 1983—54,900 (revised, estimated); 1984—56,330; and 1985—56,858; Botswana: 1981—20,143; 
1982—-19,573; 1988—20,080; 1984—20,507 (revised); and 1985—20,500 (estimated); Indonesia: 1981—21,980; 1982—15,156 
(revised); 1983—20,159 (revised); 1984—25,149 (revised); and 1985—27,900 (estimated); and New Caledonia: 1981—16,954; 
1982—7,875; 1983—5,046 (revised); 1984—6,219 (revised); and 1985—9,233. ° . 
‘’Refined nickel plus the nickel content of oxide. . — 
*Reported figure. . oo , oa 
5Nickel content of ferronickel only. (No refined nickel was produced.). Oo . Look 

: SIncludes ‘nickel content of refined nickel, nickel oxide, and nickel matte; from 1982, the totals for France are 
production of nickel cathodes only. Sey oe 

‘7Content of granular nickel oxide and powder only; Cuba also produces nickel oxide sinter.and a processed sulfide, but 
these are not included in order to avoid double counting, as they may be processed to metal elsewhere. Output of sinter 
was as follows, in short tons: 1981—13,354; 1982—12,952 (revised); 1988—-12,723 (revised); 1984—9,804 (revised); and 
1985—9,900 (estimated). Output of processed sulfide was as follows, in short tons: 1981—19,779; 1982—16,916 (revised); 
1988—18,466 (revised); 1984—15,971 (revised); and 1985—16,400 (estimated). 

8Includes nickel content of nickel alloys. - Ss 

United Kingdom.—Inco Europe Ltd., a_ of the plant’s expected capacity. Ferronickel 
subsidiary of Inco Ltd., shut down the was exported to Austria, the Federal Repub- 
Clydach refinery for 3 months early in 1985. lic of Germany, and Italy. Discussions re- 
The shutdown stemmed from the company’s portedly were held with Albanian officials 
desire to reduce stocks to a level consistent regarding processing of Albanian nickelifer- 
with market conditions. Approximately 370 _ ous iron ore at the Kosovo smelter. a 
of the refinery’s 537 workers were layed off The Government solicited buyers for the 
during the shutdown, and the permanent plant equipment from the Kavadarci smelt- 
staff was reduced by 69 by yearend. Nickel er. The plant closed in June 1984 after only 
chloride and sulfate production continued 2 years of operation. . 
during closure of the nickel pellet and Zimbabwe.—The Eiffel Flats refinery 
powder facility. The plant resumed produc- reopened in August to process matte pur- 
tion in April at about 50% of its capacity. chased from BCL. The refinery, operated by 
Yugoslavia.—Rudnik i Topionica Fero- Empress Nickel Mining Co. Ltd., a subsid- 

nikl brought a second furnace line on- iary of RTZ, produced cathode nickel by 
stream at its Kosovo ferronickel smelter. yearend at close to its target rate of 400 tons 
The startup raised production to about 30% per month.
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| _ Mining and Processing.—Inco Ltd. con- resistant. i 
tinued to focus its attention on new techni- Developments in amorphous powder met- 
cal developments that could improve pro- als continued to mount. Allied, one of the 
ductivity and safety in its underground leaders in such developments, produced a 
mines. For improved ground support, a nickel-molybdenum-boron alloy with supe- 
spray-on, fiberglass-reinforced epoxy resin rior hardness and toughness properties us- 
was developed to reduce time-consuming ing an extrusion process. | 
rock bolt installation. Modifications were End Uses.—Cummins Engine Co. receiv- 
made to the continuous loading machine ed the first commercial license to produce a 

| marketed by its subsidiary, Continuous new nickel-aluminide alloy for use in diesel 
Mining Systems Ltd. (CMS), to enable the engines and turbochargers. The alloy, con- : 
loader to discharge onto a conveyor that taining 85% nickel, is 10% lighter than 
follows the machine as it moves through the _ present superalloys. It contains no chromi- 
muck. CMS also participated in the develop- um or cobalt, which should reduce reliance — 
ment of a conveyor belt that goes around on these strategic materials. More impor- _ | 
corners. | tantly, the alloy offers advantageous per- a 

. France continued to pioneer the develop- formance characteristics at high’ tempera- 
_ ment of equipment for recovering seafloor tures over those of current superalloys and | 
nodules. A consortium of French ocean was expected to replace the current ones in | 
mining companies, in conjunction with the many applications. | | 
French National Center for Ocean Exploita- The United States Steel Corp. became the 
tion, developed two totally autonomous, re- second major U.S. company to recently 
motely operated submarine vehicles. The introduce a nickel-coated terne sheet into _ 
vehicles can be accurately guided to specific its product line. Formed by electroplating | 
spots of the ocean floor at depths to 6,000 nickel onto cold-rolled steel sheets before 
meters. One vehicle, the Epaulard, equip- they are dipped into the lead-tin alloy terne 
ped with lights and cameras for reconnais- bath, the sheets are much more corrosion- 

_ sance, has completed 100 dives. The other, resistant than nonnickel terne sheets. With 
PLA 2, was designed to move along the numerous applications in the automobile 
ocean floor on tracks, scooping up nodules and heat and air-conditioning industries, — 

_ before returning to the mother ship. The the new product offered excellent opportu- 
battery-operated vehicle is controlled by a nities for significantly increasing nickel 

: microprocessor. | sales in the United States. | 
Numerous research programs were de- Potential applications proliferated for ni- 

voted to the recovery of nickel from spent tinol, a nickel-titanium alloy developed by 
petroleum catalysts. AMAX Nickel suc- the Naval Ordnance Laboratory in White 
cessfully completed a pilot program on its Oak, MD. The material features the unique 
process at its shuttered Port Nickel refin- ability to retain a “memory” of its original | 
ery. The experiments were conducted under shape and to return to that shape upon 
a joint program with Catalyst Recovery Inc. reheating. Nitinol engines have attracted 
and Shell Chemical Inc. The AMAX Nickel much attention because of their potential to 
process yielded a nickel-cobalt sulfate that run only on minimal heat energy. The 
can be sold as is or reprocessed into pure material also looks promising for a variety 
metal. of surgical applications including bone set- 

Nickel Products.—Allied Corp. an-_ ting, correction of scoliosis, and reinforce- 
| nounced the development of a new nickel ment of artery walls. Switches for fire 

alloy, Altraloy, that may replace gold in alarm systems, automatically opening win- 
some electronic circuit applications. Al- dows, and supports for brassieres are other 
though gold traditionally is used because it successful applications of nitinol.5 
resists corrosion and has a low contact Renovation proceeding on the Statue of 
resistance, the new alloy reportedly has Liberty features a high-nickel-content stain- 
similar properties at a lower cost.‘ less steel support structure for the copper 

Wall Colomony, United Kingdom, offered external skin. The 23 tons of material (most- 
a new nickel-based hard-surfacing alloy as__ly type 316 L), donated by several domestic 
an alternative to cobalt-based ones. This producers, replaces the original iron sup- 
new alloy is claimed to be easy to deposit port structure that was prone to corrosion.* 
and self-fluxing, in addition to being wear
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TPhecieal aontist, Division of Ferrous Metals Jan. 13, 1986, p. 10. | - 
ysical scientist, Division of Ferrous Metals. : 4 . . | 

: : 2U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Mines staff, Re Eee cold ye Ne 188 95 Alloy Could . | 

. and U.S. Department of Commerce, Basic Industries Sec- ? is S.G O _— 8 Ne 8 M: ° 1986 
tor staff. Domestic Consumption Trends, 1972-82, and Morris, S. Games. Omni, v. 8, No. 8, May 1986, pp. 148- | 

a Forecasts to 1993 for Twelve Major Metals. BuMinesOFR 149. ot . 

27-86, Jan. 1986, 158 pp. © mo, ®Bowers, E. W. The Lady Is Being Saved. Phoenix Q., 
5Metals Week. Metals Week Annual Prices. V. 57,No.2, v.17, Summer 1985, pp. 2-6.
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a _ Nitrogen 

| _. By Charles L. Davis* | | 

US. production of anhydrous ammonia, pean market. - 
82.2% nitrogen, was about the same as that Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- 
of 1984. The total value of ammonia pro- duction data for ammonia were developed 
duced and sold decreased to about $1.8 by the Bureau of the Census, U.S. Depart- 
billion. The value of apparent consumption ment of Commerce, and published monthly 
decreased to about $2 billion. Production in Current Industrial Reports, Inorganic 
and apparent consumption values were. Fertilizer Materials and Related Products, 
based on average annual 1985 f.o.b. gulf M28B. The Department of Commerce sur- 
coast spot prices, which decreased consid- veyed approximately 62 firms manufactur- 

| erably during the year. Imports of ammonia ing inorganic fertilizer chemicals. Produc- | 
also decreased. An increase in ammonia tion estimates were supplied for reports not 
exports was attributed to aggressive mar- received in time for tabulation. These data 
keting practices by U.S. ammonia exporters are shown in table 1. | 

| and the appearance of a temporary Euro .—s—sit | : 

Table 1.—Salient ammonia statistics _ 
(Thousand short tons of contained nitrogen) 

| | 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985° 7 

United States: | | . : a 
Production? ? _______....._.-.._..-._-.____ | 15,782 —-18,029'--«:11,297. 18,368 ~— 13,238 
Exports ..._- 22-806 610 298 438 1,010 
Imports for consumption __...._.-.._---....-.-. | 1,719 . = 1,787 2,169 2,699 © 2,306 
Consumption? *____. 5 Lee = 16,467 914,145 :18,719 15,846 ~=—-_:14,489 

World: Production —----------~-+-------------~ 784,847 "83,680 86,560 98,029 + °9.4,302 

1Synthetic anhydrous ammonia and coke oven ammonia. Bo 
2Coke oven ammonia not available for 1985. _ BC . 
SIncludes producers’ stock changes in synthetic anhydrous ammonia and coke oven ammonia. ‘i . 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION a 

Monthly production in 1985 remained because of poor markets; two closed because 
above that of 1984 through July, then de- of explosions at the plant. By yearend, a 
clined each month for the remainder of the total of about 2 million tons of plant capaci- 
year. The greatest production occurred in ty was closed for an indefinite period. Am- 
March, nearly 1.5 million short tons, and monia was produced by 43 companies at 55 
the lowest in December, almost 1.2 million plants in 23 States. | 
tons. Several ammonia plants were closed 

725
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| — - -. ‘Pable 2.—Fixed nitrogen production inthe United States | 
. . oe | (Thousand short tons of contained nitrogen) . en 

Te ne 1981 1982 1988 1984-1985 
Ammonium compounds, coking plants: . . Ammonia liquor’ __ 2 20 5 5 5 NA Ammonium phosphate’ __-...-- 2-2 COCO °) @) NA | -. Ammonium sulfate’ 222020202022 tia 56 46 54 NA Anhydrous ammonia, synthetic plants?__.._.________ 15,655 12,968 11,246 18,309 18,288 

— __‘Tetal ----~------------------------ | 15,782 18,029,207 18,868 18,288 
| | PPreliminary. NANotavailable. — . | _ ‘Quarterly Coal Report, U.S. Department of Energy, Jan.-Mar. 1985, published July 1985. - | a : *Included with ammonium sulfate to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. : | : *Cerrent Industrial Reports, Bureau of the Census. | 7 . | a 

- Pable 3.—Major nitrogen compounds ne : _ produced in the United States : . 
| - (Thousand short tons, gross weight) 7 | 

. . . Compound . 1983 1984 1985" | 7: 

Acrylonitrile _______ 1,073 1,101 1,173 | . . 7 Ammonium nitrate — _ _ 6,628 7,009 6,907 oe 
Ammonium phosphate _ 12,814 14,468 12,873 oo 

.. Ammonium sulfate? __ 1964 2,107 © 2,049 | a . Nitric acid ~...__ 71,367 8,016 7,808 . Urea. 5,771 7,188 6478 | 

; | | | *Excludes ammonium sulfate from coking plants. _ . | 
a _ Sources: Bureau of the Census ‘and International Trade 

Commiasion. - 

Table 4.—Domestic producers of anhydrous ammonia in 1985 a 
| 7 | (Thousand short tons per year of ammonia) | 

oo Company | 7 . Location | Capacity 

Agrico Chemical Co... --_________.__ Donaldsonville, LA-___.____________ 468 Do ---_~ Nerdigris, OK ~~ ---------------- 840 Air Products and Chemicals Inc_._........__ New leans, LA___ ~~. 210 De 2 Pace Junction, FL -..2 222 100 Altied Chemical Corp. — ~~ —-----------~- Hopewell, VA_____--_ 340 American Cyanamid Co ____§__§_..______ Fortier, LA ~~~ 580 Arcadian Corp _______-_-____________ Geismar, LA... 55 5 340 Do --~-___ La Platte, NE_-_.-._2 2 172 Atlas Chemical Industries Inc_____________ Joplin, MO______ ~~ 186 Borden Chemical Co._..-..____________ Geismar, LA_-_-_____~_- 400 Carbonaire Co. Inc........____________ Palmerton, PA -._.____________ 35 Cargill Inc..__-_--_- Columbus, MS______._-_______ 68 C.F. Industries Inc_........_____. Donaldsonville, LA.....____________ 1,740 Chevron Chemical Co———-_---_—_—----_- Fascagoula, MS —— — - — -----_-____~_- 580 

ope snnpasssgess 2222222222002 For Medison, 1A -~~_-~7--7=7772777 os umbia Nitrogen Corp ___._..._________ ugusta,GA ~_.______ Cominco American Incorporated ___________ Borger, TX.---_---.-______ 400 Diamond Shamrock Chemical Corp __________ Dumas, TX__.--__________ 160 The Dow ChemicalCo....______._____ Freeport, TX .--._-_.________. 115 E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co.Inc__________ Beaumont, TX ___________ | 440 Farmland IndustriesInc_____________ Fort Dodge, IA __.__________ 210 Do --- 2 Dodge City, KS mee ee 210 Do ---~- Enid,OK___--__-____- 840 De -__- Lawrence,KS_______________ 340 Do --_-_-_ Pollock, LA _-__._______ 420 First MississippiCorp__._______________ Donaldsonville, LA_________ 400 Georgis-Pacifie Corp ~—-- ee Plaquemine, LA ______________ 196 Goodpesture Inc ___..--_._________ Dimmitt, TX____.__________ 40 W.R. Grace &Co -- Woodstock, TN -_.________. 340 Grace-Oklahoma Nitrogen______________ _ Woodward,OK _________.__ 450 Green Valley Chemical Corp _____________ Creston, IA __________ 35 Hooker ChemicalCo _.________________ Tacoma,WA_____________ 28 International Minerals & Chemical Corp _____ _ Pterlington, LA ——-~-----—------_- 770 JupiterChemicalCo __________ Lake ries, LA... 18 Mississippi Chemical Corp___......_-____  YazooCity,MS __________~777 77777 398
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| Table 4.—Domestic producers of anhydrous ammonia in 1985 —Continued | 
| a (Thousand short tons per year of ammonia) Oe 

MonsantoCo______________________- Luling, LA____-_-_-_--_ ieee BO : N-Ren Corp... -----__-..-_---.--.... Pryor, OK | © Do _-o sa ee East Dubuque, IL__ ~~ 2 "238 .»Do ~~~ ee ee Carlsbad, NM___~~ 68 Olin Corp ___~_~-__~~- Lake Charles, LA... [2 te 890 . Pennwalt Chemical Co __ = 5 5 5 6 Portland,OR ____~___~_~ =~ 8 Phillips Pacific Chemical Co______—_______ Kennewick,WA ________________ oo 155 Phillips Petroleum Co... $5 5 5 ee Beatrice, NE___ = LL - + 230 PPG Industries Inc ______-__..__------.  Natrium,WV___-- i. Reichhold Chemicals Inc_______-........ St.Helens, OR meee . J. R. Simplot Co ____~-._.-~-_--------- Pocatello, D._-- 27 TUTTI TTT ag Sohio Chemical Co___________.___.__i-_- ° Lima,OH moe eee eee eee tS Tennessee Valley Authority —————-~-----_ Muscle Shoals, AL ~2:. 74 Terra Chemical International. _________.___ Port Neal, TIA ___ = 210 Triad Chemical Co...) 5 5 Donaldsonville, LA- ~~~ 340 Union Chemical Co ~~. > Kenai, AK__~ > 1,100 Do ~-_~_~-______----__- ll, Brea,CA_2_ ~~ TTT 280 , USS. Agri-Chemicals Inc —-------.--- ~~ | Cherokee, AL _____ 175 Wycon Chemical Co__ ~~~ -’ Cheyenne, WY ~----H-------------_ 109 

Total. ___------------- ete 17,898 
Source: Economics and Marketing Research Section, Tennessee. Valley Authority. World Fertilizer Capacity, Ammonia. Muscle Shoals, AL, Jan. 7, 1986. | co 

_. CONSUMPTIONANDUSES ee 

The small decrease in domestic ammonia 80% of the ammonia consumed was used in : 
: consumption in part reflected a decline in _ fertilizers. Ammonia also was used to pro- 

the demand for ammonia-based chemicals duce plastics, fibers, and resins, 10%; explo- 
in the farm market. Imports of anhydrous _ sives, 4%; and numerous other chemicals, 
ammonia decreased 15%, while ammonia 6%. De | | 
exports increased 131%. Approximately | 

| , ~ $TOCKS oe | 7 

Producers’ stocks of ammonia on handat had tended to increase to meet seasonal - 
the beginning of the year totaled about 1.7 demand for spring planting; however, in 
million tons of contained nitrogen. At year- 1985, stock levels remained static because 
end, stocks totaled about 1.8 million tons of of uncertain domestic demand and falling 
contained nitrogen. At yearend 1984, stocks _ prices. ne 

, PRICES es | 
Ammonia prices started the year at an — end. The use of other less costly nitrogen | 

annual high of nearly $150 per ton. The fertilizers, lighter applications of ammonia, 
_ price held steady until the middle of May, and ammonia imports contributed to the 

then began a steady decline until the annu- drop in ammonia prices, .-  -. 
al low of about $107 was reached at year- | we
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/ | | Table 5.—Price quotations for major | 
| | nitrogen compounds at yearend 1985 | 

(Per short ton) — a ; | 

. . Compound Price | 

Ammonium nitrate: Delivered Corn Belt_ _ $112-$133 - 
Ammonium sulfate: F.o.b. Corn Belt ____ . 88- 119 
Anhydrous ammonia: — a 

Delivered Corn Belt _...-.._.__. — 160- 170 
| F.o.b. gulf coast _..-.-_-.-----__ 107- 110 . 

Diammonium phosphate: F.o.b. central 
Florida_ ~~... ---.~_______ 139- 147 

Urea: . 

tr eee eT -0.D. eee : 

. F.o.b. gulf coast, prilled _..._.___=_ 82- 95 . 

- Source: Green Markets, Fertilizer Market Intelligence . 
Weekly, Dec. 23, 1985. oS 

| | _ FOREIGN TRADE Oo 

Anhydrous ammonia exports increased nitrogen compounds. 7 
131% from the 438,000 tons of contained Imports of anhydrous ammonia for fertil- 

| nitrogen exported in 1984. The increase was izer use decreased 15%. Canada was the 
attributed to aggressive marketing in some leading foreign supplier of ammonia to the 
Western European countries, Taiwan, Tuni- United States with about 1.1 million tons. 
sia, Turkey, and in countries where plants The U.S.S.R. supplied about 794,029 tons; 
had experienced production problems. The Trinidad and Tobago, 531,599 tons; and 
gross weight of downstream nitrogen com- Mexico, 147,641 tons. Ammonia imports | 
pounds exported for industrial and fertilizer from Canada and Italy increased, whereas 
uses was about the same as that of 1984. imports from Mexico, Trinidad and Tobago, | 
Diammonium phosphate, urea, and anhy- and the U.S.S.R. decreased. 
drous ammonia led in export tonnage of | 

Table 6.—U.S. exports and imports for consumption of major nitrogen compounds 
in 1985 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

a 
Gross Nitrogen 

Compound weight. content Value ——— eee OOS 

. EXPORTS 

Fertilizer materials: 
Ammonium nitrate _._-_.2_2 2 127 43 18,058 
Ammonium sulfate ~~~ 725 1§2 48,468 
Anhydrous ammonia _____ ~~~ =~ 1,229 1,010 172,231 
Diammonium phosphate —_.____.__.-.-.--------- Le 6,758 1,216 1,048,322 
Nitrogen solutions ___ ~~~ 36 12 3,055 
Sodium nitrate _____-_______-2_ 24 4 3,914 
Urea __-- ees Sti«i ABSA 581 148,857 
Mixed chemical fertilizers 2.2 109 11 20,435 
Other ammonium phosphates ______.__.._______________ 575 63 88,176 
Other nitrogen fertilizers_ $2922 56 11 4,340 

Industrial chemicals: 
Ammonia, aqua (ammonia content)... -§ -§ 5 5 2 2 200 
Ammonium nitrate ________~ 2 LL 1 (4) 83 
Ammonium phosphate _____§ $$. 2 5 1 4 2,105 
Ammonium sulfate ________~-~_~~~ LL 2 4) 143 

Total _-.-_-_-_-___ ~~ _____ 10,799 3,055 «1,553,387 

IMPORTS 
Fertilizer materials: 
Ammonium nitrate ________~~ 2 ee 561 188 55,355 
Ammonium nitrate-limestone mixtures _____§_§.~9_________~__________ 2 ?) 201 
Ammonium sulfate _._-_____9__9_ = 403 85 33,918 
Anhydrous ammonia ________.____--_-~~~- ee 2,806 2,306 380,173 
Calcium cyanamide or lime nitrogen ___._-»_~§~§~§_~_______________ 2 ?) 616 

See footnotes at end of table.
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| Table 6.—U.S. exports and imports for consumption of major nitrogen compounds 
in 1985 —Continued , | , 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 
—_——) 

Compound , . we Nitrogen Value | 

IMPORTS —Continued 
Fertilizer materials —Continued . 

Calcium nitrate______..--.--.-~-~___-_ 189 21 11,456 
Diammonium phosphate ~~~ ~~~ 50 9 8,235 
Nitrogen solutions _ — ___~-~_~_~_--_~ 2 188 60 20,877 | 
Potassium nitrate ________~2 = 46 6 10,568 Potassium nitrate-sodium nitrate mixtures__________________...___ 31 5 4,041 Sodium nitrate ___.__.----_ 2-2 142 23 14,672 Urea ~~ -~--_- 265 996 262,480 
Mixed chemical fertilizers _....222-22~ 2 189 14 25,028 
Other ammonium phosphates ______..~§ = 127 14 21,077 
Other nitrogen fertilizers... ie 00 20 18,014 

Industrial chemicals: 
Ammonium nitrate ________.___.-__~__-___ 98 34 12,698 | 
Ammonium phosphate ___._-_____ LL __ti‘(‘(‘éSO ‘ 177 §15 
Ammonium sulfate _____._-.2 2 593 126 120 
Anhydrous ammonia and chemical-grade aqua__.______________.____ 2 2 809 . 

Total _----_---_------ 8 4,086 880,348 

Source: Bureau of the Census. - . a 

| WORLD REVIEW 

A proliferation of new ammonia plant gary began construction on its $80 million 
project proposals began in 1985. In addition ammonia complex at Kitimat on the coast 

_ to the countries discussed in this section, of British Columbia. The 200,000-ton-per- . 
Argentina, Australia, Chile, Finland, In- year complex was a joint venture with 
donesia, Saudi Arabia, Sweden, Trinidad Devco International of Tulsa, OK. Produc- 
and Tobago, and Turkey either were propos- tion was scheduled to start in J uly 1986.2 
ing or were engaged in constructing ammo- Cominco Ltd. and Alberta Energy Co. Ltd. | 
nia projects because of an anticipated in- announced the formation of a joint venture 

: crease in world demand by the late 1980’s. to construct a 385,000-ton-per-year ammo- 
. In 1985, developing countries were becom- nia plant in Alberta.° 

_ ing self-sufficient in supplying their agricul- China.—Construction began on an am- 
tural fertilizer demands as a result of tech- monia-urea complex in Yinchuan to pro- 
nology transfer from developed industrial duce 550,000 tons per year of urea.‘ 
countries. Countries with abundant state- Greece.—A new 130,000-ton-per-year am- 
owned, relatively inexpensive natural gas monia unit under construction at Kavalla 
feedstock constructed world capacity ammo- for Phosphoric Fertilizer Industry Ltd. was 
nia plants whose product, destined for ex- completed.* 
port, captured established markets. Produc- India.—Construction on three ammonia- 
ers from some market economy countries urea plants was progressing approximately | 
entered into agreements with countries on schedule. The plants were to use gas 
having an ample supply of state-owned from the new Hazira-Bijaipur-Jagdishpur 
natural gas and constructed export-oriented pipeline. Each project was designed with a 
ammonia and urea plants in those coun- 1,350-ton-per-day unit.¢ Construction of a 
tries. State-owned companies operated over new ammonia-urea plant was begun at 
60% of the world ammonia capacity. The Bajwa in the western State of Gujarat. The 
economics affecting the overall cost of am- plant was to have a capacity of 165,000 tons 
monia worldwide were capital cost of new per year of ammonia and 113,000 tons per 
plants and equipment and costs of manage- _year of urea.’ 
ment, energy, and transportation. Eastern Iran.—Commissioning began in June of 
European countries dominated the world the Shiraz fertilizer complex, which consist- 
ammonia trade, although the quantity of ed of a 198,000-ton-per-year nitric acid 
ammonia for export from Central America plant, a 220,000-ton-per-year ammonium ni- 
was increasing. | trate plant, a 495,000-ton-per-year urea 
Canada.—Ocelot Industries Ltd. of Cal- plant, and a 396,000-ton-per-year ammonia
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' plant. The complex was expected to supply production early in 1985. The design capaci- | 
more than $200 million worth of fertilizer ‘ty of the plant was 150 tons per day, and 
peryear®= : re 85% of the output. was designated for the 

_. Kuwait.—Petrochemical Industries Corp. export market. : a 
commissioned a new 300,000-ton-per-year U.S.S.R.—Construction of. the. 600,000- 

: ammonia plant at Shuaiba.® ton-per-year nitrophosphate complex: at 
_. Poland.—A second 248,000-ton-per-year Rossoh was ahead of schedule; it was due for 

| ammonia plant at the fertilizer complex in completion late in the year. A similar com- 
Police was constructed and due to start up plex had gone on-stream in 1984. The nitro- 

| in 1986.° a . gen fertilizer complex at Mary in Turkme- 
_ . Somalia.—The ammonia-urea complex at nia was completed in 1985, but commission- 

the port of Mogadisho was scheduled for full ing was delayed.” : | | 

- Table 7.—Ammonia: World production, by country! =. 

rt (Thousand short tons of contained nitrogen) ; re 

| Country? 1981 = 1982, s«1983 ss 1984P 198 5e 

Afghanistan® a ar 10 im : 9 oy 9 . 3 FQ set ‘10 

‘Albania® 2-2 ee A 84 84 88 88 
Algeria _....--_----- T48 181 145 161. 165 , 
Argentina _.-~ ~~ LL 44 64 63 56 55 
Australia. elt 882 270 424 414 413 
Austria® ___ 536 585 546 ™550 2=—ts«éiS BO : 

| Bangladesh... 168 201 197 389 400 
Belgium ___--_____------.__-------_------. 649 . 561 495 ..498 © ~°875 
Brazil 22-22 eee 4 555 814  °830 880 
Bulgaria _..---.--------------+-----------~ 1,128, "1,188. «11,288 1,254 °—S«1,548 
Burma®___________- 6 56 59s 763... «3189 
Canada === ng99. 278 83,188 83,851 3,900 
China® 2 LL Le_____ («18,440 14,010 15,200 15,400 16,500 

, Colombia.._______--------2.--»-----L-s----- =| 101 082 (08 0085 
Cuba. 22 ee 184 108 95 189 220 

| Czechoslovakia®_____ eee. 987 —s«éO8BT 937 937 ~ 882 
: Denmark. __ 1 --- eee ee  8KA 1 WT 

Egypt ....-_-__-___-_ 571 704 998 156. .- 756 
Finland_. 2 = 22 eee 76 = 71 15 96 TT 
France®_ 5 2 2,500 2,200 2,100 2,200 - 2,800 

. German Democratic Republic ___._..--..1.---_---= ~' 1,828 1,290 1,335 1,325 - 1,334 
Germany, Federal Republic of _..- -. 222.22 -_____ |. . 2,163 1,781 1,877 + -2,164°- 1,747 
Greece _________-_------ iL T258 7246 248248 = 28 
Hungary _-__--__.-+----1-=-4---.-------_- 9022 "873° °$96 #897 . . 898 
Iceland*__ 8 FR. Fg: Fg Ng 

| India*______ 2 _e____ "3,506 ~~ 8,824 3,930... 4,882 4,520 
Indonesia... 1014  —«:1,188 1,268 1,828 1,360 
Iran® ___ et ee 220 ~—s- "ag 32 ¥Q4 359 
Irag® ~~~ -. 438 . 88. 88 i nn 
Ireland ___________----~------------------ 321 409 324 409 = 886 
Israel -_------+-----_--.-------2------__ "47 54 59° BB 
Italy... eee, 881 1,158 1,169 °1,200 1,300 
Japan _______-_-___----- 2,020 1,821 1,703 1,889 —_ 1,820 
Korea, North®___ $$» 5 500 500 ° 500 = —i500-—i(tsté«CS 0 
Korea, Republic of ___..--.-.-.__-----_ ~~ ____e 823 599 474 512 487 
Kuwait 235 202 452 426 459 
Libya’. —_-_-----~------------------------- 165 210 230 230 248 

| Malaysia __..._____----.---_--__ ne 41 31 32 43 40 
Mexico ___...___-__-------__--__- 1,979 2,237 2,184 1,954 2,000 
Netherlands _______.___---_____-_~ 2,000 1,824 1,926 2,547 2,500 
New Zealand. ____. ~~ -§ ee _— _- 48 - 64 66 
Norway _._________----------~~------------- 601 574 619 696 3576 
Pakistan. == ™78 = -*1,088 1,211 1,243 1,270 
Peru® -__ ee 107 938 94 94 94 
Philippines — - ------------~--~---~------------ 36 16 22 18 17 
Poland __.-_________------_--_ Le 1,531 1,521 1,571 1,647 1,382 
Portugal®____________.----__-~_-__ ee 3147 146 149 154 165 
Qatar ___- 404 478 646 696 724 
Romania __________ 2,625 2,852 3,006 2,976 2,976 
SaudiArabia_-_-____ 187 229 211 230 229 
South Africa, Republic of _________.__--.--------- 608 629 634 639 639 
i 819 593 678 °683 672 
Sri Lanka_ ~~~ ee eee 48 114 69 “77 33 
Sweden __.- ~~~ ~~~ Le 87 85 53 54 55 
Switzerland ________.___ 36 36 36 33 33 
Syria _-_--__-_---- 33 72 125 132 132 
Taiwan _--________-________- 448 350 342 296 230 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 7.—Ammonia: World production, by country! —Continued (Thousand short tons of contained nitrogen) 
| . : _ ) | ~ Country? ) 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985° 

wrinidadandTobago---- === 
"438 "773 1,095 1,190 1,200 

Turkey WTR tere mane nnn eee -¥818-—s T9g] 307 $20 320 
Unites Arab Rasiswigg 7-~~------- === 2 2 nn 14,220 15,400 16,000 16,500 17,100 

ni Emira TO 

—— — —-— 
. United Kingdom Torr tcccn en nn-------2 ITI 1963 1,892 1,896 2,024 2,000 
United States®_________ "TTT TT TTT TT To7 7777 -- 15,732 13,029 11,297 13,368 713,288 
Venezuela wanna n-ne 

457 Fags 418 510 —s«&B8 
Yugoslavia -_________ 0 UTT TTT TTT trrt too 464 465 452 440 460 

| Zambia —__________ 0 TTT TTT TTT rrr rrr 20 30 31 31 31 
Zimbabwe®__________ 0 TTT TTT T TTT rrr 72 _ 87 sg 78 sa 7 Total aoa nnn -7n----------- 784,847 "83,630 86,560 93,029 94,802 

Table includes data available through May 18, 1986. 
, *In addition to the countries listed, Vietnam has a nitrogen (N content of ammonia) production capacity of about 60,000 

short vane Per year; it is not known at what output level the plant is operating. 
‘Data are for years beginning Apr. 1 of that stated. | | cS | 
"Series revised to provide calendar year data, as opposed to fiscal year data provided in previous editions. 
“Synthetic anhydrous ammonia and coke oven ammonia. Coke oven ammonia not available for 1985, a 

TECHNOLOGY Oo 
| British Petroleum Co. Ltd. developed new produce synthesis gas for ammonia. The , 

ammonia process technology around a technology was centered around a thermic Oo 
| graphite-based synthesis catalyst. The cata- steam reformer. The method was more lyst was to be tested in a commercial plant energy efficient than conventional reform- after initial tests at a pilot plant. The new ers because of a low pressure drop across . process offered potential savings in energy _ the heat transfer surface." coe and production costs.13 oe ” {Physical solentit, Division of Indvetrie] M4: 

. | - | a | en vision ustrial Minerals, 
The Dow Chemical Co. developed a modu- *European Chemnival News. V. 44, No. 1181, 1985, p. 25. 

lar air separation system based on a newly *Green Markets. V. 9, No. 24, 1985, p. 1. | } designed membrane fiber. The fiber’s thick- _, Nitrogen (London). No. 155, 1985, p. 16. Ce s rage 13 of work cited in footnote 4. 
ness allows the system to have greater _ “Work cited in footnote. 4. 14, 1985. v.6 | surface area for higher nitrogen absorption. screen ets. V- 9, No. 14, 1985, p.5. The system was designed to yield 95% to on roger (London). N Bie 99% pure nitrogen. 

page 16 of work cited in footnote 8. SO soul. 8 chemical engineering fer i#efvort din one consultant from Welwyn Garden City in the 1q=uropean Chemical News. V. 45, No. 1194, 1986, p. 19. United Kingdom, developed a new method —, ,g~hemical Marketing Reporter. V. 227, No. 8, 1986, pp. of steam reforming light hydrocarbons to “*Page 32 of work cited in footnote 9, Oo
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: a ByCharlesL.Daviss | 

| Peat production in the United States poses. About 11,000 short tons of peat was | 
increased slightly in 1985. In decreasing used for fuel, mostly in projects.to evaluate 
order of quantity, Florida, Michigan, Illi- the burn characteristics of peat for energy 

| nois, Colorado, and Indiana were the major production. < _ | | | 
peat producing States. Reed-sedge peat was Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- 
the most common kind produced, followed duction data for peat are developed by the 
by humus, hypnum, sphagnum, and unclas- Bureau of Mines from a voluntary survey of | sified. Peat sold in packaged form by domes- U.S. operations. Of the 117 operations to | 
tic producers increased in quantity and which a survey request was sent, 98. re- 
value. Apparent consumption increased sponded, representing 95% of the total pro- 

_ slightly. Imports for consumption, primari- duction shown in table 1. Production for the 
ly from Canada, decreased somewhat and 19 nonrespondents was estimated using pri- 

_ represented a large part of apparent con- or year production levels adjusted for re- 
| _Sumption. The predominant end use of peat gional production trends and inflation. — 

| was for agricultural and horticultural pur- 

| | | - Table 1.—Salient peat statistics - 

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 ——WH S18 1985 
United States: : | - oo, | Number of active operations _.______________ | 90 93 94 101 99 Production _______.._..____ _ thousand short tons__ 686 798 704 800 839 Sales by producers _.._._______________ _do.___ 757 769 725 814 882 Bulk 2 ~~ 7772222227 77777 78-7 276 259 228 373 396 | a Packaged _.______________ dol __ 481 511s 44] 486 ! Value of sales _._.__.________________ thousands__ $18,784 $16,871 $18,667 $19,907 — $21,892 _ Average pershortton.____________. $24.82 $21.94 $25.73 $24.47 $24.81 Average per short ton, bulk ____________ $17.28 $16.34 $18.34 $20.47 $20.29 Average per short ton, packaged or baled______ $29.14 $24.77 $29.00 $27.85. $28.49 Imports for consumption _______ thousand short tons__ 342 370 419 485 ATT Consumption, apparent?__________________ do ___ 1,089 1,080 1,042 1,146 1,255 Stocks, yearend producers’ ________________do____ 269 357 488 577°: . 638 World: Production _..________________ do... "276,267 *288,504 282,266 282,719 °283,106 —_—_— OOOO 

1 Apparent consumption equals U.S. primary production plus imports minus exports plus adjustments for industry stock changes. 

| 733
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| — | DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

: Peat was produced by 99 active domestic sedge production increased from 68% in 
operations. There were 11 large operations 1984 to greater than 72% of total output in 
with capacities greater than 25,000 tons per 1985. Humus accounted for 22%; hypnum, 
year—4 reed-sedge operations and 1 humus 3%; sphagnum, 2%; and unclassified, less 

: operation in Michigan, 4 reed-sedge oper- than 1%. About 11,000 tons of peat was 
ations in Florida, 1 reed-sedge operation produced for use as a fuel to generate 
in Illinois, and 1 humus operation in Col- thermal energy for a lumber company and | 
orado—that accounted for 53% of produc- for peat fuel test burns. oe : 

| tion, compared with 41% in 1984. Reed- | | 

. | ‘Table 2.—Relative size of peat operations in the United States 
. Production 

Active 
oo a Size in short tons per year : operations = Sortten) 

— 1984 1985 1984 1985 

25,000 and over____._. .-§ _--_- 8. 11 829 «= 446 
| 16,000 to 24,999__.- 7 7 187. 116 7 

10,000 to 14,999__ 1°. 7 131 - 84 
5,000 to 9,999 __.______________ 14 17 =. «OT O18 
2,000 to 4,999... 25 15 81 48 
1,000 to 1,999 _.-_--_______ 13 15 18 21 

| Under 1,000." "~~" TTT T TTT TTIITTLTTITITIIIIII IT . 
Metal? eee eee-e------------ 10199 800 ———s=889 

| ‘Data inay not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. | 

. 1,200 -— — — — 

| 1,000}— oe | 

© 600 7 Production, | , ~ 
_ | } | | | 
4 | | | 

: a 
#@ 600 : . 
2 | | 
2 a , 
< | 
” . 
5 : 

400 - Imports 

— 200 

0 
1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 

Figure 1.—Production and imports of peat in the United States.
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| | CONSUMPTION AND USES | | | | | 
~ US. peat producers’ domestic sales in- improvement, golf courses, mixed fertiliz- creased slightly and consisted of 73% reed- ers, nurseries, vegetable growing, and other — - Sedge, 20% humus, 3% hypnum, 3% sphag- uses. Sales decreased for peat used as an _ hum, and 1% unclassified. Sales of both earthworm culture medium, an ingredient | 
bulk peat and packaged peat increased. for potting soils, in mushroom beds, for Sales of bagged or baled peat were 55% of | packing flowers, and as a seed inoculant. total sales and consisted of 83% reed-sedge, Apparent consumption of peat increased as 8% humus, 5% hypnum, and 4% sphag- a result of an increase in demand. ee num. Peat sales increased for general soil | — 

Table 3.—U.S. peat sales by producers in 1985, by use OB | , nn | | In bulk — ~In packages __ - Totall — . oe, Use Quantity Value Quantity Value Quanti Value ‘ (short (thou- (short (thou- Ghort? (thou- 
so Oo 

_ tons) sands) tons) _— sands) tons) " sands) ‘Earthworm culture medium meee eee LL 1,775 $34 112 $2 . 1,887. $36 
General soil improvement.________ 7 127,820 1,897 452999 . 11,137 580,819 13,034 
‘Golf courses oOo 80199 815 __ ~- 30,199 -. 315 
Ingredient for potting soils mm 99,423 2,437 18,765 831 118,188 3;268 

Mixed fertilizers___")___ TTT 15,535 167 — -_- 15,585 =. -:167 
‘Mushroom beds ____ 777777777777 3,831 . 64 _- —- 3,831 --+ 64 
Nurseries________ DDT 7777777777 100,852 2,198 4,118 © 280 104,970: 2,477 
Packing flowers, plants, shrubs, etc meee 1,030 14 __ — 1,030 °°. «14 
Seed inoculant____ 7”) TTT TTT — 852——C: 119 83,935 1,308 . 4287: . 1,427 
Vegetable growing aoa n nee 3,691 59 9 _() 3,700 a 9 
Other Wott 

11,478 © ‘229° 6,480 «= -8300 17,958 .° 5929 Tota 
395,986 8,033 486,418 - 13,858 882,404 121,892 1Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. | a Lo : 

| ?Less than 1/2 unit. oe 
eS 

| Table 4.—U.S. peat production and sales by producers in 1985, by State — os . 
. 

Pro- , -_ 
. 

. duction Sales 
Active Quantity Quantity : . 

. State Oper- (thou- (thou- = Value’ ~_— Percent 
oe 

ations sand sand (thou- —_ pack-. 
a 

. short short sands) aged: tons) tons) 

Colorado WU ttt rsa nnn 
4 WwW w .wW . 84 

Florida TTT tte eee n ene 
- 13 263 243 $5,333 18 

Georgia _____ 00 TTT Trt rr rrre rrr 2 W WwW Ww. 98 
Illinois TTT ttt seen ene 

5 WwW Ww Ww 93 
Indiana — —______ 007 TTT TTT TTT ttt rrr 722 6 - 38 54 Ww. 76 
MWa--~~-~-~-- 22 TTT T Tarr rrr roo 4 12 11 415 28 Maryland” -~~7~~7~~-------~-=---~--~-2=2_2 i Ww WwW wo 7 

ani Sette. 
ree 

ee 

se : 

Massachusetts. _____ "T7777 7777 T7777 7727 1 WwW Ww W 10 
Michigan —______ 0 TTT TTT TTT 2Ttrrrt rt 727 17 243 282 5,414 © 72 
Minnesota Warn nn--- 2-22 Trt 5 27 34. 1,720 | 63 
Montana RT Tt ene ee 2 W Ww. Wo 100 
New Jersey —__ "TTT DTT Trt ttt 7-27 5 WwW WwW 311 86 
New York Rng TTT tte eee 

5 W Ww Ww / 91 
North Carolina WT ttt seen ene 

3 Ww WwW WwW 77 
North Dakota WT Tt tran ne nee 

1 Ww WwW WwW 88 
Qhio————______ 0 TTT Tororo 7 12 16 413 56 
Pennsylvania WT taste ene n eee 

7 20 21 602 . 26 
South Carolina WT ttt sane nnn 

i Ww W 173 36 
ashing ton Te 

1 1 
—e- 

Wisconsin Wott anna nnn - eee 
4 Ww 10 w 33 . 

. 

‘Total® oraverage---_--= 
99 839 882 21,892 55 W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included in “Total.” Values are f.0.b. producing plant. *Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding.
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Table 6.—U.S. peat production and producers’ yearend stocks in 1985, by kind 
: 

Yearend 
| , . Acti Producti Percent of . Kind operations (short tons) production (Gee bens) ; 

Sphag woe 5 15840 19 10,679 Hypnam mos 27777727772 777777--7--------- 6 28271 34 1621 Reed-sedge___-____.- 2 5B 608,113 12.5 553,167 | Humus ___________ 29 184,123 21.9 35,545 Other 4 2,610 3 23,300 
| 99 838,963 100.0 638,312 

| PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS | a 

The average reported price per ton for all slightly, and that for packaged peat increas- types of peat, f.o.b. plant, increased slightly. ed somewhat. The price per ton of imported The unit price for bulk peat decreased sphagnum peat increased a small amount. 

Table 7 —Prices! for peat in 1985 , . 
(Dollars per unit) | | 

moss moss sedge umus | er werage 

Domestic: oe a Bulk: 
Pershortton___._____________ 20.48 36.90 24.20 13.78 13.64 20.29 Percubicyard _..._______________ 8.98 12.81 11.68 8.26 6.24 10.45 Packaged or baled: | | Pershortton.-__..________ | 77.18 41.91 26.45 22.13 -- 28.49 _  Percubicyard .____.____.. 10.50 15.05 12.86 1466 | _— 12.33 Average: | 

: Per short ton... = 56.77 41.36 25.68 15.52 13.64 24.81 Percubicyard _..________________ 10.26 14.79 12.41 9.58 6.24 11.84 Imported, total, per short ton? _..___________ 121.18 Xx XX Xx Xx 121.18 
XX Not applicable. 
1Prices are f.o.b. plant. | 
* Average customs price. 

| Table 8.—Average density of domestic peat sold in 1985 
(Pounds per cubic yard) 

Ta 
| H Reed- num ee sedge Humus Other 

eS 

Bulk and packaged _____________.._._~~77 277777 362 715 968 1,227 916 eee EE» X Te 

| FOREIGN TRADE | | 

Peat imports for domestic consumption imported peat entered the United States . decreased slightly in quantity and increased through customs districts in New York. slightly in value. More than 99% of the Large quantities also entered through cus- imports was sphagnum moss peat from toms districts in Maine, Michigan, Mon- Canada. Canadian sphagnum moss peatwas tana, North Dakota, Vermont, and Wash- in demand because of consumer loyalty to ington. Minor quantities of peat were im- brand and because in most areas domestic ported from the Federal Republic of Ger- sphagnum moss peat had not entered the many, Mexico, and the Netherlands. US. retail market. Almost 42% of the
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Table 9.—U.S. imports for consumption of peat moss in 1985, by country 
5 : . Cote ee Ee ett : . 

. | oy lvoe) : stable-grade grade Total a 

a _~ Country == = = = — Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 
oe . ‘(short (thou- hort” (thou- © ‘hort - (thou- . 
oo oo tons) sands) tons). — sands) tons) ~ sands) 

: Canada _.____-------2-------------- “25,174 $8,559 451,612 $54,207 476,786 $57,766 
Germany, Federal Republic of -.....-------- _— __ -  &l “cg 51 CA 

‘Mexico _-__-_-_----_--------------- . . 10 30 __ —_ 107 ~ 30 | 
Netherlands ___.___--_--~------------- | 16 2 110 6 12 062. . 8 

Other!__.______-- Lee el ec-e---- BB 245 = 818, a2 

Total_-__------------------------ 25,870 3,606 452,018 54,244 477,888. 57,850 | 

1ncludes China, Denmark, Finland, France, Guatemala, Ireland, Japan, Kiribati, Morocco, New Caledonia, Panama, 
Sweden, the U.S.S.R., and the United Kingdom. . So 

Source: Bureau of the Census. - So - co re 

Table 10.—U.S. imports for consumption of peat moss in 1985, by customs district ' | 

i ae .. Poultry-and._-_—Ss Fertilizer- 9 a. 
: = gtable-grade — grade . Total! oo, 

Customs district = “Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 
. - oo , es (ahort (thou- (short (thou- - “chort” »+ (thou- 

. / De oo _| tons) sands) tons) sands) tons) sands) 

Boston, MA___----------------------. . 86 __ $2 __ 86 O's«82 
Buffalo, NY?__________.__..--__-.--.. | 15,860 2474 18,417 $1,676. 29,277 4,151 
Chicago, IL______-.__----.------.---- 2% 2 _ _- 25 2 

: Detroit, MI? ~.________--------.------ +. 82 992 39,882 4,787 48,594 5,778 
Duluth, MN?__________-__--- eee ee _ 1,110 160 1,110 . 160 
Great Falls, MT? _..-_-___--..--.-----~-- _— . 2. 58,976 © 8488: 53,976 8,488 

Houston, TX ___.__--.—.~-~-----~~~----- 24 3 —— wo. 2.2. 2 8 

Laredo, TX ____..__.--~-------~------- | 108 30. aw ae: : . 108 80 

Los Angeles, CA_.__ .___-.-----~-------- ~~ me A 3 34 . 8 

New Orleans, LA?_.. - 0) 2 20 4. 20. | 

| New York, NY____--__----------2--- 22) 0 10 6 TT 
Norfolk, VA?_-_..-_.-.---------- eee 2 “ Ah 6 60 ._—s_—s 8 

Ogdensburg, NY? --- ------~----------- 262 33 169,122 16,974 169,384. 17,006 
Pembina, ND__________-------------- 22 2 983,866 12,148 93,888 12,145 
Philadelphia, PA?___._.__.__________.------ _- __ 121 21 121 21 
Portland, ME?____._-_-_»_»_»» >» 5 + 129 22 34,074 3,750 34,208 3,772 
St. Albans, VT? -- 5 5 5 ee 22) 27,648 3,037 27,670 3,043 
San Francisco, CA... .-_..~-~-.~~------~~- _- _— 84 12 84 12 
San Juan, PR?________ ~~ ~~~ 34 7 _- __ 34 7 
Seattle, WA?___..-___..---------~-----.__ 91. 21. 18493 —. .3,175  =—s-_- 18,584. = 3,197 

Virgin Islands ___._._-_-.---LL---L---- 19 § ee 19 6 

. Total’________-______-_._-__-----_- 25,870. 3,606 «452,018 +. 54,244 477,888 + «57,850 

1Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding, = ss. 
2Predominantly of Canadian origin. | : i —_ 

Source: Bureau of the Census. ee 7 - _ a : — 

| | oe > WORLDREVIEW - 

China.—An exploration team from the a peat producing company in Minnesota. 
Chinese Academy of Sciences discovered Vapo Oy supplied machinery and technical 
deposits in central China containing an expertise to peat projects in Africa, Finland, 
estimated 7 billion cubic meters of peat. Southeast Asia, Sweden, and Western 
Production from these deposits was ex- Europe® . | 
pected to be used as fertilizer and fuel. The Kemira Oy, a state-owned company, 
deposits were located on the Qingzang pla- planned to build a new 80,000-ton-per-year 
teau at the juncture of the Gansu Quinghai, ammonia plant that would use peat for 
and Sichuan Provinces.? feedstock. The plant was to be located at 
Finland.—Vapo Oy, a Finnish company Oulu and employ over 250 people in the 

specializing in peat production and develop- production and handling of the peat.‘ 
ment worldwide, purchased Peatrex Ltd., |
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| Table 11.—Peat: World production, by country? a . - (Thousand short tons) _ - 7 
a a Country? 1981 1982 1988 1984 1985° 

_ Argentina: Agricultural use__________ | 3 4 4 3 . 3 : Australia®_.o = =” "17 "13 13 15 15 Burundi ______ = 10 15 15 15 15 Canada: Agricultural use..______________ 509 537 588 °550 550 Denmark: Agricultural use?_____ = | 86 40 _ F eg7 34 40 Finland: . 
Agricultural use... = 225 637 308 248 = 290 | Fuel -___ 1,436 6,063 3,698 2,991 3,300 France: Agricultural use® __..__ = 143 182 121 F250 2200 Germany, Federal Republic of: | : Agricultural use... == = 1,920 2,030 2,059 1575 © 2,000 Fuel ~ 2-2-2 ~~~ 2-2 LIT 271 279 285 305 290 Hungary: Agricultural use®___ == 77 FT TT 17 TT | Ireland: 

| Agricultural use__.__..=_= = 89 105 ®105 106 105 Fuel -~----------- 5,906 5,819 F €7 330 8,746 8,430 Israel: Agricultural use®_ = === 22 22 22 22 22 Netherlands®.______..______ 441 441 441 496 500 | Norway:* 
Agricultural use_......_________ | 66 66 - a 66 66 Fuel ~~ 1 1 1 1 1 Poland: Fuel and agricultural use®____ 4222 220 220 220 220, ~—°—C Spain.___-_-__ 43 66 44 61 55 Sweden: Agricultural use 144 T139 188 “138 138 | 

“Agricultural use_----- = 198,000 200,000 *200,000 _* ©200,000 200,000 | Fuel 66,000  —»- 66,000 66,000 66,000 66,000 United States: 
- Agricultural use __ 2 686 7198 708 789 4898 _ Fuel mae ee ee 

ee oo 1 11 411 
Total _-__- 276,267 288,504 282,966 282,719 283,106 , Fuel peat included in total.......____- “9°36 _ 78,382 77,585 78,274 78,252 

Table includes data available through June 10, 1986. - . oo _*In addition to the countries listed, Austria, Iceland, and Italy produce negligible quantities of fuel peat, the German Democratic Republic is a major producer, and Venezuela produces small amounts of peat for agricultural use, but output is set officially reported, and available information is inadequate for formulation of reliable estimates of output levels. . es. , . _ ‘Reported figure. | ) Oo : | 

oe TECHNOLOGY | | | 

: _ Swedish researchers seeking to utilize The combustion product was essentially | peat as an organic raw material for chemi- smoke free and low in nitrogen oxides. The | cals determined that peat contains an enor- OSC derived from peat outperformed OSC | mously complex mixture of organic materi- made from some kinds of coal.¢ als. The largest fractions are lignins, humic —_ an acids, hemicelluloses, celluloses, and "Physical scientist, Division of Industrial Minerals, bitumens.*® 
A *Mining Magazine. China Peat Discovery. V. 152, No. 4, oa ta ge _ Ap , p. 287. bi Research into the use of oxidatively solu *News—Tribune and Herald (Duluth, MN). Peatrex Sale | ilized coal (OSC) in alcohol to produce a to Neve, et Expected To End Controversy. Sept. 28, diesel-like fuel determined that peat was 1985. 

also good feedstock for the process. Solu- shcrtilizer International. No. 218, 1985, p. 6. . ° . Foersvarets Forskningsanstalt, Umea (Sweden). Peat as tions of peat-derived OSC in methanol, con- aR” Material for Chemicals. Aug. 1985, 31 pp. taining as much as 50% by weight of the _ ‘Chemical & Engineering News. Process Yields Diesel- OSC, were similar to conventional diese] Like Fuel From Coal, Peat, Biomass.V. 63, No. 26, July 1, fuel in viscosity, lubricity, and cetane value.
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ne Perlite ee Perl | 

By A. C. Meisinger’ | 

US. production of both processed and _ the 12 mining operations to which a request 
expanded perlite increased slightly in 1985. was sent, 9, or 75%, responded, represent- 
Processed perlite sold and used was 507,000 ing 90% of the total processed ore sold and 
short tons valued at $17.2 million. Expand- used shown in table 1. Mine data for the 
ed perlite sold and used was 459,000 tons three nonrespondents were estimated using 
valued at $81 million. Imports of processed: reported prior year production levels ad- 
perlite from Greece continued to increase justed by trends in employment and other 
and were 52,000 tons compared with 46,000 guidelines. Of the 65 expanding plants to 
tons (revised) in 1984. Construction-related which a request was sent, 64 plants were 
uses continued to dominate the domestic active; of these, 43 plants, or 67%, respond- 
market for expanded perlite with nearly ed, representing 82% of the total expanded | : 
69% of total sales. _ , perlite sold and used shown in table 1. Plant 

_ Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- data for the 21 nonrespondents were esti- 
duction data for perlite are developed by the mated using reported prior year production 

| Bureau of Mines from two separate volun- levels adjusted by trends in employment 
| tary surveys, one for domestic mine oper- and other guidelines. 

ations and the other for plant operations.Of : 

~ Table 1.—Perlite mined, processed, expanded, and sold and used by producers in the : 
oe —_ United States _ | 
- oo (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) . 

a — ' Processed perlite Expanded perlite 

- re : . Used atown | Total 
: ‘Year : mined! Sold to expanders xian tp make, quantity Quantity Sold and used 

re - Quantity Value Quantity Value used Quantity Value 

1981_.-_-_____ 710 324 9,928 267 7,530 591 494 485 66,300 
. 1982 623 263 8,755 243 7,289 506 433 428 63,600 

1983 608 293 9,942 181 5,722 474 387 385  _ 63,500 
1984__ 653 310 10,395 188 6,243 498 T440 439 = 74,000 
1985_.....___ 678 316 10,957 191 —-6,208 507 461 459 81,000 

1Crude ore mined and stockpiled for processing. 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

Processed Perlite-—The quantity of per- Production of processed perlite increased 
lite mined for processing, by 10 companies _ slightly to 507,000 tons sold and used valued 
from 12 operations in 5 Western States, was at $17.2 million compared with 1984 produc- 
678,000 tons, a slight increase over that of tion of 498,000 tons and $16.6 million. New 
1984. Of that total, five mines in New Mexico mines accounted for 83% of the U.S. 
Mexico accounted for 86%. The remaining total processed perlite sold and used. Ore 
14% was mined in Arizona, California, Colo- producers were Harborlite Corp. and Sil-Flo 
rado, and Nevada. Inc. in Arizona; American Perlite Co. in : 
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| California; Persolite Products Inc. in Colo- over that produced in 1984. Leading States, 
rado; Oneida Perlite Corp. in Idaho; Dela- in descending order of sales, were Mississip- | 

—_ mar Perlite Co. and U.S.G. Corp. (formerly . pi, Pennsylvania, California, Georgia, Ili- | 
United States Gypsum Co.) in Nevada; and _ nois, Kentucky, Texas, Florida, Virginia, : 
Grefco Inc., Manville Products Corp., Silbri- Indiana, and Colorado. California and Texas 
co Corp., and U.S.G. in New Mexico. _ each had seven active plants, followed by 

Expanded Perlite—Expanded perlite Pennsylvania with five, and Florida and 
was produced by 64 plants in 31 States. The Indiana with four each. Be 
quantity produced increased 5% (revised) | ee eo 

, Table 2.—Expanded perlite produced and sold and used by producers in the United 
: States, by State BO 

. 1984 / 1985 re 

, produced = Quantity Value Average Produced = Qyantity Value _ Average (short — (short — (thou: © value (short | ‘(short (thou- = value . tons) _ tons). _ sands) ~ perton! _ tons) — tons) ~~ sands) — per ton? 

7 Arkansas____ ' —_—:1,100 1,100 ow WwW Ww Ww. — WwW . Ww | California___. 48,100 47,500 $8,574 $181  —«-47,300 46,300 $8516 — $184. Florida _____ 20,600 20,500 3,470 —-° -169 ~~ 26,400. 26,400 “48381. ° —--:183 Indiana _____ 22,500 22,200 4,982 225 22,200 22,300 5,501 . 247 Kansas _____ W W WwW W 800 800 ° ‘200 - 250 Massachusetts _ 2,400 2,300 779. 339 | 2,300 ° 2,200" ©. 708 . $822 Pennsylvania _ ™ 42,000 742,000 7,078 169° 48,300 48,100. .. 8260 . 172 . ‘Texas _.____ | 27,200 27,100 ~ §,805 214 27,900 27,400 5,915 216 ' Wisconsin__ _ _ . WwW Ww Ww Ww 1,200 1,200 296 = 250 Other?_________ "275,700 ‘7275900. ~—s- "43,610 «=ss«*T158 == 284.600 283,900. 46,800 - . -:165 
Total>____ "440,000 "439,000 74,000 *169 461,000 459,000 81,000 17 

*Revised. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” . oo ‘Average value based on unrounded data and rounded to nearest dollar. . oo . . 7Includes Alabama, Arizona, Colorado, Georgia, Idaho, Illinois, Iowa, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine, Michigan, Minnesota (1984), Mississippi, Missouri, Nevada, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, Oregon, Tennessee, Utah, Virginia, Wyoming, and items indicated by symbol W. . . . . ’Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. . 

| CONSUMPTION AND USES | : 

Apparent domestic consumption of pro- formed products, and loose-fill insulation, 
cessed perlite was 539,000 tons compared continued to account for two-thirds of sales. 
with 524,000 tons in 1984. Domestic’ con- All major end uses but plaster aggregates 
sumption of expanded perlite increased 5% and low-temperature insulation increased — 
to 459,000 tons. Construction-related uses, insales during the year. oe 
such as aggregates for concrete, plaster, . 7 

Table 3.—Expanded perlite sold and used . 
by producers in the United States, by use 

(Short tons) | ee 
eee 

Use 1984 1985 | me OY | 
. Concrete aggregate _.__________ 20,800 21,400 

Fillers __.-_--_______________ 12100 16,800 
Filter aid _._____.__________ 60,600 62,400 | 
Formed products? _____________ 257,000 267,300 
Horticultural aggregate?_________ 36,100 39,600 
Low-temperature insulation_______ 5,000 4,100 
Masonry and cavity-fill insulation _._ 15,100 15,200 
Plaster aggregate _____________ 12700 11,300 
Other? ____________________ — 19,100 20,600 

Total# __________________ "439,000 459,000 me | 
TRevised. 
‘Includes acoustic ceiling tile, pipe insulation, roof 

insulation board, and unspecified formed products. 
Includes fertilizer carriers. 
‘Includes fines, high-temperature insulation, paint tex- 

turizer, refractories, and various nonspecified industrial 
uses. . 

“Data may not add to totals shown because of indepen- 
dent rounding.
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Oe PRICES | 

- The average price of processed perlite average value of all processed perlite sold sold.to expanders increased slightly from and used was $33.85 per ton, a slight in- $33.53 per ton to $34.67 per ton, but the crease over that of 1984. The value of _ average price of processed perlite used by expanded perlite sold and used averaged producers in their own plants declined from $177 per-ton compared with $169 per ton $33.21 per ton to $32.48 per ton in 1985. The (revised) in 1984. 

| | FOREIGN TRADE 

The United States imported approximate- in 1984. Exports of processed perlite were ly 52,000 tons of processed perlite from estimated to be 20,000 tons to Canada, the Greece, compared with 46,000 tons (revised) same as those of 1984. 

ae a WORLD REVIEW | 

- Estimated world production of perlite to- United States, accounted for 7 6% of the taled nearly 1.8 million tons in 1985, a world total. _ Slight decrease from that of 1984. Three _ . countries, Greece, the US.S.R., and the ‘Industry economist, Division of Industrial Minerals. 

a oe _ Table 4.—-Perlite: World production, by country! | ee (Thousand short tons) | 

Country? 1981 1982 1983 1984” 1985° 
Australia oe 2 1 2  &% 2 Czechoslovakia ------- ee 47 50 49 &49 49 Greece -__-_____ 145 167 167 196 195 . Hungary*_ == 105 99 103 113 | 112 Italy” ~~ ----___-- ee 94 88 83 ™88 88 Japan® ~~------ ee 83 83 83 83 83 Mexico*______. 63 . 36 46 ~— 35 33 New Zealand®.______--____-_ 1 2 1 (*) __ Philippines______ = 8 4 2 17 3 Turkey -~ = rt - 50 134 32 67 66 USS.Re 

™660 ™660 *660 ™660 660 Unitéd States (processed ore sold and used by producers) ____ _ 591 506 A474 498 5507 
Total ~—~-- ~~ --- ~~ Th gag T1830 1,702 1,808 1,798 

1Unless otherwise specified, figures represent processed ore output. Table includes data available through June 3, 1986. ?In addition to the countries listed, Algeria, Bulgaria, China, Iceland, Mozambique, the Republic of South Africa, and Yugoslavia are believed to have produced perlite but output data are not reported and available information is inadequate for formulation of reliable estimates of output levels. 
3Crude ore. 
“Revised to zero. 
5Reported figure.





a By William F. Stowasser! 

Phosphate rock production marginally in- mines and plants for an indefinite time: 
: creased in 1985 but the depressed state of Some were for sale, some temporarily closed 

the US. agricultural sector limited demand to reduce inventories, several filed for reor- 
for phosphate fertilizer raw materials. How- ganization under chapter 11 of the Federal 
ever, the export market for phosphate fer- Bankruptcy Act, and some merged to re- 
tilizer was exceptionally strong. Sales of duce financial losses. Despite the restruc- 
diammonium phosphate, for example, were turing of the phosphate industry, demand 
a record high 7.2 million metric tons, with and supply were still out of balance. The | 
prices frequently below production costs. plant shutdowns and curtailed production 
Without the export market, phosphate fer- failed to reduce the phosphate surplus; 
tilizer producers’ financial status would inventory levels increased, prices were cut, . 
have been substantially weaker. and profitability was reduced for phosphate 

. Phosphate rock inventories increased rock and phosphate fertilizer. 
during the year as demand declined. Phos- Electric furnaces traditionally have been | 

_ phate producing companies closed several used to smelt phosphate rock to produce 

: Table 1.—Salient phosphate rock statistics’ 

| _ (Thousand metric tons and thousand dollars unless otherwise specified) . 

| 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 

United States: | | | 
Mine production (crude ore) ____________ 183,738 104,135 125,691 163,012 175,058 
Marketable production . ~~... ___ — 53,624 37,414 42,573 49,197 50,835 

P2Os content __________________ 16,365 11,504 13,088 14,889 15,634 | 
Value_______---.--....-----~ $1,487,986 $950,326 $1,021,095 $1,182,244 °7$1,203,265 

Average per metricton __.______ 3$26.82 3$25.40 3$23.98 $$24.08 “$23.67 
Sold or used by producers’... ______ 45,526 38,571 46,839 53,277 46,634 

- P2Os content ______- 13,939 11,814 14,386 16,244 14,363 
Value_________._-___.------~ $1,212,483 $988,465 $1,122,966 $1,278,356 $1,103,827 

Average per metric ton* ®________ $26.68 $25.50 $23.97 $23.99 $23.67 
Exports’. 5 = 10,395 9,842 12,010 11,528 10,284 

P2Os content __________________ 3,300 3,138 3,839 3,646 8,263. 
Value___-___-.----_-_ i $378,192 $293,626 $327,345 $824,784 $281,515 

Average per metric ton*______._.__ $35.90 $29.83 $27.26 $28.17 $27.37 
Imports for consumption ______________ 13 31 9 89 $34 

Cif. value. $420 $1,302 $376 $274 $1,747 
Average per metric ton _________ $82.31 $42.00 $42.69 $31.71 9$51.54 

Consumption’ ~~------- ee 35,144 28,760 34,888 41,758 36,384 
Stocks, Dec. 31: Producer______________ 19,619 18,287 14,500 11,897 15,534 

World: Production... _____._.------_- 143,001 127,385 139,404 152,488 °151,363 

*Estimated. Preliminary. Revised. | 
1Data for the same items appearing in this and other tables may not reconcile because of computer rounding. 
2The total value is based on a weighted value. 
SArithmetic average of sold or used values. 
“Computer calculated average value based on the weighted sold or used value. 
5Includes domestic sales and exports. 
*Weighted average of sold or used values. 
7Exports reported to the Bureau of Mines by companies. 
®Bureau of the Census data, excluding reported Canadian and Israeli imports. 
*Average unit value obtained from unrounded data. 
1°Measured by sold or used plus imports minus exports. 
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| elemental phosphorus (P,). Most of the P., duction data for phosphate rock are devel- 
| perhaps as much as 85%, was used to oped by the Bureau of Mines from two 

| produce technical-grade phosphoric acid, as separate, voluntary surveys of U:S. ‘oper- 
7 opposed to food-grade acid, which was then ations. Typical of these surveys is the: sémi: 

| used to manufacture numerous phosphate annual “Phosphate Rock Survey.” Of the 24 
salts. U.S. production of P, declined from a operations to which a survey request was 

| peak of 560,000 tons in 1969 to 370,000 tons sent, all responded, representing 100% of © 
: in 1984. Overcapacity in this segment of the the U.S. production data shown in table 1." 

phosphate industry was comparable to that Legislation and Government © Pro- 
of the fertilizer industry. A new, significant- grams.—The Food Security Act of 1985 was 
ly lower cost, wet acid process was used in expected to expand the potential for grain 
Europe, Israel, and Japan to produce exports by reducing U.S. grain prices on 

, technical-grade phosphoric acid. Some of world markets and supporting farm income : 
this acid was exported directly to the Unit- by maintaining target prices at current 
ed States or converted into phosphate salts levels over the next 2 years. The farm | 
and exported. The decline in demand for program also placed a 20% and‘25% non- 
U.S.-produced P, was attributed to the high paid acreage reduction maximum on the | 
cost of the thermal process, increased com- U.S. Department of Agriculture for corn 
petition from foreign imports, andanation- and wheat, respectively, in 1986. This im- 
wide campaign to prohibit phosphates in plied a smaller reduction in acreage in the 
detergent products. oe _ spring of 1986 than had been anticipated. 

| Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- | So Se 

| DOMESTIC PRODUCTION — . ee 

| Florida and North Carolina produced subject to Government antitrust’ review, _ 
about 6% more marketable phosphate rock was expected to be completed by yearend. 

- than the 42.5 million tons produced in 1984. Texasgulf was the only phosphate mining 
The Western States and Tennessee produc- company producing in North Carolina: ~ | 
ed somewhat less than that produced in After divesting its North ‘Carolina phos- 

| 1984. 7 | phate reserves and assets, Agrico opérated 
Florida and North Carolina.—Companies three phosphate rock mines in central Flori- 

_ that mined phosphate rock in central Flori- da until April, when the Saddle Creek Mine 
da were Agrico Chemical Co., Beker Phos- was closed. The Payne Creek and Fort 
phate Inc., Brewster Phosphates, CF Indus- Green Mines continued to operate through- 
tries Inc., Estech Inc., Gardinier Inc.,W.R. out the year. The Payne Creek  Mine’s 
Grace & Co., Hopewell Land Corp., Interna- reserves were expected to permit operation 
tional Minerals & Chemical Corp. (IMC), foranother2years. a a 
Mobil Mining and Minerals Co., and USS AMAX Phosphate Inc.’s Big Four Mine 
Agri-Chemicals Inc. Occidental Chemical remained closed during the year. AMAX 
Agricultural Products Inc. produced phos- Inc. wrote down the value of its fertilizer 
phate rock in Hamilton County, north Flori- business and was attempting to sell the 
da. assets of AMAX Phosphate. oe 

Several small companies in north-central Beker announced in October that: it had 
Florida recovered soft phosphate rock from filed for reorganization under chapter 11 of 
tailing ponds remaining from old inactive the Federal Bankruptcy Code. Beker was 
hard-rock phosphate rock mines. The esti- unable to convince holders of its debt to 
mated combined annual capacity of 45,000 exchange their debentures for new deben- 
tons has seldom been achieved. The soft tures and common stock. Throughout this 
rock was sold as an animal feed supple- period of adversity, Beker continued to 
ment. produce phosphate rock at its Wingate 

In North Carolina, Texasgulf Chemicals Creek Mine. . | 
Co., a subsidiary of Société Nationale Elf Brewster, a partnership of American Cy- 
Aquitaine, operated the Lee Creek Mine anamid Co., 75%, and Kerr-McGee Corp., 
near Aurora. North Carolina Phosphate 25%, operated the Haynsworth and Lone- 
Corp., an Agrico mining company, sold its some Mines in Polk and Hillsborough Coun- 
reserves and assets to Texasgulf. Agrico, a ties, respectively. American Cyanamid, 
Williams Co. subsidiary, received 15% of Kerr-McGee, and IMC reached an agree- 
Texasgulf’s stock and a warrant to purchase ment in principle, subject to approval of 
up to an additional 4.9%. The merger, their respective boards of directors and
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customary regulatory agencies, to lease the Meade reserves were expected to permit _.  Haynsworth and Lonesome beneficiation operation for only another 4 years at its _ | plants. Remaining phosphate rock reserves current rate of production. Plans to con- | at the two mines were to be mined under a struct a mine on Mobil’s South Fort Meade royalty agreement. - : deposit were deferred because of unfavor- __ | __CF Industries operated the Hardee Phos- able economics. — | phate Complex I Mine at Fort Green to USS Agri-Chemicals, a subsidiary of Unit- supply phosphate rock for its chemical com- ed States Steel Corp., operated the Rock- plex at Bartow and Plant City, FL. The land Mine with Freeport Phosphate Rock Hardee Complex II Mine was deferred, and Co., a 50% partner. United States Steel — | the Complex I Mine expansion plans were announced that USS Agri-Chemicals was | | _ alsodeferred. | for sale. USS Agri-Chemicals sold fertilizer | ' At the beginning of the year, W. R. Grace through retail centers and was a partner in and IMC opened the Four Corners Mine at a joint venture, Fort Meade Chemical Prod- the intersections of Polk, Hardee, Manatee, ucts, with W. R. Grace, in Fort Meade, FL. and Hillsborough Counties, FL. The design Occidental operated two phosphate rock capacity of the mine, with three draglines, mines, Swift Creek and Suwannee River, in was 5.5 million tons per year. W. R. Grace northern Florida. Occidental had capacity also operated the Hookers Prairie Mine, to produce 1.1 million tons per year of _ south of Mulberry, in Polk County, FL, and phosphoric acid from two plants and the purchased 14.5 million tons of phosphate capability to convert the acid to superphos- rock reserves from Agrico. — _ phoric acid to supply liquid fertilizer plants. _. Estech, an Esmark Inc. subsidiary, had_ in the U.S.S.R. - 
divested many of its Florida phosphate rock Tennessee.—Occidental, Monsanto Co., ‘properties in 19883 and 1984. In 1985, Es- and Stauffer Chemical Co. mined and bene- _ tech’s retail fertilizer division was sold and _ficiated phosphate rock from deposits in the company was left with the closed Silver Giles, Hickman, Maury, and Williamson City Mine and one-third ownership in the Counties. All of the phosphate rock was | active Watson Mine. Indications were that smelted in electric furnaces to produce P,. _-Estech’s remaining assets would be put up Monsanto announced plans to close its | forsale. |. we - P, plant in Columbia, TN, at the end of | Early in the year, Gardinier filed for 1986 and to consolidate production at its court protection under chapter 11 of the Soda Springs, ID, electric-furnace plant. | Federal Bankruptcy Act in order to reorga- Chesebrough-Pond’s Inc. purchased Stauf.- | _ nize its finances. The phosphate rock mine fer in March 1985. near Fort Meade, FL, and the fertilizer — Western States.—Phosphate rock was | | manufacturing complex south of Tampa, mined in Idaho, Montana, and Utah for FL, operated throughout the year, with smelting in electric furnaces to produce P, occasional shutdowns to adjust inventories. and phosphate fertilizer. | Cargill Inc., an international marketer and Cominco American Incorporated operated processor of agricultural and other bulk the only underground mine in the country commodities, offered to purchase 80% of. in Powell County, MT. After primary crush- Gardinier in October. The agreement was ing, the ore was loaded into railroad cars for | finalized by yearend. delivery to Kimberley, British Columbia, Hopewell opened a 500,000-ton-per-year Canada. | phosphate rock mine near Lithia, FL, at the Stauffer mined phosphate rock from the beginning of the year. Wooley Valley Mine, northeast of Soda IMC, with 50% equity in the Four Cor- Springs, ID. The phosphate rock was ship- ners Mine, operated the Clear Springs, ped to Silver Bow, MT, to produce P,. Kingsford, and Noralyn-Phosphoria Mines The Conda Partnership, a 50-50 partner- in central Florida. At yearend, IMC agreed ship between Beker and Western Co-oper- in principle to lease the Lonesome and ative Fertilizers Ltd., Calgary, Canada, Haynsworth phosphate rock beneficiation ‘mined phosphate rock from the Maybie plants from American Cyanamid and Kerr- Canyon Mine in Idaho. Part of the phos- McGee, owners of Brewster Phosphates, and phate rock was exported to Canada for mine the reserves of these mines under a conversion to phosphate fertilizers, and Be- royalty agreement. The merger was subject ker’s share was beneficiated, calcined, and to Federal Trade Commission approval. converted into phosphate fertilizers at Be- Mobil operated the Nichols and Fort ker’s fertilizer complex at Conda, ID. Pro- - Meade Mines in central Florida. The Fort duction continued at the Maybie Canyon
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Oo Mine. years at a rate of 1.7 million tons per year. | | 

a Chevron Resources Co. mined phosphate FMC Corp. received 80% of the ore,a 24% 

rock from the Vernal Mine north of Vernal, to 25% phosphorus pentoxide (P,0;) shale 

: UT. An expanded mine at Vernal, a pipe- for consumption in its 0.9-million-kilogram- 

line, and a new chemical complex at Rock | per-year P, plant near Pocatello, ID. Sim- 

| Springs, WY, were scheduled to start oper- plot used the remaining 20% of the mine | 

ating in 1986..The phosphate rock will be production in its phosphoric acid plant near | : 

reground to pass through a 150-mesh screen Pocatello 

and pumped as a slurry through a buried Simplot replaced the Woodall Peak Mine 

-152-kilometer pipeline to Rock Springs at near Conda, ID, with the Smoky Canyon’ | 

an initial rate of 1.1 million tons per year. . ‘Mine near Afton, WY. The‘ore was benefi-. 

7 J. R. Simplot Co. operated the Gay Mine | ciated at the mine, pumped to the calcining —__ 

on the Fort Hall Indian Reservation. With kilns at Conda, and shipped by rail tothe 

: the addition of new reserves obtained from fertilizer plant at Pocatello. Operating at 2. 

the Shoshone and Bannock Indian Tribes, million tons per year, the Smoky Canyon ~ 

the mine was expected to produce for 17 Mine was expected to produce for 25.years. . 

Table 2.—Production of phosphate rock in the United States, by region? 

| - | ; (Thousand metric tons and thousand dollars) —- So 

“ Mine productior oe Marketable production —s_—. | 

| | | | i mer | “_ Used directly . Beneficiated. . Total® Ending 

Region — OST DO. , 
. P20s - .. -P_Os P20s . P20, stocks 

Rock‘ con- Rock con- Rock con- Rock con- . Value?, 

- - tent - tent . tent tent _ 

: 1984 168,012 21,017 8,104 2,843 41,004 12,546 49,197 14,889 1,182,244. 11,897. | 

January-June: . a 

_ Florida and oo , 

: - North Carolina 86,805 10,746 3,818 1,000 20,377 6,884 28,690 7,885 545,581 18,115 

: Tennessee __ _ _ 1,107 228 15 4 68 16 650 169 - 14567 +175 - 

Western States* 3241 841 881 287 1,620 501 2501 788  . 68,928 906 

“Total®. ..—=«90,652 11,810 4,209 1,242 22,682 7,000 26,841 8,242 - 681,082 14,196 

July-December: | _ a 
Florida and . 

oo : oo 

a North Carolina 80,165 9,882 2,798 853 18,708 5,818 21,506 6,666 497,484 14,691 
Tennessee — _ _ — 1,223 239 18 3 570 147 584 151 —— 18,053. 151 | 

Western States* - 3.018 - 894 787 229 1,118 846 1,905 576 61,265 692 

Total? 84,405 11,015 3,508 1,086 20,896 6,307 23,994 7,398  °572,017 15,584 

Grand total? 175,058 22,825 7,807 2,827 48,028 18,307 50,885 15,634  °1,208,265 = § XX 

XX Not applicable. . a . a, 

1Data for the same items appearing in this and other tables may not reconcile because of computer rounding. 

2Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. . . vO 

SComputer calculated value based on the weighted sold or used value. a . 

“Includes Idaho, Montana, and Utah. | 
*The total value is based on a weighted value. The total value does not equal the sum of the regional or 1/2-year totals 

because weighted regional or overall 1/2-year unit values were used in the calculations. The regional and 1/2-year values 

are approximate. - 

CONSUMPTION AND USES - 

The U.S. primary demand for phosphate either consumed domestically or exported 

rock declined about 13% from its level in for fertilizer manufacture. Consumption of 

1984 as the U.S. farm economy remained phosphate rock from Florida and North 

depressed. Phosphatic fertilizers sold well Carolina was about 12% less than the quan-. 

at unprofitable prices in the export market, _ tity consumed in 1984. 

which was the principal reason for sustain- All of the phosphate rock mined in Ten- 

ing demand in 1985. nessee was consumed in electric furnaces in 

With the exception of some low-grade Mount Pleasant and Columbia. Consump- 

phosphate pebble exported for electric- tion was less than that of 1984. High-purity 

furnace consumption in Canada, phosphate PP, was used to produce technical- and food- 

rock from Florida and North Carolina was grade phosphoric acid and other phosphate
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chemicals for multiple uses. The demand ported to fertilizer plants in western Cana- | for sodium tripolyphosphate, the detergent da. The domestic consumption pattern of builder, declined as the quantity permitted phosphate rock from the Western States in the formulation of washing compounds was about equally divided between fertilizer | was reduced by more States and municipali- manufacturing and electric-furnace smelt- ties. a 7 : __. ing. Overall demand was about 20% less In the Western States, a small percentage than that of 1984 as consumption declined ee of. the phosphate rock production was ex- in the agricultural and industrial sectors. 

: Table 3.—U.S. phosphate rock sold or used grade distribution pattern | | 
oe : Grade (percent | a Distribution (percent) ~ ___, __ BPL? content) : 1981 1982 . 1983 1984. 1985 

Less than 60_ === 56 49 80 121 4.7 60 to less than 66 ______ DT TTT TTT TTT rrr ttn 157 156 146 81 108 86 to leas than 70 _______ 7 TTT TTT Trt ttt 60.1 638 606 680 673 | 70 to less than 72________ TTT TTT Trt rrr 9.6 5.8 83 10.1 100 (2 to less than 74 ________ TT TTT rrr 6.0 6.1 5.5 2.0 4.2 14 or more ~ _ ~~ _______~ LL DTI IIIT TT 2 277727 8.0. 3.8 3.0 - AT 3.0 | 1.0% BPL (bone phosphate of lime or tricalcium phosphate) = 0.458% PzOs. oe Z 

‘Table 4.—Florida and North Carolina phosphate rock sold or used grade a oe Te a a distribution pattern | 

| az Grade (percent - ” Distribution (percent) : | — __ BPL* content) | 1981 19822-1988 «1984. —*1985 
LesthanéO---8 8 02 06 83 «7.8 0.6 | 60 to leas than 66 ________ TTT DTT TTT Trt rrr 144 122 180 70 102 66 to leas than 70 _______ TTT rrr rrr 67.0 685 642 675 708 70 to less than 72 _______ 7 UTD TTT TTT rrr rrr 7.7 6.9 96 99 102 72 to less than 74 _________ TST TTT TTT 7.1 72 64 24 4.8 | Wor more ~ ~~~ ~~~~~~--2-- 2222 2LTTITTITITIII 3.6 45 35 5.4 340 

11.0% BPL (bone phosphate of lime or tricalcium phosphate)= 0.458% P2Os. - Lo . *Data do not add to 100% because of independent rounding. | : | 

oo _ Table 5.— Tennessee phosphate rock sold or used grade distribution pattern 
) oo | _. Grade (percent | Distribution (percent) _ . BPL' content) _ 1981 1982 1988 1984 1985 | Less than @0_— === SCO $8.0 $94 1000 1000 60 to less than 66 - _ -_______0 72D T TIT IITIIIIIIIITr22 494 620 106 _ __ 

*1.0% BPL (bone phosphate of lime or tricalcium phosphate) =0.458% PsOy } 

Table 6.— Western States phosphate rock sold or used grade distribution pattern 

Grade (percent Distribution (percent) BPL’ content) 1981 1982 1988 1984 19852 
Less than60_— === 814 2720527 60 to less than 66 ________ TTT TTT TTT TT TTT r rrr 160 24 25 191 196 66 to less than 70 ________ TTT TTT TT Trt tr r rt 2.5 4834 478 396 549 70 to less than 72 ________ LTT TTDI TTT Trt rrr 24.1 __ -- 14.3 10.4 

11.0% BPL (bone phosphate of lime or tricalcium phosphate)=0.458% POs. *Data do not add to 100% because of independent rounding.
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| Table 7.—Phosphate rock sold or used by producers in the United States, by grade a | 

, _ o 0 gmdregion® 

oo ° (@Mhousand metrictonsandthousanddollars) ss st 

7 OO - ._ Florida and North Carolina ae Tennessee ee 

Grade(percent BPL?content) = ., -~ Pas — “POs 

os ; ment) Rock ae, Value? Rock—cantent Value? 
| January-June 1984____---------- 28,022 7,096 41,8490 7250 183 18,672 

July-December 1984_ _...--------- 23,388 7,212 548,215  — 615. 156 18,924 

| January-June 1985: 7 
Below60 _____-_.---------- . mee ee oo 669s TB 14,992 

60 to less than 66 __._--------- 2,019 574 . 37,654 — -— a -- 

66 to less than 70 ~.___-----~--- 15,709 4,853 354,866 - -- . -—-° -- 

70 to less than 72 _~._.----~---- 1,799 586 45,155 = -- --- 

712 to less than 74 ____-_—----—- 700 234 16926 $$ _- Tr ac 
740r more —~____~-_-~-------- 763 | 261 28,902 -- me ee 

fetal 20,990 6,508 488,400 669 478. 14,992 

. July-December 1985: a - 

Below 60 eee eee ee 236 64 5,074 607 - 157  - 18,566 

60 to less than 66 ___----~------ 2,158 617 41,067 ~- -- . Te 

66 to less than 70 ___--_~--~---- 13,226 4,105 301,420 -- -- -- 

70 to less than 72 _..-~-------- 2,374 © T72 53,747 -- ee _— 

712 tolessthan 74 ~.__-----~---- _ 1,265 426 34,497 -- -—_ —— 

| T4ormore _____—--—~--~------ 609 | 210 23,721 -- a _— 

| | Total ______------------_19,868 6194 460,547 GOT ST 18, 566 
| a .- WesternStates* §§ Total | 

| ae oor =v, i 0 

. Rock content Value® Rock content  Value® ® 

January-June 1984 ______--------" 2481 Til 73,045 «26,178 7,990 638,066 
. July-December 1984_ _._.--------- 3,096 — « 88T 83,097 . 27,098 8,254 645,203 - 

January-June 1985: © / . . . ae 

Below60 ______------~------ 645 159 8,649 1,314 $32 —- 28,689 

60 to less than 66 _...-.---+----- - 491 136 8,725 2,510 — 710 46,360 

66 toless than 70 __..-~-----—--- 1,295 - 401 44,626 17,004 5,254 399,424 

70 toless than 72 ______------- 261 84 12,196 2,060 - ' 670 57,350 

72 tolessthan74 ~.____----~--- -- -- -— ‘100 234 16,926 

T4ormore ___-------------- _- _- _- 168 261 28,902 

‘Total. -- -- ---------- 2,692 730 ‘74,191 24851 °. 17,461 ‘572,422 

July-December 1985: | 

Below 60 ~____--------~----- 61 16 1,338 904 237 19,978 

60 toless than 66 _~___.~--------. 394. 112 _ 9,026 2,552 929 ~~. 50,096 

66 toless than 70 _~..__----~----- 1,147 - $55 36,004 14,373 4,460 — 337,478 

70 tolessthan 72 ~__.----~----- 209 67 11,869 2,583 839 65,608 

72 tolessthan 74 ~..---~------ -- -- -— 1,265 426 34,497 . 

T4ormore _____-~—~--—------ -- -- oe - 609 210 28,721 

Total _-___-__---_------- ‘18 550 58,242 22,286 6,901 581,275 

1Data for the same items appearing in this and other tables may not reconcile because of computer rounding. 

21.0% BPL (bone phosphate of lime or tricalcium phosphate) =0.458% P20s. 

| 3Fo.b. mine. 
“Includes Idaho, Montana, and Utah. 
The total value is based on a weighted value. The total value does not equal the sum of the regional totals because 

weighted regional unit values were used in the calculations. The regional values are approximate.
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Table 8.—Phosphate rock sold or used by producers in the United States, by use’ | | 

Se (Thousand metric:tons) ; 

“ . nos oO . . . = soe - © 

ene an Use (1984total. =. - January-June July-December Total? | | _ -_  PeOg POs  *@PaOs P20 | oo | “Rock con. —Rock con. Rock con Rock 920 tent OTE tent tent 

' Wet-process phosphoricacid_.____ - 36,651 — 11,207~ -16,650.. 5,121 15,894 4,752 32,044 9,873 Normal superphosphate ______ _ 103 34 47 16 25 8 72 24 Triple superphosphate ________ 1,062 336 - 806 255 685 209 1,441 463 “Defluorinated rode 77777777 -° 68 24 26 9 29 “10 55 19 Direct applications._._______ 95 33 51 17 44 15 94 32 Elemental phosphorus —------_.. 8,722 — 958 — 1,689 436 910 241 ~~ 2,599 677 Ferrophosphorus._..________.- 48 12 =. 22 6 22 «6 45 ° #12 
- otal? eC 41,748 12,598 = - 19,991 5,859 17,059 5,241 36,350 11,100 Exports*_ = = -------- --' 11,528 3646 5,057 1,602 5,226 1,660 10,284 3,263 

Grand total? meee 58,27 7 16,244 _ 24,848 7,461 22,285 6,901 46,684 14,363 
‘Data for the same items appearing in this and other tables may not reconcile because of computer rounding. *Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. — , *Includes rock converted to products and exported. _ Coe ‘Exports reported to the Bureau of Mines by companies, ce 

_.. Table 9.—Phosphate rock sold or used by producers in the United States, - , a | | by use and region? 

| . a : oe - os nirlorida and Tennessee Western States? Total® Use > es eS ees a. o os a. PeOs . -, - PeOs P20 P20s oo . Lo Rock content Rock > Content Rock content Rock content 
198¢________________ 46,411 14,909,840 5526 1,597 «58,277 «16,244 

so : . —_—_—6«—«~«0=SaaO0S9maaSamamuaaua 
eee > 

1985: a a, an , January-June: 
a 

| 
oe Agricultural___- 16,436 6,064 a ole 1,148 - 3538 17,579 5,418 ' Industrial _ ---- 7 2 669 173 1,036 266 1712 442 

. - Total______ . 16,443 5,066 669° 173 2,179 619 - 19,291 5,860 ~ " Exports§_ = = 4,547 1,442 -- §11 161 5,057 1,602 
: _ Total. LL 20,990 . 6,508 669 178 2,690 780 24,348 7,462 
July-December: oe . . Domestic:* a Se Agricultural ___~_ 15,106 4,678 -— -- 1,021 316 16,127 4,994 Industrial _§_§.. ... 6 2°) 3607 «187 319 88 932 247 

Total______ 15,112 4,680 607 157 1,340 404 17,059 5,241 Exports§______ 4,756 1,514 -- -- 470 - 146 5,229 1,660 
Total? _____ 19,868 . 6,194 607 157 1,810 - 550 22,285 6,901 , TEE OOOOOlTeTFTFTT=eseeeee eee eee ee 

Grand total? _ 40,857 12,701 1,276 330 4,501 1,331 46,634 14,364 
1Data for the same items appearing in this and other tables may not reconcile because of computer rounding. "Includes Idaho, Montana, and Utah. 
‘Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. “Includes rock converted to products and. exported. ‘Exports reported to the Bureau of Mines by companies.
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a fable 10.—Florida and North Carolina Table 11.—Tennessee phosphate rock sold 

phosphate rock sold or used by producers' or used by producers’ 

a ea — 
: 

. P20, P20 _ 

¥ d ou- Total . 4 ‘sand ou- Total . ~ 

Yor er. medi, Age Tmt rete SO pertom 
| tons) tons) sands) tons) tons) sen 

1981 __... 38,458 11,985 $1,064,459 $27.68 1981 --__ —-4g79s«88T $17,401 $12.62 o 

1982 ____. 982,806 10,192 850,794 25.98 1982 ____ 960 248 12,972 1351 

1983... 4©—-- 40,2098 «= «12,456 «= (944,509 23.48 =: 1988 __ __ 1,187 — 307 98,985 24.38 | 

1984... 46,411 14,309 1,089,647 2348 1984 ____ 1,340 338 32,590 24.32 : 

1985 ___. 40,856 12,703 942,956 93.08 1985 _.._ 1,276 330 28,557 22.38 

eee ee eeeeen— em 

Ipata for the same items appearing in this or other 1pata for the same items appearing in this or other 

tables may not reconcile because of computer rounding. tables may not reconcile because of computer rounding. 

| ‘Table 12.—Western States phosphate rock | - 

| . _ sold or used by producers’ — : | | 
. 

: l- 

. P20 . 

| | ioe content eee Le | ee | 
| Year __— sand ou- Total | | 

| metric sand | (thou. atone oe | 

; 
: tons) tons) san 

| . 

| 1981 ___- 5,672 1,644 $180,194 $22.95 | : 
1982 ____ 4807 1,875 119,699 24.90 
1988 ____ 5,428 1,573 149,520. 27.55. | | 

: 1984 ____ 5,526 «1,597 156,119 28.25 

, . 1985 ____ 4,500 1,830 7182,345 29.41 : | 
ein 

| 

| 1Daia for the same items appearing in this and other | 

tables may not reconcile because of computer rounding. 

_. 2 he total value is based on a weighted value. . 

| | | STOCKS | 

: Inventories of marketable phosphate rock and these changes were reported in the 

were reported to the Bureau of Mines by “Annual Advance Summary Mineral Indus- 

producing companies on a monthly and try Survey,” the “Crop Year Mineral Indus- | 

semiannual basis. The data from the _ try Survey,” and the “Minerals Yearbook.” | 

monthly surveys permitted the Bureau to The significant decrease in 1984 stock _ 

publish the increase or decrease of stocks levels from those of 1981, 1982, and 1983 

throughout the year in the monthly “Phos- reflected improvement in phosphate rock 

phate Rock Mineral Industry Survey.” The demand during 1984. During 1985, invento- 

semiannual surveys permitted respondents ries of phosphate rock gradually increased 

to adjust or correct reported stock levels, as demand declined throughout the year. 

| Table 13.—Marketable phosphate rock 
yearend stocks 

(Million metric tons) 

ee 
Year Quantity 

1916 _______________---------- 15.2 
1977 ______________----------- 13.7 
1978 _____________----------- 15.7 
1979 ______________---_------- 14.5 
1980 _____________---------- 13.7 
1981 ______________----------- 19.6 
1982 _____________--_--------- 18.3 
1988 _____________-___-------- 14.5 
1984 _____________--_--------- 11.9 
1985 _____________--_--------- 15.5 
nn
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_ | : 

| | PRICES | | - : 

Phosphate rock was sold under contracts $7.90 per ton, respectively. The severance 
negotiated between buyers and sellers. Al- tax, included in the export price, was $2.52 
though list prices were occasionally publish- per ton. - | 
ed by producing organizations, actual con- The weighted average prices or values, 
tract prices negotiated between buyer and f.o.b. mine, for each grade of phosphate rock 
seller were not published. _ and for each producing State were calculat- 

Phosphate rock export pricesfrom Tampa ed by the Bureau of Mines from the semian- | 
and Jacksonville, FL, included a freight, nual survey of producing mines. | 
loading, and weighing cost of $6.10 and ae - | | 

| | | | | 
Table 14.—Phosphate rock estimated export prices: per metric ton, unground, f.o.b. 

vessel Tampa Range or Jacksonville, FL, by grade | | 
— 

en npr eene Grade (percent BPL? content) 19828 . 1983 19845 1985° . er 
68 ee $23.00 - $27.00 $26.50 $26.00 70 ~~ 23.50 28.00 27.50 28.00 . 72 ~~ eee 27.00 30.00 30.50 30.50 7 ~~~ ~~ 34.00 35.00 35.00 84.00 

| 1Prices include severance taxes, rail freight costs from mine to port, and port loading and weighing charges. | 21.0% BPL (bone phosphate of lime or tricalcium phosphate) =0.458% P2Os. | | *Estimated selling price including $2.03 severance tax. . “Estimated selling price including $2.25 severance tax. 
oo ‘Estimated selling price including $2.39 severance tax. 

Estimated selling price including $2.52 severance tax.» . | 

| Table 15.—Moroccan phosphate rock _ | 
export prices, U.S. dollars per metric ton, 

f.a.s. Safi or Casablanca, by grade 
LS SS a re Ss SSS PERSE UURATSNSASSUESONEEi? . . 

—_ arade . 
percen . BPL# corm 1982 1988 1984 1985 ; 

. ~ tent) | oe 

Khouribga: | | : 70 tofl 42.00 35.00 36.00 ~—s>_- 36.00 76to77 _ 50.00 45.00 47.00 47.00 . 
Youssoufia: 

: 68 to 69 _ 38.00 29.00 30.00 30.00 : 
T4to™5 _ 47.00 41.00 43.00 43.00 | — 

11.0% BPL (bone phosphate of lime or tricalcium phos- 
phate)=0.458% POs. 

Table 16.—Price or value of Florida and North Carolina phosphate rock, by grade 
(Dollars per metric ton, f.o.b. mine) | 

| 1984 | 1985 
, t BPL! “Domes Grade (percent BPL? content) Domes. Export Average Domes- Export Average 

- 
1 Less than 60 ___.. = = 25.14 25.64 25.28 21.50 _- 21.50 60 to less than 66 _--___________ 20.90 20.10 20.75 18.59 20.69 18.84 66 to less than 70 ---_.___ 22.19 24.51 22.45 22.75 22.28 22.68 70 to leas than72 --...-- = 25.34 25.75 25.65 21.98 24.63 23.70 72 to lees than 74 = 24.49 32.10 28.08 22.59 30.86 26.17 T4ormore ___-_~__- ~~ 29.31 33.01 31.40 34.44 40.77 38.35 OTT 88.85 

Average__ ~~~ 22.67 26.28 23.48 22.41 25.35 23.08 SS ETO 
11.0% BPL (bone phosphate of lime or tricalcium phosphate)= 0.458% PaOs.
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| Table 17.—Price or value of Western States phosphate rock, by grade | 

| (Dollars per metric ton, f.o.b. mine) . 

| | 7 _—_ | 1984 : 1985 
| Grade (percent BPL! content) ) Domes Export Average Domes Export Average 

Lessthan60_.-_____________ > (ta ti(it=ltsti( (ist CN as , 
60 to less than 66 ~______ 2 11.15 . 41.51 16.33 11.81 42.95 20.06 
66 to less than 70 ~._______=____________ 32.14 44.81 35.80 31.90 41.79 38.02 
70 to less than 72 -—-_____--------------- 46.78 5145 47-87-5120 51.20 

Average. e881 46.08 28.25 kB AGB CA 

11.0% BPL (bone phosphate of lime or tricalcium phosphate) =0.458% P2Os. a oe 

| Table 18.—Price or value of Tennessee 
| phosphate rock, by grade | 

| | (Dollars per metric ton, f.0.b. mine) . | 

a | | Grade (percent BPL? content) 1984 1985 

| Less than 60.____-_---------- 24.82 22.88 

. a . } 11.0% BPL (bone phosphate of lime or tricalcium phos- | . 

: | Table 19.—Price or value of U.S. phosphate rock, by grade. | | 
- (Dollars per metric ton, f.o.b. mine) 

| , 1984 — ~~ 1985 : 
i LLL LS LE ES 

Grade (percent BPL* content) _. Domes- Export Average Domes- ‘Export Average 

Lessthan60_________________._ 2295 9564 22.75 19.66 __ «19.66 
60 to less than 66 ______-- 18.47 24.94 19.67 17.57 27.16 19.06 
66 tolessthan 70 _-____-_-_- 5 22.72 27.62 23.32 23.49 23.44 23.48 

| 70 to lessthan 72 ~._______-__- 31.55 27.77 28.98 21.98 28.56 26.48 
72 to lessthan 74 _________-- 24.49 32.10 28.08 22.59 30.86 26.17 
‘4 or more ~~~ —~——~~~--~------~-------__29.81 38.01 8140 84.44 40.77 38.85 
Average... - - 5 ee 22.84 28.17 23.99 22.62 27.38 23.67 

| 11.0% BPL (bone phosphate of lime or tricalcium phosphate) =0.458% P2Os. | 

| FOREIGN TRADE 

Phosphate rock export tonnage declined In Florida, increases in rail freight rates 
11% from that of 1984, breaking a trend of from mine to port, port charges, and the 
increasing phosphate rock exports that be- severance tax reduced the competitive posi- 
gan in 1981. The decline in exports was tion of phosphate rock exports. _ 
attributed to increased competition from Trade in phosphate fertilizers was char- 
other phosphate rock exporting countries acterized by oversupply and weakening 
and a reduction in world demand. Erosion prices throughout the year. Nameplate ca- 

| of trade in phosphate rock was further pacity of phosphate fertilizer plants exceed- 
exacerbated by increased trade in high ed the demand for these commodities. The 
analysis phosphate fertilizers. Trade in am- plant capacity utilization rate was reduced 
monium phosphates, triple superphosphate, to 65% or 70%. 
and phosphoric acid increased as more The quantity of phosphate rock imported 
countries with phosphate rock reserves pro- into the United States in 1985, as reported 
duced phosphoric acid and phosphate fertil- by the Bureau of the Census, is shown in the 
izers for export markets. following tabulation:
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| . Country | Metric tons | 

Belgium__-__________--_-_____ 36 : 
Dominican Republic... $22 ~_____ 60 
Israel. LLL 47 
Mexico___~-__.-_-__--~- LLL. 208 
Netherlands ______§ ~~ 2,791 
Netherlands Antilles __. 9.9.22 _____ 4,158 
Togo _____-~_~__ LL 26,200 
‘United Kingdom _______--.--_---- 391. . 

—— Total___-_____~___ 33,891 7 

oO NOTE: Reported imports from Canada are excluded. 

| _ Table 20.—U.S. exports of phosphate rock, by country . 

| (Thousand metric tons and thousand dollars) _ | : 

(Schedule B No. 480.4500) . | 

: Count ; 1984. 1985 | | 
: “ey Quantity Value’ | Quantity Value? 
a 

. 

| Australia ______---____._~_.-__ eee 212 ~~. «6,199 98 | 
Austria _____~~-~~~___ ee 20 6 _- . . 
Belgium-Luxembourg. —__ - ~~ 5 5 ee LL 549 17,454 383 

_ Brazil) LLL . 12 ‘709° 27 
| Canada ____ ~~~ ~~ Le 2,998 106,479 2,643 

Finland _______~_~~_ ~~ _ LLL 149 4,967 162 
. France___ ~~~ LL 102 > 28,856 -. 668. 
Germany, Federal Republic of. _.§_.._/§____/_____~___________ 541 16,770 —  . 665 oO 
India_ ~~ > ee LLL 248 9,954 480 
Italy _-_ ~~~ Le 8 . 2,640 - 97 
Japan ___ 1,274 _ 50,843 803 NA 
Korea, Republic of______._..._-._.-~ ~~~ -~___________ 1,501 46,750 1,540 , 
Mexico_______~ ~~~ ~~ Le 429. —s- 12,861 . 258 
Netherlands ____________~_ ~~ ~~ Le 640 18,957 555 
New Zealand ______-~___~_ 2 ee 51 1,578 116 
Philippines - - - ~~~ -----~~~--~-~-~--------------- 25 974 30 
Poland______-_---_--_-_- "700 «= 20,894 154 | 
Romania ___~____~_~~ LL 433 17,485 223 
Sweden ____ = LL 187 6,797 - 838 
Taiwan ______ ~~~ 3 854 -— 
United Kingdom_____~_~_~____ ~~~ 26 854 _ 
Other ~---+--~ ~~~ ~~~ + eee T511 T24,201 699 

Total________--_________-------- eee 11,316 392,082 «710,284 «= 281,515 | 
__ OO MHMVT —————---———reoo | 

°Estimated: "Revised. NA Not available. 
1A)) values f.a.s. (free alongside ship). 
*Total quantity and value reported to the Bureau of Mines, f.o.b. mine. 

Source: Bureau of the Census. . 

Table 21.—U.S. exports of superphosphates, more than 40% P.O;, by country 
(Thousand metric tons and thousand dollars) 

(Schedule B No. 480.7050) 
pgp 

1984 1985 

Quantity Value! Quantity Value" 
ERR NR SS SS Se SA asses SSP SSS Sse Sh hee ls sss SS 

Argentina_ —______~ ~~~. ~~ ~~ 9 1,107 3 
Belgium-Luxembourg_ —_ ~~~ Le 78 9,208 111 
Brazil _.._--___~-~-~___~_ Le 44 6,031 158 
Bulgaria. _.--_--~-~_~ ~~~ ~~ 92 11,781 20 
Burma__—~~~—~--~~~~ ~~ Le 15 2,840 -- 
Canada ______~~~~_-~~ ~~~ Le 204 30,367 289 
Chile_______~-~-~_---- ee L 182 15,660 158 
Colombia _______~~-~____ ~~~ ~~~ ee 15 2,720 17 NA 
Costa Rica__ ~~ _-~-_-_~~~_~~ ee LLe 8 1,035 9 
Dominican Republic __________-_~~_-~2 ee 8 1,490 31 
France________--__---~--~~- ~~ 9 1,063 62 

. Germany, Federal Republic of... .§.~§......._.__-.______ 80 9,772 58 
Hungary _____--_~~----~~~----~--+-- 15 1,739 -- 
Ireland _________~_~~-~~_-~~ ee 38 4,887 27 
Italy _._-_-___ Le 7 924 10 
Japan ___ 30 4,286 34 

See footnotes at end of table.
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| _ Table 21.—U.S. exports of superphosphates, more than 40% P.Os, by country—Continued — 
Oo . (Thousand metric tons and thousand dollars) | 

| (Schedule B No. 480.7050) ve : | 

oF Counts, | | 1984 1985. 
. . un y Quantity Value? Quantity Value | 

: 7 Peru —________--_-__-----_------------------ 4 1.987 16 NA 
ruguay wm ren nr a en ne ee , Venezuela.____ ~~~ 8 1,548 1 Other __________- 228 39,322 403 | 
Total _-__----~-------_-------------------- 1,090 149,096 1416 «176,417 | 

LL SCO I AICP tetsu ersnnenynarrensnnesneann ents . 

NA Not available. ; . 
1 All values f.a.s. (free alongside ship). - 

Source: Bureau of the Census. - - a ne | Be 

7 - . Table 22.—U.S. exports of superphosphates, less than 40% P.Q;, by country | 
| : a . (Schedule B No. 480.7030) / : | 

| : | | | 1984 1985 | | - Country ~ Quantity. 4 Quantity 1 : a | ay (metric ne a) (metric 4, Value! 

Canada _-_ ~~~ 1,097 $24 8,651 $79 : . Other -_- ee 660 30 457 5 19 
re Total _--_-_-_~-- ee 1,757 54 4,108 98 7 

7 _ 7All values f.a.s. (free alongside ship). _ | | | | 
| Source: Bureau of the Census. . 

Table 23.—U.S. exports of diammonium phosphates, by country 
. (Thousand metric tons and thousand dollars) . . 7 

| (Schedule B No. 480.8005) | | 
a_i 

Country 1984 1985 
un LLL SST ASSOSAOS elena paver 

. | - Quantity Value! Quantity Value! —_.——$— $$ OM ate uantity Value 
Argentina______~__.-___- es 84 15,901 59 Australia ________- 206 41,339 230 , Belgium-Luxembourg_._.-_-._.________________ 748 139,672 482 Brazil _--___._-2 91 17,660 35 Canada _-______ 115 22,753 193 Chile_-_____ 51 10,257 65 China __-_-__- 1,229 230,928 789 Colombia __________-.______ 61 11,920 97 
Costa Riea___-$_§__ 5 19 3,838 25 Dominican Republic._..__...__._____________._____ 31 5,849 38 Ecuador __________-_- 39 7,188 33 
France_____~____ 2 19 3,769 50 
Germany, Federal Republicof__.___________.___ 27 5,028 81 Guatemala __-___________ 13 2,962 18 NA India ___________- 1,189 227,337 1,853 Ireland-___$__-___--_-_- 34 5,775 51 Italy _---______ 128 24,357 174 Japan __-_________ 488 92,197 349 Mexico..__________ 267 52,049 186 Netherlands _____._.______________.__..__. 19 8,394 70 New Zealand — -- --~-----~--_------ ~~ 222-222-222 Le 45 8,978 36 icaragua___$___§__-______ ie 2,812 — Pakistan.-_$_$______- 247 48,680 326 Thailand. ____________ 68 12,385 84 Turkey___§_-_-_-_____-___ ie 60 11,844 230 Uruguay___-__-______-_-__ eee __ __ 49 
Yugoslavia ~~~ 79 15,268 120 Other___._-__--___---___ ee 970 175,889 458 E08 

Total___-___-____~_- ee 6,346 1,200,579 6,131 1,048,322 
A penne 

NA Not available. 7 
1All values f.a.s. (free alongside ship). 

Source: Bureau of the Census.
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Table 24.—U.S. exports of phosphoric acid, Table 25.—U.S. exports of elemental 
less than 65% P.0s, by country | phosphorus, by country | 

(Thousand metric tons and thousand dollars) | ' (Schedule B No. 415.8500) 

(Schedule B No. 480.7015) $$ 
} 1984 1985 

1984 1985 Country Quantity Value! Quantity Value’ 
Country Quantity Value! Quantity Value! iri seis) “toned. sane) | 

Canada ___ 8 520 2 Ral té‘iR IW RR. Ce Colombia — = 9 2,061 6 Canada -- = 5i8, tess G8 Germany, China _--_ 2300 2816 oo 
public of __ 54 13,897 2 pen ao 5,716 9,647 7,706 | 

India - -—-- 212 45,001 $78 NA public of 496 752 718 NA ones1a _— 95 20,465 42 Mexico____ 19 78 17 

Noi ~~~ est 3 Taiwan ___ 798 986 885 
Venezuela__ 100 ~ 23322 146 Other ---_ 68040 2B 
Other ---_ 283 46,6260 55 Total... 14,852 22,875 ~--s«17,181 «$27,024 

Total ___ 867 181,055 = 716 ~—«141,162 “NANotavailable 
NA Not available. | . All values f.a.s. (free alongside ship). _ 
1All values f.a.s. (free alongside ship). Source: Bureau of the Census. os 

‘Source: Bureau of the Census. , CO , | | 

Table 26.—U.S. imports for consumption of phosphate rock and phosphatic materials | 
(Thousand metric tons and thousand dollars) ns . | 

| Fertilize TSUS N: ee = _ _ oruuizer ° “Quantity Value’ Quantity Value! | 
Phosphates, crude and apatite?____________ 480.4500 9. 274 34 1,598 . Phosphatic fertilizers and fertilizer materials ___ 480.7070, | | | 

) 480.8095 119,586 30. 5,929 Dicalcium phosphate _____......._-____ 418.2800 ‘ 378 1 841 Phosphorus____-_____...._.__...__ 415.3500 ™% ~~ 6,482 , 2 3,530 
Phosphoric acid, technical- and food-grade _____ 416.3000 T10 4,060 -- __ Phosphoric acid, fertilizer-grade _..___.____ 480.7010 1 380 (°) 68 
Normal superphosphate ______§__________ 480.7030 1 141 1) 120 
Triple superphosphate ____.-._-___________ 480.7050 | 9 (1,029 2 304 

1Declared customs valuation. 
?Excludes reported imports from Canada and Israel. 
*Less than 1/2 unit. | : 
Source: Bureau of the Census. : 

WORLD REVIEW - 

During the past decade, world phosphoric phosphate rock trade. The rate of increase. 
acid capacity had increased from 19 million of phosphate rock trade has been steadily 
tons P.O; equivalent to 35 million tons P.0; declining. 
as countries with phosphate rock mines The International Fertilizer Industry As- 
determined that it was economically advan- sociation reported that in 1984, the latest 
tageous to upgrade phosphate rock to phos- full year of data available, Morocco was the 
phoric acid or ammonium phosphates. New, _ largest exporter of phosphoric acid, followed 
efficient, low-cost wet-process phosphoric by the United States, Tunisia, the Republic 
acid plants were constructed in countries of South Africa, and Jordan. The total 
with indigenous phosphate rock deposits to phosphoric acid traded internationally in 
increase exports of these higher value com- 1984 was 2.5 million tons P.O;, which was 
modities. Historically, the United States equivalent to about 8.3 million tons of 70% 
had been the only country exporting phos- bone phosphate of lime (BPL) phosphate 
phoric acid and solid fertilizers produced rock. For comparison purposes, internation- 
from domestic raw materials. One of the al trade in phosphate rock in 1984 was 
effects of new downstream plants con- about 48 million tons. 
structed for the export market was to limit Brazil.—With the exception of a local
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- supply for the Sotave Amazonia Quimica fertilizers. Mussoorie and Jhabua phos- 
project on: Caratateua Island near Belém, phate rock has been ground for direct appli- 
Brazil has been self-sufficient in phosphate cation. With limited domestic supplies of 

_ rock. Phosphate rock for annual production phosphate rock, India has relied on import- 
| of 300,000 tons of complex fertilizers and ed processed phosphates to meet increasing 

_ 800,000 tons of single and triple superphos- fertilizerdemand. . , , 
| phate at the project was to be imported Israel.—Negev Phosphates Ltd. operated 

_ from the United States. The plants were the Nahal Zin and Oron Mines in the Negev | 
scheduled to start in 1986. | Desert. To increase phosphate rock capaci- _ 
China.—The principal phosphate rock ty, a secondary crushing station was in- 

| producing Provinces in China were Guiz- stalled at the Nahal Zin Mine and a coal- 
hou, Hubei, Hunan, Jiangsu, Sichuan, and _ fired calcining kiln was installed at Oron. | 
Yunnan. In a report? given at the 10th Reserves of the recently discovered high- | 

| enlarged council meeting of the Interna- grade Bikaal deposit between Arad and 
tional Fertilizer Industry Association, phos- Beersheba were estimated to be 100 million 
phate rock production was reported to be tons. To increase phosphate rock production 
11.7 million tons in 1984 and increasing at and meet Negev Phosphates’ targets for 
an average rate of 7.8% per year. Phosphate 1990, plans were to expand the Nahal Zin 

| rock reserves were reported to be 11.8 Mineand mine the Bikaal deposit.* 
billion tons. Over 90% of the phosphatic Jordan.—Jordan Phosphate Mines Co. 
fertilizer produced in China was single su- (JPMC) demonstrated that large areas of 

: perphosphate and fused magnesium phos-_ the country have phosphate resources. The 
phate. _ a oo | | three principal areas are Ruseifa, 15 kilo- 

. Christmas Island.—Phosphate Mining _ meters north of Amman; El Abyad and El 
- Co. of Christmas Island shipped phosphate Hasa, 120 to 140 kilometers south of Am- 
—_ rock to China, Japan, the Republic of Ko- man; and Shidiya, 230 kilometers south of 

| rea, Malaysia, and Taiwan. A Grade phos- Amman. Most of JPMC’s production, about 
: phate rock, 35% P.Os, was exported. It was 5 million tons per year, has been from F] 

, estimated by the operators that only a few Hasa. Production from Ruseifa has been ; 
: million tons of A Grade material remained about 800,000 tons per year. The phosphate 

| in the reserve. The remaining reserve, clas- rock from both mining areas was benefici- _ 
sified as B Grade, was about 50 million tons. ated by wet screening, desliming, and dry- 

: Egypt.—A contract was awarded to con- ing. JPMC planned to produce 3 million | 
struct a washing and flotation plant at the tons per year from the Shidiya deposit, with 
West Sabaeya Mine in Upper Egypt. The reported reserves of 500 million tons. Plans 

| plant was designed to process 3,500 tons per were to expand the mine to 9 million tons 
day of ore. Plans were to pump the concen- per year by the end of the century. 
trates 4 kilometers to a site on the Nile for Mexico.—Construction of a 3-million-ton- 
shipment by barge to the Zaabal Fertilizer per-year P.O; addition to the fertilizer com- 

: & Chemical Co. plant in Lower Egypt. plex at Lazaro Cardenas was scheduled for 
Finland.—Production from the Siilinjarvi completion in 1985. The expansion was 

Mine increased from 200,000 tons in 1980 to designed for annual production of 396,000 
500,000 tons in 1985. The flotation concen- tons of phosphoric acid, 215,000 tons of 
trates averaged 35.5% P.O; and 1.45% mag- nitric acid, 215,000 tons of ammonium ni- 
nesium oxide (MgO). Byproduct recovery of trate, and more than 1 million tons of 
calcite was accomplished by flotation of the compound fertilizers. At the San J uan de la 
apatite flotation tailings. About 100,000 Costa Mine on the Baja California Sur, a 
tons of the calcite was sold as agricultural concentrate drying plant was installed to 
lime in the adjacent farming districts. augment sun drying. With the drying facili- 
Phosphogypsum recovered from the phos- ty, additional trucks, and front-end loaders, 
phoric acid plant was stockpiled. A 50,000- Roca Fosférica Mexicana S.A. de C.V. (RO- 
ton-per-year coating-pigment plant had FOMEX) planned to be able to achieve the 
been constructed in 1984 to use the stockpil- original design capacity of 700,000 tons per 
ed phosphogypsum. year by 1985. Additional phosphate rock 

India.—Of the three main Indian phos- mining was planned for ROFOMEX’s San 
phate rock deposits, Mussoorie in Utter Hilario and Tembabiche deposits. 
Pradesh and Jhamar Kotra and Jhabua in Morocco.—Production of phosphate rock 
Rajasthan, only the Jhamar Kotra rock has continued from the Sidi Daoui and Meraa el 
been suitable for manufacturing phosphate Arech open pit mines in the Khouribga
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District. Five active underground mines at and on improving the efficiency of classifi- 
Khouribga were programmed to be phased cation in the phosphate rock grinding cir- 
out as more open pit capacity was devel- cuits. Increased production of 86% BPL |. 
oped. At Youssoufia, surface mining ended. phosphate rock was anticipated with instal- 
White rock was mined from Recette 4and 5. lation of more effective filters in early 1986. 
Black rock from Recette 7 was calcinedin a In the foskorite flotation plant, a new de- 
fluidized bed kiln at a rate of 600,000 tons sliming system was installed. The advan- 
per year. Three additional kilns were being tages expected were reduced consumption 
erected, each with a design capacity of 1.2 of flotation reagents and decreased MgO 
million tons per year. A new 4-million-ton- content.® : | | 
per-year dry beneficiation plant began op- Togo.—Feasibility studies were authoriz- 
erating with concentrates from the Beni- ed by the Office Togolaise des Phosphates to 
Idir drying plant. Concentrates from the develop a new phosphate rock mine at 
Ben Guerir Mine were shipped to Safi, Dagbati. Demand for Togo’s high-grade 
washed with seawater to reduce the MgO phosphate rock prompted reopening of the 

| content, and processed at Maroc Phosphore Hahotoe-K’pogame Mine’s fifth benefi- 
II into phosphoric acid for export. The ciation line, which had been closed since 

| initial exploration of the Meskala deposits 1981. The high price of sulfur was in part 
ended. A drilling program was planned in responsible for increased exports of To- 
cooperation with the U.S.S.R. to obtain golese phosphate rock, because high-grade 
more information on favorable areas. Pro- phosphate rock usually requires less sulfu- 
duction from the Bu Craa Mine in the ric acid per ton of phosphoric acid produced. 
Western Sahara was limited to about 1 | Tunisia.—Société Tunisienne de Explori- | | 

; million tons per year by inadequate crush- tation Phosphatieres Co. mined the Kalaa 
ing and screening capacity at the mine and Djerda deposit in central Tunisia. In the 
insufficient freshwater at the Laayoun Gafsa Basin, phosphate rock was mined by 
beneficiating plant. These bottlenecks were Compagnie des Phosphates de Gafsa (CPG). : 
being corrected to increase capacity to 2 CPG was modernizing facilities at the Mou- 

_ million tons per year. The port and chemi- lares, M’Dilla, and Sehib Mines to raise | 
cal complex at Jorf Lasfar was expected to capacities and the quality of the phosphate 

_be completed in the first quarter of 1986. rock. New mines and plants at Kef Eddour 
The complex was designed for annual pro- and Jellabia were planned for operation in 
duction of 1.5 million tons P.O; phosphoric 1986. Tunisia and Kuwait established the 
acid, 600,000 tons per year triple superphos- Société Sra Ourtane Co. to plan the produc- 

| phate, and 396,000 tons per year monoam- tion of 10 million tons per year of phosphate 
monium phosphate from Khouribga District rock from the Sra Ourtane deposit by the 
phosphate rock. year 2000. | | 

_  Pakistan.—A new phosphate rock mine U.S.S.R.—The U.S.S.R. announced the 
near Kakul, in the Northwest Frontier discovery of phosphate deposits in the Kyzyl 
Province, about 75 kilometers north of Is) Kum Desert. The deposits are within a 
lamabad, was expected to produce about 1 1,500-kilometer radius of Muruntau.* At the 
million tons per year for consumption by Black Sea port of Yuzhnyy, two mechanical 

| National Fertilizer Corp. ship unloaders, conveyor systems, storage 
Senegal.—Compagnie Sénégalaise des sheds, stackers, and scraper reclaimers 

Phosphates de Taiba (CSPT) produced ap- were being installed to handle 1.2 million 
proximately 2 million tons of calcium phos- _ tons per year of phosphate rock from Moroc- 
phate concentrates, and Société Sénégalaise co. It was planned to double the capacity of 
des Phosphates de Thies produced 600,000 the installation to accept increasing phos- 
tons of aluminum phosphates. CSPT had phate rock tonnage from Morocco. At the 
reserves of 20 million tons in the Keur ‘“Apatit” industrial complex of Khibiny on 
Mor Fall deposit and 60 million tons in the Kola Peninsula, which produces about 
the nearby Tobene deposit. The Société 80% of the U.S.S.R.’s phosphate rock, min- 
d'Etudes des Industries Chimiques du Sene- ing was conducted in three underground 
gal constructed a 476,000-ton, merchant- and two open pit sites. About 45 million 
grade phosphoric acid plant at Darow- tons of ore was mined from the open pits 
Khoudoss near the Taiba Mine. and 17 million tons from the underground 

South Africa, Republic of.—Phosphate mines. As the open pits are depleted, the 
Development Corp. Ltd. was working on the U.S.S.R. intends to increase production 
reclamation of phosphate rock from tailings from the underground mines.’
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| TECHNOLOGY | 

Processing Florida phosphate rock typi- polysulfides. When the ammonium polysul- 
cally involves screening and washing the fides were distilled, elemental sulfur precip- 
matrix to separate a plus 16-mesh pebble itated and the ammonia and sulfide sulfur 
fraction and a minus 150-mesh slime frac- were condensed and recycled to the initial 
tion, which is stored in slime ponds and _reaction.® _ 
slowly dewatered. The slime fraction of the In the production of phosphate rock for 
Florida matrix is about one-third by weight phosphoric acid manufacture, P.O; recovery 
and analyzes from 5% to 15% P.0;.Insome from the phosphate matrix is limited by 
instances, the total P.O; in the slimes repre- losses during mining and beneficiation. If 
sents as much as one-third of the total POs the established beneficiation process could 
in the original matrix. If the P.O; could be eliminated by acidulating the matrix 

| be recovered profitably from impounded directly, potential recovery of the phos- 
slimes, the life of the Florida phosphatic phate values could exceed the current level 
industry would be extended. Bureau of of 60% recovery. Attempts to recover phos- 

| Mines investigators conducted batch flota- phate values by direct acidulation had not 
tion tests on the minus 150-mesh, plus 20- been successful previously because impuri- 

micrometer fraction of bulk samples from ties such as iron and aluminum were leach- 
slime ponds. Concentrates were produced ed as well as the phosphate. These dis- 

| that analyzed 22% P.O; with a P.Os recov- solved metals are difficult to separate from 
ery of 60%.° | phosphoric acid. To overcome the problem 
Demand for elemental sulfur for conver- of impurities, the Bureau of Mines investi- 

| sion to sulfuric acid to leach phosphate rock gated the use of an acid-alcohol mixture as 

and produce phosphoric acid and a byprod- the leaching agent. Iron and aluminum, 
uct waste, phosphogypsum, has markedly which were insoluble in the mixture, were : 

__ increased during the past several years. As separated from the phosphoric acid by fil- 
the selling price of sulfur increased, the tration. Phosphate recoveries as high as 
feasibility of recovering sulfur from the 88% were obtained in the laboratory.’° 

| phosphogypsum improved. Bureau of Mines 
process development work has showed that :Physical scientist, Division of Industrial Minerals 
99% of the calcium sulfate in the phospho- un, Z. Fertilizer in China. Pres. at the 10th 

. gypsum could be converted to calcium sul- See sation | (ray ene: eae B1 1Oet In oe | 
fide by heating with coal, which provides a available from IFA, Paris, France. | 
reducing atmosphere, at 875° C. Calcium lose os Chemical News. V. 44, No. 1160, Jan. 21, 
sulfide was converted to elemental sulfur by 4Industrial Minerals (London). V. 211, Apr. 1985, p. 11. 

reacting aqueous calcium sulfide slurry Oct raephate, Development Corp. 1985 Annual Report. 
with ammonia and carbon dioxide to pro- —_*Kuropean Chemical News. V. 45, No. 1188, July 15, 
duce calcium carbonate and ammonium — 18 Pe . O85 p. 571 
bisulfide. The precipitated calcium carbon- spa ee eats orem of Mines Research 1985. 
ate was separated by filtration and the BuMines SP 2-86, 1985, p. 64. 
ammonium bisulfide was oxidized with air, 1 ee it at wank oad ta footaote 8 
using a carbon catalyst, to form ammonium



Platinum-Group Metals 
| : By J. Roger Loebenstein: 

| World mine production of platinum-group and the U.S.S.R. remained the leading pro- metals (PGM) in 1985 was 8.0 million troy ducer ofpalladium. _ / | ounces, 94% of which was accounted for by — Imports of waste and scrap, having more the U.S.S.R. and the Republic of South than doubled since 1980, remained high in Africa. The Republic of South Africa re- 1985. The principal sources of waste and | mained the leading producer of platinum, scrap were Canada and Mexico. » | 

: Table 1.—Salient platinum-group metals? statistics : | . (Thousand troy ounces unless otherwise specified) 

1981 1982 | 1983 1984 1985 
United States: 

Mine production? _...-____ 7 8 6 15 Ww . Value* __________thousand dollars. _ $1,303 *$819 $1,118 *$2,456 | $523 4 : _ PSP OU GiSPESEnshdupuneheerune = 
LT Refinery production: : 

| Primary refined _._-_____ | 7 9 9 24 5 Secondary: oe 
. ce, Nontoll-refined _..._____ 392 344 303 ™340 259 : Toll-refined....._. = 1,191 868 995 1,157 1,038 

. 
al 

CO 

Total refined metal _______ ~- 1,590 © 1,221 1,307 71,521 1,302 Stocks, yearend: 
. ‘Industry (refined). 2-2 = 918 1,107 + 943 -¥1,319 1,191 National Defense Stockpile: . 

: Platinum_____= = _ 453 453 | 458 453 «453 . Palladium*______--= 1,255 1,255 © 1,255 1,262 1,265 Iridium* ________ 17 724 28 30. 30 Exports: © 
. Refinedé_ = == 651 439 ' 446 ™599 526 Total _---_-_ 2 863 836 1,229 1,162 $89 Imports for consumption: 

Refined == 2,611 2,150 2,790 3,928 3,438 Total _-_________ 2,850 2,494 3,218 4,474 3,990 Imports, general__________ --- 72,850 2,494 * 3,218 74,474 3,990 
Consumption (reported sales to industry) ____ 1,921 1,873 1,914 T2471 2,595 Consumption, apparent? ______ _- 2,414 71,869 © 2,813 T3299 3,295 Net import reliance® as a percent of apparent consumption._____- = 83 81 89 89 92 Price, dealer, average, per ounce: 

. Platinum.__-___ = $446 $327 $424 $357 $291 Palladium meen $95 $67 $136 $148 $107 World: Mine production®______ HL 6,931 6,424 6,525 P7648 °7,951 
“Estimated. Preliminary. Revised. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 1The platinum group comprises six metals: platinum, palladium, iridium, osmium, rhodium, and ruthenium. *Byproduct of copper refining. 
SValue based on dealer prices. 

| ‘Includes 7,200 ounces purchased in 1984 and 2,400 ounces purchased in 1985, but not added to inventory in those years. Includes 2,400 ounces purchased in 1982, another 2,400 ounces purchased in 1983, and 1,800 ounces purchased in 1984, but not added to inventory in those years. 
®Includes both unwrought and semimanufactured. 71981-84 includes mine production plus nontoll-refined production plus refined imports for consumption minus refined 

exports plus or minus changes in Government and industry stocks. 1985 mine production excluded to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
®Refined imports for consumption minus refined exports plus or minus changes in Government and industry stocks. 1985 total excludes U.S. mine production in order to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
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The price of osmium remained fairly § On July 8, the President approved the 

| -——- gtable_ in 1985, after increasing almost National Security Council (NSC) recommen- 

| sevenfold in 1984. Reportedly, industry dations for modernizing the strategic and 

| sources suggested that the rapid price in- critical materials stockpile. Under the NSC 

- - crease was the result of a combination of proposal, the stockpile would be structured 

only a modest increase in demand base and into two tiers. Tier I would contain materi- — 

| because of the small size of the industry. als required by military, industrial, and 

-- - Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- essential civilian users during a military 

duction data for PGM are developed by the conflict that would not be available from 

| Bureau of Mines from a voluntary survey of domestic or reliable foreign sources. Tier II 

US. refiners. Of the 17 refiners to which a_ would contain a supplemental reserve of 

| a survey request was sent, 16 responded, material already possessed by the Govern- 

; representing an estimated 45% of the total ment. The status of platinum, palladium, 

| - refined metal production shown in tables 1 and iridium was deferred until further de- 

and 2. Production of refined metal for the tailed studies could be made. At yearend, | 

| one nonrespondent was estimated using this proposal was under consideration by 

| reported prior year production levels. | the Congress. The Department of Defense 

Legislation and. Government Pro- Authorization Act, 1986 (Public Law 99- 

grams.—The General Services Administra- 145), signed by the President on November 

a . tion purchased 2,400 ounces of grade B_ 8, 1985, stated that no action may be taken 

(99.8% minimum) palladium sponge for the before October 1, 1986, to implement or 

| National Defense Stockpile in January administer any reduction in a stockpile goal | 

1985. | - in effect on October 1, 1984. 

, -. DOMESTIC PRODUCTION | | 

— -ASARCO. Incorporated and Kennecott Service approved the company’s operating © 

produced platinum and palladium as by- permit, and the State of Montana issued an 

products of copper refining. Secondary met- Environmental Impact Statement for the 

al was refined by about 17 firms, mostly on _ project. According to the company, if ore 

| the east and west coasts. Most PGM scrap grades prove favorable, construction of the 

was refined on a toll basis. The largest scrap mine could begin in 1986 and production | 

processor in the United States was Johnson could start in 1987. Initially, SMC would 

| Matthey Inc. — ot , process 500 metric tons of ore per day, — 

USS. Metals Refining Co. in Carteret, NJ, yielding 75,000 ounces of palladium and 

a subsidiary of AMAX Copper Inc., began 95.000 ounces of platinum per year, rates 

phasing out its precious metals scrap refin- that could be doubled later. 

ing and copper smelting and refining oper- ‘The Bureau of Mines reported that a 

ations. me phaseow £193 expected to be palladium-platinum mine in the Stillwater 

complete by the end 0 . The company (Complex in Montana could yield a rate of 

was a major toll refiner of PGM and a small turn approaching 20%. The B ti 

refiner of byproduct PGM from copper re- re ted oe f PEM fr th Stil u est 

fineries. The company’s decision was re- mated Costs lr _ trom the Stillwater 

ws Complex to be potentially 15% lower than 

portedly based on continuing losses from for PGM ed f 

operations at the plant combined with the LOF recovered trom the Merensky Reef 

poor economic outlook for secon dary smelt- in the Republic of South Africa, based ona 

ing and refining activities in the United 2,500-ton-per-day mining system at Stillwa- 

States.? 
ter for both PGM and chromite ores. How- 

Anaconda Minerals Co. sold its one-third ever, the revenue per ounce of PGM recov- 

partnership interest in Stillwater Mining ered would be 33.57% less than is typical for 

Co. (SMC) to Lac Minerals Ltd., Toronto, the South African PGM producers, owing 

Canada, for $15 million. SMC is a partner- mostly to the much higher palladium con- 

ship between Chevron Resources Inc., Man- tent of the Stillwater ores.* 

ville International Corp., and Lac Miner- Engelhard Corp. began construction of a 

als, that was engaged in developing a custom catalyst plant near Seneca, SC. The 

palladium-platinum mine at the Stillwater new $25 million plant will replace the 

Complex in Montana. In September, SMC company’s Newark, NJ, plant. The catalysts 

contracted American Mine Services Inc. to produced will be based on palladium, plati- 

conduct underground test mining over a 12- num, rhodium, and ruthenium. 

month period. In December, the U.S. Forest Handy & Harman opened a new precious
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. metals recovery plant at a cost of $7 million specialize in processing electronic scrap in South Windsor, CT. The plant will from the computer industry.* | 

| Table 2.—Platinum-group metals refined in the United States | . _ (Troy ounces) 

| 7 | Platinum Palladium Iridium Osmium Rhodium Ruthe- Total 

| PRIMARY METAL | a ~ Nontoll-refined: 
| 1981-22 1,005 4,602 __ oe __ __ 5,607 1982___________ 7 947 6,131 _ __ __ __ 7,078 | 

| — 1988__ 879 5,005. oo L _ __ 5,884 : 1984________ 1,430 13,008 __ __ — LL 14,433 , 1985 ______ 524 3,463 __ __ __ 3,987 Toll-refined: 
1981-2 235 934 _ __ __ __ 1,169 1982-2 434 1,421 __ __ - _ 1,855 19838 ________ 1,150 2,026 mo __ 3,176 1984________ 1,153 4,895 1,000 250 ~~ 2,000 | 9,298 1985 _-______ 1,100 - _. oe _. 1,100 | _ SECONDARY METAL oO - Nontoll-refined: 

. o 1981 _-_______________ 187,883 185,764 3318 64 11,317 8,291 391,637 (1982____________ 1997249 139,286 2.896 a 11,302 427 344,160 | (1983-2 118579 177,816 2.357 __ 3,663 750 303,165 1984. ______- rgg'799 949347 735 27, "83.668 «= 2.047 7339,526 1985 = 52,382 201,416 252 a 3,126 1,474 — 258,650 Toll-refined: 
1981. 8500,717 607,397 7,826 — 1,865 34,870 18,471 1,191,146 1982________________ _393’g39 430,564 10,108 885 26,693 6,301 868,383 | 1983 _--__ = 433°700 456,732 5820 925 41,624 55,788 994,589 |: 1984-___________ 524158 «568489 —7'g06 49 37,584 19,288 1,157,394 | 1985 _---______- 490/571 490,647 7,007 3 36,836 13,356 1,037,920 : 

| 1984TOTALS | | | - ‘Totalprimary______ | 2,583 . 17,898 1,000 250 -. 2,000 23,731 | Total secondary___________ _"613'860 "811,836 8561 76 41,252 - 21,335 "1,496,920 Total refined metal ____ _ °616,443 *829,734 9,561 326 "41,252 23,335 71,520,651 — 
7 1985 TOTALS | | Total primary _________ 1,624 3,463 a oe __ 5,087 Total secondary___________ 542953 692,063 7,259 3 39,462: 14,830 1,296,570 | Total refined metal _-__ 544,577 695,526 7,259 3 39,462 14,830 1,301,657 
‘Revised. 7 | | . 

CONSUMPTION AND USES | 

PGM were used Principally in catalysts making crowns and bridges. ; for the control of automobile and industrial In electronic applications, ruthenium was plant emissions; in reforming catalysts used the principal PGM used in thick film resis- to upgrade the octane rating of gasolines; tors, while palladium was the principal in catalysts used to produce acids, organ- PGM used in thick film conductors, multi- ic chemicals, anc pharmaceuticals; in layer ceramic capacitors, and connectors.! bushings for making glass fibers used in For glass applications, the greatest | fiber-reinforced-plastic and other materials; amounts of PGM, specifically platinum, in electrical contacts; in Capacitors; in con- rhodium, and palladium, were used in the ductive and resistive films used in elec- production of textile or continuous filament _ tronic circuits; and in dental alloys used for glass fiber.
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Se -. Table 3.—Platinum-group metals' sold to consuming industries in the United States 

a | me (Troy ourices) oe , | 

- Year and industry » Platinum Palle | Iridium Osmium Rhodium Ruthe Total | 

a 1981. 872,639" 889,186 gare «= si«i63Ct*«i«L«8T, HB 1,920,672. 

| 1982. SC 780,146 = 926,304. 10,600 1,358 49,915 104,980 1,873,253. 

19838________---------- 796,716 921,829 5,023 1,389 44925 144,777. 1,913,959 | 

1984: a oe a 7 
To 

_ Automotive? ______---~- 722,000  - 286,000 217 a 63,000 1,035 1,072,252. 

Chemical ____._------- 73,496 78,600 735 10 4,631 24743 = 182,215 

‘Dentalandmedical_-___-_ 18,644 347,048 381 1,062 427 2=—«—té«éD 367,619 

Electrical...__-_-----_ | 799,155 889,695 1,514 oe 77.461 754,155 - 551,980 

Glass .-_----------- 12,184 10 106 __ 2941 __ 15,241. 

. - Jewelry and decorative ——-- T9549 T6884 1173 ~ —- T2116 © = 7818 120,535. 

- Petroleum ————---~----- 28,045 92,134 . Le __ jl 600 120,790 . 

: .* Miscellaneous —— ~~ ------ - 66,154 57,134 2,991 - __ 6,666 7,211 140,156 

Total --- 71,029,227 71,257,500 7117 1,072 "87,253 788,619 T2 470,788 

1985: 

S 

Automotive? ______----~- 811,000 295,000 287 __  . 74,000 1,035 1,181,322 

Chemical __ ____--+---- 85,227 63,236 966 17 4,096 —-:19,090 172,632 

Dental and medical _ _ — - ~~ - 24,563. 350,678 - 645 868 852 96 377,202 

Electrical_____-------- 115,840 300,677 1,843 __. 5,665 50,956 474,981 

Glass _______-------- 20,651 416 ~°—«:177 ~~. gae7 ss 28,725 

. Jewelry and decorative —-—- ~  -16,0400—'i‘“Z,096”'i‘<‘é‘id‘;S*SWSBO 
2,222 661 27,908 .~ 

Petroleum ___-~--~-~--- 28,771 80,940 © —- a —63il a 109,742 

| Miscellaneous____------ _.115,722 __- 87,9710 4857 5,419 13,722 227,690 | 

7 Petal «217,814 1,186,013 10,664 885 94,252 85,574 2,595,202 

1Comprises primary and nontoll-refined secondary metals. 
| 

- 2Platinum, palladium, and rhodium sales to the automotive industry are estimated based on purchases by the major 

. U.S. automobile manufacturers. o . 
oe 

| : cn sTOCKS | | : a 

| In addition to the reported stocks held by Overall, PGM stocks declined 10% in 1985; . 

refiners, importers; and dealers, end users — only the stocks of iridium and rhodium 

of PGM held sizable quantities of PGM that increased. | 

were not reported to the Bureau of Mines. © | 

Table 4.—Refiner, importer, and dealer stocks of refined platinum-group metals’ _ _ 

| in the United States, December 31 | 

| . | (Troy ounces) | 

Year Platinum Palladium Iridium Osmium Rhodium Ruthe- Total 

1981.....___._------ 401,389: 398,983 (16,819 37 43,355 «57,645 «= s«918,178 

1982_________------- 604,632 384,184 13,348 138 40,562 68,764 ~—=- 1,106,628 

1983__________------ 433,457 412,178 16,944 489 51,107 28,973 943,148 

1984__________------ ™648,130 524.924 19,600 1,302 53,120 71,571 1,318,647 

1985_________------- 564,363 478,348 20,301 262 60,947 67,093 ‘1,191,314 

"Revised. | 

1Includes metal in depositories of the New York Mercantile Exchange (NYMEX); on Dec. 27, 1985, this comprised 

270,500 troy ounces of platinum and 111,400 troy ounces of palladium. 

| PRICES 

Throughout the year, dealer prices for Republic of South Africa was the sole pro- 

platinum and palladium decreased. Aver- ducer retaining producer price quotes for 

age dealer prices for rhodium and osmium platinum, palladium, rhodium, and iridium, 

increased significantly in 1985, iridium and following a decision in 1984 by Rustenburg 

ruthenium remained about the same as in Platinum Holdings Ltd. to suspend all of its 

1984. producer price quotes for PGM.* 

Impala Platinum Holdings Ltd. of the
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Table 5.—Average producer and dealer prices’ of platinum-group metals 

(Dollars per troy ounce) 

rece Rp SSSA SR SN 

Platinum — Palladium Rhodium Iridium Ruthenium Osmium 

Pro-  Pro- Pro- Pro- Pro- Pro- 
ducer Dealer ‘ducer Dealer ducer Dealer _ ducer_ Dealer ducer Dealer ducer Dealer 

. ene ” : - 

1981____._._ 415 446 180 95 641 498 600 529 45 82 150 130 
| 1982______ 475 327 =: 110 67 600 323 «600 359 45 2% 137 130 

1988______ | 475 424 10 136 600 312 600 309 45 28 110 132 

1984: | 
January — 475 377-180 157 600 346 600 331 45 45 ®) 140 
February. 475 389 180 160 600 354 600 345 45 - 55 @) 140 
March___ 475 399 150 161 600 382 600° 350 45 62 @) 151 | 
April ~-. 475 392 150 160 600 468 600 391 45 63 @) 179 . 

| May__-- 475 386 150 155 600 551 600 439 45 65 @) 272 : 
, June.____- 475.—— 881—Ss«150 153 600 655 «600 468. 45 80 @) 364 | 

July..-- 45 341 —-150 138 600 687 600 496 () 152 (7) 420 
August _. 475 338 150 137 600 721 600 483 @) 145 (7) 432 
September 475 326 150 188 600 717 ~—-600 468 =) 143 (2) 692 
October__ 475 324 150 138 600 759 600 438 (3) 137 (7) 873 

| November 475 327 ~=—:150 146 = 750 799 600 424 (°) 134 ?) 900 
December. 475 303-150 184-750 846 600 449 () 155 () 900 

Average 415 357 «147 148 625. 607 600 424 ) 103 @) 455 
———eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeEeEeEeE—E—T—T—T 

1985: | | | 
January _ 475 274 «:1502s«d12—ss«6G; 948 600 458 (@) 158 @) 935 
February_ 475 269 150 124 1,000 1,086 600 546 (*) 160 @) 950 
March___ 475 260 148 118 41,000 1,018 600 496 ) 151 @) 956 ) 
April. 475 282 120 112 1,000 1,008 600 471 @) 148 @> 1,000 

| May_.._ 475 269 120 124 1,000 828 600 435 @) . 101 @) 1,000 
~June____ 475 264 120 93 880 658 600 404 (°) 80 (*) 1,000 
July_.._ 475 268 120 94 800 648 600 378 - (@) 68  ~—-1,000 
August__ 475. ~—s«308~—s«120 108 1,000 812 600 409 @) ?) 861 
September 475 309 =: 120 99 880 938 600 . 416 @ 70 () 807 
 October__ 475 328 120 101 851 1,016 600 414 @) 69 (7) 818 
November 415 334 120 £100 800 1,078 600 410 () 70 (2) 825 
December_ 475 384 120 95 1,003 1,119 600 414 (3) 70 (?) 830 

Average 415 291 = 127 107 = 915 929 —- 600 438 ) 101 *) 915 
rrr i AST SSSR 

1 Average prices calculated at the low end of the range and rounded to the nearest dollar. 
2Producer price suspended on Jan. 13, 1984. . . 
3Producer price suspended on June 7, 1984. . 

Source: Metals Week. . . - . 

Trading volume on the New York Mer- 1983-85, is shown in the following tabu- 

cantile Exchange in futures contracts for lation: | | 

| Platinum! Palladium? 

| — ggg_ (1,058,282 241,224 
1984. 571,127 159,019 
1985. 693,256 133,223 

150 troy ounces per contract. 
2100 troy ounces per contract. | 

FOREIGN TRADE 

The major sources for imports of PGM, European countries may have originated 
in descending order, were the Republic from ore mined in the U.S.S.R. The major 
of South Africa, the United Kingdom, recipients of exports, in descending order, 
the U.S.S.R., Canada, and Belgium-Lux- were Japan, the United Kingdom, and Can- 

- embourg. Some of the imports from the ada. The United States exported sizable 
United Kingdom originated from ore mined quantities of PGM-bearing scrap, some of 
in the Republic of South Africa, and some of which was concentrated from used automo- 
the imports from the Netherlands and other _ bile catalytic converters.
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| Table 8.—Estimated U.S. imports of platinum and palladium, by year and country! _ Co . (Thousand troy ounces) | ; 

as Count | Platinum Palladium 
oe my 7 1984 1985 «1984. —~:1985 

‘South Africa, Republic of_______-___-_1--_--_- 088 1,029 587 584 | | USSR oe 20°. 238. 495 273 United Kingdom --_____________ 300 ~—s- 288 391 216 Other_-_____---_-- 411 395 824 759 
| Total? ___ ~~~ ~~ eat 1,785 =. 2,296 ~—:1,888 

1This table is based on the figures shown in table 7. Estimates are based on the explicit categories of palladium plus estimates of the metal content in the following categories: unspecified combinations, ores, and scrap, and materials not _ elsewhere specified. oe ’ . -2Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

| : oe -*. WORLD REVIEW | a | 

oe -PGM were mined in 10 countries in 1985. million ounces, respectively, of which: the : The Republic of South Africa and the U.S.S.R. produced an estimated 950 million “U.S.S.R. together accounted for 94% of ounces of platinum and 2.5 million ounces world mine production. Three companies in _ of palladium. | | 
the Republic of South Africa produced PGM World supply and demand in market oo | from platinum ores, while the U.S.S.R. and economy countries for palladium were well : two companies in Canada produced PGM_ balanced in 1985, while there was a slight | | from nickel-copper ores. Production of the deficit in supply for platinum, as shown in principal metals of the group, platinum and the tabulation below in units of thousand palladium, was 3.4 million ounces and 3.7 ounces: | a 

- Platinum Palladium 

| SUPPLY! | | 
Mine production: . . _ South Africa, Republic . 

. off — 2,257 962 : ~  » Canada_____ 150 158 : — Other__ = 38 67 a | (tsi | 
Oo Total._______ 2,445 1,187 | OL ——_—_—_—_— 

Secondary, old scrap: 
| United States _____ 52 201 | Japan? ______ 29 195 / Other? ___ 51 150 | 

| Total... _____ 132 546 
Soviet sales? ___ 200 1,360 

————————_—_—_—_—__—_— . 4 Total. _____ 2,777 3,093 UY . 
. 

SSS SSS SESSSSOCHEY . 

| . DEMAND? 
. Industrial: 

: Japan? ______ 1,280 1,270 | United States ___ __ 1,218 1,186 _ Other? ___ 413 650 —_—___ 
| | Total________ 2,911 3,106 

°Estimated. 
'Market economy countries. 
*Sumitomo Corp. Precious Metals Market in J apan. 16th | ed., Feb. 1986, 18 pp. 
8J. Aron & Co., Goldman, Sachs & Co. Commodity 

Market Perspectives—Platinum Group Metals. Dec. 1985, 
Pp. 

According to a recent publication by bushings, and investment bars and coins 
Johnson Matthey P.L.C., the demand in increased in 1985 from the level of 1984.7 market economy countries for platinum Factors that may have influenced investors used in automobiles, jewelry, glass fiber to purchase additional platinum were a
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| strike by South African gold miners in converters. The EEC standard was expected 

September and, a month later, a U.S. Gov- to have a major impact on world demand for Oo 

| ernment ban on the importation of South platinum and rhodium, and a lesser impact 

African Krugerrand gold coins. In view of on demand for palladium, over the next | 

the widening interest in platinum as an decade. og 

investment, an industry organization called Canada.—Among companies exploring 

| the Platinum Guild (USA) was formed in and/or developing PGM deposits were Fleck —__ 

: _ September to disseminate information con- Resources Ltd. in Marathon, Ontario; Bos- 

, cerning the investment benefits of platinum ton Bay Mines Ltd. near Thunder Bay, © 

ownership. In Europe, Ayrton Metals Inc., Ontario; Nexus Resource Corp. on Vancou- 

| the marketing agent for Impala, announced ver Island, British Columbia; and Dumont — 

plans to begin selling fractional ounce plati- Nickel Corp. in Quebec.” | 

num “noble” coins, equal to one-tenth of the | Japan.—Imports totaled about 1.3 million | 

current 1-ounce coin weight.* The platinum ounces of platinum, primarily from the | 

“noble” had been introduced in November Republic of South Africa, and about 1.1 ~ 

: 1983 in Switzerland, the Federal Republic of million ounces of palladium, primarily from 

: - Germany, and the United Kingdom, and the U.S.S.R. Imports of platinum increased, 

had proven to be popular among investors. while imports of palladium decreased from - 

In June, the European Economic Commu- the amounts reported in 1984.4 | oo 

: nity (EEC). agreed to introduce restrictions Consumption of platinum in jewelry in- 

| on automobile emissions to be implemented creased, and consumption of palladium in 

in stages between 1988 and 1993.° Current- electrical uses decreased in 1985. Estimated 

ly, the only way to meet the EEC standard, total consumption of platinum and palladi- | 

which is roughly equivalent to the current um in Japan, in thousand troy ounces, was , 

US. standard, is by using catalytic exhaust reported as follows: | a 

- 
Platinum Palladium . 

Automotive ____-_----- 170 100 . 
Chemical______------- 120 400 a : 

7 Dental _______-__---- _ 210 | 

Electrical _.____------ 150 470 

. . Jewelry______--~----- 630 60 

. . Miscellaneous? __ —_--—~~- 210 30 . 

| Total _.___-------- 1,280 1,270 | 

. 1Glass is included in “Miscellaneous” category for plati- . 

num. 

Source: Sumitomo Corp. . 

South Africa, Republic of.—Matthey ern expected its newly commissioned $9 

Rustenburg Refiners Ltd., jointly owned by million nickel-copper-cobalt refinery, at its 

Johnson Matthey P.L.C. and Rustenburg Marikana Mine in the Transvaal, to greatly 

Platinum, reportedly decided to build a new speed up the recovery of base metals and 

| Solvex PGM refining plant in the Republic PGM, as well as reduce shipping costs. 

of South Africa. The plant, which was Previously, the PGM included in the matte 

expected to be completed by 1990, was to be shipped to Norway were returned in the 

modeled after the Royston, United King- form of a concentrate for final platinum- 

dom, plant and would treat 100% of Rusten- palladium refining in the Republic of South 

burg’s primary PGM output. The Royston Africa. Western completed expansion of its 

plant would then be converted into a PGM precious metals plant at Brakpan, acquiring 

scrap refinery.’? the capacity to refine the minor PGM as 

Western Platinum Ltd., the smallest of well as platinum and palladium. Falcon- 

the three PGM producers in the Republic of _ bridge, which owns 25% of Western, was to 

South Africa, sent its last shipment of PGM- continue its exclusive marketing agreement 

bearing nickel-copper matte to Norway for with Western.?? 

refining by Falconbridge Nickel Ltd. West-
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8 Table 9.—Platinum-group metals: World production, by country’ 
(Troy ounces) — . 

| | Country? 1981 1982 1983 1984” 19B5° 

Australia, metal content, from domestic nickel 
ore: , 
Palladium______—-_-~_-~_-~---+--- 12,896 13,379 “12,000 ©12,000 13,600 
Platinum _____--~_--~----------- | 2,093 2,388 “1,900 TF &1,900 2,400 

Canada: Platinum-group metals from nickel ore _ _ 382,658 228,425 223,925 348,216. 350,000 
Colombia: Placer platinum. ~~~ ______-_ 14,804 11,886 10,303 10,106 11,400 
Ethiopia: Placer platinum® _~_____________ 125 125 125 125 125 
Finland: 

Palladium. ——_ ~——~~—~__----_---_~- 1,993 4,662 2,283 1,093 1,160 
Platinum ____-_~----~-------=__- 1,608 4,147 2,186. 1,061 1,100 

Japan, metal recovered from nickel-copper ores:* 
© Palladium_—___--~___-------~--- 25,748 _ 27,862 37,122 33,802 543,703 

Platinum __—_~_-~__~-_~----~-+---~- 10,521 15,411 21,460 19,523 522,216. 
South Africa, Republic of: Platinum-group metals Ce 

from platinum ore® ®§_____-.____.____-__ 8,110,000 2,600,000 2,600,000 738,500,000 3,700,000 
U.S.S.R.: Placer platinum and platinum-group 

metals recovered from nickel-copper ores®:_ _ _ _ 3,350,000 3,500,000 3,600,000 3,700,000 3,800,000 
United States: Placer platinum and platinum- 

group metals from gold-copper ores _____—_~—- 7,318 8,033 6,257 14,635 WwW 
Yugoslavia: . 
Palladium____-_-_--.-_--~------- 3,119 2,893 2,926 F €3,100 3,300 
Platinum ___ __~§__ ~~ 5 482 418 1938 F €200 250 

Zimbabwe: . 
-Palladium____ ~~. -- __2-=--~----- 5,200 2,765 2,395 1,222 1,300 
‘Platinum _______.___-~---------- 2,300 1,704 1,695 772 800 

® Total _-__------_--------=-- 6,980,865 "6,424,098 6,524,770 7,647,755 7,951,294 | 

a epetinated. PPreliminary. Revised. " W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; excluded from 
7} ota ” . . ‘ . 

1Table includes data available through May 20, 1986. Platinum-group metal production by the Federal Republic of 
Germany, Norway, and the United Kingdom is not included in this table because the production is derived wholly from 
imported metallurgical products and to include it would result in double counting. __ 

In addition to the countries listed, China, Indonesia, Papua New Guinea, and the Philippines are believed to produce 
platinum-group. metals, and several other countries may also do so, but output is not reported quantitatively, and there is 
no reliable basis for the formulation of estimates of output levels. However, a part of this output not specifically reported 
by country is presumably included in this table credited to Japan. (See footnote 4.) 

. 3Partial figure; excludes platinum-group metals recovered in other countries from nickel ore of Australian origin; 
however, a part of this output may be credited to Japan. (See footnote 4.) . 

_. ‘Japanese figures do not refer to Japanese mine production, but rather represent Japanese smelter-refinery recovery 
_ from ores originating in a number of countries; this output cannot be credited to the country of origin because of a lack of 

data. Countries producing and exporting such ores to Japan include (but are not necessarily limited to) Australia, 
Canada, Indonesia, Papua New Guinea, and the Philippines. Output from ores of Australian, Indonesian, Papua New 
Guinean, and the Philippine origin are not duplicative, but output from Canadian material might duplicate a part of 
reported Canadian production. . | 

Reported figure. - 
Includes osmiridium produced in gold mines. 

— TECHNOLOGY | 

The Office of Technology Assessment, tute sponsored a seminar on PGM in Octo- 
U.S. Congress, published a report on PGM ber 1985 in Washington, DC. Experts on 
and three other critical metals.‘ The pur- mining, economics, and uses of PGM pre- 
pose of the report was to probe ways to sented papers at the meeting. European 
reduce U.S. import dependence on the Re- automotive emission legislation and auto- 
public of South Africa and the U.S.S.R. motive catalyst technology were discussed, 
With regard to PGM, the report concluded among other topics.’ 
that the United States could conserve PGM Progress on future commercial use of 
by increasing recycling of used automobile platinum in phosphoric acid fuel cells was 
catalytic converters to recover 500,000 discussed at a seminar in Italy in June. One 
ounces of PGM annually by 1995. In addi- researcher concluded that platinum sup- 
tion, the study concluded that development plies will be adequate to meet even the most 
of the Stillwater Complex deposit in Mon- optimistic projections of fuel cell usage, 
tana could produce about 175,000 ounces of even though possible platinum require- 
PGM annually, provided that demand for ments for fuel cells is very large.** The 
palladium and platinum remains high. researcher cited, as an example of research 

The International Precious Metals Insti- and development progress, United Technol-
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ogies Corp.’s completion of a 4.5-megawatt without compromising its antitumor 
| powerplant in Japan in 1982 that had pro- activity® == | . 

| duced electricity continuously since 1983. —_—__ : a So 
_ ° That success had encouraged United Tech- 2Fhysical scientist, Division of Nonferrous Metals, Am 

nologies to develop an 11-megawatt plant, Met. Mark., v. 93, No. 210, Oct. 30, 1985, pp. 1,8. 
: : U.S. Bureau of Mines. Minerals and Materials. A 

and Westinghouse to. build a 7.5-megawatt Bimonthly Survey. Aug.-Sept. 1985, pp. 22-31. 
plant, both of which were to be located in men orden: oe Handy «, Jarman, seeing Future Pe 

: s48 © noc. ectronics Scrap, Opens nt. Am. Met. Mark., v. 93, the United States. In addition, the Ministry No 280, Nov. 27 1985 pp 1,6. —s 
__ of International Trade and Industry in Ja- "Davey, N. M., and R. J. Seymour. The Platinum Metals 

| pan was underwritin g the devel. opment. of a in Electronics. Platinum Met. Rev,, v. 29, No. 1, Jan. 1985, 

number of 1-megawatt plants to be opera- Neat! Bulletin, Ruthenium Producer Price Withdrawn. oo: - No. , Nov. 5, » p. 15. _ 
tional by 1986. . ‘Johnson Matthey P.L.C. Platinum—1985. Interim Re- | 

| Using a supported ruthenium catalyst, view. 19 PP Pract; ; : 
: scientists at the Stanford Research Institute No. 39 Sept BO dee Issue } ractional Noble. V. 96, 

| succeeded for the first time in electrochemi- Len eerles R A. Automobile Exhaust Emissions Control 
; . ° _. . siation £0 Fro ée HRuropean Environment. avl- cally producing appreciable amounts of — num Met Rev,v.29, No.4, Oct 1985 pp 163.167 

, methane from water and carbon dioxide. Mine ene x: Platinum's Climb Continues. The North. . . . iner, v. 71, No. 38, . 2, » pp. 1, 11. 
| Synthetic methane produced in this way etme Lorp., Precious Metals Market in Japan. 

could eventually supplement natural gas as _16thed., Feb. 1986, 18 pp. | | : Metal Bulletin. Rustenb Confi Refi Plan. a fuel or chemical feedstock, but problems No, 7013, Aug. 20, 1985, p13. mans emery Sen 
| remain in determining the mechanisms at N Mining Journal. Expansion at Western Plats. V. 304, 

“s - 7 . 0. , Apr. 5, » pp. 235, 237. 
work in the process, and in removing the OS Congress, Office of Technology. Assessment. Stra- co ‘need i 17 tegic Materials: Technologies To uce U.S. Import a | _ Rew mee ultrapure ruthenium.” Vulnerability. OTA-ITE-248, May 1985, 409 pp. Cisplatin is a drug made from platinum _—_5fnternational Precious Metals Institute, Proceedings 
that is used for treating some types of From the Platinum, Group Metals Seminar 1985. Washing- _ ee Oe ee ton, DC, Oct. 1985, 251 pp. | , cancer. The Kitasato University in Tokyo 16Cameron, D.'S. Catalysts for Fuel Cell Applications. _ announced preliminary evidence that ad- Platinum Met. Rey, yt Nos Sly 8 pp Writ | ministration of sodium selenite along with Reduced to Methane Electrolytically,.v. 68, No. 27, July 8, 

° ° : . . . . p. . . , 

cisplatin reduces the toxic side effects of the 18. Selenite May Make Cisplatin a More Useful drug on both the kidney and the intestine _ Drug. V. 63, No. 1, Jan. 7, 1985, p. 49. | |



| | By James P. Searls! a | a 

U.S. potash production and apparent con- Three Carlsbad, NM, mines and plants 
sumption in terms of potassium oxide (K,0) were sold during the year. Two Carlsbad 
equivalent decreased significantly in 1985. mines and plants were closed temporarily 
Spring production again exceeded fall pro- at yearend. A Utah plant remained closed 

| duction. Sales by U.S. producers fell 23% throughout the year to repair flood damage. 
for the year, and average prices decreased Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- | 
to a lesser extent. Yearend stocks increased duction data for potash are developed by the 
slightly. The United States continued to be Bureau of Mines from a voluntary. semian- 
a net importer of potash; net import reli- nual survey of U.S. operations. Of the 10 
ance as a percentage of apparent consump- operations to which a survey request was 
tion was 76%. Canada provided an amount _ sent, all responded, representing 100% of 

_ equal to 80% of the domestic apparent the total production shown in table 1.The __ 
consumption. U.S. exports rose, however, temporarily closed plants reported begin- : 
with increased exports to India, Japan, and ning stocks, sales, and ending stocks. __ 
Mexico. a | | | oe . 

. | | Table 1.—Salient potash’ statistics _ 
. . (Thousand metric tons and thousand dollars unless otherwise specified) 

STs A A PS SS ese is sss shes Sn se sys npusenstensvcnn 

| 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 a dh 
United States: . 

Production ___.-...-2---2-----_-_ tits«A SB 3,366 2,770 3,089 2,569 
: K20 equivalent _________________ 2,156 1,784 1,429 1,564 1,296 

Sales by producers. ____~__-.__________ 3,670 3,387 2,950 3,184 2,505 . 
K20 equivalent __ ______---_~-~-- 1,908 1,784 1,513 1,639 1,266 
Value* ___~~_~ ~~ $328,900 $265,600 $220,800 $241,800 $178,400 
Average value per ton of product 

| - dollars. _ $89.62 $78.42 $74.85 $75.95 $71.22 
Average value per ton of K20 equivalent . 

do____ $172.40 $148.87 $145.97 $147.55 $140.89 
Exports*___§_§_-§_-____--- 887 952 564 836 973 

| Kz0 equivalent _________--_---_- 491 519 300 446 513 
Value* _______________________ $107,950 $93,200 $55,760 $85,660 NA 

Imports for consumption? § ____________ 7,908 6,338 7,822 7,948 7,571 — 
K20 equivalent _________________ 4,796 3,858 4,440 4,829 4,598 
Customs value _________________ $750,400 $575,400 $600,600 $658,100 $499,100 

Apparent consumption® ______________ 10,686 8,773 9,708 10,296 9,108 
KO equivalent_________________ 6,213 5,128 5,653 6,022 5,346 

Yearend producers’ stocks, K2O equivalent _ _ _ 520 520 7391 8312 9336 
World: Production, marketable K2O equivalent __ 727,075 24,509 27,418 P29,348 28,618 
ener c een eeee een LS ET Pt SASS 

“Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. NA Not available. 
Includes muriate and sulfate of potash, potassium magnesium sulfate, glaserite, and some parent salts. Excludes other 

chemical compounds containing potassium. 
2F.o.b. mine. 
*Excludes potassium chemicals and mixed fertilizers. 
‘Fas. U.S. port. 
5Includes nitrate of potash. 
®Measured by production plus imports minus exports plus industry and Government stock changes. 
7Inventory adjustment of minus 46,000 tons. 
®Inventory adjustment of minus 4,000 tons. 
*Inventory adjustment of minus 6,000 tons. 

| | 775
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| DOMESTIC PRODUCTION | : 

- | - Domestic K,O production fell 17% in Potash Co. property and started salvage 
1985. Of the total production for the year, operations on the underground equipment 
75% was standard, coarse, and granular and materiel. | , ae 
muriate of potash, also known as potassium § Sylvinite ore was used for muriate of 

| _ chloride, and 8% was sulfate of potash, also potash production, and langbeinite ore was 
known as potassium sulfate. The remaining used for sulfate of potash-magnesia produc- 
production comprised manure salts, glaser- tion. IMC mined both ores and reacted 

: ite, soluble and chemical grades of muriate fractions of each potash product to produce _ | 
of potash, and sulfate of potash-magnesia, sulfate of potash. | 
also known as potassium magnesium sul- Sulfate of potash was also manufactured — 

: fate. The terms “standard,” “coarse,” and at two plants in Texas. The PCA, subse- 
“granular” refer to particle sizes of the quently Lundberg Industries, plant ‘pro- 
finished product. Lo | duced sulfate of potash from Hargreaves . 
‘The New Mexico producers accounted for furnaces using muriate of potash and sulfur 

85% of the total marketable salts produc- dioxide; that production was included in 
| tion. New Mexico crude salt mine produc- Bureau of Mines statistics because PCA had 

_ tion was 11.3 million metric tons with an mined the potash feed in New Mexico. The 
average K,0 content of 13.3%. Five compa- Permian Chemical Corp. plant reported pro- 
nies produced potash from underground, duction of about 15,000 tons? from its Mann- 7 
bedded sylvinite and langbeinite deposits heim furnaces using muriate of potash and 
east of Carlsbad. At the beginning of the sulfuric acid, but its production was not 
year, the producers were AMAX Chemical included in Bureau of Mines statistics be- 

- Corp. of AMAX Inc.; the Duval Corp. of cause Permian was not a mining firm. Both 
| Pennzoil Co.; International Minerals & firms sold byproduct hydrochloric acid to 

Chemical Corp. (IMC); Kerr-McGee Chemi- the Texas petroleum industry for oil well | 
| cal Corp. of Kerr-McGee Corp.; and Potash acidification. | 

: Co. of America (PCA) of Ideal Basic Indus- In Utah, Texasgulf Chemicals Co. of 
tries Inc. Texasgulf Inc., which is owned by Elf Aqui- ) 

All of the Carlsbad producers operated at _taine Inc. of the Paris-based Société Nation- _ 
, reduced levels during the year. AMAX ale Elf Aquitaine, produced muriate of pot- 

Chemical’s operation was closed indefinite- ash from underground, bedded sylvinite 
ly in November. The Duval operation was deposits by solution mining and solar evap- 
renamed Potash Producers Inc. early in the oration. Kaiser Chemicals of Kaiser Alumi- 

| year, then sold and renamed Western Ag- num & Chemical Corp. produced muriate of 
Minerals Corp. The new owners of Western potash from near-surface brines at the west 
Ag-Minerals were Warburg, Pincus Capital end of the Bonneville Salt Flats ‘by solar 
Partners, 75%, a New York venture bank- evaporation and flotation. Great Salt Lake 
ing firm, and Rayrock Resources Ltd., 25%, Minerals & Chemicals Corp., a subsidiary of 
a Toronto, Canada, mining firm. The Kerr- Gulf Resources & Chemical Corp., remained 
McGee Chemical Hobbs facility was sold to closed throughout the year while repairing 
Vertac Chemical Corp. of Memphis, TN, flood damage. A new sulfate of potash : 

_ and renamed New Mexico Potash Co. The manufacturer, Climax Chemical Co., pro- 
new owner sold potash primarily to its duced about 8,000 tons, but its production 
potassium nitrate manufacturing plant in was not included in Bureau of Mines statis- 
Vicksburg, TN, and to the oil drilling and tics because Climax Chemical was not a 
chemical industries; only excess material mining firm. Climax Chemical had been a 

. was sold to the agricultural industry. PCA, sodium sulfate producer that converted to 
which closed in December to reduce stocks potassium sulfate production. 
of finished product, was sold at yearend and In California, Kerr-McGee Chemical con- 
renamed Lundberg Industries Ltd. tinued to produce both muriate and sulfate 

Mississippi Chemical Corp., whose mine of potash along with other products from 
had been closed since January 1983, pur- underground brines at Searles Lake. 
chased the permanently closed National
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| Table 3.—Production and sales of potash in New Mexico _ a 

| | (Thousand metric tons and thousand dollars) ae . 

eer TS 
” . —a —_— SS 

| . Crude salts? _ Marketable potassium salts =. : 

| . Period | (mine production) Production oe Sold orused 

Gross K20 Gross K20 ~ Gross — K20 ‘Value? 

| weight equivalent weight equivalent weight equivalent | e 

| 1984: : | | Se oo | 

January-June ________- 7,209 973 1,434 738. «1,575 801 $118,000 
July-December _______- ™6,903 ™919 1,302 655 1,225 618. 86,100 

TotalS_._________ 14,112 1,892 2,735 1,888 2,799 1,418 204,100 
| ————————————————————— | 

1985: oo, - . 

January-June __._.___- 6,160 827 ~—s«1,221 628 1,822 666 93,900 
July-December _—_———_- 5,152 683 1,014 479 927 454 62,100. 

| Total. -- --------- 11,312 —-1,510 2285 1,102 2,249 1,120 156,000 
. ee sR 

LN 
. . 

1Sylvinite and langbeinite. " . 

2F.0.b. mine. : . 

3Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. : 

| Table 4.—Salient U.S. sulfate of potash? statistics | | : | 

. (Thousand metric tons of KO equivalent and thousand dollars) . 

| | | | 1981 1982 19838 1984 1985 

| Production. __.___-_---------------------------- 200 | :166 168 109-106 
Sales by producers _____-__--------------~--------- 178 176 156 126 «= 1038 

Valu? ...______________--_- ~~~ ------— $61,998 $61,934 $55,453 $47,197 $36,465 | 

: Exports’ ____._______-_.----------------------- 40 = 71 44 34 46 
Value’ _______________-___-~---------+------ $16,095 $27,648 $16,390 $13,940 NA : 

Imports® _____________------------------------ | 18 6 29 29 25 
Value’ __________________--_-----------------— $7,880 $2,409 $12,300 $12,600 $10,400 

Apparent consumption®__________-_~---------------- 156 111 141 121 82 

Yearend producers’ stocks _______--~---------------- 46 36 44 31 34 
a pT PT . . 

NA Not available. | | | 
1£xcludes potassium magnesium sulfate. oo 

. 2Fo.b. mine. , | , 

: 5Bureau of the Census. | | 

“F.a.s. US. port. ' | . . 

5C.if. to U.S. port. 
6Measured by production plus imports minus exports plus industry and Government stock changes. 

_ CONSUMPTION AND USES _ | | 

Apparent domestic consumption of all used as collateral for bank loans. Corn Belt 

forms of potash decreased from that of 1984. land values had declined an average of 44% 

Downward pressure on demand for fertiliz- between 1981 and 1985. Farmers expected 

ers in the United States continued to come calendar year 1986 to be a poor year for 

from the decline in demand for U.S.-pro- exports, and because the Food Security Act 

duced crops and the stockpile remaining of 1985 was not passed until December, they 

from previous record crop-years. Crop buy- failed to make large fertilizer purchases in 

ers from foreign countries found U.S. crops _ the fall, which usually accounted for 60% of 

to be relatively expensive because of the the year’s consumption. 

combination of the high value of the US. According to the Potash & Phosphate 

dollar and the level at which the U.S. Institute, the major consumers of agricul- 

Government supported crop prices relative tural potash from Canadian and U.S. potash 

to the world market price. Even U.S. farm- producers, in decreasing order, were Thli- 

ers who could earn profits without price nois, Iowa, Indiana, Ohio, Minnesota, and 

supports lost money-borrowing power for Wisconsin. These six States consumed 54% 

fertilizer purchases because of the strongly of the total from Canadian and U.S. produc- 

declining value of their cropland, which was_ ers. However, domestic producers provided
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only 6% of Illinois’ potash consumption, 2% Texas, Missouri, California, Illinois, Minne- 
of Iowa’s consumption, 1% of Indiana’s sota, and Florida. These six States account- | 
consumption, 1% of Ohio’s consumption, ed for 56% of the total. The major agricul- 
10% of Minnesota’s consumption, and 4% of tural consumers of domestically produced 
Wisconsin’s consumption. Potash from oth- sulfates of potash, in decreasing order, were 
er countries was consumed in these States, Florida, Georgia, California, Texas, Ken- 

a but quantities are unknown. The major tucky, and North Carolina. These six States 
agricultural consumers of domestically pro- accounted for 59% of the total. / 
duced potash, in decreasing order, were 7 

~. -"Pable 5.—Sales of North American potash, by State of destination : 
a . (Metric tons of K;0 equivalent) 

ee 
Agricultural | Nonagricultural . 

| : State __Potesh potash | 
| . | oe | | 1984. 1985 1984 1985 . — 

, Alabama _-—-_-_----------------- ee e____ )=—s*78,041 65,558 ~—=s461,940 68, 576 
Alaska = 257 = 217 __ __ 
Arizona_____-_.-.-----.___________________--_-___ 438 390 22 112 
Arkansas_____-__-_----_- ee 44,179 54,808 140—ts:té« D.C: 
California ____~-~----5_-- eee _______ = 62,054 = «51,059 ~=—s«210,992 sé, 848 | 

_ Colorado ..____ 2 SCt:—ié«dB3« 0H 8,328 6,088 7,044 : 
Connecticut... 4,282 5,625 62 119° | 

7 Delaware____.-__-___-_~--___ esi 694«:16,894 = 85,755 =~ 88, 500 7 
Florida ______.-.---- LLL 148,280 ~——-114,560 865 3,891 : 
Georgia. _-_ LL _s«162,851 «155,822 957 1,990 
Hawaii ________--_----_ 16,056 =‘, 561 Be ne 

| Idaho ___ LL 19,008 = 24,28 __ 51 | 
. Hlinois _ LLL 17,548 668,682 «= «82,942 ~—s:22, 847 

Indiana____ LLL = 862,757 + 399,689 2,352 357 
lowa_______.---_~----- Le = 498,110 400,412 «21,226 454 
Kansas LLL 88,658 ~—=30,199 2,549 1,984 
Kentucky_____.._.------_-___--__ = LL __ «149,555 «182,288 364 341 
Louisiana 2 - Le ___49,788 54,181 1775  —- 1,444 | 
Maine... 7,160 U1 114 416 
Maryland ___- 24088 27,875 509 175 

oo Massachusetts__ 2 5 LL 5,015 3,382 . 534 586 
Michigan____ 2 LL _____ = 204,048 )~=—:185,586 1,702 1,501 
Minnesota ___.._____--_-..-__._______-____________ 860,667 350,467 36 335 
Mississippi ___________-_--------------_--_____-_____ © 49,804 32,010 3,165 28,382 . | 
Missouri ___________-- eS 2A7,720 282,460 3,458 3,281 | : 
Montana __ ~~ ~~~ Le 13,029 10,185 135 TW . 

| Nebraska_______.___.-----__--___------_-_________ 39,180 =-s« 32.252 - ~~ —=«118 462 
| Nevada______________________._____--_._.____.___ 12 __ 249 «59 

New Hampshire_ ___-____..~-~ 2k 553 767 _~ 24 
New Jersey ~~~ ~~~ 6,819 7,907 11,463 13,250 
New Mexico ____ ~~~ ~~ 6,831 11,373 29,685 . 34,673 
New York _________- ee 78,520°—:832,410 976 1,261 
North Carolina ____.._._____-..._.__-----..--_-__-__ 108,421 117,822 46 158 
North Dakota _________-_-____---~~ LL 22,099 20,092 104 384 

| Ohio_____ ee L______ =: 896,761 899,025 = «60,428 «= «58,922 
Oklahoma ___________-_- ~~ 478 22729 7,796 9,105 
Oregon _______- LLL 15A 24,612 1,485 1,437 
Pennsylvania ___~_~ ~~~ 5 Le 48,601 63,018 4,036 2,427 
Rhode Island... 2,258 2,207 110 92 
South Carolina __ 5 LL) ~—s«65,909 «66,496 117 167 
South Dakota _____.-_______.----_- eel «1,769 ~—s:10,894 7 __ 
Tennessee ____ ee ____ = s«181,052 ~——-140,378 423 591. 
Texas __ ee = 140,996 = :185,722 47,817 42,998 
Utah _______- 4,254 14,491 18,568 11,880 
Vermont — ~~~. 3,712 5,029 —_ 14 

| Virginia ee (65,884 «63,087 331 200 
Washington __________-___ ee 40,241 88,785 2,905 2,546 
Weet Virginia ____.____--_- 4,150 4,911 1,280 601 
Wisconsin --_____~____--__-------- +e iL =~ 280,886 ~=—-292,508 201 487 
Wyoming- — ~~~ s---~~__-~ ee 1,854 2,188 824 643 

Total __ ~~~ -_____ 4,816,222 4,599,160 351,121 363,806 
en eee a NSS SS Sus i sh US SS hs SS if Ss GSES 

Source: Potash & Phosphate Institute.
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, Table 6.—Sales of North American muriate | ™uriate, 9% soluble muriate, 7% standard of potash to U.S. customers, by grade muriate, and 3% sulfates of both types and 
(Thousand metric tons of K,0 equivalent) . all sizes. Potash sales of the domestic ‘pro- | 

————  S—~és rss: as a percentage of total domestic 
| Grade 1962 __ 198319841985 sales represented 5% of the coarse muriate, 7 Agricultural: | - 17% of the granular muriate, 3% of the __ 
Standard _____ 563 399 446 346 soluble muriate, 27% of the standard mu- = | Gots 77 RO i533 Pet 888 riate, and 100% of both types and all sizes of 
Soluble ______ 357 451 471 392 sulfates. — - 

The Potash & Phosphate Institute also 
x ————— reported a slight increase in potash sold for 

| onagricultural: , | nonagricultural uses. Of this, standard mu- 
Soluble - 106 he yn | 138 riate was 60%, soluble muriate was 38%, 

| - gg.-Soagng.SCStaaT~-~sones.~«=and sulfates of both types and all sizes was | 
Total--———__$16 _809_347_365 2%. Nonagricultural uses of potash were 

: Grandtotal_ 4,223 5,094 4,994 4,834 primarily for producing caustic potash and 
| a chlorine. Caustic potash, or potassium hy- 

Source: Potash & Phosphate Institute. droxide, was used as ‘a caustic chemical and 
. | as the major precursor to other potassium According to the Potash & Phosphate chemicals. A minor industrial use of mu- Institute, which reported sales of U.S. and _riate of potash was as an addition to oil well Canadian producers by grade and State, drilling muds. Diamond Shamrock. Corp. . | domestic ‘sales of muriate of potash for announced an expansion of caustic potash - 

_ agricultural uses changed as follows: Stand- capacity at its plant in Mobile, AL. Monsan- ard grade fell 22%, coarse grade fell about to Co. announced the cessation of caustic | 7%, granular grade rose about 10%, and potash manufacturing at its Sauget,’ IL, . sulfate of potash and sulfate of potash-  chior-alkali plant. The demise of Allied | magnesia combined fell 23%. The percent- Chemical Corp.’s synthetic soda ash plant.at | age breakdown of total sales by grade and Syracuse, NY, left only Diamond Sham- | type was 45% coarse muriate, 36% gr anular rock’s Muscle Shoals, AL, plant producing —_ 
| | | potassium carbonate. a 

| : STOCKS | a | 

Yearend producers’ stocks of potash in- December 1984 and January 1985, and be- | 
creased slightly over that of 1984. Yearend tween June and July 1985. The effective _ | stocks were 26% of annual production or total stock adjustment between December | 
13.5 weeks of production. Several producers 1984 and December 1985 was minus 6,000 
reported inventory adjustments between tons. | 

| TRANSPORTATION : | 

Ocean freight rates from Hamburg, Fed- delayed grain movements from the Central 
eral Republic of Germany, to India and United States and Canada to the Atlantic 
from Vancouver, Canada, to India fell slow- Basin for nearly 1 month, but the potash 
ly throughout the year. Both fell from Po trade was unaffected. The Tennessee-Tom- 
$30 per ton to the lower or middle $20’s. bigbee Waterway opened on June 1 between 
Published U.S. rail tariffs were unchanged the Tombigbee River, which passes to the 
in the southern half of the country, whereas sea at Mobile, AL, and the Tennessee River 
some railroads in the northern half of the in northeastern Mississippi; the effect on 
country reduced their rates to compete with potash trade has been negligible. 
truck backhauls. Unpublished, i.e., Staggers About 900,000 tons of Canadian muriate 
Act, contracts and contract rates declined. of potash passed through Thunder Bay, 
The Canadian railroads raised their pub- Ontario, Canada, for lake freightage to U.S. 
lished rates to the United States by 7% in Great Lakes ports. About 900,000 tons of 
November. The collapse in October of an Canadian muriate of potash was shipped to 
underwater section of a lock on the Welland Minneapolis or St. Louis for transfer to 
Canal between Lake Erie and Lake Ontario barges.
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. _ PRICES 

| The domestic potash market was oversup- year and $138.31 in the second half. The 
plied, with ensuing low prices. Potash prices average annual price for the three grades of — 
near yearend, f.o.b. plant for domestic pro- muriate fell to $96 per ton. Standard-grade 
ducers and at the U.S. border for foreign muriate of potash averaged $100 per ton, 
producers, appeared to be below costs of coarse-grade averaged $96 per ton, and | 
production for some domestic producers. granular-grade, which had the greatest 
The average price, f.o.b. mine, of U.S. pot- price decrease, averaged $93 per ton. The | 

ash sales of all types and grades decreased average annual price for sulfate of potash 
slightly to $140.89 per ton. The average declined to $353 per ton. 

, price was $142.71 in the first half of the | . 

Table 7.—Prices' of U.S. potash, by type and grade | | 
oe . (Dollars per metric ton of K,O equivalent) 7 , | 

| 1983 1984 1985 | 
, Type and grade - - - - -  July- 

| . an Jamar Devenber January Deverdber January Dosen ber 

: Muriate, 60% K2O minimum: | | - 
_. Standard 98.56 98.52 106.44 106.20 101.99 97.37 

. Coarse 108.13 104.73 115.28 103.38 102.42 87.35 
Granular. _____________________ 104.46 99.44 115.68 108.97 101.30 18.85 
All muriate?______§--§_-_-__-__ 100.10 99.75 111.98 104.86 101.73 88.71 

Sulfate, 50% K2O minimum ____________ 358.19 359.08 374.22 377.21 367.24 339.98 

1 Average prices, f.o.b. mine, based on sales. | 
7Excluding soluble and chemical muriates. 

| | FOREIGN TRADE 

U.S. potash exports rose 16%, by ton 6%, by K.,O equivalent, of total potash 
_ product. The major destinations in Latin imports. | 
America, which received 58% of the ex- The remaining dumping petitions before | 
ports, by ton product, were Brazil, Mexico, the International Trade Commission (ITC) 
Colombia, the Dominican Republic, Costa were against the German Democratic Re- 
Rica, and Chile. These countries represent- public and the U.S.S.R. These investigations 
ed 90% of the exports to Latin America. were completed in early 1985 with determi- 
Exports to Brazil, Colombia, and the Domin- nations in both cases that potash had not 
ican Republic declined slightly while ex- been sold for less than fair value; the 
ports to Chile rose nearly 70%; to Mexico, preliminary findings had called for greater 
nearly 60%; and to Costa Rica, nearly 15%. than 100% antidumping duties on imports 
Exports to Japan rose by 67% and to New from both countries. The countervailing 

_ Zealand, by nearly 37%. Exports to Canada duty petitions against these two countries 
fell nearly 18%, and exports to India rose had been dropped in 1984 by the Interna- 
from zero. : _ tional Trade Administration of the U‘S. 

A 5% decrease in total U.S. imports of Department of Commerce because of the 
potash was represented primarily by de- difficulty of the analysis. The petitioners 
creases in muriate from the U.S.S.R. and joined an appeal in the U.S. Court of Inter- 
the German Democratic Republic. Imports national Trade concerning a similar deci- 
of muriate from Canada were essentially sion. The Court Opinion and Order reversed 
unchanged from that of 1984 and amounted and remanded the Commerce determina- 
to 94% of all muriate imports and 93%, by tions that “...subsidies... could not be found 
KO equivalent, of all potash imports. Israel in countries with nonmarket economies.” 
was the second largest source of imports, An appeal by Commerce was in progress at 
with 6% of muriate of potash imports and yearend.
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| | | Table 8.—U.S. exports of potash | | 7 
- Approximate Quantity (metric tons) ns : BS K average 0 eau thee . 

ce | | os K2Ocontent Product | equiv- .. ousands) 
De (percent) =~ uct alent oe 

Potassium chloride, all grades. .$-..9.22~2 ett 61 '- 621,820 _ 879,300 $57,200 
Potassium sulfate_.__.....___________-__ 51 67,320 34340. . 713940 
Potassium magnesium sulfate. _____________ 22 147,160 © 82,880. - 714,550. 

| Total______---2-----------eeeeeee XX 836,300 446,020. 2 985,660 

| 198s¢ ne Oe | 
Potassium chloride, all grades... -§..______~_ . . 61 | 699,770 _ 426,860 - NA 
Potassium sulfate _____§_~..~~-2-2-u_______e ot. BL 91,000 46,410  'NA- 
Potassium magnesium sulfate._.____.~__~______ 22 182,290 40,100 . NA " 

Total... XX 973,060 - «518370 = NA 

NA Not available XX Not applicable. . . oe | | 
-_38ource: Bureau of the Census, as adjusted by the Bureau of Mines. 

7F.a.s. U.S. port. - . | : | - 
‘Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. : 
“Source: Bureau of the Census. Census ceased reporting value of shipments as of July 1985. co Oo 

: - - Table 9.—U.S. exports of potash, by country ce 

Metric tons of product ms Total val 3 | ————— Total value’. 
: , Potassium ‘ Potassium sulfates, , (thousan 

. | Country | chloride all grades? - > Total? _ . (housande) . 

1984* 19855 1984 19855 = 19844 19855 19844 1985° | 

Argentina __________ 2,000 3,150 oo 1,490 2,000 - 4,640 $200 NA 2 
Australia. 2-222 ___ 11,520 11,810 9,050 10,000 20,570 21,810 2,940 NA 

. Bahamas ____________ ~— _- 1,790 2,650 © 1,790 2,650 380 NA 
Belgium ___________ — ~— 3,000 43 3,000 43 270 NAS 
Belize _._. _-______. -~-—- 1,850 -. _- ae = 1,350 —_ ~ NA 
Brazil -. 222 289,930. 272,070 4,000 . 5,500 293,930 277,570 28,200 ~ NA 
Canada ___ ~~~ ___ 1,590 3,480 . 78,440 58,430 75,030 61,860 9,500 NA 
Chile _..._________ _— -— 12,350 20,910 . 12350 20,910 2,560 | NA 
Colombia __ ~~. _ - 43,480 48,860 16,130 8,840 - 9,610 57,700 5,940 NA 
Costa Rica ~_ -_______ 6,450 8,520 14,690 15,620 21,140 24,140 2,340 -NA 
Dominican Republic __ __ 26,770 20,840 1,740 5,710 28,500 - 26,550 2,860 NA 
Ecuador____§_~~______ 14,980 12,100 5,110. 3,350 20,090 15,450 1810 © NA 
French West Indies_ ___ _ —_ 5,250 3,150 4,580 3,150 ~ 9,830 ~ 840 NA 
Guatemala__________ 3,160 14 420 3,040. 3,580 — 3,050 . 400 NA 
Haiti _.--_-_~_~______ 600 74 10 27 611 100° 67 NA 
Honduras__._§ $2 ____ 620 ~- 90 240 710 240 67 ##NA : 
India ~~~ ~~ _- 43,780 _— _-. _— 43,780 _- NA 
Italy. 2 — 110 7 250 7 360 2 NA 
Jamaica___$_§-_______ -- 120 _- _- _- 120 _- NA 
Japan _.~___—~_______ 74,910 76,650 10,220 65,150 85,130 141,800 6,830 NA . 
Korea, Republic of ___ __ —- ~— 46 6,950 | 46 6,950 48 ' NA 
Leeward and Windward ” ~ 
Islands _~__§--_-_____ 1,550 — 64 _- 1,610 — 170 NA | 

Malaysia ___________ _- 14,250 23,800 12,100 23,800 26,350 1,900 NA 
Mexico _______~_____ 42,190 17,820 26,310 30,100 68,500 107,920 8,530 NA 
New Zealand. ~~. ___ 59,090 81,820 370 -- 59,460 81,280 . 5,260 NA 
Panama. ___~__~-_____ 4,250 1,450 150 290 4,400 1,740 440 NA 
Peru______~________ 19,160 14,420 1,210 1,260 20,380 15,680 1,840 NA 
Philippines_________ _ 35 _- 2,130 11,600 2,160 11,600 420 NA 
Salvador —~ eee _- _- -- 550 —_ 550 _- NA 
Saudi Arabia. ___.____ q _- 180 60 180 60 20 NA 
Sweden____________ _— 500 640 a 640 500 150 NA 
Taiwan ___§_§__~_~_~____ 400 _- __ 490 400 490 30 NA 
Thailand _._-§_-§_______ _- _- 4,000 — 4,000 ~~ 360 NA 
Uruguay ___________ _- 1,270 _- -- _- 1,270 _— NA 
Venezuela __________ 19,040 130 34 _- 19,080 130 1,760 NA 
Zambia _____§________ — — _- 3,280 _- 3,280 _— NA 
Other_____________ 101 520 350 780 460 1,300 54 NA 

Total?___ = == 621,820 699,770 214,480 273,290 836,300 973,060 85,660 NA 
eee 

NA Not available. 
Includes potassium magnesium sulfate. 
Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 
5F as. U.S. port. 
“Source: Bureau of the Census, as adjusted by the Bureau of Mines. 
5Source: Bureau of the Census. Census ceased reporting value of shipments as of July 1985.
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Table 11.—U.S. imports for consumption of potash es oe 

| | Approx- Dos - oo imate =. Quantity (metric tons) Value (thousands)  —s—y 
average Or? rs 

- - ot. t Product equivalent® Customs Cif. 

- (percent) oo | a : | 

| | | 1984 re OO , 
Potassium chloride _..__________________ 61 7,848,100 —-4,787,300° + $687;200 $674,500 Potassium sulfate.___________ 50 56,800 29,000 - = =11,700 = =12,600 . Potassium nitrate__._._________________ 45 20,500 9,200 6,300 6,900 - Potassium sodium nitrate mixtures_________ 14 22,300 3,100 3,000 ~ 3,300 

Total? ___~--_--..-_-~_-__-__-___ XX _7,947,700 4,828,600 658,100 —«697,400 
| | 1985 | 7 

Potassium chloride __._.________________ 61. 7,456,800 4,548,700 . 476,000. 514,600 Potassium sulfate......._._____________ 50 49,800 25,400 9,600 10,400 Potassium nitrate... 2 45 —_——- 30,500 13,700 9,100 =: 9,900 - Potassium sodium nitrate mixtures ~o eee 14 33,800 4,700 4,400 6,000 ° 
| | Total._____ ~~ XX 7,570,900 4,592,500 499,100 589,900 

°Estimated. XX Not applicable. ae ee, *Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. . . - 

Source: Bureau of the Census, as adjusted by the Bureau of Mines. - . oe : | 

| WORLD REVIEW Oo a 

World production remained about the Bay water-bearing strata was encountered 
same as that in 1984 as Canadian potash that caused some flooding of a gallery. The . 

_ producers limited production in an effort to leak was stopped in the spring of 1985, by 
maintain reasonable stock levels. World casting a large concrete plug in the gal- | 
prices, as exemplified by the price of stand- _lery. Rocanville was closed for nearly 3 
ard muriate of potash, f.o.b. Vancouver, months. The Denison-Potacan Potash Co. 
Canada, reported by British Sulphur Corp., mine and mill started production during the 
were in the middle $80’s during the first year. This muriate of potash plant had an 
half of 1985 and fell to the middle $70’s by 800,000-ton-per-year capacity. According to 

| yearend. Potash was generally in oversup- the Potash & Phosphate Institute, Den-. 
: ply at prices less than many producers’ mark, France, Ireland, and Switzerland im- 

total costs. | ported 124,000 tons of potash from Canada. 
Argentina.—An Argentinian firm, Cia. Denmark had been importing potash from 

Minera Tea, and the U.S. subsidiary, North America for many years; France was 
Texasgulf, of the French firm Elf Aquitaine a partial owner of Denison-Potacan Potash. 
were exploring a reportedly large potash The PCS plan for a sulfate potash produc- 
resource in Mendoza Province, which is on tion plant on Quill Lake awaited a final 
the western border of Argentina. decision. Quill Lake, east of Saskatoon in 

Bolivia.—The Government formed a new the Province of Saskatchewan, was consid- | 
company, Complejo Industrial de los Recur- ered to be a source of sulfate ions for the 
sos Evaporiticos del Salar de Uyuni, to “glaserite” process. 
develop the Salar de Uyuni. Proposals for a The Central Canada Potash plant of No- 
multiproduct plant included a 200,000-ton- randa Inc. was closed for about 3 months. 
per-year muriate of potash plant. _ The Cominco Ltd. plant at Vanscoy was 

Brazil.—The new potash mine at Ta- closed for more than 2 months. The Inter- 
quari-Vassouras was reported to have open- national Minerals & Chemical Corp. (Cana- 
ed during the spring. In December 1983, the da) Ltd. plants were closed for about 1.5 
Government had estimated Brazil’s total months. The PCA plant at Patience Lake 
potash reserves to be 188 million tons. was closed for more than 1 month. Three 
Canada.—In the fall of 1984, during min- other PCS mines were closed for more than 

ing operations at the PCS Rocanville Mine, 3 months. 
a connection with the overlying Dawson The Canadian subsidiary of PCA was sold
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to Rio Algom Ltd., the Canadian subsidiary change the Dead Sea’s chemical composi- | of Rio Tinto Zinc Corp. PLC of the United tion and thereby alter the chemistry of the : Kingdom. The sale included the Saskatch- solar evaporation ponds for both the DSW ewan and New Brunswick mines and mills and the Arab Potash Co. in Jordan. Con- and the St. John, New Brunswick, loading struction of the 18-kilometer conveyor belt dock and dockside warehouse. Rio Algom from Sdom to the Israel Railways terminal planned to invest nearly $22 million’ into at Tsefa was started. The belt was designed the Sussex, New Brunswick mine and mill to transport 800 tons per hour of potash to remove bottlenecks to full production. from 400 meters below sea level to 400 meters above sea level. | . . Jordan.—The Arab Potash plant pro- Table '#—Salient Can adian potash duced muriate of potash at more than one- | (Thousand metric tons of K,O equivalent) third of the design capacity of 1.2 million | | ° tons in 1984 and one-half of Capacity in ___ 1982 = 1988 = 1984 ~Ss«1985 Ss: 1 985. The goal for 1985 production had been De 

more than two-thirds of capacity. Near Domeetie ales by do. 5,208 5,928 7,749 6.687 yearend, the firm asked for bids to modify | pimestic Producers' . 278 385 486 434 the plant.. | ; orts: 1 
Mexico.—A_ potash recovery plant was _ | Oversea 56 2096 an oon reported to be under construction at the _ Imports for | | Cerro Prieto geothermal field. Design ca- Domestic? on" ~—— 18 M 20 i4 pacity was 200,000 tons per year by solar : Yoonsumption®___ 286 402, 456g evaporation and fractional crystallization - “stocks re 1486 -862—:1,548 1,766 + ‘from a feed of 2 cubic meters per second of eS brine from three powerplants. ,Data supplied by the Potash & Phosphate Institute. _ Spain.—The Potasas de N avarra S.A. nites Bureau were landed oe ee pats; Muriate and Mine south of Pamplona, owned by the | from European and Middle Eastern sources, Instituto Nacional de Industria (INDI, was ) 

Domestic sales by domestic producers plus imports. closed - and reopened as the Potasas de . | Chile.—Sociedad Quimica y Minera de Subiza Mine, owned 50% by INI and 50% by 
Chile announced plans for potassium nj- the government of the Province of Navarra. trate production from facilities at Coya Sur The rate of production was reduced from 
in the Atacama Desert, 325,000 tons to about 130,000 tons per year : 
Denmark.—Superfos A/S annouced plans o extend the life of the mine. The work for a sulfate of potash manufacturing plant force dropped fr om about 2,000 to 600 en- 

using gypsum and purchased muriate of Ployees. A new mine in Catalufia was being potash. 
considered by either INI or Union Explosi- German Democratic Republic.—The new vos Rio Tinto S.A., the owner of Potasas de port facilities at Rostock, to import urea Llobregat and of Cardona. | and export potash, were completed. The Thailand.—The Sakon N akon concession potash storage facility was 35,000 tons of was offered for bid after AMAX Exploration product with an annual flowthrough capaci- Inc. failed to sign for the exploration rights. ty of 400,000 tons. The vessel size limit was U.S.S.R.—The Potash resource that had estimated to be 35,000 deadweight tons. been reported to be 70 billion tons along Israel—The old flotation plant at the the Baykal-Amur Railway was named the Dead Sea Works Lid. (DSW) was closed Nepskoye deposit and reported to be 300 from April through yearend to maintain kilometers east of Ust-Kut in the Irkutsk reasonable potash stock levels. The parent Oblast on the Lena River. The Soligorsk No. company, Israel Chemicals Ltd., decided to 4 plant was reportedly experiencing contin- reduce its 5-year, $1 billion investment uing production difficulties. The plant had plans by one-half. The planned investment been placed into operation in 197 9-80. in potash was cut to $125 million from $150 — million, which was to have increased the »Physical scientist, Division of Industrial Minerals. plant capacity from 1.3 to 1.8 million tons unlecs (mages Specified. metric tons, K2O equivalent, Declining oil prices have reduced the fore- ‘Where necessary, values have been converted from 10 Dead Soa enc the Mediterranean Sea Guede Solis GANG US Sl W'S tla to Dead Sea electricity generation proposal, _ 1985. one. ihe Project has been abandoned. This Source for Power Gocsanermel AD, Alternate Energy project was expected to destructively Bull., Feb. 1985, pp. 9-12.
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Table 13.—Marketable potash: World production, by country’ | 

(Thousand metric tons of K:O equivalent) _ 

. Country 1981 - 1982 1983 1984” — 1985° 

Canada (sales)?____._.__. _--------------- 
6,549 5,309 6,938 7,527 6,600 

. Chile? _.-_---__./_------~----------- 21 21 21 18 . 19 

Chinat____________--------------- 20 26 29 40 40 

France_____-_____.--------------- 
1,831 1,704 1,536 1,739 1,750: 

German Democratic Republic — ~~ ~~ -------- 3,460 3,434 3,431 3,465 3,475 

a Germany, Federal Republic of_ —. - -~------- 2,591 2,056 2,419 2,644 2,580 

Israel _________------------------ 889 1,004 1,000 1,100 1,100 

Italy _..__----------------------- F142 146 184 178 5205 

Jordan_.______-_----------------- 
. -- 9 172 295 . 550 

Spain. ___------------------------ 932 692 657 °677 660 

USSR _____--------------------- 8,449 8,079 9,294 9,776 10,000 

United Kingdom _ __—-~-----~---------- 285 FOA5 308 325 343° 

United States. _. -------------------- 2,156 1,784 1,429 1,564 51,296 

Total. ._____--_----------------- 27,075 724,509 27,418 29,348 28,618 

LT able includes data available through Apr. 29, 1986. 

2Official Government figures. Potash & Phosphate Institute production data are given in table 12. 

SData represent officially reported output of potassium nitrate product (gross weight basis) converted assuming 14% 

' _KaO equivalent. . 

4Chinese data on production of potassic fertilizers are in terms of nutrient content; small additional quantities may be 

produced and used by the nonfertilize izer chemical industry. 

5Reported figure.



Pumice | icite umice and Pumicite a? 
By A. C. Meisinger! 

_ Production of pumice and pumicite by 21 duction data for pumice and pumicite are 
domestic producers in 1985 was 508,000 developed by the Bureau of Mines from one 
short tons valued at $4.6 million compared voluntary survey of U.S. operations. Of the 
with 502,000 tons valued at $4.9 million in 22 operations to which a survey request was 
1984. U.S. apparent consumption declined sent, 18, or 82%, responded, representing 
6% to 749,000 tons, primarily because of a 97% of total production data shown in table 
17% decrease in imported. pumice. Greece 1. Production for the four nonrespondents 
continued to be the major source of pumice was estimated using reported prior year 
imports with 98%. Estimated world produc- _ production levels adjusted by trends in em- 
tion declined slightly to 12.1 million tons. | ployment and other guidelines. | 

| Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- _ | | | | | 

a Table 1.—Salient pumice and pumicite statistics | | | 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars unless otherwise specified) a 

: Se 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 , 
United States: Sold and used by producers: : . : Pumice and pumicite________________________.. 499 416 449 |. 502 508 Value (f-o.b. mine and/or mill) __________.__-__ $4,811 $8,750. $4,486 «= $4,929 $4,553 | Average value perton _.._________ | $8.64 $9.01 $9.99 $9.82 $8.96 Exports®_____._.--_- 1 1 1 1 1 ‘Imports for consumption___________________ sit 92 121 © 184 293 242 Apparent consumption? ______________ 590 536 632 9194 749 World: Production, pumice and related volcanic materials ___ _ 13,694 713,446 11,966 12,662  °12,110 

“Estimated. Preliminary. Revised. . , - 
Production plus imports, minus exports, plus adjustments for Government and industry stock changes. 

| DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

Production of pumice and pumicite by Tionesta Aggregates Co., Tulelake, CA; Am- 
domestic producers increased slightly to cor Inc., Idaho Falls, ID; Hess Pumice Prod- 
508,000 tons, but decreased 8% in value to ucts, Malad City, ID; Producers Pumice Inc., 
$4.6 million compared with 1984 output. Boise, ID; Copar Pumice Co. Inc., Santa Fe, 
Twenty-two mines and/or plants were op- NM; General Pumice Co., Santa Fe, NM; 
erated by 21 companies in 8 States, with Utility Block Co., Albuquerque, NM; Cas- 
California, Idaho, New Mexico, and Oregon cade Pumice Co., Bend, OR; and Central 
accounting for 96% of U.S. production. Oregon Pumice Co., Bend, OR. Together, 

Principal domestic producers were Amer- these 10 companies accounted for 92% of 
ican Pumice Products Inc., Littlelake, CA; the tonnage and 68% of the value of total 

787
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U.S. production of pumice and pumicite. Construction was expected to be completed 
| Hess Pumice Products announced the in early 1986 and will be financed by 

| relocation of the company’s milling oper- industrial revenue bonds. The company’s 
_ ations and construction of a new mill in the pumice mine is about twenty miles north- | 

- Malad City Industrial Park during the year. west of Malad City, ID. oy 

Table 2.—Pumice and pumicite sold and used by producers in the United States, by State a 

| . (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) . 

| 7 Sate 7 ] 1984 1985 

| | | Quantity Value Quantity Value — 

Arizona ___---- 5 ee 2 21 Ww 2 
California _______. 22 80 1,600 78 1,491 
New Mexico._- 5-5 132 1,269 152 1,114 
Other? _. eee 288  — 2,039 279 «1,947 | 

| Total® ee leeee--------- 0B 4929 BR ER 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” —_ So - . 
Includes Hawaii, Idaho, Kansas, Oklahoma, Oregon, and data indicated by symbol W. - err 
2Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. oO | 

| - | _ CONSUMPTION AND USES a 

US. apparent consumption decreased 6% landscaping, but declined slightly for both | 
| to 749,000 tons, owing, in large part, to a concrete admixture and aggregate and deco- 

17% decline in pumice imports compared. rative building block. Other uses of pumice 
: with that of 1984. Principal uses of domesti- - increased 110%, primarily owing to increas- 

cally produced pumice and pumicite in- ed use in road construction and mainte- 
creased 12% for abrasives and 20% for nance during the year. Be 

oe Table 3.—Pumice and pumicite sold and used by producers in the United States, by use 

| (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

) y ) — 1984 1985 
* Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Abraaives (includes cleaning and scouri ds). 25 810. 28 AST Concrete admixture and ageregate TPES ~~~~~~-~--- syst 
Decorative building block_______.________ ~~ ___- ue 272 2,801 260 2,400 
Landscaping ~___~_~____~~~~--- ~~ eee 15 129 1 = 183. 
Other?_______ 21 313 44708 

a Total +--+ +--+ +--+ 502 4,929 508 4,558 

‘Includes heat-or-cold insulating medium, pesticide carriers, road construction material, roofing granules, and 
miscellaneous uses. 

PRICES 

The average value, f.o.b. mine or mill, for coarse, and 2-extra coarse. Yearend quoted 
domestic pumice and pumicite sold and prices on imported (Italian) pumice, f.o.b. 
used was $8.96 per ton, a 9% decrease from east coast, bagged in 1-ton lots, were $280 
that of 1984, and the second straight year of per ton for fine, $350 per ton for medium, 
decline. and $300 per ton for coarse. 

Prices quoted in Chemical Marketing Re- The average declared customs value of 
porter for domestic grades of pumice bagged pumice imported from Greece for use in 
in 1-ton lots were, at yearend, $270 per ton concrete masonry products decreased from 
for fine and $300 per ton for medium, $6.82 to $6.47 per ton.
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| - | FOREIGN TRADE =e | 

_ Pumice imported for consumption declin- of which 237,535 tons was used to produce ed 17% to 242,000 tons. Greece was the concrete masonry products. | principal source with a total of 237,600 tons, : | 

Table 4.—U.S. imports for consumption of pumice, by class and country 

Crud Wholl | manufacture "Mana ! 
e or 0: 

. 
' 

unmanufactured manufactured of concrete masonry foctured, 
| . Country 

| products ~ | Quanti Val Quanti Val Quantity Value —SVai hort” (ae Quantity (thou. “Ghort” alte Value . . 7 tons) sands) tons) sands) tons) _ sands) sands) 

Greece 5,167 $15 275,756 $1,880 | 
fooland __— "7777 TT 8.228 15g a3 Sa om en | ss Mevico.~7~7777~~~~- __ __ __ _. 72 “2 1 
Other'_. 11 18 20 12 8 3 124 ‘Total_-.____-___ 46.708 402 192 48 275,831 —- 1.885 148 1985: 

| : | 
Greece... 24 10 41 15 ~—s-287,585 1,587 "30 | 

. Iceland _.______ 498 92 -_— oe -- Se -- . 
India__.____- mo _ __ 2,176 2 __ 
Italy 2. 120 42 294 79 1,051 7 44 
Mexico... 90 82 Le __ ee __ 
Other?_____ 49 22 22 9 1 1 144 . Total ee 781 198 S57 1084076887 218 | Mneludes Austria, Canada, China , Denmark, France, the Fed al Republic of Germany, Hong Kong, J , Nigeria, 

_ Spain, Switzerland, Taiwan, and the United Kineden ora Mepuene o oe Yong ong, Japan *Includes Austria, Canada, Denmark, Ecuador, France, the Federal Republic of Germany, Japan, Spain, Switzerland, 
Taiwan, and the United Kingdom. 

| 
_ Source: Bureau of the Census. . 7 | | 

| WORLD REVIEW | 

World production of pumice and related maining 35%, France, Spain, the United | volcanic materials declined 4% to an esti- States, and Yugoslavia accounted for 63%. mated 12.1 million tons. The combined out- §=———____ a put of Greece and Italy accounted for 65% "Industry economist, Division of Industrial Minerals. of the world’s total production. Of the re-
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| Table 5.—Pumice and related volcanic materials: World production, by country | 

. . (Thousand short tons) 

CO . Country? 1981 1982 1983 1984 § 1985° | 

Argentina®_ _______-__-----=------------------- 
56 59. C6 60 ‘62 

oO Austria: Trass _____=------------------------- 
9 12 3 - 1 4 

| Cameroon: Pozzolan __—.-----_----------------- 
58 89 NA NA NA 

Cape Verde Islands: Pozzolan® - _ - ------------------ 11 11 11 11 il 

Chile: Pozolan ______ ___---------------------- 
. 306 | 190 192 — 190 188 . 

Costa Rica®. .. -. __-_2-------------+-+-------- 1° 2 2 2 2 

Dominica: Pumice and volcanic ash® —---------------- 120 120 120° 120 = 120 

France: Pozzolan and lapilli_ _. _ __----------------- 518 790 669 F C550 — 610 

Germany, Federal Republic of: 

. Pumice (marketable)... . _-------------------- Tagg (ss KA 441 717 660 

. Pozzolan®____ =. ._-------~-----------------) 220 220 NA NA NA 

Pumice ___ .-_._------------------------- . *g02 707 552 691 695 

. Pozolan _._.___-.~----~------------------ 1,312 297 ~=Ss«:1,004—S«-s«i1,001~=—s:1,005 a 

_ _ Guadeloupe: Pozzolan®_ ——__ —-------------------- 
265 265 265 265  j.| 265° 

Guatemala: 
i 

Pumice® ________-~----------------------=- 
17 13 417 TUB * 15 

Volcanic ash __ _- -. _- ------~---------------- 6 e4 () - & ' 0) 

| Iceland ____-__----~----------------------- 37 T9) - 50 regg «65 | 

Pumice and pumiceous lapilli_____--------------- . 4671 825 7710 720 ~ 660 

: Pomlan ____=_-------------=+=------------ £6,073 6,100 5,500 6,100 5,500 | 

Martinique: Pumice® - ~~ -~----~-2777777777 777 #172 170 165 165 = 165 

New and______--1_-----~-=~-------------- 
37 55 19 17 22 

Spain’ «cies (ecld and used by producers) ~~ 1222227 1,084 . 1,070 1,105 915 — 990 

jnited States (sold and used by producers) _ _—-—--------- 499 416 449 - 502 . «£508 

Yugoslavia: Volcanic tuff ____-------------------- 588 569  —ssCB6 T 550 560 

. Total... _-_-------------------------- 
F13,694  °18,446 11,966 12,662 12,110 

 °Estimated. Preliminary. TRevised. NA Not available. . 

1 able includes data available through May 20, 1986. 

-2Pumice and related volcanic materials are also produced in a number of other countries, including (but not limited to) 

Ethiopia, Iran, Japan, Mexico, Turkey, and the U.S.S.R., but output is not reported quantitatively, and available 

information is inadequate for the formulation of reliable estimates of output levels. 

SUnspecified volcanic materials produced mainly for use in construction products. —_— 

“Reported figure. oe : Ds 

. . 51ess than 1/2 unit. 
®Includes Canary Islands. 

.



e Rare-Earth Minerals and 

| By James B. Hedrick , 

Domestic production of rare earths in a record-high level. Molycorp, Rhéne- 1985 dropped to its lowest level in 9 yearsas Poulenc Inc., W. R. Grace & Co.’s Davison a result of decreased demand in certain Chemical Div., and NUCOR Corp.’s Re- market sectors. Producers operated at about search Chemicals Div. were the principal | one-half of their rated production capacity. processors of rare earths in the United _ Foreign sources of rare earths gained a States. Major end uses were in petroleum — larger share of the US. market, while cracking catalysts, metallurgical applica- domestic exports remained essentially tions, glass and ceramics, and permanent unchanged from 1984 levels. Molycorp Inc., magnets. | | . a wholly owned subsidiary of Unocal Corp., Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic and Associated Minerals (USA) Ltd. Inc.,a mine production data for rare. earths are oO subsidiary of the Australian-owned com- developed by the Bureau of Mines from a pany Renison Goldfields Consolidated Ltd., voluntary Survey of U.S. operations, the _ | were the only domestic mine producers of “Rare Earths and Thorium” survey. Both rare-earth minerals. Mine production by mines to which a survey request was sent Molycorp accounted for the significant de- responded, representing 100% of total pro- | cline in domestic rare-earth production in duction. Production data are withheld to 1985, while Associated Minerals operated at avoid disclosing company proprietary data. | 

Table 1.—Salient U.S. rare earth statistics | 
(Metric tons of rare-earth oxides (REO) unless otherwise specified) 

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 | Production of rare-earth concentrates! ___ wee LL 17,082 17,501 17,083 25,311 13,428 Exports: 
Ore and concentrate___________-- 

5,056 2,565 2,684 4,304 4,419 Ferrocerium and pyrophoric alloys ~~... 9 22 59 27 23 
Imports for consumption: 

Monazite-______ = 4,108 3,962 2,215 3,114 3,132 Metals, alloys, oxides, compounds____________ 
1,631 1,695 1,857 2,926 1,124 

Shipments from Government stockpile___________ 
802 364 — -- — 

Stocks, producers and processors, yearend__________ 
WwW W W W WwW 

Consumption, apparent’ _ ~ =~ eee 20,000 17,100 19,600 21,400 12,100 
Prices, yearend, dollars per kilogram: 

Bastnasite concentrate, REO basis_____-_ 
$2.14 $2.31 $2.14 $2.14 $2.14 

Monazite concentrate, REObasis ______ a $0.83 $0.75 $0.71 $0.64 $1.09 Mischmetal, metal basis_______ ~~ 77 7 777777777 $12.35 $12.35 «$1285 $12.35 12°35 Employment, mine and mill®?_____ = 275 303 266 321 330 Net import reliance® ° as a percent of apparent consumption __ 14 (4) 12 (*) (*) 
*Estimated. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 1Comprises only the rare earths derived from bastnasite, as reported in Unocal Corp. (previously Union Oil Co. of California) annual reports. 
7Employment at a rare-earth mine in California and at minerals sands operations in Florida and Georgia. The latter 

mines produced monazite concentrate as a byproduct of mining ilmenite, rutile, and zircon, and employees were not 
assigned to specific commodities. 

‘Imports minus exports plus adjustments for Government and industry stock changes. “Increase in industry stocks exceeded net imports. 

| | 791
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os DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

- According to Unocal’s annual report, Mo- uct of processing tin in Malaysia. Yttrium’s 

lycorp’s sales of rare earths declined in strong and growing demand as a phosphor 

: 1985, primarily as a result of decreased and ceramic material was probably another 

demand for ‘rare-earth-containing fluid consideration in the joint venture invest- 

: cracking catalysts used in leaded fuel pro- ment. 

- duction. New regulations by the Environ- General Motors Corp. planned to produce 

. mental Protection Agency, which sharply neodymium-iron-boron permanent magnets 

reduced the amount of lead that can be using a General Motors-developed rapid 

added to boost octane levels in gasoline, solidification process at a new plant in 

were cited as the cause of the reduced rare- Anderson, IN. The company was scheduled 

earth demand. Sales of Molycorp’s lower to initially produce the magnets for use in 

volume, higher value separated rare earths, starter motors in selected late-1986-model 

especially those compounds used in the year cars and further expand use and appli- 

manufacture of phosphors and permanent cations to its other vehicles in 1987.2 Gener- 

- magnets, were reportedly strong. al Motors expected to market 80% of its 

| -Unocal’s Canadian subsidiary, Unocal neodymium-iron-boron magnet production 

Canada Ltd., formed a joint venture with outside the company. 

two other Canadian. companies, Denison ~ M&M Minerals Inc. will reportedly recov- 

Mines Ltd., and a new company, SM Yttri- er monazite and other heavy minerals from 

-um of Canada, which represents the inter- three streams in the vicinity of Concord, 

ests of the Japanese companies Shin-Etsu NC, beginning in 1986. The placer operation 

Chemical Co. and Mitsui & Co., to recover was to have a capacity of about 40,000 

yttrium and rare-earth concentrate as a metric tons per year of ore containing 

byproduct of processing uranium leach solu- about 18% heavy minerals, including 5% 

an tions from Denison’s Elliot Lake Mine. Mo- monazite.> ne 

| : lycorp planned to process the concentrate at Associated Minerals installed a bucket 

its Louviers, CO, facilities to produce high- wheel excavator on the floating dredge at 

| purity yttrium and rare-earth compounds. its Green Cove Springs, FL, minerals sands 

Molycorp’s decision to obtain its own yttri- operations. The equipment was expected to 

um concentrate was believed to be the increase recovery and throughput of heavy 

| result of increasing costs and the uncertain- minerals, including monazite, by dredging | 

ty of adequate supplies of imported yttrium faster in the harder, shallower layers of the 

concentrate, produced mainly as a byprod- Green Cove Springs ore body.* OS : 

| , CONSUMPTION AND USES 

Domestic rare-earth processors consumed sis) increased 6%. Higher consumption of 

an estimated 12,700 tons of equivalent rare- purified compounds was the result of strong 

earth oxides (REO) in various forms in 1985, demand for samarium, neodymium, dys- 

49% less than was consumed in 1984. Con- prosium, and certain other rare earths used 

sumption of bastnasite and monazite in high-strength permanent magnets, for 

decreased 51% and 21%, respectively, from yttrium and europium oxides used in phos- 

that of 1984. The decreased consumption phors, and for yttrium oxide used in high- 

was attributed principally to lower demand temperature ceramics and refractory appli- 

in the rare-earth petroleum catalyst mar- cations. 

ket. | The producers of mischmetal, rare-earth 

Shipments of rare-earth products from silicide, and other rare-earth alloys con- 

domestic processors of ore, concentrates, sumed 24% less rare earths in 1985 than in 

and intermediate concentrates amounted to 1984, while shipments of these goods fell 

14,000 tons of equivalent REO, a decrease of 38% during the same period. Shipments of 

29% from the revised 1984 shipments of high-purity rare-earth metals increased 4% 

20,500 tons. during the year. 

Consumption of mixed rare-earth com- The approximate distribution of rare 

pounds (REO basis) was essentially un- earths by end use, based on information 

changed from the 1984 level, while con- supplied by primary processors and some 

sumption of purified compounds (REO ba- consumers, was as follows: petroleum cata-
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-_ lysts (including chemical processing cata- devices, and as principal constituents and lysts), 46%; metallurgical uses (including stabilizers in high-temperature refractories | iron and steel additives, alloys, and misch- such as _yttria-stabilized zirconia and in metal), 32%; ceramics and glass (including glasses and paints. a | | polishing compounds and glass additives), Purified rare-earth compounds also had 18%; and miscellaneous uses (including applications in petroleum cracking cata- : phosphors, electronics, permanent magnets, _lysts, noncracking catalysts, oxygen-sensing _ lighting, and research), 4%. | _ @lectrolytes, computer bubble domain mem- — - The glass industry’s principal use of rare ories, substrates for bubble domain memo- _ earths, mainly cerium concentrate or ceri- ries, dyes and softeners for textiles, elec- um oxide, was as polishing compounds for tronic components, nuclear fuel reprocess- | lenses, mirrors, cut crystal, television and ing, microwave applications, incandescent cathode-ray tube faceplates, gem stones, gas mantles, gas lasers, fiber optics, carbon and plate glass. Purified rare-earth com- arc lighting, fertilizers, and synthetic gem pounds were also used as additives to glass __ stones. oO / used in containers, television and cathode- Rare-earth ‘permanent magnets were ray tube faceplates, radiation shielding win- used in electric motors, alternators, gener- dows, opthalmic lenses, lasers, incandescent ators, line printers, computer disk-drive - and fluorescent lights, and optical, photo- actuators, proton linear accelerators, syn- chromic, filter, and photographic lenses. chronous torque couples, eddy current The rare-earth additives acted as colorants, brakes, microwave focusing, magnetrons, color correctors, and decolorizers, as stabil- klystrons, medical and dental applications, izers against discoloration from ultraviolet including nuclear magnetic resonance im- light and against browning caused by high- aging, traveling wave tubes, metallic sepa- | energy radiation, as dopants in laser glass, rators, aerospace applications including | - as modifiers to increase refractive indices electric actuators for ailerons and rudders, . and decrease dispersion, and as absorbers of and in speakers, headphones, microphones, ultraviolet and visible light. and tape drives. 
Phosphors containing rare earths were Metallurgical applications of rare earths __ used in color television tubes, radar screens, included alloys and additives in high- avionic and data displays, X-ray intensify- strength low-alloy steels, gray and ductile ing screens, low- and high-pressure mercury iron, stainless and carbon steels, high- vapor lights, electronic thermometers, and temperature and corrosion-resistant metals, trichromatic fluorescent lamps. hydrogen storage alloys used in heat ex- The ceramics industry used purified rare changers and fuel cells, lighter flints, arma- earths in pigments, heating elements, di- ments, permanent magnets, neutron con- | electric and conductive ceramics, thermal vertor foils, special lead fuses, target mate- | and/or flash protective devices, stereoview- rials for sealed-tube neutron generators, ing systems, data printers, image storage and high-voltage transmission cable. 

STOCKS 

U.S. Government stocks of rare earths in panies increased 6%. Bastnasite concen- the National Defense Stockpile (NDS), all trate stocks held by the principal producer classified as excess to goal, remained at 457 and four other processors remained essen- tons throughout 1985. Rare-earth stocks tially unchanged from the yearend 1984 held in the NDS were contained in sodium level. Yearend stocks of monazite concen- sulfate and were inventoried on a con- trates increased 92%, while stocks of other tained-REO basis. Authority to dispose of concentrates, including yttrium, increased these excess rare earths was suspended 10%. 
effective October 1, 1984, by section 902 of Stocks of mixed rare-earth compounds the Department of Defense Authorization decreased 9%, while stocks of purified com- Act, 1985. Stocks of yttrium oxide held in pounds, mostly separated rare-earth oxides, non-NDS Government inventories remain- increased 5%. Yearend stocks of misch- ed at 108 kilograms, all declared excess and metal, rare-earth silicide, and other alloys authorized for disposal. containing rare earths were down 8%, Industry stocks of rare earths held by 23 while inventories of high-purity rare-earth producing, processing, and consuming com- metals were 27% higher.
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| we PRICES - | 

The price of Australian monazite (mini- 60%, 70%, and 85% REO, were $0.92, $0.97, 

: mum 55% rare-earth oxide including tho- and $1.17 per pound of contained REO, 

ria, f.o.b./f.i.d.),5 as quoted in Metal Bulletin respectively, at yearend 1985, unchanged 

(London), in Australian dollars (A$), in- since 1983. | : 

_ creased substantially from the range A$410 The price of cerium concentrate quoted | 

a to A$450 per ton at yearend 1984 to A$850 by American Metal Market was $1.40 per 

to A$900 per ton by yearend 1985. Changes pound of contained cerium oxide at yearend 

in the foreign exchange rate in 1985, result- 1985; the yearend 1984 price was $1.32. The 

| ing from the continued economic strength price of lanthanum concentrate also in- 

of the U.S. dollar against the Australian creased in 1985 to $1.40 per pound of REO 

dollar, caused the corresponding U.S. price contained, up 8 cents per pound from that of 

to rise less sharply from the range US$340 yearend 1984. : 

to US$365 in 1984* to US$580 to US$614 in The mischmetal (99.8%, lots over 100 

1985.’ | | pounds, f.o.b. shipping point) price, quoted 

- The yearend price quoted in Industrial in American Metal Market, declined from 

| Minerals (London) for yttrium concentrate the yearend 1984 price of $5.60 per pound to 

a (60% Y20s, f.o.b. Malaysia) was $46 per the range $5.00 to $5.60 per pound at 

| kilogram. Domestic prices quoted for yttri- yearend 1985. | | 

um concentrate during 1985, developed by Molycorp quoted prices for lanthanide 

the Bureau of Mines from various sources, (rare-earth) and yttrium oxides, net 30 days, 

- ranged from $51 to $63 per kilogram of f.o.b. Louviers, CO, Mountain Pass, CA, or 

| contained yttrium oxide. York, PA, effective January 2, 1985, as 

| Prices quoted by Molycorp for unleached, follows: 

| | leached, and calcined bastnasite, containing | | 

| a
 

—_ Product ~ Percent? Quantity Price per 

| (oxide) purity (pounds) pound 

Cerium ____- 9.0 200 $8.00 
~ Europium_ — —— 99.99 25 725.00 

Gadolinium. _ 99.99 55 60.00 | 

Lanthanum _— 99.99 300 7.00 

Neodymium __ - 96.0 300 4.00 

7 “Do ___--- 99.9 50 40.00 
Praseodymium_ 96.0 300 16.80 . 

Samarium —--~— 96.0 55 30.00 

Terbium ____— 99.9 55 375.00 
Yttrium _—-—~- 99.99 50 50.00 

| | 

1Purity expressed as percent of total REO. 

Molycorp also quoted prices for lantha- Rhéne-Poulenc quoted rare-earth prices, : 

nide (rare-earth) compounds, net 30 days, per kilogram, net 30 days, f.ob. New 

fo.b. York, PA, or Louviers, CO, effective Brunswick, NJ, or duty paid at point of 

January 2, 1985, as follows: entry, effective January 1, 1985, as follows: 

a : a 
Product Percent Quantit Price? 1 : 

(compound) purity (pounds) pound Produ roreity. dehrens) Eteeroen 

Cerium carbonate — -- 99.0 150 $4.00 Cerium -----~ 99.5 20 $20.35 

Cerium fluoride__._. Tech grade 250 2.50 Erbium ----- 96.0 50 190.00 

Cerium nitrate __——- 95.0 250 2.15 Europium—-_—_— 99.99 40 1,725.00 

Lanthanide chlo- 
Gadolinium_ _ — 99.99 50 136.50 

ride_____-_---- 46.0 525 94 Lanthanum -- 99.99 25 17.25 

Lanthanum car- 
Praseodymium_ 96.0 20 38.85 

bonate _____-__-- 99.9 300 460 Samarium --- 96.0 25 70.00 

Lanthanum chloride — - 46.0 525 95 ‘Terbium _--- 99.9 20 875.00 

Lanthanum-lanthanide 
Yttrium _— ~~ — 99.99 50 115.50 

carbonate _____-- 60.0 200 0202CO 2480 ee. 

Lanthanum-lanthanide 
1Dysprosium, holmium, lutetium, thulium, and ytterbi- 

nitrate __------- 39.0 250 1.75 um oxide prices on request from Rhéne-Poulenc Inc. 

Neodymium car- 

_bonate--------- 96.0300 Rhone-Poulenc also quoted prices for rare . 

1priced on a contained REO basis. earths produced at its Freeport, TX, plant,
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net 30 days, f.o.b. Freeport, TX, effective cals, net 30 days, -f.o.b. Phoenix, AZ, effec- January 1, 1985, as follows: | _ tive October 1, 1982, and throughout 1983, | oo OO | 1984, and 1985, as follows: | - 

Quantit: Price? | Product Percent? Tey | Price 
. 

e (kilo- per DR 
 ¢ d) t ; 

Oxide’ Metal | 
rompoun poy grams) Kilogram . Element price per price per crumiymense gh ———__ltbwes_Etse Cerium nitrate «ge 200 1105 Cerium ——___- ae Cerium oxide _____ 99.5 20 17.75 Pysprosium________ 7 pe aBO 

Lanthanum car- ; 
Eu Me ae 1.900 7.500 , 

bonate________ 99.5 20° 12.60 Gadolinium. 277777777777 40 ag 
Lanthanum-neodymi- = 

Hol om ~~ 650 1.600 : 
._ umcarbonate ___ 98.0 20 7.20 Lantheug TTT toto n--- 19 125 
Lanthanum nitrate. = 9955s 11.90 tet nam~------------- 5,200 14960 
Lanthanum oxide __ 99.5 20 B25 Neodywing: TTT ttt ne “30 "260 | 
Neodymium Car- 

Prasoodvwn nT 130 310 
bonate________ 95.0 20 15 Qomanve m—~------~---- 130 330 

Neodymium nitrate 95.0 200 8.40 Toth Tota nnn ene ---- = 1200 ann Neodymium oxide-_ 95.0 = $5 thutium 2~2772777Ta=n-- 8,000. 
. 
O
R
 

. wee ene 

‘ . 7 
. 

1Purity expressed as percent of total REO. ¥fferbin ™ ~----______ 228 ae 
*Priced on a contained REO basis. 

eee . . . 1Minimum 99.9% purity, 1- to 20-kilogram quantities, | . 
Nominal prices for various rare-earth *Ingot form, 1 to 5 kilograms, from 99.9%-grade oxides. _ products were quoted by Research Chemi- | a | 

| ; FOREIGN TRADE oe | | | 
| Exports of rare-earth concentrates, pro- Canada, 14%. 7 a _ duced primarily from bastnasite, originated Exports of thorium ore, including mona- : mainly from Molycorp’s Mountain Pass zite, increased significantly for the second Mine in California. Exports of rare-earth consecutive year. France was the destina- | metal ores, including bastnasite and a vari- tion of all of the reported total of 743,103 | ety of mixed and individual rare-earth con- kilograms, valued at $415,024, approximate- a centrates, but excluding monazite, decreas- ly $558.50 per ton. | - os ed slightly from 8.0 million kilograms in The import tariff for yttrium-bearing 1984 to 7.7 million kilograms in 1985. They ores, materials, and compounds, which ex- | 

were valued at $14.8 million in 1985. Major cludes high-purity yttrium oxide, was sus- destinations were Japan, 62%; Austria, 9%; pended in 1984 for nations having most- | and the United Kingdom, 7%. | favored-nation status. The revised import Exports of ferrocerium and other pyro- classification for yttrium ores and concen- Phoric alloys containing rare earths totaled — trates was TSUS (Tariff Schedule of the 25,840 kilograms, 16% less than those of United States) No. 907 Ol, which was sched- 1984. Major destinations for these exports uled to remain in effect until July 1, 1988. were Japan, 59%: “Yugoslavia, 19%; and— 
:
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| | a Table 2.—U.S. import duties on rareearths a 

ite TSUSN Most favored nation (MFN) Non-MFN 

: , 7 Mem 0 == Jan ,1985. ~~ Jan.1,1987 —Jan.1,1985 

| Ore and concentrate! __--=------- 601.12, 601.45 Free __... Free ----- Free 

. Cerium chloride, oxide, compounds _ _ — — 418.40, 418.42, 92% ad. 7.2% ad 35% ad valor- 

- 418.44 ~ yalorem. ‘valorem. em. - 

- Rare-earth oxides except cerium oxide — - 423.0030 4% ad 3.7% ad 25% ad valor- 

oo 
valorem. valorem. em. 

_ Rare-earth metals (including scandium 632.38 ___.do---- =, ----do --- | Do. 

. and yttrium). 
a 

. Alloys wholly or almost wholly of rare- 632.78 38 cents per 32 cents per $2 per pound. 

“earth metals (mischmetal). . pound. pound. . 

Other alloys wholly or almost wholly of 632.79 27 cents per 20 cents per $2 per pound 

. rare-earth metals. , pound plus pound plus plus 25% ad 

3.3% ad 2.4% ad valorem. 

. 
. 

valorem. valorem. oo 

.. Ferrocerium and other pyrophoric alloys 755.35 29 cents per 22 cents per Do. - 

pound plus pound plus a 
5% ad 2.6% ad oo 

| 
valorem. valorem. . 

| Yttrium-bearing materials and com- — 907.51 Free ~_--- Free __--- 25% ad valor- 

pounds (includes yttrium concentrates). 
em or 30% 

| . | ' ad valor- 

- oe | a 
em.? | 

1Crude or concentrated by crushing, flotation, washing, or by other physical or mechanical processes that do not 

involve substantial chemical change. 
so 

prarift é 25% if previous import item classification was 423.00 or 423.96, part 2, schedule 4, or 30% if 603.70, part 1, 

schedule 6. 

| : Table 3.—U.S. imports for consumption of monazite, by country 

: er Ee 

Country | al Value | oo Value or Value or “Value Cy Value 

(metric (thos (metric (thot (metric (thot. (metric (chon. (metric thom. 

: tons) ~~ _ tons) tons) tons) tons) 

Australia _——-- 7 469 $3,158 6,600 $2,830 3,726 $1,395 5,610 $2,156 5,694 $1,984 

Malaysia —-—-- _- _- — 603 240 302 122 -- -- -- —_ 

South Africa, Re- 

public of eRe 

. | Total___--- 7,469 3,158 7,203 3,070 4,028 1,517 5,661 2,202 5,694 1,984 

REO content® _~- 4,108 XX 3,962 XX 2,215 XX 3,114 xX 3,182 XX | 

| €Rstimated. XX Not applicable. 

Source: Bureau of the Census. REO content estimated by the Bureau of Mines. 

| Table 4.—U.S. imports for consumption of rare earths, by country 

| es 
| Count Quantity Quantity Quantity 

"y mY Value (kilo. «= s“Value = (kilo. ‘Value 
grams) grams) grams) 

Cerium chloride: 
Malaysia__-~-------------

----- _- _- 701,092 $754,588 __ _- 

Netherlands___ —------------
---- 227 $5,136 -- _- _- _- 

Total _..__--_--------------- 
227 5,136 701,092 754,588 on _- 

SN ———————————————
 

Cerium compounds: 

France ___—---------------
---- 3,500 13,505 1,000 4,778 1,770 $8,981 

Germany, Federal Republic of _ ___—---- 25 9,433 42 10,373 206 34,469 

Japan. ___-~------=-------3-
-7-- 800 1,038 207 9,226 _- -- 

South Africa, Republic of __ __---£---- 2 791 __ __ __ _- 

Switzerland __ ---~-~-------------- 
2 670 1 266 _- -- 

United Kingdom ~~ --------------- _- __ 5 783 10 2,306 

Total __------------------- 
4,329 25,437 1,255 25,426 1,986 45,756 

nn
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Table 4.—U.S. imports for consumption of rare earths, by country —Continued 
tt - - 1983 1984 1985 Count Quantity Quantity Quantity . "y (kilo- Value (kilo- Value (kilo- Value _ grams) ° grams) grams) 

Cerium oxide: 
oe Austria. -_-______ = 68 $674 68 $738 _- ~- 

Belgium-Luxembourg__________ --- 18,120 6,504 __ oe _— _- 
France_.-__-________ — 6,239 78,136 3,790 53,891 5,827 $81,670 . : 
Germany, Federal Republic of _____ a 2 381 12 1,457 94 2,283 
Japan--_____- 

835 7,692. 3,357 30,522 _- __ 
. Switzerland______- = = 3 335 6 ~—s-: 11,207 _— —— 

United Kingdom _____ = 50 536 40. 287 27 1,707 
Total ~~ eee 25,317 94,258 7,273 88,102 5,448 85,660. 

Cerium salts: France________ 1,760 6,580 oe _- _- -- ——————_—_—_—_—_—_—_—— ++ _ Rare-earth oxide excluding cerium oxide: 
oO Austria, 

_— _— 50 2,646 _. = 
Belgium-Luxembourg__________ —~--_ 55 25,906 16,803 42,856 110 46,342 
Brazil__________ 54,999 575,850 oe _- _- _- 
Canada___________ - 100 128,611 83,815 - 23,264 —_ _- 
China________ --_ 19,575 450,033 4,058 263,084 3,830 348,923 _ 
France________ ------ LL 206,345 9,393,682 271,555 13,880,011 170,556 11,132,432 
Germany, Federal Republicof_______ _- 702 191,953 _ 1,078. 284,165 811 266,213 
India___~ 

_- a 199,998 192,500 _— -- 
Italy mH --- =e 22,640 10,466 —_— —_ — —_ 
dapan____ = a 10,983 585,262 14,311 1,084,997 7,814 (872,783. 
Korea, Republicof_______________ _- —- 68 5,087 - M~- Malaysia.______-___ --- 278,597 251,022 274,592 295,907 6,210 186,534 
Mexico___§_______ = a -- 50,499 | 2999 _— 
Netherlands_________ 77 . _- —- 54 23,459 513 36,372 
Norway ________ a 7,128 778,748 6,168 659,184 5,996 655,382 
Switzerland ____ == 5 4,790 Oo — 318: = 111,800 

| Taiwan_________ _ 500 31,184 oe __ _— _-- . 
USSR meee 12,657 1,287,136 11,984 747,572 6,506 691,201 
United Kingdom ~- eee 31 6,196 225 «28,541 197 , 88,138 ° . Total _--- _- 609,317 18,670,784 935,258 17,485,495 202,861 14,386,115 

CO 
 ——— ; 

Rare-earth alloys:! 
Austria._-= == 

_— — 52,463 444,685 —_ __ 
_ Brazil. 2 eee 65,147 457,419 79,993 © 526,031 162,998 817,875 

France__________ __ — _— __ 1,062 9,946 
Germany, Federal Republic of ___ -- Le 9,870 143,328 11,276 100,653 17,211 167,343 
United Kingdom _____ ~--aLe 237 41,038 | 5 485  ——-5,057- 35,535 Total _---_-_ a 75,254 641,785 143,737 1,071,854 186,328 1,030,699 

Rare-earth metals including scandium and yttrium: 
. Austria..--2 = 

_- _- -- oe 100 2,968 — 
China___ = 

_- _- 1,573 59,526 -- -- 
France ___________ 50 1,805 — _- _- _— 

. Japan______ 
81 ‘12,679 —. _— 1,000 76,099 

Malaysia———_____ 0077 U TTT TTT _- _— 40 644 _- _— . 
US. PR_ 

300 70,500 700. = 164,735 2,061 183,044 | 
United Kingdom ____ ne 870 97,258 2,003 394,484 24 22,642 

OEE 
Total _----___- _-- 801 182,242 4,316 619,389 3,185 284,753 lll 

8 Other rare-earth metals: 
China--- 8 

-- —- 1,000 1,181 _- _- 
France_________ _- _— 135 3,979 329 9,870 
Germany, Federal Republicof______ 46 5,524 77 7,514 655 15,275 
Japan______ 

422 8,237 __ — —- -- 
United Kingdom ___ 5. 359 __ _- 209 9,225 C

N
 

ID Total ----- eee 473 14,120 1,212 12,674 1,193 34,370 
Ferrocerium and other pyrophoric alloys: Austria.___.___ = eee 953 13,430 937 12,875 1,000 13,240 

Brazil__________ -- ee 28,839 396,715 47,388 685,088 45,349 632,014 
France _____________ --aLe 54,321 576,549 72,470 695,395 66,771 641,505 
German Democratic Republic_____ _- __ 170 1,589 — _- 
Germany, Federal Republicof_________ __ __ 459 5,340 _- _— 
Japan______ 

13,190 176,108 15,537 204,308 20 1,699 
Sweden__________ 6,694 7,816 -- -. _— _— 
Taiwan ___ ~~ 

91 410 _- ~- —_ —- 
United Kingdom _______ ~--- 608 14,288 1,167 45,965 245 13,080 

———. OO _:13,080 Total _--__________ - 104,696 1,185,316 138,128 1,650,560 113,385 1,301,588 
1Essentially all mischmetal. 

Source: Bureau of the Census.
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oe 7 . « . WORLD REVIEW 
Oe 

= Bastnasite, the world’s principal source of pected to affect the proposed Allied-Asahi 

: rare earths, was mined as a primary prod- separation plant venture. | 

uct in the United States and as a byproduct _ Consolidated Rutile Ltd. (CRL) reportedly 

, of iron ore mining in China. Significant — began minerals sands production at the 

| quantities of rare earths were also recov- Gordon Lease property on the southern end 

| ered from monazite, primarily a byproduct of. North Stradbroke Island, Queensland. 

of minerals sands. mined for titanium and The property was acquired by CRL from 

zirconium minerals’ or tin in Australia, Associated Minerals Consolidated Ltd. 

Brazil, China, India, and Malaysia. Smaller (AMC), a wholly owned subsidiary of Reni- » 

quantities of rare earths, especially yttri- son Goldfields, in the first quarter of 1985. 

| | um, were obtained from the yttrium-rich CRL also completed an agreement with 

. minerals sands byproduct xenotime. Xeno- AMC for the acquisition of all of AMC’s 

time was mined primarily in Malaysia asa holdings on theisland™  — a : 

| byproduct of processing tin ore, but wasalso —_ A new company, TiO: Corp. NL, owned by 

produced in Australia, China, and Thailand. Griffiths Bros. Ltd. (80%) and Spunthill — 

World rare-earth reserves were estimated pty. Ltd. (20%), announced plans to mine 

: by the Bure Mines at 45 million tone of minerals sands deposits at Jurien Bay and | 

containes , of which 19% 1s In marke Cooljarloo in Western Australia. These de- 

| economy countries.® China, with 80%, had posits were previously worked by Western 

| the largest shar of world reser te ag ane Mining Corp. in the mid-1910's, Cooljarloo's | 

iat er control of Tae oe Stim fon of probable or 
Allied Eneabba Ltd. Several offers by Reni- ?- ading 3% to 5% heavy mi nee als, includ- 

son Goldfields to. gain control of Allied FT m a waite Reserves at Jurien Ba were 

: - through stock purchases had occurred by ~ litre d at 25 million tons of prov ‘Y dl 

yearend. The corporate takeover, if success- — wv eags proven an 

ful. would make Renison Goldfields the million tons of probable ore gr ading 67% to 

| 0 eT ae 1% heavy minerals including monazite. 

world’s principal minerals sands producer.® M os ‘cas ab 0.2 f th 

Renison Goldfields reported in its annual onan’ § at. Cool; 1 out d on ° ‘ © 

report that all of its ‘minerals sands mines rien Bay. TO ta 1 Soo es were scainalen t to : 

operated at full capaci ning on the east 4000 tons of REO at Cooliris con 
coast of Australia, Renison Goldfields closed tons of REO at Jurien Bay.? Production 

| its operations on North Stradbroke Island, from Cooljarloo was planned for 1988. Mon- 

Queensland, after depleting its reserves. azite production capacities for Cooljarloo 

Legislation by the Australian Government, and Jurien Bay were estimated at 400 tons 

resulting from environmental concerns, (220 tons of REO equivalent) and 1,200 tons 

prevented Renison Goldfields, and other (660 tons of REO equivalent) per year, 

companies from mining on Moreton Island, respectively." | 

Queensland. Moreton Island is one of the | A joint venture was formed by Strategic 

few remaining east coast areas with miner- Minerals Corp. (SMC) and Rutile & Zircon 

als sands reserves. Renison Goldfields, at “Mines (Newcastle) Ltd. (RZM) to explore 

Eneabba, Western Australia, obtained a and develop SMC’s heavy minerals sands 

new transportable high-rate thickener and deposits at Byfield, Queensland. Reportedly, 

was to install a new plant circuit design to RZM can earn an 80% equity in the project 

improve recoveries of minerals sands in- by either the expenditure of $2.05 million or 

cluding monazite. 
by completing a final feasibility study lead- 

Allied, in a joint venture with Asahi ing toa decision to mine.** 

Chemical Industry Co. Ltd. of Japan, was Bangladesh.—Reportedly, Bangladesh 

studying the feasibility of building a rare- will spend $7 million on a 5-year plan to 

earth separation plant at Geraldton, West- extract heavy minerals, including monazite, 

ern Australia, to process monazite. Mona- from the Cox’s Bazaar coastal area. The 

zite concentrates produced to date have beach sands, located 100 kilometers south- 

been exported for further processing and east of Chittagong, along the coast and on 

separation, with Australian companies re- nearby islands, contained resources esti- 

portedly foregoing the added revenues tobe mated at 5 million tons of heavy minerals.*® 

gained through secondary refining.” Reni- Brazil.—Minerals sands production at 

son Goldfields’ takeover bid was not ex- Cumuruxatiba in Bahia State began in
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1985. Monazite, along with ilmenite, rutile, joint venture of the Japanese companies 

and zircon were reportedly recovered at the Shin-Etsu Chemical, and Mitsui & Co.), and 
mine. Concentrates produced at Cumuruxa- Unocal Canada (a subsidiary of the US. 

_ tiba reportedly were shipped to the Séo company, Unocal) formed a joint venture to 
Paulo processing plant operated by the recover yttrium and other rare earths as a 

| state-controlled Nuclebras de Monazita e byproduct of uranium processing at Deni- 
Associados Ltda., where rare-earth com- son’s existing uranium operations at Elliot 
pounds were produced.** : Lake, Ontario. The new separation plant, | 

Official statistics for Brazil for 1985 were scheduled to open in late 1986, has a plan- 
not available, but data for previous years ned capacity of 150 tons per year of yttrium 
were reported in Anudrio Mineral Brasi- oxide in concentrates. Denison reportedly | 
leiro 1985.17 Production of various rare- will sell its one-third share of the output to 
earth compounds, in kilograms, was report- its partners. Union Oil of Canada’s share is | 
ed as follows: slated to go to another Unocal subsidiary, 

| Molycorp, in the United States. Molycorp 
——  ———_ plans to produce high-purity yttrium oxide 
____Year___Carbonate__Chloride__Oxide_ from the concentrate at its Louviers, CO, | 
1980_______ 5,750 2,071,456 ~——S»«i11,716~—s processing plant in the United States. Shin- 

1982 ~777>~S*«iBODSC'8e2'700 ©5100 --“Ettsu is expected to refine its part of the | 
1988 ___.___ 8,250 2,002,347 16,160 concentrate at its plant in Takefu, Fukui, 
1984 _--____- 4,860 1,815,200 82,850 Japan.» : _ 

An analysis of the rare-earth content of , 
Production of crude monazite ore from the uranium leach solution at Elliott Lake 

the State of Espirito Santo in 1984 was 530 was reported as follows.” 
tons, compared with 915 tons in 1983, and | 
was 3,635 tons from the State of Rio de 17 ____ Percent 
Janeiro, compared with 5,015 tons in 1988. Rare earth REO 

Measured reserves of monazite in Brazil ——_ a 
were 18,705 tons for 1984. Estimated REO Deoprosium 2222222222 22222222722 iS | : 
equivalent content based on these reserves Erbium -__-_~_--~-------~~------ 5.5 

was 7,500 tons. Monazite reserves were in Gadeimum 222222222222277277722 ts | 
the States of Espirito Santo, Paranda, and Holmium __-___~-----~---------- 2.6 

Rio de Janeiro.* Lutetiam 7222222222222 2 227222 4 
Canada.—Iron Ore Co. of Canada decided Neodymium ____~._-_-.---~------ 4.1 

not to develop its Strange Lake yttrium- fraseodymium ---~~---~-~-~------- ie 
beryllium-zirconium deposit northeast of Terbium __~_ ~~~ ~~ ~- ~~~ ------ 1.2 | 
Schefferville, Quebec. The decision was re- Thulium —~-------~--~-~-~~-~---- £0 
portedly based on an assessment of the Yttrium___~_----__-2--22 2222 lll> ba 
current commodity market, in which a new Total. 100.0 
rare-earth and yttrium recovery plant was §£————————___—————— | 
planned in Canada, and companies in the 
United States were considering mine devel- China.—A third rare-earth separation 
‘opment and recovery of rare earths and plant was completed at Baotou, Nei Mong- 
yttrium from tailings. gol Autonomous Region, in June 1985. Bao- 

Highwood Resources Ltd. continued feasi- tou is the site of China’s largest rare-earth 
bility studies at its specialty metals deposit processing operation and is supplied by the 
at Thor Lake, 80 miles southeast of Yellow- world’s largest rare-earth deposit at Bai- 
knife, Northwest Territories. The deposit yunebo, 140 kilometers to the north. The 
contains rare earths, yttrium, and berylli- new plant reportedly increased Baotou’s 
um. A 490-meter decline driven into the production capacity for several separated 
high-grade beryllium T-zone reportedly in- rare-earth products, including neodymium 
tersected a high-grade bastnasite zone up to oxide, the production capacity for which 
6 meters thick. Proven reserves of 431,000 increased from 0.5 ton to 20 tons per year.? 
tons of ore grading 0.2% yttrium oxide were France.—Rhéne-Poulenc announced it 
reported. Samples recovered from the explo- would invest $26.7 million in its two rare- 
ration decline were to be tested, with the earth plants, one at La Rochelle, France, 
results forming the basis for a production and the other at Freeport, TX, in the United 
decision.’® States. The funds reportedly will be used to 

Denison Mines, SM Yttrium Canada (a increase the existing separation and produc-
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tion capacities, especially for neodymium pan. The joint venture company, Nihon | 
oxide and dysprosium oxide for use in high- Ugimag Corp., will reportedly use Aimants 

os . strength permanent magnets.” | Ugimag’s permanent magnet technology. 
| Germany, Federal Republic of.—Further The plant was scheduled for. completion in. 

| Studies of heavy minerals sands deposits at the fall of 1987.2”. . oo 
Cuxhaven, discovered during a drilling pro- Thailand.—Monazite and xenotime were 
gram in 1973-76, were concluded in 1985 by produced as byproducts of processing miner- 

| the Federal Ministry for Research and als sands for tin. Production data for 1985 
Technology. Reserves were estimated at 10 were not available; production of xenotime 
million tons of heavy -minerals including concentrates through 1984 was as follows:725 _ 

. _ ilmenite, rutile, zircon, and possibly mona- | | | 
| zite. The fossilized:beach sands deposits are. —s—“‘“‘; 

reportedly similar to those on the east coast | Year | oduantity | | 
| _of Australia, and were deposited during the _ 

late Tertiary era. Additional reserves are 1980.._____________________ 82 
| thought to occur in the area, and further 1982. TTT TTT 2222207 ae 

an exploration was scheduled. 1988 38 
India.—Indian Rare Earths Ltd.’s dredge Wee n---nnrnncrn- | 

, and wet concentrator plant began operation 7 | 
| at the Orissa Sands Complex in Orissa. The U.S.S.R.—A pilot plant for the recovery of __ 

, dry mill was also commissioned and trial precious metals and rare earths from sea- 
| runs were being conducted.** Production of water coolant was reportedly operating at a 

| limited amounts of monazite concentrate thermal powerplant in the eastern Soviet 
| associated with an initial production of Union. Only small amounts of the metals 

30,000 tons of ilmenite was reported. were recovered, but the high value of the 
| _Japan.—Imports of rare earths in 1985 precious metals and some of the rare earths __ 

were reported in the Japan Metal Journal, reportedly could make the plant economi- 
. as follows: , | . cal.29 - 7 SO 

| ee | | Venezuela.—Preliminary geological stud- 
a eerrren ies reportedly delineated economic concen- 

Product , ay trations of rare earths and niobium at Cerro 
nema mpacto, 120 miles southwest of Ciudad 
Cerium oxide -~~~-777272-7772_—uggap Bolivar, Bolivar State. Intense weather- _ Ferrocerium and other pyrophoric alloys _ _ 30,550 ing, resulting from the region’s tropical 
Rareearth chloride ------""-"-77_ _5aseaer Climate, has leached the original carbona- Rare-earth metals including yttrium and tite source rock to produce thick lateritic 
Yttrium oxide -~"77722722277722~—ss8288 beds with enrichment of rare earths and 

= Other elements. Rare-earth contents rang- 
| ing from 0.1% to 11% were reported. Fur- | 

| Principal sources of imported compounds ther investigation of the Cerro Impacto 
were China, France, India, and the United deposit was planned. : 
States. Zaire.—Several tin and gold deposits in 

Data on Japanese consumption of rare the Kivu Region reportedly contain mona- 
earths in 1984 became available. Consump- ite. Reserves of monazite in the Obaye 
tion was higher than that of 1983, and was mining sector, under the jurisdiction of the 
reported as follows: catalysts, 300 tons; Zairian mining company Société Miniére et 
cerium oxide, 2,100 tons; europium oxide, 8 Industrielle de Kivu, occur in two separate 
tons; lanthanum oxide, 300 tons; misch- deposits. The Kabengelwa deposit contains 
metal, 290 tons; rare-earth fluoride, 50 tons; 2100 tons of monazite (600 tons of REO 
samarium oxide, 250 tons; yttrium oxide, equivalent) in ore grading 2.8 kilograms of 
210 tons; and other REO’s, 150 tons. heavy minerals sands per cubic meter. The 
Aimants Ugimag S.A., a subsidiary of the Mashabuto deposit was reported to contain 

Pechiney Group of France, and Kawasaki 45 tons of monazite (25 tons of REO equiva- Steel Corp., of Japan, formed a joint ven- lent) in ore grading 3 kilograms of heavy 
ture to manufacture rare-earth-cobalt mag- jninerals sands per cubic meter.*° 
nets and other permanent magnets in Ja-
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- Table 5.—Monazite concentrate: World production, by country? | 
. . (Metric tons) 

| | Country? 1981 1982 1988 1984? —_1985¢ 
: Australia __--_~_--- 2 e________ 18,282 9,562 15,141 16,702 15,000 | » Brazil __-___- T2460 "1,814 5,256 —-3,622 6,000 India® ___ 43,704 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 Malaysias “______________--- 320 ™546 1,051 4,451 6,000 Mozambique -_-___ 2-2 4 3 4 “4 4 : Sri Lanka... 2 -- 60 304 ©300 147 200 | Thailand ___________-- 107 162 277 298 250 United States ___-____-_ WwW WwW Ww W Ww Zaire _- 35 32 15 2 a 

Total ---~~----~----__-------________-__-_ "19,972 "16,428 26,044 29,096 31,454 — | 
un Estimated. PPreliminary. "Revised. |W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; not included in a 

Table includes data available through Apr. 29, 1986. . 2In addition to the countries listed, China, Indonesia, North Korea, the Republic of Korea, Nigeria, and the U.S.S.R. | . may produce monazite, but output, if any, is not reported quantitatively, and available general information is inadequate for formulation of reliable estimates of output levels. 
_-  *Data are for years beginning Apr. 1 of that stated. 

__ ‘Reported figure. er a . 5The 1981-83 figures are exports and the 1984-85 figures are production. _ . 

| - . - TECHNOLOGY | 

Researchers in China developed an im- - promote fine-grained, as-cast structures. In Oo _ ° proved hot-pressed silicon nitride (HPSN) addition to the refinement of as-cast struc- | ceramic with rare-earth additives that re- tures, the rare earths reduced segregation : | : portedly has high bend-strength and high and increased hot ductility at temperatures fracture-toughness at elevated tempera- just below solidification. | tures. Using rare-earth oxides as sintering A high-temperature materials laboratory : aids, bend strengths of 800 to 900 megapas- _ for research on advanced alloys and ceramic cals were maintained up to 1,300° C. At materials, including those containing rare - 1,400° C, the ceramic’s bend strength was earths, was’ under construction at Oak : 680 megapascals, reportedly one of the high- Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN, __ est values obtained to date. The rare-earth- and was scheduled for completion in 1987. containing HPSN ceramic was said to repre- The laboratory’s work was expected to be - sent a major advancement in ceramic mate- directed toward the development of improv- rial for use in high-temperature appli- ed alloys and nonbrittle ceramics that can cations, such as internal combustion withstand high temperatures and be suit- engines.*! able for use in gasoline and diesel engines, _ . Kubota and Japan’s Agency of Industrial turbine blades, and other energy appli- Science & Technology developed an improv-__cations.*4 . 
ed silicon nitride ceramic, which reportedly A metal-vapor vacuum-arc ion source, was stronger at 1,000° C than at room developed by scientists at the University of -. Fon temperature. Rare-earth oxides, including California’s Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, praseodymium and lanthanum, were listed produces heavy ions from a direct current as sintering additives.*? : arc generated between two high-melting- Rare-earth metals (REM) in continuously point electrodes, such as lanthanum. In the cast steels were reportedly responsible for process, metal is vaporized and ionized at improved ductility, weldability, fatigue re- small regions of extremely intense current sistance, and resistance to hydrogen dam- concentration, called cathode spots, on the age. REM’s, which are strong deoxidizers, negative electrode. A dense quasi-neutral were reportedly useful because they can be plasma of cathode material is generated added to and retained in steel in any desired that diffuses away from the cathode in a quantity, providing desulfurization and con- plume from which a magnetically confined trol of sulfide inclusions. Inclusions result- beam of ions is derived.*5 
ing from this shape control were beneficial A system for producing long pulses of ions in providing nuclei during solidification to from an arc discharge plasma and acceler-
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ating them through a series of grids that Rare earths were used to trace pollutants 

prevent backstreaming of electrons into the back to oil refineries. Highly-temperature- 

plasma chamber was developed using stable rare-earth-containing zeolites, used 

| ‘samarium-cobalt permanent magnets. The as fluid cracking catalysts (fcc) in the refin- 

rare-earth-cobalt permanent magnets were _ ing of oil, resist chemical transformation in __ 

used to confine the plasma, which gener- _ the refining process and produce a recogniz- : 

ated up to 8.4 megawatts of power for able pollutant signature in emissions. The 

pulsed lengths of 30 seconds. Developed by distinctive ratio of rare-earth elements used 

researchers at Lawrence Berkeley Labora- in the fcc’s reportedly permits identification | 

- tory, the device was expected to be installed of air masses originating from areas that § ~ 

at three major U.S. fusion research centers havea high density of oil refineries.** | 

to serve as the primary energy source for Researchers at Battelle Memorial Insti- | 

heating reactor plasmas.*¢ | tute developed a low-cost method to produce 

‘A frequency-doubled 532-nanometer neo- zirconia powders, including those stabilized . 

dymium-yttrium-aluminum garnet (Nd: by yttrium oxide (yttria), by a hydrothermal 

- YAG) laser with a green beam was approv- process that eliminates the need for calcina- | | 

ed for medical use by the Food and Drug _ tion. Battelle further developed the process. 

_ Administration. The new laser system was_ to prepare powders with a.narrow particle | 

reportedly well received by the medical size distribution and particles down to 0.1 

community and was being studied for appli- micrometer in diameter, with minimal ag- 

cations in dermatology and plastic surgery, glomeration. Yttria-stabilized zirconia pow-_ 

gynecology, neurosurgery, ophthalmology, der was produced that showed uniform ~ 

otolaryngology, urology, and other applica- distribution of yttria, which eliminated the 

| tions. The green Nd:YAG laser's benefits need for diffusion, through calcination and 

are its generation of visible light; greater sintering, to achieve homogeneity. The sta- 

electrical efficiency than an argon laser, bilized powder may be useful in advanced 

which emits near the same wavelength; a combustion engines because of its excellent 

replaceable arc lamp that costs less than wear resistance, fracture toughness, and 

the corresponding large argon laser tube; mechanical strength.*° 

the unique ability to display the laser ener- A composite insulation material contain- 

| gy being delivered to the patient and being ing yttria- or calcia-stabilized zirconia fibers 

measured at the end of the delivery device; was developed at the Oak Ridge National | 

an automatic calibration feature that al- Laboratory. The composite insulation repor- , 

lows the system to remain stable through _tedly extends the operating temperature of 

an entire day’s surgery; and the use of metal-melting, oxide-fiber-lined furnaces 

currently available optic fibers and probes. from 1,700° C to 2,000° C. The yttria or - 

In clinical trials, the Nd:YAG laser system  calcia stabilizers allow tiny cracks to form 

. showed ease of control, good cutting, coagu- in the zirconia fiber structures to release 

lating, and vaporizing properties, and less thermal stress.‘ 

thermal damage than carbon dioxide or A research center was set up in Chang- 

1064-nanometer Nd:YAG lasers.%” sah, Hunan Province, China, to study fur- 

Rare earths were used by researchers at ther the use of rare earths in agriculture.‘ 

Los Alamos National Laboratory in New According to researchers in China, the addi- 

| Mexico to develop a cryogenic magnetic tion of rare earths to the soil improves crop 

refrigerator. Applying the magneto-caloric' yields and raises the sugar content of cer- 

effect (MCE), where materials held in a tain vegetables. A pioneer in the develop- 

magnetic field cool down when the field is ment of rare earths for use in agriculture, 

removed, gadolinium and gadolinium alloys China is expected to remain in the forefront 

were cooled from -423° F down to -452° F, of this technology as a result of its abundant 

using helium gas as the heat transfer fluid. reserves and low-cost production. 

Using fewer moving parts, magnetic refrig- General Motors reported increased mag- 

erators reportedly are two to four times netic strengths in its neodymium-iron-boron 

more energy efficient than conventional (Nd-Fe-B) family of permanent magnets 

refrigeration equipment. Future applica- using a new process. The process strength- 

tions of MCE refrigeration could be in ens the magnet by controlling heat and 

residential heat pumps, low-cost production pressure to the die containing the jet-casted 

of liquefied hydrogen, and energy storage Nd-Fe-B alloy, so that the heat-softened 

devices.** ribbon of alloy can flow in a direction trans-
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3 ‘action 43 13Industrial Minerals (London). Australia: TiOz Corp. 
verse to the pressing direction.“* The new |, ches Mineral Sands Project. No. 217, Oct. 1985, p. 11. 
anisotropic permanent magnet material has —_- **Work cited in footnote 10. 

ic. 15Mining Journal (London). Bangladesh Beach Sands. 
magnetic strengths (BHmax) from 20 to 40) agen oer ga1, Nov. 29, 1985, p. 415. 
megagauss-oersteds. ; . 16Industrial Minerals (London). Brazil]—Rare-Earths 

Solid ionic-conducting trivalent beta Progress. No. au, Oct. 1985, P. il. 1985. Ra 

aluminas containing rare-earth ions were pp seo 5 Nerrag eres. | 
_ studied for potential applications in optics, impan . Monazita Pp. 300-201. . Thor Lake. 

phosphors, and lasers, because they can y. 305, No 7831, Sept. 20, 1985,p.234 COCO 
serve as single-crystal or powder hosts. American Metal Market. Joint Venture for, Produc- 

oe re . . : tion of Yttrium Set. V. 93, No. , Oct. 2, »p. 1. 

Solid ionic conductors, in which electrical ‘"Zixing D. E. C. Rare Earths. Ch. in Canadian Mine‘als 
conductivity is the result of ion movement, Yearbook 1983-84. Pp. 48.1-48.9. | 

; _22Foreign Broadcast Information Service. China Report. . 

not electron movement, provide a greater Biggest Rare Earth Production Begins Operation. JPRS- 

density of electrical energy than aqueous  CKEA-85-975, Aug. 1985, p. 68. 
i i ‘oh ionic di i - 23%ndustrial Minerals (London). France—Rare-Earths 

solutions, with as high ionic diffusion rates. |. ctment for Rhone. No. 215, Aug. 1985, pp. 11-12. 
A solid-state laser sy: stem using trivalent 24_____ Mineral Sands—Towards Self-Sufficiency? No. 

| neodymium beta alumina was developed in 219, Dec. 198 p. Fe cths Ltd 35th Annual Report 1984-85 | | 

1984, while ionic phosphors incorporating p43, Se eee eee , 

europium and terbium were reportedly un- 9 26Roskill’s Letter From Japan. No. 111, July 1985, pp. 5- | 

_ der development. Currently, ion conductor “"27~hemical Marketing Reporter. Pechiney and Kawasa- | 
technology is applied in: oxygen sensors In ki Slate Venture in Japan. No. 186, Jan. 20, 1986, p. 9. : 

- automobiles where yttria-stabilized zirconia _ "Mineral Statistics of Thailand Annual 1980-84. Xeno 
measures the partial pressure of oxygen in | ip Engineering and Mining Journal. USSR. V. 186, No. 
exhaust gases.“4 > » Dec. 1980, p. 49. . 

Two Ce di hvsician ed erbi : 3°Morgan, G., K. Conner, and B. Kornhauser. Zaire. : 
o Canadian physicians used erbium to BuMines Mineral Perspectives, Sept. 1985, p. 25. 

filter ineffective but hazardous low-energy sino ne L. Huang, X. are and DY ‘an. [lot Pressed 7 
: ‘ _ Silicon Nitride Ceramics Wi re- mide Addi- 

ioe S out o meray beams used a tives, Art, in Scientia Sinica, Series & Mathematical, 7 
1 osis. e erbium was re us -Physical, Astronomical, and Technical Sciences (English). 

_ el ‘iltere and other shiel 3b to 7Y USEC 'V. 28A, No. 5, May 1985, pp. 41-45. 
in foul titers anc ot er snile minimize 32Industrial Minerals (London). Company News and | 

X-ray exposure during fluoroscopy.* Mineral Notes. No. 213, June 1985, p. 73. 
| 33Wilson, W., L. Heaslip, and I. Sommerville. Rare Earth 
TT : Additions in Continuously Cast Steel. J. Metals, Sept. 1985, 

1Physical scientist, Division of Nonferrous Metals. pp. 36-41. : | 
_ 2American Metal Market. Neodymium Alloy Magnets 34Research & Development. Construction Begins on a 

- Slated for GM Starters. V. 93, No. 183, Sept. 28, 1985,p. 19. | Materials Lab at Oak Ridge. V. 27, No. 7, July 1985, p. 36. | oo 

3McNeil, E. J. M & M Minerals Inc., president. Personal . 35_____ 1985 IR 100 Competition Winners. Metal- . 
communication. __— a - Vapor Vacuum :Arc Ion Source (MEVVA). Oct. 1985, p. 

*Renison Goldfields Consolidated Ltd. Annual Report 107. . 
+1985. 42 pp. oe 36___.__. 1985 IR 100 Competition Winners. Common 

5¥'ree on board-free into container depot. Long-Pulse Source (CLPS). Oct. 1985, p. 108. . 
6Values have been converted from Australian dollars "Lasers & s\pplications. The Medical Laser Market 

(A$) to U.S. dollars (US$) at the rate of A$1.2070=US$1.00 Waits for R & D To Deliver. Oct. 1985, pp. 55-57. 
* based on yearend 1984 foreign exchange rates published in 38Chemical Week. A Magnetic Method of Liquefying 

the Wall Street Journal. . Gases. V. 137, No. 10, Sept. 4, 1985, pp. 42-47. 

7Values have been converted from Australian dollars 38Science News. Rare-Earths: Oils Signature in Air. 
(A$) to U.S. dollars (US$) at the rate of A$1.4652=US$1.00 V. 128, No. 10, Sept. 7, 1985, p. 148. 
based on yearend 1985 foreign exchange rates published in 4°Industrial Minerals (London). Doped Zirconia Pow- 
the Wall Street Journal. . ders. No. 221, Feb. 1985, p. 68. 
_ *Hedrick, J. B. Rare Earth Elements and Yttrium. Ch. *1Chemical & Engineering News. Insulation Boosts Fur- 
in Mineral Facts and Problems, 1985 Edition. BuMines B_ _nace Operation. Feb. 25, 1985, p. 30. 
675, 1986, pp. 647-664. 42Foreign Broadcast Information Service. China Report. 

*Industrial Minerals (London). RGC Increases Offer for © Rare Earth Research Center. JPRS-CEHA-85-015, Feb. 11, 
Allied Eneabba. No. 219, Dec. 1985, p. 9. 1985, p. 28. 

10California Mining Journal. Australia To Process Rare *3Chemical & Engineering News. New Magnets Further 
Earth Minerals. V. 54, No. 2, Aug. 1985, p. 50. Strengthened. V. 63, No. 34, Aug. 26, 1985, p. 12. . 

‘Bureau of Mining Research (Canberra, Australia). *4Shriver, D. F., and G. C. Farrington. Solid Ionic 
Preliminary Summary 1985. Australia Mineral Industry Conductors. Chem. & Eng. News, v. 63, No. 20, May 20, 
Annual Review. 2 pp. 1985, pp. 42-57. 

12Mining Journal (London). TiO2 Mineral Sands Ven- 45Rare Earth Information Center News. Erbium Filters. 
ture. V. 305, No. 7832, Sept. 27, 1985, p. 255. V. 20, No. 4, Dec. 1, 1985, p. 2. .
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| : ~ By Dennis S. Kostick! | | 

Increased production and sales of rock processing. Although salt exports increased 
salt and solar salt failed to offset the de- 10%, imports for consumption of salt | | 
crease in vacuum. pan and open pan salt decreased 18%. | 
production and in salt brine production and Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- 
use. This resulted in an overall decrease in duction data for salt are developed by the 
total salt production and sales in 1985 Bureau of Mines from two voluntary sur- a 

| compared with the levels recorded in 1984, veys of U.S. operations. Typical of the sur- __ 
which had been the best year for salt sales veys is the salt company survey. Of the 68 __ 
since 1980. operations to which a survey request was 

Apparent consumption of salt declined sent, 60 responded, representing 98% of the a 
3% primarily because of the decrease in salt total production shown in table 1. Produc- _ 
consumption by certain sectors of the chem- tion for the eight nonrespondents was esti- 

| ical industry that used salt as a feedstock. mated using reported 1984 production levels 
| Salt sales reportedly increased for salt used adjusted by trends in employment and oth- oe 

| as an ice control for highway deicing, for er guidelines. Two producers reported no 
general industrial purposes, and in food production. : | 

| a a Table 1.—Salient salt statistics | a 
= | (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) a | 

— qgBS~C«*dBS*~d‘SSSSC~«BA 

| . United States: : a — 
Production’... 38,899 37,665 2,978 39,181 37,904 
Sold or used by producers!____-__.._/_» - 38,907 37,894 34,573 39,225 39,484 

Value___ ~~ Le $637,568 $671,424 $597,081 $675,099 $741,799 . 
Exports... $e 1,046 1,001 517 820 904 

Value___._--__ ee $17,429 $16,647 $12,368 $15,299 $15,988 
Imports for consumption __ $$$. - -_________ 4,319 5,451 5,997 7,545 6,207 

Value____.-...----------------. $44,523 $56,184. $60,194 = $74,100» $65,593 
Consumption, apparent? ___§_§__ 42,180 42,344 40,053 45,950 44,787 World: Production-___......._.--.------- 188,953 "180,820 175,484. 188,699 187.698 

eee OST 

1Excludes Puerto Ries 
*Sold or used plus imports minus exports. 

| DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

The total quantities of all types of salt plants produced more than 1 million tons 
produced by domestic producers decreased each, accounting for 80% and 63%, respec- 
3%. The amount sold or used remained tively, of the U.S. total. Many individual 
virtually the same. In 1985, 39 companies companies and plants produced more than 
operated 68 salt-producing plants in 14 one type of salt. By type of salt, the number 
States. Nine of the companies and 11 of the of companies and operations, respectively, 

| | 805
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_ were solar, 11 and 14; vacuum pans and _ waste pollution, local officials passed an | 
OO open pans, 8 and 18; rock, 11 and 15; and ordinance regulating what could be stored 

| brine, 24 and 33. . _ in mines down to 200 feet below the Earth’s 
: The seven leading States in quantity of surface.* | 7 | | 

galt sold or used were Louisiana, 31%; | In April, Diamond Crystal Salt Co. ac- 
a Texas, 21%; New York, 18%; Ohio, 12%; quired Hardy Salt Co., which had a vacuum | 

_ Kansas, 5%; Utah and Michigan, about 3% pan operation in Michigan and a vacuum 
: each. A significant quantity of the salt pan and brine facility in North Dakota. 

produced in Alabama, Louisiana, New Morton Thiokol Inc. announced plans to 
York, Texas, and West Virginia was pro- increase rock salt production capacity by 

duced as brine, of which the majority was 250,000 tons at its Weeks Island, LA, oper- . 
| captively consumed to manufacture chlo- tion. This expansion would partially offset 

rine, caustic soda, and soda ash. Although the rock salt production capacity lost in 

| the quantity of salt brine used to manufac. Louisiana because of mine closures and 
ture chloralkalis decreased 9%, rock salt ¢cidents during the past several years. 
gales to the chloralkali industry increased ©@rgill Inc. intentionally flooded its Belle 
13%. . are 7 Isle, LA, rock salt mine in November to 

The percentage of salt sold or used. by elminate ne poten for. roof ee apee 
- > resulting from unsafe mining conditions, 

ae . domestic producers, by type ? was as follows: . which had been the reason cited for the 
3 | = | closureoftheminein1984. 0 

. oo ___1984 1985 = In September, FMC Corp. permanently 
‘Salt in bring. _ aa } 50 ‘6 closed its Bens Run, WY, chlorine and — 
Mined rock _________________ 94 | 37 caustic soda facility, which included a salt 

| _ Vacuum pan salt and grainer or —  ;. brine operation. High energy costs and | 
Solnrevaporated sali -------7-- "7 equipment obsolescence were cited as the 

| ae | _ ———_ reasons for the decision. The plant, had been - 
Total -~-~--------------- 10 1 in continuous operation since 1915.4 , 

| Revised | | | , _ Asecond chloralkali and salt brine facili- 
| os ty was closed at yearend. Pennwalt Corp. in 

International Salt Co. Inc. sold its Detroit Wyandotte, MI, shut down its 100,000-ton- _ 
salt mine in March to Crystal Mines Inc. per-year plant as part of a major financial - 

_ Crystal Mines resumed public tours of the restructuring effort by the company.’ The 

73-year-old, 1,200-foot-deep mine but plan- company planned to continue operation of 
_ ned to convert it to a hazardous waste its two other chloralkali plants in Oregon 

storage facility by 1987.2 To encourage tour- and Washington, which primarily used im- : 
ism and discourage possible hazardous ported salt from Mexico as feedstock. |
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Table 2.—Salt production in the United States 
. (Thousand short tons) . . | 

| 
Vacuum 

. Year nd Solar Rock Brine Total | open pans 
1981 wae ee 3,800 2,393 11,871 20,835 38,899 1982 ~---~-------- 

3,721 2,845 13,264 17,835 37,665 1983 wane ee 
3,697 2,058 9,449 17,774 32,973 . 

1984 Warman nen nee - 3,629 2,705 13,653 19,195 139,181 1985 ware 
3,613 2,734 13,819 © 17,738 37,904 

| ~ 'MData do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 
: 

a Table 3.—Salt produced in the United States, by product form and type 
(Thousand short tons) | 

. | Vacuum : | Product form . and. Solar Rock Brine Total | | | 
open pans 

. 

1984 | Bulk ~-_-_-__--_- 
676 1,953 13,032 19,195 34,856 . 

Compressed pellets — ee ee 824 53 XX xX 877 Packaged _______- tr 1,820 466 548 XX 2,834 Pressed blocks meee ee ee 309 233 73 XX 615 
Total! leet 

3,629 2,705 13,653 19,195 89,181 

1985 . 
Bulk _-_-___-_--e ee, 666 2,006 13,226 17,738 33,636 . 

Compressed pellets mae LL 818 60 XX XX 878 Packaged ~r 
1,829 437. 524 XX 2,790 Pressed blocks - ee ee 299 231 69 XX 599 _ 

ID - Total moe ee 3,613 2,734 | 13,819 17,738 37,904 
XX Not applicable. 

| 1Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding.
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Table 5.—Salt sold or used by producers in the United States, by State | 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) . 

GBB gg 
State ee 

Quantity Value Quantity Value 
I 

Kansast_ = ee 1,712 71,558 1,790 71,970 
Louisiana -__-_§___-_-____ 13,101 112,142 12,325 138,955 
Michigan ____-_--- -§- 5 5 5 ee 1,491 93,860 991 75,030 | New York______ = ee 5,644 123,755 6,928 142,318 Ohio ________-____--____ ee Ww W 4,783 143,949 Texas _______ 8,184 69,672 8,390 80,434 
Utah___________- 1,246 28,651 1,189 28,468 
West Virginia ____._______ 1,004 Ww 895 WwW 
Other?___. 6,844 175,461 2,198 60,675 | 

| Total_______________--____ ee $39,225 675,099 39,484 741,799 
Puerto Rico® ___. 9 eee 30 630 35 735 San 

*Estimated. |W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” . 
1Quantity and value of brine included with “Other.” | " : 
"Includes Alabama, California, Kansas (brine only), Nevada, New Mexico, North Dakota, Oklahoma, and data 

indicated by symbol W. 7 
SData do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. , 

_ Table 6.—Evaporated salt sold or used by producers in the United States, by State | 
| (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

} state 1984 1985 
. Quantity Value Quantity Value 

A SS A SF ST Pe ss SS SS PEs GWE SNAPE 

Kansas _______ ee 906 62,505 876 61,986 Louisiana _______.-. 203 18,510 205 18,612 | 
Michigan Wee eee ee 960 . 88,048 . 834 72,349 
New York __ ~~~ 661 60,631 1,073 64,510 
Utah____-__ 1,173 27,752 1,129 27,314 
Other?__________~____ ee 2,306 129,789 2,733 152,601 | 
Total____---_---_--~-- +e eee = 6,209 = 78.87,284 6,850 397,372 | Puerto Rico® ____________-_.------------ ee 30 630 35 735 

OE 
“Estimated. 
1ncludes California, New Mexico, North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, and Texas. 
Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. | 

CONSUMPTION AND USES | 

| Apparent consumption of all types of ‘salt In October, the Wisconsin State Senate , 
decreased 3% or about 1.2 million tons. Salt passed a bill that restricted the amount of 
sales for highway deicing, general industri- salt used on streets and highways within 
al purposes, and food processing were high- the State. The legislation stipulated that no 
er in 1985. The chemical industry, which more than 300 pounds of salt would be used 
traditionally has been the largest end-use per lane mile per application, and the salt 
market, required less salt for feedstock in was to be applied only when the tempera- 
1985 than in previous years. Production of ture was 10° F and above. The bill was in | 
chlorine gas, sodium hydroxide, and metal- response to public concern about expensive 
lic sodium, as reported by the Bureau of the damage to roads and bridges from salt 
Census, was as follows, in thousand short corrosion and the effect of salt in public 

| tons: water supplies.« These factors were also 
cited by a Michigan State senator who 

eer FO SBE requested a study on whether alternative 
_- $$$ ________—____—.. compounds could be used for winter road 
Chlorine gas (100%) ____________ 10,700 10465 deicing instead of rock salt.’ 

Sodium hydrops Nauid GUO) “--- 10814 10588 OF the 6.2 million tons of salt imports 
——_ $$ _______———_._ approximately 2.6 million tons was directly 

*Estimated. ‘Revised. imported and distributed by the domestic 
. | salt producers. The reported percent distri-
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| Table 8.—Distribution of domestic and imported evaporated and rock salt! in the _ 
7 oo ‘United States, by destination oo 

oo (Thousand short tons) = ——- oy 
SL LR LS A 

reer 

| 1984 ts Oe 1985 
Evaporated. — Evaporated . , 

Destination Vacuum | Vacuums] 
Rock a Rock 

open pans ‘open pans — Ss 
Alabama______________________ | 49 Ww 705 AT GC)... Bll Alaska _-_-__~_~_________ Q) | 22 —_ @) 6 — Arizona _____ 5 46 8 6 — 15 . 6 . Arkansas ______~_______________ 290 (4) 81 29 Y.. 97 
California _-_-________________ 186 795 7 145 1,026 | 1 - Colorado___~_~_~_-_~ ~~ 18 124 70 ~ . “19 122 44. Connecticut --_-_______________ 11 23 204. 15 WwW 212 Delaware _._.__________ 3 177. 8 3. 152 9 District of Columbia ___§__________ | A 1 De Wh Florida____.~2~-~~~_~ ee TT 55 37 - 82 WwW 34 Georgia______~____________ 64 22 8 59 Ww 85 Hawaii__-_______.____________ 2. @) WwW WwW ~. W (7) Idaho______~_~_~___ ~ & 15 5 6 a WwW Nlinois _-§_-$_$_-_-_-_-__~ 351 51 1,595 425 45. 1,200 . Indiana___________§_______ 152 22 856 173 19 872 Iowa ___-_-__~_____ -167 43 341 77. 25 291 , Kansas ___- ~~ _—-§ ~§ 5 9 |. 11 - 260 98 il. 3831 Kentucky _.- 2-2 35 (4) 428 42 () 489 Louisiana _. 2 5 56 w 365 71 3 67 Maine _____-__-_____ 7 12 219 7 WwW VIB Maryland ___~~_-~~ ~~ 43 229 142 52 Ww 70 - Massachusetts ~-..-__.___________ 35 74 442, 33 Citi WwW 586 Michigan. -~-@-_-~_~_~_~______ 221 26 1,371 257 - 16 1,225 Minnesota_ 222 148 95 439 165 58 346 Mississippi_______________________ 23 W 125 23 a 128 Missouri_______~_~__~_~__ 103 17 434 118 17 463 Montana________ = 4 39 5. 8 27 WwW Nebraska _______ 22 89 27 115 81 28 144 Nevada______~_____________ 1 167 8 Ww 166 WwW. New Hampshire ___________________ 2 6 86 We ) Ww New Jersey __-_________________ 124 131 291 180° - $1 212 New Mexico. ~~~ ~~ 8 124 . 2 8 127 2 New York __________________ 242 63 2,304 245 WwW 2,376 © North Carolina 2-2. $2 5 35 5 . 123 78 86 144 — 46 North Dakota_____________________ 45 37 3 82 34 2. Ohio _______~ ~~ 309 11 ~ 1,760 321 A + 2,868 Oklahoma _-____§_§_________ 55 9 72 47 10 - 89° Oregon _______________________ 11 33 WwW 112 .-~— 9 a. Pennsylvania______________________ 162 100 1,191 170 30 1,175 Rhode Island _-_____~_~______________ 5 43 39 5 1 TT South Carolina --~_-_____________ 34 "17 14 38 WwW 18 South Dakota_._-§_-§_-§_-§-_-_-_________ 42 34 42 42 31 38 Tennessee ______~______ 63° (4) 5AT 64 (?) 178 Texas_-_~_________~_- 154 77 265 162 89 204 Utah _--___- 4 368 39 WwW 367 WwW Vermont. = 5 ~ 1 204 5 WwW 164 Virginia _-§___~____________ 62 103 105 66 WwW 79 Washington. _-____________ 18 517 WwW WwW 636 -— West Virginia___________________ 16 5 138. 15 9) 214 Wisconsin _________~________ 215 35 917 299 30 320 Wyoming _______________________ (7) 33 (*) @) 30 ?) Other? _-__________ 32 124 7335 56 376 199 ee 

Tota®___________ ee 3,661 F4,105 16,796 4,052 3,709 415,685 $$ eee Sse 
"Revised. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” 
1Less than 1/2 unit. . 
Includes shipments to overseas areas administered by the United States, Puerto Rico, exports, some shipments to unspecified destinations, and shipments to States indicated by symbol W. 
“Data may differ from totals shown in tables 1, 4, 5, 6, and 7 because of imports, changes in inventory, and/or incomplete data reporting. 
*Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

bution of salt by major end use in 1985 was conditioning, can be combined with the 
chemicals, 47%; ice control, 27%; distribu- primary agricultural and water treatment 
tors, 8%; industrial, 5%; food and agricul- categories for a complete end-use analysis. 
tural, 3% each; water treatment, 2% ; and The use of salt in ion exchange water 
other, 5%. In table 7, specific sectors of softening units was investigated as part of a 
distribution, such as agricultural and water study linking water softness with cardiovas-
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cular disease. Researchers at the Health and magnesium—two elements that largely Effects and Epidemiology Section of the gauge water hardness—had a greater risk 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory concluded of contracting heart disease. However, arti- that people who drank naturally soft water ficially softened water using salt apparently | containing low concentrations of calcium does not contribute to the risk.® 

| | STOCKS AND PURCHASES , 

Total yearend stocks reported by produc- many States, municipalities, distributors, ers decreased from 2.7 million tons in 1984 and road deicing contractors. , to 2.5 million tons in 1985. Most of these Intraindustry salt purchases of salt | stocks were rock salt and solar salt. An amounted to 3.1 million tons, of which 39% unknown quantity of salt for road and was rock salt; brine, 34%; solar, 23%; and highway deicing was usually stored in antic- vacuum pans and open pans, 4%. 
ipation of. adverse winter conditions by 7 | . 

| PRICES 

Price | quotations are not synonymous asked prices. They are quoted here to serve | with average values reported to the Bureau only as a reference to yearend price levels. of Mines. The quotations do not necessaril y The following yearend salt prices were | _ represent prices at which transactions actu- quoted in Chemical Marketing Reporter:? _ ) ally occurred, nor do they represent bid and | 

| Salt, evaporated, , 80-pound bags, car- | | | lots or truckloads, North, works 80 prunes. «4,02 | 
Salt, chemical-grade, same basis, 80 pounds_ _ 4.30 
Salt, rock, medium coarse, same basis, 

80 pounds-__-- == 2:70 . Bulk, same basis, perton.____________ - 25.00 

Table 9 represents the average values of f.0.b. works, based on actual sales by pro- | different types and product forms of salt, ducers. | 

7 | Table 9.—Average values’ of salt, by product form and type | 
(Dollars per short ton) | 

Vacuum 
Product form aad. Solar Rock Brine 

open pans 
ee 

1984 
Bulk_____ === 42.89 12.52 11.97 5.05 Compressed pellets__._..____________._... 98.40 66.92 XX XX Packaged_-________._____ 107.97 42.10 52.38 XX XK 

Average! ——~~-~--~~--~--~--~---------~--.- 92.78 19.67 13.78 5.05 Pressed blocks____._.._..__________________ 75.70 43.06 80.24 XX 1985 
Bulk_____- ~~~ 41.14 14.31 14.51 6.53 Compressed pellets__________________ 92.11 69.72 xX XX Packaged___________ = 94.15 44.52 50.00 XX CX 
Average! ——----~-----~-------~----------- 83.68 20.28 16.08 6.58 Pressed blocks_____________________ 59.00 43.50 70.63 XX 
a SO XX Not applicable. 

*Net selling value, f.o.b. plant, excluding container costs. 
2Salt value data previously reported were an aggregate value per ton of bulk, compressed pellets, and ckaged salt. For time series continuity, an average of these three types of product forms is presented, which is based on the aggregated values and quantities of the product form for each type of salt shown in table 4.
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, | | FOREIGN TRADE - BS 

The United States imported nearly seven tional Salt, the International Trade Admin- 
times the amount of salt it exported. Ex- istration of the U.S. Department of Com- 
ports of salt to Canada represented about merce preliminarily determined that Cana-. 
98% of the total U.S. export market; the dian rock salt was being sold in the United 
balance was distributed to 47 other coun- States at less than fair value, thereby mate- 
tries. | rially injuring domestic rock salt producers. 

_ Approximately 99% of total salt imports Domtar-Inc. and Morton Thiokol, the par- | 
| was bulk rock salt and solar salt. The ent company of Canadian Salt Co., account- 

| - Bahamas, Canada, and Mexico supplied ed for as much as 70%, of the U.S. imports 
78% of the total imports. Imports of salt in from Canada. The case was submitted tothe _ 

, _ bags, sacks, barrels, and brine, primarily U.S. International Trade Commission for a 
from Canada, the Republic of Korea, and final determination by the end of January 

| Mexico, represented the remainder. 1986.7° | Lo | 

... .. » In response to a petition filed by Interna- : 7 

Table 10.—Salt shipped to the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands 

) 7 _ OO 1984 : 1985 
Area Quantity Value Quantity . Value — 

. (short _ (thou- (short (thou- | 
| —_ tons) sands) tons) sands) . 

Puerto Rico ________________________- ee 18,000 «$2,300» «22,990 $5,196 
Virgin Islands __________________________--_----__. 1 1 _- __ 

. . Source: Annual FT800 U.S. Trade with Puerto Rico and U.S. Possessions, Bureau of the Census. | 

Table 11.—U.S. exports of salt, by country | 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) | 

| 1984 1985 
oo Country ——— oe 

- SQ antity Value Quantity _Value - 
Australia. $$$ _»§ -> 5 ee ee (4) 25 () 3 
Bahamas_________________________________- 2 235 1 86 
Canada _________ ee 792 - 11,534 883 12,313 | 
Costa Rica. 5 ee () 27 (3) 4 7 
Denmark _~_____________-~~~~~~~-~_~_~~___~__-_ 3 46 — ot 35 
Honduras. ___$____/--__________~~-__~_ ~~~ () 21 (4) 21 
Hong Kong. __/__.____--_-_-____-____--~~~~ .  Q) 3 __ __- 
Iraq __-_ ~~ _------_--~~-~~-_-+----~---- _~ -- 1 190 
Malaysia ____§_-§_____.-____-~_~-_-_--___-_-~-~-- (4) 1 — __ 
Mexico ________________________________-_- 7 382 5 302 
Netherlands Antilles_______._...~--_____-___- ~~ 1 98 () 105 
Saudi Arabia. $$ $$ -_-_-_- _- > 5 5 ee Le 10 1,970 9 1,930 
South Africa, Republic of _._-___.~. 22. -__-___-~- (4) 1 ) 16 
Trinidad and Tobago_____________________~_-----_ Q) 66 (4) 17 
United Arab Emirates ____________ ~~~ ee (4) 49 () 54 
United Kingdom ________________L_______ eee 1 152 1 216 
Venezuela _________-___________ ee (4) 10 (4) 2 

Other — ~~ ---------------~~~~-~~---~----~---~--__ 4A 
Total _.._.____----____ eee 820 15,299 904 15,988 

1Less than 1/2 unit. | 

- Source: Bureau of the Census as adjusted by the Bureau of Mines.
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| Table 12.—U.S. imports for consumption of salt 
' (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars). — 

eee 
In bags, sacks, barrels, Bulk 

Year or over Packages (dutiable) 
ee 

Quantity Value Quantity Value 
a 

1982 _-_-_-___ AT 1,613 15,404 154,571 1983 --_~_-_~_ 30 1,826 25,967 258,368 1984 -___ 71 2,386 37, ATA 371,714 1985 -- ~~ | 66 3,794 46,141 461,799 ee” 
MIncludes salt brine from Canada through Portland, ME, and St. Albans, VT, customs districts, 26 short tons ($377) and 55 short tons ($2,698), respectively; from Chile through Wilmington, NC, customs district, 100 pounds ($350); and from the United Kingdom through Washington, DC, customs district, 2 pounds ($2,152). 
2Includes salt brine from Canada through Buffalo, NY, customs district, 400 pounds ($610); from Mexico through Laredo, TX, customs district, 18 short tons ($1,126); from Denmark through Cleveland, OH, customs district, 100 pounds ($269); from the United Kingdom through Baltimore, MD, customs district, 100 pounds ($1,209); from Ireland through Gas York, NY, customs district, 15 short tons ($300); and from Japan through Seattle, WA, customs district, 1,300 pounds 

3Includes salt brine from Iceland, the United King dom, and Hong Kong through New York, NY, customs district, 500 pounds ($940); from Norway and the Federal Republic of Germany through Chicago, IL, customs district, 110 short tons ($3,299); from Denmark through Detroit, MI, customs district, 23 short tons ($191); and from Japan through Charleston, SC, customs district, 110 pounds ($527). | “Includes salt brine from Spain through New York, NY, customs district, 1,987 short tons ($27,620); from Denmark through Cleveland, OH, customs district, 935 short tons ($76,714); from Japan through Charleston, SC, customs district, | 691 short tons ($4,620); from Switzerland through Chicago, IL, customs district, 28 short tons ($2,533); and from the Federal Republic of Germany through Washington, DC, customs district, an undisclosed quantity valued at $5,444. 

Source: Bureau of the Census as adjusted by the Bureau of Mines. _ 

Table 13.—U.S. imports for consumption of salt, by country oe 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

. Count 1984 1985 

"y Quantity Value Quantity Value da ses 
Bahamas ____________________ 902 9,163 952 10,301 Brazil __ ---_-~-____~ ee 304 2,567 70 642 Canada* -____ 3,279 27,511 2,670 21,916 | Chile _--_______ ee A479 4,089 280 2,828 France?___ == == 114 896 199 1,967 Germany, Federal Republic off_____________________ 1 + 40 2 135 Italy* _-_-_ _- _— 55 430 Mexico®______________________ 1,519 22,794 1,230 18,657 Netherlands _______________________ 236 2,535 90 2,149 Netherlands Antilles......___________.___..___ |, . 275 2,527 191 2,440 Spaine._-_-_ = 418 1,503 402 3,188 Other ___________ 16 444 67 941 

Total?__-_-_-_~. =e 7,545 74,100 6,207 65,593 
eee 

Includes salt in bags, sacks, and barrels through 10 customs districts, 27,780 short tons ($1,716,050) in 1984; and 11 customs districts, 40,691 short tons ($2,769,497) in 1985. . 2Includes salt in bags, sacks, and barrels through four customs districts, 567 short tons ($13,263) in 1984; and four customs districts, 128 short tons ($38,356) in 1985. 
SIncludes salt in bags, sacks, and barrels through five customs districts, 562 short tons ($67,446) in 1984; and four customs districts, 2,084 short tons ($120,114) in 1985. 
“Includes salt in bags, sacks, and barrels through two customs districts, 1 short ton ($5,160) in 1985. 
5Includes salt in bags, sacks, and barrels through three customs districts, 29,218 tons ($306,502) in 1984; and three customs districts, 14,762 short tons ($148,417) in 1985. 
®Includes salt in bags, sacks, and barrels through one customs district, 3 short tons, ($3,933) in 1984; and one customs district, 22 short tons ($145,725) in 1985. 
"Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Source: Bureau of the Census as adjusted by the Bureau of Mines. ;
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Table 14.—U.S. imports for consumption of salt, by customs district | 

, (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 7 
| district - 1984 1985 

mon Quantity Value Quantity Value 
eee St 

nn nnn 

Anchorage, AK ______._-----~-----~------------ (3) 36 17 272 

Baltimore, MD__________________------------- 573 2,587 413 3,686 
Boston, MA ___________-_----_.------------- 167 1,167 13 1,325 
Buffalo, NY _______-_------~---------~-------- 66 552 1 67 

Chicago, IL______.__------~---~--~----~--------- | 187 5,938 590 _ 4,070 

Cleveland, OH. ~~ 2222 TTTT TT ITTIIII 25 298 92 721. 

Detroit, MI.-______.______________-_--------- 921 9,219 991 9,766. 
Duluth,MN _____________________-_-_-_------ 155 1,433 114 887 
Los Angeles, CA___.________--_---------------- 121 2,178 127 1,082 
Milwaukee, WI __..____-_-_.----------------- 616 4,386 706 3,343 

New Orleans, LA ______ -__~-~-~_--~--~~---~--_-- 237 1,865 148 — 1,593 

New York, NY___.___---------+----~-----=+---- 645 6,760 404 6,234 

Ogdensburg, NY 2 2222277727277722222TTIIIIII 2A B42 MS "02 enspurg, — oe eee eee ee , 

Philadelphia, PA ____________________---------- | 182 2,567 216 2,505 
Portland ME _________.~~.________~__~__--_- 571 5,378 461 3,787 
Portland, OR_____..______-_..---_----------- 589 7,648 505 7,049 | 
Providence, RI._________________-_----------- 94 959 13 629 
St. Albans, VT_____.___-_____ eee 15 841 6 142 
San Juan, PR __________-_____----------+---- q 189 10 | 269 
Savannah,GA___________________~---~------- 467 4,559 400 3,398 . 7 
Seattle, WA _________-___________----------- 658 6,165 503 - 9,580 
Tampa, FL__________________--------------- 86 902 89 760 
Wilmington, NC___________________----------- 165. 2,779 207 3,207 
Other___________-_______________---------- 268 4,656 2 176 

Total _.-__--_--_--__--_----_----------- 7,545 74,100 6,207 265,598 
eee ee ee eee 

1Legs than 1/2 unit. 
2Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. | 

Source: Bureau of the Census as adjusted by the Bureau of Mines. . | 

WORLD REVIEW 

| Canada.—Seleine Mines Inc., wholly —_ physical scientist, Division of Industrial Minerals. 
owned by Société Québécoise d’Exploration _ “Edwards, R. Salt Mine Tours Slated: Owner Eyes Dump 

Miniére (SOQUEM), which is the Quebec S¢{uP Te erat ee oe ny, New Ordinance Goveras 
government’s mining company, sought a Use of Underground Mines. Mar. 27, 1985, p. A3. 

, : Virgin, B. Future of FMC’s S.C. Plant in Doubt. Daily partner to assume a 40% interest or to buy Mail (Charleston, WV), July 9, 1985, p. Ad. 

| its rock salt mine on the St. Magdalen —= ‘chemical Week. Pennwalt Closes a Chlorine/Caustic 
Islands in the Gulf of the St. Lawrence Unit. V. 185, No. 15, 1985, pp. 14-16. oo, 
River. Production problems that affected Sen ewe tribune Bad aera dee of Read Sal M w 110, No. 
profitability were cited as the reason SO- 21, Oct. 18, 1985, p. 10. 
QUEM needed a partner with the capital , jheMin ag Journal (Mar wane tes MD). Salt Study Urged. 
necessary to finance mine improvements. N *Science News, Soft Water and Heart Disease. V. 127, 
Unless a partner or buyer was found, the 9“ 1909, p. toe. 

. . keti . 
Government could decide to close the mine jean Se Repo er ONG Et Dee 30. 1588, 
that produced 1 million tons of rock salt per _ P- 48. Rock Salt Dumeine Found Against Canad 

year and employed 180 people." V.298, No.4, Joly 22,1988 pT Against Canada. 
Nigeria.—The Nigerian Mining Corp. and 11Toomey, C. Six Salt Producers Eye Soquem Mine. The 

the National Chemical Co. announced plans Gazette (Toronto, Canada), v. 15, No. 10, Nov. 2, 1985, oo : p. H3. 
to coproduce food-grade and industrial salt. 12Industrial Minerals (London). Company News and 

. _ Mineral Notes. No. 218, 1985, p. 81. The salt would be used for domestic con 
sumption and for export.’
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| ’ Table 15.—Salt: World production, by‘country* | | 
. (Thousand short tons) OO 

Country? : 1981 1982 1983 =" 1984> _ 1985° eo 

‘Afghanistan®_______________________ 7 ot lw 86 ou | 
Albania®___ === 5 75 80 80 80 
Algeria — =~ i 141 154 °165 193 =, 200 
Angola® ______.-__---_- ee 55 65 60 55 — di 
Argentina: , - 

Rock salt __--~ ~~~ 1 1 1 1 1, 
Other salt_ _~§ ~~~ ~~ ~~ 1,083 655 - 746 1,033 880 

Australia (marine salt and brine salt) ________ 7,403. 5,303 5,699 - ©5,500 5,500 
Austria: ‘ 

Rock salt ~~~ ~~~ LL ‘] 1 1 1 4] 
Evaporated salt ~~~ 609 478 396 462 460 
‘Saltin brine ~__~_~ ~~~ 291 236 155 263 250 

Bahamas ____________-______-_ ___ 1,069 899 950 “960 9400 
Bangladesh? _~_________.___-____--_ 804 634 268 741 660° 
Benin _-_~~~---~~-~~-~~_-~-~~---- ~ 4 (*) (*) i) (*) 
Brazil: - . 

. Rock salt ~~~ ~~ LL 925 922 51,023 1,046 1,050 
Marine salt _ ~~. ~~~ Le 3,049 3,183 53,592 3,944 — 4,080 

Bulgaria. -__.________.___________ 98 97 5 98 699 
Burma’? _________ . 298 297 317 309 - 310 
Cambodia (Kampuchea) ___~________.___ 27 - 42 45, 45 45 
Canada ____9_ ~~ 7,981: ~ 8,752 9,482 11,282 11,070 
Chile__ ~~~ Le , 320 743 | 788 690 . 6831 
China ___~~ ~~ LL 20,194 18,060 “17,780 * ©17,950 15,900 | 
Colombia: oo I co : 

‘Rocksalt _..__-____ i 849s 8381 298 £300 _ 280. 
Marine salt . ~~~ . , 440 223 ~ . 321 - 617 440 . 

: Costa Rica (marine salt)®_-§ ___-§_§___________ 43 - 6121. 120 120 120 
Cuba. ee 177 . 218 ' 198 ‘- 2 208 200 | Cyprus_____________________._.__. 10 11 __ __ - 
Czechoslovakia_ ~~ ~~~ 2 343 360 265 268 270 . 

'  Denmark®___ ~~~ ~ 439 440 . ~ 498 576 - 6633 
Dominican Republic® ____§__§ _____________ 70 70 70 70’ 70 
Egypt _______________________.__- 748 913 —«-:1,012 €1,100 1,100 
El Salvador® ____§ ~~» 5» a 2 2 2 - 2 3 

| Ethiopia:® § , 
Rock salt®____ = 5 ee 17 17 17 17 17 

, - Marinesalt__________________-___ 8121 121 121 130 130 
France: . . . - 

Rock salt ~.-_-_..-_.--..-_-- ___ 828 421 311 249 . 250 
Brine salt -. $2 5 5 Le 1,204 ‘1,181 | 1,184 “1,200  —-—-:1,200 , 
Marine salt _-§_--. $e 1,517 1,696 1,494 1,522 1,540 . 

' Salt in solution. ~~... 2 LL 4,266 4,091 4,678 "4,740 4,850. 
German Democratic Republic: ce . 

Rock salt®_ = = ~ 83.369 63.370 3,380 ™3,390 — 8,800 ° 
Marine salt _= 2 2 LL 62 61 62 64 60 

Germany, Federal Republic of: Marketable: 
Rock salt _-. 5 “ 9,228 1,154 6,906 7,700 —7,,200 
Marine salt and other salt ____._.________ 4,601 - 4,848 - 4,560 ©4,600 4,400 

Ghana® ____ ' 55 55 55 . 55 ee) 
Greece 145 128 176 - Fe150 180 

‘Guatemala ___________--___.------- 15 15 17 T1828 
Honduras® ________________________ 35 35 35 35 35 
Iceland____~_~_~___~_ ~~ (4) (*) 1 1 8] 
India: 

- Rocksalt _. 2. —  & 5 5 &¢ 6 
. ‘Marine salt _.§ 2 2 2 9,841 7,758 7,725 8,514 — 8,800 

Indonesia __ ~~ 295 T1387 681 408 660 
Iran® *§__ . 660 770 830 830 830 
Iraqe 698 90 90 90 80 . 
Israel____ ~~~ ____ ~~ 146 163 ©160 ©160 170 
Ttaly: 

k salt and brine salt... _-§-_-_______ 3,979 3,974 3,807 3,588 63.500 
Marine salt® ~~~ = 1,060 1,100 1,200 1,100 1,100 

Japan®_ $e 1,105 1,065 1,015 1,300 1,300 
Jordan® __-_ ~~ 33 55 90 90 90 
Kenya: 

~ Rock® __~- eee 30 50 70 830 83 
Other _---_--_-~~_~____---_____- ©23 27 °26 31 33 

Korea, North® ______________________ 630 680 630 630 630 
Korea, Republic of _______......._.___ 664 952 530 709 720 
Kuwait _~____--~----~~--~--_-_-___ 21 21 ©20 23 623 
Laos®___ 22 610 11 11 11 
Lebanon® ______~_~_________~_______ 17 11 6 6 6 
Leeward and Windward Islands® ___________ 55 55 55 55 «55 
Libyae__ === Wo 11 3 13 11 
Madagascar® ___ _____~___~~__________ 33 33 33 33 33 
Mali*__ 5 5 § 5 5 
Malta ____________-_--- = Lillie (4) (*) (4) (4) (4) 
Mauritania® _—_____________ _- 6g 6 6 6 

See footnotes at end of table.
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_ Table 15.—Salt: World production, by country! —Continued | 

Se (Thousand short tons) - 

- Country? 1981 1982 1988 . . 19848 — 1985° 

Mauritius... = ‘ TE OT oy 4 
Mexico. _____ ~~ 2 22- - _ eLe 8767 . 6,180 - -, 6,287 © 6,787 -.  -6,600 

| Mongoliat__----_- 22 “17. 17 18 18 18 
Morocco __ ee "61 62 71 69 70 
Mozambique®____.§___.___..._____---_ 30.C—~“‘“i;*;é‘é‘ SO 30 30 30 

: Namibia (marine salt)______.____.------ 2130 203 2 8 23=—s«5k 97 £168. 
. Netherlands _.._._-_..-_-_-.-__._---. | 3,944 3,517 3,444 «4,050 - 4,900 
Netherlands Antilles® _..____._________ ¥240 300. 220 F390 | 390 

. New Zealand - _ — -___-_-~------------- 1 77 89 63 ie . 
Nicaragua® . ~~~... 20 20 17 1 
Niger® _-. 2-5 ~~ ee oe BO 63 3 3 3 

~ -‘Rocksalt _- "564 594 629 659 630 
: Othersalt -. -.-. -__-_-____-__ - F202 ™2460—=ti(‘é‘ 21D F 900. 344 

oo | Panama (crude) —__------------------ 85 27 94 = 100 - 100 
: | Peru ~~ eee 558 535 ©540 °550 550 

. Philippines _..-..---_---_- ~~. 392 402 421 442 440° 

. Rock salt -_~_---_--.-----~-~+~.-_ 1,447 1,475 _ 1,247 1306 § %1,321 
. 2 | 3,261 2,776 | ©2150 3,887. -- $4,080 

Portugal: me co ie a o. Pr 
Rock salt __. ~~~ ~~ - 450 448 467 502 510. 
Marine salt® _~_._ ~~~ 2 . 180 110 120 F120 180 : 
0 5,548 5,248 5,066 —-_°5,000 - §,000 - 
Senegal _____-___-.--_-------u---- 155 176 190 182 . -.- 180 
Sierra Leone®_____________-_________ 2202 80280 220 200 
‘Somalia® __.-_.22 = Le 33 88 33 “33. 38 

: South Africa, Republic of - - — ~——-—--—~ ---- a 595 646 820 679 === 497 

PPRock salt ne 2,536 2,439 2,214 2,377 2,300° 
Marine salt and other evaporated salt __ __ _ _ 1,536 1,187 1267 1,859 - 1,300 

Sri Lanka _. ~~~ 115 494 142 118 120 . 
Sudan _______--_-_-- ~~ 41 $1 &g0 ©g0 80 

. - Switzerland____.-_.-.--_-_-----_-__~ | -  aT5D 399 349 410 420 
Syria__.-_-----.-----.-- ~~ £100 - 112 96 . 96 — 100 . 
Taiwan ___.~___~~ ~~~ 387 289° 87 241 * 190. 

_ Tanzania _.._-____---__--_-_-_- ~~ 41 41 31 24 20 

Rocksalt ~~. Le 12 12 6 11 11 
‘Other salt® ~~~ 5 180 180 180 180 180 

Togoe___ 1 (*) -- _- eo 
—- Tunisia _-_-- ~~~ eee 615 464 | 413 364 £446 

Turkey______..------.--------1--- 1,539 1,448 1,540 © 1482 1,400. 
Uganda®_____-___________-_-_ Le - 6 6 6 6 6 
USS.R ~~~ . 16,755 17,416 17,857 18,200 18,700 
United Kingdom: a : 

Rocksalt _._--_-__~_____~_-_ ee _ 1,488 2,435 1,451 . 1,730 1,800 
Brine salt?®©_ 2 = 2 - 1,603 1,713 1,537 1,569 1,700 
Other salt?®©___- _-§_ LL 4,317 4,270 3,969 4,557 4,500 

United States including Puerto Rico (sold or used 
by producers): . 
Rock salt woo eee 11,871 13,503 9,941 13,355 14,669 
Other salt: ae 

United States __.._.____.___---_ 27,086 24,391 24,632 25,871 624,815 
Puerto Ricof_ $$... __-_-______ 8 16 32 30. 35 

Venezuela. ~~~ ~~~ ©2715 375 342 reseg 390 

Vietnam® ___ ~~ 445 ee) 980 880 880 
Yemen (Aden)®______________________ 80 80 80 80 80 
Yemen (Sanaa)® ____ $e 70 60 155 160 160 
Yugoslavia: 

ksalt ~~ LL 212 219 212 
Marine salt __-----.~-__._------__- 40 42 32 419 - 6450 
Salt from brine_ —___.___.__._____-_ 209 211 215 

Lo Total _--__----_______-_-_ 188,953 180,320 175,434 188,699 187,693 
rg rer perenne 

°Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. 
1Table includes data available through June 24, 1986. 
7Salt is produced in many other countries, but quantities are relatively insignificant and reliable production data are 

not available. 
*Year ending June 30 of that stated. 
*Less than 1/2 unit. 
5Data represent sales. 
®Reported figure. 
*Brine salt production as reported by the Burmese Government was as follows, in short tons: 1981—92,368; 1982— 

81,462; 1983—521 502; 1984—89,470; and 1985—49,061. 
®Year beginning Mar. 21 of that stated. 
*Fiscal year ending Mar. 31 of that stated. 
Data captioned “Brine salt” for the United Kingdom are the quantities of salt obtained from the evaporation of 

brines; that captioned “Other salt” are the salt content of brines used for purposes other than production of salt by 
evaporation.



: By Valentin V. Tepordei: _ | 

| A total of 800 million short tons of con- Exports of construction sand and gravel struction sand and gravel valued at $2.4 in 1985 decreased 18% to 1.5 million tons | billion, f.o.b. plant, was estimated to have valued at $8.9 million, while imports in- been produced in the United States in 1985. creased 68% to 246,000 tons valued at $1.6 | This tonnage is the highest production re- million, Domestic apparent consumption of | ported since 1979, and 17% below the record construction sand and gravel in 1985 was high production of 1978, but 3% higher than 799 million tons. - OB | that of 1984, when the last full annual —_ Exports of industrial sand decreased 27% | survey was conducted. _ a in 1985 to 866,000 tons valued at $22.6 | - Production of industrial sand and gravel million, while imports for consumption in- _ | in 1985 was unchanged from that of 1984 creased 212% to 81,000 tons valued at $1.5 and totaled 29.4 million tons valued at $374 million. Domestic apparent consumption of : million, f.o.b. plant, a 12% decrease from industrial sand and gravel was 28.6 million the record high production of 1979. _ _ tons. a Oo / | 

OO | Table 1.—Salient U.S, sand and gravel statistics | | 
| (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) . 

- i 1981 1982 1983 1984 = 1985. 
Sold or used: 

Construction sand and gravel: _ Quantity______-_________________  °690,000 594,000  °655,100 = 773,900 + °800,100 Value_—________________________ °$1,928'000 $1,674,000 *$1,935,000 $2,244,000 °$2,438,000 
Industrial: . . : . | _ Sand: 

| Quantity ---_-__-_____________ 29,250 26,350 26,080 28,680 29,070 Grave” poe ee $326,300 $316,900 $329,500 $370,870 $370,730 
Quantity ——— 728 1,024 587 705 357 . alue__ = $5,997 $6,846 $5,667 $6,844 $3,340 ——— 0006844 $3,340 

Total industrial:* | | Quantity -—__________-_-_____ 29,980 27,400 26,620 29,380 29,430 Exoorts: alue--_____________________  $382/300  $328'800 —-$835'200 $377,200 $874,070 
Quantity ~ ieee 2,397 1,946 2,350 8,088 2,379 alue ~~~ $36,736 $34,397 $32,487 $37,981 $31,515 Imports for consumption: 

Quantity ~---- eee 337 275 181 177 327 alue _____-_~__2 $2,608 $4,002 $2,666 $2,529 $3,085 eee ees vo “Estimated. 
1Puerto Rico excluded from all sand and gravel statistics. 
*Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

| 821
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Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- Legislation and Government  Pro- 

| duction data for construction and industrial grams.—On March 5, the U.S. Congress 

= sand and gravel are developed by the Bu- approved an 18-month Interstate Cost Esti- 

- reau of Mines from voluntary surveys of mate (ICE) legislation that retroactively 

US. producers. Beginning with 1981, full gave the U.S. Department of Transporta- 

: surveys of construction sand and gravel . tion the authority to disburse to the States 

producers are conducted for even-numbered ~— construction funds collected into the Fed- — 

- - years only. For odd-numbered years, pre- eral Highway Trust: Fund for the period 

liminary surveys are conducted that collect ending September 30, 1985. On September — 

- production information on a sample basis 19, an additional ICE legislation was passed 

- that is used to generate only annual prelim- by the U.S. Congress for the period ending 

| inary estimates at the State level. Industri- September 30, 1986. Most of these funds 

al sand and gravel producers are surveyed were to be used for highway construction — 

every year. Of the 181 industrial sand and and repair work, and their late release 

gravel: operations surveyed, 139, or 76%, impacted to some extent the demand for 

| | reported to the Bureau of Mines. Of these, construction sand and gravel. ; Sa 

| 136 operations were active and their total In August 1985, the Environmental Pro- 

| production was 24.5 million tons, or 83% of tection Agency issued its final regulations 

7 the U.S. total industrial sand and gravel establishing particulate emission standards _ 

produced. The nonrespondents’ production of performance for nonmetallic mineral. 

| was estimated using production reports, processing plants. The regulations went in- 

adjusted prior years’ production, and/or to effect on August 1, and will be imple- 

employment data. Of the 139 reporting mented under section 111 of the Clean Air — 

operations,.18 did-not indicate a breakdown Act. The standards were based on emission ~ 

by end uses. Their total production, as well levels achievable using well-designed and 

| as that of the 32 estimated operations repre- operated baghouse controls or wet-dust sup- 

- senting 17% of the U.S. total, was included pression techniques. The standards apply to 

in “other unspecified uses.” In 1985, 18 new, modified, and reconstructed facilities — 

industrial sand and gravel operations were at plants processing 18 industrial minerals 

idle. co including sand and gravel. — 

: oe : CONSTRUCTION SAND AND GRAVEL | | | 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION the national total. | : 

, a . a oa | Tarmac PLC of Wolverhampton, United 
Revised production estimates indicate Kingdom, purchased the Florida aggregates 

that in 1985 US. output of construction and ready-mix concrete operations of Lone 

sand and gr avel increased 3% compared tar Industries Inc. of Fort Lauderdale, FL. 

with that of 1984. All regions, except New The newly formed company, Tarmac Flori- 

England and West South Central, regis- da Inc., will be situated in Fort Lauderdale, 
tered increases up to 11%. The Pacific ,. Pioneer Concrete of Texas Inc., based in 
region continued to lead the Nation with an Houston, TX, purchased four sand and grav- 

estimated 178 million tons, or 22% of the el operations and seven ready-mix concrete 
US. total, followed by the East North Cen- plants in south Texas from Lone Star Indus- 
tral region with 132 million tons, or 17% of tries. A Hawaiian affiliate of Lone Star 
the total, and the Mountain region with 113 Industries formed a partnership with Ade- 
million tons, or 14% of the total. laide Brighton Cement Holdings Ltd. of 
Among the four major geographic re- Australia and purchased Lone Star’s aggre- 

gions, the West again led the Nation in the gate and ready-mix concrete operations 
production of construction sand and gravel throughout Hawaii. —_ 

with 36% of the total. The North Central River Aggregates Co. of Hernando, MS, a 

region was next with 27%, and the South subsidiary of River Cement Co. of Orange, 
was third with 25%. Construction sand and TX, is a new major sand and gravel produc- 
gravel was produced in every State, andthe er in Mississippi. A long-time cement 

10 leading States, in descending order of supplier of this area, River Cement decided 
volume, were California, Texas, Michigan, to diversify by becoming a sand and gravel 
Arizona, Ohio, Alaska, New York, Colorado, producer. The new operation, near the 

Illinois, and Minnesota. Their combined Mississippi-Tennessee border, is equipped 

estimated production represented 52% of with a 600-ton-per-hour processing plant.
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Figure 1.—Production of construction sand and gravel in the United States in 1985, : 
by geographic region. 

FOREIGN TRADE A computer-controlled sand classifier in- 
. stalled by Eastern Aggregates Inc. of David- 

Exports.—Exports of construction sand ] . | se 
le, MD, was instrumental in increas- ! decreased 18% to 997,000 tons valued at S°MViE: ? . 

$6.2 million. Canada was the major destina- 18 concrete sand production at the plant. tion, receiving 90% of the total, while Mexi- The computerized classifier tracks raw ma- 
co received 7%. Exports of construction terial fed into the system, calculates the 
gravel decreased 19% to 516,000 tons valued optimal settings for different discharge sta- 
at $2.7 million, 94% of which went to tions, and transmits the parameters to the 
Canada. central control station. Based on the auto- 

| Imports.—Imports for consumption of matic readouts of the sand’s fineness modu- 
construction sand and gravel increased 63%. lus made every 6 minutes, the system ad- 
to 246,000 tons valued at $1.6 million, 86% justs the yield from the varying feed stocks 
of which came from Canada. to meet preset specifications.‘ 

Midwestern Industries of Massillon, OH, 
TECHNOLOGY introduced a new screening system called 

The National Sand and Gravel Associa- Multi-Vib. The system stratifies the materi- 
tion’s Annual Plant Operator’s Forum, held al in a shallow fluidized bed on each deck 
in Los Angeles, CA, from March 17 to with rapid drop-through of particles. The 
March 20, 1985, covered a broad range of process reduces the wear of the screens and 
inn sand and geval of hy craulic dredg: sizes the material more accurately into the ing in perations. Automa- final products.® 
tion of sand and gravel plants, computer- . a a 
controlled sand classifiers, and tips on how. The chances of su nif s in optaining od if 
to design portable plants for easy relocation long range mining plans of ae oreg te pro- 
within the pit were also discussed.? A re- > : 
view of the basics of hydraulic dredging ducing operations are properly presented to 
technology and how it can help a sand and_ the public. Three-dimensional quarry mod- 
gravel operation grow and increase profit- els displaying the present and the future of 
ability was published by a leading expert in the operation were successfully used by 
this field.s Cooley Gravel Co. of Denver, CO, and Trap
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| Rock Industries Inc. of Franklin, NJ.§ the new system by the operating personnel, 

The decision to automate an aggregate according to an article that reviewed the 

processing plant is usually determined by human and economic aspects of plant auto- 

| economic factors. However, the success of mation.’ 
| such an effort depends on acceptance of 

Table 2.—Construction sand and gravel sold or used in the United States, by geographic — 
region 

nS 
1984 1985 | 

ee 
. Quanti- 

4. : . ty e 
Geographic r uantity Percent Value Percent Percent Value Percent 

apie region Cory of (thou- _——of (thou- of —— (thou- of . 
. short tons) - total sands) total sho; rt total sands) total 

. tons) 
a 

. - Northeast: 
New England _ ~~~ ~~ 39,694 — 5. $113,590 5 38,300 5 $117,900 5 . 

Middle Atlantic _____ 49,985 6 177,028 8 55,600 7 199,200 8 

North Central: . 
East North Central _ — — 127,648 17 = 386,715 15 = 182,200 17 ~=370,800 16 

So West North Central _— 80,307 10 183,146 8 82,600 10 §=©196,400 8 

uth: . 
South Atlantic_ —_ ——_ 63,609 8 187,397 8 67,900 8 203,400 . 8 

East South Central — —_ 36,697 5 99,225 4 39,200 5 115,000 . 5 

w West South Central_ __ 98,748 13 304,493 14 93,900 12 302,700 12 

est: 
Mountain_._ _ ~~ —_~— 107,332 14 314,833 14 = 112,900 14 338,400. 14 

Pacific. __ _____—-- 169,861 22 527,528 24 = 177,500 22 594,200 . 24 

Total! __.______ 773,900 100 2,244,000 ~100 800,100 | 100 2,438,000 100 

“Estimated. | 
| 1Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Table 3.—Construction sand and gravel sold or used in the United States, by State 

| . (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) . | 
LS 

. 1984 1985° 
State $$ 

. Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Alabama ________~__~-_____------~~~--~------ 10,348 26,188 11,000 32,000 

Alaska ______~____~__~_ ee + 30,861 66,883 29,000 63,000 

Arizona______~_~.—__-~---------~~------------ 30,439 101,959 37,000 118,000 

Arkansas______§__~_~___ ee ee 8,334 23,786 8,500 24,400 

California ___________---------------------- 102,420 360,427 112,800 430,000 . 

Colorado ___§_________ ee 28,024 87,324 27,500 88,000 

Connecticut ____§______~-___-------~-+-------- 6,718 22,817 6,000 21,000 

Delaware____________~___~-~~.+-------~-----~--- 1,003 2,795 1,300 4,000 

Florida __~_-$_$_§__-__ ~~ ee - 21,032 48,494 22,500 49,500 

Georgia_________------~---------~----------- 5,347 13,623 5,000 13,400 

Hawaii ____________~-__~----~--___-~~------- 436 2,031 500 2,100 

Idaho ___________ ~~~ ~~ ee 4,725 13,509 4,000 11,400 

Illinois ____.___ ~~~ -§ 25,969 72,477 26,600 77,000 

Indiana__________~_~--~__-~-----~__--------+-+-- 16,071 44,744 18,600 55,800 

Iowa_______~____ ee 13,882 37,027 12,000 30,500 

Kansas _______~+-__-~-_~-~---=~-~--~-~----~+--~-~-+- 11,796 26,358 13,200 31,800 

Kentucky_ __.______-~---~-----~----~--------- 7,839 18,252 7,600 19,000 

Louisiana_ __ _ ___. ___-_~-_--~-~~~----~-----~--~-- 17,040 54,664 15,000 48,000 

Maine_____________~_~~---~-~~-~~ ~~~ 7,885 19,228 7,200 18,000 

Maryland_______-----~-------~-------------- 14,234 46,671 17,000 58,000 

Massachusetts_ ___.~-__-----~-~~----~----~~---~-- 14,168 42,139 14,900 47,500 

Michigan ______~_-_~_------~-~-~---~-~---------- 36,071 76,540 38,000 93,000 

Minnesota ________~~-___-~-~-~-~-~~~-~-~-~--~--~-~-+--- 22,612 49,087 25,000 55,500 
Mississippi __ _ _ _ __ _- --------~---~----~-------- 12,205 34,955 13,400 42,000 
Missouri _____________~-__--~~_~________ Lee 7,967 19,364 7,500 20,000 
Montana ________~_~___---~--~-~-~-~-~~--~~-~-~-~-+-~-- 7,776 21,269 9,000 26,000 

Nebraska_____________--~-~-~~~--~~-~-----~-~-~+-- 11,8389 27,791 11,600 28,800 
Nevada________________- ee 8,202 20,505 9,500 24,800 
New Hampshire. ____________----------------- 5,637 16,054 6,300 19,800 
New Jersey______________----------_-------- 9,545 31,878 10,600 36,700 
New Mexico _________________------__------- 8,363 22,389 8,400 22,800 
New York __________________ Le 25,968 80,866 28,000 88,500 
North Carolina ___-_§_._________--------------+--- 6,312 18,159 6,100 19,500 
North Dakota ______________---------------—- 6,426 11,351 6,900 13,800 
Ohio___ ~~ ~~ ~§ -_- ~ - 31,748 104,709 33,000 109,000 

Oklahoma ____________________~-~-~~__ 10,984 26,582 12,600 32,300 
Oregon _____________________~------------- 12,776 37,117 12,500 36,800 
Pennsylvania _________________-----~-~---+----- 14,472 64,285 17,000 74,000 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Construction sand and gravel sold or used in the United States, by State 
—Continued 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

| 1984. 1985® 
State —. $$$ ce 

Quantity Value Quantity Vaiue 

Rhode Island____._.__.____-_---------------. 1,488. 5,282 1,200 4,600 
South Carolina _.______.__.--~-~~~----------- 5,845 17,097 4,900 14,000 
South Dakota __________-.-_~-_~------------- 5,786 12,168 6,400 16,000 
Tennessee __ __-_________ 6,304 19,830 7,200 22,000 
Texas ______-_~____-~~____~~- ee 62,389 199,461 57,800 198,000 
Utah_______ ~~~ ee 15,217 34,507 14,000 36,400 
Vermont _______________-_--~~~~-~-~ ~~~ 3,802 8,071 2,700 7,000 
Virginia ~~ _-__________ ~~~ ee - 8,860 37,359 10,200 42,000 
Washington ______________-_----~_-~---------- 23,369 61,070 22,700 62,300 
West Virginia ___________.-_-------~---~--~----- . 976 3,198 900 3,000 

- Wisconsin ___.__..._._-__~-~--~-------------- 17,785 38,245 16,000 36,000 
Wyoming____________--__---~-~__--~---_-_-- 4,586 18,372 3,500 11,000 

Total?_.__§_»_-»____-» » eee ee 773,900 2,244,000 800,100 2,438,000 

- Estimated. 
1Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Table 4.—U.S. exports of construction sand and gravel, by country 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) : 

| Construction sand Gravel 

Country - . . mas 
| | Quantity Pas. Quantity Fas, 

1984 

Bahamas ____  _ . -§ 75 5 ee (??) 3 1 16 . 
Canada ______ eee 1,006 3,215 616 1,635 
Mexico ______~_ ee 181 1,534 1 20 
Other ________~ ee 23 3,342 17 560 

Total _.- ~~ ee 1,210 8,094 635 2,231 

. 1985 . 

Canada __________ ~~ 892 3,061 485 1,430 . 
Germany, Federal Republic of _...__§_/__...._.....__~~- 4° 657 -- _- 
Mexico __-__ ~> ee 74 520 11 238 
Netherlands Antilles__ ~~... ~~~ ~__~______-_ 1 7 8 131] 
Saudi Arabia_____________-__~~_~__~-_~~--~--_- 11 64 (?) 1 
Trinidad and Tobago __ _ ./________..______--~-~~_ 4 244 1 112 
Other ________ ee 11 1,659 11 806 

Total _.-________-_-----------------+-~---- 997 6,212 516 32.723 

1Value of material at U.S. port of export; based on transaction price, including all charges incurred in placing material 
alongside ship. ; 

2Less than 1/2 unit. 
3Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Table 5.—U.S. imports for consumption of construction sand and gravel, by country 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

e 1984 1985 

Country : 

Quantity ites Quantity wt, 

Antigua. __________--_--------~~~~~~-----~--- 3 23 9 61 
Bahamas ______-_____~--_~___~---~~~-~~----~--~-- 14 110 oo _- 
British Virgin Islands ______________-.---------- 4 82 11 155 
Canada ____~___---_---___~-~-~-_~-~-~~-~--~--~-~---- 121 1,100 212 908 
Mexico ee ee eee _- 2 2 oo 

pain ~~ --_-___ ~~ eee -- _- 11 
Other _______----------~------~~~~~---+---- tg T287 1 131 

Total ___-_______~-----___-~-~-----~------- 151 21,603 246 1,572 

"Revised. 
1Value of material at U.S. port of entry; based on purchase price and includes all charges (except U.S. import duties) in 

bringing material from foreign country to alongside carrier. 
2Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding.
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| INDUSTRIAL SAND AND GRAVEL | 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION In 1985, 98 producers of industrial sand 
| . . and gravel with 169 active operations were 

The total output of industrial sand and canvassed by the Bureau of Mines. About 
oon od fone that oe a re oth 75% of the industrial sand and gravel 

Central region continued to lead the Nation produced annual suet on of Hons @ each 
with 40% of the US. total, followed by the 200,000 ¢ The 10 leadi roducers of 
South with 36%, the Northeast with 18%, * 0’. pos ep Caan Pr so 

d the West ’, th 11%. Compared with industrial sand and gravel were, in descend- 
eee oar Os ing order of tonnage, Unimin Corp., Penn- 
that of 1984, the output of industrial sand sylvania Glass Sand Corp. (PGS), The Morie 

: and gravel by region increased 3.6% in the Go, In a Ottawa Sil; Go M ie Bros. of | 
South and slightly in the Northeast, and I di ne., I "Sta , dard Sa 1é& oti Co. 
decreased 3.9% in the West and slightly in ‘™@1ana ‘nc., otandard sand & oilica ©o., 
the North Central region. Oglebay Norton Co., Construction Aggre- 

Based on the 1980 census data on popula- %4tes Corp., ween slice CO and ee 
| tion, U.S. per capita industrial sand and Mining Corp. Their combined production, 

gravel production was 0.13 ton. Per capita from 54 operations, represented 67% of the 

’ production by region was 0.20 ton in the US. total. 
North Central, followed by the South with _ PGS of Berkley Springs, WV, the second 

: 0.14 ton, and the West and the Northeast largest U.S. producer of industrial sand, 
with 0.08 ton. was sold in the second half of 1985 by its 

The 10 leading States in the production of Parent company, International Telephone 
industrial sand and gravel in 1985 were, in & Telegraph Corp. of New York, NY, to 
descending order of volume, Illinois, Michi- United States Borax & Chemical Corp. of 
gan, New Jersey, California, Florida, Texas, Los Angeles, CA, a subsidiary of The Rio 
Ohio, North Carolina, Wisconsin, and Okla- Tinto-Zinc Corp. PLC of London, United 
homa. Their combined production repre- Kingdom. The sale followed expansion 
sented 73% of the national total. Production plans announced by PGS in 1984 that in- 
increased 38% in Florida, 18% in Wiscon- cluded the installation of new automated 
sin, 12% in North Carolina, and 4% in New production and quality control equipment, 
Jersey, but decreased 18% in Ohio and and automated packaging and shipping fa- 
slightly in California and Illinois. . cilities at four of its operations. : 

[em Ay, 
~.... ["*, | (creecaee { nay _ ON i _s(eNOLANO 

‘ nt mune — = 4 cor ae aT rey 04 

\~rjtamar — —_ _ J WEST NORTH CENTRAL ; oe iA 
Ce ! e | Root. FE: 

Pacie, ~~ Tim — —/ ar __? rear ~~ yp Us hte @ c m 7 ar soy ams -\ 46 wah é ® é ag 

3 Mountain [== ~ _ _. NORTH CENTRAL he 

Fert — : J wa ‘ Srantic 
of ~ reeuere, — . ate —— ma @ ) 

| ~ 7 oer ™ a 6 Lf PT Barer 
oN i WEST SOUTH CENTRAL Ya car MEENTRAL , 

Es e 1 1 = er 
i c : 

@ Production (mifion short tons) Ne ssh , 

Figure 2.—Production of industrial sand and gravel in the United States in 1985, 
by geographic region.
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| CONSUMPTION AND USES —_—s valued. at $1.5 million. Of this, 52%. came 
| vo . from Australia, 17% from Antigua, and 

_ Sand and gravel production reported by 149% from Japan. an 
- producers to the Bureau of Mines is actual- | _ 

_ ly material sold or used by the companies. | TECHNOLOGY ee 
Stockpiled material is not reported until it A consortium of seven companies was 
is consumed. a nso 1 con 7 

| Of the 29.1 million tons of industrial sand established to sponsor research and devel- 
gold or used, 35% was consumed as glass- °Pment in glass technology . The companies 
making sand and 18% as foundry sand. involved in this joint venture _ were ACI 

Other important uses were hydraulic Internationa’ nee Fee era | 
fracturing sand with 7%, and abrasive sand Brockway Inc. o fr Tockway, © “A; Vonsumers 
with 6%. Because some companies did not Cus o Ltd. 0 rover; Canada; camper’ | | 
report a breakdown by end use, their total Windsor Sethe Shrited Kingdom: Weingand 
production as well as the estimates for . ? >. 2 
nonrespondents were included in “Other aes of the F etre peau o alot Se 
unspecified uses,” which represent about :tilion over a. oar riod will be avi ded 
19% of total U.S. output. On a regional b the group ed Fama seven resean ch proj 

level, most of the glassmaking sand was ects The aim of the research is to develop a 
produced in the South, 39%, followed by the str on g, lightweight, glass container that 

North Central, 26%, and the West, 18%; could successfully compete with plastic con- 
_ while most of the foundry sand was pro tainers. The first phase of the project, con- 

| duced in the North Central, 67%, and the ducted at’ selected research institutes and 

South, 17%. Of the smaller by volume but organizations addressed the development of | 
important uses, most of the hydraulic new glass technology. The second phase of 

_ fracturing sand was produced in the North the project will involve the assessment of 
Central, 66%, and the South, 31%; while economic and practical factors of imple- 
most of the abrasive sand was produced in menting the new technology. Proposed re- 

__ the South, 58%. — | | search includes a project at the Massachu- 
| _ | : : setts Institute of Technology that will exam- 

| PRICES . . ine the use of special coatings on glass | 

The average value, f.o.b. plant, of US, Containers.® | 3 | | 
industrial sand and gravel decreased slight- Within the nex. 1 or 2 vt a teats , 
ly to $12.71 per ton. Average unit values for Capacity super- ightweight _nonrefillable 
industrial sand and industrial gravel were sort drink gras oo state vn be soht of 
$12.75 and $9.36 per ton, respectively. Na- this ne m bai nt ti " pe reget “5 | | 
tionally, silica sand used as fillers in rubber ounces, which is approximately 366% less 

on. pot tle lb highest value Per oe than the present weight level for this type 
ean _ of container. The weight-to-capacity ratio of 

_ Famics, $35.30; fiberglass ground, $27.28; about 0.3 for the new container also repre- | 
and silica flour, $25.81. : sents a significant reduction from present 

levels.® 
TRANSPORTATION Recent advances in microcomputer hard- 

Of the total industrial sand and gravel ware and software provided the capability 
produced, 80% was transported by truck of performing complex batch calculations 
from the plant to the site of first point of 0m inexpensive desk-top models. A micro- : 
gale or use, 18% by rail, and less than 1% computer program was developed at Rut- 
by waterway. Because most of the producers gers University, Department of Ceramic 
had no records of and/or did not report Engineering, which enables optimum glass 
shipping distances or cost per ton per mile, batch formulation using Linear program- 
no transportation cost data were available. Mention nenaived th Previously , such nen. 

| e use of more expen- 
FOREIGN TRADE sive large mainframe computers. The LP — 

procedure improved the accuracy of glass 
Exports.—Exports of industrial sand batch formulation, especially when complex 

decreased 27% to 866,000 tons valued at raw materials are used, provided the capa- 

$22.6 million. Of this, 85% went to Canada, bility of easily establishing tolerance limits 
and 6% went to Mexico. for each oxide level, and controlled many 

: Imports.—Imports of for consumption in- key glass batch parameters in a single 
dustrial sand increased 212% to 81,000 tons integrated computation.’®
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- | The recent advances achieved in high- tion tenements are relinquished. By having 
| intensity wet and dry magnetic separation access to such reports, companies interested 

_ techniques extended their usefulness for in new exploration will be able to review 
_ processing industrial minerals. Such new previous exploration programs and avoid 

developments included the use of strong costly duplication.” a | 
rare-earth permanent magnetic separators, _ of Industrial Mineral | arti ize € agneti enara- Physical scientist, Division of Industri inerals. 
large-pa rticle-size electrom agnetic Sep ara *Robertson, J. L. Dredging Tops NSGA Program. Rock tors, and superconducting cryogenic wet Prod. v. 88, No. 6, June 1985, Pp. 56-38, ce 7 and dry systems. Several systems capable of y aeaper, TM. ls Dredging in Your Future? Rock Prod., 
Separating minerals on the basis of their — ‘Robertson, J. L. Computer Raises Sand Production. _ / ti in ies rather than Rock Prod., v. 88, No. 9, Sept. 1985, pp. 47-49. then netic repelling properties rathe d-  o Pit, & Quarry. Vertical Sizing Screening Produces their attracting properties also were stud- Consistent Specs V.77_ No 12 June 1985, pp. 40-41. . jed.11 _ — a P ‘Rukavina, M. Quarry, Model Is Reclamation Aid. Rock " . o rod., v. 88, No. 5, May » pp. ,65. a The Western Austr alian government in- *Michard, D. Plant Automation: Human & Economic a troduced a computerized information sys- Aspects. Pit & marty ves, No. 5, Nev. 1985, PP. a8. Re. 
tem that allowed instant access to the search No 211 ree 1985, = ig International Glass R 
results of mineral exploration performed F "Southwick, R D. A. Super Lightweight _Container Is 
previously by mining companies. Under the roe HT, Meson 1985, PLE IT ‘provisions of the Mining Act, companies are Optimize Batch Formulation. Glass Ind., v. 66, No. 8, July e . - y . e e . . pp. . . : 
requir ed to report all technical details of “Clark, G. Magnetic Separation. Ind. Miner. (London), their exploration activities to the Depart- . No. 212, May 1985, pp. 218 . ondon). M be ) . ore ndustri iner. ndon). Mines tment . ment of Mines. These reports become eligi- Industrial | Computerized Database. No. 214, July | ble for open-file release when the explora- 1985, p. 9. - 

Table 6.—Industrial sand and gravel sold or used in the United States, by geographic | 
| | region — a 

| | | | 1984 1985 
. . . Quantity . antity Geograph - Percent Value Percent Percent Value Percent ap ve region Chousand of . (thou- of Chousand of (thou- ‘of 

. 

. Northeast: 
. - NewEngland.____.-_.  —«:186 (si ssa sOS8,781 1 164 - 1 °° -$3,879 1 Middle Atlantic Wo 3,459 12 43,725 12 3,542 12 41,352 11 . North Central: . . . East North Central____ _—_ 10,260 35 119,035 31 10,092 34 120,162 32 So West North Central____ 1,663 5 25,988 7 1,578 5 25,528 q uth: .. 

. , . South Atlantic_______ 5,348. 18 65,126 Ww 5,959 20 ‘67,060 18 East South Central ____ 1,128 4 10,939 3 1,121 4 11,1138 3 w West South Central____ 3,881 138 52,655 14 3,648 12 52,004 14 est: 
| Mountain._________ 819 3 11,595 3 746 3 9,950 3 Pacific._...._______ 2,638 9 44,377 12 2,576 9 43,022 dy 

Total! 9 29,380 100 377,200 100 29,430 100 374,070 100 —_— eee ee eS 
Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

| Table 7.—Industrial sand and gravel sold or used in the United States, by State | | 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

| 1984 1985 State $e 
Quantity Value Quantity Value —_——— $i Cale Quantity Value | 

Alabama _________-_-_-_.__-____ 442 3,600 524 4,533 Arizona___ Ww WwW WwW Ww _ Arkansas___ 459 6,207 412 5,414 Califomia _________-___ o_o 2,281 39,176 2,255 37,434 Colorado .____- = 149 2,213 W W Connecticut __._-_____.- 2 WwW WwW WwW Ww Florida ____________--_ 1,533 9,815 2,123 12,642 Georgia______-_________ 478 6,795 571 6,675 
See footnotes at end of table.
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_. _.. Table 7.—Industrial sand and gravel sold or used in the United States, by State | 
| | Oo os Continued | 

ae Bs (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) oe 

} _ cate ] 1984 } 1985 : 
. . | | Quantity | Value Quantity Value 

Idaho _____________-__---_-=---- ee Ww ow w Ww 
Illinois _- ~~~ eee eee 4,100 - §2,197 4,056 56,915 - 
Indiana —-_§_ _.__/_____---~---~------~--~--+---~ -194 1,129 182 1,209 
Kansas _____-_~_-__-~------~-~-------------- WwW WwW 134 1,124 
Kentucky____.______-_-_~-~--------~-------+-- WwW WwW WwW WwW 
Louisiana. __-. —- _._____----_---~--+~-~-+-+------- 266 - 8,757 267 . 3,838 
Maryland____.____-._----~-------------+---- W UW W Ww 
Massachusetts. ____..__.-__-----------+--~----- Ww Ww WwW WwW 
Michigan ____________-----~-----~----~------~+-- 3,400 33,060 3,345 25,469 
Minnesota __._ ~§_-______-~__._----~-~-----~------ W . w 884 16,910 
Mississippi ___ _ _ ______---------+------------- Ww. Ww WwW Ww . 
Missouri ________.____---~-_---------------- 614 — 8,129 535 7,330 

- Montana _____ 2-2 eee WwW W W WwW 
Nebraska_____.______-----~~_-.--~-~-----+-=- Ww. W Ww Ww 

' Nevada _______-__.~-------------+----+---~-+-+-- 489 W 479 5,944 
New Jersey. _.. .-.____~-~----~-~-------------- 2,712 32,287 2,820 31,119 
New York ________-__-~~--~---~-~-----~---+-- 5 260 ws. _ WwW 
North Carolina _________-_-~~----~--~--~-~~------- 1,158 12,864 1,294 13,086 
Ohio. _____ eee 1,506 20,829 | 1,312 21,945 
Oklahoma ______~_____~----~-~-~--+~-~--~--+~-+-+-- WwW ae a Ww 

. Pennsylvania _~___.___.~-~-_-----~~-~+-~--~ -~--+- WwW WwW 693 9,846 
Rhode Island_ ___ ~~... __.-----~---~---+---~-~--~-- W WwW Ww Ww 
South Carolina ______________~-_------------- =i (ati(séiWDD—s=T 14,889 .. 794  :. 14,092 
Tennessee _____.__._-_~_~---~--~-~--~--~-~---+-- 650 6,903 569 . 6,156 
Texas ____ ~~. eee eee ' 2,028 29,282 - 1,968 29,095 
Utah___________________-__-_-_.-_--------  U W 8 144 
Virginia _________-__--_------------------- Ww Ww W Ww 
Washington _____§_____-~~-~.-_----~-----~--~-+-- 356 5,201 322 8,589 . 
West Virginia _.__§__.______~.1--L---~-------- . WwW wl UW Ww 
Wisconsin ______~_._ ~~ eee 1,060 - 11,821 1,197 14,624 . 
Other _______ ee 4,587 76,803 2,686 42,934 

Total’. === ee 29,380 377,200 _ 29,480 374,070 

_- W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” | 
~’ 1Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. | . 

- Table 8.—Industrial sand and gravel production in the United States in | 
oe . 1985, by size of operation | | 

| | " Percent antity Percent | ‘ Number of Size range : of oat, of 
) | ss Operations =— ‘total ~=—Ss shorttons) —=s total = 

Less than 25,000 _-____________------------- 85 20.7 288 1.0 | 
25,000 to 49,999___ 2 Le 33 19.5 1,166 4.0 
50,000 to 99,999___. __.. _. _____-----------------+- 23 13.6 1,796 6.1 
100,000 to 199,999 _______-____ ee 29 17.2 4,038 13.7 
200,000 to 299,999 _____________ ee 11 6.5 2,753 9.4 
300,000 to 399,999 _.__._______ ee 14 8.3 4,764 16.2 
400,000 to 499,999 ___§___ ee 9 5.3 3,991 13.6 
500,000 to 599,999 _.__._ _-_ ee 2 1.2 1,041 3.5 
600,000 to 699,999 __.__________ ee 4 2.4 2,572 8.7 
700,000 to 799,999 _.-. Le q 4.1 5,182 17.4 
800,000 and over _____§______ LC 2 1.2 1,885 6.4 

Total _. eee 169 100.0 129,430 100.0 

1Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding.
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"Table 9.—Number of industrial.sand and gravel operations and processing plants inthe _ 
| United States in 1985, by geographic region _ 

. ' Mining operations on land 

| a hic regi - Stationary ‘No plants _ Dredging Potal Geographic n : ve 
: ap regi - Stationary Portable and - or operations operations | 

oo - oo — portable unspecified — 

Northeast: a | oo 
New England __ ~~.» >» -§ 4 ao 1 1. a) 

“ Middle Atlantic. _._§$_$_._§_§__.____-__ 14 en _- —  & 5 19 
| . North Central: ; . . East North Central___=§__.______ 37 a | _- 2 2 — 40 - 

. West North Central __________-_ 10 -. _. __. 3 10 
- South: . re - oe | 

South Atlantic _.._-_§-=~___~§___ 20 3 1. 6 8 B80 
East South Central_.____________ - 10 2 1 4 3 17 

'- WestSouth Central ____________ 21 1 __ a: 7 85 
West: — DoS : 
~ Mountain _-__2~___ 7 -— _- — 2 1 9 

Pacific ~-2 2 12 — -__ 2 3 14 

. Total__________________- 135 4 2 25 88 ——Cts«C6
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| Table 11.—Transportation of industrial sand and gravel in 
. the United States in 1985 to site of first sale or use 

antity P. 
| Method of shipment , qty, ercent 

& p short tons) of total 

Truck _-_-____--_-- ~~~ 23,620 80 
Rail __.- ~~ 5,401 18 
Waterway______________ ~~ 165 1 
Not shipped, used at site______________ 245 | 1 . 

Total.________---____-_- ee 199,480 100 — 
SSeS SS SSS psi sy Hpi dc 

*Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. | 

Table 12.—U.S. exports of industrial sand, by country 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

1984 1985 

Country a F.a.s. . F.a.s. 
Quantity value? Quantity value? —— eee te. 

North America: . 
Bahamas __ 5 2 ee 3 115 1 80 
Canada ________ 1,045 13,587 739 10,926 CostaRica __-____-._. ~~ ee 10 151 (7) 68 

Dominican Republic _._-__.$-.-/§_--/-_---_-________ 3 231 1 64 
Mexico _- 70 2,245 50 1,516 
Panama____ ee 5 152 9 239 
Other ___________ ~~ ee 1 390 4 208 —_—. 

| Total® _____ 1,138 16,871 805 13,101 — 
, er SS a SS POPP SPP PSSPUUSSSPVTUVOSVUVPSSSIESSNSEED 

South America: 
Argentina __________-_-_-~ 4 238 ® - 12 
Chile _- ge ) 73 (?) 135 
Colombia __-______._ (?) 102 1 . 161 
Ecuador_________- ~~ (?) 84 6 144 - 
Peru_-____~~_~__-~ 6 693 1 154 
Venemela _.___________~__ 1 171 (7) 114 

Other __ ~~~ F (2) T50 (*) 34 cl 
Total? 9 11 1,410 15 1,354 Ot —————oo————=_[_—[£_£=<$[==__ZZ_ 

Europe: 
Belgium _______.~ 2 1 312 6 327 France _______~~~_-___- (7) 128 1 _ 208 
Germany, Federal Republicof __-________________ _ 5 1,381 2 444 Netherlands ____________________ 3 1,573 6 2,300 Norway____~___~______ 1 86 2 584 United Kingdom ~___________________ 6 44] 9 484 Other _____ = 4 453 | 3 315 hh ech 

_ Total® 20 4,373 28 4,656 
—— —ooooooe—————K<*€*€*[={{={=” 

Asia: 
Indonesia_________~_~____________ ee 2 253 2 142 Japan____________ 4 1,149 4 700 Singapore ____________________ 4 883 4 780 Other ___________ ~~ __ 2 466 2 588 hd 

Total? ~-____________ 11 2,752 11 2,211 EE ll —K€#_={xK_Z ZZ 
Middle East and Africa: 

Turkey ~_-____-_~__~__~_ ee 3 565 -- _- Saudi Arabia_______________________ 1 73 1 156 United Arab Emirates_________________ 2 672 3 585 Other __________ 3 496 1 202 i ach 
Total. ~~~ ~~~ 9 1,806 5 943 Oceania_-________~_ ~~~ eee 3 444 2 316 ee 

ool" 
Grand total®¥ ~9§_-______________ 1,193 27,656 866 22,580 eee ee 

"Revised. 
. 1Value of material at U.S. port of export; based on transaction price, including all charges incurred in placing material alongside ship. 

2Less than 1/2 unit. 
‘Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding.
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. Table 13.—U.S. imports for consumption of industrial sand, by country 

an (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) . 
a 

1984 1985 

Country aa if. ) ; 
| Quantity Cie, Quantity Cis 

Antigua. ____._.__-_-----~--~--------------- 5 83 14 92 

Australia. _____.~__.___.------~--+-~-+---+--~~+----- 6 167 42 737 

Bahamas ____..________-~-~--------~--------- 8 15 -- _~ 

British Virgin Islands ______----~-~--~----------- 1 17 5 89 

Canada ______-_-___--------~--~-----~--------- 5 155 2 115 

Japan ____-___-___-------~----~---~---------- (7) 4 11 16 

epain se ciom 2 nn _-— -_~ 3 30 

United Kingdom ___________--_---—------------ (7) 1 2 53 

Other _______-~-~-~__~_~_---~-+~----+--~---------+- ry F485 3 382 

Total? -_-_____ > _- ee 26 926 81 1,513 
i 

TRevised. . | 
1Value of material at U.S. port of entry; based on purchase price and includes all charges (except U.S. import duties) in 

bringing material from foreign country to alongside carrier. 
2Less than 1/2 unit. 
3Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding.
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Sil —  , Silicon 
By Gerald F. Murphy: | | 

_ Overall demand for silicon materials in. mand by consuming industries, domestic | 
_ the United States in 1985 was slightly lower producers lowered the prices for metal- 
than that of 1984, a consequence of a lurgical-grade silicon metal at the end of 
decrease in production by the iron andsteel the third quarter and for the 50% and 75% 7 | and aluminum industries. Production and ferrosilicon grades toward yearend. World 

_ shipments of silicon ferroalloys and silicon demand for silicon materials increased 
metal declined by significant amounts. Im- _ slightly compared with that of 1984. 
ports of silicon materials overall increased Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- 

- by a little more than 20% while domestic duction data for the silicon commodity are | 
production declined by about 10%. As a developed by the Bureau of Mines by means | 

_ result, domestic producers’ market share of monthly and annual voluntary domestic 
declined. However, silicon metal imports surveys. Typical of these surveys is the 
were a little more than double those of 1984. monthly “Silicon Alloys” survey. Of the 18 | 

| Exports decreased substantially, by more canvassed operations to which a survey 
_ than one-half, and remained small compar- collection request was made, all responded, 

| ed with imports. Owing to competition from representing 100% of the total production 
low-priced imports and a weakening de- shown in table 1. | 

Table 1.—Production, shipments, and stocks of silvery pig iron, ferrosilicon, | | and silicon metal in the United States in 1985 , | 
- . . (Short tons, gross weight, unless otherwise specified) 

- | . . ili Producers’ roducers’ alley Sem aakacar Gress Net Seite 
. Range Typical 1984 ° duction ments 1985 ? E1988 

Silvery pig iron_ ~---------------- 5-24 - 18 W W WwW W 
Ferrosilicon (including briquets) _____ _ _ 25-55 48 60,579 349,491 263,152 97,738 ., Do--- 56-95 76 29,157 91,045 80,058 24,858 Silicon metal (excluding semiconductor 
grades)_-___- = 96-99 98 10,432 122,787 121,640 9,753 Miscellaneous silicon alloys (excluding 
silicomanganese)___________ 32-65 — 14,300 65,408 61,523 14,670 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
| 

Legislation and Government  Pro- entering the United States below an estab- 
grams.—Senate bill 262 and its counterpart, lished fair market price would be automati- 
House bill 976 entitled “Fair Trade in Fer- cally assessed a tariff. The Senate bill was 
roalloys Act,” were introduced in the U.S. referred to the Senate Finance Committee Senate and the House of Representativeson and the House bill was referred to the 
January 24 and February 6, respectively. House Ways and Means Committee for 
The Fair Trade in Ferroalloys Act, aimed at consideration. On May 21, the U.S. Senate 
preserving the domestic ferroalloys indus- adopted an amendment (No. 168) to the 
try, would establish a “breakpoint” tariff Department of Defense fiscal year 1986 
system whereby certain ferroalloys imports Authorization Bil] (S. 1160), which requires 

837
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the U.S. Department of Defense to conduct _loy Industry Survive?,” released by the . | 

a study to determine what impact the loss of Congressional Research Service of the Li- : 

all domestic ferroalloy production capacity brary of Congress, examined key changes in 

would have on the U.S. industrial base and _ the structure of the U.S. ferroalloys indus- 

military preparedness. | | try since the early 1970’s. The report fo- | 

- Senate bill 1533, National Security Trade cused on the changing competitive posture — 

Act of 1985, was introduced in the. U.S. of domestic producers of ferrosilicon, among 

: Senate on July 31 to amend section 232 of others. oo a : 

- the 1962 Trade Expansion Act. Final re- On July 8, the President approved Na 

sponsibility for decisions on trade relief . tional Security Council (NSC) recommenda- 

a - eases and setting time limits would rest ‘tions for modernizing the strategic and 

with the U.S. Trade Representative. On critical materials stockpile. Under the NSC 

October 9, Senate bill 1753 was introduced _ proposal, the stockpile would be structured 

in the U.S. Senate to amend title II of the into two tiers. Tier I would contain materi- 

, Trade Act of 1974, adoption of which would als required by -inilitary, industrial, and 

- eliminate the discretionary power of the essential civilian users during a military. 

President to grant import relief. The admin- conflict, which would not:be available from — 

| istration outlined a “strike force” consisting domestic or reliable foreign sources. Tier II 

of six high-level administration officials would contain a supplemental reserve of | 

that would monitor other countries’ export material already possessed by the Govern- | 

barriers to U.S. goods and unfair subsidies ment. The status of: silicon carbide was 

of foreign goods that compete in the U.S. deferred until further detailed studies could - | 

: market. The administration also announced be made. At yearend, this ‘proposal was 

an agreement by France, the Federal Re- under consideration by the Congress. The. 

public of Germany, Japan, the United King- Department of Defense Authorization Act, — 

- dom, and the United States on a joint action 1986 (Public ‘Law 99-145), signed’ by the 

: to weaken the U.S. dollar in an attempt to President on November 8, 1985, stated that — 

slow the protectionist pressures on Congress no action may be-taken: beforé’ October 1, 

| to curb imports and to promote U.S. ex- 1986, to implement or administer any re-_ 

ports. ne | duction in a stockpile goal in effect on — 

A report entitled “Can the U.S. Ferroal- — October 1, 1984. : 

| - DOMESTIC PRODUCTION ae | 

Production and shipments of silicon fer- Alloys » Inc., Niagara Falls, NY, effective 

roalloys and silicon metal overall showed January 3, 1986. As compensation, Foote 

| significant decreases in 1985, compared will participate in the profits generated by 

with those of 1984, following comparable SKW Alloys in the manufacture and sales 

declines in the iron and steel and aluminum of the product lines over the next 6 years. 

industries. The 56% to 95% ferrosilicon As a result of this transaction, Foote closed 

range declined the most. Both production its Graham, WV, ferroalloys plant on De- 

and shipments declined by about 30%. Mag- cember 31, 1985. In February 1985, Ohio 

7 nesium ferrosilicon accounts for the major Ferro-Alloys Corp. (OFA), Dayton, OH, 

portion of the miscellaneous silicon alloys closed its Powhatan Point silicon metal 

category, the remainder in this class being plant for the balance of the year. The 

calcium-silicon, silicon-manganese-zirconi- company subsequently concentrated all of 

um, and rare-earth silicides. Data for sil- its silicon metal production in its Montgom- 

very pig iron are withheld because there ery, AL, facility. OFA’s third plant in Philo, 

was only one producer. | OH, which produced ferrosilicon, had been 

Producer stocks of 25% to 55% ferrosili- shut down in September 1984. The company 

con increased by about two-thirds, while also secured a 5-year agreement to sell 

those of 56% to 95% ferrosilicon showed a _ silicon metal to General Electric Co.’s (GE) 

decrease of about 15%. Stocks of miscella- Silicones Product Div. and concluded a $3 

neous silicon alloys were relatively un- million loan agreement with GE’s Credit 

changed. Corp. The Bonneville Power Administration 

Foote Mineral Co., Exton, PA, announced approved M. A. Hanna Co.’s request for a 5- 

in September plans to sell its specialty year extension of its current offpeak power 

products lines including proprietary tech- rate for Hanna’s smelter at Riddle, OR. 

nology, trade names, and patents to SKW Additionally, a new 5-year labor contract
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was finalized between Hanna and unionized include fused quartz producers, semiconduc- 
workers at Riddle. tor manufacturers, and the refractory and 

International Minerals & Chemical Corp. _ fiber-optic components industries. 
(IMC), Northbrook, IL, completed an expan- Estimated ferrous scrap consumption by 

| sion that tripled production of high-purity the domestic silicon ferroalloys industry to 
quartz at its feldspar beneficiation complex produce silicon ferroalloys was 280,000 tons 
in Spruce Pine, NC. Markets for IMC quartz in 1985, compared with 310,000 tons in 1984. 

Table 2.—Producers of silicon alloys and/or silicon metal in the United States in 1985 

. Producer | Plant location Product << at location Crouch 
Aluminum Co. of America, Northwest, Alloys Inc.____________ Addy, WA________ FeSi and Si. 
Dow Corning Corp __~_§_§__- ~~~ Springfield, OR_ _ __— Si. 
Elkem Metals Co _____§_-§ > 2 ee Alloy, WV________ FeSi and Si. © Do --_ et _____ ~— Ashtabula,OH_____ _‘FeSi. | 
Foote Mineral Co., Ferroalloys Div _____________________ Graham, WV ______ Do. 

Do ~~~ Keokuk, JA _______ Silvery pig iron. 
M. A. Hanna Co.: 

Hanna Nickel Smelting Co -____~§_~.§_~§-9 2» 5 5 ee Riddle,OR _______ FeSi. 
Silicon Div_____.-~ ~~~ Wenatchee, WA ____ FeSi and Si. .. 

International Minerals & Chemical Corp., Industry Group, TAC 
Alloys Div_____..---- ~~~ Bridgeport, AL_____ FeSi. Do __~________- i Ll Kimball, TN ___ | Do. 

Moore McCormack Resources Inc., Globe Metallurgical Inc ______ Beverly,OH ______ - _ FeSiand Si. . 
Do ____ Selma, AL________ Si. 

Ohio Ferro-Alloys Corp _._______.._.-_-_.--_._........ | Montgomery,AL____ _ FeSi and Si. 
Do _______~__ Powhatan Point,OH _ Si. 

Reactive Metals & Alloys Corp______-_~_-____________ West Pittsburgh, PA _ FeSi. 
Reynolds MetalsCo ________- == Sheffield, AL ____ __ Si. 
SKW AlloysInc__-_-_-_~§_-~ =e Calvert City, KY____ FeSi. 

Do __~-_-__ ~~~ Niagara Falls, NY _ _ _ Do. eee 

| CONSUMPTION AND USES 

Overall reported consumption of silicon clines in major markets for silicon alloys. | 
materials in 1985 decreased by about 5%, Iron foundries and the steel industry each | | 
based on silicon content,:compared with experienced production losses of a little | 
that of 1984. The more pronounced de- more than 5%. The aluminum industry, | 
creases occurred for the 56% to 70% and which uses silicon metal to make wrought oe 
81% to 95% ferrosilicon ranges, but these and cast products, suffered from an excess 
grades remained a small part of the total of supply over demand and reduced produc- 
ferrosilicon used. Moderate declines were tion by about 15%. The decrease was attrib- 
observed for the 50% and 75% ferrosilicon uted to overproduction in 1984. Consump- - 
grades and silicon carbide. The largest de- _ tion of silicon metal for silicones and silanes 
mand was for silicon metal and the 50% increased slightly in 1985, compared with 
ferrosilicon grade, followed, on the basis of that of 1984. 
silicon content, by 75% ferrosilicon, miscel- Silicon metal produced by tonnage meth- 
laneous silicon alloys, silicon carbide, and ods is used as raw material for the manufac- 
silvery pig iron. The decreasing order ofend ture of the relatively small quantity of 
uses for silicon materials was steel, cast ultrahigh-purity polycrystalline silicon for 
iron, silicones and silanes, and nonferrous semiconductors, solar cells (photovoltaic 

alloys, with about 60% of consumption cells), and other highly specialized applica- 
being accounted for by ferrous applications. tions. The Bureau of Mines does not collect 
Cast-iron production consumed the greatest data on these specialty grades of silicon, 
amounts of silicon carbide, miscellaneous which have a high unit value. In 1985, 
silicon alloys, and silvery pig iron, while domestic production of polycrystalline sili- 
steelmaking was the biggest user of 75% con was estimated at 1,800 tons. | 
and 85% ferrosilicon. Iron foundries and Overall, consumer stocks of silicon mate- 
steel plants together accounted for 95% of rial declined 15%. The largest decreases 
50% ferrosilicon usage; 90% of silicon metal occurred for the 56% to 70% and 81 % to 
went into nonferrous alloys and silicones 95% ferrosilicon ranges and for silicon car- 
and silanes. bide. 

Decreases in consumption paralleled de- Union Carbide Corp. began a project to
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double its production capacity to 2,400 tons K.K. purchased GE’s Great Western Silicon 
per year at its new Moses Lake, WA, poly- polycrystalline silicon plant in Arizona. The 

| crystalline silicon plant. The additional plant has the capacity to produce about 200 
capacity was expected to meet anticipated tons per year of high-purity silicon. Poly- | 
demand from the semiconductor industry crystalline Silicon Technology Inc., Arizona, 

_ for polycrystalline silicon. Some of the addi- developed a laboratory version of poly- | 
tional capacity was expected to become crystalline silicon plants. The self-con- — 
available in late 1986. tained units can be used to investigate the 

: Monsanto Electronic Materials Co. Siemens process for production of high- 
(MEMC), St. Louis, MO, formed a 50-50 puritysilicon. | 

| partnership with Dongbu Industrial Inc. to Dynamit Nobel A.G., through its subsid- 
produce silicon wafers for the semiconduc- iary Kay-Fries.Inc., purchased Petrarch | 
tor industry. The new facility, Korsil Inc., Systems Inc., Bristol, PA. Petrarch special- 
will be in Gumi Industrial Park, Republic of izes in high-technology silicon. Markets for 
Korea. The plant was expected to be com-__ its products include optical fiber cable jack- 

, pleted in 1986. MEMC also began construc- eting, medical implants, electronics, and 
tion of a silicon wafer manufacturing and _ catalysts. The company began an expansion 
research plant in Utsunomiya, Tochigi, Ja- program to increase its capacity for silanes 
pan. The project’s first phase was expected and silicone compounds by doubling the size 

| to be completed by mid-1986. Nippon Kokan of its facilities in Bristol. 

: | Table 3.—Consumption, by major end use, and stocks of silicon alloys and metal 
: | in the United States in 1985 | | 

(Short tons, gross weight, unless otherwise specified) | a / 

ga : Sil - Sil laneous Sill ilicon content ilve wy ilicon aneous ilicon 
| (percent) pig iron Ferrosilicon’ . metal _ silicon _carbide® 

End use ae ee alloys* 

Range__.___ 5-24 25-55 56-70 71-80 81-95 96-99 _- 63-70 
Typical _____ 18 48 ~— «65 76 85 98 48 64 

Steel: | 
: Carbon... -_.-___-_-_ (4) 48,864 __ 19,402 . (4) (*) 1,969 (*) 

Stainless and heat-resisting __ 88,848 __ 27,815 4) 128 (4) —_ 
Full alloy ______-_ ~~ (4) 15,417 _— 6,543 (*) (4) 562 -- 
High-strength, low-alloy _ _ _ 6,526 __ 573° (4) 35 125 nw) 
Electric _.._________ __ (4) () (4) __ __ (4) _ 
Tool _____________. _ (4) _ 1,683 __ (4) (4) _- 
Unspecified----.--.-~ 0 4d 6,466 18 TA 800908288 

_ ‘Total ___-_____- 44 111,121 ©) 74,258 800-2061 2,828 223 
Cast irons_._______.--_ 11,288 ~=—- 110,741 ®) 19,048 314 51 87,995 28,309 
Superalloys_________.-- 7 367 _- 74 59 60 3 -- 
Aluminum alloys _____——_ __ (°) __ a (5) 48,479 (5) — 
Other alloys ___________ 11 2,897 __ 107 4 7,376 11 __ 
Siliconesand silanes ______ _- _- — — __ 638,235 __ __ 
Miscellaneous and unspecified __ 7,653 2,750 30 228 611,167 54 ae 

Total____.______ 11,350 ~—-282,779 2,750 93,512 1,405 132,429 40,891 28,532 
Percent of 1984 _ _ 119 88 66 91 59 116 133 88 

Total silicon content? _ 2,048 111,734 1,788 71,069 1,194 129,780 19,628 18,260 
Consumers’ stocks, 

| Dec. 31.________ 881 10,013 116 6,559 118 5,029 1,743 940 

1Includes briquets. 
2Primarily magnesium-ferrosilicon but also includes other silicon alloys. Average silicon content estimated as 48%, 

based on 1985 production survey. 
3Does not include silicon carbide for abrasive or refractory uses. 
‘Included with “Steel: Unspecified.” 
5Included with “Miscellaneous and unspecified.”’ 
®Includes an estimated 11,000 tons consumed for unspecified chemicals. 
7Estimated based on typical percent content.
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PRICES | 

| Published prices for domestic silicon ma- creased from 62.9 to 63.3. _ 
terials remained unchanged for much of Published: prices of imported silicon fer- 
1985. However, domestic producers lowered _roalloys showed a downward trend through- 

| their prices for metallurgical-grade silicon out the year, while the price of imported 
metal at the end of the third quarter and for _ silicon metal showed an upward trend for | 
the 2 and Oe *errosificon grades to- tne rst rt of 1985, een by a steady 
ward yearend. Ihe price reductions were decline for the remainder of the year. Mos 
attributed to competition from low-priced imported silicon materials were priced sig- 
imports, a falloff in demand for silicon nificantly lower than comparable domesti- 
meta’ ry ree aruminum qosuetry in the cally produced materials. For ora. one 
second halt of the year, and weaker demand average price per year for imported oO 
by the steel and ferrous foundry industries. ferrosilicon, 75% ferrosilicon, and silicon 
Despite these decreases, the average price metal containing 1% iron was lower than 
per year for major silicon materials increas- domestically produced material by 18%, 
ed in 1985 compared with that of 1984. For 24%, and 9%, respectively. 
example, on a contained-silicon basis, ferro- Although posted prices for domestically 
silicon increased from 42.9 cents per pound _ produced silicon materials were, in general, 
in 1984 to 44.6 in 1985, 75% ferrosilicon much higher than those of imports, dis- 
increased from 44.3 to 46.1, and silicon . counting by domestic producers was report- — 
metal containing 1% maximum iron in-_ ed throughout the industry. 

| , | | FOREIGN TRADE | 

Exports of ferrosilicon declined by more more than one-fifth of the total, were the 
than one-half in quantity and by 40% in next largest sources. Imports in this range 
value, compared with that of 1984. The from Canada increased notably compared 
largest quantity went to Canada, 9,425 tons, with those of 1984. The next largest import 
which accounted for about 70% and 60% of class was regular-grade 50% ferrosilicon 
total quantity and value, respectively. Ex- (30% to 60% silicon), which amounted to 

_ ports went to 27 countries. Silicon metal about one-fourth of all ferrosilicon imports. 
exports also showed a comparable decline, he main sources of this material were, in 

. about one-half in quantity and 30% in decreasing order, the U.S.S.R., Canada, and 
value. Most of the metal was exported to Venezuela, which accounted for about 80% 
Mexico (625 tons), Japan (583 tons), and of the total in this class. Average silicon 
Canada eae ns), making a about oo %o of content of all imported ferrosilicon in 1985 
perms r to A nee an Ne out tit 70 decreased to 66% from 67% in 1984. 
to value. hi re i to Malan a Cor “ds ed Imports of silicon metal in the 96% to 
ons, was Shipped to Malaysia. Combin 99% range showed an increase of 40%, exports to Japan and Malaysia accounted . . : compared with those of 1984. The main for about one-third of total quantity but f thi terial Canad d 

about 85% of total value. Exports went to31 SOUrces Of this material were Canada an countries. x eosiavia, winch accounted or about 7 5% 
Compared with those of 1984, imports of ©! ‘He total. However, imports of silicon 

ferrosilicon increased about 8% in volume ™etal in the 99% to 99.7% range increased 
but were little changed in value. Silicon Pe ine es compared win those tes 
metal imports increased a little more than “Ota! Imports of silicon metal increased by a 
100% in quantity and about 50% in value. little more than 100% in terms of gr 05S 
Imports of 75% ferrosilicon were the most haan ae with those °, — Brazil, 
significant on a volume basis. Overall total anada, an ortuga were t ne dominan 
imports of ferrosilicon and silicon metal were of commercial-purity silicon metal. 
increased a little more than 20%. e Federal Republic of Germany, Italy, 

The 75% grade (60% and 80% silicon) and Japan supplied over 90% of the import- 
accounted for a little more than 60% of ed high-purity semiconductor-grade silicon, 
ferrosilicon imports. Norway shipped one-_ which is included in the over 99.7% silicon 
fourth of the total in this range, while import class. 
Brazil and Venezuela, each with a little Imports of silicon materials, on a gross-
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| weight basis, represented a larger share of Table 4.—U.S. exports of ferrosilicon and 
the domestic market, increasing from about silicon metal , 

one-fifth in 1984 to a little more than one- nt Vl 
° ity alue 

quarter in 1985. _ _ 2 | Year | (short (thou- 
The very large increase in silicon metal | tons) sands) | 

imports and a small increase in ferrosilicon FERROSILICON 
imports combined with a marked decline in 1981 : 15.768 $12,136 | 

| ferrosilicon and silicon metal exports left 93g ~~~ 777 14,932 11,996 
the United States a net importer of silicon 1983 ---------------- 13,338 10,712 

. : Eas - 1984 __-___ 29,364 21,135 
materials. Net imports of silicon materials 1935 —~ > 12,969 12,671 
amounted to about 189,000 tons.and a trade SILICON METAL : 
deficit of about $83 million. The administra- 1981 ~------ +e. 8,678 57,001 | 

| tion also announced an agreement by the 9g3 ~7 7 7 7 7 2.767 47 826 
United States with four other leading indus- 1984 -----~----~------ 4,420 88,543 

. ; . . 1985 _____________ 2,120 61,647 
| trial nations on a joint action to weaken the 

USS. dollar in an attempt to slow the protec- _Source: Bureau of the Census 
tionist pressures on Congress to curb im- 

| | ports and to promote U.S. exports. | 

7 Table 5.—U.S. imports for consumption of ferrosilicon and silicon metal, 
by grade and country , | 

/ 1984 1985 

: Quantity | Quantity 
Grade and country (short tons) ne (short tons) ame 

 - CC ——o—o—o—o—o— ou- 
. Gross Silicon sands) Gross Silicon sands) 

. weight content weight content 

Ferrosilicon: 
Over 8% but not over 30% silicon: 

Canada ___________________- 42 6 $3 152 23 $9 
Germany, Federal Republic of _— —— —_ _— — __ 171 17 5 
United Kingdom ______~_______-_ 5 1 10 23 4 27 

Total! =§ $k 46 7 13 345 43 Al 

Over 30% but not over 60% silicon, with over: | 
2% magnesium: . 

Brazil § --§_-§_-_______________ 5,564 2,530 2,845 3,973 1,822 2,462 
Canada ____________________ | 351 178 151 174 365 223 
France ____________________ 964 446 662 727 340 519 
Germany, Federal Republic of ______ 256 143 321 212 106 289 | 
Italy. 273 122 201 99 45 71 
Japan __ =e 182 82 311 127 57 215 
Norway____________________ 3,244 1,488 2,688 1,662 743 1,186 
Spain ____________________e 78 41 73 12 5 17 

Total! _.-.-_-_-___________ 10,912 5,030 7,252 7,586 3,484 4,981 

Over 30% but not over 60% silicon, not Te 

elsewhere classified: 
Argentina __________________ _- _— __ 66 40 60 
Brazil _§___________________ 7,160 3,473 2,428 3,135 1,532 977 
Canada ____________________ 7,221 3,627 2,113 11,547 5,568 3,697 
France ____________________ 2,708 1,578 2,694 2,628 1,497 2,209 
Germany, Federal Republic of ______ 868 480 948 261 145 270 
Italy. > 5 ee 16 41 72 __ __ __ 
Japan __________---~_~~~____._ 18 8 31 36 16 60 
Netherlands __________~_~_____ 18 11 16 _. __ __ 
Norway __-~-------------~-_-- 1,090 437 408 __ —_ _- 
Spain __._.~--___-------__-~~_ 939 589 1,019 1,111 644 1,103 
USS.R___________-___ Le 11,514 5,424 3,151 16,132 7,518 4,542 
Venezuela ________~~~~______ __ _- __ 6,969 3,828 1,672 

Total! _.-_________--._____ 31,607 15,668 12,880 41,887 20,788 14,590 

Over 60% but not over 80% silicon, with over 
3% calcium: 

Argentina ____________-~-~_-_ — —_ —_ 357 222 368 
Brazil. _-__§_________-______ 4,436 2,802 3,841 6,134 3,860 5,377 
Canada _____§_§__~___ ~~~ __ __ __ - 31 24 15 
France ___ ~~ _-~_~_-----~--~~_ 1,118 691 1,209 1,080 653 1,052 
Germany, Federal Republic of ____~__ 1,054 678 999 602 367 576 

See footnotes at end of table.
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| _ Table 5.—U.S. imports for consumption of ferrosilicon and silicon metal, : 
| _ by grade and country —Continued : | 

| 1984 1985 : 
. Quantity Quantity | 

Grade andcountry __ (short tons) (ilue (short tons) toe —_— ou ou- . — Gross Silicon sands) Gross Silicon sands) —— . weight content weight. content . 

Ferrosilicon —Continued - . 
Over 60% but not over 80% silicon, with over 

3% calcium —Continued : 

| Italy..---_ ee 104s $148 37 ks : ; Mexico ___._. _- 2 = 44 26 10 — __ — ne Spain _______~___ __ _— ae 312 191 - 291 — ; a 

Total? ~~ 6,798 4,301 — 6,207 8,554 5,340 7,714 . 

Over 60% but not over 80% silicon, not . 
_, elsewhere classified: | —_ 

Argentina 2 == = 1,743 1,319 759 5,741 4,416 | 2,817 
Belgium-Luxembourg _-__________ _ 17. 13 53 a —.. ee . ‘Brazil _-_-§_-§ § 5 7 ee 17,7938 . 18,811 9,209 21,120 - 15,918 10,411 Canada ____ ~~ __ 8,652 6,564 5,096 . 12,877 —s-_- 9,812 6,590 oo . Chile _.2 ~~ ' 1,068 822 598 __ —_ _- ' France __- 2 575 440 492 413 317 393 
Germany, Federal Republic of ______ 968 127 1,401 1,079 802 1,575 . . Iceland __ ~~ ~~ 2,582 1,937 1,259 5,295 - 4,011 -~ 2,229 . Israel --- -§- 5 4,327 8,245 1,919 —_ —_ oo . 7 Norway ____ se 23,710 17,746 11,619 23,598 = 17,682 10,293 >. Poland ~~ ~~ 799 589 372 — a _— 

 . Portugal ~ 4,021 3,056 _ 2,099 — — . South Africa, Republic of _________ 1,382 1,079 796 4,144 3,168 . 2,076 
Sweden _________ 111 83 111 a — 0 — . United Kingdom ______________ 8 ae _. 19 14 © 11 
‘Venezuela ___-_-_ 2 25,377 19,074 ~ 10,046 20,768 15,302... 9,297 
Yugoslavia. 2 = ae __ _— 1,101 835 529 a 

7 Total! ~~ == 93,125 ~ 70,005 45,829 96,154 72,228 46,222 0 ‘ 
nnn nn enn 

RS . . ———— 
EZ Over 80% but not over 90% silicon:. 

_ Belgium-Luxembourg ___________ 76 69 69 19 17. 16 Brazil ~--~$_~§_~_~ 220 . 187 158 498 422 312 : Canada ________________ 55 45 19 __ oo __. 7 France _______~ = 38 32 23 _— ae _— _ Norway___.~_~ ~~~ 44] 383 203 358 315 - 132. Spain —__=_ 231 206 156 _- _- oe 

—. .. Totalt 1,063 923 - 619 875 754 ' 460 

Over 90% but not over 96% silicon: . 
Belgium-Luxembourg ___________ 38 36 33 a an _— Canada _________________ 20 20 11 — — a Germany, Federal Republic of _____ _ _ __ — 20 19 11 Italy____~§_ 41 38 32 _— — __ . South Africa, Republic of _________ ?) . (?) (7) -- __ __ —_— 

Tota? 2 100 94 76 20 19 11 eet | ——$—$—$—$—$_$_$— —_—<_ —_————eooooooooeeeeoeeeeeee 
Total ferrosilicon’__...__._._._ 148,651 96,027 72,874 155,421 102,656 74,019 ee OD YG ooo 

Silicon metal: 
Over 96% but not over 99% silicon: 

Argentina __-____________ _— _— 440 A4T5 Brazil _-§--§ > = 3 — — 55 48 — Canada_____ 3,101 3,425 4,257 4,898 France __-_______________ 114 106 65 79 Italy____2 _— — 1,134 1,020 | Portugal _---~§_~_~_2_ = 22 NA 15 _— NA _— South Africa, Republic of _________ 244 247 _— -— Spain __-__ 105 71 116 115 Sweden ___ ~~~ -- ~- 551 585 Switzerland _._____________ —  8T 29 19 15 United Kingdom _______-___ —_ — 36 37 Yugoslavia______ ~~ ____ 3,130 3,219 2,680 2,412 ———— 

| Total’ ______-______-____ 6,758 NA 7,118 9,353 NA 9,684 N04 —$—$————————oooooooooooeeeeeeeee 
Over 99% but not over 99.7% silicon: . 

Argentina __________________ 1,203 1,181 1,322 1,520 1,508 1,482 Belgium-Luxembourg ______-____ 115 107 103 18 18 18 Brazil ___-______~~__________ 2,665 2,640. 2,792 18,283 13,122 13,071 Canada ________~____________ 5,123 5,076 6,196 6,027 5,959 7,231 
. China _____ 44] 434 411 165 162 157 Denmark ______.____________ (7) (?) 1 _. __ -—- France ____§ ~~~ 3,988 3,956 4,354 3,869 3,837 4,012 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 5.—U.S. imports for consumption of ferrosilicon and silicon metal, = 
| | by grade and country —Continued oe oe oo : 

a nn oO : 1984 | OBR 

: | Quantity _ oe Quantity oo 
Grade and country (short tons) - Xplue (short tons) ~— ealue OF 

— uw. —_—_—_—_— - 
. . Gross Silicon sands) . Gross - Silicon sands) 

weight content _ weight content . 
eee rr ee SS SL . ¥ =n ome . 

. Silicon metal —Continued | 7 : - os | 7 
Over 99% but not over 99.7% silicon — | - . a 

Continued - | oo Co a 

a Germany, Federal Republic of _____ @) ® $1 Be 
Italy______________-------- - 387 3385 347 1,093 1,087 $1,105: : 
Netherlands ________.__------ eee 136 184 137 
Norway____.-__-------------. 660 655 - 693 1,081 1,072 1,100 

Portugal ___________-----_--. 887 880 9830 6386 6,322. 6,737 
. South Africa, Republic of __._-_— ~~~ . 1,745 ~——__-:1,729 1,840 3,932 3,900 | 4,128 

. Spain _______________------ 252 250 259 ~—s- 1,280 1,267 1,111 
: ‘Sweden ~_ - oe _. 1M. s«i,101 1,098 | 

. Switzerland __._._-_--_-_-------_ -- -- oe  T 149 765 | 

Venezuela ____._____-------- -- -— — 20 20° - 21 

, Yugoslavia_______----------- 172 166 2=-—COodsi—(<sss—istié 8B 869i (iiT300—C—t 

| Total? 1788817408 19,861 41,568 41,128 42,054 

Over 99.7% silicon: : Oe mo a a 
_ --- Belgium-Luxembourg -—_——------ _- oe 19 — 16 

Canada ________~__-~-------~-- 49 121 ~- _- 

| ‘China ______________---_--- 85 398 “1 - 50. 
Denmark ____=____----------. |. al 502. 21 _ 639 

Dominican Republic _.._.__-_----- --— : Se 4 172 
_ Finland__________----------  ? , 6 _- Be 

| France __________--_-__---- 22 370 5 | 591 
_ German Democratic Republic —— ~~ _~— (?) 2 1 . 52 

| Germany, Federal Republicof __.___.- _— 618 21,608 598 21,565 
Hong Kong________----~-~---- 5 NA 289 -- NA -— 

Israel ___- _-_- _-_-_- -__ ~~ 7 © 3 _- _- 

Italy == LL LLeeetstsé8B 3,547 80 | 3,353 
- - Japan______________----_-- 34 1952 . 144 3,623 

_ Korea, Republic of ____._-------- (7) 6 _- _- 
. Malaysia ___________-------- (?) a)  @& 1 

. Netherlands ____.._.___------~- —_ _- (?) . 22 
Sweden ______-_.~--__~----~-- 4 37 _— —- 
Switzerland ____._____»_--__- () 57 13 : 640 

| United Kingdom _______~-----~- __ __ (7) 5 

Mota? 2 880 NA _28,907 885 NA _30,729 
. . — a owen ———————————————————— ee pn i 

Total silicon metal. _________~- 25,221 XX 55,381 51,801 XX 83,367 
re
 nF 

NA Notavailable. XX Not applicable. 
1Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

_ *Less than 1/2 unit. 

Source: Bureau of the Census. = 

WORLD REVIEW | , . 

World demand for silicon materials in- ket since April 1985. If the non-EEC produc- 
creased slightly compared with that of 1984, ers do not agree to an increase of the 
owing to only a small increase in production minimum price set in 1983, the EEC would ~ 
by the world iron and steel industry, the be expected to use other ways to seek a 
major consumer of ferrosilicon. Worldwide firming in prices, such as the EEC anti- 
overcapacity made it difficult for producers dumping legislation. The EEC Council of 
to maintain profitability. European Eco- Ministers also agreed to maintain the duty- 
nomic Community (EEC) ferrosilicon pro- free quota for imports of ferrosilicon for 
ducers met with EEC commission officials 1986 at about 14,000 tons, of which the 
to discuss an increase in the low level of Federal Republic of Germany will be the 
prices, set in 1983, of ferrosilicon delivered main beneficiary. 

to the EEC border. Subsequently, the Com- Argentina.—A shipment amounting to 
mission began to monitor the ferrosilicon about 4,400 tons of ferrosilicon produced by 
market and asked producers from countries Industrias Siderurgicas Grassi S.A. was de- 
accused of dumping in 1983 to provide livered to Japan in 1985, the largest ship- 
details of all transactions in the EEC mar- ment ever of Argentine ferrosilicon to that
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country. The company: owns a ferroalloy _bishi Corp., began construction of its 27,000- 

plant with an annual capacity of 11,000  ton-per-year ferrosilicon plant. The facility 
_  tons.? | was scheduled to come on-stream toward 

Australia.—Pioneer Concrete Ltd. and the end of 1986. Kawasaki Steel will take 
French metals producer Pechiney agreed to one-third of the plant’s output. 
set up a joint venture to build a silicon plant Eletrometalur and Ila og Lilleby Smelte- 
near Hobart, Tasmania. The new plant, verker A/S of Norway formed a joint ven- 
estimated to cost $34 million, would be 60% ture to produce silicon metal in Brazil. Two 

owned by Pioneer with Pechiney holding 14,000-kilowatt furnaces will be erected at 
the remainder and was expected to be Captain Eneas, Minas Gerais. The 20,000- 
completed by June 1987. The joint venture ton-per-year operation was expected to 

- jntends initially to build a single 18.5- come on-stream in mid-1987. Plant output 
megawatt submerged arc furnace, which will be for export. Alcan Aluminio do Brasil mo 

7 will produce about 13,000 tons per year of S.A. agreed to sell its ferroalloys division to | 
salable alloy or chemical-grade silicon met- Cia. Paulista de Ferro-Ligas. Alcan’s prop- 
al, based on technology of Pechiney’s sub- erties included two single-furnace oper- 

- sidiary Pechiney Electrometallurgie.® - ations with a total capacity of about 19,000 
_. Brazil.—Brazil announced that it plan- tons per year of 75% ferrosilicon. A third 

| ned to triple its output of silicon ferroalloys facility produces  silicomanganese. All | 
by 1990 including ferrosilicon and silicon: plants are in Minas Gerais. Cia. de Ferro- 
metal. Brazil’s aggressive expansion pro- Ligas Minas Gerais brought on-stream a 15- 
gram coincides with diminishing capacityin _M*VA furnace in August, increasing its 

_ the United States and Japan. However, ferrosilicon capacity from 26,000 tons per 
worldwide overcapacity is still the main year to 40,000 tons of 75% material. Cia. de | 
problem facing the world ferroalloy Ferro-Ligas da Bahia S.A. planned to re- 
industry. | | CO - sume ferrosilicon production by building 
_ Italmagnesio S.A. Indastria e Comércio three 13,000-ton-per-year furnaces in Salva- 
planned to start silicon metal production by dor, Brazil. The first furnace was scheduled 
March 1986 by converting its 24-megavolt- for completion in December. 
ampere (MVeA) submerged arc furnace Mineracées Brasileiras Reunidas S.A.’s (a 

- from ferrosilicon production. The furnace Brazilian iron ore producer) plans to build 
was scheduled for operation in January two 15,000-kilovolt-ampere (kV*A) electric 
1986. Its monthly capacity for silicon metal furnaces in Pirapora were approved by 
production is.rated at about 1,100 tons. Conselho de Nao-Ferrosos e de Siderurgia | 
-Italmagnesio also planned to build a new (CONSIDER). The $23 million ferrosilicon 
13-MVeA furnace for silicon metal produc- plant was to have a capacity to produce a 
tion. The unit was expected to be completed about 26,000 tons of ferrosilicon per year. 
by June 1986. Ferro-Ligas Assofun S.A. Brazil’s Interior Minister approved new in- 

| began installation of an electric furnace for vestment in the Inoculantes e Ferro-Ligas 
ferrosilicon production at its ferroalloy Nipo Brasileiros S.A. INONIBRAS) ferro- 
plant in Sado Joas da Boa Vista, doubling silicon project. INONIBRAS planned to in- 

- capacity to about 15,000 tons per year. The crease capacity from 7,000 tons per year to 
| company negotiated with Nippon Kokan 29,000 tons. Osaka Special Alloy Ltd. holds 

and Mitsui Co. Ltd., with the aim of estab- _ a 30% share in the company, whose smelter 
lishing a joint venture to raise a part of the is in Mato Grosso State. 
financing required for the construction. Cia. France.—Pechiney Electrometallurgie, a 
Brasileria Carbureto de Calcio (CBCC) con- subsidiary of Pechiney, planned to increase 
verted one of its old 30-MVeA ferrosilicon silicon metal capacity by about 14,000 tons 
furnaces to silicon metal production. CBCC per year by switching a ferrosilicon alloy 
brought a new 30-MV°eA furnace on-stream unit to silicon metal production at its An- 
about midyear for ferrosilicon production. glefort plant. The new capacity was ex- 
Production for the new unit was expected to pected to come on-line in early 1986. Pechi- 
be about 20,000 tons per year. CBCC also ney, the parent company, already has about 
signed a contract to supply Toyo Denka 83,000 tons of silicon metal capacity. The 
Kogyo Co. Ltd. with 5,000 tons per year of conversion was made because the market 
ferrosilicon. Eletrovale, a joint venture 60% outlook was more promising for silicon met- 
owned by Cia. Vale do Rio Doce and Eletro- al than for ferrosilicon. In the fourth quar- 
metalur S.A. Indtstria e Comérico and 20% ter, Pechiney announced cutbacks in ferro- 
each by Kawasaki Steel Corp. and Mitsu-_ silicon production, owing to world overca-
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pacity and low prices, and in silicon metal Kogyo Kabushiki:Co. Ltd., Ibiden Co. Ltd., | 
: production, owing to some weakening in Japan Metals and Chemical Co..Ltd., Toyo 

, demand.* |. - vo | - Denka, and Ube Denki Kagaku Co. Ltd. 
| Iceland.—Icelandic Alloys Ltd.’s produc- Some plants are expected to be mothballed | 

tion of ferrosilicon dropped below 1984 lev- totally, while others would eliminate one or 
els owing to a 7-week shutdown of one of its more furnaces.®. CE a 
35,000-kVeA electric furnaces. The plant Japan imported about 113,000 tons of 
operated at full capacity in 1984. Financial metallurgical-grade silicon metal in 1985, _ 
restructuring of the company to reduce an increase of about 20%; compared with 
long-term debt was also completed in 1984. that of 1984. Ferrosilicon imports amounted 
Icelandic Alloys also obtained long-term to-approximately 338,000-tons, about a 10% 
sales guarantees from Elkem A/S, Norway, decrease, compared with those of 1984. Pro- 
and Sumitomo Corp., Japan, which will duction of polycrystalline silicon for. ‘the 
provide good plant utilization in years of Japanese semiconductor industry was about 
poor demand for ferrosilicon. Construction 1,600 tons, an increase of slightly over 60%, | 
of the 25,000-ton-per-year silicon metal compared with that of 1984.° _ | | 

| plant at Reydarsjordur has been delayed Showa Denko K.K. planned to begin pro- 
| | until 1986.6 © — ee duction of silicon wafers in 1986. Anew $91 
| India.—A letter of intent to produce 2,700 million facility was to be built in Chichibu 

tons per year of silicon metal was issued by City, Saitama Prefecture, north of Tokyo. _ 
the Indian Government to Ispat Alloys Ltd., The company will use a new magnetic 
Balasore, Orissa State. Indian Metals and crystallization process. developed’ by Sony 
Ferro Alloys Ltd., Rupali, Orissa, isthe only Corp. to produce 6-inch wafers. Nippon 
other current producer of silicon metal, Kokan, Japan’s second largest steelmaker, 

| with a capacity of 5,500 tons per year. The planned to go into the manufacture of 
plant output will go to the semiconductor silicon wafers in Japan. The company — 
industry and to the aluminum industry as_ purchased technology for production of 
an additive in aluminum alloys.’ polycrystalline silicon from GE. Toyo Soda 

Italy.—Industria Elettrica (INDEL) plan- Manufacturing Co. signed an agreement 
ned to install a new 24-MVeA electric fur- with Siltec Corp., United States, for a joint. 

| nace for silicon metal production at its venture to produce silicon wafers for the _ 
Ospitale di Cadore facility by yearend. The Japanese semiconductor market. Wacker- | 
expansion will raise INDEL’S capacity to Chemie GmbH planned to build a silicon 
about 31,000 tons per year from a current rubber compound resin plant at the site of _ 
level of about 19,000 tons. All of the new its technical laboratories in Daito Town, . 
output was destined for export. INDEL was. Shizuoka. — | a | 
also producing 22,000 tons per year of 75% Norway.—Loss of ferrosilicon: production : 
ferrosilicon at its Domodossala plant.* - owing to furnace breakdowns was experi- 
Japan.—Japan’s cabinet approved a plan enced by Finnfjord Smelteverk A/S, Orkla 

drafted by its Ministry of International Metal A/S, and Hafslund A/S early in 1985. 
Trade and Industry (MITT) to offer domestic Loss of silicon metal production was re-- 
ferrosilicon, ferrochromium, and ferronick- ported by Elkem A/S, owing to a furnace 
el producers financial support in exchange breakdown in October at its Fiskaa works. 
for scrapping or mothballing plant capacity Hafslund began construction of an 11,000-. , 
by March 31, 1987. MITI expected most ton-per-year metal powder plant at its 
ferrosilicon producers to accept this offer. Sarpsborg ferrosilicon facility. The plant, 
MITI promised producers who comply with scheduled to come on-line early in 1986, 
the law on “Extraordinary Measures for would produce high-quality metal powders 
Depressed Industries” that they will be by water atomization. Products would in- 
exempted from having to pay any or most of clude fine-grained 15% ferrosilicon for 
their fixed property taxes. MITI said these heavy-medium separation of ores and scrap. 
measures were necessary to offset major Elkem became sole owner of Elkem Met- 
inroads by foreign ferroalloys producers als Co., United States, and Elkem Metals 
whose power costs aré much below that of Canada Inc. Elkem also acquired a 20% 
Japanese producers. Japan’s ferrosilicon in- share in Officine Elettrochimiche Trentine 
dustry has operated at below 50% of its S.p.A. (OET), Italy, a ferroalloys producer. 
rated capacity owing to the effect of foreign Additionally, Elkem undertook to market 
imports. The ferrosilicon companies partici- all of OET’s products outside Italy. OET 
pating in the plan include Denki Kagaku makes various specialized, highly refined
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alloys such as magnesium ferrosilicon, high- increase in consumption by the secondary 
purity ferrosilicon, and calcium silicon, aluminum sector.' 7 
among others. Orkla Industrier A/S acquir- Electricity costs for ferroalloys producers 
ed a 51% interest in Bjoelvefossen A/S, a in the Republic of South Africa were raised 
ferrosilicon producer. Tinfoss Jernverk A/S by 10% on September 1, bringing the total 
planned to convert its two 12,000-kVeA increase for the year to 15%. | | | 
ferrosilicon furnaces to silicon metal pro- Spain.—Sociedad Espafiola de Carburos 
duction, one by July and the other by Metédlicos S.A. planned to invest about $19 
February 1986. _ | million in the construction of a hydroelec- 

In December, Elkem announced plans to tric project at Santa Eugenia in Galicia. The 
buy Orkla Industrier’s 50% share of Orkla company expected to improve its power 

Metal’s ferrosilicon plant in Thamshavn consumption efficiency by this undertaking. 
and its 51% share in Bjoelvefossen. Elkem Carburos Metélicos produces 75% ferrosili- 
one began negotiating with f third N verk, con and other ferroalloys.'* The Asociaci6én 

an lerroalloy producer, iin ernverk, Técnica Espafiola de Fundicién requested 
with the aim to establish a close working that a special quota be set up for the duty- 
agreement in the areas of technology and free import of about 2,600 tons of magne- marketing. With this consolidation of the iy ferrosilicon. 
Norwegian ferrosilicon industry, Elkem ~ gweden.—Uddevalla Kiselmetalverk AB, would effectively control about 386,000 tons a joint venture formed by HB-Consult and 

Eee eno neeian ferroalloy capae. Skanska Cement, planned to build a 33,000- 
anc about 0, to ns per year oF Us. ton-per-year silicon metal plant in Uddeval- | production through its U.S. subsidiary Elk- la. The plant heduled to _ 

Metals. Additionally, Elkem holds a _* 7°, Plant was scleduled to come on 30¢ . . Yo Eekem - . stream in early 1988. The facility’s overall | % interest in and an exclusive marketing . | . . production costs were expected to be low agreement with Icelandic Alloys." . te heat f the f Ib 
In October, Norway’s Finance Minister nurchased b th Vdd i ‘a dista th © 

proposed an increase in the electricity tax PUrcnase ef the evalia'a district heat- 
to be applied to all consumers at a uniform 18 SY stem. . . . 
rate, from 0.37 cent to 0.39 cent per kilowatt Malmo Industrikombinat AB, also jointly 

| hour, effective in 1986. Norwegian ferrosili- owned by HB-Consult and Skanska Cement, 
con producers had sought some reduction in Planned to build a 55,000-ton-per-year ferro- 
the electricity tax because of the depressed ‘Silicon plant at Swede Harbour, Malmo. 
state of the ferrosilicon market. _ Construction was scheduled to begin in 
Pakistan.—Saadi Ferroalloys Inc. plan- April 1986, with startup of the plant plan- ned to set up a plant to produce about ned for 1988. Power costs for the facility will 

16,000 tons per year of 75% ferrosilicon. be partially offset by the sale of waste heat The new facility will be built in the North- from the furnaces to the Malmo munici- 
West Frontier Province in the Hazera Pality.’* 
District.22 Venezuela.—C.V.G. Ferrosilicio de Vene- 

South Africa, Republic of.—Silicon zuela C.A.’s (FESILVEN) output of ferrosili- 
Smelters Ltd., a subsidiary of South African con reportedly was expected to be about 
Manganese Amcor Ltd., planned to expand 54,000 tons in 1985, compared with about 

silicon metal production by about 26,000 42,000 tons in 1984. FESILVEN’s produc- 
tons at its Witkop plant in Transvaal, overa tion fell to a very low level in the first half | 
period of 4 years. A new 13,000-ton-per-year of 1984 owing to an explosion in one of the 
furnace was expected to come on-line in company’s two furnaces, which put the 
1987, with a second furnace scheduled for plant out of operation for several weeks. 
installation 2 years later. The companys The company has a nominal capacity of 
expansion plans were based on forecasts of about 60,000 tons of ferrosilicon per year, 
high growth in demand for silicon metal by most of which is exported to Europe, Japan, 
the chemical industry and a more moderate and the United States.” 

TECHNOLOGY 

Advanced ceramics, such as silicon car- high-performance materials have great po- 
bide, silicon nitride, and sialon (a mixture of tential, provided researchers can learn to 
alumina and silicon nitride) are attractive design and manufacture ceramic parts in 
because of their unusual resistance to heat, intricate shapes that are less brittle than 
corrosion, and abrasion and wear. These the materials available now. Advanced ce-
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ramic materials are unreliable under stress. fiber reinforcement for MMC is to achieve 

U.S. companies such as Air Products & high-temperature strength-to-density prop- 

Chemicals Inc., ARCO Chemical Co., Dow erties greater than those for superalloys. 

Chemical Co., Dow Corning Corp., E. I. For the CMC, the fibers are introduced. 

duPont de Nemours & Co. Inc., GE, W. R. mainly to yield lightweight ceramic materi- 

Grace & Co., Koppers Inc., and Sohio Engi- als with greater toughness and reliability 

neered Materials among others are all ex- than conventional monolithic structural ce- 

panding the scope of their ceramic pro- ramics. A wide variety of silicon carbide 

| grams. Norton Co. and TRW Inc. formed a reinforcements are available. However, 

joint venture, Norton/TRW Ceramics Inc., evaluation studies by scientists at NASA’s | 

in October 1985. The new company was Lewis Research Center indicate that avail- 

formed to develop wear-resistant and hot- able commercial fibers do not meet all the 

section parts for aerospace gas-turbine, ro- necessary property requirements for provid- - 

tary, and reciprocating engines that can ing MMC and CMC with high strength and 

run at much higher temperatures than toughness. Fiber research and development 

metal engine parts can withstand. Heat efforts are expected to overcome these limi- 

engines with ceramic parts would be ex- tations. Silicon carbide is available in the 

pected to offer substantial energy savings form of continuous. fibers, short fibers, | 

while also reducing automobile emissions. whiskers, and particles. Silicon carbide in 

Sohio Engineered Materials, a division of the form of whiskers, short fibers, and | 

Sohio Inc., makes a variety of silicon car- particles is being used as a reinforcement of 

bide parts including mechanical seals, blast mainly aluminum and its alloys. | | 

nozzles, fluid control nozzles, semiconductor Two primary obstacles to achieving CMC 

| hardware, and tubing for heat exchangers. with optimum microstructures are the de- 

General Motors’ Allison Turbine Div., un- velopment of high-strength, high-modulus, 

| der a contract signed with the National small-diameter continuous fibers whose me- 

Aeronautics and Space Administration’s chanical properties are not drastically de- 

(NASA) Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, graded by CMC processing or use conditions 

OH, is developing a nondestructive, pho- and net shape composite processing. meth- | 

toacoustic spectroscopy technique to distin- ods, that result in uniform microstructure 

guish surface and near-surface ceramic of nondegraded aligned fibers surrounded 7 

flaws in the 50- to 100-micrometer range. by low porosity matrices. Major emphasis is 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) _ being placed on silicon-carbide-based fibers. | 

planned to build a $9.8 million laboratory A recently developed CMC approach that 

for high-temperature-materials research. shows promise for yielding high-temper- 

The facility’s mission will be to develop ature composites with good toughness and 

ceramics that allow transportation and en-_ strength is the formation of reaction-bonded 

ergy generating equipment to run more silicon nitride matrices reinforced by silicon 

efficiently at high temperatures. AiRe- carbide fibers produced by chemical vapor 

search Casting Co. and Garrett Turbine deposition. 

Engine Co., units of Garrett Corp., received Dow Corning is the prime contractor in a 

a $1.7 million ceramic materials research $22 million Defense Advanced Project Re- 

and development contract by NASA’s Lewis search Agency aimed at developing high- 

Research Center. The NASA contract is the temperature ceramic fibers made of silicon 

result of AiResearch’s past and current carbide and ceramic composites that can 

fabrication of experimental high-technology withstand temperatures in the range of 

ceramics of silicon nitride. Cabot Corp., from 1,200° C to 1,400° C. Several years of 

Boston, MA, signed a letter of intent to research conducted by the U.S. Air Force 

purchase the ceramics unit of Augat Inc., Aeronautical Systems Division’s Flight Dy- 

Attleboro, MA. Augat produces ceramic namics Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air 

packages for integrated circuit computer Force Base, and LTV Corp.’s Aerospace and 

chips.” Defense Division resulted in a successful 

Composite materials are coming under test firing of a solid rocket motor with a 

intense investigation in response to materi- case made of the metal matrix materials, 

al requirements for advanced aerospace sys- silicon carbide and aluminum. The Air 

tems. For high-temperature applications, Force is interested in the possibility of 

research efforts include work on ceramic replacing the typical aluminum rocket mo- 

matrix composites (CMC) and metal matrix tor casing with another material, mainly to 

composites (MMC). The main purpose of achieve weight savings. Large ceramic com-
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posite panels of silicon carbide reinforced Atlanta, GA, invested $6.1 million for an 
with silicon carbide fibers will be used for 85% share in a new solar cell manufactur- 
the heat shield on France’s aerospace shut- ing plant in Birmingham, AL. The plant 
tle. The composite is able to withstand rapid _ will be jointly owned with Chronar Corp., 
temperature changes far in excess of what Lawrenceville, NJ, a maker of amorphous 
either component can tolerate separately.12 _ silicon cells.” 

Photovoltaic systems (solar cells) have not Union Carbide’s new technology to make 
reached the stage of development where P0lycrystalline silicon employs silane (SiH) | 

they are cost competitive with fossil-fuel 45 an intermediate product instead of tri- 
electric generating plants. Single-crystal sil. Chlorosilane (HSiC1,), which is used in the 
icon, a costly material, is the dominant conventional process. In Union Carb ide’s 
material from which solar cells are made. PYOCESS; silicon tetrachloride (SiCl,) 1s hy 1 | 
Scientists are showing increased interest in drogenated to trichlorosilane im a fluidized 
amorphous silicon, which can be produced ped of metallurgical silico n at 932° F and . . 15 pounds per square inch, followed by 
at a much lower price than single-crystal catalytic conversion into silane. The silane silicon, as an alternative in the manufac- is then pyrolyzed, yielding very-high-purity 
ture of solar cells. To make amorphous olvervstalline silicon? 

- silicon solar cells, very thin films of amor- — poryery | ‘ 

phous silicon are deposited on stainless ‘Physical scientist, Division of Ferrous Metals. 
steel or glass substrates. Although amor- 2The Tex Report. V. 17, No. 4037, Sept. 13, 1985, p. 6. 
phous silicon solar cells are less efficient achemical Week. V- 197, 98. No 14) Abe 1985, 
than single-crystal cells, they are much less _ ». 5. } | 

expensive andeasier to mass produce," (Melals Wank. VS. No.2 Sept 0185 96. 
Sovonics Solar Systems, a joint venture Minerals & Metals Review. V. 11, No. 5, Feb. 4, 1985, 

partnership of Energy Conversion. Devices P 8Metal Bulletin (London). No. 7017, Sept. 6, 1985, p. 13. 
(ECD), Troy, MI, and Standard Oil Co. of — Metals Week. V. 56, No. 5, Feb. 4, 1985, p. 6. 
Ohio, reported having achieved an energy 10Japan Metal Journal. V. 16, No. 7, Feb. 17, 1986, 

conversion efficiency of 12.2% in the labora- pp. 78. V. 16, No. 14, Apr. 7, 1986, p. 8. 
tory for its amorphous silicon cells. So- | Metal Bulletin (London). No. 7048, Dec. 24, 1985, p. 15. 

vonics’ cells consist of three extremely thin, — is___ Ne 7011 yen 18, 1082 iL 
vertically stacked subcells, each of which is 14______ No. 7043, Dec. 6, 1985, p. 15. 
sensitive to a different color in the spec- Pane aN oe , det ire i | 
trum.”° Sandia Base Laboratories, Albu- 17Metal Bulletin (London). No. 7035, Nov. 8, 1985, p. 17. | 
querque, NM, developed a process that in- Deo aemical Week. Advanced Ceramics. V. 187, No. 25, 
creases the electrical efficiency of polycrys- —*gignorelli R.A. and J. A. DiCarlo. High Temperature | 
talline silicon to 14. 5% by exposing the Metal and Ceramic Composites. J. Met., v. 37, No. 6, June 

material to a beam of hydrogen ions in a _ DiCarlo, J. A. Fibers for Structurally Reliable Metal and 
vacuum chamber. Mobil Solar Energy eras Composites. J. Met., v. 37, No. 6, June 1985, 

Corp., Waltham, MA, and Solavolt-Motorola Chawla, K. K. Composite Materials—ICCMV. J. Met., 

Inc., Phoenix, AZ, are currently developing ~ 20Chomical & Enginge ine News. V. 68, No. 37, Sept. 16, 
prototype solar cells using the hydrogen- 1985, P. 61. Week. No. 2910. Se 

treated polycrystalline material. Southern = 22¢hemical Week V. 136, Ne fire "12, 1985, 
Co., an electric utilities company based in pp. 44-45. |





Silver 
By Robert G. Reese, Jr.? | | 

Domestic mine production of silver de- change. ; oe 
clined in 1985 as the silver price continued U.S. silver consumption remained at 
the downward trend begun in 1983, and about the same level as in 1984 and 1983. 

mining companies emphasized financial re- Silver consumption by all market economy 
sults improvement. Exploration declined countries was estimated to have increased 

, except at those prospects that contained by 11 million ounces.? | | | 
gold as the main product. Correspondingly, Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic a 
most new silver production was from new mine production data for silver are devel- _ 
gold mines with byproduct silver. World oped by the Bureau of Mines from four 

_ mine output of silver was unchanged,owing separate voluntary surveys of U.S. oper- 
| in part to production from new mines, to ations. Typical of these surveys was the - 

enhanced mining profits brought about by lode-mine production survey of gold, silver, | 
currency devaluations relative to the U.S. copper, lead, and zinc. Of the 140 lode silver 
dollar, and to the need by some silver operations to which a survey form was sent, | 
exporting countries to earn foreign ex- 87% responded, representing 97% of the 

Table 1.—Salient silver statistics 
eee 

| | 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 

United States: 
Mine production. ________ thousand troy ounces__ 40,683 40,248 43,431 44,592 39,357 | 

Value ___.________._..__~-~thousands__ $427,922 $819,975 $496,850 $362,976 $241,653 
- Percentage derived from: 

Precious metals ores_____§_________._____ 54 68 6 80 70 
Base metal ores____§___§__-_/ ~~~ 46 32 24 20 30 
Placers_____§_§ ~~ Le (4) (2) (7) (4) (7) . 

Refinery production: : 
Domestic and foreign ores and concentrates | 

thousand troy ounces__ 47,007 44,170 50,450 ™50,019 45,609 
E Seco ndary (old scrap) ______________—do____ 39,067 27,171 25,549 24,070 24,285 
xports: 

Refined ______________________do____ 15,181 12,876 13,658 10,340 12,611 
Other________2_______do-_ 12,772 12,594 18,294 14,108 12,145 

Imports for consumption: 
Refined ______________________do____ 75,921 96,917 161,199 93,546 187,398 
Other______________ dol 18,194 20,541 18,692 21,420 15,204 

Stocks, Dec. 31: . 
Industry______________________do____ 20,875 20,467 17,586 21,173 17,136 
Futures exchanges._______________do____ 96,511 106,182 151,232 187,631 173,144 

Consumption: 
Industry and the arts _______________do____ 116,670 (118,840 116,464 114,841 118,559 
Coinage _-____________________do____ 179 1,846 2,128 2,665 355 

Price, average per troy ounce? ________________ $10.52 $7.95 $11.44 $8.14 $6.14 
Ww Employment* ~-- ee 3,600 2,900 2,400 2,600 P3,000 

oria: . . 

Mine production_________ thousand troy ounces__ 361,617 _*382,969 392,054 415,289  ©412,273 
Consumption:* 

Industry and the arts ______.___._.___do____ 344,000 351,800 349,600 362,900 373,900 
Coinage _-____________________do____ 9,000 12,800  _ *19,600 ™8,700 8,700 eee 

*Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. 
1Less than 1/2 unit. 
*Handy & Harman. 
SMine Safety and Health Administration. 
“Market economy countries only. Source: Handy & Harman. 
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total U.S. mine production shown in tables eration by the Congress. The Department of 
. | 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, and 7. Production for the Defense Authorization Act, 1986 (Public 

- remaining 18 firms was estimated using Law 99-145), signed by the President on 
prior reported production levels adjusted November 8, 1985, stated that no action 

: . for economic trends and for information may be taken before October 1, 1986, to 
: from other sources, such as company annu- implement or administer any reduction in a 

al reports, news or journal articles, or State stockpile goal in effect on October 1, 1984. 
agency reports. On July 9, the President signed Public 

Legislation and Government Pro- Law 99-61, the Statue of Liberty-Ellis Island 
- grams.—On July 8, the President approved Commemorative Coin Act, authorizing the 

National Security Council (NSC) reeommen- U.S. Mint to produce 500,000 gold, 10 mil- 
: dations for modernizing the strategic and lion silver, and 25 million cupronickel coins 

critical materials stockpile. Under the NSC commemorating the centennial of the Stat- | 
proposal, the stockpile would be structured ue of Liberty. Each silver coin would con- | 
into two tiers. Tier I would contain materi- tain 0.77 ounce of silver. Title III of Public | 
als required by military, industrial, and Law 99-61 authorized the production of a 
essential civilian users during a military silver bullion coin upon completion of the 
conflict, which would not be available from Statue of Liberty coin program. The bullion 
domestic or reliable foreign sources. Tier II _ coin would have a $1.00 face value, contain 
would contain a supplemental reserve of 1 ounce of 999 fine silver, and be produced 

| _ material already possessed by the Govern- in quantities sufficient to meet demand. | 
-’ment. According to the NSC guidelines, Silver for both the Statue of Liberty coin 

silver would be categorized in tier II, and program and the bullion coin program was_ 
| _ the goal would be 87.5 million ounces. At to be obtained from the silver held in the 

-yearend, this proposal was under consid- National Defense Stockpile. | 

a oe a, DOMESTIC PRODUCTION . 

_' Silver production was reported at 113 tional changes to improve productivity were 
mines, including 12 placer operations. Sil- used at a number of mines to reduce oper- 
ver was produced from precious metal ores ating costs and improve profitability. Other 
at 71 mines while 30 mines produced silver companies reduced or eliminated the book | 

as a byproduct of the processing of copper, value of unprofitable mining assets, or tem- 
lead, and zinc ores. The 25 largest mines porarily closed mines, or gave the owner- 

_ accounted for 95% of total domestic mine ship of mining assets to their shareholders 
output. In 1985, 10 mines each produced through the creation of new companies in 
more than 1 million ounces of silver, which order to improve their operating results. | 

when aggregated equaled 76% of the total Battle Mountain Gold Co. was created in 
domesti¢ production. al he mini 1985 by Pennzoil Co. as a means of transfer- 
. dust we P ast sever y dir, t a er hs ring ownership of Pennzoil’s mining activi- 
heen TyS emphasis regarding Sliver Nas ties to its shareholders, who could if desired 

n on the discovery and development of . . 
- ot ., ... use the stock market to dispose of their 

new deposits, owing in part to the historic. terest in th _ ts whil . 
high silver price in 1979-80, and to the eee ee eee Penmeoil’s other 
relative strength of the silver price when taining their interest in Pennzoil 8 other 
compared with the prices of base metals assets. Included in Battle Mountain were 
such as copper, lead, and zinc. However, substantially all of the domestic gold and 

1985 was a year of change for the domestic iver mining and milling operations of 
silver mining industry. As the silver price Pennzoil's Duval Corp. subsidiary, and 
continued the decline begun in 1983, and Pennzoil’s interest in various domestic and 
the silver market remained oversupplied, Australian exploration and development ac- 

return-on-investment became the main con-_ tivities. Pennzoil’s Board of Directors ap- 
cern at many silver producing operations. proved the tax-free distribution of Battle 

Many companies reduced their exploration Mountain’s stock to Pennzoil shareholders 
activities during 1985, especially at those on June 11. On August 2, each Pennzoil 
byproduct silver projects that did not have shareholder received one share of Battle 
gold as the main product. Labor conces- Mountain common stock for each Pennzoil 

sions, both in terms of wages and job con-_ share held, at which time Battle Mountain 
tent, along with operational and organiza- became a separate publicly held corp-
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oration. | , | Bagdad’s book value. The Bagdad Mine | Similarly, Amoco Corp. gave the owner- achieved full production in January 1985. _ Ship of its mining subsidiary, Amoco Miner- following a 9-month closure in 1984 during 
als Co., to its shareholders on July 1. Each which operating costs at the mine were Amoco Corp. shareholder of record on June reduced. 7 
19 received 1 share of the new company, In September, ASARCO Incorporated 
Cyprus Minerals Co., for each 10 shares of acquired the Pima Mine, a copper-silver Amoco Corp. stock held. In 1985, Cyprus producer, from Cyprus Pima Mining Co., for. 
Minerals produced 625,000 ounces of silver, $12.5 million payable over a 10-year period. 
primarily from its Bagdad and Thompson The Pima Mine operated in the same pit as 
Creek Mines.® | Asarco’s Mission, Eisenhower, and San 

St. Joe Minerals Corp., a subsidiary of Xavier Mines. Acquisition of Pima resulted | 
Fluor Corp., transferred all of its domestic, in a near 30-million-ton reserve increase at Chilean, and Canadian precious metal as- the Mission complex, to over 286 million 
sets to a new subsidiary, St. Joe Gold Corp., tons with an average grade of 0.62% copper 
in November. St. Joe Minerals planned an and 0.13 ounce of silver per ton. The acquisi- | initial public offering equivalent to 6% to tion was expected to allow more efficient 
10% of the common stock in St. Joe Gold operations in the pit. Asarco reported that 
near yearend. In mid-1985, Freeport- its 1985 share of silver production from the 
McMoRan Inc. publicly sold common stock Mission complex was 1.07 million ounces equivalent to about 11% of the ownership of contained in concentrates.‘ | 
its Freeport-McMoRan Gold Co. subsidiary. In November, all remaining operations : Alaska.—Commercial production began at the Twin Buttes Mine were terminat- at the Grant Mine in November. Joint ed. About 160 employees were affected. developers of the gold-silver operation were Anamax Mining Co., operator of the copper- Silverado Mines Ltd., Aurex Inc., and Tri- silver-molybdenum mine, had halted min- | Con Mining Inc. with holdings of 55%, 40%, ing operations in January 1983, but had | - and 5%, respectively. A 230-short-ton-per- continued to operate a copper oxide leach | : | day mill at the mine recovered precious plant on the property. The last reported metals using flotation and cyanidation. Re-__ silver production for Twin Buttes was _ Serves were estimated at 591,000 short tons 392,000 ounces in 1983.5 | | 
grading 0.61 ounce of gold per ton. In late Colorado.—Homestake Mining Co. tem- | December, the mine temporarily closed, porarily closed the Bulldog Mine on Janu- __ reportedly because of. lower than expected ary 29, 1985, owing to depressed silver _ | operating results. prices. In 1984, the silver-lead mine was : The Alaska State Legislature passed a Colorado’s largest silver producer. Although | measure allowing the Alaska Industrial mine operations remained suspended Development Authority to issue up to $175 throughout the remainder of the year, the | ~ million worth of bonds to provide funds for carbon-in-pulp plant. continued to operate, . construction of port facilities on the Chuk- recovering gold and silver from loaded car- chi Sea and a road from the port to the Red bon from the Homestake Mine in South Dog lead-zinc-silver deposit. Federal legisla- Dakota. It was estimated that 90 employees tion was enacted in October allowing the were affected by the closure. 
road to be constructed through the Cape Standard Metals Corp. closed the Sunny- Krusenstern National Monument. _ side Mine during the first quarter of 1985. An informal survey of Alaskan silver Low gold and silver prices were cited as the producers by the Alaska State Division of primary reasons for the closure. Sunnyside Geological Geophysical Survey indicated was the second largest silver producing that 28,500 ounces of silver was produced in operation in Colorado in 1984. Standard Alaska during the year, compared with Metals, operating under Chapter 11 of the about 5,000 ounces reported to the Bureau Federal Bankruptcy Code, agreed to sell the of Mines on a voluntary basis by producers. Sunnyside Mine to Echo Bay Mines Ltd. for Arizona.—Cyprus Minerals reduced the $20 million plus other interests. Following book value of the Bagdad Mine, a copper- approval of the sale by the U.S. Bankruptcy molybdenum-silver-gold _ operation, by Court for the District of Colorado in late $194.8 million to $189.2 million. Low metal October, Echo Bay acquired the mine in prices and an unfavorable finding in astudy November. Echo Bay subsequently began to of Cyprus Minerals’ ability to recover the refurbish the mine for a planned mid-1986 carried value of its Bagdad investment were reopening. 

cited as the reasons for writing-down Leadville Corp. assumed the costs of
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maintaining the Sherman Mine on Febru- — cious metals operations, and thus could 

| ~ ary 1, 1985, as stipulated in the 1984 agree- control its silver production from the min- 

, ment between Hecla Mining Co. and Lead- ing of ore to the minting of bullion coins. 

7 ville, which allows Leadville to purchase Sunshine Bullion Co., a Sunshine subsid- _ 

| Hecla’s 50-year operating lease of the mine iary, reported sales of 4 million ounces of 

for $1.5 million. Hecla subsequently extend- silver to the public in the form of bullion 

ed the deadline for payment of the $1.5 coins, bullion bars, and jewelry. oo : 

million from December 31, 1985, to June 30, Bunker Limited Partnership closed some | 

1986. The Sherman Mine remained closed marginal underground workings at the 

throughout 1985. . Crescent Mine during the first quarter of 

 Asarco reported that 344,000 ounces of 1985. At the Coeur Mine, Asarco reported | 

silver in concentrate was produced at its the production of.2.6 million ounces of silver 

Leadville Unit.* In 1984, 363,000 ounces was in concentrate, compared with 2.5 million 

produced. | ounces in 1984. At the Clayton Mine, 

| Idaho.—In July 1985, NERCO DeLamar 261,931 ounces of silver was recovered from 

Co., a subsidiary of NERCO Inc., acquired 102,258 tons of ore in 1985, an increase of 

Superior Oil Co.’s 47.5% interest in the over 42,000 ounces from that of 1984. Silver 

DeLamar Mine, giving NERCO total owner- | production at the Galena Mine, operated by 

ship. Mine production at DeLamar was Asarco, declined in 1985 to 4.1 million 

1,557,000 ounces of silver and 28,000 ounces ounces in concentrate from 4.2 million | 

of gold.” Reserves at DeLamar were increas- ounces in 1984. 

ed through exploration to 11.09 million tons Missouri.—Ore production at the Buick : 

grading 1.84 ounces of silver and 0.23 ounce lead-zinc-silver mine improved from 1.5 mil- 7 

of gold per ton. lion tons to about 2.3 million tons mined 

At the Lucky Friday Mine, a record high and milled in 1985. The production increase. 

276,817 tons of ore was milled during 1985, was the result of an agreement that ended a | 

7 compared with 257,315 tons in 1984.* Silver - strike lasting from May 31 to December 29, __ 

- production was 4,740,971 ounces in 1985, a 1984, by the mine’s unionized workers. A 

| decrease of nearly 55,000 ounces from pro- significant reduction in Buick’s reserves 

duction in 1984. Despite the drop in silver followed a decision by AMAX Inc., the mine __ 

| output, productivity increased by 20%, ow- operator, to revise Buick’s mining plans. 

: ing in part to reduced employment and to Reserves were reduced to 20 million tons, 

| - mine and mill improvements. Hecla began grading 8.0% lead and 2.2% zinc, from 36.1 

testing a new mechanized mining method at million tons, grading 5.6% lead and 1.4% 

Lucky Friday, which, if successful, should zinc." 

result in improved mine efficiency and safe- A record high 1.15 million tons of ore was 

ty. produced at the Magmont Mine, a lead-zinc- 

Sunshine Mining Co. announced in Janu- _ silver operation, during 1985.2 Productivity 

, ary the closure of some low-grade stopes at improved to 26.9 tons per worker shift 

the Sunshine Mine. An estimated 35 em- owing to increased mining efficiency and 

ployees were affected by the decision. Pro- increased mill throughput following re- 

duction at the Sunshine Mine was 4,714,403 placement of the original flotation cells 

ounces of silver from 218,496 tons of ore, with large-volume cells. 

compared with 4,808,072 ounces in 1984.2 Production began at Asarco’s West Fork 

Exploration and development activities con- lead-zinc-silver mine in September. The 

tinued in 1985, although at a lower rate mine was operating at about 40% of capaci- 

than in previous years, owing in part tothe ty by yearend. Reported production for the 

lower silver price. year was 2,000 ounces of silver, 3,900 tons of 

At Sunshine’s refinery, 3,034,256 ounces lead, and 100 tons of zinc, in concentrate.* 

of silver and 21,384 ounces of gold were Montana.—Pegasus Gold Inc. acquired 

produced from concentrates from the Sun- Wharf Resources Ltd.’s interest in the Lan- 

shine and Sixteen-to-One Mines.° On De- dusky Mine for cash and warrants to pur- 

cember 13, Sunshine acquired the refining chase common shares in Pegasus. The 

and minting equipment of Tentex Inc., a transaction gave Pegasus total ownership of 

California-based precious metals reclama- the gold-silver mine, which prior to the 

tion and custom minting operation. Sun- acquisition Pegasus had operated under a 

shine planned to move this equipment to lease from Wharf. There was no production 

Idaho. With this purchase, Sunshine com- at Landusky in 1985 because of extensive 

pleted the vertical integration of its pre- planning required following the discovery
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and acquisition of substantial new reserves solution in winter, and by pressure strip- | in 1984, © ping of loaded carbon. | | | At the Zortman Mine, Pegasus produced AMAX began construction at the Sleeper | 157,500 ounces of silver and 60,400 ounces of deposit, in northwestern Nevada. Produc- 
gold..* On March 20, Pegasus reached an tion from a central high-grade zone contain- 
agreement, subject to Gold Reserve Corp. ing 1.4 million tons of ore grading 0.324 
shareholder approval, to acquire Gold Re- ounce of gold and 0.903 ounce of silver per 
serve’s interest in the Zortman Mine in ton was expected in mid-1986. 
exchange for Pegasus’ common shares. The Limited production resumed at the Victor | agreement, if approved by Gold Reserve Mine in the second half of 1985. Testing of 
Shareholders in 1986, would give Pegasus the. mine’s facilities following renovations 
total ownership and control of the property. and expansion projects, completed since the 

Asarco reported that 3.6 million ounces of mine’s closure in 1984, was conducted dur- 
silver in concentrate was produced at the ing this period of production. | | 

, Troy Mine compared with 4.3 million - At the Candelaria Mine, 2.5 million 
ounces in 1984. ounces of silver was produced in 1985.18 
Nevada.—Production resumed at the United Mining Corp. closed its New Savage 

Buckhorn Mine in March following a Mine in April because of low gold and silver . 4-month shutdown to modernize the ore prices. The New Savage Mine is on the | handling and crushing facilities. The proj- famous Comstock Lode. The Taylor Mine, | _ ect increased capacity by 30%. In 1985, one of Nevada’s largest silver producers, _ 600,000 tons of ore was milled to produce remained closed throughout the year. | over 100,000 ounces of silver, compared with Utah.—Kennecott closed the Bingham _ 10,000 ounces of silver from 194,000 tons of Canyon Mine, a copper-gold-silver oper- ore in 1984. Employment at the mine in- ation, in March reportedly because of low | creased from 36 at yearend 1984 to 66 at prices. During the third quarter, Kennecott | | yearend 1985.5 | announced the purchase of the Carr Fork 
_ At the Fortitude Mine, 222,000 ounces of Mine’s reserves from Atlantic Richfield gold and 647,000 ounces of silver were Co.’s Anaconda Minerals Co. subsidiary. _ produced.** The drilling program on the The Carr Fork Mine is on property adjacent | property resulted in an 18% increase in to ‘Bingham Canyon. Near. yearend, Ken- reserves. Reserves at Fortitude contain.an necott’s parent company, Standard Oil Co., estimated 1.6 million and 2.2 million ounces announced a $400 million program to mod- of recoverable gold and silver, respectively. ernize Bingham Canyon. The projects were The Surprise deposit, which Battle Moun- expected to be completed in 1988. 
tain plans to develop as a satellite operation At the Escalante Mine, nearly 2.4 million | 

| to the Fortitude Mine, was discovered by ounces of silver was produced in 1985, an —— the Fortitude drilling program. Production increase of over 203,000 ounces from that of from the Surprise deposit was expected to 1984.° Operating costs at the mine were begin in 1987, reduced through an 8% labor force reduc- In February 1985, operations at the tion. Additional ore was developed on the . Gooseberry Mine were reduced from 10,000 southernly extension of the vein, and the tons per month to 1,200 tons per month possible presence of another vein north of : owing to low precious metals prices. Produc- the present mine boundary was indicated in _ tion was maintained at the reduced level drilling results. 
until November, when production was Texaco Inc. sold its Getty Gold Co. subsid- halted because of continued low prices and iary to Barrick Resources Corp. near mid- _ disappointing exploration results. During year. Getty operated the Mercur Mine, a the year, 25,000 tons of ore was milled gold-silver operation in southern Utah. yielding an average of 0.182 ounce of gold Washington.—Asamera Minerals (U.S.) and 7.87 ounces of silver per ton.!7 Inc. and Breakwater Resources Ltd. began Echo Bay acquired a 50% interest in the commercial production at the Cannon Mine Round Mountain Mine on January 1, in 1985. The mine began operations on through the purchase of Copper Range Co. January 1, and the mill officially began from The Louisiana Land and Exploration production on July 15. Nearly 150,000 tons Co. Echo Bay subsequently reduced operat- of gold-silver ore was processed. By yearend, ing costs at the gold-silver heap-leach oper- mill throughput was averaging 1,600 tons ation by lengthening the leach cycle, using per day. Tenneco Minerals Co. and United higher leaching piles, using heated leaching Mining sold their properties adjacent to the
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| Cannon Mine to Asamera and Breakwater investment group consisting predominantly 

a for $12.5 million plus royalty and/or net of former White Pine employees and man- 

a profit interests. The properties sold by agement, in the fourth quarter. Echo Bay 

7 Tenneco and United Mining were estimated acquired the Michigan mine, as part of the 

to contain 600,000 and 1,500,000 ounces of assets of Copper Range, which Echo Bay 

| recoverable gold and silver, respectively. purchased from Louisiana Land and Explo- | 

| Silver production at the Republic Mine ration earlier in the year. The White Pine 

increased to 101,521 ounces from 80,967 Mine, closed in 1982, was reopened by 

ounces in 1984.2? Development work at the Northern Copper on November 1, 1985. 

mine encountered two veins, which may In October, AMAX announced that it 

contain 300,000 tons of ore, and could ex- would phase out. smelting and refining oper- _ 

tend the mine’s life by nearly 5 years at ations at its Carteret, NJ, facility, owing to 

| 1985 production rates. : : continuing losses and a poor outlook for — 

Other States.—Handy & Harman opened secondary smelting and refining activities 

a new secondary refinery in South Windsor, in the United States. Approximately 9.7 7 

CT. The plant will process low-grade pre- million ounces of silver was produced at a 

: cious metal-bearing electronic scrap. - . Carteret from either purchased or toll- 

. Production began at the Ropes gold mine, refined material during 1985. 

in Michigan, near yearend. Commercial . Workers struck St. Joe Minerals’ Balmat 

| production was lower than anticipated in and Pierrepont Mines, in New York, on 

part because of unstable wall conditions July 22. Although the strike continued _ 

and localized faulting. A renovated iron ore through yearend, the mines were operated . 

mill treated 154,000 tons of ore, including at partial capacity by salaried and some 

87,000 tons of development ore, during 1985. nonunion personnel. 

| Average ore’ grade was 0.067 ounce of gold Production at Asarco’s Amarillo, TX, ree __ 

| and 0.179 ounce of silver per ton.”* finery was reported as 42.3 million ounces | 

Echo Bay sold the White Pine copper- of silver, a decrease of about 4.1 million 

silver mine to Northern Copper Co., an ounces from the 1984 output.” | | 

| : CONSUMPTION AND USES 

Overall silver consumption remained at continued use of more efficient manufac- 

about the same level as in 1984 and 1983. turing processes and substitutes developed , 

Silver consumption for photographic mate- during periods of higher prices, or to 

vials and in electrical and electronic prod- changes in consumer tastes, or to the avail- 

| ucts increased somewhat, reflecting the con- ability of more financially liquid lower pre- 

tinued growth of the U.S. economy and mium alternatives to holding silver as an 

lower silver prices. Stagnant consumption investment. 

in most end uses may have been due to the 

| | STOCKS 

Refiner, fabricator, and dealer stocks de- 104.2 million ounces by the end of May, a _ . 

clined from 21.2 million ounces at yearend 14.3-million-ounce decrease from yearend 

1984 to 15.6 million ounces at the end of the 1984 levels. By the end of June, however, 

1985 third quarter. The decline in industrial COMEX stocks increased significantly to 

stocks was probably due in part to the 132.4 million ounces, and continued to in- 

combination of a weak silver price and crease thereafter, ending the year signifi- 

expectations of future price declines, which cantly higher than in 1984. The depository 

prompted stockholders to delay purchases, stocks held by the Chicago Board of Trade 

and to the increase in industrial consump- (CBT) declined from yearend 1984 levels to 

tion. In the fourth quarter, as the silver 13.9 million ounces at the end of April 1985. 

price declined to less than $6.00 per ounce, CBT stocks increased later in the year, but 

industrial stocks increased slightly, to 17.1 at yearend 1985 were 17.8 million ounces, 

million ounces at yearend. compared with 19.1 million ounces at year- 

Silver depository stocks held by Commod-__ end 1984. 

ity Exchange Inc. (COMEX) declined to
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PRICES : 

Although the domestic silver price, as three major banks of Switzerland, began 

| quoted by Handy & Harman, remained ina __ publication of a silver price in December to 

relatively narrow range when compared compete with the price established by the 

with the volatile prices of the past several London Metal Exchange. The yearend price 

years, it continued along the downward established by these banks was $5.80. 

| trend begun in mid-1983. The most signifi- Futures’ contracts representing 24.1 

cant price movement occurred from mid- billion ounces of silver were traded on 

- February 1985 through the end of March. COMEX, a decrease of 9.6 billion ounces 
The price began the year at $6.14 per ounce, from the volume traded in 1984. The silver 

was $5.83 at yearend, and averaged $6.14 trading volume at the CBT declined by 

for the year. U.S. currency exchange rates, nearly 900 million ounces to 1 billion ounces 

crude oil prices, the U.S. economic outlook, in 1985. During the year, the CBT received 

and the potential returns on alternative permission from the Commodity Futures 

investments were the major factors in silver Trading Commission to trade options on its 

price movements, according to analysts. silver futures contract. Options trading be- 

As with the Handy & Harman silver gan on March 29. Each option entitled the 

price, movement of the London spot price holder to either buy or sell one CBT futures 

occurred within a relatively narrow range, contract representing 1,000 ounces of silver - _ 

and in. general continued along the down- at a given price for a specified period of 

ward trend begun in mid-1983. The London time. Silver futures trading on the Mid- 

spot price as quoted by Metals Week began - America Commodity Exchange increased to 

1985 at $6.25 per ounce. The low for the 62 million ounces from.32 million ounces in 

| year of $5.45 occurred on February 25, after 1984. | 

_ which the price increased, reaching the | On October 3, 1985, an article in the Wall 

peak of $6.75 on April 15. During the Street Journal reported that the Hunt 

remainder of 1985, the price gradually de- brothers had disposed of most of their silver 

clined, ending the year at $5.80. The aver- holdings. It was estimated that most of the — 

age price for the year was $6.13. sales took place over a 9-month period, and 

The Union Bank of Switzerland, the may have amounted to 54 million ounces of 

Swiss Bank Corp., and Credit Suisse, the silver.” 

a _ FOREIGN TRADE | 

U.S. silver exports remained essentially States came from the United Kingdom, with 
unchanged in 1985, probably owing in part an increase of 18.8 million ounces; Belgium- 

| to the continued strength of the U.S. dollar Luxembourg, with an increase of 11.0 mil- 
throughout most of the year. A strong lion; Switzerland, with an increase of 9.8 
dollar, depending upon currency exchange million; and Canada, with an increase of 9.2 
rates, tended to cause silver purchased in million. Most of the increased imports from 
the United States to be relatively more these countries consisted of refined bullion: 
expensive than silver from other sources. the United Kingdom, 18.9 million ounces; 

Canada and Japan remained the largest Belgium-Luxembourg, 9.5 million ounces; 
recipient countries for U.S. silver, most of Switzerland, 9.8 million ounces; and Cana- | 
which was in the form of refined bullion. da, 8.7 million ounces. U.S. silver imports 
Exports of refined bullion to Canada in- from Peru declined substantially. 
creased by 1.1 million ounces; the increase Imports for consumption of ore and con- 
may have been related to the increased centrates declined significantly. Peru, with 
participation of Canadian companies in the a decrease of 7.3 million ounces, and Mexi- 
U.S. mining industry. Exports of refined co, with a decrease of 1.7 million ounces, 

bullion to Japan declined by nearly 600,000 were the countries with the largest de- 
ounces. creases in ore and concentrate shipments to 

U.S. silver imports for consumption in- the United States. 
creased by one-third, in part owing to in- The United States was a net importer of 
creased industrial consumption and the silver. Net import reliance calculated as a 
strong U.S. dollar. The most significant percentage of apparent consumption was 
increases in silver imports into the United approximately 60%.
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— . ~~ WORLD REVIEW | 

| _ Despite the decline in US. silver produc- deposit continued. Construction of a 4,000- | 
tion, world mine production of silver was foot adit for underground exploration of the __ 
essentially unchanged, owing in part to ore body reached the midpoint by yearend _ 

- production from new mines, especially gold and was expected to reach the ore body in : 
mines that produce byproduct silver, to the mid-1986. Laboratory testing on drill core | 
continued need by some developing coun- samples indicated: that flotation would | 
tries to earn foreign exchange for debt probably be the most practical and eco __ 
repayment, and to the strong U.S. dollar, nomic process for treating the fine-grained — 
which moderated the impact of the declin- polymetallic ore even though achieving any _ 

| ing silver price on foreign earnings. Explo- significant gold recovery from the ore would _ 
ration continued to be very active for gold be difficult given the refractory nature of 
deposits; however, exploration for other the gold content. Conversion of the nearby - sources of byproduct silver, such as copper, Cleveland tin mill to a trial milling facility 

| lead, or zinc deposits, or for primary silver for Hellyer ore continued and was expected | 
deposits was limited. Australia, Canada, © be completed by mid-1986. The mill was 

_ Mexico, and Peru continued to be the coun- +0 have a nominal capacity of 11 tons per 
tries where most of the silver-bearing dis- hour. | oe 

| - coveries were reported, although there ap- The British Petroleum Co. PLC reported 
| peared to be increasing interest in exploring that the Teutonic Bore Mine was closed 

_ the islands of the Pacific Basin for precious ©W!ng to exhaustion of reserves. Silver pro- metalsdeposits. _ oo duction increased to nearly 114 million 
Total consumption of silver by market °Unces from 1.06 million ounces 1n 1984, | 

economy countries was estimated at 382.6 __ “t its Zinc Corporation Mine and New 
million ounces, an increase of 11 million Broken Hill Consolidated Mine, CRA Ltd. | 
ounces over the revised figures for 1984. of ePorted that 2.46 million tons of ore was 
the 382.6 million ounces consumed, 373.9 produced m ne compared with 2.06 mil- | million was used in industrial applications, pon, tong, in 1984. Both mines were at 
an increase of 11 million ounces over the deci ded 1 m h wi ut \ ales. CRA 
1984 level. The quantity of silver used for ti ed to close the 47-year-old Zinc Corpo- 
coinage, 8.7 million ounces in 1985, was the Ne WB ena and to upgrade the 

' game as the revised estimate for 1984.24 — | ad tre tt h en ean so that it 
The total silver required by all market could ont the vached evi pon New So An 

| economy countries including the United Wales vo was reached with the New South | oy . a es government that would allow the States for industrial use and coinage, for mines to be connected to the New South | 
bullion stocks, and for net exports to cen- Wales electricity grid, subs uently allow. trally planned economy countries exceeded ing the closure. a CRA’s ‘cuLfired power . 
Carcee ap ary, Production ny eee generating station. The closure of the con- 
_ centrator and the power station were ex- obtained from the following sources: old pected to significantly reduce future oper- 

scrap, 72.2 million ounces; outflow from ating costs. 
stocks held in India, 25.7 million ounces; Following agreements near yearend 1984 
demonetized coin, 3.0 million ounces; and which allowed CRA to buy the interests of withdrawals from government stocks, 5.4 its two partners in the Woodlawn Mine, 
million ounces. Estimated net exports to CRA completed the acquisition in early 
eerie planned economy countries was 1 1985. An exploration program to test the 
multion ounces. feasibility of extendi ine’s li 

Australia.—Aberfoyle Ltd. reported that underground operation felleme ees on 
over 260,000 tons of ore was produced at the _ tion of strippable reserves was begun during 
Que River Mine in Tasmania, a 19% in- 1985. Ore production was 1.03 million tons crease from that of 1984.2* Ore grades at the in 1985.27 
zinc-lead-copper-silver-gold mine were Production began at the Kidston Mine, a 
14.2% zinc, 8.1% lead, 0.4% copper, 7.4 gold operation with byproduct silver, on 
ounces of silver, and 0.1 ounce of gold per March 1. The Kidston Mine was operated by 
ton. During 1985, additional equipment was Kidston Gold Mines Ltd., a 70%-owned 
purchased to expand the mine’s capacity to subsidiary of Placer Development Ltd. The 
over 330,000 tons per year. Employment at mine was operating at design capacity by 
the mine increased to 333 from 315 at midyear, and at yearend, mill throughput 
yearend 1984. was averaging 15,300 tons per day. During 

Development work at Aberfoyle’s Hellyer the first 10 months of operation, 4.16 mil-
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lion tons of ore was milled.” | the treatment of 7,585,000 tons of ore at the | 
During the fiscal year ended June 30, Similkameen copper mine in British 

1985, about 10.3 million tons of ore was Columbia.*? The increased mill throughput 
treated at the Mount Isa Mine in Queens- was attributed to the installation of an 
land.” Increased hoisting capacities andthe intermediate crusher in the grinding circuit use of the Jubilee mill heavy-medium plant during 1985. Silver production at the Fox _ in the silver-lead-zinc processing stream to copper-zinc-silver-gold and Ruttan copper- increase the rejection of barren material zinc-silver-gold mines, in which Newmont : prior to concentrator processing were cited has a 34% interest, was 165,727 ounces and 
as the major factors in allowing a record- 304,196 ounces, respectively. high tonnage of ore to be processed. | Noranda Inc. reopened the Bell copper- 

M.I.M. Holdings Ltd. agreed to sell its gold-silver and Brenda copper-molybdenum- 
50% interest in the Lady Loretta deposit to g0ld-silver mines. N egotiations with the 
Pancontinental Mining Ltd. on August 22, mines’ labor unions and the British Colum- 

_ The deposit, in Queensland, contained sil- bia government prior to the reopenings 
ver, lead, and zinc. obtained concessions that reduced the . | Canada.—Silver production at Brunswick ™ines operating costs. Silver production at 
Mining and Smelting Corp. Ltd.’s No. 12 the Bell Mine was 32,000 ounces, and the 
Mine increased to about 6.8 million ounces Brenda Mine produced 80,000 ounces.* . | in concentrate from about 6.2 million Noranda reported that the Geco Mine | ounces in 1984.%° Construction of an in-mine Produced 1,325,000 ounces of contained sil- crusher and a footwall backfill system was Ver Mattabi Mines produced 555,000 
completed in 1985. Both projects were ‘ex- 8G Ga the 'y On ea ne Pp roduced 

- pected to reduce future operating costs. The di d w vnillic,, n 5 vill mines Pro- 
' No. 12 Mine was closed for 2 weeks at nd bo . i 9 lon em F co stained 
yearend owing to a zinc concentrate sur- wil aout A vel: ‘Ov all 2° oot | 
plus. At its Smelting Div., Brunswick pro- N ver, respective y: Mveral’, mines in whic duced nearly 2,659,000 ounces of doré from Noranda had an interest in 1985 produced anh : - 9.8 million ounces of silver, 2.4 million 213,000 tons of concentrate, dust, and resi- less than in 1984. No ” d duced 
dues. Smelting Div. output was lower than employment at ite H orn e 5 nelte » and CCR 
my Prior years owing in part to a January refinery through a combination of early 
acid plant shutdown for catalyst screening. retirements, layoffs, and attrition. 1 O897 Oe en Mine, Cominco Ltd. mill- “The Copper Rand mill produced 76,918 ed 2,397,000 tons of ore with an average ounces of silver from the treatment of | silver content of 1.5 ounces per ton. The mill 402,922 tons of ore from the Copper Rand 
throughput was less than the 2.73 million Mine, and 54,338 ounces of silver from the tons processed in 1984 because of a decision treatment of "285,885 tons of ore mined at to reduce metal production at the Trail the Portage Mine** A 4-year expansion 
smelter-refinery complex. Employment at program at the Portage Mine was complet- | Sullivan declined from 1,125 to 986 at year- ed, and the mine returned to full capacity in 
end 1985. | _ the fourth quarter. Gold recovery at the | The Trail smelter refinery produced mill was improved through the addition of a about 9.8 million ounces of refined silver, jig and two sluice boxes to the gravity compared with 10.6 million ounces in 1984. circuit. However, a cyanidation plant in- Cominco attributed the lower refined silver stalled in 1984-85 remained inoperative, 

_ production to a drop in quantity of lead owing to metallurgical problems. Operating concentrates with a high silver content that costs at the mine and mill were reduced 
could be purchased by the company. Em- through improved operating efficiencies, ployment at Trail was reduced to 2,562 from mining lower tonnages, elimination of the 3,164, through rationalization and reorgani- summer vacation shutdown, and a reduc- arson of the work force. the Si Mi tion in employment from 651 to 525. roduction costs a e Silvana Mine In October, a project was be that were reduced following a conversion from would increase - the mill capacity of the diesel to hydropower, according to Dicken- Equity silver mine from 5,800 tons per day son Mines Ltd. The mine produced 470,000 to 8,500 tons per day. The project included ounces of silver from 25,418 tons of ore.*! construction of a second rod mill, construc- Newmont Mining Corp. reported that tion of a third ball mill, and increased 266,666 ounces of silver was produced from flotation and pumping capacities. Produc-
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| ‘tion for 1985 was 4.57 million ounces of produced in 1985, an increase of 600,000 — 

| silver in concentrate.** The mill processed ounces from that of 1984.41 Lacana Mining | 

‘about 2.3 million tons of ore. a Corp. reported that its 30%-owned Torres 

At the Beaverdell Mine, Teck Corp. re- mining complex in Guanajuato produced 

ported that 336,426 ounces of silver was nearly 3.8 million ounces of silver in 1985, 

produced, compared with 375,709 ounces in and that its 40%-owned Encantada Mining . 

1984.2* Average mill throughput was 41,105 Group in Coahuila produced almost 1.2 | 

tons perdayin 1985. = — ' million ounces of silver.*?.In 1984, Torres 

United Keno Hill Mines Ltd. reported the produced 4.2 million ounces, and Encanta- : 

_ production of 1.3 million ounces of silver da, 1.8 million ounces. The reduced produc- _ 

contained in lead concentrate.’’ A total of — tion by the Encantada Group was attributed 

74,609 tons of ore was milled during 1985. _ to operational problems. . - 

- The Elsa Mine was reopened in May, and In May 1985, the Mexican Government 

: produced 1,980 tons of ore grading 48.2 granted tax and fiscal aid to Mexican mine 

: ounces of silver per ton. Underground min- operators owing to the peso devaluation and _ 

' ing was also conducted at the Husky, Husky the declining silver price. Under the mea- 

Central, Husky S.W., and Ruby Mines. Min- sure, mine operators would receive tax re- 

ing was halted at the Ruby Mine in May lief ranging from 10% to 45% on any tax - 

: after production of 600 tons of ore, owing to assessed. | | 

‘the exhaustion of all known ore reserves. Peru.—Cia. de Minas Buenaventura S.A. 

Average silver grade of the Ruby Mine ore remained Peru’s largest privately owned 

-_-was 25.7 ounces per ton. At the Calumet Pit, silver producing company with an out- 

221,200 tons of ore containing an average of put of nearly 8.6 million ounces. At the 

21.5 ounces of silver per ton was mined in Uchucchacua Mine, a project to increase _ 

1985. | | capacity to 1,000 from 700 tons per day was © 

| - Mexico.—México, Desarrollo Industrial completed. Production at Uchucchacua con- | 

Minero §.A. (MEDIMSA) completed devel- sisted of 18,515 tons of lead concentrates 

opment of its new Rosario silver-zinc- containing an average of 206.5 ounces of 

copper-lead mine. At the Charcas Mine, silver per ton. At the Julcani Mine, 7,801 

MEDIMSA completed a capacity expansion tons of lead concentrates averaging 238.9 

project, which increased the silver-zinc- ounces of silver per ton was produced. 

copper-lead operation’s capacity from 1,400 Buenaventura’s subsidiary, Cia. de Minas 

to 3,800 tons per day. From.its 11 mines and Orcopampa S.A., produced 6,614 tons of 

5 metallurgical plants, MEDIMSA produced _ concentrates averaging 426.7 ounces of sil- 

| 22.87 million ounces of silver during 1985, ver per ton. In December, the International 

compared with 21.28 million ounces in Finance Corp. agreed to provide $10 million 

1984.38 . | of the $30 million estimated cost to expand 

At the Real de Angeles Mine, silver pro- Orcopampa’s capacity to 1,000 tons of ore 

| duction increased by 23%, while lead and per day, to construct a hydroelectric plant 

zinc output increased by 25% and 38%, and other facilities, and for exploration and 

respectively. Higher mill throughput and mine development. 

better recoveries were cited as the major At Empresa Minera del Centro del Pert 

factors for the increased output. Additional (Centromin Perd), silver production increas- 

mining equipment was purchased and ed to 14.2 from 13.2 million ounces in 1984. 

placed in service so that the increased Record-high production of silver contained 

milling rates could be maintained. Silver in concentrate was reported for the Casa- 

output was reported as 11.17 million ounces _palca Mine (4.5 million ounces), the Yauri- 

in concentrate in 1985 compared with 9.04 cocha Mine (1.3 million ounces), the Cerro- 

million ounces in 1984.2 Ore reserves were San Expedito Mine (1.1 million ounces), and 

increased substantially when it was discov- the Cobriza Mine (948,000 ounces). In 1984, 

ered that mineralization extended below these mines produced 4.0 million, 1.2 mil- 

earlier pit designs. lion, 1.1 million, and 843,000 ounces, respec- 

AMAX reported that the mines of Compa-_ tively. Centromin Pert’s Cerro-Paragsha 

nia Fresnillo S.A. de C.V., Zimapan S.A. de and Morococha Mines produced 3.1 million 

C.V., and Rosario Mexico S.A. de C.V. pro- ounces and 2.0 million ounces of silver 

duced 10.4 million ounces of silver.“ In contained in concentrate in 1985, respec- 

1984, these mines produced 10.3 million tively. At the La Oroya Complex, produc- 

ounces. At the Bolanos Mine, 49% owned by _ tion of refined silver decreased slightly to 

Kennecott, 1.6 million ounces of silver was 23.2 million from 23.6 million ounces. Feed
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for La Oroya was provided by Centromin at some of its properties in the Philippines. — 
Pera and numerous independent mines dur- On July 5, the Biga concentrator was closed, 
ing 1984. | and operations at the Biga and Carmen Pits - 

Cia. Minera Arcata S.A., Peru’s second reduced. Subsequently, the Carmen concen- 

| largest private silver producer, produced 3.5 trator was closed on October 1 for general 
- million ounces of silver at the Arcata Mine, overhaul and for installation of transporta- _ 

compared with 3.3 million ounces in 1984. _ tion facilities to bring ore from the Lutopan | 
. At the Caylloma Mine, Cia. Minera Cay]- Mine to the concentrator. At this time, the 

loma S.A. produced 2.5 million ounces of Biga and Carmen Pits were closed. In De- | 
silver in 1985, and reduced operating costs Ccember, the Carmen concentrator resumed | 
by 14%. Cia. Minera Milpo S.A. was able to operation, along with some mining activi- 

increase output through production from ties at the pits to supplement ore production | 

new mine workings, adoption of new benefi- from Lutopan. With the resumption of proc- 
ciation techniques, and more efficient com- essing at the warmen corals the DA S 

' plementary services. The increased produc- “ORR ae ay 7 as ‘ion to re ao a Bs Or 
tion at Milpo occurred despite several par- was iff milion tons irom the oiga 

tial work stoppages due to terrorist attacks and Carmen Pits and 11.3 million tons from 
~ } the Lutopan Mine. Silver content of the 

and a 26-day strike. The company P roduced concentrates produced was 311,862 ounces, | 

nearly 30,000 tons of lead concentrates and compared with 452,201 ounces in 1984.4 At | 
65,000 tons of zinc concentrates containing its Masbate Pit, Atlas produced 50,579 

9 6 and 4 2 ounces of silver per ton, respec-  Gunces of silver, a decrease of over 20,000 | 
tively. Cia. Minera del Madrigal S.A. pro-  gunces from that of 1984. The heap-leaching __ 
duced 357 rf 50 ounces of silver in concen- lant at Masbate, in its first full year of 

| trate by milling 344,744 tons of ore grading gneration, produced 6,146 ounces of silver. 
1.4 ounces of silver per ton. The Quiruvilca | | | | 

Oo Mine, operated by Corporacion Minera Nor _ physical scientist, Division of Nonferrous Metals. - 
Peru S.A. produced 2.0 million ounces of — cones, as used throughout this chapter refers to the : 
silver in 1985 compared with 1.8 million. “s ae | | | 
ounces in 1984. Southern Peru Copper Corp. — SARAROO Incorporeied, 1985 Anaual Report 33 pp. | | 
(SPCC) milled 31.2 million tons of ore from og MAX Inc. 1986 Annual Report. 37 pp. - 
its Toquepala and Cuajone Mines to pro- = 7NERCO Inc. 1985 10K Report. 32 pp. | 
duce 2.8 million ounces of silver contained _,Hecla Mining Co. 1085 Annual Report. 33 pp. 
in its blister copper. In 1984, SPCC milled —_1sumshine Mining Go. 198 Annual Report. 38 pp. 
30.3 million tons of ore and produced 2.5 eAMAX Inc. 1985 10K Report. 62 pp. | 
million ounces of silver. | ayo mince Lie foe annual Report. 37 pp. 

Other Countries.—For the year ended rn eeasus Gold Inc. 1985 Annual Report. 37 pp. | 
October 31, 1985, Cia. Minera Aguilar S.A. ey ore Cited In footnote 22. 
milled 636,160 tons of ore to produce 1.4 17 haarona the 1988 Aumoal Report So pre port. 24 pp. 
million ounces of silver contained in lead —_{, Work cited in footnote 7. 
concentrates at its Aguilar Mine in Argenti-  20wore Hedin ones | 
na. The production was essentially the same aocallahan Mining Corp. 1985 10K Report. 27 pp. 

as that of 1984. At the Quioma Mine in Wall Strect Journal Hunts Sold Most of Silver Hoard 
Bolivia, 131,000 ounces of silver was pro- Taking Estimated $1 Billion Loss. Oct. 3, 1985, p. 3 | 
duced, compared with 52,000 ounces in 1984. An Handy ox ne The Silver Market, 1985. 70th. 
St. Joe Gold announced that it would ex- Work cited in footnote: 24. enort 25 
pand the capacity of its El Indio Mine, in oyle Ltd. nual Report. 20 pp. 

Chile, to 2,100 tons per day from 1,800 tons —_#picecr Development Lie 190s Ameoal Report. 48 pp. 
per day. For the year ended October 31, 5 MLM. Holdings Ltd. 1985 Annual Report. 32 pp. 
1985, El Indio produced nearly 1 million jual Rope 21 panne Sand Smelting Corp. ltd. 1985 An- 
ounces of silver contained in either its s2pickenson ‘Mines Lita. 1985 Annual Report. 32 PP. 
direct smelting ore or its mill products. BSu ning orp. n Port. 04 Pp. 

The El Mochito Mine in Honduras pro- aN ortheate Bapt ata 986 rece Report. 29 

duced 2.7 million ounces of silver in concen- PPssWork cited in foo tnote 27 
trate in 1985. Production at the mine was $Teck Corp. 1985 Annual Report. 33 pp. 
increased to offset declining ore grades and 37United Keno Hill Mines Ltd. 1985 Annual Report. 20 

to reduce unit costs. In 1984, 2.6 million "Sework cited in footnote 4. 
ounces of silver was produced. wow ork cited in footnote 27. 

Depressed copper and silver prices and “The British Potrolours Co. PLC 1985 Annual Report. 
national economic conditions were cited by 64 a. 
Atlas Consolidated Mining and Develop. 43 Atias Consoltiated Minice ena Doeclopnene Corp. 
ment Corp. for operating reductions made 1985 Annual Report. 21 pp.
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, Table 2.—Mine production of recoverable silver in the United States, by State 
Se (Troy ounces) 7 

| State 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 

Alaska____~~-~~_-__2 2 2,372 2,080 4,123 WwW Ww Arizona __— =~ 8,055,231 6,309,327 4,491,532 4,246,616 4,885,310 California__.--.2. ~~ = 53,286 34,048 26,899 W .ssi115,478 - Colorado__ ~~~. ~~~ 3,008,994 1,934,312 2,145,616 2,199,888 - 548,696 Idaho_ _-_----___.--__-_-____-____ 16,545,648 = 14,830,351 17,684,278 18,869,186 18,827,948 oo, Mllinois__------~-~_~_ W WwW WwW WwW W . . Michigan __-~-~__~_ 2 Ww WwW _ -- W Missouri__—=-~-____~ 2 1,837,011 2,241,159 2,021,343  —- 11,401,070 1,635,301 . Montana ________________ 2,988,810 6,168,711 5,707,963 5,652,847 4,009,979 Nevada _--—~_-_~____=_ 3,039,480 3,142,263  °5,179,394 6,477,032 4,946,523 New Mexico.________________ 1,632,346 804,594 WwW WwW WwW New York. ~~ 2 28,829 _ 27,212 33,137 : WwW Ww Oregon___— = 7,487 _- 856 Ww _ South Carolina__._=_ = W —_ _—_ __ W South Dakota__-________ = 55,792 26,241 62,314 50,036 63,156 Tennessee__-_-- $$) = Ww — WwW Ww. Ww WwW | Utah = 2,882,671 4,342,333 4,566,610 Ww W Washington____________________ 67,390 WwW WwW . WwW WwW 

Total_____--._------_-.--_--___ 40,683,173 40,248,409 *48,480,937 ™44,591,67 1 39,357,197 

FRevised. |W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included in “Total.” 

| | Table 3.—Mine production of recoverable silver in the United States, by month 
. a . (Thousand troy ounces) 

eee e een SS ssi Sa 
. " 

SE 
ne Month 1981 1982 1983" 1984" 1985 

, January ___~~-~ ~~~ 3,062 8,643 3,101 = 3,774 3,425 o February _____-_—~§ $=) 3,404 3,283 3,051 “3,897 3,045 : March _-_______= 3,408 4,039 3,776 4,202 3,385 April__._ ~~ 3,814 3;733 3,681 4,027 3,207 May ___--_-~~ ~~ ee 3,151 3,713 3,675 3,892 3,351 dune __-____ 3,315 3,568 3,767 3,780 3,281 July __-_-_- 3,577 3,090 3,588 3,576 3,234 August______________ 3,408 2,987 3,755 | 3,719 3,355 September _________________ 3,503 3,014 8,563 3,245 2,925 October __-______._ =e 3,795 2,889 8,408 3,662 3,847 November___ 2-2 3,354 3,241 _ 8,414 3,323 3,124 . _ December __ 3,392 3,048 4,652 3,495 3,228 
| Total________ 40,683 40,248 43,431 44,592 39,357 

Revised. 

Table 4.—Twenty-five leading silver producing mines in the United States in 1985, : 
in order of output 

Rea 
Rank Mine County and State Operator Source of silver 

| a ee 
1 Lucky Friday ___ Shoshone, ID ______ Hecla Mining Co_________ __ Silver ore. . 2 Sunshine______ = _____do_________ Sunshine Mining Co ________ Do. . 3 Galena _______ ~~~ do_________ ASARCO Incorporated _______ _ Do. 4 Troy_________ Lincoln, MT_______ ~~--do__ Silver-copper ore. 5 Coeur ________ Shoshone, ID ___ _ __ ~---do_____~ Silver ore. 6 Escalante______ Iron, UT_________ Helca Mining Co___________ Do. 7 Candelaria ____ _ Mineral, NV ______ NERCO Metals Inc _________ _ Do. 8 DeLamar __ ____ Owyhee, ID_______ NERCO DeLamar Co________ Gold-silver ore. 9 Sixteen-to-One_ __ Esmeralda, NV_____ Sunshine Mining Co _______ _ Silver ore. 10 Tyrone _______ Grant, NM _______ Phelps Dodge Corp _________ Copper ore. ll Sierrita_______ Pima, AZ _________ Duval Corp_____________ Do. 12 Eisenhower_____ ~---do_________ Eisenhower Mining Co ______ _ Do. 13 Morenci_____ __ Greenlee, AZ______ Phelps Dodge Corp _________ Do. 14 Buick ________ Iron, MO ______ AMAX Lead Co. of Missouri ___ _ Lead ore. 1 Battle Mountain_ - Lander, NV’. ~ oe eae Mountain Gold Co______ Gold ore. agdad _______ avapai, ~---Hee rus Bagdad Copper Co ___ __ Copper ore. 17 Ray _-_______ Pinal, AZ ________ Kennecott... 77777 PAO. 18 Crescent ______ Shoshone, ID ____ __ Bunker Limited Partnership ___ Silver ore. 19 San Manuel ____ Pinal, AZ ________ Magma CopperCo__________ Copper ore. 20 Magmont _ _ __ __ Iron, MO ________ Cominco American Incorporated _ Lead ore. 21 Leadville ______ Lake,CO ________ ASARCO Incorporated_____ __ Lead-zinc ore. 22 Reymert ______ Pinal, AZ _________ Nichols Development Corp__ _ _ _ Silver ore. 23 Pinto Valley ____ Gila, AZ_________ Pinto Valley Copper Co_______ Copper ore. 24 Clayton _______ Custer, ID________ Clayton Silver Mines_______ _ Silver ore. 25 Viburnum 29_ __ _ Washington, MO____ St. Joe Minerals Corp________ Lead ore. 

pr eeneeneneeeeeeen
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Table 5.—Silver produced in the United States, by State, type of mine, and 
class of ore 

Placer a 

(troy Gold ore Gold-silver ore Silver ore 
Year and State oun a Troy a” Troy. a” Toy 

0 Short Short Short : ounces ounces ounces 
silver) tons of silver _ tons of silver tons of silver 

.1981___- Le 1,839 8,758,364 754,037 1,040,878 2,263,585 4,538,322 19,095,412 
1982-9. ._-__________ + 2,012 18,087,462 852,500 1,213,247 2,769,495 5,422,706 23,577,319 
1983_ $2.2 -__- 4,035 18,329,722 1,146,835 1,129,756 1,794,758 "7,528,125  *°30,079,569 

. 1984-22-22 LL T1508 24,581,032 1,333,227 1,587,850 2,890,407 7,804,144 31,328,954 

1985: 
Alaska ___ 2 WwW __ __ _- __ __ ae 
Arizona___ ~~ __ — — WwW WwW W WwW 
California __________ WwW WwW WwW WwW W — __ 

. Colorado ___________ __ 811,529 69,317 __ — WwW Ww 
Idaho _____________ _— 50,637 6,574 if W WwW Ww 

- Minois _.-~_- ~~ _____ — __ __ — one __ __ 
. Michigan. _ ________~_ —- WwW Ww _~ — _- _— 

Missouri ~__§_§_§______ _- _— an _— a __ _ 
Montana___________ Ww WwW Ww W WwW 40,832 231,894 
Nevada_____§_§__~____ W ~=s 12,355,594 982,180 WwW W 2,861,995 3,833,760 
New Mexico ________ — _- 914,946 7,606 2,527 14,926 © Ww Ww 
New York _________— _— _- — _- -- __ __ 
South Carolina ______-— _- WwW Ww — _— _— — 
South Dakota ________ _- 2,345,704 63,156 ae _— __ __ 
Tennessee __________ _- — ~~ — __ __ _— 
Utah ___ ek _— WwW Ww. _— _— 292,000 2,430,000 
Washington __ ~~~ _- WwW Ww — a a _— 

. Total. __~_-________ 6,434 26,887,964 1,571,730 1,043,854 2,039,797 4,302,681 24,012,856 
Percent of total silver (4) XX 4 XX 5 XX 61 

Lode 

- Copper ore Lead ore Zinc ore 

. Troy Troy Troy Short Short Short ounces ounces ounces 
tons of silver tons of silver tons of silver 

1981____~___~_______ 281,939,595 13,952,838 8,524,045 1,839,198 561,970 28,863 
1982.92 190,718,274 9,420,220 9,407,482 2,244,737 713,228 27,212 
1983_____ -~-------- —7171,614,767 27. 344,180 8,050,251 2,021,346 753,044 33,137 
1984__$__________-~-~ 166,255,710 * 96,526,427 5,272,047 . 1,723,368 923,843 61,505 

1985: 
Alaska _ = = __ — — __ a _— 
Arizona___§_—§_§_§_§_____ 129,545,286 4,382,734 __ __ __ me 
California _____§_____ -— ~~ -- _- — -- 
Colorado ___________ a __ _— __ -_ 
Idaho __§_§_§_§_§_______ _— a __ _— _- _- 

Illinois __- $$ _§_.§ __~§___ _— __ a __ __ _- 
Michigan. __ $$ _§_.___ W WwW _— — a _— 
Missouri _______.___ _— — 7,091,945 1,635,301 — _- 
Montana___________ 2,842,971 3,565,927 __ __ _- __ 
Nevada____________ — __ _— _— — __ 
New Mexico_________ WwW WwW __ __ __ __ 
New York __________ __ __ _— __ Ww Ww 
South Carolina _______ _— — _- __ = _— 
South Dakota ________ — — — __ __ _- 
Tennessee ___________ WwW Ww — __ Ww WwW 
Utah ____________e Ww Ww __ __ __ a | 
Washington _________ __ _— _- _- _— _— 

" Total. __________ 154,658,676 9,659,224 7,091,945 1,635,301 949,988 28,285 
Percent of total silver Xx 25 XX 4 XX () 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 5.—Silver produced in the United States, by State, type of mine, and 
| class of ore—Continued 

| | a Lode | 

, . Copper-lead, lead-zinc, | Total 
' copper-zinc, and Old tailings, etc. 

Year and State copper-lead-zinc ores 

Troy Troy Troy . 
Short ounces Short ounces Short ounces 

of silver of silver of silver 

1981______________-__ 3,186,988 2,369,785 286,419 337 7,666 308,836,581 40,683,173 
1982... 2 Le S—ttsé*=e125, 1477 919,329 433,446 3 4435585 223,115,992 40,248,409 
1988___....._-_------  . @& (°) 6856,550 % 71,007,082 208,262,215  °43,430,937 

. 1984. (5) (5) 815,877,223 37726,280 221,801,849 44,591,671 

1985: 7 , | 
Alaska __...--______ _— -- _— —- _— Ww. 
Arizona___ $$ ____— _- —_ WwW W = 129,738,370 4,885,310 
Califomia _________— Le _- — _— 2,364,363 115,478 
Colorado ______..___ WwW W — — 1,041,194 548,696 
Idaho___~___~______ Ww Ww W W 5,655,699 18,827,948 - 
Mlinois _. -.-_.__+__— —_ _- Ww Ww W W 
Michigan_ _________— —_ _- _- _- W . WwW 
Missouri ____§_______ _- _- _- _- 7,091,945 1,635,301 
Montana ______.____ -— _- Ww Ww 10,412,113 4,009,979 
Nevada______.. ~~ _- _- WwW WwW 15,402,843 4,946,523 
New Mexico ________- —_ _— 35 43 Ww WwW . 
New York __.___._-- _- a ee _- WwW Ww . 
South Carolina ___.___— _— _- — _- WwW Ww 
South Dakota ________ -~— _- _- _- 2,345,704 63,156 

. Tennessee __________ _— _- —_ _- WwW Ww 
Utah _-__ Le _- _- 12,385 367 WwW Ww 
Washington __.~___ — _- _- _— WwW WwW 

Total... -____- 0) (5) 64,271,240 37403,570 199,206,348 39,357,197 
| . Percent of total silver XX 2) Xx 1 XxX 100 

Revised. |W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included in “Total.” XX Not applicable. 
1Less than 1/2 unit. 
2Includes copper-zinc ore and silver recovered from copper-zinc ore in Tennessee to avoid disclosing company 

proprietary data. 
. 3Includes silver recovered from tungsten ore in California and silver recovered from fluorspar ore in Illinois. . 

“Includes silver recovered from molybdenum ore in Nevada. 
. 5In order to avoid disclosing company proprietary data, copper-zinc ore and silver recovered from copper-zinc ore in 

Tennessee are included in totals for copper ore; and lead-zinc ore and silver recovered from lead-zinc ore in Colorado and 
Idaho areincluded in total “Old tailings, etc.” 

®Includes lead-zinc ore in Colorado and Idaho to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
"Includes silver recovered from lead-zinc ore in Colorado and Idaho to avoid disclosing company proprietary data, and 

. includes silver recovered from molybdenum ore in Nevada. 

Table 6.—Silver produced in the United States by cyanidation! 

Leaching in vats, _ 
tanks, and closed poaching in open 
containers? 3 aps or dumps 

Year rs ea Silver 
Ore treated liver Ore treated Liver 
(thousand (troy ed (thousand recovered 

| short tons) ounces) short tons) ounces) 

1981____- LLL 4,434,835 2,579,957 7,413,219 2,047,709 
1982____-____-~-___---~ +e 7,875,468 5,460,897 12,295,132 1,384,326 
198387 __--__ 9,733,730 7,058,108 12,727,412 2,201,221 
19847 9 11,172,695 7,752,063 18,222,366 2,986,172 
1985 _______9__ ee 15,421,903 6,819,904 14,875,133 2,701,360 

Revised. 
1May include small quantities recovered by leaching with thiourea, by bioextraction, and by proprietary processes. 
2Including autoclaves. 
3May include small quantities recovered by gravity methods. 
4May include tailings and waste ore dumps.
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| Table 8.—U.S. refinery production of silver __ 
(Thousand troy ounces) : an | 

. Raw material - 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 

Concentrates and ores: _ . 
Domestic __.____2~_~___________ 44,487 43,825 50,281 49,892 45,609 
Foreign ______~~_-~ ~~~ 2,520 (344 169 126° mo 

SS SSS ee ei eS SUGGS 

Total?___ 5 47,007 44,170 50,450 50,019 45,609 
Old scrap ~~~ Le 39,067 27,171 25,549 24,070 24,285 | New scrap____________~_________ 44,738 37,812 41,839 45,508 — 48,036 ‘ . i LS SST yess SS 

+ ESSN SASS 

Grand total’_____§= $= 130,812 109,153 — 117,838 F119,592 ..:. 117,981 
CS Sei eyestrain neers 

Do Revised. : 
-  4Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. . mS 

Table 9.—U.S. consumption of silver,by end use Oo 
| a (Thousand troy ounces) — / 

End use? - 1981 = © 1982. 1983 1984 1985 

Electroplated ware __-________________ 3,904 3,254 3,154 3,542 = 3,660 | Sterlingware ____________________ 4,407 6,579 - 7,022. 3,688: (3,527 | Jewelry _--_____ 5,368 . 6,260 6,885 5,773 ~~ ‘5,779 Photographic materials.________________ 51,025 51,769 51,827 ~ §5,3822 57,895 Dental and medical supplies___._-________ 1,708 1,688 1,532 1,569 1,485 Mirrors __~ ~~~ ~~~ 581 970 970 970 970 Brazing alloys and solders ___._.___________ 7,718 7,384 5,837 §,889 5,590 Electrical and electronic products: . - Batteries ____________________ 3,803 4,167 2,800 2,671 2,470 Contacts and conductors ______________ | 26,411 | 27,730 26,298 25,633. 27,517 Bearings. __ ~~. ~~ = 297 2280 170 | - 260 183 Catalysts __-________ 3,830 2,418 2,424 . 2,448 2,409 Coins, medallions, commemorative objects ___ __ 2,622 1,832 2,979 2,564 2,514 
Miscellaneous?__________._________ 4,995 - 4,562 4,567 4,562 4,559 

Total net industrial consumption? _____ 116,670 118,840 116,464 114,841° ~~ 118559 Coinage ___-_~__~____.1 179 1,846 2,128 _ 2,665 355 in 

Total consumption® ___- ~§______ 116,849 120,686 118,592 = = 117,506 118,914 

1End use as reported by converters of refined silver. 
2Includes silver-bearing copper, silver-bearing lead anodes, ceramics, paints, etc. 
“Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 7 

| | Table 10.—Yearend stocks of silver in the United States 
(Thousand troy ounces) . 

————_—_—_——— eee 
1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 ———————_————— 

Industry______.-___________ 20,875 20,467 17,536 21,173 17,136 Futures exchanges____________________ 96,511 106,182 151,232 137,631 173,144 US. Department of the Treasury___________ 38,732 36,768 34,565 31,889 32,621 U.S. Department of Defense__-____ ‘3,810 1,750 100 342 460 National Defense Stockpile ____________ 137,500 137,500 137,500 137,500 137,500 ——_—_— eee
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| Table 11.—U.S. silver prices 
(Dollars per troy ounce) 

| Period __ Low (date) High (date) Average 

1981 __-____ ee 7.95 (Dec. 29) 16.45 (Jan. 6) 10.52 
1982 ~_-_.__ 4.88 (June 21) 11.21 (Dec. 29) 7.95 
1988 __-_______________-_ +--+ -+- 8.34 (Nov. 17) 14.74 (Feb.16) | 11.44 

; 1984 _-_ 6.26 (Dec. 20) 10.04 (March 5) 8.14 

1985: . 
January _____-—~-__-~-~--~--_---~-~-~+-~- 5.60 (Jan. 7) 6.37 (Jan. 31) 6.10 
February __-_-____~-_-~---------- 5.60 (Feb. 25) 6.32 . (Feb. 14) 6.07 
March ______-___---~-~--------- 5.57 (Mar. 12) 6.74 (Mar. 27) 6.01 
April_______-.~--_~---------~-+-- 6.16 (Apr. 24) 6.72 (Apr. 11) 6.46 
May ___---_---~---~----.~------ 6.02 (May 28) 6.65 (May 14) 6.28 
June ~~~ ~~ 6.07 (June 3) 6.39 (June 18) 6.17 

. July _. ~~~ ee 5.90 (July 3) 6.36 (July 29) 6.10 
August________________-------~-- 6.11 (Aug. 6) 6.38 (Aug. 16) 6.25 
September _____________--------- 5.88 (Sept. 18) 6.16 (Sept. 24, 25) 6.05 
October __________~_~~__-------- 6.03 (Oct. 1) 6.33  (Oct.3) . 6.19 
November_________-__-__--------~- 6.00 (Nov. 8) 6.28 (Nov. 25) 6.13 

. December _____-_~__-_--.-------~- 5.71 (Dec. 11) | 6.08 (Dec. 3) 5.89 

Average ____._______--------_ XX XX 6.14 

XX Not applicable. | . | 

Source: Handy & Harman daily quotation. __
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, | Table 14.—Silver: World mine production, by country? - | 
. (Thousand troy ounces) . . 

Country? | 1981 1982 1983. 1984P 1985° 

Algeria® _____ =e 110 ~—s«110 120 120 120 
Argentina _____ 22 2,518 * 2,684 2,500 1,662 1,600 

. Australia__$___2 2 23,906 29,156 ~ 33,208 31,183 35,000 
Bolivia _-___~-_.-__-_-_---- i eee L684 5,472 ’ 6,025 4,560 4,000 
Brazil® ~~ = = 765 760 486 829 850 
Bulgaria®___-____ = 930 930 930 930 930 
Burma ___-~ ~~~ 450 526 ~ 558 455 4568 
Canada ____-_____ 36,298 42,246 35,559: 42,655 488,889 . 
Chile _-__-_-_____ ee 11,610 12,288 15,055 15,766 116,633 

. China® _--_-__ 2,500 - 2,500 2,500 2,500 3,000 
Colombia® ___________________ 143 136 99 130 200 
Costa Rica®__ 2 = 2 2 2 . 2 2 
Czechoslovakia®_____________________ 1,125 1,061 964 1,029 ~—« 1,000 : Dominican Republic ____-_-§-. -»/ 5 5 5 5 ee 2,034 T2198 1,329 1,207 *1,560 
Ecuador_____ 2 32 10 3 2 - 2. 
El Salvador____.~ ~~~ 137. 86 22 (22 20 
Fiji, __-----~--------.-----~ + ee —- 8 19 13 15 415 
Finland__~__~__.-.-- ~~ Le 1,215 ¥1,188 980 1,123 1,100 

. France _____~_~~--_-~_- ¥1,707 F983 696 770 . 700 
German Democratic Republic ~._-__________________ 1,450 1,450 1,380 — 1,290 1,400 
Germany, Federal Republic of .._-__________________ 1,126 1,279 —~—-:1,167 1,225 . 1,225 oe 
‘Ghana®___ 17 “17 14 14 14 

. Greece ________ Le 1,945 1,582 1,797 “1,800 —-: 1,700 
.Greenland®_____ 2-2 ee 700 ™700 600 = “500 * 500 

_° Guatemala® ~-_--_ = 8 3 oO  & _- 
Honduras_______--___-~~-_- Le 1,823 2,100 2,587 2,650 42,678 
India ___-__- ee 555 #4638 = 469 862 4778 
Indonesia. _ $$$ 5§ 2 25 en 830° 1,184. 1,185 ~ 1,121 1,170 
Ireland ____________-~ eee 596 - 352 309 279 250 
Italy? 7__~ = 1,768 1,791 2,361 ~ 1,554 42,301 
Japan _______~___ 9,010 9,843 9,877 10,403 410,899 

. Korea, North® $2 5 1,600 1,600 1,600 1,600 1,600 
Korea, Republic of —_-___-_->__--- 2 ee eee 3,061 3,237 3,366 3,759 £3,990 
Malaysia (Sabah) ____-__--____~_ 465 502 481 470 ———s«iB 00 

. Mexico __-____________ 52,916 59,175 63,607 75,340 69,000 
| Moroceo® ___ 2,120 2,640 2,850 72,410 42,733 

Namibia ____________~_ ~~ ee 3,456 2,812 3,535 3,255 43,400 
New Zealand________-~-_-______~____________ _— __ (9) 7 8 
Nicaragua ____~______-__~___ 140 76 2-—t:t«@GB! °50 430 
Papua New Guinea____________________ 1,363 1,387 1,524 1,427 1,483 | Peru______ ~~~ 46,940 53,479 55,878 56,523 60,395 — 
Philippines. _______.__-_____ 2,024 1,984 1,823 1,574 41,743 
Poland _________~____ ee 20,576 21,123 21,798 23,920 24,000 
Portugal __-____________ ee 39 24 . 82 29 30 
Romania®__________________ 850 850 820 810 810 
Solomon Islands________~_~_~__~_~_~____ ue (8) (8) (8) __ __ 
South Africa, Republic of _______-____.___________ 7,568 6,943 6,513 6,997 46,721 
Spain __~__________ ee 5,347 3,787 1,496 4,999 5,000 
Sweden ___________ ee 5,170 5,395 5,491 5,793 46,102 
Taiwan ____ ~~~ ee 215 504 345 .. 364 4366 

° Tunisia __ 2-2 - ee 84 115 90 regs 496 
' Turkey®_____- = 200 220 220 = 220 220 
USSROS_ oo 46,500 46,900 47,200 47,400 47,900 
United States _-_-_____-_____ ee 40,683 40,248 43,431 44,592 139,357 
Yugoslavia® __-___§_-§__ 4,437 3,343 3,987 4,051 45,015 
Zaire ~_~___ 2,580 1,751 1,288 1,225 1,200 
Zambia ~__ ~~~ ~~~ ee 714 887 933 795 648 Zimbabwe ________.~-~~_~_~_ ee 857 918 938 893 900 ne en pre 

Total _-_~_-____-_ ee 361,617 382,969 392,054 415,239 412,273 a nee 

“Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. 
1Recoverable content of ores and concentrates produced unless otherwise specified. Table includes data available 

through July 1, 1986. 
In addition to the countries listed, Austria and Thailand may produce silver, but information is inadequate to make 

reliable estimates of output levels. 
Of total production, the following quantities, in thousand troy ounces, are identified as placer silver (the balance being silver content of other ores and concentrates): 1981—144; 1982—123: 1983—247; 1984—250 (estimated); and 1985—250 

estimated). 
*Reported figure. 
*Smelter and/or refinery production. 
®Revised to zero. 
"Includes production from imported ores. 
®Less than 1/2 unit.



Slag—Iron and Steel 
| By Donald P. Mickelsen? . 

Domestic production of iron and steel slag as an aggregate in bituminous mixtures. decreased slightly during 1985. A signifi- Steel slag was typically used as road base cant decrease in sales and use of iron slag and fill. The average unit value of blast was partially offset by a strong increase in furnace slag increased 18%, and steel slag sales and use of steel slag. Air-cooled iron- decreased 11% in unit value from that of blast-furnace slag continued to comprise the 1984. | largest portion of total blast furnace slag Domestic Data Coverage.—Sales, use, 7 sold or used. |. and transportation data for iron and steel The construction industry was the major slag are developed by the Bureau of Mines user of iron and steel slag products. Air- from a voluntary annual survey of U.S. cooled iron-blast-furnace slag was used processors. Of the 93 operations canvassed, mainly for road base, concrete aggregate, all responded, representing 100% of the | asphaltic concrete aggregate, fill, and rail- total sales or use data shown in table 1. Of | road ballast. The use of air-cooled slag asa _ the 93 respondents, 87 shipped processed road base dropped considerably below that slag, 4 reported their operations as idle, and of 1984. Growth areas for iron slag include 2 reported operations as permanently clos- replacement for cement in concrete con- ed. 
struction, use as a concrete aggregate, and 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION — 

Domestic iron and steel slag production, in sales, in some cases owing to a lack of which is not reported to the Bureau of availability of iron slag to process. Most Mines, apparently decreased owing to a_ steel slag processors, on the other hand, . slight decline in U.S. iron and steel produc- either reported increases in sales or their tion. Sales and use of iron and steel slag, sales remained relatively stable. Steel slag | when combined, decreased only slightly sales data also increased because of the from that of 1984. Blast furnace slag con- addition of 17 operations to the survey. sumption, however, decreased significantly Blast furnace slag sold or used decreased but was offset by strong increases in the 10% in quantity yet increased slightly in sales and use of steel slag. Sales of all kinds value compared with that of 1984, totaling of iron and steel slag were still above the 15.1 million . Short tons valued at $86.9 levels of 1982 and 1983, reflecting continued _ million. Sixty-six percent of this, in decreas- increases in the construction industry ing order, was marketed in Pennsylvania, which uses most of the slag produced by Ohio, Indiana, and Michigan. Of the blast iron and steel plants. According to the U.S. furnace slag sold or used, 89% was air Department of Commerce, private nonresi- cooled. During 1985, 38 plants processed dential, public, and highway and bridge iron slag, 1 plant was inactive, and 1 plant construction increased 10%, 9%, and 12%, closed. Steel slag sold or used totaled 6.0 respectively, in 1985.2 In general, most blast million tons valued at $17.5 million, up 18% furnace slag processors reported decreases in quantity and only slightly in value com- 

871
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SLAG—IRON AND STEEL 873 

pared with that of 1984. Sixty plants proc- was as follows: silica (SiO.), 36%; alumina 
essed steel slag including 17 operations (Al.03), 10%; lime (CaO), 39%; magnesia 

added to the 1985 survey. Of all iron and (MgO), 12%; ferric oxide (Fe.0s), 0.5%; man- 

steel slag products shipped, 86% traveledby ganese oxide (MnO), 0.44%; and sulfur (S), 
truck with an average marketing range of 1.4%. Average blast furnace slag unit 
30 miles; 8% traveled by waterway withan weight was 78 pounds per cubic foot, and 
average marketing range of 394 miles; and absorption was 4.8%. Average analysis of 
5% traveled by rail with an average mar-_ slag from 17 electric arc furnaces (EAF) was | 
keting range of 153 miles. The remaining as follows: SiOz, 16.9%; Al.Os, 8.1%; CaO, 
1% was used at the plantsite. 41.2%; MgO, 10.2%; MnO, 3.6%; S, 0.23%; 

Blue Circle Industries PLC, the largest ferrous oxide (FeO), 18.1%; iron (Fe), 13.6%; | 
cement manufacturer in the United King- phosphorus pentoxide (P.0;), 0.63%; and 
dom, purchased the Atlantic Cement Co, a phosphorus (P), 0.48%. Average analysis of 
U.S. subsidiary of Newmont Mining Corp.,_ slag from 12 basic oxygen furnaces. (BOF) 
in May. Atlantic’s slag cement plant in was as follows: SiOz, 14.1%; Al.Os, 1.9%; 
Sparrows Point, MD, with a capacity of CaO, 44.4%; MgO, 7.4%; MnO, 5.7%; S, 

- 800,000 tons per year was included in the 0.17%; FeO, 22.4%; Fe, 20.7%; P2Os, 0.75%; 
purchase.® and P, 0.28%. Iron. analyses shown are 

| The National Slag Association conducted averages for iron data reported separately | 
a survey of physical and chemical charac- by some producers. The average unit weight 
teristics of blast furnace and steel furnace and absorption for EAF slags were 106 
slags produced at U.S. operations by associ- pounds per cubic foot and 2.5%, and for 
ation members. Average chemical analysis BOF slags, 126 pounds per cubic foot and 
of 18 blast furnace slag producers surveyed 2.4%, respectively. __ 

~CONSUMPTION AND USES - 

Iron and steel slags, byproducts of iron- ed blast furnace slag was mainly used as 
- making and steelmaking, were utilized lightweight concrete aggregate. Concrete 

mainly by the construction industry as. products and all other end uses for expand- : 
substitutes for natural aggregates and other ed slag and for granulated blast furnace 
construction materials. Historically, iron slag are combined under “Other” to avoid 
and steel slags have been used as replace- disclosing company proprietary data. Cur- ss 
ment materials because of economic bene- rently, growth areas for iron slag include 
fits, better characteristics for some applica- replacement for cement in concrete con- 
tions, and shortages of natural aggregates struction, use as an aggregate in bitumi- 
in some areas. nous mixtures, and use as an aggregate in 

Essentially all iron-blast-furnace slag pro- concrete. As a replacement for cement, 
duced is eventually utilized. Of the air- ground granulated blast furnace slag offers 
cooled iron-blast-furnace slag sold or usedin a savings in natural resources and in ener- 
1985, 44% was used as road base, 12% as___ gy required to manufacture cement clinker. 
concrete aggregate, 11% as asphaltic con- Approximately 3.0 million tons of steel 
crete aggregate, 10% as fill, and 8% as_ slag was recycled to blast furnaces in 1985. 
railroad ballast. The remaining 15% was The bulk of steel slag produced, however, 
used for producing mineral wool and in was used in aggregate applications. Steel 
concrete products, roofing, sewage treat- slag processed and sold primarily as road 
ment, soil conditioning, glass manufacture, base comprised 52%; as fill, 24%; as asphal- 

ice control, and other miscellaneous uses. tic concrete aggregate, 7%; and as railroad 
Usage as a road base, while by far the ballast, 6%. The remaining 11% was used 
largest end use for air-cooled iron-blast- for ice control and miscellaneous uses. The 
furnace slag, dropped significantly in 1985, major growth areas for iron and steel slag 
decreasing 27% from that of 1984. Expand- usage were as fill and road base. 

PRICES 

The average unit price, f.o.b. plant, for all slag was withheld to avoid disclosing com- 
iron-blast-furnace slag sold increased 13% pany proprietary data. Steel slag unit value 
over that of 1984 to $5.75 per ton. Air-cooled was $2.93 per ton, down 11% from that of 
slag increased 8% to $4.68 per ton, and 1984. Higher prices in some use categories 
expanded slag decreased slightly to $11.00 indicate that additional processing was re- 
per ton. Price information for granulated quired to meet some users’ specifications.
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| ~ FOREIGN TRADE | | . 

U.S. export and import information for Blast furnace slag is exported to and im- 
iron and steel slag cannot be determined ported from Canada periodically. __ 
because slag is classified in nonseparable Basic slag, a byproduct of basic steelmak- 
combined categories. U.S. exports of slag ing processes, is both exported and imported 

_ are classified under the schedule heading by the United States for use as an artificial | 
“Mineral Substances and Articles of Miner- fertilizer because of its high lime and phos- 
al Substances Not Specifically Provided phorus content. Statistics developed by the 
For” and “Waste and Scrap Not Specifically U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of | 

, Provided For,” while U.S. imports of slag the Census, indicate that in 1985, 12,000 
: are Classified as either “Metal Bearing Ores tons of basic slag valued at $170,220 was. 

and Metal Bearing Materials” or “Waste imported from Canada, and 418 tons valued 
. and Scrap Not Specifically Provided For.” at $26,000 was exported to Canada. So 

/ WORLD REVIEW oe 

| Estimated world production of iron-blast- miners.® | : : | 
furnace slag and steel slag was 126 million __ European Economic Community.— 
and 57 million tons, respectively. Reported Indicated levels of slag production were 
production of iron and steel slag by country essentially unchanged in Europe, since iron 
is incomplete owing to late reporting, insuf- and steel production increased only slightly - 
ficiency of data, and lack of reporting by compared with that of 1984. The most cur- 
some countries where slag is thought of asa rent data published by the statistical office 
waste product rather than a resource. _ of the European Economic Community 

| Canada.—Iron and steel slag in Canadais (EEC) show that a total of 20,570,207 tons of 
| considered a waste product that creates iron-blast-furnace slag was produced in the | 

disposal problems. A recent venture, plan- EEC in 1984.’ | oo 
ned by the Reiss Lime Co. of Canada Ltd., Japan.—A world leader in iron and steel | 

: involves the use of slag cement for backfill production, Japan produced and utilized an | 
at the Sudbury and Elliot Lake uranium _ estimated 26 million tons of iron slag and 14 
mines, Ontario. The project entails the pro- million tons of steel slag, virtually the same 

_ duction of water granulated blast furnace as that in 1984. Approximately 40% of the 
_ slag from The Algoma Steel Corp. Ltd.’s _ blast furnace slag consumed was used in 

Sault Ste. Marie plant to be ground to cement manufacture, and 35% was used for 
cement specifications at Reiss’ Spragge op- roadbed aggregate and railroad ballast. The 
eration. Slag cement was chosen over regu- remainder was used for concrete aggregate, | 
lar cement owing to considerable cost sav- fertilizer, soil conditioner, and other uses. | 
ings.® The project is expected to cost $9.5 Most of the steel slag produced was used in 
million and provide employment for laid off road construction. 

TECHNOLOGY 

In 1984, the Oakland County Road Com- roadbed to be expanded, having as much as 
mission in Michigan used blast furnace slag 25 feet of soft, saturated subsoils beneath. 
in two unique roadbed designs intended to Multiple layers of compacted lightweight 
correct soft, unstable subsoil conditions for blast furnace slag alternated with layers of 
highway expansion. The first design utilized overlapping Tensar geogrid were used to 
Tensar high-strength polymer reinforcing prevent consolidation of the roadway, to 
geogrids between layers of lightweight blast distribute horizontal stresses, and to tie the 
furnace slag. The Orchard Lake Road hada__ subbase together. After 16 months of use, 
600-foot stretch of historically unstable with average daily trips of 22,400, the high-
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way reportedly showed no signs of stress. process iron and steel slag in Japan and : 
The second design, used to widen Opdyke _iron-titanium slag in the Republic of South 

Road onto soft compressive subsoil, involved Africa as well as petroleum coke and vari- 
encapsulating an 18-inch-thick by 23-foot- ous metallurgical drosses in the United . 
wide compacted subbase of 6A gradation States.» a | 

| (3/8 to 1-1/4 inches) blast furnace slag with _—— 
Was : “1; . . Mineral data specialist, Division of Ferrous Metals. 

a Mirafi woven stabilization fabric. The 2U.S. Department of Commerce. Construction Review. result was a 23-foot-wide mat foundation V. 31, No. 6, Nov.-Dec. 1985, pp. 2, 8-14. 
1; Industrial Minerals (London). World of Minerals: USA- 

used to stabilize the subgr ade and on top of Blue Circle to Acquire Atlantic Cement. No. 212, May which the roadway was constructed. The 1985, p.13. } 
project was completed in 1981 and after ¢,,National Slag Association, 1985 Survey of Physical and | about 4 years of service, with average daily Furnace Slags. MF185-3, 1985, 5 pp. 

oe - Where necessary, values have been converted from showed no visible signs of settlement.® Canadian dollars (CAN$) to U.S. dollars at the rate of | The Aerofall mill, a dry, air-swept grind- CAN$1.3188=USS1.00, the average exchange rate for 

ing mill, was described in a recent paper. 7Statistical Office of the European Economic Communi- | 

The Aerofall mill system is designed to ‘Nei jror ud Steel Yearbook, p74. in: Utilization of process course feed material from a primary | Blast-Furnace Slag in Japan. No. 4-85, Mar. 29, 1985, p. 1. 
crusher; to separate, clean and discharge Over Very Slag Used in Unique Designs F ae Highway Base 

_ metallics; and to reduce nonmetallics to a —_‘°tjeath, R. A. The Aerofall Mill Applied to Industrial 
dry ground product in a single stage. The Materials, Paper on Recycle and Secondary Recovery of * , ° . . e . - . . Laylor, . . » an - varre mill can be used for the grinding of vari- (Proc. at Symp. Metall, Soc. AIME, Ft. Lauderdale, FL, 
ous metallurgical slags, including iron and Dee, 3-4 31085). Metalll. Soc. AIME, Warrendale, PA, 1985, | 
steel slags. It is currently being used to :
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Table 3.—Locations and processing methods of iron slag and sources of 
| steel slag? in 1985 | 

. Processing sagthed of Sources of steel slag 
State, city, and com Steel . - ony: Pany Air Ex Granu- 182 == Open Basic ee | cooled panded lated hearth process tric 

Alabama: 
Alabama City: 

Vulcan Materials Co_ _ _ 1 __ ne 1 _— 1 — Fairfield: 
Vulcan Materials Co_ _ _ 1 _- -- 1 -- | _— —_————- _—_—_—_—_— 

Total__.________ 2 __ __ 2 __ 2 __ California: Fontana: _ 
HeckettCo _.________. 1 ae _— oe a — __ . Colorado: Pueblo: . , ‘ Fountain Sand and 

Gravel Co.__________ 1 __ oe _— _— _— _- Delaware: Claymont: - , 
International Mill 

ServiceCo __________ —. __ _— 1 _— 1 __ Florida: Tampa: 
International Mill 

. ' ‘ServiceCo _________ -_ —_ _— 1 _— — 1 

Georgia: 
Atlanta: — 

International Mill 
Service Co._______ oo __ — 1 a a 1 Cartersville: 

7 International Mill . 
Service Co________ . __ _— __ 1 — _- 1. 

~  Total._--_-______. — __ Oo 2 oe __ 2 SSS ence ee eee 
. o. 

a 
Illinois: 

Alton: oo, , 
International Mill . 
Service Co________ __ -_ — 1 __ __ 1 Chicago: . - 
eckettCo._.______ _— __ _— 1 ee 1 1 Heckett Co_________ 1 _— a a __ — __ International Mill 

. Service Co________ __ _— 1 __ 1 __ Granite City: 
International Mill 
Service Co________ oe _—_ _- 1 __ 1 — St. Louis Slag Products / Co. Inc 1 __ _- — __- — __ Peoria: - . 

International Mill , 
ServiceCo..._.___ -_ -_ _— 1 _- __ 1 ——— oo eeett—( LL 
Total...__-____ .. 2 a _— 5 __ 3 3. 

. i Indiana: 
Burns Harbor: . 

The Levy Co. Inc _____ 1 1 __ 1 __ 1 -- East Chicago: 
Heckett Co_______ _ —_ _— _— 1 __ 1 __ Vulcan Materials Co__ _ 1 _— _- __ a __ — 

International Mill 
ServiceCo________ _- — __ 1 __ 1 1 Kokomo: 

International Mill 
Service Co________ _— _— — 1 _- __ 1 --————  et—“_C—s 

Total..________ 2 1 __ 4 — 3 2 Iowa: Keokuk: 
International Mill 

ServiceCo __________ _— _— —_ 1 __ _- 1 0 ee een  <—_—___:___=__—_©OaAumnu ua Kentucky: 
Ashland: 

Heckett Co.________ 1 __ _— __ __ __ __ Owensboro: 
Heckett Co_________ a _— -_ 1 __ _— 1 _-————— ss ssCO—t—‘“‘iC“‘ 

Total__________ 1 _— __ 1 __ __ 1 Louisiana: LaPlace: 
International Mill 

ServiceCo __________ a -_- -- 1 __ __ 1 ——_—_————— = —“‘il ————— eel SS LE. 
See footnote at end of table.
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Table 3.—Locations and processing methods of iron slag and sources of 
: . steel slag! in 1985 —Continued oo 

a a 

_ Processing method of steel Sources of steel slag 

State, city, and com _ : 
ty Pany Air- Ex- Granu- slag Open oe Elec- - 

cooled panded lated hearth process _ tric 

Maryland: . 
Baltimore: oO Lo 

Maryland Slag Co _— ~~ 1 __ __ __ _- _- ~- 
- Sparrows Point: 

Blue Circle Atlantic __~_ _- oe 1 _- oe —_ a 
C. J. Langenfelder & Sons 

Inc __________~-_ _- -- _— 1 1. _ 1 — 

Total. _§______— 1 -- 1 1 . 1 (4) ne . 
Michigan: Detroit: : 

. Edward C. Levy Co____ ~~ - 4d 1 -- 1 _- 1. 1 
Minnesota: Newport: an - 

International Mill : 
ServiceCo ________-_- -- -- -- 1 -- oe 1 

Missouri: Kansas City: 7 oo 
‘International Mill . oo 

ServiceCo _____.__--~ -- -- -- . 1 -- -- 1 

New Jersey: . 
Perth Amboy: 

| International Mill 
Service Co______—~ -- _— _- 1: _- --.. 1 

Riverton: OO . . . 
International Mill oe oe 
Service Co_______—- . -- _— -- 1 -- -- 1 

~ Total____~______ -- _-— -— 2 -— -_— 2 

New York: Buffalo: . Se - a - . 
Buffalo Crushed Stone oO . 

Lo Corp _______~~---~- 1 _— _— —_ ae _- oe 
North Carolina: Charlotte: 

Heckett Co _-_______--~_ ae _- -- 1 —- > -- . 1 

Ohio: 
Canton: — 

Heckett Co.______-~- _- -- — _ od -- ae 1. 
Cleveland: _ 

Standard Slag Co_____ 1 -_- _- a -- -- -- 
Standard Slag Co __ _ __— 1 __ _- -- -- -- -- 
Stein Inc _________ . __ __ _- 1 _- i 1 

‘Hamilton: 
American Materials Corp 1 — -- -- -- -- -- 

Fritz Enterprises Inc_ _ _ 1 -- _- -- —_ ee -— 
Stein Inc ___________ _- -- _— 1 _- 1 — 

Lordstown: . 
Standard Slag Co _____ — _- 1 ——— _— _- __ 

Mansfield: | 
Heckett Co___ ~~ _- _- _— 1 _- _- 1 

Marion: 
International Mill 
Service Co. .._____ _- _- _— 1 __ -— 1 

Middletown: 
American Materials 
Corp ____------- 1 — -- -- -- -- -- 

International Mill 
Service Co______-- _- -- _- 1 —- 1 — 

Mingo Junction: 
International Mill 
Service Co_ ~~ ___~- —_ —- _- 1 __ 1 _- 

Standard Slag Co _ ____ 1 _- _- __ __ — _- 
Warren: 

Heckett Co. __._---- — _- _- 1 _— 1 1 
Standard Slag Co _____ 1 _- _- __ __ — _- 

Total. ______--_-~- 7 _- 1 8 _- 5 5 
Oklahoma: Sand Springs: 

International Mill 
Service Co_______-_ a _- -- 1 __ __ 1 

See footnote at end of table.
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Table 3.—Locations and processing methods of iron slag and sources of — 
| steel slag’ in 1985 —Continued 

eo _ Processing sugthod of . Sources of steel slag . 

. RS Steel ———————————————— State, city, and company: . 
eer my Air Ex Granu- 188 = Open Basic Etec. 

oo _ cooled panded lated _ hearth process tric 

Pennsylvania: . 
Bala-Cynwyd: 

Warner Co____.____ 1 1 — -_- -— _. _- 
Beaver Falls: 

International Mill 
Service Co________ _- _— oe 1. _— _- 1 

Belle Vernon: 
. -Duquesne Slag Products a 
Co____-~- > 1 _- _- __ _- _- _— 

Bethlehem: 
Bethlehem Mines Corp — 1 ~— -- _— __ _- _~ 
Sheridan Slag Corp_ — — — _- 1. __ __ _- _— __ 

Burgettstown: 
Duquesne Slag Products . 
Co. _— ee 1 — — — _— 

Butler: 
_ | Heckett Co... — -- -_- 1 _- _— 1 

. International Mill 
Service Co_ ~~ es _— _- 1 -- -- 1 

Johnstown: . 
Heckett Co. _-______ _- _- _— 1. _- _— 1 

Lebanon: 
. Sheridan Slag Corp_ — — — 1 __ _- _- __ __ -- 

. Midland: 
. International Mill LO Oe 

Service Co. — __ _- 1 __ _- 1- 
Monessen: 

International Mill . 
Service Co_______ - __ _- __ 1 __ 1 — 

Morrisville: _ 
Heckett Co________~_ —_ _- --  . 1 1 a —_ 

Patton: . . . | 
International Mill | ” . . 
Service Co________ Se -- | -- 1 _— 1 — 

Penn Hills: - . 
Gascola Slag Co______ — —_ 1 1 _- _— 

Phoenixville: 
International Mill . 
Service Co________ _- _- —- 1 _— __ 1 

Riddlesburg: 
New Enterprise Stone & . 
Lime Co. Inc ______ 1 -- -- _— _- -- -_— 

Steelton: — 
Hempt Bros. Inc _____ -- -- -- 1 _- _- 1 

West Aliquippa: 
Duquesne Slag Products 
Co. Le 1 _- _- 1 __ 1 _— 

West Mifflin: 
Duquesne Slag Products 1 . . 

Duquesne Slag Products 
Co. Le 1 _- _- 1 — 1 _- 

Wheatland: 
Dunbar Slag Co. Inc _ __ 1 __ _- 1 1 1 _— 

Total__________ 9 2 1 14 «83 . 5 7 
South Carolina: Georgetown: 

Heckett Co ____.______ _- —_ _— 1 — _- 1 

Texas: 
_Baytown: 

Heckett Co.______—._ -— -- --+ 1 — -_— 1 

Beaumont: . 
International Mill 
Service Co________ _- -- -- 1 _- _- 1 

El Paso: 
International Mill 
Service Co________ _- _- _- 1 a __ 1 

Lone Star: 
Gifford-Hill Co. Inc_ _ _ _ 1 __ — __ _- _— _- 
International Mill 

Lo Service Co_______- ~- — -- 1 _- _- 1 
ew: 

"Snternational Mill 
Service Co_____-—~ — -- -- 1 _- — 1 

Midlothian: 
International Mill 
Service Co_______~_ -- -- a 1 ~- _- 1 

See footnote at end of table.
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- Table 3.—Locations and processing methods of iron slag and sources of 
| | steel slag' in 1985 —Continued | | | 

| - Pr enarintd sgthed of | Sources of steel slag 
. — Steel ———————_—_—_—_—————_ State, city, and a 
my, an company Air- . Ex- Granu- slag Open omen Elec- 

cooled: panded lated hearth process tric 
— Oa 

| Texas —Continued . a . | | - 

Sequin: . . 
. International Mill 

Service Co________ -- — _- 1 _- _- 1 
NN 

Total__________ 1 -- _- 7 -- -- 7 et 
Utah: 

Plymouth: 
International Mill 
Service Co________ _- _— __ 1 Co __ 1 

Provo: 
Heckett Co_________ 1 --.. — 1 1 _— —_ ——_— 

Total._._-_______ 1 a -— 2 1 — 1 
Washington: Seattle: 

. Heckett Co_._. _-____ _- _- a 1 _- --. 1 
. 

rong een enn 
-_. —$———— 

: 

West Virginia: - | 
Weirton: 

International Mill . 
Service Co. ______- _— _— __ 1 _— 1 __ 
Standard Slag Co_____.. 1 _— — — -- _— -- re 

a Total._________ 1 __ __ 1 __ 1 __ . 

Grand total______ 31 4 3 60 5 22 40 

1Number indicates the existence cf an active plant shown by processing method or furnace source; previous years 
showed the number of active processing lines for some plants. . | 

Table 4.—Shipments of iron and steel slag in the United States in 1985, 
| by method of transportation | 

Quantity 
. Method of transportation (thousand 

short tons) _—— 

. Truck ~~ 18,158 
Waterway ~------ ee. 1,717 
Rail _-_ 973 
Not transported (used at plantsite) _..__________________ 230 

Total _-_-___-__ ee 21,078 
eee 

Table 5.—Air-cooled iron-blast-furnace slag sold or used! in the United States, by use : 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

eee 
1984 1985 

Use OO 
Quantity Value Quantity Value ——$}{_ ————— Oe 

Asphaltic concrete aggregate__§_§_.______________ 1,271 6,601 1,503 7,149 
Concrete aggregate__§________._________________ 1,396 6,350 1,613 8,740 
Concrete products________________________ 539 2,588 495 2,226 
Fill ~~~ _ > 1,515 4,671 1,299 4,366 
Glass manufacture _. -_-__._~_-___________ 165 2,022 110 Ww 
Mineral wool. _§ > ~§ 5 5 5 ee 607 3,913 617 4,081 
Railroad ballast _. _____--__.~~~__________ 1,136 4,522 1,024 4,656 
Road base____ _______-__~~~___ 8,020 32,632 5,831 24,772 

_ Roofing, built-up and shingles __-_____________ 283 1,670 156 1,114 
Sewage treatment_______._________________ 121 461 445 2,314 
Soil conditioning ______________________ 49 158 48 173 
Other? _____ =e 224 701 221 33,000 EN 

Total#____ = 15,325 66,289 13,363 62,588 eee 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” 
Value based on selling price at plant. 
Includes ice control, miscellaneous, and value indicated by symbol W. 
3Includes glass manufacture. 
“Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding.
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| Table 6.—Granulated and expanded iron-blast-furnace slags sold or used! in the a United States,by use | | (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

| | 1984 } 1985 
Uses Granulated Expanded _.. Granulated === ——— Expanded | OO ooo? pane Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Cement manufacture _____ _ (?) a) Ww WwW 8) (?) WwW Ww Concrete products ________ _- _- WwW Ww -——- ae -- -- 
Lightweight concrete aserovat __ __ 229° 2,071 © oO W W 

ightweight concrete aggregate — _- > -- _— Road base____.________ (?) () WwW WwW (7) (?) Ww Ww Soil conditioning.________ (7) ?) WwW WwW (*) (7). WwW Ww Other?__-_ _- _- 1,223 16,871 -— _- 1,742 24,290 
a : . Total. (?) A 1,452 19,142 - () | (?) 1,742. 24,290 

WwW Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” . . "Value based on selling price at plant. 
Included with “Expanded” to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. . . ° *Includes miscellaneous and data indicated by symbol W. | 

| Table 7.—Steel slag sold or used! in the United States, by use . 
| (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) . 

- : 1984 1985 
a Quantity Value Quantity Value. 

| Asphaltic concrete aggregate_--- = Bl 2854 aT 1,811 File 
1,037 3,230 1,436 4,145 Railroad ballast__§_________ Ww WwW. 365 1,249 Road base____- 
2,595 7,463 3,079 9,050 Other? eieeeteetetieeiee ee 1,104 3,780 674 1,219 

Total? ______ 5,287 17,827 5,972 17,472 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” 1Excludes tonnage returned to furnace for charge material. Value based on selling price at plant. “Includes ice control, soil conditioning, miscellaneous uses, and data indicated bysymbolW. —=tsw SData may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. . 

Table 8.—Average value at the plant for iron and steel slags sold or used in the | United States 
SO 

(Dollars per short ton) 

Iron-blast-furnace slag Year "Air Gran gg, Torr «= Stet Total | cooled lated panded iron slag OA 
1981__2 4.16 4.00 6.19 4.26 3.03 3.93 1982-2 4.17 5.42 8.91 4.40 3.07 4.07 1983 _-_ 4.12 WwW 9.67 4.78 3.01 4.31 1984__ 

4.33 WwW 11.49 5.09 3.28 4.66 1985 _-__ 4.68 WwW 11.00 5.75 2.93 4.95 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data.
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= Table 9.—Average selling price and range of selling prices at the plant for iron and steel | 
| slags in the United States in 1985, by use | 

| . (Dollars per short ton) a ; 

- oO Iron-blast-furnace slag Steel slag | 

, | Air-cooled _ ulated Expanded _ 1 | / _ (Use ee ed __Granulated —_ _ a — 9 Average Range 
oe ' Average Range . Average Range Average. Range - 

Asphaltic concrete ' | , Fs 
aggregate _______ 4.715 2.01- 8.00 -- _- ee -- 4.34  1.28-8.26 

Cement manufacture _ -- _- Ww WwW. -- -- -- -- 

Concrete aggregate_ — — 5.41 2.76 7.01 © _~ -- -- a ee -- 

Concrete products — — — 4.49  3.00- 7.01 -- -- _- | -— -—- - Cae i 

Fill _.--1--____- 3.35 2.00- 5.91 W WwW _- _- 2.88 . 52-6.15 : 

Glass manufacture._ _ — WwW vf _- _— _- _- “ ao 

Lightweight concrete _ . a oo . 
- aggregate _____-_. _— -- -- -- 11.00 9.00-12.67 _- -- 
Mineral wool ~——~~- - 6.61 2.75-10.54 -- re _— --= - -- 

: Railroad ballast__.__ - . 4.54 2.75 7.60 — __ mee __ $41 —-.75-9.48 7 
Road base _____--_~_ 4.24 2.29- 7.01 Ww ‘WwW -- a 2.98  .70-8.21 
Roofing, built-up oo _ _— 

. and shingles _-__- | 7.13 3.51-1064 - -- -- -- -~ --— ~2 

. . Sewage treatment ___ ©. 5.20 3.51- 7.55 © -- a _— ee an —— 
Soil conditioning — — __ 3.58 3.00- 5.28 WwW Ww ae -- Ww Ww 
Other. 2------ 4.06 1.73- 5.63 —_— oe -- ——=-:1.80 1.008.118. 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” —— So :



By Dennis S. Kostick? | | 

The U.S. soda ash industry took advan- _substitutive caustic soda and emulsified sul- | 
tage of the tight supply of foreign soda ash fur. . | | | 
for the world market by increasing its | Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- 
export sales, which reached a record-high duction data for soda ash and sodium sul- 

| level. Domestic consumption of soda ash fate are developed by the Bureau of Mines 
decreased for the third consecutive year from monthly and annual voluntary sur- 
because of competition from recycled glass, veys of U.S. operations. Of the eight soda 
or cullet, and continued erosion of the glass ash operations and four sodium sulfate 

container market by polyethylene ter- operations to which a survey request was 
ephthalate (PET) bottles. Domestic produc- sent, all responded, representing 100% of 
tion of natural and synthetic sodium sulfate the total production data shown in table 1. . 

_ decreased to an all-time low because of the Two soda ash producers did not report sales | : 
closure of two byproduct sodium sulfate value on these forms; however, their data 
plants and the availability of inexpensive were estimated and included in table 1. 

| Table 1.—Salient sodium compound statistics — 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) | | 

eee 
Soda ash Sodium sulfate . 

| 1984 1985 1984 1985 
SS SS SS eS SS SSS SS PSs rs sh SSS Sur hh Ss Sh SS SSE WSS SSE 

United States: 
Production? ____.§_--§_-_/»_»_»_»_ eee eee 8,511 8597 872 827 

Value?__________-____________________  °$611,000 = -°$6 22,253 $80,433 $76,237 
Exports ________._-__------__----------_e 1,648 81,771 16 119 

Value -___--_-_____-_ ee $160,774  3$186,064 $9,587 $11,899 
Imports for consumption ______________________ . LT 56 265 194 

Value $2,301 $8,089 $21,198 $14,492 
Stocks, Dec. 31: Producers_____§_________________ 4399 4428 559 531 
Consumption, apparent ____§_§_§_________________ 6,864 6,777 1,050 930 

World: Production ______________-~____________ P31,126 ©31,628 P4697 ©4,647 
ne 

°Estimated. Preliminary. 
‘Includes natural and synthetic. Total production data for sodium sulfate obtained from the Bureau of the Census. 
2The value for soda ash includes synthetic soda ash. The value for synthetic sodium sulfate is based upon the average 

value for natural sodium sulfate. 
3Export data from the Bureau of the Census were adjusted by the Bureau of Mines pending data reconciliation between 

the Bureau of the Census and the American Natural Soda Ash Corp. 
“Includes synthetic soda ash. 
5Natural only. 
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Legislation and ‘Government Pro- ash industry. These trade practices served . 

_ grams.—The U.S. Department of Commerce to protect the host countries’ synthetic soda __ | 
_ and several members of the U.S. Congress ash production facilities. Whereas certain 
supported soda ash for inclusion on the domestic mineral industries had sought and 
President’s Trade Strike Force. Trade barri- been denied Federal action for relief from | 

, ers, such as inhibitive import permits, tar- low-cost imports, the soda ash industry was 
iffs, embargoes, and nonenforcement of an- seeking Government support for its export 
timonopoly laws, in several countries have efforts. Further discussions on this issue 
impeded the export efforts of the U.S. soda were planned for 1986.? 7 

| DOMESTIC PRODUCTION | 

| Soda Ash.—The domestic industry oper- year synthetic soda ash plant by March . 
- . ated at 76% of combined nameplate capaci- 1986. Allied later merged with Signal Corp. 

| ty as production of natural and synthetic to become Allied-Signal Corp. and trans- 
soda ash increased for the third consecutive ferred its soda ash operations to the Henley 

| year to reach a record high despite a slight Group, a newly formed spinoff company. 
decline in the amount of Wyoming soda ash  Allied’s announcement prompted Church & - 
produced. Wyoming trona production by Dwight Co. Inc., the Nation’s largest sodium | 

| five companies was 11,796,000 million short bicarbonate manufacturer, to cease produc- 
tons, or 9% less than the record high of _ tion at its 96,000-ton-per-year facility, which 
12,906,000 million tons reported in 1980. used sodium carbonate from Allied as feed- 
This decrease was attributed to an increase stock. 

. in the soda ash-trona refining efficiency Kerr-McGee Chemical Corp. announced 
ratio—more tons of soda ash processed from _ that all soda ash production would be phas- | 
fewer tons of trona mined—and the de- ed out at its Searles Lake Westend facility 
crease in Wyoming soda ash production. by 1987. The plant has had a capacity of 

Acquisitions and divestitures by parent about 150,000 tons per year. FMC Wyoming 
corporations affected some of the domestic Corp. began solution mining commercial 
soda ash companies. Chesebrough-Ponds quantities of soda ash. Upon reaching full- 
Inc. acquired Stauffer Chemical Co.; Ana- scale production planned for 1987, the oper- 
conda Minerals Co. sought a buyer for its ation was expected to have more than | 

| , share of a sodium carbonate deposit at 250,000 tons per year of soda ash capacity, 
Searles Lake in California; and Allied Corp. which would replace a comparable amount 
announced plans to close its 700,000-ton-per- of underground mining capacity. 

Table 2.—Producers of soda ash and natural sodium sulfate in 1985 

—siantnameplate 
Product and company capacity Plant location Source of sodium 

(thousand short tons) SSeS ee 
Soda ash, natural: | 

Allied Chemical Cot = 5 = 2,200 Green River, Underground trona. 

FMC Wyoming Corp ________________ 2,850 ___do____ Do. 
Kerr-McGee Chemical Corp ____________ 1,300 Argus, CA_ _ _ Dry lake brine. 

Do ~-_-~ 150 Westend, CA _ Do. 
Stauffer Chemical Co. of Wyoming? _______ 1,960 Green River, Underground trona. 

Tenneco Minerals Co ___._____________ 1,000 ____do____ Do. 
T. G.Soda Ash Inc_________________ 1,100 Granger, WY_ Do. 

Soda ash, synthetic: 
Allied Chemical Co? ~-_______ 700 Syracuse, NY_ Ammonia-soda 

ss process. 

Total -_-----_---_--_-___-____ 11,260 

Sodium sulfate: 
Great Salt Lake Minerals & Chemicals Corp.* _ 50 Ogden, UT __ Salt lake brine. 
Kerr-McGee Chemical Corp ____________ 240 Westend, CA _ Dry lake brine. 
Ozark-MahoningCo______________ > 70 Brownfield, Subterranean brine. 

Do __-- ee 150 Seagraves, TX Do. 
Total. 510 

a 
*Allied Corp. merged with Signal Corp. to become Allied-Signal Corp. 
2 Acquired by Chesebrough-Ponds Inc. 
5Plant was downrated from 900,000 tons per year in Jan. 1983. 
“Solar ponds were flooded May 5, 1984. No significant production in 1985.
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| - Sodium Sulfate.—Allied-Signal perma- produce potassium sulfate instead of sodium nently closed its sodium bichromate and sulfate. These actions resulted in the loss of byproduct sodium sulfate facility at Balti- about 135,000 tons of sodium sulfate annual | more, MD, at midyear. Climax Chemical capacity. | : Corp. modified its Grantsville, UT, plant to 

Table 3.—Synthetic and natural sodium carbonates produced in the United States 
| (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) | | 

Synthetic 
as. . 

Year - (ammon la: “Coben Total 
process)? | quantity 
Quantity - Quantity Value® 

. 1981 8 Ww w 787,469 8,281 © : 1982 ~ 2 | W WwW 721,257 7,819 1988 ___-_ 2  oOW Ww 685,100 8,467 1984 - W W 611,000 8,511 1985 ~--------------- 2288 | Ww .W 622,253 8,597 
7 *Estimated. ~W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. Includes quantities used to manufacture caustic soda, sodium bicarbonate, and finished light and dense soda ash. _®Soda ash and trona (sesquicarbonate). | 

. *Includes value for synthetic soda ash. | . | 

Table 4.—Synthetic and natural sodium sulfate’ produced in the United States | | | _(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) — | 

| . | Synthetic and patural® . | Natural 

| Year | Lower oo ee 
a purity’ ae a Total* Quantity Value . 

less) 

1981 = 666 445 1111 608 43,186 . | 1982 =e 401 864. Ww WwW 1983 --__.____ TT 427 427 855 423 . 39,425 1984 
428 T444 872 435 40,125 1985 --_ 
401 428 827 389 35,860 

"Revised. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 7All quantities converted to 100% N a2SO, basis. 
. 2Current Industrial Reports, Inorganic Chemicals, Bureau of the Census. 5Includes Glauber’s salt. - . “Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

_ CONSUMPTION AND USES 7 
Soda Ash.—Increased use of PET contain- Liquid detergents have become increas- ers by the food and beverage industries ingly popular among consumers because of continued to inhibit sales of soda ash tothe their convenience. In 1985, the market glass container industry. Approximately 1.3 share of liquid home detergents increased million tons of cullet collected for reuse also 5% over that of 1984 and represented 30% reduced soda ash sales. These losses were of the home detergent market. Because offset by the strength of the construction powdered detergents contain soda ash in and automotive industries, which were ma- their formulations, but liquid detergents do jor consumers of fiberglass and of flat glass, not, the increasing preference for liquid accounting for 55% and 20% of the total detergents was expected to constrain do- flat glass market, respectively. As automo- mestic soda ash demand. The use of soda bile manufacturers strive to reduce vehicle ash in the manufacture of sodium tripoly- weight and thereby gasoline consumption, phosphate (STPP) for powdered detergents the quantity of glass per vehicle was fore- increased 4% in 1985, despite the ban of cast to decrease nearly 18% by 1992. STPP in one-fourth of the States because of
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environmental considerations. manufacturing and in detergent produc- 
Sodium Sulfate-—Apparent consumption tion. Sodium sulfate had been used as a | 

, decreased to an all-time low because of filler in powdered detergent formulations, | 
: competition from inexpensive and available but most manufacturers were removing fill- , 

caustic soda and emulsified sulfur, which ers and replacing them with additional — 
were substituted for low-purity sodium sul- builders, such as STPP. Liquid detergents 
fate, known as saltcake, in the pulp and do not contain sodium sulfate in their com- 

paper industry. In addition, the use of position. | 
| sodium sulfate declined in glass container 7 | 

| Table 5.—Estimated consumption of soda ash in the United States, by end use 

. (Thousand short tons) | 

—_—”—C*iduset™~=<“SsSSSOSOSSOSOSCSC“‘“AS”S*:C«d 

| Glass: 
Bottle and container ______.__+-__-_-_---~--_~_~i---~-~--~-~-~~------+ 2,300 2,200 . 
Flat eee eee 600 700 
Fiber_________________o____ eee eee 250 275 
Other ---~----~--------+-- +--+ --------- 2-2 5-22 ----- 250 225 

| Total _.______________---___-_----__----------------=-- - $400 —— 8,400 

Chemicals. === eee 1,550 1,500 
. Soaps and detergents _______________-----~-~------~---~------_------ 600 ~ . 600 
Pulp and paper_______.____-___------~-~--~-+--~~~-+-~------~--+------ 250 350 
Water and stackgas______________-~----i--+-~--_----~-+~-~~~~~--~-+--+-- 600 600 

| Other?_____.-______---------------------------------------- 464 327 

. Total _...__________-_-.2-_~--- e+ +--+ 3,464 3,377 

Grand total ________------------------------------------- 6 864 6,777 

Includes soda ash used. in petroleum and metal refining, leather tanning, enamels, etc. oo 

; | a STOCKS | 

- Soda Ash.—Yearend stocks of dense and Sodium Sulfate.—Inventories of natural | 
light soda ash in plant silos, warehouses, sodium sulfate decreased 47%, primarily 

| : terminals, and on teamtracks amounted to because of reduced domestic industry pro- 
428,000 tons, or 33% more than 1984 year- duction capability and weak domestic de- 
end inventories. : : mand. : 

PRICES 

Soda Ash.—In mid-1985, the soda ash ash, f.o.b. Green River, WY, and Searles 

industry reduced the temporary voluntary Valley, CA, was estimated to be $67.82 per 
allowance on soda ash from $11 to $7 per ton. | 
ton. This action effectively raised the f.o.b. Sodium Sulfate—The average annual 
price per ton from $79 to $83 in Wyoming value of bulk natural product, f.o.b. mine or 
and from $109.25 to $113.25 in California. plant, was $92.19 per ton. 

The average annual value of natural soda
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; | Table 6.—Sodium compounds yearend prices , | 
oe a | _ — | ) "1984 1985 

. Sodium carbonate (soda ash): _ a ~ Light, paper bags, carlots, works ~ T+ +--+ = +--+ per ton__ $150.00 $150.00 Light, bulk, carlots, works we e _do oo 123.00 123.00 Dense, paper bags, carlots, works —___ ~~ > TT ger 77 120.00 — 120.00 . . Dense, bulk, carlots, works_____ DTT Ge 77 90.00 90.00 Sodium sulfate (100% NaeSO,): 
Technical detergent, rayon grade, bags, carlots_._.______ | —~-do.___  $90.00- 96.00 $90.00- 96.00 - Sodium sulfate, bulk, carlots, works!____ ~~-------~---~~_do.___ 118.00- 114.00 113.00- 114.00 , Domestic salt cake, bulk, works* == gg TT ' 47.00- 538.00 47.00- 53.00 | National Formulary (NF. XID, drums___________ per pound_ _ (235 235 

_- Kast of Mississippi River. , a . | Source: Chemical Marketing Reporter. Current Prices of Chemicals and Related Materials. V. 226, No. 27, Dec. 31, 1984, , 
p. 27, and v. 227, No. 27, Dec. 30, 1985, p. 27. 

. ; 
| 

oo / , : FOREIGN TRADE | : - | 

‘Soda Ash.—Exports of 1.639 million tons ing dumping charges against US. produc- of soda ash reported by the Bureau of the ers. The J apanese claimed that US. soda Census were adjusted to include an. addi. ash consumers paid $92 per ton at the mine tional 132,000 tons, pending data reconcilia- whereas exports to Japan were priced at $66 | tion between the Bureau of the Census and perton* — Oo the American N ational Soda Ash Corp. 7 a | Total exports, as adjusted by the Bureau of Table 7.—U.S. exports of sodium carbonate Mines, were 1.771 million tons. Exports to. | and sodium sulfate | | 43 countries, on a regional basis, were as _ (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) follows: Asia, 60%; North America, 14%; $e 
ac i eewel : ium sulfate Latin America, 12%; Africa, 9%; Oceania, Year ——oein carbonate —— oe sulfate 3%; and. the Caribbean and Europe, 1% ——_____Quantity Value’ Quantity Value? each, : . 1982 1,109 140,616 111 =: 12,162 At yearend, the Republic of Korea agreed 1338 TTTTT 1,686 ieons oO 7 . 11,380 to lift import controls on 603 products,, 1985 ~~~ 2477] 2136,064 119 11,899 ° . 

: e 
Ne een, including . soda : ash, over the fol lowing 3 1Free alongside ship (f.a.s.) value at U.S. port. ' years. This action offered potential for in- ?Adjusted by the Bureau of Mines to account for 3 creasing U.S. exports. discrepancies in data. | Four companies comprising the Japanese Source: Bureau of the Census. : synthetic soda ash industry considered fil- . | 

! 

| _ Table 8.—U.S. imports for consumption of sodium sulfate 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) | 

- iy | Crude (salt cake)! Anhydrous Total? , ear 
TS <rehyenwenseceannyeinanenenehepninerenmenes ser 

Quantity Value? Quantity Value? Quantity Value? 
1982 

210 18,820 184 14,938 394-28, 758 1983 - 144 = 10,312 199 17,609 3438. 27,921 : 1984 
61 4,223 204 16,975 265 =: 21,198 1985 --_ 8 40 2,549 154 11,948 194 14.492 

Includes Glauber’s salt as follows: 1982—2 tons ($1,241); 1988—8 tons ($1,648); and 1984—12 tons ($4,997). *Customs, insurance, and freight (c.i.f.) value at U.S. port. 
Source: Bureau of the Census. .
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Table 9.—U.S. imports for consumption of sodium carbonate | 

— | | 1984 1985 

| 
Quantity Value? Quantity Value’ 

(short (thou- _— (short (thou- . 

- . tons) sands) tons) sands) 

Sodium carbonate, calcined___-__--------=--------------- 
16,659 $2,292 56,198 $808 . | 

Sodium carbonate, hydrated, and sesquicarbonate _ ~~ -——----------- 5  @9 4 4 

| ‘Total ___-------------------------------------- _ 16,664. 2,801 56,208 8089 

1Customs, insurance, and freight (c.if.) value at U.S. port. — . : 7 

Source: Bureau of the Census. . . a | . - 

~ WORLD REVIEW | 

Egypt.—At midyear, MISR Chemical In- - to ease the supply imbalance temporarily. 

dustries Co., the Nation’s sole soda ash In addition, in 1985 approval was granted to 

producer, elected Chemieanlagen Co. of the construct five new synthetic soda ash plants | 

| German Democratic Republic and Krebs to increase India’s production capability® 

and Co. of France as engineering contrac- Turkey.—Progress continued toward de- 

tors for the proposed expansion of produc- velopment of the Baypazari trona deposit as 

| tion capacity at the El Mex synthetic soda FMC and Etibank, the state-owned mining 

ash facility. If completed, the project could company, each agreed to have a 35% equity 

increase total capacity from 80,000 tons to share in the venture; the International 

| 200,000 tons per year.® | , Bank for Reconstruction and Development | 

India.—The Government reduced duties held 10%, and private Turkish investors | 

from 70% to 35% on light soda ash imports. held the remainder. Turkey has been an . 

and from 70% to 15% on dense soda ash associate member of the European Econom- 

imports. These duty reductions were in ic Community. Full member status by the 

| response to a surge in soda ash demand by early 1990’s when the project is targeted for 

the Indian detergent industry and soda ash completion could provide FMC with a com- 

| supply problems. The light soda ash duty petitive advantage for supplying soda ash to 

was expected to be reduced to 25% in early western European markets.” _ 

1986. Less expensive imports were expected | , : 

Table 10.—Sodium carbonate: World production, by country’ 

(Short tons) . : 
ne 

Country . 1981 1982 1983 1984” 1985° 

Albania®__________.__----_--=----- 27,600 729,700 *30,800 ™33,000 34,100 

Australia®____._.________-_------------ 330,000 330,000 330,000 330,000 330,000 

Austria®___-_-___________------------ 190,000 190,000 190,000 165,000 165,000 

| Belgium ____________--------------- 300,981 361,170 286,340 451,224 500,000 

Brazil ________-_----------------- 207,234 219,360 231,485  °210,000 210,000 

Bulgaria_______------------------- 1,618,948 1,607,940 1,400,918 ©1,610,000 1,610,000 

Canada®__________---------------- 500,000 500,000 470,000 400,000 385,000 

Chad®? ___________-_--------------- 5,500 5,500 NA NA NA 

Chile ____________--------------- 11,000 NA NA NA NA 

China . 2020 ~——s«d 821,016 ~=—1,911,406 1,976,442 °2,070,000 2,200,000 

Colombia ______------------------- 117,087 122,136 130,392 142,683 140,000 

Czechoslovakia. ____.-_--------------- 130,293 117,318 104,694 111,711 110,000 

Denmark?_____._____---------------- 164 131 159 139 138 

Egypt _______-------------------- 25,754 45,496 47,399 ©45,000 45,000 

France® ___________-----------+---- 1,765,000 1,100,000 1,100,000 990,000 990,000 

German Democratic Republic __—~_—--—~~-—-—-- 967,828 972,237 977,749 981,056 990,000 

Germany, Federal Republic of_ __-----—--~~--- 1,310,647 1,218,053 1,342,614 1,503,551 1,600,000 

Greece® _________----------------- 1,100 1,100 1,100 1,100 1,100 

India__________------------------ £676,000 646,836 820,481 915,869 —- 850,000 

Italy®___________----------------- 105,000 100,000 95,000 100,000 100,000 

Japan _______-------------------- 1,298,185 ‘1,281,828 1,216,265 1,142,140 1,290,000 

Kenya? ________------------------ 275,578 176,855 213,506 249,177 250,000 

Korea, Republic of ___----------------- 222.736 204,666 254,193 273,292 4276,559 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 10.—Sodium carbonate: World production, by country’ —Continued 
(Short tons) - 

Country 1981 1982 1983 1984” 1985° —— eee 188 

Mexico® _____._____.________ 442,026 429,901 “440,000 466,300 *504,000 . Netherlands®_________-.____-___ 460,000 460,000 460,000 440,000 440,000 Norway _____~_~_-~--~~ ~~~ (8) (°) (6) (°) __ Pakistan_________..___________ 111,507 ¥109,254 ¥©112,400 * ©135,000 130,000 Poland_____~__~__.~ ~~~ 771,617 822,323 909,406 1,011,921 940,000 Portugal® ______________________ 190,000 190,000 180,000 165,000 165,000 Romania____~.-_~_~ 2 2 1,020,739 = 959,010 868,620 881,848 890,000 Spain®______.~- ee 550,000. 550,000 550,000 610,000 610,000 Sweden®_________________ . (8) () (°) (8) —_ Switzerland® _-_-__-__________ 51,000 50,000 50,000 49,000 50,000 Taiwan ___-~__ ~~~ 79,437 65,279 ~ 108,419 118,179 110,000 Turkey® __-_______________ 65,000 65,000 = "65,000 65,000 65,000 USS.R ~~~ 5,357,227 5,250,303 5,620,679 5,639,418 5,730,000 United Kingdom® ___-_______ 1,430,000 1,430,000 1,430,000 1,100,000 1,100,000 United States®_____ = = 8,281,495 7,819,083 8,467,118 8,511,359 48 597,180 Yugoslavia __-____.-__ 22 162,212 200,488 202,185 207,555 *220,053 VOD 
. Total ~~ *30,879,861 *29,541,863 30,678,314 31,125,522 31,628,130 OT 

“Estimated. Preliminary. Revised. NA Not available. | 
1Table includes data available through May 6, 1986. Synthetic unless otherwise specified. 
2Natural only. 
5Production for sale only; excludes output consumed by producers. 

. “Reported figure. a: 
‘Includes natural and synthetic. oe 
®Revised to zero. : 

| | Table 11.—Sodium sulfate: World production, by country? 
(Thousand short tons) 

A 
ree 

: Country? 1981 1982 1983 1984P 1985° 

Natural: 
/ Argentina. _____~.~2~_~___~__ = 57 AT 50 “50 44 Canada _______________ 590 603 500 ©427 — 418 _  ChileS -2 (4). 1 . 1 1 1 | Egypt ---__-- &3 3 2 2 2 Tran®___ 11 11 13 . 13 13 Mexico® ________________________ F465 519 436 — 456. 463 South Africa, Republic of..___________- 5 3 1 1 (4) Spain. _-__2 207 © 232 345 405 364 Turkey_—__________ =o 73 72. 68 92 94 USSRE&F 386 397 397 397 408 United States_____________________ 608 ™Ww 423 435 8389 ——— 

Total _---_--__-_~__~-- Le 72,405 T1,888 2,236 2,279 2,191 EE OOO _!:===Z 
Synthetic: . . Austria®e.= == 61 61 61 55 55 - Belgium® __-_-= 276 276 276 276 287 Chile? _-__ 64 52 57 63 61 Finland®____-____-_ T44 T44 ¥39 39 39 France® _-- 2 165 165 165 132 138 German Democratic Republic__________ _ 141 157 168 181 182 Germany, Federal Republic of__________ _ 281 236 138 141 149 Greece ___ ~~ 2 M11 Tg reg Fe10 10 Hungary® —____-______-_____-____ 11 11 11 11 11 Italy*_ ~~~ 99 94 99 *88 88 Japan ________~______ 314 282 287 307 320 : Netherlands®______________ | 55 55 55 50 50 Portugal” —______-__-- 8 864 63 62 55 55 Spain® © = 1938 187 187 187 176 Sweden®___________- 7110 T110 110 T110 110 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 11.—Sodium sulfate: World production, by country: —Continued | | 
: ’ (Thousand short tons) _ 

~~ Country? —_ "1981 ~—~—~=«W982 1983. 1984? 1985° 

Synthetic: —Continued | . . — - | 

USSR®® 216 216 2=—S—s«26 987 
| United States === =k 508 7864 432 437 8488 

Total pet 72,668‘, 941 2,432 2,418 2,456 

- | Grandtotal ____.__________-___ » "5073 . "4,829 4,668 4697 4,647 

Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. . : 
. 1Table includes data available through May 6, 1986. . 

~ In addition to the countries listed, China, Norway, Poland, Romania, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom are known 
to or are assumed to have produced synthetic sodium sulfate, and other unlisted countries may have produced this 
commodity, but production ‘figures are not reported, and available general information is not adequate for. the 
formulation of reliable estimates of output levels. a “ . 

3Natural mine output, excluding byproduct output from the nitrate industry, which is reported separately under 
“Synthetic” in this table. } | a —_ } os 

Less than 1/2 unit. | os . 
' 5Series reflects output reported by Industrias Pefoles S.A. de C.V., Mexico’s principal producer, plus an additional . 
22,000 short tons (estimated) by a smaller producer. TO a a a 

®Conjectural estimates based on 1968 information on natural sodium sulfate and general economic conditions. 
™Natural sodium sulfate included with synthetic sodium sulfate production. . . 
®Reported figure. OC mo 

| *Byproduct of nitrate industry. — | an - 
10Quantities of synthetic sodium sulfate credited to Spain are reported in official sources in a way such as to indicate 

that they are in addition to the quantities reported as mined (reported in this table under “Natural’), but some a 
. | duplication may exist. 7 oS 

1Derived approximate figures; data presented are the difference between reported total sodium sulfate production 
(natural and synthetic not differentiated) and reported natural sodium sulfate sold by producers (reported under 
“Natural” in this table). | } 

a | | TECHNOLOGY it — 

a FMC designed and built a flue gas desul- bon dioxide with a solution containing sodi- _ 
furization unit that was installed at year- um carbonate and sodium sulfate, which. 
end, with the cooperation of the City of usually are recovered and recycled in a pulp 

| Colorado Springs Department of Utilities, and paper operation, the sodium carbonate 
on a coal-fired boiler at the Nixon power- was converted to sodium bicarbonate and 

| plant in Fountain, CO. The scrubbing agent, the sodium sulfate could be separated subse- 
sodium sesquicarbonate, reacted with sulfur quently by fractional crystallization. A sub- 

oxide emissions from the. burning coal to stantial increase in domestic sodium bicar- 
_ form sodium suite and sodium sae. _ bonate demand could promote the use of 
Reducing sulfur oxide emissions by % 38 this technique in U.S. pulp mills.® | 
required to comply with new Environmen-_. 

tal Protection Agency standards and Colo- 1Physical scientist, Division of Industrial Minerals. 
rado air quality regulations. Eventually, 2U.S. Senate. Barriers to U.S. Exports. Congr. Rec., 
sodium bicarbonate and trona also were to - ic No” (pee. ra Nee ee. See 88 ak: th 

® emi eek. In NeW Uars, astics Are ing e 

be tested as scrubbing agents. Proof of the _ priver’s Seat. V. 137, No. 17, 1985, pp. 68. , 
economic effectiveness of any of these com- 4Glass Industry. Japanese Producers Charge Soda Ash 

iti lfurizin: . Dumping. V. 66, No. 13, 1985, p. 10. : 
modities as desu g mediums could be siiiustrial Minevals (London). Egyptian Soda Ash Plant 
a significant boon to the Wyoming soda ash Retrofit. No. 216, 1985, p. 94. 

industry, which has sustained stagnant or “European Chemical News. V. 45, No. 1196, 1985, p. 9. 
declining domestic soda ash demand.® Industrial Minerals (London). Soda Ash Progress. No. 

: . 220, 1986, p. 11. | 
Ontario Paper Co. at Thorold, Ontario, 8... Trona in Desulfurization. No. 222, 1986, 

Canada, developed a process to produce P. o Chemical Report. Ontario P : Consider’ 
° ° rpus emic port. arlo raper nsidering 

sodium bicarbonate as a byproduct of pulp — goaium Bicarbonate Project. V. 17, No. 38, Sept. 23, 1985, 
and paper manufacturing. By reacting car-  p.1.



Crushed Stone 
By Valentin V. Tepordei? 

A total of 1.0 billion short tons of crushed consumption of crushed stone was 1.0 bil- 
stone valued at $4.1 billion, f.0.b. plant, was _ lion tons. | | 

_ reported produced in the United States in Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- | 
1985. The tonnage is 9% below the record- duction data for crushed stone are devel- 
high production of 1979 but 5% higher than oped by the Bureau of Mines from volun- 
the estimated production of 1984. About tary surveys of U.S. producers. Beginning 
three-quarters of the crushed stone produc- with 1981, full surveys of crushed stone | 
tion continued to be limestone and dolo- producers were conducted for odd-num- 
mite, followed by granite, traprock, sand- bered years only. For even-numbered years, 
stone and quartzite, shell, calcareous marl, annual preliminary surveys, which collect — 
volcanic cinder, marble, and slate, in order production information on a sample basis, 
of volume. | are conducted to generate annual estimates 

Exports of crushed stone were unchanged at the State level. This survey canvasses 
from the 1984 level, while imports for con- most of the large companies in each State | , 
sumption decreased 7%. Ninety-five per- producing up to 75% of that State’s total 
cent of the exported and 48% of the import- tonnage. | 
ed crushed stone was limestone. Apparent 

| Table 1.—Salient U.S. crushed stone statistics 
. (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) , 

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 

Sold or used by producers: . - 
Quantity? $= = ee 872,600 790,030 861,600 — °956,000 —_1,000,800 Value? ___~_______-----____--_-_ $3,125,000 °$2,918,300 $3,327,000 °$3,755,600 $4,053,000 Exports (value)___§___________________ $25,949 $19,026 $23,021 $23,970 $29,347 

Imports for consumption (value) ____§_§______ $13,473 $16,382 2$12,610 2$17,543 2$11,640 

“Estimated. ‘Revised. | 
. 1Does not include American Samoa, Guam, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands. 

?Excludes precipitated calcium carbonate. | 

Of the 4,788 crushed stone operations 1,205 operations were either idle or presum- 
surveyed by the Bureau of Mines in 1985, ed to be idle, because no information was 
3,007 were active. Of these, 3,147, or 88.5%, available to estimate their production. A 
responded. Their total production repre- significant number of the idle quarries were 
sented 87.6% of the U.S. total crushed stone operated by State and local governments, 
output. The nonrespondents’ production mostly to supply crushed stone for mainte- 
was estimated using adjusted prior years nance or road construction projects. 
production reports and/or employment da- Legislation and Government  Pro- 
ta. Of the 3,147 reporting operations, some grams.—On March 5, the U.S. Congress 
did not indicate a breakdown by end use. approved the Interstate Cost Estimate (ICE) | 
Their production as well as that of 1,350 legislation that retroactively gave the U.S. 
nonrespondents, representing 19.1% of the Department of Transportation the authori- 
US. total, is included in tables 11, 18, 15-18 ty to disburse to the States construction 
under “Other unspecified uses.’”’ A total of funds collected into the Federal Highway 
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, Trust Fund for the period ending Septem- of performance for nonmetallic mineral 

a ber 30, 1985. On September 19, 1985, addi- processing plants. These regulations went. 

oe tional ICE legislation was passed by the into effect on August 1, 1986, and will be . 

| U.S. Congress for the period ending Septem- implemented under section III of the Clean . 

| | ber 30, 1986. Most of these funds were used Air Act. The standards were based on emis- 

| for highway construction and repair work, -sion levels achievable using well-designed | 

| and their late release impacted to some and operated baghouse controls or wet-dust 

| extent upon the demand for crushed stone. | suppression techniques. The standards ap- | | 

In August, the Environmental Protection ply to new, modified, and reconstructed 

Agency (EPA) issued its final regulations facilities at plants processing 18 nonmetal- 

| : establishing particulate emission standards _lic minerals, including crushed stone. 

— | DOMESTIC PRODUCTION - : 

Of the total 1.0 billion tons of crushed Approximately 76% of the total U.S. crush- | 

stone produced in the United States, 716 ed stone output was produced in two major’ | 

million tons or 72% was limestone and geographic regions, the South and North | 

dolomite, 145 million tons or 15% was _ Central. | | . - 

granite, and 84 million tons or 8% was | Of the nine geographic regions, the South 

: traprock. A comparison of the four major Atlantic led the Nation in the production of | 

geographic regions indicated that in 1985, crushed stone with 266 million tons or 27% 

the South continued to lead the Nation in of the U.S. total. Next was the East North 

| the production of crushed stone with 51% of Central region with 148 million tons or 15% 

the total, followed by the North Central of the total, followed by the West South 

- with 25%, and the Northeast with 14%. Central with 137 million tons or 14%. 

era 7 as 
ae \ q 

a | \ eo 7 fenouano 
| | So | ne eee — — ——} ~A, <p Ns oy 23 

An eyioa- — — _ _ BE WEST NORTH CENTRAL . a \ 
er fe | eo. : "mie > 

Pac, a i 106 sx—-— TF ATLANTIC ee Y 

fd ONAL 
74 MOUNTAIN oe — — ‘ | EAST ‘ a” . 

i ®@ _ src — worth cel TRAL Agee » Pee ee Pee 
po | | 148° (f-" _i SOUNNC 

pert | - ag . Pt i lL 
saan | | Cima ~ 0B 

| | mo. a mee 
NN I. WEST SOUTH CENTRAL uguer CASINTRAL ~N 

ae @ © 
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*Includes Alaska and Hawaii { , 

@Production (miltion short tons) 

Figure 1.—Production of crushed stone in the United States in 1985, by geographic 
region. 

A comparison of the estimated 1984 and North Central, 10%; and South Atlantic, 

reported 1985 production data by regions 7%. 
indicated that the output of crushed stone Based on 1980 census data on population, 

increased in all regions except the East per capita crushed stone production in 1985 

North Central. The largest increases were was 4.4 tons. At the regional level, per 

recorded in Middle Atlantic, 12%; West capita production was 6.7 tons in the South,
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followed by the North Central with 4.3 tons, uous crushing system and new state-of-the- 
the Northeast with 2.8 tons, and the West art automated equipment for tertiary 
with 2.4 tons. _ crushing. The entire system will be pro- | 

Crushed stone was produced in every grammed by on-site minicomputers and will 
State except Delaware. The 10 leading be one of the most advanced facilities in the 
States in the production of crushed stone, in industry. Crushed stone produced at this 
order of volume, were Texas, Florida, Penn- quarry is used primarily for construction 7 
sylvania, Georgia, Virginia, Missouri, North purposes. A special section of the operation 
Carolina, California, Illinois, and Ohio. produces chemical-grade limestone for the 
Their combined production represented paint, paper, plastics, and rubber indus- 
54% of the national total. 7 tries. | | | | 

Production of crushed stone increased in Limestone.—Starting with the 1983 sur- 
31 States, including 7 of the top 10. The vey, a new canvassing procedure was imple- 
increases, in order of volume, were signifi- mented that is designed to collect separate 
cant in Missouri, Pennsylvania, and Geor- information on the amount of limestone , 
gia, while Illinois, Texas, and Ohio were the and dolomite produced in the United States. 
only high producing States that showed a In 1985, 87 quarries reported producing 
decrease in output. only dolomite, while 46 quarries reported : 

Most of the crushed stone produced came producing both limestone and dolomite 
from quarries with an annual output larger without making a distinction between the 
than 300,000 tons. Of the total tonnage two kinds of stone. Therefore, the limestone 
produced, 941 quarries, representing 26% of totals shown in this chapter include an 
the total number of active operations, pro- undetermined amount of dolomite in addi- 
duced 80%; of these, 218 quarries with an tion to the dolomite reported separately. 
annual output of more than 1,000,000 tons Compared with 1983, the 1985 output of 
produced 40%. The number of large quar- crushed limestone, including dolomite, in- 
ries and their share of the market continues creased 15% to 716 million tons valued at 
to increase, while the number of small $2.8 billion. Limestone and dolomite were 
operations is on the decrease. a produced by 1,117 companies at 2,316 quar- 

. The 10 leading producers of crushed stone _ries in 46 States. Leading States, in order of 
were, in descending order of tonnage: Vul- tonnage, were Texas, Florida, Pennsylva- | 
can Materials Co., Martin Marietta Aggre- nia, Missouri, and Illinois; these five States 
gates, Koppers Co. Inc., Lone Star Indus- accounted for 40% of the total U-S. output. 
tries Inc., Florida Rock Industries Inc., Gen- Leading U.S. producers were, in order of 
star Stone Products Co., General Dynamics volume, Vulcan Materials, Martin Marietta 
Corp., United States Steel Corp., Gifford- Aggregates, and Lone Star Industries. : 
Hill & Co. Inc., and Dolese Bros. Inc. | These three companies accounted for 12% | 
Compared with 1983, the year when the of total U.S. output. | 

last full survey of crushed stone producers Dolomite.—A total of 31 million tons of 
: was conducted, the underground mining of dolomite valued at $133 million was report- 

mostly limestone increased 7% to 47 million ed produced by 60 companies in 24 States. 
tons, while the number of active mines An additional undetermined amount of do- 
decreased from 120 to 108. By operating lomite is included in the total crushed 
underground, a variety of problems usually limestone data. Leading States in the pro- 
connected with surface mining, especially duction of dolomite, in order of tonnage, 
in locations close to urban areas, such as_ were New York, Pennsylvania, and Michi- 
environmental impacts and community ac- gan; these three States accounted for 51% 
ceptance, are significantly reduced. of the total U.S. output as reported by 

Lone Star Industries sold its south Texas producers. Leading U.S. producers were, in 
aggregate operations, which included one order of volume, Lone Star Industries, 
crushed stone quarry, four sand and gravel ASARCO Incorporated, and Glasgow Inc.; 
operations, and seven ready-mix concrete their combined production represented 28% 
plants, to Pioneer Concrete of Texas Inc. of the total U.S. dolomite production. 

Genstar began a $9 million expansion Marble.—Production of crushed marble 
program at its Texas, MD, quarry. The new increased 36% to 2.4 million tons valued at 
facility, when completed in 1986, will in- $20 million. Crushed marble was produced 
crease production capacity by 50% and _ by 12 companies at 22 quarries in 13 States. 
improve overall efficiency of the crushing Leading States, in order of tonnage, were 
operation. The expansion included a ccontin- Georgia, Alabama, and Texas; these three
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States accounted for 91% of the total U.S. ington, and. Virginia; these five States 
output. Leading producers of crushed mar- accounted for 58% of U.S. output. Leading 
ble, in order of tonnage, were Georgia Mar- U.S. producers, in order of tonnage, were 

| ble Co., Thompson-Weinsman Co., and Ba- Tilcon Inc., Traprock Industries Inc., and 

sins Engineering Co.; their combined pro- the U.S. Forest Service; their combined 
duction represented 84% of the total U.S. production accounted for 19% of total U.S. 

7 output. | output. | | a 7 
Caleareous Marl.—Output of marl in- |= Sandstone and Quartzite.—The combin- 

creased 15% to 4 million tons valued at $8 ed output of crushed sandstone and quartz- 
million. Marl was produced by 14 compa-_ ite increased 9% to 23 million tons valued : 
nies at 14 quarries in 7 States. South Caroli- at $103 million. Crushed sandstone was 7 

na accounted for 80% of total U.S. output, produced by 103 companies at 361 quarries 
followed by Texas and North Carolina. in 24 States, while crushed quartzite was _ 
Leading producers, in order of tonnage, produced by 16 companies at 17 quarries in 

- were Dundee Cement Co., Giant Portland 12 States. Leading States in the production - 
Cement Co., and Gifford-Hill; their combin- of sandstone and quartzite, in order of 
ed output accounted for 80% of the total volume, were Pennsylvania, Arkansas, and | 

. U.S. production. These three leading pro- Georgia. Leading producers, in order of 
ducers of marl were also manufacturers of tonnage, were Weaver Construction Co., the 

portland cement. U.S. Forest Service, and H. M. B. Construc- 
Shell.—Shell is mainly derived from fossil tion Co.; their combined production repre- 

. reefs of oyster shell. The output of crushed sented 14% of the US. total. 
shell increased 9% to 9 million tons valued Slate.—Output of crushed slate increased 
at $38 million. Crushed shell was produced 1% to 773,000 tons valued at $3.8 million. 

by 13 companies from 17 operations in 5 Crushed slate was produced by seven com- 
States. The major producing States were panies at seven quarries in five States. 
Louisiana and Florida. Leading producers, Leading States, in order of tonnage, were 
in order of tonnage, were Dravo Corp., Virginia, Georgia, and New York; their 
Quality Aggregates, and Ashland Oil Inc.; combined production accounted for 90% of 
their combined production represented 68% U.S. output. Leading producers, in order of 
of U.S. output. ~ tonnage, were Galite Corp., Solite Corp., 

Granite.—Compared with 1983, the 1985 and Arvonia-Buckingham Slate Co. The top 
output of crushed granite increased 24% to three producers accounted for 80% of US. 
145 million tons valued at $670 million. output. , 
Granite was produced by 130 companies at Volcanic Cinder and Scoria.—Produc- 

580 quarries in 29 States. Leading States, in tion of volcanic cinder and scoria increased 
order of tonnage, were Georgia, North Caro- 61% to 3 million tons valued at $12.5 

| lina, Virginia, South Carolina, and Califor- million. Volcanic cinder and scoria were 

nia; these five States accounted for 81% of produced by 38 companies from 256 oper- 
U.S. output. Leading U.S. producers, in ations in 10 States. Leading States, in order : 
order of tonnage, were Vulcan Materials, of volume, were Oregon, Arizona, and Cali- 

Martin Marietta Aggregates, and Koppers; fornia; their combined production account- 
their combined production represented 48% ed for 62% of the total U.S. output. Leading 
of the U.S. total. producers, in order of tonnage, were the 
Traprock.—Production of crushed trap- U.S. Forest Service and Gilbert Central 

rock increased 138% to 84 million tons val- Corp.; their combined production accounted 
ued at $388 million. Traprock was produc- for 29% of U.S. output. 
ed by 242 companies at 644 quarries in 23 Miscellaneous Stone.—Output of miscel- 
States. Leading States, in order of tonnage, laneous crushed stone increased 28% to 138 

were New Jersey, Oregon, California, Wash- million tons valued at $56.9 million.
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| - ‘Fable 2,—Crushed stone sold or used in the United States, by kind | - 

| 1983 : a 1985 __ | 
Kind Number Quantity Val Unit Number ‘Quantity Val Unit 

: of (thousand ue ni of (thousand ue nl 
oe quarries —_ short tons) (thousands) value quarries. short tons) . (thousands) value 

Limestone __. — '2,476 T599,308. °$2,217,216 "$3.69 2,316 685,002 $2,618,621 $3.82 . 
- Dolomite _ ~~~ rqQ 23,807 ™99.673 4.18 87 - 31,348 133,271 4.25 . 
Marble __ ~~ 724 ¥1,798 729613 °16.46 22 _ 2,487 20,489 8.39 
Calcareous marl 20. 3,451 7,987 "2.29 14 | 3,959 8,083 2.04 
Shell. ___- . 19 8,348 33,314 3.99 17 . - 9,106 37,951 4,16 
Granite _ _——- 509 116,678 © "487,017 74.17 580 145,254 .. 669,807 4.61 
Traprock _ ~~~ 587 74,017 305,509 "4.12 644 88,548 388,027 4.64 
Sandstone and 

— | 

quartzite _ — — 300 21,259 787,945 4.18 378 mo 23,148 103,483 4.47 
Slate...-_-. 8 "163 ™8383  °10.98 7 773. 3,758 4.86 — 
Volcanic cinder oe 

and scoria — — 186 1,832 9,149 4.99 256 2,953 12,504 4.23 
Miscellaneous 

stone ____- T183 10,384 - ¥41,225 73.97 81 13,269 | 56,875 4.29 

Total’ ____ XX 861,600 3,327,000 73.86 — XX 1,000,800 4,053,000. 4.05 

_ "Revised. XX Not applicable. | ) / : _ 
‘Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. . oe : 

Table 3.—Crushed stone! sold or used in the United States, by region —. 

- . _. (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) oo | 

_ Region re a nti So . Quantity Value Quantity Value . 

Northeast: | so | | oo, | 

New England ___ __..___-------= 21,650 108,300 22,540 112,910 
_ Middle Atlantic __.._.....--_--- 102,800 438,000 115,595 . - 570,333 

North Central: OO . 
East North Central _-.____..-..--- 157,600 567,000 147,923 520,118 

So West North Central __._ =~ 96,200 _ 847,500 106,035 369,972 
=: uth: co 

. South Atlantic... 248,800 - 1,077,800 265,665 1,169,994 
East South Central ___..~..___--_- 97,500 375,300 103,525 404,456 . 

. W. West South Central _.._.____.-__- 134,000 465,300 136,929 495,687 
- West: . 7 " 

Mountain ____.__-_.---_~----- 28,050 108,700 28,971 106,938 
. Pacific _..-.-__.--_---------- 69,400 267,700 73,612 302,409 

— ‘Total?___-__-_------------ 956,000 3,755,600 1,000,800 4,053,000 | 

- “Estimated. | — 
Includes volcanic cinder and scoria. 
2Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding.
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Table 4.—Crushed stone sold or used by producers in the United States, by State’ : 

. a . . . (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) . 

_ . 1984° 1985 

oe . Quantity Value Quantity Value 

oO ‘Alabama ____ ~~~. eee 22,000 98,500 25,853 109,176 
. Alaska -__~_ Le 2,500 10,800 1,907 8585 . 

Arizona____§ ~~~ ~~~ 5,200 27,300 5,929 23,111 | 
oe Arkansas. __. -§ /§ -§-§ ~ / 75 25 5 5 ee ee 15,200. 59,800 14,815 60,874 

California ~__§ ~~~ 2 ee 38,600 158,000 41,199 =. 174,395 
Colorado _____~~_-~___~_~_ ee 7,200 26,200 7,037 25,930 
Connecticut __ ~~ LC 8,300 § 49,400 7,277 43,937 

| 1 Ce (Fr 68,500 290,000 69,266 287,237 
‘Georgia _ ~~ 5 Le 45,900 220,000 52,062 — 256,588 
Hawaii _.- ~~~ Le 5,400 = 29,700 -- - 5,627 © 34,183 | 

* jJIdaho ____~ ~~~ 1,800 7,100 — 2,019 6,977 
Illinois _- ~~ -$_-- -- -  LLL - 48,500 191,600 41,044 164,117 
Indiana __ ~~. _-___._-_~-- eee +s 26,700 99,400 223,384 281,117 
Iowa__ ~~~ Le 23,800 100,000 23,657 - 94,496 
Kansas ________~~ 2) LL 13,600 . 48,500 15,653 57,155 . 
Kentucky_______.-._-___-_.~_-- ~~~ ee 37,300 133,000 338,022 3134,978 
Louisiana_________.~_______--_- ee 4,100 19,500 44,820 425,956 
Maine________________-___ ee. 1,300 4400. ~—-~—=—«i1,459 5,114 

| Maryland________~_~_~___ ee Le 22,100 94,000 24,406 98,584 
Massachusetts____§_§-__. -§ - -§ 52 Le ~ 8,400 39,000 _ 9,854 42,881 
Michigan____________~__~_~ ~~ ie 28,100 92,000 30,685 95,953 

. Minnesota ______~§______ ~~ 8,900 . 25,800 7,756 22,601 
Mississippi _______.__..- ~~ __-~_ 2,000 5,800 1,582 4,282 
Missouri ____§_______~ ~~ ~~~ ee 41,600 137,000 50,646 162,097 
Montana ____~____-_1---_~-_-_~-- ee 950 2,400 °1,730 55,044 
Nebraska__.___$ -_/ -_-_-__ ~~ ~~~ ee 4,500 23,400 4,175 19,134 
Nevada ____ ~~~ ee LLL 1,100 4,700 1,334 6,218 . 
New Hampshire____ 2 25 2 2 pe ee Le 850 2,700 1,612 6,434 
New Jersey. _ = > -§ - - - -- - ee 13,500 75,000 15,692 94,339 
New Mexico ___._. -§_-§ -_- 2 5 ee LL 4,700 17,000 3,641 15,232 
New York _______ >_> 33,100 135,000 35,139 165,136 
North Carolina ~~. 2 pe ee ee 38,100 168,000 ~~ =‘ 41,771 194,818 
North Dakota __________-___~ ~~~ Le _- —_ -W WwW 
Ohio___-._-_ Le 38,500 139,000 . 38,310 136,544 
Oklahoma ___~___§_-____~_~ ee 25,500 86,000 31,173 98,811 
Oregon _____ _-- - 2 12,500 37,500 15,336 54,244 
Pennsylvania ___~.______~__~___-~_ ~~ ee 56,200 228,000 64,765 . 310,859 
Rhode Island_ __________._---_--_--------_----- 1,000 5,800 41,135 47,016 
South Carolina _________ ~~ Le 17,900 72,500 17,079 72,520 —. 
South Dakota ____-_______ ~~ LL 3,800 . 12,800 4,071 14,412 
Tennessee __________-________-_ 36,200 138,000 . 637,939 $155,760 

: Texas _-.-___._----~-_-~_-__--~ 89,200 300,000 85,764 306,821 
Utah___-___ 22 Le 5,200 . 16,400 4,657 14,180" 
Vermont ____~_______ ~~ Le 1,800 7,000 1,689 7,468 . 
Virginia ~-_-____________~____ ee L 47,200 196,000 51,686 221,900 
Washington ______________~____ LL 10,400 31,700 9,543 31,052 
West Virginia _________ ~~~ Le 9,100 37,300 9,393 38,348 
Wisconsin ___.__--_________~----~----_----- 15,800 45,000 14,496 42,380 
Wyoming ___-____~-__-_----------~------_--- 1,900 7,600 62,030 87,329 

Other _-_____-___-__-~_ Le —_ ae 1,177 6,545 

Total’____ = Le 956,000 3,755,600 1,000,800 ~° 4,053,000. 
ee een Onna 

“Estimated. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” 
1To avoid disclosing company proprietary data, certain State totals do not include all kinds of stone produced within 

the State; the portion not shown has been included with “Other.”’ ° . . 
2 xcludes marl. 
3¥xcludes sandstone. 
“Excludes other stone. 
5Excludes traprock. 
SExcludes granite. 
7Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding.
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Table 5.—U.S. crushed stone sold or used by producers in 1985, by size of operation 

Size range Number of Quantity 
° (thousand Percent | (thousand short tons) operations 6h 51+ tons) . 

0to25 __~_____ eee eee 931 9,233 0.9 
25to50 2. _________--___~-~-_ ~~~ e+ 463 16,597 1.7 
50to75 ~~~ Lee eee . 272 16,789 1.7 
75 to 100.2 ee eee 182 15,832 1.6 
100 to 200 ___ 2 5 ee eee ee 506 - 76,825 7.6 

. 200to 300 ____ eee 262 64,040 6.4 
— 300 to 400 ~~ 5 eee 192 65,828 6.6 

400 to 500-5 5 eee 156 69,257 6.9 
500 to 600 _. 2 Lee 117 63,940 6.4 
600 to 700°. 2 eee 79 50,765 5.0 
700 to 800 - ee eeLee > 16 56,157 © 5.6 
800 to 900 ~_ 5 2 eee ee 64 53,737 5.4 
900 t0 999 ~~ eee 39 36,740 3.7 
1,000 and over ____§________ ee 218 . 405,057 . . 40.5 

Total______________-_-_~---~--+--~---+-~-~-~-~-+- ~~ +--+ - 3,557 ~— 11,000,800 — 100 

1Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding: 

Table 6.—Crushed limestone and dolomite sold or used in the United States 
a - in 1985, by State : 

| . (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) _ 

State Quantity Value 

Alabama ______~______ eee ee 24,770 98,723 
. Alaska. 2 eee eee eee e+ Ww WwW : 

Arizona ___§_§____~__~_~__ ee eee ee eee 3,749 15,626 
Arkansas _________~9____~~__ eee 4,940 17,200 ; 

- California. ___§_$_-§_§_§_~_~_____~ ee eee 17,233 97,687 
Colorado __________ eee ee eee 3,035 9,644 
Connecticut. ...$__._._..--_.-----~-~--~---~----+~-+-~---+-~~-+~--+ +--+ 308 1,356 . 
Florida _.._~_~_____ 2 eee eee 65,326 § 278,088 

Georgia ___-_________----~_~----_----~-+--- +--+ 6,992 31,484 — 
Hawaii _~__~___________ Le 1,006 6,927 
Idaho __________~__ee 1,200 | 3,286 
Illinois__._~§ ~~~ 22 7 5 pe ee eee eee 41,044 164,117 
Indiana ____ > 5 ee eee eee 23,384 81,119 

'  Jowa__ et 23,657 94,496 
Kansas ____§ _-____._.____-__-~_-_~ ~~ ee 15,082 53,546 . 
Kentucky ______._________.-._~___-~_~_ ee 38,022 134,978 
Maine ______ ee ~ 1,089 3,985 . 
Maryland __§_~§__________~____ eee 15,810 56,262 
Massachusetts ___ ______~_~____~-~_-~---~--~_--+-+--~_ +--+ ee WwW —  W 
Michigan _____§_§_____.~_~_~__-~_~_~_ ee eee 30,604 95,810 
Minnesota ____§_ Le 5,692 17,057 
Mississippi ___~___._.____._.______.__~_- ~~ ee 1,582 4,282 
Missouri_ __ 2/55 7 5 eee 48,609 157,700 
Montana ____________~-__-_~~-~---~-~---~-~-~-+--~~-~-+--~---~-----+-+- 1,675 4,846 
Nebraska ___§_-_____--_ Le 4,175 19,134 
Nevada _____~_________~____ ee 1,096 4,832 

| New Jersey... _-______________-~-_ ~~ eee W Ww 
New Mexico ________________~_ 2,131 .. 8,200. 
New York____ __~§_-_-________ Le 31,332 140,569 
North Carolina.__~§_§___~__~ 2 4,809 25,325 
Qhio _______~_ eee 38,217 136,092 
Oklahoma___________~_ ee 29,192 92,962 
Oregon _____ eee Ww 4,082 
Pennsylvania.___§___§_§_§________-~ ~~ ee . 50,933 248,314 
Rhode Island _____-/§ _-/_)§ /_ »_/§ /» -» eee eee ee ee 700 4,763 
South Carolina. __§_ ~§_§_. > 5 5 eee 3,523 16,098 
South Dakota __________________ eee 3,032 8,981 
Tennessee. _ 2 eee 37,936 155,638 
Texas ~~. ~~ Le ee 82,935 290,774 
Utah__________ eee eee 4,364 13,389 
Vermont ________~____~ ee eee 1,311 5,699 
Virginia, _._-_~_~_~_~_ ~~ ee ee 19,116 76,362 
Washington ___-___-___-_-_~-~-~-~--~-----~--~----+-----~-~------- 1,556 4,156 
West Virginia ______________ ue 8,220 33,383 
Wisconsin. _____~____~__-_-~_~_-~~~~~_~_~_ ++ ee 12,030 35,369 
Wyoming ___-_-~_--_-_-~----~-__~_~--~--+-~~-- +--+ ee 1,643 © 6,063 
Other _______-___-~-~~~-_ ~~ eee ee 3,284 : 13,486 

Total! _.____________--_ ~~~ ___ ee 716,400 2,751,900 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” 
1Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding.
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| Table 7.—Crushed calcareous marl sold or used by producers in the United States in 1985, 
: : | -  ° byState / a 

. - . (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) __ : | 

. _ - State si ee Quantity Value 

Florida ______..-__--_-_-_-------~------~----_---------------- WwW Ww 
Indiana _____~__~-___--_-___--1-_~-~_ ee ws. _W 

. Maine -__________________ eee . WwW WwW 
Michigan ____- ~- > 5 ee WwW OW 
North Carolina-_______-_-____-___--_--~~--~--_~ eee 37 185. 
‘South Carolina. _$_$_§_§ > -- -5 5 ee ee Le 3171 6,642 
‘Texas eee ee ea ee ee ee ee ee ee WwW - WwW , 

Oe Other ____ ~~ ee 750. 1,807 

Total! 9 > --5 LL 3,959 8,083 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” oe 
1Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. _ 

Table 8.—Crushed granite, traprock, and sandstone and quartzite sold or used by _ 
| producers in the United States in 1985, by State OC 

: (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) | | 

State Granite Traprock Sandstone and quartzite 

. Quantity Value Quantity - Value Quantity Value — 

Alabama __ ~~~. ~__-___ 267 1,165 me ee - -- 
Alaska __ 22 430 . 2112-0 | 586 2,201 129, 759 
Arizona... Le 1,307 3,983 -_- _- _ —- 
Arkansas. _ ~~~ ~§ 5 5» -§ 5 W WwW _- _- - 4,017 — 15,414 
California _.-§ ~~ 5 8,156 31,827 9,733 41,523 1,051 4,116 | 
Colorado ___ ~~ ~~ 3,518 18,967 en | ae ~ OW 284 1,120 

: Connecticut ~~~ ~~_~9~__~_____ _— —_ 6,970 42,581 _— , _- 
Georgia __-_______-_______- 41,263 206,508 -- -- W WwW 
Hawaii ~~ ~§ 2 2 2 -— 4,487 26,786 me oe : 

. Idaho _____ ~~~ Le 150 823 375 - 1,141 287 1,727 
Kansas_____~-----_-____. -- nn _- _- 565 3,564 
‘Kentucky __-___-__________-_ -- _- -- ee W WwW 
Maine___ ~~ _ —- ws. WwW WwW WwW 
Maryland __________-~_____ 2,660 13,924 WwW W WwW . WwW 

, Massachusetts _____________ 1,743 10,231 6,504 26,140 _- — 
Michigan. $$. ~~~ ~_~_______ _- _- . WwW W --. -— 
Minnesota ___§ 2-2 ___ 1,916 4,859 22 86 we Ww. 
Missouri __-_§ ~~~ ~~~ Ww Ww -- -- W Ww 
Montana__ = oO -- WwW \ W 198 
Nevada__________~_______ W WwW -- . -- . -- _- 
New Hampshire ____________ 515 2,430 1,097 4,004 — -- 
New Jersey ____________ WwW WwW 12,064 _ 68,748 _— — 
New Mexico___.______.____ W WwW 293 951 W W 

- New York ___-___ ~~ W WwW 2,878 20,088 614 4,001 
North Carolina ___§__§__§_______ 33,689 152,988 2,984 15,280 W W 
Ohio. -________~_____ Le _- -- _- _- 93 452 
Oklahoma _____~ ~~ _~§_~9 WwW WwW _- —_ 632 2,214 
Oregon____§_~__§_ 90 342 12,050 42,528 1,089 4,333 
Pennsylvania _. ____~________ WwW _ WwW 5,696 23,766 4,847 _ 24,880 
Rhode Island ______________ 435 2,253 ~— _- _- -- 
South Carolina _____________ 10,385 49,780 _- __ _- _- 
South Dakota _..________.__ WwW WwW -- _- 1,039 5,431 
Tennessee __._. _-§__-§_________ Ww W _ _- _- _- 
Texas_____ ~~~ WwW WwW 782 3,838 951 .§,871 
Utah ___________________ ~- ~- _- _- 197 476 
Vermont _____.-~.__~______ W WwW _— _- -- _- 
Virginia _~-_~_-_-_ Le 23,681 105,410 7,055 34,222 1,112 4,309 
Washington _______________ 185 668 7,434 24,674 218 1,128 
West Virginia. __-___________ — — _— — 1,173 4,965 
Wisconsin __ --_-_--___~___ 667 2,158 19 53 1,781 4,801 
Wyoming. _____-____--_____ Ww WwW _- —_ _- ~— 
Other_______-_-_----____ 14,204 64,379 2,522 9,471 3,067 13,775 

Total?___ = 145,300 669,800 83,550 388,000 23,150 103,500 
eee 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” 
1Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding.
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Table 9.—Volcanic cinder and scoria and miscellaneous crushed stone sold or used by 
producers in the United States in 1985, by State 

. _ (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 
ce 

| | Volcanic cinder and sco- Miscellaneous stone 

State ria 

. Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Alaska _____--~_.~_____-----+----~-~~+-----+-----+ _- _— W WwW 
Arizona_____________~~~_--~-----~-~~--------+-~- 628 1,771 Ww Ww 
California __________~_~~~--~_----~~-----~~--+-+- Ww W 4,473 15,652 
Colorado ____~___.~_-_~----------~~+----~~-~--- WwW Ww 7 27 
Hawaii __ ._§_-____~------------~-~------~---- 133 469 (7) (7) 
Kansas ___ ~~ —-§ ~~ _- _— 6 45 
Louisiana___ _ ~~ -_/ //§_-_ -_--~-----~--~-~-~----~--- _- _- W WwW 
Maryland_.__~-~____--__----~---~-~-~---------- _- _- 3,286 16,628 
Massachusetts__._________-_-_---+---~-+--+------- _- _— WwW WwW 
Michigan ___________~_-__-_~-__--~~-~---~----- _- __. WwW WwW 
Nevada ___.____________~-~-~__~---~--+ +--+ 84 448 WwW WwW ” 
New Mexico ________._§_-__~~__---—~---+--~+-+-~-- 379 2,042 — — 
New York __________/___-_-~~---~-----+---+-+ -__ _- Ww WwW 
North Carolina _~____9_§_______-_~-_-----+-----~+- -~ _— WwW W 
North Dakota __________~_-_~-_-----~-~-----+-+-+- __ a WwW W 
Oklahoma ____________~_-~--_~---~-~-~-~-+---~-+--+- _- __ 203 437 
Oregon ____________-~--~----~----+-~~+-----+-+- 672 2,375 229 584 
Pennsylvania _________.---------~-~---~---~---- __ _— Ww Ww 
Rhode Island_ ____. 2. _- -- -_--~---~------~-~--+- ~— _- Ww Ww 

. Texas ________ 2 ee __ _— 283 2315 
Utah_________--------------------~-+------- 96 314 (7) 2 
Vermont _____________-~~-~-~--~-+---~--~-----~--- _- _- Ww Ww 
Virginia ~___._____--_-_-----~~---~~+--------- _- ~- WwW Ww 

_ Washington ______.__..---~-------~---------- (7) 2 150 425 
Wyoming. ____________--~-~-~-~--~---------- 305 WwW ee ~— 
Other _________________~ ~~~ + - 655 5,084 4,632 20,761 

Total? _~§_§_§ > = ee 2,953 12,500 13,270 56,880 
cr 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” 
1Less than 1/2 unit. 
2Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding.
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| CONSUMPTION AND USES | | | | 

Crushed stone production reported to the 17%, from 79 million tons in 1988, to 92. 
_ Bureau of Mines is actually material “sold million tons in 1985. Among the major 

: or used” by the producers. Stockpiled pro- producing States, consumption of crushed 
duction is not reported. Therefore, the sold limestone and dolomite for cement manu- 

| or used tonnage represents the amount of facturing increased in California, Michigan, 
production released for domestic consump- Missouri, Pennsylvania, and Texas. U.S. - 
tion or export in a given year. Because some consumption of limestone and dolomite for : 
of the crushed stone producers did not lime manufacturing decreased 18%, from 22 
report a breakdown by end use, their total million tons in 1983, to 18 million tons in | 
production as well as the estimated produc- 1985. Among the major producing States, — 
tion of nonrespondents, was included in the consumption of limestone and dolomite for. 
tables under “Other unspecified uses,” lime manufacturing increased in Michigan 
starting with the 1983 survey. This change and Texas, but decreased in Alabama, Ken- _ 
in the processing procedures should be tucky, and Pennsylvania. U.S. consumption 
taken into account when 1983 and 1985 use of aglime increased 17%, from 21 million 

_ patterns are compared with prior years. _ tons in 1983, to 25 million tons in 1985. 
In 1985, U.S. consumption of crushed Among major producing States, consump- 

stone was 1.0 billion tons valued at $4.1 tion of aglime increased in Florida, Illinois, : | billion, a 5% increase over the estimated Kentucky, and Missouri, but decreased in 
7 consumption of 1984, and a 16% increase Indiana, Iowa, and Pennsylvania. 

over the reported consumption of 1983. Dolomite.—Of the 31 million tons of 
About 63% of this tonnage was .used as crushed dolomite consumed, 52% was used 
construction aggregates, mostly for high- as construction aggregates, 9% as flux 
way and road construction and mainte- stone, 5% as aglime, and 2% for lime | 

| nance, 11% for cement and lime manufac- | manufacturing. An additional amount of 
_ turing, 3% for agricultural purposes, 1% for dolomite consumed in a variety of uses is _ 

metallurgical purposes, 2% for a variety of reported with the limestone. | 
: industrial uses, and 20% for other miscella- Marble.—Of the 2.4 million tons of crush- | 

neous or unspecified uses. ed marble consumed, 52% was used as 
Limestone.—Of the 685 million tons of fillers and extenders and 35% was used for 

crushed limestone consumed, 57% was used construction purposes. No other significant 
as construction aggregates, 16% for cement changes in the end-use pattern of crushed 
and lime manufacturing, and 3% for agri- marble occurred. | 
cultural purposes. No significant changes Granite—Of the 145 million tons of 
occurred in the use patterns of crushed crushed granite consumed, 83% was used as 
limestone at the national level, except for construction aggregates and 7% was used as the large increase of the amount included in railroad ballast. Compared with 1983, con- 
table 12 under “Other unspecified uses.” sumption of both construction aggregates 

U.S. consumption of crushed limestone and railroad ballast increased 33% and _ for total construction aggregates increased 10%, respectively. 7 | 
10%, from 353 million tons in 1983, to 388 Traprock.—Of the 84 million tons of million tons in 1985. U.S. consumption of crushed traprock consumed, 71% was used limestone for concrete aggregates decreased as construction aggregates and 3% was used 
6%, while limestone used as roadstone and as railroad ballast. 
coverings increased 3%. Among the major Sandstone and Quartzite.—Of the 23 mil- producing States, consumption of limestone _ lion tons of crushed sandstone and quartzite 
as concrete aggregates increased in Florida, consumed, 63% was used as construction 
Kentucky, Texas, and Virginia, and de- aggregates, some as railroad ballast, and 
creased in Alabama, Illinois, Ohio, and 2% for cement and lime manufacturing. 
Pennsylvania. Consumption of limestone as Compared with 1983, consumption of sand- 
roadstone and coverings increased in Flori- stone and quartzite as construction aggre- 
da, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Tennessee, but gates increased 37%, while consumption for 
decreased in Illinois, Texas, and Wiscon- cement manufacturing decreased 6%. 
sin. Slate-—Of the 773,000 tons of slate con- 

U.S. consumption of limestone and dolo- sumed, 51% was used as construction aggre- 
mite for cement manufacturing increased gates and the remaining 49% was used for a |
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variety of industrial. applications. million tons of volcanic cinder and scoria 
Caleareous Marl.—Of the 4.0 million tons . consumed, 45% was used as construction 

/ consumed in 1985, 98% was used for cement aggregates, mainly for road construction 
manufacturing and 1% was used for agri- and maintenance, and 15% was used as 
cultural purposes. — : lightweight aggregate. : : : 

Shell.—Of the 9.1 million tons of crushed ‘Miscellaneous Stone.—Of the 13.3 mil- | 

- ghell consumed, 69% was used as construc- lion tons of miscellaneous crushed stone } 

tion aggregates, mostly for roads, with ce- consumed, 95% was used as construction ! 

ment and lime manufacturing as the next aggregates, mainly for road construction ! 

major use. : and maintenance. | — 
Volcanic Cinder and Scoria.—Of the 2.9 | , 

Table 11.—Crushed stone sold or used by producers in the United States in 1985, by use 
| (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) i 

. Use 7 _ Quantity Value — 

Coarse aggregate (+ 1-1/2 inch): - | - | 
' -Macadam_____ ee eee ++ 14,860 57,354 | 
Riprap and jetty stone __._____~--__-~----------~~---+-~-----~----- 21,449 89,377 

- Filter stone ___§_§_$_______________-_ eee ee + 6,202 ' 26,376 
’ Other coarse aggregate___.____________~----~-~--~-----~----+---- 1,043 4,795 . 

: -Coarse aggregate, graded: ” 
Concrete aggregate, coarse___________._--~----~~---~--+----------- 106,526 507,642 
Bituminous aggregate, coarse_.___._______--.-_--~-+~---~----------- 68,685 287,531 
Bituminous surface treatment aggregate ____ ____________-~_-------~----- 25,462 120,831 
Railroad ballast _._________.-_---_--_---------~--~~---+-----------) 23,257 91,177 
Other graded coarse aggregate ____________-___-~--~--~-----~---------- 736 2,698 

Fine aggregate (-3/8 inch): oO 
Stone sand, concrete ____________----------~------------------- 21,526 ~~: 108,247 
Stone sand, bituminous mix or seal ____________---~~---~--~-~--~--—-----+-- 13,641 54,842 

. Screening, undesignated ____-.______-__.---------+=------~--------- 19,797. 81,076 
. * Other fine aggregate _________._-__---------~-----~------~-------- 3,602 12,542 

_Coarse and fine aggregate: . - me 
' Graded road base or subbase ___________~_-~--_-~--=-~----~--+-+---~---- 175,952 — 647,320 
Unpaved road surfacing _____________---------~---~-----~---------- 41,924 . 159,394 
Terrazzo and exposed aggregate ___________-_~_-~-~~-~-~L~----~--~----- 3,281 — 22,676 

_ Crusher run or fill or waste ____.___._-_----~----~--~---~----------- . ., 67,892 272,633 
_ Other coarse and fine aggregate _____.._~-__------------------------ 964 - 83,682 

- ".+ Other construction materials! —_.-_~_._._.___...._-_--~------~------ 20,160 82,425 
' Agricultural: _. . . 

Agricultural limestone ___ _..______----_--------~-------+---------- 22,430 _- 96,712 
Poultry grit and mineral food _________-_-_--------~-~~--~-+------~---- 1,972 16,304 

- Other agricultural uses________~_~__---~-----~-~------+------~----- ‘ ‘485 = ° 2,458 
Chemical and metallurgical: . : 
Cement manufacture___§_ ~~. _§_______~_-_~_ ~~ 96,586 258,953 

_ Lime manufacture ______9______~_____---~ ee 17,343 67,385 
Dead-burned dolomite manufacture _________------~---~-~------------- 966 6,442 

_ Fluxstone ___________~__----~_-_-_--+-~-+ + ee + - 10,343 - 41,788 
- Chemical stone._______-____.-_----~~-------+~-~--~-~-+-+-~---~--+----+- 604 — 2,655 

Glass manufacture _______§________-___-~__ ee ee 404 3,500 
Sulfur oxide removal ___._..§ . ___-_-_~_. -___-~__~-~_ ~~ ee ee 1,459 - §,889 

Special: 
' Mine dusting or acid water treatment ________-____-_~_----~~--~-~-~-~--~-+-~-- 732 5,194 

. Asphalt fillers or extenders _.__________-------------~-~----~--~----- 811 5,292 
Whiting or whiting substitute. ____.__._._.--_------------------~--~-- 1,091 - 17,266 
Other fillers or extenders _____________-~--~-~-~---~---~----~-~--~-~+-+- 4,533 50,266 
Abrasives. _§____§__~_______~_____ ee Lee 312 1,309 . 
Lightweight aggregate - - - - - -- ~~~ --------~-~~-~-~~~-~----- 77-777 803 3,158 
Roofing granules _____________-__-~---~-~-~---~-~-~------~+---+--- 2,543 14,349 
Sugar refining ___________.______-.---------~---------~--~--~---+- 267 781 
Paper manufacture ________.______..--------~--------~--~-~-----+-+ 685 2,031 
Other miscellaneous uses _______________-_---~L~_~-~~- ~~ ee 12,998 66,506 
Other unspecified uses? _______________----~--------------------- 191,521 752,012 

Total® ~~. ___ eee e+ 1,000,800 4,053,000 
nn 

1Includes building products, dam construction, and drain fields. 
2Includes production reported without a breakdown by use and estimates for nonrespondents. 
3Data may not.add to totals shown because of independent rounding.
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| _ Table 12.—Crushed limestone and dolomite sold or used by 
- . . (Thousand short tons 

: Concrete Bituminous aggre- Roadstone and Riprap and rail- 
State aggregate gate coverings | road ballast 

Quan- Quan- Quan- Quan- . Oe tity Value tity Value tity Value tity Value | 

Alabama ______ ~~ 2,546 11,694 4,334 17,949 2,399. 10,057 877 3,151 
Alaska _____ _- _- _- _- W W “: _- 
Arizona_____ Ww Ww _- —_ -- Ho WwW W 
Arkansas___§_§ ~~~ _~§__~______ W WwW 306 1,359 - 388 1,221 583 2,282 
California _.__~§_____________ 1,007 4,114 W WwW 1,210 6,125 Ww... we 
Colorado ___ ~~~ ee Le -- _- an __ ee _— a 

- Connecticut ___________-____ _- _- —_ _- —_ _— _— _- 
Florida __ $$ ~~~ 21,160 122,485 5,188 25,312 13,448 36,544 446 2,358 

Georgia, __§__~______________ WwW WwW Ww Ww 1,691 7,133 Ww Ww 
Hawaii _-_-___§_~§_§_§ 386 3,807 —_ —_ 103 799 eee 
Idaho __- ~~ 5 5 5 5 ee 40° 115 150 380 WwW 1,745 _.° —_ 
Illinois _-____-_--_-____-______ 3,419 14,978 4,273 18,791 12,405 43,900 1,867 7,395 | 
Indiana_____$______~___~____ 1,153 4,496 5,445 17,206 3,185 11,008 1,180 3,967 
Towa___ _-§_-___~_ 1,779 7,423 2,347 10,390 5,475 21,190 236 1,123 [ 
Kansas ____§_ ~§ > 5-5.» 5 1,758 6,670 1,776 7,709 3,486 11,705 307 1,308 

Oo - Kentucky___ ~~ -__ ~~ 6,377 22,919 4,630 17,302 8,579 30,878 1,935 6,905 
Maine.___ 9 -§- -§_ WwW WwW WwW W WwW. W Ww. WwW 

ae Maryland______§_§__-._-§_______ 2,825 10,740 2,533 10,254 5,570 =. 21,518 288 1,593 " 
| Massachusetts. ____§_§_________ __ __ (7) WwW WwW W Ww | OW 

Michigan _ = ~~~... _______ 1,680 4,900 1,549 5,162 4,191 — 11,701 856 3,072 | 
. Minnesota _____§___________-_ 270 ~=——s«&901 W W 2,420 6,520 142 = «489:~—CO—="|j 
Mississippi_ __.._._._..________-_ WwW W WwW WwW WwW (WwW WwW WwW - 

| Missouri ___- -- - - -§ -/ -_ Le 4,072 15,850 3,624 13,012 10,019 31,932 5,284 14,432 
Montana ______~§__-____.__- _- __ . W WwW. 434 1,401 —_ _- . 

. Nebraska_______.________-_- 791 4,266 161 181 1,048 5,403. | 267  .1,621 
Nevada____.~_~_.~~-_-~_-.--_ > _- _- _- -— Ww WwW. i. Ww WwW 

. New Jersey _________~_---_- WwW WwW WwW WwW WwW WwW _- _ 
New Mexico _________._-____ 343 897 187 _ 696 581 2,361 $244 1,451 

o New York ____________.~____ 1,145 5,738 5,787 29,501 3,328 15,788 828 3,931 
North Carolina _________-____ Ww WwW WwW W- ‘WwW. WwW -W ws 
Ohio________________.____ | 3,875 11,684 3,750 15,159 11,911 41,889 1,391 4,902 
Oklahoma _______~_-.__~____ 1,815 7,307 1,253 4,059 2,298 5,710 113 429 
Oregon _________-~_~.~_-__ _- _- _— —- me ee —_ — 

' Pennsylvania _______________ 4,065 17,379 6,955 30,887 11,042 45,621 © 582 2,024 
Rhode Island. _____§ -___-_______ -- __ _- _- —_ _- oe _- 
South Carolina ~_____________ WwW WwW Ww W WwW Ww Ww WwW 
South Dakota _.____.._._____ WwW W 58 234 31 89. 8. 21 
Tennessee ________________- 4,805 21,830 6,061 25,956 13,496 60,228 — 639 2,532 
Texas __-____________-____- 14,998 59,817 6,373 26,819 23,846 61,054 1,822 6,296. 
Utah _______________-___-_ -- _- _. _- 849 1,751 | 790 2,805 ~ 

, Vermont _________ WwW WwW 411 1,957 Ww w iW “WwW 
Virginia ~_-_-_______________ 3,671 15,943 1,977 9,869 4,248 13,220 767 3,010 
Washington _________-______ _- _- — —_ Ww Ww 4 18 
West Virginia _____.________-_ 719 2,756 650 5,071 1,085 4,590 ° 323 1,498 
Wisconsin _______.__~______ 812 2,644 617 1,748 5,102 14,662 241 986 
Wyoming-________________-_ WwW Ww 66 WwW 246 W W W 

Total (excluding withheld)’ ____ _ 85,011 381,353 70,456 297,013 154,114 528,338 21,470 79,599 
Total withheld. ____________ 2,707 18,714 1,528 7,798 3,542 18,399 2,371 9,906 

Grand total’___§_$__________ 87,718 395,068 71,984 304,813 157,655 541,739 23,841 89,505 
Guam ____________________ 231 1,896 WwW 398 WwW 762 5 55 
PuertoRico ________________ 827 4,876 38 213 8 42 15. 23. CO 

-  W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Total withheld” and “Other uses.” 
1Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. . 
“Less than 1/2 unit.
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producers in the United States in 1985, by State and use 

and thousand dollars) | 

Other construc- Cement Agricultural Lime : 1 
tion uses manufacture _ uses - manufacture Other uses Total 

uan- Quan- Quan- Quan- -Quan- Quan- nee Value tity Value tity Value tity Value tity - Value tity Value 

2,346 9,721 2,625 7,703 274 1,643 Ww Ww 9,370 36,806 24,770 98,723 
— _— -= _- _- _- _— __ W Ww Ww WwW 
Ww Ww Ww Ww _- —_ Ww W 3,749 15,626 3,749 15,626 

165 589 W Ww. 162 1,296 Ww Ww 3,386 10,452 4,940 17,200 
295 2,641 18,297 41,502 71 581 513 6,762 839 15,964 17,2338 177,687. 
__ _- W Ww __ — __ oe 3,035 9,644 3,085 9,644 

2 Ww 46 93 28 WwW 26 54 ~~. 206 1,209 308 1,356 
9,364 38,659 2,225 © 8,175 3,899 9,690 __ __ 9,601 34,865 65,3826 278,088 
1,235. 5,983 Ww Ww 1,038 5,250 — __ 3,028 12,516 6,992 31,484 

wo ow. Ww WwW 21 171 a __ 496 — 2,150 1,006 6,927 
?)  ©&@ WwW WwW 27 80 1 2 990 964 1,207 3,286. 

1,376 5,489 2,577 6,551 3,165 11,701 W W = 11,962 55,362 41,044 164,117 
2,004 = 7,525 Ww Ww 1,307 5,170. Ww 23 9110 31,724 23,384 81,119 
«2,851 =«10,248 = 2,873 5,768 1,245 9,348 4 23 7,347 28,988 23,657 94,496 
1,142 4,621 2,977 7,747 874 3,934 Ww Ww 2,762 9,850 15,082 53,546 
2,596 9,853 Ww Ww 2,354 8,694 Ww W~ 11,551 38,428 38,022 134,978 

Ww Ww W- Ww. WwW \ __ 1,089 3,985 —- 1,089 3,985 
812 3,186 2,619 5,057 W w = 19 78 1145 . 3,886 15,810 © 56,262 
__ ae —_ _- 156 1,062 Ww WwW WwW WwW Ww. Ww 

1,288 4,168 6,146 14,250 444 1,760 5,801 18,222 8,648 32,579 30,604 95,810 
572, 1,834 -_— _- 255 821 WwW Ww 2,032 6,491 5,692 17,057 

Ww Ww WwW Ww 199 1,037 re 1,383 3,244 1,582 4,282 
. 7,547 26,402 6,190 . 14,966 2,068 7,929 205 892 9,600 32,284 48,609 157,700 

_— Ww W ae —_ _— _- 1,241 3,445 1,675 4,846 
348 1,935 Ww WwW 229 1,839 _— _— 1,330 3,289 4,175 19,134 

— —_ _— Ww Ww W Ww Ww Ww 1,096 4,832 1,096 4,832 
Ww \ —_ WwW WwW __ _— W Ww WwW WwW 
Ww W Ww W —_ —_ __ a 776 2,797 2,131 8,200 

2,495 9,745 4,221 9,482 598 3,263 Ww W 12,929 68,171 ~~ 31,832 140,569 
Ww Ww ee 6 75 —_ —_ 4,803. 25,250 4,809 25,325 

| 2,613 8,703 2,062 6,895 1,220 5,080 1,087 3,868 10,810 37,913 38,217 136,092 
1,899 5,400 2,625 3,970 85 287 Le -— 19,105 65,800 29,192 92,962 

Ww Ww Ww W a — _— __ WwW WwW WwW W 
1,953 = 8,157 6,571 25,420 1,229 = 10,605 1,895 12,149 16,688 96,624 50,983 248,315 

_— _- __ _— Ww 854 a _— 700 3,909 700 4,763 
Ww Ww —_ _— WwW Ww _- __ 3,523 16,098 3,523. 16,098 . 
19 67 . 950 1,994 —_ —_ — _— 1,966 6,575 3,032 8,981 

4,732 16,730 Ww Ww 733 2,876 ae _.~ 17,469 25,492 37,9386 155,638 
3,426 12,969 11,487 23,167 643. 2,568 2,088 8,979 18,752 89,105 82,985 290,774 oo 

— &) (7) 1,433 4,918 Ww WwW WwW Ww 1,292 3,915 4,364. 13,389 
. Ww Ww —_ —_ —_ —_ _— — 900 3,742. 1,311. 5,699 . 

2,793 9,272 1,616 2,680 1,030 8,126 Ww WwW 3,018 14,241 19,116 76,362 
20 101 Ww wi Ww Ww _- __ 1,532 4,037 1,556 4,156 

622 3,397 1,530 3,169 52 461 Ww W 3,288 12,489 8,220 33,383 
849 1,920 Ww WwW 577 3,418 Ww WwW 3,832 9,991 12,030 35,369 
W Ww 304 1,064 _— _- _— _- 1,027 4,999 1,643 6,063 : 

55,364 209,205 173,874 194,521 23,989 109,619 11,639 51,052 217,304 884,681 713,067 2,734,323 
4,568 25,594 18,123 53,690 | 529 3,132 6,557 22,307 3,128 16,507 3,284 17,569 

59,932 234,798 91,998 248,213 24,517 112,750 18,195 73,359 XX XX 716,400 2,751,900 
| 147 621 —_ _- _— — — — 165 —_ 548 3,731 

_- -_. 1,124 5,089 — — __ 1,380 6,508 3,392 16,751 

XX Not applicable.
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Table 13.—Crushed limestone and dolomite sold or used by producers in the United... | 

| 7 7 States in 1985, by use | a : me 
. (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) . 

. | U: _ Limestone Dolomite . 

=: oo Quantity Value - Quantity . ‘Value 

Coarse aggregate (+ 1-1/2 inch): . : oO 
Macadam___ __ _ =) Le 11,910 43,974 206 -. 700° 
Riprap and jetty stone _______._____-_----------- 13,862 51,263 538 . 1,848 - 
Filter stone. ~>_§ 5 _-§ 5 Le eee 4,677 . . 19,262 93 . 273° —CO—t«CS 
Other coarse aggregate ____________----------- 628: 2,902 Ww 1. 

. Coarse aggregate, graded: - : . . 
Concrete aggregate, coarse _______~__~--_~-----+-- 68,571 312,520 2,284 8,537 
‘Bituminous aggregate, coarse. __ —-_______-~~------ 42,274 177,982 | 2,552 10,620 ce 

- Bituminous surface treatment aggregate____-__—_----— — : 15,321 67,989 - 919. 4,959 . 
Railroad ballast __.__ ___/_____._____-------~-=+-+-+- 7,544 28,764 1,896 -. 17,630 
Other graded coarse aggregate __________-----_----- 667 2,427 re _- . 

Fine aggregate (-3/8 inch): 
Stone sand, concrete -__§_ __/$______-~-_---------- 12,663 58,514 613 8,015 : 
Stone sand, bituminous mix or seal _ _________-__--~- 8,431 32,210 1,026 3,675 
Screening, undesignated_ ____-______--_--~----=- 10,028 . 38,737 426 1,618 
Other fine aggregate _-___________-_-~-------=+ 3,560 12,389 |W. WwW : 

Coarse and fine aggregate: a Lo 
.Graded road base or subbase ____ _§__._--~----.--- 110,918 © 369,794 3,400 12,466. 

, Unpaved road surfacing ____.______-_-_--------~- 30,093 110,284 498. 1,617 
. Terrazzo and exposed aggregate ___________---__--~- 676 4,167 36 197 

Crusher run or fill or waste ___...$_______-~------- 36,768 139,492 1,214 ~ 4,310 
. Other coarse and fine aggregate _____________----~ 942 3,549 Le _- 

Other construction materials... __..._---_-------- 8,594 30,007 666 © - 2,194 
Agricultural: oe : . . 

. Agricultural limestone_____._____----_--------- ~ 20,637 86,925 1,455 7,936 
Poultry grit and mineral food_ _________--__-----~- 1,875 15,351 WwW WwW 
Other agricultural uses ...._____---_------+---+-~ 422 2,024 WwW WwW 

Chemical and metallurgical: 
Cement manufacture_~__~§_ ~~~ ___~___ i 91,930 247,826 WwW WwW . 
Lime manufacture ___________________----_-- 16,657 - 64,732 520 1,921 

- Dead-burned dolomite manufacture. _____.—___-_-—~- . 433 4,467 WwW WwW 
- . Fluxstone _. ~~ ee 7,560 31,485  — 2,717 - 10,049 

: Chemical stone __________—-_..-___~_-------- 558 2,383 Ww Ww | 
Glass manufacture ________--__--------~-~--+--- 404 3,500 __ — 
Sulfur oxide removal__ ___._ $$ ~~~. -__-~-~-~~-_- 1,427 5,527 32 WwW . 

Special: So 
Mine dusting or acid water treatment__________~_-_~- 651 4,057 __ oe 
Asphalt fillers or extenders _ __ _____._-___---~-~---+- 785 4,977 WwW 25 
Whiting or whiting substitute ____________--_--~--- 672 12,687 Ww 100 

a Other fillers or extenders _____________~~-2---_- 2,978 38,173 373 4,314 
i Abrasives_ _______-___--_~--~------+-------- 302 1,277 -- aH 

Lightweight aggregate_____._._____----------- 181 1,319 _- _— 
Roofing granules _______________~-------_-~-- 1,993 _ 12,595 2 6 
Paper manufacture__.~__.._.______--~--------- 640 1,779 -_- _- 
Other miscellaneous uses __~___§_§_-§__ ~~~ ee 8,480 43,985 1,422 6,134 
Other unspecified uses! ____. -._._____.----_----~- 138,289 527,426 8,460 39,132 

“Total? ~9 5 Le 685,000 2,618,600 31,350 133,300 

. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Special: Other miscellaneous uses.” 
1Includes production without a breakdown by use and estimates for nonrespondents. oe 
2Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. .
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Table 14.—Crushed marble sold or used by producers in the United States in 1985, by use 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) - 

ee 
, - Use Quantity Value eee EE TOS Oe 

Other agricultural uses____~-~_-______ ~~ _____ WwW 215 
Stone sand, concrete _____ ~~~. $e WwW WwW 
Terazzo and exposed aggregate ________.-~___ 44 382 
Other construction and maintenance uses'_____________________ A54 2,376 
Whiting or whiting substitute.and fillers __§_._§_.______________ 1,276 10,741 
Other?_____________ ee 103 3,120 
Other miscellaneous uses ________~~___--~___~__ 560 3,604 

Total. ___2-_---__-_-~~~-~--~-~- - 2,437 320,440 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” . 
Includes concrete aggregate (coarse), graded road base or subbase, bituminous surface treatment aggregate, unpaved 

road surfacing, riprap and jetty stone, railroad ballast, and crusher run (select material or fill). 
Includes poultry grit and mineral food, stone sand, and fillers and extenders. 
3Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Table 15.—Crushed granite and traprock sold or used by producers in the United States 
| in 1985, by use 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) . 
ce 

Use Granite Traprock 
. se OOO ORO OOOO 

. Quantity Value Quantity Value . 
et a er i 

. Coarse egate(+1-1/2inch): - 
Macadam _ . §80 2,833 1,989 9,150 
Riprap and jetty stone _._____~_________________ 3,255 18,091 2,055 11,240 
Filter stone. __§_§ _~§_»$ 5§ 5 5 5 ee ee 681 3,419 636 2,790 
Other coarse aggregate __-_____________________ 79 288 257 «41,477 

Coarse aggregate, graded: 
. _ Concrete aggregate, coarse _._§________________-_. 24,260 125,242 8,785 48,008 

Bituminous aggregate, coarse.___________________ 10,490 53,564 6,710 36,849 
Bituminous surface treatment aggregate____._________ 5,818 30,448 2,108 9,750 
Railroad ballast. ~§ 2.2 52 25 5 2 ee eee 10,637 41,107 | 2,422 9,876 

. Other graded coarse aggregate___________________ WwW WwW Ww W 
Fine aggregate (-3/8 inch): 

Stone sand, concrete ________________________ 6,158 32,565 1,679 12,033 
Stone sand, bituminous mix or seal ________________ 2,228 9,936 1,472 6,816 
Screening, undesignated_______________________ 7,727 33,226 1,179 5,954 

Coarse and fine aggregate: . 
Graded road base or subbase ____________________ 25,635 110,238 21,616 91,322 
Unpaved road surfacing __ 2 _-§§ ~§ 535 2 ee 2,038 8,965 4,749 16,761 
Terrazzo and exposed aggregate _.________________ 303 1,653 2,088 14,455 
Crusher run or fill or waste __- _-. -§_-_§___§_-_§_______ 24,046 109,520 2,422 7,942 
Other coarse and fine aggregate _._______._________ _- _- WwW Ww 
Other construction materials____§__~§______________ 6,711 30,205 1,374 6,975 

Agricultural: . 
Agricultural limestone__________._ ~~ __________ Ww Ww Ww Ww 
Poultry grit and mineral food. _.__.-..__-_.__________ WwW WwW _— _- 

Chemical and metallurgical: 
Cement manufacture____§ $2» 5 5 5 5 Ww Ww _- _- 
Lime manufacture ___ $$$ $$$» 5 5 ee ee Ww Ww —— —- 
Chemical stone ______~_§_~_§____________ __ __ W WwW 

Special: 
Asphalt fillers or extenders_____________________ 17 290 . _— _— 
Whiting or whiting substitute _._________________ ~- _- 45 116 
Abrasives_________~_ ~~ WwW WwW _- _~ 
Roofing granules ____-§_§__§_____§____ WwW WwW WwW WwW 
Sugar refining.__§_§___§_§_§___-=_______ -- _- Ww WwW 
Other miscellaneous uses ______________________ 1,240 4,959 1,456 5,830 
Other unspecified uses! -.._-§ =» = 5 = 18,350 53,255 19,998 90,681 

Total? _-§_________ 145,300 669,800 83,550 388,000 
eee 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Special: Other miscellaneous uses.” 
1Includes production reported without a breakdown by end use, and estimates for nonrespondents. 
2Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding.
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Table 16.—Crushed sandstone and quartzite sold or used by producers in the United 
| . States in 1985, by use | _ 7 | 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) , 

7 a, U -Sandstone ee Quartzite 

- Quantity - Value Quantity Value’ 

Coarse aggregate (+ 1-1/2 inch): 
Macadam_____~ _§__ LL - W W a _- 
Riprap and jetty stone _____________.-__-__---_-_ 899 4,087 34 140 
Filter stone______________--_--------~--+--+-- 85 482 WwW. WwW 

- Other coarse aggregate ______________________-_ WwW Ww LL: = 
Coarse aggregate, graded: . . 

Concrete aggregate, coarse ____._§_-________-_~___—- 1,163 6,149 594 3,391. 
Bituminous aggregate, coarse_______.—~________--- 1,106 5,855 117 597 
Bituminous surface treatment aggregate. ___________~- 684 4,595 -  -130 - 163 

. Railroad ballast. ~~. 25 5) p> pe eee : 317 . 2,010 WwW WwW 
Other graded coarse aggregate .___.__________-___~ WwW >W ee one 

Fine aggregate (-3/8 inch): . 
, Stone sand, concrete ___$__§___§_~§ ~~ 355 1,883 - WwW W 

Stone sand, bituminous mix or seal _____~____~_~_____ 386 1,683 WwW . || 
Screening, undesignated_ 9 _§__. ~~~ ~~ 364 1,391 Ww. OW 
Other fine aggregate ___.______________--_~--~- WwW WwW _- _— 

Coarse and fine aggregate: . . fot 
- Graded road base or subbase ________~__22___ ~~ eee, 4,637. 19,074 ~ 1,027 - 4,247 . 

Unpaved road surfacing __ - _________________--- 217 933 Ww Ww 
Terrazzo and exposed aggregate ______________.___ 29 435 _- - 

. . Crusher run or fill or waste __§_§_$_§____._____--_--_ 765 2,588 - WwW WwW 
Other coarse and fine aggregate _____...._-_______-_ WwW WwW So ss 
Other construction materials. __§_§___ ~~~ ___ 1,203 — 4,479 ~ 617 3,753 

Agricultural: 
Poultry grit and mineral food_________-_____-___-~-~- —- — WwW OW 

Chemical and metallurgical: a 
Cement manufacture____§_§ $$ _§_§_._/ __§_-_______~---~- 244 580 ~ 118 385 
Flux stone ____ ~~ _________--L--------~---- Ww Ww Ww | WwW 

Special: . , a 
Whiting or whiting substitute __________.__-_--_- _— _- 121 WwW 
Lightweight aggregate__.________________-~---_- (4) 10 Cn __ 
Other miscellaneous uses ______ $$. ____ ~ 7345 30,295 592 — 3,677 
Other unspecified uses? ________________-__--_-- WwW WwW Soe —- 

Total? 19,800 86,530 3,348 - 16,950 | 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with ‘Special: Other miscellaneous uses.” 
1Less than 1/2 unit. 
2Includes production reported without a breakdown by end use, and estimates for nonrespondents. —«-— 
3Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding.
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Table 17.—Crushed volcanic cinder and» —s Table 18.——Crushed miscellaneous stone? 
scoria sold or used by producers in the sold or used by producers in the United . 

United States in 1985, by use | States in 1985, by use 

| (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

Use ____ Quantity _ Value Use Quantity Value 

Coarse aggregate (+1-1/2 inch): 1/9 inch\ 

— Oprapandseuysione =" ggg ConCaaprepate(+11/2inehe 
Filter stone____-____~-- W W Riprap and jetty stone _____ 288 2,534 
Other coarse aggregate__ _ — — 63 65 Other coarse aggregate_____ (2) 2 

Concrete aggregate, graded: Coarse aggregate, graded: 

Concrete aggregate, coarse __ . 49 152 Concrete aggregate, coarse __ 555 = 2,308 
. Bituminous surface treatment | Bituminous aggregate, coarse _ W W 

ageregate aorta 32 _ 168 Bituminous surface treatment 
. Railroad ballast _________ Ww Ww aggregate ee Ww Ww 

Fine aggregate (°3/8 inch): 4 Ww. <._Railroad ballast ——— = 83 239 
tone sand, concrete __ __ __ Fine aggregate (-3/8 inch): 

Stone sand, bituminous mix or Stone sand, concrete ______ WwW W 

seal ______________- Ww we Stone sand, bituminous mix | . 
Consreening. undesignated_ _ _ _ Ww Ww or seal 4A ow 

rse and fine aggregate: ‘no undesignated. 2 . Graded road base or subbase _ 462-2288, ucrvening undesignated. — — - © 2 
U npaved road surfacing — — — - 585 1,612 _ Graded road base or subbase _ 8,111 37,179 
‘gate. and exposed Agere” _ - 94 1314 Unpaved road surfacing _ _ — — 3,329 17,413 

_, Crusher run or fill or waste — ~ —«dB WwW Teyrezzo and exposed aggre- _ 10 79 

Other coarse and fine aggre- — 3 6 , Crusher run or fill or waste _ _ 1,887 6,991 
gale — ———-—~ ~~ ~~~ —— > : Other construction materials _ 643 2,675 

Other construction materials 350 2,125 Poultry grit and mineral food_ 82 . 6.207 
| Special: Other agricultural uses ____. Ww _ WwW 

- Other fillers or extenders __ _ Ww a. Chemical and metallurgical: 
Lightweight aggregate _ _ _ _ _ 452 1,607 Cement manufacture._____ 3,922 ~~ 8015 
Roofing granules _____--_ Wt 66 ' Chemical stone _________ _.. w . WwW 
paper Manufacture — seat -— on 1 iB Other miscellaneous uses*_ ee 3,126 7,447 . . 
Other unspecified uses® ool 513 1613 Other unspecified uses® ______ 5,027 15,662 | 

Total* oo 2,953 12,500 : Total wooo rr wore er 27,100 106,700 

W Withheld to ayoid diclsing company proprietary qu’, Witheld to avid daclesing company propristry 
data; included with “Other miscellaneous uses. 1Includes marl, other stone, shell, and slate. 

Includes railroad ballast, filler stone, other fillers or 2L ess than 1/2 unit 
extenders, stone sand (bituminous mix or seal), and fine SInclud brasives li fact ime dusti 
aggregate screen. ee Inc udes al rasives, ime manu acture, mine dusting, 

Includes. paper manufacture, waste material, and mis- re tInck Oies 0 od ct sugar ited wath t a breakd b 
cellaneous uses. . ncludes production repo without a breakdown by 

SIncludes production reported without a breakdown by end use, and estimates for nonrespondents. f ind 
use and estimates for nonrespondents. de t may din. a s shown because of inde- 

‘Data may not add to totals shown because of inde- PeMtent rounding. 
pendent rounding. . . , 

| | PRICES | 

_ Compared with 1983, the 1985 average and 12% for traprock, and decreases of 11% 
: unit price of crushed stone increased 5% to for calcareous marl and 15% for volcanic 

$4.05. By kind of stone, the average unit cinder and scoria. Some very large de- 
prices showed increases of 1% for dolomite, creases, mostly owing to changes in end 

3% for limestone, 4% for shell, 8% for uses, occurred for marble (-52%) and slate 
sandstone and quartzite, 10% for granite, (-55%). 

| TRANSPORTATION 

Of the total crushed stone produced, 85% waterway. Information regarding the dis- 
was transported by truck from the plant or tance to which crushed stone was shipped or 
quarry to the site of the first point of sale or cost per ton per mile was not available. 
use, 5% was transported by rail, and 4% by
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a ~ Table 19.—Crushed stone sold or used by producers in the United States in 1985, 
: _ by method of transportation ve 

- | | ] | - Quantity - . 
. ' Method of transportation (thousand _—s— Percent 

a . short tons) 

Truck _---__._____ ee 850,109 85 
Rail ~----_-§_-__ 48880 5 | 
Water _______________ LLL __L__titC( «83958 4 . 
Other __-_________~___ 62,321 6 

| Total____________---+_-_---------- +--+ eee ---------- 4,000,800 100 | 

‘Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. . . oo a 

| FOREIGN TRADE So . | 

Exports.—Exports of crushed stone were which came from Canada. | OO | 
unchanged from the 1984 level and totaled Imports of calcium carbonate fines de- 
2.4 million tons, while the value increased creased 4% in volume to 281,000 tons and 

| _ 22% to $29 million. Exports of limestone 42% in value to $1.4 million. Of the natural 

accounted for 95% of the 2.4 million tons, calcium carbonate (aragonite), over 99% 

an increase of 4% over that of 1984. Ninety- came from the Bahamas, while most of the | 
eight percent of this total was exported to processed calcium carbonate was import- | 

_. Canada. oe ed, in decreasing order of tonnage, from 
Imports.—Imports of crushed stone de- France, the United Kingdom, and the Fed- 

creased 7% in volume to 2.7 million tons eral Republic of Germany. Precipitated cal- 
. and 32% in value to $10.2 million. About cium carbonate is covered in the “Calcium 

48% of this tonnage was limestone, 64% of and Calcium Compounds” chapter. 

| Table 20.—U.S. exports of crushed stone in 1985, by destination — 
. | (Thousand short tons unless otherwise specified) . 

TN SP Ss vip Sissy sens 

Destination | Quartzite Limestone? Other - _—_ Total? $$. rrr 
. North America: Oo _ 

Canada _____________________e | 1 2,229 71 2,298 
Mexico ____________~_ (3) (3) 11 “il 

| 1 1 2,222 82 2,304 

South America: , 
Bolivia _.__-______ eee __ 18 __ 18 
Venezuela ___________ _- 18 1. 19 Othe _______. (3) 6 3 9 

Total? ~______ ee (3) 42 4 45 

Europe: 
France ~________ ~~ 1 _- 3 4 
Germany, Federal Republic of _-_________________ 3 (3) () 3 
Netherlands __________§=_~__________ 1 __ _— 1 
United Kingdom _______~__ 1. —- 3 4 Othe _____ 1 __ 1 1 

Total? ~-- == 6 () 7 13 

Asia: 
Japan_____~_~__ 1 (3) 1 3 Other _______- 1 (3) (3) 1 

Total? 2 2 (3) 2 4 
Oceania_______§_§_____ ee —_ 1 4 4 
Middle East and Africa __-________________ (3) (3) (3) 1 

Grand total? ~-_______________ 9 2,265 98 2,372 
Total value ____________________ thousands__ $10,645 $15,107 $3,594 $29,347 EE Oe {erp eee 

MIncludes ground limestone. 
2Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 
3Less than 1/2 unit. 

Source: Bureau of the Census.
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Table 21.—U.S. imports for consumption of crushed stone and calcium carbonate fines, 
| , | | y type . | 

| a _ . (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) mo 

| — | 1984 ) 1985 
Type | * Quantity Customs “Quantity Customs 

Crushed stone and chips: . 
Limestone___~__.__-._________ 1,645 10,646 1,299 5,261 Marble, breccia.________________ 2 181 29 . 547 “Quartzite _- 22 | 64. 945 33 638 Slate __.-__--__ iL 10 AT - 2 99 - Other______- 1,202 8,251 1,361 3,664 

Total? 2,928 15,071 2,725. 10,209 
Calcium carbonate fines:? . ae . 

Natural aragonite® __________ 275 710 274 716 Chalk, whiting ___.__._—- 2 o 17 1,761 7 715 
-. Totah_oo 292 2,471 281 1482 

.. Grand total!_______ 3,215, 17,548 : 3,006 -11,640 

| ;Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. : 7 2Excludes precipitated calcium carbonate. a - ‘Includes some chalk and other calcareous materials. . | 

Source: Bureau of the Census. Oo a | . a | 

~  WORED REVIEWCt*™” | | 

Australia.—The government of Western tions by having access to such reports.” - 
Australia introduced a computerized infor- Canada.—The 1984 production of stone in | | mation system that will allow instant access Canada was 81.8 million tons valued at $393 
to the results of previous mineral explora- million; about 95% of this output was crush- 
tions performed by mining companies. Un-__ ed stone. The Province of Ontario continued | 
der the provisions of the Mining Act, com- to be the largest producer of stone with 34 _ 

_ panies are required to report all technical million tons valued at $160 million, followed 
details of their exploration activities to the by Quebec with 31 million tons valued at 
Department of Mines. These reports become $139 million. Preliminary estimates for 

_ eligible for open-file release when the explo- 1985 stone production indicate a decrease of | 
ration tenements are relinquished. Compa- 5% to 78 million tons valued at $378 mil- 
nies interested in new explorations will be lion, with the Province of Ontario account- 
able to review previous exploration pro- ing for about 40% of the total output. 
grams and, therefore, avoid costly duplica- 

ae | TECHNOLOGY 

Effective January 1, 1985, the National the Bureau of Mines implemented new 
Crushed Stone Association and the Nation- reporting procedures for crushed stone pro- 
al Limestone Institute were consolidated duction at the State level. Most of the States 
into one organization called the National were subdivided into Bureau districts by 
Stone Association. This new trade organiza- grouping several adjacent counties. Conse- 
tion became the sole representative of the quently, the number of companies within 
entire crushed stone industry. The first each district increased significantly, mak- 
annual convention of the new association ing more information available for publica- 
was held in Bal Harbour, FL, on January tion. The new tables showing production of 
20-23, 1985, and was attended by over 700 crushed stone within each district are pub- 
members and prospective members. The lished in the Bureau of Mines ‘Minerals 
goal of the new association, the economic Yearbook, Volume II, Area Reports: Do- 
outlook, and the legislative matters that mestic.’ 
may impact the crushed stone industry The potential demand in the 1990’s for 
were the major topics discussed.* limestone and lime used for sulfur removal 

Beginning with the 1985 biennial survey, was analyzed by the Illinois Department of
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Energy and Natural Resources in a study variety of applications.® : | 

-based- on the projections for sulfur control.. The recent. advances achieved in high 

| prepared by the North American Electric intensity wet- and dry-magnetic separation 

Reliability Council. Two models were con- techniques extended their -usefulness for | 

sidered in these projections. One was based processing of industrial minerals. New de- | 

| on the provisions of the present Clean Air velopments included the use of strong rare- 

| Act regulations, and the second was based earth permanent magnetic ‘separators, 

| ‘on the requirements of the proposed acid large particle size electromagnetic separa- 

| rain legislation. The study concludes that, tors, and superconducting cryogenic wet 

in 1992, the demand for limestone used for and dry systems. Several systems capable of 

| sulfur removal is expected to be between 7.9 separating minerals on the basis of their 

and 9.9 million tons under the first scenar- magnetic repelling properties rather than 

: io, and an additional 21.3 to 26.6 million their attracting properties are also being 

tons of limestone under the assumptions _ studied.’ | . 

| made for the second. | | ——_—_———— ss" a | 

-- An extensive review of limestone specifi- 1Physical scientist, Division of Industrial Minerals. | 

cations from construction aggregates and —,.C'Bt 6 Mines Operate ra, Sul 1985, 
- road materials to cement manufacturing, pp. 9. | ee o 

agricultural uses, glass manufacturing, and penta 5 ee gee oe t1-46. Their. Way.” Rock 

- use as fillers and extenders, was published. — ‘Tepordei, V. V. Bureau of Mines Revises System. Rock , 

The specifications were derived from the  Prod., v.88, No.-12, Dec.-1985, pp. 56-57,84.. °° 

| | British Standards Institute and other Brit- Sut ae at SB nial foe and Limestone Market for 

- ish Government and corporate guidelines. TL Miner. Note 20, 1985, p. 13. ‘Scations—Li it . Co | 

| Although the published specifications are straints on the. Market. Ind. Miner. (London), No. 217 , Oct. 

related to British manufacturing practice, 1985, pp. 65-91. ‘e Separati a 

they provide a general guide to the typical No tae Mey oe ee Ind. Miner. (London), : 

a properties required for limestone used in a —_ | |



Dimension Stone i n Ston 

By Harold A. Taylor, Jr. | | | 

- Production of dimension stone decreased duction data for dimension stone are devel- | 
3%, to 1.12 million short tons valued at $172 oped by the Bureau of Mines from volun- 
million, after showing little change overthe tary surveys of U.S. producers of rough and 
previous 7 years. Approximately one-half of finished dimension stone. Of the 408 dimen- 
the dimension stone produced was granite. sion stone operations surveyed, including _ 

, Limestone, sandstone, slate, and marble those that were idle, 341, or 82%, respond- 
were also produced. ed, representing 95% of the total value | 

Exports of dimension stone decreased shown in table 1. Production data for nonre- 
40% in value to $14 million. The value of spondents were estimated using prelimi- oO 
dimension stone imports increased 32% to nary production reports, adjusted prior 
$295 million, equivalent to 172% of the years production levels, and employment | 

| value of domestic production. data. | | | 
Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- | a 

. Table 1.—Salient U.S. dimension stone statistics | 

| (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) | 7 | 

— BE”S”*~“«*éiaOSS”*~“«*‘iaSSS*<“i«‘iKASC*“‘COCOCUOSSC~*# 

Sold or used by producers? _.___._...____._- 1,331 ®1,089 1,090 1,157 1,121 | 
Value’_._.__-------------------- $150,463 °$187,671 $147,848 °$154,949 $171,667 

Exports (value)____--__---.---------- $20,698 $18,678 $19,126 ‘$23,007 $13,835 | 
Imports for consumption (value) ____-.-._—- $132,904 $169,874 $191,862 "$223,150 $295,094 

*Does not include Puerto Rico. a 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

Dimension stone was produced by 196 Dakota, and Texas. 
companies at 275 quarries in 36 States. Granite.—Dimension granite includes all 
Leading States, in order of tonnage, were coarse-grained igneous rocks. Production 
Indiana, Georgia, and Vermont, producing, decreased 6% to 602,000 tons and decreased 
together, 44% of the Nation’s total. Notable slightly in value to $93.9 million. Dimension 
was an 8% decrease in Georgia and an 18% granite was produced by 74 companies at 
increase in Indiana. Of the total production, 115 quarries in 20 States. Georgia continued 
54% was granite, 27% was limestone, 11% to be the leading State producing 27% of the 
was sandstone, 4% was slate, 3% was mar- US. total, followed by Vermont and New 
ble, and the remaining 1% was miscella- Hampshire. These three States together 
neous stone, including argillite, schist, soap- produced over one-half of the U.S. total. Of 
stone, and traprock (basalt). Leading pro- significance was a production decrease of 
ducing companies in terms of tonnage were 10% in Georgia, while New Hampshire reg- 
Rock of Ages Corp., in Vermont and New istered a 34% production increase. Leading 
Hampshire, and Cold Spring Granite Co, producing companies were Rock of Ages, | 
principally in California, Minnesota, South Cold Spring Granite, and H. E. Fletcher 

913
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Co. It was estimated that the three leading panies at 13 quarries in 9 States. Georgia, 
_ companies produced about one-third of U.S. Vermont, and Montana, in order of ton- 

output. a - | | nage, were the three leading States, ac- | 
, Keystone Memorials Inc. built a new saw counting for approximately 72% of US. 

| building and installed a new West German output. Leading producers were Georgia 
automatic computerized diamond block saw Marble Co., Vermont Marble Co. and | 

_ at its Missouri Red granite quarry at Gran- Moretti-Harrah Marble Co. The top three 
| iteville, MO. 7 | | companies accounted for 938% of U.S. out- 

New England Stone Industries Inc. of put. Lo : 
! Providence, RI, bought the old Crotch Is- | Rocky Mountain Stone Co., a travertine 

| land, ME, granite quarry and its adjacent producer in New Mexico, has equipped its 
| finishing facility in October and employed plant with new Italian state-of-the-art stone 

seven men to begin quarrying the granite. finishing machinery valued at $500,000. The 
The firm planned to employ 40 to 50 people plant was designed to cut and polish 2,000 
within the next few years. __ square feet of stone per day. Part of the 

_ _Limestone.—Dimension limestone in- capital required was obtained through a | 
cludes bituminous, dolomitic, and siliceous State development loan fund. | a 
limestones. It was produced by 40 compa- § Sandstone.—Dimension sandstone in- | 

| nies at 51 quarries in 16 States. Indiana cludes calcareous- and siliceous-cemented 
| continued to be the leading State, followed sandstones or conglomerates. Quartzite, 

7 by Wisconsin. The top three producers, in which is also included, may be described as 
order of value, were Indiana Limestone Co. any siliceous-cemented sandstone. It was 

| Inc., Vetter Stone Co., and Elliott Stone Co. produced by 47 companies at 59 quarries in 
Inc., in Indiana, Minnesota, and Indiana, 18 States. Leading States continued to be, in 

a respectively. - : order of volume, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and 
Marble.—Dimension marble includes cer- Georgia; these three States accounted for : 

, tain hard limestones, travertines, and any almost two-thirds of U.S. output. Standard 
| other calcareous stone that can be polished. Slag Co. in Ohio, Delaware Quarries Inc. in 

| Dimension marble was produced by 9 com- _ Pennsylvania, and Waller Bros. Stone Co. in 

Table 2.—Dimension stone sold or used by producers in the United States, by State a 

} | 1984° 1985 i 
: State - Quanti Val - Quanti Value a ‘(short toe) (thousands) (short tone) (thousands) 

Alabama __________________ 7,585 $2,674 10,629 $2,881 | Arizona -__ 20 () () ) Arkansas _____________-______ __ __ 5,145 305 California_________._ ~~ 22,240 2,990 23,181 2,449 Colorado______.-.-.- 999 87 2,350 204 Connecticut. ____________ 17,578 1,080 19,715 1,285 Georgia ____________-__ 202,030 20,007 185,202 19,466 Mlinois.___-_-_-___---- _ __ 1,750 107 Indiana __-_________________ 159,126 14,269 188,245 20,186 Maryland ________-___-_________-- = 16,698 864 17,833 1,218 Massachusetts _.________________________ 56,982 11,657 72,517 13,724 Michigan _________._______________ 4,295 129 4,162 113 Minnesota_______________.-________ 38,746 13,369 36,808 13,598 New Hampshire _________________________ 58,740 4,198 78,642 6,582 New Merico.___________-_____- = 19,257 149 20,495 277 New York__________________ 14,859 4,271 16,032 3,666 North Carolina___________________ | W W 35,333 6,132 Ohio __-__-_____-____ 36,853 3,454 58,067 3,661 Oklahoma___________.-_____ = 12,074 771 10,862 836 Pennsylvania_________._________________ 44,376 6,001 51,268 8,214 South Carolina. _____-_.-____-. 16,130 1,092 7,156 541 South Dakota_______-_._-____ ~~ 59,597 18,642 Ww Ww Tennessee. _-$__§_-§_~9_-.- 7,021 1,097 4,793 773 Texas -________________ 46,937 11,236 37,262 11,760 Vermont. _____~~~--~ 116,005 20,462 116,166 26,346 Virginia_______-__-_ ~~ ee 22,063 3,052 9,653 3,136 Washington___-_-____.______-_ __ __ 761 53 Wisconsin _______________ 24,028 2,863 21,920 - 2,733 Other?_____________ 152,458 10,534 88,929 21,471 eee EF AT 
Total® ~~~ 1,156,622 154,949 1,120,585 171,667 OS Ee eet 

Estimated. _W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” 1Less than 1/2 unit. 
2Includes Idaho, Iowa, Kansas, Maine, Missouri, Montana, Oregon, Utah, and data indicated by symbol W. 
‘Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding.
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Ohio were the leading producers and 45% of US. output by value. Hilltop Slate | accounted for 36% of U.S. production. Co., a slate producer in New York and Slate.—Dimension slate was produced by Vermont, was bought by the Penrhyn Quar- 19 companies at 28 quarries in 6 States. The ries Ltd. a subsidiary of the Alfred Mc- two leading States in order of volume, Alpine PLC of the United Kingdom. Pennsylvania and Vermont, accounted for Miscellaneous Stone.—Miscellaneous di- 10% of U.S. output. The top three produc- mension stone, including traprock, was pro- ee ers, A. Dally and Sons Inc., Vermont Struc- duced by seven companies from seven quar- tural Slate Co. Inc., and Le Sueur-Richmond ries in six States, and totaled 15,288 tons se | _ Slate Co. Inc., accounted for an estimated valued at $956,488. , 

Table 3.—Dimension granite sold or used by producers in the United States, by State 

1984° os 1985" . | —— 
| State Quantity Value Quantity . Cubic feet Value | —_ : | (hort (thousands) (short, (thousands) (thousands) 

e . 
. : Connecticut... WwW WwW 11,310 136 $919 Georgia __-________ 179,000 $9,500 160,377 1,606 9,133 Massachusetts Hoe ee 55,000 WwW Ww WwW WwW New Hampshire ____________ > 58,700 4,200 78,642 953 6,532 Oklahoma___________ = WwW Ww 6,112 . 74 734 . South Carolina______________ 7 16,100 1,100 7,756 97 541 | South Dakota.__________- "777777 59600 18,600 WwW Ww Ww Texas _-_-___________________ 7 _ 87,000 11,000 WwW WwW Ww _ Wisconsin. W WwW 3,133 37 1,891 Other?___-_ 232,600 50,600 334,908 § 4071 74,184 

Total_-__-_----- 638,000 95,000 602,233 6,974 93,884 
“Estimated. Preliminary. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” -__ Mncludes California, Colorado, Maine, Maryland, Minnesota, Missouri, New York, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, Vermont, Virginia (1984), Washington (1985), and data indicated by symbol W. 

Table 4.—Dimension limestone sold or used by producers in the United States in 1985, | 3 : | by State Oo | | 
) | Quantity Gubic feet Value | Use (short tons) (thousands) (thousands) 

California. 3,331 42 $116 Hlinois _ ____________ TTT TTT rrr rrr rrr 1,750 21 107 Indiana____________ 1 rr Ww WwW Ww Virginia wn 
611 4 33 Wisconsin —__________ DD rrr 18,787 235 842 Other* _____ rr 277,795 3,728 33,797 

Total -----_------- 302,274 4,033 34,895 
| 1Includes Iowa, Kansas, land, Michigan, Minnesota, New Mexi » Ohio, Oklahoma, T , Washi , 

and wate diesel Be ones Har Mary higan ta, New Mexico. O oma, Texas, Washington 

Table 5.—Dimension sandstone sold or used by producers in the United States in 1985, by State 

Quanti Cubic feet Value State (chort tons) (thee, (thousands) 
Arkansas ——- === 5,145 64 $305 Connecticut _____________ DTT TTT TTT TTT rrr 8,405 108 366 Maryland Wann eee 

6,055 76 502 Missouri _--__________. UT TTT TTT rrr 230 3 18 New York Wo aoe 
7,788 99 491 Pennsylvania ___________ 00D 23,803 305 1,019 Other Wane o oon n oo eee 74,490 995 4,909 49909 Total -~-------- ie 125,916 21 652 7,610 

Includes Alabama, Arizona, California, Colorado, Georgia, Idaho, Michigan, North Carolina, Ohio, Oklahoma, Tennessee, and Utah. 
*Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding.
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able 6.—Dimension marble sold or used by producers in the United States in 1985, _ 

by State | | | 

| 7 State (short: iy) thousands) (thousands) 

: Idaho._.__--__-_-------------------
------ 9-7-7077 | B45 Ww. WwW 

a Other! ___----__-----=-------------------------
---- 33,315 387 $20,658 

a Total ___._____--_-------------------------------7 34,160 387 20,658 

oo W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” a | | 

1Includes Alabama, Georgia, Massachusetts, Montana, New Mexico, North Carolina, Tennessee, Vermont, and data 

indicated by symbol W. 
- 

| CONSUMPTION AND USES a : - 

| Dimension stone was marketed over wide Ltd. began production of its new lightweight 

| areas. Industry stockpiles were not monitor- interlocking roofing slatelike product, 

a ed, and production during 1985 was assum- which it will market first in southwest 

oe ed to equal consumption. | England. The product, called Cambrian, — . 

Consumption of domestic dimension stone was mostly made from crushed and ground 

an decreased slightly to 1.12 million tons val- natural slate and stone (65%) combined ~~ 

ued at $171.7 million. Dressed slabs and with glass fiber and a resin binder and . 

blocks for building construction were 19% individually molded to give a single re- 

of the total value of consumption, followed inforced tile with an interlocking fixing . 

| by ashlars and partially squared, dressed mechanism. The tile surface was made to 

| pieces, 19%; dressed monumental stone, resemble that of natural slate and under- 

: 15%; and rough stone used for monumental goes a preweathering process to make it 

: purposes, 14%; and rough blocks used for look even more natural. The interlocking _ 

| building and construction, 10%. feature allows the tile to be laid single lap, 

Of the total consumption of domestic thus lessening substantially the amount of 

granite, 24% by value was rough monumen- material required to cover the roof, compar- 

| - tal stone, 23% was other dressed stone, and ed with natural slate, which must be double 

: 22% was dressed monumental granite. lapped on the roof. The interlocking feature 

Consumption of domestic limestone to- also minimized the nailing required and | 

taled 302,300 tons valued at $34.9 million, of therefore lengthens the time until corrod- 

which 76% by value was dressed stone for ing nails make roof repair or replacement — 

| building, and 21% was other rough stone. necessary.” : 

Several manufacturing facilities to make Anglia Resins Ltd. began selling its Ang- 

resin agglomerated stone, a marble and lia Slate on the British roofing market. The 

granite look-alike, recently came on-stream. product was made from a blend of fine- 

Armstar’s Breton-equipped plant at Lenoir grained silica, colorfast pigment and a 

City, TN, produced a 3/8-inch and 3/16- methacrylate resin binder. Anglia Slatecan 

inch-thick marblelike tile out of a mixture convincingly substitute for any natural 

of marble chips and resin. The color of the slate because the pigments can be mixed to 

tile was a reflection of the natural colors of match any color, and the product varies 

the chips used to make it. Marmor Works from piece to piece as the natural slate 

Ltd. began making celtic granite slabs for would because it is made in different molds 

cladding and flooring at its new plant in that give different surface textures. The 

Wales from silica-rich aggregate and pig- firm invented the process and designed its 

mented polyester resin binders. The product own production machinery. The product 

was said to be 90% cheaper than natural usually was priced under British natural 

stone cladding to match the performance roofing slate but above Spanish imported 

characteristics of granite for fire, weather- slate. Anglia Slate is easy to install because 

ing, and abrasion resistance, and to exceed it is predrilled, lighter, and more consistent 

these characteristics for marble. in size than natural slate. Both of these 

The appearance of several artificial slate manufactured slatelike roofing products 

roofing materials accompanied the strong provided formidable competition to roofing 

British market for natural slate roofing in _ slate. 

the last several years. Redland Roof Tiles
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Table 7 —Dimension stone sold or used by producers in the United States in 1985, by use 7 

. Quantity Cubic feet Value 
Use (short tons) (thousands) (thousands) 

Rough stone: | | | - 
ugh blocks for building and construction — — _ _~—__—-~~~--~~~-- ee 182 ae, $17,188 

Irregular-shaped stone*®_— —.-.~__~~-~------~---~+j-~~~_-~--+- 1 F . 
Moana ene ~~ TTT TTT 232,129 2,566 23,240 . 
Flagging __ -_____-_---~--~---~-~-~~-~-~-~ ++ - eee 923 “12 61 
Other? __._-_______ 6,988 _ 88 . 283 . 

Dressed stone: 7 
Ashlars and partially squared pieces _ . _. ____--_-...--------~-- 138,405 1,765 32,987 
Slabs and blocks for building and construction? __.___..___....-- 102,669 1,308 338,195 
Monumental _______ ~~~ ee ee 58,227 682 25,400 

. Curbing -_.-___.~--_---~~-~-~-~-~-+--+ +e 92,319 1,121 16,298 
Flagging _______-__-___--_-_-___------_----------- 48,850 521 5,239 
Roofing slate aoe ee ee eee 12,534 138 6,342 
Structural and sanitary. ._..._..__..-.----.--~--~-----~-~-- 5,906 65 3,028 
Flooring slate__________.-_.-.---_------__=-_-.----- 6,537 12. 2450 | 

Total ______.--~------------------------------ 1,120,585 13,687 171,667 

Includes rubble. | | 
*Includes other rough stone, and uses not specified. 
‘Includes veneer and a small amount of billiard tabletops. | | 

: Table 8.—Dimension granite sold or used in the United States in 1985, by use 

. | J . 4 ; . Quantity Cubic feet Value 
- ; Use | | (short tons) (thousands) (thousands) 

Rough stone: | | . - 
ugh blocks for building and construction —~_.....__-_..------~- 102,342 1,228 $8,671 

: Irregular-shaped stone! __ _____-~----~------------------- _ 54,870 623 2,819 
Monumental*__ ~~. ee 227,066 2,502 22,826 

‘Dressed stone: 
Monumental*___._§ ->_-. -. - eee 54,787 654 20,971 . 
Curbing and flagging _________-___--__---_------------ 98,843 1,136 — 16,909 
Other* =i ie 68,875 830 21,688 

Total __________---_-_-___-----------__------- 602,288 56,974 93,884 

‘includes rubble. | | | | oe 
Includes small amount of unspecified rough stone. : 
5Includes small amount of stone for billiard tabletops. . 
“Includes ashlars and partially squared pieces, and slabs and blocks for building and construction. 
5Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. . 

Table 9.—Dimension limestone sold or used by producers in the United States in 1985, 
by use - | 

. . Quantity | Cubic feet Value 
Use ' (short tons) (thousands) (thousands) 

Rough stone: 
Irregular-shaped stone!_______.__._.--_ ~~~ 36,897 468 $770 
Other® __________.-_--.------------- 147,295 2,014 1,429 

Dressed stone: 
Monumental —_____._--__------.-----~-~------~----- 1,775 22 174 
Curbing __ ~~~ Le 582 q 18 
Other? __ 115,775 1,526 26,505 

Total*_ $e ee 802,274 4,033 34,895 

1Includes rubble. 
7Includes rough blocks for building and construction and a small amount of flagging and monumental. 
Includes ashlars and partially squared pieces, slabs and blocks for building and construction, a small amount of 

flagging, billiard tabletops, and veneer. 
Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding.
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| Table 10.—Dimension sandstone sold or used by producers in the United States in 1985, _ 
. , | . - by use > " 

| - Quantity Cubic feet Value 
Oo Use (short tons) (thousands) (thousands) 

| Rough stone: | | | . . | ee 
"Rough blocks for building and construction___________________- 15,685 212 - $377 
Irregular-shaped stone!__________._.-__----_------------ 54,869 1138 =—2,144 
Other? _____ Lee 4,251 55 177 

Dressed stone: . | . | 

Ashlars and partially squared pieces® _____._...._._.-.---_-- 29,465 389 2,498 | 
Slabs and blecks for building and construction ___________~____- 7,800 100 1,568 
Flaggng____________________-______-___--__--___- 7,805 101 "551 
Other ________.--------~---------~---------------- 6,541 83 299 

Total Le 125,916 1,652 1,610 - 

‘Includes rubble. Oo | | a ee 
-2Includes flagging, other rough stone, and uses not specified. _ 
3Includes veneer. oo . 
“Includes curbing, monumental, and billiard tabletops. - | 
SData may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

| Table 11.—Dimension slate sold or used by producers in the United States in 1985, by use 

- Use Quantity Cubic feet Value 
: ' So (short tons) (thousands) (thousands) 

7 Flagging 185 171s $1,799 
- Roofingsdate -___~2 2222222 TTTI TTI T Tr 12,534 138 6342 
Structural and sanitary? _.____..____-____----L1--.-_-_-_-- - 6,018 66 3,073 
Flooring slate _____.___-----_--------------------~----- 6,537 72 2,450 

Total______________-___------e eee 40,664 487 13,664 

: | 1Includes small amount of billiard tabletops. | | oe - 

Table 12.—Dimension marble sold or used by producers in the United States in 1985, 
| : by use | | 

| _ Quantity Cubicfeet Value | 
Use . (short tons) (thousands) (thousands) 

Rough stone: : | _ . | 7 
Rough blocks for building and construction ____ ~~. ._._.____ 3,496 39 $747 
Other! __ ~~ 5 Le 15,525 170 6,945 

Dressed stone: 
Ashlars and partially squared pieces ___._-$_§__/§______~______-___ 5,362 63 6,077 
Slabs and blocks for building and construction? _______-_-.-.___~- 9777 = =—-—sd15 6,890 

Total _-_--_--_____-__ ee 34,160 387 320,658 

1Includes irregular-shaped stone and other rough and dressed stone. | 
2Includes small amount of flagging and monumental. 
3Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

PRICES | 

The average price for dimension stone increased 14% to $153 per ton. 

FOREIGN TRADE 

Exports.—Exports of dimension stone, ly because of increases in imports of dressed 
about one-half of which was granite, granite and polished slabs of marble. Im- 
decreased 40% in value to $14 million. ports of polished marble slabs, mostly from 

Imports.—Imports of dimension stone in- Italy, increased 45% to $88 million. Imports 
creased 32% in value to $295 million, most- of dressed granite increased 42% to $103.7
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| million, primarily because of a significant : by marble, 30%; travertine, 6%; and slate, : 
increase from Italy. On a value basis, gran- 2%. a | | 
ite accounted for 37% of imports, followed 7 | 

| Table 13.—U.S. exports of dimension stone, by type | 
a (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars unless otherwise specified) 

- | | 1984 1985 dente on 
~ Type ; | : in 1985 | | Quantity Value Quantity Value (percent!) | 

| Granite articles_ ~~~... ~~~ NA 4,878 | NA 1,888 Canada 54%. Granite, rough _______~~ ~~~ 19.7 8,895 42.1 5,828 Japan 52%, 7 da 16%. 
Limestone, dressed, for building or monumental ______ 9 69 1.0 116 United King . 

om . 
Limestone articles _..__~.~2~ 2 2 ee 34.1 1,593 2.6 100 Canada 70%. 

-_ Marble, breccia, and onyx, rough or squared. _____ __ 13.6 346 9.7 829. Canada77%. 
Marble, breccia, and onyx articles___.___________ NA 991 NA 1,191 Canada 29%. 

Slate building articles _....-...-___________ NA 177 | NA 188 Canada42%. | 
Slate building articles, other _...-...--___-___.. |. NA - 960 NA . 1,568 Canada 35%. 
Stone, rough, for building or monumental_________ 98 1,270 9.8 1,299 Japan 52%. 
Stone, other, including alabaster or jet_...__._.___.- NA 3,828 NA 1,883 § Canada 24%. 

| - Total .-- ee eeee----- =. = NA °28,007 NA 18,885 a a 

* Revised. NA Not available. | - 
1By value. . . : S 

- Source: Bureau of the Census. : - - . 

Table 14.—U.S. imports for consumption of dimension granite, by country | | , 
OC _ (Thousand cubic feet and thousand dollars) | a 

. | Other 
1. Dressed n.s.p.f. 

Country . . ____ Rough" ree undeco- 
Quantity Value - Quantity Value rated? 

| = — | (value) | 

19838 ~- LL 345 - 49938. 1,828 79,958 5,063 I 
1984: . . 

Brazil ~~~ 2 18 190 8,527 156 Canada _____ 1,249 4,215 283 11,102 2,617 India__ TTT 752 214 “18 659 1 
Italy _-- ~~ 11 ' 325 - 2,596 49,955 1,224 
Japan _~____ (°) 2 9 159 20 
Portugal________________._._-___ (3) (3) 27 400 1 Saudi Arabia _____-______________. 1,976 95 59 134 103 
South Africa, Republic of__._._________ 259 415 3) 4 3 
Spain... __ _— 230 4,096 96 
Other _-________ 968 111 127 3,021 1,257 Et 

Total _--_-_-_-__ - §,217 5,395 3,589 73,070 —-§,478 IIE ES =AUS]>j{_r .c8oO.2°|4.H1}Ho#.°"8Ho2.3=2@99n’.”T.cwNnnn"—nc-—-co—ono0Nn"-—™—" 
1985: | 

Brazil ~~~. 5 11 239 3,353 $260 Canada _-_____ ~~~ 2,439 4,107 252 10,073 5,785 . India_ ~~ 6 127 42 1,255 19 2 | 192 157 5,519 13,687 1,926 Japan __~ — _- 20 383 34 Portugal... § 5 5 5 62 217 387 874 78 Saudi Arabia 2 2 155 129 499 534 28 South Africa, Republic of. _____._______ 37 555 2 60 -- Spain _ ) 12 538 8,626 54 Other _-_____~--__~ ~~ 124 788 430 4,835 2,883 
‘ LLL SS STE SS Se SS 

Total¢___________--__--_____- 3,020 6,097 7,928 108,680 11,064 
eS SSS SSS Gs reise SE esrvercestnyemnmnsnbennsste 

Does not include unmanufactured, nonmonumental granite. 
Quantity not reported. Does not include granite n.s.p.f. decorated. 
SLess than 1/2 unit. 
“Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Source: Bureau of the Census.
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Table 15.~—Imports for consumption of major categories of dimension marble, travertine, a 
| and other calcareous stones, by country — | 

| eS Mate, 
ve , Marble, breccia, or onyx, _ breccia, or : 

| : | | polished slabs ™ onyx, other Travertine dressed® 
Country : ae n.s.p.f.) 7° 

- | | | | Guantity Value ~ Value Quantity Value | 
| : ene) (thousands) (thousands) (shorttons) (thousands) | 

1988 ___________ 818 841,938 $28,461 67,340 «$18,414 

1984: . — . | 
France____.~_~§__~________---~-----+- 918 1,333 308 70 38 
Germany, Federal Republic of__———----~-- 178 304 579 13 4 
Greece. 2 113 1,266 | 336 5 1 
Italy __. ee Lee 19,354 42,917 15,978 135,031 15,000 
Mexico. _____-___-~-------------~- 1,178 1,793 2,592 18,179 741 
Pakistan______-__--_--_------__- 26 g8 ts 892 _ __ 
Philippines _________._-_----------~- 222 44. 94 __ _- 

: Portugal... __. ---__------------ ~ 2,018 3,962 894 361 | 154 
Spain._-__._______--__------------ 3,677 5,886 965 3,490 —169—C 
Taiwan _~_. 9 ~~ eee 635 1,169 17,465 159 175 . 
Other __-________-__~-_ 822 1,848 1,333 “226 | 89 

| Total _.___----_-------------__ 29,801 60,957 40,936 —_157,584 16371 

1985: i Cc . : oo 
. ae France. ~~ _~§- ~~. --~_-___-~__--- ~~ 588 2,021 ~ 1,110 2 3 

Germany, Federal Republic of. ________ ~~ 427 483 B75 ee 
Greece 5 eee 1,340 3,086 310 2 2 
Italy _..._-_____-__/---_.------ 38,573 60,687 . 19,627 168,734 18,088 
Mexico... -§- -5 5 5 1,143 1,934 3,673 7719 284 
Pakistan. __§ 92. ee . 35 137 . §93 -- -— 
Philippines __.. ______-_._--_L_=-- ~~ 419 655 - 145 -- _- 
Portugal... --§_ -» -- -_- ee 8,753 4,719 1,424 42 9 
Spain... ee 7,419 11,168 1,743 3,437 143 
Taiwan ~_.____-____ Le 910 1,583 8,662 ae __ 
Other ____~-_-___ 2 ee 1,529. 2,155 1,860 7,315 125 

. Totalt____- =~» 56,137 88,579 39,521 180,311 | 18,654 

1Does not include certain special kinds of rough marble, breccia, or onyx. 
me 2Quantity not reported. ; 

--  8Suitable for use as monumental, paving, or building stone. Does not include travertine articles. 
“Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Source: Bureau of the Census. | | | 7 : oe | 

Table 16.—U.S. imports for consumption of other dimension stone, by type 

1984. . 1985 
—_——— Major source 

Type Value ; Value in 1985 
Quantity (thou- Quantity (thov- (percent?) 

sands) sands) 

| Granite, unmanufactured, nonmonumental 
short tons_ — 27,753 $554 21,522 $848 Portugal 39%. 

Granite, n.s.p.f., decorated _.____~____________ _- 620 -— 402 Italy 62%. 
Limestone, dressed, hewn ____ ~~ short tons_— ’ 4,855 612 15,937 1,145 France 40%. 
Marble and breccia, rough ___.__——  _ cubic feet_ — 57,629 397 131,755 609 Italy 49%. 
Marble, breccia, onyx, slab and tiles, unpolished 

square feet __ 1,413,100 1,625 1,563,636 1,881 Italy 55%. 
Slate, roofing _.___.__..-._.._____ -do___— 1,008,911 597 1,727,961 926 Spain 35%. 
Slate, other, nape ng rrr _- 5,178 __ 6,747 Italy 54%. 
Travertine articles, undecorated_—_._._._.___ ~- -- 3,999 -- 6,012 Italy 89%. 
Travertine articles, decorated __ ~~. ~.~_______ _— 1,489 __ 2,105 = Italy 96%. 
Stone, unmanufactured ___..__._. short tons... 161,258 825 35,769 1,156 Belgium 54%. 
Stone, dressed, building __________._.__do____ 12,039 659 7,729 1,185 Mexico 35%. 
Stone, other n.s.p.f., undecorated __..__________ _— 1,869 __ 1,837 Mexico 33%. 
Stone, other n.s.p.f., decorated _____.__.______- _- 2,519 __ 2,646 Mexico 25%. 

1By value. . 

Source: Bureau of the Census.
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| WORLD REVIEW | 

Some production of dimension stone oc- granite blocks, including some of a black | 
: curred in most countries of the world. As granite and pink granite. The marble and 

| usual, Italy produced about one-half of the the black and pink granite were commer- 
world’s total. Other significant producers cially available on European markets. 
were Brazil, Finland, India, Norway, Portu- Finland.—Outokumpu Oy expanded its 
gal, Spain, Sweden, Turkey, and the United activities into dimension granite by found- 
States. | Lo ing a subsidiary, Granite Products Ltd., 
Canada.—Canadian production of dimen- with a granite deposit in Taivassalo, in 

sion stone, mostly granite, expanded sub- southwestern Finland. The firm planned to 

stantially in the last several years because open a quarry and bring Finland’s first 
modern finishing plants with new European finishing plant on-stream in 1985. Produc- 
equipment came on-stream or will do so tion was scheduled to be.in a range from 
shortly. Granicor Inc. brought on-stream a 105,000 to 175,000 cubic feet. The plant will 
new plant equipped with European saws cost $5 million. Finland has been a major 
and polishing equipment in Quebec, result- exporter of rough granite blocks, mostly to 
ing.in the opening of six new granite quar- European destinations. | | 
ries in the Province. Karnuk Marble Indus- © Greece.—The Drama-Kavala area pro- 
tries Inc. announced plans to establish a duced 3.15 million cubic feet of white and 
similar plant in Cornwall, Ontario. RPS white-gray marbles, much of which was 

| Marble Limitee announced a $7 million exported as rough blocks and finished prod- 
- expansion and modernization of its dimen- ucts. The Ioannina area produced 1.75 mil- 
sion stone finishing facilities, to be partly lion cubic feet of beige marble, almost all of 

| paid for by a grant of $1.4 million from La which was consumed domestically. The Ar- 
Société de Developpement Industrial du golis area produced 1.40 million cubic feet of 
Quebec... : | | | beige, brown, and red marbles, most of 

~ China.—Local authorities announced the which was finished in Athens. The Attica 
discovery of a black marble deposit with area produced 0.72 million cubic feet of 
reserves of 22 million tons near Tuoyaoling, white (Pentelikos) and ash-blue marble, 
Jilin Province..The authorities announced most of which was exported. The major 
plans to develop the deposit. firms are Hellenic Chemical Products and 

The Provincial Geological Department of Fertilizers Co. Ltd., Kavala Marbles S.A., 
Hebei Province announced that it discover- and Skaris Marble S.A.° | 
ed over 7 billion cubic feet of marble re- . Jamaica.—Marble production is present- 
serves in 20 counties of the Province. Re- ly quite small, but fairly sizable reserves 
serves of more than 50 different varieties of would allow it to be expanded. The small 
marble are available, with many of them amounts now being produced were used | 
presently being quarried and processed. The locally for mosaic slabs and tiles, tabletops, 

- provincial authorities indicated that they bar counters, and terrazzo tiles. There area | 
plan to quarry over 35 million cubic feet of number of deposits, but only the Serge 
marble each year in the Baoding area alone Island deposit has been explored. The upper 
and to import Italian quarrying and proc- 15 feet of this deposit was severely shocked 

| essing equipment. Some of these stones by unnecessary blasting during past quarry- 
have appeared in European markets. ) ing and would probably not be commercial- 
Ethiopia.—The Ethio-Libyan Joint Min- ly usable as a dimension stone. The large 

ing Co. began mining large reserves of pure amount of material beneath this upper 
white fine-grained marble with a hint of layer, down to at least 150 feet, is high 
translucency called Boka White. It is being grade, competent, and quarriable. The ma- 
quarried from 16 sites in the Mendi District terial found acceptance in the North Ameri- 
in the western part of Wollega Province, can market before 1965 and, therefore, was 
near the Sudanese border. The firm, which _ believed to be ready for commercialization.‘ 
is only 4 years old, planned to produce Saudi Arabia.—The Saudi Arabian Gov- 
about 350,000 cubic feet of marble per year. ernment continued its dimension stone pro- 
It also announced plans to build a finishing gram. Eight model quarries in the western 
plant in central Ethiopia to make marble part of the country near the Red Sea were 
tiles. The firm also indicated that it pro- operated. Most of the quarries were worked 
duced 210,000 cubic feet of good quality for granite, two for anorthosite, and one for
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a limestone. The stone was made into slabs quarrying standards. When completed, the 
for building at two pilot finishing plants at firm planned to expand production capacity 

_ diddah. Exploration continued to add to by renovating the plant with the latest 
| existing sizable reserves. - == —-~ Italian equipment and installing diamond | 

. Spain.—The Instituto Geologico y Minero' wire saws in the quarry. oo Oo 
de Espafia issued ‘its latest figures for mar- Burlington Slate Ltd. began a $1.5 million 

| : ble production by geographic unit. Of the effort to upgrade equipment and to consoli- __ 
| total quantity of marble produced in 1980, date all its processing at the Kirkby-in- 

25.4% originated in Alicante Province in Furness plant. The roofing section with its 
the Levantine Region, 19.3% in Murcia three new circular saws was already. on- 

. Province in the Levantine Region, 18.8% in stream. Production:continued from mostor 
| Barcelona Province of the Catalonia Region, all of the presently operating quarries 

9.7% in Almeria Province, 7.6% in Navarra scattered about Cumbria. The newly equip- 
Province of the North Region, 7.4% in ped roofing section of the plant was ex- 
Valencia Province of the Levantine Region, pected to almost double output per employ- 
and the balance in other Provinces. . ee. The balance of the new plant, featuring - 
United Kingdom.—The British slate in- two Italian 30-blade frame saws and two 

dustry prospered and expanded in 1985. more large circular saws, was expected to be 
| _ Penrhyn Quarries, part of the Alfred on-stream in late 1985. Some finishing | 

| McAlpine Minerals group, bought the But- equipment will also be added, such as a 
| termere & Westmorland Green Slate Co. flame-texturing machine.* After the new 7 

7 Ltd. of Borrowdale, Cumbria. This firm had equipment is installed, the product mix 
: an underground green slate quarry, which would shift from roofing slate toward archi- 

has been operated since 1758, at the top of _tectural slate. , | pe 
the Honister Pass and a small plant that Burlington Slate has been a very active 

_. produced flooring, roofing, and other slate exporter in the last several years. It recent- | 
products. Plans called for developing re- ly supplied China with $180,000 worth -of 
serves and increasing production of roofing polished slate flooring for a museum, de- 

_ and architectural slate, with some of the spite the fact that China itself is a major 
production to go to the U.S. market. The producer and exporter of slate. According to 
firm planned to buy another quarry in published data, Burlington Slate produced 
Cumbria. Penrhyn Quarries also bought the 4,950 tons of roofing slate and 3,000 tons of 
Hilltop Slate plant and quarries in New architectural slate in 1984, 30% to 40% of 

| York and Vermont. Penrhyn Quarries which was exported.” 
| Welsh quarry produced a number of colors Dimension stone quarrying in Scotland 

of slate, but blue and plum were the most has revived in the last few years, mostly | 
important. The installation of new saws and because of a need to restore buildings built 

| equipment was planned for the plant at the of Scottish stone. The creamy brown New- 
: quarry site. Production at the Welsh quarry bigging sandstone was first returned to 

expanded since 1982. Published data indi- production to restore a Swedish cathedral. 
cate that Penrhyn Quarries produced 13,200 and now will continue to be produced for | 
tons of roofing slate and 15,400 tons of use in the new National Library of Scotland 
architectural slate in 1984, compared with a building. The whitish gray Dunmore sand- 
total British production of 24,200 tons of stone was produced to restore a hunting 
roofing slate in 1984. British production of lodge and will be used in an office redevel- : 
nonroofing types of slate increased marked- opment project in Edinburgh. The red Ross | 
ly in the last several years.5 _ Of Mull granite was quarried again, but 

Delabole Slate Ltd., a subsidiary of Car- with no specific restoration or other market 
non Consolidated Ltd., expanded its quarry in mind.* 
in Cornwall and brought it up to modern 7 

TECHNOLOGY : 

A Bureau of Mines study on the use of tributable to weathered bedding plane 
geotechnology to identify and reduce faults. Results indicated that the bedding 
ground control hazards at slate quarries plane faults can be detected outside the 
was published. The study was performed at quarry perimeter by using surface resistivi- 
one quarry in eastern Pennsylvania. The ty measurements. The other major hazard, 
major hazard covered was falling rock at- falls of ice from quarry highwalls, was
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found to be rectifiable using water diversion cemeteries, one in an industrial area in 
as the basic control method. In situ stresses New York City and one in a semirural area 
were usually a minor problem in slate on Long Island. Weathering rates were 
extraction, although they could interact higher in the industrial area. Sulfur dioxide 

| with developed stresses to result in failure concentrations from 1880 to 1980 were esti- 
of barriers between quarries. Pull tests mated for New York City from a retrospec- 
showed that loose rock can be secured by tive air quality model and were found to 
rockbolts, which anchor firmly in the slate.» have a linear relationship with the weath- 

A conference on the “Degradation of Ma- ering rates. The weathering coefficient for 
terials Due to Acid Rain” was held in New York City was determined to be one- 

response to a rising concern about the half inch, per century, per part per million 

damage caused by acid pollutants to con- of sulfur dioxide for fine-grained marble.” 

crete, dimension stone, metals, paint, and ee | 
wood. The Environmental Protection Agen- Physical scientist, Division of Industrial Minerals. 
cy estimated that the damage would total at be natrial Minerals (London). ans onches Cam- 
least $5 billion per year. Acid pollutants are “Griffiths, J, Hellenic Industrial Minerals Ind. Miner. 

_. Inown to attack limestone and marble in “Geddes, A. J.’S. Industrial Minerals in Jamaica—an 
ancient monuments like the Acropolis. This Overview. Ind. Miner (London), No. 214, July 1985, pp. 61- 

fact has been verified by preliminary re- “sj ,gustrial Minerals (London). Penrhyn Acquires But- 
sults from experiments now under way. It is _termere’s Green Slate. No. 214, July 1985, p. 15. 
believed that granite and sandstone also are ®Stone Industries. Investing in the Future. V. 20, No. 8, 

. Oct. 1985, pp. 29-31. | 
probably vulnerable to attack. The precise Industrial Minerals Condon). Burlington Slate—A 

: First for China. No. 214, July 1985, p. 15. 
causes of the damage and the processes by "CE one Industries. Scottish Revival. V. 20, No. 9, Nov. 
which it happens are not clear, but the 1985 pp. 20-21. : 

| completion of experiments now under way co ntoste: N., onic P. Sames, and T. E. Marshall. 
may increase the understanding of atmos- 9999 1986, 3809, Quarry Operations. BuMines RI 
pheric degradation of stone.° cent area I A Material Loss. Sci. News, v. 128, No. 10, 

The deterioration of marble in tomb- Fttusar, RO B, D. E. Patterson, and N. S. Baer. Deterio- 
stones was studied in the New York City ration of Marble. A Restrospective Analysis of Tombstone- 

area, Tombstone thickness and depth of Mossurgments in the New York City Ares, Wostuosigp 
emblem inscription were measured in two = 174184/WEP.
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) By David E. Morse’ | | 

The United States retained its position as net sulfur importer. Shipments of sulfur in 
the world’s largest sulfur producer, with an all forms from domestic producers decreas- 
increased output of sulfur in all forms of ed about 200,000 tons; production surpassed 

nearly 1 million metric tons compared with shipments by nearly 400,000 tons. a | 
that of 1984. Output from Frasch mines Apparent consumption of elemental sul- 
increased 20%, exceeding 5 million tons for fur from all sources declined 7%. Shipments | 
the first time since 1981. Production of of Frasch sulfur to domestic consumers, | 

| recovered elemental sulfur from petroleum however, declined 10% and supplied 35% of 
refineries and natural-gas-processing plants elemental demand. The average annual | 
increased to an all-time high and was over 5 price for all elemental sulfur increased 

| million tons for the second consecutive year. domestically and worldwide despite a drop | 
Domestic demand continued to exceed pro- in world spot pricing during the final 4 
duction, and the United States remained a months of the year. | 

| | | Table 1.—Salient sulfur statistics a 
(Thousand metric tons, sulfur content, and thousand dollars unless otherwise specified) 

1982198818188 
United States: * 

Production: 
Frasch__._..- -§_-/»/_/______-___---_--- ee 6,348 4,210 8,202 4,198 5,011 | 
Recovered! ____» ee 4,259 4,404 4,955 5,214 5,313 

Other forms__~__-__--~-~~-~------------___ 1,588,178 1,183,245 1285 
Total _.._________________--------_ 12,145 9,787 9,290 10,652 11,609 

Shipments: 
Frasch________--______--____- 5,910 3,598 4,111 5,001 4,678 
Recovered! _________________ 4,207  - 4,844 5,041 5,210 5,266 
Other forms____~~-_----~-~-~--------------___ 1,588,178 1,183,245 1,285 

Total _-_______________- ee 11,655 9,115 10,285 11,456 11,229 
Imports, elemental ________.___.--_~-----~---- 2,522 1,905 1,695 2,557 2,104 
Exports, elemental? ________________________-_ 1,392 961 992 1,384 1,365 
gongumption, apparent, all forms ___.____~_____--—-~ 12,785 10,059 10,988 12,679 11,968 
Stocks, Dec. 31: Producer, Frasch and recovered ______—~— T3546 4,218 ™3,223 72,419 2,799 

Value: 
Shipments, f.o.b. mine or plant: 

Frasch ____________________________ $715,683 $484,660 $414,210 $546,106 $573,570 
Recovered! __________________-__._-_ 412,115 425,217 384,214. 416,878 485,084 
Other forms ————__~-----~-------~----__ 140,618 122,177 116,255 121,692___123,987 

Total _.__________________-_._- 1,268,416 982,054 914,679 1,084,676 1,182,591 
Imports, elemental®__.§_._.$____________---_ ~~ $209,766 $164,885 $129,110 $200,189 $199,240 
Exports, elemental*________________.______ $187,407 $122,143 $109,298 $156,067 $189,248 

Price, elemental, dollars per metric ton, f.o.b. mine or plant — $111.48 $108.27 $87.24 $94.31 $106.46 
World: Production, all forms (including pyrites)......_._._-~  °53,550 "50,870 50,5830 52,607  °54,856 

“Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. 
1Includes Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands. 
2Includes exports from the Virgin Islands to foreign countries. 
3Declared customs valuation. 
“Includes value of exports from the Virgin Islands to foreign countries. 

925
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Figure 1.—Trends in the sulfur industry in the United States.
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| World sulfur production continued to re- duction data for sulfur are developed by the 
cover from the depressed levels of 1982 and Bureau of Mines from four separate, volun- 
1988, but failed to satisfy world demand, tary surveys of U.S. operations. Typical of 
which required a drawdown from invento- these surveys is the “Elemental Sulfur” 
ries of about 2 million tons. This inventory survey. Of the 190 operations to which a _ 

| reduction was less severe than the 3- and 4- survey request was sent, all responded, 
| million-ton reductions in 1983 and 1984, representing 100% of the total production 

respectively. | SO shownintablesland2. 
Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- _ 

= , DOMESTIC PRODUCTION | | 

_. Sulfur is one of the few elements that facility was idle for the entire year. Free- 
occurs in nature in the native, or elemental, port announced that Frasch operations 
state. It also occurs combined with iron and would be undertaken in 1986 at its Camina- 
‘base metals as sulfide minerals, and with da Pass, LA, property, which had last pro- 
the alkali metals and alkali earths as sul- duced sulfur in 1968. At yearend 1985, the 

| fate minerals. In coal and petroleum, sulfur Frasch mining industry was operating at 
| is found in a variety of complex organosul- about 90% of capacity. __ | 

| fur compounds, and in natural gas, as hy- Frasch sulfur output increased 800,000 | 
drogen sulfide (H.S) gas. Commercial pro- tons over the depressed quantity produced 
duction of sulfur, either as elemental sulfur in 1984. Shipments to domestic and overseas os 
or combined in another chemical form, in consumers, however, declined by 300,000 

the United States is accomplished by a_ tons. Frasch sulfur accounted for about 43% 
variety of methods. dictated by the sulfur of domestic production in 1985, compared | 

| source. Native sulfur in sedimentary depos- with 39% in 1984. Approximately 79% of 
its or associated with the caprocks of salt Frasch sulfur shipments was for domestic | | 

| domes is mined by the Frasch hot water consumption, and 21% for export. . | 
process, in which the sulfur is melted un- Recovered.—Production of recovered ele- : 

derground and brought to the surface with mental sulfur, a nondiscretionary byprod- 
an airlift. Sulfur from iron and base metal uct from petroleum refining, natural gas 
sulfides is usually recovered as sulfuric acid processing, and coking plants, accounted for 
during roasting or smelting. Sulfur from 46% of the total domestic output of sulfur in | 
coal may be recovered in the elemental all forms, compared with 49% im 1984. 
form or as ammonium sulfate during the Production and shipments reached all-time . 
production of coke; as sulfuric acid or sulfur highs exceeding 5.25 million tons because of : 
dioxide when burning coal; or when pro-_ record-high production from petroleum re- 
ducing low-British-thermal-unit coal gas, as fineries. A decline in output from natural 
ammonium sulfate while scrubbing the gas_ gas plants in Florida and Mississippi was 
with ammonia. Sulfur is recovered from partially offset by increased production 
petroleum and natural gas by absorbing the from plants in Wyoming. This designated 
H.S in an amine solution, then regenerat- type of sulfur was produced by 54 compa- 
ing H.S, and processing it into elemental nies at 155 plants in 26 States, 1 plant in 
sulfur in a Claus converter. Puerto Rico, and 1 plant in the US. Virgin 

Frasch.—In January, the United States Islands. Most of these plants were of rela- 
had five Frasch mines operating in Texas tively small size, with only 11 reporting 
and Louisiana. Mines in Louisiana were annual production exceeding 100,000 tons. 
Freeport Minerals Co. at Garden Island Bay By source, 55% was produced at 84 refin- 
on the Mississippi River Delta and Grand _eries or satellite plants treating refinery 
Isle, 7 miles offshore in the Gulf of Mexico. gases and 3 coking plants, and 45% was 
Companies in Texas were Farmland Indus- produced by 26 companies at 68 natural 
tries Inc. at Fort Stockton; Pennzoil Sul- gas treatment plants. The five iargest 
phur Co., formerly Duval Corp., a subsid- recovered-sulfur-producing companies were 
iary of Pennzoil Co. renamed in 1985, at Chevron U.S.A. Inc., Exxon Co. U.S.A., 
Culberson; and Texasgulf Chemicals Co. at Shell Oil Co., Standard Oil Co. of Indiana, 
Boling Dome in Wharton County. Farmland and Texaco Inc. These companies’ 59 plants 
discontinued operations at its Fort Stockton accounted for 63% of recovered elemental 
facility in March because of sulfur reserve sulfur output during the year. 
depletion. Texasgulf’s Comanche Creek, TX, The leading States in production of re-
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' covered sulfur were California, Louisiana, total recovered sulfur shipments. The total oO 
: Mississippi, Texas, and Wyoming. These value of recovered sulfur shipments increas- | 

five States contributed 71% of total output; ed 16% compared with that of 1984. co 
. shipments from Texas accounted for 28% of a Oo a 

Table 2.—Production of sulfur and sulfur-containing raw materials in the United States 
: | os (Thousand metric tons) | . | 
CS 

1984 1985 
Gross Sulfur Gross Sulfur 

co weight content weight content 

Frasch sulfur ~-___2~2 222 25 4,193 4193 5,011 5,011 Recovered sulfurt___.._§=§ =» 5,214 5,214 ~—-45,818 5,313 Byproduct sulfuric acid (100% basis) produced at copper, lead, molybdenum, andzineplants_________________. 2,942 962 2998 957 | Other forms? ______________ oe 723 283 814 328 . . 

TS 

—. Total --------_-- ~~ ee XX 10,652 XX 11,609 | 
: 

os 
r ° : - XX Not applicable. a . . 

_ Mncludes Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands. 7 | 
- Includes hydrogen sulfide, liquid sulfur dioxide, and pyrites. mo 

4 Table 3.—Sulfur produced and shipped from Frasch mines in the United States | 
. an (Thousand metric tons and thousand dollars) . 

| ¥ | Production | .. Shipments 
CO ear 7 Texas Louisiana Total! Quantity Value? 

1981 ___ 2 ee 3,908 2,440 6,348 5,910 715,683 ; 1982 ~~~ _-_- 2,898 1,312 4,210 3,598 434,660. 1 1,915 1,286 3,202 4,111 414,210 1984 2,257 1,937 4,193 5,001. 546,106. | . 1985 2 2,940 2,071 5,011 4,678 573,570 

~ 1Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. . . 2F.o.b. mine. | | 

: | Table 4.—Recovered sulfur produced and shipped in the United States? 
— (Thousand metric tons and thousand dollars) _ . 

. . ~ 
° . e Production Shipments 

Year Natural Petroleum . 0 pas refineries?  Fotal Quantity Value? 
amen 

198] ~~ 1,971 2,288 4,259 4,207 412,115 1982 _--_ 1,960 2,444 4,404 4,344 425,217 1983 ----- 2,371 2,584 4,955 5,041 384,214 1984 ~- 2,407 2,807 5,214 5,210 416,878 1985 -_- 2,373 2,940 5,313 5,266 485,084 
mE 

Includes Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands. 
Includes a small quantity from coking operations and utility plants in 1981-82; includes only a small quantity from coking operations in 1983-85. 
3F-.0.b. plant.
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_ Table 5.—Recovered sulfur produced and shipped in the United States, by State 
| | _ (Thousand metric tons and thousand dollars) 

: 1984 1985 
| | State Production Shipments —_ Production Shipments 

(quantity) _ Quantity Value (quantity) Quantity Value 
ene er er 

ee 

Alabama _____________________ 380 380 34,492 - 370 367 35,421 California_____________________ 516 516 —-28,695 590 576 47,087 Florida______- =~ = - 111 111 Ww 91 91 WwW Illinois_____-- 5 182 181 15,838 193 194 19,895 Louisiana _____________________ 320 318 29,901 405 403 45,053 — Michigan and Minnesota____________ 139 139 9,627 137 138 11,623 Mississippi _____.______._______ 745 754 74,382 '  -5T8 565 62,156 New Jersey..__________._______ 58 59 6,636 74 74 9,357 New Mexico _..________________ 63 63 4,245 55 BB 4,281 North Dakota _.________________ 112 112 5,572 108 ~ 109 6,127 Ohio ______-______ 39 39s: 3,983 36 36 3,891 Pennsylvania.____________. | 53 52 4,487 - - 50 50 4,475 Texas ______________________ 1,417 1,413 121,447 - 1,500 1,496- 147,426 Wisconsin. ________-___________ | 2 2  ——-108 1 2 96 Wyoming ____..._______________ 626 624 23,280 703 699 35,335 - Other?_- = 453 447 54,185 420 — All 52,862 
ES SSS saree 

Total? _-_________ 5,214 5,210 416,878 5,318 5,266 485,084 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” . 
1Includes Arkansas, Colorado, Delaware, Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky, Montana, Utah, Virginia, Washington, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and data indicated by symbol W. ; 
*Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. a 

Table 6.—Recovered sulfur produced and shipped in the United States, 
- | _ . by Petroleum Administration for Defense (PAD) district 

| oo | (Thousand metric tons) - oe 

| District and 1984 1985 
istrict and source . 

RL - Production Shipments Production Shipments 
. . . 

PAD 1: 
Petroleum andcoke _________________ > 228 228 230 227 Natural gas __.________________ 110 111 91 91 | 7 -——— 

Total? _-_-_-_ 339 339 321 318 : LL ee sr SSS liso he - — eee 
PAD 2: 7 , Petroleum andcoke __-._________-__ 504 500 «495 495 Naturalgas _____.______________ 114 114 111 112 rE 

Total’ 618 615 606 608 NS 
PAD3:2 a : Petroleum ______-___________________ 1,440 1,443 1,498 1,468 Naturalgas _.._.-§_=§-__-___ 1,565 1,563 1,476 1,479 er OA 

Total? ~___-_- 3,006 - 8,007 2,975 2,948 e948 eee 
PAD 4 and 5: 

Petroleum __________________ 633 633 715 700 Natural gas _____________________ 616 613 693 690 | iO 
Total’ ~~~ 1,250 1,247 1,408 1,390 rE 1 — lle 
Grand total’ _-_-___.__________ 5,214 5,210 5,313 5,266 

OO 
1Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 
?Includes Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands. 

Byproduct Sulfuric Acid.—Sulfur con- during 1985. A copper smelter in Washing- 
tained in byproduct sulfuric acid produced ton and another in Arizona were closed 
at copper, lead, molybdenum, and zinc permanently because the cost for installa- 
roasters and smelters amounted to 8% of tion of pollution control systems, required 
the total domestic production of sulfur in all by Federal law, had rendered the facilities 
forms. Production was essentially the same uneconomic in terms of existing and pro- 
as that of 1984 despite the closure of three jected copper prices. Ten acid plants oper- 
copper, one lead, and one zinc smelter ated in conjunction with copper smelters,
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| and 11 were accessories to lead, molybde- were ASARCO Incorporated, Inspiration : 
num, and zinc smelting and roasting oper- ‘Consolidated Copper Co., Kennecott, Mag- 

. ations. The five largest acid plants account- ma Copper Co., and Phelps Dodge Corp. 
ed for 67% of the output, and production in These companies’ 13 plants produced 81% 
five States was 84% of the total. The five of the total. | - | 
largest producers of byproduct sulfuric acid So | | 

a - | - ‘Table 7.—Byproduct sulfuric acid' produced in the United States 7 : 

| (Thousand metric tons, sulfur content, and thousand dollars) - . 

| ee Year | cet peas = denm ~=—=S«s«‘T@tal”:«=S‘Vaalue 
| . . plants® oo 

ee 848 179 - 182 ~~ ‘1,159 75,657 
| 1982 2 615 112 101 828 63,674 

1988 9 601 126 104 - 881 ~ 54,995 
1984 _-- 86 145: 81 + 962. 59,098 

| 1985 729 141 87 957 56,299 

| Includes acid from foreign materials. — . : | a 
2Excludes acid made from pyrites concentrates. . ae 
3Excludes acid made from native sulfur. Se | - . 

: Pyrites, Hydrogen Sulfide, and Sulfur producers were. Shell Oil Co., Stauffer 
Dioxide.—Contained sulfur in these prod- Chemical Co., and Tennessee Chemical Co. 

to ucts represented 3% of the total domestic These three companies’ mines and plants | 
production of sulfur in all forms. The total ‘accounted for 98% of the total contained 

. sulfur contained in these products was 16% sulfur in the form of these products. | 
| | greater than that of 1984. The three largest ae Bo . 

oo | -.  _ Table 8.—Pyrites, hydrogen sulfide, and | 
sulfur dioxide sold or used in the | ae 

United States | : 
oo. _ (Thousand metric tons, sulfur content, , 

. ; and thousand dollars) 

| , Year Pyrites Hydrogen Sulfur otal Value a —_ 

: 1981 _ 307 28 44 379 64,961 . | | 
| | 1982 _ 265 32 48 345 58,503 

1983 _ W W 50 302 61,260 
, 1984 _ W WwW 45 283 62,594 

| 1985 _ W W 43 328 67,638 - 

W Withheld to avoid disclosi ant, Withheld, teva, disclosing company proprietary
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Figure 2.—Trends in the production of sulfur in the United States. 

CONSUMPTION AND USES 

Sulfur is a relatively unusual mineral Apparent domestic consumption of sulfur 
commodity because most of it is converted in all forms decreased from that of 1984. 
to a chemical intermediate, sulfuric acid, Eighty-three percent of the sulfur con- 
for use in a myriad of chemical processes. sumed was obtained from domestic sources 
Usually, the sulfur values do not become compared with 80% in 1984. The sources of 
constituents of the final chemical product supply in 1985 were domestic recovered 
but are retained either in a byproduct or as elemental sulfur, 41%; domestic Frasch sul- 

wastes requiring disposal in an environ- fur, 31%; and combined domestic byproduct 
mentally acceptable manner. In 1985, sul- sulfuric acid, pyrites, hydrogen sulfide, and 

furic acid retained its position, both domes-_ sulfur dioxide, 11%. The remaining 17% 
tically and worldwide, as the most univer- was supplied by imports of Frasch and 
sally used mineral acid and the largest recovered elemental sulfur. 
volume inorganic chemical in terms of the The Bureau of Mines collected end-use 
quantity produced and consumed annually. data on sulfur and sulfuric acid according to
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| the Standard Industrial Classification of the U.S. Congress was debating the Food 
| industrial activities. Shipments by end use Security Act of 1985. Shipments of sulfuric 

of elemental sulfur were reported by 58 acid for petroleum refining and other petro- 
| companies, and shipments of sulfuric acid leum and coal products, the second largest 

| | were reported by 57 companies. Eleven end use, increased slightly. Usage of sulfu- 
| companies reported shipments of both ele- ric acid for copper ore leaching was over 1 

| mental sulfur and sulfuric acid. million tons for the second consecutive year, 
| The largest sulfur end use, sulfuric acid, significantly higher than in 1982 and 1983, 

represented 82% of shipments for domestic because of U.S. copper producers’ attempts 
consumption. Some identified end uses were to lower their costs of production. Copper 
tabulated in the “Unidentified” category from leaching was considerably less expen-. 
because these data were proprietary. Data sive than copper from conventional smelt- 

| | collected from companies that did not iden- ing. | , : a 
tify shipments by end use were also tabulat-. According to the 1985 canvass reports, 
ed as “Unidentified.” Although supporting’ company receipts of spent or contaminated 
data are unavailable, it could be reasonably sulfuric acid for reclaiming totaled 3 million  — 

| assumed that a significant portion of the tons. The largest source of this spent acid 
sulfur in the “Unidentified” category could continued to be the petroleum refining in- 

| have been shipped to sulfuric acid produc- dustry, which accounted for 51% of the 
. ers or exported. The difference between total returned. The petroleum refining in- | 

exports reported in the Bureau canvass and dustry was a net user of 700,000 tons of 
, exports of 1,365,000 tons reported by the. sulfuric acid. About 750,000 tons of spent _ 

Bureau of the Census may have been caused acid was reclaimed from plastic. and syn- 
by differences in accounting between com- _ thetic materials operations. The remaining 

_ pany records and compilations of the Cen- reclaimed acid was returned from manufac- 
sus Bureau, or by sales to other parties that turers of soaps and detergents, steel, indus- __ 
exported sulfur and were not included in trial organic chemicals, other chemical | 

| the Bureau of Mines canvass. _. products, storage batteries, synthetic rub- 
Shipments of 100% sulfuric acid declined ber, agricultural chemicals, and some uni- 

| slightly because production of phosphatic dentified sources. ne - 
fertilizers, the largest single end use of _ The largest use of sulfur in all forms, for 

_ sulfuric acid, decreased. Most of the falloff agricultural purposes, decreased to nearly 
in demand, which occurred during the final 8.6 million tons. Industrial use was also 
4 months, was a direct result of decreased lower. 

| fertilizer sales to domestic farmers while | | 

Table 9.—Apparent consumption of sulfur' in the United States | 
(Thousand metric tons) 

: ] 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 

Frasch: / . 
| - Shipments ________________-__ 5,910 3,598 4,111 5,001 4,678 

Imports ___-______________ 856 690 604 722 724 
Exports ——-—-~—-—-~~------~----~-----~_ 1216781 OOM 986 

Total_________-_i____ ee 5,550 8,557 4,114 ™4,812 4,416 

Recovered: 
Shipments?____________________________ 4,207 4,344 5,041 5,210 5,266 
Imports_-_____________ 1,666 1,215 1,091 1,835 1,380 
Exports _-_________--_---_-_____-__--- 176 230 391 493 379 

Total ____________- 5,697 5,829 5,741 ™6,622 6,267 
Pyrites, shipments _________________________ 307 265 WwW W W 
Byproduct sulfuric acid, shipments ______________~_ 1,159 828 831 962 957 
Other forms, shipments?___§___________________ 72 80 302 283 328 

Total, all forms_______________________ 12,785 10,059 10,988 12,679 11,968 
EE eee ee eee 

"Revised. |W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other forms, shipments.” 
1Crude sulfur or sulfur content. 
2Includes Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands. 
*Includes consumption of hydrogen sulfide, liquid sulfur dioxide, and data indicated by symbol W.



- Table 10.—Elemental sulfur sold or used in the United States, by end use : 

. (Thousand metric tons) | 

a . Quantity 

_ se - | End use 1984. 1985 | 

0 Food and kindred products__________________---___--_-_- W w 
26, 261 Pulp and paper products ________.___.~-___----~~--~--~---+--- 29 27 
282, 2822, 2823 Synthetic rubber, cellulosic fibers,’ other plastic products _ ___——_— ~~~ 65 25 
287 . Agricultural chemicals ____________.--_--------~--~--~--- | 480 579 
28, 2816, 285, 286 Paint and allied products, inorganic pigments,” industrial organic — a 

chemicals, other chemical products _____.—~___-~--~----~-~--~-+ 127 105 
284 ‘Soaps and detergents ___._..__.____~--_----~--~-+--+---+----| 14 31 
29, 291 Petroleum refining and petroleum and coal products ________--_-~- 278 189 
281 Other industrial inorganic chemicals_____.____._..--.-~----- 285 222 
30 Rubber and miscellaneous plastic products ________.__-_----~-~- W Ww 

. Sulfuric acid: | 
_° Domesticsulfur _...____-_____-_____--~--+_------~---- 6,909 6,880 

Imported sulfur ______..___.__-----~---~~-~-+-~-+--~--- 2,425 2,052 

. . Total. 5 ee eee eee 9,334 . 8,932 
. _ Unidentified _.._..___._-___.-.-----~-+-~-~-+-~---~-+--+-+=+ 7134 733 

, Total domestic uses_____________-__--------------_ 11,846 10,848 
_ . Exports ___________-__._____-_~--~~-- ~~~ +--+ 1,289 1,112 

oe Grand total_________-_--_--- 5 --------- 12,685 1,955 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Unidentified.” 
‘Includes cellulosic fibers in 1984. 
2Includes inorganic pigments in 1985. | | 

- Table 11.—Sulfuric acid sold or used in the United States, by end use | | 
| (Thousand metric tons of 100% H2SO,) | | | 

~ . Quantity . 
Ss End —_— ‘SI a me 1984. 1985 

102 Copper ores_________-__-_ eee «i048 s«,018 
1094 Uranium and vanadium ores ___—~__._..__--~~-~-~-~-~-~--~--+--- 163 62 
10 . Other ores. 2 2 eee 194 54 
261 Pulpmills _.___._.________--_-~_+-~-_-_~~~------+--~---+- -. 700 705 

~. 26 Other paper products —._._____-._.__~.--_---~--~-=-_------- 114 89 
285, 2816 _. Inorganic pigments and paints and allied products ___________.-__--~~- 332 331 
281 Other inorganic chemicals _ ____.-_._..-_.-.-_.~-~~-~~~-+~~--- 1,160 834 
282, 2822 Synthetic rubber and other plastic materials and synthetics. ____________~- 959 742 
2823 Cellulosic fibers including rayon __-.__.___-___~----~-~------~- 155 129 
283 Drugs ____________-~__-__~-~_-~-~ ~~ ee 74 52 

. 284 Soaps and detergents _________-.----_~---~-~-----~----~--~--~- 254 272 
286 Industrial organic chemicals — - - ----~--~~--~---~-------------- 938 1,010 
2873 Nitrogenous fertilizers _.._...___.._____-___~---~-~-~-~-----~- 261 191 
2874 Phosphatic fertilizers .._._.._..-_.-__-..-.----~--~-~----~-- 26,373 24,082 
2879 Pesticides ___._-._._.____._-~-__-__-_ eee 70 74 
287 Other agricultural chemicals _______.__._______.----~--~---+-- AT 64 
2892 Explosives... ._.__.__--~--~-~_--_-~_~-- Le 118 94 
2899 Water-treating compounds  — ~~ - - -- ----~-~~-~--------------- 213 291 
28 Other chemical products ________-.~.-~--~~-~--~------------ 405 151 
29, 291 Petroleum refining and other petroleum and coal products ____._____-_~- 2,067 2,215 
30 Rubber and miscellaneous plastic products ___________....__-_---~-~- Ww 11 
331 Steel pickling. _._______.____--_---~--~------~--~---~-~+-- 270 212 
333 Nonferrous metals__________._..--.--~-~~--~~-~-~--~-~-_-~- 50 56 
33 Other primary metals. _________-____-_~--~-~-~~-~~_--_--~_- 113 161 
3691 Storage batteries (acid) ________...-_.-_-----~----~~--__-_- 177 206 

Unidentified _..._______.__-----.-_-~_-~-~~-~-~ ~~ 1,584 © 1,613 

Total domestic _.______ ___---~-~--~-~~ ~~ ee 37,834 34,719 
Exports ______________-_--.-~-~--~-~-----~-+-~~~~- 61 69 

Grand total______________---__-------------_________ «87,895 84,788 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Unidentified.”
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| Table 12.—Sulfur and sulfuric acid sold or used in the United States, byend use __ 
, (Thousand metric tons, sulfur content) 7 
a 

. a Sulfuric acid Oo Elemental ans | / 
(sulfur equiva- Total - | a End use | sulfur" lent) . : | 

1984 1985. 1984 1985 1984 1985. 
Ea SaaS SS SS SS SS SSS Ss SOS Ss Ss Ss aD 

102 Copper ores ___ ~~ _~- -- 341 - 333 341 333 
1094 Uranium and vanadium ores ________ — -— 53 20 53 20 
10 Other ores_ 2 2 2 7 _- _- 63 18 63 18 
20 Food and kindred products_ ______.__ WwW WwW —_— __ WwW WwW 
26, 261 Pulpmills and paper products ________. 29 27 ~~ ~=—s 266 259 295 286 
28, 285, 286, Inorganic pigments, paints and allied - 

2816 ' products, industrial organic chemicals, . . 
other chemical products __________ 2127 105 109 ~-—s«109 236 214 

281 Other inorganic chemicals __________ 285 222 379 273 664 495 
282, 2822 Synthetic rubber and other plastic 

materials and synthetics. _________ 365 25 314 243 3379 268 
2823 | Cellulosic fibers, including rayon __ ____ (4) _- 51 42 51 42 | 
283 Drugs ____~§_~ _— _- 24 17 24 17 
284 Soaps and detergents _.___________ 14 31 88 ~——sO8D 97 120 

. 286 Industrial organic chemicals_ __— —__ __ -- —_ 307 330 307 330 
2873 Nitrogenous fertilizers ___.________ _- -- 85 62 85 62 
2874 Phosphatic fertilizers. _.__.__.____ _- -- 8,621 7,872 8,621 7,872 
2879 Pesticides ___._§_§__- ~~ ~~ _- oe 23 24 23. 24 = 
287 Other agricultural chemicals ________ 480 579 15 21 495 600 
2892 Explosives... 92292222 ~~ ~____ __ -- | 39 31 — 39 31 
2899 Water-treating compounds - eee eee _- a 70 95 70 95 
28 Other chemical products ___.__-_____ -- -- 132 49 . 132 © 49 
29, 291 Petroleum refining and other petroleum = , . 

and coal products — —— ——__---—___ 278 189 676 724 — 954 913 
30 Rubber and miscellaneous plastic products Ww W Ww 4 W 4 
331 Steel pickling-___-_.-_-.~_-_~2----- en _- 88 69 88 69 
333 Nonferrous metals. _____. $22 __ _- -_- £16 18 16 18 
33 Other primary metals_______._____ -- -- —8T 53 37 53 
3691 Storage batteries (acid) _. ._________ -- “oo 68 . 67 58 67 

Exported sulfuric acid_ __ __ ._______ -- _- ~ 20 23 20 23 

Total identified _. 9... _____ 1,278 1,178 11,870 10,845 13,148 | 12,023 
Unidentified _.._-.--_-_-__________ 734 733 518 527 1,252 1,260 

Grand total ___._____________ 2,012 1,911 12,888 11,372 14,400 18,283 © 
ee 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Unidentified.” 
1Does not include elemental sulfur used for production of sulfuric acid. . Se 
2No elemental sulfur used in inorganic pigments. . 

| 5Includes elemental sulfur used in cellulosic fibers. 
‘Included with “Synthetic rubber and other plastic materials and synthetics.” ae
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_ Figure 3.—Trends in the consumption of sulfur in the United States.
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. RECOVERED IMPORTED _ PYRITE, HYDROGEN RECLAIMED BYPRODUCT 
FRASCH SULFUR SULFIDE, . | meron _surumovoxioe | | Smrumencie | | sirmesse | 

| 2,062 328 907 7: 

| | - 6,900 1088 UNDEFINED 

| : ETROLEUM 
| . saa} CLuosic Fisens |. rae o MERININGS AND OTHER 

| . Az21 INCLUDING RAYON PETROLEUM AND | 

| SIC 2823 SIC 29.291 

PULP AND |. | . 
| Papen PropucTs F—— COPPER ORES DRUGS a : 

SIC 28 — SIC 102 . sic 283 . a 

. PANTS AMO ALLO RUBBER AND. 
PROOUCTS, : URANIUM AND SOAPS AND — MISCELLANEOUS 

OTMER CHEBNCAL PRODUCT: . 
SIC 20,2616, 2095. 200 SIC 1004 SIC 204 sc 0 

OTHER INDUSTRIAL . to NOUSTR . 

OS IC 2 “SiC 10 SIC 288 SO SiC 33. . 

NTHETIC RUBBE : ' omen | - 

SiC 282.2822. SIC 28 sic m7 sic 31 

AGRICULTURAL NITROGENOUS NONFERROUS 

. SIC 287 | sic 281 SIC 2873 SIC 333 

area na i i 

COAL PRODUCTS prooucTs *  {iisi) 24,083 FERTILIZERS “Ga08)|  SATTERIES/ACID 
SiC 29,291 + ae scm . SIC 3081 . 

! . SOAPS AND = |31 OTHER INORGANIC |2738 | 2408 an 

. ac SIC 281 SIC 2879 | 

| | 7338 MOAINTS AND ALLIED [100.0 | 31 | as | Al 8 

UNIDENTIFIED PRODUCTS (331) (94) EXPLOSIVES ( , 

| SIC 286.2816 SiC 2082 - 
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SIC 282.2822 | SiC 2000 - - 

Figure 4.—Sulfur-sulfuric acid supply and end-use relationship in 1985. . 

STOCKS | a 

An increase in inventories held by Frasch approximately a 3-1/2-month supply com- 
producers occurred primarily during the pared with a 2-1/2-month supply in 1984, 
last quarter of the year when sulfur de- based on domestic and export demands for 
mand by the fertilizer industry decreased. Frasch and recovered sulfur. 
Combined yearend stocks amounted to 

Table 13.—Yearend sulfur stocks of U.S. : 
producers , 

(Thousand metric tons) 

Year Frasch § Recovered Total 

1981 _~_-_-_______ 73,354 192 73,546 
1982_ 9 ~~ 3,980 238 F4,218 
19838 ~~ 3,070 153 ¥3,223 
1984__§_§_§______ T2264 155 72,419 
1985 __________ 2,598 201 2,799 

Revised.
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a a —— ~ PRICES | | 

| The posted price for liquid sulfur, exter- coast, somewhat higher in the midconti- 
minal Tampa, FL, was unchanged during nent, and near the values for Frasch sulfur | 
1985 at $157.50 per long ton; price discounts, jin the East and South. Although reported | 
which had pegun m 88 for irge-volume values for recovered elemental sulfur were . - 
customers, ° $ per long ton remained in generally higher throughout the Nation, : effect. Spot prices for sulfur, f.o.b. Vancou- the disproportionately low value for Wvo. | 
ver, British Columbia, Canada, were $140 to . ake P h ately v i y 
$152 per metric ton during the first half of ™ng distorts the average value calculation the year but decreased slowly to the Van- or all recovered elemental shipments. 
couver contract price of $135 per metric ton | | 

| by year end. Table 14.—Re a, . .—Reported sales values of | 
| On the pase i Nedean sinpments and value shipments of sulfur, f.o.b. mine or plant 

repo ‘the Bureau of Mines, the aver- i 
age value of shipments of Frasch sulfur, 7 Dollars per metric ton) | 

_ f.o.b. mine, for domestic consumption and Year Frasch Recovered Average 
exports combined increased. The average TO | | 
value, f.o.b. plant, for shipments of recov- [993 7777777777- BA 9789 10897 

| ered elemental sulfur varied widely by geo- 1388 —~~-------- 100.76 16.22 ord oo 
graphic region as follows: lowest in the 935;~~~~~~7~77~ yo060 92.11 106.46 7 

: Rocky Mountain States, higher on the west @=———————_________________ . 

- | FOREIGN TRADE | 

Exports of elemental sulfur from the phase, continued to furnish nearly all U.S. 
_ United States, including the Virgin Islands, sulfur import. requirements. Total. ele- 5 

were about the same as those of 1984 in mental sulfur imports decreased 18% in | 
quantity but increased 21% in value. Ac- quantity; the average value for the imports, | 
cording to the Bureau of the Census, ex- however, increased substantially so that the 
ports from the west coast increased by total value of imports was essentially 

~ nearly 70,000 tons in 1985 to 318,000 tons, or unchanged from that of 1984. 
| 23% of total USS. exports. The United States also had significant 

The United States continued to be a net trade in sulfuric acid. Sulfuric acid exports 
: some pmporter with imports Receding ex increased slightly in verms of quantity, but 
por y over , ns. Frasch sulfur value was essentially unchanged from 
from Mexico and recovered elemental sul- that of 1984. Imports were mostly from 
fur from Canada, both delivered to US. Canada; the quantity increased slightly, 
terminals and consumers in the liquid while the value was lower than in 1984. 

| Table 15.—U.S. exports! of elemental sulfur, by country 
(Thousand metric tons and thousand dollars) 

Count ) 1984 (1985 
"y Quantity Value Quantity Value $$$ $$ Cty Value Quantity Value 

Argentina ____________~___ ee 1 512 31 3,216 Belgium Luxembourg ~~ ~~ 7222222727777 7777777777272 727 27 397 46,983 394 48,678 Brazil ________~_~_~__-_ ee 205  —-28,908 173 26,617 Canada -_______ 2 124 5 270 Chile _-________ 3 532 8 1,236 Colombia __ ___--_--____.--~_~_- ee (?) 263 17 2,591 Egypt ---______---_--_---_ 182 17,585 28 4,693 France __-____~_____~- 20 1,913 26 3,577 India --------~_-~~ ~~ 127 = 14,884 76 ~—«:11,180 Indonesia_ _ ~~~ -~_______-__-~~- ' 18 2,278 (?) 1 
Israel __________-~____~~ ee -- -- 37 4,994 Italy. $e 16 1,470 22 3,128 Mexico ________-----~_-__~-_ 54 2,955 97 9,799 Morocco ______~----~__--__--___ 162 21,973 220 35,074 Netherlands _______--____~-________ === 18 1,399 6 7712 

See footnotes at end of table.
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- Table 15.—U.S. exports’ of elemental sulfur, by country —Continued 

. - (Thousand metric tons and thousand dollars) . | 

a | ; Count . 1984, 1985, ce 

| a my | Quantity Value Quantity Value | 
ee = . TT — _— — ci el 

| Philippiness.-____________________---------------+-- 5 888 . 1 1,594) — 
: Romania_______________-___-_-__----L------------~ | 21 —«-2,400 24-2658. | 

Senegal_____.-____.__-._.-_~--------+--------=-+-- 11 909 __ ae 
Spain _____--____________-__--__------------------ (7) 10 + 15. 2,288 

. Taiwan _______-_§____~__~___ eee 48 4,566 = 23 2,883. 

Tunisia____/§___2______~_-________ ie 40 1,918 88 11,856 | 
Turkey _._-___ 1 ~~ e+ --- + - - = ----- 21 2,383 24 3,388. 
Uruguay _____________-.__---------~-------~+------- 10 ~=—— 980 8 465 - 
Venezuela ____§_~________ eee + 1 179 14 +. 2,290 oe 
Yugoslavia__________-_--_-.--~--------+------------ 16 1,963 15... 1,944 
Other __- 2 -------------------- 15 "3998 8 =6.'14.—« 4,104 | 

| Be 1,334 156,067. 1,365 189,248 
. ‘ en ene " - . 

1Includes exports fromthe Virgin Islands. — oe : 
2Less than 1/2 unit. ee 

a Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. co - a 

oo, ; Source: Bureau of the Census. | we oo ST 

| ; - Table 16.—U.S. exports of sulfuric acid (100% H.SO.), by country | | 

- . SC * 1984, 1985 

. Country . | or Value an _ Value 

| . . . . (metric (thon. (metric (hon. 
| . : - . tons)  %4” tons) sam . 

| Brazil___________-2-_--_-- ee 26,881 $1,012 28,897 $982 
- Canada___ =~ ___~§___ ee 33,798 1,510 15,258 708 

Chile _____________ ue eee 10,355 . 348 ~—=—-4,099 _ i 
Dominican Republic _._____/-____.____------------------. 2,966 299 2,729 - 227 
Ecuador ____§____=__2 eee eee ee 6,198 330 2,088: =: 97 
France __-____~__~____~_____ ee eee eee 1,424 50 242 me - 
Guyana______________-_~---_---~-~-------~------------ 1,539 224 2 - A, 
Jamaica __-____________ ee 1,665 114 — 172 17 
Korea, Republic of _...___-_.--__------=--1----~----~----- 658 - 399 1,388 716 
Mexico _____________-----_--~-~~------------------- 6,815 293 16,699 742 
Netherlands____._______—____.~ ~~~ ~~~ eee 32 4 2 2 
Netherlands Antilles.______..____._-_-1------~-----+------ 6,295 331 4,357 213 
Panama _____________----~-~~~-~~-~--~~-~------~-~----- 2,500 126° 2,368 121 | 
Saudi Arabia ~______________~ ~~ ~~~ 1,239 - ' 252 659 32 
Switzerland _.________ 1 ~~-_~____ ~~~ ee _- _— 8,198 300 
Trinidad and Tobago________________-----~.-_---------- 2,379 136 1,561 65 
Venezuela _____________________ eee 6,182 308 31,960 1,367 
Other _______~______ ee 8,441 | 1,042 5,146 863 

- Total _-__-_______ ~~ eee 119,317 6,773 1125,8320 176,645 

1Excludes 900 tons valued at $3,662,856 to Morocco not believed to be sulfuric acid. 
2Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Source: Bureau of the Census. . 

Table 17.—U.S. imports of elemental sulfur, by country 

(Thousand metric tons and thousand dollars) 

1984 1985 

Quantity Value! Quantity Value’ 

Canada__________------------=---~--~-------------- 1,812 117,776 1,354 110,231 
Mexico _._._§._-____§_ ~~~ 722 79,756 724 85,778 
Venezuela__§____________ ee 22 2,531 24 2,972 
Other? _____________._______----------------++--+- 1 126 2 259 

Total _.__-______~~ ee 2,557 200,189 2,104 199,240 

1Declared customs valuation. 
2Includes Belgium, China, the Federal Republic of Germany, Italy, Japan, and Netherlands Antilles in 1984 and China, 

the Federal Republic of Germany, Italy, Japan, New Caledonia, and the United Kingdom in 1985. 

Source: Bureau of the Census.
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| | Table 18.—U.S. imports of sulfuric acid (100% H.SO,), by country 

_ 1984 1985 , 

; . Country Quantity Value? Quantity Value! 
. (metric (thou- (metric (thou- 

. tons) sands) tons) sands) 

Belgium. _____._.--__-__-----_______-~--_----- __ _- 38 $46 
Canada __________--.--~~-~-___u-----_--- + 356,484 $15,175 426,909 17,871 | 
France ___~-____~-~--_-------~---------- ee (?) 2 23 28 
Germany, Federal Republic of _.-...___-__-----.-~-- 13,672 929 46 30 
Mexico _______.-..-__-------___-_~.-__---- 15,105 784 __ __ 
Netherlands __ _________~__ ~~. ie _- _— 4,475 429 
Norway ___--_~-~~-----+---~-~-~-~~+-+--+---+-- 6,464 568 . _- _— 

| Spain _______________ ee 18,468 1,328 9,560 611 
Switzerland ________________---------------_. 15,513 595 __ _ 
Other ——— ~-- ~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ == 2a nnn nn nnn nnn nn 

Total __________________-»------~------- 425,709 319,391 441,055 19,038 

. FRevised. a 
‘Declared c.if. valuation. . 

- 2Less than 1/2 unit. 
: Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Source: Bureau of the Census. | . 

i | WORLD REVIEW 

- World production increased for the sec- reduce reliance on spot sales and enter into 
ond consecutive year as recovery continued long-term contracts with several major sul- _ 
from the depressed levels of 1982 and 1988. fur suppliers. ° 
Elemental sulfur production increased by Canada.—Shipments of sulfur in all 
nearly 2 million tons, and sulfur production forms were about 8.66 million tons, or 1.9 
in all forms approached the record-high million tons greater than output, but 7% 
level of 1980. Nevertheless, continued world less than 1984 shipments. Exports decreas- 
sulfur demand in excess of production in ed slightly to 7.54 million tons. Although 
1985 required stock withdrawals of nearly 2. exports through the Port of Vancouver, , 
million tons, which was substantially less British Columbia, increased to a record- 
than had been required during each of the high volume of 6.14 million tons, exports to | 
previous 2 years. | oo the United States fell about 500,000.tons to 

' International trade in elemental sulfur 1.35-million tons. Canadian sulfur stocks in 
decreased by more than 1 million tons to block located in Alberta Province and 
about 16 million tons. Canada continued as awaiting shipment at Vancouver declined . 
the world’s leading exporter, followed, in to less than 10 million tons. Canadian block 
descending order of quantity, by Poland, the inventory, which had exceeded 21 million 
United States, Saudi Arabia, Mexico, the tons in 1978, had for many years been 
Federal Republic of Germany, and France. regarded by the industry as a buffer to 
The United States was again the leading accommodate changes in world demand and 
importer. Other nations that imported sig- to provide a reasonably stable price envi- 
nificant quantities of sulfur, in decreas- ronment. The fall in stocks through the 10- 
ing order of quantity, were Morocco, the million-ton level signaled the world sulfur 

U.S.S.R., Brazil, India, the United Kingdom, industry that this huge inventory was tran- 
and Tunisia. sitory and that a search for new economic 

International sulfur prices remained high sources of elemental sulfur should be under- 
for most of the year with a moderate in- taken. 
crease in price for contract tonnage insti- Iran.—Sulfur production remained sub- 
tuted at midyear. Spot prices, which were stantially less than capacity because of the 
about $150 per ton, f.o.b. Vancouver, British ongoing war with neighboring Iraq. Some 
Columbia, Canada, and Persian Gulf ports sulfur exports were transferred overland to 
for much of the year, declined in the final 4 a port east of the Strait of Hormuz that was 
months to approach the contract price of beyond Iraqi aircraft range. 
$135 to $140 per ton. The spot-price decline Iraq.—Sulfur exports continued to be 
was attributed to a weakening of demand routed overland through neighboring coun- 
and the decision by buyers for India to tries because safe passage could not be
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assured for Iraqi material in the Persian of the nation’s sulfur facilities, contracted __ 
Gulf. Production remained relatively with Saudi Sulfur’s parent company, Devco 

| unchanged and well below capacity at natu- International of the United States, to build 
ral gas plants and the Mishraq Frasch a new three-unit:Fletcher-process prilling 
mine. | | plant at Jubail to replace the plant destroy- 

Mexico.—Increased Frasch sulfur output ed by fire in 1984. Plans were for Saudi 
| reflected efforts to bring the Patapa Mine Sulfur to continue operating the plant at. 

up to its design capacity of 350,000 tons per Berri until the new facility was completed. _ : 
| year. Production also increased at Coachapa U.S.S.R.—In April, a French consortium - 

in the Salinas Basin. Engineering work to led by Lurgi S.A. won a $135 million con- —_- 
supply air, steam, and hot water to the tract to supply the process plant of the 
Otapan deposit was well under way. Sulfur Tengiz oil and gas project in Kazakhstan __ 

. production from Otapan was planned to northeast of the Aral Sea. Tengiz associated a 
begin in 1986. Mexican sulfur exports con- gas contains about 16% H.S and 5% carbon | 
tinued to decline because of growing domes- dioxide. The plant was designed to process | 
tic demand. Solid sulfur was imported from the 1.5-billion-cubic-meter-per-day gas out-. > 
Canada and the United States because of put and recover 1,600 tons per day of sulfur | 
difficulties in transporting sulfur to the along with ethane, butane, and other 
Lazaro Cardenas fertilizer facility on the condensates.? In June, the Tengiz Field’s 
Pacific coast from the mining areas near development was complicated by a major | 
the gulf coast. : blowout and fire. The fiery plume, about 200 

Poland.—Frasch sulfur production de- meters high, was reportedly visible 90 miles — 
| clined because of severe winter weather, away.* Extinguishing the fire was compli- 

and in February, a force majeure declared cated by the high H.S concentration of the 
| _ that contract tonnages would be decreased associated gas and the 12,000-pound-per- . 

by 8% during 1985. Sulfur exports decreas- square-inch formation pressure. The fire 
ed nearly 200,000 tons to 3.9 million tons. Of was reportedly still burning at yearend. : 
this, 1.9 million tons was exported to East- Technip of France was awarded a con- 

ern Europe, and 1.1 million tons, to Western tract to install the second stage of the 
Europe; most of the remainder was shipped Astrakhan gas-processing complex in the 
to Brazil, Morocco, and Tunisia. _ Volga River Delta north of the Caspian Sea. 

| | Saudi Arabia.—Sulfur production in- Astrakhan IT was designed to process up to 
creased despite the low level of petroleum 6.9 billion cubic meters per year of gas in 
production because of increased output of four trains and to recover 2.7 million tons 

| nonassociated gas. Production of sulfur ex- per year of sulfur from the gas, which | 
cess to exports and internal consumption contained about 16% H.S. These design © 
caused stocks to increase by nearly 200,000 capacities were similar to those of stage.1. 
tons. Sulfur exports declined nearly 600,000 Contracts for stage 1 had been awarded in 
tons to slightly over 900,000 tons. 1983 to Creusot-Loire Entreprise of France | 

The Fletcher-process. prilling plant was and Mannesmann AG of the Federal Repub- 
operated by the Saudi Sulfur Co. adjacent to lic of Germany.‘ The two-phase complex 
the Berri natural gas plant. In December, was planned to be the largest sulfur- 
the General Petroleum and Mineral Organ- producing facility in the world. —— 
ization, a Government agency and owner | a
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| Table 19.—Sulfur: World production in all forms, by country and source! | 
| | | (Thousand metric tons) | oo 

. Country” and source® 1981 1982 1983 1984P 1985°¢ 

Algeria: Byproduct, petroleum and natural gas® __________ | 15 10 15 20 20 

Argentina:® oe . | 
Native (from caliche)__ ______._~..__-__ ~~ _________ 10 — — (4) __ 
Byproduct, all sources _____~ -_____-------___-- NA _- _- (4) _- 

Total __.-----------------+---------- 10 __ _— (4 _- 

Australia: . 
Byproduct: SO 

”" Metallurgy _._________----_____-_______e F142 T146 170 190 190 
Petroleum____________.---------------- 14 17 13 18 313 

Total —o "156 "168 183 203 203 , 

Austria: _ . | 
Byproduct: — 

Metallurgy ___.-___________~~_______ =e 9 10 9 10 10 
Petroleum and natural gas___________________ 28 38 32 28 25 

Gypsum___ ~~ _~§____ ~~~ ee 25 27 26 | 26 26 

| Total _.. --------_-_____ 62. 15 67 «G4 61 | 
Bahamas: Byproduct, petroleum® ___________________ 4 5 5 °3 2 

. Bahrain: Byproduct, petroleum __________.-_+------ °36 34 49 ©50 50 
Belgium: Byproduct, all sources®__§_§__ $$$» -_-_____ 270 | 270 250 240 240 

_ Bolivia: Native _._-_.-.____________ 10 6 3 2 2 

Brazil: | - | 7 | | - 
Frasch __ ~~~ ~----~__------------_-- _- _- 1 *1 2 

a Pyrites _..________._____________________ 44 54 55 e55 60 | 
_ Byproduct: - . 

. Metallurgy _____._-.--__~-___ 17 30 150 “150 150 
Petroleum. ____~________________--.--__ 102 100 110 “110 125 

Total wee ee eee 163 184 ~=— 316 €316 337 

- Bulgaria:® 7 | 
Byrites a a F300 ~=—Ss«~T3:00 ™300 300 300 

_ Byproduct, all sources __ 9. _______-_-___--.___ 70 70 70° 70 70 

| Total _____~__~---------~-------~--- 7370 *370 "370 *870 370 | 
- Canada: | 

Pyrites® ®& = = 10 Fg tg 10 10 
Byproduct: 

Metallurgy _.--____--_.________ ee 783 627 678 €875 $00 
Natural gas___$_____.--______~___ ee 5,599 5,226 . 5,390 5,260 55,296 
Petroleum® _____§___§______________ 160 160 170 165 150 . 
Tar sands _______~__~~ ~~~ Le 247 259 330 296 5392 

Total _.--- ee 6,799 6280 6,577 6,606 6,748 

Chile: © | 
Native: . 

Refined ----~---~--~~~--~--~--~--------- 5 7 16 14 515 
From caliche _________.---___-__----____ 110 98 83 40 *64 

Byproduct, metallurgy________________________ 28 32 32 32 530 

Total _---_______ Le 143 137 131 86 5109 

China:* | 
Native_____-~_~_~~~ 200 200 200 200 300 
Pyrites __-_______~___ Le 1,800 1,800 2,300 2,100 2,200 
Byproduct, all sources _-__§ -§ -§ -__-_-_-____________ 300 300 350 350 400 

Total _-_______~ 2,300 2,300 2,850 2,650 2,900 

Colombia: 
Native. __~________ ~~~ Le 26 33 31 36 35 
Byproduct, petroleum ________________________ 2 2 «8&3 3 3 

Total _--_______ ~~ LLL 28 35 34 39 38 

Cuba:* 
Pyrites ______------_-_-___~ 14 20 5 (4) __ 
Byproduct, petroleum ________~__~_____________ 8 8 8 8 8 

Total _-_-~_-______~_~~__-~_- 22 28 13 Tg 8 
Cyprus:? Pyrites..._._________________________ 9 €96 21 €90 20 

See footnotes at end of table. . .
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| - Table 19.—Sulfur: World production in all forms, by country and source: —Continued 
_ . - (Thousand metrictons) — . | Oo 

~ Gountry?andsource®  s—=<“«i*‘é*«sNS:*SC*#*«dOD!:~~«C«COSS CNR LORE 

| Czechoslovakia:®© | | . | Co 
Native. ____________ Le 5 5 5 5 6 

: Pyrites _-_______ Le 60 60 60 60 62 
Byproduct, all sources ____________--~---------~ _ 10 10 10. 10 12 

Total _-§-_ == 5 75 15 75 80 
Denmark: Byproduct, petroleum______—-____~-_-______ 6 7 reg 11 4 

Ecuador:*® | a . 
Native________~______ Le 2 a) 5 5 4 
Byproduct: 

. Natural gas____§____~_§_§ ~______________-__ 5 5 7 5 5 a) 
Petroleum__________________-_~-------~- 5 5 5 Bh 5. 

7: Total _---_____ 12 15 | 15 15 14 | 
Egypt: Byproduct, petroleum and natural gas _____--__-_- 2 2 1 2 2 

. Finland: . oo 
Pyrites _--__--_-__- 184 177 224 211 ~=—-.210 
Byproduct: . a 

Metallurgy __________.~---~___~___ Le 268 270 264 265 - 260 
Petroleum________________--_+--------- 45 40 48 45 45 

. Total ______--_-~~_--____~-___--+--- F497 487 586 521 515 . . 

France: | 
Byproduct: ~ 

. Natural gas________________.-_______--- 1,701 _—_—- 1,690. 1,653 1,589 1424 | 
Petroleum________.~~~~_________ 221 235 157 163 160 
Unspecified® ~--+~+--- 120 110 100. 110 . 110 

Total _--- 2,042 2,035 1,910 © 1,862 1,694 

' German Democratic Republic:® 
Pyrites _- ~~ Le 10 —- ae _— _- 
Byproduct, all sources ________._.-_-_-_------- 350 360 360 . 350 330 

| Total ____________----________------ 360 360 360 350 330. 

Germany, Federal Republic of: | - — 
Pyrites_______- 213 229 __ __ __ | 
Byproduct: : 

_ Metallurgy®® ~~ = 400 * 400 400 350 320 | 
: Natural gas_________~~-____~____________ 834 872 632 F €900 ~ 1,000 

Petroleum® ____-_-§_-§ >» »§ 5 5 eee 190 220 195 190 | 200 
Unspecified® ___._§_-$_-_-_____ LL 95 100 95 . 90 85 

Total® $= 1,732 1,821 1,322 ¥1,530 1,605 

| Greece: | . 
Pyrites ~-_-§__-______-~- Le 76 55 67 78 78 
Byproduct: 

_ Natural gas____________________._______ 4 97 115 *120 120 
Petroleum_________._~_____ ~~ 7 8 5 &5 5 

Total _--________~____ 87 - 160 F187 F ©9038 203 

Hungary:© . 
Pyrites ___________~ 2 LLL 3 3 3 2 2 
Byproduct, all sources ___§_§_§_§__________________ 9 9 9 9 9 

Total ______________ Le 12 12 12 11 11 

India: 
Pyrites _._-_-___~~_-__--~___~-__ Le 23 22 25 18 20 
Byproduct: 

Metallurgy® _--________________________ 92 100 110 115 120 
Petroleum__________~_____ 4 5 4 €5 5 

Total® ___$_-_-_-___________ ee 119 127 189 7138 145 
Indonesia:? Native _._________________________e_ 1 1 3 5 5 

Iran:© 
. Native___§_§_§____ Le 50 10 20 30 30 

Byproduct, petroleum and natural gas ______________ 6 10 25 30 180 

Total _-.._ 56 20 45 60 210 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 19.—Sulfur: World production in all forms, by country and source’ —Continued | 
| te (Thousand metric tons) Oo . 

| : Country? and source® 19811982 «1988—s1gg4P «1g ge | 

Iraqi" : —— 
. Frasch ~~~ ~ 2 - eee 5200 300° 300 500 500 Byproduct, petroleum and naturalgas_______._ sis 540 40 40 70 70. ———_—_————___ 

Total —---~----~---- 5240 340 340 570 570 Ireland: Pyrites® ~--~----- 11s *®G (4) (4) —_ Israel: Byproduct, petroleum and natural gas® === 10 10 10 10 10 
Ttaly: Do a . ative____-~-- 20 10 9 8 5] Pyrites _- 261 269 271 192 . 5280 Byproduct, allsources®® ~3 == = 230 210 210 200 200 

— ‘Total®___- 511 489 *490 *400 481 — SL 
Japan: . . 

_ Pyrites -- ~~ ee 293 276 272, 259 52538 Byproduct: 
. Metallurgy __-_-__.-_ == 1,236 = 1,268 1,239 1,191. 1,192 Petroleum_______________-___ 1,080 = 1,051 1,102 1,142 1,065 

Total ~~~ 2,609 2,595 2,618 2,592 2510 | | 
Korea, North:® | . Pyrites --_-~_§_- 225 200 200 200 — 200 Byproduct, metallurgy....._________.__._.____. 80 30: 30 30 30 a 

Total _.-_-~ 255 230 230. 230 . 230 $e | a lTFTHFHTNHE—eOEOOlET Korea, Republic of: - oo a . Pyrites __-_--____- ee __ __ (79) (2) NA Byproduct:® 
| . Metallurgy _--_---_- = 54 54 54 54 «5 Petroleum____-______._________._. 36 36 36 36 35 

Total®____- = 90 90 90 90. 90 Kuwait: Byproduct, petroleum and natural gas___________ 97 141 145 151 5198 Libya: Byproduct, petroleum and natural gas® = 16 20 20 20 16 

Mexico: 
: Frasch __-_~_-_~--- 1,652 1,391 1225. 1,864 — 1,555 - Byproduct: Lo 

: Metallurgy® _.-____._-_-_________ 100 100 100 160 - 160 Petroleum and natural gas_._________________ 426 425 377 461 5475 | ————— 
Total®____-__ ' 2,178 1,916 1,702 ¥1,985 2,190 . Morocco: Pyrites Hee 22 _- _-— _— _- Namibia: Pyrites _._._....__.__- 8 58 81 104 100 I —_—_—<$<$66wnheS@mamawamS»S»S®S@m»MDam909MT ZZ Netherlands:® 

| Byproduct: 
Metallurgy _-______-.__________ 90 100 | 100 90 85 Petroleum_.____.....____________ 55 65 105 105 95 TT 

Total _--__-_-_-__- ee, 145 165 205 195 180 Netherlands Antilles: Byproduct, petroleum____________~ °90 €90 87 63 25 New Zealand: Byproduct, all sources wee (29) (20) 1 1 1 eee Et —lTlTFHROHFHRETH Emme ETE Norway: 
. Pyrites _--_- 218 7213 179 209 210 Byproduct: ; 

Metallurgy® _..-______.--____ *37 *83 ™95 ™58 60 Petroleum____________________. 8 8 8 8 5g eee 
Total ~--____ 263 304 282 275 5278 Oman: Pyrites® _-__._..---- _- a 11 31 31 —— et ———_—Kx—X—r—_——ooooee_e7 Pakistan: 

Native. ___--_______-______e (29) 1 1 1 1 Byproduct, all sources®_..-...__________ 14 19 26 26 26 eS 
Total -.----- 14 20 27 27 27 SS _ FT EeTFEOEOEOEOOOOOOTee > Peru: 

Native. (29) (79) (20) (20) (29) Byproduct, all sources®._....__________ 20 58 65 70 70 eee 
Total _.---_-_-_-_____e eee 20 58 65 70° 70 eC EEO 

See footnotes at end of table.
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| Table 19.—Sulfur: World production in all forms, by country and source! —Continued 

| . -: . 7... (Thousand metric tons) ” aa oe ns a 
, _ - . : . : 7 

. . Country? and source® | 1981: 19821988 1984” «1985° | 

| | Philippines: a | _ . | 

Pyrites _____---------------------------- #6 30 299 35 107 
Byproduct, metallurgy _———-—---~--------------- a oe 57 95 100 

Total ____.____---------------------- 46 30° 86 130 207 : 
. . 

| Poland:* ??. ted . . 

Frasch _.___-____~------=------------~---- 4,295 T4428 T4460 4,500 _ 4,386 

Native. ___________-------+-~-~+----------
- 478 "492 ~- 6500 F490 490 

. Byproduct: . " oo 

Metallurgy??_____.____------------------
 ' F180 T160 r170 T170 170 

Petroleum__._______-_------------------
 30 - 380 30 . 80 30 

Gypsum______-_----------------------
--- . 20 ~~. 20 .. 20 20 20 

Total eee ee ---- 75008-5180 75,180 5,210 __—5,096 

Portugal: | a 2 a 

Pyrites ______----__--------------------- | °185 116 124 140 145. 
Byproduct, all sources _ __ - _- --~---------------_ 2 2 5. 4 — §& 

Total _._.____--------.------------- 137 = ss18.s—(itstéi29 144-150 
Qatar: Byproduct, natural gas __-_------~----------- 6 5 5 . 33 33 

Romania:© | . . 

. | Pyrites _____---------------------------- 300 200 200 200 200° 
Byproduct, all sources ______-----~------------ - 150 150 150 150 - 150- . 

| | Total _..._--__--.----------=------- 480 350 350 350 350 
Saudi Arabia: Byproduct, petroleum and natural gas®_______ 600 - 900 695 5833 1,100 

- Singapore: Byproduct, petroleum _—_-~------~--—----- (2°) 15 4 6 5 

. ——— 

South Africa, Republic of: oe . . 

Pyrites ______-_-----------~--------------- 502 465 474 464 5474 

Byproduct:° | | 
Metallurgy _.____-_--------------------- 100 135 125 591 585 - 

_ Petroleum__—_—------------------------
 27 25 32 30 35 

Total __._____--_-------------------- __ 629 625 631 585 594 

. Spain: 
. Pyrites ____.-------+--------------------

 1,118 1,029 1,073 | 1,094 51,133 

Byproduct: — 
. 

Coal (lignite) gasification® ________.---------- 3 3 3 8 7 2 

| Metallurgy ____-_-_----~----------------- 135 ©125 ©120 125 115 

| Petroleum® ______________-------------- 512 10 8 a ae 9 

Total®________- -__~--_-----~---+------- 1,268 1,167 1,204 1,231 1,259 

Sweden: 
Pyrites _.._____-------------~------------

 202 204 208 F €230 225 

Byproduct: 
Metallurgy® ____._--------------------- F99 "111 125 132 130 

Petroleum. ___________--~------~-------- 37 22 20 25 25 

Unspecified_______------~-------+---~-----
 (4) (*) (4) 4 _- 

Total ________-___---~------~-~-------- 338 337 353 387 . 380 

Switzerland: Byproduct, all sources ____—_—_~--------- 3 3 3 3 8 

Syria: Byproduct, petroleum and natural gas — _-—--------- 6 22 — -©30 35 35 
ooo —————>TTTTT— 

Taiwan: 
. 

Pyrites __.__---_-_---------------------- (20) __ __ __ __ 
Byproduct, all sources ________-_-------------- 10 20 27 29 543 

Total _..__-_--_------—-----~---------- 10 20 27 29 543 

Trinidad and Tobago: Byproduct, petroleum _ ___— —-------- 44 138 eg e7 5 
OO E—E—e———eoeooE———T—o——To——— 

Turkey: 
Native. _________------------------------ *29 32 35 41 45 

Pyrites®__ __.._____-__---------------------
 29 rT? v2 (*) _- 

Byproduct, all sources®_________--------------- "73 15 75 78 80 

Total®_____________--------~-~--~------ 131 T109 "112 F119 125 
ooo E—™ET—E—=EoOOOe 

U.S.S.R.:° 
Frasch ____________-~---~-~--------------- 800 800 800 800 850 

Native. ____--__------------------------- 2,000 1,900 1,800 1,800 _—‘1,700 
Pyrites _____-_-_-_-~-------~---~------------- 3,600 3,500 3,400 3,400 3,350 

See footnotes at end of table. .
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Table 19.—Sulfur: World production in all forms, by country and source: —Continued | 
(Thousand metric tons) . | | 

Country? and source® - 1981 1982 1983 1984” 1985° 

aa? , , , U.S.S.R.° —Continued | | 

Byproduct: , . Coal ______- M “4  @& (4) __ Metallurgy ___-_____-___~__________ 7425 «495 7450 7450 475 . Natural gas__$-$_-__-________ *2,650 ¥2,700 72,750 ¥2,800 2,900 . . Petroleum_______~_____~__ F425 T425 450 F450 450 —. $$ 
Total ----______--_-_-_-_-----_----_ 79,900 79,750 "9,650 «9,700 -~—Ss«9,725 oS | ——————————_—_——XX—«x«K«€__!_==a[hna_" United Arab Emirates: Abu Dhabi: : Byproduct: 

Natural gas_____________________ o- _- --— oe 277 Petroleum_____________________ __ &5 10. 15 15 
Total _---_______ — &5 10 15 292 raha ah a or cFjRpepem™~ECETEE—Ellllllee United Kingdom: . . Byproduct: 

oe Metallurgy ___-_-_-.-_~_.___~_______ ee 55 61 69 71 70 . Petroleum______________________ 15 59 55 75 . 80 Spent oxides __-_-_-_____._. 4 . 38 8 - J 1 

Total _---__-__ 134-128 127. «147 151 | 
United States: | _Frasch ___~ ee 6,348 ' 4,210 3,202 4,193 . 55,011 Pyrites _-_--__________ 307 - 265 WwW WwW W Byproduct: _ 

Metallurgy _.___._-___-_____________ 1,159 . 828 | 831 962 . 5957 . Natural gas____________2_____ 1,971 1,960 2,371 2,407 52,373 Petroleum___§_-__~_~§ = 2,288 2,444 - 2,584. | 2.807 52,940 Unspecified____._______~________ ~42 80. 302 283 - 5328 

Total _-_-______ 12,145 9,787 9,290 10,652 511,609 Uruguay: Byproduct, petroleum® _____________ |’ 2 2 2 2 2 Venezuela: Byproduct, petroleum and natural gas® _____ 85 85 ~ 85 86 88 eS 
I SS SSeS 4 Yugoslavia: . Pyrites and pyrrhotite______________________ | 286 F353 . 298 801 5323 Byproduct:© . . . . Metallurgy _-__._-__.-_________ 200 200 180 160 170 Petroleum_______.___________ 4 4 3 3 3 . 

Total®. = =, , F490 "557 T481 464 496 Zaire: Byproduct, metallurgy® __.___________ 25 25 36. *37 36 : ee eee Zambia: — 
Pyrites _-_______- ee (29) 1 25 18 25 Byproduct, all sources _..__________________ 90 84 80 “80 80 ee 

Total ___ 90 85 105 ™ &9g 105 ee aaa 
Zimbabwe: 

Pyrites ~—~------- + 25 25 25 €25. 26 Byproduct, allsources®,_._-- == == 5 5 5 5 5 ee 
Total ---- ee 30 30 30 30 31 et eee 

See footnotes at end of table.
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| . Table 19.—Sulfur: World production in all forms, by country and source’ —Continued 

: . - : (Thousand metric tons) . a 

| . Country? and source*® 1981 1982 1983° 1984? 1985° 
ee 

Grand total. ___.____________--------------+-- 753,550 °50,870 50,530 52,607 54,856 

| Ofwhich:. : , 
Frasch _ .§-.§ __ _-- _-_------------------~--- 13,295 11,129 9,988 11,358 12,304 

Native. _-$_§_.§ -_-/§ ___-.-_1---_-----~------- T2946 T2800 2,711 2,677 2,698 

. Pyrites___§_.____.___--_--~-~------------ 10,334 T9,966 9,941 9,756 10,044. 

Byproduct: Ce — 
Coal and coal gasification ______.--.------ T3 ™3 8 3 2 

- Metallurgy ___--1-------~------------ T5664 T5320 5,594 5,863 5,870 

. Natural gas __ _.____----------------- T12,.770 = 12,555 12,921 . 18,114 13,428 

- Petroleum ___ ___.-__----------~------ T5018 75,150 5,825 5,589 5,605 

. Petroleum and natural gas, undifferentiated __ — ~~ 1,331 1,703 .—s«1,475 1,746 2,219 

Spent oxides______-_-_---_------------- 4 3 3 1 1 
Tarsands __.________--_---~--------- 247 259 330 296 ©. 392 . 

Unspecified sources ________--_---------- T1893 71,935 2,198 2,158 2,247 

Gypsum __________--_---L--=---------- 45 47 «46 46 46 

Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NANotavailable. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary _ 

. data; included with “Byproduct: Unspecified sources.” / vo 

- I Table includes data available through June 3, 1986. mo “ ce 

21n addition to the countries listed, a number of nations may produce limited quantities of either elemental sulfur or 

compounds (chiefly H2S or SO2) as a byproduct of petroleum, natural gas, and/or metallurgical operations, but output, if 

any, is not quantitatively reported, and no basis is available for the formulation of reliable estimates of output. Countries 

not listed in this table that may recover byproduct sulfur from oil refining include Albania, Bangladesh, Brunei, Burma, 

~ Costa Rica, Guatemala, Honduras, Jamaica, Malaysia, Nicaragua, Paraguay, and the People’s Democratic Republic of — 

Yemen. Albania and Burma may also produce byproduct sulfur from crude oil and natural gas extraction. No complete . 

listing of other nations that may produce byproduct sulfur from metallurgical operations (including processing of coal for 

metallurgical use) can be compiled, but the total of such output is considered as sma!l. Nations listed in this table that 

- may have production from sources other than those listed are identified by individual footnotes. | 

3The term “source” reflects both the means of collecting sulfur and the type of raw material. Sources listed include the 

. following: (1) Frasch recovery; (2) native, comprising all production of elemental sulfur by traditional mining methods , 

_ (thereby excluding Frasch); (3) pyrites (whether or not the sulfur is recovered in the elemental form or as acid); (4) 

byproduct recovery, either as elemental sulfur or as sulfur compounds from coal gasification, metallurgical operations 

including associated. coal processing, crude oil and natural gas extraction, petroleum refining, ter sand cleaning, and 

processing of spent oxide from stack-gas scrubbers; and (5) recovery from the processing of mined gypsum. Recovery of 

sulfur in the form of sulfuric acid from artificial gypsum produced as a byproduct of phosphatic fertilizer production is 

excluded because to include it would result in double counting. It should be noted that production of Frasch sulfur, other 

* native sulfur, pyrites-derived sulfur, mined gypsum-derived sulfur, byproduct sulfur from extraction of crude oil and 

natural gas, and recovery from tar sands are all credited to the country of origin of the extracted raw material; in 

contrast, byproduct recovery from metallurgical operations, petroleum refineries, and spent oxides are credited to the 

- nation where the recovery takes place, which in some instances is not the original source country of the. crude product 

from which the sulfur is extracted. 
“Revised to zero. oe | oe 
5Reported figure. 
6Byproduct pyrite and pyrrhotite from the processing of metallic sulfide ores. 
7In addition, may produce limited quantities of byproduct sulfur from oil refining. 
8Includes only the elemental sulfur equivalent of sulfuric acid produced as a byproduct from metallurgical furnaces; os 

additional output may be included under “Byproduct: Unspecified sources.” 
*Includes recovery from gypsum, if any. 
107 ess than 1/2 unit. 
110 fficial Polish sources report total Frasch and native mined elemental sulfur output annually, undifferentiated; this 

figure has been divided between Frash and other native sulfur on the basis of information obtained from supplementary 

sources. 
12Figures for Polish metallurgy byproduct sulfur have been revised from 1977-84. Revised figures not included in the 

table are, in thousand metric tons: 1977—235; 1978—225; 1979—210; and 1980—205. 

TECHNOLOGY 

At the international conference Sulphur LA, refinery achieved an 85% increase in 

85, 50 papers were presented on sulfur capacity by virtue of enriching the process 

production, trade, forming, handling, acid air supply to 55% oxygen.® 
production systems, new product applicae ——————— 
tions, and/or future sulfur supply and 2physical scientist, Division of Industrial Minerals. 

demand: 1985 p80 Chemical News (London). V. 44, No. 1175, 

Conoco Inc. demonstrated that Claus sul- ane Oil and Gas J ournal. V. 84, No. 5, 1986, p. 29. 
: : ork cited in footnote 2. 

fur recovery units can be economically — sqye British Sulphur Corp. Ltd. of United Kingdom. 
expanded by 60% to 100% with the Claus Proceedings of Sulphur 85, An jptemational Conference 

: : ndon, England, Nov. , . pp. 

oxygen-based process expansion technology. “erp. Oj] and Gas Journal. V. 83, No. 30, 1985, pp. 39-41. 
Two units at the company’s Lake Charles,



Tal dP hyllit 
By Robert L. Virta? | 

Total domestic production of talc and_ mines and mills. Of the 98 mines and mills pyrophyllite combined increased 13% from to which a survey request was sent, 80 that of 1984, and sales of crude and process- responded, representing 82% of the US. | ed ore increased slightly. Exports of talc production data shown in table 1. -Produc- decreased 7% in tonnage and 12% in value. __ tion for the nonrespondents was estimated Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- using reported prior year production levels : duction and sales data for talc and pyro- adjusted by trends in employment and oth- _ phyllite are developed by the Bureau of er guidelines. | | Mines from a voluntary survey of U.S. : | | | 

Table 1.—Salient tale and pyrophyllite statistics 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) Oo 

a | 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 United States: _ 
| | Mine production, crude: 

Tale --_-_- 
1,236 1,049 980 1,042 1,188 Pyrophyllite ____________ 107 87 87 8B 81 

: | a  L  > 7 Total’-- =e 1,343 11385. 1,066 = "1,127 1,269 EO eT 1,269 lll Value: 
: ‘Vale__ = $21,600 $19,540 $18,998 "$21,755 $27,768 Pyrophyllite._________ = 1,016 1,131 1,282 1,412 1,420 | Ce Total ~-___-- ee 22,616 20,671 ~——«20,280-=S«"23,167 ~—s-.29, 188 oaoaoaoaoaquuqqqqqQQw]gw]._/_/_n Sold by producers, crude and processed: 

. Tale —___- 8 1,115 915 1,038 11,101 ~—«:1,067 Pyrophyllite ________ 2 106 110 125 97 139 a EC) Total ~---___--ee ee 1,221 1,025 1,168 "1,198 1,206 
| 

lle Value: 
Tale _—__ $95,854 $82,104 $104,739 "$112,515 $114,542 Pyrophyllite____________ 3,454 3,557 4,057 3,578 5,101 

| 
TB 5,101 Total ---__---ee ee 98,808 85,661 108,796 "116,098 119,648 Exports® (tale) ____ 311 232 218 256 237 Value oteeligiesinetagtr caesker eek oi $15,095 $12,957 $12,916 $16,162 $14,282 

Imports for consumption (talc) wae 
327 — 827 | 44 45 . AT Value -____-___- "$5,834 5$6,264 $7,691 «$9,156 $9,532 Apparent consumption*_____ = mee 937 820 989 1,009 1,079 

World: Production woe eee 
78.012 T7777 7,795 P8351 “8,305 

“Estimated. Preliminary. Revised. | ‘Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. *Excludes powders—talcum (in package), face, and compact. *Does not include imported pyrophyllite. 
“Production, plus imports, minus exports, plus adjustments in Government and industry stock changes. 

947
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Legislation and Government Pro- Act, 1986 (Public Law 99-149), signed by 

grams.—On July 8, the President approved the President on November 8, 1985, stated 

National Security Council (NSC) recommen- that no action may be taken before October 

dations for modernizing the strategic and 1, 1986, to implement or administer any 

critical materials stockpile. Under the NSC. reduction in a stockpile goal in effect on 

| proposal, the stockpile would be structured October 1, 1984. | | 

into two tiers. Tier I would contain materi- The allowable depletion rates established _ 

als required by military, industrial, and under the Tax Reform Act of 1969 remained 

essential civilian users during a military at 22% for domestic and 14% for foreign | 

conflict, which would not be available from _ block steatite. 

domestic or reliable foreign sources. Tier Il U.S. import duties on talc minerals from 

would contain a supplemental reserve of most favored nations were crude and un- 

material already possessed by the Govern- ground, 0.02 cent per pound; ground, wash- 

| ment. Although tier I and II stockpile re- ed, powdered, and/or pulverized, 3.3% ad 

| . quirements for talc and pyrophyllite have valorem; cut, sawed, or in blanks, crayons, — 

| yet to be evaluated, the stockpile inventory cubes, disks, or other forms, free; and other | 

was 1,081 short tons for block or lump tale not specifically provided for, 4.8% ad valo- 

and 1,089 tons for ground talc at yearend. rem. | SO 

The Department of Defense Authorization BC 

| - | DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 
| 

| Talc.—U.S. mine production of crude talc 1984. 

increased 14% in tonnage and 28% in value. Piedmont Minerals Co. Inc. increased the 

Talc, including soapstone, was produced at andalusite content of its refractory-grade 

. 26 mines in 10 States. Eleven mines operat- products by adding a second heavy-media 

7 ed in California. Montana, New York, Tex- separation | phase to the beneficiation 

as, and Vermont accounted for 90% of process.? The andalusite content was in- 

domestic talc production. Montana led all creased from 40% to 50%, and the alumina 

7 States in the tonnage and value of talc content was increased from 29% to 35%. 

produced. 
The addition of a flotation stage after the | 

The largest domestic producers of talc, heavy-media separation in a pilot plant 

listed alphabetically, are Cyprus Industrial increased the andalusite content ofthe final 

Minerals Co. and Pfizer Inc., Minerals, Pig- product to 90%. | 

ments & Metals Div., with mines in Califor- R. T. Vanderbilt announced plans to im- 

nia and Montana; R. T. Vanderbilt Co. Inc. prove its beneficiation facilities at the Rob- 

in New York; and Windsor Minerals Inc. in bins and Glendon deposits in North Caroli- 

Vermont and California. na. The particle size distribution of its 

The Montana Talc Co., a joint venture products will be controlled more precisely, 

between NICOR Mineral Ventures and Me- allowing the company to market more prod- 

Hidian Land and Minerals Co., began con- ucts. Coarse material from the process will 

struction of a $12 million mine and mill be suitable for some ceramic applications 

operation near Ennis, MT? The mine, in the and in textured paints. Fine material may 

Madison River Valley and adjacent to Cy- be used as filler in plastics. | 

prus Industrial Minerals’ Yellowstone talc 

mine, had an identified reserve of 1 million 

tons. Production of 20,000 tons was planned Table 2.—Crude talc and pyrophyllite 

for the first year of operation, gradually produced in the United States, by State 

increasing to 100,000 tons. (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

Cyprus Industrial Minerals filed environ- 9 ____?~~?~__[_____—_ 

mental impact statements with the State of 1984 1985 

Vermont for the construction of an under- State Quan-  yaiye @U42 value 

ground talc mine and a processing plant tity 

near Chester. The operation would cost $10 California ----_- 74 «1,642 «= 100 2,498 

to $20 million and employ 50 to 60 workers. Georgia(talo) —--- 38 8 1604 

The designed annual capacity of the plant Texas (tale)__ - -_- T2940 74,125 961 5,245 

would be 40,000 tons. Other? (talc) ____- 711 715,709 807 19,735 

Pyrophyllite.—Pyrophyllite was mined Total _...--- 71,127 23,167 1,269 29,188 

by four companies operating seven mines in mitt 

California and North Carolina. Total pro- 1 

duction decreased slightly from that of verncludes. i Viaainia’ Montana, New York, Oregon,
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CONSUMPTION AND USES | | 

Apparent domestic consumption of crude acteristics of the paint. These extenders are | and processed talc and pyrophyllite increas- selected by chemical composition, refractive ed 7%. Sales of tale and pyrophyllite in- index, particle size, particle shape, and creased slightly in tonnage and value. particle size distribution. Calcium carbon- _End-use distribution of ground talc was ate, kaolin, and talc are the major extend- ceramics, 32%; paint, 16%; paper, 14%; ers used in the United States. Pyrophyllite _ roofing, 11%; plastics, 8%; cosmetics, 5%; is a minor extender used only in textured rubber, 3%; and insecticides, 1%. paints. : The largest portion, 58%, of domestically Approximately 200,000 tons of talc was produced ground pyrophyllite was used in _ used by the U.S. paint industry in 1985. Tale | ceramics; 16% was used in refractories,and is useful as an extender in high-solid paints 10% in insecticides. : because it is hydrophobic and disperses | The paint industry is gradually shifting well in oleoresinous media, it reduces the from solvent-based paints to alternative amount of solvent required, and it has : paint formulas because of production costs flatting and antisettling properties. For and environmental and safety problems. water-based paints, it is necessary to treat Water-based paints are used more exten- the talc with a deflocculant. Although most sively, but high-solid paints and powder talc used is platy, fibrous talc is valuable as coatings are promising alternatives to an extender because of the high oil absorp- solvent-based paints. All three of these al- tion properties, good rheological character- ternatives use extenders to reduce the cost istics, and good antisettling properties. | of paint production and to modify the char- | 

Table 3.—End uses for ground tale and pyrophyllite , 
(Thousand short tons) | 

] ) 1984 } ) 1985 
| Use Talc — Pyrophyl- rota) Tale  Fyrophyl tea) 

Ceramics ~-_-___- 358 . ™85 T4438 296 72 368 Cosmetics$ __-___..___.- 44 __ 44 46 8 49 Insecticides ___________ = TT 8 14 22 7 12 19 Paint_____ 2 189 1 190 144 2 146 Paper___________ 100 _- 100 125 __ 125 Plastics -_-___- 2 67 1 68 70 1 71 Refractories_______________ 7 7777 4 21 25 5 20 25 Roofing ____________ 86 6 92. 100 2 102 Rubber. 29 _ 29 27 __ 27 Other? 85 11 96 101 12 © 113 ——_ 
8 Total__--- == 970 7139 1,109 921 124 1,045 

"Incomplete data. Some cosmetic talc known to be included with “Other.” *Includes art sculpture, asphalt filler and coatings, crayons, floor tile, foundry facings, rice polishing, stucco, and uses not specified. 

PRICES 

Tale prices varied depending on quality ton of domestic ground talc, in carload lots, and on degree and method of processing. f.o.b. mine or mill, including containers Prices, quoted by the Engineering and follow: Mining Journal, December 1985, per short
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‘ New Jersey: 
Mineral pulp, bags extra_ _——--—--- $18.50-$20.50 

Vermont: | 

98% through 325 mesh, bulk — ~~ -- 70.00 

99.99% through 325 mesh, bags: 

. _ Dry processed_ _ —-—------- 147.00 - 

- Water beneficiated _——----- 213.00-228.00 

New York: 
96% through 200 mesh _ — _ —-—--- 62.00- 75.00 . 

98% to 99.25% through 325 mesh -- — 85.00-100.00. 

100% through 325 mesh, 
. 

fluid-energy ground _—-—------ 165.00 

California: 

. Standard _______---------- | _ 130.00 

Fractionated ___—--~-------- 37.00- 71.00 

Micronized ___ ——------------ 150.00-220.00 

- Cosmetic steatite ____-—-—------ 44.00- 65.00 

Georgia: to 
98% through 200 mesh _ — - - — ---- 50.00 

. 99% through 325 mesh_ ~~ — - ---- 60.00 

100% through 325 mesh, . 

oe __ fluid-energy ground ~———----- 100.00 

| | Approximate equivalents, in dollars per al Minerals (London), December 1985, for 

short ton, of price ranges quoted in Industri- _ talc, c.i.f. main European ports, follow: 

Australian, cosmetic (ex store) — —---- $182-$196 | . 

. Norwegian: . 
: 

Ground (ex store) _ _---------- . 126- 140 

oO ~ Micronized (ex store) _ _ - ------- -  -154- 224 

French, fine-ground_ — ~~ ——------- 126- 238 

Italian, cosmetic-grade —— — —------- 231 

Chinese, normal (ex store): 
UK 200 mesh. _ __----------- 186 

UK 325 mesh__ _ _----~------- 196 . 

New York, paint, minimum 20-ton lot_ _ 245 

: FOREIGN TRADE | 

Exports.—Talc exports decreased 7%, total, followed by Mexico with 31%. Fifty- 

while their value decreased 12%. Prices five countries imported US. talc. 

| ranged from $27 to $440 per ton, averaging Imports.—U.S. imports for consumption 

$60 per ton. of talc increased 5%. Imports from Canada 

Mexico was the major importer of US. increased 20%. Canada was the leading 

talc, accounting for 46% of the tonnage source of imported talc with 638%, followed 

shipped, followed by Canada, 34%; Japan, by Italy with 12% and France with 11%. 

8%; and Belgium-Luxembourg, 3%. Canada Canada, Italy, and China accounted for 71% 

Jed in value of imports with 34% of the of the value of all imported talc. 

Table 4.—U.S. exports of talc’ 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

I 

Belgium Canada? J Mexico Other* Total 
y Luxembourg anada apan e ° 

ear 
eT 

Quan- Quan- Quan- Quan- Quan- Quan- 

tity Value “Vit y Value tity Value tity Value tity Value tity Value 

1981___.__--- 17 ~=—‘:1,864 79 4,682 9 500 164 4,256 42 4,343 311 15,095 

1982_______-- 18 = 1,268 63 4,208 9 439 102 3,083 40 3,964 232 12,957 

19838__-___---- 1 59 74 4,629 16 =—:1,077 86 2,805 41 4,350 218 12,916 

1984______-_--_ 11 722 76 5,265 22 1,518 107 3,696 40 4,961 256 16,162 

1985__-____--- 6 373 81 4,864 18 1,422 108 4,492 24 3,131 237 = 14,282 

1Excludes powders—talcum (in package), face, and compact. 

2Probably includes shipments in transit through Canadian ports. 

3Includes 51 countries.
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| - Table 5.—U.S. imports for consumption of tale, by country : 
eee 

Ground, washed Crude and , , Cut and Talc, Total . . Co , | unground powered, or | sawed nap. unmanufactured 
OnYy ee OO eereeer> SS Val Value. Val Val tity Val 

Queneny (thou. apy (thou- entity . (thou. (thou. ey (thou- 
tons) sands) tons) sands) tons) _—— sands) sands) tons) sands) 

1988 ___.._.__ 20,922 2,271 21,701 ~— 3,615 1,871 853  § 952 43,994 7,691 | OE 90 48,994,691 
1984: : . oo | - Brazil ______ _- _- 1146 28 1,215 482 7 1331 412 Canada _____ 24 1 24,586 3,911 205 208 23 24,815 4,148 China ______ _ —_ — ne 179 169 355 179 524, India_----- __ NA 93 18 3602~Ci“(itKkdT AB 546. Italy _______ 9,315 1,706 137 48 _ Le _ 9,452 1,754 

Korea, Republic . . | OS 
of. _ __ 2,434 798 - 104 50 _ 2,588 - 848 | Other! ______ 5,529 333 705 253° 91° 85 158 6,325 829 

- ‘Total____ 14,868 2,040 27,978 5,126 1,807 1,080 960 44,658 9,156 : OT ONT EOS) 80044653 9,156 
1985: | . , _ Brazil ______ _ _ 143 23 1,220 464 16 1,363 503 Canada _____ 10 2 29,524 4,111 181 180 29 29,665 4,322 China ______ __ __ __ _ 1,013 889 271 1,013 1,160 | _ France______ 4,217 240 838 130 __ _ _. «5,055 370 Italy _______ 5,511 1,025 84 21 155 251 __ 5,750 1,297 

Korea, Republic oe Ofne LL BT 44 1,672 344 92 54 -~ 2,201 442 Other? ______ 597 39 973 511 278. 59 629 1,848 1,438 
| * - Total 10,772 1,850 33,234 5,140 2,889 2,097 - 945 46,895 9,582 | 

LL SAA sense . 

NA Not available. oO So 
Includes 23 countries. | | 
"Includes 15 countries. a / | . . 

Source: Bureau of the Census. oe . . a 

| - WORLD REVIEW OO | SO 

‘The United States remained the world’s Canada.—Steetley Talc Ltd. began a $3 
largest talc producer, and Japan remained million expansion at the Timmins plant in 
the largest pyrophyllite producer. The Unit- Ontario to increase the capacity to 60,000 
ed States, Japan, and China accounted for tons per year and increase the number of 
48% of the world’s talc and pyrophyllite talc grades produced.* The expansion was 
production. _ phase 2 of a three-phase program to in- 

Australia.—Westside Mines Pty. Ltd. crease production capacity to 120,000 tons 
which supplied almost 50% of the talc used per year. The improvements included refur- | 
by the United Kingdom’s cosmetic manu- bishing the ball mill, classifiers, drum fil- 
facturers, closed its Mount Seabrook talc ters, magnetic separators, and thickeners, 
mine because legal ownership of the mine and installing a micronizing plant, a Ray- 
was being contested.5 mond mill, and concentrators. 
Thames Mining NL, part of Keywest Tales de Luzenac S.A., a major French 

Investments Group, began exploration of talc producer, acquired a 50% share of 
the Livingston talc deposit, 4 miles from the Broughton Soapstone and Quarry Co. Ltd. 
Mount Seabrook deposit.* The talc deposit (BSQ).® BSQ produced and marketed talc 
occurs in a deformed quartz-muscovite from deposits in the Thetford region of 
schist and was believed to be geologically Quebec for roofing materials, the rubber 
related to the Mount Seabrook deposit. industry, and other construction applica- 
Preliminary drilling indicated substantial tions. The company planned a $700,000 
reserves of talc. expansion to double plant capacity to 50,000 
Brazil.—Mineracéo Matheus Leme Ltda. tons per year. High-grade products for the 

began operating its Minas Gerais pyrophyl- plastics and paper industry will be produced 
lite processing facility in June.” The rated through selective mining. . 
capacity of the plant was 50,000 tons per France.—Talcs de Luzenac, the largest 
year of pyrophyllite for use in the paint and _ talc-producing group worldwide, increased 
rubber industries. sales of talc to the British cosmetic industry
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to approximately 3,500 tons.*° The increase ency. Chemistry affected the color and the 

in sales from France was partly attributed stability of tints and perfumes. Mineral — 

to the closing of Westside Mines’ Mount impurities affected abrasiveness and color | 

Seabrook Mine, which had supplied almost stability. The properties of talc were fre- _ 7 

50% of the talc for the British cosmetic quently enhanced by adding other minerals ' 

industry. The company also installed alaser _ or chemicals. | | | 

selection process in its plant in the-Ariége | Additives such as calcium carbonate, ka-— 

Pyrenees to supplement hand cobbing. _ olin, metallic stearates, and starch were 

| United Kingdom.—The cosmetic industry used to improve absorbency, adhesion, col- 

consumed approximately 15,000 tons of talc or, density, and bulk powder characteris- 

valued at $45 million after sterilization." tics. | 7 . . 

Talc was selected according to its end use. The comestic manufacturers changed talc 

Properties such as macroscopic and micro- suppliers following the shutdown of West- 

scopic appearance, chemistry, color, densi- side Mines in May. Westside Mines supplied | 

ty, odor, and texture were important in this 45% to 55% of the cosmetic talc to the 

selection. For example, particle size and British cosmetic industry. Belgium, Italy, | 

shape influenced the bulk handling proper- and Spain were other major suppliers of 

ties of the talc and its softness and absorb- _ talc. | | 

Table 6.—Tale and pyrophyllite: World production, by country’ oe 
| (Short tons) coe 

‘Country? 1981 1982 1983 1984? 1985° 

Argentina (talc, steatite, pyrophyllite) — — _ 39,925 31,849 32,729 30,629 . 29,000 - , 

Australia __-__________------- 91,476 168,424 204,964 ¥ €976,000 276,000 

Austria (unground talc)___________- 128,336 129,072 134,623 147,722 143,000 
Oo Brazil (tale and pyrophyllite)? ______~ 555,184 446,781 437,025 455,637 468,500 

| Burma _____._____-__------- 141 141 1441 141 145 
_ Canada (shipments) -____-_------ T91,178 79,567 106,924 138,891 | 143,000 

~ Chile __._-__________-------- 733 312 702 465 440 
China® _______________------ 990,000 1,050,000 —-1,050,000 1,050,000 1,100,000 
Colombia___________--------- 6,669 6,878 7,318 7,479 7,400 : 
Egypt_____________--------- 6,309 9,139 4,981 13,463 18,000 
Finland __________----_----- 339,418 358,251 351,009 360,976 364,000 
France (ground talc)_____________- 340,911 304,723 315,812 322,315 331,000 : 
Germany, Federal Republic of 

(marketable) __________--_--- ~~ 17,021 16,789 15,773 ©15,000 15,000 
Greece (steatite) ________------- 2,788 2,973 2,388: ¥ €9 400 2,400 
Hungary® __________--__----- 19,300 18,700 18,700 _—-:19,300 18,700 
India (pyrophyllite and steatite)_ _____ 405,175 379,129 389,162. 460,473 441,000 
Italy (talc and steatite) __________- -180,106 180,746 175,239 157,329 $142,875 
Japan®______________------ 1,703,125 1,644,982 1,615,791 1,652,303 41,580,978 
1 185,000 185,000 185,000 ~ 185,000 185,000 
Korea, Republic of (talc and pyrophyllite) 622,383 651,594 696,810 935,475 772,000 
Mexico _______-------------- 715,138 13,525 12,161 9,811 10,000 
Nepal® __________-----_----- |. 78 3,310 16,825 8,372 11,000 
Norway®_________-_--------- 493,981 T110,000 110,000 ™110,000 110,000 
Pakistan (pyrophyllite) __________-_ 727,482 "22.669 17,588 | 17,161 20,800 
Paraguay _______---_--___--- 165 165 132 165 140 
Peru (talc and pyrophyllite)®_______- 10,000 9,500 9,500 9,000. 9,000 
Philippines ______________---- 492 1,111 968 442 1,100 
Portugal _.________---------- 7,014 5,445 6,018 6,838 6,900 
Romania® ________----------- 66,000 66,000 66,000 72,000 72,000 
South Africa, Republic of? ________- 16,674 15,226 12,337 15,886 415,995 
Spain (steatite)________--------- 76,134 69,099 76,574 79,628 80,500 
Sweden_____.____----------- 17,175 19,569 23,210 22,046 22,000 
Taiwan_________------------- 27,309 33,798 29,821 20,591 20,000 
Thailand (talc and pyrophyllite)___ _ __ 13,266 24,249 22,209 31,393 32,000 
USSR&______--------------- 550,000 560,000 560,000 570,000 570,000 
United Kingdom® ____--.---~--- 19,800 21,000 17,600 17,600 19,800 
United States (talc and pyrophyllite) _ __ 1,342,916 1,135,415 1,066,400 1,127,421 41,268,750 
Uruguay_____--------------- 1,900 1,262 155 “1,300 1,100 
Zambia________------------- 1,015 299 1,447 405 440 
Zimbabwe _______-_----------- 425 298 607 314 330 

Total _____--_------------ ™8.012,142 7,776,940 7,795,248 8,351,371 8,305,223 
en 

€Kstimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. 
1Table includes data available through May 27, 1986. 
2In addition to the countries listed, Czechoslovakia produces talc, but available information is inadequate to make 

reliable estimates of output levels. 
3Total of beneficiated and salable direct-shipping production of talc and pyrophyllite. 

4Reported figure. 
5Includes talc, pyrophyllite, and pyrophyllite clay. 
®Data based on Nepalese fiscal year beginning mid-July of year stated. 
7Includes talc and wonderstone.
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| , TECHNOLOGY 

The cost of plastics is reduced by adding relationships between the fibrous talc and 
| talc as a filler? Tale is one of the few amphiboles in the sample.'* Two amphibole 

| minerals used by the plastics industry as a phases were present. Nonasbestiform trem- 
reinforcing filler. The platy nature of the lite occurred as a separate phase. Fibrous — | 
tale provides a rigidity to the composite. anthophyllite was intimately intermixed 
Plastics with talc fillers exhibit a higher with the fibrous talc within single grains. | 

| stiffness and creep resistance at ambient The intermixing of the anthophyllite and 
and elevated temperatures compared to talc within single grains was significant 
plastics with particulate fillers such ascal- With regard to a provisional transmission — 

- cium carbonate. For example, a polypro- ¢lectron microscopy (TEM) technique for 
_ pylene containing 40% loading of talc filler identifying amphibole asbestos in talc. The 

has a stiffness 3 times that of polypropylene Provisional technique did not positively 
with no filler and 1.5 times that of polypro- identify the anthophyllite because of the 

pylene containing a 40% loading of calcium CTYStallographic relationship between the 
carbonate filler. Talc has additional advan- on ear aid olen A ‘lect; ox nsive 

: tages over other mineral fillers because it is ti or nique nding OyIns om al ac- | 
soft, requires less energy to mine, and was “OF an mensy d ispersive A-ray analysis 

less abrasive in processing. | was recommended. 

A major problem encountered when using “spy, ical scientist, Division of Industrial Minerals. | 
high loadings of fillers is a reduction of sRocky Mountain Paydirt Feb. 1986. nell 
° ‘ ° e e ° e ° , T. rt ° ° te-Ce ° / 

impact strength. This is minimized for tale Leading the Way. Ind. Minos (Landen No. 218, Nov. 1985, 
fillers by selecting the proper particle size _p. 57. | ) 
distribution, treating the surface of the talc Noon S. Minerals for Paint. Ind. Miner. (London), | . . : 0. 219, Dec. 1985, pp. 49-75. } 
particles, and selecting the proper resin — ‘jndustrial Minerals (London). Comment. No. 215, 
formulations. In 1985, the use of surface Aug. 1985, BT dof Minerals. No. 218. Nov. 1985. v.9 ) 
treatment increased approximately 15%.** — 7___ World of Minerals. No. 215, Aug. 1988, p. 9. 

_ Particle surfaces were chemically altered _*Page 10 of work cited in footnote 7. 
using silanes, stearates, and organometal- No Bguatrial , Minerals (London). World of Minerals. 

lics to improve the bond between the filler 10___.. Fillers and Extenders. No. 218, Nov. 1985, 
and the resins. For siliceous fillers, such as ” rT Robbins, J. UK Cosmetics—Make-Up Minerals. Ind. 

| talc, silanes offered an advantage over Miner. (London), No. 216, Sept. 1985, pp. 75-79. : 

stearates and organometallics by contain ,*lifen, B, Mineral Fillers Used the Pate Indus 
ing an organic to react with the resin and '8Harben, P. Fine Particles and Fillers, A Conference 
an inorganic to react with the siliceous Report. Ind. Miner. (London), No. 222, Mar. 1986, pp. 153- 

filler. M4Virta, R. The Phase Relationship of Talc and Amphi- 
A mineralogical study of a fibrous talc boles in a Fibrous Talc Sample. BuMines RI 8923, 1985, 

sample from New York examined the phase pe
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| By James B. Hedrick? | 

Domestic mine production of monazite, space alloys, mantles for incandescent lan- 
the principal source of thorium, increased terns, welding electrodes, and refractory 
in 1985 for the fifth successive year; howev- applications. The only energy use of thori- 
er, output was exported. Thorium products um in the United States was in the high- 
used domestically were derived from im- temperature gas-cooled nuclear reactor at | 
ported materials, existing company stocks, Fort St. Vrain, CO. 
and thorium nitrate released from the Na- Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic 
tional Defense Stockpile (NDS). W. R. Grace mine production data for thorium-bearing 
& Co.’s Davison Chemical Div. and Rhéne- monazite are developed by the Bureau of 
Poulenc Inc., a subsidiary of Rhéne-Poulenc Mines from a voluntary survey of US. 
S.A. of France, were the principal proces- operations, the “Rare Earths and Thorium” | 
sors of thorium-containing ores in the Unit- survey: The one mine to which a survey 

- ed States. Magnesium Elektron Inc. wasthe form was sent responded, representing - 
principal domestic supplier of thorium al- 100% of total production. Mine production 
loys from its facilities in the United King- data for thorium contained in monazite are 
dom. | withheld to avoid disclosing company pro- | 

Major nonenergy end uses were in aero- _ prietary data. o 

- . . fable 1.—Salient U.S. thorium statistics — , 
| | | (Metric tons of ThO., unless otherwise specified) 

1981 1982 —-_: 19838 1984 1985 

Exports: Ores and metals _______.__________-_ 6 4 4 1l 32 
Imports: Compounds, gas mantles, metals ___——__- 33 23 46 45 69 
Shipments from Government stockpile excesses — — _ _ _ 3 _- __ _- 2 
Apparent consumption, nonenergy applications® } _ __ 30 19 42 34 39 
Prices, yearend, dollars per kilogram, ThOe:” : 

Nitrate, mantle-grade _______________-__ $9.50 $10.60 $10.60 $10.10 $10.10 
Oxide, 99% grade ___.________-_--___-~- $21.20 $24.50 $31.00 *$35.85 $35.85 . 

Estimated. "Revised. | 
1All domestically consumed thorium was derived from imported metals, alloys, and compounds; monazite containing 

300 to 550 tons of thorium oxide has been imported annually but has not been used to produce thorium products until 

*Rhéne-Poulenc Inc. 

Legislation and Government’ Pro- fied under the Presidential Ferroalloy Pro- 
grams.—Sales of materials held in the NDS, gram. Thorium nitrate from the NDS that 
including thorium nitrate, were suspended had previously been declared as excess to 
in September because the $250 million limit goal was sold in 1985 as authorized by the 

imposed on the General Services Admin- Department of Defense Authorization Act, 
istration’s (GSA) transaction fund was 1985 (Public Law 98-525), effective Septem- 
reached. Exceptions to the transaction fund ber 30, 1984. A total of 4,536 kilograms 
limit include authority to sell materials (10,000 pounds) of the 22,680 kilograms 
held by GSA in non-NDS stockpiles and to (50,000 pounds) of thorium nitrate authoriz- 
trade NDS materials declared as excess in ed for disposal under this law was sold 
exchange for upgrading of materials speci- before the transaction fund limit was 

955
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reached. __ .mission.? Cleanup of the contamination was _ 
Environmental Impact.—Radioactivity expected to be completed by fiscal 1988. 

levels at the Bureau of Mines Albany Re- Teledyne Wah Chang Albany (TWC) con-__ 
| search Center were reportedly above the tinued to experience problems resulting 

Federal limits owing to thorium, radium, from environmental concerns over the stor- 
and uranium contamination in the soil and age of slightly radioactive process sludge 

_ the Center’s research laboratories. The con- containing thorium, uranium, and radium 
tamination was discovered in 1983 by offi- derived from naturally occurring minerals 

_ Cials of the Oregon State Department of at its Albany, OR, facilities. TWC reported- 
Environmental Quality and confirmed by ly applied for a license to allow it to retain 

_ subsequent studies made by Bechtel Nation- the sludge at its plantsite and strengthen 
| al Inc., under contract to the Government. and cover the disposal pond.? Removal of 

The contamination was the result of by- the sludge to an out-of-State disposal site 
product waste generated from research con- would reportedly cost the company an esti- 
ducted during the 1940’s related to process- mated $100 million, according to company —_j 
ing various thorium-bearing ores, metals, sources. = a . 
and alloys, for the Atomic Energy Com- | 

| | | _ DOMESTIC PRODUCTION . | 

Associated Minerals Ltd. Inc., a subsid- monazite in 1985. Monazite was produced as 
| iary of the Australian-owned firm Associ- a byproduct of minerals sands mined for 

ated Minerals Consolidated Ltd. (AMC), a_ titanium and zirconium minerals at Green 
: wholly owned subsidiary of Renison Gold- Cove Springs, FL. Associated Minerals was 

| fields Consolidated Ltd. (RGC) of Australia, engaged in domestic exploration for addi- 
| was the only commercial minerals sands_ tional minerals sands to increase its re- — 

operation in the United States to produce serves in the United States... 

| Table 2.—U.S. companies with thorium processing and fabricating capacity 

Company oe Plant location aoperations | 

Atomergic Chemetals Corp ____________________ Plainview, NY________ | Produces oxide, 
fluoride, metal. . 

Bettis Atomic Power Laboratory __ _______________ West Mifflin, PA_______ Nuclear fuels; 
Government 

an 

development. 
Cerac Inc... $5 2 5 ee Milwaukee, WI________ Produces ceramics. 
CeradyneInc_________§_~__ ~~ Le Santa Ana, CA________ Produces advanced 

technical ceramics. 
Chicago Magnesium Castings Co___._.___.__________ Blue Island, IL________ Magnesium-thorium 

Coleman Co. Inc________.._--._ ie Wichita, KS _________ Produces thoriated 

| Consolidated Aluminum Corp__._______.._._._...___ Madison, IL__________ Magnesium-thorium 

Controlled Castings Corp ____________.________ _ Plainview, NY________ Do 
GA Technologies In eee ee ee San Diego, CA ________ Nuclear fuels. 
W. R. Grace & Co., Davison Chemical Div.___________ Chattanooga, TN ______ Produces thorium- 

containing residues 
from monazite. 

GTE Sylvania ______________~_~_____ Le Towanda, PA_________ Produces thoriated 
welding rods. 

Hitchcock Industries Inc_ $$ -$_§_/§~/~~~_~__~_______ South Bloomington, MN _ _ Magnesium-thorium 

NLO Inc.!___ eee ________ — Cincinnati, OH________ Produces compounds 
and metals; manages 

oe, DOE thorium stocks. 
North American Phillips Lighting Corp,____________ Bloomfield, NJ___—_____ Produces thorium- 

containing lighting 
and metallic 

. thorium. 
Phillips Elmet _. __ -_- ---_-__-_~~_~____ Lewiston, ME ________ Produces thoriated 

welding rods. 
Rhéne-Poulenc Inc ______________-~_________ Freeport, TX _________ Produces thorium 

nitrate from an 
intermediate 
compound of 
monazite. 

See footnote. at end of table.
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Table 2.—U.S. companies with thorium processing and fabricating capacity —Continued 

a Company Plant location operations 

Teledyne Cast Products ___.___-_-_-_------_-----. | Pomona,CA _____-__-_- Magnesium-thorium 

Teledyne Wah Chang. ___.__/__________________ Huntsville, AL. __ Produces thoriated . 
— 7 welding rods. 

Union Carbide Corp., Nuclear Div ._____._.___.._._._._.. Oak Ridge, TN ._____-~- Nuclear fuels; 
2 test quantities. 

Wellman Dynamics Corp ________~~.--~-~-~---~- Creston, IA __.___---~-~ Magnesium-thorium 
oys. 

_ "Manager of U.S. Department of Energy stocks; will become Westinghouse Materials Co. of Ohio, effective Jan. 1, 1986. 

| : CONSUMPTION AND USES 

Domestic thorium processors reported point of all the oxides at 3,300° C, a property 
consumption of an estimated 74 metric tons that contributed to its use in several refrac- 
of thorium oxide equivalent in 1985, an _ tory applications, including high-strength, 
increase of 23 tons above the 1984 level. high-temperature ceramics; investment | 
Nonenergy uses accounted for about 69 tons molds; crucibles; and research on _ heat- 
of the total, and energy uses accounted for dissipative core-retention beds for nuclear 
the remainder. The approximate distribu- reactors. , | 
tion of nonenergy thorium consumption by Thorium nitrate was used in the manu- | 
end use, based on information supplied by facture of mantles for incandescent “camp- 
producers, primary processors, and several ing” lanterns and for oil lamps. Thorium 
consumers, was as follows: refractory appli- nitrate was also used to produce thoriated 

~ cations, 75%; aerospace alloys, 11%; lamp tungsten welding electrodes. Thoriated 
mantles, 8%; welding electrodes, 2%; and tungsten electrodes were used to join stain- 
other applications, including ceramics and less steels, nickel alloys, and other alloys | 
lighting, 4%. that usually require controlled weld per- | 

Nearly all of the thorium used in metal- formance. | 
| lurgical applications was alloyed with mag- Thorium was used in electron tubes, in 

nesium. Magnesium-thorium alloys used by bulbs to light airport runways, in special 
the aerospace industry are lightweight and high-refractivity glass, in radiation detec- 
possess high strength and excellent creep tors, in computer memory components, in 
resistance at elevated temperatures, proper- catalysts, in photoconductive films, in tar- 
ties that are useful in aircraft applications. get materials for X-ray tubes, and in fuel 
Small quantities of thorium oxide (thoria) cell elements. 
were used in dispersion-hardened alloys for In energy applications, thorium was used 
high-strength, high-temperature applica- as a nuclear fuel in the thorium-232/ura- 
tions. : nium-233 fuel cycle in one domestic com- 
Thorium oxide has the highest melting mercial reactor. 

STOCKS 

Government stocks of thorium nitrate nitrate stocks held in the stockpile. Of this 
in the NDS were 3,230,400 kilograms amount, 18,144 kilograms (40,000 pounds) of | 
(1,544,845 kilograms of equivalent thorium thorium nitrate remains authorized for dis- 
oxide) on December 31, 1985. The NDS goal posal, but sales of the material were sus- 
at yearend was 272,155 kilograms of thori- pended in September 1985 as a result of a 
um nitrate (130,153 kilograms of equivalent ceiling limit of $250 million placed on re- 
thorium oxide); remaining stocks have been __ ceipts in the stockpile transaction fund. 
declared excess to goal. However, the De- The U.S. Department of Energy’s invento- 
partment of Defense Authorization Act, ry at yearend contained 1,242,868 kilograms 
1985, authorized for disposal only 22,860 of thorium oxide equivalent contained in 
kilograms (50,000 pounds) of the thorium ore, metal, and various compounds.
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a PRICES 

| The average declared value of imported The yearend price for monazite, based on : 
| monazite decreased during 1985 to $349 per a thorium oxide content of 7%, was approx- 

ton, down $40 from the 1984 value. The imately $8.29 to $8.78 per kilogram of thori- 
price range of Australian monazite, mini- um oxide contained. | | 
mum 5% rare-earth oxide including thoria Rhone-Poulenc Inc. quoted prices for tho- 

| (f.0.b.-f.i.d.‘), as quoted in Australian dollars rium oxide, per kilogram, net 30 days, f.o.b. 
(A$) in Metal Bulletin (London), increased Freeport, TX, or duty paid at point of en- 
sharply from A$410-A$440 per ton at year- try, effective January 1, 1985, were 99%: , 
end 1984 to A$850-A$900 per ton by yearend purity—$37.65 and 99.99% purity—$57.75. 
1985. Changes in the foreign exchange rate Thorium nitrate at 99.5% purity (mantle 
in 1985, resulting from the continued eco- grade) was quoted at $10.10 per kilogram of 
nomic strength of the U.S. dollar against thorium oxide equivalent at yearend. 

_ foreign currencies, caused the correspond- Thorium alloy prices quoted from Magne- 
ing U.S. price to rise less sharply from the sium Elektron, Flemington, NJ, were $30.11 | 
range of $340-$365 in 19845 to $580-$614 in per pound for thorium hardener alloy and 

| 1985.6 - oo — : _ $4.58 per pound for HZ-type alloy ingot. 

| FOREIGN TRADE 

For the sixth consecutive year, France thorium products had been produced from 
was the destination of all of the domestic it. Thorium products processed and manu- 
exports of thorium ore, including monazite. factured domestically in 1985 were derived 

_ Australia has been the principal domestic mainly from imported materials, primarily 
: source of thorium-bearing monazite since thorium compounds and rare-earth concen- 

1977. Until 1985, monazite was imported trates from France and magnesium-thori- 
| solely for its rare-earth content, and no um alloys from the United Kingdom. |
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WORLD REVIEW | 

|  Australia.—RGC announced its bid to equivalent) per year, respectively." _ 

takeover control of Allied Eneabba Ltd. A joint venture by Strategic Minerals 

Several offers by RGC to gain control of Corp. (SMC) and Rutile & Zircon Mines | 

Allied through stock purchases. had oc- (Newcastle) Ltd. (RZM) was formed to ex- 
- curred by yearend. The final takeover offer plore and develop SMC’s heavy minerals 

: was to close on January 23, 1986, at which sands deposits at Byfield, Queensland. Re- 

time RGC was expected to have acquired a portedly, RZM can earn an 80% equity in 

| controlling interest. The corporate take- the project by either the expenditure of 

: over, if successful, would make RGC the $2.05 million or by completing a final feasi- 

, world’s principal minerals sands producer _ bility study leading to a decision to mine.” 

and the world’s largest producer of thorium- Bangladesh.—Reportedly, | Bangladesh | 
containing monazite.’ a will spend $7 million on a 5-year plan to 

Allied, in a joint venture with Asahi extract heavy minerals, including thorium- 

Chemical Industry Co. Ltd., was studying containing monazite from the Cox’s Bazaar 

the feasibility of building a rare-earth and coastal area. The beach sands, 100 kilome- 

_ thorium separation plant at Geraldton, ters southeast of Chittagong, along the coast 
‘Western Australia, to process monazite. and on nearby islands, contain resources 
Monazite concentrates produced to date estimated at 5 million tons of heavy min- 

have been exported for further processing erals.'5 __ | , OO 

: and separation, with Australian companies Brazil.—Minerals sands production be- 
reportedly foregoing the added revenues to gan at Cumuruxatiba in Bahia State. Mona- 

| be gained through secondary refining.’ zite along with ilmenite, rutile, and zircon 
| RGC’s takeover bid was not expected to were recovered at the mine. Concentrates _ 

| affect the proposed Allied-Asahi separation produced at Cumuruxatiba were shipped to 

. plant venture. | | _ the Sao Paulo processing plant, operated by . 
Consolidated Rutile Ltd. (CRL) reportedly the state-controlled Nuclebras de Monazita 

began minerals sands production at the e Associados Ltda., where thorium and rare- 
Gordon Lease property on the southern end earth compounds were produced."*. 
of North Stradbroke Island, Queensland. Production of crude monazite ore in 1984 
The property was acquired by CRL from was 530 tons from the State of Espirito 

| AMC, a wholly owned subsidiary of RGC,in Santo, a decrease from the 915 tons pro- 
the first quarter of 1985. CRL also complet- duced in 1983, and 3,635 tons from the State 
ed an agreement with AMC for the acquisi- of Rio de Janeiro, a decrease from the 1983 

tion of all of AMC’s holdings on the island. —_ production level of 5,015 tons. , 
A new company, TiO. Corp. NL, owned by According to Anuario Mineral Brasileiro 

Griffiths Bros. Ltd. (80%) and Spunthill 1985, measured reserves of monazite were 
Pty. Ltd. (20%), announced plans to mine 13,705 tons for 1984. Estimated thorium 

minerals sands deposits at Jurien Bay and oxide equivalent content based on these 
Cooljarloo in Western Australia. These de- reserves was 890 tons. Monazite reserves 
posits were previously worked by Western were in the States of Espirito Santo, Pa- 
Mining Corp. in the mid-1970’s. Cooljarloo’s rana, and Rio de Janeiro."* 
reserves were given as 16 million tons France.—Rh6éne-Poulenc S.A. announced 
proven and 42 million tons probable ore it would invest 26.7 million in its two 
grading 3% to 5% heavy minerals including rare earth-thorium plants at La Rochelle, 
monazite. The Cooljarloo deposit’s monazite France, and Freeport, TX, in the United 
content averages about 0.2% of the heavy States. The additional funding would re- 
mineral suite. Reserves at Jurien Bay were portedly be used to increase the existing 
listed at 25 million tons proven and 1 mil- separation and production capacities.’* Em- 
lion tons probable ore grading 6% to 7% phasis on increased separation of neody- 
heavy minerals including monazite at 0.7% mium oxide and dysprosium oxide for use in 
(12,700 tons of thorium oxide equivalent).'° high-strength permanent magnets was re- 
Production from Cooljarloo was planned for portedly the principal reason for the invest- 
1988. ment. 

Monazite production capacities for Cool- Germany, Federal Republic of.—Further 
jarloo and Jurien Bay were estimated at 400 studies of heavy minerals sands deposits at 
tons (28 tons of thorium oxide equivalent) Cuxhaven, discovered during a drilling pro- 
and 1,200 tons (84 tons of thorium oxide gram in 1973-76, were concluded in 1985 by
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| the Federal Ministry for Research & Tech- associated with an initial production of 
: nology. Reserves were estimated at 10 mil- 30,000 tons of ilmenite was reported. 

: lion tons of heavy minerals sands including Zaire.—Several tin and gold deposits in 
ilmenite, rutile, zircon, and possibly mona-_ the Kivu region also contain monazite. Re- 
zite. The fossilized beach sands deposits are serves of monazite in the Obaye mining 
reportedly similar to those on the east coast sector, under the jurisdiction of the Zairian 
of Australia and were deposited during the mining company Société Miniére et Indus- 
late Tertiary era. Additional reserves are  trielle de Kivu, occur in two separate depos- 
thought to occur in the area, and further its. The Kabengelwa deposit contains 1,100 
exploration was scheduled.’ i tons of monazite (66 tons of thorium oxide | 

| India.—Indian Rare Earths Ltd.’s dredge equivalent) in ore grading 2.8 kilograms per 
and wet concentrator plant began operation cubic meter. The Mashabuto deposit was 
at the Orissa Sands Complex in Orissa. The reported to contain 45 tons of monazite 38 
dry mill was also commissioned and trial tons of thorium oxide equivalent) in ore | 
runs were being conducted.’* Production of grading 3 kilograms per cubic meter.?® 
limited amounts of monazite concentrates | oo 

Table 4.—Monazite concentrate: World production, by country! : 
7 ~ (Metric tons) - . 

a Country? 1981 1982 1983 19847 = 1985° | | $$$ eS OO 
Australia___________________-_______s8282 096215141 16,702 15,000 Brazil____________u i 72460 1,814 .5,256 8,622 6,000 — India® $2 43,704 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 Malaysia® __-___..- 320 ™546 1051 4,451 6,000 

Mozambique __ ~~ ___~~§ ~§-§_-> > 4 3 4 &4 4 Sri Lanka____________ ee 60 304 ©300 147 200 Thailand _-_____________- 107 162 277 298 250 United States _-____ W W w ww Ww Zaire _--______ 2 35 32 15 2 __ ; 
Total —-~__~--~-~----~---------------_--- 9,972 16,423 26,044 ~=--29,226 ~—S 31,454 

apestinated. Preliminary. "Revised. |W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; not included in 4 

Table includes data available through Apr. 29, 1986. | | : 
2In addition to the countries listed, China, Indonesia, North Korea, the Republic of Korea, Nigeria, and the U.S.S.R. may produce monazite, but output, if any, is not reported quantitatively, and available general information is inadequate for formulation of reliable estimates of output levels. . ‘Data are for years beginning Apr. 1 of that stated. 
Reported figure. _ 
“The 1981-83 figures are exports and the 1984-85 figures are production. . 

| TECHNOLOGY 

Researchers at the U.S. Geological Sur- Researchers at General Electric Co.’s Re- 
vey continued to study data collected onthe search & Development Center at Schenecta- 
Atlantic Continental Shelf to delineate the dy, NY, determined that certain ancient 
potentially significant concentrations of thorium-rich and uranium-rich minerals 
heavy minerals sands off the coasts of containing long-lived radioactive isotopes 
Georgia and Virginia. Initial analyses indi- apparently self-anneal, thus completely re- 
cate placer deposits on the Continental pairing any damage done by radioactive 
Shelf containing from 3% to 10% heavy decay in less than 10,000 years. This would | 
minerals sands including thorium-contain- include such isotopes as uranium-234 and 
ing monazite. Reportedly, the deposits exist thorium-230. The long-term effect of radio- 
at depths accessible by existing mining active decay in these minerals is reportedly . 
technology using floating dredges and a reduced rate of dissolution in water; 
concentrators.”° consequently, the concern that solidified 
An updated study on thorium was pub- nuclear waste and other radioactive materi- 

lished by Roskill’s Information Services Ltd. als may eventually breakdown by dissolu- _ 
The report gives information on the ores, tion in water and be leached out may not be 
production, consumption, trade, and uses of valid under certain geoenvironmental con- 
thorium on a worldwide basis.?! ditions.??
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———__.. ture. V. 305, No. 7832, Sept. 27, 1985, p. 255. 
| . Physical scientist, Division of Nonferrous Metals. _ “Industrial Minerals (London). Australia, TiO2 Corp 

2Bechtel National Inc., Advanced Technology Div. Ra- | Launches Mineral Sands Project. No. 217, Oct. 1985, p. 11. 
: diological Survey of the Albany Research Center, Albany, = '*Work cited in footnote 9. — _ 

Oregon. BuMines contract DE-ACO810R20722, Jan. 1985, 13Mining Journal (London). Bangladesh Beach Sands. : 

75 pp. | a V. 305, No. 7841, Nov. 29, 1985, p. 415. : | 
-. 38The (Portland) Oregonian. New Initiative Takes Aim at 14Tndustrial Minerals (London). Brazil, Rare-Earths 

Wah Chang Sludge. July 10, 1985. : | Progress. No. 217, Oct. 1985,p.11. 
_, ‘Free on board-free into container depot. - . SAnuério Mineral Brasileiro 1985. Monazita. Pp. 300- 

5Values have been converted from Australian dol- 301. re 
: lars (A$) to U.S. dollars (US$) at the exchange rate of. 1®[Industrial Minerals (London).' France, Rare-Earths : 

- A$1.2070=US$1.00 based on yearend 1984 foreign ex- Investment for Rhéne. No. 215, Aug. 1985, pp. 11-12. 

. change rates published in the Wall Street Journal. _ 17____. Mineral Sands—Towards Self-Sufficiency? No. 
6Values have been converted from Australian dol- 219, Dec. 1985, p. 47. , : 

_ lars (A$) to U.S. dollars (US$) at the exchange rate of 18Indian Rare Earths Ltd. 35th Annual Report 1984-85. 

A$1.4652=US$1.00 based on yearend 1985 foreign ex- P.18. — : 

change rates published in the Wall Street Journal. . 18Morgan, G. A., K. Conner, and B. A. Kornhauser. 
"Industrial Minerals (London). RGC Increases Offer for Zaire. BuMines Mineral Perspectives, Sept. 1985,p.25.0 0 

Allied Eneabba. No. 219, Dec. 1985, p.9. _ 20Grogz, A. (rare-earth specialist). Personal communica- 
- 8California Mining Journal. Australia To Process Rare tion, 1985, U.S. Geological Survey, National Ctr., Reston, 

Earth Minerals. V. 54, No. 2, Aug. 1985, p. 50. VA 22092. On . . 

| ®Bureau of Mineral Resources (Canberra, Australia). 21Roskill Information Services Ltd. The Economics of 
Preliminary Summary 1985. Australian Mineral Industry Thorium 1985. 4th ed., 1985, 63 pp. — . 

. Annual Review. 2 pp. | a . 22Chemical & Engineering News. Science—Minerals 
10Mining Journal (London). TiOz Mineral Sands Ven- May Repair Radiation Flaws. Apr. 22, 1985, p. 24.
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| _ By James F. Carlin, Jr. . 

For the fifth consecutive year, there wasa prices declined markedly during the last 2 
‘substantial world tin excess supply, al- months of the year. | , 

| though world mine production declined and Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- 
world consumption rose during 1985. In duction data for tin are developed by the : 
October, the International Tin Council Bureau of Mines from a voluntary survey of 
(ITC), which had been buying tin on credit U.S. mines. Of the six mines to which a 

to support the tin price, exhausted its funds survey form was sent, all responded. Domes- 
for this purpose. This occurrence disrupted tic production, which was negligible, was 
the tin industry and caused a suspension of withheld to avoid disclosing company pro- 
tin from London Metal Exchange (LME) prietary data. | 
trading for the duration of the year, and tin | 

| oO Table 1.—Salient tin statistics 
. ‘(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) , . 

| 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 

United States: . | 
Production: 

Mine _______________~-~~~--------- WwW “WwW WwW Ww . Ww 
Smelter ________-_____-------------_. 2,000 3,500 2,500 4,000 ©3,000 
Secondary______________---~-------- 15,438 14,293 14,205 15,417 °14,911 . 7 

Exports! _____________________________ 2,361 5,769 1,340 1,429 1,478 
Imports for consumption: 

| Metal. 6 5 45,874 27,939 34,048 41,224 33,830 
Ore (tin content) ___._____-___..._______ 232 1,961 969 3,272 1,636 

Consumption: . 
Primary _._____.----.__--_______-_- 40,229 33,019 34,301 37,819 37,136 
Secondary______________________-_ Le 14,144 13,276 11,246 11,622 12,590 

Stocks, yearend U.S. industry________._____---- 11,131 10,251 9,859 9,977 12,363 
Prices, average cents per pound: 

New York market ____.________________ 648.40  . 586.85 601.28 567.80 525.90 
Metals Week composite? _________________ 733.05 653.91 654.78 623.80 595.95 

ee 649.53 580.50 589.19 556.55 556.26 
Kuala Lumpur? ® __ 637.85 587.29 590.78 564.95 540.70 

World: Production: 
Mine__________________________-_-_-_ 7288,008 219,925 196,902 198,432 °191,108 
Smelter ________________-.-_-_--.----— 235,931 7221,000 —-:199,828 199,669 = °193,715 

“Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. | W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; U.S. mine 
production for 1981-85 was negligible. 

1Exports (excluding reexports). 
2Based on 10 months in 1985. 
SBeginning in 1985, Kuala Lumpur replaced Penang as the reference market. 

Legislation and Government Pro- 3,005 metric tons was sold in 1985; of that - 
grams.—The General Services Administra- amount, 2,650 tons represented payment 

tion (GSA) continued its daily fixed-pricetin material for GSA’s Ferroalloy Upgrading 
sale program through October when it sus- Program, which started April 11, 1984. 
pended sales for the balance of the year At yearend, the National Defense Stock- 
owing to the ITC disruption, since there was_ pile inventory was 185,220 tons; the stock- 
no reliable tin price available. A total of pile goal was 42,674 tons. 

, 963
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On July 8, the President approved Na- would be categorized in tier II with a goal of 
tional Security Council (NSC) recommenda- 150,000 tons, pending Government review. , 
tions for modernizing the strategic and At yearend, this proposal was under consid- | 

| critical materials stockpile. Under the NSC _ eration by the Congress. The Department of 
| proposal, the stockpile would be structured Defense Authorization Act, 1986 (Public : 

into two tiers. Tier I would contain materi-. Law 99-145), signed by the President on 
als required by military, industrial, and November 8, 1985, stated that no action 

| essential civilian users during a military may be taken before October 1, 1986, to 
conflict that would not be available from implement or administer any reduction in a 
domestic or reliable foreign sources. Tier II stockpile goal in effect on October 1, 1984. 
would contain a supplemental reserve of The depletion allowance for tin remained | 
material already possessed by the Govern- at 22% for domestic deposits and 14% for 
ment. According to the NSC guidelines, tin foreign deposits. 

| ~ DOMESTIC PRODUCTION _ | | a 

| PRIMARY TIN’ | . concentrates, secondary tin-bearing materi- | 
a , oo als, and its own stockpile of tin residues and 

_ Mine Production.—Two mines, operating Jags. The smelter’s major source of tin. 
in Alaska and Colorado, produced _ tin con- concentrates was Peru. In August, Tex Tin centrates. Domestic mine production data announced it was ceasing production of 
were withheld to avoid disclosing company. refined tin for the balance of the year. 
proprietary data, but total output amounted a a 
to only a small fraction of domestic tin , SECONDARY TIN | | 

, requirements. 
: Smelter Production.—The only domestic The United States was believed to be the 

| tin smelter, Tex Tin Corp., in Texas. City, world’s largest producer of secondary tin. 
TX, and owned by Gulf Chemical & Metal- Secondary tin from recycled fabricated 
lurgical Corp., a subsidiary of Associated parts was an important source of material ) 

: Metals & Minerals Corp., decreased tin for the solder and the brass and bronze 
metal output to an estimated 3,000 tons. industries. | 
The smelter treated imported and domestic 7 | OO 

| Table 2.—Secondary tin recovered from scrap processed at detinning plants in the © 
United States | | 

ry eee 1985 
Tinplate scrap treated_______________-__-----____._________metric tons__ 492,825 460,105 
Tin recovered in the form of: 

Metal_________________ eed 824. . 931 
Compounds (tin content) _________-___-__--_-_- dol 301 186 

Total’ _______________----_ doe 1,117 Weight of tin compounds produced ______________________________._._ do... 1,498 338 Average quantity of tin recovered per metric ton of tinplate scrap used ________ kilograms__ 2.24 2.38 Average delivered cost of tinplatescrap_______________________. per metric ton__ $68.01 $53.69 . 

1Recovery from tinplate scrap treated only. In addition, detinners recovered 366 metric tons of tin as metal and in 
compounds from tin-base scrap and residues in 1985.
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| Table 3.—Tin recovered from scrap processed in the United States, by form of recovery 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

ae 
' Form of recovery 1984 1985 - 

| Tin metal: 
At detinning plants ___ __._____------.~--~---+--~--~---~--~~-~----------- 1,097 1,292 
At other plants____..____--------~--~----~-----~-----------+------ 10 10 

| Total _..______________-______- i e+ +--+ 1,107 1,302 

Bronze and brass: 
From copper-base scrap. _______--------~-~~--~---~-------~----------- 9,071 “8,800 
From lead- and tin-base scrap ____—~-___~---_---~--~---~--~--~--~---~-~--- 15 47 

Total __.__________________ ~~ eee 9,146 €g 847 | 

| Solder ___________________--- eee eee 3,653 3,565 | 
pype metal Woe ee ee ee ee ee 142 122 | 
Babbitt _.__________________________- eee 123 88 
Antimonial lead ___ -.§_-./. ___/_-____~___-_-_-_--~-------+--~-----~-+----+-+- 894 791 
Chemical compounds _ ~ - _ - - ~~ - ----~----~------~--~---~-7 57 -75--77--- 301 186 

. Miscellaneous*___________--------~---------------------+-------- 51 10 

, Total __.______-_--------------------------------------- 5,164 4,762 

Grand total ________________-_-_-------------------------- | 15417 14911 
Value (thousands)®?______________________-____-____u--_-_-_--~ —-™$212,021 $195,907 

eee enters gt A Pt RY 

"Estimated. ‘Revised. | | | 
Includes foil and terne metal. . | 
2Based on Metals Week composite price. 

, ~ CONSUMPTION AND USES 

Primary tin consumption remained about and aluminum accounted for 66%, com- 
the same as that of 1984, and was well below pared with 97.8 billion metal cans shipped 
the levels of the 1970’s. Solder was the in 1984, when steel accounted for 35% and 
largest application of primary tin, with aluminum for 65%. Aluminum held an 
tinplate a distant second. overwhelming segment of the beverage can 

Tinplate continued to lose markets to market, while steel was still predominant in 
aluminum in container applications. Of the the food can and the general packaging 
101.9 billion metal cans shipped, tinplated markets.? | | 

| steel and tin-free steel accounted for 34% | : 

Table 4.—U.S. consumption of primary and secondary tin 
(Metric tons) 

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 

Stocks, Jan. 127 §_ ee 8,835 8,717 7,549 7,740 8,478 

Net receipts during year: . 
Primary ___________-__._--_----_----_-._ 41,162 85,848 = 336,494. 39,888 «=: 38,936 
Secondary ________._-_____-_-_----------- 5,692 6,507 5,412 6,096 8,904 
Scrap 2 eee 8,050 7,830 7,485 7,323 7,917 

| Total receipts____.____.__-_-_--_-------. 54,904 50,180» 49,341 «52,807. 55,757 

Total available_____________._.._-_--_--- 63,739 58,897 56,890 60,547 64,285 

Tin consumed in manufactured products: 
Primary ________________------------_--- 40,229 33,019 :34,801.~=— 37,819 = 37,136 
Secondary _____._.---__-__-_~..-__----_--- 14,144 18,276 11,246 11,622 12,590 

Total______________-____--_-__------. 54,8738 = 46,295 = «45,547 + 49,441 «49,726 
Intercompany transactions in scrap ___—-_____~—---~--- 726 274 245 318 214 

Total processed___.______._.--.-_._-.-.-. 55,099 46,569. «45,792 = 49,759» 49,940 

Stocks, Dec. 31 (total available less total processed)_ ____ _ _ _ - 8,640 12,328 11,098 10,788 14,295 

Includes tin in transit in the United States.
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Table 5.—Tin content of tinplate produced in the United States an 
— 

Tinplate waste Tinplate (all forms) - 

Year cobbles, etc., weight content! —_— metric ton 
gross weight) (metric (metric of plate 

a (metric tons) tons) tons) (kilograms) 
eR eS 

SS srr SSS ssh he pS Ss assess 

1981 ____-~___ 284,505 3,288,662 13,306 4.0 
1982____-___-___-__ eee 208,074 2,712,678 10,936 4.0 
1983 _-_________ 166,186 2,586,810 9,328 — 3.6 : 

. 1984_______________ 152,093 2,500,945 8,659 3.5 
1985 ___ Le 146,041 2,215,042 9,322 4.2 

eee | 
‘Includes small tonnage of secondary tin and tin acquired in chemicals. 

Table 6.—U.S. consumption of tin, by finished product 

. (Metric tons of contained tin) oe 
eRe SS SS a his eieerneesusvesusaemeveemnesnssssensennie / 

1984 1985 
Product O_O OO lO 

Primary Secondary Total Primary Secondary Total 
— EE ee 

Alloys (miscellaneous)’____ = _~§_§____ W Ww W W W W . 
Babbitt __-___________________ 2,343 341 2,684 1,147 341 1,488 
Bar tin.._-_§ ~~~ 522 4 526 466 Ww 466 
Bronze and brass ~___§_§__________ 1,686 3,312 4,998 1,672 2,657 4,329 
Chemicals____§__~______________ Ww WwW Ww W WwW WwW 
Collapsible tubes and foil. __________ WwW WwW _ WwW WwW WwW WwW 
Solder ___._-____~_~ 13,450 3,799 17,249 13,301 5,315 18,616 
Tinning ____~_~_~__ ~~~ 1,748 Ww 1,748 1,511 Ww 1,511 . 

_ Tinplate? _~§-_~§ >)» 5 8,659 166 8,825 9,322 WwW 9,322 
Tin powder .-_____§_~§_-§-_________ 1,057 Ww 1,057 977 Ww 977 
Type metal _ ~§_________________ Ww WwW Ww 7 WwW 4 
White metal®?__§ == 881 77 958 876 61 937 
Other _--________ 7,473 3,923 11,396 7,857 | 4,216 ‘12,073 

Total... 5 5 ee 37,819 11,622 49,441 37,136 12,590 49,726 
NT ST SS SE Pie Ss uisParnpenmes suena eatcnsesepeepesnysmnssuseesnenans 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” 
1Includes terne metal. 
Includes secondary pig tin and tin acquired in chemicals. 
"Includes pewter, britannia metal, and jewelers’ metal. 

Table 7.—U.S. industry yearend tin stocks 
(Metric tons). . 
eee 

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 — eT 

Plant raw materials: 
Pig tin: 

Virgin? _-_____ ee 6,857 6,269 6,326 5,480 5,731 
Secondary. _______~_~ ~~ 411 265 732 1,562 2,342 

In process? ____-_ 1,449 1,015 682 1,164 1,367 OE 
. Total _-_-.__~_ 8,717 7,549 7,740 8,206 9,440 OY elle eee 
Additional pig tin: 

Jobbers-importers. $2 = 1,943 1,386 608 761 1,642 
Afloat to United States... =e 471 1,316 1,511 1,010 1,281 OE 

Total _._-_-_ 2 2,414 2,702 2,119 1,771 2,923 a EP aaeeaeeaaaeeeeeeeeeee" 
Grand total _-_____~-_____________ 11,131 10,251 9,859 9,977 12,363 eee ees 

Includes tin in transit in the United States. 
?Data represent scrap only, tin content.
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| eo co : PRICES | | 

The price of tin metal remained relatively were no reliable benchmarks to evaluate 
flat during the first 10 months of 1985, at the tin price. Sporadic price quotations, as 
about $6 per pound, as published in Metals published in Metals Week, during Novem- 

_ Week. However, when the ITC exhausted ber and December, from New York and 
: funds to support the tin price in October Asian markets, indicated a price of about 

and the LME consequently suspended tin $3.50 per pound. 
trading for the duration of the year, there | 

_ Fable 8.—Monthly composite price of Straits tin for delivery in New York | 
. (Cents per pound) 

eee TC Le 
Ph seenrnesevesenitcispenmnin } : | 1984 1985 - Month ———_ = qj] 

High Low Average High Low Average $e Nera OW Average 
January ____ = 625.60 622.20 623.74 586.44 566.26 573.67 | February_____.__________________ 634.77 622.13 627.88 568.27 552.37 562.62 March __-__________________ 644.90 627.36 626.65 592.27 553.49 565.68 April _-. 2 5 638.71 633.65 636.50 612.58 569.33 591.56 May_______ == 641.05 632.36 636.32 601.38 561.43 588.61 June ~~ 640.12 635.21 638.25 613.74 597.34 604.03 July... 635.10 624.86 629.89 637.77 610.51 626.31 August 632.50 619.23 626.00 681.25 617.73 - . 626.49 September_____________________ | 623.70 607.27 618.08 627.36 592.91 - 610.07 October._________.______________ 607.49 597.45 603.61 614.88 605.61 610.46 _ November === 615.98 600.82 609.94 NA NA NA | December _______________________ 604.30 591.88 598.76 NA NA NA 

Average! XX XX 623.80 XX . XX 595.95 , 

NA Not available. XX Not applicable. 
_ 4Based on 10 months in 1985. 

Source: Metals Week. __ | | 

- : FOREIGN TRADE | 

- Imports of tin concentrates in 1985 declin- emerged in recent years as an important 
ed sharply, indicating the reduced level of _ supplier. ; oo 
activity at the Tex Tin smelter. Imports of tin in all forms (ore and 

Imports of tin metal declined, with Brazil concentrate, metal, and waste and scrap) 
remaining the major source, followed by remained free of U.S. duty. 
Thailand, Indonesia, and China. China has : 

Table 9.—U.S. imports for consumption and exports of miscellaneous tin, 
tin manufactures, and tin compounds 

. ° ° . el 
Miscellaneous tin and tin manufactures Tin compounds — erm ma manulactures Ct Compounds 

| Imports Exports Imports 

. Tinfoil, . . 
tin powder, Tin sovap 
flitters a and other Y. metallics Dross, skimmings, tin-bearing 

ear tin and’ scrap, residues, material, 
manufac- tin alloys, n.s.p.f. except Quantity Value 

tures. tinplate (metric tons) (thousands) 

n.s.p-f. Scrap 

Value Quantity Value Value 
(thousands) (metrictons) (thousands) (thousands) —-.— eens Snousancs)  —C‘i 

1988 _-__-~_~__________ $10,728 1,193 $1,219 $8,972 642 $4,120 1984 __- 3,292 1,211 1,318 12,494 838 5,301 1985 __-._-_- 3,290 877 2,804 18,357 827 5,164 eee eet 

Source: Bureau of the Census.
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| Table 10.—U.S. exports and imports for consumption of tin, tinplate, andterneplate __ 

in various forms; exports of ingots, pigs, bars; imports of tinplate scrap 

i 
 —— 

. . . Tinplate = 
| Ingots, Pigs, bars Tinplate and terneplate : “scrap . 

Exports Exports? _ Imports . | Imports 

. Year : NE _—eRnnkn nn _ eee__—_—— V———— 

Quan- Value Quan- - Value | Quan- Value . Quan- Value 

(metric (thou- (metric (thou- (metric (thou- — (metric (thou; 
tons) sands) tons) sands) § tons) sands) - tons) _ sands) 

ere ee 

1988_________--- 1,340 $17,305 171,121 $83,827 266,548 $168,413 2,144. $188 

1984___ 1,429 14,409 154,679 93,033 338,630 203,147 4,755 480 

1985__._____--_- 1,478 16,744 155,119 85,000 381,137 222,504 3,815 44] 

1Tinplate circles, strips, and cobbles are included with exports of tinplate and terneplate. oo. 

- Source: Bureau of the Census. 

| Table 11.—U.S. imports for consumption of tin, by country : | 

| . 1984 1985 

Country Quantity Value Quantity - Value . 
. (metrictons) (thousands) (metrictons) (thousands) 

Concentrates (tin content): . 
‘Australia____._9_______..__----~--~------- —_ __ Q@) yy 

- Bolivia ~_~________-___--------+-~------ 271 $1,782 22 97 : 

Canada_____________~-~---------~~------ 1 1 24 . 102. 

Mexico ___§_________--~-------~--~------- 17 78 32 102 | 

Peru _____________ ee 2,502 14,308 1,506 - 9,966 

Singapore ___._________---_-~-~---------- 46... 475 eS _- 

South Africa, Republic of _________--_-------- - 8 28 32 351 

Thailand_____._~________--------------- 403 3,883 20. 19 

Zaire _____________ ~~ __ +--+ 29 306 we ee 

Total?__§_§_§_§_._______--__-__-+------- 3,272 20,862 1,636 10,659 

Metal:* . 
Australia____§__._________-+-----=-~---~---- 288 4,179 266 3,060. 

Belgium-Luxembourg _ _ — -_____-----~-------- 137 1,688 —_ _- 

Bolivia ___ ____________.--_------~-------- 5,438 67,742 1,815 21,187 

Brazil. _$_§_§§_-______~-__-~---_-~------+--- 10,220 126,190 11,021 127,128 

Burma ________~—~_~-_--_---~----------- 64 776 — _— 

Canada___§_______ ~~~ 8 66 18 233 

Chad ________________ ~~ —_ . __ 20 245 

| Chile ____-_________________~--_-_-_~---- 218 3,713 673 7,392 

China_____ ~~ ee ee 1,640 20,596 4,513 60,126 
Denmark. ___—~________-~---~-----~--~----- 40 489 _- -- 
France _________~_~_~______ ee __ __ 167 - 1,803 
Germany, Federal Republic of ____._____--------. . Ta) 11 147 1,574 
Hong Kong _____~_______--__------------- _- —_ 258 2,954 
India ___- ___ __________~__-~__--~--_-~-+----- —_ __ 450 5,012 
Indonesia ____________~--~__----_--~-_~~-~- 4,985 62,224 4,586 53,753 
Japan. _. -_-_-__________~_~-~----_~------- 20 242 188 2,131 

. Korea, Republic of ________-___-----_------- __ — 3 41 
Malaysia_______-__-_---_-_----~-~-------+-- 6,622 80,546 379 4,503 
Netherlands. ____ -________~__-___--~-_---- 140 1,743 45 499 

. Nigeria_____§___________~~-_-----~---~---- 60 788 _— _— 
Norway_____-----~-~--~-~~--------------- __ __ 149 1,838 
Paraguay _________--~-___-~-~~-~-~~-~----- 1 6 _- _- 
Philippines __________-_-_-__---+--------- 20 TO58 __ — 
Rwanda _____-~~-____-~~-__-~------~----- 30 367 _- _- 
Singapore _________--______-~-~__------- 781 4,128 1,886 22,156 . 
South Africa, Republic of _..._-_/_________~__--~-- 10 121 105 1,282 
Sweden___ ___-__-___~-_-_-__~-__-~----~---~--- _ _— 280 2,948 
Switzerland _____-___-__-_-__-----~---~---- — —_ 50 & 589 
Taiwan___§_~$____~_~ ~~ ~____ — _— 120 1,423 
Thailand____~-___-_----~_______--------- 9,531 104,657 6,373 75,423 
United Arab Emirates___§______________----~- __ __ 129 1,225 
United Kingdom ___________~________-~---- 583 7,253 48 600 
Zaire ___§_§_~§ ~~ ~_____~--~__-~~__ 89 787 __ _- 
Zimbabwe ____—____-_-~---_--___-~---~---~-~--— 296 3,462 140 1,283 

Total?__§_________________ ee 41,224 492,030 33,830 400,408 
i 

Revised. 
1Less than 1/2 unit. 
2Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 
3Bars, blocks, pigs, or granulated. 

Source: Bureau of the Census.
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So ~ WORLD REVIEW 

‘International Tin Agreement.—The Australia.—Aberfoyle Ltd. announced 
: Sixth International Tin Agreement (ITA), plans to halt tin production at its Ardlethan 

which commenced on July 1, 1982, contin- Mine in New South Wales. In recent years, 
ued in effect throughout 1985. The United mining at Ardlethan had been mostly from 
States was not a member of the agreement. remnant areas that had raised the cost of | 

The ITC continued to be heavily engaged production. Aberfoyle attributed the closure : 
in tin price support actions for most of the to depletion of reserves and to the sharp : 
year to defend the ITC’s floor price by decline in tin prices that occurred late in 

_ buying tin for its stockpile. The ITC retain- 1985. Tasmania was the source of about two- 
_ ed the same buffer stock floor price of 29.15 thirds of Australia’s tin production. The 

Malaysian dollars (M$) per kilogram and large Renison underground tin mine in : 
_ the ceiling price of M$37.89 that were in western Tasmania accounted for about 40% : 

7 effect since October 17, 1981. On October 24, of the country’s total output of tin. a 
| 1985, the ITC exhausted funds to support Domestic tin usage was estimated at 2,500 

| the tin price. This caused severe disruption tons, with the tinplate industry being the | 
of the world tin market. The LME and the _ largest consumer. | a 

| Kuala Lumpur Tin Market immediately There were two primary tin refineries. 
suspended tin trading while the ITC triedto The Associated Tin Smelters Pty. Ltd. (ATS) | 
reach financial settlements for debts owed in Sydney, which was the larger of the two, 
to banks and trading firms for past tin obtained its tin concentrate from producers 
purchases, and while the ITC attempted to in eastern Australia, including Queensland 
reestablish its tin price support program. In and New South Wales. The other refinery 
the final months of the year, various propos- was operated by Greenbushes Tin Ltd. in 
als were considered to enable the ITC to Western Australia and smelted the produc- 

refinance its large debt, but the ITC could _ tion from its own tin-tantalum mine. 
| not reach agreement among its 22-nation Bolivia.—The Corporacién Minera de Bo- 

member governments on any plan, and the _ livia (COMIBOL) was the country’s largest 
, year ended with the matter unresolved. tin producer. A significant proportion of 

Throughout the year, the ITC continued mine output was from medium-sized mines. 
to maintain export controls on producer There were also many small mines and | 
member countries at a level of 39.6% of the some mining cooperatives. The three largest 
levels of tin exports prevailing before July mines were the Huanuni, the La Palca, and 
1, 1982, which was the commencement date the Catavi. Bolivia remained a high-cost tin | 

_ for the export control program. Despite the producer, largely because its mines were 
existence of export controls for over 3 years, the hard-rock underground type and its tin 
industry sources estimated the world tin deposits were of relatively low grade. Most 
surplus at about 70,000 tons at yearend of the tin concentrates produced were bene- 
1985. | ficiated in mills adjoining the mines. 

, Tin smuggling in Southeast Asia contin- Strikes continued to hamper various pro- 
ued to be a problem, although it declined at duction sites throughout the year. The : 
yearend with the sharp drop in tin prices. European Economic Community (EEC) dis- 
Tin smuggling was counterproductive to placed the United States as the largest : | 
export control measures and was viewed as__ single customer for Bolivian tin. | 
a significant factor in contributing to the Brazil.—Brazil was not a member of the 
world tin surplus. Industry sources indi- ITA and therefore not bound by the ITA’s 
cated that Singapore continued to be the export controls, and Brazilian tin mines 
destination for considerable tonnage of significantly increased their output, as they 
smuggled tin concentrates from Indonesia, have done in recent years. Brazil ranked as 
Malaysia, and Thailand. the world’s fifth largest tin producer. The 

The Association of Tin Producing Coun- three leading private tin mining companies 
tries (ATPC), comprised of seven major in Brazil were Paranapanema S.A. Min- 
producer nations—Australia, Bolivia, In- erac&o, Inddstria e Construcéo, Brascan 

donesia, Malaysia, Nigeria, Thailand, and Recursos Naturais S.A. (BRN), and Min- 

Zaire—completed its second year as an eracéo BrumadinhoS.A. 
organization. ATPC viewed itself as being The leading producer, Paranapanema, 
complementary to, and supportive of, the accounted for more than one-half of Brazil’s 
activities of the ITC, and the organization total output, operating at least seven tin 
attempted to persuade non-ITA member mines. Paranapanema reported sharply in- 
countries to restrain tin production. creased output from its new Pitinga oper-
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ations in the Mapuere region in Amazonas developed DaChang tin mine, which re- 

| State. The company shipped the entire out- _ ported tin grades of almost 1%. : OO 

put of its mines to its Mamoré smelter, near A new tin smelter at Liepan in Guangxi 

| Sao Paulo, for conversion to refined metal. | Province was reportedly near completion, 7 

| BRN, jointly owned by Brascan Ltd. and with expected annual capacity of about. . 

| BP Mineracdo, was Brazil’s second leading 8,000 tons of refined tin. a 
tin producer. It operated several mines, all § India—India’s Mineral Exploration 
in the State of: Rondénia. BRN’s tin concen- Corp. (MEC) reported the discovery of a tin 
trates were shipped to its Cesbra smelter for deposit at Tosham in Haryana Province. 
refining. — : | : Tin grades were about 0.10%. Plans were — 

| Brumadinho, the third largest tin produc- announced to construct a tinplate facility — 
| er, operated several alluvial tin mines in near the Port of Goa. The London-based | 

Rondénia and explored several tin proper- Caparo Group, Ltd. was expected to provide 
ties in Goids State. Brumadinho shipped all financing. oo OS 
its tin concentrates to the tin smelter Bera Indonesia.—Tin deposits were primarily 

| do Brasil S.A., near Sao Paulo. Bera was offshore. P.T. Tambang Timah (P.T. Timah), 
| 70% owned by Brumadinho and 30% by the national. mining firm, was the major~ . 

, Paul Bergsoe and Son A/S of Denmark. _ producer. P.T. Koba Tin was the second 
St. Joe Minerals Corp. commenced pro- largest producer, with its largest mine situ- - 

duction at its Mocambo Mine, an alluvial ated on Bangka Island. Koba was jointly — 
deposit situated near Sao Felix in the Xingu owned by Kajaura Mining Corp. (Pty.) Ltd., 
River area of Para State. Production from an Australiancompany,andbyP.T.Timah. | 

| the high-grade deposit was expected to be Preussag AG (Federal Republic of Ger- 
about 1,000 tons per year. many) purchased the Kelapa Kampit tin | 

Constructora Andrade Gutierrez S.A. mine from The Broken Hill Pty. Co. Ltd. - 
| started tin production at its Itaiutuba Mine (Australia). © eg . 

in Para State. The firm expected to produce § The new P.T. Latinusa electrolytic tin- — 
about 500 tons of tin annually. — ning line facility in Cilegon, West Java, , 

Canopus S.A. started tin production at its began production. The plant was a joint 
Rhodia-Espeng alluvial tin deposit located venture of P.T. Timah and P.T. Krakatan . 

| in the Iriri River region of Para State. Steel, both Government-owned, and P.T. 

: Production was expected to be about 800 Nusamba, a local firm. The facility was | 

| tons per year of tin. , . expected to reach full capacity of 130,000 | 
a There were at least 10 tin smelters in tons per year of tinplate in 1988 and to raise 

Brazil, but none, except Mamoré, had suffi- domestic tin ore consumption to 10% of the 

cient feed to operate at designed capacity. country’s output. » - 
Canada.—Late in 1985, Rio Algom Ltd. -Malaysia.—Although Malaysia remained 

: started production at its large open pit tin the world’s leading tin producer, its tin 
mine at East Kemptville, Nova Scotia. The mining activities continued the pattern of 

| operation was expected to produce about decline of recent years. There were 465 
4,500 tons per year of tin concentrate, and mines in 1985, compared with 852 in 1980. | 
rank as the largest tin mine in North The number of dredges declined from 54 in 
America. All tin concentrates were shipped 1980 to 25 in 1985, and the labor force 
to the Capper Pass tin smelter in North declined from 39,000 people in 1980 to 
Ferriby, the United Kingdom. | 22,000 in 1985. | 

Lac Minerals Ltd. announced the start of Two large smelters continued operating 
a l-year evaluation project on the Mount at Penang, refining all of Malaysia’s tin 
Pleasant, New Brunswick tin property own- concentrates and considerable amounts of 
ed by Billiton Canada Ltd. imported concentrates. The Malaysia Min- 

China.—Plans were announced by the ing Corp. closed its New York, NY, sales 
Yunnan Provincial government to con- office because of the low level of tin exports 
struct the Wenshan tin complex with the to the United States. The major destination 
capacity to mine and smelt 3,000 tons of for exported tin was Japan, followed by the 
refined tin annually. EEC. , 
Technomin Australia NL formed a joint Mexico.—Mexican tin mining occurred 

venture with the Chinese Government’s sporadically in the three adjoining States of 
National Nonferrous Metals Industry Corp. Durango, Zacatecas, and San Luis Potosi in 
to prospect for tin in China. Initial plans the north-central part of the country. Cia 
were to investigate areas near the recently Minera Pizzuto owned Mexico’s main tin
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mine, the El Perro Mine, in San Luis Potosi. Bangkok, the plant had an expected 360- 
The country’s main tin smelter was oper- _ton-per-year capacity to supply the domestic | 
ated by Estano Electro S.A. de C.V. at Tlal- solder, pewter, and bronze market. Thai 
nepantla, near Mexico City, with a capacity Pioneer Enterprise Co. Ltd., which closed its 
of 1,200 tons of refined tin annually. Fundi- 3,600-ton-per-year tin smelter in 1982, was 
dora de Estano S.A. operated a tin smelter negotiating for financing throughout the 
at San Luis Potosi with a 1,200-ton annual year, trying to reopen the smelter. The 
capacity. Both smelters treated mainly im- Thailand Smelting and Refining Co. Ltd., a 
ported tin concentrates. Billiton subsidiary, operated the country’s 

Nigeria.—Five firms mined tin: Amalga- largest tin smelter, at Phuket, with a 
mated Tin Mines of Nigeria (Holdings) Ltd., 38,000-ton-per-year refined tin capacity. 
Bisichi-Jantar Nigeria Ltd., Kaduna Pros- Smuggling continued to be a problem, es- 
pecting Nigeria Ltd., Ex-Lands Nigeria Ltd., pecially in the Andaman Sea region. The 
and Gold & Base Metal Mines of Nigeria Thai Mining Industry Council estimated 
Ltd. All tin concentrates were smelted that 7,000 tons of tin concentrates were 
domestically by Makeri Smelting Co. Ltd. | smuggled from the country in 1985. The 
-Peru.—Tin mine output continued the Government introduced several new anti- 
pattern of steady increases of recent years, smuggling regulations. oo 
and Peru maintained its position as the  _- U.S.S.R.—Tin was one of only a few major 

| major supplier of tin concentrates to the metals for which the Soviet Union was 
United States. The San Rafael Mine, owned significantly dependent on imports, al- 
by Minsur S.A., was the only tin mine. though it was an important producer. Tin | 
Situated near Juliaca, the mine was within mining was concentrated in remote eastern 
the northern extension of the Bolivian tin . parts of the country. The Deputatskiy tin : 

_ belt. The mine reported tin grades of 1.8%. mining and benefication complex in Yaku- 
South Africa, Republic of. —Gold Fields tia was scheduled to commission the first 

of South Africa Ltd. was the parent firm of _ stage of a lode mine and concentrator in the 
two moderate-sized tin producers, Rooiberg 1986-90 period. In Soviet Central Asia, de- 
Tin Ltd. and Union Tin Mines Ltd. Both velopment of the Sary Ozhaz tin mining | 
firms reported declining ore grades, cur- complex in Kirgiziya was scheduled for the 
rently about 0.4% tin. Zaaiplaats Tin Min- 1986-90 period. | | | 
ing Co. Ltd. was also a producer. United Kingdom.—The Rio Tinto Zinc 

| Thailand.—Billiton Thailand Ltd., owned Corp. PLC (RTZ) controlled about 80% of 
by the Royal Dutch/Shell Group’s Billiton the United Kingdom’s tin output through 

| B.V., closed its 10-year-old tin dredging its ownership of the Wheal Jane and the 
operation at midyear. The firm cited dwin- South Crofty Mines in Cornwall. A third | 
dling tin reserves in its Government-owned major producer, Geevor Tin Mines Ltd., also 
concession block along Thailand’s southern operated a lode mine in Cornwall. Despite 
coastline and the Government’s refusal to optimistic plans during most of the year to 
grant it new acreage as the reasons for the expand and modernize these three old 
closure. In recent years, this operation pro- mines, the tin price collapse near yearend 
duced about 1,300 tons of tin concentrates made the continued survival of these three 
annually. Near yearend, the firm consid- high-cost mines questionable. 
ered a proposal from former employees of Zaire—The major tin producer was 
the defunct operation to purchase it and Société Miniére et Industrielle de Kivu 
restart production with the aid of public (Sominki) in Kivu. The company was 28% 
capitalization. Government-owned and 72% owned by 
Throughout the year, Thai miners pro- Empain-Schneider Group of France. Tin 

tested various Government policies, includ- concentrates were shipped to Europe for 
ing the high tin royalty system. In response, smelting. The second largest producer was 
the Government suspended the issuance of Société Zairetain, with 50% Government 
any new tin mining licenses or concessions ownership and 50% ownership by Geomines 
to lessen competition and reduced some fees Cie. of Belgium. The third largest producer 
and operational charges to aid the miners. — was Société Miniére de Goma (SMOG) 20% 

The country’s newest smelter, Siam Cha- Government-owned and 80% owned by the 
roen Tin Smelting Co. expected to start Bureau de Recherches Géologiques_ et 
production during the year. Situated near Miniéres.
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Table 12.—Tin: World mine production, by country’ 

mo - _ (Metrictons) — . 

em ee NN 

. Country 1981 1982 1983 _ 1984P «985° | 
i 

Argentina_—___~_________---__---~-~---~- 413 © 304 291 274 270 
Australia ~~~... .—-____-+--+--~- . 12,267 12,126 - 29,275 7,699 — 7,000 
Bolivia___—---~_2__ ~~~ eee 29,830 26,773 25,278 19,911 18,000 
Brazil _.__________________-_____- 3 297 ¥g'218 13,275 19,957 22,000 
Burma______________~____ 1,438 1,681 1,642 2,028 31,751 
Cameroon _____-__________-=_-_---- 791 15 (4) 14 15. 
Canada ____-______ ee 239 135 141 217 250 oe 
China®_______________ ee 15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000 
Czechoslovakia® _____________________ F300 F200 F250 F250 ~ 250 
German Democratic Republic® ________-__-~ 1,600 1,700 1,800 - 1,800 © 1,800 
Indonesia ___..~._________-~--------- 35,392 33,806 26,553 23,223 $22,115 
Japan _______~_________ ee 561. 529 600 485 3510 
Korea, Republic of... __-_/_________-~----- — _- _— 19 _- 
Laos _____ Le 255 302 © 359 430 540 
Malaysia ____~ =_______~____~-___~-~-~-- 59,938 52,342 41,367 41,307 336,884 
Mexico____.___.____________----~--+- 28 Ce 27 334 ~ 416 400 
Namibia______-______-__-_-_--____ 1,228 1326 1,400. 906 3987 
Niger______~__________=_~-~_~-_-~---- 55 36 40 16 50 
Nigeria ___.-_-___________~____-~-~-+~-~- 3,172 - 2,355 | 1,560 1,700 . 1,700 
Peru. __.~_____~-~-__-_-~----~----- 1,519 1,672 2,368 2,991 33,807 
Portugal... —§_-§_§ 5§ 5 5 5 eee L+ 506 410 347 ©3850 360 
Rwanda _____~§_~___~ eee 1,790 1,655 1,526 1,561 1,200 
South Africa, Republic of. __.__.__---~--~- 2,811 3,035 2,668 2,301 32,194 
Spain.___ ~~~ 564 518 444 _ 438 3465 
Tanzania _____§___§_§________--~--~-.-- a) 9 6 reg 6 
Thailand ~~ ~~~ Le 31,474 © 26,109 19,943 . 21,920 20,000 

. Uganda ______.-________--------~-- (5) 4 ¥25 725 25 
USS.R& ~~ ee 21,000 F21,000 F22,000 T23,000 — 23,000 

: United Kingdom____»_. -»_/»_/»____/»__»_- ~~ 3,869: 4,208 4,025 5,216 5,300 
United States__________________----- Ww Ww Ww Ww Ww 
Vietnam® ____- _-§__ = Le 3380 T500 550 500. -600 
Zaire® _-§_ _ = FQ,A52 F2,320 — 2,168 2,708 2,870 
Zambia®_ $$ $$ 5 5 ee —_ 10 22 34 , 4 
Zimbabwe® __________________~______ 1,600 1,600 1,650 1,700 1,750 

Total. ~~~ 5 5 eee F238,008 F219,925 196,902 198,482 - 191,103 

mo, €Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. “W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. | 
1Contained tin basis. Data derived in part from the Monthly Statistical Bulletin of the International Tin Council, 

London. Table includes data available through June 17, 1986. . 
2Excludes tin content of copper-tin cathodes. He 
3Reported figure. 

i ‘Revised to “Not available” as available general information is inadequate to determine a reliable estimate of output 
evel, if any. 
SRevised to zero. | 
SNonduplicated total of content of concentrate plus smelter production. . 

Table 13.—Tin: World smelter production, by country' 

(Metric tons) 

Country 1981 1982 1983 1984” 1985° 

Argentina® ____§_____~_~ ~~~ Le 200 200 F200 F200 200 
Australia__ 2. ~_~______~--------------- 4,286 3,105 2,913 2,899 22,683 
Belgium____§_ ___________~~~-~~-~--~-~--~~---~-~-~ 65 _- -_- _— _- 
Bolivia _..~_~_~~_~______~~~ ~~~ ~~ 20,005 19,032 14,164 15,842 12,000 
Brazil _.. ~~~ Le 7,789 9,298 12,950 18,887 21,000 
China®_______________ LL 15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000 
Czechoslovakia? ___§_.§_§_/§__~_~_ ~~ > Le 289 295 307 425 430 
German Democratic Republic® _.___/_____________ T1500 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 
Germany, Federal Republic of _--._-_-§___________~_ 1,815 608 417 ©400 400 
Indonesia _____§_§_.______--~-~-_-~~-~-~ ~~ ee 32,519 29,755 28,390 22,467 21,200 
Japan ______________-~-~-+~~~--~-~~---~------ 1,315 1,296 1,260 1,354 71,391 
Malaysia*_____________~ ~~~. -______ Le 70,326 62,836 53,338 46,911 47,000 
Mexico®______§_§____ Le 838 944 1,216 1,531 1,500 
Netherlands __________--------------_---- 3,500 2,800 5,398 6,517 5,500 
Nigeria _____________--~-~~-~--_____-_-- 2,486 2,754 1,190 “1,300 1,400 
Portugal _-__________--_-_~-~ ~~~ 900 400 200 “180 200 
Rwanda_______________ Le __ 908 1,110 Fr e7 000 800 
South Africa, Republic of _____________________ 2,602 2,884 2,685 1,592 71,366 
Spain __-___________ Le 4,400 3,700 3,700 3,500 3,500 
Thailand __________~_~_~_~_~_~~ 32,626 25,497 18,467 19,979 19,000 

See footnotes at end of table.
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| Table 13.—Tin: World smelter production, by country! —Continued 
| (Metric tons) | 

Country. 1981 - 1982 1983 1984? 1985° ee 

USS.R° eee ---_______ 28,000 ~—-™24,000 ~=—-*24,000 ~—= "25,000 25,000 United Kingdom______-_____-_________ ™6,863 8,164 6,467 6,830 7,200 
United States®_______..__- = ee 2,000 3,500 2,500 4,000 3,000 
Vietnam ___________=_ a "475 520 ©4715 570 Zaire__________-~-_-__ 450 352 201 170 150 
Zimbabwe —-—-—~-——-~---~~~~~--~~~------~_ 4,157 91285 1,210,225 
Total_ ____----------~-------__--_-._-  '235,931 221,000 ~—- 199,828 += 199,669 »~—-198,715 | 

°Estimated. Preliminary. Revised. . 
‘Data derived in part from the Monthly Statistical Bulletin of the International Tin Council, London. Output reported 

throughout is primary tin only unless otherwise specified. Table includes data available through June 17, 1986. 
2Reported figure. 
SMay include secondary tin. 7 | 
‘Includes small production of tin from smelter in Singapore. 
5Primarily from imported tin concentrate. 
Includes tin content of alloys made directly from ores. _ 

| | | _ TECHNOLOGY 

7 Advances continued to be made in high- encourage growth of pewter usage.5 
speed, high-quality wave soldering tech- The industrial use of sintered stainless 
niques and machinery to meet the rapidly steel reportedly was restricted by the poor 
changing needs of the printed circuit board corrosion resistance of the materials in 
industry. Wave soldering involved carriage comparison to the wrought counterpart. A | 

| of the printed circuit board by linear con- new alloy was developed that utilized 304-L | 
veyor through a fluxing stage to ensure. stainless steel powder with additions of | 
solder wetting, a preheating stage to evapo- either 2% tin or 2% nickel plus 2% copper 
rate flux solvent and lessen subsequent plus 1% tin. The resulting alloy exhib- | 
thermal shock, and a soldering stage where _ ited significantly improved corrosion re- 
the board passes over a molten solder wave _ sistance.® | 
made by continuously pumping solder up A technique of electrolytic bronzing of. 
through a slot. Most recent developments aluminum was developed that used tin elec- 
occurred in Europe. A significant innova- trolytes. The process was reportedly provid- 
tion was the development of a machine that ing harder anodic films and less spalling 
permitted wave soldering of surface- than conventional bronzing methods.’ 
mounted components fixed to the underside There are many applications requiring a 
of a printed circuit board, by double wave fast, efficient method of joining copper con- 
systems. ductors. A machine was developed to join 

Because of concerns about the harmful insulated magnet wire to tinned wire and 
effects of lead, lead-free solders have be- required no prior removal of the wire’s 
come increasingly used, especially for insulation or additional filler metals to 
plumbing applications. These solders were forma valid joint.® 
generally tin-rich solders, such as 97% tin- In the field of tin-canned foods, a new 
3% copper or 97% tin-3% silver, utilized as procedure was found to expedite processing. 
capillary plumbing solders. Studies by the High vacuum flame sterilization of particu- 
British Association for Brazing and Solder- late foods was a high temperature, quick- 
ing illustrated that capillary plumbing joint processing method that rolled preheated 
strengths of lead-free solders at ambient canned products on tracks over gas burners. 
temperatures and at 100° C are equal to or Results claimed include better retention of 
greater than those of leaded solders.‘ original product quality, providing canned 

A new compact machine was developed fruits and vegetables with color, taste, and 
that used centrifugal force in combination texture very close to those of fresh. In 
with room-temperature vulcanizing sili- addition, omission of most or all of the 
cones to create a combination mold making traditional covering liquid reduced pack 
and casting machine. The machine could weight, and thus ultimately could lead to
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smaller cans.® inside of citrus juice containers.?° _ 
Also in the field of tin cans, a processing) =—- 

innovation called Pressure Fresh was Physical scientist, Division of Nonferrous Metals. | 
* “1 Can Manufacturer’s Institute. Metal Can Shipments announced. This was a system that combin Report 1985. Washington, DC, 1985, p. 3 | 

ed deoxygenation in the can with the injec- 5Tin and Its Uses. No. 148, 1986, pp. 4-9. : 
tion of liquid nitrogen to extend shelf life pp ages 1315 of work cited in footnote 3. 

ages OI WOrk Cl in rootno . and preserve color and flavor of canned 6Page 17 of work cited in footnote 3. | 
juices. In the process, oxygen levels were _—_7Tin and Its Uses. No. 146, 1985, pp. 10-13. 
reduced from 9 parts per million to less orn Ny No. 145, 1985, pp. 15-16. 5 1985 
than 1 part per million, and eventually od. in News. Tin-Novations. V. 34, No. 7, July 15, , | 

could eliminate the need for tin coating the 1°Work cited in footnote 9. |



| _ By Langtry E. Lynd! and Ruth A. Hough? | | : 

Domestic production of ilmenite, rutile, ly low demand and the availability of con- 
and synthetic rutile increased in 1985. Con- siderable excess production capacity in both 
sumption of titanium concentrates also in- the United States and Japan. Titanium | 
creased, and production and consumption of dioxide pigment prices increased, reaching | 
titanium dioxide (TiO.) pigment reached new high levels by yearend. : : 
new record-high levels, reflecting continued Domestic Data Coverage.—Consumption 
strength in the homebuilding industry. Do- data for titanium raw materials are devel- | 

7 -mestic production and consumption of tita- oped by the Bureau of Mines from a volun- 
nium sponge and ingot declined somewhat, tary domestic survey. Of the 38 operations | 

_ but net shipments of mill products were up to which a survey request was sent, 95% | 
slightly. During the year, there were a responded, representing 99.86% of the con- : 
number of changes and proposed changes in sumption of ilmenite, rutile, and titanium 

| the ownership of domestic sponge metal slag shown in tables 1 and 7. Consumption 
producers. Prices of titanium concentrates for the two nonrespondents was estimated 
generally increased because of the high using reported prior year consumption lev- 
demand for TiO. pigment. Titanium sponge _ els. | 
metal prices were lower because of relative- Ps | 

: Table 1.—Salient titanium statistics | a 
| | . (Short tons unless otherwise specified) 

| ‘ 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 

United States: . 
Iimenite concentrate: . 

Mine shipments _____________- 523,681 233,063 Ww Ww WwW 
| Value ____________ thousands. _ $37,013 $19,093 Ww Ww WwW 

| Imports for consumption _____ ____ 236,217 348,366 259,328 409,605 506,804 
Consumption ________.-___.-_- 856,116 583,250 730,578 783,391 756,071 

Titanium slag: . 
Imports for consumption _ _____ ___ 268,825 247,845 138,708 209,839 291,828 
Consumption ________.-__-_-~ 252,826 .225,541 166,401 200,858 252,027 

Rutile concentrate, natural and synthetic: 
Imports for consumption _— ___—___ 202,378 163,325. «111,578 180,508 179,663 
Consumption naa 285,371 238,937 265,558. 317,902 305,278 

Sponge metal: 
Imports for consumption _ _—______ 6,490 1,354 1,199 12 667 11,717 
Consumption® ______-_-_----_ 31,599 17,328 16,072 24,713 21,606 
Price, Dec. 31, per pound — _—______ $7.65 $5.55 $5.55 $5.55 $3.50-$4.00 

Titanium dioxide pigment: 
Production _______._---.----~- 761,190 659,710 760,385 ™834,889 848,627 
Imports for consumption — _ _ ___ ___ 124,906 138,922 174,857 193,501 196,213 
Consumption, apparent? _________ 806,040 741,065 853,008 *916,198 969,663 
Price, Dec. 31, cents per pound: 

Anatase _______--_______ 69.0 69.0 69.0 69.0 72.0 
Rutile. 75.0 75.0 75.0 75.0 78.0 

World: Production: 
Iimenite concentrate________-__--_ "4,020,783 *8,888,674 °2,948,100 $3,401,508 © $3,654,210 
Rutile concentrate, natural* _________ 398,678 373,449 $42,081 P387,872 ©401,900 
Titaniferousslag _._._._._._._._____--__ 1,244,864 1,157,445 — 1,160,000 ~—>_ "1,260,000 ©1,410,000 

"Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. _W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
1Excludes sponge imported by the General Services Administration (GSA) for the national stockpile. 
2 Apparent consumption equals production plus imports minus exports minus stock increase. 
3Excludes U.S. production data to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
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Legislation and Government Pro- 145), signed by the President on November 
grams.—The Government’s National De- 8, 1985, stated that no action may be taken 

- fense Stockpile goal for titanium sponge before October 1, 1986, to implement or 
| ‘metal remained at 195,000 tons.* The Gov- administer any reduction in a stockpile goal 

ernment stockpile inventory in December _ in effect on October 1, 1984. . 
contained 25,965 tons of specification metal, A final dumping margin of nearly 84% 
including the 4,500 tons of sponge con- was found by the U.S. Department of Com- 

, tracted for by the General Services Admin-. merce on 150,000 pounds of sponge import- : 
istration in 1983, of which 139 tons was ed from the U.SS.R. between August 1,. 
added to inventory in 1984, and 4,361 tons 1982, and July 31, 1983. This decision means _ 

| in 1985. The stockpile also contained 10,866 that the importers of that sponge will be - 
: tons of nonspecification material. _ assessed antidumping duties amounting to 

The Government stockpile goal for rutile 83.96% of the price paid, and that future. 
was unchanged at 106,000 tons. The total imports of sponge from the US.S.R. will be : 
rutile stockpile inventory at yearend was _ subject to a deposit equivalent to the anti- 
39,186 tons. | | dumping margin, until publication of the 

On July 8, the President approved Na- findings for the next annual review period, | 
| tional Security Council (NSC) recommenda- August 1, 1983, to July 31, 1984. No US... 

: tions for modernizing the strategic and imports for consumption of titanium sponge 
critical materials stockpile. Under the NSC from the U.S.S.R. have been reported since 
proposal, the stockpile would be structured’ the third quarter of 1983.: oe 
into two tiers. Tier I would contain materi- A US. Geological Survey press release on — 

| : als required by military, industrial, and June 28, 1985, reported on potentially sig- __ 
essential civilian users during a military nificant concentrations of ilmenite and zir- 

_ conflict that would not be available from con in offshore deposits 5 to 10 miles off the 
_ domestic or reliable foreign sources. Tier II southeastern coast from Georgia to Virgin- 

would contain a supplemental reserve of ia. Concentrations in some areas were at 
material already possessed by the Govern- least 3% to 10% heavy minerals, compared 

: _ ment. According to the NSC guidelines, with 3% to 5% heavy minerals in typical. 
goals for titanium would be 3,900 tons in commercial onshore deposits. However, 
tier I and 21,100 tons in tier II. At yearend, more work. will be required to determine. 
this proposal was under consideration by what commercial potential the deposits .— 
the Congress. The Department of Defense may have. | 
Authorization Act, 1986 (Public Law 99- . | 

| | DOMESTIC PRODUCTION - 

Concentrates.—U.S. producers of ilmen- equipment, and chemical processing sys- 
ite were Associated Minerals (USA) Ltd. tems were seen by RMI executives as the 
Inc. (AMU) at Green Cove Springs, FL, and largest potential growth area for commer- | 
KE. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. Inc. at cially pure titanium in the next decade. 
Starke and Highland, FL. Initial capacity of about 1 million pounds 

As in 1984, AMU was the only producer of _ per year of welded tubing was planned. 
natural rutile concentrate. Kerr-McGee Wyman-Gordon Co., Worcester, MA, took — 
Chemical Corp. continued production of over management of titanium sponge pro- 
synthetic rutile at its 100,000-ton-per-year ducer International Titanium Inc. (ITD, Mo- 
Mobile, AL, plant. ses Lake, WA, by increasing its holding in 

Ferrotitanium.—Ferrotitanium was pro- ITI to 80% from 41% at an additional cost 
duced by Ashland Chemical Co., Columbus, of $8.4 million after investing $12.3 million 
OH; Reactive Metals and Alloys Corp., West in the company in 1984. Nearly all of the 
Pittsburg, PA; and Shieldalloy Corp., New- remaining shares in ITI are held by Mitsui 
field, NJ. Most of the production consisted & Co. Ltd. of Japan. Wyman-Gordon indi- 
of the 70% titanium grades. cated it planned to become an integrated 
Metal.—RMI Co., Niles, OH, the second titanium producer and to expand later into 

largest U.S. titanium producer, built a $4 titanium mill products, and earlier in the 
million welded-tube mill in an effort to year had offered to purchase all of the 
expand the sales of its titanium mill prod- shares of ITI held by Mitsui and Ishizuka 
ucts to the nonaerospace market. Tube sales Research Inc. of J apan; Titanium Industries 
for heat exchangers, water desalination Inc., Fairfield, NJ; and ITI founder Stephen
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_ Yih. ET Div. of TMCA by a TIMET manage- 
Oregon Metallurgical Corp. was pur- ment group were terminated. Allegheny 

chiased by Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp.as International Inc. and NL Industries Inc., 
| part of the sale of Armco Inc.’s aerospace joint owners of TMCA, said that although 

ancl strategic materials group that included the outlook for the titanium metal market _ 
‘Lad'ish Co., a maker of forgings for aero- is bright, they will continue to seek a buyer 

space and other industries, and HITCO for TIMET in accordance with their strate- 

Materials Div., a producer of high-perform- gy to divest themselves of companies out- 

ance composite materials for aerospace, de- side their core businesses. TIMET execu- | 

fense, marine, and other applications. The tives and Kelso & Co., New York, which was 

sale w:is part of an Armco plan to sell upto arranging financing for the leveraged buy- 

| $800 million of assets to reduce debt. out in return for a share in the company, 
Titecki International Inc., Pomona, CA, entered into an agreement to purchase 

reportedly was investing $300,000 in a new TIMET at yearend 1984, but the manage- 

vacuum annealing furnace and an expan- ment group reportedly was unable to ar- 

sion of its investment casting area, tobe in range financing, partly because of lower- 

| operation iby yearend. The company’s total than-anticipated projected sales volume and | 

sales increased from $7 million to over $10 profitsforthedivision,. === | | 
million in. 1985, but growth in sales was Cabot Corp..announced plans to sell most 
expected to |'evel off somewhat, with invest- of its alloys and metal businesses because 
ment castings demand rising faster than they were not meeting the company’s finan- 

| that for rammed graphite castings. cial performance objectives. The divestiture 
| A-‘new company, the ALTA Group, Evans_ included its High Technology Materials 

City, PA, was formed by three former em- Div., which produced titanium flat-rolled 

oo ployees of the TIMET Div. of Titanium products and superalloys at its Kokomo, IN, 

Metals Corp. of America (TMCA), and be- plant and titanium tubing at its Arcadia, 

gan commercial production of high-purity LA, plant. Cabot began producing flat-rolled 

titanium, primarily for use in the electron- titanium products at Kokomo in 1982, and | 

- ics industry. ALTA uses a molten-salt-bath had also planned to install titanium melt- 

electrolytic plating: process, originally de- ing capacity at that location. — | | 

| veloped by the Bureau of Mines, in produc- Colt Industries Inc. reportedly planned to ; 

ing pure titanium in crystal, powder, or mill sell its Crucible units, including Crucible 
product form. The high-purity titanium Specialty Metals Div., which manufactured 
product may be used! in a variety of elec- titanium rod, bar, and wire, as well as high- | 
tronic, prosthetic, or corrosion-resistant ap- temperature alloys and other materials. 
plications, where standard titanium is not The sale was to be a leveraged buyout by a 
effective | management andemployee group. | 

Plans for a leveraged buyout of the TIM- | 

Table 2.—Production and mine shipments of ilmenite concentrate! 
firom domestic ores in the United States 

| y | Production, Shipments 
ear gross weight : : 

short tons) “Ghoretons)”Tehort tana) (thousands) 
1981 _..---_-_-__ eee 542,357 523,681 310,854 $37,013 
1982 __________ ee 263,391 233,063 145,725 19,093 
1988 ___________ ee Ww W W WwW 
1984 ___-___ ee WwW Ww WwW Ww 
1985 ______-______ i .---------- Ww ws. Ww Ww 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
1Includes a mixed product containing rutile, leucoxene, and altered ilmenite.
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ss fable 3.—U.S. titanium metal production capacity in 1985 OC 

. “Company: '-- Ownership Plant location: ___Short tons) _ | 
ae oe _ Sponge’ Iagot 

Howmet Corp., Titanium Ingot --Pechiney, France____________ Whitehall, MI. _____ -- 5,000 

International Light Metals Corp - Martin Marietta Corp., 60%; Nippon Torrance, CA ____—_— —-- — 76,000 . 
oo Co Kokan K.K., 40%. 7 ns / 

_ - International Titanium Inc... | Wyman-Gordon Co., 80%; Mitsui & Moses Lake, WA _ _ _ _ 2,000 5 LL 
. to os / - . Co. Ltd., Japan, nearly 20%. : es A. Johnson Metals Corp _ _ _ _ _ Axel Johnson Group, Stockholm, Lionville, PA ______ --. 11,500 

~ . Sweden. - a é _ . 
Lawrence Aviation Industries _ Self _..--.-------------- | PortJefferson,NY _._ | _.; 1,500 

Oregon Metallurgical Corp ___ Owens Corning Fiberglas Corp., 80%;  Albany,OR_.-__-- 4,500 8,000 . 
: . — .. +. public, 20% 222 eek oe 

RMICo__ LL United States Steel Corp.,50%; — Ashtabula, OH ___ _ _ 9,500 a 
National Distillers & Chemical Niles, OH __=_____ -— 18,000 

. re Corp., 50%. 
Teledyne Alivac__—.______ Teledyne Inc__ $$ ~~~ ____ Monroe, NC_______ __ 4,000 
Teledyne Wah Chang Albany.- ___-do___=_02~_______ Albany, OR _-___=_ “1,500°. 1,000 
Titanium MetalsCorp.of = = = =—-—~- NL Industries‘Inc., 50%: Allegheny. Henderson, NV ___- 14,000 ~° 17,000 
America. — International Inc., 50%. ce a 

Viking Metallurgical Corp __.. . Quanex Corp_-—___-.-..__--- Verdi, NV________ --- 15,000 
Western Zirconium Inc __._ | Westinghouse Electric Corp._._-.- Ogden, UT _______ 500 = 00 
Wyman-Gordon Co __ 2 Self meee eee Worcester, MA______. 2,500 

Total _____ eee eeee | 32500 70000" | 

1Single melt only; commercially pure ingot and slab. | _ ne 

__ Pigment.—Titanium dioxide pigment pro. § Kemira Oy of Finland purchased Ameri- 
duction increased for the third consecutive can Cyanamid Co.’s TiO. pigment plant at | 
year, and in 1985 was about 93% ofnominal Savannah, GA, for about $100 million. The 
capacity. Modifications of existing plants purchase brought Kemira’s total capacity to : 

_ Were in progress to increase capacity utili- nearly 200,000 tons per year, making Ke- . | 
: _ zation and ease the tight supply situation mira the world’s fifth largest TiO, producer. : 

that has resulted from record-high demand. | : 

Oe | Table 4.—Components of U.S. titanium metal supply andi demand . | 
| | | oe _ (Short tons) | co . | 

Component ~ 1981 1982 1983 + 1984 1985 

Production: . 
Sponge -_______-___~u- ee 126,400 115,600 13,966 24,326 = 28,257 
Ingot ---__-~_-- ~~~ LLL 46,286 26,536 26,439 39,964 35,902 

Exports: . . . . 
Sponge ___-________ oe 58 3'6 ~ 39 171 51 Other unwrought ___-_-___§ ~~~ 257 173 258 204 179 Scrap _.___--_-_---~-2 22 Le 3,280 4,287 5,379 4,109 6,760 Ingot, slab, sheet bar, ete _.-_-___.__-____________ - 4,208 2,196 1,371 2,071 © 2,248 Other wrought___-_-___________________ 1,846 1,404 783 778 = ~—s-:11,146 

0 | rr 9,644 £3,096 7,830 7,333 10,384 

Imports: . . 
Sponge -__-------~-~~--~---_-----_---____-. 6,490 1,354 1,199 72,667 = 21,717 
Serap ____----_-_--~~___ ee 3,787 1,277 1,572 1,850 2,134 Ingot and billet _---_-_-_________________ 244 212 81 -176 179 
Mill products ____-____.~-~-____ ~~~ Le 1,116 870 935 840 1,449 

Total® __ eee ,687 3,713 3,788 5,583 45,478 Stocks, yearend: ee ope 
Government: Sponge (total inventory) ____.._.________ 3231 32,331 32,331 32,470 36,831 

Industry: Lo . ot Sponge® _________---_-________________ 3,720 3,350 3,136 3,147 4,755 Scrap* ______-_--------------------___ 10,484 * 11078 12635 ©12.489'-~S «11,686 
Ingot — — --------~~------~-----~-------- 3,592 2,534 3,273 4,526 4,000. Other _________o 7 3 22 18 34 

Total industry. --._..._________________ 17,803 16,960 19,066 20,180 20,475 

See footnotes at end of table. ; . | .
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Table 4.—Components of U.S. titanium metal supply and demand —Continued 
a 7 | (Short tons) | | | 

. 
. 

hence . ea " . Component 1981 1982 . 1983. 1984 1985 

Reported consumption: . . Sponge®_________________________________ 3,599 17,328 16,072 24,713 21,606 : Scrap®________--_-__- eS 14,795 8,528 10,467. 15,549 14,720 Ingot ___---_-~_---___~~--~- ~~ 48,795 27,580 26,232 39,062 37,174 Mill products (net shipments)* —----- eee _ 5,492 18,281 15,949 22,808 23,253 Castings (shipments)* ______.___-_____________ 209 260 240 268 411 
—_—— LLL SSS Se ref es arsenate 

“Estimated. ‘Revised. . 
1Calculated sponge metal production equals sponge consumption minus sponge imports plus sponge exports. and adjustments for Government and industry stock changes. . an 
Excludes sponge imported by the General Services Administration (GSA) for the national stockpile. . 

‘Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. . 
*Bureau of the Census, Current Industrial Reports, Ser. DIB-991 and ITA-991. 

Table 5.—Capacities of U.S. titanium dioxide pigment plants on December 31,1985 

. Co d plant locati Pigment capacity (short tons per year) 
. many and’ Plant location Sulfate process Chloride process 

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. Inc.: . 
Antioch,CA _________ ~~ ee -- _ 35,000 De Lisle, MS __________. -- 150,000 Edge Moor, DE______________- 2 -- 110,000 New Johnsonville, TN _.._-_____________________________ -- 228,000 Kemira Inc., Savannah,GA________________________.________ 64,000 - 46,000 Kerr-McGee Chemical Corp., Hamilton, MS ______.-..__._____=___ ae 63,000 SCM Corp., Glidden Pigments Group: 

Ashtabula,QH- _- 98,000 Baltimore, MD____~____.-~_~__~ ee 66,000 50,000 

Total __--____------------~------ ee 130,000 780,000 
TL SC se ees reenpunene cavureswubtsnnnnenun anna 

Table 6.—Components of U.S. titanium dioxide pigment supply and demand . 
| OS _ (Short tons unless otherwise specified) 

1981 1982 1983 1984 - 1985 
Component (gross (gross Gross TiO Gross TiOe Gross TiO2 weight) _—_ weight) weight content weight content weight content . ———_. $$ roe OT _ Sonntent Weight content 

Eroduction --u--- 761,190 659,710 760,385 707,158 ™834,889 *777,081 848,627 788,961 hipments: oo 
Guantity ~---- 778,116 707,075 813,958 762,818 905,383 844,901 950,637 884,758 ue 

__ thousands.__ $947,881 $927,517 $950,515 $950,515 $1,106,898 $1,106,898 $1,275,181 $1,275,131 Exports ________ 61,104 72,823 91,702 83,372 106,124 96,740 101,954 92,434 - Imports for consump- . tion ~~~ _____ 124,906 138,922 174,857  °162,600 193,501 *180,091 196,213 182,417 Stocks, yearend_ _ __ 102,189 86,933 71,465 °72,085 83,533 ©77,744 56,756 53,765 © Consumption, 
apparent?____ _ 806,040 741,065 853,008  °791,816 *916,198 °854,673 969,663 902,923 

EE EL 
reserpine 

“Estimated. "Revised. 
Includes interplant transfers. 
?Apparent consumption equals production plus imports minus exports minus stock increase. 

Sources: Bureau of the Census and Bureau of Mines. . 

CONSUMPTION AND USES , 
Concentrates.—The total domestic con- Metal.—Demand for titanium was rela- 

sumption of titanium in concentrates in- tively soft for both aerospace and other 
creased about 2%. Slight decreases in con- industrial applications, and consumption of 
sumption of ilmenite and rutile were more sponge and ingot decreased, although net 
than offset by a 25% increase in titanium mill product shipments were up slightly. 
slag consumption. Mill product shipments were 55% in the
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| form of billet; 30% sheet, strip, plate, tub- equipment. oo oe | 

: ing, pipe, extrusions, and other; and 15% The Titanium Development Association 

rodandbar. | | (TDA) continued its efforts on the dissemi- — : 

‘Bar and billet were the major forms used nation of information about titanium appli- 

for aircraft engines and airframes, while cations and potential new markets for tita- 

the other forms were used mainly for non- nium. One example of such activities was 

| aerospace industrial applications. Mill prod- the production of a 4-foot-high model of an. 

uct usage was estimated to be 75% for offshore oil rig highlighting current and 

aerospace and 25% for other industrial potential areas of titanium use, including | 

applications. —— : : compressor coolers, desalination units, and 

Current use of titanium in large commer-. seawater intake piping and valves. The | | 

cial aircraft represents about 6% of empty model was displayed at the Offshore Tech- 

- aircraft weight. Titanium is utilized where nology Conference in Houston, TX, in May | 

high-strength toughness, heat resistance, 1985. , 

: and high structural efficiency are required. Pigment.—Consumption of TiO. pigments — 

Typical military aircraft uses are for A-10 rose to a new peak for the third consecutive 

ballistic armament; structural forgings and year, because of continued economic expan- 

_ wing skins for F-14 and F-15 aircraft; rotor sion and increased demand from the home- 

| parts for helicopter blade systems; B-1B building industry. The proportion of ship- 

fracture-critical forgings and wing support ments used for paper and plastics increased, 

sections; and rotor discs, blades, and com- with corresponding decreases in the re- 

pressor blades on various engines. Major maining categories. a : | 

nonaerospace industrial uses are those re- Ferrotitanium.—Consumption of ferroti- 

| quiring superior resistance to corrosion, tanium and titanium scrap in steel and 

such as surface condensers in powerplants, other alloys decreased, mainly because of 

| heat exchangers, and chemical industry lower steel production. : | 

_-‘Table 7.—U.S. consumption of titanium concentrates 

| (Short tons) | . 

re ernst SS
 ST 

. ae Rutile 

, why es Imenite! | Titanium slag (natural and synthetic)? 
‘ ear SN — TT , 

. . Gross TiOg Gross TiOg Gross TiOe 
, weight content® weight content® weight content® : 

1981______________ ee 856,116 511,022 252,826 186,020 285,371 266,596 
1982 __-___-§___ ee 583,250 352,398 225,541 168,433 238,937 225,113 : 

1983 -_____-_--_------~-----___780,578 474,285 166,401___127,267_265,558_250,418 
1984: , 

Alloys and carbide____—__-__~-~~- (3) (3) (4) (4) __ _ 

Pigments ______________.---_ T15,417  —- 492,658 200,858 152,534 245,927 231,808 
Welding-rod coatings and fluxes _ — _ — (°) (3) —_ __ 4,165 3,911 
Miscellaneous®__________..__- 7,914 —- 6,819 __ Le 67,810 62,920 

Total _....____________- 783,391 498,977 200,858 152,584 317,902 298,639 

1985: | 
Alloys and carbide_________~-~- (3) (3) (4) (4) __ __ 

Pigments _____________-_--- 747,897 474,561 252,027 199,610 254,837 239,893 
Welding-rod coatings and fluxes __ __ (3) (°) __ — 5,192 4,881 
Miscellaneous®_________-____- 8,174 6,450 __ __ 45,249 41,714 

Total.» -§_-__-________ 756,071 481,011 252,027 199,610 305,278 286,488 
nS 

“Estimated. 
1Includes a mixed product containing rutile, leucoxene, and altered ilmenite. 
2Includes synthetic rutile made in the United States. 
3Included with “Miscellaneous” to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
“Included with “Pigments” to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 

| 5Includes ceramics, chemicals, glass fibers, and titanium metal.
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Table 8.—U.S. distribution of titanium pigment shipments, titanium dioxide content, . 
by industry | | 

So (Percent) - = 

Industry 1981" 1982" 1988" 1984" 1985 
Paint, varnish, lacquer —------- ee ti‘“(GSCRTCOO 48.1 48.9 54.8 543 Paper ________--= ~~~ 239 274 278° 199 20.5 Plastics (except floor covering and vinyl-coated fabrics and textiles) ____ 12.4 12.7 13.2 15.4 16.2 Rubber ___ ~~~ 24 26 1.8 2.0 1.7 Printing ink ----____._ 1.4 10 3911 1.2 1.0 Ceramics ____~-_.--_~-___--_ 1.5 1.2 1.0 1.0 7 Other. 9.4 7.0 6.7 5.7 5.6 $2 

Total ~~~ —~-~~---~--~-----------------_-_____ 100.0 100.0 100.0 »=—-100.0 100.0 
RL 

_ Revised. oe 

_ Table 9.—U.S. consumption of titanium products’ in steel and other alloys 
(Short tons) / 

: | : 1981 1982 1988 1984 1985 
Carbon steel — _________~__---- eee 420 744 659 = 4838:—C—= _ Stainless and heat-resisting steel __________-_-__- ~~~" 77 1,552 «1,289 «1,748 1851  2;104 . Other alloy steel (includes HSLA)_____-_______ 903 664 749 677 491 _ Toolsteel.___-__ WwW WwW w wow 

Total steel? ___________-_e______ 83,096. 2,878 3,241 . 3,187 3,078 Cast irons wee 63 47 38 62 23 Superalloys _____--___-2 645 409 535 622 - 657 Alloys, other than above. ~~ 772227777777 7777 777777777 254 200 . 252 473s 357 Miscellaneous and unspecified.._________________.______. 2 2=©=—Csoa0 ti‘ 18 ~=~=—s 18 : ES 
_ Total consumption _— __________----__----________ 4,084 ~— 3,089 4,078 4,362 4,188 

e e e ° * . ° e e te a W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Miscellaneous and unspecified.” Mncludes ferrotitanium containing 20% to 70% titanium and titanium metal scrap. 
*Excludes data withheld and unspecified; included under “Miscellaneous and unspecified.” 

| | STOCKS — | 
The total TiO, content of industry stocks 31,000 tons, or 60%. The overall increase in | of concentrates increased 23% from the concentrate stocks in 1985 followed rather yearend 1984 level. The largest increase was ‘Substantial usage from stocks in 1983 and in stocks of titanium slag, which rose about 1984. 

Table 10.—U.S. stocks of titanium concentrates and pigment, December 31 
. (Short tons) 

Gross TiO2 | 
weight content® eet content® 

Imenite:! 
1983 — ee 398,884 254,237 1984" 

201,091 128,507 1985 __ —_ rt 237,430 147,357 Titanium slag:! 
1983 _ ee 78,378 61,026 1984" ~------------ 2+ 66,599 52,397 1985 

105,919 83,711 | Rutile:! 
1983 ____-—---~------ eee 130,035 122,189 1984" Wooo e+ ------  e 102,128 96,186 1985 - -_---.------- 

115,973 109,319 Titanium pigment:? 
1983 _ ee. 71,465 72,000 1984 re 83,533 77,700 1985 _- -_---------- rt 56,756 52,800 

. 
“Estimated. "Revised. 
1Producer, consumer, and dealer stocks. 
*Bureau of the Census. Producer stocks only.
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| | | | PRICES a So 

| Concentrates.—Published prices of tita- not published during 1985. . 
nium concentrates were generally higherby _ Pigment.—List prices for titanium diox- _ 

| the end of 1985. However, published list ide pigment remained unchanged until the 

: prices of domestic ilmenite and rutile, in fourth quarter of 1985 when they increased | 

: other than bulk lots, were suspended the 3 cents per pound and closed the year at the 

entire year. - | higher rate. Because of the high demand, | 

Metal.—Reported sales prices on sponge there was very little discounting of ‘list 

were lower by yearend. Prices on Japanese prices. 
sponge under contract and spot prices were 

: | Table 11.—Published prices of titanium concentrates and products | 

oO : 19842 1985 

Concentrates: — 
Ilmenite, f.o.b. eastern U.S. ports _.._____-_-__--_-_~-~-per metric ton__ $70.00-$75.00 (?) 
Iimenite, f.o.b. Australian ports_________.--_----~-------do___- 36.00- 38.00 $38.00-$42.00 
Ilmenite, large lots, bulk, f.o.b. U.S. east coast _____________~ --do___~ 44.00- 45.00 - §0.00- 56.00 

Rutile, f.0.b. eastern U.S. ports ____.________-__---—~--~-per short ton_~ 460.00-490.00 (?) 

Rutile, bagged, f.o.b. Australian ports ___________----------do___~ 339.00-359.00 371.00-386.00 . 

~ Rutile, bulk, f.o.b. Australian ports.____________-_.-_------do____  319.00-335.00 - 315.00-328.00 
Rutile, large lots, bulk, f.o.b. Us. east coast. _______..___.----do___~— 320.00-340.00 350.00-360.00 

Synthetic rutile, f.o.b. Mobile, AL. _____-_----------------do__~~ _ 850.00 350.00 

Titanium slag, 80% TiOz, f.o.b. Sorel, Quebec® _________-_-per metric ton_ _ 185.00 196.00 
Titanium slag, 85% TiOz, f.o.b. Richards Bay, Republic of South Africa® 

| } | do____ 200.00 212.00 
. Metal: . ae 

Sponge, reported sales ____________------_-------~-=per pound__ 4.00-- 4.25 3.50- 4.00 

Sponge, Japanese, under contract, c.i.f. U.S. ports, including import duty 
oo do___— No quotation No quotation — 

_ Mill producta: = : | 
Wo eee + = - de - 9.77 9.77 

Billet _..-__________________ ee do . ™8.35 8.35 

Plate ___._____________ ue ee do 10.64 - 10.64 
Sheet _________________----_----------------do___- 12.78 12.73 

- Strip ____.-__--_---------------------------do___- 13.45 13.45 
' Pigment: 

Titanium dioxide pigment, f.o.b. U.S. plants, anatase ________~.~-do___- 69 12-13 
Titanium dioxide pigment, f.o.b. U.S. plants, rutile _.____._-_-__.--~-do___~_ 15 18 eee eee eet eee a eee 2a | 

Estimated. ‘Revised. | 
1Yearend. 
2List price suspended effective Jan. 1, 1985. 

Sources: American Metal Market, Industrial Minerals (London), Metals Week, and industry contacts. 

FOREIGN TRADE 

Exports of TiO. pigments decreased for 1985. Exports of sponge metal decreased 
the first time since 1980, while imports of 70%, and imports of sponge dropped 36%. — 
pigment continued the upward trend that Imports of ilmenite, slag, and synthetic 
began in 1981. rutile increased 24% to 50%, much more 

Substantial increases in exports of most than offsetting the 7% decrease in imports 
titanium metal categories occurred during of natural rutile. :
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- 7 Table 12.—U.S. exports of titanium products, by class — a 
a - 1983 1984 - ne 1985 ce Cl 1...” Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value ass (short (thou- (short (thou- _—_— (short (thou- tons) sands) tons) sands) tons) sands) 

Concentrates: cot 
Se Ilmenite __.-_-___._.____-__ 865 $26 3,807 $151 ee _- Rutile. ~~ 3,526 ~ 980 4,844 1,784 27,759 $6,953 

Total. _-- ~~ 4,391 1,006. 8,651 11,936 27,759 6,953 _ 
a neers ocd 

Metal: - 
. Sponge -_-__-_______.__- 39 203 171 967 51 338 _ Other unwrought_____________ 258 1,896 204 1,224 181 2,604 Scrap 5,379 7,074 4,109. 7,168 6,760 14,533 Ingots, billets, slabs,ete___.___.__________ 1,371 29,282 2071 40,993 - 2,248 40,942 Other wrought _--_ = 783. 22,965 778 ~=-20,509 =§=—s-1,147 Ss 29,481 

| Fotal_ ~~ 7,830 61,370 . 7,333 70,861 110,388 87,898 . . . .. 
NL 

eee Pigment and oxides: a . 
Titanium dioxide pigments________________ 91,702 86,900 106,124 97,804 101,954 108,384 Titanium compounds, ¢ except pigment-grade______ 1,819 5,232 2,123 5,024 1,247. 4,486 

- Total, ~~~ ee, 93,521 92,182 108,247. 102,828 103,201 112,870 

Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. an ce ce oe oo | 
_ Source: Bureau of the Census. | 

: - . oe 

| oo Table 13.—U.S. imports for consumption of titanium concentrates, — — | - by country . a 
— 1983 1984 . 1985. 

Concentrate and country Quantity ‘Value Quantity Value Quantity Value oo. Co (short (thou- (short (thou- (short (thou- . no tons) sands) tons) sands) tons). sands) 
Imenite: | 

Australia____--_2__=_ 259,328 $9,262 409,605 — $11,063 506,539 $14,060 ‘Indonesia__.______ Pe _— -_- _- 265. 530 
, . . . . . . — —— Total__-____ oe 259,328 9,262 409,605 11,063 506,804 14,590 _ 

Titanium slag: . 
Canada __________ 127,691 18,533 160,155 - 25,081 195,230 36,350. ' South Africa, Republic of ______ __ 11,016 1628 = 49,685 7,702 . 96,598 — 15,881 | 

Total’ ____ ~------- LL 138,708 20,161 209,839 32,783 291,828 52,231 
_ Rutile, natural: a : ’ Australia_.wo02 22 80,096 16,450 93,871 25,046 66,055. 19,062 Canada ______________ — _- 219 55 258 43 ‘Sierra Leone__-____________ _- —_ 48,436 18,326 32,994 10,822 South Africa, Republicof _______ 10,817 3,365 15,939 2,674 © 44,146 10,094. Other __-_____-_ = ee |: 21 a _- 3,150 488 

- Total? 90,992 19,836 158,465 41,100 146,602 40,509 
Rutile, synthetic: 

. | Australia_-22 == 11,118 1,767 22,043 3,810 33,061 3,458 France _.____________ 127 111 _- __ _- _- Japan_________ 617 235 _— a _— _— Taiwan _.__________ 8,723 1,583 -- _— __ -— 
Tota!) 2 = 20,586 3,696 22,043 3,810 33,061 3,458 Titaniferous iron ore:? 

Canada ____________ 2,124 107 1,966 77 858 38 
| 1Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. "Includes materials consumed for purposes other than production of titanium commodities, principally heavy aggregate and steel furnace flux. 

Source: Bureau of the Census. Data adjusted by the Bureau of Mines.
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| Table 14.—U.S. imports for consumption of titanium dioxide pigments, by country 

. TT — ——3988——t—~*S 1984 1985 | 

_ Co t | | Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 

_veuny . (short (thou- (short (thou- (short (thou- 

- | . tons) sands) tons) _ sands) tons) sands) 

| Australia. eee BOL $5824 B.27T $5,898 5,288 $5,967 

Belgium-Luxembourg ———------------------
 14,456 11,287 10,840 9,824 16,459’: 15,508 

Canada______-----~-------------------
 25,563 27,396 26,212 29,388 26,658 30,019 

Finland_________---------------------
 4,829 4,678 6,079 5,954 5,799 6,200 

France ______-_----------------------
 31,195 30,032 47,801 45,107 39,379 42,167 

Germany, Federal Republic of __-------------- | 36,659 35,804 34,980 34,156 39,728 38,955 

Italy... .--_------------------------- 1,223 1,082 1,078 1,032 1,520 1,855 

Japan_____-----~--------------------
 4,888 4,870 4,546 4,900 5,378 6,267 

Mexico _________-----------------------
 _ 67 61 1,668 1,201 3,289  - 4,050 

Netherlands. _______-------------------
 254 211 189 198 1,238. . 1,120 . 

Norway___—---------------------------
 6,428 5,638 6,931 6,304 6,978 5,968 

South Africa, Republic of __-._--------------- _- _- _— _. .. 561 634 

Spain — jon 2222227722 23,006 18,784 22,129 20,863 21,283. 23,659 

nited Kingdom ____-------------------- 19,761 19,135 22,847 20,857 21,242 22,880 

Yugoslavia. _- ----~-------------------- 155 115 2,597 1,447 516 © 508 

Other! ________-__-_-----~--=---------- 
781 "517 329 322 913 1,054 

— Total?_ _— _— _a------------------- _ 194,857 165,495 193,501 186,952 196,213 206,809 

Includes Algeria, Austria, Brazil, China, Denmark, Dominican Republic, Hong Kong, India, Ireland, the Republic of 

Korea, Macao, Poland, Singapore, Sweden, Switzerland, and Taiwan, in one or more of these years. 

2Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. | 

| Source: Bureau of the Census. — | | 

Table 15.—U.S. imports for consumption of titanium metal, by class and country | , 

Class and country Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 

- a (short (thou- (short (thou- (short (thou- 

: tons) sands) tons) sands) tons) sands) _ . 

Unwrought: Sponge: | : - . 

China ______-------------- 1 $4 -- _- _- _- 

Japan _____--------------- 976 6,761 - 12,662 $15,789 11,689 $10,007 

Korea, Republic of_ _ _-~-—-------- _— _- -- _- 28 156 

USSR _------------------ 193 913 _- oe _- -- 

United Kingdom_ — —_——-------- 30 177 — 45 26 (7) 1 

| Total® _____------------ 1,199 7956 12,667 15815 717 10,164 | 

Ingot and billet: 
o 

Canada ___---------------- 7 102 6 62 29 247 

China _______------------- __ __ (7) 1 _- _- 

France___._._____----------- __ __ 38 162 ?) 15 

Germany, Federal Republic of — ~--~- 19 405 30 561 46 844 

Japen —--------7- 77777777 44 546 17 1,327 - 101 950 

USS.R _~___-------------- 4 38 _- _- __ _- . 

United Kingdom_ — — — ---~------- 6 133 26 328 2 49 

Other _______---~---------- (?) 4 (?) 5 (7) 26 

Total? ~________-------- 81 1,228 176 2,447 179 2,131 

eee 
oo 

Waste and scrap: 
Austria _. _-_----~--------- 39 55 217 390 _ _- 

Belgium___---------------- 66 89 28 11 47 61 

Canada ___---------------- 451 2,240 190 320 117 155 

China _______------------- - 22 19 68 168 372 839 

France____---~~----------- 62 95 149 451 122 498 

Germany, Federal Republic of __--~ 166 365 294 851 87 316 

Japan ________------------ 44 130 117 522 352 1,175 

Sweden __----------------- 90 168 100 301 90 311 

Switzerland_ ____._-~--~------- 117 184 — — 162 318 

USS.R _-_---------------- __ __ 90 270 18 194 

United Kingdom_ __—~---------- 463 1,036 544 2,215 595 2,001 

Other ____--_------------- 52 80 53 202 111 207 

Total? _________-------- 1,572 4,461 1,850 5,703 2,134 6,075 

lle 
ll O30O TE 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 15.—U.S. imports for consumption of titanium metal, by class and country 
oO a —Continued - a | | 

| dg SSC~“~*s‘“‘s*s*s*s~s—s—é—‘iOASC“‘(C#(UNCSNSNCNCONC‘(C(C(USUC“NSSCSCSC‘OCNW 

Class and country Quen ee ee thom «= ehort thou : 
| tons) seins) tons) __sands)_tons) _sands)_ 

Wrought titanium: : | 
Canada ______________-__.. 317s $5,219 212 $3,701 390 $6,298 . 

| Germany, Federal Republic of —— ~~~ (?) 2 6 -140 (?) 18 
| Japan _.____________.-_-_-_ 605 8,842 529 6,091. 987 13,128 | 

‘United Kingdom_________-_--- 8 258 68 1,130 55 1,254 
Other ________------------ #5 330 OC 25 — 441 “18 345 

Total® — + 935 14,354 840 11,504 1,449 «21,088 | 

| 1fxcludes sponge imported by GSA for the national stockpile. 
2Less than 1/2 unit. So | 
SData may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Source: Bureau of the Census. _ oo 

SO ; ~ WORLD REVIEW oe 

| World production of titanium concen- plant at Capel, Western Australia, by mid- 
trates rose for the second consecutive year 1987. Associated Minerals Consolidated Ltd. 
because of the continued increase in TiO. (AMC) was to add to its existing synthetic 

| pigment production and demand. World rutile capacity of 66,000 tons per year, at 

: prices of concentrates and pigment increas- Capel, by building a 120,000-ton-per-year | 
ed in response to the high demand: World plant near Geraldton, Western Australia, — 
demand for TiO. pigment in 1985 was about also to be completed in 1987. Total Austra- | 
2.6 million tons. © | | lian synthetic rutile capacity by 1987 was | 
Titanium sponge metal production in the thus expected to increase from the current | 

market economy countries rose to about level of 66,000 tons per year to about 300,000 
49,000 tons because of increased production tons per year. Oe , | 
in Japan, despite somewhat reduced output Du Pont reportedly agreed to sell its 50% 
in the United States and the United King- share in Allied Eneabba Ltd., a producer of 
dom. | | ilmenite and zircon in Western Australia, to 
_Australia.—Australia again was the larg- Renison Goldfields Consolidated, Ltd. Reni- 

est producer of titanium minerals with son’s subsidiary, AMC, is Australia’s largest 
| exports of ilmenite, in order of decreasing producer of ilmenite, with mining and proc- 

volume, mainly to the United States, the essing operations in the Eneabba and Perth 
United Kingdom, Spain, the U.S.S.R., Ja- areas. . a 
pan, Brazil, and France, and exports of Belgium.—Inco Ltd. reportedly reached 

rutile, in order of decreasing volume, main- an agreement for Inco Alloy Products Ltd. 
ly to the United States, the United King- (IAPL). to acquire a $2.5 million. share in 
dom, and Japan. Titech Europe, a titanium castings compa- 
‘Because of strong demand for ilmenite, ny that was in receivership following the 

rutile, monazite, and zircon, the Australian withdrawal of the parent company, Titech 
mineral sands industry planned to increase International Inc. A new company was to be 
its production capacity of mineral sands formed, jointly owned by [APL (60%) and 
and synthetic rutile. Mineral Deposits Ltd. the Walloon regional development authori- 
planned to begin a new operation in August ty, known as the Société Regionale d’Inves- 
that would bring its production rate to tissement de Wallonie (40%), according to 
33,000 tons per year each of rutile and reports. An extensive program of capital 
zircon by early 1986. In August-September investment and research and development 
1985, TiO. Corp. was introduced as a major was planned to increase the product range 
new mineral sands operator on Australia's of the new company, to be known as the 
west coast and by 1988, planned to exploit Société de Technologie du Titane et des 
deposits acquired from Western Mining Alliages Speciau. | 
Corp. at Cooljarloo and Jurien Bay north of Brazil.—Du Pont was considering a joint 
Perth. Westralian Sands Ltd. planned to venture with Cia. Vale do Rio Doce (CVRD), 
build a 110,000-ton-per-year synthetic rutile owned by the Government of Brazil, to
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construct a 66,000-ton-per-year TiO. pig- | Finland.—The Otanmaki underground _— 
| _ ment plant in Brazil. CVRD would supply mine, operated by Rautaruukki Oy, was 

_ Du Pont with 220,000 tons per year of closed in April 1985 because of high oper- _ 
| | anatase concentrates from a $100 million ating costs. Besides ilmenite, the mine pro- 

plant that CVRD was to begin building in duced magnetite, pyrite, and vanadium pen- _ 
a 1985 in the State of Minas Gerais, and Du _ toxide. a a on 

Pont would supply technology for producing © Germany, Federal. Republic of.—NL In- 
TiO. pigment from the anatase concen- dustries began operation of its new 44,000- 

, | trates. The TiO, plant would also cost about _ton-per-year chloride-process TiO: ‘plant at) > 
“ | $100 million and begin production in 1989. Leverkusen, which replaces some of its _ 

CVRD reportedly began operation of a older sulfate-process capacity at that loca- 
-15,000-ton-per-year pilot plant to produce tion. NL Industries’ total annual TiO, pro- 
anatase concentrates in 1983.59 _ duction capacity in the Federal Republic of  _ 

| International Minerals & Chemical Corp. Germany was about 88,000 tons of chloride- _ 
~ (IMC), Northbrook, IL, reportedly signed a process and 40,000 tons of sulfate-process | 
letter of intent with the Goids State govern- capacity at Leverkusen, and 66,000 tons of | 
ment indicating the company’s interest in sulfate-process capacity at N ordenham. The : 
Investing in a titanium concentrate plant company planned to build acid recycling —— 
that would be built in Catalao, Goids,in the plants for both the Nordenham and Le- 

. next 2 years. The proposed agreement ten- verkusen facilities by 1989, the year permis- 
| tatively called for IMC to invest up to $200 sion was scheduled to end for dumping 

million in a plant with an estimated capaci- waste acidintothe NorthSea. = 7 
ty of 330,000 tons per year of anatase con- . India.—Mining was scheduled to begin in 
centrate containing up to 90% TiO. The 1985 at the Orissa Sands Complex. Indian _ 
project would be in a new market area for Rare Earths Ltd. planned to mine 3.2 mil- 

| IMC, which is a major worldwide supplier of lion tons of raw sand annually to provide | 
| fertilizers, ferroalloys, and industrial min- 240,000 tons of ilmenite, 33,000 tons of — 

_erals. Anatase ore reserves are controlled _ sillimanite, 11,000 tons of rutile, 4,000 tons 
by a Brazilian State company, Metais de of monazite, and 2,000 tons of zircon.® 
Goias S.A., and would be leased toIMC for —_Italy.—Elettrochimica Marco’ Ginatta 
25 years® = = | - | (EMG) reportedly was building a 1,300-ton- | 

* Canada.—NL Industries planned to build per-year electrolytic process titanium 
a 40,000-ton-per-year chloride-process TiO. sponge, crystals, and powder plant in Tri- 
plant at Varennes, Quebec, to be completed este, in partnership with Instituto par la | 

- | by mid-1987 at a cost of $50 million. NL Reconstruzione Industriale, the state hold- 
Industries’ subsidiary, NL Chem Canada ing company that owns the major steel _ 

7 Ltd., operates a 40,000-ton-per-year sulfate- company, Finanziaria Siderurgica S.p.A. 
| process TiO. plant at Varennes. — EMG hoped to have the plant in production 

Chemetics International Co., North York, by early 1987 and was also seeking partners 
Ontario, announced a project for recovering for a 10,000-ton-per-year titanium sponge 
spent acid from sulfate-process TiO. produc- plant elsewhere in Europe.? _ | 
tion. Chemetics, Tioxide Canada Inc. (Dor- Japan.—Toho Titanium Co. Ltd. expand- 
val, Quebec), NL Chem Canada, and QIT- ed its ingot capacity to about 9,000 tons per 
Fer et Titane Inc. (Sorel, Quebec) agreed in year from 3,300 tons per year, through the 
principle to build a unit for processing 110 purchase of a new vacuum arc melting 
tons per day of waste acid at Tioxide Cana- furnace from Consarc Corp., Rancocas, NJ. 
da’s Tracy, Quebec, TiO, plant. The process, In December 1985, Toho was planning to 
reportedly patented by Chemetics, involves start deliveries of titanium ingots weighing 
total evaporation of sulfuric acid in strong 16.5 tons. | . 
acid waste, followed by separation of the Total annual Japanese sponge production 
solid metal sulfates from the vapor phase, capacity at yearend was about 34,800 tons, 
and production of 93% to 96% sulfuric acid distributed among the four producers as. 
by partial condensation.’ follows: Osaka Titanium Co. Ltd.; 17,000 

China.—China reportedly contracted to tons; Toho, 13,200 tons; Nippon Soda Co. 
buy a vacuum arc melting furnace for the Ltd., 2,400 tons; and Showa Titanium Co. 
manufacture of titanium ingots. The fur- Ltd., 2,200 tons. 
nace was to be installed in the Baoji metal In November, Osaka and Nippon Soda 
plant in Shaanxi Province, to improve qual- reportedly reduced their production rates 
ity as well as increasing output to 1,300 tons because of lower-than-expected demand 
per year. from the aerospace industry and a drop in
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sales prices of about 20% caused by the plant would supply domestic and export 
increased strength of the Japanese yen markets.” oo 
relative to the U.S. dollar. However, Toho South Africa, Republic of.—Richards | 

and Showa continued to operate at levels Bay Minerals planned to spend about $68 
reached earlier in the year, so that overall million over the next 2 years to expand its 
utilization of Japan’s sponge capacity inthe heavy minerals mining and smelting oper- 
fourth quarter was about 62%. Total 1985 ations in the Republic of South Africa. The 
titanium sponge production in Japan was smelter capacity reportedly will be increas- 
24,500 tons. — | | ed 50% to about 720,000 tons per year of 
Norway.—The Central Bureau of Statis- 85% TiO. slag by building a third furnace. | 

| tics estimated Norway’s titanium reserves Taiwan.—Du Pont obtained permission | 

to be sufficient for 60 years of operation at from the Government of Taiwan to build a 
the current production rate, indicating total 66,000-ton-per-year TiO. pigment plant. 
reserves of 49 million tons of ilmenite con- Estimated cost of the plant was about $150 — 
centrate containing about 22 million tons of million, with a 1988 startup date. Du Pont 
TiO.. The K/S Ilmenittsmelteverket A/S estimated that worldwide TiO. demand was 
(KSI plant, being built in Tyssedal to smelt growing at 1.5% per year, but that demand 
385,000 tons per year of ilmenite and recov- in the Asian-Pacific and Latin American. 

er 220,000 tons per year of 75% TiO: slag, regions was growing at double that rate. | 

was expected to start trial runs in Septem- U.S.S.R.—Production of titanium sponge : 

ber 1986 and be in full production in 1987. metal was estimated to be 47,000 tons. 

: KSI is a limited partnership between state- Annual production capacity was estimated 
owned DNN Industries A/S (83.3%), Kronos to be about 53,000 tons. Imports of ilmenite 
Titan A/S (7.5%), Titania A/S (7.5%), and from Australia declined 40% to 69,000 tons. _ | 

shipowner Atle Jebsen (1.67%). Estimated United Kingdom.—In September, Billiton 
total cost of the project was about $160 (UK) Ltd. sold its 62.5% share of Deeside 
million.’ Titanium Ltd. to Rolls Royce Ltd., bringing - 

- Saudi Arabia.—A private sector Saudi Rolls Royce’s share in Deeside to 82.5%. IMI - 
industrial group, IDI Ltd., was planning to Titanium Ltd. owns the remaining 17.5%. 
build a 55,000-ton-per-year TiO. plant at Al- Deeside was reportedly operating its 5,500- 
Jubail on the Persian Gulf. The plant prob- ton-per-year sponge plant at a 1,500-ton-per- 
ably would use chloride-process technology year rate, the estimated level required to 
and would cost about $140 million. The supply the needs of Rolls Royce. | 

Table 16.—Titanium: World production of concentrates (ilmenite, leucoxene, rutile, 
and titaniferous slag), by country’ | 

| ’ (Short tons) 

| Concentrate type and country 1981 1982 1983 1984” 1985° 

Ilmenite and leucoxene:? | 
Australia: . 

Ilmenite _________________-___ _ 1,456,303 _—1,266,788 987,900 1,260,224 —1,380,000 
Leucoxene______________---_-- 21,232 21,758 14,725 17,509 19,000 

Brazil] ________..__------------- 17,478 712,480 33,568 45,134 50,000 
China? 150,000 150,000 154,000. 154,000 154,000 
Finland __._-.__-___---_----------. 178,023 184,968 180,669  °184,000 150,000 
India ___ ee 179,141 ™ 168,585 148,234 154,323 187,000 
Malaysiat__.-§_____________-__-_-- 190,482 ——«-111,556 245,509 259,025 303,000 
Norway _____________----------- ™727,088 608,215 612,826 729,027 810,500 
Portugal. _____/.__/______--_--_-_-_- F441 ¥645 298 181 160 
Sri Lanka _______________________ 88,197 75,268 90,145 112,489 110,000 
Thailand ____-___________________ 41 20 226 591 550 
USSR® ee 470,000 475,000 480,000 485,000 490,000 
United States® ___._____.._________ 542,857 263,391 W Ww Ww 

Total _._.____________._-. "4,020,733 3,338,674 2,948,100 3,401,503 —-3,654,210 

Rutile: TO 

Australia ___________-__-________- 254,432 243,277 174,404 200,048 225,000 
Brazil __._____-_--------------- 190 258 = sé 10 454 ~——- B00 
India ________-_------_-------- 7,397 76,374 T €6 100 F €6 600 7,700 
Sierra Leone®________.------------ 55,992 52,590 79,146 100,641 89,000 
South Africa, Republic of ________---~- 55,000 52,000 62,000 62,000 61,000 
Sri Lanka _________-------------- 14,662 7,950 8,921 7,129 7,700 

‘See footnotes at end of table.
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_ Table 16.—Titanium: World production of concentrates (ilmenite, leucoxene, rutile, 
oe and titaniferous slag), by country’ —Continued | _ Ce 

| | | | _ (Short tons) an a, 

Concentrate type andcountry+~*1981; 1982 1988 19847 19858 
Rutile —Continued - . . ce — 

 USSRE 11,000 11,000 11,000 = 11,000 ~=—S—11,000 | United States___~-~______--~--~~-- O WwW Ww WwW WwW Ww 

Total _--__________-._____ "398673 —*873,449 342,081 387,872 401,900 | 
| Titaniferous slag: 7 . oo - eo _ : | _ Canada?____________-___________ 886,864. —s_787,445 ~=—=—- 700,000 800,000 930,000 

South Africa, Republic of* §____________ 408,000 420,000 460,000 460,000 480,000 | 
a Total ___.-_________--____ 1,244,864 1,157,445 1,160,000 1,260,000 ‘1,410,000 

NS 
SST yas Sasa ———— ™ — _— - . 

*Estimated. Preliminary. ‘ "Revised. _W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. . 
_ Table excludes production of unbeneficiated anatase ore in Brazil, in short tons, as follows: 1981—3,208,185; 1982— 3,136,054; 1983—2,610,028; 1984—-2,943,538; and 1985—3,000,000 (estimated). This material reportedly contains 20% TiOg. : 
Table includes data available through June 24, 1986. oO . 

_ 2Imenite is also produced in Canada and in the Republic of South Africa, but this output is not included here because 
an estimated 90% of it is duplicative of output reported under “Titaniferous slag,” and the rest is used for purposes other 
than production of titanium commodities, principally as steel furnace flux and heavy aggregate. 

' §Data are for fiscal year beginning Apr. 1 of year stated. . ae 
“Exports. Co a | 
Includes a mixed product containing ilmenite, leucoxene, and rutile. . 
SContains 96% TiO2. . . 7Tontained 72% TiOe in 1981-82, 74% TiOg in 1983, and 80% TiO in 1984-85. - oe , . SContains 85% TiOz. | oe | 

: i _ TECHNOLOGY oe | 

'The Bureau of Mines issued a report on Pont’s mining operation was lowered to | 
contract research in which engineering pro- reach some deep ore. The high water table 
files and cost data were obtained on foreign had previously prevented direct examina- 
titanium mineral properties. Capital and tion of the ore structure. Since exploration 
operating costs were estimated for all for heavy minerals in the Southeastern 
reported currently operating and poten- United States has been aimed almost-en- 

| tial future projects in market economy tirely at ancient shoreline placers, some 
_ countries.'? The Bureau also investigated dune deposits may have been overlooked.'* 

the recovery of titanium from perovskite. The role of titanium minerals and pig- 
| (CaTiO;) concentrates by using sulfuric ments in welding fluxes was discussed in an _ 

| acid-CaTiO; reactions at atmospheric pres- article examining the industrial minerals 
sure. Under some conditions, over 98% of used for coated electrodes, flux-cored wires, 
the titanium was rapidly converted to and granular fluxes. A description of rele- 
water-soluble sulfates.» A U.S. patent was vant welding processes was included.” 
developed based on this work. In other U.S. Navy officials reported that the Sea | 
Bureau research, titanium diboride (TiB.) Cliff, one of the Navy’s three Turtle class 
was used as a 0% to 12% stoichiometric deep-diving submarines, had made an ocean 
constituent of an iron-base alloy system dive of 20,000 feet off the coast of Central 
being investigated as a potential replace- America. The 31-foot Sea Cliff had been 
ment for cobalt-base alloys for some uses. A__ refitted with a special titanium hull and 
range of TiB, contents resulting in most silver-zinc batteries, allowing independent 
promising properties was determined for operation at 20,000 feet for more than 16 
further research.'® hours. The original design of the Turtle 
New evidence was published indicating class submarines specified a standard op- 

that the Trail Ridge mineral sands deposit erating depth of 6,500 feet.18 
in Florida formed mainly as a great sand Recognizing the need for a single, compre- 
dune or dune complex, rather than as a hensive, concise, up-to-date source book on 
beach deposit, as previously thought. The titanium, TDA published in book form a 
new evidence, consisting of high-angle compilation of articles on various aspects of 
crossbeds diagnostic of an aeolian dune titanium technology. Most of these articles 
environment, was revealed in 1968 and have already appeared in print, mainly in 
again in 1985 when the dredge pond at Du the “Journal of Metals.” However, a major
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__ new chapter was included on the history of _»physical scientist, Division of Nonferrous Metals. 
titanium, written especially for this book.’® =Mineral data assistant, Division of Nonferrous Metals. 

| In response to a need for improved per- other sverified d in this chapter are short tons unless 
formance of gas turbine aircraft engines, oy Roser J. ALTA’s Pure Titanium Used on Electronic | 

° ‘ ps. Am. Met. Mark., v. 93, No. , duly 24, ,p.6. - 
the Oe an Force worked on projects that 'Turner, R., J. Ryser, and A. Agoos. Du Pont Seeks a 
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OO By PhilipT.Stafford’ = = ; 

Consumption of tungsten concentrate were closed all or partofthe year, > 
decreased 20% and imports fell 18% from Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- : | 
those of 1984. Mine shipments decreased duction data for tungsten are developed by 
16% from those of 1984, remaining lower the Bureau of Mines by means of three 

- than those of any year since 1934. Prices of separate, voluntary surveys. These surveys | 
- concentrate from domestic mines remained are “Tungsten Ore and Concentrate,” 

at a relatively low level, decreasing 19% “Tungsten Concentrate and Tungsten Prod- 
from those of 1984. _ ucts,” and “Tungsten Concentrate.” Of the 

More than 95% of domestic production 48 operations.to which surveys were sent, 
came from three mining operations in Cali- all responded, representing 100% of the 
fornia and Colorado. Most mines, mills, and . total production shown in table 1. 
ammonium paratungstate (APT) plants — , | 

a | Table 1.—Salient tungsten statistics " ee | 

| (Metric tons of tungsten content unless otherwise specified) oo 

| 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985, 

United States: | | | | 
Concentrate: 

Mine production _____________...-.---- «8,605 1,521 © 980 . 1,203 996 
_ Mine shipments _________________-____ 3,545 1,575 1,016 1,173 983 

Value__________________thousands._ $62,281 $22,062 = $10,528 += $18,409 $9,143 : 
Consumption __________________ ~~~ 9,839 4,506 5,181 8,577 - 6,838 
Shipments from Government stocks _ __—.__——~— 958 344 259 1,368 902 
Exports _______________ ee 79 305 1 129 124 

. Imports for consumption ___...__.___..... 5,331 3,528 2,861 5,807 4,746 . 
Stocks, Dec. 31: 

Producer ___________________----- 108. 54 47 46 ~~ 60 
Consumer _________________--._-._. 671 1,765 1,085 959 1,077 

Ammonium paratungstate: . 
Production _____________________--_- 8,855 4,914 5,021 7,339 6,527 
Consumption ________________________ 9,165 5,873 5,655 8,808 7,941 
Stocks, Bec. 31: Producer and consumer __ __ — — —— 699 748 970 1,191 1,056 

Primary products: 
Production ____..../____-__-_______- 9,960 6,441 6,020 9,799 8,219 
Consumption _______..------__-___- 9,618 6,349 6,523 10,216 8,096 
Stocks, Bee. 31: . 

“Producer __ 1,472 1,477 1,438 1,850 1,968 
Consumer _________________-_____ 936 933 1,446 1,585 1,206 

World: Concentrate: | 
Production .._____...__.__..._-_--------~ | 750,269 "46,921 40,821 46,478 °46,989 
Consumption. ___....__-_-_-.__ + T47,986 F42,170 42,705 50,072 ©47,298 

Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. 

Legislation and Government Pro-_ kilograms of tungsten content per month, of 
grams.—The General Services Administra- which 102,058 kilograms was for domestic 
tion (GSA) Office of Stockpile Transactions use and 34,020 kilograms was for export. 
continued to sell excess stockpiled tungsten Additionally, supplemental offerings were 
concentrate on the basis of monthly sealed made at the rate of 90,719 kilograms per 
bids. Regular offerings of excess concentrate month, of which 68,039 kilograms was for 
were made at the disposal rate of 136,078 domestic use and 22,680 kilograms was for 

| 991
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export. As a result of the regular and _ into two tiers. Tier I would contain materi- | 
supplemental offerings, concentrate sales als required by military, industrial, and 

| totaled 694,370 kilograms of tungsten, of essential civilian users during a military | 
which 611,587 kilograms was for domestic conflict, which would not be available from Me 
use and 82,783 kilograms was for export. domestic or reliable foreign sources. Tier II 

Actual shipment of excess concentrate would contain a supplemental reserve of 
from the stockpile totaled 902,401 kilograms material already possessed by the Govern- | 
of tungsten content in concentrate. ment. According to the NSC guidelines, 
_ All stockpile sales of tungsten concen- tungsten would be categorized in tier II, and 

. trate were discontinued as of October 1 the goal would be 23,682 metric tons of 
| until further notice because the transaction tungsten metal equivalent. At yearend, this 

a fund had reached its legal limit ceiling of proposal was under consideration by the 
$250 million. Hence, no sales were made Congress. The Department of Defense Au- 
after September. ne __ thorization Act, 1986 (Public Law 99-145), 

| | On July 8, the President approved Na- signed by the President on November 8, | | 
| tional Security Council (NSC) recommenda- 1985, stated that no action may be taken 

tions for modernizing the strategic and before October 1, 1986, to implement or | 
| critical materials stockpile. Under the NSC administer any reduction in a stockpile goal 

proposal, the stockpile would be structured _ in effect on October 1, 1984. | | 

: Table 2.—U.S. Government tungsten stockpile material inventories and goals - 
ae | (Metric tons of tungsten content) a a i . 

. . _ Inventory by program, Dec. 31, 1985 

Material | Goals National — DPA? Total 
. stockpile inventory ° 

- Tungsten concentrate: | . Stockpile grade __-_____.__-_-_- = 25,152 24,670 72 24,742 . Nonstockpile grade.__._____________.. _— 11,846 46 11,892 

Total 25,152 36,516 - 118 36,634 
Ferrotungsien: : . 

Stockpile grade _. 2-2 5 _— ~ 381 _— 381 . Nonstockpile grade__—---_-_.----_~----- iL _- | 5387 -- 537 

. Total? _-______ _ _ 919 __ 919 : 
SS 

Tungsten metal. powder: ; . Stockpile grade ___-~__-_-______ ee 726 - 711 _- 711 . Nonstockpile grade______-_______~__-_--____ i Le __ . 150 oe ; 150 

Total. -__-_--- 726 ' 861 _. 861 
Tungsten carbide powder: . BO 

Stockpile grade ___-___-___._________ 907 “871 _— 871 Nonstockpile grade____.._-______________ __ - 61 — 51 

Total_____- 907 922 _ 922 
LEW 

1Defense Production Act (DPA) of 1950. . 
Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. , 

| DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

Mine production and shipments decreas- berry Mine and mill of Teledyne Tungsten, 
ed 17% and 16%, respectively, compared a subsidiary of Telédyne Inc., near North 
with those of 1984. Production totaled 996 Fork, Madera County, CA, produced tung- 
metric tons of tungsten content in 1984, the sten concentrate except during the winter, 
smallest amount since 1934, except for 1983. when it was closed owing to weather condi- 
Shipments totaled 983 tons, the smallest tions. | 
amount since 1934. Although four mines in The Climax Mine and mill of Climax 
two Western States reported production, Molybdenum Co., a-division of AMAX Inc., 
three mines provided more than 95% of the at Climax, CO, produced tungsten at one- 
domestic tungsten production. No mine op- quarter capacity for most of the year. The 
erated continuously. However, the Straw- Climax Mine, in Lake County, principally
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‘produces molybdenum. | Union Carbide Corp., near Bishop, CA, was 

The Pine Creek Mine and APT plant of closed or operated at a reduced capacity 

Umetco Minerals Corp., a subsidiary of during most of the year. : 

Table 3.—Tungsten concentrate shipped from mines in the United States 
es ee, Ep WLll  e_sSe—S _ 

| . Quantity Reported value, f.o.b. . 

| Year Metric ton Tungsten Total Average Average 
units of (metric | (thou- per unit kilogram of 

. WOs tons). sands) ,of WOs tungsten 

1981 _________________ +e 447,028 3,545 $62,231 $139.21 . $17.55 
1982 6. ee 198,652 |. 1,575 22,062 111.06 14.00 
1988 _~- ee 128,130 1,016 10,528 82.17 10.36 
1984 _- ee 147,958  ——s«1,178 13,409 90.63 11.43 : 
1985 ________________-_---------- 128,944 983 9,143 73.77 9.30 
‘= . . . 

1Values apply to finished concentrate and are in some instances f.o.b. custom mill. , 

2A metric ton unit equals 10 kilograms of tungsten trioxide (WOs) and contains 7.93 kilograms of tungsten. | 

Table 4.—Major producers of tungsten concentrate and principal tungsten processors in 
the United States in 1985 | 

er 

- Location of mine, mill, 

. Company or processing plant ~~ 

Producers of tungsten concentrate: | 

‘Climax Molybdenum Co., a division of AMAX Inc _____-----~--------- Climax, CO. 

Teledyne Tungsten ___-+_________--------~--~------+----- North Fork, CA. . 

Umetco Minerals Corp., a subsidiary of Union Carbide Corp_ —_--—------- Bishop, CA. 

Processors of tungsten: a 
- AMAX Inc., AMAX Metals Group ______—-~----—--------------- Fort Madison, IA. . 

Fansteel Inc__________-~---------------~--------------- North Chicago, IL. 

General ElectricCo __.___________--------~-------~--~+------ Euclid, OH, and Detroit, MI. 

GTE Products Corp _________-_--~------------------------- Towanda, PA. 

_ Kennametal Inc _________-_----------------------------. Latrobe, PA, and Fallon, NV. 

North American Philips Lighting Corp ____+__-----~----—--------- Bloomfield, NJ. 

Teledyne Firth Sterling... __________-_--------------~------- Pittsburgh, PA. 

Teledyne Wah Chang Huntsville _________.------------------- Huntsville, AL. 

: CONSUMPTION : . oo 

Domestic consumption of tungsten in pri- hard-facing rods, chemical and ceramic 

mary products decreased 20% from that of uses, and other tungsten materials, 10%. 

1984. The major end use, 62% of the total, Consumption of tungsten products used 

continued to be in cutting and wear-re- directly to make end-use items was distrib- 

- sistant materials, primarily as tungsten uted as follows: tungsten carbide powder, 

carbide. Other end uses were mill products, 63%; tungsten metal powder, 24%; schee- 

23%; specialty steels, 5%; and miscella- lite, 5%; tungsten scrap, 3%; ferrotungsten, 

neous, including superalloys, welding and 2%; and other, 3%. | 

Table 5.—Production, disposition, and stocks of tungsten products in the United States in 
1985 

. (Metric tons of tungsten content) 

mr 
Tungsten carbide 

; Hydrogen- powder 

reduced Made Crushed Chemicals Other? Total 

powder metal crystal- 
powder ‘fine 

Gross production during year _—__—----~~ 7,269 3,883 800 2,413 65 14,430 

Used to make other products listed here _ _ _ __ 3,911 6 126 2,168 _— 6,211 

Net production __.-__-------------- 3,358 3,877 674 245 65 8,219 

Producer stocks, Dec. 31.__.____-__----- 839 622 362 120 25 1,968 
Or 

Includes ferrotungsten, scheelite (produced from scrap), nickel-tungsten, and self-reducing oxide pellets.
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| ) : ° ; | e ° Poe | Table 6.—Consumption and stocks of tungsten products in the United States in 1985, by ! 
eg emnduse OY 

Ferro sten | ater Scheelite  Tung- tungsten - | End use tungsten ‘metal. . carbide (natural, sten,; = nateri- Total | , | | powder > powder Synthetic) scrapt iz 

~ Stainless and heat-resisting _____ - BE ol _. 42 if WwW 76 Alloy___________________ ie | rn __ Wi Ww. w.19 7 Tool ___________________ 21220 ba cl 0h W 326 | Superalloys — —— =~ -~—- == We We Wh a dB 13 
Alloys (excludes steels and superalloys): . eo we a ae Cutting and wear-resistant ST . . : . SO 

| materials__--.__..__.---- wt aa UW 5,083 _ WwW W 5,088 
Other alloys? $= == == = We) oT Ww _. 5 “WwW 12 ‘Mill products made from metal powder oem 2 1858. OW -- W 1,858 

Chemical and ceramic uses..--2=--2 0s es ee ae 85 | ~ 85 
: ‘Miscellaneous and unspecified ___ _ _ ta A BR BB 195 216 128 - 674 

Total _--.---_____.__. % +199. = 1,951 5,088. 871 «281 226 = 8,096 
| Consumer stocks, Dec. 31,1985 __.__ * 386 02~<«= BL 990° 28 i stsst«i sé 206 

.W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Miscellaneous and unspecified.” tO 
| 1Does not include that used in making primary tungsten products. | : ee 

Includes melting base, self-reducing tungsten, tungsten chemicals, and others. a : SIncludes welding and hard-facing rods and materials and nonferrous alloys. . oF oo, a et 

| | . “> PRICES © | a : : | 

The average value of tungsten concen- tungsten concentrate as reported in Metal 
trate shipped from domestic mines and: Bulletin of London, the U.S. spot quotations _ 
mills, as reported to the Bureau’ of Mines,. as reported in Metals Week, and the Inter- 

| decreased 19% to $73.77 per metric ton unit: national Tungsten Indicator. Differences in 
of WO;, compared with the 1984:. value. the monthly and annual averages resulted 

: Excess tungsten concentrate was purchased from differences between the scheelite and | 
| from GSA during the year at prices ranging. wolframite concentrate prices for the same 

| from $56.24 to $76.35 per metric.ton unit for period of time. For 1985, prices decreased 
domestic use and from $61.16 to. $67.52-per. 17%, compared with those for 1984. 

_ metric ton unit for export. -.«, _: "Prices for intermediate products were not 
The following price quotations. showed announced because of their competitive- 

similar price trends: European prices of. ness. oe , Se
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OO : FOREIGNTRADE sw 

Exports of tungsten in concentrate and 5,678 to 4,622 tons, but tungsten in ammo- 
primary products increased 58% from 1,700 nium tungstate had a net import increase of 
tons in 1984 to 2,692 tons in 1985. Imports 10%, from 1,164 to 1,279 tons. Other tung- 

, _ decreased 12%, from 8,092 tons in 1984 to sten intermediate products had a net export _ 
: 7,118 tons in 1985. Tungsten in concentrate increase of 229%, from 451 to 1,485 ounces. 

had a net import decrease of 19%, from | | — 

, - Table 8.—U.S. exports of tungsten ore and concentrate, by country : - 

. | _ o 1984 1985 

: | "Tungsten ; Tungsten 
a oe ene | ' content ne 

metric -. (metric — 
~ tons) sands) . tons)’. sands) 

Austria____________ 2 29 $279 1 - $15 
Brazil.__-§_-§$_-___-~_--_______ ee . 25 161 © -—_ a 
France________~__ ~~~ 6 93 On _- 

. Germany, Federal Republic of _._..§-§ -- _--_-________. _ 48 571 10 - 85 
Treland___—___~________-~_- QQ). 3 me 
Japan___—_______ -- _- 40 ~ 290 
Mexico____.§_-§_-______-_-- ee - 21 133 . 18... 108 | 
Netherlands. ____________~ i ee — -- 54 323 
US.S.R___ 2 re e . 1 9 United Kingdom - -_~________~__------ + iii _- _- (*) 1 

Total 129 1,240 124 881 
. = 

. — - . 
. 1Less than 1/2 unit. | Co Poe re 

Source: Bureau of the Census. | - | 

oo Table 9.—U.S. exports of ammonium paratungstate, by country | — 

1984 | 198 © 
. . Gross Tungsten ~ Gross Tungsten _ — Country weight | content! ue | weight content! Ualue | 

. * ‘(metric metric (metric (metric 
tons) -_—~"_—ttons) sands) tons) tons) sands) 

Australia ______§_§_~__~_____ (?) $1 ee __ __ 
Belgium-Luxembourg.____________ —- oe + 37 26 $411 
Canada _______§____ 3 - 2. 39 12 8 . 133 France______~_§_~_~______ 2 1 9 1 1 9 Germany, Federal Republic of _______ 1 1 9 1 1 (25 Japan ______ (?) (?) 5 __ __ __ Mexico__________._~__________ -- _- _- 5 4 51 Netherlands __________________> _— -__ __ - 22 15 251 Singapore____________________ es __ __- (?) (?) . 1 
South Africa, Republic of _-_________ 5 4 56 _- a _- United Kingdom____§____________ -- -- _- 24 17 298 ee 

Total.__-__~_ ~~~ 11 8 119 102 72 1,159 . . eee 
Tungsten content estimated by multiplying gross weight by 0.7066. 
2Less than 1/2 unit. | 

Source: Bureau of the Census.
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oo | Table 10.—U:S. exports of tungsten carbide powder, by country 

1984 1985 

Tungsten Tungsten 
Country content Value — content Value 

: . DO (metric (thou, (metric (how. 
. oo - tons) . tons) 
en 

Argentina_________----_--_-------------------- 8 $285 (4) $11 
Australia _-__.._.--____-.--__-~-----+--------- 2 161 3 87 

Austria __-._-___~~_-_______--~-~~---------+------ 48 973 32 787 
| Belgium-Luxembourg_______-_____--------_------- 15 396 25 511 

Brazil _.____.._-________--------------------- 7 198 14 451 
Canada _____________-_----~-~~~-~-~--------+-----+ 121 2,671 143 3,437 
Denmark _______.______ ~~ __ ~~~ 8 205 8 297 
Finland _____________-__--------------------- 1 27 10 174 
Germany, Federal Republic of______.______---~------- 38 902 71 1,629 

. India______________.___-- +--+ +++ 1 48 5 117 
Ireland _________------------~----------------. 11 1,185 5 337 
Israel _. _-_____________----_~---------~-+------ (7) 4 135 2,246 

, Italy ________-_-________-_-______----------- 48 1,715 40 1,524 
Japan __________--__-----~------------------- 61 1,193 18 346 
Mexico________9.- -> eee 14 439 17 - 627 
Netherlands ___________-_.----------~--~--~----- 6 367 15 640 

a Peru ______________ ee -— _- 1 15 
Philippines __ ___.___.___.___-_.-------------------- 6 18 — __ 
Singapore______.___._--__-_---_---------------- 2 47 — 23 
South Africa, Republic of. _______.__----------------- _- _- 19 428 
Sweden _________________-~ eee (4) 1 3 — 38 

: Switzerland. __________._______----------------. _- _— 10 _ 189 

United Kingdom_______..-_._-------~------------- 49 1,496 — «663 1,299 
Venezuela. ________.__-----~------------------ 2 54 1 WW 
Other ___.-_---~.-------+------------------- () ™30 23. 504 

a 448 12,415 661 15,734 
SO 

_- FRevised. 
_ "Less than 1/2 unit. . 

Source: Bureau of the Census. 

| | Table 11.—U.S. exports of tungsten and tungsten alloy powder, by country 

" . 1984 1985 

. fe Oo Gross § Tungsten Gross Tungsten 
_ Country » weight content! tae weight content? toe ” 

metric metric metric (metric 
tons) | tons) sands) tons) tons) sands) 

Australia... -___.-..--_--- 7 6 $121 _- _— 
Austria _____________-----_-~- 2 19 400 — 23 19 $525 
Belgium-Luxembourg_ — — . . _ ____--- 5 4 109 6 5 135 
Brazil _.__-....___.------_--- 3 2 67 5 4 129 
Canada ____.______~~------~-- 20 16 497 17 14 486 
Finland ____.._____~-----~-~-- 4 3 69 6 5 112 
Germany, Federal Republic of —__— ~~~ 98 78 2,471 121 i 3,071 
Ireland ____________-___--___ 4 3 104 1 1 27 
Israel] _-__-. -_ -. - 520 416 8,880 1,172 937 21,567 
Italy _________.-----~~------- (*) (?) 1 4 3 260 
Japan ________.-~-_--_------- 61 49 1,834 12 10 496 
Mexico___________-__~--~---- 2 2 56 7 5 179 
Netherlands ____________--..~-- 242 193 2,218 338 270 4,443 
Singapore________._._____-~-- 3 3 64 — 6 4 101 
Switzerland. ____§____..____..-- 1 1 62 21 17 222 
United Kingdom______-___------ 23 18 279 15 12 385 
Other _________~---~-~-~-~__---- 4 ™3 97 57 46 1,193 

Total... __-__.--_-------- 1,020 816 17,329 1,811 1,449 33,331 

"Revised. . 
1Tungsten content estimated by multiplying gross weight by 0.80. 
*Less than 1/2 unit. 

Source: Bureau of the Census.
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Table 12.—U.S. exports of miscellaneous tungsten-bearing materials __ | | 

, ae . 1984 1985 

| Product and country Tungsten Value content. : value 
(metric (t ‘ds) (metric (hon 

a tons) san tons) . 

. Tungsten and tungsten alloy wire: 
Argentina ____~___~ ~~~ Le 1 $369 (4) $209 
Brazil. ~~~ qT 1,161 5 879 

- Canada_____ LL 19 3,179 22 3,561 
France _____~_ ~~~ ~~~ Le 2 356 1 238 
Germany, Federal Republic of _. _._§_-._/____._~_-.~__.. ____ 7 1,462 6 1,601 
Hong Kong _____§____~_~____ 1 108 1 209 
India ________. ~~ LLL 3 261 3 355 
Italy --_---_________ 2 431 © 2. 339 — 
Japan________ Le 9 1,229 4. 916 . 

. Korea, Republic of ____._§__.._..~_ ~~ LL 2 297 3 339 
~~ Mexico. 5 10 1,258 6 1,248 

Poland __ ~~ ~~~ 5 ee 3 201 1. 118 © 
Taiwan_____~ ~~ LL i 155 2 181 

. U.SS.R___ ~~ ee LL 6 446 _- -- 
United Kingdom __ ~~~ _-_-_~~ 2 ee 2 505 68 689 
Other__-________~_-~ ~~~ Le 2 1,019 3 1,106 —. 

Total _---_ Le 77 12,437 - 62 11,988 

a ‘Unwrought tungsten and alloy in crude form, waste, and scrap: _ OO 
Australia _--.~~-_-_~_ 7 55 _- a= : 
Austria. ~~ 77 347  61- 487 
Belgium-Luxembourg _______.~__~_______ ~~ _______ 128 1,106 56 - 451 
Canada___ = Le 28 422 33 550 
Finland ____~_~_~ ~~ ~~~ LLL 1 19 (4) 4 
Germany, Federal Republic of... 9-2 ~_______ 219 1,611 . 287 2,099 
Treland___.§_~____ ~~~ 1 30 — Do 
Israel__ _§ 5 ee ee LLL 50 987 1° 20 
Italy _-_-___ LLL 4 130 2 _, 44 
Japan____ ~- ae 13 16 
Mexico. ____~~__~_-_~ Le 1 11 (4) 18 
Netherlands_____§____... ~~~ oe 28 227 37 303 
Saudi Arabia ___~ 2 § 5 5 2 Le 1 +214 1 21 
South Africa, Republic of _......-......--- ~~~ i _____e 26 602 _- _- 
Sweden_____§_~§ ~~ LL 2 20 | 3 83 
United Kingdom _____~____. ~~ LLL 29 296 19 222 
Other. ~~~ ~~ LLL 1 T20 1 12 

Total ____________-~_--_--_--- eee 606 5,899 . §14 4,330 

Other tungsten metal: . 
Australia ~~~ 22 2 202 1 - 183 
Austria.__~_~_-___---~ ~~ ee 1 17 (4). 9 
Canada______~_~§_ ~~~ Lt 28 1,692 29 2,008 
France ___ $$$ 5 626 2 668 | 
Germany, Federal Republic of _._____________________ 30 1,178 15 1,275 
Italy _---_-_. eee 2 227 (*) 89 
Japan. 10 1,679 9 2,584 
Mexico____~______ 2 3 260 4 627 
Netherlands_ ____________.-_-.-_---- ee -- — 9 177 
Singapore ___.~_____________-_ 3 106 (7) 6 
South Africa, Republic of...» $5 5 5 5 ee _— -- 8 41 
Sweden____-~-___-~ ~~~ ~~ 1 49 (4) 4 
Switzerland _____§_-____--___._2-22 Lee 6 305 1 207 
Taiwan__~_~-~-~_ ~~ 2 150 1 103 
United Kingdom ______~ ~~ ee 16 1,277 9 1,273 
Venezuela ______________ ~~ ee 1 31 (?) 3 
‘Other___-___-~-_ 2 309 1 536 

Total _-----~____ eee 112 8,108 89 9,793 

Other tungsten compounds: 
Austria_______-~ ~~~ ~~. 2 17 (4) 21 
Belgium-Luxembourg ________§_~_~____________ (3) (2) 3 68 
Brazil__$_§ ~~~ ee 2 34 4 185 
Canada____ ~~~ -____~-~ ee; 8 280 7 280 
China. ___§______----- ee __ __ 4 52 
France _________~__~~~_~_~_ 6 152 21 148 
Germany, Federal Republic of____________________ | 4 78 2 126 
Haiti _-§ _-. _-- - eee 19 60 _- -- 
Hong Kong ____________--~~_-__________ (4) 16 1 42 
Ireland. _________.~_~__~_~_~_ eee 6 148 2 87 
Israe]l__§_ _ ee 15 1,340 1 52 
Italy _-_-__________ eee 2 91 2 107 
Japan._-_ Le 10 201 5 179 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 12.—U.S. exports of miscellaneous tungsten-bearing materials —Continued 

- a a : | 1984 1985 

. oe Tungsten = ya) Tungsten Val 
, = Product and country  eontent (thou. content (thou. 

oo " . . (metric r (metric " 
. me - . tons) sands) tons) sands) 

Other tungsten compounds —Continued oO 

Korea, Republic of _..._._____..--_------~---------- (4). $2 5A $117 
' Mexico. —_~_-______-____-__-~___-_-----~------+-+-+- 13 243 84 605 

. Netherlands. ______._______~__~-~~~~--~~----~---+--+ 58 790 33 548 
- Singapore _...-.-_-__~.____.~-_~~-~--------------- 11 323 _ 8 299 

-  Sweden_______________ eee 1 21 _- __ 
United Kingdom ___ ~~ ~§-/ /5 75 be ee eee ee 1 . 25 1 172 

- Venezuela____ ee 1 24 _- — 
~~ Other_--~-____-__-------_-~+-----------~----- 1 #892 8 110 | 

Total _-- 2 ee 220 3,977 235 3,198 | 

FRevised. 
1Less than 1/2 unit. 

Source: Bureau of the Census. 

| | Table 13.—U.S. imports for consumption of tungsten ore and concentrate, by country 

- | ) — "1984 | 1985 
oo DO SO | Tungsten Tungsten 

Country content apne content ualue 
: metric , (metric 

— oo tons) sands) =" tons) sands) : 

 pustralia 9 ee 138 $1,166 414 $3,107 
Bolivia. ~~. 22 ~~~ ek 1,302 12,694 627 5,270 
Brazil __..__ ~~ __-_-__-- eee 149 1,309 69 503 

| Burma l_ ~~. ee 341 2,045 55 643 
Canada ___..-_____________-~_~ ~~ 1,464 12,645 1,371 10,364 

“Chile. 2 eee 9 161 _- __ 
China ____~_~__ ~~~ ee 31 221 558 3,391 

- France. ____-______-~_ ~~ 16 140 4 | 36 
_ . Germany, Federal Republic of. ______-____----_------+- -_- _- -24 213 

India______ ~~ ee 7 56 _- —- 
Japan _._ ee 10 92 —_ -- 
Korea, Republic of. __....-____-_-_...-_---_____-—- 16 98 _- _- 
Malaysia _.._-_..___-_______-~~_~-_ ~~ 25 214 - 12 167 
Mexico. ___________.~______~~---~~~ ~~ ee 196 1,610 188. ~~ —=—«:1,825 
Peru __-__~_--_---~------------2- 605 5,258 282 2,093 
Portugal... ~ 2 eee 606 5,504 555 4,525 
Rwanda _______________-~___--~-~~----+-+--~-~---+- 6 . 55 9 76 . 
Singapore________~____.~~_~~_-_ 13 90 ye 797 
‘Spain eee ee eee 22 220 11 124 

ailand __ 7 774 7,038 472 3,948 
Turkey ——_-_-----------2-2---2--2---2--2---- 51 422 __ __ 
United Kingdom. __ __________~~-__-~--~------~--~~-~ 25 114 _- _- 
Zaire_____ ee -- _- 13 124 
Zimbabwe_______________-_—~____-~~~--------~--- 6 . 63 _— _- 

Total___ ~~ ee 5,807 51,715 4,746 36,706 

Source: Bureau of the Census.
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Table 14.—U.S. imports for consumption of ammonium tungstate, by country | 

1984 . _ 1985 

_ : Tungsten Tungsten == 
- | Country content (glue content enue | 

- metric metric 

LL SS ON SSeS ssc se TST SSS Sh Sp cS 

a Australia ______-__ eee 44 —«- $466 Le _- : 
China _-____~______ 720 8,275 1,126 $13,229 
Germany, Federal Republic of. __§_._§_$/_-________.--_____ 26 397 383 449 
Hong Kong ______ =~ 24 235 63 - 1,240 
Korea, Republic of___§_ 9.2. -§ 5-5 - _-_-_-_- 356 3,999 116 1391 
Netherlands __________~____~_ ee 20 42 __ Coo ke . 
Taiwan __________________________..---__--_- __ __ 12 132 
United Kingdom________--_-_-------------~-~------- ?) Q@ © 9° 10 - 19 

Total. 1,172 13,414 1,351 16,460 | 

: 1Less than 1/2 unit. | | | 

Source: Bureau of the Census. . . - | —— - | 

Table 15.—U.S. imports for consumption of ferrotungsten, by country | . 

| 1984 1985 | 
Tungsten - Tungsten | —  Oounty content’ Yalve entre" Yalu 

. metric metric | tons) sands) tons) sands) - 

Austria _-§_____ ~~ 93 $1,135 a $263 
Brazil _._________--------~~-- ~~ 26. 319 ae _- . 
China ___________-_~--~_ ~~ 8 90 22 219 
France______ ~~~ ~~~ 10 ' 115 “oe -— 
Germany, Federal Republic of. .____-_____.____________ 38 425 il 12 

. Netherlands ____§__._§__§-§ $-§ pe ee LL 8 92 -- 7. -- . 
Portugal______~___~_____~ LLL 65 803 41 _ 435 
Sweden -______________~~ 32 369 2 "22. 
United Kingdom______ $9 5 72 _- -- 

Total_______________-_------------------_- 285 3,420 98 951 

Source: Bureau of the Census. | | | .
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: Table 16.—U.S. imports for consumption of miscellaneous tungsten-bearing materials | 

1984 1985 

Product and country Tungsten Value Tungsten Value 
(metric (thou- (metric (thou- | . tons) sands) tons) sands) 

Other metal-bearing materials in chief value of tungsten: 
Brazil ~----- ++ 

-- _- 4 $24 China ~----- ee -- —- 32 220 
| Total ______-_~_ -- _- . 36 244 — 

Waste and scrap containing not over 50% tungsten: 
Canada ~-- et / $5 1. 5 France__ 

3 30 ?) 8 Portugal_-_-_-_---_- 
9 44 _- —_ United Kingdom___________ 13 135 _- __ Other -_____ 

(4) . 8 1 7 
Total --__--.---- ee, 26 217 2 20 

———eee=lleleoEE Waste and scrap containing over 50% tungsten: 
Australia __-____- 2 ee 2 23 (?) 5 Belgium-Luxembourg-.____.____..._____._.______ 4 35 2 24 Canada -------- +e 35 359 23 253 China ~------------ 18 206 21 231 France__ == _ = 

14 148 5 44 Germany, Federal Republic of__.__________________. 240 2,526 27 : 378 | Israel ~~ ee 496 5,716 331 3,550 Japan -------- 5 
6 102 15 237 Mexico_____________ 1 9. 10 106° Netherlands -- +e ee - 131 782 125 617 . Singapore____________ = 29 636 19 394 South Africa, Republicof..._.._________________7 12 122 15 166 _ Sweden ~~ --- +f ee - 48 518 12 142 a Switzerland. =) 
2 31 6 82 Thailand ~~ ee 18 101 _— __ . United Arab Emirates mee ee 2 17 ~~ __ United Kingdom_________ 104 898 -- 20 242 

Total --_____-- ee 1,162 12,229 631 6,471 ———_—_——— eel Unwrought tungsten, except alloys, in lumps, grains, and powders: Belgium-Luxembourg.-____-___ 4 50 1 42 . China ~-s--- ~~ 
_- -_- 5 45 Germany, Federal Republicof_.._._____________...__ 14 431 17 461 Japan —-_____ 

3 79 . 3 122 Korea, Republic of___§_______ 3 47 9 174 United Kingdom__________ 2 40 OB 37 Other ma 
(2) 21 2 44 

Total ______---_--__ eee, 26 668 42 925 Unwrought tungsten, ingots,andshot__.._______________ QY 5 2 45 Unwrought tungsten, other? ---- ee (2) 25 1 45 —_— eee Unwrought tungsten, alloys: 
Austria —_ = 14 190 (4) 17 Canada ~ ee, 6 368 2 149 China ~- 5-5-5 

38 760 7 184 Germany, Federal Republic of._______________._~__~ 19 425 17 365 Korea, Republic of_____________ = TTT TTT 1 25 -- _- Other wat 
() 31 Q) 12 SY 

Total --____- ee 78 1,799 26 727 — ee Teel Wrought tungsten:? | Austria —_______- 7 542 9 987 Belgium-Luxembourg__________-_______ 777 12 932 6 501 France________ = 4 28 (4) 110 Israel - eee 
-- __ 11 390 Japan Tawra eee 9 1,788 25 2,853 United Kingdom__________ TT 1 61 2 171 , Other ma 
5 402 3 222 —eeeeesesesSFF Total _--_-_----- eee 38 3,753 56 5,234 OE ° . 

een, Tungstic acid: 
ina wert 

192 1,742 158 1,148 Other --_----___ 1 10 (2) 1 eee tt Total -~-----~-~_____i eee, 193 1,752 158 1,149 EY TFEFFEOEOOOOO Too 
See footnotes at end of table.
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| ‘Table 16.—U.S. imports for consumption of miscellaneous tungsten-bearing materials : 

: oe —Continued | So : | 

. ae Tungsten _ Tungsten 

. Product and country content ware “content thou | 

. . ts (metric Sands) (metric; = cands) 
tons) . tons). 

Calcium tungstate: | : SS 

Germany, Federal Republic of_ _ ---~---------------- 6 $236 | 5 $155 

Japan _______------~------~---5 545-255 50007 4. 31 ~~). 27 

ee 207 °° iBSt*~*«é«CD 

Potassium tungstate _____-_-----+-----------------
 oe --_ 2° 4 

Sodium tungstate: . oe . 

China... ------- ------------------- on oo BD 8 

Germany, Federal Republic of. __------------------- | A 4 oo 24 . 

Japan ________-------------------------7--- 
+ -- 17 | 26 - 

. Total _____---_-------------------------- 
(2) . 4 150 1,231 

Tungsten carbide: . | : . . oom, . 

Australia ______-__-----------=------=---
----- | 2 - 24 4 : 7 

Austria...  - - - - --------- 1 81 4 © WB: 

Belgium-Luxembourg_ _ —.— ----------------------- 33 921 _« BT 1,075 . 

Canada ________-----------------#=-----7-7-77
 2 _ 74 lL, 29° oc 

China _._....__-------------------------- A OB 50. «:11,020—«; 

Germany, Federal Republic of. _-------------------- = 317 6,551 . 257 '- 6,726 , 

Japan ____--_-----~-------------
---s rrr 2 . 53 () .. ' 6 ; 

Korea, Republic of__----------------------
----- — AT 7179) 39 707 

- South Africa, Republic of__ - -_ - ------------------- 1 1 Be 

. United Kingdom___ -- ----------------------7-7 42 695 31 «© +495 

Other __. nn eee eee eee OO 6 8 © 9495 

7 Total _..____--_------------------------- 451 9,288 | 422 9,255 | 

Other tungsten compounds: - : os pO 

Canada ________--_------------+-+------+---=-
 OL 33 (?) - 18 

China... eee eee een 20 256" 

| Other _____-__---------------------------- a 18 Q) 330 

| tal... ___--_------------------------- 1 - BI. 20 302 

Mixtures, organic compounds, chief value in tungsten: — : | - 

Italy _.____-_--------=------=-++------ 75-70-77 . 28 ~ 61 a a 

| Other _____-_-----------------------=5------ 4 F118 7 227. 

Total _.____----------------------=----- ss 169 T° 22T 

1Less than 1/2 unit. : 
— Co 

2Fstimated from reported gross weight. mo — 

Source: Bureau of the Census. , os 7 . _ oe | a
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| , Table 17.—U.S. import duties on tungsten | | | 

TSUS ite Rate of duty effective Jan. 1, 1985 ] 

No. ™ Most favored nation (MFN) Non-MFN 

601.54 Tungsten ore_____-_____-------- 2 17 cents per pound on 50 cents per pound on 
tungsten content. tungsten content. , 

603.45 Other metal-bearing materials in chief value 10 cents per pound on 60 cents per poundon — 
. of tungsten. oe tungsten content and tungsten content and 

is 4.8% ad valorem. 40% ad valorem. 
606.48 Ferrotungsten and ferrosilicon tungsten -_ _ — 6.9% ad valorem_ — _ __ —-— 35% ad valorem. 
629.25 _ Waste and scrap containing by weight not 5.6% ad valorem_ — ___ ~~ 50% ad valorem. 

over 50% tungsten. 
629.26 _ Waste and scrap containing by weight over 4.2% ad valorem_ — ~~ — ~~ Do. 

50% tungsten. 
629.28 Unwrought tungsten, except alloys, in lumps, 12.1% ad valorem __ ~~~ _ 58% ad valorem. 

grains, and powders. 
629.29 Unwrought tungsten, ingots, and shot_ —- — — 7.5% ad valorem_ — — — — ~~ 50% ad valorem. 
629.30 Unwrought tungsten, other ___—...-~~- 8.6% ad valorem __ — _ ——- 60% ad valorem. 
629.32 Unwrought tungsten, alloys, containing 5.38% ad valorem _ — — — — — — 35.5% ad valorem. 

. by weight not over 50% tungsten. . 
629.33 Unwrought tungsten, alloys, containing 8.6% ad valorem — — — — — ~ 60% ad valorem. , 

by weight over 50% tungsten. _ 
629.35 Wrought tungsten_ _-..._._-------~- 8.0% ad valorem_ _ ~~ ~~ _ Do. 
416.40 Tungstic acid_ ______-=----------- 11.6% ad valorem __ ~~ ~~ 55% ad valorem. 
417.40 Ammonium tungstate ____._-.._=-_- 10.8% ad valorem _——_ ~~ 49.5% ad valorem. 
418.30 Calcium tungstate. ____._..------_- 10.3% ad valorem _ ~~~ —— 43.5% ad valorem. 
420.32 Potassium tungstate ____.__-___--~- 13.8% ad valorem _ ~~~ ~~ 50.5% ad valorem. - 
421.56 Sodium tungstate _._.._.-_--~~----- 10.7% ad valorem — — —— ~~ 46.5% ad valorem. 
422.40 Tungsten carbide ____.___.---~---- 11.5% ad valorem _ — _ — ~~ 55.5% ad valorem. 
422.42 Other tungsten compounds ________-_~- 10.5% ad valorem _ — — ~~~ 45.5% ad valorem. 

— 423.92 Mixtures of two or more inorganic ~--d@0.2----+~~~-~- Do. 
compounds in chief value of tungsten. . 

WORLD REVIEW 

The Committee on Tungsten (COT) of the tries during 1985. Its shipments were 2,740 
United Nations Conference on Trade and _ tons. Production capacity is 3,500 tons per 

_ Development held a meeting in Geneva, year. Ore reserves at a grade of 1.24% 
Switzerland, during November in an effort totaled 14,000 tons at yearend. A large | 
to resolve a 22-year deadlock between pro- amount of lower grade ore is also present. 

- ducing and consuming countries concerning The Mount Pleasant tungsten-molyb- | 
the stabilization of the world tungsten mar-. denum mine and mill, in Charlotte County, 
ket. No agreement was reached by COT, but New Brunswick, operated at a reduced ca- 
a sessional working group reviewed and pacity until it was forced to close in July 
assessed the current market situation and because of depressed tungsten prices. The 
short-term outlook. Recommendations were joint venture between Billiton Canada Ltd. , 
made to complete studies of the scrap recy- and Brunswick Tin Mines Ltd. had an 
cling industry in Japan and the United annual production capacity of 1,500 tons of 
States, and to update previous studies on tungsten in concentrate and 600 tons of 
pricing indicators and trade in intermediate molybdenite (MoS.) from a 2,000-ton-per- 
products. day mill. Minable ore reserves were placed 

Australia —The two main mines in at 25,000 tons of tungsten in ore, grading 
Australia, the King Island scheelite mine of 0.39% WOs and 0.204% MoS:. 
Peko-Wallsend Ltd. and the Mount Carbine At yearend, AMAX through its subsid- 
Mine of Wolfram Pty. Ltd., produced at iary, AMAX of Canada Ltd., continued to 
about 50% of capacity each because of delay development of the MacTung tung- 
depressed world tungsten prices. Five of the sten deposit near MacMillan Pass along the 
six smaller Australian mines remained Yukon-Northwest Territories boundary un- 
closed. til world tungsten market conditions im- 
Canada.—The mine and mill operated by proved. Reserves were placed at 57 million 

Canada Tungsten Mining Corp. Ltd. at tons of ore, grading 0.95% WOs or 430,000 
Tungsten, Northwest Territories, produced tons of tungsten, the largest known deposit 
2,949 tons of tungsten in concentrate, the in the market economy countries. 
most from the mine since 1980 and the most 
of any mine in the market economy coun- 1Physical scientist, Division of Ferrous Metals.
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, Table 18.—Tungsten: World concentrate production, by country! . : 
. (Metric tons of tungsten content) . De 

Country | 1981 1982 .. 1983 1984” 1985" 

Argentina_______________ 11 17 41 37 36 Australia_________________.._...___ 2 3517 2618 2015 41,772 1,912 - Austria ~~ _~____~__ 1,616 ¥1,465 1,408. . 1,632 1,565 Bolivia.____~~_____~_~ i 2,779 2,534 2,449 1,893 - 1,551 | Brazil ___________ = 1576 "1,524 1,026. 1,037 1175 Burma___________§ == 825 844 —«; 930 1,096 945 Canada ________ = 1,993 2,842 — 328 . 3,715 3,100 China®__-_____ 13,500 12,500 12,500 13,500 15,000 . Czechoslovakia® -________________ 50 50 50 50s 50 France_______~~ = = 591 127 832 796 ©700. India__-_____-______ 18 25 15 21 28 Japan __________ 631 - 604 475 © 477 526 . Korea, North® _._-- == 2,200 2,200 500 _ 1,000 1,000 Korea, Republic of__._____________________ 2,739 | 2,420 ~ 2,480 2,702 2,572 - Malaysia ____-_-______~_______ Le 35 43 31 25 20 Mexico________-____________ 263 194 . 186 OC 274 291 Mongolia®___.= 22 = 1,000 1,500 1,500 ~ 1,500 1,500 . New Zealand _--__._-_____~____- 10 7 6 6 5 Peru _____ = 521 "692 123 5A 870 Portugal.__-_- 2 == = 1,395 1,358 1,183 ' 1,493 1,751 | - Rwanda___ rr 281- 324 231° 291 "310 Spain _-----_~_- 437 545 517 © 565 ' §30 Sweden -___-- == = 312 268 365 ’ 385 388 Thailand _--____ = 1,209 855 =—sts«& OD 741 586 Purkey" — ~~~ ~-~--~-~-~---~~----------- 153 150 325 350 850 Uganda _______-_ ee 1 4 A & e4 USS.RO a 50 9,000 9100 ——-9,100 9,200. United Kingdom. === 50. _- _- -- -- . United States... 3,605 1,521 980 1,208 996 . Zaire___-_ 46 38 44 30 18 Zimbabwe________________-___- = - °55. 52. 15 29 10 

__Total_—--------------------------- 50,269 "46,921 40,821 46,478 46,989 
*Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. Oo *Table includes data available through Aug. 8, 1986... _-
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: Table 19.—Tungsten: World concentrate consumption, by country’ : 

. (Metric tons of tungsten content) 

Country” . 1981 1982 1983 1984? 1985° 

. Reported consumption: . 
Australia __________-~_~_-~-~--~-~--~-~-+--~~- 100 145 160 £100 100 
Austria _____~__.-~__----------------- 1,850 1,304 1,629 2,096 2,000 
Canada® 3____§________-~___ ~~ 21 18 15 12 12 
France. ____----~-~-----~~-----+-~--+---- 663 653 520 730 500 
Japan _____--_---_--~---_-~----------~- 2,238 1,826 1,977 2,302 2,500 
Korea, Republic of ______.__-.-~---~--~----- T1,898 1,742 1,555 2,070 42,048 
Mexico ____-~_~_-~~--~-~-_---~-~-------~ &40 19 22 “61 50 
Portugal ____~-~--~---~-~--~-~~~~~-+~-~-~--- 227 183 174 159 150 
Sweden _______-__--..~~-_-----_------. _—_—si1482 994 774 784 800 
United Kingdom_ _ ______.-___~~-~-------- 879 ™660 560 610 600 
United States _______-__~-_--~~-----~---~- 9,839 4,506 5,181 8,577 46,838 | 

Apparent consumption:* 
Argentina _..______~--_----~-~~-~~~~_---- 20 2g 4l 30 30 
Belgium-Luxembourg ____-_-_---_--~---~--- 9 eg "10 142 200 
Brazil _._..-__.-_~_-~-~-~------~-~-----+- 480 454 450 593 550 
Bulgaria® 7-2 2 /$ 55 5 5 eee 100 100 100 100 100 
China® _____________---_------L------ ¥5,500 6,000 6,500 7,000 7,500 

- Czechoslovakia® _ $$$. -> 5 5 ee ee 1,300 1,300 1,300 1,300 1,300 
. German Democratic Republic® —___§ ~~ __ 270 270 250 270 270 
Germany, Federal Republic of ____.__..-_~----~ 1,348 1,541 2,030 — 3,934 2,000 
Hungary®_._ ___. _-.-.-_--~___----------- 600 400 400 500 500 
India.__$_________.-_~--_~---------_-- . 459 454 ©400 “400 400 

- Italy 2 eee &40 &40 O71 78 100 
Korea, North® §__ Lee 1,600 1,600 1,000 1,000 1,000 
Netherlands® __________________-_-_---- 400 300 300 ~ 800 400 . 
Poland_____~______________-__-~_-_---- 427 1,312 1,073 594 1,000 | 
South Africa, Republic of€_______...._.-_---- 250 ~ 250 250 250 250 
Spain ______-__-~-__-~_------+------~-~----- T96 161 107 80 100 
US.S.R.°3 _ eee 15,900 15,900 15,900 16,000 16,000 — 

Total... - ________-_-_.-------+------ 47,986 42,170 42,705 50,072 47,298 

€Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. 
1Source, unless otherwise specified, is the Quarterly Bulletin of the UNCTAD Committee on Tungsten: Tungsten 

Statistics. V. 20, No. 1, Jan. 1986. 
2In addition to the countries listed, Denmark, Finland, Israel, Norway, Romania, Switzerland, and Yugoslavia may 

consume small amounts of tungsten concentrate, but consumption levels are not reported, and available general 
information is inadequate to permit formulation of reliable estimates of consumption levels. 

’Estimated by the Bureau of Mines. 
“Reported figure. | 
5Production plus imports minus exports. For a few countries where data were available, variations in stocks were used 

in determining consumption.
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; Vanadi Oo 
| a | By Peter H. Kuck? o 

For much of the vanadium industry in African rand against the U'S. dollar permit- , 
the market economy countries, 1985 was a ted Highveld Steel and Vanadium Corp. | 
difficult year. The industry continued to be Ltd. and Transvaal Alloys Pty. Ltd. to 

_ hurt by its dependence on world steel pro- escape most of the upheaval. Highveld com-_ | 
duction. Steel producers have been frustrat- missioned its second iron plant in July and ; 
ed by a worldwide overcapacity situation strengthened its position as the leading 
since 1980. More than 85% of the vanadium producer of vanadium in the face of domes- . 

_ gold on the world market was consumed in _ tic economic and political difficulties. _ a 
steelmaking as ferrovanadium or related In July 1984, Union Carbide Corp. an- 
vanadium-carbon ferroalloys. Numerous nounced that it wanted to sell its Umetco . 

_ consumers of vanadium and several produc- Minerals Corp. subsidiary as: part of its. 
_ ers were affected by mergers or corporate corporate restructuring program but was | 

restructuring. Rautaruukki Oy closed both unable to find anyone willing to buy the - 
of its vanadiferous magnetite mines in Fin- entire operation: At the end of 1985, Union 
land because of unprofitability. Continued Carbide, faced with a hostile takeover bid | 
low prices for vanadium pentoxide (V:0;) from GAF Corp., decided to sell Umetco in . 
forced prospective and past producers to parts. General Mining Union Corp. Ltd. | 

_ delay or shelve plans for new mines and (Gencor) agreed to purchase Umetco’s chro- = 
. extraction facilities in-North America and mium interests in the Republic of South 

Oceania. The sharp decline of the South Africa, while a Umetco employee group | | 

vs : ‘Table 1.—Salient vanadium statistics a : . - 
| (Short tons of contained vanadium unless otherwise specified) oo : 

. | _ a 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 | 
United States: ° : | 

Ore and concentrate: 
Recoverable vanadium?_______.___________ 5,126 4,098 2,171 1,617 Ww Value.___._._-___.._.__. _thousands__ $71,496 $52,577 $80,675 $24,551 Ww Vanadium oxides recovered from ore*?____________ 6,368 4,867 2,438 2,620 Ww : Vanadium oxides recovered from petroleum residue*__ _ 1,900 1,518 893 T1,701 2,695 Consumption — — — — — — — — oo 6,868 8,496 8,277 4,761 4,888 

Ore and on conti ws coansjqge enon ve i ‘3 i a3 | 
ton Other compounds (ross weight) Grose weight) ------ 61 ‘18 305 ‘322 
PYerrovanadi Svanaditum (gross weight)... 1,236 855 846 «1,461 977 ee i aiid | World: Production from ores, concentrates, slags —-—--~-~ 98,562 "96104 gogek Paade e aggeee -_———— OE “Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. W Withheld sd discloai 

1Recoverable vanadium contained in uranium and vanadium ores and concentrates veouved at snilis, plus vanadium recovered from ferrophosphorus derived from domestic phosphate rock. 
*Produced directly from all domestic ores and ferrophosphorus; includes metavanadatea. 
"Includes vanadium recovered from ashes and spent catalysta. 
“Excludes U.S. production. 
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- took steps to acquire the subsidiary’s vana- The decelerating rise in ferrovanadium con- 

dium and tungsten assets in the United sumption represented a modest recovery 

: | States. These latter assets included the from the 20-year low of 1983, rather than an 

| vanadium mill and open pit mine at Hot overly optimistic outlook for the vanadium 

Springs, AR; the underground tungsten industry. Some ferrovanadium consumers ~ 

mines at Bishop, CA, and Tempiute, NV; remained concerned about the deteriorating | 

| and the vanadium and tungsten processing ‘sociopolitical situation in the Republic of 

facility at Niagara Falls, NY. The employee South Africa. The first purchases of vana- 

group also wanted to purchase the vana- dium materials since 1961 for the National 
| dium mine and mill near Brits in the South Defense Stockpile (NDS) were completed in 

African Transvaal Province. Gencor, Union August 1985. | | 

| Carbide’s joint venture partner in Tubatse Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- 

: Ferrochrome (Pty.) Ltd. would acquire duction data for vanadium are developed by 

Umetco’s 49% interest in Jagdlust Chrome the Bureau of Mines from four voluntary 

| Co. (Pty.) Ltd., Chrometco Minerals (Pty.) surveys of U.S. mills and processing facili- 

Ltd., and Chrome Corp. (South Africa) (Pty.) ties. Of the 18 plants or mills canvassed in 

| Ltd. The purchase of these South African 1985, 17 responded. Supplemental informa-' 

operations would make Gencor a major tion was provided by two power-generating _ 

oO | force in the international ferroalloys indus- stations. Data on uranium-vanadium min- 

try, rivaling Middleburg Steel & Alloys ing operations are obtained from an inde- 

| Holdings (Pty.) Ltd. as one of the world’s pendent survey conducted by the U.S. De- 

| major ferrochromium producers. Union partment: of Energy (DOE). Only 10 mines’. 

Carbide was negotiating with other organi- in the United States reported production or 

zations for the purchase of Umetco’s tung- shipments of vanadium-bearing ores in 

- sten interests in Brazil and Portugal, as 1984, compared with 35 in 1983 and more 

. well as its chromium mines and.smelter in than 55 in 1982. In 1984, 26 uranium-vana-: — 

- Zimbabwe. oo | | dium mines on the Colorado Plateau perma- 

In the United States, the beleaguered nently closed. or were placed on standby © 

: vanadium industry was completing a major because of the depressed market for yellow- 

restructuring in order to better compete in cake. — | 

| international markets against products de- Legislation and Government Pro- 

rived from Chinese and South African mag- grams.—The program undertaken by the _— 

netite (Fe,O,) ores. The restructuring was General Services Administration (GSA) in . 

| triggered by (1) the sharp decline in ferrova- 1983 to upgrade and increase the stocks of 

nadium consumption by U.S. steel produc- vanadium materials held in the NDS was 

| | ers during the 1982-83 recession, and (2) slowed by growing budgetary restrictions. _ 

| : continuing depressed prices for coproduct The NDS goals of 1,000 short tons of vana- 

uranium oxide. Umetco resumed full pro- dium contained in ferrovanadium and 7,700 

| duction of vanadium oxides at its Hot tons of vanadium contained in V.O; remain- 

Springs mill in Arkansas to compensate for ed in effect throughout the year. These 

the shutdown of its uranium-vanadium op- goals were established by GSA on May 1, 

erations on the Colorado Plateau. Atlas 1980. | 
Corp., however, kept its Moab uranium- Contracts for a total of 180 tons of vana- 
vanadium mill in Utah on standby and dium contained in pentoxide meeting Grade 
switched resources to the company’s gold A purchase specifications were awarded to 
operations in Nevada. The uranium-vana- Gulf Chemical & Metallurgical Co. in 1983 

| dium industry was at a complete standstill and to Umetco in 1984. Grade A material 

throughout the first 8 months of 1985 be- must contain at least 98.0% V.0; by weight 

cause of the lowest spot market prices for on a dry basis and have a total alkali con- 
yellowcake (natural U;O; concentrate) in tent of less than 0.75%. The grade is intend- 
more than a decade. Only 48 uranium ed to be used as feed material for ferrovana- 

mines on the Colorado Plateau reported ac- dium conversion plants. The last lots, which 

tivity in 1985, compared with 198 mines in contained 79 tons of vanadium, were accept- 

1980. Several of the larger shippers in 1985 ed by GSA in August, bringing total re- 

mined high-grade uraninite deposits with ceipts for 1985 to 112 tons. This completed 

no significant vanadium mineralization. the first large-scale acquisition of vanadium 

The weak and slow recovery of the U.S. materials by the U.S. Government since the 
steel industry gave only minimal encour- former Atomic Energy Commission halted 
agement to the remaining hard-pressed pro- its vanadium credits program in 1962. 
ducers and converters of vanadium oxides. As of December 31, 1985, the U.S. Govern-
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ment inventory consisted of 721 tons of that continued closure of the plateau mines | 
contained vanadium in the form of V.0;. could increase this country’s dependence on 

| However, the 541 tons in the inventory that imports of vanadium from China and the 
_ were purchased between 1947 and 1955 Republic of South Africa. In conjunction 

contain excessive amounts of alkali and with this finding, the Secretary (1) author- © 
May require upgrading prior to use. Be- ized the DOE.to offer its enrichment cus- | | 
cause of recent advances in smelting and tomers a free variable tails assay option 

| improvements in alloy quality, converters that, if exercised, would effectively spur oa 
must now start with chemically purer domestic U;O, sales, (2) postponed for 1 year 

| grades of pentoxide. a _ aDOE plan to feed some of its own stockpil- 
. The Interagency Working Group was_ ed uranium into the enrichment plants, and | , 
established in 1982 to undertake quality (3) asked the U.S. Trade Representative to 
assessment studies mandated by the Na- carry out a 3-month study of uranium | 
tional Materials and Minerals Policy, Re- imports and their effect on the domestic | 
search and Development Act of 1980. Both uranium industry. According to the DOE | 
the National Academy of Sciences and the Energy Information Administration, urani- 
American Society for Metals (ASM) were um imports totaled 16.4 million pounds of | 
advising the group. All of the stockpile U,O, in 1985, compared with 12.5 million 
purchase specifications and special instruc- pounds in 1984 and only 8.2 million pounds a 
tions pertaining to vanadium were still in 1988. Reported utility enrichment feed / 
being reviewed in 1985 by the Interagency deliveries in 1984 were 20.6 million pounds | 
Working Group. A joint industry and Gov- of. U;0,.? Unless current trends are re- 

_. ernment panel was formed by the U.S. versed, uranium imports could account for | 
Department of Commerce and ASM in more than 65% of all U.S. requirements by , 
December 1984 to specifically assess the 1990. The U.S. Trade Representative’s study 
quality of the V;:0; held in the NDS and_ was still in progress at the end of 1985. | 

_ recommend other suitable forms of vana- _ Environmental concerns about the stabi- 
dium for future acquisition. | _ lization and long-term control of uranium- 
“On July 8, the President approved Na- vanadium mill tailings continued to attract 

: tional Security Council (NSC) recommenda- public attention in the Rocky Mountain 
tions for modernizing the strategic and States. At least three Federal agencies, a , 
critical materials stockpile. Under the NSC variety of State regulatory agencies, and 
proposal, the stockpile would be structured most mill operators on the Colorado Pla- | 
into two tiers. Tier I would contain materi- teau were involved in tailings stabilization 
als required by military, industrial, and projects, environmental hearings, and/or 
essential civilian users during a military lengthy litigation. — 

: conflict, which would not be available from The Environmental Protection Agency 
_ domestic or reliable foreign sources. Tier II (EPA), the American Mining Congress, and 

would contain a supplemental reserve of the Environmental Defense Fund remained 
material already possessed by the Govern- locked in litigation over EPA’s final stand- 
ment. According to the NSC guidelines, ards governing the long-term disposal of 
vanadium would be categorized in tier II uranium mill tailings. EPA issued the 
and the existing goal would be lowered to . standards in late 1983 under the authority 
721 tons of vanadium metal equivalent. At of the Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation 
yearend, this proposal was under consider- Control Act of 1978 (Public Law 95-604). To 
ation by the Congress. The Department of help alleviate this situation, the Nuclear. 
Defense Authorization Act, 1986 (Public Regulatory Commission (NRC) amended its 
Law 99-145), signed by the President on existing regulations governing the disposal 

_ November 8, 1985, stated that no action of uranium mill tailings so that they now 
may be taken before October 1, 1986, to conform with the 1983 standards (40 CFR, 
implement or administer any reduction ina part 192) issued by the EPA. Under the 
stockpile goal in effect on October 1, 1984. revised regulations (10 CFR, parts 40 and 7 : 

On September 25, the Secretary of Energy 50), the earlier requirement for a minimum | 
made a formal finding that the domestic of 3 meters of cover over mill tailings to 
uranium mining and milling industry was limit dispersal of radon has been replaced 
not viable in 1984. A significant fraction of by the EPA’s more stringent standards for - 
the vanadium produced in the United longevity and radon control. The new NRC 

_ States since 1950 has been a coproduct or rules require that permanent mill tailings 
byproduct of the uranium mined on the and waste disposal areas be designed so that 
Colorado Plateau. Some analysts warned they provide reasonable assurance of con-
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a trol of radiological hazards for 1,000 years, uranium-vanadium mill at Uravan, CO. 
| _ to the extent reasonably achievable, and,in The proposed disposal site would be on : 

| any case, for at least 200 years. The design Spring Creek Mesa along the eastern side of 
| _ Must also provide reasonable assurance the San Miguel River opposite Uravan. The _ 

| that releases of radon from the tailings to licensing process has been complicated by , 
| the atmosphere will not exceed an average an environmental suit brought by the State  —> 

: | of 20 picocuries per square meter per sec- of Colorado against Umetco under the Re 
: ond. The new regulations, which took effect source Conservation and Recovery Act of a 

| on November 15, should eliminate some of 1976 (Public Law 94-580). Under an agree- 
the legal inconsistencies and jurisdictional ment signed with the Colorado Water Con- 

oe conflicts that have handicapped uranium- trol Division in 1981, Umetco was required 
vanadium mill operators on the Colorado to halt its mill discharges into the existing 7 
Plateau and should simplify long-range ponds at Uravan by July 1, 1985. Extensive 

__ planning for the hard-pressed industry. __—shearings on the tailings pond license and 
. ‘In early February, the families of 24 related environmental matters were held 

miners who developed cancer after working during the fourth quarter of 1984 in the 
| in southern Utah uranium mines were neighboring towns of Montrose and Nucla. 

awarded almost $2 million in partial settle Approval reportedly has been blocked by 
- ment of a court suit against Foote Mineral concerns over (1) the thickness of the pro- 

Co. of Exton, PA. The miners worked at the _ posed clay lining for the new disposal facili- 
_ Vanadium Corp. of America (VCA) oper- ty, (2) protection of an apparently isolated 

ations near Marysvale, UT, from 1949 to pod of ground water beneath Spring Creek 
1968. VCA was merged into Foote Miner- Mesa, and (3) the future reclamation of __ 

| al in 1967. Negligence claims were also existing tailings piles at Uravan, some of 
, brought against the Federal Government, which date back to the 1930's. Umetco was 

_ which inspected the mines where high lev- considering submitting a revised plan to the 
- els of radon-222 gas and its radioactive Colorado Department of Health that would 

daughter products were observed. The allay specific concerns about potential 
plaintiffs held that the Government failed ground water contamination. Umetco and , 
‘to warn the miners of the radiation dangers _ the State of Colorado were exploring reme- 
in the poorly ventilated uranium mines. dial action to permanently stabilize and 
However, a U.S. District Court judge ruled control the existing tailings sites. : | 
on July 1, 1985, that the Federal Govern- The Uravan mill was placed on standby 
ment was immune from the claims of the in November 1984 because of the depressed | 

: Marysvale miners. | | | uranium market. A month later, Umetco 
As of December 31, the Colorado Depart- was forced to suspend vanadium recovery 

ment of Health was still considering wheth- operations at its Rifle plant in Garfield 
er to grant Umetco a license permitting County, CO. The Rifle plant depends upon 
construction of a new tailings impoundment the Uravan mill for its feedstocks of vana- 
and disposal facility for the company’s dium liquor. 

~ DOMESTIC PRODUCTION . 

Domestic production, expressed in terms depressed price for yellowcake and increas- 
of recovered vanadium, dropped back tothe ed imports of uranium, both natural and 
depressed level of 1983, the worst year for enriched. Increased recovery of vanadium 
vanadium mining and milling operations from petroleum residues, utility ash, and 
since 1951. However, recoverable produc- spent refinery catalysts partially compen- 
tion, which represents receipts of ore and sated for the abnormally low level of domes- 
vanadium-bearing ferrophosphorus, was tic mine production. 

: significantly higher than that of 1984. Ar- During the first half of 1985, Umetco 
kansas was the leading producing State expanded operations at its mine and mill 
followed by Idaho. For the first time since complex in Garland County, AR, to compen- 
1907, no vanadium was recovered from the sate for the closure of most of its smaller 
uraniferous sandstone ores of the Colorado uranium-vanadium mines in Colorado and 
Plateau. All five mills in Colorado and Utah Utah. The Hot Springs mill, which has an 
that had coproduct vanadium recovery cir- annual capacity of approximately 7,500 tons 
cuits were on standby during the first 8 of V.O; equivalent, has traditionally used 
months of 1985 because of the continuing vanadiferous micaceous clays as its major
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| feed material. The clays are mined from stant dollars. The spot price of uranium four open pits in the Wilson Springs carbon- concentrate (represented by Nuclear Ex- atite-alkalic igneous complex. In December, change Corp.’s exchange value) bottomed Umetco laid off 150 of 220 workers at the out in April at $14.25 per pound of U;O,, a facility and suspended operations for at drop of $26.50 from the early 1980 price of least 10 months because of high inventories. $40.75. By yearend 1985, the spot price of About 70 workers were retained to perform uranium concentrate had partially recov- maintenance and upgrade the capabilities ered, returning to $17.00 per pound. This of the mill. : partial recovery encouraged two mills to V;0; and ammonium metavanadate reopen. | | | (NH.VO;) were produced from vanadium- Cotter Corp. reopened its uranium-vana- | rich ferrophosphorus by Kerr-McGee Chem- dium mill at Canon City, CO, in September, ical Corp. at Soda Springs in Caribou Coun- recalling 64 employees. The facility had ty, ID. Vanadium-rich ferrophosphorus isa been closed since January 1985 because of byproduct of two elemental phosphorus the depressed price for yellowcake. Approx- plants in Idaho and one in Montana. In- imately 33 employees were retained at that , creased demand for elemental phosphorus time to maintain the mill in standby condi- during the first half of 1985 led toabuildup _ tion, bringing present total employment to of ferrophosphorus stocks in the two States. about 100. The mill has begun processing FMC Corp. and the Shoshone Bannock vanadium-poor, high-grade uraninite ore Indian Tribes agreed in August to expand from the company’s Schwartzwalder Mine, | the Gay phosphate mine in Bingham Coun- 9 miles northwest of Golden in Jefferson ty, ID, after 2-1/2 years of negotiations. The County. However, Cotter has no immediate open pit mine, jointly operated by the J.R. plans to reactivate its vanadium recovery | Simplot Co. and FMC, is on the Fort Hall. circuit at Canon City. In the past, feed _ Indian Reservation about 30 miles north- liquors for the circuit have been produced east of Pocatello. The joint venture will be from carnotite and tyuyamunite ores mined _ _ allowed to expand its mining operations in the Uravan Mineral Belt. | | into a 2,300-acre tract south of the present In Garfield County, Umetco continued to minesite in exchange for increased royalty ship V.O,; and NH.VO; from stocks at its payments to the tribes. Vanadium-bearing, Rifle upgrading plant. Vanadium recovery furnace-grade phosphatic shale is being operations were suspended at Rifle in De- | | mined from the Meade Peak Member of cember 1984 when vanadium liquor feed- the Permian Phosphoria Formation and stocks supplied by the company’s uranium- shipped to FMC’s electric furnaces west of vanadium mill at Uravan were exhausted. Pocatello, where it is converted into elemen-. The Uravan mill has been on standby since tal phosphorus. The ferrophosphorus slags November 1984, | oo made at FMC’s elemental phosphorus oper- ~The White Mesa mill, a joint venture of ation have been a significant source of Umetco (70%) and Energy Fuels Nuclear byproduct vanadium in recent years. Inc. (80%), resumed operations on October Phosphatic shale for the electric furnaces 1. The 2,000-ton-per-day facility, 6 miles operated by the Monsanto Industrial Chem- south of Blanding, UT, had been on standby icals Co. at Soda Springs, ID, came from the since January 1983. Energy Fuels is supply- company’s nearby Henry Mine. Stauffer ing the mill with high-grade uraninite ore Chemical Co. shipped shale on the Union from its Hacks Canyon No. 2, Hacks Canyon Pacific Railroad from its Wooley Valley No. 3, and Pigeon Mines in the Arizona Mine in Caribou County, ID, to its phospho- Strip. The three mines produced a total of rus plant at Silver Bow, MT. 175,000 tons of ore in 1985, averaging 0.60% Almost all of the uranium-vanadium U;Os. A few small independent mining oper- mines in the Uravan Mineral Belt of west- ations in the Monticello, UT-Dove Creek, ern Colorado have been closed permanently CO, area have also been shipping toll ores to or placed on standby as a result of the 1981- White Mesa. Umetco is responsible for oper- 84 collapse of the domestic uranium ore ation of the mill and currently employs 103 market. Continued world overproduction of people, most of whom worked previously at U;0,, the downturn in nuclear powerplant either Blanding or the neighboring Umetco construction, and the discovery of high- mill at Uravan, CO, which is still closed. grade uraninite deposits in the Canadian White Mesa was scheduled to operate three Province of Saskatchewan and South Aus- full shifts per day, 7 days per week, until tralia all helped drag the price of natural at least early 1987. The mill was expected uranium to a 12-year low in terms of con- to recover 5.7 million pounds of uranium
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and 2.5 million pounds of vanadium from ashes, spent catalysts from refineries, and a 

- 688,000 tons of ore between October 1985 variety of petroleum residues. U.S. produc- 

and January 1987. _ ' tion from petroliferous materials in 1985 

In a related action, Energy Fuels has totaled 2,695 tons of contained vanadium, 

agreed to supply the British Civilian Urani- 58% more than the 1,701 tons (revised) for 

um Procurement Organization with more 1984. a Oe 

than 3 million pounds of yellowcake overa | Vanadium oxide concentrates were pro- 

10-year period starting in 1987. The new duced as a byproduct of the burning of 

| Kanab North Mine being developed by En- Venezuelan and other Caribbean. residual 

ergy Fuels in the Arizona Strip and the oils at a number of power-generating sta- 

proposed Canyon Mine, south of the Grand tions in the Eastern United States. Long 

Canyon near Tusayan, could provide White Island Lighting Co. (LILCO) recovered high- 

Mesa with additional uraninite. | grade ash containing 510 tons of V20s, 

Atlas sold 1,028,000 pounds of V:O; in the compared with 794 tons (revised) in 1984. 

12 months preceding June 30, 1985, ex-. The New York utility operated two oil-fired 

: hausting its vanadium inventory. The com- power stations in Suffolk County, one at 

pany kept its uranium-vanadium mill near Northport and the other at Port Jefferson. 

Moab, UT, and its last three operating Recently, LILCO also. has been supplying 

7 mines in San Juan County—the Pandora, processors with an ash sludge recovered 

| the Velvet, and the Rim Columbus—on from its wastewater treatment plants that | 

standby throughout all of 1985. However, averages 15% to 16% V.0s when dried. The 

the company stated that the mill and mines lower grade material recovered in 1985 

could be brought back into production with- contained 403 tons of V0; and was 33% | 

in 6 to 8 weeks if the market for UO. im- greater in gross weight than the 1984 mate- : 

proved. Atlas postponed development of its rial, which contained 314 tonsof V:0;.  ._ 

new uranium-vanadium mine near Ticaboo In January, Société d’Applications dela = 

- in Garfield County, UT, and instead sought Chimie, de |’Electricité et des Métaux SA 

financing to bring its newly discovered Gold (SADACEM) and Société Européenne des 

Bar gold deposit in Eureka County, NV, Dérives du Manganese SA, two subsidiaries 

into production. The expected profits from of the Société Générale de Belgique SA, 

the Gold Bar property, which has an esti- acquired the spent catalyst processing facil- 

mated 300,000 ounces of economically re- ity of Gulf Chemical at Freeport, TX. The 

coverable gold, could enable Atlas to keep Texas plant recovers vanadium and molyb- 

its uranium-vanadium operations on stand- denum from spent hydroprocessing cata- 

by for several years.* : | lysts generated largely by oil refining. and 

On April 4, Homestake Mining Co. sus- petrochemical industries in the Southern 

pended conventional underground mining United States. The plant’s products include 

operations at its Section 23 uranium proper- fused flake V.O;, granular V.0s, various 

ty near Ambrosia Lake, NM, laying off alkali vanadates, and purified molybdic ox- 

about 100 of its 275 employees. An addition- ide (MoO;). The selling parent company, 

al 130 employees were released later in the Associated Metals & Minerals Corp., retain- 

year when the company’s nearby Milan mill ed Gulf Chemical’s tin smelter at Texas 

was placed on indefinite standby. The 3,400- City, TX, and a second catalyst processing 

ton-per-day mill had just reopened on Janu- facility at Ironton, OH, that has been idle 

ary 2 with a throughput of 550 tons per day for several years. The SADACI Div. of 

after a 4-:month shutdown for inventory SADACEM produces approximately 1,300 

adjustment. The company continued to tons (gross weight) per year of an 80% V 

leach its abandoned stopes throughout the grade of ferrovanadium as well as ferromo- 

year. The Ambrosia Lake uranium oper- lybdenum at its Langerbruggekaai ferroal- 

ations were a significant source of byprod- loys plant near Ghent, Belgium. 

uct vanadium sludge prior to 1982 when The Freeport, TX, plant was a recent 

V.0; prices were considerably higher in supplier of V.0; to the NDS and is one of 

terms of constant dollars. At the peak ofthe only three such reclamation facilities oper- 

1980 uranium boom, Homestake’s uranium ating in the country. The facility, which 

operations had a total work force of 825 in employs 130 people, began operations in 

New Mexico. 1973 and is currently being expanded. The 

In recent years, vanadium-bearing feed first phase of the expansion was completed — 

materials of foreign origin have included in 1982, enabling the plant to treat up to 

iron slags from Chile, China, and the Re- 30,000 tons of catalysts per year. The new 

public of South Africa as well as utility management plans to double this capacity
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by 1990 and eventually recover several ed full production capability at its new | million pounds of cobalt and nickel left in specialty ferroalloys plant in Newcastle, stockpiled catalyst residues. PA. The Newcastle plant is currently pro- At Freeport, TX, the spent catalysts are ducing low-aluminum, high-purity 80%, | roasted with sodium carbonate (Na;CO,) in standard 80%, 60%, and 42% grades of multiple-hearth furnaces for about 2 hours. ferrovanadium as well as ferromolybde- | The roasting is carried out under oxidizing num, molybdenum briquets, and ferrobo- conditions at temperatures ranging from ron. 
650° to 900° C. During the roasting, the On October 16, Cabot Corp. announced | vanadium and molybdenum react with the plans to restructure its business groups and Na;CO; to form soluble sodium salts. The sell most of its specialty metals and alloying resulting calcine is then quenched in water, operations in order to improve the compa- | ground, and leached. The pregnant leach ny’s financial performance. The proposed liquor is separated from the insolubles with divestiture would include a titanium rolling | a counter-current decantation circuit. The mill and superalloy production facilities at pregnant leach liquor is next purified to Kokomo, IN; a titanium tubing plant at remove phosphorus and alumina. The vana- Arcadia, LA; beryllium-copper alloy produc- - dium can then be separated from the molyb- tion facilities at Elkhart, IN, and Reading, | denum by precipitating the vanadium from PA; and the aluminum master alloy plants solution with ammonium chloride. The at Henderson, KY, and Wenatchee, WA. NH.VO; precipitate is later calcined and However, the company would retain its fused to produce V;0Os. The residual molyb- integrated tantalum and columbium pro- denum-laden liquor is finally heated to duction facilities in Pennsylvania. The di- | 80° to 85° C and acidified, with the mo-  vestiture would reduce Cabot’s present 7 lybdenum precipitated as molybdic acid work force from 7,700 to less than 5,700. (H:Mo0,°H,0). The H:Mo0,°H.O precipi- Cabot produces 2.5% vanadium aluminum, tate is then calcined to produce MoO,.* 5% vanadium aluminum, and 3% zirconi- , In the second quarter, Hall Chemical Co. um-2% vanadium aluminum at the Hender- of Wickliffe, OH, awarded a preliminary son and Wenatchee plants. — | _ engineering contract to Brown & Root Producers of primary vanadium chemi- | U.S.A. for a similar plant that would recov- cals included Foote Mineral, Cambridge, er vanadium and three other strategic met- OH; Stauffer, Weston, MI; and Umetco, als from spent hydroprocessing catalysts. A N lagara Falls, NY. Vanadium oxytri- feasibility study of the project was complet- chloride (VOCI;) and vanadium tetrachlo- _ ed in late 1984 by the Chemical Engineering ride (VCl,) were the two ranking chemicals Div. of Brown & Root. For the past 5 years, after pentoxide. on pilot plant operations have been under way In March, Chesebrough-Pond’s Inc., a di- at Hall’s inorganic chemical plant near  versified consumer products company, Arab, AL. The new facility would have acquired Stauffer for $1.25 billion through sufficient capacity to recover annually, in a cash tender offer of $28 per share for metal equivalent units, 8 million pounds of Stauffer common stock. Stauffer’s 14 oper- vanadium, 5 million pounds of molybde- ating divisions were consolidated into 4 num, 2.3 million pounds of nickel, and divisions, which form the nucleus of Chese- 650,000 pounds of cobalt. . brough-Pond’s new Chemical Products The dismal situation of U.S. producers of Group. Stauffer’s basic research capability ferrovanadium and proprietary vanadium- was expected to complement Chesebrough- iron-carbon alloys improved somewhat in Pond’s marketing skills and organization. 1985. Although demand for ferrovanadium Stauffer, a producer of basic, agricultural, was essentially unchanged from that of and specialty chemicals, synthesizes vana- 1984, U.S. imports of the ferroalloy declined dium catalysts as a sideline at its Weston, by one-third. The three traditional produc- MI, plant. Products include vanadium tri- ers of ferrovanadium—Foote Mineral, chloride (VCls), VCL, VOCI;, and vanadium Shieldalloy Corp., and Umetco—also profit- tris-acetylacetonate (V(C.H,O,),). Stauffer ed to some extent from the closure and sale also operates the elemental phosphorus in early 1984 of Engelhard Corp.’s alumino- plant at Silver Bow, MT, which produces a thermic reduction plant at Strasburg, VA. byproduct vanadium-rich ferrophosphorus. Affiliated Metals and Minerals Inc. attain- |
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| Table 2.—Mine production and recoverable Table 3.—U.S. production of vanadium . 
vanadium of domestic origin produced in | oxides! oo : 

oO a ' (Short tons of contained vanadium) a ee . 

| ~ Mine Recover- | 7 weight content? 
. Year produc- able a a ae 

. tion? vanadium? 1981 ___.__.____.._-.-~- 11,366 11,867 

1981 - --------------- one otz6 1984__--_-_--------2e.tit«COBBOCttttCTB. 
A nn 

1984 WwW 16100 
1985 _------+-------- . Ww Ww dan Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary 

| . int. Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary phe maued directly f from all | domestic ores and ferrophos- 

_. "Measured by receipts of uranium and vanadium ores *Expressed as equivalent V20s._. me | 
and concentrates at mills, vanadium content. | | , 

| _ *Recoverable vanadium contained in uranium and vana- | : - . 
dium ores and concentrates received at mills, plus vana- - 
dium recovered from ferrophosphorus derived from domes- . 
tic phosphate rock. me , - 

CONSUMPTION, USES, AND STOCKS | a 

: Reported domestic consumption of vana- melt. At least eight domestic specialty steel 7 
dium in 1985 was only about 3% higher producers were using or evaluating Vanox. — 
than that of 1984. This meager rise in The dependence of the vanadium indus- 

a consumption represented a slowing of the try on the struggling iron and steel industry | 
| recovery from the 20-year low of 1983 and continued to create marketing problems for 

| gave little hope for substantial improve- the five domestic producers of ferrovana-— 
- ment in the immediate future. The primary: dium. Ferrovanadium imports slackened 
cause of the recovery to date has been from the record high of 1984, but remained 
increased domestic production of vanadium- a serious problem for the hard-pressed pro- 

| bearing, high-strength, low-alloy (HSLA) ducers. Converters in Austria and Belgium- 
steels for the construction and automotive Luxembourg increased their share of the : 
industries. The steel industry as a whole U/S. ferrovanadium market at the expense 

| showed an overall decline of 4.6% in raw of Canada. Marketing was complicated fur- _ 
| steel output from the encouraging level of ther because the South African producers | 

1984, and remained in an uphill battle resumed shipments of the ferroalloy after a | 
against near-record-high imports of major hiatus of 7 years. A significant increase in — 
iron and steel products, a still strong but consumption of ferrovanadium and other | 
weakening dollar, and low profitability. Im- vanadium-iron-carbon additives by produc- 
port penetration of steel mill products again ers of carbon steel offset decreased con- 
exceeded 25% despite voluntary restraint sumption in HSLA steel. A large part of the | 
agreements between the United States and decrease in the HSLA steel category be- 
15 of its larger trading partners. tween 1984 and 1985 reflected the depressed 
Approximately 83% of the vanadium was__ conditions in the oil country tubular goods 

consumed by the domestic iron and steel market. Demand for ferrovanadium by tool 
industry as ferrovanadium, related vana- steel producers also deteriorated signifi- 
dium-carbon ferroalloys, or a new propri- cantly. Total shipments of sheet steel and 
etary product called Vanox. Vanox, a spe-_ strip to the automotive industry and other 
cially processed form of vanadium trioxide consumer goods sectors were essentially 
introduced by Umetco in 1984, is designed unchanged. However, shipments of struc- 
primarily for addition to tool steel and can _ tural shapes did improve significantly. 
be added directly to the argon-oxygen- The restructuring of the U.S. steel indus- 
decarburization vessel. V,0; cannot be sub- try continued throughout 1985. The loss of 
stituted for the trioxide because the melting over $6 billion between 1982 and 1984 
point of the pentoxide (690° C) is lower than triggered a string of steel company mergers, 
that of either the steel (1,550° to 1,650° C) or modernization programs, and permanent 
the trioxide (1,970° C). The trioxide is easier closures of obsolete plants. Production costs 
to reduce than the pentoxide and is more have been cut more than 10% since 1982, 
homogeneously distributed throughout the and labor productivity has improved dra-
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‘matically. The two giants, United States jet engines, airframes, and other aircraft Steel Corp. (USS) and Bethlehem Steel parts for more than two decades, accounted | Corp., have discarded more than one-third for more than one-half of the titanium- , of their 1979 capacities. According to the based alloy market in 1985. Relatively small | American Iron and Steel Institute, domestic amounts of Ti-8Al-1V-1Mo and Ti-3A1-2.5V steel producers have shut down more than were being used for some jet engine. compo- | 600 steelworks and fabrication plants since nents, while two newer alloys, Ti-15V-3Cr- ~ 1974, | 3A1-3Sn and Ti-10V-2Fe-3Al, were being 
- Despite all these changes, the industry extensively evaluated for the next genera- lost an additional $1.7 billion in 1985. USS tion of commercial airliners. Forgings of Ti- _ and Armco Inc. were the only two of the six 10V-2Fe3Al have already been used in | leading integrated steelmakers to make a some components of the Boeing 757 and 737- 

profit during the year. These new losses led 300 jetliners. The forgeability characteris- / 
to another round of plant closures and sales. _ tics of Ti-10V-2Fe-3Al are reportedly superi- 
Inland Steel Co., for example, announced or to those of any other known titanium 
plans to close seven outdated open-hearth alloy. The newly formed Titanium Develop-. | furnaces at its Indiana Harbor Works in ment Association has been focusing a large | East Chicago, IN. LTV Steel Co. idled indefi- part of its initial efforts on developing new 
nitely numerous facilities at Aliquippa, PA, markets for titanium alloys in the oil, gas, 
Chicago, IL, Gulfport, MS, and Pittsburgh, and petrochemical industries. Ti-3AI1-8V- | PA. This radical restructuring, coupled 6Cr-4Mo-4Zr, for example, has excellent Oo 
with recent investments in continuous cast- corrosion resistance to saltwater saturated | ers, continuous annealing lines, and other with hydrogen sulfide and may be superior | - new equipment should lead to a smaller, to the nickel-based alloys that are currently 
more productive industry. At least seven used when a sour gas environment. is en- _ continuous casters were being planned or countered in oilfield operations. The associ- 
installed. One of the highlights of the year ation has also identified potential markets 
was the startup of The Timken Co.’s new for titanium mill products in the shipbuild- 
$500 million alloy steel plant at Faircrest, ing, automotive, paper, and medical equip- _ 7 | OH. The technological changes accompany- ment industries. | , : : so ing these modernization programs should In August, Armco agreed to sell its Aero- | | have a positive effect on the long-term space and Strategic Materials Group to 
outlook for vanadium. Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp. of Toledo, | Demand for vanadium in titanium alloys OH, for $415 million in cash. Armco, a 
was about 12% lower than that of 1984: The major steelmaker with headquarters in | B-1B bomber program and increased pro- Middletown, OH, had been forced earlier to duction of other military aerospace prod- halt its diversification efforts and adopt a 
ucts have helped initiate perhaps the most retrenchment strategy because of setbacks | stable period in the 35-year history of the in its once highly profitable seamless pipe titanium industry. The U.S. aerospace in- business. The sale of the aerospace group dustry currently depends on Government was completed in September, giving Owens- orders for approximately two-thirds of its Corning control of the Hitco Fabricated total business. However, all of the budgeted Composites Div., the Hitco Materials Div., | bombers have now been ordered, with the and the Ladish Co., as well as an 80% stake 100th bomber scheduled for delivery in inthe Oregon Metallurgical Corp. (Oremet). June 1988. Shipments of titanium mill prod- The other 20% of Oremet is publicly held. 
ucts to domestic aircraft manufacturing Oremet is the third largest titanium plants slowed considerably toward the end sponge producer in the United States and a of the year despite a surge in commercial major consumer of vanadium-aluminum aircraft orders. The Boeing Co. alone book- master alloys. Oremet currently employs ed orders for 364 airliners, the highest 365 workers at its Albany, OR, metallurgi- figure since it won 461 orders in 1978. The cal complex and has been making titanium- total value of Boeing’s 364 orders was about aluminum-vanadium alloys for over 20 $14 billion. According to the Aerospace years. Ladish, of Cudahy, WI, produces Industries Association, Boeing, Lockheed custom aerospace and high-performance in- Corp., and McDonnell Douglas Corp. togeth- dustrial forgings along with stainless steel er shipped a total of 271 civil jet transport piping components for the power generation aircraft in 1985, compared with only 182 in and petrochemical industries. According to 1984 and 257 in 1983. analysts, Owens-Corning bought Armco’s 
Ti-6Al-4V alloy, which has been used in aerospace group primarily to acquire the
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two Hitco divisions, which are leading sup- production, a major end use for vanadium — 

pliers of carbon fibers, epoxy resins, and oxidation catalysts, approximated that of 

preimpregnated fabrics for advanced com- 1984. More than 80% of the sulfuric acid 
posites. = ee currently being produced in the United | 

- Plans for'a leveraged buyout of the Timet States is synthesized by the contact process, 

a Div. of Titanium Metals Corp. of America which uses an 8% V;0; catalyst on a silica 

| -. (IMCA) by a Timet management group support to convert the sulfur dioxide to 
were shelved in late November. Timet isthe sulfur trioxide. Vanadium catalysts arealso 
largest producer of titanium alloys and used in the commercial synthesis of three 

: metal in the United States and operates a key organic intermediates: maleic anhy- 
14,000-ton-per-year sponge plant at Hender- ride, adipic acid, and phthalic anhydride. - 

: gon, NV. Allegheny International Inc. and Production of maleic. anhydride increased 

NL Industries Inc., joint owners of TMCA, only 4% in 1985, while production of adipic - 
said that although the outlook for the tita- acid and phthalic anhydride declined 7% . 
nium metal market was favorable, they and 4%, respectively. In November, Mon- -— 

| -' would continue to seek a buyer for the santo Industrial Chemicals permanently 
| ‘Timet Div. as part of their new divestiture closed its 110-million-pound-per-year ben- 

' | strategy. Top Timet executives and Kelso & zene-based maleic anhydride unit in St. 
Co., a New York ‘management consulting Louis, MO, after raising the capacity of its | 

| firm, which was arranging financing in new butane-based unit at Pensacola, FL, 

return for a share in the company, had from 130 million to 190 million pounds per 

| | agreed in January to purchase the division. year. The butane process employs a new 

| However, the management group was un- proprietary vanadium catalyst that has a 

able to arrange financing, partly because of higher V.0; content than the previous — 

7 lower-than-anticipated projected sales vol- 2V:0;°MoO; benzene catalyst. __ _ 
ume and profits for the division. __ ~ - Jn addition to the consumers’ stocks, pro- ~ 

_ Consumption of NH.VO;, granular pen- ducers’ stocks of vanadium as fused oxide, 

toxide, and other vanadium chemicals for precipitated oxide, vanadates, metal, alloys, | 

catalysts dropped back to the depressed and chemicals totaled 2,849 tons of contain-. — 

- levels of 1988, and remained far below the ed vanadium at yearend 1985, compared 
| average of the last decade. Sulfuric acid with 3,321 tons at yearend 1984. 

: _ Table 4.—Producers of vanadium alloys or metal in the United States in 1985 

| | } Producer Plant location __ Products* a 

Affiliated Metals and Minerals Inc__._.__._..__._.  NewCastle,PA ____-._ _ FeV. | 
Cabot Corp., Engineered Products Group — —__-—-~-~-~- Henderson, KY _— ~~ VAI and ZrVAl. 

. *Do _--_-- eee Wenatchee, WA ____-__~- Do. 
Foote Mineral Co., Ferroalloys Div ...___----~-~ Cambridge,OH ————--~- ‘FeV and Ferovan.? 
Metallurg Inc., Shieldalloy Corp eee Newfield, NJ _~—------ FeV. | 
Reading AlloysInc _____.__---_---~--~+-+--- Robesonia, PA _____ ~~ - FeV and VAI. 
Teledyne Inc., Teledyne Wah Chang Albany Div - ~~~ Albany, OR__ ~~~ V. ° 
Union Carbide Corp., Umetco Minerals Corp..._._.-- Marietta, OH® ______ ~~ Carvan? and Nitrovan.? 

Do ________________--__--__..-...  NiagaraFalls,NY.__-_._. FeV and VAI. 

1F eV, ferrovanadium; V, vanadium metal; VAI, vanadium aluminum; ZrVAl, zirconium vanadium aluminum. 
*Registered trademarks for proprietary products. 
3—E]kem Metals Co. has been toll converting vanadium oxide at Marietta for Union Carbide since 1981.
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Table 5.—US. consumption and consumer stocks of vanadium materials, by type 
| 7 (Short tons of contained vanadium) / | | 

| GR BB | 

7 . tion tok tion P mtg BOCK 
Ferrovanadium! ________-_...__---___-____________ 3,826 334. 4,071 248 
Oxide _-_-__-_-__-__- 26 #4W 18 5 
Ammonium metavanadate __ ~~~. ~~~ Ww WwW WwW WwW 

— Other® _--—~--~~~----------~--~--=--------------___ 0B 107 
Total _--__-__-_----- ~~~ eee eee ------- 4,761 449 4,883 360 | 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” | 
‘Includes other vanadium-iron-carbon alloys as well as vanadium oxides added directly to steel. 

~ °Consists principally of vanadium-aluminum alloy, plus relatively small quantities of other vanadium alloys and : vanadium metal. | | | 

Table 6.—U.S. consumption of vanadium in 1985, by end use 
: (Short tons of contained vanadium) _ | . | 

| End use _ Quantity 
Steel: ; 

Stainless and heat-resisting ____ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~~~ 7777777272722 7222272727222 ae : | . a it | 

| Foe nee low alley ~ a n0 onan rrn errr , 
Unspecified ~~ ---~---~--~---~---~--------~-~~---------------------------| W 

- Total -- eee. 419 
Gast irons — ~---~--~-~~-----~---------~------------------+-------------5 22 

Alloys (exchiding stcis and superailaye: ~~~ 
_ Cutting and wear-resistant materials __...__._.~. ~~~ Ww . 
_Welding and alloy hard-facing rods and materials ._ ~~ ~~ 5 

_ Nonferrous alloys _______.-.-..-~--_--__u- 788 a 
Other alloys’ __.-_________ eee Ww 

Chemicals and ceramics: . . 
Catalysts. ______-___-__--- eee 14 
Other* _________- Ww 

Miscellaneous and unspecified_ _____.____.__-..__._~_~____ 19 

Grand total ___-__-__---_~----_--_---~------- ieee eee 4,883 | 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Miscellaneous and unspecified.” | 
Includes magnetic alloys. | 

| - Includes pigments. | | a 

= | PRICES 

The Metals Week price quotation for ing the first half of 1985 owing to increased 
domestic 98% fused V:0,; (metallurgical- production of ferrovanadium by major con- 
grade) at the beginning of 1985 was $3.35 to verters and production constraints on ex- 
$3.65 per pound of V:0,, f.o.b. mill. This ports of pentoxide from China. Throughout _ 
price spread was established on May 15, the year, Highveld maintained its list price 
1981, and remained in effect throughout all of $2.41 per pound of V.0,; cif. for 98% 
of 1985. The slowing of demand for ferrova- minimum fused pentoxide from the Repub- 
nadium gave little encouragement to do- lic of South Africa. The European spot price 
mestic pentoxide producers, struggling to for metallurgical-grade material increased 
recover from the 1982-83 recession. Some from $2.30 to $2.85 per pound in early 
discounting of metallurgical-grade material January to a high in March and April of 
continued throughout 1985 because of the $2.37 to $2.42. The spot price weakened 
strong but weakening dollar and down- during the second half of the year, reaching 
stream pressure from imports of ferrovana- a low of $2.05 to $2.15 in November and 
dium. eventually closed at $2.15 to $2.20. 

Prices for metallurgical-grade pentoxide The Metals Week price spread for techni- 
in Japan and Western Europe firmed dur- cal air-dried V0; (chemical-grade) of $4.10
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to $4.94 per pound of V:O; was set on April per pound of contained vanadium, f.o.b. 
1, 1982, and remained unchanged through- Niagara Falls, NY. This move to maintain : 

) out 1985. a : market share triggered a series of price 
: On July 8, Umetco, facing probable dives- reductions between July 12 and August 1 by 

_ titure and under pressure from continuing other domestic producers. The end resultsof __ 
: high imports of ferrovanadium, lowered the price reductions are presented in the 

prices for its 60% and 80% standard grades following tabulation: 7 | | 
of ferrovanadium as well as Carvan to $5.00 | | 

| a mpany and product jan, Dee. 31, . 

| : ; | 1985 1985 

° | Foote Mineral Co.: . 
oe Ferovan _~____._~~___ $6.25 $5.00. 

70% to 80% FeV _______ 6.50 5.00 | 
’ Shieldalloy Corp.: 

| | Standard 60% to 70% FeV _ 6.25 5.00 
. Umetco Minerals Corp.: 

- Carvan —__..-~_____ 6.00 5.00 
| | UCAR 80% FeV_.______ 6.50 5.00 . 

: . The $5 domestic price effectively under- product was priced initially at $5.05 per 
cut spot dealer quotes for imported ferrova- pound of contained vanadium, f.o.b. Niaga- 
nadium, which reportedly ranged from ra Falls, NY, and was expected to compete 
$5.20 to $5.50 during the third quarter, and __ in the tool steel additive market against the 
encouraged several traders to seek more more expensive, imported ferrovanadium. — 
profitable markets in Europe. | The July 8 price reductions necessitated a 

| Previously, in mid-1984, Umetco took ac- lowering of the Vanox price. At yearend 
a tion to protect its market share against 1985, Vanox was being quoted at $4.50 per 

imported ferrovanadium with the introduc- pound of contained vanadium, to be effec- 
: tion of Vanox. The new proprietary oxide tive with January 2, 1986, shipments. _ 

| | FOREIGN TRADE | 

The U.S. trade pattern for vanadium nadium was $5.28 per pound of alloy, a 5% 
products has changed dramatically since decrease from the $5.55 value for 1984. The 

, 1981. The United States is no longer a net modest increase in domestic ferrovanadium | 
exporter of ferrovanadium and has begun to production from the highly depressed levels 
purchase substantial amounts of the 80% of 1982 and 1983 gave little encouragement 
grade from the European Communities and to beleaguered U.S. pentoxide producers. 
Austria. At the same time, U.S. exports of This frustrating situation coupled with the 
V:0; have increased more than threefold, effects of a falling South African rand’ kept 
while imports of the oxide have plummeted. the pressure on U.S. producers to compete 

_ This shift in the pentoxide trade pattern gressively against South African material 
has been magnified because imports of va- in Western Europe, Canada, and Japan. In 
nadium trioxide from the Republic of South the fourth quarter, the decline of the dollar 
Africa have replaced some of the more against the deutsche mark and a temporary 
conventional pentoxide imports. It is also reduction in sales of Chinese pentoxide to 
important to note that significant amounts Europe offered some relief to U.S. exporters 
of exported pentoxide were apparently in of both pentoxide and ferrovanadium. Ex- 

, the form of oxidation catalysts. ports of anhydride and catalysts containing 
The strong dollar and stiff competition pentoxide totaled only 1,527 tons gross 

from European converters continued to weight, a 59% decrease from the 3,712 tons 
hurt U.S. export sales of vanadium-iron- for 1984. According to the Bureau of the 
carbon alloys. Exports of ferrovanadium Census, VCl, was one of the principal un- 
totaled 454 tons gross weight, compared specified chemicals exported in 1985. 
with 469 tons for 1984 and 775 tons for 1983. U.S. imports for consumption of ferrova- 
The average declared value of the ferrova- nadium dropped to 779 tons of contained
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_ vanadium from a historical high of 1,171 indirectly from the refining operations of 
| tons in 1984. The material averaged 80.6% Petréleos de Venezuela S.A. (PDVSA), the 

vanadium and had a mean Customs value of _ state oil monopoly of Venezuela. The re- 
$4.98 per pound of contained vanadium. maining 55% was contained in other assort- 
This decrease in imports reversed, at least ed petroleum refinery residues and utility 
temporarily, a long-term trend in which ashes from, in order of decreasing tonnage, 
European converters have been gradually Italy, the Netherlands Antilles, Mexico, Su- 
capturing a larger share of the U.S. ferrova- riname, J amaica, and Barbados. Part of the 
nadium market. Imports accounted for 19% Caribbean material also may have been 
of reported consumption of vanadium-iron- recovered from Venezuelan crude. For only | 

| carbon alloys, compared with less than 4% the second time in 18 years, there were no 
in 1973. The Belgium-Luxembourg Econom- imports of vanadiferous iron slag from 
ic Union replaced Canada as the principal Highveld’s Witbank steelworks in the 
source of imported ferrovanadium and Transvaal, Republic of South Africa. oo | 
accounted for 27% of the imported alloy in’ Potassium vanadate imports amounted to 
terms of contained weight. Imports of Cana- 57 tons gross weight, of which 38 tons came 
dian ferrovanadium fell from a record high from the Republic of South Africa and 19 
in 1984 to their lowest level in 7 years. tons came from the Federal Republic of | 

Only 20 tons gross weight of pentoxide Germany. In addition, 15 tons of NH,VO,; 
was imported in 1985. More than 90% of was received from the United Kingdom. 
this material came from the Federal Repub- » Imports of vanadium carbide. and un- 

_. lic of Germany. For the second year in a wrought vanadium metal were less than 1 
row, there were no imports of pentoxide ton each. Imports classified as “Other vana- 
reported for consumption from the Republic dium compounds” totaled 807 tons gross | 
of South Africa. Between 1978 and 1983, weight, compared with 831 tons in 1984. As : annual imports of South African pentoxide mentioned earlier, 97% of this material was 
‘steadily declined from 1,152 tons to 56 tons. vanadium trioxide from the Republic of | | Imports of vanadium contained in ores, South Africa. Nearly all of the remaining 23 
slags, and residues totaled only 303 tons, tons was unspecified chemicals from the 
compared with 633 tons in 1984. At least United Kingdom. - 
45% of this vanadium came directly or ; 

Table 7.—U.S. exports of vanadium in 1985, by country oe . 
| (Thousand pounds and thousand dollars) | | 

. Vanadium com junds | 

| ——— Ferrovanadiun —— Ygnadiumore Gross weight) 
Country (Gross weight) (vanadium content) (ankyrin Other? 

Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value —_—_. $$$ rrr __watue __Suantity Value Quantity Value 
ina___-_- _- __ _ __ 2 13 __ _. Atstralis ~~~ 77777777777 _ __ _- __ 74 108 @) 7 Austria _-- __ __ __ _. 120 250 __ __ Belgium-Luxembourg_____ __ 86 507 _- -- 751 1,219 -— a Brazil _.._-___-_ __ __ __ __ 401 666 38 48 Canada__..____________ 313 1,572 __ __ 91 244 84 =: 1,168 Chile_________ = _ __ __ _- 71 88 58 65 Colombia ______________ -- -- _— -_- 3 4. -— -- Ecuador _______-_-§___ _- _- _- _- (5) 2 _— _- France______________ _- -- __ —- __ __ 316 15,284 Germany, Federal Republic of _ _ 29 169 __ __ _- _- () 8 Hong Kong _____________ _— -- -_- _- _- _— 36 147 India____-_- = __ __ _ _ 11 19 __ __ Indonesia ______________ -- -- -- -- 17 261 _— -- Israel______________ __ __ _ __ 1 216 __ __ Italy _-__-___ __ _. __ __ 53 67 __ _- Japan _____ __ _- — _. 291 423 (°) 2 Kenya ______________ __ ae -- _- 17 28 -- -— Korea, Republic of _________ _- -- _— _— 55 101 16 19 Malaysia.______________ 3 15 __ __ __ _. __ __ Mexico-_______________ 29 127 5 9 712 ‘1,987 90 257 Netherlands ____________ 38 160 -- _- 106 226 _— __ Pakistan_______________ -- -- -- _- 6 8 -- _— Peru _________-_______ _- -- -- -- 3 3 2 5 Philippines -~------------ 1 4 -- -- 10 21 -- _- 

South Africa, Republic of. — TOT 3400 8TH 
See footnotes at end of table.
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| | Table 7.—U.S. exports of vanadium in 1985, by country —Continued | 

| (Thousand pounds and thousand dollars) 

errr en re SS
S 

. Vanadium compounds 

| , Ferrovanadium vanadium ore _______— ross weight) (Gross weight) | 
Country | (gross weight) (vanadium content) © _Pentoxide Other” 

: _ | | } (anhydride)! o 
: | Quantity Value Quantity . Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Spain. ____.----------- oo _- _- ee -- eg) 3 | 
Sweden _.__---__.__--- 167 997 _- -- _- -- ) 10 

- Taiwan... ~.--___ -- -- -- -- 17 27. -- -- . 
Trinidad and Tobago ______~— 22 89 _- -- —_ _- _— -- 

: Tunisia ee eee ee eee ~~ om -— oe 28 36 -~_— -=— 

Venezuela__-----------~- 221 = 11,151 _- _- @). 4 1 8 

. - Total# _.-- 908 4,791 5 en) 3,053 6,300 643 =: 17,0382 
nn 

. 1May include catalysts containing vanadium pentoxide. | | 
7Excludes vanadates. — . 

_ SLessthan1/2unit. | 
| “Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Source: Bureau of the Census, adjusted by the Bureau of Mines. | . 

Table 8.—U:S. imports of ferrovanadium, by country 

. (Thousand pounds and thousand dollars) 

secre ne tht et 

. . 1984 1985 

os _ Country Groes Vanadium Gross" Vanadium 
: weight content Value weight content Value 

General imports: | | | 
_ Austria... ~~ ~~~ 445 363 2,022 . 461 380 1,994 

Belgium-Luxembourg — — = ----_-~----- 412 331 1,598 487 400 1,887 
Brazil. __...-_..--_--------~1--++- 1 1 16 (4) a) 5 
Canada___ ~~. 1,188 923 4,745 418 339 1,775 
China______...~-----___~------ _ -- —- 44 36 199 

oO ‘France -. ~~~ ee 99 80 416 _- oe -—- 
Germany, Federal Republic of . ..___-_-~- 558 444 2,077 334 - 252 1,238 | 
Japan..____—-~---_----~------+--+ 114 91 493 -- -- -- 
South Africa, Republic of _...._._-...--- a _- _- 168 137 614 
United Kingdom ____..-.-__..----=- 156 126 565 40 $1 149 | 

Total? _. -. -__..-______------ 2,921 2,359 11,934 1,953 | 1,574 7,861 

Imports for consumption: 
Austria __~..-.-___.--------- 445 363 2,022 461 380 1,994 
Belgium-Luxembourg — ~~. —.--.----- 390 313 1,504 509 418 1,982 
Brazil. .__.......---~---------- 1 1 16 (*) (7) 5 
Canada ________-_.-_--~-~-~----- 1,138 923 4,745 418 339 1,775 
France _____-_._-----—~-~------- 99 80 416 _- _- _- 
Germany, Federal Republic of _......—-~- 558 444 2,077 334 252 1,288 
Japan_.—.___.__..----_~------- 114 91 493 _- _— -- 
South Africa, Republic of _..______.-—- _— _- _- 168 187 614 
United Kingdom ____________.-~--- 156 126 565 40 31 149 

. Total? _____________---___--- 2,899 2,341 11,839 1,931 1,557 7,787 

1Less than 1/2 unit. 
*Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Source: Bureau of the Census, adjusted by the Bureau of Mines.
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Table 9.—U.S. imports of vanadium pentoxide (anhydride), by country | | 

| | «(1984 1985 | | 

Country | wot | ‘eae Value woke Vonane Value 
: (pounds) § (pounds) (pounds) (pounds) Oe Eee SPOS) (Pounds) 

. General imports: 
Belgium-Luxembourg? — - - —-— ~- ~~ 33,660 18,855 . $40,598 _- _- -- | d__ ~~ 494,958 277,256 1,218,749 __ __ __ Germany, Federal Republic of _ ____ 2,000 1,120 8,648 35,554 19,916 $169,721 . Japan ____-___________ __ -- _- 1,200 672 5,829 
Netherlands Antilles? __________ __ __ _- 2,641 1,479 3,960 
South Africa, Republic of ..______ -- -- 186,285 104,351 396,683 United Kingdom______________ 14 8 1,184 __ __ __ 

Total __-_______________ 580,627 297,289 1,269,124 —- 225,680 ~=«-«126,418  —«- 76,193 

Imports for consumption: . . 
Belgium-Luxembourg! won 83,660 18,855 ~ 40,598 _- _- _- . uland ______________ 494,958 277,256 ‘1,218,749 __ __ _. Germany, Federal Republic of _____ 2,000 1,120 8,648 35,554 «19,916 169,721 
Japan _____-~ -- ae ee 1,200 672 5,829 
Netherlands Antilles? __________ _- _— __. 2,641 1,479 3,960 . 
United Kingdom—------------- MBA 

Total _-.--_____________ 580,627 297,289 - 1,269,124 89,395 22,067 —«- 179,510 

*Queried by the Bureau of Mines. | 
*Used pentoxide received for recycling. . . 7 

Source: Bureau of the Census, adjusted by the Bureau of Mines, - : 

| WORLD REVIEW | 

Ferrovanadium consumption in the West- . company’s Witbank iron and steel complex | 
ern World was estimated to be 21,000 tons in the Transvaal partially offset the perma- 
of contained vanadium in 1985, a level nent closure of Rautaruukki’s two mines in 
essentially unchanged from that of 1984. Finland and the deterioration of the urani- 
The estimates for these 2 years represented um-vanadium mining industry of the Colo- 
a partial recovery from the depressed levels rado Plateau. Vanadiferous slag production 
of 1982-83, but were significantly below the facilities were also under construction at 

| record high of 24,000 tons in 1981. This the Glenbrook steel plant on the North 
relatively stable situation mirrored raw Island of New Zealand. In Canada, large- | 
steel production, its predominant end use. scale equipment was under development for 
The International Iron and Steel Institute extracting vanadium from fly ash generated 
reported only a 0.6% increase in total raw by commercial oil sands plants. 
steel production over that of 1984 for its 30 Brazil.—The Brazilian ferroalloys indus- 
member countries. During the second half try has been systematically increasing pro- 
of 1985, monthly raw steel production in duction of ferrovanadium, ferrocolumbium, 
Japan and the United States began to and other specialty ferroalloys since the 
decline below the projected seasonal dip, worldwide collapse of ferroalloy prices in 
indicating a slowdown in the recovery. Va- 1982. Production of ferrovanadium reached 
nadium consumption by producers of oil a record high of 998 tons gross weight in 
country tubular goods was abnormally low. 1985, almost double the 503 tons (revised) 
The worldwide oil surplus discouraged sales reported for 1984 and more than eight times 
of seamless tubes, such as drill pipe, well the 112 tons of 1983.¢ Approximately 70% of 
casing, and large-diameter line pipe, that the ferrovanadium produced in 1985 came : 
contain vanadium to strengthen the steel. from the aluminothermic reduction plant of 

In the Republic of South Africa, at least .Centroligas-Produtos SiderGrgicos Ltda. in 
: three companies were either expanding ex- the State of Sao Paulo. Installed capacity in 

isting vanadium production capacity or December 1985 totaled 2,877 tons per year, 
planning construction of entirely new ex- and was. divided between Centroligas- 
traction and processing facilities. Highveld Produtos and four other producers: Cia. 
continued to strengthen its position as the Paulista de Ferro-Ligas, Eletrometalur S.A. 
world’s largest supplier of vanadium slags Inddstria e Comércio, Polisinter IndGstria e 
and oxides. The commissioning of a second Comércio Ltda., and Termoligas Mineracéo 
vanadium-bearing pig iron plant at the e Metalurgia S.A. Most of the pentoxide
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feed was being imported from the Federal million tons of pig iron annually with its 
| Republic of Germany and the Republic of three existing blast furnaces. According to . 

| South Africa. = | | 7 Xinhua, an official Chinese news agency, | 
Centro de Pesquisa e Desenvolvimento da the Panzhihua deposit contains more than . 

| Bahia has been evaluating the vanadiferous 10 billion tons of ore and accounts for 87% 
magnetite deposit at Maracas in the State of the country’s vanadium reserves. An © 

_. Of Bahia. The Maracas ores reportedly con- earlier report stated that the iron mine had 
tain 1.0% to 2.2% V.0;.7. | only 1.05 billion tons of ore grading 33.2% 
Canada.—Renzy Mines Ltd., a Toronto- Fe, 11.6% titanium dioxide (TiO,), and 0.3% 

based company, was still planning to con- V,0;. Bs | struct a vanadium extraction plant near A new 2,500-cubic-meter blast furnace 
Fort McMurray, Alberta. The Canadian and a new sinter plant would also be in- 
plant would use fly ash from the nearby oil- stalled at Maanshan. Existing plans called 
sands operations of Suncor Inc. as feed, and _for the 30% to 50% iron ore at Maanshan to | | was one of at least three such extraction be blended with Australian ore as feed for 
plants under development in Alberta. The the new sinter plant. . | | | 
Renzy Mines operation could become the Finland.—Rautaruukki underwent a ma- 
first Canadian facility to produce vanadium jor restructuring in 1985, substantially scal- 
commercially from domestic raw materials. ing down its mining and prospecting activi- | 
The plant would treat 100 tons of syncrude ties while simultaneously expanding its 

fly ash per day containing about 4.5% V;0; downstream engineering and manufactur- 
and was expected to have an annual output ing operations. The state-controlled steel 
of 1,300 tons of V.0;. The facility could conglomerate discontinued all production of 
begin production as early as mid-1987 and V:0s, giving up roughly 10% of the world | 

| would cost between $4 and $5 million. vanadium market. Both the Otanmiéki and 
_ Renzy Mines was also considering the ex- Mustavaara vanadiferous magnetite mines 

| traction of scandium, gallium, nickel, and were closed because of unprofitability, leav- 
| molybdenum from the fly ash.2 _ ing only the Rautuvaara copper-iron mine 

| _ In a related action, Esso Resources Cana- _ still in operation. In December, Rautaruuk- 
da Ltd. of Calgary was contemplating a $290 ki also sold its mineral rights to the Sokli 
million expansion of its oil-sands operation phosphorus deposit at Savukoski to Kemira | 
at Cold Lake on the Saskatchewan border. Oy. . | 
The existing 240 wells have been producing Ore hoisting was halted at the Otanmiaki 
a total of 19,000 barrels per day of bitumen underground mine in May. Otanmiéki had . 
from a depth of 500 meters. Steam is in- been in continuous production since the | 
jected into the wells to reduce the viscosity startup of byproduct vanadium recovery 
of the bitumen so that it can be pumped to operations in the summer of 1956. Excava- | 
the surface. The proposed expansion would tion at the Mustavaara surface mine was 
raise Esso’s output to 95,000 barrels per day. phased down during November and termi- 
To date, no steps have been taken to recover nated in December. The two mines pro- 
any of the vanadium contained in the Cold duced a total of 4,850 tons of V:Os, a drop of 
Lake bitumen prior to upgrading.® 20% from the 6,029 tons of 1984. At the 
China.—China was expanding the iron beginning of 1985, 468 workers were em- 

and steel complexes at Panzhihua near ployed at Otanmaki and 174 at Mustavaara. 
Dukou in Sichuan Province and at Maan- Most of the mine workers had been receiv- 
shan in Anhui as part of its seventh 5-year ing retraining and were transferred to the 
plan (1986-90). Construction of new steel- new Otanmaki and Taivalkoski Works, 
making facilities and modernization of ex- where railcar manufacturing was inaugu- 
isting plants have already begun at the two rated in August. The two former mining 
sites and were expected to be completed by centers have begun fabricating freight cars 
1995. Panzhihua and Maanshan both have for the timber, mineral fertilizer, and wine 
their own titaniferous magnetite mines and industries of Europe and the U.S.S.R.° 
are major producers of vanadiferous slag. France.—Pechiney, the French state met- 
These slags may assay from 138% to 21% _ als group, was in the second year of a major 
V0; but average about 17%. modernization and consolidation program 

The Panzhihua complex would have an that could affect the vanadium market to a 
annual production capacity of 3.1 million limited degree over the next 5 years. The 
tons of pig iron when the new 1,350-cubic- group's ferroalioy subsidiary, Pechiney 
meter blast furnace is completed. The pres- Electrometallurgie (formerly Société Fran- 
ent plant reportedly was producing 1.7  caise d’Electrometallurgie), began upgrad-
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_ ing silicon metal and other bulk ferroalloy furnace roof onto the highest step, and a 
| operations at its Anglefort plant southwest moved to successively lower steps while the 

of Lake Geneva. Pechiney Electrometal- hot flue gases passed counter-currently to 
lurgie continued to produce ferrovanadium the charge. The steps allowed the pellets to 
by aluminothermic reduction at Chedde in be roasted at different temperatures rang- | 

_ Savoie. A second subsidiary, Métaux Spe- ing from 800° to 1,100° C. The roasted 
ciaux S.A., was producing catalytic-grade pellets were removed from the lowermost 

_ VOCI; for the Western European rubber step at prescribed time intervals and then 
industry at nearby Pombliere. _ | leached with water to produce a sodium 
_ In early April, the group established a 50- vanadate solution. The Bhubaneswar inves- | 
50 joint venture between Pechiney Electro- tigators were able to recover as much as | 
metallurgie and the Brandeis Intsel Group 90% of the vanadium after 7 to 8 hours of __ 
for the marketing of both bulk and specialty roasting at temperatures of 950° to 1,000° 
ferroalloys, including ferrovanadium. Bran- C2 =~ | | 
deis, a British company acquired by Pechin- Japan.—Demand for ferrovanadium in 
ey in June 1981, reportedly is the third Japan deteriorated slightly in 1985 despite | 
largest ferroalloy trading company of the a 4.6% increase in annual production of | | 
market economy countries. Brandeis also structural steel, tool steel, and other spe- | 
acts as an agent for Transvaal Alloys Pty. cialty steels. The steel industry consumed 

___ Ltd., a South African producer of V:0;.. _—— only 4,451 tons of ferrovanadium, compared | 
Howmet Turbine Components Corp., the with 4,782 tons (revised) in 1984. There were 

North American subsidiary of Pechiney, five producers of ferrovanadium in 1985: 
initiated a $16.2 million program in May to Nippon Denko Co. Ltd., Taiyo Mining and 
expand its casting division at Hampton, VA. Industrial Co. Ltd., Awamura Metal Indus- 
Howmet was also spending $3 million on a try Co. Ltd., Japan Metals and Chemicals 
new addition to its New England Aircraft Co. Ltd., and Nippon Kokan K.K. Together, 
Products plant at Farmington, CT. The they produced 3,696 tons of the ferroalloy, a 
company is a major supplier of investment 10% decrease from the 4,115 tons of 1984.23 
cast components for gas turbine engines, The newest producer, Nippon Kokan, has a 

| and consumes sizable amounts of ferrovana- plant in Toyama Prefecture and has only 
dium and other vanadium materials. been making ferrovanadium since 1983. , 

In 1984, France imported 2,756 tons of | Because Japan has no vanadium mines 
V.0s and 689 tons of ferrovanadium. Fin- and only a limited processing capability for | 
land supplied 1,455 tons, or 53%, of the vanadium-bearing ash and spent catalysts, 
pentoxide, while the bulk of the ferrovana- more than four-fifths of the ferrovanadium | 
dium came from Belgium-Luxembourg and produced since 1979 has been made from 
Austria. Part of the pentoxide was used to imported V:0s. Pentoxide imports fell 18% 
produce 1,377 tons of ferrovanadium for from 5,072 tons gross weight in 1984 to 4,173 
export. | oO ae tons in 1985. The Republic of South Africa | 
India.—Work continued at the Regional was the principal supplier of pentoxide to 

Research Laboratory in Bhubaneswar to Japan and accounted for 86% of the total 
develop an economical method for recov- gross weight. Ferrovanadium imports con- 
ering vanadium from the titaniferous mag- tinued to decline, dropping from 817 tons 
netite ores of Orissa and Bihar. Metallur- gross weight in 1983 to 624 tons in 1984 and 
gists at the laboratory have built a coal- then to 504 tons in 1985. All of the imported 
fired, five-step furnace for evaluating, on a ferrovanadium in the last 2 years has come 
pilot plant scale, different techniques of from either Austria or the European Com- 
salt-roasting the magnetite ores. The five- munities. Japan exported 11 tons of ferrova- 
step furnace uses an inexpensive noncoking nadium to North Korea and less than 0.5 
coal from the Talcher region of Orissa to ton to New Zealand.* | 
generate the hot flue gases needed for Netherlands.—Exxon Corp. spent more | 
roasting. | than $800 million to modernize its 25-year- 

The ore initially used in the Bhubanes- old refinery at Rotterdam. The rebuilt refin- 
war studies contained 0.89% V;0s, 15.26% ery was being equipped with a 32,000- 
TiO,, and 81.94% FesO,. The ore was ground barrel-per-day FLEXICOKING unit that 
to minus 200 mesh, pulverized in a ball mill, would use thermal cracking rather than 
mixed with sodium chloride, and then pel- traditional catalytic cracking to convert 
letized. Both 5% and 10% NaCl pellets, 12 inferior heavy feedstocks into high-quality 
to 18 millimeters in diameter, were evalu- liquid and gaseous fuels. The new process, 
ated. The pellets were charged from the under development by Exxon for more than
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_. 15 years, would produce only a relatively of iron smelting operations at the compa- 
_ small amount of vanadium and nickel-rich ny’s Witbank integrated steelworks in the 

residual coke—roughly 1% of the heavy Transvaal. Highveld brought its new No.2. 
| feedstock—instead of the typical 25% resid- iron. plant into operation on July 15 and | 

uum. More than 95% of the vanadium and exceeded the design capacity of the plant’s _ 
_ nickel contaminants in the original feed- 63-megavolt-ampere submerged arc smelt- 

stock would be concentrated in this coke. ing furnace within 3 months. Fused flake ; 
_. The Rotterdam refinery was shut down on and NH,VO;, were produced at the compa- _ 

June 15, 1985, to permit unimpeded con- ny’s Vantra facility, which has four rotary — 
a struction and revamping and was supposed kilns and four multiple-hearth roasters. All 

| to resume operations in mid-1986. The Rot- four of the roasters were in full operation . 
| terdam FLEXICOKING facility and a simi- during the second quarter of 1985 because of — 

. lar unit being installed at Baytown, TX, increased orders. However, two roasters : 
‘were expected to become significant sources were taken off-line at the end of June when. 
of low-cost feed material for United States pentoxide sales slackened. Production by 

| | and European vanadium producers."* the Vantra Div. was estimated.to be 4,900 
| Netherlands Antilles.—Venezuela and tons of pentoxide. The vanadium-bearing 

the nearby Netherlands Antilles have been titaniferous magnetite feed for both facili- 
a significant source of vanadium-bearing ties came from the Mapochs Mine in the | 

_ petroleum residues for the United. States: Bushveld Complex north of Roossenekal. : 
: since World War II. On March 31, Lago Oil During the year, the mine shipped 1.67 

& Transport Co. Ltd., an affiliate of Exxon, million tons of lumpy magnetite ore tothe __ 
closed its oil refinery and transshipment steelworks and'0.40 million tons of fines to 

| storage facilities on the island of ‘Aruba the Vantra facility. Combined ore ship- 
: after more than 60 years of operation. The ments were 19% higher than the 1.73- 

420,000-barrel-per-day refinery had'been re- __million-ton (revised) total for 1984.% 
| ceiving the bulk of its vanadiferous heavy On August 21, Phibro-Salomon Inc., the 

_ crude from Lagoven'S.A., a subsidiary of international investment and commodities 
the Venezuelan Government and PDVSA. trading group, announced that it was with- 

oo The refinery has been operating at two- drawing from all of its remaining busi- | 
thirds capacity because of weak interna- nesses in the Republic of South Africa. 
tional oil prices and showed a $50 million Some analysts suggested that the withdraw- 
loss for 1984. Lago Oil and Exxon tentative- al was prompted by management’s concerns 

| ly agreed to sell the refinery to the new about the current sociopolitical situation in _ 
Government of Aruba for $1.00.On January the Republic of South Africa, growing pres- 
1, 1986, Aruba became an autonomous coun-_ sures in the United States to divest South 
try within the Kingdom of the Netherlands African stocks, and diminishing returns 
and was no longer part of the Netherlands from bulk ferroalloy sales.*° The move was 
Antilles. — | _ significant because of Phibro-Salomon’s 

Shell Petroleum NV also took steps to close financial ties to Anglo American Corp. 
close its more modern 320,000-barrel-per- of South Africa Ltd. The Philipp Brothers 

| day refinery on Curacao. In August, Shell Inc. subsidiary of Phibro-Salomon was plan- 
sold its refinery and the transshipment ning to close its ferroalloys and precious 
facility at Bullenbaai to the Government of metals trading office in Johannesburg as 
Curacao for a token sum of money. In soon as existing South African contracts 
November, the Venezuelan Cabinet approv- expired. Philipp Brothers had been acting 
ed a proposal that would allow PDVSA’s_ in Europe as a marketing agent for a vari- 

| new subsidiary, Isla Refineria, to lease the ety of South African materials, including 
Curacao refinery for 5 years at a cost of $11 the V.O; produced by Highveld. Highveld, 

| million per year. PDVSA would supply the the largest vanadium producer within the 
refinery with a total of 150,000 barrels per market economy countries, is a subsidiary 
day of light and medium crudes. At year- of the Anglo American Industrial Corp. A 
end, Shell, Curacao, and the Venezuelan new trading company, Newco, formed by 
Government were still involved in negotia- Anglo American Industrial, Barlow Rand 
tions aimed at keeping the refinery in Ltd., and three former Philipp Brothers’ 
operation.?¢ employees, was given responsibility for 

South Africa, Republic of.—Highveld marketing Highveld’s V.O; after January 
produced 63,207 tons gross weight of slag 1986. Newco will be headquartered in Swit- 
containing about 25% V.0;in calendar year zerland. 
1985.17 The vanadium slag was a byproduct East Rand Consolidated PLC (ERC), a
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| British finance company with South Afri- pyroxenite envelope. The ore body contains 
| can mining interests, was in the process of an estimated 3.22 million tons of magnetite 
| raising $13.5 million to develop a major ore averaging 1.95% V:0s. An additional 1.5 

vanadium mine and processing plant inthe million tons of ore averaging 0.4% V,0; 
: eastern portion of the Transvaal.» The exists in a mineralized zone that extends 13 

_ proposed open pit operation would be onthe meters into the hanging wall and 11 meters 
Kennedy’s Vale Farm-<in the Lydenburg into the footwall. 
District of the Bushveld Complex and would #§$ The new operation was projected to pro- 

| be managed by Vansa Vanadium S.A. Ltd., duce 3,300 tons of 99% V0; fused flake 
a newly formed subsidiary of ERC. The annually from 220,000 tons of ore. At that 

- vanadium-bearing titaniferous magnetite rate, the mine would have 15 to 20 years of 
| ore occurs in plug-like masses that average reserves. This production could help offset 

1.8% V:0s;. 18.1% TiOs, and 56.7% Fe. the drop in world supply created by the 
| These plug-like masses are situated within permanent closure of Rautaruukki’s two | 

the mafic layered complex at a position mines in Finland and the indefinite shut- 
stratigraphically above the platinum-rich down of numerous, but smaller uranium- 
Merensky Reef and the underlying chro- vanadium mines on the Colorado Plateau. It _ 

- -‘Mite horizons. — - | would cost an estimated $14.4 million to 
_ The principal plug was mined previously bring the proposed mine into full produc- 
by Highveld between 1960 and 1972. During tion by 1988. ERC was also considering oo 
that 12-year period, Highveld removed 2.58 mining platinum-group metals from the 

| million tons of ore grading 1.98% V,0O;. Merensky Reef and the stratigraphically 

Subsequent drilling by Vansa has deline- lower UG: Reef. The company has already 
ated an ore body 340 meters long, 24 meters drilled a total of five exploratory holes into | , 
wide, and at least 100 meters deep within a _ the two platiniferous horizons. - 

ss Table 10.—Vanadium: World production, by country! a 

| | ! . (Short tons of contained vanadium) _ | 

—_ Country | : 1981 1982 1988 1984" 1985° 

| Production from ores, concentrates, slags:? oo | : . 
| Australia (in vanadium pentoxide product)>___.__.§.._-_...____ TT T25 _- — — 

Chile® 4_ 140 __ _- a __ 
- China (in vanadiferous slag product)®_.._2.........__._ 5,000 «5,000 «5,000 = «5,000 «5,000 

-.. Finland (in vanadium pentoxide product) _........_------ 3,481 3,470 3,516 8,376 52,716 : 
| .  Norway® _____--_--------~------------------ 880 120 _- _- _- 

- South Africa, Republic of ; _ 7 | 
- Content of pentoxide and vanadate products® _________-— 4,648 $,981 4,117 6,688 6,520 

Content of vanadiferous slag product® 7_____..______-- 9,260 8980 5,620 "7,165 8929 

3) Motal ee ------- 18,908» 12,911 «9,787 —«:18,798 | °15,449 
~USSRe__ LL __--_-~ 10,500 10,500 ~—-10,500 = 10,500 ~=—-10,500 

: United States (recoverable vanadium) ~-------~~------~ 5,126 4,098 2,171 1,617 WwW 

_.°. Total --------+---------------------- 88,562 786,124 80,924 84,291 33,665 | 

Production from petrol idues, ash t :8 | 
“Japan (in vansdium pentoxide product)  ggtATBSCTTO.C:«éO 
United States (in vanadium pentoxide and ferrovanadium 
products)____--------~.---------------------___1,900__ 1,818 8938 1,701 2,695 

Total _______._____-_L______----_-_-__ 2,587 = -2,267)— «1,671. 2,471 3,585 

cap estimated. PPreliminary. "Revised. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; not included in. 

1In addition to the countries listed, vanadium is also recovered from petroleum residues in the Federal Republic of 
Germany, the U.S.S.R., and several other European countries, but available information is insufficient to make reliable 
estimates. Table includes data available through July 8, 1986. 

- 2Production in this section is credited to the country that was the origin of the vanadiferous raw material. 
*Reported output for export. 
“Based on U.S. imports of vanadium-bearing slag. ” 
5Reported figure. 
zincludes production for Bophuthatswans. mated on the basis of ted : ta . jium-beari 

slag (gross weight) multiplied by an assumed pane 14.1% vanadium, oS repo ° ° 
®Production in this section is credited to the country where the vanadiferous product is extracted; available 

information is inadequate to permit crediting this output back to the country of origin of the vanadiferous raw material.
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| | | TECHNOLOGY | — re 

| An evaluation of the iron-vanadium bina- Richmond, CA, have been using electron - - 
ry phase diagram was published in June by spin. resonance spectroscopy (ESR) to ana- 
a scientist at Iowa State University.* The lyze some of the vanadyl nonporphyrin 
iron-vanadium binary is a relatively simple compounds found in heavy crude. Similar 

| system with continuous solid solution at ESR studies of vanadyl complexes in .as- 
___ elevated temperatures and an intermediate _ Phaltenes and maltenes were being carried 

phase that forms congruently from the out at the Chiyoda Chemical Engineering — 
high-temperature solid solution near equi- and Construction Co. Ltd., in Yokohama, | 

_ atomic stoichiometry. The evaluation work %4pan. oe 
| was carried out at the Ames Laboratory as During the refining of heavy crude, the . ard . ° | ‘ vanadium fouls the hydrodesulfurization part of an international effort coordinated _ a | Nat | (HDS) catalysts by depositing at the mouths | by the ASM and the National Bureau of , ne all 

Standards that provides industry with as- °f the particle pores. The nickel, in contrast, sessed phase diagrams of potential interest. 18 able to penetrate deeper into the particle. 
- The petroleum industry has been study- Researchers at the Georgia Institute of 7 . | | _ . Technology have been working with the _ _ ing the occurrence of vanadium, nickel, i .. | wae . - American Cyanamid Co. to develop a proc- | and other transition metals in crude oil < . : . 7: | | for several d H “downward °% for removing the vanadium and nickel | 

c rad €s. and the one contaminants from the HDS catalysts with- 
Pressure on 0 Prices ani € increasing out removing the active cobalt and molyb- | 7 amounts: of heavy oil being refined have o «os “. | , ag . . denum constituents. One promising reju- caused research on the subject to be stepped : as ‘pretreat; : venation method involves pretreating the 

| up. Even small amounts (i.e., 5 to 75 parts catalyst with a 5% hydrogen sulfide-helium 
; per million) of vanadium in refinery feed- mixture at 540° C followed by the extraction _ 

stocks can seriously degrade the activity of — of the vanadium and nickel with an acidic 
____ the cracking catalysts, resulting in increas- solution of ferric ion at 100° C2 | 

ed gas and coke formation and reduced _ = a 
- | yields of gasoline. The burning of vanadi- _Physical scientist, Division of Ferrous Metals, 

um-bearing fuel oil at power stations pro- | US . Department of pnerey, Bnergy, Information Ad- 
duces corrosive vanadium ash that, if al-  0478(84), Oct. 22, 1985, 145 pp. 
lowed to build up, can damage turbine 3 Atlas Corp. (Princeton, NJ). 1985 Annual Report. Pp. 3, , a 18-16. | } ) | | rotors and refractory furnace linings. of ane Zz. R., J. Lacave, and W. G. Deering. Treatment 
As much as 40% of the vanadium and _¢f Spent Hyiraprocesing Catalysts at Gut Chemical and nickel may be present in the petroleum as Meet, New Orleans, LA, Mar. 2-6, 1986). SME Preprint 

metalloporphyrins (nitrogen-metal organo- Ng, B60, 1086, 10 PP. ad plummeted from US$0.8140 on complexes formed from four pyrrole rings). Jan. 2, 1984, to Uss0.4940 on Jon, 2, 1986, and then to ot e 
. Trani e end . ; A significant part of the research on the ®Associncso Brasileira doa Produtores de FerrolLi 

, nature of the metalloporphyrins and other (Gao Paulo, Brazil). Anuério da Inddstria Brasileira de 
metal complexes in petroleum was to be Toe ly Toe a samo of the Brazilian Ferroal- 
presented at a symposium sponsored by the TUS. Consulate, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil CERP-429 Indus- | 
American Chemical Society." Because va- {i Outlook Report: Brazil Minerals, 1985. State Dep. 
nadium in the tetravalent state is para- “Whiteway, P. Renzy Mines Plans $5-$7m. Vanadium 
magnetic and frequently occurs as the vana- Ex Tk No 6, Ane ig tae Cr asa ner (Toronto, Canada), 
dyl complex cation (VO?) in crude oil and —_*Brown, S. Wringing Oil From Sand. The Lamp (Exxon 
bitumen, electron paramagnetic resonance Tee wiaranbia’ OF Gaolten PP ee 3. 1985 Annual 
(EPR) is an effective tool for studying the Report. Pp. 2, 8, 12, 30,44. —_ 
distribution of vanadium between the met- ,,,Ministére de I'Economie et des Finances, Direction 
alloporphyrins, nonporphyrin complexes, Importations et des Exportations. France, 1984, pp. 217, 
and associated mineral clays such as mont- léqripathy, A. K. A. K. J i P. Datta. B. V.R morillonite and illite. EPR studies at Texas Murty, G. N. Banerlee 8° C. Ray, D. N. Dey and P. K. 
Christian University have confirmed that Je". Unig 8 oe Caey Coat ee, ianiferrous Mag- 
much of the vanadium in the asphaltene _ v.38, No. 3, June 1985, pp. 263-265. 
fractions from the Boscan heavy crude of 1980 Pe Metal Journal (Tokyo). V. 16, No. 14, Apr. 7, 

Venezuela and the Circle Cliffs tar sands of Japan Tariff Association. Japan Exports and Imports. 
Wyoming are in the form of vanady] etio- Vee Pp 1s Retanping the Rotterdam Refinery. 
porphyrin. A joint team of researchers at The Lamp (Exxon Corp.), v. 67, No. 4, Winter 1985, pp. 10- 
the University of California at Berkeley and isp , in Brief_—C v.52 
the Chevron Research Co. in neighboring No. 1 Now 1988 ee mene o.V- 82,
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=z. | *24merican Chemical Society, Division of Petroleum 1717: . . : ; ? . 
“Highveld Stoel and Venedium Corp. Lid. it Pp oe Chemistry. Symposium on Metalloporphyrins and Metal 

Repu ° po , complexes in Petroleum Source Rocks: Aspects of Their 
18Cb 1? bas . : , . Geochemistry and Behavior in Processing (19lst Am. Shieiney, Mining Review. Highveld's Magnetite Ore Chem. Soc. Nat. Meet., New York, NY. Apr. 13-18, 1986). 

ps. SE EE , Am. Chem. Soc., v. 31, No. 2, 1986, pp. 595-636. 
19Metals Week. V. 56, No. 84, Aug. 26, 1985, p. 6. Ernst, W. R., L. H. Hiltzik, A. R. Garcia, M. D. Franke, 

: Engineering and Mining Journal. East Rend Finalizes A-S. Myerson, and J. D. Caruthers. The GTRC Process for 
Plans for a New Vanadium Complex. V. 187, No. 4, Apr. the Removal of Inorganic Impurities From Spent HDS 

| 1986, p. 11. Catalysts (Pres. at Soc. Min. Eng. Ann. Meet., New 
2!Smith, J. F. The Fe-V Binary. Met. Prog., v.127,No.7, | Orleans, LA, Mar. 2-6, 1986). SME Preprint No. 86-10, 1986, 

1985, pp. 59-60, 63. 8 pp.
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—— Vermiculit 
By A. C. Meisinger? 

U.S. production of vermiculite concen- duction data for vermiculite are developed _ 
trate in 1985 decreased slightly to 314,000 by the Bureau of Mines from. two separate 
short tons sold and used and increased voluntary surveys, one for domestic mine | 
slightly in value to $32.4 million, compared operations and the other for exfoliation 

with 315,000 tons and $31.5 million in 1984. plant operations. Of the four mining oper- 

| Sales of exfoliated vermiculite from 41 ations to which a request was sent, three 

plants in 27 States decreased slightly in responded. The one nonrespondent’s data 
quantity to 258,000 tons valued at $47.9 were estimated using previous years’ pro- 
million. | duction levels adjusted by trendsinemploy- _ 

: - Carolina Vermiculite Inc., Woodruff, SC, ment and other guidelines. Of the 43 ex- 
began mining and milling vermiculite dur- foliating plants to which a request was sent, 
ing the year from deposits in Spartanburg 41 were active, and 38, or 93%, responded, | 

and Laurens Counties, SC. : representing 85% of the total exfoliated ; 

| The United States and the Republic of vermiculite sold and used shown in table 1. | 
South Africa continued to be the leading Plant data for the three nonrespondents | 

vermiculite producing countries with 98% were estimated using reported previous 
of the estimated world production of 556,000 years’ production levels adjusted by trends | 
tons. | : | in employment and other guidelines. 

Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- 

Table 1.—Salient vermiculite statistics | | : | 
. (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars unless otherwise specified) 

88 198219831984 NBS 
United States: 

Sold and used by producers: 
Concentrate ____________.----__-------- 320 316 282 315 314 

Value_________________________.___ $26,200 $28,500 $27,200 $31,500 $32,400 
Average value? __________ —~—-dollars per ton__ $81.88 $90.19 $96.45 $100.00 $103.18 

_ _Exfoliated_..-_.-.--______-----_.------- 274 235 224 264 258 
Value___________________._________ $58,600 $55,500 $52,200 $56,500 += $47,900 

. Average value’ __________~ dollars per ton__ $213.87 $236.17 $233.04 $214.02 $185.66 
Exports toCanada ________--_--------------- 31 22 19 22 ©23 
Imports for consumption ___________--_-----~--- ©07 €91 €94 32 e398 

World: Production?__ __ _-_/___~»_______-------~----+- 517 560 490 P545 “556 

“Estimated. Preliminary. 
1Based on rounded data. 
2Excludes production by centrally planned economy countries. 
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oo DOMESTIC PRODUCTION = 

US. production of vermiculite concen- Laurens Counties, SC. | | 
| trate decreased slightly in tonnage to Domestic sales of exfoliated vermiculite _ 

: 314,000 tons valued at $32.4 million. by 12 producers declined slightly in quanti- __ 
| W. R. Grace & Co. continued as the ty to 258,000 tons, and 15% in value to $47.9 © 

leading domestic producer with operations million. Output came from 41 plants in 27 
| at Libby, MT, and Enoree, SC. Vermiculite States, of which 29 plants in 24 States were 

was also mined and processed by Patterson _ operated by W. R. Grace. | | 
| Vermiculite Co. near Enoree, SC, by Caroli- In descending order of exfoliated vermicu- 

na Vermiculite, Woodruff, SC, and by Vir- lite output sold and used, the principal | 
ginia Vermiculite Ltd. in Louisa County, producing States were California, Ohio, _ 
VA. Carolina. Vermiculite went on-stream Florida, South Carolina, Texas, New Jersey, 

. in mid-1985 with processing operations near andIllinois .§ oe | | | Woodruff and mines in Spartanburg and sits : Oe 

| ee CONSUMPTION AND USES . - a 

Apparent: domestic consumption of ver- sold and used for both construction aggre- a 
miculite concentrate was 329,000 tons, a gate material and agriculture increased | 

, _ sight increase from 325,000 tons (revised) in slightly; however, insulation uses declined 
1984. Oo : 14% from those of 1984. Other uses in 1985 

The quantity of exfoliated vermiculite increased 48% to 4,600 tons. 3 

: Table 2.—Exfoliated vermiculite sold and used in the United States, by end use ~ — 
| OO (Short tons) SO 

| | End use - | 1984 1985 

Aggregates: . _ . Concrete. __________ et ~ §1,600 52,700 . Plaster___. 2 2,700 2,500 | Premixes’_____ = we 80,300 80,200 

= ‘Total? = == 134,700 135,300 
| Insulation: : , , as  Loose-fill. ee eee 25,900 20,500 Block_________---_ = 38,500 35,700 Other? ___ 3,300 1,700 

Total —-—---- ee 67,700. 57,900 
Agricultural: | . . . 

Horticultural _$_§-$__-_-___._~__- - 22,100 22,400 Soil conditioning_______________ 4,700 8,400 Fertilizer carrier____________.-_-_-_ 31,600 29,000 
Total. 58,400 - 59,800 Others _____ 3,100 4,600 
Grand total? ___ 5 ee 264,000 258,000 a a en tt hh 

Revised. 
1Includes acoustic, fireproofing, and texturizing uses. 
2Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 
3Includes high-temperature and packing insulation and sealants. 
“Includes various industrial uses not specified.
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Table 3.—Active vermiculite exfoliating plants in the United States in 1985 | 

. Company County State 

. _ A-Tops Corp oe a eee ee eee ee Beaver_________ Pennsylvania. 
Brouk Co _____~._-_---_-----~----------~------- St. Louis. __—~__—-— Missouri. 

Irondale_____ ~~~ Alabama. 
Maricopa —— ~~ ~~ Arizona. 

, , Pulaski _______~ Arkansas. 
Oe Alameda ____~_~— California. 

oo _  . -  Qrange __------- Do. 
_ Denver ____..-— Colorado. 
'  Broward_———— ~~~ Florida. . 

Duval ______~-~~ Do. 

a Hillsborough _ — ~~ — ~ Do. 
. Du Page______~~- Illinois. 

sO Campbell _ —~——— ~~ Kentucky. 
. Orleans __.___---— Louisiana. 

oo Prince Georges_ — ~ — Maryland. 
W. R. Grace & Co., Construction Products Div _.______----~-.- Hampshire___._~. | Massachusetts. 

‘ Wayne______~-- Michigan. 

, - ) -  -Hennepin __—~_ ~~ — Minnesota. oo 
St. Louis. ____ ~~~ Missouri. 
Douglas ______~_- Nebraska. 

. . Mercer __~__-_—-~- New Jersey. 

. Co Cayuga _______- New York. ; 
. Guilford_——____- North Carolina. 

- Oklahoma ___ ~~~ Oklahoma. 
. Multnomah_____—.. . Oregon. 

. Lawrence — — ~~ —_~ ‘Pennsylvania. 
7 Greenville!____\._ . South Carolina. 

| Davidson ______-. . Tennessee. mo 

. ; . Bexar _______.— Texas. 
. : Dallas _______-~- Do. 

Intermountain Products Inc. ____.____--_------~-----+-- Salt Lake ___.__. . Utah. 
Koos Inc___________-___~__ i + Kenosha. _ ~~ —— ~~ Wisconsin. 

O. M. Scott & Sons___ _____~_~--~_-----~_---+------- Union _______~-~- Ohio. | 

Patterson VermiculiteCo ________-___-+--------~----- Laurens ____~_~-~- South ‘Carolina. 
Robinson Insulation Co__________-_~------~--------~-- Cascade _____—-_~ Montana. 
The Schundler Co _____._.______~-~-~-----~------+----- Middlesex_ __ ~~ ~~ New Jersey. — 

Strong-Lite Products Corp ___—__-_-_._---+-~---------- Jefferson ______- Arkansas. 
- Strong-Lite Products Corp. of Illinois ______-.---------~-- De Kalb -______~_ Illinois. 

.  VerliteCo.__..___~-_---------~-+-~-~-------~------ Hillsborough — _ — ~~ Florida. 
Vermiculite Products Inc _______.-_-~-~~--~--------- Harris__.._.._._.- Texas. 

een Pi SS : 

12 plants in the county. : : | 

| | PRICES | | | 

The average value of vermiculite concen- Engineering and Mining Journal quoted 
trate sold and used by U.S. producers in- yearend prices for unexfoliated vermiculite 
creased slightly to about $103 per ton, fb. as follows, per short ton: Montana and 
plant. The average value of exfoliated ver- South Carolina, f.o.b. mine, $96 to $143.50; 
miculite, f.o.b. plant, declined for the third and the Republic of South Africa, c.i-f. 

| straight year from $214 per ton to $186 per Atlantic ports, $90 to $150. 
ton, a 18% decrease. | 7 

| FOREIGN TRADE 

Imports of vermiculite concentrate from tons (revised) in 1984. Exports to Canada 
the Republic of South Africa were estimat- were estimated to be 23,000 tons and repre- 
ed to be 38,000 tons, compared with 32,000 sented 7% oftotalsales. |
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— -WORLDREVIEW tw” a 
| _ World production was estimated to be duction in the Republic of South Africa 

996,000 tons, a slight increase over 1984 increased 6% to about 203,000 tons, and 
production of about 545,000 tons. The Unit- exports accounted for 86% of production. 

| ed States and the Republic of South Africa, ———_ _ ._. a _ together, accounted for 93% of the total Industry economist, Division of Industrial Minerals. 
1985 output. Vermiculite concentrate pro- | | | | 

: 5 . Table 4.—Vermiculite: World production, by country? | : | , 
— a oo So (Short tons) | | 

| SN Country | 1981 ... 1982 1983 »~ 1984 1985° | 
Argentina. = = = 3,557 8,697 4,355 4,906 4,400 - Brazil - a+ ee 15,771 15,497 10,888 10,094 . 11,000 . Egypt _---_- 800 309 331 °360 3860 India________-__~__ 3,995 2,280 2,658 2,153 2,200 oe Japan®__-_- 19,000 | 19,000 19,000 19,000 19,000 Kenya __~__-~~__-____ £2,900 * 1,715 “1,300 961 ~ 1,100 Mexico_________2 ~~ 657 575 440 557 550 : South Africa, Republic of. ___-_______________ 210,101 201,327 168,691 | 191,536 2202,902 Tanzania _____.-—-___---__i_-___ Le — 8). (°) () NA - United States (sold and-used by producers) _.._.____ _ 320,000 316,000 282,000 315,000 2314,000 

Total.___ =. ee aH °576,781 “560,400 489,663 - 544,567 555,512 . 

“Estimated. Preliminary. Revised. NA Not available. | | a . Excludes production by centrally planned economy countries. Table includes data available through July 15,1986... 2Reported figure. oe | : to, SRevised to “Not available.” Output is not officially reported and available information is inadequate for formulating : _ reliable estimates of output levels, if any. ; / | ae



a | By James H. Jolly: | a 

World mine and smelter production were was reduced 20% to 404,000 metric tons. | at record-high levels, whereas the U.S. zinc The United States accounted for about 3.9% producing industry continued to decline. As of the world zinc mine output and 4.8% of a result of strikes and mine closures, domes- the world zinc metal production, compared | tic mine production fell for the fifth straight with 5.8% and 6.1% , respectively, in 1980. year, and 1985 was the lowest zinc output World zinc consumption was at an all- year in 77 years. Smelter output also fell time high. The United States was the lead- | : owing mainly to the indefinite closure of a ing zinc consumer, although zinc consump- _ primary smelter in Texas early in the year. tion declined in 1985. Domestic demand for A primary smelter in Idaho, which had zinc was met mainly by imports, largely , been indefinitely closed since December from Canada. Slab zinc imports accounted 1981, was closed permanently in 1985. Asa _ for about 65% of the apparent slab zinc | oe result, U.S. primary zinc smelting capacity consumption, and zinc oxide imports cap- : | 

ce | 7 _ Table 1.—Salient zinc statistics 895 - OO | 
- _ (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) — 

oO | 1981 +1982 ~~«41988.~S~«s9SSSC 
United States: . _ . CO , Production: ° . an : Domestic ores, recoverable content__.._____ 312,418 308,160 275,294 252768 226,545 | _ Value-__-~~__-.-_.~---_thousands._ $306,879. $257,116 $251,204 —_$270°833 $201,607 vd 

. . 
vn vSSSSDpevrsenerennnsy thoes 

Slab zinc: a _ Co : From domestic ores._._._________ 259,835 193,284 210,315 197,912 172,773 | From foreign ores_.______________ 86,728 34,892 25,379 55,220 63,204 From scrap__......-___________ 50,192. 74,288 69,390 78,113 75,574 
Total_-_-________________ 396,755 302,464 305,084 331,245 311,551 | Secondary zine 290,658 210,681 279,287 320,456 289,440 : 

” Ores and concentrates (zine content) _._____ 54,232 . 17,289 «60,168 30,579 28,264 Slab zine_______- 323 341 427 760 1,011 Imports for consumption: 
, Ores and concentrates (zinc content) ________ 245,710 66,809 68,156 - 86,172 90,186 Slab zine____-.-.._.________ 612,007 456,233 617,679 639,228 610,900 Stocks of slab zinc, Dec. 31: 

Producer and consumer_._____________ 126,581 111,777 112,940 118,884 91,342 Merchant __-_______._____._ ss 68,773 47,397 35,199 18,792 27,163 Government stockpile...__.___.__ 340,581 340,578 340,577 340,577 340,577 Consumption: 
Slab zinc: . . Reported -___..._________ 840,875 709,491 805,891 848,908 764,752 Apparent? ________. 938,886 794,536 933,371 980,226 940,561 All classes _-__._.__________-___"- 1,189,869 953,111 1,120,548 1,214,558 —«1,095,364 W. Frice: High Grade, cents per pound (delivered)___ _ 44.56 38.47 41.39 48.60 40.37 orid:. . 

Production: 
Mine _________-_ thousand metric tons__ T5919 6,126 6,351 P6564 ©6,656 Smelter ___________________do____ ™6,081 ™5,866 6,201 6,463 °6,567 Price: Prime Western, London, cents per pound __ _ 38.34 33.74 34.78 40.46 36.23 

o e o 

. 

1Excludes redistilled slab zinc. 
*Domestic production plus net imports plus/minus stock changes. . | 
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tured a record high 22% of the apparent Defense Authorization Act, 1986 (Public | 
| zinc oxide consumption. Zinc prices rose Law 99-145), signed by the President on 

through May, then fell for the rest of the November 8, 1985, stated that no action 
year as demand weakened. At yearend, zinc may be taken before October 1, 1986, to 

| prices, in constant dollar terms, were implement or administer any reduction in a 
en among the lowest recorded since the early stockpile goal in effect on October 1, 1984. 

, 1930’. ts | i The Comprehensive Environmental Re- | 
Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic da- sponse, Compensation, and Liability Act of 

ta for zinc are developed by the Bureau of 1980 (Public Law 96-510), commonly known — 
Mines from. seven separate, voluntary sur- as the Superfund, expired on September 30, 

| veys of U.S. operations. Typical of these 1985. Various reauthorization bills, such as 
surveys is the annual zinc survey, which, in S. 51, passed by the Senate on September 
part, covers the primary and secondary slab 26, and H.R. 2817, passed by the House of 

| zinc producers. Of the 15 slab zinc producers Representatives on December 10, were un- | 
to. which the survey request was.sent, 12 derconsideration bythe Congress. | 

~ responded, representing 76% of the total In August, the Environmental Protection 
| slab zinc production shown for 1985 in Agency (EPA) issued new provisions design- 

tables 1, 7, and 8. Production for the three ed to ensure proper handling of waste 
- nonrespondents was estimated using prior generated by about 175,000 businesses, in- 
.- year production levels. . oe - ¢luding plants that roll, cast, coat, and draw : 

| | Legislation and Government Pro- nonferrous metals. Businesses that produce 
| grams.—The National Defense Stockpile between 220 and 2,200 pounds of hazardous : 

goal for zinc was 1,292,739 tons, unchanged waste per month were covered. In Novem- 
since May 1980. The total zinc inventory ber, EPA established new regulations cover- 

, held by the Government at yearend was ing effluent limits for foundry and die-cast 
| 343,202 tons, including 2,625 tons of zinc in companies in-four metal categories, includ- 

the form of brass. a | ing zinc. Principal pollutants likely to be 
On July 8, the President approved Na- found in the plant’s untreated waste waters 

| tional Security Council (NSC) recommenda- were suspended solids, oil and grease, toxic 
tions for modernizing the strategic and metals, and chemicals. Most of the second- 
critical materials stockpile. Under the NSC ary zinc industry was excluded because the | 

| proposal, the stockpile would be structured zinc recovery methods did not require proc- 
into two tiers. Tier I would contain materi- ess water. | - , : 
als required by military, industrial, and The Occupational Safety and Health Ad- . 
essential civilian users during a military ministration promulgated rules in Novem- | 
conflict, which would not be available from ber that required manufacturers and dis- 

: domestic or reliable foreign sources. Tier II tributors, including recyclers and scrap 
~ would contain a supplemental reserve of processors, to collect and provide data 

material already possessed by the Govern- sheets on hazardous materials in their prod- | 
ment. According to the NSC guidelines, zinc ucts and to label containers they ship out. 

- would be categorized in tier II, and the goal In May 1986, additional standards were to 
would be 77,110 tons of zinc metal. At go into effect requiring training and educa- 
yearend, this proposal was under consider- tion of employees in contact with hazardous 
ation by the Congress. The Department of materials. ; SO 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION jv. | oe 

MINE PRODUCTION Corp.; and Jersey Miniére Zinc Co., a subsid- 

U.S. zinc mine production continued its wore S, ee Belgium company Union Min 
. downtrend for the fifth straight year, re- The 25 leading U.S. zinc producing mines 

sulting in the lowest production year since accounted for 99% of the zinc mined, with 
1908. Strikes at zinc mines in Tennessee the 10 leading mines accounting for 81%. 
and New York contributed most to the In Tennessee, zinc was produced from 
production decline. Tennessee was the prin- zinc ore at eight underground mines and 
cipal zinc producing State, followed by Mis- from sulfur-copper-zinc ores at under- 
souri and New York. The leading zinc mine ground and open pit operations at Copper- 
producers were ASARCO Incorporated; St. hill. Jersey Miniére operated the Elmwood 
Joe Minerals Corp., a subsidiary of Fluor and Gordonsville Mines in central Tennes-
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see and was the leading producer in the The Magmont Mine, owned jointly by - | State in 1985. Zinc output by Asarco, opera- Cominco American Incorporated, the U.S. tor of four zinc mines in east Tennessee and subsidiary of Cominco Ltd., and Dresser usually the leading producer, fell sharply Industries Inc., was the second leading zinc | owing to extended strikes during the year. producing mine in Missouri. According to Asarco’s Young, Coy, and Immel Mines the Cominco annual report, the company were struck for 6 months beginning April1, milled 1.04 million tons averaging 7.5% and the New Market Mine was struck for 4 lead and 1.9% zinc and produced 28,100 tons months beginning May 1. According to of zinc concentrate containing 16,400 tons of Asarco’s annual report, the company milled zinc. At yearend, ore reserves at the Mag- 1.4 million tons of ore from its four minesin mont Mine reportedly were 6.3 million tons 1985, producing 34,020 tons of zinc in con- averaging 6.5% lead, 1.1% zinc, and 0.4 troy centrate. In 1984, Asarco milled 2.6 million ounce of silver perton, = tons of ore, producing 61,050 tons of zincin . St. Joe operated four of its five zinc pro- concentrate. At yearend 1985, cre reserves ducing lead mines in Missouri during the at the four mines were estimated by the year; the Brushy Creek Mine, closed. during company to be 6.3 million tons averaging a 9-month strike of St. Joe operations in : 3.22% zinc. | ee 1984, was not reopened after the strike was __ Inspiration Mines Inc. reopened its Bea-. settled. According to the company’s annual ver Creek Mine near Jefferson City, TN,in 10K report, St. Joe mined a combined total late February following settlement of a 2- of 3.2 million tons of ore averaging 5.1% month strike. In late November, Inspiration lead and about 0.4% zinc during the fiscal closed down the operation, idling about 120 year ending October 31. Zinc production in employees, reportedly because of poor re- concentrate was 11,700 tons, compared with | sults and declining zinc prices. 12,250 tons and 19,800 tons, respectively, in Zine produced in Missouri was a coprod-- fiscal years 1983 and 1984. The zinc concen- : : - uct of lead at seven underground lead trates produced in 1985 were sent to St. | mines, all along the Viburnum Trend. Zinc Joe’s zinc: refinery in Bartlesville, OK, for production improved over that of 1984 processing. Ore reserves at St. Joe’s. lead mainly because the lead-zinc mines. in the mines in Missouri were estimated by the _ State were strike-free in 1985. Asarco company to be 56.8 million tons averaging brought its new West Fork lead-zinc mine. 5% lead and 0.5% zinc at-the end of the on-stream in early September following fiscalyear, > oe completion of the underground crusher. In New York, St. Joe operated the Balmat Zinc production in concentrate was only 90 and Pierrepont Mines. All ore was milled at tons but was planned to increase to about the company’s Balmat mill, which had an 2,800 tons or 40% of capacity in 1986. At ore milling capacity of about 3,900 tons per yearend, the West Fork Mine reportedly day. Production was affected by a strike had 13.5 million tons of ore reserves aver- that began in July and was not settled by aging 5.5% lead and 1.2% zine with some yearend. In the latter half of the year, copper and silver. | supervisory and nonunion personnel contin- According to company annual reports, ued both mine and mill production but at a , AMAX Lead Co. of Missouri and Home-. reduced rate. According to the company’s stake Mining Co., joint owners of the Buick 10K report, for the fiscal year ended Octo- Mine, mined and milled 2.1 million tons of _ ber 31,.St. Joe mined and milled 531,000 Buick ore, yielding about 21,870 tons of zinc tons of ore averaging about 10.7% zinc and in concentrate. Although this representeda produced 53,300 tons of zinc in concentrate. 52% increase over ore milled in 1984, zinc In fiscal year 1984, the company mined output was only up about 20% because the 67 0,000 tons of ore and produced 57 200 tons average grade of zinc in the ore milled fell of zinc in concentrate. At the end of fiscal 0.4% to 1.4% in 1985. As a result of are- year 1985, St. Joe estimated that its zinc ore vised mining plan, proven and probable ore reserves in New York were 3.7 million tons reserves at the Buick Mine were significant- with an average grade of about 13.6% zinc. ly reduced; however, the average ore grades In Colorado, zinc production came largely were up substantially. At yearend, ore re- from the Leadville Mine, managed by Asar- | serves were estimated by the operators tobe co but jointly owned by Asarco and Resur- 18.1 million tons grading 8.0% lead and rection Mining Co., a Newmont Mining 2.2% zinc compared with 32.7 million tons Corp. subsidiary. The State’s other signifi- grading 5.6% lead and 1.4% zinc 1 year cant zinc producer, the Sunnyside gold- earlier. silver operation near Silverton, was indefi-
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: nitely closed in March owing, in part, to Two. government actions enhanced the 
| | financial problems of: the mine’s owner, development prospects of the huge Red Dog _ 

Standard Metals Corp. In October, Stand- zinc-lead-silver deposit in northwestern 
ard sold the mine to the Canadian firm Alaska in 1985. The President approved a 
Echo Bay Mines Ltd., which planned to land swap between the U.S. Park Service 
reopen the mine in the second half of 1986. and NANA Regional Corp. that provided for 
The Idarado Mining Co. wrote off the asset a 100-year right-of-way easement through 
value of its Idarado lead-zinc-copper-silver- the Cape Krusenstern National Monument : 

- gold mine in Colorado and put aside $1.5 to allow construction of a road from the | 
million to eventually permanently close the Chukchi Sea to the deposit. In another 

| property. The mine, which is near the arrangement, the State agreed to finance 
‘Sunnyside Mine, had been closed since 1978. | construction of the road and port facilities 

Asarco reported that it milled 197,000 at an estimated cost of $150 million. Plans __ 
tons of Leadville ore, slightly more than — called for port construction to begin in the 
that of 1984, resulting in a production of summer of 1986, followed by 2 years of road 
12,060 tons of zinc in concentrate plus 6,080 construction beginning in 1987. At yearend, 

tons of lead, 344,000 troy ounces of silver, the State and the developers of the Red Dog 
. and 17,195 troy ounces of gold. Yearend ore deposit, Cominco American and NANA, ~~. 

reserves at the Leadville Mine were 748,000 were in the final stages of negotiating a 
tons averaging 9.14% zinc, 4.35% lead, user fee schedule that will reimburse the __ 
0.21% copper, 2.9 ounces of silver per ton, State for its financing of the road and port 
and 0.1 ounce of gold per ton. 7 facilities. Development of the minesite was 

In Idaho, Hecla Mining Co., operating the expected to begin in 1988 with production 
| Lucky Friday silver-lead-zinc mine, and expected in 1990. Ore reserves at Red Dog 

Star-Morning Mining Co., operating the were estimated to be 77 million tons aver- 
7 Star-Morning Mine under a lease from aging 17.1% zinc, 5% lead, and 2.6 ounces of 

Hecla, were the only major zinc producers _ silver per ton. | _ 
in the State. Minor quantities of zinc were = The development potential of the Lik 
produced at several silver mines. Hecla lead-zinc deposit, 12 miles north of the Red 
milled a record high 251,000 tons of ore and Dog deposit, was also enhanced by the road : 
produced 3,550 tons of zinc in concentrates and port development plans for northwest- 
at the Lucky Friday Mine in 1985. Ore ern Alaska. Noranda signed a 20-year joint 
reserves were up marginally from that of venture agreement in May with GCO Min- 

. 1984, and at yearend totaled 608,000 tons erals Co., owner of the Lik deposit. Terms of 

averaging 1.9% zinc, 16.6% lead, and 18.3 the agreement called for Noranda to spend 
ounces of silver per ton. Star-Morning Min- $25 million for exploration over the next - 
ing ceased mining at the Star-Morning two decades to earn one-half interest in the 
Mine late in the year because of poor zinc deposit. The Lik deposit was estimated to 
prices. contain about 23 million tons of 12% com- 

| Noranda Ltd. and its partners continued _ bined lead and zinc. — 
underground drilling at the Greens Creek Centennial Minerals Ltd. and U.S. Miner- 

| silver-lead-zinc property on Admiralty Is- als Exploration Co. received final approval 
land near Juneau, AK. Under the Alaska from the Montana Hard Rock Mining Board 

_ National Interest Lands Act of 1980, Noran- to develop an open pit mine at their Mon- 
da was given through 1985 to explore the tana Tunnels gold-silver-zinc-lead deposit, 
area around its core mining claims; howev- 35 miles north of Butte. Ore reserves were 
er, a l-year extension was granted by Con-_ estimated to be 48 million tons averaging 
gress to do additional exploration because about 0.67% zinc, 0.28% lead, 0.4 ounce of 

unexplored mineralized areas remained. silver per ton, and 0.03 ounce of gold per 
Ore reserves, based on updated forecasts ton. Initial site preparation was expected to 
and mining plans, were reduced in 1985 and _ start in March 1986 with production sched- 
at yearend were estimated to be 2.4 million uled to begin in May 1987. When fully 
tons averaging 9.05% zinc, 3.50% lead, operational, annual production was pro- 
0.46% copper, 22.5 ounces of silver per ton, jected to be 22,700 tons of zinc, 5,200 tons 

| and 0.183 ounce of gold per ton. An oper- of lead, 1.7 million ounces of silver, and 
ations plan, approved by the U.S. Forest 106,000 ounces of gold. Late in the year, the 
Service, envisioned mine startup in 1988, Canadian firm Pegasus Gold Inc. acquired 
with an initial zinc production of about Centennial Minerals and its 50% interest in 
8,000 tons per year, gradually increasing to the project, and at yearend, Pegasus was 
about 22,000 tons per year. negotiating with U.S. Minerals Exploration
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to acquire its one-half interest. trate but also concentrates from St. Joe’s | 
Exxon Minerals Co. revised its mining lead-zinc mines in Missouri and from Asar- 

plans at the Crandon deposit in Wisconsin co under a tolling arrangement. In fiscal : 
to emphasize zinc production as opposed to year 1985, St. Joe’s zinc refineries produced 
simultaneous zinc-copper production. Un- 147,200 tons of zinc in the form of slab zinc, 
der the new plan, the massive sulfide ore, dust, and oxide. 
which contains most of the zinc, would be § Bunker Ltd. permanently closed its 
mined first, leaving the stringer ore, which 108,000-ton-per-year zinc refinery at the 
is mainly copper, to be mined later. In Bunker Hill Mine and smelter complex at 
addition, the company expected to lower its Kellogg, ID. The complex was closed indefi- 
daily production rate to 6,400 tons, down nitely in December 1981. In October, Bun- 
from the 8,300 tons initially planned. State ker auctioned off substantial amounts of the 

_ permitting continued to delay development complex’s machinery, equipment, and met- 
of the property but was progressing. At als used for electrolytic processing. Large 
yearend, the impact of ground water draw- items, including the zinc plant with or 
down owing to underground mining and without the buildings and compressor room 
drawdown effects on nearby lakes and and electrical equipment, were scheduled to 

_ streams was the principal concern. If all be sold through private negotiations. 
permits were obtained in 1986, Exxon envi- Federated Metals Corp., a wholly owned 
sioned production to start in the early subsidiary of Asarco, closed its zinc dust 

| 1990’s, 5 | plant at Sand Springs, OK, in October 
ee ; owing to poor financial results. Federated 

SMELTER AND REFINERY PRODUCTION had previously closed zinc-dust producing 

. Slab zinc was produced at five primary plants at Trenton, NJ , and Whiting, IN, in 

smelters and eight secondary plants in 1985. January 1983 for similar reasons. | 
_ Production was down slightly from that of _ Zine Oxide.—The raw material sources of 

1984 owing mainly to the indefinite closure domestic zinc oxide production were 35% 
, of Asarco’s Corpus Christi, TX, zinc refinery from ores and concentrates, 36% from slab 

on April 1. The leading producers of pri- Zinc, and 29% from secondary materials. 
mary slab zinc were St. Joe, Jersey Miniére, French-process zinc oxide accounted for 
and AMAX, and the leading producers of about 65% compared with about 64% in 
metal from secondary materials were St. 1984. Zinc oxide was produced at 11 plants. 
Joe, Huron Valley Steel Corp., and Inter- The largest producers of zinc oxide were 

7 american Zinc Co. | Asarco; The New Jersey Zinc Co. Inc. 

Asarco closed its 104,000-ton-per-year zinc (NJZI), a subsidiary of Horsehead Indus- 
refinery in Texas owing to poor results tries Inc. (HID; Pacific Smelting Co.; and St. 

caused mainly by low metal -prices, high Joe. 
power costs, and to a lesser extent, lack of | Zinc oxide production at Asarco’s two 
feed materials. The shutdown of the plant, Plants, at Columbus, OH, and Hillsboro, IL, 
which had only resumed production in May was 23,360 tons compared with 31,860 tons 
1984 after an 18-month suspension of oper- in 1984. The Columbus plant, which has a 
ations, resulted in the layoff of about 275 capacity to produce 21,000 tons of Ameri- 
workers. Metal production for the year Can-process zinc oxide annually, was writ- 
totaled 11,400 tons, compared with a pro- ten down against fourth-quarter 1984 re- 

_ duction of 28,500 tons in 1984. The closure sults and was scheduled to be permanently 
represented $120 million of the $216 million closed in the second quarter of 1986. With 

writeoff the company took against its this closure, the NJZI plant at Palmerton, 
fourth-quarter 1984 results. As a result of PA, would be the only domestic producer of 
the closing and to maintain other domestic American-process zinc oxide. 
operations requiring zinc metal, Asarco NJZI processed direct-shipping ore from 
arranged a partial toll contract with Jersey its Sterling, NJ, mine, slab zinc, and waste 
Miniére to provide metal in return for zinc and scrap materials to produce both Ameri- 
concentrates from its Tennessee zinc mines. can- and French-process zinc oxide at its 

St. Joe, owner of zinc refineries at Bar- plant at Palmerton, PA. An NJZI sister 
tlesville, OK, and Monaca, PA, was the company, Horsehead Resource Develop- 
largest domestic producer of slab zinc, ac- ment Co. (HRD), also a subsidiary of HII, 
counting for about 40% of U.S. production. used Waelz-kiln and sintering facilities at 
The Bartlesville refinery, which was acquir- the Palmerton plant to produce crude zinc 
ed in August 1984, operated near capacity oxide from steelmaking electric arc furnace 
in 1985, utilizing mainly purchased concen- (EAF) dusts. The crude zinc oxide products,
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_which typically contained about 55% zinc, concentrate; most was used for agricultural 
6% lead, and some cadmium, were further purposes. Zinc chloride was produced .en- 
processed into marketable metal and zinc tirely from secondary materials by seven 
oxide at the plant or were shipped else- companies. . . Oo 

| where. In 1985, HRD processed about 54,000 Byproduct Sulfur.—Production of sulfur. 
tons of EAF dust, which generally contain- in byproduct sulfuric acid at five primary 
ed 20% or higher zinc content; HRD plan- zinc plants and one zinc oxide plant from 
ned to double the tonnage processed in 1986. zinc sulfide concentrates was 140,700 tons 
Standard treatment cost per ton of EAF compared with 144,700 tons in 1984. The 

_ dust was about $45; an additional cost of $3 decrease was due mainly to decreased out-  __ 
| to $4 per ton was charged per percent zinc put at Asarco’s zinc refinery in Texas. The | | under 20%. | estimated value of the sulfuric acid pro- 

Zinc Salts.—Zinc sulfate was produced by duced at zinc plants was $17.6 million, up oe, 
| 11 companies from secondary materials and. $3.1 million from that of 1984. oe | 

7 : CONSUMPTION AND USES | _ a | 

Domestic zinc consumption for most end- vans was not included in the study; howev- 
use categories fell slightly. The construction er, the typical new truck was estimated to | 
industry accounted for about 45% of zinc have averaged 15 to 20 pounds of aftermar- =~ 
consumption, followed by transportation, ket or optional equipment zinc diecastings | 
20%; machinery, 10%; electrical, 10%; and in 1985. oe, 
chemical and other industries, 15%. Gal- | The automobile industry continued to | 
vanizing, mainly for sheet and strip, contin- increase the amount of zinc used for corro- 
ued to be the principal use of slab zinc, sion protection per unit vehicle. According | 
consuming about 47%, followed by-zinc-base to a ZI report,‘ the typical U.S.-built 1985 : 
alloys, 29%; brass and bronze alloys, 10%; automobile contained 6.79 pounds of zinc as 7 
rolled zinc, 6%; and other uses, 8%. Of the coating materials in the form of galvanized, 
metal grades consumed, Special High Grade electrogalvanized, galvannealed, and zinc. | 
(SHG) accounted for about 55% and was rometal ‘coated steel. This represented a 
mainly used for the production of zinc-base _0.56-pound gain over the 1984-model aver- _ 
alloys. The Bureau of the Mint purchased age of 6.28 pounds. If zinc-rich paints and a 
about 28,550 tons of SHG zinc and produced 35% offal factor from coated steel stamp- 
about 10.9 billion pennies, 2.8 billion less ings were included, the zinc used for the | 
than that of 1984. Prime Western (PW) was corrosion protection of a typical domes- | 
second in slab zinc consumption and was _ tic-built automobile averaged about 114 | 
mainly used for hot-dip galvanizing pur- pounds in 1985 compared with 10.6 pounds 
poses. in 1984 and 9.7 pounds in 1983. An esti- 

According to the Bureau of the Census, mated 42,000 tons of zinc was used for 
domestic producers’ shipments of zinc-base corrosion protection of the 8.2 million U.S.- 
alloy castings were about 312,000 tons, up built automobiles in 1985. The trend toward 
about 22% from that of 1984. The estimated using less zincrometal and zinc-rich paint 
percentage distribution of zinc die and and more galvanized and electrogalvanized 
foundry castings by market sector, based on metal continued. Further increases in zinc 
1984 data, was as follows: automotive, 32%; and zinc alloy usage for corrosion protec- | 
builders’ hardware, 28%; machinery and __ tion, especially in the form of electrogalvan- 
household appliances, 18%; electrical com- ized steel sheet, were expected. The steel 
ponents, 15%; and other equipment, 7%.? industry was adding about 2.2 million tons 

The average weight of zinc diecastings in of electrogalvanizing capacity, most of 
the typical 1985 U.S.-built automobile was which was expected to be on-stream by the 
an estimated 20.2 pounds according to a_ end of 1986. 
Zinc Institute Inc. (ZI) study. This repre- _ Zinc consumption in copper-base alloys by 
sented a 1.5-pound drop from the 1984- brass mills, ingot makers, and foundries fell 
model-year average weight and an average about 19% from that of 1984. According to 
decline of 1 pound per year since 1980. The the Copper Development Association Inc., 
decrease was attributed to continuing the brass and bronze industry: consumed 
weight reduction and downsizing programs, about 160,000 tons of zinc, the source of 
substitution, and improved zinc diecasting which was about equally divided between 
methods. Zinc die-cast usage in trucks and_ refined zinc metal and brass and bronze
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scrap metal.’ Brass mills accounted for shipments decreased. The rubber industry, 
more than 73% of the zinc consumption. . which uses zinc oxide as a chemical accel- _ 

The apparent consumption of zinc oxide erated and vulcanization activator in rub- 
was about 177,000 tons, down from 186,000 ber processing, continued to be the largest 
tons in 1984. Imports were at record-high _ single user of zinc oxide. a 
levels, whereas domestic production and | , 

: 7 | STOCKS . | 

Slab zinc stocks held by domestic produc- longstanding good ordinary brand (GOB) | 
_ ers, consumers, and merchants were less at zinc contract was phased out in September 

yearend 1985 than at the start of the year. in preference of the new High Grade (HG) 
Weakening prices and demand in the sec- zinc contract. HG zinc accounted for more 
ond quarter led to declining stock levels, than 55% of the ending stocks, up from 16% 

_ which recovered some in July and more or at the start of the year. | 
less stabilized at that level for the rest of | Inventories of zinc in ores and concen- 
the year. Stocks’ of slab zinc held in the trates at domestic smelters continuously 
market economy countries, according to the declined from 66,000 tons in January to 
International Lead and Zinc Study Group 37,000 tons in September, ending the year 
(ILZSG), fell about 34,000 tons in: 1985, at 48,500 tons, according to the American | 
ending the year at 592,000 tons.® Bureau of Metal Statistics Inc. Part of the 

Stocks of slab -zinc at the London Metal decline and reduced amount at yearend was | | 
_ Exchange (LME) ended 1985 at 30,600 tons, attributable to the closing down of Asarco’s | 

_ up about 1,500 tons from those of 1984. The zinc refinery earlier in the year. - 

a 7 | PRICES | Se | 

U.S. zinc prices were relatively stable in only 37.0 cents per pound. © | 
the first half of 1985 but declined sharply in The 0.5-cent-per-pound premium on the 
the second half. U.S. Mint tenders for SHG price of PW zinc over the HG zinc price © | 
zinc metal for coin manufacture were major largely disappeared in the domestic market 
influencing factors in setting zinc-price in the latter half of the year. The premium 

_ trends during the year. Low winning bids in cancellation was attributed to competition : | 
the mid-January Mint tender resulted in an mainly from St. Joe, which dropped the PW 

_ almost immediate 2-cent drop to 43 cents premium in August 1984. 
per pound in the benchmark U.S. produc- World zinc prices, which were essentially 
ers’ HG zinc price. Higher winning bids in _ based on the European producer price (EPP) 
the February tender, coupled with improv- and LME price, paralleled U.S. price trends 
ing zinc market fundamentals, led to a in 1985. The EPP, as quoted in Metal Bul- 
gradual 4-cent-per-pound increase in the letin, increased from $900 per ton at the 

_ benchmark zinc price by the end of April. start of the year to $970 in April before 
Market conditions weakened in May, lead- spiraling downward to $670 at the end of 
ing to widespread discounting from the the year. The LME prices closely matched 
producers’ price. Lower-than-expected bids the EPP in the early months of 1985, but 
in the mid-June Mint tender accelerated a from May, generally were 3 to 4 cents lower. 
price drop to 41 cents per pound for HG zinc The collapse of world prices in the latter 
by mid-July. Price weakness continued in half of the year was attributed mainly to 
the summer months, and in September, weakening demand and perceived surpluses 
surprisingly low Mint tender bids in the 34- of concentrates and metal. Exacerbating 
to 35-cent-per-pound range for SHG zinc, the price decline was a widely held percep- 

- coupled with continuing deterioration in tion through most of 1985 that China was _ 
world zinc market conditions, led to a se- reducing its zinc imports below those of 
vere drop to 35 cents per pound in the U.S. 1984; the fact that China purchased about 
producers’ HG price. Although this price 268,000 tons of slab zinc, 38,000 more than 
held to yearend, discounting was wide- in 1984, was not generally known until late 
spread. In the first half of 1985, the Metals in the year. Despite the price decreases, 
Week U.S. HG zinc price averaged 43.8 most Western European and other world 
cents per pound, and in the second half, zinc producers continued smelter produc-
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tion at high operating rates, in part because American-process zinc oxide and 41.5 to 53. | 
| concentrates were readily available at fa- cents for French-process zinc oxide. Photo- 

__-vorable treatment-charge rates and because conductive grades of zinc oxide were gener- | 
of advantages accruing from currency dif- ally priced 2 to 3 cents higher than French- 

_ ferences with the U'S. dollar. At yearend, process zinc oxide throughout the year. 
several Western European zinc producers _— The price quoted in Chemical Marketing 

_ were considering plans to switch from the Reporter (CMR) for zinc sulfate, granular . 
volatile U.S. dollar-base pricing system toa monohydrate industrial grade, 36% zinc in | | 
multicurrency system to reduce unpredict- bags in carload lots, ranged from $26.50 to. 

| able swings in zinc values generated by $29.00 per 100 pounds. Agricultural zinc — 
| currency fluctuations.” oo sulfate in bulk was quoted at $20.00 per 100. 

American- and French-process lead-free pounds. Technical-grade zinc chloride, 50% 
. zinc oxide prices at the beginning of the solution, in tanks, was quoted by CMR at : 

year were quoted in Metals Week at 52 to $18.40 per 100 pounds until September and. 
54.5 cents and 53.5 to 56.0 cents per pound, $20.20 thereafter. Standard pigment-grade 
respectively. In September, the zinc oxide zinc. dust, types 1 and 2 in drums, was - 
prices for each fell 3 cents, and in Decem- quoted by CMR at 59 to 67 cents per pound _ 
ber, prices were adjusted downward, ending during the year. a | a 
the year at 40 to 51 cents per pound for Co oe , 

OS we | 7 ~ FOREIGN TRADE | nn eo 

“US. slab zinc imports were about 28,000 level and captured about 22% of the domes- > 
| | tons less than the record-high quantity. tic consumption, up from 20% in 1984. . : 

imported in 1984. Imports from Canada Despite the closing of Asarco’s primary __ 
were at record-high levels in terms of ton- zinc refinery in Texas early in the year, 

| _ mage and percentage of U.S. imports. Cana- imports of concentrates continued at. rela- 
_ da accounted for about 63% of imports tively high levels because of substantial 

| compared with an average import level of reductions in domestic output. Exports of 
_ 54% in the 1980-84 period. The record-high concentrates fell to their lowest level since 

import levels from Canada were, in part, 1979 owing mainly to reduced production at 
attributed to intercontinental trades to re. exportingmines. _ De, | 

_ duce transportation costs. The second lead- § Waste and scrap exports reached record- 
ing import source for slab zinc was Mexico, high levels in 1985; Taiwan was the princi- oo 
accounting for slightly less than 9%. Zinc pal importer, accounting for about 45% of : 
oxide imports exceeded 1984’s record-high the waste and scrap exported. | 7 

Table 2.—U.S. import duties for zine materials, January 1, 1985 | 

. TSUS Most favored nation(MFN). Non-MFN 
| _ ‘Tem No. Jan. 1, 1985 ~~ Jan. 1, 1987 Jan. 1, 1985 an. 1, an. 1, an. i, 

Zinc oxide, dry _.___________ 473.76 0.4% ad valorem _ Free _.__.__._ 5.5% ad valorem. 
Ores and concentrates? ________ 602.20 0.39 cent per 0.3 cent per 1.67 cents per 

. pound on zinc pound on zinc pound on zinc 
content. content. - content. 

Fume ___ ~~~ 603.50 _—_-do _.____ —~——-do ______ Do. 
Unwrought, other than alloys ____ 626.02 1.6% ad valorem _ 1.5% ad valorem _ 1.75 cents per 

Alloys_____ ~~~. ~~ _____ 626.04 19.0% ad valorem 19.0% ad valorem 450% : i valorem. 
Waste and scrap?____________ 626.10 | 2.9% ad valorem _ 2.1% ad valorem _ 11.0% ad valorem. eee SEO ES ee 

1Duty on zinc ores, concentrates, and zinc-bearing materials was suspended until Dec. 31, 1989, as provided by Public Law 98-573.
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a . : WORLD REVIEW | a 

| _ World consumption of zinc metal was an _ that zinc consumption in the market econo- 
estimated record-high 6.7 million tons in my countries would be about 100,000 tons 

| 1985, up slightly over the record consump- higher in 1986 than in 1985. Forecasts of 
tion posted in 1984. In the market economy zinc mine output and zinc metal production 
countries, zinc metal consumption was showed similar gains. Se 
about 4.7 million tons, about the same as Argentina.—Cia. Minera Aguilar S.A. 

| that of 1984. Consumption decreases in the (CMASA), a St. Joe subsidiary, operated its 
| United States and Western Europe were Aguilar Mine and mill near capacity in the 

) offset by increases in some of the newly fiscal year ending October 81, and account- 
industrialized countries, most notably Bra- ed for virtually all of Argentina’s primary 

_ ail. The Western European countries, the zinc output. The company produced 31,670 
United States, and Japan accounted for tons of zinc. in concentrates in the fiscal 
slightly more than one-half of world con- year in milling 577,000 tons of ore contain- 
sumption. en ing 6.2% zinc, 5.8% lead, and 8.5 ounces of | 
- Both mine and smelter production were silver per ton. The zinc concentrates were 
also at record-high levels in 1985. World utilized for the production of slab zinc at an 
mine output was about 6.7 million tons, up electrolytic. zinc refinery operated by Cia. 
about 0.1 million tons over the 1984 record- Sulfacid S.A.C:LY.F. in which CMASA owns 
high output. Australia, China, North Ko- a 50% interest. At the end of the fiscal year, 
rea, Peru, and Thailand mined more zinc, the ore reserves at the Aguilar Mine were 

_ whereas Canada, Mexico, and the United estimated to be 4.8 million tons with an 
States, because of strikes and/or production average grade of 7.1% zinc, 5.7% lead, and 
cutbacks, mined less. Canada continued to 4.0 ounces of silver per ton. - | 

_ be the principal world producer and, togeth- Australia.—Australia was the. world’s 
| er with Australia, Peru, and the U.S.S.R., third largest mine producer of zinc. Produc- , 

accounted for about one-half of world out-. tion was up substantially from that of 1984 
put. Smelter production was about 6.6 mil- owing to the return of normal production 

- lion tons, up-about 0.1 million tons over the levels at major mines at Broken Hill, New 
| record-high production of 1984. Most coun- South Wales, and Tasmania, together with 

tries produced at 1984 levels; India, Italy, increases at the Elura Mine. One new zinc 
North Korea, and Thailand increased pro- mine came on-stream in the latter part of 
duction, readily offsetting slight production the year and the Beltana zinc-lead mine in : 
decreases in Japan, the United States, and South Australia, which closed in 1976, was 
some Western European countries. Canada, reopened. Production at the Teutonic Bore 

Japan, and the U.S.S.R. produced more Mine in Western Australia ceased at year- 
_ than one-third of world smelter output of end because of depletion of ore reserves. 

zinc. a ‘Expansions. at a number of mines were 
| World mine capacity increased to about scheduled.for completion in 1986, adding 

| 8.0 million tons, up about 0.13 million tons ‘ about 20,000 tons to the country’s zinc 
| from that of 1984 (revised). New mine open- production capacity. Intensive exploration 

ings in Canada, Australia, Peru, and Co- and evaluation of various prospects contin- 
, lombia accounted for most of the increase. ued. . 

World primary smelter capacity also was up The Woodcutters open pit mine near 
about 0.1 million tons to 7.9 million tons Darwin in the Northern Territory. came on- 
owing mainly to the opening of a new smelt- stream late in the year. At capacity, the 
er in Italy. mine, which is owned by Nicron Resources 

The world supply-demand position was Ltd. (75%), Lachlan Resources NL (16%), 
more balanced than generally anticipated. and Petrocarb Exploration NL (10%), was 
Metal stock levels in the market economy expected to have an annual output of 23,000 
countries fell for the third straight year, tons of zinc, 11,000 tons of lead, and 600,000 
and at yearend, represented the equivalent ounces of silver in concentrates. Ore re- 
of about 1 month of world consumption. serves were estimated to be 1.1 million tons 

| Despite an apparent balanced world supply- averaging 14% zinc, 7.7% lead, and 5.7 
demand situation coupled with slight reduc- ounces of silver per ton. 
tions in world metal stocks, prices declined In the fiscal year ending June 30, MIM 
sharply in the second half of 1985. Holdings Ltd. produced at its Mount Isa 

ILZSG, at its October meeting, forecast Mine in Queensland a record high 202,000
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tons of zinc in concentrate in treating about counting for more than 18% of world out- — 
4.3 million tons of ore grading 6.6% zinc, put. Brunswick Mining and Smelting Corp. : | _ 5.4% lead, and 5.6 ounces of silver per ton. Ltd.’s (BMS) No. 12 Mine in New Brunswick | 

. Zinc-lead-silver ore reserves at yearend had the largest zinc production, followed by 1985 at the Mount Isa Mine were about 49 Kidd Creek Mines Ltd.’s Kidd Creek Mine | - million tons averaging 6.8% zinc, 5.88% at Timmins, Ontario, and Cominco Ltd.’s. : lead, and 7.5 ounces of silver per ton. MIM Pine Point and Polaris Mines in the North- = 
was developing the Hilton silver-zinc-lead west Territories and the Sullivan Mine in. : deposit, about 12 miles north of Mount Isa, British Columbia. These five mines account- 
as a second source of feed for the Mount Isa_ ed for two-thirds of Canadian zinc produc- 
concentrator because production tonnages tion. About. 17 other mine-mill operations a from the Mount Isa Mine were expected to accounted for the remaining output. Three | start declining after 1990. Plans at Hilton new mines, the largest of which was West- initially called for ore production of about min Resources Ltd.’s H. W. Mine in British 
35,000 tons in fiscal year 1986, increasing Columbia, opened, and two mines closed in 
gradually to 2.5 million tons by the middle 1985. As part of the Government privatiza- 1990’s.' The Hilton deposit, which consists tion program, the Government-owned Cana- 
of seven stratabound ‘silver-lead-zinc ore da Development Corp. sold most of its inter- 
bodies in the same geological formations as est in Kidd Creek Mines to Falconbridge ; the Mount Isa deposits, contained an esti- Ltd. in December. Kidd Creek Mines pro- 
mated in situ ore reserve of about 72 million duced about 220,000 tons of zinc in concen- | tons that averages 10.35% zinc, 6.52% lead, trate in 1985. | ee a : and 3.7 ounces of silver per ton. Canada, the third leading world producer . The Woodlawn open pit mine in New of refined zinc, produced a record high . _. South Wales became a wholly owned subsid- 692,000 tons, up marginally from the record - , iary of Australian Mining & Smelting Ltd. production set in 1984. The four primary __ - ' when they acquired St. Joe International smelters operated about 99% of rated com- | 
Corp.’s one-third interest. Ore reserves in bined annual capacity. Owing to.weak zinc 
the pit were expected to be depleted by markets in the second half of the year, , early 1987; however, an evaluation of min- several Canadian zinc mine and smelter 
ing lower extensions of the ore body by producers reduced production late in the 
underground methods was under way. | _ year or were planning production cutbacks 

Aberfoyle Ltd. was converting a tin treat- in early 1986. oo 
ment facility in northwest Tasmania toa Curragh Resources Corp. bought most of | pilot-scale plant for trial milling of bulk. the assets of the Cyprus Anvil Mining Corp. 
underground ore samples from its Hellyer from Dome Petroleum Ltd. and Trans Cana- 
zinc-lead-silver deposit, just north of the da Pipelines Ltd. in June. The assets pur- Que River Mine. The estimated in situ ore _ chased included the large Faro lead-zinc- _ 
‘reserves at Hellyer totaled about 15 million _ silver open pit mine and several nearby 
tons averaging 13% zinc, 7% lead, 0.4% zinc-lead deposits in the Yukon Territory. | 
copper, 5.0 ounces of silver per ton, and 0.7 and a 50% interest in the undeveloped 
ounce of gold per ton. A further 4 million Cirque zinc deposit in British Columbia. 
tons of inferred ore reserves was added by Curragh, aided by a complex financial plan 
exploration activities in 1985. A decision on involving loan credit lines guaranteed by 
whether or not to develop the deposit was the Yukon and Federal governments, gov- 
expected in 1987. ernment maintenance of an all-weather 

In August, Pancontinental Mining Ltd. road to Skagway, AK, for shipments of 
acquired MIM’s interest in the Lady Loretta concentrates, and incentives provided under 
zinc-lead-silver deposit in northern Queens- the Yukon Mineral Recovery Program, land, and later the remaining one-half of planned to reopen the Faro Mine by the 
the joint venture from Elf Aquitaine Triako middle of 1986. The Faro Mine, which closed 
Mines Ltd. Late in the year, Pancontinental in 1982 for economic reasons, produced 
sold a 49% interest to the Finnish company 107,000 tons of zinc in milling 2.75 million 
Outokumpu Oy. Underground exploration tons of ore in 1981, its last full year of op- 
was expected to be completed in 1986. Re eration. Curragh was planning to attain a 
serves were estimated at 9 million tons full ore production rate of about 4 million 
grading 14.8% zinc, 6.5% lead, and 3.0 tons by 1987. A mine life of about 7 years 
ounces of silver per ton. was expected. Boliden AB of Sweden con- 
Canada.—Canada continued to be the tracted to be the general sales agent for world leader in zinc mine production, ac- Faro’s production and also acquired a 10%
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_ interest in the mine in 1985. At yearend, Columbia, continued to be the principal : Boliden had reportedly located buyers for supplier of zinc and lead concentrates to the 90,000 tons of zinc concentrates and Cominco Ltd.’s Trail smelter. The amount 40,000 tons of lead concentrates expected to of ore milled and production of zinc and _ be produced in 1986. At the end of 1984, lead concentrates was below that of the estimated ore reserves at the Faro open pit record highs set in 1984 because of ade | were 18.5 million tons grading 5.1% zinc cision at midyear to reduce output mainly and 3.5% lead with 1.3 ounces of silver per because of weak metal prices. In 1985, 2.2 ton. | - million tons of ore was milled yielding _ BMS, 64% owned by Noranda, milled 3.3 76,000 tons of zinc in 154,800 tons of zinc million tons of ore at its No. 12 Mine in New concentrate and 94,400 tons of lead and | Brunswick, down from 3.6 million tons mill- 251,400 ounces of silver in 152,000 tons of ed in 1984 mainly because of production lead concentrate. At yearend, ore reserves . cutbacks late in the year. Zinc production in _at the Sullivan Mine were 32.7 million tons zinc and bulk concentrates was down about averaging 6.3% zinc, 4.3% lead, and 1.1 21,000 tons from that of 1984, but totaled ounces of silver per ton. | | 237,500 tons or about 20% of Canadian Falconbridge suspended development output in 1985. Diamond drilling proved up work in November on its Winston Lake zinc more ore than was mined out during the property in Ontario mainly because of de- year, and at yearend, BMS ore reserves teriorating zinc prices and poor near-term were up 3 million tons to 83 million tons outlook for zinc concentrate sales. The com- grading 9.15% zinc, 3.73% lead, 0.31% cop- pany had announced in September that it per, and 3.1 ounces of silver per ton. An planned to bring the deposit into production additional 21.7 million tons of similar grade, by late 1986 at an annual production rate of probable ore was also indicated. 50,000 tons of. zinc in concentrate. Ore Pine Point Mines Ltd., 51% owned by reserves at the deposit were estimated at:2.2 | Cominco Ltd., produced about 161,400 tons. million tons grading 18% zinc, 1.1% copper, - of zinc in 272,600 tons of concentrate at the 1.0 ounce of silver per ton, and 0.004 ounce Pine Point Mine. The company milled 2.14 of gold per ton. © a : million tons of ore, about the same as in China.—China National Nonferrous Met- : 1984. Because of high operating costs, main- als Import-Export Corp. signed agreements ly due to increased strip ratios and mine with several Japanese companies to have a dewatering costs, Pine Point Mines revised new 60,000-ton-per-year vertical retort zinc its production plans for 1986 and 1987 to. smelter built at Huladao in Liaoning Prov- maximize and increase production rates ince. The plant, which will replace an exist- and lower costs. As a result of the revised ing vertical and horizontal retort smelter of _. Plan, the life of the mine, shortened to similar capacity, was expected to be on- about 6 years, was not expected to extend stream in 1987. | much beyond the opening of Cominco Amer- Greenland.—Greenex A/S, a wholly own- ican’s Red Dog Mine in Alaska. Also, ore ed subsidiary of Vestgron Mines Ltd., pro- ‘reserves were revised downward about 6 duced 70,300 tons of zinc in concentrate at million tons to 14.5 million tons averaging the Black Angel zinc-lead-silver mine at : 6.0% zinc and 2.7% lead at yearend. Comin- Maarmorilik, compared with 7 1,300 tons in co Ltd. milled a record high 939,000 tons of 1984. Although the amount of ore milled ore grading 13.1% zinc and 3.5% lead at its was up 53,000 tons to 728,000 tons in 1985, Polaris Mine on Little Cornwallis Island, the grade of ore milled dropped to 9.6% zinc Northwest Territories, in 1985, yielding from 11.0% zinc in 1984. The ore reserves at 117,900 tons of zinc in 190,700 tons of zinc the Black Angel Mine totaled only 1.4 concentrate, and 29,900 tons of lead in million tons grading 9.7% zinc, 3.0% lead, 39,300 tons of lead concentrate. Production and 0.9 ounce of silver per ton at yearend. of zinc and lead, respectively, were 10% and Because of extremely depressed prices for 7% higher than that of 1984. At yearend, zinc and lead in the second half of 1985 and ore reserves were 19 million tons averaging _ its diminished ore reserve position, Greenex 14.3% zinc and 3.8% lead. Concentrate was considering whether or not to perma- production from the Polaris Mine was nently close the mine. Late in the year, shipped to Western European smelters dur- Greenex reached an agreement with its ing a 12-week period at the end of the Arctic bankers and the Governments of Greenland summer when the sea was open for naviga- and Denmark that would permit operations tion. to continue at least until June 1, 1986. The Sullivan Mine at Kimberley, British Because of the mine’s uncertain future,
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| - Cominco Ltd., which owns 62.5% of Vest- copper. An additional 10 million tons of ore 
gron, wrote off its $14 million investment in containing 9.8% combined lead and zinc , 

| that company in 1985. | and about 8 ounces of silver per ton was 
| Honduras.—Rosario Resources Corp., a indicated in several newly discovered near- 

wholly owned subsidiary of AMAX, contin- by deposits. Young Poong planned to invest 
_ ued its program to increase ore production about $6.8 million for development by 1988. 

levels: at the El Mochito zinc-lead-silver | Mexico.—Mine production fell in 1985 — 
mine to 2,300 tons per day by 1987. As part owing mainly to significant decreases in 
of an effort to lower production costs, the mine output at mines operated by México — 
work force was reduced from 1,500 to 1,200 Desarrollo Industrial Minero S.A. (MEDIM- 

- by the end of the year. Zinc output in con- SA) and Industrias Penoles S.A. de C.V. 
a centrates was 44,000 tons in 1985, compared MEDIMSA’s zinc output was about 59,000 

with 41,500 tons in 1984 and 38,000 tons in tons in 1985, down about 11,000.tons from 
1983. A 20% increase in zinc production was__ that of 1984, despite increased zinc produc- | 
expected in 1986. Concentrates were sold to tion at the San Martin Mine, whose capaci- 
smelters in Japan, Western Europe, and the ty was tripled in 1984. MEDIMSA complet- 

| United States. At yearend, estimated ore ed the expansion program at its Charcas 
| reserves at the El Mochito Mine were 4.8 zinc-lead-silver mine in San Luis Potosi 

million tons grading 9.0% zinc, 4.6% lead, State in December. Mine and mill capacity 
0.54% copper, 4.0 ounces of silver per ton, was increased from 1,250 tons per day to 
and 0.002 ounce of gold per ton. : 3,450 tons .and was expected to result in a 

Korea, Republic of.—Planned expansions zinc production increase of 18,000 tons to 
| at the country’s two zinc refineries contin- 33,000 tons in 1986. MEDIMSA’s Rosario 

ued. The Korea Zinc Co. Ltd. was doubling lead-zinc-copper-silver mine in Sinaloa | 
the annual capacity of its Onsan zinc refin- State was almost completed in 1985. Pro- 

| ery to 150,000 tons. Construction was ex- duction at a rate of 550 tons per day was 
pected to be completed by the end of 1986. ‘scheduled to start in March 1986. An annu- 

| Most of the feed for the Onsan refinery was al output of about 6,000 tons of lead and 
expected to be imported mainly from Aus- 3,000 tons of zinc was planned. 

: tralia. In October 1985, Young Poong Corp. South Africa, Republic of.—Shell South 
completed a 15,000-ton-per-year expansion Africa (Pty.) Ltd. began open pit develop- 

. of its Seakpho electrolytic zinc refinery, ment at its lead-zinc deposit at Pering in 
raising the annual capacity to 50,000 tons. northern Cape Province late in the year. 
Young Poong planned to provide all of the Shell planned to have the mine in produc- 
refinery’s zinc concentrate feed from the tion by September 1986, producing at an 
company’s nearby mines at Yeonhwa No.1 annual rate of 33,000 tons of zinc contained _ 
and No. 2. In 1985, the company’s mines at in 60,000 tons of concentrate. Also to be 
Yeonhwa produced about 72,000 tons of zinc produced annually was about 9,000 tons of 

or about 78% of the domestic production. lead concentrate containing 4,000 tons of 
The ore deposits at Yeonhwa No. 1 consisted lead. The zinc concentrates were scheduled — 

of 7 lead-zinc bodies of chimney type and 10 to be processed at the Springs, Transvaal, 
smaller ones of vein type, all occurring in zinc refinery owned by the Zinc Corp. of 
limestone. Reserves were estimated at over South Africa Ltd. Established geological 
1.5 million tons averaging 0.93% lead and reserves totaled 18.4 million tons averaging 
3.12% zinc. At Yeonhwa No. 2, 10 kilome- 3.61% zinc and 0.64% lead. A mine life of 
ters northeast of No. 1, the ore bodies oc- about 17 years was expected. | 
curred typically in moderately dipping Prieska Copper Mines (Pty.) Ltd., which 
limestone and slate beds, associated with had intended to permanently close its Pries- 
intrusive sills and dykes of quartz monzon- ka copper-zinc mine by the end of 1985, 
ite porphyry. The estimated ore reserves at planned to continue operations for an addi- 
Yeonhwa No. 2 were 1.4 million tons grad- tional year as sufficient exploitable ore was 
ing 0.34% lead, 3.76% zinc, and 0.06% found to enable mining to continue.
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| TECHNOLOGY : 

The Bureau of Mines devised a technique so it could be landfilled as nonhazardous 
to recover a zinc-lead concentrate from waste; incorporate or mix with another geothermal brines produced in the Imperial material so the resultant product could be Valley of California.* It was estimated that listed as nonhazardous; recycle directly up to 90,000 tons of zinc per year could be back into the electric arc furnace to up- 
extracted from these brines if the geother- grade the zinc content of the dust to pro- mal resources were developed to produce duce a salable or processable smelter-feed 1,600 megawatts of power. More than 99% product; and establish regional processing of the zinc and lead were precipitated by plants near EAF steelmaking centers to | treating the brine with hydrogen sulfide recover zinc, lead, and cadmium and render | and controlling the pH with lime. A flow- the residue nonhazardous. Depending on | sheet for metal recovery was proposed. the situation, each of the options were 

The Bureau carried out studies to deter- considered likely to be employed in the 
mine the feasibility of chlorine-oxygen future. The studies indicated that most zinc 
leaching for treating complex low-grade recovery methods will require the zinc con- 
zinc.sulfide concentrates that are generally tent in the EAF dust to be higher than 20%. 
unacceptable as feed for conventional roast- An upgraded dust product containing 
leach-electrowin plants because of the low more than 50% zinc was considered a sal- | zinc and high iron contents. A process able feed material for most nonelectrolytic 
using the Bureau’s chlorine-oxygen leach- zinc smelters. In 1985, a number of plants 
ing technique was expected to result in around the world recovered zinc from steel- 
extraction of about 95% of the zinc in the making dusts. In Sweden, a plasma arc 
form of purified crystalline zinc chloride, reactor capable of processing 70,000 tons of - 
which could be fed into a molten-salt bath dust per year came on-stream. Zinc metal | and electrolized to produce zinc metal and and nontoxic residue were produced. Plants 
chlorine for recycle. | to process steelmaking dusts were under 

The Bureau conducted research to sepa- construction in both France and Spain. The 
rate fluorine from byproduct zinc concen- French plant, expected on-stream in early 
trates obtained from fluorspar production 1986, was designed to process 12,000 tons of 
in an effort to make the concentrate accept- dust per month. Lead would be recovered by 
able to zinc producers," devised a method to precipitation and zinc by electrolysis. The 
recover zinc and other metals from copper Spanish plant, which will employ a Waelz- | converter flue dust,'? developed technology kiln process, was expected to produce metal 
to use flue dust containing zinc as a source oxide briquets suitable as feed for plants 
of zinc for electrogalvanizing,*® and evalu- using the Imperial Smelting Process. An 
ated, waste-derived electrogalvanized zinc annual production of about 14,000 tons of 
coatings on wire." | | lead and zinc contained in briquets from the EAF steelmaking dusts, listed as hazard- processing of 70,000 tons of dust was ex- ous waste by the EPA mainly because of pected to begin in 1987. 

_ leachable lead, cadmium, and chromium, A new technique, the Zincquench process, 
continued to be a major problem for the for producing Galfan-coated, dual-phase steel industry as disposal costs ranged upto and related high-strength, deep-drawing | $200 per ton. In 1985, an estimated 450,000 steels at lower costs and with improved tons of EAF dusts, all of which contained properties mainly for automotive uses was zinc, was generated in the United States. described.” The process consisted of contin- About 10% was utilized as a constituent in uous annealing followed by a drastic quench fertilizers, 15% was processed to recover in a 95% zinc-5% aluminum plus some zinc, and 75% was disposed of in hazardous mischmetal alloy bath, followed by an over- landfills. By August 1988, an EPA ban on aging treatment. The new process reported- land disposal of hazardous EAF dust was ly avoided some of the complexities of hot- scheduled, providing suitable treatment dip galvanizing and provided greater ducti- technology was available. Studies complet- bility and corrosion performance than can ed in 1985 by the Center for Metals Produc- be attained with electrolytic coating. 
tion** and the Bureau of Mines'* discussed A comprehensive coverage of zinc-related options available for EAF dust treatment investigations and an extensive review of 
and disposal. The studies considered four current world literature on zinc extraction, basic options: chemically stabilize the dust alloys, uses, products, and research was
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* a arte * ° 10 pp. . — 

Se published in quarte rly ISSUCS of Zinc Ab- 10Smyres, G. A., and T. G. Carnahan. Chlorine-Oxygen 
stracts issued by the. Zinc Development Leaching of a Low Grade fine Sulfide Flotation Concen- . 

Association, London, England.* The Inter- trate. BuMines , 1985, 9 pp. | - 
.. . ae 11Prater, R. B., Jr., V. R. Miller, and E. R. Cole, Jr. 

national Lead Zinc Research Organization, Defluorination of Byproduct Zinc Concentrate. BuMines 
a research organization sponsored by pri- RE S057, 1985, 18 PP L. March a; 

. ‘ * ae hni umbo, F. J., R. L. M , and R. C. Gabler, Jr. . 
vate companies, carried out technical re- 2. very of Metal Values From Copper Converter Flue 
search and market development activities _Dusts. BuMines RI 8995, 1985, 10 pp. | 

| mainly related to galvanizing and diecast- teenie: M.. E. R. Cole, Jr. and T. J. O Keefe. Recycling 
. of Zinc Waste for Electrogalvanizing. Conserv. and Recy- 

: ing alloys and technology.’ | cling, v. 8, Nos. 3-4, 1985, pp. 399-409. | 
————— . v Dattilo, M. Polariza tion and Corrosion of Electrogal, 

| 1Physical scientist, Division of Nonferrous Metals. vanized Steel—Evaluation of Zinc Coatings Obtain 
27inc Institute. U.S. Market for Zinc Die Castings 1980- From Waste-Derived Electrolytes. J. Electrochem. Soc., 

s___. US. tive Market for Zinc Di ti e, D.R. ric rnace — _ 
1983-1985. pas, 2 epmotive Market for Zine Die Cas mee Recy cle and & covery. Center for Metals uction, No. i 
4_____ U.S. Automotive Market for Zinc Coatings 1983- » VEAY , 91 pp. 

| 1985.198,3pp. 0° "Morris, A.E,E. R Cole, Jr. L. A. Neumeier, and TJ. . 
| 5Copper Development Association Inc. Annual Data "Keefe. Treatment Options for Carbon Steel Electric 

1986, Copper Supply & Consumption 1965-1985. 1985, 20 Furnace Dust. Paper in Proceedings of 43d Electric Fur- 
pp. ere nace Conf. Iron and Steel Soc. of AIME, Atlanta, GA, 1985, 

®International Lead and Zinc Study Group. Lead and PP: 167-182. So ; 
Zine Statistics. V. 26, No. 6, June 1986, p. 40. ; . 7Radtke, S. F. Promising New Zn-Al Alloy Quench 

| Metals Week. MG May Switch From US-Dollar-Based Coating Process for Steel Undergoing Production Trials. | 
Pricing. V. 56, No. 50, Dec. 23, 1985, p.1. Ind. Heat., No. 9, Sept. 1985, pp. 21-24. . 

®Mining Magazine (London). Mount Isa Mine and the 187inc Development Association. Zinc Abstracts. V. 43,. 
. Hilton Project. V. 37, No. 11, Nov. 1985, pp. 421-433. Nos. 1-4, 1985, 466 pp. a 

*Schultze, L. E.,-and D. J. Bauer. Recovering Zinc-Lead 19International Lead Zinc Research Organization. ILZ- 
Sulfide From a Geothermal Brine. BuMines RI 8922, 1985, RO Annual Review 1985. 13 pp. . 

| a Table 3.—Mine production of recoverable | oo 
zinc in the United States, by month a | | 

CO Month 1984 - 1985 | 

oe — ganuary_.-----___-___--__ 28,081 20,500 , 
February _..______..------ 24,804 = 22,722 . 

. : March _ = 26,627 24,527 
April. _-_~.--_---_-__--~- 21,607 18,552 

a May ____-__~~--~-~_-_~-_-~ 23,294 19,694 a 
. a June. --__------------ 19,749 19,366 

| ee Syly DIT TTT TTT TTT TTTTTTT  20}5a8 —14)459 7 7 
| August _____________-__-_ 16751 14,781 

September ____________-__ 14,927 15,458 . 
October ____ ~~~ ~~---__ 21,260 19,926 
November_ —___—~_.--------~-- 21,169 16,958 _ a 

. December ____~_-.----__--~ 19,021 19,602 | 

: : . Total______--__------_ 252,768 226,545 | 

Table 4.—Mine production of recoverable zinc in the United States, by State 
(Metric tons) 

_ State 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 

Arizona____ $$ --___~_~~-~~-~-~-~-~-~-~~-~_-~- 138 _— _- —- _- 
California. .._§.______-~--__--~-~---~----~-~ WwW _- -- _- _- 
Colorado _. ~~ ___ ~~~ ee WwW WwW WwW WwW WwW 
Idaho __ ~~~ ~_~__~_~--~-~~___~~___-_-_- WwW WwW WwW WwW Ww 
IHlinois __-_- _-. -____~---~~__~_-~--_-~-_ WwW WwW WwW WwW WwW 
Kentucky_________-__--_-__-_________ W W W W W 
Missouri __________--_~~_ ~~ ~~ ~-__- 52,904 63,680 57,044 45,458 49,340 
Montana _________~_-~--~-~-~~~__________ 25 WwW _- _- _- 
Nevada _________--~--~--~_-~-~_ ~~~ _- WwW _- _- _- _- 
New Jersey__________---~_~_____ i __ 16,198 16,800 16,475 WwW WwW 
New Mexico _________---~-~~-~___~_______ WwW __ __ -— _- 
New York_______._~_~_-~~-~~ ~~ 36,889 52,237 56,748 WwW WwW 
Pennsylvania _________--~~~-~~_________ 24,732 24,762 16,792 _- —_ 
Tennessee _____§_____~_~ ~~~ ~_________ 117,684 121,306 109,958 116,526 104,471 
Utah____ 1,576 _- _- W __ 
Virginia. ____~____~-_-----~_ Li ___- 9,731 — _— -- _- 

Total _-_-_-_____-~~_~_~-~~ ~~ 312,418 303,160 275,294 252,768 226,545 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included in “Total.”
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Table 5.—Production of zinc and lead in the United States in 1985, by State . and class of ore, from old tailings, etc., in terms of recoverable metals | 
(Metric tons) | oo ' 

Zinc ore _ Lead ore _ Zine-lead ore — eee re State Gross Gross Gross oo weight Zinc Lead weight Zinc Lead weight Zinc Lead (dry basis) (dry basis) (dry basis) 

Arizona. _ ____~ . -- -- -- _- -- ok -- ae -- Colorado _____ -- -- -- -- eek WwW WwW WwW Idaho _____ = _ -- -- — _~ oe — WwW W Ww Illinois _.__ ___ —— -- -- -_- -- _- -- -- -- Kentucky ____~ Ww WwW == _- _- —_ --- _- -- Missouri ______ -- me 6,433,706 49,340 371,008 _- -- -_ Montana — _ _ _ _— --+ -~ -- _~— (oe. -- —-- 2 ae -- Nevada _______ _- —e -- -- Oe -- _- _- New Jersey ____ Ww Ww -- -- a ee es -— New Mexico — _ _ _ -— -- -- se _e -- _- -_ — New York _____ WwW W if ~- -- —- -— -- -- Tennessee _ 2 _ _ Ww Ww WwW -- _— -- ~- OL _- 
Total _. ____ 4,261,858 161,580 © (4) 6,483,706 49,840 371,008 (*) * Q) (*) Percent of total . 7 zinc or lead _ XX ' 71 () XX 22 90 XX (4) @) 

. pper-zinc, copper-lead,. 23 copper-zinc-lead ores All other sources : Total _— Oe Grogs. Gross | Gross weight Zinc Lead weight Zinc Lead _—_— weight Zinc Lead (dry basis) a (dry basis) (dry basis) 

. Arizona. .____ —-- —- -- 51,010,198 _- 581 51,010,198 a 581 Colorado ______ _- _— -— 37,508 WwW 643 - ws. WwW Ww Idaho _____ __ a --_- __ Ww Ww WwW $901,337 © W 38,707 Illinois _______ _- _- -- _- Ww W (°) WwW Ww Kentucky _____ -- -- -- -- -- -- W Ww _- Missouri ______ -- _- -- ~— _- ~— 6,483,706 49,340 371,008 Montana _____ _ -- -_— -- 2,616,424 _- 846 2,616,424 _- 846 Nevada _______ _- _- _- 73 _- (4) 78 -_ «4 New Jersey ____ -_- ~- -- _- -- _- WwW Ww -- New Mexico _ _ _ _ _— -- _- WwW _— WwW W -- Ww New York _____ -- a -- _- ~—- oa WwW Ww Ww Tennessee _____ -— -- -- | WwW Ww -- 5,873,817 104,471 W 
Total __-___ oe -- . == 56,485,942 15,675 42,947 67,131,506 226,545 413,955 Percent of total ee ; zinc or lead _ XX LL. _. xx 7 10 XxX 100 100 — 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included in “Total.” XX Not applicable. 1Included with “All other sources” to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. Includes zinc and lead recovered from zinc-lead ores in Colorado and Idaho and lead from zinc ores in N ew York and Tennessee in order to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. Also includes zinc and lead recovered from copper, gold, gold-silver, and molybdenum ores; from fluorspar; and from mill tailings. : SExcludes tonnages of fluorspar in Dlinois from which zinc and lead were recovered as byproducts, and molybdenum ore in Idaho from which lead was recovered as a byproduct. 
“Less than 1/2 unit.
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| ‘Table 6.—Twenty-five leading zinc-producing mines in the United States in 1985, | 
oe ce inorder ofoutput  . / CO | 

. . - : ~ . . ‘ . 

Rank. Mine County and State Operator Source of zinc _ 

. 1 - Elwood-Gordonsville — — — Smith, TN ____~ Jersey Miniére Zinc Co _ ~~ Zincore. _ 
. 2 Buick __...___.___.._ Iron, MO _____-~ ‘AMAX Lead Co. of Missouri Lead ore. 

3 Balmat _______._.___. St. Lawrence, NY _ St. Joe Minerals Corp — ~~ -— Zinc ore. 
4 - Pierrepont _._. ~~ ___-do... ~~~ = ___.do ~~ +--+ Do. 
5 . Magmont_____- ___~- Iron, MO _____-- Cominco American '- Lead ore. 

| se oe . Incorporated. . 
6. Zinc Mine Works _ ~~ _— Jefferson, TN __ _ United States Steel Corp - — Zinc ore. . 

. 7 Sterling ___..______ Sussex, NJ __~—-— The New Jersey Zinc Co. Inc Do. 
. 8 Young____-__-____ Jefferson, TN _—— ASARCO Incorporated -~~— Do. .. 

9 Leadville unit _______ Lake, CO ______ ___-do ______..---.  Lead-zincore. 
. . 10 Beaver Creek. _ ~~ Jefferson, TN __ — Inspiration MinesInc __._. Zincore. 

1 New Market _...._.._..  —---do____--- ASARCO Incorporated ~~~ Do. . 
12 Immel___..._.._._.__. Knox,TN____-~  _-_-do ~.__~_~----- Do. . 

_ 18 Viburnum No. 29 __—__ Washington, MO _ St. Joe Minerals Corp — ~~ ~— Lead ore. CO 
(14 Lucky Friday. — _____~ Shoshone, ID_~_ — — Hecla Mining Co ___—_-~-~ Silver ore. 
15 Coy. Jefferson, TN ——— ASARCO Incorporated — —— Zincore. . 
16 Fletcher__.-._____. Reynolds,MO___ _—_— St. Joe Minerals Corp - —_~ Lead ore. ne 
17 Star-Morning —_____ Shoshone, ID_ — — — Star-Morning Mining Co _— Silver ore. 
18 Casteel.. 2 -____ Iron, MO ______ St. Joe Minerals Corp — ~~~ Lead ore. 
19 Rosiclare _________~ Hardin and Pope, Ozark-Mahoning Co ~---~ Fluorspar. - 

20 . Viburnum No. 28______ Tron, MO ______ St. Joe Minerals Corp ---- Lead ore. | | . 
21 . Copperhill _...._-_- Polk, TN __._._.. | Tennessee Chemical Co — ~~ Copper-zinc ore. 
22 Sunnyside ______~-~ San Juan,CO _._ Standard Metals Corp - _ _ -~ Gold ore. | 
23 Black Pine ____-___—_~ Granite, MT _ ——— Black Pine Mining Co __ — — Silver ore. 
24 West Fork ~. ~~. __ Reynolds, MO ~~~ ASARCO Incorporated _ ~~ Lead ore. . 
25 Clayton.._.-....-_.  Custer,ID __-_~~ Clayton Silver MinesInc -_ _ Silver ore. 

a Table 7.—Primary and redistilled secondary slab zinc produced in the United States _ 
Oo , (Metric tons) . 

. | 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 

: i ’ . . 

. From domestic ores _....._-__-~-_~-—~---~ 259,835 193,284 210,315 197,912 172,773 
. From foreign ores __ ____...------------ 86,728 34,892 25,379 55,220 68,204 

| Total _.___-__.-------_-_--_----- 346,563 228,176 235,694 253,132. 235,977 

Redistilled secondary: . ~ 
At primary smelters ____.-_____-------- 14,438 42,418 40,545 44,930 42,730 
At secondary smelters __.______...------ 35,754 31,870 28,845 33,183 $2,844 

Total _._____-__________-_______ 50,192 74,288 69,390  —- 78,113 15,574 

Grand total (excludes zinc recovered by | 
remelting). .__..._____..------~-' 396,755  - 302,464 305,084 $31,245 311,551 . 

| Table 8.—Distilled and electrolytic zinc, primary and secondary, produced in 
the United States, by grade | 

(Metric tons) 

a 
| Grade 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 

Special High ~~~ ~~ -~~~~~~~~~ 777777777 137,210 112,648 95,395 123,325 98,282 
igh ee 51,990 31,076 78,511 71,892 95,465 

Continuous Galvanizing _______________-----~-- 55,008 57,739 50,661 48,200 26,139 
Controlled Lead ..___.---_-----------_-~-~--~-- 38,660 7,612 10,231 9,384 20,952 
Prime Western ___-_-~----_--~----__----~----+- 113,887 93,389 70,286 18,444 70,713 

Total -. _-____-____-~-~-~-_-~_-~ ~~~ 396,755 302,464 305,084 331,245 311,551 
————_$
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Table 9.—Annual slab zinc capacity of primary zinc plants in the United States, 
on by type of plant and company | 

- | . . . Slab zinc capacity 

Type of plant andcompany ~ Plant location (metric tons) 
- : | 1984 1985 

Electrolytic: So 
AMAX Inc__ Sauget, IL ~-.._-_-______________. 76,000 76,000 
ASARCO Incorporated!___.._______. Corpus Christi, TX _...-_-_________ 104,000 104,000 
Bunker Ltd.? ~._-§__-_~_________ Kellogg, ID... 75 5 ee ee 103,000 __ 
Jersey Miniére Zinc Co ___§___§_______ Clarksville, TN ~_-__~.~9_~_-_-______ 82,000 $2,000 
St. Joe Resources Corp ____________ Bartlesville, OK ~~. ~_~_________ 51,000 51,000 

Electrothermic: 
St. Joe Resources Corp eee ee Monaca, PA ____ 91,000 91,000 
nnn nn ree Nene ee enn 

1Zinc plant reopened in May 1984 closed indefinitely in Apr. 1985. 
Zinc plant closed in Dec. 1981, permanently closed in 1985. 

| Table 10.—Secondary slab zinc plant capacity in the United States, by company | 

Capacity 
Company ~ Plant location (metric tons) 

| | 1984 «1985 

ARCO AlloysCorp______.____..__-_ Detroit, MIL__________________ a / 
W. J. Bullock Inc___§_§_>_ ~~ Fairfield, AL____~§_-§_§____~~___ ue - 
T. L. Diamond & Co. Inc. -§_-- /§ ~§ Spelter, WV _~_______ . 
Gulf Reduction Corp____.._...___-__ ° Houston, TX__________________ — 
Hugo Neu-Proler Co_______________ Terminal Island, CA ___§__~ ~~ _~9____ 
Huron Valley Steel Corp ____._§_.._-_____ Belleville, MI _-_.____.2 22 ____ 95,000 95,000 
Interamerican Zinc Co ______________ Adrian, MI___ LC 
The New Jersey Zinc Co. Inc___-§_-_._____ Palmerton, PA ~~~ ~__~_~______ mo 
Pacific Smelting Co _..___._._._____.___ Torrance,CA ___~_____~_~_~ eee 
Do. ___ ~~ Memphis, TN .__~______________ 

Prolerized Schiabo NeuCo____________ Jersey City, NJ _________________ | | 
rr i rr ssi sree penmnestegtessnesnsn ! . 

| | 

| | , | | 
Table 11.—Stocks and consumption of new and old zinc scrap in the United States | 

: | in 1985, by class of consumer and type of scrap | | 
. a (Metric tons, zinc content) . | 

| a 
' 

. : Co ti 1 

Class of consumer and Stocks, Receipts ———— name 0n Stocks, | 
| ‘type ofscrap _ Jan. 1 erp New Old Total Dec. 31 : 

scrap scrap . | —-— | 

Smelters and distillers: | : | 
New clippings .__.§__-____.__________ 27 779 650 | _— 650 156 
Old zinc. 5 LLL 400 1,128 —_— 1,400 . 1,400 128 
.Remelt zine ~~~ »§ 5 ee 135 6,630 6,635 _— 6,635 130 
Engraver s plates — - -—-—-~----~--~-- WwW 583 —_ 585 585 W 

Rod and die scrap__________________ 992 2,256 _— 2,305 2,305 943 
Diecastings _______.~_____________ 1,586 11,090 -- 11,513 11,513 1,163 
Fragmentized diecastings_____________ WwW 27,668 __ 27,711 27,711 Ww 
Remelt die-cast slab _.._____________ 642 8,662 __ 8,800 8,800 504 
Skimmings and ashes _______________ 32,904 72,370 79,626 —- 79,626 25,648 
Sal skimmings ___________________ Ww 2,651 2,670 -— 2,670 WwW 
Die-cast skimmings.________________ 2,011 5,968 7,134 — 7,134 845 
Galvanizer’s dross __-_§_§_-§____________ 8,016 44,061 42,151 _— 42,151 9,926 
Flue dust. ~~~ 3,235 4,792 4,915 — 4,915 3,112 
Chemical residues ___-._-§_-§_§__________ Ww WwW WwW _- WwW WwW ! 
Other _____~_.~_~_ W 589 652 -- 652 WwW | 

Total.______._--___-____--__ 58,581 190,522 «145,777 -s«52,314 +=—«-'198,091 «46,012 : 
Chemical plants, foundries, other manufacturers: 

Old zinc. LLL WwW WwW WwW W W Ww 
Diecastings ______.-______________ W WwW WwW WwW Ww Ww 
Skimmings and ashes _______________ Ww 4,631 4,474 — 4,474 WwW 
Sal skimmings ___________________ WwW 2,863 2,359 __ 2,359 WwW 
Galvanizer’s dross _________________ WwW Ww Ww WwW WwW WwW 
Flue dust____-___~_________~_______ Ww 11,832 11,503 __ 11,503 WwW 

: Chemical residues ______§___________ WwW Ww Ww Ww WwW WwW 
Other __-_-___--~-~ ~~~ Ww WwW WwW Ww Ww Ww 

Total. __-_-_-_-___~~______-____ 2,835 21,354 20,005 359 20,364 3,825 

Grand Total __________________ 56,416 211,876 165,782 52,673. 218,455. 49,837 
SS Ree st pS reser ir srs ESSN: 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included in “Total.”
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| | Table 12.—Production of zinc products from zinc-base scrap in the United States 
| (Metric tons) ; . 

| a ] Product | 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 

Redistilled slab zinc _____________________-_-___ 50,192 74,288 +©=-69,390 «78,118 «75,574 
| Zinc dust _..._.-_______-_______._.__------__ 39,626 25,296 34,7738 40,697 36.899 

Remelt zine ~~ 2 ee 195 69 66 71 -- 
Remelt die-cast slab ~~. ~--_~___~-------__ 6,722 3,905 3,109 3,380 3,059 
Zinc die and diecasting alloys. ________..___--------- 6,902 5,366 6,535 6,112 © 5,667 — 
Galvanizing stocks ___._._______--~-~---~--~-----+-~-- 2,612 2,507 2,801 - 2,368 Ww 
Secondary zinc in chemical products __..______----~-~ ~~ 62,557 61,827 59,085 "66,221 55,808 

"Revised. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. , 

- Table 13.—Zinc recovered from scrap processed in the United States, by kind of scrap | 
| : | and form of recovery | 

oO a _ (Metric tons) : 

| : _ _ 1984 1985 

I KIND OF SCRAP | | | 
Newscrap: 

Zincbase ____._______________________ 182,976 165,461 
=. | Copper-base _.._______________ 134,699 125,173 

. Magnesium-base_ $$. ee ‘130 68 | 

| | Total _..___.____-_-_-_-_-------------------------------- 317,805 290,702 

Old scrap: | | | KS 
Zincbase ________________-_=_-__-_-_------ 55,447 ~ 51,788 

--  Copper-base ____ ~~ ee 24,763 22,016 
. - Aluminum-base _ 22222 ee 334 294 

Magnesium-base_ — _ . ._..__.-.---..----~---------------------- 220 «| - 214 

- ‘Total _----------------------_------------------------- 80,764. 14,312 

- Grand total _.-_________-______________-- ee 398,569 365,014 

| | | FORM OF RECOVERY : | 
As metal: : 7 

- By distillation: . - 
Slab zinc! 5 78,113 75,574 

7 Zinc dust____________________________-__ 40,697 36,899 
By remelting __ _______________-____-__~_-- ee 2,438 1,112 

| I 121,248 113,585 

In zinc-base alloys_______.~__~ ~~ 9,492 8,726. 
In brass and bronze _ ____._...--.1-------..----~---~~~--~---------- F200,792 186,281 
In aluminum-base alloys_________________~__~~~__ ~~ 466 332 
In magnesium-base alloys __________._~_-------~~~~~~~~_ ~~ eC 350 282 
In chemical products: 

Zinc oxide (lead free) _.__._____.-_-_---~_-__-~~- Le 40,072 32,036 
Zinc sulfate. $9922 LL 13,687 15,506 
Zinc chloride _______/_/_-/__/-_--_--_-_~ ~~ eee 12,398 - 9,841 

- Miscellaneous ____ 9. __ ek 64 425 

Total _.-______________ 277,321 251,429 

. Grand total __._________~ ee 398,569 365,014 

"Revised. 
1Includes zinc content of redistilled slab made from remelt die-cast slab. 

Table 14.—U:S. production of zinc dust? | 

. Value 
Quantity ———__________—_- 

Year (metric Total Average 
. tons) (thou- per 

sands) pound 

1981_________ 43,734 $53,801 $0.558 
1982_________ 37,516 49,327 596 
1983_________ 40,508 45,849 513 
1984_________ 46,487 67,846 662 

| 1985_________ 29,542 37,128 570 

1Does not include zinc dust produced for internal plant 
use.
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| Table 15.—U.S. consumption of zinc | : 
(Metric tons) . 

: . 1981 1982 1983. 1984 1985 
Slab zinc reported_____ ___ —----e 840,875 709,491 805,891 848,903 764,752 Ores and concentrates (zinc content)! ____ 60,643 35,515 38,287 47,637 42,284 Secondary (zinc content)?___ _ meee 287,851 208,105 276,370 318,018 288,328 SS 

IS 288,828 Total_-e-2 ~ eee 1,189,369 953,111 1,120,548 1,214,558 1,095,364 
| "Includes ore used directly in galvanizing. 

: oe "Excludes redistilled slab and remelt zinc. 
oo 

‘Table 16.—U.S. reported consumption of slab zinc in 1 985, by industry and grade 
(Metric tons) | 

_ Special igh Continuous Controlled Prime ‘Industry igh Grae GaGamiZ7® LeadGrade Western Remelt —Total 
Galvanizi ~—— _ -o_e - 69,807 65,884 37,109 25,036 161,776 1,741 361,353 
Zinc-base alloys wee 216,864 1,428 _- _~— 21 _— 218,313 
Brass andbronze _______ 43,897 17,679 22 129 12,409 3,784 77,920 
Rolledzinc______ 33,889 _— _- 14,131 a -~ . 48,020 

_ @incoxide.__--_ = 39,183 479 _— _~_ __ _— 39,662 
Other -------- Le ~ 16,912 1,939 | _— 633 _— 19,484 Total_._-_________ 420,552 87,409 37,131 39,296 174,889 5,525 764,752 

a Table 17.—U.S. consumption of slab zinc, by industry and product —_ . 
(Metric tons) 

—— Industry and product 1981 ~ 1982 1988 1984-1986 
Galvanizing: | | | ae Sheet andstrip____ | ~~ eee 248,006 204,519 230,541 222,872 226,489 Wire and wire rope --- 22,119 17,180 18,328 18,430 14,437 Tubesand pipe_____ meee 39,418 34,322 34,907 39,463 27,580 Fittings (for tubes and pipe)____ 6,369 5,707 5,990 4,446 3,830 Tanks and containers_.____ —- eee 5,781 6,507 4,195. 4,044 5,442 Structural shapes___-____ a 33,667 28,816 29,822 35,494 31,444. 

Fasteners __-____ = 3,693 2,898 2,614 | 2518 6,411 
Pole-line hardware ______ meee 3,788 2,955 3,013 3,326 3,755 Fencing, wire cloth, netting... = 17,722 17,330 15,916 12,644 13,319 Other and unspecified uses.__ wee 30,484 21,810 27,853 32,386 28,646 28,646 | Total _-_-__._ meee 411,047 342,044 373,179 375,623 361,353 oO OL 0S Brass and bronze products: 

Sheet, strip, Plate __-______ -- 42,006 31,718 43,083 55,583 30,487 Rod and wire________ 36,639 26,551 32,387 84,231 17,814 . 
Tubes meee 

6,440 3,465 4,058  ~ 4,750 2,705 Castings and billets_____—_ —---L 2,880 2,211 7,499 9,726 12,183 
Copper-base ingots___._.______ -_- 20,167 13,278 16,405 19,446 13,986 Other copper-base products ____ Hee 4,854 3,915 4,503 1,858 745 HS Total. eee 112,986 81,138 107,935 125,594 77,920 ———_—_—_— 0094 77,920 Zinc-base alloys: 
Diecasting alloys______—__ me L 234,957 191,607 204,820 216,306 205,388 Dies and rod alloys - eee _— —_ __ 1,666 2,552 Slush and sand-casting alloys______ ~- 8,408 6,147 8,071 14,660 10,373 10,878 Total_________. nee 243,365 197,754 212,891 232,682 218,313 Rolled zinc?________ 

23,156 37,168 56,291 56,886 48,020 
Zinc oxide_________ TT 25,657 32,374 36,201 37,038 39,662 ——————_—_—_——— E088 89,662 Other: 

Light-metal alloys_________ meee 8,183 8,326 12,538 14,922 15,204 Miscellaneous?.___________ 16,481 10,687 6,856 6,208 4,280 4,280 Total wae ee 24,664 19,013 19,394 21,1380 19,484 ——_—_— rr 19,484 Grandtotal _________ | a 840,875 709,491 805,891 848,903 764,752 
lIncludes zinc used in penny production. 
"Includes zinc used in making zinc dust, wet batteries, desilverizing lead, powder, alloys, chemicals, castings, and miscellaneous uses not elsewhere mentioned.
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Table 18.—U.S. consumption of slab zinc in 1985, by State 

n . . ' (Metric tons) 

ev nn E Eas 

: Galva- Brass Die- 

Alabama __.________--~------------ WwW. Ww -- a 19,336 

Arkansas __ —~___§____.—-~----------- Ww _. So W. WwW 

——- California __ _.../_____-------------- 27,771 1,060 -- 3,841 - 32,672 

Colorado___——~______----~---------- Ww _ Ww wi WwW 

Connecticut__—._§____._.------------ 2,853 5,030 WwW Ww 13,428 

Delaware ___--_____--_------~------- Ww _- -- __ Ww 

Florida____§_._______-~------------- Ww _- -- — WwW 

Georgia ____-____-_----~-~----------- Ww _- Ww _- 7,110 

 Hawaii_____.-_________-----~------ Ww _— _- _— WwW 

Illinois. ___-.-.______-__~----------- 53,425 13,301 24,111 11,926 102,763 

' Indiana ______________~-----~------ 68,522 Ww Ww Mf 84,719 

Iowa __._________-_-_---------~--- _- -- Ww WwW \ ee 

Kansas___________-___--------~---- _- _- Ww — Ww 

Kentucky ______.___--_------------- 16,550 _- _- 16,550 

Louisiana _____ ___-____..------------ Ww -— Ww _— 2,545 

Maine _____-______-.-~----~-------- Ww _- _- _ Ww 

Maryland ._---_-_---~-------------- 11,359 _- a _- 11,359 

Massachusetts _____-_..___-_~-~---~--- 2,481 WwW —_ WwW - 3,148 

Michigan _______--------—----~------ 602 Ww 50,985 WwW 55,744 

Minnesota. _______.____-_---------- 654 -- _- - 654 

- Mississippi _..__-__----------—-------- WwW ~- -- _. Ww 

'  WMissouri______.-__-_--------~------ WwW _- -- wi. 3,552 | 

Nebraska ______-_----~~------------- Ww = _- Ww 6,056 

New Jersey ___ __-___-----~-----~------ 1,518 WwW WwW W 9,320 

New York_______-_~-----—---------- 4,409 WwW 88,565 WwW 113,749 

North Carolina_ __ —___---~----------- WwW -- Ww -- Ww 

Ohio __.__.____------------~-~------ 34,257 Ww 32,574 WwW 76,754 

Oklahoma_— ——----~---------------- WwW -- _- Ww 3,118 

Oregon_.—____-------------------- WwW oe WwW WwW 1,353 . 

Pennsylvania... __-___--~------------ 47,466 6,263 WwW Ww 80,102 

South Carolina. _.__..-._+-~---------- WwW _- -- _- Ww 

Tennessee... ___ ___ ____-__-_~----~----- 838 a WwW W 48,234 

Texas __..-__--_____--~------~------ 10,556 _- - W Ww 10,715 - 

irginla_——~_-—-—--—--~—--~-—-—-—-—------- 
-- ’ me 

Washington. ___.._____-------------- WwW -- -- WwW 1,906 

West Virginia _____-_--------------- Ww _- _- Ww 22,310 

Wisconsin __ .______--~-------------. 725 757 Ww WwW 7,917 

Undistributed __________-------~----- 75,625 47;123 22,080 91,400 19,502 

Total* __-__.§ ___.________----------- 359,611 74,134 218,315 107,167 759,227 

nn 
ne 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Total” and “Undistributed.” 

. 1Jncludes brass mills, brass ingot makers, and brass foundries. 

2Includes producers of zinc-base alloys for diecastings, stamping dies, and rods. 

3Includes slab zinc used in rolled zinc products and in zinc oxide. 

“Excludes remelt zinc. 

Table 19.—Rolled zinc produced and quantity available for consumption | 
in the United States 

(Metric tons) . 

1984 1985 

Production!___._.______________-~--~--_------------------------- 55,633 46,641 

Exports __________------------~------------------------------ 975 716 

Imports __________------------------------------------------ 850 943 

Available for consumption_______-----------~-----------~----------- 52,343 48,119 

ee 

1Figures represent net production. In addition, 40,855 tons in 1984 and 37,755 tons in 1985 were rerolled from scrap 

originating in fabricating plants operating in connection with zinc-rolling mills. Includes other plate over 0.375 inc 

thick, sheet zinc less than 0.375 inch thick, and rod and wire. The Bureau of Mines is not at liberty to publish separately.
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Table 20.—Production and shipments of zinc pigments and compounds? in the | United States 
(Metric tons) 

1984 1985 | 
Produc- Shipments Produ c Shipments 

Zinc oxide Tate een ee 150,623 146,918 137,382 136,129 
Zinc sulfate poo ------- 87,408 = 37,112 42,316 42,509 Zine chloride? _______ _ 25,664 . 26,705 20,546 20,041 

Excludes leaded zinc oxide and lithopone. "Includes zinc content of zinc ammonium chloride. 

Table 21.—Zinc content of zine pigments! and compounds produced by . domestic manufacturers, by source oO 
(Metric tons) 

| 1984 | 1985 . Zinc in pigments and com- Zinc in pigments and com- . 
- pounds produced from— Total pounds produced from—. Total 
Le SESE oO ee Slab —_ Secon Slab Secondary . a Ore zinc arene d Ore zinc material 

Zinc oxide _______ | 43,450 37,038 40,07 2 120,560 38,168 39,662 32,036 109,866 
Zinc sulfate _____ WwW __ 15,150 15,150 Ww ssi; 188 17,188 | 
Zinc chloride? ________ __ __ "12,458 712,453 _- __ 9,782 9,782 
 FRevised. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Secondary material.” ~ 1Excludes leaded zinc oxide, zinc sulfide, and lithopone. . "Includes zinc content of zinc ammonium chloride. 7 . 

| Table 22.—Distribution of zinc oxide shipments, by industry 
- (Metric tons) . 

Industry : 1981 1982 1988 1984 1985 | 
Agriculture. == 

, 7,328 3,929 2.569 2,380 2,575 
Ceramics mee 

7,822 5,215 5,987 7,472 7,283 
Chemicals ~-------- 22 20,561 19,432: 19,217 23,611 22,466 Paints __________ Trt 12,346 9,283 9,716 8,117 8,215 
Photocopying ware ee 10,308 9,516 .10,239 9,246 8,323 
Rubber ~-- = 5-28 69,364 — 62,923 67,971 79,390 71,552 Other oa ----- ++ 8 21,222 17,136 19,355 16,702 15,715 —— L602 15,715 Total == 

148,951 127,484 185,054 146,918 136,129 

Table 23.—Distribution of zinc sulfate shipments 
| _ (Metric tons) 

Year 
Agriculture Other Total 

1 
29,882 9,040 38,922 

1983-- ~~ ---__-_ 0 T TTT rrr rrr 29,378 5,613 34,986 
lege” 777-7 ------------ = TTT TTT 28,162 8,950 37,112 
1985- ~~ ~~ --~------ 2 (DDD I TIT T ITI iar rrr rrr 33,786 8,723 42,509 

Table 24.—Stocks of slab zinc in the United States, December 31 
_ (Metric tons) 

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 
Primary producers____-- === 

41,124 30,381 20,750 42,025 29,030 
Secondary producers ___ TTT TTT 3,540 3,831 3,149 4,303 3,389 Consumers ______ rrr 81,917 77,565 89,041 72,506 58,923 
Merchants __________ 077 T TTT TTT TTT tT 7T 68,773 — 47,397 35,199 18,792 27,163 9 27,168 Total Totten 

195,354 159,174 148,139 187,626 118,505
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a able 25.—Consumer stocks of slab zinc at plants in the United States, : 

‘December 31, by grade | | | 

mo . (Metric tons) _ ios 

a 

Special : Continuous : oe 

Year ich «=, High Galvanizing Controlled = Frime = Remelt — Total 
- Grade Grade Grade _ Lead Grade Western | 

1984... --_------~-_-.- 40,296 6,310 3,963 2,284 19,437 216 72,506 

1985_ _..--—-----~--- 32,485 5,757 941 2,187 17,416 137 58,923 

Table 26.—Average monthly U.S., LME,! and European producer prices for 

| _ Prime Western zinc and equivalent ' - 

a (Metallic zinc, cents per pound) Oe 

| A 88 
Month United LME European United LME European | 

_ _ States? cash producer States? cash § producer 

January We ee eee 49.22, 4341 44.45 42.94 39.20 40.82 - | 

February _-—-----~----------------- | 50.61. 45.26 47.63 42.65 40.14 40.82 

March. ________-----~-~-~_-~--------- 51.07 47.16 47.63 48.20 | 41.70 41.90 

April ~ oe eee ee ee e -- - 51.90 45.52 49.44 44.88 42.14 43.54 

ay .__---_----------------------- 52.77 45.38 -. 49.44 45.12 39.87 42.99 _ 

June_________-------------------- 52.45 42.67 48.90 43.73 3656 . 4048 | 

July ____-___---------------------- 49.52 . 88.70 45.34 41.44 34.70 38.06 - 

August _________------------------ 47.85 37.81 44.91 39.84 33.29 37.14 

September _ __ -_---~---~------------ 46.42 39.31 43.12 37.86 31.24 35.38 

October _______..---~-----+---------- 44,19 38.09 40.64 35.76 28.62 33.53 

November _______------------------- 48.60 | 38.67 40.82 33.36 - 27.06 30.10 

December _______-=------~---------- 43.62 38.87 40.82 33.61 - 31.05 30.56 

Average__.-__------------------- 48.60 40.46 45.30 40.37 36.28 87.94 

1London Metal Exchange. - 
2Based on High Grade zincdelivered. = . - | 

Source: Metals Week. a . 

| Table 27.—U.S. exports of zinc and zinc alloys, by country. — | 

| 988 
| Country Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 

(metric (thou- (metric (thou- (metric (thou- 

tons) sands) tons) sands) tons) sands) | 

Unwrought zinc and zinc alloys: i 

Australia.___.____-_----- 12 $46 (7) $2 _- _- 

Belgium-Luxembourg - - — — - —- (4) 2 (*) 1 20 $22 

Canada______._-------- 416 762 88 222 432 925 

Chile ________-_-__--~---- 3 57 398 419 501 451 

Costa Rica __ _.__-------- . 12 21 5 12 7 9 

Egypt_____-------.---- —_ _- 1 4 255 250 

Germany, Federal Republic of — — 1 2 16 35 21 18 

Ghana __._.---~-------- -- _- _- -- 26 26 

India __________------~ -- _- -- _- 48 62 

Israel ______. __ _--------- _- _- 1 3 25 56 

Japan. _____-__--------- 28 76 166 220 37 13 

Korea, Republic of ____--—--- 15 56 108 96 87 98 

Mexico ____.-_-_--~------ 4 17 73 137 19 207 

Netherlands _—_—--------- __ __ (*) 1 27 67 

Panama ____—---------- 10 17 40 63 5 9 

Saudi Arabia ____---~---- 108 217 6 14 1 2 

Singapore _____--------- 40 131 2 4 18 30 

Spain __ __--_----------- -- _- 22 24 

Switzerland _____--~------ 72 377 2 6 1 1 

Taiwan _______--~-~------ 288 260 361 332 618 463 

United Kingdom ~~~ -—------ 41 181 8 34 12 40 

Venezuela ___-_--~------- 4 14 2 4 20 63 

Other? _________------- . 35 T99 F4g 7165 11 54 

Total ____-~--------- 1,089 2,395 1,348 1,798 2,251 2,926 

eee 

Wrought zinc and zinc alloys: 
Argentina __------------ 17 38 19 58 17 47 
Australia. _____--------- 8 26 6 13 1 2 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 27.—U.S. exports of zinc and zinc alloys, by country —Continued 

~ 1983 . 1984 1985 

Country Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value . 
. (metric (thou- (metric (thou- (metric (thou- 

oo tons) sands) tons) sands) tons) sands) er raf apn pepe re, pps en , 

Wrought zinc and zinc alloys — | 
- Continued - 

‘Bahamas_______________ 8 $12 46 $53 41 $52 
--. Belgium-Luxembourg ___—___ 2 14 1 6 -- ee 

Brazil_.~§~~~ ~~ _______ -- _- 37 71 _- -— 
Canada________ 1,221 1,762 769 1,571 1,379 2,085 
Chile ~._-_-____~_________ 3 4 __ _- 11 80 
Colombia. _~.._~__-_______ 14 42 24 56 13 56 

'. Dominican Republic ________ 9 10 8 29 1l 45 
Ecuador ___~__~ = 9 30 12. — 35 20  4i 

: Egypt __.-~____________ 11 25 1 4 6 17 
E] Salvador _.___________ ~ 12 ~—- 36 3 14 6 18 
France __-______________ 5 9 4 6 23 _ 69 
Guyana —--~—~~-~--~-~-- 5 . 11 5 9 4 11 
India ~-_-_~_____________ 9 . 22 ~ 49 21 — __ 
Italy. ~~~ LL _— _~ 1 3 _- -- 

~ Japan___ 39 55 15 25 9 24 
Korea, Republic of _________ @) - . 1 (7) 2 14 34 

_ Leeward and Windward Islands _ 25 22 43 33 1 1 
Libya ~~ 2 119 340 1 1 3 7 . 
Mexico __ ~~~ __~§_~§__~__ 147 395 387 932 397 821 
Netherlands Antilles _-______ 2 16 19 23 6 4 

' Nicaragua ~~~. 25 42 4 14 . _- -- 
Pakistan ________~_______ 3 . 8 1 . 4 _— _- 
Panama _____~___~______ 1 3 4 10 20 41 

. Philippines -___________- 34 108 12 33 3 9 
Saudi Arabia __~_§_________ 28 . 42 9 16 — — 2 24 
Singapore _.____________ | 4 20 8 15 1 a | 

. South Africa, Republic of ____— 13 42 95 203 11 26 
Suriname ______________ -— -- -_ _- 8 21 . 

’ Switzerland _______~______ _— =~ 46 130 17 63 
Taiwan ~~~ __ - 42 123 92. 177 34 83 
Trinidad and Tobago. ______— -- _— 15 42 27 35 
United Kingdom __________ 90 218 33 142 48 41 
Venezuela. ~_-_-___ 5 12 4 21 33 182 
Zimbabwe ____.~_________ _— —_— . 36 . 79 _- -— 
Other? __-_-__ 63 7287 41 101 44 131 

Total... _____ _____ 2,003 «8,805 1,815 3,947 _ 2,210 4,071 
ee _ 

iLess than 1/2 unit. oo 
*Includes Argentina, Barbados, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, France, Guatemala, Honduras, Hong Kong, 

Italy, Leeward and Windward Islands, Libya, Netherlands Antilles, New Zealand, Peru, Philippines, the Republic of , 
South Africa, and the United Arab Emirates. 

“Includes Austria, Belize, Bermuda, China, Costa Rica, Denmark, Finland, French Guiana, the Federal Republic of 
Germany, Ghana, Guatemala, Hong Kong, Iran, Israel, Jamaica, Kuwait, Morocco, the Netherlands, New Zealand, 
Norway, Peru, Portugal, Qatar, Somalia, Sri Lanka, Turkey, the United Arab Emirates, and Uruguay. 

_ Source: Bureau of the Census. . a | 

| Table 28.—U.S. exports of zinc 

| and Blocks, pigs, — ete. = 

concentrates nwroug) a Year Unwrought alloys 

. Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 
(metric (thou- (metric (thou- (metric (thou- 
tons) sands) tons) sands) tons) sands) i
 

1988 _-- 60,168 $22,868 427 $801 662 $1,594 
1984 __-_ 30,579 13,353 760 975 588 823 
1985 -- 23,264 8,216 1,011 "1,525 1,240 1,402 

Wrought zinc and zinc allo 

Sheets es Anglen bars Waste and scrap 1 de 9 ’ 2 te t stripe pipes, ete. (zinc content) (blue powder) 

Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value Quanti Value 
(metric (thou- (metric (thou- (metric (thou- trie (thou- 
tons) sands) tons) sands) tons) sands) tons) sands) . nr EE) 

1988 _.. ~~ ~~ LL ‘ 957 $2,142 1,046 $1,663 28,255 $15,389 1,914 $3,000 
1984 ______ LL 975 2,421 840 1,526 39,146 20,360 2,988 3,511 
1985 ~~~ LLL 7716 1,973 1,434 2,098 48,947 19,600 2,037 2,480 —— 

Source: Bureau of the Census.
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| : _ Table 29.—U.S. exports of zinc ores and concentrates, by country po oe 
_ @inc content) oO 

a _ 1984 oo 1985 . 

| | _ Country. Quantity Value — - Quantity Value (metric “al “ (metric ; | | “ tons) (thousands) tons) (thousands) - 
TS SS SSS SS a Ps Se ih sh PP ie yn . 

Bulgaria _________---_~_ ee _ tt” 3,028 $1,801 __ -- . Canada __ ~~ 19,102 8,360 6,141 $3,226 ; 
France _______~~_.~---_~ 2 -- Fo 3,793 426 
Germany, Federal Republicof _..____._______ —- _- 1,948 683 . 
India____~ 2 20 13 — -— 
Israel __. 2 ne ao 2 4 
Italy _________ _- ae 5,275 2,338 

_ dJamaica__ eee 38 56 _- —— 
Japan __-____ -- _- 6,043 - 1,519 : Korea, Republicof ~..--- 2 = 33 . 19 — ce 
‘Mexico --__-__~ 2 2,574 . 866 _ -- 
Sweden _______- 1 3 — Oe, 
Taiwan __-____ ~~ 5 _- —— 62 20 
USS.R ~~ LL — -&,783 2,235 -- -- 

Total —. ee 30,579 13,353 28,264 8,216 

Source: Bureau of the Census. ~ / . 

Table 30.—U.S. general imports of zinc, by country | | 
ee LL AAT CC a PSS rt SS 

. | : 1983. 1984 1985 

Country . Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 
. . (metric '(thou- (metric (thou- (metric. (thou- . 

. . tons) sands) tons) sands) ‘tons) .. sands) . 

ORES AND CONCENTRATES . 
(zinc content) : " ° 

Australia. $$. ~~ > 2,261 $1,113 2,577 $1,264 (2,984 $819 
Canada_____~~ ~~ 18,715 3,370 34,717 14,631 47,200 18,351 
Chile _---_-_-_ 27 15 -- -- -- -- 
Germany, Federal Republic of _ _ _ _ 6,552 1,067 _- _- -- -— 
Honduras ____- ~§ 2 »§ 12,632 3,920 10,352 4,365 14,302 4,175 
Mexico --_..~~--._________- 17,887 4,518 20,125 6,650 — 12,988 4,232 
Peru __-__~____—__ 9,136 3,208 17,610 7,100 13,402 — 4,970 
South Africa, Republic of _______ -- —_— 10,186 2,633 473 1,963 
United Kingdom ___________. ~— -—- -- -- 92 64 

— Total ~~~ 62,210 17,211 95,567 36,643 91,391 § 34,574 
: : 

* 
_ BLOCKS, PIGS, OR SLABS! _ . 

Algeria__.__~._~.~~_______ 2,051 1,846 403 374 _- _- 
Argentina __...§ --§ -/ —_ _- _- _- 2,500 1,741 
Australia_ 2 ~~ 2222 30,537 23,331 23,188 23,292 29,610 26,482 
Austria____.-_~__________e 102 87. _- _- _— __ 
Belgium-Luxembourg _________ 5,820 3,787 3,366 2,750 1,000 802 
Brazil___~__~ ~~~ ~- -- 3,280 4,260 _- ~- 
Canada__________________ 307,156 263,145 340,380 351,715 383,618 326,388 
Congo_______~- 2 -- -_ 1,311 1,032 _- _- 
Finland____~_~_2~22_~__-_____ 25,402 20,614 15,953 16,197 19,601 16,832 
France _______.~ ~~~ ____ 8,932 6,858 _ 12,923 12,807 5,410 4,027 
Germany, Federal Republic of _ _ __ 29,675 23,645 27,930 27,543 - 11,991 11,937 
India __-_-_~ ~~~ _- _- 99 84 _- _- 
Italy___-_-_ 2 11,913 9,483 13,719 12,270 _- _- 
Japan_____ 2 _- _- 3,000 3,050 2,700 2,386 
Mexico _______.__-_-_____ 56,029 44,433 56,221 55,352 53,846 38,355 
Netherlands. _$___§_________ 21,544 16,546 17,296 16,284 13,053 10,293 
Netherlands Antilles _________ 100 85 _- _- —_ ~- Nigeria____________--____ 2,553 2,073 _- _- _- _- 
Norway__-.______---_.___ 9,197 7,277 13,348 12,790 10,822 8,975 
Panama _________________ _- _— -- ~- 13 13 
Peru ___-_-____ 45,318 34,729 34,025 32,117 36,326 29,104 
Poland ____________-_____ 917 1,082 600 607 652 491 
Saudi Arabia ____-__________ _- _- _- _- 39 25 South Africa, Republic of _._ __ __ 1,000 644 993 1,054 3,696 2,753 
Spain __-_-________~______ 18,728 14,453 16,907 16,476 17,058 13,370 Sweden__________________ 143 115 4,000 8,937 __ ~- Switzerland ______§_§________ _- _- 100 78 __ _- Taiwan. _- __ _— _- 6 q 
Tanzania_-________________ 370 261 173 173 __ _- 
United Kingdom ____________ 9,602 7,387 5,685 5,251 6,779 5,320 
Yemen (Sanaa) _.___________ 127 100 _- — _- a 

See footnotes at end of table.
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_ Table 30.—U.S. general imports of zine, by country —Continued 
— ~ 1983 1984 1985 | Country "Quantity ‘Value Quantity Value Quantity Value . wery Gmetrie (thou- (metric (thou- (metric (thou- — tons) sands) tons) . sands) tons) sands) 

_ BLOCKS, PIGS, OR SLABS! — 
Continued 

Yugoslavia... 1558 $1,247 2467 «$2.05. __ Zaire ~~ = 24,593 18,623 32,329 25,769 12,042 $8,597 Zambia ~~ _— -- 2,476 2,291 -- __ 
Total _-.-____ 2 613,367 501,851 632,172 629,804 610,762 507,898 

1 _— eae . oe e ‘ e e . 2 “In addition, in 1985, 332 tons of zinc anodes was imported from Australia, Canada, Denmark, India, Italy, Mexico, . Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, Taiwan, Thailand, and the United Kingdom. 

Source: Bureau of the Census. . 
! 

| . - Table 31.—U.S. imports for consumption of zinc, by country 
| } ~~ 1983 1984s 

| Co . Quantity Value Quantit: Value Quantity Value . untry (metric | (thou- (metric. (thou- (metric (thou- | : tons) sands) tons) sands) tons) sands) 

ORES AND CONCENTRATES 
(zinc content) . . Australia..._.2 28 858 $114 1,683 $307 1,936 $256 Canada___2 17,165 4,895 27,467 9,533 50,031 20,017 - Chile _-___-___.___ : 27 15 ee -- -__ _ Germany, Federal Republic of __ __ 6,552 1,067 a — — — Honduras —.-____-___ 11,709 2,965 10,118 4,102, 14,302 4,175 Mexico. 222 17,988 4,536 20,113 6,639 12,900 4,149 Peru ___.-.-___ 8,857 2,956 16,605 5,972 10,452 3,002 . South Africa, Republic of ______ _ a _- -- 10,186 2,633 473 - 1,963 United Kingdom ____________ oe -= -- -- 92 64 

Total ~~. 63,156 16,548 86,172 29,186 90,186 33,626 

: BLOCKS, PIGS, OR SLABS! . 
Algeria____-___________ 2,051 1,846 403 374 _. _- _ Argentina_________ — -— ~~ _— 2,500 1,741 Australia... 22 2 30,537 23,331 23,188 23,292 29,610 26,483 Austria_-.___________ 102 87 _- _— __ _— Belgium-Luxembourg __________ 5,820 - 3,787 3,366 2,750 1,000 302 Brazil__-___.-__-___ on ~— 3,280 4,260 --~ | _— Canada____ 2 307,156 263,145 340,490 351,836 383,618 326,388 _ Congo___ = -- 1,311 1,032 _- _- Finland-__- 2222 20,651 16,305 20,704 20,506 19,601 16,832 France ______._________ 8,982 6,858 12,923 12,807 5,410 4,027 - Germany, Federal Republic of ____ _ 29,675 23,645 27,930 27,543 —=§ 11,991 11,937 India ~~~. ee _. 99 84 -- -- Italy____ 11,913 9,483 18,719 12,270 oe _— Japan. 4,305 "8,425 3,000 3,050 2,700 2,386 Mexico ____~-_.2__ 59,568 46,706 58,416 57,058 53,984 38,460 Netherlands..__________ 21,544 | 16,546 17,296 16,284 13,053 10,293 Netherlands Antilles _.________ 100 85 _- —- -- -— Nigeria-_..______________ 2,558 2,073 —_ —_ oe —_ Norway___....___________ 9,966 7,847 13,348 12,790 10,822 8,975 Panama ___-________ -— -_-~ _— _- 13 12 Peru --_-~ 45,318 34,729 34,025 32,117 36,326 29,104 Poland ~___.___._________ 917 1,082 600 607 652 491 Saudi Arabia __.______ _- _- _- —- 39 25 South Africa, Republic of _______ 1,000 644 993 1,054 3,696 2,753 Spain_-__-- 18,978 14,691 16,907 16,476 17,058 13,370 Sweden_____________ . 143 115 4,000 3,937 _— _- Switzerland____________ -- -- 100 18 a __ Taiwan _-___________ —_ _- -- _- 6 7 
ni i om eee weer eee > 9 ? pool 6,7 9 Yemen (Sanaa). === = 127 100 _— __ — _— Yugoslavia__..._._.______ 1,558 1,247 2,467 2,251 —_ _- Zaire _____~___ 24,793 18,463 32,329 25,769 12,042 8,597 | Zambia ___~_-__~__________ -- -- 2,476 2,291 _ -- + 

ene nee 
\ Total _.-~__--~_________e 617,679 503,888 639,228 635,940 610,900 508,003 

1 ene ° ° ° . ° . 
In addition, in 1985, 332 tons of zinc anodes was imported from Australia, Canada, Denmark, India, Italy, Mexico, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, Taiwan, Thailand, and the United Kingdom. dia, Italy 

Source: Bureau of the Census.
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Table 32.—U.S. importsforconsumptionofzine 5 

‘Ores and concentrates Blocks, pigs, Sheets, plates, strips, Waste and | . 
(zinc content) ee slabs’. other forms . serap 

. Quantity ©. Value Quantity | Value | Quantity Value = Quantity Value 
Oe (metric (thou- ~~ (metric (thou- (metric §_ (thou- _—_ (metric (thou- 

a tons) sands) tons) — sands) tons) sands) tons) . sands) : 

1988 _ ~~ 63,156 - $16,548 617,679 $503,888 | 319 $426 — 3,900 $1,676. . 

1984___~______ 86,172 29,186 - 689,228 635,940 850 | 1,308 6,259 3,940 

. 1985. 90,186 33,626 610,900 508,003 3,559 2,157 3,247 1,848 

. _. Drogs and skimmings Zinc fume _ Dust,powder, 
(zinc content) . (zinc content) _  - flakes. Total ' 

- Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value __,, Value 
(metric (thou- (metric (thou- (metric | (thou- (thousands) 

7 tons) sands) tons) sands) tons) sands) ; 

1988... -—i(tsté‘~i SOB (C(i‘«‘« «DCS 631 $420 6,538 ($7,126 «Ss $588,298 
1984___-______ 5,027 3,161 314 171 7,572 9,505 683,211 
1985_________ 4,942 2,419 oe __ 8,681 10,781 559,434 

re erence eee SS 

1 oeengrought alloys of zinc were imported as follows, in metric tons: 1983—49 ($34,907); 1984—118 ($100,047); and 1985— | 

ari sation, ‘the value of manufactures of zine imported was as follows: 1983—$542,571; 1984—$926,981; and 1985— 

| Source: Bureau of the Census. . | | . a | . 

, Table 33.—U.S. imports for consumption of zinc pigments and compounds : 

- | 1984 1985 
. . Quantity Value Quantity -Value 

. ‘(metric (thou- (metric (thou- 
. on | ; tons) sands) tons) sands) 

| Zinc oxide______-_---------------------------- 85,741 «$85,516. -89,875 $85,122 
Zinc sulfide. _§_$_§$._-____.-_--_-_-~----~~~--~---_~~-~-+-+--~-— ; 982 #° 1,455 672 1,037 

Lithopone__________-~---------~---+---=------- | 1,455 193 1,108 620 . 
Zine chloride __ ____/___...--_-~-—-—-~-~—~--~-~---~-~--~--+-- 1,226 — 855 2,385 — 1,668 

Zinc sulfate____.______.----_~~--~~-~---~--~+~--~-~+---- + 2,855 1,574 ~ 3,615 © 2,049 

Zinc cyanide _________---_---~-~~---~------~------- 150 304 — 160 254 

Zinc hydrosulfite _.____.__-_-------------------- 288 4T7 142 227 

_ Zinc compounds, n.s.p.f__.—________----------------- 9,735 7,204 4,853 7,267 
re : 

Source: Bureau of the Census. | . | 

Table 34.—Zinc: World mine production (content of concentrate and direct shipping ore | 

- unless noted), by country’ | CO | - 

| . (Thousand metric tons) oe 
errr PSS SS SSS ls SS SS 

Country . ~ 1981 1982 1983 1984” 1985° 

Algeria __..-_____~-----~------------- ¥10.7 TYW1.1 12.1 | 14.6 12.0 
Argentina _________-____-----~----~----- | 35.2 36.4 36.6 35.9 36.0 
Australia ___.-_.-_-~-------+-~-+-----+--- 518.3 664.8 699.0 659.1 2734.0 
Austria __-______-~~~___ ~~~ 18.2 19.1 19.4 20.9 21.5 
Bolivia... _-__-__--~--~----_~-+----~----~- 47.0 45.7 47.1 37.8 . 41.0 
Brazil _.._-____-~--~~~-_~---------~---~--+- ™95.2 T110.6 118.6 103.2 110.0 

Bulgaria® __§___________--------------- 65.0 66.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 | 
Burma____—__--------~---+----------- 3.6 5.4 4.5 5.3 24.4 
Canada _________~-_~__-~~~ 1,096.0 1,036.1 1,069.7 1,207.1 1,175.0 
Chile____~§____~___-__~_ ee 1.5 5.7 6.0 19.2 - 18.0 

China®___._-_________-_~_~_~-~__~__ +e 160.0 160.0 160.0 - 160.0 190.0 
Colombia ________.—--~-~-~---~-~-~-~-~----~- 3 — _— _— ; 1.0 
Congo (Brazzaville)®*_______--------------- 3.0 3.0 3.0 ™2.8 _ 38.0 
Czechoslovakia_ _. _~___--_-_-------~-~---~--~-~-- T9.2 ™9.3 9.8 1.2 7.3 
Ecuador______________-~--~--~-~__.----- 1 ¥(3) °°) e1 1 
Finland ____________~-~~--~-~--~-~~~~-~-~-~--- 53.5 54.6 55.9 60.2 61.0 
France____________~-=------~---~-~----- 37.4 37.0 34.3 36.2 239.9 
Germany, Federal Republic of. _____._____----~- 110.7 105.8 118.5 113.0 117.8 
Greece___________--_---~-~----~-~~~---~---~ 27.0 20.4 21.3 €21.5 22.0 
Greenland __.______------------------ 19.7 80.0 73.1 71.3 270.4 
Guatemala __________-----~~-~-~-~--__-~- 3.0 1.0 _- —_ -- 
Honduras_________------------_~----- 16.2 24.6 38.0 41.5 744.0 
Hungary®._§ .§_-_-______-----------_---_- 1.3 1.5. 2.4 2.3 2.2 

See footnotes at end of table.
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| Table 34.—Zine: World mine production (content of concentrate and direct shipping ore 
unless noted), by country! —Continued 

- . . | _ (Thousand metric tons) 

Country 1981 1982 1983 1984” 1985° 

India_ ~~~. 29.1 29.1 40.4 44.3 244.3 
Tran =~ ~~~ °35.0 ©40.0 30.0 30.0 36.0 

. Ireland _.~_~-~~~-~ 120.3 167.2 186.0 206.1 192.0 Italy. 43.9 39.6 42.9 42.3 245.4 
Japan -~------~-----  - 242.0 251.4 255.7 252.7 2252.0 
Korea, North® __- = 140.0 140.0 140.0 140.0 160.0 
Korea, Republic of. ___.....-...._- ~~ =____ 56.2 58.2 56.0 49.2 44.8 
Mexico. ~~~ 2. 206.6 242.3 266.3 303.6 . 280.0 . 
Moroceo® ___ 2. 11.2 75 10.9 13.6 Namibia__________ == lD DLT IIIT TTT TT 29.6 €39.2 83.5 32.2 229.7 : 
Nigeria®_____--_-__...--._ ~~ 1 1 1 A 1 Norway ~~ ——-----------__-~__--__--_- 28.5 31.8 32.3 28.7 227.8 

| Peru ~~~ eee 498.9 507.1 576.4 558.5. 2588.6 Philippines___________________________ 5.3 3.0 2.3 22 19 
Poland_ __ ~~ 201.5 7183.5 189.0 190.7 187.0 Romania®____________________________ 50.0 45.0 45.0 44.0 43.0 . South Africa, Republic of. _____._.....-----_- 8T2 91.5 110.0 106.1 296.9 
Spain _____ ~~~ 182.0 167.0 167.7 230.4 2227.8 
Sweden ____ 180.9 185.0 202.9 205.9 2206.8 , Thailand ________.___--__--_________- __ oe ALA 15 Tunisia ____ ¥g9 "34 1.5 67 5.5 7 | Turkey _--__-___--__--- 30.8 "33.5 31.1 50.7 50.4 USSR® 800 800.0 805.0 810.0 810.0 oo 
United Kingdom_— ~~~. 2.22 ~~~ 10.9 10.2 8.9 — TB _ 254 
United States. _-_.--__.----- 1 343.0 326.5 296.7 277.5 2251.9 Vietnam® "6.5 6.0 70 70 5.0 
Yugoslaviat. 88.6 83.8 86.8 | 82.0 84.0 
Zaire. 63.3 82.1 16.2 74.3 74.0 .- Zambia __ LL IL TUTTI si 55.2 41.1 36.0 

Total. _-_-_---------__----_------. 59189 "61258 6,350.7. «6,563.8 => 6,656.0 

1Table includes data available through July 15, 1986. | 
Reported figure. | | | SLessthan 1/2unit. 7 
“Content in ore hoisted. | 

| Table 35.—Zinc: World smelter production, by country! 
/ (Thousand metric tons) | 

. . . . . - . 

| ~ Country : 1981 1982 1988 1984? 1985° 
A SCT SASS A i UPSD . 

Algeria, primary_—_—~-__---.-------..-~- *27.0 "28.5 31.2 35.0 31.20 
Argentina, primary _____~.2 ~~ = 26.8 28.9 32.0 31.0 31.0 

ee es SS se ES 

Australia: 
Primary* ____-_---_-§___ 295.9 291.4 298.5 301.9 288.4 , 
Secondary®_-__________. = 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 45 

primary and secondary ______________ . . . . . 
Belgium, primary and secondary ______§_§__§______ 234.7 228.3 262.6 270.7 277.0 oo ~—}CeCé PG pmnr———0——— 
prea mary 91.9 95.5 99.9 106.9 110.0 Secondary.__-------ULUUITTTTITTITTT 190 14.4 11.0 1.5 10.0 a 

Total ~~~ 110.9 109.9 110.9 114.4 120.0 
Bulgaria, primary and secondary® _____________ 90.0 90.0 90.0 90.0 90.0 
Canada, primary_—————~-5~~----~-~-----~ 618.6 511.9 617.0 683.2 3692.4 
China, primary and secondary®__.§_____________ 160.0 160.0 175.0 . 185.0 190.0 Czechoslovakia, undifferentiated. ____._________ 9.0 9.2 reg} reg] 9.2 
Finland, primary ___..........__________ 189.8 7155.0 155.3 158.8 $160.4 

SS SSS SS SSS SSSA 
ee a GP 

ce USGS S 

France: 
Primary® __.-________~______ 282.1 223.8 931.5 238.8 230.0 Secondary®_________________________ 25.0 20.0 18.0 20.0 17.0 OY 

Total ____________-__---_--______ 257.1 243.8 249.5 258.8 3247.0 
German Democratic Republic, primary and secondary® 16.0 17.0 16.5 17.0 16.0 aa hd —_———————x—X_—_—XXXX_ 
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 35.—Zinc: World smelter production, by country: —Continued oe 
(Thousand metric tons) a . 

Country - 1981 1982 1983 1984? 1985° 

. : Germany, Federal Republic of: : | | a . Primary____.-~-_--_-----.-~-_-______ 331.5 303.4 328.7 $25.6 5339.9 
Secondary. ______---.-__----.-______ 35.1 31.6 27.8 30.8 527.9 

ES 

Total ..________~-~-~ ~~ 2 ee 366.6 335.0 356.5 356.4 53678 
Greece, secondary —-____-______---~_1________ A NA NA NA NA 
Hungary, secondary® _____________________ 6 6 6 6 - » 6 — ————————————————_=_=zz=== 
India: . . Se Primary —_—___~.---.-------__-__-_- 57.4 52.6 53.3 55.8 — $70.9 

Secondary® -_____~_2 2 2 2 2 2 

. : Total ___________-___-_-_-__ Le 57.6 52.8 58.5 56.0 71.1 
Italy, primary and secondary ._______________. 180.9 158.6 155.9 169.7 $215.6 SD 

a AST aS SOS ptf 

Japan: . = ~ Primary. _______.___-_~__ 575.6 549.0 579.0 644.4 - $630.0 - 
Secondary____~_~-~--~-___~2 ~~ _____e 94.6 113.4 122.3 110.1 3110.0 

~ ‘Total ----- e 670.2 6624 7013 7154.5 5740.0. 
Korea, North, primary® ___________________ 120.0 120.0 120.0 120.0 140.0 
Korea, Republic of, primary ____§_____._______ 83.9 99.2 108.0 | 108.5 - WULT , 

' Mexico, primary ___~____-. ~~~ ~~~ ~_______ 126.5 127.0 175.7 _ 167.0 170.0 
Netherlands, primary and secondary ___________ 177.4 186.0 187.5 209.7 - 202.8 
Norway, primary __________-_-___--_____ - 80.8 79.0 90.7 - 94.2 ., 392.7 
Peru, primary ___________-_ ee 126.2 160.7 _ 154.0 149.0 © 31628 
Poland, primary and secondary_______________> 167.1 165.4 170.3 176.0 -- 4180.0 
Portugal, primary ______._ ~~~ 4.6 49 —«888 6.4 - 6.0 
Romania, primary and secondary®_____________ 345.2 *39.8 42.0 “41.0 40.0 South Africa, Republic of, primary___._________ 87.2 19.7 = = 84.4 — 88.4 389.8 
Spain, primary.___________2---__--____- 199.5 181.8 189.9 207.4 3205.3 Thailand, primary_______._____._________ __ __ _- (4) 62.1 

- Turkey, primary_______-_~_ ~~ ________ 18.1 149 14.3 19.5 , 12.0 
eeeennn A a Saad SSSsar SSeS Nee 

USSR. | | 820.0 830.0 835.0 850.0 850.0 Secondary. 2222222222222 90.0 950 = 9501000 
_ OO Oe ———nenke—eae—-—=$=—=~=~»~»~—~a——— 

Total _--_-_-_-_- 2 905.0 920.0 930.0 945.0 950.0 
United Kingdom, primary and secondary. ________ 81.6 19.3 87.7 85.6 $74.3 ee ————eee————=z=z=z__====r 
United States: - . Primary_________-_____-___-________ 346.6 2282 285.7 258.1 2236.0 
Secondary_____.__-_.-~_-~__~____ 50.2. . 743 . ~~ 69.4 78.1 375.6 —— 

Total _-______~_~ 2 396.8 302.5 305.1 331.2 3311.6 . Vietnam, primary® ___________________ 5.0 5.0 - 6.0 6.0 4.2 
oO =. 

Yugoslavia: 
Primary® __-__.__-.___________ 86.4 76.8 77.0 81.6 | 71.4 
Secondary® ___§_-__._________ 10.0 10.0 11.0 11.0 ' 12.0 re 

| Total ___-_-__-___--_____~_________ 96.4 86.8 88.0 92.6 533.4 
Zaire, primary ____-__________________ 57.6 64.4 62.5 66.1 67.9 
Zambia, primary________§_~_.~______ 33.3 39.2 37.9 29.2 23.0 ee rer —————————¥€£_-<£_[_KKFVLVW___ZZZ 

Grand total __.--_-________________ 6,081.0 5,865.7 6,200.7 6,463.4 6,566.8 
Of which: 

Primary_—____ 2 ________ ¥4,571.8 4,350.1 4,621.3 4,827.8 . 4,889.1 
Secondary__________________ 7824.6 359.0 359.8 357.8 357.8 
Undifferentiated______________ T1 184.6 1,156.6 1,219.6 1,277.8 1,319.9 —_—— eee eee 

“Estimated. Preliminary. Revised. NA Not available. 
1Wherever possible, detailed information on raw material source of output (primary—directly from ores, and secondary—from scrap) has been provided. In cases where raw material source is unreported and insufficient data are available to estimate the distribution of the total, that total has been left undifferentiated (primary and secondary). To the extent possible, this table reflects metal production at the first measurable stage of metal output. Table includes data 

available through July 15, 1986. 
2Excludes zinc dust. 
’Reported figure. 
“Revised to zero.



Zi ium and Hafnium! — 
| By W. Timothy Adams? | 

Zircon, the principal ore mineral of zirco- miscellaneous uses including the manufac- 

nium, was mined as a coproduct of ilmenite ture of chemicals and the production of | 
‘ and rutile from sand deposits in Florida. zirconium metal and alloys. The value of 
Most zircon was used in the Eastern United zircon consumed was about $16 million. 

States, with approximately 35% being used Hafnium was used in nuclear reactors, re- 
in foundry sands and the remainder in fractory alloys, and cutting-tool alloys. | 
refractories, ceramics, abrasives, and in . 

, | | / Table 1.—Salient U.S. zirconium statistics os 
. i (Short tons) 

~ : 1981 1982 1988 1984-1985 | 

Zircon: . | | | 
Production ______._.____~_~-_~_~ eee Ww _ WwW Ww WwW Ww 
Exports __________-__~_____=_____________ «1,630,011 _—«.:18,222 9,528. 16,855 
Imports _________________________--_____ 91,108 = 68,465 = 44,487 66,436 43,787 . 
Consumption® ? _________________-___-_____- 150,000 —_93,000~—- 100,000 = 130,000. 130,000 
Stocks, yearend: Dealers and consumers? ____ ___.____._— 33,885  °48,595 36,498 32,861 °29,288 

Zirconium oxide: 
- Production®_________.-_____--_-_-________ 8,251 5,059 4,118 ©7373 °9,178 
Exports ___________-_-- eee 782 1,017 698 422 1,048 
Imports _____._- 235 332 451 793 1,468 
Consumption® _____________________ Le ' 8,600 5,600 3,400 5,800  —s_ 7,500 
Stocks, yearend: Producers* eo 1,483 1,357 ©3895 €1,183 ©1524 

- “Estimated. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. - 
1Includes insignificant amounts of baddeleyite. 
2Excludes foundries. 

- 3£xcludes oxide produced by zirconium metal producers. | 

Domestic. Data Coverage.—Domestic to supply contractors with nuclear reactor 
. mine production data for zircon are devel- construction material manufactured to U.S. | 

oped by the Bureau of Mines from one Navy specifications, the U.S. Department of 
voluntary survey of U.S. operations entitled Energy had an inventory, as of December 
“Production of Zircon.” Of the two oper- 31, 1985, of about 39 short tons of zirconium 
ations to which a survey request was sent, sponge, 1,000 tons of zirconium ingots and 
both responded, representing 100% of shapes, 2 tons of zirconium scrap, 31 tons of 
production. Data are withheld to avoid hafnium ingots and shapes, 3 tons of haf- 
disclosing company proprietary data. nium crystal bar, 5 tons of hafnium oxide, 

Legislation and Government Pro- and 1 ton of hafnium scrap. 
grams.—As part of a longstanding program : 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

Zircon was recovered, along with tita- at Green Cove Springs, FL. The combined 
nium minerals, by E.I.du Pont de Nemours zircon capacity of these plants was estimat- 
& Co. Inc. at Starke and Trail Ridge, FL, ed to be 125,000 tons per year. Production 

_ and by Associated Minerals (USA) Ltd. Inc. data were withheld from publication to 
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oo avoid disclosing company proprietary data. product in making zirconium sponge metal, > 
Five firms produced 47,117 tons of milled produced 9;173 tons of zirconium dioxide. 

| (ground) zircon from domestic and imported Two companies produced zirconium sponge, _ 
zircon, and six companies, excluding those ingot, and alloys, as well as hafnium sponge 

_ that produce the oxide as an intermediate and crystal bar. — - | | | 

| | Table 2.—Producers of zirconium and hafnium materials in 1985 7 

| | : Company . , . Location _ Materials | 

| ZIRCONIUM MATERIALS | | : 
American Minerals _____________-.__~— Camden, NJ _-____--_- Milled zircon. . . 
Associated Minerals (USA) Ltd. Inc.._..___. Green Cove Springs, FL — __ Zircon. 
Carborundum Co_____________.___.._ © Falconer, NY ___ ~~ __~— Refractories. oo 
Ciba-Geigy Corp., Drakenfeld Colors __._.... | Washington,PA —~_____~- Ceramic colors and milled. - 
Continental Mineral Processing Corp_ — ~~ ~~ — — Sharonville, OH_ —___-~_- Milled zircon. 
Corhart Refractories Corp _________----- Louisville, KY. _-_____- Refractories. . 

Do ________-.----_------+----- © Corning, NY___—_____~_ Do. 
Do _-_-___-_ ee Buckhannon, WV__—_-__ Do. | ae . 

Didier-Taylor Refractories Corp __ _______~- South Shore, KY __---_-  —_—OCOdVD. — Se 
Do _______ Le L--- ~——CCincinnati,OH ~~ ~~~ Do. 

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. Inc _______--~ Starke and Trail Ridge, FL — Zircon and foundry mixes. 
Elkem Metals Co ___§_§_§_._-_-_____~_---- Alloy, WV _-__-_-_-_— | Alloys. 
Foote Mineral Co_______§__~_~_~_ Cambridge, OH _______- Do. 
A. P. Green Refractories Co., Remmey Div_ _— — _ — Philadelphia, PA ___—___ Refractories. 

, Harbison-Walker Refractories ________~-~- Mount Union, PA_ __ ~~ _~ — Do. | oo 
Harshaw Chemical Co__ $$$ _-§_._-__—_-- Elyria, OH .._____.__-_ Oxide and other compounds. 
Leco Corp., Ceramics Div __ __._____._.-~ St. Joseph, MI____.__ __ Refractories and milled zircon. 
Lincoln Electric Co. Inc ___-_-.-...~._---- Cleveland, OH. _.______ Welding rods. 
M & T Chemicals Inc. __ $9.9 Andrews, SC__ ~~ 2 Ultrox and milled zircon. 
Magnesium Elektron Inc _______._-_.__.. + Flemington, NJ_____—__~ Compounds. | 
Norton Co __________-_-----~------- Huntsville, AL _-______~_ Oxide. 
Reading Alloys __._._.-._---__-~-_-~ Robesonia, PA_ _______~ Alloys. 

.  Shieldalloy Corp _._________.-__-----_ Newfield, NJ __~-____- Welding rods and alloys. 
‘Sola Basic Industries, Engineered Ceramics Div _ Gilberts, IL ________-_- Ceramics. 
TAM Ceramics __________-__--_----~— | NiagaraFalls, NY __._ ~~ Milled zircon, oxide, compounds. 
Teledyne Wah Chang Albany —-_~_____-~_~~_ Albany,OR _~_ ~~ -- Oxide, sponge, ingot, mill ©. - 

products. 
Thiokol Corp., Ventron Chemicals Div —_ ~~ —— Beverly, MA__~__ Oxide. 
Transelco, a division of FerroCorp —~_.__.-__- Bow, NH __________-=__ Do. 
Western Zirconium Inc ______.__-_~_-~- Ogden, UT___._______ Oxide, sponge, ingot, mill 

; products. 
Zedmark Inc__________---_---~----- Butler, PA_._________ Refractories. 
Zircar Products Inc. __~_._~§__~_. ~~ ~_____—_ Florida, NY ~~~ ~_~__~___ Fibrous ceramics. 
ZIRCOA Products, Ceramic Products________ Solon,OH ~~ ~_-_______ Oxide and ceramics. 

HAFNIUM MATERIALS . 

Teledyne Wah Chang Albany ___-~______~~- Albany,OR _________- Oxide, sponge, ingot, crystal bar. 
Western Zirconium Inc _____ ~~ _~_~ Ogden, UT___________ Do. 

CONSUMPTION AND USES | 

About 85% of the domestic zircon pro-_ rod coatings; for sandblasting applications; 
duced in 1985 was used in proprietary and for the production of zirconium and 
mixtures as foundry sand, and the remain- hafnium metals. Baddeleyite, another zirco- 
der was used in refractory sand blends with nium mineral, was used mainly in the 
kyanite, sillimanite, and staurolite; in manufacture of alumina-zirconia abrasives, 
chemicals; in weighting agents; in glazes and also for ceramic colors, refractories, 
and enamels; in refractories; in ceramics; in and other uses. 

zircon-titanium dioxide blends for welding-
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_ Table 3.—Estimated' consumption of | __ Research on calcia, magnesia, and yttria | _ zircon? in the United States, by end use transformation-toughened zirconias contin- | - Ghort tons) : _ ued. These materials were considered to = oe _— have considerable potential for use in ce- ND . ° ° ° ° ° e., End use ] 19841985 — ramic coatings in jet aircraft engines and ‘in Se e « e : : other applications where strength and high- | i ies* 2 . . . ae Ads refractories _-----""__-- "228° temperature oxidation resistance is impor. : Zirconia® and AZ abrasives®___ _ _ _ 15,800 20,600 tant. Zirconia ceramics. were also used in Alloys’. =~... 2 ~~ ’ 4, ‘lo ; . Foundry applications--__----~~  49°500 45°20 the automobile industry in sensors for the - Other®___________________ 28,100 26,700 microprocessor controls on engines. : Total_-_______-_________ 130,000 180,000 All of the hafnium metal and most of the OT _ irconium metal consumed were used by the ,Based on incomplete reported data. _ nuclear power industry. For the seventh guncludes insignificant amounts of baddeleyite. consecutive year, there were no new orders Dense and pressed zircon brick and shapes. . jrused cast and bonded alumina-zirconia-silica-based for commercial nuclear powerplants. How- 7 refractories. . , ever, for the first time in 10 years, no 
5 . ° ° 

> ; 
> eA lamin onide produced by zirconium metal producers. commercial nuclear powerplant was can- | _excludes alloys above 90% zirconium. 4 celed. Most of the remainder of the zirconi- Includes chemicals, metallurgical-grade zirconium te- . ,,,.. . we . = ‘trachloride, sandblasting, welding rods, and miscellaneous “™ metal was used in superalloy S and in uses. } _ the chemical and electronics industries. 

Table 4.—Estimated: consumption of | Co __. Zirconium oxide? in the United States, | | oe 
| | _ by end use : Oo | | (Short tons) | S Oo 

. co End use’ 1984 1985 —— eee 
AZ abrasives___________-_ | WwW WwW a AZS refractories? _._._..._____ - 900 300 
Other refractories_____.____ _ __ 2,900 4,300 _ . Chemicals_____~_~_ 22 700 1,300 os _ Glazes, opacifiers, colors _-____ _ _ 1,300 1,600 | a 

a (Total_..---____________ 5800 ~—-7,500 | 
4 W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary — “ 

ata. . 
1Based on incomplete data. . | 2Excludes oxide produced by zirconium metal producers. . : Includes baddeleyite. 

| 5Fused cast and bonded. 

Table 5.—Estimated’ yearend stocks of zirconium and hafnium materials | | in the United States : 
. (Short tons) 

. | Item 1984 1985 
Zircon concentrate held by dealers and consumers excluding foundries____________ | 25,653 20,240 Milled zircon held by dealers and consumers excluding foundries._...._______________ 7,208 9,048 Zirconium:? 

| Oxide_—- -_—--_____ ee 1,183 —~-1,524 Sponge, ingot, scrap, alloys______ 1 TTT rrr rr rrrr 785 924 Refractories______________ 
re 17,281 6,673 Hafnium: Sponge and crystal bar -__________=DTT TTT TTT TTT 30 . 380 

. 
Based on incomplete data. 
2Excludes material held by zirconium sponge metal producers.
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So Table 6.—Published prices of Australian zircon = __ 7 

SO | - (US.dollarsperton) > a 

. So . ee Standard ‘Intermediate Premium 

| Date of publication . grade grade “grade 

December 1984 ______-__---------------=--------- 83-90 86-94 98-101 

December 1985 __________-_---------+------------- |; 77-83 99-108 =. ——«:102-108 

: i “ : : ‘ . - ‘ - 

Source: Industrial Minerals (London). No: 207, Dec. 1984, p. 78; and No. 219, Dec. 1985, p. 101. . a oe 

Table 7.—Published yearend prices of zirconium and hafnium materials | 

Specification of material 1984 =.» —--1985 

Zircon: . ~ . - me 7 

- Domestic, standard grade, f.o.b. Starke, FL, bulk, per short tont__ eC COS65.00°— $175.00 

- Domestic, 75% minimum quantity zircon and aluminum silicates, 7 | 

, Starke, FL, bulk, per short ton? .__ ______------+--5------------ 2 99.00 99.00 | 

Imported sand, containing 65% ZrOsz, f.0.b., bulk, per metric ton?___________-~. $91.00- 99.00 $86.00- 92.00 

Domestic, granular, bags, bulk rail, from works, per short ton? ____________- 165.00- 177.00 165.00- 177.00 . 

Domestic, milled, 200- and 325-mesh, rail, from works, bags, per short ton? 225.00 ~ « -225.00 

_ Baddeleyite, imported concentrate:* | | vy = on 

96% to 98% ZrOz, minus 100-mesh, c.i.f. Atlantic ports, per pound ______---~-- 50 ~ 50 

- 994% ZrOe, minus 325-mesh, c.i.f. Atlantic ports, per pound -__~---------- «9 97 

Zirconium oxide:® a 
Powder, commercial grade, drums, 2,000-pound minimum, per pound ____~_~-- 4,25 4.25 

’ Electronic, same basis, per pound ____ ~~ ----—-------------------- 7.25. 7.25 

Insulating, stabilized, ap5° F same basis, per pound __._ _ _-------~-------- . 3.31- 3.82 3.31- 3.82 

_ Insulating, unstabilized, 325° F, same basis, per pound ________-~-------- 3.55- 3.75 3.55- 3.75 

Dense, stabilized, 30° F, same basis, per pound ____—-------~---~-------- 2.82 2.82 

Zirconium oxychloride: Crystal, cartons, 5-ton lots, from works, per pound®?______._ 91-104 ‘91-  1.04 

| Zirconium acetate solution:* . : : | , | 

- 25% ZrOo, drums, carlots, 15-ton minimum, from works, per pound ___._.--—- 27 97 

92% ZrOz2, same basis, per pound _____.—-----~---------=--------- 18 18 

Zirconium hydride: Electronic grade, powder, drums, 100-pound lots, from works, per Oo 

| pound®?__________-------------------+------------
------- B15 31.75 ~ 

 Zirconium:5 
. 

Powder, per pound _______----------+-~-------------------7-.
 75.00- 150.00 75.00- 150.00. 

Sponge, per pound eee ----- = 12.00- 17.00 12.00- 17.00 

Sheets, strip, bars, per pound_ ____ ____-------------------------- 20.00- 40.00  20.00- 40.00 

Hafnium: Sponge, per pound’ _________--~----------------------- 80.00- 130.00  80.00- 130.00 — 

1m. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. Inc. price list Dec. 1984 (effective Jan. 1, 1985); and-Dec. 1985 (effective Jan. 1, 1986). co 

2industrial Minerals (London). No. 207, Dec. 1984, p. 78; and No. 219, Dec. 1985, p. 101. 

3Chemical Marketing Reporter. V. 226, No. 27, Dec. 31, 1984 (effective Dec. 28, 1984), p. 28; and v. 228, No. 27, Dec. 30, 

1985 (effective Dec. 27, 1985), p. 32. 

4Ronson Metals Corp. Baddeleyite price lists. Jan. 1, 1985, and Jan. 1, 1986. 

5A merican Metal Market. V. 92, No. 250, Dec. 28, 1984, p. 7; and v. 93, No. 249, Dec. 27, 1985, p. 5. 

Table 8.—U.S. exports of zirconium ore and concentrate, by country 

Country | 1984 1985 

Short tons Value Short tons Value 

Algeria____._--------~----------- | 56 $28,050 56 $28,050 

Argentina oe TT 523 184,361 370 / 102,218 

Belgium-Luxembourg _ _ ~~ ------------- _- _- 80 51,736 

Brazil__._--________----~---~------- — —_ 3,601 557,658 

Canada___________~---------+----- 391 128,552 249 72,678 

Colombia_________-_--------------- 487 247,990 291 115,725 

Ecuador _________--~----~---------- 147 79,922 104 65,006 

Germany, Federal Republic of ___--------- 2,197 827,562 2,194 752,900 

India ___ ________---------------- 15 10,883 10 5,850 

Japan_________---~-------------- 3,643 389,940 3,578 493,252 

Mexico __________-----~----------- 1,105 302,334 5,391 1,242,628 

United Kingdom _-_------~----------- 38 5,239 38 9,752 

Venezuela _________------------~--- 762 352,029 662 344,829 

Other___________------~-----~----- 164 89,717 231 123,179 

Total __________----~---------- 9,528 2,646,579 16,855 3,965,461 
nn 

Source: Bureau of the Census.
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Table 9.—U.S. exports of zirconium, by class and country _ 

oo “=o m y Short tons _ Value Short tons Value 

Zirconium and zirconium alloys, wrought: oe 
Belgium-Luxembourg ___-—_.--~--~---~- aT $3,854,895 12 ~ $918,662 
‘Canada ____ ~~~ 2 ee ; 181 10,566,721 184 9,658,049 
France __..-____-~-~-~_-~--~~---~---- — 12 291,188 1 45,012 
Germany, Federal Republic of ________~-- 88 5,240,786 107 5,782,189 

. Italy. .__-------__----------+~+--- 2 48,188 31 2,644,304. 
Japan______-_--____.----_------ 259 12,418,815 473 20,938,200 
Korea, Republic of _...__.___-__.---- 9 411,756 1 . 55,851 
Spain ___-_-.--_.--------41-----+- (*) 12,644 7. 52,948 
Sweden ____~ ~~ ee 13 400,851 37 1,434,725. 
Switzerland ____..__--_------~---- 1 76,488 4 385,578 
Taiwan __. ~~~ _-L + (3) 39,657 17 1,405,102 , 
United Kingdom _.~.~__-._~_~-~--~--+- 33 1,299,754 53 2,232,026 

Other —- =~ LL IDL IIIT IIIIIILe 3 150,928 3 120,091 
i Total.________________.______ 648 34,812,671 930 45,672,737 

Zirconium and zirconium alloys, unwrought . | 
and waste and scrap: . , a 
Chile _____ ~~~ 20 693,440 12 380,000 
France ________-_____-----__---_ (4) 5,667 , 48 ° — 491,298 

' Germany, Federal Republic of ______-~-~--~- 9 74,364 . 18 - 375,887 ; 
Japan __. ~~ -__~_--_--~------+---- 108 6,704,625 122 4,086,304 
Netherlands ___________---_------- 3 18,038 1. 9,110 
Peru__._~ ~~~ eee a __ 16 328,000 
United Kingdom __—_____-~-_-~---~---. 17 116,019 1 80,776 
Other _____----~--~-~---~---------- Oo 3 102,928 5 133,751 

Total. eee 160 7,710,081 223 ~_—s-5,885,121 

1Less than 1/2 unit. | FH | 

Source: Bureau of the Census. . | 

| | Table 10.—U.S. exports of zirconium oxide, by country | | , : 

| ) | 984 1985 ) | 
° Short tons ‘Value Short tons Value 

Argentina ________________-___-_-_-_--_-_-_-- 18 $56,261 - an __ 
Belgium-Luxembourg __________.___-~--~-~---~--~- 16 22,222 18 $25,106 
Brazil ..___-.---_-~_~--~----~----~--~-------~-+- 19 66,491 20 — 777,387 
Canada ___ ee 52 ~ 182,928 157  ~ ~—- 16,629 . 
France ______~-~__-~----~----~--~--+L~~-~-+~-+-+ ~~ 13 46,313 31 109,597 
Germany, Federal Republic of ._._._.__..--~------- 19 82,222 | 9 58,966 
Greece _~_ ~~~ ~~ ~~ eee -~- _- 5 6,400 
Hong Kong____._-__.~-.-~-----~---~---~--~---- 5 10,491 5 10,886 
Italy. eee 37 115,801 38 114,279 
Japan ~~~ eee 62 192,127 45 162,614 
Korea, Republic of _._..__.__._-~_-_.--------~---- -- _- 315 125,819 
Mexico ____._~___-_~_~_~_-_-~~-~-~~-~-~-~---- 47 113,212 93 287,644 
Netherlands _______-__~__~__~_-~____~~_~_~_-_ ll 31,923 2 10,506 
Sweden ________---------_-----~--~~--~------- 16 65,241 2 38,276 
Taiwan _~_~_~_~_~_~_~_~-~ ~~~ ee 17 54,974 19 66,965 
United Kingdom ____.~_______~____-_~--~_-_-~_-- 70 131,532 281 942,148 
Other __ ~~~ ee 20 91,025 8 78,693 

Total __-_-~_~____ eee 422 1,262,763 1,048 3,331,915 

Source: Bureau of the Census.
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| -. + Table 11.—U<:S. imports for consumption of zirconium ores, by country 

oO 1983 , 1984 1985 
: “Count Quantity Value Quantity Value § Quantity Value | 

oan y (short (thou- .. (short (thou- - (short (thou- 
| tons) sands) tons) - sands) - tons) sands) 

Argentina.___________________ oe — 99 $520 
Australia __ $9.29 ~~ ~~ 36,140 $3,385 44,214 $5,289 24,348 = = 2,272 

- Austriat___§_§_§_§ ~~ 5 ee 118 13 _. __ — -- 
Belgium-Luxembourg_ _________- ~~ -- __ 461 87 ce -- ° 

: Canada?_________~______ i _ ee 1,176 122 1,451. 151 - 2,307 225 
Hong Kong __._~§_-_________----- _- _- oe a _ 333 28 
Italy __-____~_~__ ~~ LL _- _- _- -L 64 25 
Philippines ___._-_._._.__-___--__- -—- _- __ _— 87 ‘407 

- South Africa, Republic of? __ _ _ 7,053 897 20,309 2,016 10,849 1,120 
Other __-_-___--___ ie @) 3 1 5 — @) 2 

Total._____-______-_____i_. 44,487 - 4,420 66,436 7,548 43,787 4,599 

1Believed to be country of shipment rather than country of origin. _ 
In addition, very small quantities of baddeleyite were imported. a . 
3Less than 1/2 unit. . Lo oe - 

Source: Bureau of the Census. __ , 

. Table 12.—U.S. imports for consumption of zirconium and hafnium in 1985, | 
| | by class and country | I | 

| . oe a Class and country we Short tons Value 

Zirconium, wrought: | | a 
. Canada_____ LLL ee : 2 $64,709 

‘France ~~~ = ee oo 340 17,504,003 
Japan. ee 3 43,410 
Other_____________ eee - -Q) 12,271 

| | Total. eee ene 2346 17,624,393 

Zirconium, unwrought and waste and scrap: 
- Belgium-Luxembourg _______-_____-____~-----~------~----~--~-—- a 9 79,570. 

Canada____§ ~~ LL 28. 61,630 
France. _~__~§_~§_§ ~~~ ~~~ ee 6. 98,121 
Japan______ ___-~_~_ ee 9 60,095 
Netherlands____-_-._~___.~_____-~_ eee 9 80,898 
United Kingdom _______________.__-_--------~-~--------+---- 33 199,399 . 

_Total.__ eee 94 ——s-579,718 

Zirconium alloys, unwrought: | . | a | | 
Belgium-Luxembourg _____ ~~~ ~9_~_~__~_____ LLL 1 7,364 
Germany, Federal Republic of .________._______.__-_-~~ ui _ Le en) 141,610 
United Kingdom __-__________-_-_-_-_---~-~-~------------ 5 37,808 

Total_____----------------------------------------- 210 186,782 

Zirconium oxide: | | OT 
France _______~--~___~____ ee 145 287,870 
Germany, Federal Republic of _._./_-§_/__~____._____i ~~~ e_ Le 1 39,352 
Japan_________~-~_____-_ Le 110 304,304 
Netherlands. ________~_.____~__~_-~__ 2 3,520 
South Africa, Republic of _. $$$ ~>_-- »5 5 eee LLL 750 431,562 
United Kingdom _______________ LLL 460 2,518,725 

Total. ______-_______________ eee 1,468 3,585,383 

Zirconium compounds: 
Australia. $$ $$ ~~ 5 LLL 19 3,072 
Belgium-Luxembourg _______~____ ~~ ~_~__ ~~ LLL 17 50,401 
France ___§_§_ ~~~ --_ ~~~ Le 30 95,197 
Germany, Federal Republic of ___._-§_/$_»__~__ ~~ ee LLL 6 274,378 
Greece ____ > 5 40 71,101 
Japan__§__ 177 125,632 
South Africa, Republic of _-________________ ee Le 1,370 1,226,312 
United Kingdom ____________.-_~-______ Le 624 1,133,646 
Other___________~-_-~_ ~~ 1 6,109 

Total. __-_____-_______ 2,284 2,985,848 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 12.—U.S. imports for consumption of zirconium and hafnium in 1985, | 
by class and country —Continued | : 

Hafnium, unwrought and waste and scrap: | France ————-—-_~__-- ee 1 $179,613 United Kingdom annette 
(4) 5,654. 

I 
1 185,267 

1Less than 1/2 unit. 
Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

' Source: Bureau of the Census. 

= | : WORLD REVIEW om 

Australia led the world in the production for the construction of a 1,100-ton-per-year _ of zircon in 1985. Zircon was also produc- zirconium dioxide plant. The oxide was to ed in the Republic of South Africa, the be produced from coldasite, a mineral that U.S.S.R., and the United States, and in contains 60% zirconium dioxide. The miner- lesser amounts in six other countries. al was to be concentrated to'a 99% grade 7 - Baddeleyite was produced in Brazil and in and the oxide produced from the concen- _. the Republic of South Africa. — : trate. The concentration and oxide plants : Australia.—The Commonwealth Scientif- were scheduled to be built next to the mine Oo : ic and Industrial Research Organization at Poco de Caldas, in Minas Gerais State.* . (CSIRO). and ICI Australia collaborative Gambia, The.—The apparent firming of _ research effort developed a suitable manu- zircon prices induced the Government to facturing process for the production of zirco- reexamine heavy mineral reserves in the | nia in Australia. Process trials conducted in coastal areas of the country. Known heavy | the second half of 1985 showed the feasibili- mineral reserves total 910,000 tons at 1% | ty of producing a wide range of high-value cutoff, of which 149,000 tons is zircon. It was _ zirconia ceramic. powders and zirconium proposed by the consultant that a small | chemicals for domestic use and export to plant be erected to extract zircon from | | world markets. CSIRO and ICI Australia zircon-bearing waste material that had formed Z-Tech, a joint venture company,on accumulated from earlier mining and recov- October 29, 1985, to manufacture these _ ery of titanium materials. The cash flow materials from Australian zircon. A plant, from sales of zircon was to be used to erect a with a capacity of 2,000 tons per year, was larger heavy mineral extraction plant.¢® scheduled to be constructed at Kwinana, Germany, Federal Republic of.—The Western Australia, and completed in 1987.2 State Authority for Geosciences of Nie- Renison Goldfields Pty. Ltd., owned by dersachsen (Lower Saxony State) con- Consolidated Goldfields Pty. Ltd., acquired cluded an extensive exploratory drilling Du Pont’s 50% interest in Allied Eneabba program. An 11-million-ton deposit of heavy Pty. Ltd., which has holdings in Western mineral sands was discovered near the Australia. Consolidated Goldfields, a hold- Weser River close to the towns of Midlum ing company, thus assumed a leading role and Hoisel. The deposit reportedly contains in the mineral sands industry through this 1.1 million tons of zircon. Additional acquisition and through its Associated Min- reserves west of the Weser River were erals Consolidated Pty. Ltd. operation in  indicated.7 | | : Australia, as well as through Associated South Africa, Republic of.—Richards | Minerals Consolidated (USA) Ltd. Inc. oper- Bay Minerals announced plans for the ex- ations in Florida.‘ pansion in mining capacity for mineral Brazil.—A Brazilian mining company, sands in Natal. Production of zircon, esti- Minegral-Cia. Brasileira de Mineracéo In- mated at 115,000 tons in 1985, was expected dustria e Comercio S.A., completed plans to increase to 160,000 tons in 1987.8
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| Table 13.—Zirconium concentrate: World production, by country’ | 

(Short tons) «- ' . 

| Country — 1981 1982 1988 1984? 1985° 

| - australia._..__----___-_------------ 478,673 «509,792. 421,419 501,037 485,000 
Brazil..____________------------- 6614 5,507 15,201 7,027 7,700 

| Chinae ___________-______=---=---- 16,500 16,500 16,500 16,500 © 16,500 | 

: ‘India? si8,669 1,556 12,561 ©13,000 15,000 | 

Malaysia® _.-_______-_--~---=------- 1,441 . 2,867 2,809 8,393 9,900 

South Africa, Republic of _____---~-~-~---- ©110,000 ©140,000 178,884 168,789 220,500 

SriLanka ______________---------- 3,600 - 6,381 6,306 4,087 4,080 

Thailand_______________-_-------- 15 216 219 "320 ——s—i«*«é 8D 

USSR®________ ee ------ 80,000 90,000 —-- 90,000 90,000 95,000 

| United States ___________----------- Ww Ww W Ww Ww 

Total __._._____._------------- | 710,612 782,319 743,899 809,153 854,010 

. qentimated. PPreliminary. ‘Revised. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; not included in 

“Total.” . a 

. 11ncludes data available through May 20, 1986. | 

21Data are for fiscal year beginning Apr. 1 of that stated. - 

3The 1981-83 figures are exports, and the 1984-85 figures are production. 7 | . 

7 | 7 -. TECHNOLOGY > | | 

A review of the market for two distinct . als Requirement Standard for resistance to | : 

| raw materials—natural zirconia inthe form sulfide cracking in “sour’’ environments. = __ 

| of baddeleyite, and the higher purity manu-_ The alloy contains 3.5% to 4.5% zirconium — 

| | factured zirconia, produced from zircon or and is a heat-treatable, deep-hardenable : 

in some cases from baddeleyite—was pub- alloy capable of ultimate strengths in excess — 

lished. The reasons for the growth to date of of 200,000 pounds per square inch.”? | : 

markets for both materials were examined. Zirconia-based materials were used for 

The article gave a brief overview of zirconia precision casting molds to give highly accu- 

markets and examined the possibility for rate dimensions and smooth nonporous sur- 

growth, which is partly contingent on work faces to cast titanium dental crowns. The 

still in the research stage.° titanium alloy, melted in a small electric 

| Work done at Sandia National Laborato- arc furnace designed for use in a dental - 

| ries showed that failure of the yttria- clinic, is cast in the precision zirconia 

stabilized thermal barrier coating on gas mold in a vacuum, which prevents oxygen 

turbine blades can be caused by as little as 5 © embrittlement and contamination.” 

parts per million of sodium or 2 parts per It was shown that hafnium hydroxide, 

million of vanadium, reducing the life of the Precipitated by the addition of ammonium 

blades by a factor of 100. The contaminants hydroxide to hafnium oxychloride solution, 

cause loss of yttria from the zirconia at and calcined at 500° C, gives a catalyst 

operating temperature, leading to failure of capable of yielding isobutylene from synthe- 
the coating. sis gas with 98% yield at 400° C. Isobutylene 

Efforts to reduce signal attenuation in is used to improve the octane rating of © 

chemical-vapor-deposited zirconium fluo- gasoline.” , 

ride glass fiber below 4 decibels per kilome- Zirconium or hafnium additions to nickel 

ter were unsuccessful. However, another @luminide were shown to extend potential 
manufacturing process, the double-crucible commercial applications into diverse areas 

solid-state melting process, was used to other than aerospace components. The new 

produce a single-mode zirconium fluoride alloys were shown to have good ductility 
fiber of only 0.02 decibel per kilometer, and extraordinary strength and oxidation 

significantly superior to the standard 0.16 resistance at high-temperature uses.” 

decibel per kilometer silicon dioxide fiber > izreonium an: i hafni 1y identical in chemi 
: . * irconlium an afnlum are nearly ldentical in C emi- 

presently used in the telecommunications  ¢q) properties and atomic volume and are associated in the 

industry. principal ore mineral, zircon, in. a ratio of about 50 to 1. 

. twoe ts are se 1 ica- 

RMI Co., . Niles, OH, announced accept- tions but not for other uses. Or nuctear power app’ 

ance of its zirconium-containing Bets-C tita- sp hysical scientist, Division of Nonferrous Metals. 

. : : : +: Industrial Minerals (London). World of Minerals. Aus- 

nium alloy for inclusion in the National tralia. Z-Tech Zirconia Plans. No. 219, Dec. 1985, p. 9. 
Association of Corrosion Engineers Materi- 4_______ Comment. No. 219, Dec. 1985, p. 7.
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TT “Lasers and Applications. Fluoride Fiber Losses Reduc- . "Engineering and Mining Journal. This Month in Min- ed Further v. 5, No.2, Feb. 1985, oe. ‘36.37. sses 
ing: Br, azil. v 196, No: 11, wy 1985, B08. . American Metal Market. Alloying and Precious Met- industria Minera s (Con on). proposal To weiuve- als. RMI’s Beta-C Titanium Alloy Listed in NACE’s May 1985, p58. Naustry of The Gambia. No.212, Se endards V_93, No. 64 Apr. 8, 1985, p. 6. 7 The Industrial Minerals of West Germany No #3——.—_. Dental Crowns of Titanium Under Study. V. 98, 
219, Dec. 1985, p. 47. , “No. 154, Aug. 12, 1985, pp. 19-20. 
“American Metal Market. RBM Plans Expansion for “Chem Tech. Techgram Japan. Tokyo Institute of Tech- South Africa-Based Ilmenite Smelting Unit. V. 93, No.138, | nology. Research Laboratory of Resources Utilization, July 19, 1985, pp. 5, 7. 4259, Nagatsuda-Machi, Midori-Ku, Yokahama 227 (0205 ®*Dickson, E. M. Zirconia—Growth of a Specialty. Ind. | G2ON). V. 15, No. 9, Sept. 1985, p. 587. Miner. (London), No. 209, Feb. 1985, pp. 49-53. **American Metal Market. Alloys and New Materials. Industrial Minerals (London). Sandia Research on New Applications Open Up for Nickel Aluminide. V. 95, ‘ Zirconia Coatings. No. 209, Feb. 1985, p. 16. No. 203, Oct. 21, 1985, pp. 17, 28.
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ae ASPHALT (NATIVE)! | —_ 
Native ‘asphalt was produced by four Uintah County, UT. _ | 

companies in two States, Texas and Utah. Gilsonite is used for a variety of purposes _ 
Bituminous limestone, used primarily as a__ including automobile bodysealer, light- 
paving material for street and road repair, weight aggregate for cement used in oil well 
was produced by one firm, R. L. White Co., drilling, asphaltic building board, protective 

_ Dabney Quarry, Uvalde County, TX. coverings, anticorrosive paints, and roofing 
__ Gilsonite, a solidified hydrocarbon found compounds. Gilsonite production in 1985 

only in Utah and Colorado, was mined by declined 57% owing primarily to reduced oil _ 
three firms: American Gilsonite Co., a divi- well drilling activity. The value per ton was | 
sion of Chevron Resources Co. (a subsidiary essentially unchanged. 
of Standard Oil Co. of California); Ziegler Specific information on bituminous lime- | 
Chemical and Mineral Corp.; and Hydrocar- stone and gilsonite production and value is 
bon Mining Co. (a subsidiary of Oberon Oil withheld to avoid disclosing company pro- 
Inc., a Utah corporation), from properties in prietary data. | 

, GREENSAND? | 

Greensand, also known as glauconite, a avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
natural silicate of potassium, aluminum, Processed greensand continued to be sold as 
iron, and magnesium, was produced by a filter media for the removal of manganese 
Inversand Co., a subsidiary of Hungerford and iron from drinking: water supply sys- | 
and Terry Inc., near Clayton, NJ, and by a__ tems. Classified raw greensand was resold 
new producer, Contractors Sand & Gravel by Zook and Ranck Inc. as a soil conditioner 
Co.; near Middletown, DE, who started pro- and as a source of slowly released potash to 
duction in the middle of May 1984. Produc- organic farmers in North America. 
tion and sales information is withheld to | 

MEERSCHAUM?: 

Crude or block meerschaum was not im- block meerschaum were last reported in 
ported during the year. Imports of crude or 1983, all from the United Kingdom, totaling 

1071
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- 1,548 pounds, with a customs declared value pipes and cigarette holders. Smokers’ spe- 
of $19,290. The. high unit value of the 1983 _cialty houses complemented their finished — 
imported material, $12.51 per pound, indi- meerschaum items with mail-order kits. 

| : cates that the shipments consisted of shap- with detailed instructions for do-it-yourself 
a ed or formed meerschaum blocks. The ma- carving of meerschaum smoking articles. 

| jor suppliers in the past were the Fed- Turkish production in 1985 was estimated 
: eral Republic of Germany and Somalia. §—_—ito. be over 300. unit boxes, 44 pounds each, of 

| Crude or block meerschaum continued to block meerschaum. Turkey, the largest pro- 
be mined in Turkey and recovered by arti- ducer of crude or block meerschaum, had 

| _ sans in Somalia and Tanzania. The block prohibited exports of uncarved material 
| material was used by companies in New since1975.- 

York and Ohio for manufacturing smokers’ | | oe 

| QUARTZ CRYSTAL* - | 

Both U.S. mine production of lascas and crystal are developed by the Bureau of 
consumption as feedstock for cultured Mines from a voluntary survey of USS. 
quartz crystal output declined in 1985, ow- operations. Of the seven operations — 

| ing to reduced domestic demand. Domestic canvassed for production of cultured quartz, | 
cultured quartz crystal producers operated all responded, and the six active operations 
at less than 50% capacity. Imports of Brazil- represented 100% of total production shown 

| ian lascas declined sharply, and exports of in table 1. Of the 28 operations that consum- 
cultured quartz crystal were significantly ed quartz crystal, all responded, and the 27 

| lower than those of 1984. | active operations represented 100% of total — 
Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- consumption also shown in table 1. | a 

_ duction and consumption data for quartz . | an | 

Table 1.—Salient U.S. electronic- and optical-grade quartz crystal statistics a 

| - (Thousand pounds and thousand dollars) st a | 

OO 'gT«da9B2SC«dBS~*~*«dASS*«d‘S 

Production: 7 , . a | - os . 
| Mine®?___ 175- 200 600 2,500 — 1,000 

Cultured __ 2 5 ee 660: 478 426 1,027 568 
Exports: 

Natural:? So e 
Quantity _._________________2______ Le 127 69 28 42  — 60. 
Value ______________ Le $490 $380 $156. $234 $290 

Cultured:? . 
Quantity __-___________~_-~____ ~~ 125 115 80 277 185 
Value ~~ _______ = $4,600 = $3,500 = $3,258 += $11,021 = $3,728 

Lascas:3 
Quantity ____________________________- NA NA 3339 = 1,600 ©3800 

Imports of Brazilian lascas:? . 
Quantity _____________________- ee 389 417 153 569 173 
Value ~~ --------~~~-~~~----------~---~_ 8283245 $121 $873 899 

Consumption: 
Natural (electronic- and optical-grade) ___ _______-~__— 14 16 13 q q 
Cultured (lumbered) ___ $$ ___ ~----____-----~~ 282 99 112 17 44. 
Cultured (as grown)_.________._--------~--~---- 327 383 312 ™391 224 

Total. __._______-__--_--------------- 623 498 437 475 275 

€Fstimated. ‘Revised. NA Not available. | : 
1Excludes lascas produced for specimen and jewelry material uses. 
2Bureau of the Census. 
The Journal of Commerce Port Import/Export Reporting Service. .
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Legislation and Government Pro- Shawnee-Mission, KS, produced only for 
_ grams.—On July 8, the President approved internal consumption. | : 
National Security Council (NSC) recommen- | oo se : 
dations. for modernizing the strategic and _ CONSUMPTION AND USES | 
critical materials stockpile. Under the NSC = yg. consumption of lascas by the six . 
proposal, the stockpile would be structured growers declined 60%, from 1.3 million 
into two tiers. Tier I ‘would contain materi- pounds in 1984 to 522,000 pounds in 1985. 
als required by military, industrial, and Quartz crystal consumption by 27 compa- | 

essential civilian users during a military nies in 10 States declined 42%, from 475,000 
_ conflict, which would not be available from pounds (revised) in 1984 to 275,000 pounds 

domestic or reliable foreign sources: Tier II in 1985. Of these companies, 22 consumed 
~ would contain a supplemental reserve of only cultured quartz crystal, 2 consumed 

_ material already possessed by the Govern- only natural quartz crystal, and 3 consumed . 
ment. Under this system, 265,000 pounds of both natural and cultured material. _ 
natural quartz crystal would be placed in Imported natural quartz crystal contin- 
tier I, and 1.8 million pounds would be ued to be required as seed material for . 
placed in tier II. The Department of Defense growing cultured quartz. Cultured quartz . | 
Authorization Act, 1986 (Public Law 99- crystal is the primary material used as 2 
145), signed by the President on November TeSonators in electronic applications. Such | | 
8 1985, stated that no action may be taken 2PPlications include timing signals for ! 
before October 1, 1986, to implement or Watches and clocks; microprocessors in in- | 

| administer any reduction in a stockpile goal dustrial, automotive, and consumer prod- | 
in effect on October 1, 1984. ° ucts; and military-aerospace and commer- 4 

~ At. yearend 1985 ‘the National Defense cial band-pass filters and oscillators that a 

Stockpile total inventory was 1.8 million require very high selectivity and stability. | j 
| pounds of natural quartz crystal, with a -- - sTOCKS :- oe | a 

| goal of 600,000 pounds. Total sales of natu- _ | ; 
ral quartz crystal by the General Services Reported industry stocks of cultured 3 
Administration were 83,813 pounds. quartz crystal totaled approximately j 

| : 138,000 pounds at the beginning of the year j 
- DOMESTIC PRODUCTION and increased to approximately 204,000 a 

tS | | pounds by yearend. | . 
| Domestic mine production of lascas in . : : | 

1985 was approximately 1 million pounds, _. PRICES — \ 
all from Arkansas. The two producers were ae 
Geomex Mine Services Inc. and Coleman ve “for or eporee value of rascas con- 
Crystal Inc. Coleman Crystal was the major crystal eas “30 BT per pound, a vee 

supplier of lascas to the U.S. cultured that reported in 1984. The average value of 
quartz crystal industry. Primary output of  « as-grown” cultured quartz, based on re- 

Geomex was expo rted to the Federal Repub- ported sales of nearly 212,000 pounds, was 
lic of Germany and Japan. - $15.92 per pound, a decrease of 34% from 

Domestic cultured quartz producers op- that of 1984. The average value of lumbered 
erated at reduced capacity, owing to in- qyartz, as-grown quartz that has been proc- 
creased lower-unit-cost production from Ja-  egged by sawing and grinding, was $62.23 | 

pan in the world market. Six companies per pound, an increase of 13% from that of 
produced cultured quartz crystal in the 1984, based upon 1985 sales of about 88,000 
United States and output declined 45% pounds. 7 
from that of 1984. The two largest, Sawyer a 
Research Products Inc., Eastlake, OH, and | FOREIGN TRADE : 
Thermo Dynamics Corp., Shawnee-Mission, Cultured 

: quartz crystal exports, as re- 
KS, were independent gr owers that Pro- ported by the Bureau of the Consus, declin- 
duced crystal bars for domestic and foreign 44 33% to 185,000 pounds. Average value 
consumers in the crystal device fabrication was $9012 per pound. Japan received 

industry. Motorola Inc., Chicago, IL, pro- 114000 pounds, and the Republic of Korea, 
duced for both internal consumption and 45,000 pounds. Most of the natural quartz 
the domestic fabrication industry. P. R. crystal exports were bought from the Na- 

Hoffman Material Processing Co., Carlisle, tional Defense Stockpile, primarily for non- 
PA, also reported outside sales during the piezoelectric uses. 
year. AT&T Technologies Inc., North Ando- Imports of Brazilian lascas, designated 
ver, MA, was inactive. Bliley Electric Co.,, “Crude Brazilian Pebble,’ declined 70% to 
Erie, PA, and Electro Dynamics Corp., 173,000 pounds.
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ve my : STAUROLITE® | | | Se 

- ‘Staurolite is a naturally occurring, com- _ this staurolite sand is 45% aluminum oxide 
plex, hydrated aluminosilicate of iron hav- (minimum), 18% ferric oxide (maximum), | 

- ing a variable composition. The mineral 5%-titanium dioxide (maximum), and 5% | 
_ most commonly occurs as opaque reddish- _ silica. oe | a 

brown to-black crystals with a specific Although originally marketed only as an 
| gravity ranging from 3.74 to 3.83.and Mohs’ ingredient in.some portland cement formu- 

hardness between 7 and 8. -. . lations, staurolite is now. marketed as a 
A_ limited rock-shop ‘trade in cruciform specialty sand under the trade name Biasill _ 

twinned staurolite crystals (“fairy crosses”) for use as a molding material in nonferrous _ 
exists, notably from deposits in Georgia, foundries, owifig to its low thermal expan- 
North Carolina, and Virginia. Staurolite in _ sion, high thermal conductivity, and high 
the United States was produced commer- melting point. Its low softening point tends 
cially in 1985 by E. I. duPont de Nemours & _ to restrict it to nonferrous casting. Its major 
Co. Inc. and by Associated Minerals (U.S.A.) use is as an abrasive for impact finishing of 
Ltd.Inc. Ce | _ metals and sandblasting of buildings under | 
_Staurolite is a byproduct of heavy miner- the trade names Starblast (80 mesh) and 

| al concentrates recovered from a glacial-age _Biasill (90 mesh), as well as a coarse grade 
_ beach sand in Clay County, north-central (55 mesh) abrasive. - oO 

Florida. The staurolite is removed by means Quantitative production data are not re- 
a of electrical and magnetic separation after leased for publication, but the 1985 produc- 

| the concentrates have been scrubbed and __ tion of staurolite decreased 42% from that 
a chemically washed with caustic, rinsed, and of 1984; shipments decreased 8% in tonnage 

| dried. The resulting fraction produced is and increased 12% in price per ton. Domes- 
a comprised of about 77% clean, rounded, and tic productive capacity remained at about 

| uniformly sized grains of staurolite, with 135,000shorttons per year. / 
— minor proportions of tourmaline, ilmenite Staurolite has continued to be produced 
a and other titanium minerals, kyanite, zir- in India in small quantities and sometimes 

| con, and quartz. A nominal composition of by other nations as well.. . 

| | oT STRONTIUMS | | 

a Imports of major strontium compounds duction data for strontium are developed by 
for use in several downstream products the Bureau of Mines from a voluntary 
increased, whereas imports of celestite, a survey of U.S. operations. The one oper- 
strontium sulfate mineral, decreased be- ation to which a survey request was sent | 
cause of consumer preference for the re- responded, representing 100% of total pro- 

| fined compounds. Strontium demand in- duction. However, to avoid disclosing com- __ 
creased in several end uses requiring in- pany proprietary data, production and stock 
creased imports of strontium chromate, data were withheld from publication. 
strontium nitrate, and precipitated and The strontium survey is also used to 
nonprecipitated strontium carbonate. The calculate the distribution of major stron- 
United States had been the leading produc- tium compounds by end use. Of the 12 
er of strontium compounds as late as 1982; operations to which a survey request was 
however, only one U.S. producer, Chemical sent, 8 responded, representing an esti- 
Products Corp. (CPC), remained in oper- mated 67% of the end-use data shown in 
ation in 1985. Because celestite was not table 3. Consumption for the nonrespond- 
mined in the United States, CPC produced ents was estimated using reported prior 
strontium carbonate from imported celes- year consumption levels adjusted by trends 
tite. in employment and industrial market pat- 

. Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- terns. | 

Table 2.—Major producers of strontium compounds in 1985 

Company Location Compounds $$ OM pOUNCS 
Chemical Products Corp____.~____________ Cartersville, GA _____-______ Carbonate and nitrate. 
Mallinckrodt Inc _-_-____--~___~___ St. Louis, MO_____--________ Chloride. 
Mineral Pigments Corp ____-_-____________ Beltsville. MD _____________ Chromate. ent,
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DOMESTIC PRODUCTION the mineral in 1985, was $88.43 per short 

a ton. Average values for imported strontium 
With the closure of FMC Corp.’s Modesto, d ‘ed ding to the t | 

CA, plant in 1984, CPC became the sole compoun 7 Varied according ° ype of 
domestic producer of strontium carbonate " | 
from imported celestite. Several other firms FOREIGN TRADE 

: manufactured various strontium com- 
pounds from strontium carbonate in 1985. Mexico supplied all of the celestite im- 

Church & Dwight Co. Inc. purchased a ported by the United States. Canada, China, 

. 49% share in a Mexican producer of barium Japan, Mexico, and several countries in _ 
and strontium carbonates. Church & Western Europe were the sources of imports a 
Dwight intended to market the strontium of various strontium compounds. 

carbonate in the United States through its Because of the closure of FMC’s facility in | 
marketing and sales network. 1984, foreign competition for domestic | 

, a strontium markets was strong. Imports of | 
CONSUMPTION AND USES strontium materials in 1985 were more 

Strontium carbonate used in the manu- than those of the preceding year in all 
facture of faceplate glass for color television categories. Unwrought strontium metal im- 
picture tubes accounted for more than one- ports increased more than six times the | 
half of domestic consumption of strontium 1984 level. The leading suppliers of stron- 

compounds. Strontium carbonate was also tium carbonate, in descending order, were 

used to make ferrite ceramic magnets and_ the Federal Republic of Germany, Mexico, 
in the electrolytic production of zinc. and Canada. Strontium nitrate imports | 

- Strontium nitrate was used in pyrotech- nearly doubled in response to the decrease : 
nics and signals. That sector remained the in domestic supply. Oo a 
second largest consumer of strontium com- — According to the Port Import/Export Re- 
pounds. Other strontium compounds for porting Service of the Journal of Commerce, | 

| domestic consumption included strontium exports of various strontium compounds 

| chromate used as a corrosion inhibitor in were about 38 tons. These compounds in- 
pigments, strontium chloride used in the cluded the carbonate, chloride, chromate, 
manufacture of toothpaste for sensitive peroxide, silicate, and zirconate of stron- 
teeth, and strontium phosphate used in  tiym. | | 
fluorescent lights. | / | 

) Table 4.—U.S. imports for consumption of Table 3.—U.S. estimated distribution of strontium minerals’ by country , 
primary strontium compounds, by end use | 

(Percent) . | ee 198 

ce aes ise ae oumtry Value Value 
—— eee (short vis) Short (t rds) 

Electrolytic production of zinc_ _ 3 6 6 ‘ tons) SAnCS tons) 0 
Ferrite ceramic magnets _ _ _ _ _ 9 11 12 
Pigments and fillers_ _____ ~~ 4 8 8 Madagascar _ ~~ (7) $1 —_ —_ 
Pyrotechnics and signals _ _ _ _ - 14. 14 15  Mexico______ 46,873 3,940 37,552 $3,821 
Television picture tubes _— — — _ 64 53 52 Spain ______ 1,978 352 __ __ 
Other. _________-_----- (3) 1 1 as 
Unidentified ___________-_ 6 7 6 Total__.._ 348852 4,298 7,552 3,821 

Total _ -___---~~------ 100 100 100 1Celestite (strontium sulfate). 
1 ; 2Less than 1/2 unit. 
Less than 1/2 unit. SData do not add to total shown because of independent 

rounding. 

PRICES Source: Bureau of the Census. 

The average value of imported celestite 
from Mexico, which was the sole supplier of
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Table 5.—U.S. imports for consumption of strontium compounds and metal, by country 
: | Count BO 19840 = 1985 

. wry a Pounds Value! — Pounds — Value? 

Strontium carbonate, not precipitated: , Canada _______ 436 $345 __ — Germany, Federal Republic of_....__________ 39,683. =: 11,288 —— _-. a Mexico.______________ 84,000 23,880 186,384 . $51,256 Spain--_-_- 39,683 9,423 __ _— 

- Total ~o tee 163,802 44,881 186,384 51,256 
eee 

Strontium carbonate, precipitated: 
* Canada __o ee 158,733 66,935 119,049 35,169 China ______ = 829,547 -  —- 258,381 37,478 11,0038 | Germany, Federal Republic of___.___________ 5,586,188 = 1,577,884 — 9,676,889 2,955,649 Mexico... = = = 2 354,200 - 130,219 244,100 © 64,800 

. - Total _~_--_ ~~~ 6,928,618 2,028,319 10,077,516 - 3,066,621 . lll 
' Strontium chromate:? - | Belgium _____§__________________ 5,291 5,941 154,102 - 149,580 France____~________________ 222,665 224,149 207,154 231,333 Germany, Federal Republic of__.______-_____ . 18,228. - 19,340 - 260,541. . 244,541 Italy _--_-- oo So 17,637 19,456 Spain.__---~-- 2 147,647 161,879 187,714 212,206 United Kingdom______________ 4,698 13,574 __. _— 

Total _-__. 393,529 424,888 827,148 ~ 857,116 
Strontium nitrate: | a ae Germany, Federal Republic of. __.$_-.____=____ _— a 882 3,014 Italy _-_-- 970,517 417,918 935,633 871,571 Spain.-_-_-___~_ 865,619 325,233 2,427,631 966,496 

| - Total _-- 1,836,136 743,151 . = 3,864,146. 1,341,081 
a Strontium compounds, other: 

. , Belgium _______________ - 441 390° 7,716 © 9,450 Germany, Federal Republic of__ _ _ ~ lee L 22,391 22,913 58,863 55,379 Japan ~----- - 157,364 109,954 261,795 175,069 Netherlands -.-_-§ 52 == 7,726 - 11,598 __ __ United Kingdom____-__~______ as --- 22,157 29,695 L . CL 

Total _--_-_____ 187,922 144,855 350,531 _ 269,593 Strontium metal, unwrought: Canada ___ ~----~--- 1,424 17,980 9,052 86,160 . . 
memes 

i yeetenenyenensnnr ener —_ . 
. 1Customs value. 

*Imported as strontium chromate pigment (TSUS 473.19). . - 
Source: Bureau of the Census. | , 

WORLD REVIEW S.A. completed construction of a 12,000-ton- . 
ee per-year strontium carbonate plant at. 

Canada.—Timminco Ltd. won the bid for Torreon, Coahuila. The company, which the mineral rights to a celestite-bearing was the largest celestite producer in the deposit that had been mined from 1970 to world, was the sole supplier to CPC in the 
1976 by Kaiser Celestite Mining Ltd. Be- United States. 
cause the two beds of celestite have stron- Church & Dwight purchased a 49% inter- 
tium sulfate grades from 45% to 55% and est in Sales y Oxidos, which produced bari- 60% to 70%, the ore would require benefi- um and strontium carbonates at Monterrey. ciation to achieve the commercially accept- Plant capacity was expected to be increased able minimum of 90% strontium sulfate to 8,800 tons per year of strontium carbon- content. | ate by 1986. | . 
Mexico.—Cia. Mineral la Valenciana
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Table 6.—Strontium minerals: World production, by country! 7 | 
(Short tons) 

—$— EO 

Algeria®_—§_-____________________ 6,000 6,000 6,000 6,000 6,000 
Argentina_____~-~_~_~~_~_~_~_________ 342 855 742 440 550 | Iran®#___ eet 5500 5,000 5,100 5,100 5,100 Italy _-.-_-_-_-_- ~~ 7,382 3,607 ©3,600 r €3.700 3,700 Mexico._______________________ 45,574 34,917 41,343 35,264 35,300 Pakistan__________.__ *317 ™513 149 622 750 Spain______------- 39,683 "38,470 38,000 29,760 30,000 | Turkey® ____ ~~ 16,500 16,500 442.808 38,600 38,600 United Kingdom __________________ 16,000 19,800 13,340 17,750 18,700 

Total ____-----_______~______ ™137,298 T125,662 151,082 137,236 138,700 

*Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. | | . 
Table includes data available through June 10, 1986. | 
2In addition to the countries listed, China, Poland, and the U.S.S.R. produce strontium minerals, but output is not 

reported quantitatively, and available information is inadequate for formulation of reliable estimates of output levels. 
Year beginning Mar. 21 of that stated. 
*Reported figure. . 

- WOLLASTONITE’ | : 

_ Wollastonite is a natural calcium silicate ment in asphalt-based coatings.® | 
and has a theoretical composition of A comprehensive report published by . 
CaOeSi0.. | Charles H. Kline & Co. Inc., Fairfield, NJ, 

_. The tonnage of wollastonite sold or used deals with chemically modified minerals 
by U.S. producers in 1985 was approximate- and forecasts a growth in consumption for | 
ly the same as that of 1984. Specific data are these minerals from $110 million in 1984 to 
withheld to avoid disclosing company pro- $150 million by the end of the century. This 
prietary data. The two producers, in de- represents an average annual growth rate 
scending order of output, were NYCO, a_ of approximately 6%. Several mineral fill- | | 
division of Processed Minerals Inc., Essex ers are discussed in the report, including . 
County, NY, and R. T. Vanderbilt Co. Inc., wollastonite. These minerals are chemically 
Lewis County, NY. | treated with organic chemicals to improve | 
__NYCO announced the opening of a pilot bonding, processing, and moisture resist- 
plant to perform a variety of reduced-scale ance within the matrix media. Chemical | 
functions for the development and applica- compounds such as stearates and: silanes | 
tion of specialty and surface modified min- are used to produce the chemically modified 
erals. The plant offers customers full rep- minerals, which, in turn, are employed in 
lication of commercial processes in the use plastics and rubbers. Chemically treated 
of NYCO products, providing information minerals were originally seen as a cost- 
on the effect of process variables and ena-_ effective way of reducing the volume of raw 

| bling production conditions to be optimized polymer material being used. However, dur- 
in advance of commercial operation.* ing the past several years, developments / 
Some of the major uses of wollastonite are have increased mineral compatability with 

as a filler in ceramic tile, marine wallboard, the matrix polymer so that chemically 
paint, plastics, and refractory liners in steel treated fillers and extenders actually con- 
mills; and as a partial replacement for tribute to the products’ eventual physical | 
short-fibered asbestos in certain applica- characteristics and performance." 
tions such as brake linings. In Finland, Oy Partek AB planned to 

For use in paints, finer grades of wollasto- bring on-stream a new beneficiation plant 
nite are employed, especially in the 325- that would increase capacity from 22,000 
mesh range. The mineral is fairly alkaline tons per year to 44,000 tons per year of 
and is used in polyvinyl acetate paints to wollastonite in 1986. The plant was to 
prevent undesirable acidity and to reduce include an improved flotation process, in- 
corrosion of steel substrates. Wollastonite is creased automation, and wet high-intensity 
also used in exterior architectural coating, magnetic separation. Partek’s mine at Lap- 
especially in water-based paints, giving im- peenranta had proven reserves of 4 million 
proved weatherability. It has also found use tons of ore. A newly discovered deposit 18 
in traffic paints, and as an asbestos replace- miles northwest of Lappeenranta had calcu-
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lated reserves of approximately 22 million ing performance is desired." - 
tons of ore. This deposit. will undergo fur- Chemical Marketing Reporter, December . 
ther investigation during the next few 30, 1985, quoted prices for wollastonite, 
years. The increase in production capacity truckloads, f.o.b. plant,.as $200 per ton for 
will enable the company to introduce new general grade, $140 per ton for 325 mesh, 
micronized grades of wollastonite, primarily $160 per ton for 400 mesh, and $500 per ton 

for filler applications where high reinforc- for 1,250 mesh. | SO 

| Oo ZEOLITES?2 | ee 

: _ Domestic production of natural zeolites water treatment, odor control for fish farm- 
was approximately 13,000 short tons. Five ing, chicken farming, and in cat litter, and 

| companies mined clinoptilolite and chaba- removal of heavy metal ions from nuclear, _ 
zite in five States. | — _ mine, and industrial wastewaters. _ 

The Double Eagle Petroleum & Mining | PQ Corp. began an expansion of its syn- 
Co. leased its Castle Creek zeolite mine in thetic zeolite facility in Kansas City, KS, 

_ Idaho to International Minerals & Chemical with construction of a new specialty zeolite 
| Corp. The deposit is composed of more than catalyst plant in 1985.1% The company 

90% clinoptilolite and has proven reserves planned to expand its zeolite product mar- 
| in excess of 20 million tons.’* Zeolite Inter- ket from the current detergent-grade zeolite 

national Inc. developed and operated a zeol- A. Sodium Y zeolite would be converted into 
ite deposit at Ash Meadows, CO. The deposit an ultrastable zeolite Y and other Y deriva- 

. was leased from Anaconda Minerals Co.,a_ tives for use as catalysts for petroleum 

subsidiary of Atlantic Richfield Co. The Ash _ refining and chemical synthesis. The plant : 
Meadows deposit is a high-purity clinoptilo- would manufacture zeolites requiring either 
lite deposit. The clinoptilolite was marketed pressurized or atmospheric crystallization. | 
for aquaculture, desiccation, solar energy, Union Carbide Corp. and its subsidiary, 
and gas separation." : a Katalistics International BV, ran commer- 

| The Georgia Institute of Technology in cial trials using newly developed zeolite 
Atlanta established a program to study the catalysts based on ultrastable zeolites.1® The 
synthesis, characterization, catalytic, and new catalysts were reported to produce. 

absorption properties of molecular sieves high-octane gasoline, rich in olefins, and to 
and zeolites.15 The program will be funded impede coke formation and aromatic con- 

_by industrial sponsors, who will receive densation and offer a viable alternative to 
royalty-free, nonexclusive licenses to the other methods of producing high octane 

_ products of the center. levels, such as polymerization, isomeriza- 
The use of zeolites as molecular sieves for tion, alkylation, or the addition of metha- 

absorbents and desiccant applications in- nol. | 
creased in 1985, replacing silica gel and The New Zealand Synthetic Fuels Co. 
activated alumina. Zeolites were estimated began operation of the first commercial 
to account for 50% of the market, up from application of Mobil Oil Corp.’s methane-to- | | 
33% in 1976.16 gasoline (MTG) process at their Motunui 

Zeolites are used in water treatment as_plant.?° The key element of the MTG proc- 
ion exchangers.’? Synthetic zeolites, in par- ess is the ZSM-5 zeolite used in the process. 
ticular, are widely employed where water With intersecting 6-angstrom-diameter 
purity is critical to prevent scale buildup, channels, the zeolite allows hydrocarbons to 
such as in electric power station and other boil in the gasoline range and limits prod- 
industrial boiler operations. Synthetic zeo- ucts to short chain hydrocarbons. The MTG 

: lite resins exchange sodium for calcium and conversion is a new technology that may 
magnesium to reduce the hardness of the challenge traditional methods of producing 
water without affecting the total dissolved synthetic fuels and organic feedstocks. 
solids content. Natural zeolites are used less A private group called Inversiones BIMA, 

extensively. They do not possess the same Buenos Aires, Argentina, applied for Gov- 
cation exchange capacities of synthetic zeo- ernment approval to build a $920 million 
lites, but they are lower in cost, more MTG plant.?! The planned plant capacity 
resistant to attrition, and have greater af- would be 1 million cubic meters of gasoline 
finities for some heavy cations. Several per year, with annual revenues from ex- 
uses, both experimental and commercial, ports estimated at $300 million at 1985 

include ammonium-ion removal in waste- world prices. This plant would be only the
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second commercial application of Mobil line aqueous solutions or by solid-state reac- - 
Oil’s MTG process. | tions between silica and alumina salts at 

Several new zeolite deposits were discov- high temperatures. Using a nonaqueous 
ered in the Angora, Yakut, and Buryat technique, pure silica zeolites, called silica- 
areas in Eastern Siberia.22 The All-Union sodalite, were synthesized. This research 

Institute of Geology, Geochemistry, and suggested that other framework aluminosil- 
Minerals Raw Materials in Irkutsk set up a icates could be synthesized in silica-rich or — 

laboratory to study the mineralogical char- Puresilicaforms. = —__ | 
acteristics of zeolites from these deposits. _Union Carbide developed a molecular | 

sieve with many properties similar to 
TECHNOLOGY zeolites.2 The sieves, called silicoalumino- 

a phosphates (SAPO), formed in a similar 7 
The cesium exchange properties of sever- manner as zeolites, crystallizing at temper- 

al zeolitic tuffs and several synthetic zeo- atures from 100° to 200° C from reactive 
| lites were tested using equilibrium ex- mixtures containing template materials. 7 

_ change reactions.» The zeolitic tuffs were The template materials, usually organic . 
composed of phillipsite, mordenite, clinop- amines or quaternary ammonium com- | 
tilolite, erionite, chabazite, and analcime. pounds, were retained within the products. 

Zeolitic tuffs composed of phillipsite had the SAPO were expected to be useful as absorb- Pp 
best ion exchange characteristics: over a ents, ion exchange agents, catalysts, and 
range of solution concentrations. The phil- catalyst supports. — : — 

lipsite tuffs also reacted more favorably to ———————- | | : 
heat treatment, used to immobilize the  >Prepared by Wilton Johnson, mineral specialist. 

. in the st t th the lit Prepared by James P. Searls, physical scientist. 
cesium in t re S ruc ure, than other zeolites 3Prepared by Sarkis G. Ampian, physical scientist. 
types. The significance of the exchange shrepared by A C. Meisinger, industry economist, ' , 

sae : repared by Haro . Taylor, Jr., physical scientist. 
capacities and phase transformations of the 6Prepared by Dennis S. Kostick, physical scientist. 
phillipsite-rich tuffs is the potential to de- "Prepared by Michael J. Potter, physical scientist. | 

. . American Paint & Coatings Journal. NYCO’s Mineral contaminate nucle amt lutions nde pint fem Ce te Pas rT reven o. 4Z, Apr. 1, , p. 48. . . 

| removal by leaching with ground water. No ens. TORE age” Paints. Ind. Miner. (London), 
Single metal atoms can be directed and =‘ Industrial Minerals (London). Growth Forecast in 

attached to the intracrystalline cavities of hemnically Modified Minerals Market. No. 218, Nov. 1985, 

some zeolites by using a solvated metal oe Janno Partek Doubles Wollastonite Capacity. No. 
, June »p.9. . . 

atom that can pass through the crystal 12Prepared by Robert L. Virta, physical scientist. . 
structure pane enter the a-cages while main- 7c American Mining Congress Journal. IMC Leases Idaho 
taining the in i ; . ite Mine. V. 71, No. 21, Nov. 20, ,»p.12. . 

ne Bi tegr ty of the zeolite struc 14Industrial Minerals (London). Zeolite International 
ture.*  Bis(toluene)iron(o) and _bis(tolu- Begins. No. 208, Jan. 1985, p. 16. 
ene)cobalt(o) w iasi Chemical & Engineering News. Georgia Tech Sets Up . 

rcobe 173 ee Ue raujaaite Zeolite Research Center. V. 63, No. 17, Apr. 29, 1985, p. 16. 
zeoll a to A. Upon reac ng 16Chemical Week. Zeolite Molecular Sieves Gaining 
room temperature, the bis(toulene)metal(o) Market Share. V. 1961 No. 15, Apr. 17, 1985, p31 et f 

ower, lL. ater Lreatmen arliyin e Nlarket for 

complex decomposed to toluene and a metal Minerals. ‘Ind. Miner. (London), No. 215, Aug. 1985, 
atom, leaving metal atoms in the crystal PP, 352. | Week. PQ E Zeoli _ ' 
structure. Metal atom clusters then formed No, 96, June 26, 5, lite Facility. V. 136, 
when single atoms diffused through the No eurpPean Chemical News. Zeolite Initiative. V. 44, 

oO. , June 3, , p. 22. 
structure and agglomerated. The cluster ~ 20pjaggin, J. First Methanol-to-Gasoline Plant Nears 
sizes are controlled by the initial atom Startup in New Zealand. Chem. & Eng. News, v. 63, No. 12, 

. e 
e ar. > > pp. ° 

loading in the structure and the size of the 21Chemical Week. Gasoline From Gas in Argentina? 
a-cage. This technique was proven to be a V. 137, No. 20, Nov. 18, 1985, p. 22 

. ° ous ndustri inerals (London). Company News and nondestructive means of depositing Zer0- Mineral Notes. No. 216, Sept. 1985, p. Wh 
valent metal atoms in the zeolite structure. ) “Komarneni, 8 Phillipsite in Gs Decontamination and 

° +s . : mmobilization. Clays an a iner, v. 33, No. 2, Apr. Zeolites containing site-specific metal clus- 99555. 145-151. y P 
ters may be potentially useful as catalysts 24Qzin, G. New Materials From Metal Vapor Chemistry. 
for oil, gas, and petroleum production. Chemtech, v. 15, No. 8, Aug. 1985, pp. 488-496. , 

. sae . . Chemical & Engineering News. Nonaqueous Synthesis 
Aluminosilicate zeolites were synthesized of Zeolites Achieved. V. 63, No. 38, Sept. 23, 1985, p. 24. 
; ; 25 ———. Union Carbide Develops New Molecular 

using a nonaqueous solvent technique.*  g...2; Vv 63, No. 1,Jan.7, 1985, p47. 
Usually, zeolites are synthesized from alka- |
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oe ARSENIC st | | | 

In 1985, ASARCO Incorporated terminat- consumer information sheets on the safe | 
ed copper smelting operations and associ- handling and disposal of treated wood. As a 

ated byproduct arsenic trioxide recovery at result of challenges filed by the wood pre- | 

Tacoma, WA, although shipments of arsenic servative industry, EPA, in several separate : 

trioxide from stocks and limited production actions during 1984 and 1985, stayed the 
. from cleanup operations continued. Imports effective date of the modifications to the 

of arsenic trioxide increased markedly as a terms and conditions of registration.’ 
result of increased demand for arsenical On September 30, Public Law 96-510, the | 
wood preservatives and the decline in do- Comprehensive Environmental Response, 
mestic shipments of trioxide. Expanded Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980 _ 

world capacity more than met the increased (Superfund), expired. Under Superfund, ar- 
demand for arsenic and its compounds, and senic was taxed at a rate of $4.45 per ton, 
prices remained unchanged throughout the nd arsenic trioxide was taxed at a rate of 
year. | $3.41 per ton. At yearend, several bills to 

Domestic Data Coverage.—Arsenic triox- eauthorize Superfund taxing authority 
ide was produced by one U.S. company, Were under consideration by Congress. | 

veanabeenarct edits ported its production to DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

Legislation and Government Pro- During 1985, production of arsenic triox- | 
grams.—On July 13, 1984, the Environmen- ide and metal by Asarco, the only domestic 
tal Protection Agency (EPA) issued a “No- producer, declined from that of 1984 by 
tice of Intent To Cancel Registrations of 68%. Asarco produced arsenic trioxide at its 
Pesticide Products Containing Creosote, Tacoma, WA, copper smelter as a byproduct 
Pentachlorophenol, and the Inorganic Ar- of the smelting of imported high-arsenic | 

senicals” and announced that certain modi- copper concentrates and ores, mainly from 
fications to the terms and conditions of Chile and the Philippines, as well as from 
registration for wood preservative uses of domestic arsenic-bearing residues and con- 
the three chemicals were required to avoid centrates. Arsenic metal was produced from 
cancellation. In addition, it established high-purity imported arsenic trioxide; the 
workplace regulations and air monitoring low grade and antimony contamination of 
criteria at wood preserving plants and re- the arsenic trioxide produced at Tacoma 
quired wood pressure treaters to provide made it unsuitable for metal production. 

| 1081
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| In March, copper smelting operations at — its compounds was estimated to be equiva- | 
Tacoma, WA, were permanently terminat- lent to about 18,000 metric tons of contained 
ed. The company cited low copper prices, a arsenic, up slightly from that of 1984. Do- | 

| shortage of suitable concentrates, and the mestic production accounted for about 21% . 
_ estimated $150 million cost of meeting of demand. Three major producers of arsen- 

| Federal, State, and local sulfur dioxide ical wood preservatives and four producers 
_ emissions standards as the reasons for clo- of agricultural chemicals accounted for 

sure. Although copper smelting ceased in most of the domestic consumption of arsenic 
March, Proeeaon of arsenic trioxide om trioxide. arsenic acd, produced from arsen- 

s of residues continu roughout the ic trioxide, was us irectly, or as an 
- year. By yearend, production of arsenic intermediate product. The estimated end- 
trioxide and metal had ended, though ship- use distribution of arsenic was 67% in wood 
ments of arsenic metal and trioxide from _ preservatives, 25% in agricultural products _ 

. stocks were onnediad to continue through (principally herbicides and desiccants), 4% 
e first nalt o - 4ASarco was reportedly in glass, 2% in metallic form in nonferrous 

investigating alternatives to its Tacoma alloys and electronics, and 2% in other uses 
. roasang Peden, for ved at ote Ohsareg animal feed additives; pharmaceuticals, 

aring residues generated at other Asarco etc). , 
_ nonferrous smelters. - CCA, by far the most important of the . 
___ In addition to purchasing refined arsenic argenical wood preservatives, is a water- 

| toxide, eoppers Lo. Inc., a major promucer borne, leach-resistant wood preservative 
| Or arsenical w Preservatives, produced prepared by mixing arsenic acid with cop- 

: refined arsenic trioxide at its plant in Con- per oxide or sulfate and chromic acid. It is | Hn Canada Artis cc ren preices Wd 12 Pree tral a variety of woo rom fa. £ uc products that are subject to outdoor or 
, from the trioxide and was marketed or inground exposure, and may serve to extend Chromed copper eenate CER ware (Meee ie of wood yaaa ft est | - mi 3 WA) WOOE According to data published by the 

: _ Servatives. A second company, Mineral Re- American Wood Preservers Institute for 
search Development Corp., Charlotte, NC, 1983 and 1984, there were 547 wood treating 
produced arsenic acid for use in wood pre plants operating in the United States in 
servatives directly from low-grade Canadi- 94 349 of which treated with waterborne 

| an material. Mineral Resear ch was pur- (96% CCA) preservatives. The plants treat- 
| chased by Laporte Industries Ltd. of the 64 4991 million cubic feet of wood products 

United Kingdom, which also purchased in 1984: 301.7 million with waterborne pre- 
_ Chemical Specialties Inc., a producer of servatives, 187.6 million with creosote solu- 

CCA wood preservatives, in Valdosta, tions, 53.6 million with pentachlorophenol, 
GA. Chemical Specialties expanded its CCA and 6.2 million with fire retardant chemi- 
mixing capacity » making it one of the larg- cals. Although total production of treated est domestic producers of arsenical wood wood in 1984 was 12% above 1988 produc- 

preservatives. | W. R. Metals Inc., formerly tion levels, production of wood products 
Williams Strategic Metals ae Wheat treated with waterborne preservatives in- 

| ridge, a Produce indus oy f or sale to creased by 17%. Of the wood products 
pne wood preservative industry ‘rom arsen- treated with waterborne preservatives, 76% ic-bearing lead smelter flue dusts contain- was lumber; 7%, timbers; 5%, fence posts: 
ing about 50% arsenic at its plant in Wyo- 4%, poles; an d 8% other p ro ducts 4 ° 

Hoh it . tal f ; The principal agricultural market for 

electronic “devices was refined from com. arsenicals | was in cotton growing, where ‘al-prad etal by at least two com. 27Senic acid was used as a desiccant to aid 
mercial-grade metal by in mechanical stripper harvesting of cotton, panies—Asarco at its Globe, CO, plant, and d oth ical chemical h 
Canyonlands 21st Century Corp. at its ane 0 odiu vaethan c nate | MSMA a 
Blanding, UT, facility. By yearend, Canyon- disodit tum methanearsonate ( Jan isodium methanearsonate (DSMA), were 
anes hae declared panerupicy an@. Was used as herbicides for control of grassy and 
SSO US BSSENS Were WO De Soldat auction. —_ broadleaf weeds. Cotton planting in 1985 

lesser extent, arsenical herbicides were 
Arsenic compounds, principally arsenic used in noncrop areas such as railroad 

trioxide, accounted for 98% of the arsenic right-of-ways. 
consumed in 1985. Demand for arsenic and Arsenic trioxide and arsenic acid were
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used in the glass industry primarily as a frequencies, lower power consumption, low- 
fining agent to remove tiny, dispersed air er noise, and superior resistance to radia- 
bubbles and also as a decolorizing agent. tion, they were expected to have extensive | 
Use in recent years has been limited tothe military applications. 
pressed and blown glass sector for products | 
such as tableware, lead glass, optical glass, | PRICES | 

and glass ceramics. The price of domestically produced crude 
The bulk of metallic arsenic was used in 5 conic trioxide, guaranteed minimum 95% 

lead- and copper-based alloys as a minor purity, remained constant throughout the 
additive (about 0.01% to 0.5%) to increase year at $0.33 per pound for carload quanti- , 

strength in the posts and grids of lead-acid ties as supplies of trioxide remained plenti- 
storage batteries and to improve corrosion fy} despite the closure of Asarco’s Tacoma, 
resistance and tensile strength in copper WA, smelter. Prices for imported refined | 
alloys. A relatively small amount, less than trioxide also remained constant throughout 
10 tons, of high-purity arsenic metal was the year, Mexican trioxide having a pub- | 
used in the electronics industry. Gallium _]ished price of $0.42 per pound. 
arsenide and its alloys have been used in| The price of domestically produced. arsen- 

such products as light-emitting diodes and _ jc metal, marketed in 250-pound drums or 
_ displays, room-temperature lasers, micro- 2,000-pound pallets, remained constant at 

wave devices, solar cells, and photoemissive $2.10 per pound. High-purity arsenic metal 

surfaces. Development of gallium arsenide for electronics usage was sold in evacuated 
integrated circuits (IC) continued to gain or argon-filled ampules to inhibit oxidation. : 
momentum during 1985, the first commer- While domestic material, guaranteed to be | 

_ cially available gallium arsenide IC’s hav- 99.999% pure, sold for $100 per kilogram, 
ing become available early in 1984. Because imported material of higher guaranteed 
gallium arsenide devices, compared with purity cost as much as $100 per gram in 
silicon devices, have higher operating small quantities. : : | 

Table 1.—Arsenic price quotations | OO 

| (Cents per pound, yearend) . 

| : : 1983 1984 1985 

Trioxide, domestic, 95% Ase2Os, f.o.b. Tacoma, WA?_____ $$ eee 33 33 33 
Trioxide, Mexican, 99.13% AseQOs, f.o.b. Laredo, TX? _. $5 -> 7 5 2 ee ee 45 42 42 
Metal, domestic, 99% As? ______.-__________ ee 225 210 #210 

1Producers’ quote. 
2Metals Week. 

FOREIGN TRADE arsenic trioxide were from Cominco Ltd.’s 
| . new arsenic recovery plant associated with 

In response to increased demand and the Con Mine in the Northwest Territories. 
curtailed domestic shipments, imports of Small quantities of low-grade, minimum 
arsenic trioxide increased by 18% in 1985. 979%, arsenic trioxide were received from 
Imports of arsenic trioxide from Canada new arsenic refineries in Chile and the 
were largely arsenic trioxide-bearing flue Philippines. Industry sources indicated that 
dusts, generated during the roasting of major wood preservers were testing this 
arsenical gold ores by Campbell Red Lake material as a substitute for domestic crude 
Mines Ltd. and Giant Yellowknife Mines material. 
Ltd. A small portion of Canadian imports of
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Table 2.—U.S. imports for consumption of arsenicals, by class and country 

a, . 1983 1984 1985 
Class and country Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 

(metric (thou- (metric (thou- (metric (thou- 
. tons) sands) tons) sands) tons) sands) 

Arsenic trioxide: 
Australia. 2 «37 $10 —_ __ 30 $3 Belgium-Luxembourg _________________ 946 848 843 $654 1,498 1,074 Bolivia: _-__. 2-222 _- _- 16 4 98 67 . Canada _________ 2,525 542 4,767 1,468 3,669 4,059 Chile.-_-__ = _- — ae _— 191 101 — China___ 17 36 —_ —_ 105 46 = France _____ 667 706 1,261 | 849 3,608 2,264 Germany, Federal Republic of __._________ 1 6 (7). 1 _- —_ . Japan __= = (4) 1 __ __ 371 184 -Korea, Republic of _..________________ -- _— 68 51 —_ Mexico ___ 2,531 2,700 3,115 2,820 3,399 2,946 Namibia ___§________________ 16 11 m-- —_ —_ Netherlands ____=__._______________ ~- _- -- _- — 236 149 . Philippines. $$$ = -- -- _- oe a) 10 Portugal _._§-§ 5-3 ae -- -- _- | 18 12 South Africa, Republicof _._____________ 17 18 _- -. - 113 72 Sweden ___ = 3,430 3,528 3,914 3,608 2,996 3,014 . United Kingdom ___________________ _- _- -~— _- 116 58 

— Total? ~9 2 10,186 8,406 13,985 9,454 16,472 14,059 IS NNO ——_————m{={zK_ 
Arsenic acid: 

; | Australia ______~__~_ 1 ee 74 54 21 15 oe _~ Canada _____~_~_ __ _- (4) 1 eo _. . France _.-~._~~___~_~ ee 34 34 -— _- _— _- Germany, Federal Republicof _.._________ (4) 2 (1) (4) a -- > — Japan __ —_ _- ) lo Le _- Mexico _-_~ ~~ 2 2 _— _- 65 57 _- _- United Kingdom ________________ | 2,277 2,304 2,420 1,973 1,993 1,360 
yr SSS er Se Ss saschsiohSvGsvohOWnsntbesas> . 

. Total_____.- 2,385 2,394 2,506 2,047 1,993 1,360 
EO Se SSS Rs SS lsc PNN-speba? 

Arsenic sulfide: . 
Canada _____ ~~ (4) (7) 20 3 _- _- Japan ___~ = 1,127 1,522 2) 1 _- _- Philippines__-_.__~__.__~________ --.. H~=- — 2 2 —— 

Total___-__- 1,127 1,522 20 4 2 2 ———— 
ee —X£<*<_*_*“_F___ 

Arsenic metal: 
Belgium-Luxembourg _________________ (4) 7 _- __ -- _ Canada ___________________ 6 328 21 712. 23 644 © China ____ ~~~ = 128 428 102 350 136 311 France ________~________________ __ __ () 4 __ __ Germany, Federal Republicof _.__________ 1 111 2 215 2 -~ 195 Hong Kong______________________ | -- _- -- _- 47 158 Japan ____~_ = (4) 80 1 127 22 171 Netherlands ____. =>» => -»- = = _- _— 5 19 _- oe Sweden ____-__________ 108 435 158 614 171 642 Taiwan _~_-__~~~_~2__ — _- _- _- 5 17 United Kingdom ______________ ) 62 15 87 ) 12 eee 

Total? 22 = ee 243 1,401 304 2,127 407 2,150 et ee eeeeeeaeaaaaaooolllllll= 
Lead arsenate: 

Canada _______________________ _— _- 3 3 29 13 Germany, Federal Republicof __._________ (4) 2 3 9 __ __ Japan __________ __ __ __ — (4) 1 Netherlands _-__-_________________ | —- _- 12 26 66 128 Peru___________ 17 35 54 105 68 144 United Kingdom __________________ _- _- 1 2 _- —_— 

Total? _9_-- 17 37 73 145 162 287 eee ——————eowoanmnDoDoR===2aaQqQVTuwl oe Sodium arsenate: 
France _______~_______________ — -- __ __ 20 7 Other _-_________ ee (7) 2 1 3 (2) 3 —$$ 

Total __ ~~~ oo) 2 1 3 20 10 ——— 
SS TT FFHFEFHEHEHETFHR—OomnW.--2>?>»—>»—ODDDDD 

See footnotes at end of table.
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| Table 2.—U.S. imports for consumption of arsenicals, by class and country —Continued : 

_ | 1983 1984 1985 

Class and country Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 
. (metric (thou- (metric (thou- (metric (thou- 

a tons) sands) tons) sands) tons) sands) 

- Arsenic compounds, n.e.¢.: 7 
Canada ______~_~~___.-~~-~__-~--~---~- _— _- 17 $588 __ __ 

_ Mexico ___-_~~--__------+---+-~---+-- oe — _- Fe 23 $52 
Sweden _______~~_-_-_--+-~--------~-- 17 $22 17 20 —_— _- 

' United Kingdom ___________-~_------- 9 108 1 165 (2) 66 

: Other - ~~ ------------------------_ BB 
7 Total? ________2- ee 26 158 85 801 «28 131 

"Revised. . . oe 
1Less than 1/2 unit. 
2Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. _ 

' Source: Bureau of the Census. . | 

| Table 3.—U.S. import duties for arsenicals | | 

a «SUS. Most favored nation (MFN) Non-MFN | 
Item No —__ = eee eee 

. Jan. 1, 1985 Jan. 1, 1987 Jan. 1, 1985 

Arsenic metal... -- 632.04 0.8 cent per pound Free __.~____-_ 6.0 cents per . 

Trioxide and sulfide________ ATS, Free ________ __.-do ~~ Free. 

Other compounds _ ae 417.64 _ 4.0% ad valorem _ 3.7% ad valorem _ 25% ad valorem. 

| | WORLD REVIEW reported being held by Western European 
| oo . producers. In addition, during 1985, Société 

| _ Arsenic trioxide was produced in at least ges Mines et Produits Chimiques de Sal- | 
16 countries as a byproduct of processing signe S.A., in France, which produced arse- 
nonferrous ores. The nine principal produc- nic from gold-silver-copper ores, installed a 
ing countries accounted for about 90% of new roaster to treat high-arsenic concen- 
world production. With the exception of trates and expanded its arsenic trioxide 
Canada, which had at least two producers of production capacity by about 50%. 
crude trioxide and one producer of refined In addition to the United States, which 
trioxide, the production in each of the nine accounted for more than 60% of the world 

countries was principally from one compa- demand, the United Kingdom was a major 
ny. consumer of arsenic trioxide and metal. 

The closing of Asarco’s Tacoma, WA, There were at least three British compa- 
smelter, which had been the largest market nies, Rentokil PLC, Hickson Timber Prod- 

economy country producer of arsenic triox- ucts Ltd., and Laporte Industries, producing 
ide, did not result in a shortage of world arsenical wood preservatives domestically 
supplies. New production facilities in Chile and abroad. At least two British companies, 
and the Philippines have resulted in a Johnson Matthey Chemicals Ltd. and MCP 
world oversupply of arsenic, with much of Electronic Materials Ltd., produced high- 
their 1985 production being stockpiled. Sig- purity arsenic metal.5 | 
nificant stocks of arsenic trioxide were also
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a | Table 4.—Arsenic trioxide:' World production, by country? ae 
oo oe Se . (Metric tons) . 

| , | Countryy 1981 1982-1988 1984? 1985®& 

Belgium® ______.__________________ 8,000 3,000 «3,000 ~S——«é8, 000 8,000 , Bolivia_________2= 127 261 ‘107 144 400 | Canada®*__ = 2,000 T2000 T2,000 3,000 3,000 
Chile? _-- = . __ _— _— 3,500 4,000 — France____________ ®5,200 T 6,000 4,727 3,828 4,000 - 
Germany, Federal Republicof® _____________ 360 ’ 360 360 360 360 Japan®_-___ 695 100 300 500° =i ' Korea, Republicof____________________ 170 306 560 NA NA Mexico._______________________ 6,517 4,740 4,557 5,496 5,000 | - Namibia? = 1,370 1,895 1,126 2,504 2,500 | Peru® __-_ 2,164 1,663 1,110 887 800 : 
Philippines? __-__ = = oe _- a _- 5,000 a Portugal®_ == = 6257 200 T180 180 170 
Sweden®?®_ 0 6,900 7,200 5,300 5,900 - - 6,000 USSR HB 7,800 7,900. - 8,000 8,100 _ _ United States..___-_- 7,800 8,000 7,300 6,800 62,200 Zimbabwe_______-_____________ 21 _- -- _- . ~— 

: : REE SS SS SS SSS 

| Total_______ 43,731 743,525 38,527 44,099 45,030 , | 
*Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. - NA Not available. 
"Including calculated arsenic trioxide equivalent of output of elemental arsenic and arsenic compounds other than arsenic trioxide where inclusion of such materials would not duplicate reported arsenic trioxide production. . 
Table includes data available through June 10, 1986. 
SAustria, China, Czechoslovakia; the German Democratic Republic, Hungary, Spain, the United Kingdom, and Yugoslavia have produced arsenic and/or arsenic compounds in previous years, but information is inadequate. to make _ reliable estimates of output levels, if any. 

- 4Figures include estimated production of low-grade dusts that were exported to the United States for further refining. 
5Chile began producing arsenic trioxide during 1983 from the El Indio gold-copper ores; however, it was not of marketable quality and required further refining by foreign producers. It has not been listed separately to avoid double counting. . : a 
®Reported figure. | . : 

- 7Output of Tsumeb Corp. Ltd. only. - 
SQutput of Empresa Minera del Centro del Pera (Centromin Pera). 
®The Philippines may have had some arsenic output in 1984 from the Philippine Associated Smelting and Refining 

Corp. (PASAR) copper smelter, but available data are not adequate to make reliable estimates of output levels, if any. 
10Based on arsenic trioxide exported plus the arsenic trioxide equivalent of the output of metallic arsenic exported. 

a TECHNOLOGY The researchers found that by low-tem- 
} | —_ oe perature roasting of the flue dusts with - 

CSS Management Inc., in Skykomish, lime, the arsenic was converted to calcium © 
WA, in cooperation with the Bureau of arsenate and calcium arsenite, which could 
Mines, developed a process to leach its gold- he effectively dissolved in copper reverbera- 
bearing arsenical copper flotation concen- tory slags. Leach tests on the solidified slags 
trate. Its concentrates had previously been indicated low arsenic extractive rates, mak- 
processed at Asarco’s Tacoma, WA, smelter. ing them suitable for outdoor storage.’ Oth- _ 
The process is based on a patented calcium- er research at the Montana College of chloride, compressed-air leaching technolo- Mineral Science, with support from the 
gy developed at the Bureau’s Reno Research Bureau of Mines Mineral Industry Waste 
Center to process arsenic-bearing complex Tyeatment and Recovery Generic Center at 
sulfides.‘ The copper and precious metals Butte, involved the removal of arsenic from 
are extracted by leach solution at elevated ead smelter speiss. More than 98% of the 
temperatures and then selectively precipi- arsenic was removed by volatilizing it in the 
tated. The arsenic remains with the residue presence of sulfur under a carbon dioxide 
in an insoluble form. CSS was exploring the atmosphere at 800° C. Arsenic removed 
application of the process to high-arsenic from the speiss was deposited on the reactor 
flue dusts accumulated at the closed Ana- wall as elemental arsenic.® | 
conda copper smelter in Montana.” Rapid advances continued to be made in 

Researchers at the Montana College of the commercial development of gallium ar- 
Mineral Science and Technology, Butte, senide IC technology, and major invest- 
MT, investigated methods of stabilization ments in new facilities continued. Ford 
for permanent disposal of arsenic and other Motor Co., in a major diversification move, 
heavy metals contained in the flue dusts began production of gallium arsenide IC’s at 
generated during copper smelting. Analysis a new $33 million facility in Colorado 
of flue dusts stockpiled at various smelters Springs, CO. Ford reportedly planned to 
revealed arsenic contents of up to 29.4%. produce gallium arsenide chips for use in
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electronic data processing, instrumentation od, the company reportedly produced ul- | 

and testing, telecommunications, and aero- trathin layers of gallium arsenide and | 

space applications. The plant, when fully other semiconductor materials in the excep- | | 

operational, was expected to produce about tionally pure state essential to fiber-optic , 

25,000 wafers per year.'° communications systems.! Another proc- 

| Improvement in the techniques for epi- ess, developed at the University of Illinois, | 

taxial growth of gallium arsenide crystal involved the use of molecular-beam epitaxy 

layers on either silicon or gallium arsenide to deposit nearly perfect layers of gallium | 

substrates was a major research focus. Bell arsenide onto silicon wafer substrates. Use 

| Communications Research, Livingston, NJ, of silicon wafer substrates avoids some. of 

‘unveiled a new crystal growth process that the brittleness, size limitations, and poor 

involved the concept of floating wafers thermal conductivity of gallium arsenide 

while growing crystal layers on them. Using substrates.” : | 

its “vapor levitation epitaxy” (VLE) meth- | | | . 

| CESIUM AND RUBIDIUM** | : 

Cesium, usually in the form of chemical CONSUMPTION AND USES 

compounds, was used mainly in research | . a . — 

and development, including the develop- Data concerning specific end uses and 
ment of magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) elec- consumption patterns for cesium and rubid- | 

tric power generators, thermionic energy ‘U™ and their compounds were not avail- : 

converters, and biological research. Com- able. Cesium and rubidium and their re- 

- mercially, cesium was used in electronic, spective compounds were interchangeable | 

photoelectric, and medical applications. Ru- ™ most applications, although cesium com- So , 

bidium, usually in the form of chemical Pounds were most widely accepted because | 

| compounds, also was used mainly in re- of their availability and price advantages. i, 

search and development. It was also used More than 75% of the cesium and rubid- 

commercially in electronic and medical ap- 1m consumed in the United States was 
plications. | used in research. The principal use in this 

‘Domestic Data Coverage—Domestic da- application was developmental research on 

ta for cesium and rubidium are developed direct energy-conversion devices, such as 

by the Bureau of Mines from a voluntary MHD generators, solar photovoltaic cells, : 

‘survey of U.S. operations. Of the four oper- and thermionic and _ high-temperature | 

ations to which a survey request was sent, Rankine-cycle turboelectric power genera- 
all responded, but only one company report- tors. Commercial consumption included . 

ed production of cesium and rubidium prod- uses for high-voltage rectifying tubes and 

ucts. Production data are withheld to avoid for infrared lighting. Cesium chloride was _ 
disclosing company proprietary data. used in photoelectric cells because its color 

7 sensitivity is higher than that of other 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION alkali salts. — 

, Small quantities of cesium metal and PRICES | 

compounds were produced from pollucite 

ore imported from Canada and Zimbabwe. Prices of rubidium compounds increased 

Rubidium metal and compounds were pro- 10% in 1985, while prices of cesium com- 

duced from imported lepidolite ores. pounds remained unchanged. Metal prices 

The only producer of cesium and rubid- did not change from the 1984 levels. At 

ium metals and compounds was the KBI yearend, cesium metal was $275 per pound 

Div. of Cabot Corp. at its plant at Revere, for technical-grade and $375 per pound for 

PA. The Callery Chemical Co., Callery, PA, high-purity metal. Rubidium metal prices 

a producer in past years, retained its pro- were $300 per pound for technical-grade 

duction capacity and was considered a po- and $375 for high-purity metal. All price 

tential supplier. data were obtained from the KBI Div. of 

Cabot.
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a ' Table 5.—Prices of selected cesium and rubidium compounds — a 
7 . a a oe _. (Base price per pound’) — ‘. eo | 

a | 4988 1984? 19850 — Compound == Technical: «High Technical pity Technical = High” 
7 So Fade grade grade = grade «=—Ss« Fd grade | 

Cesium bromide____=________ $34.25 * $69.50. $36.80 $74.70 $36.80 $74.70 | 
‘Cesium carbonate ___________. 34.25 © 69.50 ~ 36.80 74.70 36.80 74.70 

. Cesium chloride. -___~_§_§_____ 36.50 72.50: 39.20 78.00 39.20 . 18.00 Cesium fluoride... - 43.50 - 80.00 46.80 — 86.00 46.80 86.00 Cesium hydroxide _-= ~________ - ~~ 41.25 78.00 44,40 83.90 ' 44.40 83.90 
Rubidium carbonate_..-.2_-__ 83.50 125.00 89.80 134.40 98.80 147.80. oO Rubidium chloride ____§_______ 84.50 126.00 90.90 135.50 100.00 149.10 
Rubidium fiuoride _.._._..._. = —- 9100. .—s-: 182.00 97.80 - 141.90 ' 107.60 — 156.10 Rubidium hydroxide__________ 91.00 ~ 132.00 97.80: 141.90 107.60 — 156.10 

1For quantities of less than 100 pounds, f.0.b. Revere, PA, excluding packaging costs. . / 
Effective Oct. 1, 1984. | : : 

oe _ Source: Cabot Corp. (KBI Div.). | | os 

| FOREIGN TRADE + imported from the Federal Republic of Ger- 
| The quantity. of cesium compounds im. many. Trade data on raw materials and | 

ported in 1985 was approximately equal to metal were not available. | _ 
_ that of 1984. Most cesium compounds were : | | | 

Table 6.—U.S, imports for consumption of cesium compounds, by class and country 
| : | 1983 = 1984 1985 
oS Classandcountry == Quantity Quantity sy, Quantity © | | : | - (pounds) Value (pounds) Value (pounds) © Value | 

| Cesium chloride: - | | | 
Germany, Federal Republic of _ _ 13,655 $507,876 25,050 $741,468 20,452 . $630,635 . Netherlands______§_§______ 220 _ 10,949 110 6,465 33 1,887 Norway. __ ~~~ ~~~ ____ -- _- _- -~—. 362 11,335 ' Sweden__-__-  L -_— _-. 18 884 115 7,367 Oo United Kingdom __________. ao __ os 192 5,464 OF 

Total. ~~ LL 13,875 518,825 25,178 © 748,817 21,154 656,688 
a  QQQQQQQmmElee 

Cesium compounds, n.s.p.f.: . 
Austria. -§ $2 52 13 685 a 7 __ — -_- Canada______~§ ~~ ____ 2,406 2,093 520 4,100 _- _. German Democratic Republic __ _- _— __ __ 119 2,625 Germany, Federal Republic of _ _ 2,930 . 94,582 18,206 626,885 28,358 . 735,785 Greece __ 2 _~ __ _— a __ .110 2,726 Israel _. 2 ~§ 2 5 _— _— 100 30,000 _- _- Japan___- 2 _- _— 210 60,087 170 32,250 Netherlands_____________ _— __ 231 11,980 _— __ United Kingdom __________ 3 397 9,207 69,925 626 164,468 EO 10,208 

. Total. ~~ ~~ 5,352 — 97,707 28,474 802,977 29,383 937,854 
ee 

eee 

- Source: Bureau of the Census. | 

Table 7.—U.S. import duties for cesium and rubidium 
Oe , Ite TSUS Most favored nation (MFN) Non-MFN 

m LASS | wetennneereninwvensresbeinespeseevaranerare 

No. Jan. 1, 1985 Jan. 1, 1987 Jan. 1, 1985 ——l]. ee ea), bOO 
Ore and concentrate ___________ 601.66 Free ________ Free ________ Free. Cesium ___________________ 415.10 6.1% ad valorem _ 5.3% ad valorem _ 25% ad valorem. Cesium chloride______________ 418.50 4.5% ad valorem _ 4.0% ad valorem _ Do. Other cesium compounds _____ ___ 418.52 4.3% ad valorem _ ~__-do _~_____ Do. Rubidium _________________ 415.40 4.0% ad valorem _ 3.7% ad valorem _ Do. Rubidium compounds __________ 423.00 ~~ do _~_____ _~__-do______ Do. San annem nnn nS |
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| -. WORLD REVIEW cesium for the sterilization of medical in- 
- — | struments was reported. Large shipments of 

The Tantalum Mining Corp. of Canada the material were reportedly made for the 
Ltd.’s mine at Bernic Lake, Canada, the fanford, WA, nuclear reservation to two 
major world source of the cesium ore pollu- firms in Colorado and Ohio." : 

cite and the T ee veh aro The Cornell University reportedly: purchased | 
imine ausp a ded op ratio = at the end “of 20 tons of thallium-activated cesium iodide 
1982 owing ‘to weak markets and large ‘Single crystals, used for detecting high- 
inventories. ~ : : | energy gamma rays, from Horiba Ltd., Kyo- 

| o to, Japan. The cesium material reportedly 
| , , | is easier to fabricate and has a higher | 

CO TECHNOLOGY ee _ resistance to humidity than the sodium 
A new commercial use for radioactive iodide used in conventional detectors.’® 

a | GERMANIUM‘. | a | 

The estimated domestic production and © On July 8, the President approved the 

| consumption of refined germanium increas- National Security Council (NSC) recommen- 
ed compared with those in 1984. Infrared dations for modernizing the strategic and 

systems and fiber optics continued to be the critical materials stockpile. Under the NSC 
major markets for germanium. proposal, the National Defense Stockpile 

Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic re- would be structured into two tiers. Tier I | 

finery production and consumption data for would contain materials required by mili- : 
| germanium are estimated by the Bureau of tary, industrial, and essential civilian users 

Mines ‘based on discussions with domestic during a military conflict that would not be | | 
producers. | available from domestic or reliable foreign 

Legislation and Government Pro- sources. Tier. II would contain a supplemen- 

grams.—On September 20, the EPA issued tal reserve of materials already possessed 

_ final regulations under the’ Clean Water by the Government. Germanium was in- | 
Act for nonferrous metals manufacturing luded in tier I of this proposal with a goal 
operations that limit the discharge of pol- of 146,049.4 kilograms. At yearend, this _ 
lutants into navigable waters and into pub- proposal was under consideration by. the | 

licly owned treatment works. The primary Congress. The Department of Defense Au- 
and secondary germanium and gallium sub- thorization Act, 1986 (Public Law 99-145), 
category, 1 of 25 subcategories covered by ‘signed by the President on November 8, . 

this regulation, set limits on effluent dis- 1989, stated that no action may be taken 
charges from both new and existing plants. before October 1, 1986, to implement or 
Daily and monthly average maximums on administer any change in a stockpile goal in 

the arsenic, fluoride, lead, and zinc content effect on October 1, 1984, that results in a 
of effluents emanating from these plants reduction in the quality or quantity of any 

were specified. Since the germanium con- Strategic -and critical material to be ac- | 
tent of these effluents, previously proposed quired for the National Defense Stockpile. 

for regulation, was expected to be controlled . 
by best practical technology methods, the , DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

EPA decided that any specific limitations Domestic refinery production from both 
on this metal would be made on a case-by- primary and secondary materials was esti- 
case basis.’” mated to be 22,000 kilograms. Based on the 

: On May 23, the U.S. Department of Com- published U.S. producer price for refined 
merce, with the approval of the Federal germanium metal, the approximate value of 
Emergency Management Agency, published production was $23 million. | 
National Defense Stockpile Purchase Speci- § Refined germanium products were pro- 
fications for refined intrinsic germanium duced by Eagle-Picher Industries Inc., Qua- 

metal. As of December 31, 1985, the stock- paw, OK; KBI Div. of Cabot, Revere, PA; 
pile goal remained at 30,000 kilograms; and Atomergic Chemetals Corp., Plainview, 
however, no germanium metal had been NY. | | 
acquired.
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. In September, Rare Materials Interna- transmission by optical glass. Other impor- 
oe tional Inc. reported the permanent closure tant uses for germanium glass included 

| and dismantling of its 1,200-kilogram-per- nonmilitary surveillance and monitoring 
| year germanium production facility in Ir- systems in fields such as satellite systems 

ving, TX. | : : : and fire alarms. ee a 
| _ The Jersey Miniére Zinc Co. in Clarks- . Another important market for germa- 

ville, TN, continued to produce germanium- nium was in fiber-optic cables used in tele. 
rich residues as a byproduct of processing communications systems. Fiber-optic sys- | 
zinc ores from its Gordonsville and Elm- tems were used as replacements for conven- 
wood Mines. ‘These residues reportedly were tional wire telecommunication systems and 

| shipped to Métallurgie Hoboken-Overpelt were finding increased use in existing un- 
SA (MHO) in Belgium for germanium recov-  derground conduits where space was often 
ery and refining. limited. Fiber-optic systems provided a com- 

| Startup problems continued to delay the pact, short-circuit-free transmission medi- 
opening of Musto Explorations Ltd.’s pri- um that was not susceptible to distortion by 
mary gallium and germanium recovery an electromagnetic field and could not be 

| plant near St. George, UT. The plant report- tapped by currently available technology. 
edly began limited production of 99.9%- Although not used in all fiber-optic systems, 
pure gallium in October, but full-scale gal- germanium was an important constituent — 
lium production was postponed until 1986. jn many fiber-optic cables. _ | | 
The germanium production circuit was re- Pirelli Cable- Corp. of Union, NJ, an- 
portedly nearing completion by yearend nounced the construction of a new fiber- 
1985. Development continued on the Apex optic cable manufacturing facility near Lex- 
Mine ore zone, which reportedly contained ington, SC. The plant was expected to begin 

recoverable quantities of copper, silver, and operations in early 1986. This installation | 
zinc, as well as germanium and gallium. would be the third. Pirelli plant producing 

| The plant was the only operation in the fiber-optic cables in North America; the 
world to recover germanium or gallium as __ other two were in Wallingsford, CT, and in 

_ Principal products, and, when fully opera- Surrey, British Columbia, Canada.” In 
_ tional, the plant's annual pr oduction capac- April, International Telephone & Telegraph 
___ ity was expected to be 17,900 kilograms of Corp.’s Electro-Optical Products Div. an- | 

_ | anal and 10,000 kilograms of gal- pounced the opening of a high-volume, : ium. | | : : 1eti ‘ 
| According to a report published by the paid TAT. le production plant in Wor 

U.S. Geological Survey, the Apex Mine ore Santa Fe Southern Corp. and Norfolk 
body was defined as a goethite-limonite- gouthern Corp. announced that construc- 
hematite zone that contained local concen- tion of an 8,000-mile transcontinental fiber- 
trations of jarosite, azurite, malachite, and optic network, known as Fibertrak and 

other supergene copper, iron, lead, and zinc originally scheduled for completion by 1987, | 
minerals. Most of the coppe r-rich ore at the was deferred because of difficulty in obtain- 
Ape x Mine was removed during previous ing the customer commitments necessary to 
mining ope rations, leaving behind the iron begin construction.24 Teleconnect Co. and 
oxide minerals in which most of the germa- Williams Pipe Line Co. announced the con- 
nium was concentrated. struction of a 1,200-mile fiber-optic network 

| linking Chicago, IL, to cities in six States. 
CONSUMPTION AND USES Construction of 85% of the line reportedly 

The consumption of germanium was esti- would involve pulling the cable through 
mated at 38,000 kilograms, a slight increase pipeline once used to transport liquid petro- 
compared with that of 1984. The estimated leum products. The project was scheduled to 
consumption pattern by end use of germa- be completed in 1986.22 US Telecom report- 
nium in 1985 was as follows: infrared sys- ed plans to construct a 23,000-mile fiber- 
tems, 65%; fiber optics, 15%; gamma-ray, X- _ optic network linking major U:S. cities from 
ray, and infrared detectors, 5%; semicon- coast to coast.2? Representatives of 22 tele- 
ductors, 5%; and other, 10%. communications companies and agencies in 

The largest end use for germanium con- 10 countries announced the approval of a 
tinued to be in infrared optics, especially draft agreement to construct and maintain 
military use in guidance and weapon- _ the first fiber-optic undersea cable to span 
sighting systems. Germanium-containing the Pacific Ocean. The system covering 
lenses and windows transmit thermal radia- 17,200 nautical miles and connecting Califor- 

| tion in a manner similar to visible light nia, Hawaii, Japan, Guam, and the Philip-
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pines was expected to be completed by the and germanium dioxide were unchanged 
end of 1988.24 | throughout 1985 at $1,060 and $660 per 
Germanium was used as a substrate upon’ kilogram, respectively. Competition from 

_- which gallium arsenide phosphide was de- imported material reportedly resulted in 
| posited to form an essential part of light- some discounting by domestic producers.. . 

emitting diodes. Germanium was also used | | | : 
in the manufacture of other semiconductor FOREIGN TRADE 
electronic equipment; to improve the hard- . : ey 

ness of aluminum, copper, and magnesium 4 comparison ofthe value per llogram of 
alloys; and, in some foreign countries, as a uulishe d p rei roducer price for germa | 
catalyst in the production of polyester fibers * ‘reign p P 8 

re } nium metal was used to estimate the germa- 
and plastic bottles. . . 

| - nium content of imported scrap. In 1985, the | 

PRICES estimated germanium content of total im- 
BC | ports was calculated to be approximately 

. The domestic producer prices, published 11,000 kilograms. | 
in Metals Week, for germanium metal |. : | 

So Table 8.—U.S. imports for consumption of germanium, by class and country 

: | } | 1984 : 4985 

| ‘Class and country Gross Gross | 
weight Value weight Value 

. (kilograms) . _ (kilograms) 

Unwrought and waste and scrap: 
Belgium-Luxembourg ________~_~______ 108,508 © $4,258,829 3,772 $1,980,066 
Canada _____§___ ee 47 91,512 23 7,206 
China__________~ _- . _- 4,044 1,952,255 
Costa Rica _________. ~~ . __ __ 1,000 597,643 
France ___2___________-2 ~~~ ___ 3,600 ‘1,493,087 1,227 722,304 | 

. German Democratic Republic ~...2_-~9~___________ _= _— 8 2,220 
Germany, Federal Republic of _. $$ __/_-__________ 1,438 594,313" 102 165,612 

, Netherlands __._______._______2 ~~ ____ 249 111,283 141 7,191 
Nigeria __ $$$ -__-_ Le _- oo . 8 3,205 
Switzerland _~___§_~9_~§_~_ Le _— _- LLY. 41,037 
USSR _ __ 5 1,865 | 
United Kingdom _________-_--_------------- 1,482 230,977 611 242,226 

| | ‘Total. 5 eee 115,274 6,780,001 11,047 5,722,880 ) | 

Wrought: > oo | . | 
Belgium-Luxembourg .______§_____~_~_-__ Le 1,023 509,373 2,540 2,385,340 
Brazil _..-~_~_~§_~__~ LLL . _— _— 249 307,609 
Canada _. 2 LLL 1 745 9 5,625 
Germany, Federal Republic of _____.§_.~~__________ 133 34,411 5 4,624 
Norway __—~___——_~_-~~_~_______ Le _- _- 130 72,661 
Singapore ______________ 273 180,248 679 203,378 
Sweden __ 2 5 5 _— _- 182 126,492 
United Kingdom _______ 15 34,482 _- —_ 

Total. ee 1,445 759,259 3,794 3,105,729 

Source: Bureau of the Census. 

Table 9.—U.S. import duties for germanium metal and germanium dioxide 

. ite TSUS Most favored nation (MFN) Non-MFN 
m RAR enrages 

No. Jan. 1, 1985 Jan. 1, 1987 Jan. 1, 1985 

Germanium dioxide____~_~___._____ 423.00 4.0% ad valorem 3.7% ad valorem 25% ad valorem. 
Metal, unwrought and waste and scrap _ _ 628.25 __._do______ _~_.-do______ Do. 
Metal, wrought ________________ 628.30 6.4% ad valorem 5.5% ad valorem 45% ad valorem.
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| WORLD REVIEW a Taiwan.—Siecor Corp., Hickory, NC, re- - 
| a _ ported the signing of an agreement with 

| World refinery production was estimated ©@T[— Communications ‘Systems to supply 
| at 80,000 kilograms.* Germanium was Pro- single-mode fiber-optic cable for installation | 

, duced by MHO, Belgium; Société Miniére et jn Taiwan. This project was reportedly the 
_ Métallurgique de Penarroya S.A., France; largest fiber-optic project Taiwan had un- 

Societa Mineraria e Metallurgica di Pertu- gertaken and the first to use single-mode 
sola S.A., Italy; Bleiberger Bergwerks- technology. - | 
Union AG, Austria; and Preussag Metall _ a : ne 
AG, Federal Republic of Germany. Germa- '- FECHNOLOGY . | 
ae renenes also were in China, Japan, A process was reporte dly developed to 

Canada.—Telecom Canada, a consortium TeCover unused germanium from effluents 
of nine telephone companies and Telesat S8@merated during the modified chemical 
Canada, announced plans to build a nation- V@P0T deposition process used to manufac 
wide system of single-mode fiber-optic cable. ture optical fibers. The Pe the incluc ted | 

_ to carry long-distance telephone traffic. The 22S Scrubber ve incorporate the srculati _ 
: system reportedly would span 7,000 kilo S¢T™amlum into solution, a recirculation meters.26 | system to increase the germanium Concen- 

Finland.—Outok O dth tration in the solution, a reaction to forma 
mMand.—Wutokumpu Vy “GarmaT h germanium precipitate, and afiltration step __ 

purchase of Princeton _Gamma- © to isolate the germanium-containing solids Princeton, NJ, which. specialized in the into a wet filter cake. which could be re- 

ultrahigh purification of germanium and processed to make germanium tetrachlo- 
the growing of germanium crystals. wo. ride. The process reportedly was capable of 

| Jap an.—Germanium metal production Jn recovering greater than 95% of the un- 
Japan reached 10,277 kilograms, an in- reacted germanium.” ~ _ - 

crease of 25% compared with 1984 produc- Sovonics Solar Systems, a joint venture of ! tion levels. Germanium dioxide production Energy Conversion Devices and Standard _ 

, was reported to be 14,083 kilogr ams 1n 1985 Oil Co. of Ohio, reported the development of 
compared with 10,872 kilograms in 1984.” a. silicon-based amorphous alloy solar cell 

| Spain.—The world’s first repeatered un- with an. energy conversion efficiency of _ 
derwater fiber-optic communications SyS- 199%. The 1-square-centimeter cell consist- 

| tem for commercial use was installed in the oq of three vertically stacked subcells, each | 
Canary Islands off North Africa by the of which was sensitive to a different color in 

| American Telephone & Telegraph Co. and the solar spectrum. The subcells were made 
| Compafiia Telefénica Nacional de Espafia, of a proprietary silicon material containing 

the Spanish national telephone company. germanium, fluorine, and hydrogen.°° 
The 72-mile cable system linking Tenerife A method reportedly was developed for 
and Gran Canaria reportedly would be used epitaxially growing high-quality thin films 
initially as a testing system to confirm the of germanium on sodium chloride sub- 
design of two similar but much larger sys- strates by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor 
tems that were planned for completion in deposition and then separating these ger- 
the near future, namely, a 3,000-mile trans- manium films by either melt-away or differ- 
atlantic cable, known as TAT-8, running ential thermal shear stress techniques. The 
from New Jersey to the United Kingdom free-standing germanium films could be 
and France and a 7,200-mile system linking used as substrates for the growth of thin- 
California, Hawaii, Japan, Guam, and the film gallium arsenide solar cells. These 
Philippines. Upon completion of testing, the solar cells could be used in large solar cell 
system would be turned over tothe Spanish arrays for space applications because of 
national telephone company for commercial _ their projected high power-to-weight ratio. 
use.?8 

INDIUM: 

Indium was produced by the Arconium market share. The Bureau of Mines does 
Corp., Providence, RI, and Indium Corp. of not publish domestic production data on 
America, Utica, NY. Domestic production indium. Small quantities of secondary in- 
in 1985 remained about the same as that of dium were available from specialty metal 
1984, and imports maintained a significant _ recycling firms.
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_-—, CONSUMPTION AND USES | PRICES | 

‘Indium usage remained about the same The producer price of indium, published 
as that of 1984. Consumption in the cate- in Metals Week, was $3.10 per troy ounce at 
gories of fusible alloys and solders remained the beginning of the year, lowered to $2.80 
strong. New indium solders were developed per troy ounce in February, and then low- 
during the year. Consumption for nuclear ered to $2.50 per troy ounce in March, at 
control rods remained low, essentially at a Which price level it remained for the dura- 

replacement level. Research continued on a_ tion of the year. : | 
broad range of possible new applications, = 
especially for solar cells and an indium-tin | FOREIGN TRADE 
oxide coating for flat glass that would be Imports of indium declined slightly but 
transparent, electrically conductive, and remained at the relatively high levels of 
prevent entry of infrared rays. Estimated recent years. Italy was the leading supplier , 

| consumption patterns for indium metal in 1985, followed by France, the United 
were electrical and electronic components, Kingdom, and China. 
40%; solders, alloys, and coating, 40%; and | : | : 
research and other uses, 20%. 7 - | 

Table 10.—U.S. imports for consumption of indium, by class and country | 
. (Thousand troy ounces and thousand dollars) 

2S C1 dccunt | | 19838 1984 1985 : . 
| ass and counery - Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value oo 

Unwrought and waste and scrap: | | . 
Belgium-Luxembourg ____-______---~-~- 218 556 263 837 99 257 
Canada ___ Le | 33 135 26 98 16 100 . 

| China ______ ~~ 2 @) 10 7 19 128 423 
France ____________________-----. © 278 ‘521 231 844 140 308 
Germany, Federal Republic of ____...__.__ “Q) 1 13 43 2 30 . 
Hong Kong __ ~~ ___-~~--.--_----~- — 6) 12 __ —_ 19 50 
Italy ee 259 485 101 207 259 596 
Jamaica... 2 2 5 ee L __ __ ee oo @) 17 
Japan_________ 3 24 9 40 2 43 , 
Netherlands ____§ ~~~ ~~~ 16 37. 78 - 242 16 67 
Peru___ ee 49 129 84 273 111 260 

- Switzerland __._-___~~~_ ~~ ~~ 32 17 58 125 16 36 
Taiwan ___§_ ~~~ _— — 8 42 a _— 
Tunisia $9 ~~ Le _— _— 6 19 _— a 
United Kingdom ________.__________-_ 182 780 130 1,575 147- —-1,009 

Total? ~-_-_-__~~ eee ‘1,071. 2,719 1,015 4,365 955 3,197 

Wrought: | oO | | 
. Belgium-Luxembourg ——____.._./____- __ _- __ oe (on 6 

Canada ___________~____~_ ie — __ (7) 62 _- __ 
France ____~__ ~~~ -- —_ _— a 19 90 
Germany, Federal Republic of —_.__________ (4) 1 (4) 1 (2) 8 
Hong Kong _ _ ________-_--~--------~-- (7) 5 —_ _- _- _- 

. Japan ___ ~~ 1 11 2 40 3 60 
United Kingdom ____________________ 1 59 4 104 3 124 
Other _______.-------~------------ _- -- 1 5 _- _- . 

Total. ______ 2 76 7 212 25 283 

1Less than 1/2 unit. 
2Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Source: Bureau of the Census. 

Table 11.—U.S. import duties for indium 

Item | TSUS Most favored nation (MFN) Non-MFN 

No. Jan. 1, 1985 Jan. 1, 1987 Jan. 1, 1985 

Unwrought, waste, and scrap ______— 628.45 0.6% ad valorem Free________ 25% ad valorem. 
Wrought indium ____________-- 628.50 5.0% ad valorem 3.6% ad valorem 45% ad valorem. 
Indium compounds ____________ 423.96 1.2% ad valorem Free________ 25% ad valorem.
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- a ‘WORLD REVIEW. | | gium, Penarroya in France, Nippon Mining 
oo , — ; Co. Ltd. in Japan, Minero Pert Comercial | 

- _ World en Nanained open the in Peru, and Mining and Chemical Products 
| same as that of : . Major world refiners td. in the Unite ingdom. an 

included Cominco in Canada, MHO in Bel- | oo oe ae Se | 

| | | -- RHENIUM® a OO 
| Rhenium was processed by two-domestic $200 per pound for ammonium perrhenate. / 

_ firms in 1985. Consumption of rhenium Domestic Data  Coverage.—Domestic 
increased an estimated 27% over that of mine production data for. byproduct rhe 
hee o ley roe ode gcreased num are developed by the Bureau of ye 
rom 6, pounds (revised) in 19384 to 8,26: roma single voluntary survey 0 US. | 

| pounds in 1985. The major use continued to porphyry-copper-molybdenum — operations. | 
be bimetallic platinum-rhenium catalysts to Of the 18 operations to which a survey 

| produce low-lead and lead-free gasoline. The request was made, all responded, represent- 
price of rhenium was level throughout the ing 100% of the total production shown in. 
year, at $300 per pound for the metal and table 12. 7 a a | 

a Table 12.—Salient U.S. rhenium statistics . | 7 
_ — ° (Pounds of contained rhenium) 

- | a ~ 1981 = 1982 1983 1984. 1985 $e ON 
- Mine production? ____.-____.--____ , 15,800 11,200 : 8,100 8,600 oe 10,500 | . R red woe 

. - 

Ceorumptag) -o—=— oT agit sal agg aghh ag rts ta meee ee ee ee ee 
’ ’ Imborts for consumption of ammonium . . perrhenate_____________ 2 9,089 -  —- 5,198 5,947 T4754 3,325 Stocks, Dec.81 __..________________ OW W Ww W W 

*Estimated. ‘Revised. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. _ | Calculated rhenium contained in MoSe concentrates. : os 
In prior years, this was shown as mine production. . 

| DOMESTIC PRODUCTION _by weight, the majority of these catalysts _ 
. . . . . contain 0.3% rhenium and 0.3% platinum, 

vom 1s contained m motyieentte using alumina as the support medium. 
“ 2) steet ah ich are produc F as Of the three basic types of bimetallic 
a DYProduct o: Phe Se y thente n OU ‘ted reforming catalysts, the semiregenerative 

, State: Vin in od © Hon ot hle 12 + type accounted for about 60% of the total | 
7 i te i te Fe the ih mm table te . or reforming capacity in 1985. This type of 

M 3, a t te wer enlum content 0 catalyst requires process shutdown for re- 
D 2 val Cot Tales. the o1 ly d ti generation at specified intervals. Cyclic and 

: d i TP. whe ne on 985. 1¢ pro other types (nonregenerative, continuous, 
(Oucer to recover rhenium in uO and moving-bed systems) accounted for 10% 

PTION AND and 9%, respectively, of the total reforming | 
CONSUMPTION AND USES capacity. An estimated ny of the total 

Domestic consumption of rhenium in- reforming capacity employed platinum- 
creased an estimated 27% over that of 1984 rhenium catalysts. Other applications of 
to 13,000 pounds. The increase in consump-_ reforming platinum-rhenium catalysts in- 
tion was due to the increase in the manu- cluded the production of benzene, toluene, 
facturing of catalysts for the petroleum and xylenes. 
industry. Platinum-rhenium bimetallic re- About 10% of the total consumption of 
forming catalysts are used by the petroleum rhenium was used in the form of powder or 
industry to produce low-lead and lead-free alloys. The major portion of rhenium used 
high-octane gasoline. These catalysts com- in these forms was contained in tungsten- 
pete with monometallic platinum catalysts rhenium and molybdenum-rhenium alloys. 
and with other bimetallic catalysts that are When alloyed with other metals, rhenium 
used in the reforming process. Although the improves their mechanical and electrical 
rhenium content ranges from 0.25% to 0.9% properties, acid and heat resistance, wear
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and corrosion resistance, and durability. FOREIGN TRADE 
Rhenium was used in manufacturing ther- US; rts f . ie f rheni 
mocouples, ionization gauges, electron tubes total 1 8 O68 or “as an & 10n Orr f 9306 | 

| and targets, metallic coatings, semiconduc- 0 th t f 1584, A, an increase oh te 

_ tors, heating elements, high-temperature over ts tot: led 3 3 9 5 pounds of eet lo e | 

__hickel-based alloys, vacuum tubes, mass tent. This represented a 30 % ; decrease from spectrographs, and electromagnets. Jee Oe 
pectrograpns: | én that of 1984. The value of ammonium 

PRICES perrhenate imports was about $0.7 million. 
| a About 88% of the imports of ammonium 

The price of rhenium remained level perrhenate originated from Chile and 12% : 
7 during the year. The price of ammonium from the Federal Republic of Germany. | 

perrhenate was $200 per pound, and the Imports of rhenium metal totaled 4,943 | 
average price of rhenium metal was about pounds, which represented a 152% increase 
$300 per pound. over that of 1984. The value of these im- 

| _ - . ports totaled $1.2 million. | 

SO | Table 13.—U.S. import duties for rhenium materials , 

. . Ite TSUS — Most favored nation (MFN) Non-MFN_ . 

7 | " : No. ~ Jan.1,1985 idan. 1, 1987 Jan. 1, 1985 

Unwrought metal _ _ “________ 628.9000 4.0% ad valorem 3.7% ad valorem 25% ad valorem. . 
Wrought metal. ____.-___-~ 628.9500 6.4% advalorem. . 5.5% ad valorem 45% ad valorem. 
Ammonium perrhenate __..___ | 417.4420 3.38% ad valorem 3.1% ad valorem 25% ad valorem. 
Perrhenic acid. _/_§_______ 416.4540 4.7% ad valorem - 4.2% ad valorem 25% ad valorem. 

Table 14.—U.S. imports for consumption of ammonium perrhenate, by country 

. (Rhenium content) | . | 

1983 1984 | 1985 a | 

Country Quantity Value ‘Quantity Value Quantity —s»- Value’ . . 
(pounds) (thousands) (pounds) (thousands) (pounds) (thousands) 

Chile -.___-__________ 4,057 $712 3,379 $740 2,918 $611 
Germany, Federal Republic of — — — — 1,890 419 564 ~ 131 407 58 
Italy. _- oo 811 181 __ 

Total _._______________ 5,947 1,131 4,754 1,052 3,325 669 | 

"Revised. | | | | 

Source: Bureau of the Census. . 

Table 15.—U.S. imports for consumption of rhenium metal, by country 

TO ZTSSSSCSC~C<“C~s~‘“‘s*~*wmBSC“‘CNNSN#C#NWC“‘“‘CO QSOS 
Country | Gross Gross Gross 

weight Value weight Value weight Value 
(pounds) (pounds) (pounds) 

Chile _-.-_-- =e _. __ _. __ 3,300 $825,000 
France ______§_§_~~___ _- —- 2 $920 _- _- 
Germany, Federal Republic of _ _ _ _ 613 $174,000 1,836 423,032 1,424 337,662 
Italy._- oe __ 100 19,500 _- __ 
United Kingdom ____________ __ __ 2 417 193 54,065 
Other! 10 6,000 22 5,590 26 8,378 

Total _..______________ 623 180,000 1,962 449,459 4,943 1,225,105 

. 1Includes Haiti, Sweden, and Switzerland. 

Source: Bureau of the Census.
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~ WORLD REVIEW in Chile, France, the Federal: Republic of 
oe | . _ Germany, Sweden, the U.S.S.R., the United 

_ World production of rhenium was esti- Kingdom, and the United States. ) 
| mated to be 30,000 pounds, exclusive of U.S. | Canada.—The Island Copper Mine in 

_ production. Rhenium was recovered from ‘British Columbia continued to be the sole 
| byproduct MoS, concentrates from porphy- producer of rhenium in Canada. MoS. con- © 

ry copper deposits in Canada, Chile, Iran, centrates, which contained approximately 
Peru, the US.S.B., and the United States. 7 ,100 pounds of rhenium, were exported. 

ee In addition, the U.S.S.R. also recovered § Chile.—Chilean recovery of rhenium was 
rhenium as a byproduct from the Dzhezkaz- estimated at 8,700 pounds, the largest 
gan sedimentary copper deposit in Kazakh- amount produced by a market economy 
stan. Rhenium metal and compounds were country. ~~ - a 

: recovered from molybdenum concentrates = = |. : i 

. a , *  §CANDIUM*4 | | 

_ Domestic production and consumption of ‘CONSUMPTION AND USES | 
scandium were estimated to be higher than —— Co are a . 
in 1984. Increased demand for scandium . lhe apparent consumption of scandium 
used in laser applications was reportedly 1™ 1985 was estimated at 150 kilograms of 

| responsible for the higher levels of produc- @duivalent scandium oxide. The major end 
a tion. Special-use light bulbs and high- US¢ Was in high-energy laser crystals 

energy laser crystals continued to be the of gadolinium-scandium-gallium garnets 

oo major markets for scandium. Scandium was (GSGG) doped with chromium and neodym- 
obtained as a byproduct from processing ium; scandium accounts for up to 30% by 

| mine tailings at three domestic locations in Weight of the crystal. The GSGG lasing 
| the Western United States. The principal medium is reportedly twice as efficient as 

mine source closed its operations in August Yttrium-aluminum garnets with neodym- : 
1985. | | ium (Nd:YAG). Laser applications for 

~ Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic pro- GSGG are in communications and fusion 

_ duction data for scandium are estimated by research. CO 
a the Bureau of Mines based on discussions . Scandium is used in high-intensity mer- | 

with domestic producers and processors. cary vapor nen to produce a nen vad 
cient, near-sunlight color emission that is 

| _ DOMESTIC PRODUCTION — important for indoor and nighttime color 
: . . 7 . | television transmission. Approximately 3 to 

| Three mines provided scandium concen- 5 milligrams of scandium are added per 
trates for refining during the year. Concen-  pyjp. : a 

trates were obtained as a byproduct of The radioactive isotope scandium-46 was 
| processing copper tailings for uranium by used as a tracing agent in petroleum crack- 

Westingnouse Eicctric Corp. Bingham yan ing refineries, in crude oil reservoirs during 
yon, snou: . 8 secondary recovery, and in oil wells after 
Canyon, UT, operations in August as a cementing and fracturing. 
result of weak prices for uranium. Report- Small amounts of scandium metal were 

edly, Westinghouse was attempting to lo- jeportedly used in semiconductors, while 
cate a purchaser for its uranium-scandium jyinor amounts of the compound found use 
extraction plant. Scandium was also recov- in petroleum catalyst reactions. 

fluorite a byproduct of Processing residual Additions of scandium carbide to tita- 

al thortveitite oeviously mined at Crystal es carbide reportedly create a binary M , ry carbide with a hardness close to that of 
ountain, MT, and from byproduct scan- diamond. 

dium-bearing tungsten concentrates deriv- , 
ed from processing molybdenum ores at the PRICES 
Climax Mine, Climax, CO. 

Refined scandium products were pro- No published prices were available for 
duced by Baldwin Metal Processing Co., scandium. The yearend nominal prices, 
Phoenix, AZ; Boulder Scientific Co., Mead, compiled by the Bureau of Mines based on 

CO; Research Chemicals Div. of NUCOR information from several suppliers, for 

Corp., Phoenix, AZ; and Sausville Chemical scandium oxide per kilogram were as fol- 
Co. Inc., Garfield, NJ. lows: 95% purity, $6,800; 98% purity,
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$7,400; 99.0% purity, $8,000; 99.9% purity, radiating. Scandium is used because its 
$9,000; 99.99% purity, $15,000; and 99.999% | excitation efficiency in detection of light | 
purity, $25,000. Scandium metal prices var- elements up to titanium is twice that of the 
ied considerably depending on purity and commonly used chromium tube. | 
amount. | oe - A sodium-scandium-phosphate com- . 

an : : _ pound, known as foskan, named from the : 
| | FOREIGN TRADE three Russian words for the elements, is 

| No trade data were available for scan- being studied in the US.S.R. The binary | 
dium on an individual basis. Foreign coun- Phosphate and its analogs exhibit several . 
tries reportedly producing scandium in- interesting properties, including a high fu- 

clude China, France, and the U.S.S.R. The sion temperature, ferroelectricity, and high 
U.S.S.R. has historically been a major ion conductivity. Research showed that the | 
source of imported high-purity scandium high ion conductivity can be applied in 
oxide. mo sodium-sulfur storage batteries where sodi- 

a oe : um and sulfur are molten electrodes and. 
_ TECHNOLOGY . ‘the scandium-bearing binary phosphate a, 

Researchers at NV Philips Corp., Eindho- functions as a thin ceramic membrane elec- 

ven, Netherlands, developed a dual-anode ‘Tolyte. Foskan’s threedimensional open | 
tube using scandium and molybdenum or Structure allows the small sodium cations to | 
scandium and tungsten for improved detec- travel freely through the voids formed by 

tion of elements in X-ray fluorescence interconnected omnidirectional conductiv- _ 

| spectrometry. The anode is in the form of a. ity channels. At temperatures above 166° C, : 
thin layer of the light-element material the sodium cations flow: freely creating a | | 
scandium, deposited on a heavy-element super ion exchanger electrolyte for use in _ 

- base, molybdenum or tungsten. The new _ the sodium-sulfur batteries. Battery energy | 
tube allows lower voltage excitation of X- capacities using this system are reportedly | . 

| rays from the scandium surface layer, while an order of magnitude higher than lead | 
higher energy excitation penetrates to the storage batteries.* . . 

_ underlying heavy-element material before’ 7 | 

oo oe - SELENIUM*’ a a : | | - 

One of the four U.S. copper refineries | Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic da- | 
with capacity for production of byproduct ta for selenium are developed by the Bureau 
selenium did not produce any of the metal of Mines from a voluntary survey of U:S. 
in 1985, and another discontinued its oper- operations. The three domestic refiners of 
ations in the third quarter; therefore, do- selenium responded to a survey of their | 
mestic production decreased significantly. stocks, primary refined production, and 
Consumption also declined and net imports shipments of selenium to consumers. Data | 
fell slightly, while producers’ stocks in- are withheld to avoid disclosing company 
creased substantially. proprietary data. | 

- Table 16.—Salient selenium statistics 

. (Kilograms of contained selenium unless otherwise specified) | 

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 

United States: 
Production, primary refined _______ _ _ 251,949 242,996 353,860 P2538,598 WwW 
Shipments to consumers ____—_—~___— 207,854 307,610 374,030 224,401 Ww 
Exports, metal, waste and scrap_ __ __ _ _ 60,523 117,267 93,368 122,929 154,122 
Imports for consumption ______—_—___ 311,566 347,329 297,029 376,946 400,658 
Apparent consumption ____________ 458,898 537,672 577,691 478,418 Ww 
Stocks, yearend, producer?__________ 292,558 254,210 152,790 139,159 WwW 
Dealers price, average per pound, 

commercial-grade* ____________ _ $4.38 $3.53 $3.87 $9.02 $6.00-$10.25 
World: Refinery production _______---- "1,285,288 "1,182,495 1,825,081 1,350,702 °1, 122,835 

*Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
2Granular selenium, a semirefined form of selenium, is included in stocks.
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_ DOMESTICPRODUCTION - - _ and ceramics. The primary use of selenium _ 
. cee - in the glass industry in 1985 was in contain- : Most primary selenium was recovered ey glass, where it was used to decolor the | from anode slimes generated in the electro- yellow-green tint imparted by ferrous. ions. _ 

: lytic refining of copper. Selenium also was: ‘Also, selenium was used in architectural _ _ believed to have been recovered from lead plate glass, where it was used in combina- — 
slimes and nonferrous flue dusts. tion with cobalt oxide and iron oxide to 

Primary selenium was recovered from reduce solar heat transmission. a | 
both domestic and imported materials at. 7 : - 

7 three U.S. copper refineries: Asarco at Am- — PRICES 
arillo, TX; Kennecott at Magna, UT; and | ee Coos Phelps Dodge Refining Corp. at El Paso, TX. _ Standard commercial-grade selenium av- 

Production at the Kennecott refinery was °Taging 99.5% selenium was sold as powder, 
discontinued during the year owing to the avaiable in Severa’ mesh y cele, r as small 
cessation of copper mining in Utah. Sele- tain, s 08, 99%, < purity se better con- 
nium-bearing copper slimes from other do-_ marketed as vellets or sticks. 5 : fen tio ns 

~__ Mestic copper refiners were either shipped for pigment-grade selenium ‘powder gener- 
to the . above refineries or exported . for ally required a selenium content of 99.8%. 

| O  High-or , selenj tal and , - Other forms of selenium available included : 
| igh-purity selenium metal and various selenium dioxide, ferroselenium, sodium selenium compounds were produced from selenite.and sodium selenate. : | 

commercial-grade metal by the three copper The New York dealer price for commer- 
| refineries and other processors. a cial-grade selenium, quoted by Metals Week ___Serap xerographic materials containing oy 4 daily basis, ranged from $6.00 to $10.25 | selenium were exported to Canada and the. per pound. — | 

: United Kingdom for processing to recover a | | 
a selenium. a | FOREIGN TRADE | | 

CONSUMPTION AND USES ___ Exports increased to a record-high level of 
. _, , 154,122 kilograms. In 1985, the United Apparent consumption of refined seleni- Kingdom was the recipient of about one- 

| um decreased from the 1984 level in all third of the exported selenium materials, | major end uses, Estimated consumption of primarily scrap. Exports to Mexico and the . 
| selenium by end-use category was electronic Philippines accounted for most of the in- 

| and photocopier components, 35%; glass creased.exports. = oe 
manufacturing, 30%; pigment and chemi- Imports of selenium were the highest 

| cals, 25%; and other, including metallurgy since the peak year of 1975, when 403,000 
and agriculture, 10%. _ kilograms of selenium was imported. Cana- 

| _ The major electronic use of selenium was da continued to be the largest supplier of 
as a photoreceptor in plain paper electro- imported selenium metal. Belgium-Lux- 
photographic copiers. _ embourg, Japan, and the United Kingdom 

The U.S. automobile and construction were the other major import sources. Ap- 
industries contributed to a strong demand proximately 75,000 kilograms of the import- 
for selenium-containing pigments. The pig- ed refined selenium, primarily from the 
ments, which range in color from light United Kingdom, was recovered from scrap 
orange to maroon, depending on the seleni- that had been exported from the United 
um content, have good heat stability and States for processing. 
are important colorants for plastics, glass,
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. - Table 17.—U.S. exports of selenium metal, waste and scrap, by country : 

. 1983 1984 1985 

. Quantity Quantity Quantity 
ae Country (kilograms of (kilograms of (kilograms of . 

contained Value contained Value contained Value 
selenium) - selenium) selenium) — 

Argentina___-~--___.------- — — 1,089 $10,200 1,179 $22,750 
Australia ______-______------ 2,211 $19,941 _- —— 962 29,220 
Belgium-Luxembourg _______..—--~ . 1,611 24,049 322 5,141 __ = . 
Brazil __.____--~...------- _- _— 254 8,100 650 10,400 
Canada_____ ~ -_-__-~___-~---- 1,448 23,146 2,462 39,365 2,207 40,595 
Chile___.__---------------~ | _- _— 5,517 24,313 —_ _— 
Colombia _._____-____~-_-_-~~- 250 ~=—_ 2,163 7,831 198,864 894 22,660 
France ___—_-___~-~~-------- . _- —— 1,758 38,173 318 5,075 
Germany, Federal Republic of __ _ _ _ _ 1,996 17,600 13,769 139,413 7,861 126,793 
India __ -______-----~~--~- Ail 655 _- _- 68 4,765 
Ireland__.______----~-_---- 8,375 24,955 -- _- —_ _— 
Italy _. 22 ee eee ST _- _— _- 1,456 20,015 
Jamaica ___§ ~~~ _ ee 100 1,488 91 3,000 — ae 
Japan _________-~-- ~~~ -- 10,048 75,287 27,255 186,992 36,951 289,592 — 
Korea, Republic of _.._____.---~— me _e _— _- 45 1,800 
Mexico. ._.-___..-------.--. ~~ ‘9,979 97,010 1,799 28,750 19,265 308,481 
Netherlands -__.---__------~ °° .. 8,052 64,368 6,822 82,744 7,711 106,360 
Norway __..~._-_---~--~----- _- _- _- -_- 236 6,760 
Philippines _._____-__-_-_-.--- 292 6,458 oo -- 18,144 42,000. 
Portugal... _-§___._---------- 635 4,810 en _- 91 1,950 | 
Switzerland. ____..-_-------~— | 1,996 15,400 7,983 71,060 4,990 75,350 - 
Thailand__ ~~. .-------------~ “ae -- 499 11,000 —_ __ 
United Kingdom —_____--___~-- - 46,3834 393,801 45,480 739,450 51,096 316,177 

Total? ~-___ 93,368 © 771,131 122,929 1,586,565 154,122 1,480,743 : 

1Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. ; ue 

Source: Bureau of the Census. : mo 

able 18.—U.S. imports for consumption of selenium, by class and country 

1983 1984 - 1985 

. Quantity © - Quantity Quantity . 
Class and country. _ (kilograms _ (kilograms. . (kilograms 

of Value of Value of Value 
contained contained contained 

. . selenium) selenium) | selenium) 

Unwrought and waste and scrap: 
Belgium-Luxembourg _ —_ _ — __— 34,643 $930,511 47,483 $1,084,424 63,353 $1,572,220 
Canada___.__.___~~_~_- 84,602 —§ 1,679,022 130,317 2,786,063 111,927 2,353,429 
Chile _.__________~~__ _- _- 3,498 64,015 7,500 153,902 
German Democratic Republic __ —_ —_ -- -- 45 — 14,743 
Germany, Federal Republic of _ _ 20,901 373,953 23,364 402,088 5,550 126,877 
Japan___--~____~-~~~_~_ 54,651 1,840,519 46,074 1,904,155 72,609 2,056,694 
Netherlands_______~_-~___ _— -- 2,755 64,610 15,239 30,851 
Peru ________~~~-~---__ 8,941 66,313 2,994 32,605 —_ _- 
Philippines ________._____ —_ ae 5,000 59,525 16,748 243,747 
Sweden____ ~~~. ___ 853 27,096 1,032 26,258 100 3,750 
Taiwan _____~_ ~~ 1,100 8,086 __ _ — -- 
United Kingdom __________ 65,373 . 997,809 80,844 964,306 66,434 910,947 

Total______...---_--~ 271,064 5,423,259 343,361 7,388,049 359,505 7,467,160 

Selenium dioxide: 
Belgium-Luxembourg _ — — — — — _ _— _- 35 529 _— _— 
Germany, Federal Republic of _ — 4,437 69,285 5,598 121,704 6,916 164,471 
Sweden_____________--- 142 10,514 71 4,500 -- — 
United Kingdom __________ — _. 29 1,586 — -— 

Total. ______________ 4,579 79,799 5,733 128,319 6,916 164,471 

Selenium salts: 
Belgium-Luxembourg — — — ~~~ — -- -- -— _- 567 29,839 
France __________~--~-~- _. _- 6,399 6,397 a -- 
Japan____ ~~~ 603 5,596 _- _- _- _- 
Korea, Republic of _______ ~~ 5,168 8,524 4,429 6,197 4,847 4,962 
Taiwan ____--~_-__-- ---~- -- _- 50 400 _- _- 
United Kingdom _________- 150 8,550 193 6,821 7,000 114,959 

Total______-__-_--~-- 5,921 22,670 11,071 19,815 12,414 149,760
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_. . Table 18.—U.S. imports for consumption of selenium, by class and country —Continued _ 

- a 1983 1984 1985 
, Quantity ( Quantity , ( Quantity - 

Cl d t ilograms - .. (kilograms ilograms . 
_ ass ane Country Of Value — of Value of Value © . contained contained contained — : selenium) _ Selenium) selenium) ——$—$— ET OC CIM) 

Sodium selenite: - | . | 
Canada_____~_~_______ = __ 841 $36,794 460 $17,223 42 $2,090 
Germany, Federal Republic of _ — 10,090 257,357 . 1,154 28,745 ‘3,018 80,091 Japan..-__-__- __ eo 450 29,592 1,058 29,575 
Spain ~__~_~__~_~__________ -- _ 1,150 20,939 oo -- Sweden________________——<—tsé‘ DCC“ titsté« WB __ __ _ __ 
United Kingdom __________ 3,801 77,975 9,968 249,974 13,835 _ $32,551 

. Total. 2 LL 14,962 376,254 - 18,182 346,473 17,948 444,307 

Other selenium compounds: o , oo 
- Canada_____ —_ _— _- __- 1,105 ~ 3,394 
Germany, Federal Republic of _ _ __ __ 13 1,548 22 1,443 
Japan. = 25 1,735 2,574 ‘133,671 1,588 81,559 
Netherlands. ____________ _- _- 42 . 482 ~~. _- 
Sweden__§_§_§_§__§_§________ -- _- 170 2,107 123 1,398 
United Kingdom ______—___ 478 18,208 800 33,400 1,037 | . 44,072 

Total. 503 «19,948. 8,599 171,208 3,875 181,866 : 
Grand total. _§_______ . 297,029 5,921,925  —§ 376,946 8,053,864 400,658 —§ 8,357,564 

oO Source: Bureau of the Census; figures adjusted by Bureau of Mines. | | 

Table 19.—U.S. import duties for selenium | 7 

Ite TSUS Most favored nation (MFN) Non-MFN 
m i 

a No. Jan.1,1985  Jan.1,1987 Jan. 1, 1985 $$ 
. Selenium metal ________.___.__._____-___ 682.40 Free__._. Free____ Free. | 

Selenium dioxide and salts___________________ 420 _~__-do _ _—.-do_ _ Do. 

Sodium selenite and other selenium compounds._____ 421.625, 4.0% ad 3.7% ad 25% ad 
420.54 valorem. . valorem. valorem. 

. a_i edhteeneenpunsnansvevvumnnanientawames 

| WORLD REVIEW and was slightly higher than the estimated | 
world demand of about 1,100 tons. , 

Estimated world refinery production of | 
selenium was about the same as that of 1984 |
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oe Table 20.—Selenium: World refinery production, by country! | 

. (Kilograms of contained selenium) . 

| Country? 1981 1982 1983 1984? 1985° | | : 

Belgium® _________________________ 60,000 60,000 60,000 60,000 60,000 | 
Canada*__ = 5 350,010 222,000 266,000 F €354,000 350,000 
Chile_____=---~____ ~~ Le 33,665 23,011 43,869 25,450 25,000 
Finland __~---_-_______--_-------~-- 19,422 10,020 11,172 16,975 17,000 
India___-§___---_~____- ~~~ Le . 4,104 5,351 3,684 “4,000 4,000 
Japan _______-~________ ee 428,081 410,490 433,122 464,524 4496,835 
Mexico______~_—~_~_~___ 12,000 29,000 24,000 44,000 40,000 

/ Peru Le 22,478 20,851 19,553 20,800 22,000 
Sweden®_______________ 444,000 44,000 44,000 45,000 45,000 
United States_______________.-_-____ 251,949 242,996 353,860 253,598 Ww 

- Yugoslavia ________________________ 35,600 ~ 42,328 43,720 &45,000 46,000 
Zambia® ___________-._------------ 28,929 - =. 22,453 22,051 | = 17,855 17,000 

Total___._-_______-_---__---------~ | 11,285,288 "1,182,495 1,325,031 1,350,702 1,122,835 | | 

qostimated. PPreliminary. ‘Revised. |W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; not included in . . 
66 ‘otal.”’ . . 

MInsofar as possible, data relate to refinery output only; thus, countries that produced selenium contained in copper. . 
ores, copper concentrates, blister copper, and/or refinery residues, but did not recover refined selenium from these 
materials indigenously, were excluded to avoid double counting. Table includes data available through June 10, 1986. 

. In addition to the countries listed, Australia, the Federal Republic of Germany, and the U.S.S.R. produced refined 
selenium, but output is not reported, and available information is inadequate for formulation of reliable estimates of 
output levels. Australia is known to produce selenium in intermediate metallurgical products and has facilities to 
produce elemental selenium. In addition to having facilities for processing imported anode slimes for the recovery of | 
selenium and precious metals, the. United Kingdom has facilities for processing selenium scrap. 

5Refinery output from all sources, including imported materials and secondary sources. 
7 “Reported figure. oe ; . . 

5Data for fiscal year ending Mar. 31. In addition to refined selenium produced, Zambia exported significant quantities 
of selenium contained in anode slimes. | . 

: TELLURIUM** | 

Domestic consumption, imports, and pro- Domestic Data Coverage.—Domestic tel- 
duction decreased from the 1984 levels. lurium refinery production data were ob- 
Decreased consumption resulted in a slight tained from the only domestic producer on a 

| decrease in prices. Estimated world refinery voluntary survey form. Data are withheld 
production was essentially the same as the to avoid disclosing company proprietary 
1984 level. data. | 

: | Table 21.—Salient U.S. tellurium statistics? 

(Kilograms of contained tellurium unless otherwise specified) 

eee . 
1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 

ee 

Refinery production. ____§_$_§_§___~__~___~_ Le Ww WwW WwW Ww Ww 
Shipments to consumers _____§___§_§_=§_§______ Ww WwW Ww WwW Ww 
Imports for consumption ______§_§_§.§ > $e 87,953 16,602 11,829 735,383 30,050 
Apparent consumption________________________ 85,202 45,978 56,639 107,311 WwW 
Stocks, yearend, producer ______________________ Ww Ww Ww WwW WwW 
Producers’ price, per pound, yearend, commercial grade __ _ _ $14.00 $10.00 $9.00  $11.00-$11.50 $10.00 
a eS 

"Revised. _W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
1World refinery production for selected countries is given in table 24. 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION . CONSUMPTION AND USES 

Commercial-grade tellurium was recov- Estimated consumption of tellurium by 
ered by Asarco, at Amarillo, TX, from end use was iron and steel products, 60%; 

copper anode slimes, a byproduct of electro- nonferrous metal, 25%; chemicals, includ- 
___ lytic copper refining. ing rubber manufacturing, 10%; and other, 
| High-purity tellurium, tellurium master including xerographic and electronic appli- 
' alloys, and tellurium compounds were pro-_ cations, 5%. 

duced by primary and intermediate proces- The principal end use of tellurium was as 
sors from commercial-grade metal and tel- an alloying metal in the production of free- 
lurium dioxide. machining steels and free-machining copper
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a alloys. The addition of up to 0.1% tellurium tions such as night vision and navigation 
: improves the machinability of steels; the systems. Such applications require detector- _ 

| addition of tellurium to copper alloys im- grade (99.99999%-pure) tellurium. oo 
: proves their corrosion resistance as well as : | a 

| their machinability. a _ PRICES oe | 
Tellurium catalysts are used chiefly for With decreased consumption, prices for _ the oxidation of a number of organic com- commercial-grade tellurium decreased 

pounds, and to a lesser extent, for the slightly from the 1984 level. The price for | hydrogenation of oils, and in chlorination commercial-grade tellurium quoted by — 
and dehydrochlorination processes. Tellu- Asarco was $10.00. per pound at yearend. : 

| ride salts can be used as an antioxidant in Commercial grades of tellurium metal, con- 
| counteracting the formation of sludge in taining a minimum of 99% or 99.5% tellu- | 

_ lubricating oils. Other tellurium compounds rium, are marketed as minus 200-mesh 
are used in germicides and fungicides and powder, 1-pound ingots, or 5-pound slabs. 

: a in the treatment of dermatitis. Tellurium Tellurium dioxide is sold as powder ranging Oo has use as a glass former in combination from minus 40-mesh to minus 200-mesh and 
with other metal oxides, as a color additive containing a minimum of 75% tellurium. 
in metal-finishing operations, and in time FOREIGN TRADE | 

| delay explosive detonators. Photocon- . ae 
| ductive mercury-cadmium-tellurium is the Data on tellurium exports are not avail- 

| ' most widely used infrared sensing material able. Canada was the major import source 
for thermal imaging devices used in applica- in 1985, accounting for 45% of total imports. 

| Table 22.—U.S. imports for consumption of tellurium, by class and country 

. : , - : 1983 1984 1985 
| . . Quantity Quantity Quantity - 

Class and country (kilograms of | (kilograms of (kilograms of 
contained Value contained Value contained Value 

tellurium) tellurium) tellurium) 

Unwrought and waste and scrap: , Belgium-Luxembourg_________ 992 $17,870 4,008 $68,764 5 $5,878 | Canada__-__ === 9,461 540,080 20,382 369,745 18,458 453,929 
Germany, Federal Republic of __ _ _ 2 343 1,019 17,367 5 1,404 Japan ——__ 95 5,574 1,825 103,338 499 29,083 Netherlands ______________ __ __ 1,300 23,884 500 9,653 Peru____ = __ __ __ _ 963 18,963 USSR ~~~ 9 10,500 __ _ __ __ United Kingdom____________ 1,001 27,419 _ 5,892 105,026 4,999 107,398 $a ONO ID 107,398 

Total _-______________ 11,560 601,786 34,421 688,124 20,429 626,308 EO ELD 626,308 — eee 
Compounds: 

Belgium-Luxembourg_________ a _— 724 21,112 726 15,381 Canada____ == 215 5,533 200 5,758 73 1,904 Germany, Federal Republic of ___ _ 4 1,378 23 3,408 51 3,369 Japan _____ = (3) 887 __ — 82 10,900 Philippines ___-_§_§__________ — _— __ _— 7,376 202,483 . United Kingdom ____________ 50 —s-:12,064 14 6,572 17 5,536 86 
Total _-__-____________ 269 =: 19,862 961 36,845 8,325 239,573 EOD 8820 239,073 eee 

Salts: 
Germany, Federal Republic of ___ _ __ __ 1 270 _ — Netherlands ______________ — __ __ _- 1,296 5,410 e410 

Total _-_-_____________ __ _ | 1 270 1,296 5,410 G40 eee 
Grand total ____________ 11,829 621,648 735,383 °725,239 30,050 871,291 $e See 

Revised. 
1Less than 1/2 unit. 

Source: Bureau of the Census.
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. Table 23.—U.S. import duties for tellurium | 

: . TSUS Most favored nation (MFN) Non-MFN 

hi Item N ——— vv oro. OE 

- 0. . Jan. 1, 1985 Jan. 1, 1987 Jan. 1, 1985 

Fm | 

“Tellurium metal — — — - —-— 632.48 1.5% ad valorem _ Free _______- 2.5% ad valorem. 

‘ Tellurium compounds and 421.90, 427.12 4.2% ad valorem _ 3.7% ad valorem _ Do. . 

y salts. — 

we OO : , 

‘ | : WORLD REVIEW rium outside of the United States remained : 

. | about the same as 1984 levels at 100 tons. | 

a Estimated refinery production of tellu- | oe 

‘, Table 24.—Tellurium: World refinery production, by country’ 

Ss (Kilograms of contained tellurium) 

Le oro ee 
go Country? : 1981 1982 1983 1984? 1985° 
co 

ee 

= @anada3_____________------------- 21,297 1,000 16,000 * ©21,000 20,000 
© India.______--------------------- ' 4220 (5) (°) (°) _ 

2 Japan ________-~------------------ 61,700 62,800 54,800 64,500 63,000 

¢) Peru ______---------_------------ 21,310 20,726 15,116 14,094 15,500 
+ United States_____________---------- WwW WwW W Ww Ww 
Te _ = 

. 

im 
} €fstimated. Preliminary. "Revised. |W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 

* Insofar as possible, data relate to refinery output only; thus, countries that produced tellurium contained in copper 

; @res, copper concentrates, blister copper, and/or refinery residues, but did not recover.refined tellurium, are excluded to 

“.. avoid double counting. Table is not totaled because of the exclusion of data from major world producers, notably the 

‘. U.S.S.R. and the United States. Table includes data available through June 10, 1986. 

Ee 21n addition to the countries listed, Australia, Belgium, the Federal Republic of Germany, and the U.S.S.R. are known 

«3 to produce refined tellurium, but output is not reported, and available information is inadequate for formulation of . . 

‘reliable estimates of output levels. Moreover, the other major copper-refining nations such as Chile and Zambia may 

# produce refined tellurium, but output in these nations is conjectural. 

‘ SRefinery output from all sources, including imports and secondary sources. . : 

“ “Pilot plant production. 

. 5Revised to zero. . : 

|  THALLIUM®? a | 

' Although thallium was contained in ores CONSUMPTION AND USES © 
» mined in the United States, it was not Based d he d - 

“recovered domestically as a marketable are on pan ata, the a be 

% product in 1985. In other countries, thal- nerd 10n de ; 1985. The estima h ii 

» lium was recovered as a byproduct from flue ~” i aed in diati e dete ti thallium 

“ dusts and residues collected in the smelting inc t r Staves f ra " 10n de ihe ref cctive 

i: of copper, zinc, and lead ores. Domestic onde » a qd dene: t of lace Ie te re vat ive 

- requirements for thallium were met by index an th ‘iu yo lov ov tches, high. 

. imports and withdrawals from stocks. mercury-thaillum alloy switenes, ee 
« Legislation and Government  Pro- density liquids, alloys, photosensitive de- 

& grams.—Thallium was considered to be a cular and radioactive tsovopes for cardiovas: 

5 toxic material and was controlled to pre- single use im the rest of the ‘world 0 tinaed 
"vent a. threat to the environment or labor to e as an in © edient in rodentici fea: how 

¥ force. In 1985, the EPA issued interim 2. ibis use eras been banned in the Unit 
.. guidelines to assist local communities in 04 Gates | 
* establishing programs to respond to acci- . 
* dental releases of acutely toxic chemicals. wi OS ; , PRICES 
z. Six thallium compounds were among the 
* 402 chemicals identified as acutely hazard- Metal traders reported that the price of 

- ous. A chemical profile outlining the chemi- imported thallium metal, 99% pure, was 

4 cal and physical properties, health hazards, $20 per pound. 

and precautions for safe handling and use 
~ was provided for each chemical listed.*
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- Table 25.—U.S. imports for consumption of thallium in 1985, by country 4 

. . ught and waste . | | . | Compourids -. and scrap i 
a Country Gross 1 Gross oS | 4 | weight fontent. Value | weight © Value. = * , (pounds) poun (pounds) . By 

Belgium-Luxembourg________________-._ 946. 757 $19,698 440 $6,530 & a Canada ______ 56 45. - ~=+1,700 2. 1,084 —- Wy France____-___= 771 617 |. ‘14,419 oo _- a Germany, Federal Republicof_..____________ ~- ~~. — ~ 220 - | 3,583 | United Kingdom. a - __ 220 3098 | : : 
rs | Total eB 1,419 35,817 882 14,245 4 

vt ‘Estimated by the Bureau of Mines. . . % 
Source: Bureau of the Census. . . ? 

- | Table 26.—U.S. import duties for thallium , f 
| tem TSUS _.__ Most favored nation (MFN) NonMFN i 

7 | No. Jan. 1, 1985 Jan. 1, 1987 Jan.1,1985 iy 
Unwrought metal.__. =§_=§ 632.50 1.3% ad valorem _ Free ____=___ 25% ad valorem. 4 Compounds ______________ 422.00 4.0% ad valorem _ 3.7% ad valorem _ Do. ‘ 

| | Agency. Nonferrous Metal Manufacturing Point Source ; _ WORLD REVIEW Category; Effluent Limitations Guidelines, Pretreatment = . . oan, Standards, and New Source Performance Standards. V. 50, | World production data for thallium were No. 183, Sept. 20, 1985, pp. 38276-38402. oS 4 : , v1 Bernstein, L. R. Geology and Mineralogy of the Apex &” . not available. However, Western European Germanium-Gallium Mine, Washington County, Utah, ~~ | companies were thought to be the largest U.S, Geol. Surv. Bull. 1577, 1986, 9 pp. | ok 
producers of thallium in 1985. World re- Care ones, Spectra. Pi Ty 1985,» reek Ground in So. 

_ Serves of thallium contained in zinc ores “2____ ‘rrr Dedicates New Fiber Cable Facility in b i 830,000 u f | Worchester, Mass. V. 19, Issue 5, May 1985, p.10. 4 were’ estimated to be | 0, pounds o ??American Metal Market. Fibertrak Defers Plans To ie thallium. | Build Nationwide Fiber Optics Network. V. 98, No. 144, # a . , duly 29, 1985, pp. 15,18. . oo 
?Prepared by Daniel Edelstein, physical scientist. Vv ib hotonics jppedtaa. ae Set for Six-State Link. i "Federal Register. Creosote, Pentachlorophenol, and ‘23 Nationwide Optical Net. V. 19, Issue 7. July Inorganic Arsenicals, Amendment of Notice of Intent To 1985, p 4A. soe y wuly te Cancel Registrations. V. 51, No. q, Jan. 10, 1986, Pp. 1334- 242 Longest Optical Cable. V. 19 Issue 3 Mar. oS 

| , | as 1985, pp. 36-37. nin Me 3U.S. Department of Agriculture. The Biologic and 25 : : # Economic Assessment of Pentachlorophenol, Inorganic No. 5 Men e866. Germanium. Eng. and Min. J., v. 187, | ¥ 
Arse mabe ste 1 9B dd gregervatives. USDA Tech. Lasers & Applications. Telecom Canada Plans Nation- a1; 2 NOW. ey ON PP- . wide Fiber Net. V. 4, No. 6, June 1985, p. 46. ” nternational Statistics Council. Wood Preservation 27 Japan Metal Journal. V. 16, No. 12, Mar. 24. 1986 p.6 ; 
Statistics, 1983, 1984. A Report to the Wood Preserving 28Photonics Spectra. AT&T Lays Prototype of Transat- 4 Industry in the United States. Jan. 1986, 45 pp. lantic FO Cable. V. 19, Issue 10, Oct. 1985, p. 54 , reaskill Information Services Ltd. (London). The Eco. “asnohrer MP. J A Meaclee P Leen sham BK | nemyres GA tg eee eo f Metal  Tariyal, J. M. Turnipseed, R. F. Gill, W. J. Moebuis, and ©. Val ‘eo Fe Cop re Suifid as “ tat 196 etal J. L. Bodeker. A Process for Recovering Germanium From ** is, 1983 rom Complex Sulfides. U.S. Pat. 4,410,496. Oct. Pee a a Rial Fiber Manufacturing. J. Lightwave ; : ech., v. LT-3, No. 3, June , Pp. 699-705. ig 7The Montana Standard. Smelter Flue Dust May Be ’°Chemical & Engineering News. Amorphous Solar Cell i Test for New Process. Nov. 2, 1985. ._. Has Record Efficiency. V. 63, No. 37, Sept. 16, 1985, p. 61. “Twidwell, L. G., and A. K. Mehta. Disposal of Arsenic **Outlaw, R. A., and P. Hopson, Jr. Free-Standing Thin. Bearing Copper Smelter Flue Dust. Nucl. and Chem. Film Ge Single Crystals Grown by Plasma-Enhanced  “* Waste Manage., v. 5, 1985, pp. 297-303. .. Chemical Vapor Deposition. J. Appl. Phys., v. 55, No.6, "Peterson, M., and L. G. Twidwell. Removal of Arsenic Mar. 15, 1984, pp. 1461-1463. os From Lead Smelter Speiss. J. Hazard. Mater., v. 12, 1985, 5?Prepared by James F. Carlin, Jr., physical scientist. f PP. 225-229. ; 53Prepared by John W. Blossom, physical scientist. A “The Wall Street Journal. Ford To Begin Manufactur- 34Prepared by James B. Hedrick, physical scientist. ing Semiconductors. V. 205, No. 52, Mar. 15, 1985, p. 12. 35Kikkert, J. N X-ray Fluorescence Sees Light Ele- 4 i1 : . » U- . r. Solid State Technology. New Semiconductor Growth ments. Res. & Dev., Feb. 1986, pp. 82-86. * Process. V. 28, No. 8, Aug. 1985, p. 32. **Zhizn, K. I. Scandium and Foskan. U.S.S.R. Report, Chemical & Engineering News. Gallium Arsenide Materials Science and Metallurgy. Foreign Broadcast 4 Deposition Improved. V. 64, No. 8, Feb. 24, 1986, p. 33. Information Service, JPRS-UMS-85-009, Dec. 5, 1985, b ’SPrepared by W. Timothy Adams, physical scientist. pp. 64-68. a “The Portland Oregonian. New Use Spurs Cesium 57Prepared by Neldon L. Jensen, physical scientist. Shipments. Aug. 9, 1985. *8Prepared by Neldon L. Jensen, physical scientist. * American Metal Market. Alloying and Precious Met- *°Prepared by Patricia A. Plunkert, physical scientist. : als. Cornell Univ., Horiba Sign Pact for Cesium Iodide 4°U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Chemical ‘ Monocrystals. V. 93, No. 232, Dec. 3, 1985, p. 7. , Emergency Preparedness Program, Interim Guidance. *6Prepared by Patricia A. Plunkert, physical scientist. Nov.-Dec. 1985, varying pagination. : ‘Federal Register. U.S. Environmental Protection s 
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